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The Classical Review 

FEBRUARY 1901. 

Tue first year of the twentieth century is 
the fifteenth year in the existence of the 
Classical Review. Arrived at the age of ma- 
turity according to just classical standards, 
it would be wanting in piety if it deferred 
the acknowledgments due to its father and 
first editor Prof. J. B. Mayor, to its second 
parent Mr. G. E. Marindin and to its twtor 
Mr. Alfred Nutt: not forgetting the numer- 
ous friends and supporters, both British 
and American, without whose generous aid 
it must have died in infancy. All these it 
asks to join in its wish: A¢ tu, natalis, 
multos celebrande per annos, candidior semper 
candidiorque went. 

The publisher of the Thesaurus Linguae 
Latinae has asked us to state that the 
editing committee were in no way re- 
sponsible for the English prospectus of the 
work, upon which some strictures were 
passed in the last issue of the Classical 
Review. We are glad also to hear that a 
revision of the prospectus is contemplated ; 
and we take this opportunity of adding that 
subseribers to the Thesaurus may find it 
convenient to know that they can obtain 
temporary covers, specially designed for the 
purpose of preserving the current parts 
until ready for binding, for the moderate 
sum of two and a half marks each. 

Hermathena has lost none of its old verve. 
The last number deals almost exclusively 
with matters of interest to Classical 
scholars. A special feature in its vigorous 
editing is the number of reviews, of which 
the majority are unsigned. The new series 
of Oxford texts comes in for a large share 
of attention, the texts of Aeschylus, Thucy- 
dides, Plato, Xenophon, Apollonius Rhodius 

NO. CXXIX. VOL, XV. 

and Tacitus receiving more or less favour- 
able notice. When the reviewers find 
fault, it is generally for excessive conserv- 
atism. 

The thirtieth volume of the Transactions 
and Proceedings of the American Philological 
Association includes two noticeable papers ; 
an attack successful up to a certain point 
upon current views on ‘the Origin of the 
Latin letters G and Z’ by Prof. G. Hempl of 
Michigan, and one on ‘the Scepticism and 
Fatalism of the Common People of Rome 
as illustrated by the Sepulchral Inscriptions’ 
by Prof. A. G. Harkness of Brown 
University. We shall await with interest 
the promised second paper which is to show 
‘that Juvenal was right when he said (I. 
149) that only children believed in the 
existence of the Manes.’ 

We have received from the compiler Mr. 
E. Cutler Shedd of the Lewis Academy, 
Wichita, Kansas, a booklet which embodies 
a useful idea. His ‘Word Lists for Livy 
Books i., XxXl., xxll., are arranged on the 
principle of relative frequency of occurrence. 
First come those words which occur over 
100 times, in which list we find the seven 
verbs ago, captio, do, facio, habeo, mitto and 
sum, then those that occur over 75 times and 
so on. Information of this kind is not merely 
of considerable value to those who wish 
to acquire a knowledge of a vocabulary of 
a writer ora people with the greatest ex- 
pedition but it furnishes linguistic and 
literary students with highly instructive 
data. It is a pity that Mr. Shedd has to 
a certain extent impaired the usefulness of 
his little book by including in it several 
unattested forms. 

B 



2 THE CLASSICAL REVIEW. 

THE CLASSICAL REVIEW AND ANGLO-SAXON CLASSICAL SCHOLARSHIP. 

Tue foundation of the Classical Review at 
the beginning of the year 1887 was not the 
first or the sole indication of an increased 
interest in classical antiquity throughout the 
English-speaking world. In proof of this 
we may cite the inauguration of the Hellenic 
Society and the commencement of its Journal 
in 1880, and the establishment inthe same year 
of the American Journal of Philology which 
from the first was freely opened to cis-Atlantic 
contributions. But these channels, even 
with the assistance of the long-established 
Journal of Philology, were not enough to 
carry off the new activities, as Professor 
Mayor and his coadjutors in the new under- 
taking rightly divined. The needs which this 
satisfied and the stimulus which it supplied 
may perhaps be best gathered from the fol- 
lowing figures. The seven volumes of the 
Journal of Philology immediately preceding 
the date of its foundation contained contri- 
butions from some fifty-four English scholars, 
three or four of whom however wrote on’ 
subjects outside the range of classical Philo- 
logy: to the first seven volumes of the 
Classical Review about 150 English scholars 
contributed.!. It may, therefore, be fairly 
claimed that the hope expressed in the first 
editorial preface ‘that the Review would turn 
wasted power to account by inducing some 
who are at present unproductive scholars to 
take a more active part in promoting the 
advancement of learning’ has been more 
than fulfilled, 

And if not all the anticipations of its 
founders have been realized and the Classical 
Review of to-day is in some respects different 
to what they desired and so if it may seem 
a not unnatural expression of surprise 
amphora coepit institui: currente rota cur 
urceus exit ?, yet let it not be forgotten that 
the wheel is that of the blind goddess whom 
none can guide. And accordingly if for 
example it be thought, as indeed it is some- 
times said, that the purging of classical 
texts occupies too much space in these 
columns, it should be remembered that the 
last few years have seen a Herondas, a lost 
Aristotle and a Bacchylides rescued from 
the dead and crying for the ‘first aid’ 
which was to salve the wounds of age and 
accident, and that if English scholarship has 
played a not wholly undistinguished part in 
rendering this help, the very possibility of 
its doing so is due to the Classical Review. 

1 Names of writers of reviews are not counted in 
this comparison. 

It may well be asked whether this 
critical activity is a sign’ of general life or 
merely the effect of an unhealthy stimula- 
tion of a single part of the organism ; or, to 
give the inquiry a wider scope, does the 
higher classical scholarship of the last 
fifteen years evince on the whole an advance 
on the period which preceded it? Without 
lapsing into optimism I think we may say 
that in the main it does. The vigour of 
our archaeological studies cannot be denied : 
the decipherment and interpretation of 
papyri is a new and growing department of 
research in which at the least we hold our 
own ; in Greek and Latin philology in the 
narrower sense our scholars have not failed 
to secure recognition in the mother country of 
that study. History no doubt still lan- 
guishes somewhat, as indeed has been the 
case since its remarkable activity in the 
middle of the century ; but there are signs 
of a revival. But to pass from what the 
dilettante in classics might call special or 
technical branches, insufficiently worthy of 
the attention ‘ of a scholar and a gentleman,’ 
may we not say that the intelligent appre- 
ciation of the literatures has made some 
noteworthy advance? Ido not now refer 
to professed literary criticism, though here 
too recent years have given us work of 
which we may well be proud; but to its 
practical expression in translations of, and 
after, the ancient models. If we compare 
even an average translation of the present 
day with the bulk of those in Bohn’s 
Standard Library, we see at once how great 
a change has been wrought by the move- 
ment of which the late Master of Ballicl 
was the leading spirit. For this reforma- 
tion we are indebted in the main to Oxford, 
though there were Cambridge scholars who 
early struck in with the movement and for- 
warded it substantially.2 The full value of 
the reform those accustomed to it can hardly 
realize—at least not so keenly as one who 
learned for the first time in the lecture-room 
of the present Cambridge Professor of Greek, 
the vast difference which exists between a 
construe and a translation. 

Nor has translation from English into 
Greek and Latin lagged far behind. The 

2 In the period with which I am comparing the 
present Cambridge was ever ready with a certain 
contempt for the inaccurate freedom of Oxford as 
Oxford for the stiff grammatical precision of Cam- 
bridge. But in the interval each has learned from 
the other ; and accuracy is as much honoured at Ox- 
ford as style can he at Cambridge. 
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volumes of versions recently issued by the 
two Universities are generally admitted to 
mark a distinct advance upon their respec- 
tive predecessors. They show no less spirit 
and more fidelity: a nicer appreciation of 
idiom and a more conscientious use of the 
file. 

The source of this improvement must be 
soughtin whatisitself a hopeful sign—the im- 
provement in editions, and especially in school 

editions, of the classics. So marked is this 
that it is sometimes doubted, and not without 
reason, whether for educational purposes they 
are not too good and tend by their very ex- 
cellence to destroy independence of thought 
and to engender a groundless feeling 
of unquestioning security. If so, we may 
point with some relief to the wholesome 
corrective supplied by the prevalence of 
critical speculations in the Classical Review. 

For this amelioration our thanks are 
chiefly due to the editors and publishers of 
the numerous Classical Series: the schools 
have the passive merit of adopting them. 
This (and here we have to turn to the 
darker side of our prospects) is, I fear, the 
only merit that the schools can claim. For 
the most part their directors remain still un- 
conscious of their responsibilities and un- 
afraid of the reckoning that must surely 
come—when the price will have to be paid 
for blind adherence to obsolete methods and 
inferior weapons. We know that in the 
fourfold réle of hotel-keeper, policeman, 
patron of sports and educator which custom 
imposes (not without an adequate considera- 
tion) upon the headmaster of a public school, 
it is not unnatural that the interests of 
education should suffer ; we know the crass 
ignorance and stolid complacence of ‘the 
average British parent.’ But if singly head- 
masters are too feeble to fight their fate, col- 
lectively they are strong enough, and may 
still hope to save an imperilled position if 
instead of discussions, whose outcome is but 
further disintegration, and resolutions, the 
last intention of which is to bind, they will 
take action in that thorough revision of the 
modes and materials of classical, and especi- 
ally elementary classical, teaching which is so 
urgently needed. Though we of the Univer- 
sities have a serious grievance against the 
schools in that they send so many to us mis- 
taught on elementary points and, what is 
worse, emptied of all desire to learn, we must 
not forget our own deficiencies. Academical 
studies are directed too much towards the 
literary side of antiquity and too little 
towards its real and tangible life. Our 
students are left practically without induce- 

ment to think their own thoughts in either 
Greek or Latin while they are exercised con- 
tinually in the far more difficult and, under 
the circumstances, often impossible task of 
reminting the coinages of modern thought 
into passable counterfeits of the antique. 
That most stimulating institution of 
Germany and America, the professorial 
Seminar, is still a rarity in our teaching. 
And what of the examinations—to speak of a 
feature of our educational system which has 
grown out of all reasonable proportions ? 
It is enough to point to the spectacle of 
leaders of classical studies at both Univer- 
sities devoting themselves to the task of 
maintaining obsolete or inventing tem- 
porary compromises between aims and 
aspirations which were never less easy to 
reconcile than at the present moment—those 
of science and those of culture—the thirst 
after knowledge in itself and the desire for 
intellectual gratification. 

This survey of the past and the present, 
short and imperfect as it is, must not omit 
a reference to the country whose contvri- 
butions have helped since 1889 to make our 
Review what it is. I trust that our 
American friends will excuse and supply 
the inevitable deficiencies of the notice. 
The Classical Scholarship of America is the 
daughter not of England but Germany : 
and England can view with no touch of 
maternal jealousy the great and rapid 
growth of the progeny. 

Two features in this development at 
once arrest attention, the prosperity of its 
schools of archaeology whose active centres 
are Athens and Rome; and the increase in 
its output of classical publications. As at 
present America does not itself offer much 
encouragement to the pursuit of classical 
archaeology, those Americans who have 
devoted themselves to it abroad drift on 
their return into more literary and _philo- 
logical studies to the great advantage of these 
latter. The American translation of the 
Schulkommentar is becoming a thing of the 
past ; the annotated edition which has sup- 
planted it is no doubt too often marked by 
erudity and immaturity: but it shows at 
least a healthy independence. The increase 
in the number of academical publications, 
including monographs, is no less note- 
worthy : it promises to constitute ere long 
a veritable embarras de richesse. 

American scholarship has always leaned 
towards syntax and in particular toward« 
the statistics of syntax. These otherwise 
somewhat arid regions supply a crop of con 
venient subjects for investigation in the 

B 2 
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Seminar and, provided the winnowing is 
intelligently done, of very useful ones. 
There is however a certain danger of excess. 
Principal B. J. Wheeler in a very sugges- 
tive address to the first meeting of the 
Philological Association of the Pacific coast 
Dec. 30, 1899 says, ‘The exaggerated 
attention paid to syntax at present in 
American class-rooms of Greek and Latin 
constitutes the severest menace to the 
usefulness and therefore to the continuance 
of classical study which now exists,’ and 
again ‘In the philological class-rooms of 
Germany and America pure literary study 
has been reduced dangerously near to a 
minimum...On every hand one marks the 
effort to establish aesthetic criteria by 
measuring and counting and classifying.’ 

Possibly Mr. Wheeler somewhat over- 

states the evil. At any rate there are 
indications of counteracting tendencies, first 
in the recognition, which has been very 
plain in certain recent syntactical work, 
of the paramount importance of the context 
for determining the essential character of 
an idiom ; and secondly in the growth of a 
school of refined and sympathetic inter- 
pretation, to which the Nation of Dee. 27, 
1900 in a review of Prof. Smyth’s Greek 
Melic Poets refers in words which may fitly 
close this article. ‘ Here is a book display- 
ing an erudition and thoroughness which we 
usually call German, a lucidity, neatness, 
balance and judgment which we may fairly 
call French, associated with a breadth and 
delicacy of literary culture which we expect 
from Cambridge and Oxford.’ 

J. P. PostGare. 

THE NATURE OF THE ANCIENT HOMERIC VULGATE. 

I retuRN from the mediaeval text of 
Homer, its content and the manner of its 
formation, to the third century B.c. and the 
times of the Alexandrians. Here I wish to 
consider the ordinary or common text. 

Ina previous article (October, 1899) I 
endeavoured to find methods by which the 
readings of this text, so neglected in our 
sources,! might be recovered. I suggested 
that beside the thirty-one? cases in which 
the xow7 is distinctly mentioned, its reading 
was (I) the opposite of that offered by 
amacat, ai 7Aetovs, and other expressions for 
the majority, (IIa) the opposite of Aristar- 
chus’ reading where Aristarchus only is 
mentioned, or where the non-Aristarchean 
reading is attributed to dAdo, twvés, ete., 
(11d), the non-Aristarchean reading held 
by a single critic provided it is found in the 

1 We have, strictly speaking, no direct informa- 
tion about the Homeric text. The two grammarians 
on whom we mostly depend are entirely concerned 
with Aristarchus ; one ascertains his readings, the 
other assigns meanings to his signs. The real text, 
from which Aristarchus differed, and to which his 
signs referred, did not interest them ; moreover it was 
common property, in the hands of everyone. Aris- 
tarchus himself assumed it, dealt with it, scarred it 
with obeli, and imported endless readings into it, 
but rarely mentions it by name, and is never content 
with its authority. Therefore it is that our scholia 
are taken up with everything else but the cow, and 
our direct references to it are survivals of obiter dicta 
of commentators on Aristarchus. 

° Really 32; I omitted T 189 in B. 

majority of our MSS. Experience -since 
writing that article inclines me to put aAdor, 
Twes, ete, on the level of the single individual, 
ze. into class IId, and to require MS. 
backing before I reckon their reading as the 
xowyn. With this alteration I maintain the 
rule. 

The readings ascertainable as the result 
of these methods give us the xow7y as far as 
it can be recovered. Though a good deal 
has been written about the ancient vulgate, 
and Ludwich in his well-known book has 
vindicated its age, end though we have 
adequate accounts of the changes undergone 
by the early Homeric written text in 
general (eg. in Cauer, Grundfragen der 
Homerkritik, p. 35 sqq.), no attempt has 
been made to represent the intrinsic charac- 
ter of the Vulgate. This I wish to con- 
sider here. ; 

The total of readings which results from 
putting these rules into operation is over 
600, far too great a number to be exhibited 
or discussed in a magazine-article. I will 
content myself with giving specimens from 
two books, and collecting classes of charac- 
teristics, premising explicitly that I nowhere 
aim at exhaustiveness, nor enter into greater 
detail than is necessary to permit of a 
general conclusion. 

I mark the readings according to the 
classes given above ; an asterisk implies an 
explicit statement in the scholia. 
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A 
Vulgate. Aristarchus. 

91 ei otpare axatav (Zen, Aristoph. Sosig.) aie 
108 ovdé—oid' ! ovte—ovr’ (Aristoph. ) 1E 
117 coov cov ILa 
124 zw mov (Aristoph. Sosig.) i 
142 és ev ILa 
157 okwwevra oKLOWYTE ILa 
168 éxnv erel IL.a 
169 d6inv dbinvd’ (Zen.) i; 
203 idys idn ILa 
204 rereAeobar teheco bar ILa 
241 ois TOTE ILa 
258 Bovly Bovdyy (7 roAvarLxos) I. 
298 paxeroopar (Heracleo) payyjoconat (Mass, Argol. Sinop. Antim. Aristoph.) I. 
304 the same 
332 Te tu (Cypria) T, 
350 owora ameipova ILa 
404 Bin Binv Ila 
424 peri: (€or) cava (Mass. Sinop. Cypr. Antim. Aristoph.) I. 
423  éxovto éxovtat (7avres) le 
432 évros eyyus ILa 
434 tdevtes (Zen.) apertes IL.b 
435 mpoepvccav mpoepecoay (Argol. Sinop. Sosig.) it: 
447 kNeuriv tepiy Ila 
484 pera Karo. ILa 
522 py ce pn te (waoa) iL 
524 éexwevoopnart KaTavevcopar Ila 
531  duetpayov diérpayey (wacar) I. 
553 ovde—ovde! ovre—ovte (Rhian. Aristoph.) I. 
585 xepot xetpi (Mass. Sosig. Aristoph.) if 
598 wvoxder oivoxoe (Argol. Mass. Antim. Zen. Aristoph.) I. 

A 

17 atrws (Aristopb.) av THs IL. 
148 7 oe ILa 
170 potpav TOT /LOV % 
205  tdns ion Ila 
213 «idxev €\xev (at wAelous) 1 

238 3) om, 0 ILa 
260 Kpyripor KpnTHpt ILa 
277 iovrr! (Zen.) éovrt IL. 
319 xaréxra KOTEKTAY ILa 
321 ikaver oralet ILa 

333 6 @ om. ILa 
400 dpetvo apetvov ILa 

426 ov iov Ila 
456 doBos 7Ovos ILa 
527  exeooupevov areTTVILEVOV ILa 

of very various sorts, now of forms, now of 

entire words or phrases. I proceed to draw 
up classes of the former type of divergence 
between the xow7 and the eccentric editions. 

This list of pairs of opposed readings—the 
vulgateontheone hand and the grammarians’ 
preference on the other—deserves considera- 
tion. It will be seen that the difference is 

1 There is some doubt about the tradition. 



1. The vulgate adds the augment to verbs: 

avoxoe = oivoxoe, A 598. 
ciAxev = eAxev, A 218 al. 
dr Lovro = orAtLovro, © 55. 
eioryKer(v) = Eat yke(v), Y 691 al. 
nAweto = eArreto, P 603. 
imecelero = trocelero, = 285. 
eréruxto = TérvKT0,V 455; © 163. 
apdepoBnbev = audiponber, I 290. 

2. The vulgate writes «a for » in these 
cases : 

dapetns = dapyys, T 436. 
Geins = Onys, Z 432. 
Gevoio = Gnoio, Y 418. 
Tepiotelug’ =Tepiotywa, P 95. 
caren =oarnn, T 27. 
davetn = havin, X 73. 
Kabelaro=xabyato, YD 473. 
qoet _ 70%) E 64. 

zoppipe=opdupy, = 16. 

3. The vulgate forms the future of payo- 
peau I -eoo-: 

paxeroopor=payyropna, A 298, 304; TP 290; 
I 32. 

paxecoopel = paynooped’, B 37T. 

4, The xow7 assimilates consonants : 

racovoln = ravovoln, B 12. 
doriowv = avaTyowv, K 32, 176. 
doxeo = avoxeo, VW 587; 2518. 
adoverat = avoverat, N 22. 

addéEar = aviéEar, ® 321. 

5. The xowy contracts vowels : 

wokeis = toAeas, ® 131. 

axdyets = axdeces, M 318. 
veweconbapev = vepeconbewmev, Q 53. 

6. The xow7) affects crasis : 

KaKetou= kat Ketbr, T 402. 
Kaxeivw = kal keivw, O 40, 179 ; II 648. 

7. The xowy prefers a- forms to e- forms 
(aorist to imperfect, ete.) : 

merat = meter, X 198, 
ereSycato = ereByoero, K 513. 

écayelpato = eoayeipeto, O 240. 

advocapevor= advooopevor, 1 295; K 579. 
dyacoapevor= ayaroopevor, H 41, 
ravoacbar=7aveobar, T 434, 

8. The xow prefers the singular verb 
with neuter plurals : 

piyev = pvyov, @ 137; A 128. 
recev = recov, O 714, 
epev = pepor, 341. 
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9. The cow? prefers optatives to subjunc- 
tives: 

doy = eAopt, © 23; 1 397. 
rer Oornev = werOupev, I 112. 

10. The xowy avoids apponent hiatus : 

T aidpety =e idpeiy, H 198. 
épy’ <idvias = épya idvias, passim. 

Other similar classes might be established, 
but the usage of the «ow fluctuates in them, 
and in several even of the ten just given, 
occasional contradictory examples may be 
found. On the whole, however, these heads 
indicate the real nature and tendency of the 
xowy. To characterise these ten classes 
meaus an incursion into the field of lin- 
guistic, which I make with becoming 
modesty. I imagine it may be safely said 
that the xow7-forms are later in time than 
those of the editions and Aristarchus. «iAKev 
is later than kev, teOverws than rebyyis, 
paxécooua. than payjooua, eGedoyu than 
€Gekumt, the singular verb with neuters 
plural than the plural verb, elision than the 
digamma, crasis than division, contracted 
than open vowels. We find, therefore, in 
the cow a tendency in the cases mentioned 
to assimilate the older forms and usages, 
which remained intact in all or most of the 
eccentric editions, to the later language. 
The xowat underwent the influence of con- 
temporary and Attic Greek in a way which 
the eccentric editions did not.} 

Several observations are to be made on 
this conclusion. 

1. The statement covers but a part of the 
variants of the xowaé. The variants which 
come under the ten heads given above do 
not amount to more than 70—80, and allow- 

ing 20 for similar but less constant varia- 
tions, the total will not be more than 100, 
that is less than one-sixth of the whole. 
The specimens from books A and A yield a 
smaller proportion, for out of 47 cases one 
can hardly find more than 6 or 7 which are 
due to the influence of current Greek, The 
remainder of the variants are substantial, 
and consist of words or phrases. 

2. The tendency to assimilate the dialect 
of an author to later or current Greek is 
not peculiar to the Homeric vulgate. There 
are good grounds for supposing all prae- 
Attic writers to have been affected by it. 

1 And hence probably come the depreciatory epi- 
thets ‘careless,’ ‘inferior,’ ai eixatdrepat, Ta pavdd- 
tepa, Which the grammarians apply to it. They do 
not imply an inferior source of text, but that the 
vente, or part of the vulgate, had not ‘worn 
well.’ 
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(I may refer to Fick’s articles on the Lyric 
Poets in Bezzenberger’s Beitrdge, vols. ix., 
xi. and elsewhere.) In the later world of 
scribes it is to be seen actively at work in 
the MSS., not only of Homer but of most 
other Greek authors. In the published 
Homeric material it may be studied most 
evidently in ‘G’ (Vindob. 39): this MS. 
substitutes the Attic for the Ionic, the prose 
for the poetical form in cases like rats for 
THs» vavot for vyvot, “A@yvav or ’A@nvaiwy for 
’AOnvewv, woXews for odAws, eAyAvas for 
ciAnAovbds, dvAaKas for Pviakovs, waptupes for 
padptupo., yovvacr for yovverau. 

On this account I think one is justified, 
in the case of the «ow, in considering the 
tendency as unintentional; it is true that 
for one or another of the variants deliberate 
ancient authority may be found (Zenodotus 
approved of paprupes, and Heracleon read 
paxécooua), but apart from the fact that 
even Zenodotus is long junior to the xow7, 
it is not to be supposed that these variants 
are due to their bidding. The vulgarisations 
of the «ow? arise rather from its being the 
edition in constant use. Ex hypothesi it 
was continually copied, and continual copy- 
ing brought with it the usual average of 
graphical variant. Navoi for vyvoi was sub- 
stituted not in obedience to the canon of a 
grammarian, but from the unconscious asso- 
ciation of a copyist, and the larger variants 
in this province, @voxd«, carein, Taccvd(y, 

xaxeivos, Which were not considered errors 
but substantive variae lectiones, are also the 
work of the scriptorium. They represent 
the standard of the publishing-office at a 
given moment, and the history of the changes 
in spelling of the Authorised Version, the 
Book of Common Prayer, Shakespeare, 
Milton and our other classics in English, is 
a sufficiently exact parallel. The changes 
in the spelling of the Bible from generation 
to generation have been the work not of 
the antiquary or the scholar, but of the 
Queen’s Printers. They have not dislodged 
whole words, but they have assimilated and 
modernised spelling. The variants in which 
the xow7 shews a specifically later text than 
that of the eccentric editions are due to 
causes similar in kind.? 

These formal variants, as I have said, 
cover about one-sixth of the total differences 
in the xowy. The remainder do not share 
the character of lateness which these possess. 
They are prima facie as old and as original 

1 The same comparison — with printed German 
«lassics—has been made by Cauer, /.c. p. 35. 

2 One particular case of which was recognised by 
the ancients, who called it weraxapaxrnpiouds. 

as their opposites. In the specimens given 
from A and A, él otpatdé, coov, oKwevta, 
olvora, mpoepvocav, KAeTHY, yYEpot, polpay, 
Kpytjpot, ixavee do not carry the traces of 
degeneration from axaidv, cOv, oKLOwVTa, 

Gmeipova, mpoepecoav, iepyy, XElpl, TOTMOY, 
Kpytypt, orale. The intrinsic superiority, 
where such exists, of one member of each 
pair over the other, must be decided by 
special investigation. It is impossible to 
say, as we may of the formal variants, that 
the readings of the xowy are later than, or 
are derived from, their opposites in the 
eccentric editions. In five-sixths of the 
ancient vulgate readings are presented as 
old, and prima facie as intrinsically good as 
those of the eccentric editions ; in the re- 
maining sixth the vulgate has suffered 
an external modernisation. 

Ludwich has shewn the vulgate to be 
attested by the quotations as far back as the 
former half of the fifth century : are we to 
take it some generations farther, and say 
that Pisistratus established it, in other 
words that 7 xown=7 Uectrtpareios 

The question of the truth of the tradition 
which made Pisistratus order an edition of 
Homer has been fully and recently dis- 
cussed.* The investigation has been some- 
what at cross purposes. Lehrs treated the 
subject with elegant derision, Wilamowitz 
emphasised and interpreted the testimony of 
Dieuchidas (suggested indeed long before by 
Ritschl) but with some perversity declined 
to believe in the substantiality of the tra- 
dition ; Ludwich, while combating Wilam- 
owitz’s arguments step by step, arrives at 
the same conclusion, a result repeated in his 
book on the Homeric Vulgate and singular 
in one who has done so much to assert the 
claims of the Lower Criticism and written 
historical evidence. Cauer treats the matter 
with his usual judgment, but Ritschl’s 
treatise, some few details apart, contains as 
acceptable an account as any. 

It is unnecessary for me to state the 
arguments or to take a decided position. 
The essential is already won, the age, the 
character, and the authority of the xowy: 
Pisistratus, Solon, Hipparchus are but 
figure-heads, and mostly indifferent to the 
Lower Criticism. However, if Solon or 

3 Wolf, Prol. p. exlii. sq. ; Ritschl, Opwscwla, i. 1, 
sg. (1838); Lehrs Aristarchus, p. 434, sq. (1862) ; 
Wilamowitz-Mollendorf, Hom. Untersuchungen, 235, 
sq. (1884) ; Flach, Peisistratos und seine literarische 
Thitigheit (1885) ; Ludwich, Aristarchs Hom. Text- 
kritik, wi. 890 sg. (1885); Cauer, Grundfragen d. 
Homerkritik, 80 sq. (1896). 
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Pisistratus did establish any text of Homer, 
that text can have been no other than the 
kow7, and however inferior the direct evi- 
dence for their achievement may be, we 
have the only real proof that can be given 
in tali materia, agreement with later con- 

ditions. If Pisistratus were the reputed 
father of the xowy it is natural that we find 
no mention of him in the scholia. The 
grammarians ignore the xowy, because it 
was in everyone’s hands and because it had 
suffered by transmission; they a fortiori 
ignored also its author; they may, or they 
may not, have disbelieved the tradition 

which gave Pisistratus that title, It is 
more important to realise that the same 
account explains the absence of reference to 
an Athenian edition, Artixi exdoo1s. We 

are informed explicitly that Aristarchus 
thought Homer an Athenian; the Attic 
edition to him therefore was not one among 
the xara woXets, but the xowy itself. In his 

silence with regard to the xowy is included 
silence upon its origin and its putative 
author.! While therefore I do not find it 
necessary to assert the authenticity of the 
Pisistratean legend, I find that it agrees 
with all the conditions, and that the omis- 
sion to notice it in the scholia is no impedi- 
ment to its probability. 

Here I might stop, but a line which has 
been used by both sides to support their 
views may be better for impartial discus- 
sion. 

B 557 

Aias 0’ ék Sadapivos ayev dvoKxaidexa vas 
orice 0 aywv iv ’AOnvatwy totavto padayyes. 

1 This is only Ritschl’s account (/.c. p. 50) in other 
words: ‘Fragt man nun, wie es zugehe, dass auch 
dieses Textes in der Alexandrinischen Kritik angeb- 
lich so selten Erwaihnung geschehe, so ist die Be- 
hauptung, seiner kritischen Unsicherheit halber sei 
er keiner sonderlichen Beachtung gewiirdigt worden, 
ein so unbestimmter als willkirlicher Nothbehelf. 
Vielmehr bildet sich, wenn man sich nach den er- 
haltenen Andeutangen die kritische Thitigkeit der 
Alexandrirer zu vergegenwirtigen sucht, sofort die 
Ueberzeugung, dass diese, mitten unter einem reichen 
Vorrathe abweichender Ueberlieferungen, von irgend 
einer Grundlage ausgingen, die ihnen als das Gege- 
bene galt, was durch vergleichende Zuziehung anderer 
Autoritaten zwar im einzelnen vielfach modificirt 
werden konnte, fiir die Anordnung im Ganzen aber 
als feste Norm betrachtet wurde. Diese Unterlage 
ihres kritischen Geschaftes war aber, den klarlichsten 
Anzeigen zufolge, keine andere als der Pisistrateische 
Text, der gleichsam die Vulgata geworden war. Die 
Nothwendigkeit stets wiederholter namentlicher An- 
fiihrung wiirde nun schon dadurch wegfallen, dass 
eben jenes Verhiltniss die allgemeine Voraussetzung 
war, worauf alle Ausiibung Homerischer Kritik be- 
ruhte, und woriiber eine ausdriickliche Verstandigung 
niemand begehrte oder nothig hatte.’ 

The second line it is well known is stated 
by various late authorities to have been in- 
serted by Solon or Pisistratus. The data 
are as follows. It stands in all known 
MSS. with the exception of seventeen—the 
families 6 g h, the Venetus A and several 
other single minuscule MSS. and apparently 
the papyrus Bodl. Gr. class. a. 1 (P) s. iv.-v. 
(Petrie Hawara &c. 1889 p. 24-8). There 
is no scholion on the line in A, T omits the 
whole of the catalogue, in B and L (on B 
494 and 557) the legend (with Solon’s 
name) is repeated. The line however is 
alluded to in the A scholia on T 230: ore 
wAnoiov 6 *Idopevets Alavros tov TeAapwviov 
eraooeTO KaTa THY exuToAnTW cEdavus, 
TapaitynTeéov apa ekeivoy Tov GTixoV TOV ev TO 
Katadoyw v7 Tivwv ypadopevov, otHaE 8 aywv 
iv ’A@nvatwy icravto dadayyes. ov yap joav 
mAnoiov Aiavtos ’A@nvaio. The questions 
which have been asked, and differently 
answered, on this evidence, are (1) what did 
Aristarchus exactly do with regard to the 
line, (2) was it in the cowy or no ? 

Wilamowitz for instance considers the line 
a proof that Aristarchus knew and believed 
the legend about Pisistratus: and that on 
this ground he ejected the line and it is 
consequently wanting in many MSS. Lud- 
wich, naturally, knows that Aristarchus’ 
operations did not affect the text of Homer, 
but both he and Cauer think the line was 
not in the vulgate: the former thinks the 
whole story about Pisistratus a fable, the 
latter believes that Pisistratus did introduce 
the line but that his interpolation did not 
take effect. 

(1) The word zapaireiy in the scholion on 
T 230 is of itself vague: its usage in scholi- 
astiec Greek rests on two passages (which I 
find in Ludwich’s index). K 1 (on aAdot) 
TapauTtntéov Tovs ypa@ovtas dv ett Kat Zyvodo- 
tos @A\Ao pev. He ‘deprecates’ Zen.’s reading. 
A 365 is a better parallel : ore wadu\Aoyetv 
mapyTntat aANdtpior apa oi eémypapopevor 
oTixor elkoot Extra. The obeli are appicted to 

vv. 366-393. In the version of this scholion 
in B we find of d€ dGetodvTes TOUS OTLXOUS OvK 
eOor pabeiv Huds bev Hw xpvoyis. It is a 
case of ordinary a priori athetesis, and 
mapaitev = abereiv. The case of B 558 appears 
similar ; it is aline, not a reading, and the 
ground for the censure is also intrinsic, viz., 
the contradiction of other passages (A 273, 
327, N 681 given by Strabo 394). We miss 
the evidence of the obelus, since the line is 
omitted in Ven. A, and apparently in the 
papyrus, but the probability seems con- 
siderable that athetesis is meant. The 
expression would be excessively mild for an 
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ovk éypade (besides that there are not more 
than three instances where Ar. is said to 
have had recourse to this extreme step). 

(2) The second question, did the verse 
stand in the xowy? is closely connected with 
this, The phrase tov év 7@ xataddyw im 
Twov ypadopevov, Suggests perhaps at first 
sight that Aristarchus is combating the 
reading of an individual which was not 
generally received. In reality, however, it 
is the language of athetesis, by which Ar. 
conveys his view as to the sources of the kouv7. 
Cf. A 474 a6. dru vopicas tts Tov ’A7o\XAwve. 
Tlaumjova eipyoba tpoocOnxev ato: B 319 aé. 
mpoeipytar O€ 7 uiTLa (se. 318 ére Zyvodotos 
ypadet apidn\ov Kat Tov eXOpEVOY mpoceOnkev), 
ib. 668 ceonpelwrar mpos tov é&ns aberov- 
Pevov" ov yap voyoas Tis OTL TO GNLALVOMLEVOY 
ToLovTOY eoTL...eLyTNTEY UT Tivos epiybyncav 
610 mpooebnxe Tov éx dis. E 183 a6. ore 
beEdpevos Tis et py tis Geos eoTw 6 evavtiov- 
pevos eveypawev aitov. I 416 a6. ot vopicas 
Tis Kpewacbar tov Noyov mpoaeOnKev aidTov. 
N 658, 9 a6. ore wAavnbeis tTis...€raéev avTovs. 
H 353 ore 71s...tpocaverAjpwcev. (Cf. also 
Tl 97, & 444, Y 256, ® 570, O 45, 130).t 
The wording of these passages is at least as 
personal as that of the note on IT 230; w 
are therefore not to see any reference to 
the Pisistratus legend in the tro twov ; 
Aristarchus athetised as he everywhere 
does, on intrinsic grounds. 

There are of course references in the 
scholia to lines certainly not in the ordinary 
text; but the formulas are different (dru 
imotdccetat, trotdccovcw evtadéa in A, 
ort TwWes erayovor in T), and also the MSS. 
shew no trace of them. B 558 standsin the 
bulk of the MSS. and is alluded to in the 

1 The tone of these passages—dissatisfaction with 
the xowy as an authority, and search for some per- 
sonal source beyond it—may temper our surprise at 
one extraordinary seholion. T 406 (amderme KedctOous) 
‘Aplaotrapxos amdeke bia TOU K Kal xwpls TOU o KEAEUOov. 
Bavudacere 5 ty tis % Erepa dia Tov mw TdOev Tapédv. 
otire yap ev Tots "Apiotapxelots ove ev Etépa TAY youv 
Metplwy eudepduevov mépuxerv. (’Amdetme keAevOous 
codd.) A true grammarian’s utterance, whether it is 
Aristarchus or Didymus that speaks. No ‘decent’ 
edition had the reading, and the grammarian cannot 
think how it ‘got in’ to the xowh. It was always 
there. The other reading started in some eccentric 

- edition, and all the wérpiot, Antimachus, Euripides, 
Philetas, Rhianus, vrais moutons de Panwrge, copied 
it. 

Similarly A 97 the grammarian will not rest with 
the vulgate as the authority for the anti-Aristarchean 
reading : he will ‘ give it a name,’ fo1cev oy 7 Erépa 
Znvoddrov elvat. A 455 Didymus makes a shot at 
schoolmasters, ypaumarioral, as the originators cf 
the yulgate : Y 269-273 he divines sophists behind 
the text. I 18 he expresses simple surprise that the 
reading, not Aristarchus’, has merits: éyver 5& roy 
“Ounpikoy xapakrijpa kai 4) oly TB %pOpw ypapn, Kalmrep 
ov« viow ’Apiotdpxetos. 

formula of athetesis. I therefore conclude 
that in Aristarchus’ day it was part of the 
vulgate.” 

The line, however, is actually wanting in 
the MSS. I have mentioned, and Quintilian 
(v. 11, 40) notices its absence from some 
texts : neque est ignobile exemplum Megarios 
ab Atheniensibus cum de Salamine contend- 
erent victos Homeri versu, qui tamen ipse 
non in omni editione reperitur, significans 
Aiacem naves suas Atheniensibus iunxisse. 
(Strabo 394, when he says ou mapadexovTat be 

Tove ol Kpurixol Ova TO 7oAXN TOV eT av avrt- 

paptupey abrots seems to use a fuller version 
of the note on I 230 or on the line itself.) 
This is not due to Aristarchus’ athetesis : 
Aristarchus’ athetesis consisted in the 
affixing of a sign to the particular line and 
its effect stopped there. This, as I have 
mentioned, Ludwich, /. c. p. 398, makes good 
against Wilamowitz: I add the figures, 
366 lines are athetised by Aristarchus, 8 are 
omitted by our MSS. (6 in single MSS., 
one in two, one in a quotation). The pro- 
bability that B 558 is omitted in some MSS. 
on account of Aristarchus’ athetesis is nil. 

I presume its omission is really owing to 
the effect of the legend, reduced to such a 
form as that in which we find it in the B 
scholia : (ypader de kat TOV ZoAwvos Noyor, os 
TUES, Tapaddyus, TO WwW 'AOnvatv i ioravro. ev 

yap ™m ™peTy ovK ixe Tomoet TOdTO, GAN’ 4 
akoAovbia ottws, of 3 "Apyos €lxov). There 

were a certain number of omissions, as of 
variants, within the xowy in antiquity: 
this was one of them. I think therefore 
that Aristarchus athetised the line on in- 
trinsic grounds: and that no conclusion can 
be drawn from his action as to whether he 
believed the legend, either that Pisistratus 
inserted this particular line, or that he made 
an edition of Homer generally. 

I conclude that the ancient vulgate, 
though it suffered from the natural con- 
ditions of transmission in spelling, dialect 
and syntax, appears as to the bulk of its 
text at least the equal in age and goodness 
of the only other existent authority, the 
eccentric editions. The quotations carry it 
back into the fifth century, and it is a 
question of merely historical interest whether 
the name of the legendary Athenian Ptolemy 
should be attached to it. 

The enquiry proceeds to the non-vulgate 
or eccentric editions. T. W. ALLEN. 

2 The story also as believed in antiquity implies 
that the line was usually if not always read, no less 
than the other lines which sehol. B quotes (836, 
868: schol. on B 494) as having decided similar 
political cases. 
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ON PINDAR'S OLYMPIAN ODES. 

Ol. 1, 62-4 [the numbering of Gilder- 
sleeve’s edition for Olympians and Pythians 
has been followed in this paper: ie. of 
course, the left hand (Bickh’s) numeration]. 

vextap au.pociay Te 
ddkev, oiaow adOrrov 
deca. 

The antistrophic verse (75) demands a 
trochee at the beginning of 64. ‘It is better 
to admit a tribrach [éecav: ei 6& «.7.\.] than - 
to accept the MS. 6éccav, or Mommsen’s 6év 
vw, although we miss an object.’ So 
Gildersleeve. But according to the most 
recent edition of Pindar, that of Otto 
Schroder in Teubner’s series—which, though 
apparently a fifth edition of Bergk’s work 
on Pindar completed under Schréder’s 
guidance, is virtually independent of Bergk’s 
influence—the optim? libri have Oécav abrir, 
while @éccav atroy is only given by pars 
Thomm(anorum), i.e. of the interpolated 
codices influenced by Thomas Magister. 

@jxav has the support of Rauchenstein : 
Comm. Pind. II. 11. According to Rumpel’s 
Lexicon, however, we have no instance of 
this form. The ordinary alternation of 
€6yxa: Oewey is observed throughout : 
Onxdpevos is not enough as evidence that 
Pindar could violate in this verb the settled 
prerogatives of strong and weak Aorist 
forms: while to my ear at least 6jKav after 
déxev (v. 63) is unpleasantly cacophonous. 
This is intensified by the form zpojxav, 
vy. 65, as Schneidewin saw. 

The other suggestions may be seen in 
Schréder’s note to the passage. Remember- 
ing that the number of uncial corruptions in 
the MSS. of Pindar is considerable, a state 
of affairs which the papyrus of Bacchylides 
has more recently illustrated, I propose a 
reading which seems to satisfy the conditions 
of the problem at least as well as any 
already put forward: viz. 

oiow adbbirov © 
eooav. c 

F for Fe has disappeared from view in the 
text fiir sich : but airoy faithfully represents 
it. Similar subsidence of this pronoun is 
familiar in the text of Homer, but without 
the gloss. éccav from é{w=xrifw may be 
supported by €ocavro in Pyth. 4, 204, where 
the explanation of the scholiast is éxricav. 

Finally, the passage Pyth. 9, 63, which is 
at first sight parallel and in favour of some 

form of rim, when examined is seen to 
be different : 

, A 

vextap ev xeiNeoor kal auBpootay ardor, 
D 
noovral Té viv GOdvatov K.T.X. 

There @ycovra. is to be taken in the 
sense of ‘give him a name,’ familiar in 
tragedy. It may have been a false interpre- 
tation of that passage, however, which led 
Ahrens to propose the ridiculous reading 
@joav (lactabant) in Ol. 1. 64. 

Ol. i. 103 sqq. 

memotba de E€vov 
py tw’ apdotepa Kady re Fidpw dupe Kar 

Svvapw Kupidrepov 
TOV ye viv KAvTAior daLdalwoenev Yuvov TTVXAIs. 

dye 18 a correction for metrical reasons of 
the MSS. dua. In support of it may be 
cited the corruption of dupe to da at Ol. 9, 
106. Sch. Vet. has rérecpar dxpyBds pndéva 
pe sére pidov trav viv avOpdruv éyKopidoa: 
where the aorist Inf., probably a mere mis- 
take for éeykopudcew as so often, gives no 
support to Mommsen’s view that dadaho- 
cepev is aorist ; nor again is dupe supported 
by the previous words of the Scholiast. It 
is not at all probable that Pindar should 
after the emphatic eue d& oredavaoat Keivov 
of v. 100 with its correspondence in pro- 
minence of the singer and the king, weaken 
his claims on his patron by sharing them in 
the next clause with the whole chorus. 

There is yet another word confused in the 
MSS. of Pindar with da, viz. audi. See 
Nem. 9, 52, where the reverse corruption of 

dpa to audi points to the form dua (AMAI 

to AM®1) on which ef. Schréder’s introduc- 
tion, p. 37. idpw audi xaddv! for the more 
familiar (Spw caddy is not unlike the use in 
Ol. 12, 8 ovpBorov—moriv apydi mpagvos 
eooopévas etpe Geohev, where to our gram- 
matical sense audi would be better absent, 
and in a prose author would probably have 
succumbed to the knife of a physician of 
Cobet’s school. The uses of audi, evidently 
a favourite with Pindar, can be most con- 
veniently studied in Rumpel: the present 
passage is not as striking in its divergence 
from the noun as many where the dat. occurs. 

This leads me to speak of Ol. 1, 113 where 

a syllable is wanted to complete antistrophic 

1 | find that Maur. Schmidt has conjectured aug? 
already: but he couples aug! at duvduer (which he 
reads for duvauiy). 
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correspondence at the beginning of the line. 
It seems to me that Schréder is right in 
reading dud’ GXowr 8’ GAXor preydAou, Not ex’ 

éXdXowot of the codices interpolati. He com- 
pares éca 8’ dud’ acédos Nem. 2, 17, and 
ra piv dudi wovors trepwrara Nem. 8, 4: also 
the paraphrase of audi by émi at Ol. 9, 14 
may be used, in case ét is as Schréder 
thinks a genuine mark of antiquity and not 
as I prefer to believe itself an interpolation. 

Here again the form AMATI is to be posited 
as the preliminary stage of the corruption : 

the similarity of AMAI to AAA[OICI 
then led to the disappearance of the 
preposition. The faintness of meaning 
inherent in dy¢i farthered this: contrast 
Ol. 7, 80 xpicrs dud’ aé6\os with Pyth. 4, 
253 &6a cai yriwv adbdois exedelEavto Kpiow 
écGaros apis. Here the only change 
needed is the restoration of the active 
érésacav: ef. Nem. 11, 14 & 7 aéfAoncw 
épiotevur erede€ev Biav. Kpioty before 
FeaOa@ros presents no difficulty, and the 
word is not at all likely to be due to a 
corrector of e.g. Fiv’, of Kayser, Christ, and 
Gildersleeve. I would only suggest, com- 
paring Ol. 3,21 peydAwy aébdwv dyvav xpiow, 
that we should interchange the terminations 
of yuiwy and défAo.s, A common resource of 
criticism and one well justified by facts. 
Then too I find some plausibility in the 
belief that yviwy came in through a mis- 
understanding of the force of érédefay 
(really =zapécxov) which is faithfully mir- 
rored in the middle. From this point of 
view I think Kayser’s éredctEavto Fo’ 
represents well enough the conception of 
the passage formed by ancient critics. 
Thus Sch. éredeiEavto tOv pedGy tiv avdpetav 
Kal tiv Kpiow (i.e. probably tiv Kpiow Kat 
zh avopetav. Compare for the use of xat= 
id est, Lehrs’ Pindar-Scholien). Before 
dismissing Pyth. 4, 253 on which I may 
now say, 

*H p o 
edu Ov 

épOav Keevboy idv romp, 

, i , aN 
ditto. Kat aevoimopov TpLooov 

-I should like to remark that éoc@aros apudis 
most probably means according to one view 
of the Scholiast rjs éo6jros Ywpis, Tovrécte 
yupvot. There is clear point in mentioning 
this, for it was only possible in certain 
places e.g. Doric states, for the presence of 
women to be permitted in spite of the lack 
of the dudfwpa. Now Ol. 4, 24 shews that 

1 Cf. Agamemnon 649, Dindorf: xemuar’ “Axatots 
obk Guhvitoy Seay ?AXaay -beots M.). 

garlands were given to the victors on this 
particular occasion. That‘ clothing’ of any 
kind was a prize in addition is a mere 
unsupported inference of the Scholiast: 7 
7d éxaO\ov écbyjs. We are plainly not at 
liberty to compare the wvxpav evdiavov 
ddppaxoy aipay of Ol. 9, 104 (1) because this 
was an institution peculiar to Pellene, and 

(2) because there was a special reason for 
the institution of a prize so bizarre. viz. 
that the games at Pellene were held in 
winter, (Sch. ad loc. év DHedAyjvy  xAaw’ 
didoTo TO vixavTe xeyGvos wpa). But there 
is another passage which throws some light 
on Pindar’s intention when he emphasizes 
this point, that the competitors were naked. 
Pyth. 9, 115 sqg. shews that girls even 
were allowed to be present at the games in 
Cyrene, as one of the institutions perhaps 
of the ‘YAAls ordOa (Pyth. 1,62). One of 
the Argonauts who competed in the games 
at Lemnos before Lemnian women was the 
ancestor of the kings of Cyrene (v. Pyth. 4 
passim). It is clear to me that Pindar is find- 
ing mythological support for the custom as 
practised at Cyrene, of admitting women. 
Taken this way the words éc@a@ros audits 
bear (to the cuverol) a clear sign of Pindar’s 
manner. Aesthetical criticism is dangerous 
in these odes; but the thought of the 
Argonauts racing one another for over- 
coats is a decided fall below the epic dignity 
of Pyth. 4. At Pellene the prize was 
probably regarded as a piece of comicality. 

I have in the foregoing laid no stress on 
the entire absence of proof that dudis ever 
did equal audi. Rumpel cites no other 
example of the word in Pindar, nor can I 
find any evidence elsewhere of the assumed 
meaning. Thus to Dissen’s ‘audis pr. 
seorsim non dixit Pindarus’ the tu quoque 
‘dudis pr. duit non dixit Pindarus aliusue 
quisquam ’ is too tempting to be avoided. 

Ol. 2, 65. The peculiar reading tapos 
of BD* for zytors in the strange phrase 
mapa pev Tyslos Oeav is not enough to build 
conjectures upon. It probably is a mere 
variant spelling of rytors, @.e. Teyuiows, aS We 
see by comparing kpacdvwv, D’s reading at 
N. 10, 72 for xpeo(c)ovev. Written in 
ligature c¢, as q (« and ev) were often con- 
fused with a. The latter confusion is better 
known, and has been treated by Cobet: an 
example in Pindar is at Ol. 2, 90 where A 
has e’payor for apaxov. 

Ol. 2, 86 sqq. Inattempting to say any- 
thing new on this passage, | fear I am 
aspiring Zets yevéobar. But it seems to me 
that a correction of three letters will restore 
an intelligible construction to these verses. 



coos 6 TOAAG €idas Pua: 
pabovres d€ Aa Bpor 
TayyAwoola Kopakes WS akpavtTa yapveTov 
Atos mpos opvixa Geiov. 

We are met at the outstart by a cloud 
of witness: yapveroy libri c. Scholl. et testi- 
montis (Aristid. ii, 34 D, Theophyl. Bulg. 
Epp. 6 p. 12 Meurs., Greg. Cor. p. 218) 
omnibus. SoSchréder. The use of the dual 
for the plural is not tolerable, as Gilder- 
sleeve rightly says. In the theories which 
introduce now Simonides and Bacchylides, 
now Corax and Teisias as Pindav’s rivals, I 
for one can put no belief. But with a read- 
ing of such antiquity as yapverov, and with 
such persistence in the MS. tradition, the 
ordinary methods of criticism are not likely 
to lead us to a definite conclusion. We can 
alter the text as we please, but we cannot 
explain how, in our opinion, the corrupt 

reading found its way into the text. All I 
aim at is to shew that there was once a 
variant reading, with all the marks of 

genuineness. In Simplicius’ commentary on 
Aristotle’s De Caelo (the passage and refer- 
ence, p. 42, 17 Hbg., I take from Schréder) 
we find these words : xopaé, aAAov dé KoAoLds, 
axpavra yapvojevos Atos pos opvixa Getor. 
Schroder says merely non refragatur, 1.e., 

lectioni yapverov. But surely the Middle 
yapvopevos in a prose writer ought to be 
clear evidence that the quotation is following 
very closely the words of the original. The 
participle in Simplicius is required by the 
turn of the sentence: restoring the indica- 
tive, we light upon yapverar which Tycho 
Mommsen had already adopted, accepting 
the construction as Schema Pindaricum. 
Now we cannot argue that yapvera: if original 
was replaced by yapverov in order to get rid 
of this Schema, for the construction is a 
favourite with the old interpreters, as even 
a casual survey of the Scholia will shew. 
Why then was yapverar not kept? I can 
suggest two reasons: (1) The use of the 
Present Middle may have seemed impossible 
to a scribe familiar with the frequent active 
form. The case of the Future at Isth. 1, 
34, where we have yapvooua: without any 
variant is different, on account of the common 
occurrence of Future Middle with words of 
hearing, seeing, &c., while deddw but defoopar 
may have exercised an influence. This 
analogy indeed is recognised by Gilder- 
sleeve as an agent in the formation of 
yapvonat (Introduction p. cii.: he cites 
the list in Rutherford’s New Phrynichus 
p. 383), 

(2) There may have been a misreading 
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of the abbreviation for the termination—rar 
as—rov.1 

This may be thought mere speculation ; 
but what are we to make of the rest of 
Simplicius’ quotation? The use of the 
singular in kdépaé paAdAov dé Kodods is very 
remarkable, considering the unanimity of 
ancient scholars in regarding the enemies 
of the eagle as a flock of crows, or as Sim- 
plicius would prefer, jackdaws, the noisier 
bird (cf. koAwos in Homer). This indeed is 
at first sight the intention of the poet. 

The picture of ‘ the eagle (Pindar) sitting 
quiet and disdainful on the sceptre of Zeus,’ 
seems to gain by contrast with the numbers 
of his ineffective assailants : cf. Soph. Aias 
v. 171, of the lesser birds in the presence 
of the péyas aiyumios. Yet the custom of 
poets varies. Thus Theocritus can in con- 
trasting similarly rival claimants to poetic 
merit say (7, 41) 

’ 6e 7" 3 LN LA + 2 5 

Bartpaxos dé 707’ axpidas ds Tis Eptodw. 

So Vergil with his Argutos inter strepere 
anser olores (cl. 9, 36). If then both these 
varieties can exist, we may expect to find 
cases where only one of each class is used to 
point the contrast.2 What if we have such 
a case before us? A slight correction must 
then be made: for xdpaxes read xdpakos, a 
side-form to xépaé as dvAakos to dvdaég cett. 

The construction is then seen to be pafovres 
8&...(yapvovtar) os Kopaé yapvera., and another 
of the examples of Schema Pindaricum dis- 
appears. I speak of course with reference 
to the reading yapverau not yapverov : assum- 
ing, however, that the existence of the 
reading yapvera: is proved from Simplicius 
we must bear in mind the results which an 
apparent example so early in the collected 
poems would have on the criticism of follow- 
ing passages. I have little doubt that such 
readings as dpxyat for dpxa, Ol. 11 (10), 6, 
(where see Gildersleeve’s note) are largely 
due to the syntactical irregularity which the 
passage under consideration presented even 
while yapverar was still read ; the corruption 

1 Of. the reading of B in 91-2 ravicas abddcouer 
for avddooua ; also of Codex D at Isth. 1, 15 Kat 
radv for cal r&: that is, the abbreviation for ov, “, 
has been wrongly added. Ido not lay stress on the 
frequent corruption of neuter adjectives used ad- 
verbially from pl. into sg. as at Pyth. 10, 63: it 
may be due to other causes. 

2 Cf. Fulgentius, Mythology, i. 13: corvus secun- 
dum Pindarum solus inter omnes aves sexaginta quat- 
tuor significationes habet voewm. This is put as Frag. 
285 (with a query) in Schroder. The conjecture of 
Welcker that Ol. 13, 99 is referred to (by a corrup- 
tion of kdpuxos to kédpaxos ?) is very wild. I see no 
reason to suppose Fulg. to be mistaken. 
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of Kopaxos to Képaxes removed the only means 
by which the construction could be main- 
tained as regular. It is certainly a remark- 
able fact that in the first case where Schema 
Pindaricum could be assumed (with the 
reading yapvera) there should now be no 
trace in the Scholl. of its being invoked as 
a Geos ao pnxavis. This can only be due 
to a very early corruption of yapvera:, on the 
lines suggested above. I should not consider 
as equally probable a suggestion to which 
Bergk’s reading yapvérwv, ‘garriant licet,’ 
might give birth: viz., that yapverov came 
from the imperative (with which Schroder 
compares irwy for iovrwy, Aesch. Eum. 32) 
by the depravity of the peraypawdpevor (see 
Christ on these passages: Ol. 6, 97; 14, 12. 
Byth. 1,69); 3, 60: “Nem. 1, 24; 7, 83. 
Isth. 1, 26). 

Ol. 2, 107-8 : said of képos : 

70 Aahayjoa Gelwv Kpidov re OHéwev eodOv 
kadois 

” > ‘ , > ‘ , 

€pyous eel Waypos apiOuov Tepiredevyer’ 
éxelvos 60a Xapyar’ addos EOnKev, 
tis av dpucar dvvaito ; 

We should certainly read xat xetvos with 
Mommsen for éxetvos in v. 99.  érel is used 
merely to introduce a new aspect of Hiero’s 
generosity, and affects equally all that 
follows: cf. Nem. 4, 31. aTreipop.ayas €wv KE 

davetn Noyov 6 pi) ovvieis: ere pelovTd tr Kal 
mafeiv cowxev. The Paratactic construction 
is frequent in Pindar: a notable instance is 
Ol. 10, 11. sgg. (where the doubt as to the 
reading does not touch the point at issue). 
The MSS. of the better class have xdxeivos, 
the iterpolati present éxeivos. I am not 
quite satisfied however with the construction 
kpvdov Geuev Epyors though adopting in the 
main the necessary corrections of Aristar- 
chus. TheverbshouldI think be érrdéva 
not the simple t:6évac: cf. the adjective éx- 
xpupos which Pindar uses at Ol. 8, 68. 
Kaibel has proposed épyous én’: «i Wdpuos 
«.7.A. which is very harsh, though the use of 
<i is idiomatic: cf. Ol. 1, 77, Nem. 7, 86. 
[t would be preferable to read épyous gu 
Wdappos x.7.X. with Asyndeton, Dissen has 
an excursus (II) in his edition on the subject 
of Asyndeton where instances can easily be 
found of the abrupt manner in which Pin- 
dar turns to a fresh topic. The end of an 
ode is frequently marked by Asyndeton : cf. 
Ol. 3and 13. For the Anastrophe of ézi cf. 
xairawor Levybevres Ex atépavor Ol. 3, 6 : also 
P. 5, 124. ddmev —éri=eridotvar. At Bac- 
chyl. 7, 8. Blass prints ve(uns ém for ém- 
veluns. 

Ol. 8, 54, sq. 

ei 8 ey Mednyota ée€ ayevetwy Kidos dvédpa- 
pov Upve 

py Bar€rw pe KOw tpaxet hOdvos. 

KvOos e€ dyevetwy is often taken to mean 
‘glory derived from beardless youths.’ 
But comparing the phrases «ios dvépav Ol. 
9, 88, and, for the use of the preposition, 

Kdd0s e€ apudixtiovey Pyth. 4, 66, we ought 
more probably to take the phrase as ‘glory 
won at the expense of beardless youths.’! 
So in Latin triwmphare de aliquo. This has 
the advantage of making tavrav ydpw below 
somewhat easier. This is usually para- 
phrased by toav’rnv, ‘the same kind 

of honour as Alcimedon’: as however 
Alcimedon himself won against dyéveor, we 
have to separate tavrav ydpw decisively from 
e€ dyevetwy Kddos lest a wrong (ex hypothesi) 
meaning of the latter phrase should be 
suggested. It is preferable to assume a 
meaning for y. 54 which will lead more 
naturally up to what follows. ravrav ydpw 
then means ‘the same kind of victory’ viz. 
over dyéveio, referring back to v.54. We 
could also take v. 54 to mean ‘a victory 
won in the past by Melesias.’ ravray ydpw is 
then this same victory. This does not seem 
so good, for apart from other points f6dvos 
in v. 55 is naturally the jealousy excited by 
Melesias’ success as a trainer, not that en- 
gendered by his past exploits as a competitor 
in the games, which as the whole passage 
shews had more or less passed out of the 
memory of the Aeginetans. Finally, there is 
no reason to doubt with Christ (p. Ixxv) 
that a distinction was made between zaides 
and dyévew: cf. Blass Bacchylides? p. Ixv. 

Ol. 9, 13 sqq. 

= ; F SRE 
ovToL XapauTeTewv NOywv ehaveay 

avépos audi taraicpacw hoppryy’ edediLwv 
khewas é& Orrdevtos, aivijrats € Kat vidv. 

A striking instance of the perpetuation of 
error 1s seen in the interpretation of v. 15 
here. Following the lead of the Scholiast 
all modern editors take € to be the city of 
Opus. vidv then has to accept the meaning 
of ‘citizen’ ‘son of the state, his mother.’ 
As confidently as possible one may assert 
that this sense of vids is impossible. It 
must mean ‘son’ in the natural and primi- 
tive sense: fi/ius. € then is clearly Ephar- 
mostus, the victor on this occasion, the date 

1 It is perhaps worth while pointing out that ov- 
Aabels &yevefwy in Ol. 9, 90 means ‘deprived of the 
beardless, his prey.’ For the savage tone of boyish 
exultation cf. Gildersleeve on Ol, 8, 69. 
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of which is recoverable from the Oxyrhyn- 
chus Papyri, vol. ii. as 468 B.c. 

This error has had considerable effect in 
determining the relations of the second 
person celebrated in the ode, Lampromachus 
(v. 90) to Epharmostus. The Scholiast on 
that verse simply says that Lampromachus 
was a kinsman of Epharmostus. This was 
no more than the circumstances of the ode 
made probable of themselves. Now we 
have, apart from the statement of v. 15 
above, other indications of a limiting kind. 
In v. 67 we find @erdy viov used in such a 
way as to be significant of one or other of 
the victors ; while the parallel of Achilles 
and Patroclus in v. 82 sqq. shews that ties 
of special closeness held the two together. 
It is not unnatural to assume that Lampro- 
machus was first the radia of Epharmostus, 
who subsequently adopted him as his son. 
It would be, I fear, éx6pa copia to see in 
the words @ér.os ydvos in v. 82 a trace of a 
Mezgerian resporsion to eros vids. The 
word ydvos is corrupt, a trochee being 
needed. Hartung has already suggested y’ 
vids, and though Gildersleeve may be right 
in thinking y’ ‘a poor piece of patchery,’ 
yet its presence may be a finger-post to 
guide us in the way. Otherwise we may as 
well read xodpos as any other of the words 
proposed. 

Ol. 13, 40 sqq. 

év 8) duditdoce Moredavos teOpotow 
Tlrovwdapw civ ratpt paKxporepat 

, > t Lig J , FJ ge , 

Tepwia 0 efovr’ “Epitipw 7’ aodat. 

The Scholiast has preserved the true 
reading in the last verse instead of the 
curious corruptions répiyics and épirywor. We 
are prepared then to give ear to any further 
counsel with which he may favour us. 
Indirectly he does help us by his note on 
Irovseépe civ tarp in which he mentions 
that the sons of Terpsias were Eritimus and 
Namertidas, while Ptoiodorus was the father 
of Thessalus, father of Xenophon the victor : 
according to others Namertidas was another 
name of Eritimus, who became the father of 
Autolyeus. In the face of this confused 
statement editors have usually recoiled. 
There are two names included in it which 
Pindar does not mention explicitly, and for 
which no niche has been found. But on 
closer inspection we sce that the construction 
is really Iro1odupw ahovrar ctv rarpt (on the 
tense I shall speak presently). There is no 
case in Rumpel of éreoGar taking otv besides 
the dative (cf. the later cvvérecOar), and the 
suspicion arises that it is a mistake to con- 
nect atv with the verb at all. ovv warpi se. 

IIrovoddspov is to be taken separately, and very 
possibly the Scholiast’s Namertidas may have 
been, in the account from which he derived 
his list of names, the father of Ptoiodorus. 
With this theory of course goes the demo- 
lition of the belief that the father ot 
Thessalus, and grandfather of Xenophon. 
was Ptoiodorus. 

It is a certain advantage to have four 
persons at our disposal instead of three, for 
the passage being obviously in crescendo, we 
now distribute more than seven victories 
over these four, not as formerly three. 
Failure to observe that Pindar is thus as- 

_cending in the scale of glory won has led to 
various views about paxporepar other than 
the simple and true one, that of Dissen, 
which makes paxporepai—aordai the outward 
emblem of ‘more numerous victories.’ Cer- 
tainly paxpdrepar cannot mean ‘too long,’ a 
“self-check’ as Gildersleeve thinks. The 
climax does not come until v. 45. éoovto is 
required, finally, as a correction of efovr 
(Bothe). 

Ol. 13, 107. 
60a 7 ’Apkas avacowy 

paptupyce Avkalov Bwpos avaé. 

The MSS. have ’Apxaow davacowv, where 
the second word is clearly a gloss on ava€. 
Of the conjectures made already Christ’s 
’Apkxdow iorup (cf. Ol. 9, 98), and Mommsen’s 
’A. docov please me most: in the latter it is 
the sense and not the closeness to the ductus 
of the interpolated dvacowv that is to be 
approved. Christ’s reading however is more 
satisfactory. The word Avxatov does not 
seem to have been noticed. I find it taken 
as an ethnicon, Avs being supplied. Is this 
possible? In the absence of proof I should 
prefer to take the word from Avcatoy (the 
mountain) making the genitive depend on 
éva€ ‘lording it over Lycaeum’ 2.e. ‘ towering 
over L.’ This would explain how évaccwy 
came to be taken as a rendering of dvag in- 
stead of some more lucid word, as inAds. 
Plainly dvaé was thought to govern Avkaiov. 
The name of the mountain oceurs at Neni. 
10, 48 unless the réuevos of the god is there 
meant. 

The alternative to Christ’s istwp and the 
construction and meaning which I assign to 
Avkaiov is to regard the lost word in the 
first line as a noun other than proper on 

‘which Aveafov now an ethnicon depends. I 
say ‘noun other than proper’ because neither 
As ror Znvés will satisfy the metre. Now 
at Nem. 5, 10 we find zap Bwpdy zatépos 
‘PAAXaviov ordvres 7.e. Avds ‘EAXaviov. I pro- 
pose to insert rarpods after ’Apxao.. Written 
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zpos this would become unmeaning and be 
omitted. It may be observed that preposi- 
tions are exposed to various dangers in the 
MSS. of Pindar as may be seen from 
Schréder, p. 10. An instance of a prep. 
omitted in the archetype (so Schréder) and 
in Codex A is at Ol. 8, 40 cdpovce A for 

NOTES ON 

THE numeration is that of Kirchhoff’s 
text, which has been the basis of my work. 
My plan has been the same which I follow 
in all authors,—to read a plain text first, 
and then, after making what I can of it 
myself, to turn and see what others think. 
Hitherto I have been content to compare 
Kirchhoff's notes and Paley and Nauck’s 
text; and their omissions have sometimes 
led me to publish as my own conjectures 
made already—even by Musgrave and 
Hermann long ago. But that has done no 
harm, since Dr. Wecklein has undertaken, 
and nearly completed, for Euripides what 
he has performed for Aeschylus, the im- 
mense task of collecting all conjectures and 
assigning them to their original inventors ; 
in which he may be relied upon for the most 
scrupulous accuracy. Considered even from 
this point of view alone—for the body of 
suggestion it contains—his work is of incal- 
culable help to students; I cannot suti- 
ciently express my grateful sense of the 
service he has done for both these authors. 
His text gives also more perfect collations 
of the MSS., which I have consulted, and 
the next time I read Euripides it will be with 
Dr. Wecklein’s text ; but at present I have 
only had leisure to consult it for these new 
contributions. Many of mine, as usual, I 
have found anticipated ; but a few of these, 
not being generally accepted, are mentioned 
here with the name of their originator for 
the sake of the consideration they may 
claim from coincident opinion. 

Except to critics, it might seem ungrace- 
ful to welcome a new text by proposing 
alterations in it, but critics know how the 
effect of any marked advance is to quicken 
and help them in removing blemishes that 
still remain. The few small suggestions on 
Sophocles dispersed among these notes are 
chiefly the result of studying the text pub- 
lished by Sir Richard Jebb in 1897 on the 
completion of his great edition. It leaves 
but scanty grains for others to glean after ; 

dvopouce the true reading: cf. also [é] dudac- 
knoe Pyth. 4, 217 Ambrr. [zpoo|BadXovra 
Pyth. 4, 271 Ambrr. while at Pyth. 9, 62 
the missing syllable has been similarly 
supplied, < zpos > 6yxapevat (others xarGpx.). 

J. ARBUTHNOT NaAtRn. 

EURIPIDES. 

there is nothing among mine so good as 
Prof. Tyrrell’s GAN < Gedovrwy y in 0.0. 
590 or his émiy in 145+. 

Aucestis (with Wecklein 1899). 

The earlier lyrics in this play have been 
grievously interpolated. So far as metre 
goes, this is my view of the original : 

im Zed 7a tis Gv Topos Kak v 
~ yévouto kal Avows TUXAS 

Sy 
ee TUS 5 7) Tew Tpixa Kat 

pedave He Ter Awy 
apdpiBadrdyeG 1d ; 

, A eee, = 
= 232 rarat ® wat Pepytos oie — 
ae 

2 VSS == 

ap ? dba kal opayas Tade Kal 

méov 7) Bpoxw dépnv 
ovpaviw TeAaooat ; 

In 218 I write za ms advormartisav... 
ejecting zés which is an explanation of za ! 
(schol. ris dv wopos TOV KakOv Hiv yevoito 7) TOS 
7 70v).—In 220 = 254 it seems to me that the 
metre was either &@ rapa xoipavoicw as 223. 
225, 265 (and this accounts best for the 
=e i Taper Kolpavots), OF & KoLpavots TAPETTL 
s 263. But what Musgrave conjectured, a 
vies Kowpavots = — fas Beannae oas OTEpEts is 

quite foreign to this metre—or I would 
invite those who approve it to produce a 
parallel. 

=». Ny , eo ‘ , ‘ 
228 mopile 3) wopile: Kai Tapos yap 

ASS 94 Rita 
TOUO EedpES, KAL VOY 
AuTypios ek Gavarov yevov 

= 242 Boacov & orevagoy & Pepaia 
. , 

XGav Tay apictav 
o>) U , 

YUVAlKa Papatvomevay vOTw 

1 So in Philoct. 834 where L gives moi Se Bacon: 
mas d€ wor Tavreddev...the original I suppose was 72 
d€...Baon ; Hee. 1059 7G Ba; 
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I do not know how to restore it, but the 
metre of 243 should be_ J _ J __! as 412, 
455, 587, 589, frequently in Andr. 118 sqq., 
764, and 0.C. 1690 which ought to be 
divided thus: 

ov KdTolda: Kata pre ovios “Atdas edou 
TaTpe 

EvvOavelv yepaud 

Tddawav, as Emory 6 peAAwv Bios od 
Bwwrtos. 

The schol. explains roid’ édedpes by under- 
standing pnyavyv (from 227 éfevpe pynyavav 
tw’ “Adpatw Kaxv): Kal mponv yap tovtov Tod 
Oavarov eipes pnxavyv: but I do not suppose” 
anyone will think that likely Greek: if 
Euripides had meant that, he would surely 
have written todr’, which is given by cod. ¢ ; 
yet if the truth were tod’, why should it 
have been changed to such a difficult geni- 
tive as rove’? Again, if you make the line 
metrical by reading edeipe the verb is not 
appropriate to Admetus. In 710 his father 
taunts him codds 8 edetpes ore py Oavetv 
mote ‘you have found out, discovered, in- 
vented, a method of escaping death for 
ever’; but what the Chorus should say here 
is ‘for in time past also he obtained this 
boon, enjoyed this favour,’—and so I 
believe they do say: 

. 
Kal Tapos yap 

a Am coe 
TOO eT NUP E, kal vov 
Aoutypios ex Gavarov yevod 

which accounts at once for rotde. The form 
of appeal ‘as before, so now’ is exactly the 
same in 0.7. 52 dpvift yap kat tiv Tor’ aiciw 
TUXYVY TaperxXes Hiv, Kal taviv toos yevov: 
and 694 os 7 euav yav didav ev rovoiww 
cadevouvoay kat dpbov ovpicas, Taviv 7 evrop- 
mos av yevowo. The usual form is ‘if ever 
before, so now,’ that is ‘no occasion was 
ever more urgent than the present’ ; e.g. 
Dem. 882. 17 déoua 8 ipav ravtwv, eirep 
dAXw Tiwi THTOTE TpaypaTL TOY VOY mpocEc- 
xeTe, kal ToUTw mpooéyew: Isaeus vill. 5 p. 
69. 6 el tun ov Kal GAy TeroTE Sikn Tpocéc- 
XeTe TOV voUY, Séopat buGV Kal Ta’Ty Tpooexew 
dpotws : for examples see Blomfield on Agam. 
503 (525 W.) el rov* radar, patdpoicr toto’ 
jppacw decacbe ‘with bright eyes now,’ 
Blaydes on Ar. WVub. 356, Thesm. 1157, 
Leaf on Hom. © 704, Stat. Achill. i. 509 si 
quando, avidissimus hauri. Whence at last 
may be emended Agam. 146 

1 Ithyphallic, of which the best example is the 
poem quoted by Ath. 253 .c, Bergk PLZG III p. 674 

* Auratus for jmov: the e? is certainly right, but 
one would expect rather ef rw, if not efrep. 

TOoov Tep eUppwv <d€é>, Kadd,.. . 
Onpav 6Bpixdros, et rep Tevd, 

- m” 3 , Av cal TovTovaiver® EypBora Kpavat, 
dei pev Katdpopda dé, otpovdav 

‘consent to ratify, if ever any, the portents 
of these fowls,’ That is merely to write 

OBPIKAAOICITIEPTINA for OBPIKA- 

AOICITEPTINA, obtaining the usual for- 
mula of invocation, justifying (as in no 
other way it can be justified) the emphatic 
place of rovrwy, and abolishing the super- 
fluous and inappropriate reprvd which had 
been already bracketed by Paley. 

In Ale, 229 you could eqgualise the metre 
by reading cod! ’zyipe, but I do not think it 
can have been so; cod y’ éxyipe would be 
good.—Hesych. gives érnvpow: ézérvyov. 
mapa To éxavpeiv: Pind. P. iii. 36 has rodAot 
ératpov: and there is the same corruption 
in Ar. Hth. p. 1163° 20 édcov éexyvparo, with 
variants dayvparo and édevpero.—In Hel. 
1354 ay od Outs ov’ bata éxipwoas év Gadd- 
pois, I thought, like Hartung, that éryv’pw 
might be hidden, or, some form of this 
verb ; it would account for év: év pip Oeus 
pi@ (or und) dota | ’xnvpw would mend the 
metre. Euripides has rod’ éxaupecdu I.7’. 
517, as exnupopnv Hel. 470. 

The metre of 262=270 is . __ followed 
by VL ~ — (a most common consecution, e.g. 
I.A. 189, 1045, Rhes. 244, Jon 1242, Supp. 
1007) 

vexvov b€ ropbjeds 
éxwv xelp’ ext Kovtw p’ | Hon Kared ‘7¢ 
pedrets 5’ 

therefore Matthiae was right in ejecting 
Xdpwv: but it pains me to see that these 
lines are commonly taken for zambie : 

” [bat DES = rs > Ho Ni ‘ , 

EXwV Xep el KOVTW Xapwv p yoy Kadeu ‘ TL 
pedXets’ 

=i opto kvavavyés BAézwv 

The long syllables I have marked should be 
enough to show that cannot be; for Lyric 
never uses such a rhythm. 

1129 HP. ov« eortiv, dAXG THVS’ Opas Sapap- 
TA ONV. 

Opa ye py TL pacpa veprépwv 700" 
cicop® 

AA. 

with yp. 703’ 4 superscribed. But that is 
not enough to make the line correct, because 

dpa ye would mean ‘yes, see’, whereas what 
he means is ‘vet see’, opa ye pay py pacha 
veptepwv 700 7 (or with Herwerden 7dde), as 

8 Gilbert for aire?, which Dr. Verrall takes to be 
the second person passive ‘thou art prayed’, 
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Soph. 0.0. 587 dpa ye pov: Hl. 1243 dpa ye 
pe on... . When piy had been omitted 
before 27, the metre was filled out with tu. 

ANDROMACHE (with Wecklein 1900) 

137 dpuwis éx’ adXotpias zoAcos 
” > > / , > ~ 

év@’ ob didav tw’ cicopas 
=143 jovylav dyowey 70 b& cov 

»” ‘ a 

OlKTw Eepovea TLYXAVH 

Bothe for woAews. The tribrach is a link 
between two rhythmical phrases. 

279 pide orvyepa KexopvOpevov eipopdias 
=288 wapaBadrdopevar’ Kurpis cide dovyors 

doALous 

Though Wecklein places my suggestion as 
well as Musgrave’s in his margin, I incline 
to think now that Musgrave was right in 
taking doAéous to be the faulty word. For 
the rhythm with evywopdias and aidAos com- 
pare Ran. 675=706. 

, , , , 
466 pilav pou orepyetw wots yapous 

akowavyToV avopos ebvav 

, 19 Beaks = 
textovow 6 vpuvor epydraw dvoiv 
épw Motoar diAovor kpaiverv 

There is no doubt about the metre of the 
strophe, 466 like 121 = 130, 284 =302, Supp. 
601, 604, H.F. 408, and the consecution of 
the pair like 281—2=291—1; but in 471 

L has rextovwy @ tpuvou épydraw with a cor- 
rection vuvow epydrat, P rexrovow 6 dpvor 
(with final s erased) epyarar. First, rexrdvow 
is not open to suspicion; see Blaydes on 
Textoves evTadapwv vpvov in Ar. Lg. 530; 
and the usual explanation of it would have 
been rexvitov or rontdv, as e.g. on Lg. 530 
TéexToves TavTEs ot Texvitat. Therefore it is 
unlikely that épyarawv should be ejected. 
The MSS. readings have the air to me of 
being corruptions of an unfamiliar compound, 
and there are two ways by which you can 
regain metre: dvoiv @ tpuvoio textovepydraw, 
or dvotv tyvepydraw te Texrovow, of which the 
second seems the better ; it is more favoured 
by the MS., and the compound is more in 
character with others formed of épydrys that 

‘I have noted—they are few at present: 
pudepyaras avip A.P. vii. 394 oidapov addak- 
epydtav of a plough-share A.P. ix. 742, in 
Doricising epigrams ; vapdepydrys,xaxepydrys.) 
ft would seem that with this termination 
they formed their words in -epy- rather than 
in -oepy- or -ovpy-: cf. Lobeck Path. i. 303, 
Phryn. 675.—It is worth noting the various 

1 Add papuapepyareiv, mpwrepydrns. 

NO. CXXIX. VOL. XV. 

distortions experienced by the compound 
kaptkeupyeos aS Bergk writes it in Anacreon 
fr. 91 (ill. p. 279) dca dntre Kapixevpyéos 
6xavoto xEtpa TLHEwevat :—this is what various 
MSS. make of it: by one process xapikoepyéos, 
kKaploepyeos, Kaptepyeos: by another kapukoep- 
eos, KapiKa O Epyeos, KapiKa deyéos, KapLKa 
EVEPYEos, KapLKOV EVEPYEOS, KapLKOD EVEpyéos. 

It was as natural,—far more, for Greek 
poetry to form compounds at its will than 
in English to connect them with a hyphen ; 
Shakespeare says ‘ thought-executing ’, Aes- 
chylus reAcooippwv: and it cannot be too 
often repeated that this is the way in which 
the bafiled scribes habitually deal with them. 
Few, probably, realise how many of those 
which they are most familiar with are due 
to modern restoration, as iodpyupov, Kapd.0- 
dnxtov, diocddTH yavel, SopvKavel pLopw, OpaKov- 
GoptXov, aveAAnvocroAor, GetorKvpwrGv, Toc ov- 
TapiOpov, ovipavooteyn, ampixtorAynkta. They 
were not of course used by Euripides so 
freely or so boldly as by Aeschylus in whose 
style they were so notorious a feature; bat 
they frequently occur, and when they do, 
they are mostly mangled in the MSS., as in 
Andr. 463 audi parepas v.l. for audiparopas, 
1016 dopi pyoropt, epypos rods Vro. 605 for 
épypomoXis, ameipor dpooov for adzeipodpoco. 
Ll, 732, didexa oroAor vadv for dwdexdoroAor 
vaes I[.A. 272, apd’ éAuxrov H.F. 399, Onpov 
Aaxyva yviov for Aaxvoyviov Hel. 379. It 
would be easy to fill pages with the like, as 
in Dion. Hal. de comp. verb. 17 for wodeno- 
keAade the variants toA¢uoio KeAade and ToAe 
poxeXade: but I will only invite considera- 
tion for one or two new-comers: Plut. Mor. 
950 E says ob yap eis Tovvavtiov GAN’ bro TOD 
évavtiov POeiperar tv azokAvpévwv ExacTov, 
orep 70 Tip UO TOD VoaTOs Eis TOV dEpa. TO 
yap Udwp 6 pev AiayvAos, ci Kal TpaytKas, 

GAN dAnOds cite ‘rade UBpiv dixnv 
mupos’. The old reading was zai’ tdw 
which has misled Nauck (fr. 360) aud Mr 
Sidgwick, but Bernardakis gives it as wave 
UBpw. What then was the term ‘true, if 
tragic, that Aeschylus applied to water? 
Plainly what Bernardakis has now restored, 
mwavauvBpryv dikyv rupos, an adjective like 
pidvBpts (which he quotes) and picvBpis ‘the 
justice that stops the insolence of fire’: no- 
thing could be more Aeschylean.—I am 
convinced that woA\a 6 érupa aiddtpwra 
rafea Tpoomever TOKELoW peTadbis ev xpovw in 
Lum. 499 should be éeruporaiddtpwra wrabea 
‘from wounds dealt by their own €érupor 
maides’: for erupa mafea could only mean 
‘real’, ‘genuine’, implying that the zados 
ot Clytemnestra had not been a real one; as 
in Opp. Hal. v. 305 when he says tore 8% 

Cc 
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pw eérntupos Gpaev GAcOpos.—atvyos oTpaTe 
in Ag. 552 I think should simply be otvyo- 
otpazw, and in Aesch. fr, 206 

éfevlaBod dé py oe poo Bary oropa 

mépdré muxpa yap KOY AIA ZOHC ’AT- 
MOI 

nothing could be more appropriate to the 
sense and closer to the MS. than aixpa yap, 
kovAraloers atpot ‘and deadly-scorching 
its hot breaths’—parching like the Sun or 
Sirius, ovAvos doryp Hom. A 62, xepadyjy Kat 
yovvata Seipios afer, atadéos dé Te Xpus iro 

kavpatos Hes. Op. 585, ciadxev alys Heduos 
mavoairo Kal ovAomevov Kuvos aotnp Opp. Cyn. 
ii, 324: ef. Hum. 138 azpé xatiurxvaivovca, 

vndvos mupt, and for the crasis, kovAopévys 
a\dxov in the epigram Bergk ii. p. 344; for 
the plural form, k/yAas tyurerjes in Matro’s 
Epic parody (Ath. 136 c), Nicand. Alex. 266 
dpwedoes €Atxas, 293 roores Pappakoets, fr. 

74. 26 xdduxes &pyyets p. 101 Schneider. 

TROADES 

513 apdi por Idov & 
Motca kawdv tuvov 
év daxpvous ade 
dav emtkndeLov 

515 

515 =535 zevxa év ovpeia, and there can be 

no doubt that is the right metre (cf. Med. 
833 sqq., Philoct. 827 sqq.) The MS. dewov 
év daxpvors must be a gloss,—I suppose upon 
deidev, as Hom. hymn. xxxi. “HXtov tyvetv 
avre. In explaining such infinitives, they 
often use the aorist imperative though the 
infinitive is in the present tense. 

597 This in Mr. Coleridge’s version is the 
passage immediately preceding: ANDROM, 
‘Come my husband come to me! HECUBA. 
Ah hapless wife, thou callest on my son 
who lieth in the tomb. anpr. Thy wife’s 
defender, come! HEC. Do thou, who erst 
didst make the Achaeans grieve, eldest of 
the sons I bare to Priam in the days gone 
by, take me to thy rest in Hades halls }’— 
Then, as I understand it, Andromache says 

olde 7éOor peydhow oxeTAtacTa Se maoXopev 

adyn 
oixopevas TOAEws, ert 8 GXyeow ahyea KetTaL 

sorrow upon sorrow, the public ruin besides 
the private losses, wéAa pev eAxos & 70 
Snpvov TUXELY, moAXors S€ roAAGv ekayiobevras 
Sdpwv avdpas duty paoteye tiv “Apys purct, 
Sidoyxov drnv dowiav Lvvwpida Ag. 645. 
That surely is her meaning ; therefore you 

want dé to contrast these other adyy with 
olde 7000. The MS. has oyxerAia rade, and 
my first notion was cyerAwo ta dé rao Xomev 
aAyn, but oxerhiacra Se (a synonym of 
dyavaxrntTa) seems to me altogether better— 
in rhythm for instance, and because oyérAva 
zaOeiy is such a common phrase in Euripides 
and elsewhere. The alteration is of course 
the smallest possible, and reminds me of 
Wecklein’s excellent correction of Pers. 
1019 7é & otk dAwAev, prey’ GdAacre, Hepa ; 
for peydAare Iepoar. 

1090 ci’ dxarov Mevé\a 
pécov 7éAayos tovoras 
diraXrov iepoy ava pecov tAaTav TecoL 
Aiyaiov kepavvodaes rip 
"TAr0bev ore pe wolVdakpv 
“PAAGoe Adtpevpa yabev eopiler. 

a\drav Seidler corrected to wAarav: but 
how are you to explain Aiya/ov? Scholiasts 
can explain anything, and the scholiast 

here has no hesitation in explaining, zo- 
pevopevns THS vews TOU Meveddov kata. 70 pero 
zéayos Tod Aiyaiov. But no one is likely 
to feel as easy as the scholiast about it, and 
attempts have been made already to emend 
it, Aiyatov ‘the Aegean lightning’ Paley, 
dyvov Hermann. Now, studying these 
lyrics from the metrical side, I came to the 
conclusion, before I had examined the 
sentence and before I knew of other views, 
that Aiyatov is metrically impossible ; and 
that the scansion required is | __, the true 

division of the verses being this : 

ei’ axarov MevéA\a pecov 
4 > 4 , v 

méAayos iovaas dimadTov 
iepov ava pecov tAaTav 

1092 mécot . _ — 
Kepavvopaes Tp, 
Thiddey 6a 7 € pe TOAVOaKpiv 

In the strophe read $@(mevos with Musurus, 
but retain refyea in 1078. The verse 
corresponding to 1092 is oxdgos diccor. 
Well, assuming this to be correct, what is 
aiyaiov a mistake for? Timagine, for 
a&yatov—unless Avés could be understood 
with ’Ayatov. It is a poetical adjective 4 
recorded in several lexicons, as Hesych. 
dyatov: éxipOovov. Bekk. An. 334. adds ot 
8€é, Gavpacrov. ot S¢, POovepov. Suid. ayato- 
par: Oovoipa (meaning POovd). Kal ayaios 
6 éxidpOovos. And jealous was probably its 
only meaning; Oavpacrov is dyacrév, aéid- 
yaorov: cf. Eust. 734. 63 €or d& dyaterOar 
pew dOdvov, ayaccacbar dé éxrAnfews.—It is 

1 See the Thesaurus. 
correction. 

Liddell and Scott requires 
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possible there may be other places where 
this adjective should be restored, just as the 
substantive, which we know to have been 
used by Aeschylus in the @pyacat, has been 
restored by Hermann in Ag. 136 otov px ts 
aya Gedbev...dg. 654 occurs as a possible 
place, Xxemay’ dyaiwy ovk dpjvrov beGav—lf 
ore or etre were right in 1094, we should 
have to read éfopifo.. With Nauck’s és 
we could read woAvdaxpvov as in H.F. 425, 

1280 zarep avaéia Aapdavov 
yovas 740’ ola tac yopev »dédopKas ; 

ejecting tas or ris or rade before Aapddvov 

1285 N€Naprev “Iuos <tr> ep- 
yapwv Te Tupt Kataberar Tépap.va. 

1296 7Weioa pwedea Kat 
, - 

X€perou yatav... 

1305 drados <drados> aduidos <adwWos> 
= 1322 pov tyvos éxi tdAawar ir’ ire. 

Surpiices (with Wecklein 1898) 

ec Oe > mM ‘ , , 

ot 0 ovK ExovTes Kal oraviovtes Biov 
detvol, vepovres 76 PO6vw zA€ov ju€pos, 

¥ > , 

cig ToUs ExovTas KevTp adiévat Kaka. ; 

that is, dewot ciow dduevar ‘are very prone, 
apt, much given to’, as e.g. Mimnermfs (1) 
Trag. fr. p. 829 Nauck dewoi yap dvipi rdvres 
éopev edxdect COvt. pOovicar xarbavévta 8 
aivesat. The scribe, not perceiving the con- 
struction, wrote d¢iac.—for I cannot believe 
that Euripides did not write dgévac: at any 
rate the conjecture, which is Musgrave’s, I 
made also independently.—In v. 242 of 8 
oidey ovres (v. Wilamowitz-Moellendorff) 
would be better, as 6 & otdey ovdels...vika in 
fr. 285. 15, a passage worth comparing. 

377=381 For reasons of metre this 1 
think should run as follows : 

Ti po TOMS Kpavel ror’; Apa hired poe 
377 reper <te> Kal téxvors Tapas Anwo- 

peoba 
= av to c€Bes dikav 7d 8 Fooov adukia. 

381 veuouo’ del ra. dvoruxi mavra poy 

‘Antig. 363=375 is an example. The MS. 
reading is véyers del tev dvorvyy, and I take 
véyovo’ from Canter. The neuter ra duoruy7 
is of course good Greek, as ra piv Tavoupya 
Kat madwrpifn...ra O& Sixaia Kat To xXpnora 
Philoct. 448.—With te xai they are apt to 
omit the re. 

604 yeévour’ av Képdos: i 8 dpecparor 
Povoy, paxat, orepvoturees du TOAW 

KOOL, KTUTOL havycerat, 
607 ri’ & takawa Woyor, 

ti’ av TOvs’ aitiav Ad Bone ; 
=614 68 yap 7d zdpos bi6d\AVTAL 

Sika dikavy & <é&> exddece kat ddvos 
govov, kaxOv 8 avayuyas 

617 Goi Bporotcw vépove 
ardvTwv Tépy’ ExovrTEes avtor. 

This I feel sure is the right metre, a few 
examples of which are indicated in my note 
on Andr. 471. The MSS. give in 607 & 
tédawa tiva Aoyov and in 617 Geot Bporois 
vépovar Li, Geot Bporotcr vénovcr P altered to 
véepovow and wavtwv altered to drdvrwv. In 
605-6 they give orepvorumeis y’ ava toro 
madw Kriror davijcovra : for the conjectures 
see Wecklein’s Appendix. There is no place 
in this metre for a choriambus orepvorureis, 
and it must have been some form which 
scanned _[ ULC. ava atéAw (Markland) 
or a wodw seems probable, as 724 Bor 8é 
Kal KWKUTOS HY ava 7rd, and xKéroL Or KOTwY 
or some form of it may possibly have been 
the origin of rdzov. 

946 ‘No’, says Theseus, ‘the mothers 
must not go and see their fallen sons ; 
odow?’ idodcat Toad’ dv WANOwwpEevovs. ‘True,’ 
says Adrastus, 

X ‘ »” ” cal a lod 

Tikpar yap oWels Kapa TO TEAC VEKPO 

L taking this to be xai dua, writes it so in 
full (‘ ut videtur’ Wecklein), a very common 
practice : it has been altered to y’ dua. P 
has been altered to y’ dudrw wéXe. Kirch- 
hoff’s account is ‘ kapdrw réde vexpo a prima 

manu B. yaya 7d teAKaa C. yaya etiam in 
B dedit man. sec.’ What I conjectured 
from this does not appear to have been 
proposed ; it has the advantage of explaining 
kal, and seems to me to account better for 
the MSS. than other readings that have 
been suggested,—xadpupdtov ‘ Even the look’ 
or ‘the sight (rixpa yap dys Reiske) of dead 
men’s eyes is grievous’, apart from any 
wounds they may have suffered. Let one 
be omitted (which often happens with 
doubled letters), and you get xaudrov. 

974 pea rraudods ev otKots 
kelTae pvypata, TevOyLor 
Koupat Kov oTédavor Kopas 

977 = AorBat 8E POwévwv éord— 
at Te Tas 6 XpvToKdpas 
*A7OANwV obK evdexeTat, 
yoorw d dpOpevopéva 

981  ddxpucr vorép’ del réxov 
982 xpoorépywv rriya téyéw. 

ty Cc 
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This is the form that, consulting metre, I 
would present the passage in. 977 is omitted 
in the MSS., but supplied by Plutareh— 
quoting no doubt from memory—in Mor. 
394 B doiBat vexvov Pbiwevov doa as 6 
xpucoKopas ’Aro\Nwv ovx evdexera. By 
omitting Plutarch’s vextov and combining 
the rest with the MS. dodat ras xpucoKdpuas 
I get both metre and what is much to be 
desired, the article with ypucoxdpas.—In 981, 
where the MSS. have vorpsv, I read vorép* 
for metre’s sake, instead of vorepdv : and in 
982 mpoorepvwv or azpdatepvov as Cho. 29 
mpoorepvor aToApol wérAwv: if it had been 
read as zpoorepvw, that would easily cause 
Tos OTEpvw. 

993 Evadne lamenting her dead husband 
Capaneus ; the metre is bacchiac leading to 
glyconic : 

ti héyyos, tiv’ atyAav 
edichpeve 700’ “AXtos 

995 Seddva te kar’ aidép’ a 
Aaprad’ axvOdav dvd’ 
immevovoa d.’ dpdvas... 

=1015 op dy reAevTav 
iv’ é€otaka: TVya d€ pou 

1017 wdarev. odds GApa Tas 
Bey Dees ; 

evkAElas xdpw evOev dpp- 
a ,’ 

dow Ta08 amo Terpas. 

995 ‘and Selene, that chariots her swift lamp 
unwedded through the gloom,’—in unwedded 
state (avyzda as an adverb, Soph. Z/. 926 
GXextpa ynpacKkovoay avupevara te) and there- 
fore without sympathy—‘when Argos hymned 
the happiness of my fatal marriage?’ My 
contributions here are a in 995 and dvup¢’ : 
Aaprad a@kvOdav and immevovoa had been 
restored already. The prime origin of the 
MS. reading Aaprad’ iy dkvOda viudar 
imrevovor may have been 

1 

AAMTIAAWKYOOANANYMOA 
meaning Naprdd: dxvOda (but of course the 
accusative Aaprada is as easy as dppa 
immevovoa). @kvOdac would lead to vidas, 
and that to trevovot. 

In 1015 she thinks of suicide—and chance 
fits with her design ; she is standing on a 
high rock and will leap down from it. 
Punctuating at gvvarre (as rhythm indi- 
cates), we have merely to write ddpa for 
a\Xa as in Menander fr, 312 (Strabo 452) 
pia retpas ard tyAEhavods dApa... Words- 
worth for d\Aa. Hermann had conjectured 
d\partt for adda rhs, but the long final 
syllable was my first requirement in the 
corresponding line 995, 
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HeEvena (with Wecklein 1898). 

124 ovxovv ev "Apyer <y’>o0b8 éx’ Eipdra 
poats 

Mr. Coleridge mistranslates this, ‘No; he 
is neither in Argos, nor yet by the streams 
of Eurotas.’ Paley is right in saying “the 
y added by Musgrave is as essential to the 
sense as to the metre ; for ovv—ye is equiva- 
lent to yotv. The meaning is ‘Certainly he 
is not at Argos nor at Sparta’ (wherever 
else he may be).’’ Concerning particles 
combined with oty there is a radical mis- 
conception which it is important to correct. 
It is generally assumed that the inferential 
sense of ovv is primary, whereas it is ac- 
quired. When used by itself as a connect- 
ing particle, it comes to mean ‘so’ or ‘ well 
then’: so does dy, but in combination with 
another particle it has no more inferential 
sense than 67 has, or than tor, which is 
another of its equivalents. It merely 
strengthens and emphasises or ztalicises 
what it is combined with. ovxovv... ye is 
the negative of yotv (in which it is the ye 
that is essential to the meaning, not the 

ovy, just as in 8 ovy it is the d¢ which is 
essential) ; for though you could say yodv 
od« you could not use ov yodv any more than 
ov ye. Thus Leeles. 343 ovxow aBev y 
avTas eduvdpny ovdauod means—‘ at any rate 
I couldn’t find them anywhere.’ ye is there 
omitted by two MSS.; but it cannot be 
omitted, nor could it be omitted in Ar. Zq. 
465, nor in Soph. Ant. 320 

KP. oi as AdAnwa (or GAnpua) dprov exe 
guxos! ef. 

®Y. ovKovy 76 y épyov TovTo woujoas Tote. 

where 7o y’ is Reiske’s correction of rod’ : 
and equally in Philoct. 872 

ovKouv Atpetdat Todt erAyoav edpopws 
oUTws eveyKEly 

where the meaning is ‘—at any rate the 
Atridae never submitted to endure them so 
patiently,’ the sentence is incapable of that 
meaning without ye. It might be inserted 
after otrws, but I have no doubt that what 
Sophocles wrote was ovkovv ’Atpeidai y a'r’ 
érAnoav evpopws ovTws eveyxetv.i—Again in 
‘ Kuripides’ fr. 953 

27 hep’ nv 6 viv Oy AapBavew peAwv pw 
avnp 

—0 py yevouro, Zed Pid’, ot’ eorar ore 

1 Tf éxmepunds is correct, movjoas will depend on 
SAAdS ewe or yeviooua, implied from d7A0v. But il 
may suggest that éxwepyvds would be natural for it 
to depend upon (as Pers, 788, Trach. 666, 1129, 0.C. 
804). It is a common enough confusion. 
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> > , EBS! 2. >) a 

[otk ody Oedovens ovde Suvvapevys éuodt|— 
n 7 = > > , A > iy jv (0') ottos abfis aroPady tiv obctav 

it is necessary (before ejecting the verse) to 
insert y after Oedovons: the place is of 
course vacant to insert it in. But Weck- 
lein justly questions the use of duvapevns, 
and I think that (as Nauck suggests) the 
verse is spurious. It was added by some 
one who imagined that the absolute asser- 
tion o%8’ écra: wore required to be so quali- 
fied, not knowing that it was a formula: 
Aristotle’s will in Diog. Laert. v. 1. 11 
Zora pev ed: eav dé Te oupBaivy, . . . 12 éav 
8 rp radi ovpB_ tT1—6 py yevorro od 
éoraw—, .. . Eur. Jon 456 ci 8 —od yap 
éxrar, TO Oyw SE xpyoopat—, dikas Pratwv 
ddoere: cf. Aesch. Supp. 737. 

362 im Tpota tddawa <ded pev> for 

metre: cf. Ale. 887 =904. 

367 Read 6\ecav for metre instead of 

@Xeoav. 

371 is mutilated; dvavdpov would be a 
most appropriate adjective, and if written 
with a stroke for the -oy it will be seen how 
easily it might be omitted: Boay Boa © 
dvavépov ‘EANio éexeAadyo’ avwrorvéev. 

380. For oxjpua dcaivys I had conjectured 
oxnp Gdeatvers ‘Keep your shape warm in 
your furry coat,’ but I see that there is 
much to take account of on this line. 
Kirchhoff thought it was the remnant of a 
passage referring to the Boeotian Atalanta ; 
it had not occurred to me it should be 
ejected altogether. But Dingelstadt ejects 
it, and it is bracketed by Wecklein. Is it 
their theory that oxjya eatvys was a 
marginal comment on v. 377, to be ex- 
plained by Ar. Lys. 231 schol. ? 

1218 Tod dai ro reudbe avrtt cod Tpoia 
xaxov ; for vod €, as was dat in 1246, seems 
to me eminently in character with the 
blatant Theoclymenus, as it is with Polus 
in the Gorgias, and with the Chorus in the 
Cyclops 417. It expresses violence or im- 
patience, and is _ suitable therefore to 
Electra in #7. 1116 ; nor would I venture to 
alter it for Pylades in Cho. 899. Sir 
Richard Jebb’s judgment on the subject 
(Ant. 318 Appendix) generally seems to me, 

as usual, right. 

1354 seqq. dv ov Geyis ov bola eripwoas 
év Gaddpos ... is the passage that most 
piques me in Euripides. It looks as though 
it were quite capable of being explained 
and restored, but I have done no more than 
gather some material and only call attention 

to it here in the hope that others will turn 
their hands to it. But it seems clear that 
Helen is exhorted to propitiate the deities 
of love and joy and revelry. 

1485-6 and 1502-3 do not correspond. 
I am persuaded by metrical reasons that 
1485 zoevos 6s GBpoxa is sound and the 
error is in 1502 yAavkov éx’ otdp’ dAtov. 
Now éz’ ofdy’ Gdwov! and én rovtiov otdpa 
are familiar stock poetic phrases, and I take 

it that one of them has been substituted 
where Euripides varied it to the plural, 
yAadk’ ef’ GAv oldpara. 

1536 rapodv te xeipl AevKd P ioti’ cio &v 
jv: van Herwerden, I find, has conjectured 
and renounced cioever (from cic—vew like 
éxwew, pocvew) * heaped in the sails,’ and I 
also thought of cicévouv, the plural: jy is 
apt to be substituted for otyv. A yachtsman 
perhaps would know what they should be 
doing with the sails: they are not yet hoist- 
ing them, of course. In Theocr. xiii. 69 
the heroes waiting for Heracles filled their 
time up with cleaning the sails, tora .. . 
éEexaarpov. 

1590 Kai tts 700’ Eize, ‘ doALos 7) vavKAnpia, 
madw Tempe, &Erav ‘ Kédeve or, 

‘ x 44) + 2? 

ov d¢ otped’ ola 

exactly as in the Phaethon fr. 779. 8 zarnp 
0 émube . . . immeve, tatda voverav ‘ éxeic’ 

2a, tHde oTpep’ appa, tHde. The MS. is 
aétav, for which Hermann had already con- 
jectured dé. The first requisition is 
addressed to the xeAevorys, the second to 
the steerer. 

1667 drav O& Képyys Kat TeNeuTHONS Blov 

So El. 954, Hipp. 86, 0.C. 91. I can never 
read 0.C. 1551 without thinking it should 
be 

non yap ep7w Tov TeAevtatoy Biov 
Kapov map’ “Avdynv 

‘I am now upon the road to make the final 
turn (riparov kaparipa Meleag. A.P. xu. 
257, ovréxewa tod Biov Kayrryp, beyond 60 
years, Herodas) and ending of my life—to 
reach its goal—with Hades’: és “Avav kata- 
Moove’ ~npoxPov Biorov Eur. Supp. 1007. 
As indeed it had been foretold to him 
evratda Kdpew tov tadaizwpov Biov, v. 91. 
If the MSS. reading xpvWov is an error, it 
would be the easier because pip’ avdpi 7Od€ 
Tyde KprpOivar xOovi had been written a few 
lines before in 1546. It is the adjective 

1 Tt was unworthy of Bergk to alter Pind. fr. 221. 
3 répmerat d5€ Kat Tis em’ oldu’ GArov. 
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TeXevtatov that seems to me to eall for 
Kapabov. 

Cyctors (with Wecklein 1898) 

63 od tad_e Bpopuos, ob [rade] yopor 
Baxxar te Ovproddpor 

Metre shows that the second rade should be 
ejected. The sentence then is exactly like 
202 od xi Atovuoos tdde, od Kpdtada yxadKod 
TupTavev T apayynara: Andr. 168 ov yap éo6’ 
"Extwp tade, ov Ipiapos ovd€ ypvods : Eriphus, 
(Ath. 137d, Kock ii p. 430) 7a8’ 0d KopwOos 
ovde (Dindorf for otre) Aais & Supe, ovd 
<ttparélwv @ettacav Erwv tpodai.—lt is 
their way in repeating a phrase to repeat it 
in full; as in Trach. 98 for wd6u pot, 7d0e 
mais they write wo6t prot, rot por wats. 

366 vydys, & TAGpov (TAGpwv ?) Gates 
Swpdtwv edertious 
ixtnpas ekOver doprwv 
KoTTwy, Bpvkwv, 
eae, ; ; 9-3 EbOa re Sawipmevos prrapoow ddotow 

4 co ame Nes , , 371 Ogpy’ aw’ dvOpdkwv Kpéa. 

368 

Eevixovs before ixrppas in 368 I think with 
Bothe and Hermann should be ejected ; 
and I feel sure with Hermann that av@pé7wv 
should be removed from the beginning of 
371. Then the metre will be that which is 
repeated in Ar. Ran. 814-829, as 824 
pypara you.dorayn mwakyddv droardv | 
ynyevet dvojpatt. It is a Dorian rhythm, 
and used there because it was associated with 
big and Herculean themes, whether the hero 

were ascending to Heaven through his dpery, 
or eating oxen whole: as in the fragment of 
Pindar I was emending in the February 
number of last year, fr. 168 (Ath. 411b) 
which ends Bapvy jy diovra diaKpivar orevaypor| 
moAAds ev Kkaipd xpovos. Heracles there is 
amavOpaxilwv oxen as the Cyclops is preparing 
amavOpaxivey men (242). They were the 
oxen of Theiodamas, Philostr. Jmag. ii. 24, 
and the story is told also by Pherecydes in 
schol. Apoll. Rhod. i. 1212, Apollodor. 
p. 97 Wagner, Tzetz. Chil. ii. 465 ; another 
story of Heracles Boudayos (‘ Lucian’ i. 401, 
A.P. ix. 59. 7), BovOoivas (A.P. xvi. 123) is 
that he took one of the oxen from a cart 
and ate it while the BoynAdrns cursed him 
from a hill, Apollod. p. 86, Tzetz. Chil. ii. 

386: add Eur, /, 687 (Philo ii p. 461), Ar. 
Ran. 506 Bodv arnvOpanl’ odov for Heracles, 
and ef. Blaydes on Acharn. 85.—I take the 
first occasion of withdrawing my advocacy 
of Xevpoy (v. Herwerden) in Pind. W. viii. 
46: it is right in so far as Aadfpov is clearly 
wrong, but the true correction is Cookesley’s 

Xapitdas T €Ladpory,as V.vii. 77 and P.V. 
279, ‘is a light task.’ 

434 ei yup THVO looney 7L€pav 
KvkAwros expuydvres avocvov Kdpas 
c ny ‘ a ‘ s ‘ s @s 61a. pakpod ye Tov oidwva Tov hidov 

Tacs = 
XnNpevopuev TOVd ovK EXomev KaTadayetv. 

The clue to this is 6a xpdvov, which the 
editors accept in the sense ‘for a long time 
past’; but the Greek for that would be é 
mo\Nod or modiv dn xXpdvov, Whereas dia 
paxpod means ‘after a long interval’. ds, 
therefore, does not mean ‘since’, but ‘in 
order that’, and must be followed by é€yoipev 
or cxoipev, a sentence like Vesp. 1251 ro 
detrvov cvoKevale vov, Wa Kal peOvobdpev 
(peOdiupev Cobet) da xpovov. I would offer 
merely as a tentative suggestion 

« ‘ cal a 9 U ‘\ tA 

as Out pakpod yodr, of ye Tovde TOV pidov 
xnpevomev cipwr’, €xoev Katapayetv 

if xatadayeiv is the right word-—for even as 
a matter of language xatadayety €xw (in spite 
of katafayas) sounds as strange as Katamteiv 
d8wput, pépw, would be for zvety: the simple 
verb of course is good, gayevy duke. 
Antiphanes 248 (Ath. 7le) e648’ oiceis [71] 
katapayely ; cannot be urged, because the 
line is incomplete.—One of the copies has 
katapuyev, and Hermann conjectured xata- 
poynv: Supp. 269 exer yap katadpvyiyv. 

Hecusna (with Prinz 1883) 

1 "Hw vexpdv KevOudva Kal oxdtov wihas 
‘ LA If hy ‘ ” col Auroy tv’ “Atdns Xwpls wxiotat Gear. 

‘apart’ that is ‘from the Gods of Heaven’ 
(tév ovpaviwy as the scholiast explains it), 
occupying oikia...ra te otvyéovor Oot Tep 
Hom. Y 64, regna...dis imvisa Verg. A. 
viii. 245. So Orpheus says it was assigned 
for men ywpis az abavatwv vatew eos (Proclus 
Tim. p.38 A). Geot and a@avaro are often used 
in discrimination from the y@ovior datpoves : 
Apollodor. p. 14 Wagner, Persephone was 
compelled to remain the third part of the 
year pera dovtwvos, ro d& Nowrov rapa Tots 
Oeots: frequently by Aeschylus in the 
Eumenides, 109, 352, 3638,1 414, who have 
ayn OcGv dtxooratoivra 389. Explain ae- 
cordingly Agam. 642, which has been in- 

1 This should be perhaps omevdoméeva 8 aedrety 
Twa Taode Mepluvas Oe@y—aréAclay euais (weA€Tats) 
emkpaiverv pnd eis tyxpiow éAdety ‘and while I am 
at such pains to relieve (Xen. Cyr. vii. 1. 44) one of 
the gods (Apollo) of this troublesome concern,— 
that he should make my (determinations) of none 
effect! annul them, without even coming to first 
al aa ras we are debarred from speech with 

eus. 
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terpreted in many ways but never, I think, 
in the only way the Greek admits : 

eidynpov Tap ov mpéere Kaxayyedw 
yAdoon paivew> xwpis 7) TYWn Gedy: 

‘that observance is separate from the Gods of 
Heaven’, xwpis Oedv eorw 7 tTysy. CF. Plut. 
Mor. 361. 

1057 odaxrav xvoi re hoviay datr’ avijpepov 
oupetay 7 exBodav 

This, which is no metre as it stands, should 
probably be three dochmiacs. Hesych. ex- 
plains dovos: 6 da sdayys Odvaros, and I 
take odaxray here to be an adscript. Then 
you can easily get metre with 

s a3 , , > Kuat Te air avypepov Poviov ovp— 
elav 7 éxBoXav. 

BaccuaeE (with Wecklein 1898) 

_ Has it ever been suggested that the name 
Bpopuos is not originally derived from Spomos 
meaning fremitus, but from the grain called 
Bpopost so that the title is virtually 
equivalent to John Barleycorn (Frazer The 
Golden Bough i 284) and the same as the 
Mariandynian Bappos of Bithynian Thrace. 
Tf it has not been worked out, it would be 
an interesting enquiry—not least from an 
ethnological point of view, considering the 
Malay word bram or brum ‘an intoxicating 
liquor made from burnt palm-sugar or 
molasses, and fermented rice’, from which 
Prof. Skeat (Etymological Dictionary) derives 
our English vwm. References must be sought 
in Hehn Kulturpflanzen pp. 536 sqq. and 
the Thesaurus s.vv. Bpopos, Badpysos: to 
which I may add an epigram by the 
Emperor Julian on a Celtic corn-liquor, 
where the meaning of Bpopwov has commonly 
been misunderstood ; A.P. ix. 368. 3 

7) pa oe KeXroi 
~ , , a” T= ae , 

7 wevin Botptwy tedfav ax’ aotaxvov 
7® ce xpi) KaAceww Anpjrpiov, ov Avovucov, 

wupoyevy paddov, kal Bpoporv, ob 
Bpopnov. 

_ ‘xvpoyevn’ instead of ‘ rvpryevg’. It is very 
clever; but Bpopros, as I suggest, was 
actually Bpopos, and Seuedyjiov certainly no 
other than Ayjpirpiov, for SeueAn, Mr. J. H. 
Moulton tells me, is merely ‘ Phrygian- 
Thracian’ for Earth, and appears in Nova 
Zembla: see Hehn op. cit. pp. 69, 552. 

233 dvacelovra te Kowas: metre requires 
this verb in Cycl. 75 éavOav yatrav <dva> 
eeieis, and it should be restored I think in 

Autocrates Com. (Ael. V.A. xii. 9) i p. 807 
Kock : ; 

ola rai~ovew didat 
mapOevor Avddv Kopac 
Kouda Tndacar <7oclv 
kavacetovoat>kopav v.1. Kopas 
KaVakpovovo-al XEpoLy 
’Edeoiay wap’ Apreuw 
kaddtorav, [Kat] Toiv ioxiow 

326 Kei pay yap eotw 6 Geds ovtTos as od 

dys» 
mapa col eye Ow 

The sense appears to require what Paley 
suggests, Kei py) yap eotw ovTos, as od dys, 
Geds or Kei pa Geos yap eotw. 

330 épas tov “Axtaiwvos aO\tov pdpov ; 
‘Look at Actaeon’s miserable fate!’ This 
use of épdas ; in pointing to an example occurs 
in fr. 420. 1, 1052. 3, Soph. Ané. 712, 
Menand. 350 and commonly enough in later 
prose, Lucian, Dion Chrysostom, Maximus 
Tyrius ; but when Polus employs it in the 
Gorgias 471 D, he is snubbed by Socrates : 

NWA. ’Apxedaov dyrov totrov tov Mepdikxov 

épas apxovra Maxedovias ; =U). ei dé py, GAN’ 

dxovw ye. It may have been one of the 
rhetorician’s mannerisms. 

395 ixotuay rott Kizpov 
vacov tas “Adpodiras 
ev a OedEibpoves vewovrar Ovatoiow 

"Epwres, 
Tlddov 6, dv<@'> Exatdaropor 
BapBapov rotapod poat 
Kaprilovow avouBpor (avouBpov Mat- 

thiae) 

‘Cyprus and Paphos (which Strabo remarks 
and illustrates as being habitually named 
together so, p. 33, p. 341) and’ of course 
‘Egypt’, which also, as Herodas says was 
oikos THs Geod: the unshowered land made 
fruitful by the barbarous river many-mouthed 
—what other could it be but Egypt, which 
is constantly called barbarous in the Helena? 
To describe it by a relative av 6’ (as Schoene 
and Prof. Tyrrell rightly read) is a very 
common form of expression, e.g. Callim. h. 
Del. 20 «at Maxpis ’ABavrias ’EdXozujo¥, 
Sapdé OF ipepoeocca, cat nv erevygato Kizpis... 
—Dr. Verrall’s view (Class. Rev. 1894, p. 
86), that these are aspirations which the 
Bacchanals repudiate, is to me convincing. 

446 ék zapackevjs ‘Hermanno monente 
Kirchhoff’. See Lucian i. 206,and compare 
Alexis 264 (Ath. 565 b) dy zurroxorovpevov 
tw’ 7) Svpotpevov Spas, one of two things must 
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be the matter with him: 7 yap épateveuv! 
éruvoety por datverar Kal TavTa TH THYywve 
8pav evavria, 7) tAovataKoy ToUTH TL TpoTTInTEL 
xaxov ‘it is either because he intends to play 
the épards, or else it is one of the vices be- 
longing to the zAovowxy diuywyy’ (see 
Gataker on Mare. Antonin. i. 3). 

419 coddv 8 aréxew rparida ppéva Te 
TEepicoay Tapa pwTav 

I cannot mend this, but it is worth remark- 
ing, that dwéxw te mapa twos is ‘I have 

received a debt’, the perfect of dro\apBave : 
in acknowledging the receipt of a debt you 
said dméxw (70 xpéos Tapa cod dnd.) 

623 It strikes me that ddpuar’ eppyéev 
xapmale should be éppagev ‘dashed’, and that 
in H.F. 856 we should read xatappagw for 
catappyéw, and in 1045 Katap<p>aéw with 
the MSS., as in 1129 ocuvypaé’ oikov. Or- 

dinary Greek used pjoow, pjéar in this sense, 
and the error at any rate is common. 

996 7d codov od dOovG should in my 
opinion be 7d codov ob Lydd (Jowrn. Philol. 
xxvi. p. 235), of which ¢6ové is a mistaken 
explanation. Observe now that in substitu- 
ting it in the text for %A@ the copyist has 
got not cnly wrong meaning but wrong 
Greek. You could say 0d d6ova cor Tov codod, 
or with an infinitive ovo: fOovG wor daipovev 
Ty.av yévos: and that you could continue by 
saying rovto pev ov pOovd, but toiro there 
would be the equivalent of that infinitive. 
Thus in 7.7. 491 when Iphigeneia says ri dé 
pOoveis rovro; she means ri de dOovels To 
dvopd por Aéyew ; but she could not have said 

ri dé POoveis por Tovvona ; It would be Greek 
for the Chorus to say 70 codov od dOovd cor 
dudkewv, but not od Pov 7o copdoy. And 
there are numbers of verbs to which the 
same applies, with which you could use ev or 

rovro, but only because it was the equivalent 
of an infinitive ; 4&@ in Herodas and Xeno- 

phon is one. 
7a 6’ in 997 belongs perhaps to 998 so 

that it should be rade ra kada Biov,” ‘this is 
the real beauty of life, to be reverent and 
holy day and night’, éxi being a mistake for 
éort which of course is inserted often. One 
of the places I think is Soph. Phil. 655 

1 So read for orparevew (cf. for instance Muson. 
mepl kovpas in Stob. Flor. vi. 62). I should like to 
read this verb in the elever epigram of Sophocles on 
Buripides (Ath. 604 d) col 5 éparevomevm Boppas 
Guianoe, taking piAodytt Eraipay or érépay to be ex- 
planations of a corrupted reading érapev- or erepev-. 

2 For the phrase, add Hyperides /r. 209 Blass. 

NE. 7) tadra yap ra K\ewa tof & viv exes ; 
I. taiz, ov yap adda y’, GAN’ a Bacralw 

XEpotw. 

‘This and no other,—this that I carry in 
my hand’, where the negative is naturally 
followed by dAAa as in Longus iv. 21 to the 
question od tad6’ jets cvveceOyxopev ; the 
answer is ov« dAXa pev ovv, dAAG Tatta. The 

AAAATAAAA has caused various corrup- 

tions in the MSS. 

A has ratr od yap adda y eof & 
L Tait ov yap aA’ éo6’ a. 
1h tar’ ob yap a\N’ éo@’ (Lor gor’) adr’ 

éoz, I think, could not stand rightly in that 
place: taitz’, ob yap aAX’ €or. would be ‘for 
there is no other’ as in Ar. Plut. 106. 

1145 6s trav Ondvyevn otoav 
vapOnka Te TLeTOV alday 
é\aBev evoupaov 

There need be no excuse for offering another 
suggestion on this place. Among previous 
conjectures I like Heath’s morov aida ‘a 
warrant of death’ the best, and after that 
Prof. Tyrrell’s ézaxrov “Awav—if only the 
MS. had zAcicrov, there could be no gain- 
saying that. But it was Kirchhoff’s pro- 
posal ézi orovaxais that suggested a better 
rhythm, and Tyrwhitt’s Bucrovidwy, which I 
learn from Wecklein, has the same. My 
thought was 

vapOnkd 7 eto toAGddar 
é\aBev evbupaov 

The adverb is used by Hesiod Scut. 286 to 
describe the way that labourers arrange 
their dress in digging, ot 0’ aporjpes jpeukov 
xOova. Stay, €rtgToAGdOny € xiTOVas €oT O- 

Nato, where the schol. interprets it by 
Koopiws Kat avertadpevws. Christodor. A.P. 
ii. 139 uses the verb in describing how a 
priestess of Athena (that is, the statue) was 
attired, mapfevos Avyyn, papos émorethaca 
Katwpaddv: od yaps(ovd ap’ Brunck) éGetpas 
kpndeuve aoveepyev ‘with a cloak arranged 
over her shoulders’: ef. Apoll. Rhod. iv. 44 
Medea stealing out, Aauw pev xept rérAov ex’ 
éfptow audi perwra orertapevn ‘drawing 
her robe over her brows to veil her face’. 
Over or upon should be the meaning always 
of the preposition emt in this compound : 
dvacté\\ew is to arrange or tuck up (Nonn. 
D. 48. 316, for wading 338 ék odds axpt 
Kapjvov...avacret\aca xiTOva) Katacre\\eww to 
dress down, (Ar. Thesm. 256, Mnesilochus in 

woman's garb, (6 vey KataoTeAov pe TH meEpt 
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to oxéXdy, Plut. Mor. 69 ¢ when small children 
fall down, their nurses yyeipay Kal repietvvav 
kal karéotet\av), ovoteh\dew to gather the 
dress together close—and soon; all the 
prepositions have distinct significations, 
therefore éxi should describe a method of 

arranging on, as upon the shoulder, and 
that must be taken for the meaning of 
vapOnkd 7 eriatoAdday éAae.—Ovpoovs avar- 
vew is the phrase in 169. 

W. HeEapiam. 

(To be continued). 

PLATONICA.—I. 

PHAEDRUS. 

234 B ole. dv twa exew eimeiy Gov Tov 
‘EAMijvev erepa tovtwv peiLo Kal wAelw Trept 
TOU AUTOD TPAyyLaros ; 

peio is quite the wrong word to use with 
regard to the plain everyday style of 
Lysias and of the épwrixds Adyos here ascribed 
to him. It would be much more in keeping 
with the style of such a Adyos as begins 
with p. 244, a style which is indeed elevated 
and great. It would not be difficult in any 
case to see what word Plato must have used, 

but the parallel passages within a page or 
two indicate it very clearly. 235 B pide’ 
dy wore Svvacbau ciety GAXa TA€tw Kal TreELovos 
déua: ib. © rod cv BedAtiw TovTwY aKyKoaSs ; 
and rapa tabr’ dv éxew eimety erepa puny Xelpw: 
ib. D py €A\dtTw érepa emixeiper eimeiv : 236 B 
frepa mAeiw Kal mActovos agia eimov Tov 
Avoiov. Plato wrote dpeivw. [Dr. Postgate 
points out to me that, though the Bodleian 
MS. (B) has érepa rovtwy pei, the Venetian 
(T) has érepa petLw rovTev. If this was the 
order of words, the error would be still 

easier. | 

237 B Kal mote abtov SO” erebev Toor’ 
€pwv 

abrd, ds pr epavte mpd Tod epOvTos déor xXapi- 
CeoOat, eheyev Te woe. 

Neither airév nor épdy seems quite the 
right word, nor does either of them exactly 
account for the other. AETQN may per- 
haps account for both and is very suitable. 

242 A B otyae.. pndéva mAelovs (Adyous) 7 
"oe merounKevat yeyevqrOar yrou avtov Néyovra 7} 
dAXous. . tporavaykagovra: Kal viv av doxeis 
alrids pou yeyevncOar NOyw Twi pyOyvat. 

Badham has altered the second yeyevijaGat 
to yevyoeoOa, | think with reason, as the 
Aéyos is still in the future. But the first 
yeyevjo0a1 seems to me more clearly wrong. 
Surely after weroujxevar we could not have 
another perfect, but only the aorist 
yevéoGa. 

ib. © kal twa doviv doa airolev axovoan, 

fe OVK €@ amrLEeval. 
I think é¢ should be ea. So a little” 

below (243 a) in eyvw tiv airiav Kai ove 
evOvs, ovK €or «.7.A. the imperfect ézote 

seems called for. 

244 c ryv ye Tov eudpovoy Lytrnow Tov 
péAXovTos Oud TE dpviw/ rovovpevwy Kat TOY 
GAAwY onpEtwv. 

Schanz brackets rovovxpévwv, which is cer- 
tainly a very awkward word. ‘The expedi- 
ent of separating &jrnow from tyv ye Tov 
éudpovev and supplying réxvyv with the 
latter words seems forced and difficult. The 
old conjecture zovovjevyy would be attrac- 
tive, if it were not tolerably certain that 
Plato would have written not rovovpevyy but 
yeyvopevnv, ytyvopat being the usual passive 

of ro. I am inclined to suggest dia Te 
dpvidwy meropéevwv. 

250 ¢ Kxafapol dvres Kal adonpavto. TovTOV, 
3 viv ada Trepipépovtes dvopalomev, daTpEov 
TpoTov OedEeTMEVvILEVOL. 

*Aoypavrot is explained with reference to 
the capa onpa of Crat. 400 c, Gorg. 493 A. 
‘It means’ says Thompson, ‘(1) unmarked 
i.e. unpolluted, and (2) unentombed, unim- 
prisoned, according to the two senses of 
onpa. But is this quite satisfactory? 
There is nothing in the context to indicate 
that Plato has c@pa ofa in his mind, and 
how is the reader to find it out? Also 
‘without mark of the body’ is perhaps not 
quite the happiest way of expressing the 
supposed effect of body on soul. Although 
therefore the common view may be right, it 
seems just worth while to suggest dajpavroe 
as an alternative reading. Parallel to these 
words we have two or three lines above 
6AGKAnpoL pev avToL ovTes Kal amabeEts 
kaxa@v. The words of 248 c must also be 
taken into account ; ecpos 5’ ’Adpacreias ode 
ris av Woxy eG Evvorrados yevonevyn Katidy TL 
tov GdnOav, péxpe TE THs érepas TepLodov Elvar 
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amypova, Kav det rodvro divyrar roveiv, det 
&BAaBH «va, As we read on, we find 
that the wpa and BAaBy which these souls 
escape is entrance into a human body. 
Those words strongly suggest dayjpavrou 
here. But I do not make the suggestion 
very confidently. 

256 E Kal duorrépous, €pwros yap, Orav 
yevovtat, yever Oar. 

Read yi(y)vwvra, for drav yévwvra can 

only mean ‘when they have become,’ not 
‘when they become.’ This is a principle in 
the use of aorists after dray, éreidar, éav, &e. 
which scholars still fail to recognise. Cf. 
below on Apol. 31 pv. The aorist yevéoOar 
may be right, but ycyveo@a is more likely. 

257 D tows dé Kal Tov Aoidopovmevoy aiTa 
y vopuilovTa 

ole 3." sy , 
GvevotLovTa vopicovra. 

Nopiovra by itself will not do for ‘thinking 
it true,’ ‘believing it.’ Read dvediew 
vouttovra, ‘thinking it was a reproach.’ 
C£. 258 c ole twa odv...dvedtLew adro TovTO OTL 
avyypape; PAL. ovKovv €lkos ye e& dv av 

Aeyets: kal yap av TH EavTod erOupiia, @s EOLKEV, 
évediZor, where for aité we should read 
either airé or ait aitd, and perhaps for 77 
Eavrod émufup.ta the accusative. [Dr. Postgate 
points out, | think rightly, that 257 c 
(éveidie) and 258 ¢ are in favour of reading 
here simply évediLovra]. 

eye a edeyev. 

261 A rovrwv det trav Aoywv gives quite a 

wrong sense. Add dxpodcOa, unless B’s 8% 

for det indicates that some further change is 

needed. 

263 A ov wavrt dyAov TO ye TOLOVOE, MS TEPL 
y 

TOLOUTWV | « » ~ n 
pe eva TOV (caversess eXopev; 

OvTWV 

rept 8 via otaciaoTiKds ;...0TaV TUS ovo 
eizn oidypou 7) apyvpov, dp’ ob 70 abro TAVTES 
SvevonOne 5 
To.dvde should no doubt be rocovde. Of the 
readings towvtwy and évrwy the latter 
(preferred by ‘Thompson) seems certainly 
better in itself, though its authority is very 
inferior. Towvrwy is meaningless, and 
dvrwv may be thought to be confirmed by 
263 DE Hvdyxacev Has brodaBeiv tov “Epwra 
& mtv évtwy, 6 adtos eBovdyOy. Is it 
possible that évoydrwy was the real word? 

263 © Kaddv yoo dv, & Swxpares, etdos «ty 
KaTavevonkws 6 TodTo Aa Bur. 

Is not eidos an erroneous repetition of 
<iSovs just above ? It is hardly suitable and 
after eidovs in another sense seems out of 
the question. The right word need not 

bear any resemblance to «idos. Something 
like Boj6n~a would give the meaning. 

Possibly in 268 c dé tov Tatra rap’ énod 
paldvra adrov ofdv 7’ etvar Toteiv & épwras the 
account of zovety may be the same, that it is 
due to zoveiy occurring twice a little before. 
It is certainly wrong, and if the error arose 
in this way it is almost useless to attempt 
to restore the actual word. If we take it 
only asa partial corruption, Schleiermacher’s 
ézatew seems not perfectly adapted to oidv 7 
civat, though it might pass. TopiGew may 
perhaps be suggested, though we should 

rather look for ropteo$a1, as in the parallel 

passage 269 c. zopifew in 273 a is hardly 
parallel. 

267 © rav ye phy oikrpoydwv em) yhpas Kal 

meviay €Xxopévwv Abywv KeKparynKevar TEXVY) [LOL 

gpatverar Td Tod XaAkydoviov obevos (ro T. X. 

a6. being Thrasymachus). “EAxopévov éxi 

with accusative ought to mean, like eiAkuoev 

éxé in 270 a, that they are drawn from 

some other source or quarter, which would 

here have to be some other subject, and 

then applied to age and poverty. But this 

gives no proper sense. From what other 

subject did Thrasymachus transfer to these 

topics the use of lamentation? What else 

had speakers been in the habit of choosing 

as subjects for lamentation? Perhaps we 

might read émt yjpq «al revéa, understanding 

é\xopevov in the sense of drawn out, 

protracted, the orator dwelling on his topic 

in sentence after sentence. Cf. the use of 

2dxw for the evolutions of a dance. I have 

sometimes thought oixrpoydwv ought rather 

to be oikrpoydws, as otherwise we might 

expect the article repeated after it. 

275 A rodro yap tov pabovrwv AjOyv ev 

Woxais mapecer pynpys Gpedernoia, dre 610 

miatw ypabas eEwbev ix addorpiwv turer, ovK 

*dobeav abtors tf abtav dvapiyvyocKopevovs. 

Anacolutha in Plato are by no means to be 

condemned wholesale. His characters are 

only talking, and the Greeks were no more 

likely to talk with unerring grammatical 

accuracy than ourselves. But an anacoluthon 

ought to be such as a man talking might 

easily slip into, and the accusatives avrovs 

dvapyvytKopevous hardly satisfy this con- 

dition. Masculine datives would be the 

least change, the men and their souls being 

treated as identical (so in poetry, Od. 11, 

91: Bacchyl. 5. 78: Bur, Alc. 902). Cf. 

next note. 

275 cD mAéov te oidpevos eivar oyous 

yeypappevovs Tod Tov €iddTa dropvqraL mept av 

av 7) TH yeypappeva. 
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Thompson’s defence of eva: will not hold 
water. Perhaps éveiva: (Heindorf civar ev) 
Aodyots yeypappevors ; or did Plato write Adyou 
yeypapmevov, ‘something more in writing’ ? 

276 D ois A€ywv waiLoy MSS. ev ols ey 
maifwv Heindorf. Ali alia. Perhaps ois 
Agyw eurai~ov. This might account for 
Aeyov, if that is not due only to the ter- 

mination of ratlwv. 
I add without comment a few other 

changes which occur to me and which explain 
themselves. 

227 D 7 yap av <a> aoretor Kat Sypw- 
eXeis elev ot Adyor. 

229 G ei amoroinv...cira codilopevos hatny 
«7A. For eira perhaps «i te or eire. 

230 D domwep yap ot Ta TeWwOvTa Opeypara 
Gaddov 7 Twa Kaprov Tpoceiovtes ayovow, cv 
é“ol Adyous ovTwW mpoTeivwr...daiver Tepiacerv. 
I would rather omit dyovow than with 
Thompson oi. 

238 B yaotpysapyia Te <€oTa1> Or <ke- 

kAnoeTa>. 

239 A rocovtwy <otv> kaxdv t 

252 p Something like tév te otv "Epwra 
<oéBuov &a yé twa> Tov KaOv Tpds TpdroU 
exAéyerau. 

254 pd éreidy éyyts yKovrw or 76n «cioiv 
(Buttmann <iciy). 

266 © pabovra. 

267 B To xawd te dpxaiws Ta T evayTia 
xawas add the Aéyovor which Heindorf saw 
to be wanted, or something equivalent. 

I do not know why Ast’s 6@0adpiav in 
255 p and his 76 civa in Rep. 395 c have not 
been universally adopted. So with Stall- 
baum’s é£ayye\ in 279 B, the same correction 
which I have made in Zp. 13. 362 c. In 
236 © Band T agree in giving éeéayyeANew, 
though the second hand in the latter gives 
the necessary efayyeNetv. 

HERBERT RICHARDS. 

(Lo be continued.) 

ON PLATO, PHAEDRUS 274 D. 

BacwWéws 8 at rote ovtos Aiyvrtov ons 
@aprod wept tiv peydAynv rolw Tov avw ToToV 
nv ot “EAAnves Atyurrias @nBas Kaotor Kat 
tov Geov "Appwva, mapa toitov eAOav 6 Ocd 
Tus Texvas amederce Kal Ep Seiv diadoFjvar Tots 
adXdoas AiyuTtioss. 

Badham in his text of the Phaedrus 
(Oxford, 1851) first detected corruption in 
the words kai—"Appwva ; his remedy was to 
insert atroy before roy Geov. From this it would 
appear that he did not locate the seat of the 
disorder rightly, which I believe with Mr. 
H. Richards to reside in the last words. 
Thamus identified by Plato with Ammon, 
was no doubt, like Theuth, one of Egypt’s 
ancient deities tév wadaidv Oedv (274 C). 

NOTES ON PLATO’S 

Apology 17 B ipeis 8 eno0d axotoecbe racav 
thy GAjGeav. ov pevror pa Ala, & avdpes 
; a ; i 5 
A@nvaior, Kexaddvernpevovs ye Adyous, WarEp 
ot TOUTWV, pypact Te Kal dvopacL, OVE KEKOT- 
pnpevous, GAAG akovoere cixy AEyomeva Tots 
ETUTVXOUVTLY OVOHLATLY. 

But he has not been mentioned as one in 
the previous context, whereas Theuth has. 
The phrase then can only be defended by 
a couple of hypotheses (1) that Thamus’ 
divinity was a fact which Plato might 
presume was well known to his readers, 
and (2) that the article may refer without 
harshness to Aiyurrias@7Bas. Both of these 
appear to be doubtful. I should have 
thought that the godhead of Thamus, whose 
utterance forms the moral of the story, would 
not be introduced in this oblique fashion; and 
that an éxei or adtod or some other definition 
of the place would have preceded dedv. On 
these grounds I propose tov @apodv. 

J. P. Posrears. 

APOLOGY, 17 B, 20 B. 

Many a scholar must have noticed, but 
does not seem to have called attention in 
print to the fact that we have here a bit of 
chiastic order: that eixy is opposed to kexoo- 
pypévovs and rots émitvxotow dvopacw 18 
contrasted with kexahAvernpevovs ye Adyous. 
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For cixj as opposed to ragus and kocpos, we 
may compare Plato’s Gorgias 503 Ef. The 
latest exegetical edition before me says on 
the passage in question, ‘rots dvopace 
duplicates and explains cixy,’ while another 
recent commentator says ‘ Kexoopypevous 
means adorned with tropes or rhetorical 
figures.’ Neither of these statements is 
true. Socrates is made by Plato to call 
attention to his lack of premeditation both 
in the order of his arguments (cin) and as 
to the language used (Aeyopeva tots emitv- 
xotow évéuacw, spoken in the words which 
occur to me). 

Apology 20 B viv 8 ered) avOpwirw éarov, 
tiva abrov ev vo exes emioraryy Aafeiv ; Tis 
THs Torys aperys, THs avOpwrivns Te Kal 
TONTLKHS, ETLTTHLWV EOTLV 5 

Socrates is repeating his conversation 
with Callias. If the latter’s two sons had 
been colts or calves, a farmer could 
have been found to give them the true 

THE CLASSICAL REVIEW. 

excellence of an ox or a horse. Now since 
they are boys, is there anyone who can give 
them the true excellence of a man and a 
citizen? The familiarity of politics has 
weakened the feeling of most commentators 
and translators for the adjective zodutiKds 
as the equivalent of the genitive of zroAtrqs. 
Thus zoduuxds ovAXoyos, Gorgias 452 H, is 
simply equivalent to tv roAitGv avAXoyos, 
and Phaedo 82 A, of tiv Oypotikny Kat 
ToNTiKyY Gpetiy exurerndevkores is ‘ those who 
have practised the virtues of a common man 
and «a citizen.’ Elsewhere, of course, 
molutukds Means statesmanlike, political, but 
also of the city, as the equivalent of ris 
moAews, as Republic 521 B, 489 c. Jowett’s 
translation may be quoted, as showing the 
ordinary interpretation of the passage before 
us: ‘Is there anyone who understands 
human and political virtue?’ To the ordinary 
reader, this translation does not make clear 
the force of zoXuriKy. 

T. D. Seymour. 

ATTRACTION THROUGH APPOSITION IN JZIAD X 325, ODYSSEY a 51, 

AND AESCHYLUS SEPT. 3. 

THAT an appositive word is often influ- 

enced by the construction of a relative 
clause which intervenes between it and the 

noun with which it is in apposition, has 
long been recognized, and is a familiar 
truth. £.g. in a 22 

GAN 6 pev AiPloras perexiabe TACO’ édvtas, 
AlOioras, rot dixGi dedaiara, €oxaror dvopav, 

éoxarou has been attracted from the accusa- 

tive by the nearer to’. Ina 68 

GANG Moceddwv yarjoxos aoKehés aiet 
KvkAwros Kexddwrat, dv 6pOadpov dAdwcev, 
avzeov Wokvdynpor «.7.X., 

HoAvdnwov has been attracted from the 

genitive. Cf. also T 121 

“Ipis 8 atl’ “Edévy Aevkwdevm ayyedos 7AGEv 
cidomevn yadow “Avtnvopidao dapaprt, 
riv “Avrqvoptons etxe Kpelwv “EXukdov, 
Aaodikny, Upitporo Ovyatpav eidos aptorny, 

where Aaodixny is attracted from the dative. 
The idiom is common also in prose. Cf. 
Plato’s Apology, 41 A, «i yap tUs...ebpyoe 
rors GAnOas Sixagrds, of wep Kal NEéyovTat exer 

dixalew, Mivas te kai “PaddparvOus x.7.d., and 
Republic 402 C obtws oid povorkot mporepov 
éoopeba, ovte adtol ovTeE ols papev Atv mat- 

devréov civac Tovs PvAakas, Where ot dvAakes 

is expected. 
IT should like to explain by this attraction 

to the construction of an intervening clause, 
three passages which have caused much 
difficulty to commentators : 

X 322 rod d& Kal dAXo ToTov pev EXE XPOa 
xXirKea TEVvXEG, 

kadd, Ta TlarpoxAoto Binv eévapite 
KaTaKkTas, 
, nae oe Ben Bh rile 

gaivero 8 7 KAnides dm’ wuwy avxev 
éxovow, 

325 Aavkavinv, va te Wuyns @kiotos ore 
Opos. 

Editors generally supply xpws as subject 
of daivero, and Hentze says that he has no 
satisfactory explanation for the accusative 
of 325. May we not say that the poet had 
Aavkavin in mind from the first, but that 
the noun was attracted to the construction 
of the relative clause ? = 

a 48 GdX\d por dud’ Odvoju Satppore dacera 

a 
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dvopopa, 0s dy dnba pilwv aro mypata 
TAoXEL 

50 vaow ev dpdipity, 66. 7 dudados ore 
Garacons, 

vnoos Oevdpyecoa, Gea 8 ev dépata vate. 

Most exegetical editions put a period at 
the close of 50, and speak of the ‘asyndeton 
of vivid description’; but the critical 
editions of Bekker and of Ludwich have a 
comma there, and Hayman rightly says that 
vicos is ‘epanalepsis, see on 23, with case 
varied by attraction of ojdados preceding.’ 

The third passage to which I would apply 
this explanation is at the opening of Aes- 
chylus’s Seven against Thebes. 

Kadpov roXtrat, xp7) A€cyew Ta Kaipia 
dotts PvAdcoe Tpayos ev TpvuVvy TOAEWS, 
otaxa vonov, BAéhapa pa) KoLOV UrvH. 

Paley says of the last clause quoted: ‘i 
«opav is to be closely taken with vwpdrv, for 
which reason it seems better to omit the 
comma usually placed after the latter word, 
“managing the helm without closing his 
eyes.” The py depends on the indefinite 
Sorts.’ Verrall places a period at the close 
of the first verse, saying that to the con- 
nexion of the three verses ‘there are two 
fatal objections: (1) the case of xoipoév... 
and (2) the want of connexion between yp 
A€yew 7a Kkaipra and the following figure ; 
A€yew 7a Kaipta is the business of everyone, 
not of a statesman in particular, still less of 
a sleepless pilot.’ Wecklein-Zomarides say : 
ereidy O€ olaka vwpav éreenyetrar ov provov THY 
cixova €v Tpvpvy, GAN eudaiver kat 7d KabA- 
KOV TOU GpXoVTOS...dua TadTa TpocKoANGTaL ev 
mapabécet Suoiortotas ) pnow BXLéehapa pi) 
Koay Urvw GAAws Gper€ Tis va cikacy, GoreEp 
yoehkev 6 Heimsoeth, korpavé &v rade TH 
cuvaptyce Tov NeEewv, ‘xpy A€yew Ta Katpra 
éxeivov, GuTis—TOEWS OlaKka Vopav, BrAEpapa 
pa Kopov? trv.’ dp.dorépwv dé trav peroxOv 

ovoav TpoTliKaV avaéeperar  pev Vw LV Eis 
To év tptvpvy, 7 S€ KoLmav eis TO 
dvr\aoo €t: dotts ev TpYpvy TOAEWS HrrAdooeL 
Ta Tpaypata avTHs Gv oiaxoatpodos AypuTvos. 
Heimsoeth’s emendation is the less likely 
because Eustathius had xomuév before him, 
and it is unnecessary, since the participle is 
naturally attracted to the construction of 
the relative clause, even though it is most 
closely connected in thought with the sub- 
ject of Agyew za xaipia. The thought of 
Eteocles is, then: ‘I am here before the 
break of day, and must devise the wisest 
plans, since I bear the responsibility for the 
safety of the ship of state.’ The scholiast’s 
comparison of B 24: 

od xpi) tavvdx.ov cbdew Bovlypdpov avdpa, 

is entirely in point, and Verrall’s remark, 
‘The hour (it appears to be scarcely yet 
light, vv. 29, 66) lends significance to the 
figure,’ is correct, but not sufficiently em- 
phatic. This opening sentence of the play 
informed the audience of the time of the 
action, as distinctly as the opening of the 
Clouds—& Zed Baorred, 7d xpnya TOV vuKTov 
écov! The dyyeAos xaracxoros of the Thebans 
visited the Argive camp at night, and 
returned before day-break ; by day he could 
not have mingled with the Argives without 
recognition. In 66 he promises to have an 

Hpepookorov 6dOadpov for the day, «.e. to 

watch by day the movements of the enemy 
from a distance, as he had served as a spy 
by night. 

The reader will remember that Euripides 
in his Phoenician Women (97) caused the 
Paedagogus to explain to Antigone his 
knowledge of the Argive army—he had 
been to their camp with a message to 
Eteocles; but the messenger of the Seven 
against Thebes had enjoyed no such oppor- 
tunity. 

T. D. Seymour. 

ON THE WORD adedeiv. 

A critic in the current number of Herma- 
thena raises an interesting point on the text 
of Apollonius Rhodius. In ii. 98 the MSS. 
reading is 

ov8’ apa BéBpuxes avdpes adhetOnoav Bacrjos: 

Choeroboseus however (Bekk. Anecd. p. 
1353) quotes the line with d«jdyoav, which 

has been adopted by Merkel and is con- 
sidered as certain by Bonitz and Prof. Jebb. 
On the other hand Jacobs (on Anth. Pal. v. 
279) and Meineke (Anal. Alex. ad Euphor. 
civ.) defend the text. In my recent edition 
of the text I have after consideration seen 
no sufficient reason for deserting the MSS. 
The objection to the text is of course 
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adedeiy = duedeiv, and if this were the only 
instance in Apollonius of this sense of the 
word the proposed correction dxydyoav would 
be more convincing. This however is not 
the case, for we find iii. 630 

4.8 advo tov Ectvov, adedyjoaca ToKywv, 
eideTOo* 

li. 869 

Aiaxidy, Os Kadov adedjoavtas acOAwv 
yain ev GdNodary div Eupevat ; 

where the sense of ddevdety is the same as in 
li. 98, and we also have the adjective (in an 
active sense) in iv. 1252 

aif? érhynpev, aerdées ovAopLEvoLo 
Seiparos K.T-A. 

If then dxyjdynoay is to be read in ii. 98 we 
must make the corresponding changes in the 
other three passages. But neither Bonitz 
nor any one else proposes to do this. Be- 
sides this Apollonius has the aor. partep. 
three times absolutely (= freely, ungrudg- 
ingly) and the adv. ddede(ws once—a usage 
which is common enough. Again, Choero- 
boscus is not always accurate in citing 
Apollonius, e.g. he quotes (iii. 386) 

Ainrn, xpeopor (for cxeo por) TadE GTOAe, 
and, as it happens, Apollonius does not use 
the verb axydetv. I do not lay any stress 
on the unlikelihood of a more difficult word 
ageidyoav having supplanted a less difficult 
axydnoav, because there are two or three 
instances where xydojevos and dewddpevos are 
confused in MSS. Writers later than Apol- 
lonius also use ddewetyv=dpedeiv, ‘to dis- 
regard, neglect, pay no heed to.’ Examples 
may be found in Strab. p. 17 (Cas.) ad fin., 
Mus. 302, Nonn. viii. 217, 389, but it is un- 
necessary to quote them. So we find od 
peideoGar in the same sense, e.g. Anth. Pal. 
vii. 706 

vO” > - > A aA 39) , ovd’ édetcato ob THS aTOGS, 0vd’ 7s TaTpas 
ov THS Wox7s, GAN’ 7AGe Bap’ és ’Aidew, 

and 2b. v. 279 

GdX’ ovr’ avOpdrov dpeiderar ove Hed. 

The latter example appears to me to give the 
clue to the much-discussed locus Vergilianus 
nec divom parcimus ulli ‘nor do I care for 
any of the gods.’ 

The meaning of adedetv may be traced as 
follows :—(1) ‘to give or spend freely of, be 
lavish of’ with a gen. of something more or 
less under one’s own control such as iov, 
xpnpdtwv, cwpatwr, ete., e.g. Soph. Z7. 980 
Wux7s apedyoavte, (2) absolutely, in the 

partep. ‘freely, ungrudgingly,’ e.g. Eur. J.7. 
1354—cf. the adv. aedas—(3) ‘to act 
freely or lavishly’ with regard to some- 
thing outside oneself, so ‘to be careless, 
neglectful of, not to reck of’ with a genitive 
of this object. This use seems to be quite 
established for later Greek, the question is, 
does it occur in classical Greek? It will be 
said that its use in later Greek is no war- 
rant for its use in classical Greek. True, 
but it makes a prima facie case for the use 
in classical Greek, and is perhaps of more 
avail to support a text than a conjecture. 
However I venture to think that we have 

_ at least two examples of this third use of 

adeidety in classical Greek. One is in Soph, 
Antig. 414 «i ris Todd’ adedyoor rovov. Here 
Bonitz has conjectured dxydyjco, in which he 
has been followed by Dindorf, Mekler and 
Prof. Jebb. Bonitz however chiefly relies 
upon Choeroboseus, for he says ‘ Die einzige 
Stelle welche eine Beweiskraft haben kénnte 
ist entfernt, indem Merkel aus Chéroboskos 

axyonoay fiir adeidyoay geschrieben hat,’ but, 
as we have seen, Apoll. ii, 98 is by no means 
‘die einzige Stelle’ even in Apollonius. 
Prof. Jebb remarks in his note ad loc. that 
adeweiv rovov could mean only ‘to be 
unsparing of labour,’ but, with all respect 
to him, the phrase seems exactly similar to 
adedyoavras acf\wy quoted above from 
Apollonius where there is no doubt about 
the meaning. It is not therefore absurd to 
suppose that adedety rovov could also mean 
‘to neglect the labour.’ The other place is 
Thue. iv. 26 where it is said of the helots 
attempting to land provisions on Sphacteria 
tots d€ adedis 6 katamhouvs Kabeoryxe, ‘their 
landing was made recklessly,’ without 
regard to consequences, because, as we are 
immediately told, their boats were valued at 
so much money. If Thue. can thus speak 
of a kardzAous adetdys there seems no reason 
why he could not have said also 7eidnoav 
Tov KatarAov ‘they were careless of the 
landing.’ It appears to me that the pass- 
ages from Sophocles and Thucydides support 
one another, and so in fact Prof. Campbell 
takes them. 

I may perhaps take this opportunity of 
noticing two other points where my critic 
in Hermathena takes me to task. In the 
critical note on i. 110 I quote Razach’s 
conjecture 7Av0’ éeAdopevorow for the text 
mrrvdev éXSopevocow. I think it highly 
improbable, but I do not see why it is called 
an ‘impossible ending for a Greek hexa- 
meter.’ I do not see why it is more 
objectionable than pera wevte Kaovyvytyow 
(Il. 10, 317), the rule against the trochaic 
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caesura of the fourth foot not applying 
where the line ends with a word of four or 
more syllables. 

In ii. 1260 eévvixior 8’ "Apyoto dannootvyow 
ixovto Paciv 7 eipd peovra x.t.A. the word 
Sanuoctvyow is a correction of George 
D’ Arnaud for dAypoocivycw and this correc- 
tion has been adopted by Brunck and every 
editor since. It is however considered by 
the critic referred to ‘not even probable.’ 

On the other hand it appears to me a 
certissima emendatio (as Wellauer calls it), 
both on the ground of sense—and the 
Scholiast explains 17 éurepia—and on 
account of the obvious resemblance in 
uncials between aX and da. In short, as 
Perel says, ‘ danuoc. restituit G. Arnal- 
us. 

R. C. Seaton. 

“GRAMMATICAL NOTES FROM THE PAPYRI. 

I.—AccIDENCE, 

Tue following notes are collected from a 
reading of recently published papyri, as 
given below.!- They do not profess to be in 
any way an exhaustive grammar of the 
papyri, for the reading was undertaken 
solely with an eye to the grammatical illus- 
tration of the New Testament, and pheno- 
mena which had no bearing on this were 
only observed ey zapepyw. The ground has 
been occupied, quite exhaustively for the 
small part of it attempted, by Mayser in 
his programm Grammatik der griech. Papyri 
aus dev Ptolemderzeit, i. Teil 1898 (only 
Phonology) ; and Deissmann in his two well- 
known works has touched on grammar to 
some extent, though dealing mostly with 

1 The following abbreviations are used :— 
Papyrus Collections. 
BM=British Museum Papyri, ed. F. G. Kenyon. 
BU=Berliner Urkunde, 3 vols., ed. Wilcken, 

Krebs and Viereck (3rd vol. 5 parts have appeared). 
CPR=Corpus Papyrorum Raineri, ed. Wessely. 
PP= Petrie Papyri, ed. Mahaffy. 
RL=Revenue Laws of Ptolemy Philadelphus, ed. 

Grenfell. > 
G=An Alexandrian Erotic Fragment etc., ed. 

Grenfell. 
GH=Greek Papyri, second series, ed. Grenfell and 

Hunt. 
OP=Oxyrhynchus Papyri, 2 vols., ed. Grenfell 

and Hunt. 
FP=Fayiim Towns and their Papyri, ed. Grenfell 

and Hunt. 
Eud. = Eudoxus Papyrus, ed. Blass. 
Dresd. = Die griech. Papyri Sachsens, ed. Wessely, 

(in Berichte der Gesellsch. der Wissensch. zu Leipzig, 
1885) p. 278. 

Miscellaneous. 
WM=Winer-Moulton, Grammar of N.T. Greek.® 
WH= Westcott and Hort’s Greek Testament. 
Deissmann BS=Bibelstudien, NBS=Neue Bibel- 

studien. 
IMA=Inscriptiones Maris Aegaei, vols. i. and ii., 

ed. de Gartringen and Paton. 
Centuries A.D, are denoted by 1/, 2/3, ete. : earlier 

centuries have B.c. attached. 

vocabulary. There is however plenty left 
to glean, if only because no less than four 
volumes of texts have been published since 
the Neue Bibelstudien by the untiring energy 
of Drs. Grenfell and Hunt—apart from the 
Amherst Papyri, the literary character of 
which makes them unsuitable for the pur- 
pose of this investigation—, while the Ber- 
liner Urkunden have been steadily growing 
in bulk all the time. For completeness, I 
have generally put in all my material, in- 
dependently of Deissmann’s notes, where 

they cover the same ground. I write under 
the disadvantage of not knowing what ad- 
ditional material has been brought into the 
forthcoming English edition. 

L.— Orthography. 

The ordinary rules for division of words 
are very generally observed in the papyri. 
The close attachment of prepositions to 
their noun comes out strikingly thereby : 
thus we have xa-r éros, xa-@ Exaorov, é-K Tov, 
and similarly 6-s ay, ov-« (five times in one 
document)—éeévvtipycews (= ek ovvt.) in RL 
illustrates the same principle.” There are a 
good many irregularities—such as rod cov 
y-vavac FP 123 (1/2), dao-w OP 294 (1/, an 
uneducated writer, as the editors observe), 
aroxabec-rapevov G 18 (2/ B.c.), yeypa-ppeva 
BU 827, dpa-xpas, ete.—, but I have made 

no list of them. See Grenfell’s note, RL 
p. 82. 

In verse we sometimes find elided vowels 
written as in Latin: see exx. in Mayser op. 
cit. p. 88. Add IMA i. 1037 [ris plev eyo 
matbwv, Tov 8 é, » Atlos €yypados ality. This 
supports the MSS writing of the quotation 
in 1 Cor. 15°%, xpyora 6ptAcac. 

2 If the dignity of the C.R. will permit it, we 
might quote our cockney’s ‘nota t’all, not a bloomin’ 
tall.’ 
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Irrational « adscript (éyo1, yeveéoOun, etc.) 
is extremely common in 1/ 8.c. and 1/, and 
occasionally in 2/: except in the earlier 
papyri, this unpronounced « is impartially 
omitted both where it should and where it 
should not stand. See Blass Pronunciation 
48-50, and Kenyon’s note, BM ii. p. 179. 

oo and tr seem to defy any attempt to 
reduce them to rule. The former greatly 
predominates, but there are words in which 

both occur. Thus in Bud. (2/ B.c.) edarrov 
and é\acoov have about equal shares. In 
CPR 188 (2/) eAarrovpevns almost immedia- 
tely follows jjcoov. I give here most, I hope, 
of the occurrences of zz, with dates: 6 Bov- 
Aopevos may form a theory. 

hooov etc. 20 times (2/1 B.c., 2/ B.c., 1/, 
1/, 2/, 2/, 2/38, 2/3, 3/, 3/ bis, and 9 not 
dated); #rrov twice (2/, 4/5) ; anrryTos once 
(3/). é\dcowv 7 times (2/ B.c., 2/ B.C. bis, 
3/ B.c., 1/, 2/, 3/); eAdrrwv 6 times (1/ B.c, 
2/, 2/, 6/, 6/, Byz.): ekacodw 1/2 bis; édar- 
rdw (or éAardw) 16 times (2/B.c. der, 1/, 1/, 
VS We 2S 2b 4b Bip 2b Bei) e 
2hdcowpa 5 times (1/ bis, 1/, 2/, 2/); edar- 
Topa none. rpdcow passim ; mpatTw 6 times 
{2/ B.c., 2/ ter, 6/, 7/). vdAdcow thrice (all 
2/) in G, GH, OP and FP; ¢vAdrrw thrice 
(3/, 4/5, 6/). Isolated tr may be named for 
which I have not entered oo parallels :— 
Oarrov 3/4, Kpetrr(ove) 6/7, @adarrios 4/, dia- 

tdttw 6/7, xpoordtrw 4/, wepirz[...] 2/. In 
BM 46 (4/) both yAéooa and yA@rra occur. 
See WH App. 148 f. 

éav for adv after relatives and conjunctions 
is by far the preponderating form. It occurs 
G 18 (132 sB.c.) BM 220 dis (133 B.c.) and 
BU 548 (27 z.c.), four times, against eight 
eases of av in B.c. papyri. The balance is 
rapidly turned, for in 1/ we have édy 25, av 
7, in 1/2 édv 4 ay 0, in 2/ eav 76 ay 9, in 2/3 
éav 5, av 1. Then there is a sudden drop, 
which however means rather that the con- 
struction is going out of favour than that 
ay is markedly recovering. In 3/ we have 
éav 9, av 3, with 1 from 3/4. In 4/ éay 4, 
av 8. We find édv last in BU 308 bis (586 
A.p.). There are 5 occurrences of it in un- 
dated documents, and 2 of ay (a Byzantine 
papyrus). It is clear that this use is a 
fashion of the first and second centuries, 
during which period av was perhaps in the 
main literary. As late as 216 a.p. (CPR 35) 
we find js ‘av, with the « deliberately added. 
A curious feature is the absence of éay from 
FP, except ois éav rvyou etvar (a unique con- 
struction) in 126 (4/), and et twos nav xpia 
oot éorw (almost equally unique) in 130 (3/), 
although two-thirds of the documents belong 
to these two centuries: we have ay three 

times, but in latexdocuments. (The pheno- 
menon is parallel with the absence of the 
articular infinitive in this volume (one ex. 
noted), though the evidence of the other 
collections shows that it was used constantly 
in the popular speech.) I might give the 
references for dy in the period of éav’s reign. 
From 1/, ots dv BM 256, éce (= oat) av BM 
285, 6dr. 8 av BU 112, CPR 1, 11, os & av 
CPR 4, éws av OP 267. From 2/, os av 
BU 71, 6 ay 747, xpos of 7 av (sic) BU 741, 

7 av CPR 191, éws av OP 237, ot av BU 372, 
idxp. av BU 619, dxpys av 775, dxpis av OP 
117 (2/3). Some of these (notably BU 775) 

_ are very far from being literary, but where 
spelling is very wild we are not compelled 
to take much account of so small a difference. 
It seems fair to conclude that av in cents. 
1/2 was written by those who were particular 
about correctness, and that N.T. writers 
therefore used predominantly the popular 
€av. 

Two combinations only need be mentioned 
in this context, and they belong strictly to 
syntax. In OP 105 (Hadrian’s reign) e& 7 
addXo aiay <é€>xw seems due to the simple 
substitution of e 7 for 6. But BU 326 
(194 A.p.) et 7 éav dvOpaizwov zal On], and «i 
Tl eay pera TalTa yeypappevov KaTahizw, seem 
to show a kind of splitting of ay ¢f into ei + 
dv (with the usual substitution of éay for 
dv), such as might well be encouraged by 
the prevalent annexation of éeav for another 
use. Probably the same thing has hap- 
pened in 1 Cor, 7° ef pajre dv éx cvppavov ([ar] 
WH). Add for this BM 233 (345 a.v.) 
te dv (virtually=6 tu av) dmagarAG@s ava- 
Aeooys, and FP 130 (3/) & tevos 7av...€OTLW, 

quoted above, to which the same explanation 
applies. The other peculiarity is the de- 
clension of dco eay Gov OY aipprar in a very 
common formula, the relative agreeing with 
its antecedent in case: e.g. BU 177 (47 a.p.) 
dpoupov déka dvo 7) Gowy eav Gow ovtcGv, BU 
197 (18 A.D.) dowy eav aip[jrac]. 

av for éay is naturally rare: I can only 
quote FP 116 (2/), OP 119 (2/3), BU 38 
(2/3), 816 (3/). The scholarship of these 
documents is almost equally elementary, so 
that we gain no real support for a classical 
survival in six passages of St. John (WH), 
though the negative evidence has little 
weight against it. 

Ka@ éros and similar phenomena are 
very common. For N.T. parallels see WM 
48 n., WH App. 143 f.; for the general 
theory Schweizer Gram. d. Pergam. Inschr. 
116 ff. The exx. I have noted are as 
follow :— 
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cal’ éros:—Eud. (2/ B.c.); BU 197 ter 
(1/); BM 385, FP 95, CPR 31 quater, BU 
538, 717, 782 (all 2/); CPR 47 (2/3); BM 
483 (7/). é’ ém BM 306, BU 538, FP 95 

(2/). 
edidetv :—OP 44, FP 113 (1/); BU 647, 

733, OP 50 (2/); OP 53 bis (4/). 
ovx 6Atyos :—BU 72 (2/); BU 146 (2/3). 

pel? dAcyov :—BU 388 (2/).: 
égiopxetv :—BU 543 (1/ B.c.); OP 240, 

260 (1/). 
xa’ idtoypadov :—OP 70 (3/). 
Tov épecxootwy :—RL 56 (3/ B.c.). 

Ei pyv. To Deissmann’s two exx. add 
OP 240, 255, 259, 260 (1/). This form is 
thus fairly established as vernacular Greek 
in the first century. In RL (3/ B.c.) @ pay 
occurs. 

Aiei occurs eight times in CPR (undated) 
in a standing formula: Mayser, p. 16, 
seems to regard it as extinct. 

*Ex0es FP 108 (2/), exOés FP 123 (1/2), 
but xéés BM 214 (3/). 

Ovdeis, pyGeis, ete., are naturally abund- 
ant: I give only exx. dated B.c.:—RL 
passim (3/); PP 13, 17, 18, 19 (3/); GH 
14 (3/); BM 3, 19, 21, 23, 34, 42, 219, 292 - 
(all 2/); G 11 (2/). Add IMA i. 677 (3/, 
Rhodes), ii. 15 (3/, Mytilene). See Brug- 
mann Gr. Gram.* 146. 

Airés and its compounds frequently show 
the change of av to a, on which see G. 
Meyer * § 121 and Dieterich Untersuch. 2. 
Gesch. d. gr. Spr. 78 f. In BM 262 (1/) 
atns is corrected above the line. drav 
occurs in BM 240 (4/), BU 841 (Byz.). 
Exx. of guar. come in G 45, 46 (1/ B.c.), 
OP 219, 281 (1/), BU 827 (undated) ; of 
car. in FP 119 (1/), BU 380 (3/); of éar. 
in BM 276, 445, OP 295, BU 183 (ter, but 
éaut. quater), 197 bis (all 1/). In OP 41 
(3/4) "Ayotoro ter: see Kenyon’s note BM 
ii. p. 274. In Le. 2! ’Ayovorov is found in 

NCFA. 

Teooapes and tecoapakovra are over whelm- 
ingly predominant, and the exceptions are 
often in ill-spelt documents. Téooepa] 
occurs BU 133 (2/), and técoepas CPR 242 
(1/), but there are no parallels till the 
Byzantine age (BU 682, 751, 796, 838, 
OP 145, 149). For recoepdxovra (and 
-Koo70s) may be quoted, from 1/, BM 262 
(reocap. bis), CPR 219, 220; from 2/, BU 
68, 69, 86, 102 (also reooap.), 213, 416, 465 
ter, 834, CPR 29, FP 93; from 3/, FP 61, 
CPR 2031: from 3/4, OP 9; from 4/, CPR 

NO. CXXIX. VOL. XV. 

2016, BM 248; with Byz., BU 308, OP 
143, 149. There are thus less than twenty 
exx. of this spelling in ‘documents ante- 
dating the oldest uncials of the N.T. 
Against this, from 1/ to 4/ alone, I count 
over fifty occurrences of reocap., in addition 
to those in BM and CPR, which I neglected 
to count up. The papyri would seem to 
supply decisive evidence for teccap. as 
the Ist cent. form: for the evidence of the 
N.T. uncials see WH App. 150, Tischendorf- 
Gregory iii. 80. 

*AppaBdv has pp in FP 91 bis, BM 143 
bis (1/), 334 bis, BU 240 (the only one 
quoted by Deissmann), BM 334 bis (p once) 
(all 2/), BM 239 (4/), OP 140 (6/) dts. For 
dpaBwv (as to which Deissmann criticises 
WH) we have OP 299, FP 91 (1/), BU 446 
bis (=80), 601, BM 334 (2/), GH 67 (3/), 
CPR 19 quater (4/). Deissmann has only the 
exx. from BU and CPR, so that the quota- 
tions for pp are raised from 1 to 12, those 
for p from 8 to 11. 

"Appnv etc. greatly predominates over 
dponv. For the former I count 12 oceur- 
rences’ of dppyv and dppevixos between 1/ 
and 3/, with three later ; for the latter, only 

dpoevxov OP 38 (1/, but the companion 
document 37 has dpp.), dpoeves BU 826 
(2/3), dprevd@nAvs BM 121 (3/). “E6dponoav 
occurs BM 354 (1/ B.c.): on the other hand 
Bipoov appears as Bippov in BU 814 (3/). 

Xuradv has xGava BU 816 (3/), kerév FP 
108 bis (2/), OP 155 (6/). Se xv6pa BM 46. 

(4/). 
Xdupis BM 190 (3/ 2), odupisav BU 814 

(3/), opupides duodecies FP 102 (2/), cdupidra 
CPR 47 (2/3), odupirw (=-Svov) BU 247 
(2/3), may be quoted for the spelling adop- 
ted by WH. (See Blass W. 7’. Gr. 24.) 
Deissmann NBS 13, BS 157, gives the last 
two of the above, and one from PP (3/ 8.c.), 
with one from the same source for ozup/é.ov. 
I have noticed no exx. of oz., except Louvre 
62 (3/ B.c.). 

Aeyedy is found OP 276 (1/), BU 21 (4/) ; 
Aeyeewy BU 113 (2/); Acyov BM 142, 256 
(1/), BU 140, 272 (2/), BU 156 (3/). 

Tapetoy occurs in PP 21 (3/ B.c.), and 20 
times in 1/ to 3/: against this only once 
tapuciov BU 106 (2/). ®a{rolviov BU 816 
(3/), restored by Wilcken, gives us the 
metathesis seen in ¢eddvns 2 Tim. 41% 
Tivopar and ywookw always from PP (3/ B.c.) 
down, except once yryvécKxovres BM 23% 

(4). 
D 
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*Epavvdw OP 294 bis (1/), 67 (4/), as in 
WH. So épavryrats ter FP 104 (3/). 

Arjpabopat, -Anpais, -Ajpartwp, ete., almost 
invariably in papyri, except in RL (3/ B.c.), 
and even there one of the dozen scribes uses 
these forms. In 2/ B.c. there are exx. of 
the older spelling, dvruAjwews G 15, BM 45. 
In BU 194 (2/) evreprechyarau is corrected 
by adding p above the z. They are formed 
on the same principle as the lonic Adwyopat, 
which goes a step further in assimilating 
AjWowar and NapBdvw, but are clearly in- 
dependent. 

IL.—Jnflexions. 

First and Second Declensions. 

-apxos and -dpyys. For -os note qevraxo- 
olapxos PP 11, 13 (3/ B.c.), xaciapxyos BM 
474 (2/), érapxos FP 21 (2/), BM 245 (4/) 
al., @&apyos BM 233 (4/), and cf. pvAap- 
xos and yupvaciapyos IMA i. 127 (1/ B.c.). 
For -ys there are iAdpyns PP 16 bis (3/ B.c.), 
voudpxns RL quinguies (3/ B.c.) BU 733, 
FP 88 (2/), romdpyns RL ter (3/ B.C.), 
OP 254, 255, 382 (1/), cwudpxns RL (3/ 
B.C.), trmdpxns OP 277 bis (1/ B.c.): ef. 
rohendpyav IMA i. 99 (2/), Kwpapxas 2. 
128. ‘Exatévrapxos appears in BU 21 (4/), 
283 (2/), 390 bis (3/) ; Exarovrapyns BU 436 
(2/3), BM 276 (1/). 

Heteroclisis in foreign names is seen in 
Kepxecovxy, ad Kepxesovxov GH 45 (2/), eis 

Kepkxecovya, €v Kepkecovxvs Wye Wala} ae (1/). 

In GH 74 (4/) Tevripy, against usual Tévrupa 
n. pl. Cf. Mt 2% against 24. ’AxvAa gen. 
BU 71 (2/), but ’Aypizzov BU 511 (1/) 
(contr. ’Aypir7a in Ac 2573): 

“Ahws gen. dAw OP 101 (2/) and I think 
elsewhere: the N.T. has only dAwv, 3rd 
decl. In BU 146 (2/3) we have ddovia. 
Note tiv dAdo BU 698 (2/). 

’Apovpys is an extremely common type: 
indeed it may be said that the normal 
declension of nouns in -pa and -via is nom. 

-a, ace. -av, gen. -ys, dat. -7. The only ex. 
B.c. is the irregular xaOyxviys BM 41 (161 
B.c.). From 1/ we have édvns (=eidviys, 
which occurs passim in a recurrent formula), 
dpovpyns 6 times, Acirpys 3 times (against 
Aetrpas 11 times), perarroujs and petm\Aaxvtys. 
From 2/, potpys 6 times (1/2), dpovpys 18 
times, oze(pyns 10 times, -vins 5 times, -viy 
4 times. From 3/ dpovpys 3 times, which 
occurs 5 times in 4/ and once in 7/. From 
4/ odhvpy twice, Avroxin (with nom. -ia). 

Not coming under this category are xdpys 
{= xepas) from . otepnv (sic) from 2/, 
qmepys puds from 2/ and from 3/, peAaivyv 2/, 
rerereutnkviqv 3/, dearotvny 3/4, diacryv 6/7, 

which are so few relatively as to be fairly 
assignable to individual blundering. (Za- 
ceptions to the norm stated are cidvias twice 
in 1/, -vias and -via 7 times in 1/, a@yuua 7 
times in 1/, -véas once in 2/, and one solitary 
case of dpovpas from 4/ (OP 102). The 
exceptions after 1/ are no more considerable 
than dSedpae (1/) and deyovoas (gen., 3/).) 
Tt seems unnecessary to call these Ionisms 
(with G. Meyer? 95 n). The phonetic law 
which in Attic changed py to pa became 
extinct early, as words like xépy (for xopfn) 
show, and analogy would naturally tend to 
make all -@ nouns go together. The con- 

_ verse process produced Nipav (Col 41°), by 
the help of the old vocative vizga: see my 
discussion, Camb. Philolog. Soc. Proc. Oct. 
26th 1893. Dieterich (p. 172) quotes AodAa, 
which is like Nvpda. 

@cé voc. BM 121 (3/), as in Mt 274°. 
Xées from xods regularly: like vots and 

mAots in N.T., the word has followed fois. 
The types xvpis, KAediy (on which see 

Brugmann Grundriss ii. § 63 n.) are 
common in the papyri from 2/ down. I 
have counted nearly fifty of them, some 
two-fifths being Latin words or names, 
which suits Hatzidakis’s view that the 
Latin voc. in - was the starting-point, 
Tlerpévis coming from ITerpwve as EvzoAts 
from Evoke (Neugriech. Gram. 318): it 
ought to be mentioned however that voc. 
in -c never occurs, as far as 1 have seen— 

kupte passim, never kip. We have a 3/ 
B.c. ex. in [7]uuAw RL 54, where see 
Grenfell’s note and parallels. 

Third Declension. 

The ace. pl. in -es is extremely common. 
Téccapes occurs on a Fayiim ostracon from 
1/ B.c., and from papyri of 1/ and later 
some forty times. Ilav7ves follows at an inter- 
val, with a third as many, generally in the 
epistolary formula robs évoikovs wavtes or 
the like. Other words affected are orarjpes 
(1/, 2/3, 3/), paves (2/), yovatkes (2/), 6n0XAo- 
yoowres (1/, 1/), XAtkpyrpides and Opivaxes 
(1/2), xépes (2/3), pidodvres (2/, 2/), ovres 
(2/), tyeatvovres (2/3), mpdxropes (1/), TEx- 
roves (3/), piAaxes (sic, 1/). In FP 95 (2/) 
we have yxocis for yoas. Of course odes 
and Baws are earlier exx. of the same 
thing. In BU 814 (3/) we have ¢uAoivtos, 
819 (3/) téccapos, 834 (2/) dravros bis, 
ace. pl. 

Ace. sing. in -avy is very common, especi- 
ally in the more illiterate papyri: cf. WH 
App. 157. Sometimes the correct form 
stands in the same document. From 1/ we 
have yxdpitay (BU 596), IlroAcuatday bes, and 
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(as often in Attic, G. Meyer? 428) @coyévyy, 
Avoyevny : add yuvaikav IMA i. 995. From 
2/ Awyevidav, Kapaviday bis, ratday bis, Ovya- 
tépav and pyrépav ter, odpayidav, yuvatkay, 
xépav, pepidav, dravrav. From 2/3 yeipar, 

pendevav, pytepav, yuvaikav, watépav. From 
3/ xeipay quater, modav, Xepav, daorepav, 

odupidav, (vyuyv Kat downy). So dapavyav 
Amh. Pap. 7 (5/). 

Myrnp voc. BU 814 (3/) ter: 
App. 158. 

Nom. ei@vpw GH 32 (2/ B.c.), BM 14 (1/), 
etc., is parallel with adi, deApiv, found in 
the Kowy. 

Nom. és is formed from dros GH 15 (2/ 
B.C.). 

ef. WH 

*EXawy -Gvos occurs over twenty times 
in papyri between 1/ and 3/, which dis- 
counts Blass’s suspicion of the MSS in 
Ac 1. See Deissmann NBS 36 ff. 

From xX«/s come xieiv PP (3/ B.c.), Kretda 
OP 113 (2/), Krctdes BU 75 (2/), «dels ace. 
(ib.), kAetdas BU 253 (3/). 

"Opvis has dat. dpvée several times in 
BM 131 (1/), a Doric form. See WH 
App. 149. 

Xdpira and yapw occur together in BU 
48 (2/3): the former occurs in BM 141, 
406 (4). Cf. IMA ii. 35 (1/ Bc.) and 
classical exx. in L. and 8. 

Adjectives. 

*Apyvp7 BU 388 (2/) illustrates ypuoay in 
Rey. 11° y9* AC: the pair naturally influ- 
enced one another, but neither was strong 
enough to fix the form for both. In BM 
124 (4/5) xpvoav 7) dpyvpav occurs. See 
also Dieterich p. 180. Uncontracted forms 
xpvoew etc. (as in WM 72 n.) appear in 
IMA i. 918 (1/2), 937 (1/), 922 al. 

“Hypuovs (often 7 jpuo.) makes jucon bis BM 
265 (1/) and jyicous always, unless ey 
rightly restores [jue] -ws CPR 224 (4/). 
With this eontraction cf. yyav BM 293, 
191 (2/), al. Bpadéa BU 446 (2/), Babéa 
ek 781 (1/). Note jpecta OP 277 (1/ 

‘Yyq in OP 278 bis (1/), 113 (2/), BU 13 

(iyeqv, 3/) ; iva never. 

The indeclinable zAyjpys is fairly common : 
ef. WH App. 24, on Me 4%, and C. H. 
Turner in Journ. of Theol. Studies i. 120 ff. 
and 561 f. TAnp” BM 131 (1/) has to 
agree with dpovpas. BU 81, 7071, OP 237 
support it for 2/; GH 69, BU 13, 373 
ois; KP 88, for 3/; GH 75, BM 251 
(zAnpes neut. pl.), BU 411, for 4/; and 

there are the late BU 319 (7/), 371 
(Arab), BM 392 (6/7). 

Tdyeov (as WH) in BU 451 (1/2), OP 
113 (2/), BU 417 (2/3). So the curious 
form évrdyeov BU 814 (3/), 826 (2/3) bis, 
601 evddyrov (2/3). Taxvtepov BU 615 bis 
(2/), 816 (3/). @arrov OP 122 (3/4). 

Double comparison in pefdérepos BU 368 
(7/), OP 131 (6/) ; zpeoBurepwrépa BM 177 
(1/); zpdétucra BU 665 (1/); peyororaros 
BM 130 (1/2). 

Numerals. 

déxa dvo is normal (over 20 exx. in 1/—4/), 
but dadexa in BU 293 (2/) al. So also déxa 
puds OP 248 (1/), deka rpeis, deka tpia, (thrice 
—none of tpeis kat déxa), and always déxa 
técoapes, deka wevre (from 3/ B.C.), deka €& 
(in IMA 3/ B.c.), déxa dx7H (in IMA 2/ B.c.). 

13th-19th are regularly expressed (from 
3/ B.C.) with tpicxaidéxaros, teaoaperkarde- 
katos, etc. We have tpeukaidéxatos in BM 
45 (2/ B.c.) and wéumros dexaros in BU 183, 
251 (1/, same hand), but I have noted no 
other exceptions. We note the variants 
Tecoapackaidexatos (OP 266, 1/) and reo- 
capaxa.déxatos (Hud., 2/ B.c.). 

For the ordinals in the next decade we 
have | évatos xal cixooros BU 174 (1/), 
Téraptos Kat cixoatos CPR 29 (2/), zparos 
kal eikootos FP 68 (2/), EBdop0s Kat eixoortds 
FP 51 (2/); but [reooap Jaxatexoorrds BU 
188 (2/), Bi /TEKGIEIR OD TOS EKud. (2/ 8.c.). Add 
TeTpakatecKooTov = 3 In FP 82, 83 (2/), , TET PO 
kaveEnxovtov BU 234 ter (2/). "Evdrn Kal etka@oe 
occurs twice (2/), extn Kal eixade once (2/), 
€Bdopun Kat cikade once (2/). 

For the antiquity of these phenomena cf. 
Meisterhans? p. 159 ff. 

“Audow in BM 113? (6/7) is doubtless a 
mere revival. 

The supposed Hebraistic use of pica (with 
npépa) for zpaérn comes in TH puad Kal cixade 
tod Exeth BU 623 (2/3). 

Cardinals repeated to make a distributive 
may be seen in OP 121 (3/) eiva dyon tpia 
tpia Ké EXxvoyn. This is of course no ‘ Hebra- 
ism,’ though eis kat cis Kal eis év toro Kat 
Toros (Amh. Pap. 1) may be. 

Verbs. 

Augment. Note 7BovrAero OP 281 (1/); 
nvdoxnaas BM 3 (2/ B.C.) ; oikovounpevov BU 
832 (2/), otkodounuery OP 1 (2/3), but 
mpocwkodopnkacw PP 26 (3/ B.C.) ; aaoKxate- 
o7a0y OP 38 (1/)—contr. arexarecr. in NT 

texts ; cuvynpyacato BU 530 (1/), npY (= %p- 
yacoaro) BM 165 (1/) ter, but eipydcofac BM 

139 (1/), etp(yaoaro) BM 316 (2/), 321 ter 
(2/), 325 bes (2/), 166 (2/), eipy(actar—so 

D2 
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GH write, but the aorist is apparently 
possible) FP 77, 78, 79 (2/). Augment for 
reduplication in éypappévny BM 122 (4/), 
€Brappevos G 33 (2/ BC.) éxrnpévos BU 587 
(2/). Dropped augment (reduplication) in 
crodcapev GH 14b (3/ B.c.), dvopooyijcaro 
GH 31 (2/ Bo.), cioayduqv GH 78 (4/), 
amaitnoGar BU 21 (4/), zpoovopacpévwv CPR 
160, avayxdoGar OP 237 (2/). Cf WM p. 86 
n. 3. 

The curious forms xaredéw ete. (WM 
p. 82) are paralleled by a noun xaréaypa in 
BU 647 (2/) bis. G. Meyer® 165 quotes 
éaypa from Zonaras and Suidas as ‘ wohl 
aus einem Dichter,’ which is certainly not 
the case here. He would interpret it as due 
to imitation of epic forms with prothetic é- 
before initial F. 

Inflexions. 

Strong aorists with a suffixes are common, 
especially in uneducated writing. (Cf 
Kenyon’s note BM ii. 272,) From 1/ I 
notice yevdwevos (CPR 1 and FP 22), which 
recurs thirteen times from 1/ to 7/, and 
7AGas (BU 530), which is paralleled by 
7AGa (3/) ter, avndOare (3/4), tpoojdOapev (3/), 
7AGav (and compounds) recurring seven 
times up to 4/, and by é\@drw (OP 123, 3/4). 
"Eoxapev (or aréoyapev) comes three times 
between 1/ and 3/, and drécyay once, 
"EdaBa (and compounds) comes seven times 
in 2/ and 3/, wapehadBapev once, and zapéda- 
fav once: add a Byzantine é\aBdpnv. 
Eidayev occurs once (4/) and érdéapev once 
(Byz.); there are also two middles, dve(Aavro 
(2/) and ciAdwefa (3/). The process of assi- 
milating the two aorists active was thus 
well under way, but not by any means 
complete. 

Imperfects with a suffixes are only five :— 
é\eyas BU 595, mpoetyay GH 41 (1/); 

éBaoralav BU 454, ézori~aper BU 698, 
ovveAéyapev ib. (2/). 

The aorist -av has invaded the perfect 
(see Buresch’s well-known paper on yéyovay 
in Rhein. Mus. xlvi. 193-232). So(zap)eAndav 
G 18, GH 29, BM 17 (all 2/ B.c.), BU 153, 
538 (2/ a.D.); epnyay (sic) BU 595 (1/), 

yeyovav BU 596 (1/), wezAavyxay OP 119 
(2/3) , émdéduxay BM 17 (2/ B.c.). 

The converse process may be seen in 
exn\Oacr BU 275 (3/), and in a small cate- 
gory practically confined to uneducated 
scribes, as dzeypayonnv BU 421 (2/), éypaves 
BU 38, 261 (2/3), jpnyxes (= etpyxas) BU 261 
(2/3), otdes BU 380 (3/), cxovdacérwrav FP 
112 (1/), érepwe[s] BU 814 (3/), apices (ib.). 
The 3rd plur. in -ocav occurs in GH 36 
(1/ B.c.) dreXapBavocay, with which cf. from 

the previous century élauBdvecav BM 18 
and dditecav (=adeidov) BM 41 (quoted by 
WM 91 n. 5). Later exx. are zpoeyapotcarv 
BU 183, 251 (1/, same hand), and émjAGocay 
BU 36 (2/3). Iam rather surprised to find 
so few cases. 

Confusion of fut. infin. with aor. is 
common in the form ézeXe¥oaobar, which in 

FP 94 (3/) is clearly fut. In G 30 (2/ B.c.) 
evreraApeba dordcecbar, and BU 830 (1/) 

Xp?) obv Erode Kal zpoaipev, the present 
or aor. is wanted. The Attic 3 pl. imper. 
in -vrwv I have not seen anywhere. -rwoav 
is very common from 3/ B.c. down. Meister- 

“hans? (p. 167 f) can only quote three exx. of 
-vrwv subsequent to 300 B.c., and it would 
seem that by 1/ B.c. it was obsolete. 

The NT 6dvvacar, kavyaoau (formed afresh 

from the 3rd. sing. by the analogy of the 
perfect) are paralleled by the future yapretoae 
GH 14 ¢ (3/ B.c.), for which we have 
xapierat in OP 292 (1/). Side by side 
with dvvaca: we find divy (WM 90) BM 121 
(3/), BU 523. Since the forms dvvopat, 
dvvopevos are not uncommon—BM 45 
(2/ B.c.), BU 246, 388 (2/3), BU 159, 614 
(3/), OP 131 (6/)—it is easy to explain this 
as a mere transference to the thematic con- 
jugation. It cannot of course be a survival 
from the *dvvaa: into which analogy brought 
back the o, for this would have been *dvva. 

The infinitive xpac6a.! OP 104, 270 (1/) 
to some extent supports the NT contractions 
in rewdwand dwaw, which naturally followed 
Tyzdw in later Greek. The papyri give no 
sufficient support to the active infin. in -oc 
(and by consequence -av), on which see 
Blass Gr. 48. For it there is only 8 Aoi 
BM 231 (4/); against, perapicfotv OP 101 
(2/), CPR 39 (3/), agotv GH 14 (3/ B.c.), 
BU 136 (2/), kupoty CPR 104, to say 
nothing of BeBawty BM 113 (6/) and expe 
cGovv BM 77 (8). 

For the confusion of -é€o and -dw (Blass 
p- 47) cf. IMA i. 127 evixe (1/ B.c.) and 155 
TynovvTes (2/ B.C.). 

dvotyw makes aor. jvolynv (BU 326, 2/— 
qvvyn) as in N.T. 

mapwxyKora (‘Epic aud late prose,’ Veitch) 
occurs in BU 288 (2/). 

ef has completely established itself at 
the expense of oyjow, so much so that we 
even have apeéas, mapééat, mapeLacbae 
formed from this stem. This requires me 
to withdraw a suggestion I once made? that 
some seemingly aoristic uses of écynxe 

1 Tonic, see Strachan, Herodotus vi, p. lix. 
2 Reviewing Burton, Moods and Tenses, in Meth- 

Times for 1895, p. 254. 
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might be due to the proportion 6jc: 
<Onka = oxnow: ExxynKa. 

dyw shows the aorist (xar)#éa in BU 81, 
607 (2/). The perfect ayefoya comes in OP 
283 (1/). 

arexpwapynv is the aorist of doxpivomat 
answer: the N.T. azexpi@yv 1 only note 
once, BM 121 (3). 

dp7afw and Bacrafw agree in showing 
both dental and guttural forms. Thus 
Hptaynoav BU 341 (2/), but ypracpéva BU 
759 (2/)—ef. N.T. ijpraynv, jpracbnv and 
dpracw ; eBaorax6n BU 46 (2/), eBacragav 
157 (2/3) and 769 (2/), but eBdoracey 195 

(2/). 
BovtAopat is said by Blass (V.7. Gram. 38) 

to be ‘a word adopted from the literary 
language.’ It is extremely common in the 
papyri, in formulae and in ordinary speech, 
in writings of praefects and of slaves: the 
‘adoption’ would seem to have been very 
thoroughgoing. 

From oida we have oidas ete. : icacr occurs 
BU 163 (2/), in an official paper, where the 
literary form might be expected. icrwcay 
FP 20 (3/4), idotwoay BU 826 (2/3). 

eipnxa (for -xa) is not uncommon : FP 123 
dis (1/2), ete. 

é\evoopat is of course the future of épyoumat. 
In G 21 (2/ B.c.) we have the active éedev- 
govtes. The infin. éreNevocacGar is common, 
occurring even in early papyri. 

law has Bidocas and Bidvac in Hadrian’s 
letter (FP 19). 

Guuéowar occurs in Kenyon’s reading of 
BM 42 (2/ B.c.): surely we should read pd 
evreOuuAcOar, not pydev te. 1 

katadiprave occurs PP 14, 15 (3/ B.c.). 
welv BU 34 (2/3), BM 121 (3/), is from 

aeiv by the same process as that responsible 
for tapeiov and dyeta. 

tivvw in éexrivvw BU 282 (2/) resembles 
xvvvw, which is found in N.T. Future 
aroretow in PP 16 (3/ B.c.): the e« must not 
be corrected to u. 

aivw has aor. of -nva and -ava form: 
ojpavov FP 119 (1/), érurnpavdcbwoay RL 
44 (3/ B.c.), but xaraonpnvapevos BU 388 
(2/). Perf. karaceonunppeva OP 117 (2/3). 

_ depo has a future éreveyxotpev FP 64 (2/). 
The perf. zpocevyveyxtar occurs PP 12 (3/ 
B.c.), and aor. subj. amevéexkw in the very 
illiterate BU 246 (2/3)—areveyxw BU 38 
(2/3). 

Verbs in -pt. 

The perfect e€oraxa (in compounds) is well 
attested: cf. WM 93, n 3. So xafeoraxotes 
Louvre 62 (3/ B.c.), ap. RL; pebeotaxevar 
BM 354 (1/ B.c.); cuveoraxevar ib. ; also in 

OP 94 (1/),- 97, 364 (1/), BM 306 (2/), 
OP 261 (1/); owverraKvia ib.; cvveoraxas FP 
109 (1/); cvvéotaxe BU 816 (3/); éemiovve- 
oTaKapev BM 255 (2/). So é€oraxe in IMA 
li. 35 (1/ B.c.). The Attie perf. dvaré6yKa 
occurs as late as the end of 2/, BU 388, but 
this does not prove it really current. 

There are a good many -w forms, as might 
be expected. adicravoy BU 542, CPR 5 
(2/), CPR 188 (1/2); é&toravopevos CPR 20 
(3/). tmorotoa BU 350 (2/); wapaxara- 
tiopar BU 326 (2/), wapatiBdpevos BM 239 
(4/). di or 866 BU 261 (2/3), OP 121 
(3/) ; dédor or did0t opt., BM 24 (2/ B.c.—see 
Kenyon on the badly spelt duplicate 35) ; 
diac (=dida 3 sg. pres.) BU 38 (2/3), edecde 
(=edida impf.!) BU 602 (2/)!; also, from 
unambiguous -ow stem, dvdiWotvra (= avad., 
following d.id0vra) BU 44 (2/), did0tvros BU 
86 (2/). In the aorist we have éfedero BU 
159 (3/), CPR 222 (2/) and aédero CPR 
191 (2/), (imper. wapadere BU 360 (2/)). On 
the other hand the regular -¢doro appears in 
G 25, 33 (2/ p.c.), GH 15 (id.), and in OP 
172 (1/), BU 415 and GH 59 (2/). For N.T. 
exx, se WM 95 n. The aor. opt. dot occurs 
in (presumably) three out of four copies of 
Dresd., the fourth having present dédo. or 
dud0t. Theseare best explained as due to the 
plural, like sit for sie¢ in Latin. 

Tke subjunctives didot (from diddw) and 
dot (made by proportional analogy, dd6 : 36 
= idol: dot), on which see WM 95 n, 360, 
have good attestation. Mayser(p. 37) quotes 
dot from a Petrie papyrus of 240 B.c. For 
dd0i(s) we have FP 124 (2/) ef pa 7iOy...Kat 
azoo.os (with the familiar v for ou) ; 
822 (3/) ddAa...7és did00; For doi(s), FP 112 
(1/) <iva...dz0dd, BU 811 (1/) épwrd iva dis, 
OP 269 (1/) éay oor 63 (twice however dius is 
for dos), BU 741 (2/) éeav dé py [a ]0d0t—et 

pH mpotepov arodo|t], BU 246 (2/3) orws 
avrov dot (present sequence). In two identic 
inscriptions from the early Empire (C.J/.4. 
ITI. i. 73, 74) quoted by Viteau Le Grec du 
NV.7'. (1893) p. xxi. we find é: dv aitos tapa- 

doc (73) replaced by zapadéu in the more 
correct copy (74). 

The infin. dévar is fairly common: FP 109, 
BU 824 (1/), 34 (2/), OP 68 (2/) (dzrodévat, 
unless this is really droddva: after analogy of 
present, but peradodvar in the same document 
makes mere accident likely), BU 38 (2/3), 
326 (2/), 595 (1/—dodova: again), and pro- 
bably elsewhere, though not normal. 

1 On the imper. 51d: (5(5e.) in BU 261 (2/3) see 
Deissmann NBS 20: like éd{de: it is, he rightly 
thinks, formed from the riénu: analogy. 
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Subj. dic comes in BU 635 (2/) éay de 
py arodocw, BM 121 (2/) etrys kai déoys. 

From civé we have yynv G 21 (cvvnpny, 
2/B.c.), OP 285 (1/), as in N.T., and a fur- 
ther parallel in the alternation of éo7w and 
nrw (see Brugmann Gr. Gram.* 274). nre 
occurs BU 276 (2/3), 419, BM 121 ter (3/), 
BM 46 (4/); but éo7w BU 543 (1/ B.c.), OP 
265, 270 bis (1/), CPR p. 19 (3/), BM 233 
(4/), 121 (3/, zapéorw, but jrw ter). “Eoto- 
cav is in PP 14 (3/ B.c.), OP 265, CPR 1 
(1/). A curious substitution of jy for 7 is 
common: BU 543 écwv éay jv (1/ B.c.); 300 
kav deov Hv, 820 drav jv..., dyAoow, BM 324 
ézorav Hy (all 2/); BU 48 eav pn evnv, 246 
paAqodro ipiv rs dduros Hv, OP 63 wa...nv 
(all 2/3). In FP 124 (2/) et cat ypdppara pn 
jv way be another ex., for the scribe has no 
objection to «i c. subj., and the ‘fourth’ kind 

of conditional sentence is not common. N.T. 
uncials show this phenomenon: C* Matt. 
1013, B¥ A Mc. 538, D* Lc. 514) N* Lc. 2028, 
A 1 Cor. 164, 8 2 Jo.¥2. The dropping of 
final yv—as zepuy OP 68 (2/), avéBy BU 821 
(2/), ete.—is a product of the weakening of 
a final nasal (see Brugmann Gr. Gram.® 76), 
which is presumably responsible for its 
wrong insertion : ef. the irrational . adscript 
described above. 

From xd@nac comes 2 sing. xé6y OP 33 
(2/): see Brugmann 275, 355. 

Verbs in -vas preserve their unthematic 
-forms in the middle, but have alternative -w 
forms in the active much as in Attic: eg. 
épvis GH 79 (3/), BU 21 (4/), but durtov 
BU 92 (2/). 

James Hore Movutron. 

THE DELIAN AMPHICTYONY.! 

THERE has been for many years a 
discussion regarding the composition of the 
board of Amphictyones which Athens sent 
to Delos in the early part of the fourth 
century B.c. The dispute is grounded on 
an ambiguity in the heading to the accounts 
presented for the years 377/6-375/4 B.c. 
This runs as follows :— 

[@]eo[t.] Tade expagay ’Apduxrioves ’AOnv- 
aiwy ao KadXéo apxovtos HEXpL 6 Oapynriovos 
payvos TO emt ‘Trrodapavtos a apxovTos AOnATy 
ev Ajdwr O& ard “Exeyevos apxovros pexpL TO 
OapyyAravos - pyvos TO ext ‘Irzio apXovTos, 

dvov GGOV ExagTos alto Npéev, ois Avodwpos 
“Odvpriodapo SxapBwvidns eypappdrevev, azod 
Xapiravdpo apxovtos ldubrns Ocoyevos Ayapveds 
péxpt T6 ExatopBatdvos pnvos To éxt Immodap- 

BA oY I 10. — ‘ avTos apxovtos, Swovyevns Zworddo Zurerarav 
éviavtov emt Kaddéo apyxovtos, “Exvyéy[s 
Merayevos ex Koidys, ’Avtipaxos Eiduvdno 
Mapadavios, Elz|ixpalry]s Meveotparo Iad- 
Anvevs. 

Accepting this, Dittenberger’s punctua- 
tion, we have presented to us herewith the 
accounts of the board for the term beginning 
with the entrance of Kalleas to the archon- 
ship at Athens on the first of Hekatombaion 
377/6 B.c. and ending with the month 
Thargelion in the archonship of Hippodamas 
375/4 B.c. The board in office at the end 
of the term differs in its personnel from the 
board in office at the beginning of the term. 

1 See for literature Dittenberger, Sylloge,” i. No. 
86 and p. 641; also the notes. 

From the end of the month Hekatombaion 
in the archonship of Hippodamas (375/4 B.c.) 
to the end of the month Thargelion in the 
same archonship, 7.e. to the end of the term, 
the board is composed of three members 
only, Epigenes Metagenes’ son from Koile, 
Antimachos Euthynomos’ son from Mara- 
thon, and Hpikrates Menestratos’ son from 
Pallene. From the beginning of Charis- 
andros’ archonship (376/5 B.c.) to the end 
of Hekatombaion in Hippodamas’ year 
(375/4 B.c.), ae. for thirteen months, the 
board consisted of the three just mentioned 
and Idiotes Theogenes’ son from Acharnai. 
For the first year of the term, ze. for 
Kalleas’ archonship (377/6 8.c.), the board 
consisted of the three first named and 
Sosigenes Sosiades’ son from Xypete. That 
is to say, the board consists of four members 
for the first year, of four members for the 
next thirteen months, and of three members 
for the last ten months. Three members 
hold office for the whole term, one for the 
first year only, and the other for the second 
year and the first month of the last year 
only. 
A fact of considerable importance has 

been hitherto overlooked in the discussion, 
namely, that the members of the board are 
mentioned in the official order of their tribes, 
and that they belong to the last five tribes 
in that order. Thus Idiotes is from Acharnai 
(Oineis 6), Sosigenes from Xypete (Kek- 
ropis 7), Epigenes from Koile (Hippothontis 
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8) Antimachos from Marathon (Aiantis 9), 
and Epikrates from Pallene (Antiochis 10). 
This is the reason why the term of office 
(cov xpdvov jpéev) of Idiotes is given before 
that of Sosigenes, notwithstanding that the 

latter belongs first chronologically. 
After the heading which has been quoted 

above follow the accounts of the board for 
the term. It is noteworthy in them that 
no rents for renevy in Delos or Rheneia were 
paid in Kalleas’ year and that rents on 
houses were paid in Hippodamas’ year only. 
The houses were those confiscated at the 
beginning of Charisandros’ archonship. 
Rents would naturally fall due in the 
following year: so with properties let in 
Kalleas’ year. At the end of the four 
years’ term, however, rents due at that 

time were included in the receipts from the 
last year’s transactions. 

The heading to the accounts for the final 
year runs as follows: [Tade €]zpagav ’Apdux- 
tvoves [a]ro 70 Xxi[podopidvos pyvos 70 ert 
‘Imroddulavros dpxovros peéxpt Swxparid|o 
apxovros ’AOyvnot, ev AjAw dé a|rd avypo 
pyvos x€xpe Ivppatblo dpxovros, ois Avddwpos 
’Odupmi|odépo SxapPBovidns  eypappdrevely, 
’"AOnvaiwv 17 spaces] d0 ’O7Gev, Nixopely|ys 
‘T[<]pwvos “AdAa[uets, “Exvyevns Merayévos éx 
Kot|Ayns, ’Avtipayos Et@vvopo Mapadal vi0s, 
*Exixparns Meveotpato IlaA |Anveis, "Avoptwov 

Aapadyns Aapadou, k.7.d. 
This is the heading of the accounts for 

the month of Skirophorion in Hippodamas’ 
archonship (375/4 B.c.) and for the full year 
of Sokratides’ archonship (374/35 B.c.) What 
follows completes what has previously been 
submitted, the whole forming the accounts 
for the four years 377/6, 376/5, 375/4 and 
374/3 B.c., i.e. from the time of one great 
Delia to the time of the next. That the 
whole four years is looked upon as one term 
is evident from statements which appear in 
the accounts viz. Aide tOv woAewv TOV TOKOV 
6x amédocav Tov emi HS imetepas apyijs, 
TeTTUpwv eTov eri apxovrwv "AOyvnot Kaleo, 
Xapicavopo, “Irmodapavtos, wxparidos ev 
Ando d€ “Exuyévos, Dadato, Irrio, Ivppatbo. 
ef. 1. 120ff. 110ff. The whole account was 
drawn up by the secretary (who held 

‘office for the whole term) for the members 
in office at the end of the term, care 
being taken to indicate in how far each 
member at any time belonging to the board 
was responsible for the transactions. 

For the last thirteen months of the four 
years the board consists of five members, 
who are chosen from the last five of the 
tribes in the oflicial order. In place of the 
members from Oineis and Kekropis, who 

held office for thirteen months and twelve 
months respectively in the first period, 
appear two new members from the same 
tribes. The inference seems unavoidable that 
the normal strength of the board was five.* 
For some reason or other an individual 
appointed from Oineis failed to serve during 
the first twelve months of the term. He 
may have been Idiotes, and if so, came to 
Delos and began duty at the beginning of 
the second year. Or Idiotes may have been 
a new member appointed to replace the 
delinquent of the first year. Idiotes at any 
rate serves for thirteen months. He then 
disappears and for ten months Oineis has 
no representative. For the last thirteen 
months it again figures with a new man 
from Oe. 

The first representative of Kekropis, 
Sosigenes from Xypete, serves for one year 
only. He then disappears and for two years 
lacking one month Kekropis has no 
representative. A new man, Nikomenes 
from Halai, is then elected for the last thir- 

teen months. 
The representatives of Hippothontis, Aian- 

tis and Antiochis remain in office for the 
whole four years. 

Can any reason be urged for the irregu- 
larity in the representation of Oineis and 
Kekropis? We know of disturbances hav- 
ing oceurred at Delos at about this time. 
Thus in line 134 ff. it is stated : 

Oide GdAov. Anjdiwv aoeBelas [ert X|apioar- 
dpo apxovros ’AOnvna, ev Anda d¢ Tadao, 

a[(unpa| ro [é]rvye[y]palp.|nevor [x]at depvyia, 
étu [Kat] €k 70 tep[o To A|roAXwvos 76 AnAto 
Hryov Tos “Apopixrvovas Kat éru[rrov.] Then 
follows a list of seven Delians fined a thou- 
sand drachmae each. The penalty was 
inflicted in 376/5 B.c., the crime may have 
been committed earlier. It may be that in 
the disturbances herein mentioned we have 
the reason why individuals shirked the 
service. Those who faced the danger and 
were beaten naturally wished to give credit 
to whom credit was due, hence the precision 
of statement. 

The fact that this board of five was 
chosen from the last five tribes in the official 
order is instructive as to how boards of five? 
generally were distributed among the tribes. 
With boards of ten there was no difficulty : 
one was chosen from each tribe. Boards 
of five were chosen, one year or term from 
the first five tribes, and the next year or 
term from the last five. At least such was 

1 This was already Dittenberger’s view. 
2 The ddo7oi0t and the eicaywyeis, for example. 
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probably the case. Aristotle! in speaking 
of the choregi, for example, says: Eiot 3° ot 
pev (xopnyol) «is Atoviow Kata gvdas, éis 
@apyydia dé dvoww pudaiv cisy wapeyee 8 ev 
pléper] Exarépa tov dvdGv. That this was not 
always true is shown in the case of the 
Amphictyones themselves; for in 3841/0 
B.C." the board, though still consisting of 
five members and a secretary, was made up 
from the following tribes: lLeontis (4), 
Oineis (6), Pandionis (3), Antiochis (10), 
Akamantis (5), Akamantis (5). 

From the fact that in the four years 
377/6-374/3 3B.c. the last five tribes are 
represented, it is natural to think that - 
another four years term had preceded in 
which the first five tribes had held office. 
This is indeed not a necessary inference, as 
the group to begin may have been chosen by 

1 Ath. Pol. 56, 3. 
2 Bull, d. Corr, Hell. viii. (1884), p. 394, n. 7. 
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lot. That the term under discussion begins 
with the year 377/6 B.c. is not due to the 
formation of the Athenian confederacy in 
the preceding year, but to the fact that 
377/6 B.c. was the year following the cele- 
bration of the great Delia. Indeed the 
Delians are wanting among the states which 
joined Athens in 378/7 B.c. It seems to 
me probable that the island came into 
the hands of the Athenians before 378/7 
B.c. and perhaps by capture. It is suggested 
that in 376/5 B.c., or even earlier, the 
Delians were dissatisfied with Athenian 
administration.® 

W. 8S. FErcuson. 

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, 
Berkeley, U.S.A. 

3 The Delians can hardly have rebelled after the 
naval victory of Chabrias off Naxos in September 
of 376/5 B.c. 

VINDICIAE PROPERTIANAE. 

Between five and six years ago—three 
years before I succeeded to the editorship 
of this Journal—my text and critical an- 
notation of Propertius had the honour of 
being twice noticed at length in the Classical 
Review as a part of the second fasciculus of 
the Corpus Poetarum Latinorum by Mr. T. 
W. Jackson, C.F. 1895, pp. 322 and, as a 
separately issued text with an enlarged prae- 
Fatio, by Mr. A. E. Housman, ib. pp. 350 sqq. 
The fulness care and courtesy of these 
notices and the interest of many of the 
points of Propertian criticism which they 
raised deserved an earlier acknowledgment ; 
but I desired to allow full time for the con- 
sideration of the criticisms contained in 
them, and circumstances have conspired to 
make the interval longer than I intended. 
These Vindiciae will not deal with matters 
as to which this further consideration has 
convinced me that my critics are probably 
or certainly right nor with those upon which 
from their nature disputation would appear 
to be profitless : they will chiefly be directed 
to points upon which my position has, often 
very naturally, been misjudged or miscon- 
ceived and accordingly stands in need of 
some further elucidation They will not, 
however, be confined entirely to the questions 

raised by the two English critics referred 
to; but will include notices of passages 
where, as I have learned from others, my 

readings are liable to be misapprehended or 
upon which emendations of mine without 
elucidatory comments have since been pub- 
lished in the Classical Review. 

I will begin with certain places where the 
issue appears to be one of palaeographical 
probability. But before discussing these, I 
would draw attention to certain principles 
of emendation which are not always borne 
in mind even by professed and experienced 
emenders. 

To take a single example, it is true enough 
that in Latin MSS. ¢ is frequently confused 
with g, e andé; but this truth is only mis- 
leading if we make use of it in dealing with 
a Latin text which there is no reason to 
believe has passed through the stages in 
which these particular confusions were pos- 
sible. It is therefore a condition of sound 
emendation in any author that no Letter- 
change, as such, be postulated unless the MS. 
tradition furnishes evidence that the text passed 
through a stage at which such change was 
possible. Of the other causes of corruption 
it is enough to say that we should employ 
them as grounds of explanation in the order 
(ceteris paribus of course) of their comparative 
JSrequency. For example interpolation is, 
speaking generally, comparatively an un- 
common source of alteration, and we should 
therefore be loth to assume it in a given 
case. These are the principles to which I 
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should require the conjectural correction of 
Propertius to conform and by which I should 
wish my own emendations and their rivals 
to be judged. 

I will now endeavour to justify the com- 
mendation which Mr. Housman bestows upon 
this part of the work (‘very few of Dr. 
Postgate’s corrections are without probabi- 
lity ’) by showing that he is mistaken about 
the instance which he cites as an exception. 

III. vii. 60. 

attulimus sontes in freta uestra manus? 

Here sontes, my correction for the MS. 
Jongas, is said to be diplomatically improb- 
able, and Francius’ castas on that account 
to be preferred. The objection and the 
preference appear to rest upon neglect of 
the circumstance pointed out in my pam- 
phlet Upon certain MSS. of Propertius p. 38 
and note 2, that / and 7 are confused by 
the MSS. of Propertius; III. 12, 38 

‘penelope lelia’ for ‘penelopef (A)elia,’ 
23, 22 ‘figna’ for ‘ligna’ and IV. 8, 68 
‘fufea’ for ‘fulc*’ ze. ‘ fulera,’ are instances 
common to all the MSS. while there are 
others where it appears in single ones. For 
the confusion of @ and e in terminations is 
quite well known and found in our MSS. 
at eg. II. 16, 29 and 46 and IV. 11, 81: a, 
i are also confused in our MSS. eg. at III. 
15, 3, 1V. 9,5. So that the rarer ending 
~is may be the right one to select. So far 
my emendation assumes two changes both 
slight and both attested for the MSS. of our 
author. I turn to the proposal of Francius. 
It also involves two not improbable changes, 
c for G and the omission by haplography of 
Tas after cas. Setting off the first pair of 
changes against the second pair we arrive, 
in the case of sontes or sontis, at tlontas and, 
in the case of castas, at tgas. I will leave it 
to the reader to determine which of the two 
corruptions Jontas or gas a scribe is more 
likely to have made into Jongas and then 
what meaning there is in the statement 
that sontes is ‘without diplomatical proba- 
bility.’ The sense of sontes is the same as 
that of Mr. Housman’s apparently now 
-abandoned correction nocuas, and the note 

of interrogation at the end of the line is his 
too: sontes however has this advantage over 
nocuas that it does not involve an unsup- 
ported sense of the word.! 

1 Tt is of course possible that longas—manus is 
simply an unconscious reminiscence of II. 2, 5: but 
in that case it is impossible to determine what ad- 
jective has been extruded, and every scholar may fill 
up the gap with any word that takes his fancy. 

4] 

III. xi. 57 sq. 

peas re alta iugis, toto quae praesidet 
orbi, 

femineo extimuit territa Marte minas? 

The ground of objection to the eatimuit in 
my emendation (/femineas timuit), though 
not stated, appears to be a similar one: at 
all events the question of diplomatical 
probability must have a prominent place in 
the treatment of this passage. Now it is 
easy to see that, if I had changed femineas 
to femineo of which I am glad to find not 
only Mr. Housman but Mr. H. Richards 
(Cl. Rev. 1899, p. 17) approve, and had left 
timuit standing, I should have been guilty ot 
proposing a needlessly violent alteration. 
Why shouldacopyist have causelessly changed 
JSemineo to femineas? The word has an ob- 
vious construction and minas is some dis- 
tance off. We must seek then for some 
external ground for the corruption, and 
my emendation supplies it. The confusion 
of «and s (which appears to be in general 
a phonetic one), is frequent in our MSS. I 
may illustrate from IT. 1, 22 ‘ Xersis’ (AFN 
for Xerwis), III. 10, 6 ‘minax’ (all the 
MSS., wrongly, in spite of Baehrens, for 
minas), I. 15, 5 ‘ hesternos’ AN, ‘externos’ 
DF, ‘esternos’ V, IV. 1, 66 ‘(a)estimet’ N, 
‘extimet’ the other MSS. ex then written es 
and parted from its verb provides the neces- 
sary bridge (j/emineoes) for femineo to 
pass into femineas. Wrong divisions of 
words are very common in our MSS; see I. 
6, 15 ‘et uitia’ N for ‘conuicia,’ IIT. 12, 
14 ‘si credunt (ent)’ for ‘sic redeunt’ II. 
32, 5 ‘deportantes sed abitur’ N for ‘de- 
portant esseda Tibur.’ In sense extimuit 
has a distinct advantage over timuit, which 
simply duplicates the notion of territa, ex- 
timuit on the contrary meaning ‘she 
shrank before the menaces.’ Compare for 
the alleged fact v. 42 (ausa) ‘et Tiberim 
Nili cogere ferre minas, and for the ex- 
pression Ov. Her. 14, 5 ‘quod manus 
extimuit ugulo demittere ferrum, sum rea’ 
‘my courage failed’ and the exact parallel 
in Tib, 2, 6, 50 ‘aliquas extimuisse minas.’ 
It may be as well to add that the elision 
‘femine[o] extimuit’ is Propertian as in IT. 
32, 40; ef. v. 31 of this very poem. 

IIT. xxi. 19 sq. 

deinde per Ionium uectus cum fessa Lechaea 
sedarit placida uela phasellus aqua. 

As the MSS. have ‘Lechaeo’ Guietus’ 
conjecture ‘Lechaez’ is said to be more 
probable than mine on the ground that 
scribes would have less temptation to alter 
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Lechaea,’ especially with so many similar 
terminations in the neighbourhood to pro- 
tect it.’ The objection is specious enough 
until we look into it. Assimilation of 
dissimilar terminations is a familiar pheno- 
menon: a change which results in dissimi- 
lation of similar ones seems on the other 
hand strange. And yet there is nothing 
remarkable about it. In the first case 
the scribe is doing his work with some, 
though insufficient, attention to the context ; 
in the second case he is not concerning 
himself with it in the least, but copying 
mechanically or, if you like, letter by letter. 
Thus in the first case, the context may 
protect a word; in the second it cannot. 
As there is a noticeable unwillingness on 
the part of both docti and indocti, the 
unbiassed tiro no less than the experienced 
scholar, to acknowledge the existence of 
these dissimilations, I will set down here 
a few of these that I have observed. In 
Ovid Fast. 6, 68 matre stands immediately 
below mater but that did not prevent the 
Ursinianus from corrupting it to parte. At 
Manilius 2, 2 ‘regum regemque’ the first 
hand of the Gemblacensis has ‘rerum r.’ At 
Ov. Fast. 5, 57 regard for a following hine 
did not hinder the Ursinianus and other 
manuscripts from going out of their way, as 
it would seem, to corrupt ‘hine stanti’ to 
‘imstanti.’ And so when we remark that 
at Catullus 68, 158 ‘a quo sunt primo 
<mi> omnia nata bona’ the vicinity of 
‘omnia nata’ did not preserve ‘ bona’ from 
passing into ‘bono,’ nor at Propertius IL. 12. 
18, ‘ traice tela tua,’ the vicinity of ‘tela’ 
protect ‘tua’ from becoming ‘tuo,’ we need 
no longer think it wonderful if the neigh- 
bouring -a’s did not preserve ‘Lechaea’ from 
passing into ‘ Lechaeo.’ But—and here the 
situation becomes really amusing—Guietus’ 
emendation is open to exactly the same 
criticism as mine. I postulate that when 
the scribe changed ‘ Lechaew’ he was unin- 
fluenced by the neighbouring terminations 
in -a, and Guietus must have assumed the 
same, because otherwise the ‘ Lechaei,’ 
which he thinks original, would have be- 
come ‘ Lechaea,’ not ‘ Lechaeo.’ 

So far ‘ Lechaez’ has no superiority over 
‘Lechaea’ and in other points of diplomati- 
cal probability I must judge it actually 
inferior as it postulates a letter-change of 
which I could find no example in the MSS. 
of Propertius (although o is apparently 
corrupted to i by N at II. 10, 23 ‘in- 
ipes’ and by DV at I. 15, 11 ‘multis’) 
for one which involved only one of the 
commoner changes; see e.g. Baehrens’ 
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apparatus criticus at I. 13, 32, II. 32, 61, 
III. 13, 66. I should myself be loth to 
suppose that Lechaeo was due to conscious 
alteration, but supposing this to be main- 
tained, I should point out that Lechued 
referring to agua in the pentameter would 
be at least as difficult as Lechaei to 
copyists who wanted an easy construction. 
Lechaea has a further advantage over Lechaer 
in that, though attested for Augustan 
poetry (Grattius 227), it is a much rarer 
word. The accumulation of adjectives with 
one substantive, even where the terminations 
are similar, is a feature of Propertius’ style. 
I referred to this long ago in Select elegies 
of Propertius (pp. cv., \xxxix.). It has 
caused trouble at IIT. 19. 21 sq. ‘ tuque, O 
Minoa uenundata Scylla figura | tondens 
purpurea regna paterna coma,’ where all 
commentators take wenwndata with Scylla 
in spite of Ovid Met. 8. 90 sqq., ‘ proles ego 
regia Nisi | Scylla tibi wado patriaeque 
meosque penates. praemia nulla peto nisi te. 
cape pignus amoris | purpureum crinem nec 
me tibi tradere crinem | sed patrium mihi 
crede caput,’ which proves it is to be con- 
strued with regna paterna.' 

I have assumed throughout that Lechaeo 
is corrupt. Its last interpreter (Roth- 
stein ad loc.) asks us to believe that mart 
is to be supplied with it as with Jonio, that is 
that a passenger by a P. and O. steamer 
might describe his arrival in the bay of 
Naples by saying that he had passed over 
the Mediterranean (sea) and anchored in 
the Neapolitan (sea). 

T conclude this section with two passages of 
which I have published corrections in the 
Classical Review which I fear must have 
seemed licentious to some of my readers. 
In II v. 3 sqqg. Propertius is threatening 
Cynthia with a fit retribution for her infi- 
delities. He will seek another and a more 
faithful mistress. 

haec merui sperare? dabis mihi perfida 
poenas : ; 

et nobis aquilo, Cynthia, uentus erit : 
inueniam tamen e multis fallacibus unam 

quae fieri nostro carmine nota uelit. 

For aquilo (which I defended consule 
Planco) aliquo, the correction of H. Bosscha 
and Lachmann and now the vulgate, must 
of course be written. Burmann’s alio was 
preferred by Palmer but I believe under a 
misconception. The adoption of either 

1 T have quoted the last lines because of the strong 
support which they give to Markland’s purpuream- 
comam. 
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aliquo or alio however leaves the emend- 
ation of the line unfinished, as aliquo has 
no construction. Mobis huc uentus ertt is 
not Latin for huc nos wentus feret or any- 
thing else. Accordingly I proposed (C.. 
1897, p. 405.) cursus, which provides aliquo 
with what it lacks. In this connexion 
cursus is a highly appropriate word. It is 
almost technical of a favourable passage by 
sea. See Cicero ad Att. 5, 8, 1 ‘cursum 
exspectabamus’ ‘I am waiting for a passage,’ 
i.e. a fair wind. Ov. Met. 8, 3 ‘dant 
placidi cursum redeuntibus Austri.’ Virg. 
Aen. 3. 454 sq. ‘quamuis inerepitent socii et 
ui cursus in altum | uela uocet possisque- 
sinus implere secundos.’ The construction 
of aliquo after the verbal phrase may be 
illustrated by Cicero ad Fain. 12.6. ‘omnis 
omnium cwrsus est ad wos.’ The metaphor of 
a prosperous voyage and a safe arrival in 
harbour is of course common enough in Pro- 
pertius ; II 14, 29 sg. and III 24, 15 sqq. 
will do for illustration. The corruption is 
not difficult to account for, as soon as we 
have seen that it has arisen from an over- 
written 7 being mistaken for a nasal stroke, 
uétus and c&/us, for which source of corrup- 
tion I must again refer to my dissertation 
On certain Manuscripts of Propertius p. 34. 
The mistaking of c for e has produced much 
confusion at I 15, 7 ‘Kois’ where N has 
‘et chois,’ while A and F have gone still 
further astray. How much error it may 
produce when combined with abbreviation 
can be seen from II 1, 31 where F has cor- 

rupted é i.e. cum into 6 i.e. est, If ciifus 
was once misread wé/us, nothing would save 
it from passing into wentus. 

IIT. iv. 3 sq. 

Magna, uiri, merces; parat ultima terra 
triumphos : 

Tigris et Kuphrates sub cwga uestra fluent. 

So I write now. Tua iwra the MSS. with 
no variants except that L, the Holkham 
MS., has flue for fluent. My proposal as- 
sumes the following corruptions, all attested 
for Propertius (I give specimens only). As 
regards iuga, tua: t for ¢ as IIT 8, 29 ‘ Graia’] 
“erata’ MSS., III 5, 41 ‘furiae’] ‘furte’ F 
ef. ITT 14, 30 ‘uia’] ‘tua’ D, ‘fra’ F; omis- 
sion of g III 8, 19 ‘in iurgia’ N] ‘iniuria’ 
the rest. As regards westra, iwra : confusion 
caused through the well-known compendium 
of uestra, ara here confounded with cura, 
as elsewhere with nra the similar com- 
pendium of nostra: so at II 25, 40 ‘uestra’ 
DY] ‘nostra’ FN and, only four lines above 
the pentameter before us, III 3, 52 ‘nostra’ 

is given as ‘ura’ in F. So much for these 
unduly exigent trifles as some may think 
them: I pass from them to the sense. The 
unsoundness of the MS. tradition is manifest. 
Augustus is nowhere addressed in the poem : 
and Kaisers are not to be thus unceremoni- 
ously apostrophised. Of conjectures, Mr. 
Housman’s ‘Thybris, et Euphrates sub tua 

iura fluet’ claims attention first: it is due 
to it that I should state my grounds for 
withdrawing the assent which it received on 
p- 39 of my pamphlet. 

Passing over minor considerations, such 
as the fact that Propertius, when referring 
to the Tiber, does not use the Greek form, 
Thybris, but Roman ones Tiberis Tiberinus, 
and that the nominative Zhybris does not ap- 
pear elsewhere to be used for the vocative, 
the proposal is open to two serious objec- 
tions. It offends against lucidity ; for what 
reader would of himself suppose that in 
Thybris et Euphrates the seeming nomina- 
tive was really a vocative and that the 6 
coupled not the Tiber and the Euphrates, 
but the hexameter and the pentameter ? 
The natural punctuation of the proposed 
verse would be this ‘Thybris et, Euphrates, 
sub tua iura fluet’ and its meaning the 
reverse of what its author intended. 
Secondly, it is out of keeping with the 
context. It checks the course of Propertius’ 
here rapid and straightforward diction 
by interposing a sentence which is syntac- 
tically obscure and which requires learned 
comment to make it intelligible. Mr. 
Housman’s conjecture, however, had more 
to recommend it than any previously pro- 
posed—certainly more than Bronkhusius’ 
artificial swa iwra or Baehrens’ strange nouw 
turd. 

But for the difficulty in tua, ‘Tigris et 
Euphrates’ would probably have been left 
in peace. Their emphatic conjunction is in 
keeping with the rest of the passage and the 
tworivers are elsewhere associated, e.g.,at Ov. 

A.A. 1, 225 sq. and there seems to be reason 
for believing with Heinsius that Claudian 
in IV. Cons. Hon. 315 sqq. ‘ uictura feretur 
| gloria Traiani non tam quod TZgride 

uicto | nostra triumphati fuerint prouincia 
Parthi’ was recalling this and the following 
line. Volpi long ago suggested that Pro- 
pertius was imitated by Ausonius in the 
lines of epigr. 31 (4) ‘Danuuius penitus caput 
oceultatus in oris | omnis sub uestra iam 
dicione fluo and I agree ; but these must be 
taken with their sequel ‘omnia sub westrum 
flumina mitto izgum.’ Ausonius might have 
read either zwra or iwga in this line of Pro- 
pertius, but he could not have read both ; 
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and, as I cannot find for zwra for the reason 
already given, I must find for iuga and so 
of course for uestra. For the plural compare 
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Horace carm. 2,6, 2, ‘Cantabrum indoctum 
iuga ferre nostra,’ 

J. P. Posreate. 

(To be continued.) 

A SUPPLEMENT TO THE APPARATUS CRITICUS OF MARTIAL. 

IL. (continued from vol. wiv. p. 355). 

IJ. Epist. 1 parum enim tibi praestamus 
2: parum enim tibi prestamus P 3 uerbis 
dicere @ 6 suaitmala Q i. 5 peragit P 7 
legeres # 8 silicet H ii. 6 chatis H iv. 7 
matremque Y v. 2 postv. 4 #3 distingunt Q 
vi. 2 post v. 3 QF 3 spectasses cato collium 
Q@ vii. 1 attale Q (tz lemm. aD ACTALYM Q: 
AD aTTaLyM P) 5 attice Q 6 bellusartel. (om. 
es) # 7 facis attamen Q 8 quid sis om. Q 
hardalio Q ut vid. xi. 2 sero @ 4 tang. 
ind. Q 10 quae est Q@FP xii. 2 quod ni- 
quamque tibi est Y xiv. 1 inquit # 6 
phillirides Q: pyllirides # 13  thermis 
iterumque iterumque iterumque Q 15 europes 
tepida Q 17 uector Q xv. 2 harme (e¢ in lemm. 
AD HARMYM) Q xvi. 4 quid nisi (ea qui misi 
ut vid.) @ 5 demitte HQ xvii om. Q 
xxill. 2 quid Q: qui FP 3 enim quid ne. (om. 
mihi) Q xxvi. 2 tuos QP xxix. 1 tenentem 
QF 3 quotiens Q 10 quid Q legas V: leges # 
xxx. 3 fidusque Q xxxi. 1 crestinam Q: 
christinam # xxxii. 3 portat Q 5 lectoria 
@: laetoria # xxxiv. 6 pontica Q/ xxxvi. 
3 mitharum @: mytharum / xxxvii. 
l uersus Q 6 alica Q xxxviii. 2 reddet ZH 
xxxix om. @ 1 formosae / xl. 3 nune @ 
5 siccentur @/' annus succexit @ xii. 10 
manumue Q xiliii. 5 furia et # xliv. 2 
tres @ 6 set ut Q 11 cum rogeris Y 
xlviii. 3 et paucos set ut el. Q = xlix 
cum alviii conflat Q li. 3 non aufert QF 
lii om. @ 1 loturos # liii. 2 potes Q 8 
tanta V liv. 5 maligniusque est P lv. 3 
sexte colo Q lvi. 1 male audit om. Q Ilvi. 
2 foede Q Ivii. 2 saecta H 7 modo (semel) 
V: mm. # lxi. 1 tenera Q 3 fastigia Q5 
minimaque in ras. # lxii. 4 quod @  Ixiii. 
3 amaris @ lIxiv. 2 taure Y quis Z 8 
potest @ Ixvi. 4 flagusa @: phlegusa F 6 
insanum Q: sanum /’ tangat Q 8 tua P 
Ixvii. 4 dicis Q: dicam F’ Ixviii. 9 om. Q 
lxx. 2 zoile Q quae om. Q Ixxi. 5 illud QY 
xxii. 4 tullia Q/ Ixxiii om. Q 1 quod fortia 
EH \xxiv om. @ 1 saufelium #7 ruricolemus 
Q°) Ixxvi. 2 dedit Q Ixxix. 1 uocasse 
P ixxxii- 1 Abscisam sermone fugis quod 

_@ linguam Q Ixxxiiil. DE MOECHO NARIBYS 
TRVNcO @ 3 truncis Q Ixxxv. 1 coptae QF 
Ixxxvi. 10 inertiarum /’: ineptiarum Q 
xe. 5 uiuere Q xcii null. lemm., sed non 
confl. cum xci in Q. 

III. ii. 4 madidas Q 11 eroceo Q iii. om. 
iv. 7 ueniae ZL responce poetae H 8 

citharoedis # v. 1 rursus Q 10 habere libet @ 
vii. 2 conglarium @Q viii. 1 amat uerum 
quam thaida luscam Q xi. 3 dixi QF 6 amet 
Q xiii. 1 Dum non uis piscem dum non uis 
carpere pullos Q xiv. 1 esurit orto cocius H 
xv. 1 credit Q xvi. 2 tribui # 5 corio] satis 
est QF xvii. 1 secundus # 3 sabido Q: 
sabida # xix. 2 pictae Q/ prata noua Q 
xx. 5 locus YF 6 hereis # 7 ani coturnis 7 
sopheleis Q@ 9 tinetus atticos @: tinctus 
attico # 10 hui (sic) si ressit @ teri Q 12 
rufus Q/ 14 ambulatue Q 15 pertinet her- 
mis # xxi. 1 notatus Q xxii. 1 aprici Q 
xxiil. null. lemm., sed non cum xxii confl. in 
Q 1 recto pueris Q xxiv. 2 grata satis Q 
8 manus @ 10 hance Q xxv. 4 neronicanat (sic) 
refr. (om. hic) Q xxvi 5 puta utvid.Q xxix 
om. Q xxxi. 4 mensa Q xxxil. 1 quereris 
sed matria Q: quaereris matrinia / 3 nioben 
omatria Q xxxiv. 2 frigida est H xxxy. 
hab. Q 2 respices aspicis # xxxviii. 1 te 
om. H 3 cicerone disertius ipso Q@/ 4 par 
mihi nemo foro @ 6 norasse neutri Q 12 
aliud # xxxix. 2 Iusta HXV xliv. 3 cura 
Q 4 Quod scire (om. sit) ZF’: Quod fit scire 
P: Quod sit scire Q xlv. 1 mensam ph. 
Q 3 ista Q 5 rhombos Q xlvi. 5 ecunctos 
umbo rep. # 6 ingeniumque Y/' 7 in causam 
narraueris @ 11 praestabit @: prestabs (sic) 
£ xivii. 4 plus illi @ 6 ruris trahent Q 8 
possum Q@ 10 coram @ turris VZ: turdis X 
12 uictictil. fabo # 1. 4 ostygarumque #: 
ossigarumque @ ii. 2hae # liv. 1 possum 
@ 2 multos Q: multo # lv. 1 putamque 7 
2 effusos Q 3 cellia Q lviii. 7 multas #11 
purit # 17 rhodia superbis minas promunt 
£ 18 columpnarum @ 24 carbo Y 26 sub- 
dole @ 29 ormis Q: hormis # 37 hine v.m. 
hispide uetus Q 42 auara seruat@ 48 pascentis 
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Q urbane Z# 51 uocari (om. debet) Q: uocari 
debet # Ix. 5 pusillos QF’ Ixii. 3 deci Q 
7 credis magno Q Isiii. 5 qui et gad. QF 
9 missa # Ixy. 1 malum tenera QY 3 cum 
floret Q 7 imber Y : imbrem /’8 nardos parta 
& xvi. 1 fartis Q Ixviil. 5hine Q Ixix. 5 
nequam iuuenes Q Ixxi. 2 sed Q Ixxii. 3 
pendent a pectore Q/' 6 cinici Y 8 uicium 
peius (om. habes) @ Ixxiii. 1 mutriniatis 
(ex -anis) @ 2 phoebe Q 4 te credere @ lxxiv. 
2. 6 transp. Q \xxv. 3 bullique # Ixxvi. 3 est 
haee @ 4 echuben Q Ixxxi. 4 iam F Ixxxii. 2 
summemia nascentur inter @ 5 galginatus Q 9 
cuspidemyue lentisce Y: cuspidesque lentisce 
F 13 corpus (0 ex corr. ut vid.) Q 15 habet Q 16 
suscitator QF 20 agri Y 25 myrtinisque Q 
26 fuscis Q Ixxxiii. 1 cordex #2 [xxxvi. 
4 minus QF Ixxxvii. 1 te rumor (ex rumor 
te) chione Q xc. 2 Quid uult # xci. 9 
exciduntque @ 11 fama est quondam Q 
xclil. 2 sint om. QF 10 noctua uidet Q 15 
admittit @ 19 uisumque Q 20 si satire ex 
si s****e @ (Q?2): si satiare V 21 uocauit 
QF 24 a coridet tr. ut vid. Q 26 ustorque 
tedes Q xey. 1 sed rides Y 9 esset ut vid. Q 
xevi. 3 prendere # xevili. | sicculus # xcix. 
3 innucos @ ludere Q 4 non liceat licuit QF 
ec. 4ille QFP. 

IV i. 4 uide Q: uitae F 9 set Q ili. 2 
caesaris inque Y 3 multo Q 6 dissimulare Q: 

ri Fiv. 1 palus QF 12 quod om. QF v. 1 
bonus QF uerus QF 7 circa Q 9-10 om. Q 
vi. 1 castiore Z viii. 6 excelsos /' 11 gressu 
timet ire Q 12 matutinos wt vid. Q thalia 
nostra /’: talia nostra Q@ 1x. AD BYLLAM Q: 
AD FABULLAM £ 1] climei (ex dunici ut vid.) 
bulla @: clinici labulla # 3 exer cawtws Q 
xii. | negat HF xiii. 1 nupsit—pudenti Q 
9 sedet ipsa maritus Q xiv. 4 fastus Y 14 
marino QF xv. 2 meciliane ZH (in lemm. ap 
CAECILIANVM) xix. 4 endromiam ex—mia 72 
12 syndone Q xx ante aviti Q xxi. 3 haec 
@: hoe ew hee P xxii. 7 in siluis Q xxiii. 3 
gratumque # 6 sic c**ropio (ceir.?) Q 7 
romanae scholae #: roma scolae Q xxv. 
6 ausit ut wid. Y T portus requiesque @ 
XXvi.3 uicinos te puto Y xxvii. 2 rogat Q 
3 honoratum me @Q: honoratum non / 
xxvili. 3 et totam lepido totam Q xxix. 2 
opes #: op** (opes?) @ 3 pudent QF xxx. 

~ 6 guid quod @ 9 renuentem Q 13 rogatur # 
xxxi. 10 hippodamus (us ex cor7.) Q  xxxii. 
3 malorum QF xxxili.3 me # xxxiv. 1 
dicit TQF 2 dicit TQF xxxy. 3 superbis 
E xxxvii. 3 sabellus Q 5 ter ducenta Q: 
reducenta #” xxxviil. 1 satiatur @: sotiatur 
Fo ubi QF xxxix om. @ 7 gallanico F 
xl. 7 honorem Q/’ 9 serum talium Q_ xlii. 
1 locanti #: roganti QF 2 locare FEQ 4 
nequitiam QZ’ 6 esse solet QF 9 breuior sit 
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Q 14 uis # 15 fallis @ 15 dices (ew—cens) @ 
xliii. 11 cunnilingium Q xlv. 5 arbor Q xlvi. 
7 tressae librae F': tres*elibrae (? tresae) Q 9 
lacuna QF' 1] bullis #14 ceno QF xlvii. 1 
encastus QF xlvii. 1 phapyre # 2. 4 papyle 
E (in lemm. AD PAPILYM) xlix. 1 nescis YF 
sit #2 putas QF 1. 1 thays Q: thais # 2 
thays Q: thai # li. 2 late Q 3 decies tribuit 
Q liii. 6 dat latratos QF’ liv. 3 uacaris 
QF 5 nullis Y 10 neget P lv. 1 duorum Q 3 
desertis # 18 peterem Q 19 ripas QF 20 
sueuos Y: saeuos /’: sylaos # 21 Turgen- 
tisque Y cura si aeque Q: turasiaeque / 22 
paruo QF toutonissae /#: toutonisse @ 
23 pura theonis QF 24 qnos QF Ivii- 
2 puniceis QF latent QF lix. 2 gemma @ 
3 pinguis errore # 4 iuncta /#: uincta 
ex luncta Q lx. 3 curlatius @: curatius 
F ixi. 3 incola Q 12 meridie Q 13 
male Q 14 tam Q 16 audire om: Q  Ixii. 
1 tiburiae herculeum # |miii. 1 ab oculis F: 
a baulis ras. ex a baiulis Y 3 neroni QF 
lxiv. 2 heseridum Q 4 eminent QF 10 uitae 
Q 14 facit @ 19 patet Y# 28 computet @ 
31 quae YP 32 contentum @ 35 pendulamus 
Q 34 dediti sediam @: deditisediam / Ixy. 
2 quod £ Ixvi. 8 rubens QF cadis #F 12 
turba @ 14 fluit P Ixvii. 5 talioque Q@ 
Ixvili AD SEXTVM (non confl. cum lavii) & 
lxix. 1 marsica QF Ilxx. 1 mamiano Q: 
mammiano #’ 4 mamianus Y: mammianus / 
Ixxi. 5 castae sunt Q Ixxiii. 4nullaQF 6 
tetras @ 7 tam Q lxxiv. om. Q Ixxv. 5inlecta 
QF 7 pignora # Ixxviii. 5 prodere Q & 
sigerosque @ Ixxx cum lxxix confl. Q 4 
sudares /’: sudare Q 5 est erra HQ: est 
erras #/ 6 exurit Q Ixxxi. 3 bis terque @ 
Ixxxii om. @Q Ixxxiv. 2 thaidam Q  Ixxxvi-. 
3 docte Q Ixxxvii. 2 facit QF 3 es F: est @ 
Ixxxix. 4 sceda @ 7 defecitque QF. 

V. ii. 6 iocetur QF 8 cecropiam corr. ras. 
-pia H vi. om. @ viii. 3 recipit QF 5 rubens 
QF 11 illa Q 12 leitus (i in ras.) H x. 3 
insunt @ xu. | pertinaci # xiv. 3 terque 
quaterque abstulit astra @ 11 se dedere HQ 
laeito ex laeto Q@ xv. 3 honoratus ex-tum Q 
nomine @ 6 prosunt Q xvi. 6 sollicitus 
(ut vid.)(corr.-tos) uellem @: sollicitusque 
uelim #12 nimium YF 13 inquit QF dixti 
QF satis est(e) Q laudabimur V xvii. 4 
cistifero QF xviii. 8 uoratam QF 9 nihil 
diuiti Q xix. 1 ueri (i in ras.) Q@ 2 secula 
nulla Q@ 11 sqq. nov. epigr. AD CAESAREM @Q 
13 regis QF 17 sq. nov. epiyr. AD GERMANICVM 
@ xx. 7 imagine superbosQ xxii. 7 
murorum Q 10 lassa QF xxiii. 2 iure £ 
xxiv. 3 Herm. glad. (et om.) @ 8 sibi ipsi 
@ 15 etitem@Q xxv. 2 litus Y 3 exquis @ 
ll amice H xxvi. 2 locarer H 4 hem me 
Q@: betam me # xxviii. 1 loquar # 3 uincat 
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E 4 drusones QF xxx. 2 suscipiende QF 
xxxi. 7 gestus sed de discrimine palmae Q 
xxxiv. 3 paruola #: paruula X: pallida Q 
xxxv. 5 et suscitant si ei tore luctatur @Q: 
et suscitant si cito reluctatur /’ 6 equitisurbo 
Q xxxvii 1 segnis Q 4 praeferens @ 5 indi 
cedentem @Q : indice dentem / 9 rosarum QF 
16 hiemem ec # xxxviii. 3 sicta mirice Q: 

syca merize # xli. 1 fluxo @ 3 sextus 
EVX : septus Q 5 fabulasque Q xlv. 2 quae 
Q xlvi. 3 credo QF’ 4 consequar hoe me Q 
xlviii. 7 nec crede #H: ne crede Q xlix. 3 
numeros Q: -os ew -us #5 uel @ possunt Q 
9tune Q li. 7 potes H iii. 1 quid scribis 
quod seribis H 4 aut@ lv. 1 portas Q lvi. 
4 diuites Q@ lx. 4a meis /: a meis a meis 
Q 8 erunt Q Ixi. 7 agis HF inquit QF: 
inquis (sin ras.) H \xiiom. Q 8 instructum 
F ixiv om. Q 4 subtilibus # Ixv. 2 nemees 
QF 4 sicula Q tusus Q 8 maior Q 9 maiora Q 
11 siom. Q 13 quidem Q _Ixvii. 2 attidis Q: 
atthydis F 6 cum Q_ Ixxi. 1 quae Q 5 
faustine Q Ixxiv.2lybyes# Ixxvi. 1 poto 
Q 2 possint Q Ixxviii. 3 propini /Q ut. vid. 
7 culiculus Q@ 8 qui modo @ 13 perunt Q 
24 placidis H 29 quo nec Q 30 cudili Q 
Ixxix. 1 surrexti QF 3 in ut. vid. Q Ixxx. 1 
1 uocabis Q 5 iam turam # 6 ista Q  Ixxxi. 
2 nullis HQF Ixxxiv. 3 fritillos QF 9 
habeat # 11 martia Q 12 Tuus Q 

VI. ii. 1 faedae Q 4 quos Q iii. 6 toto Q 
v. 1 multis sum pedica numbis @ vil. 4 
nubit Q : nubet H/F thelesina Q: telesina 
viii. 6 digno nequid QF x. 3 ille dedit HY 
12 qua nondum taxata sunt # sunt om. Q: 
sint P xi. 3 turdus uedebatur # xii. 2 
peierat P xiii. 1 formauit PQ 5 nudo QF 
7 matris QF xy. 1 uag. form. # 3 contenta 
QF xvi. 1 tu qui @ 3 uetuit ut vid. Q 
xvil. 1 cinname cinam P: cinna cinnam wt 
wid. Q xix. 1 non diui ué vid. Q xxi. om. 
@8iam # xxiii. 1 semper nostrum Q 4 te 
om. Q xxv. 8 ducis Q xxvii. 8 anus QF 
xxviii. 5 flaminea Q xxix. post xxx Q 4 
glauci Q 8 ames QF xxx. 2 tulle HF 4 
rogatus QF xxxi. 1 senisque # xxxii. 4 
effodit HF nuda Q 5 calacre # xxxiii. 4 
tam @ xxxv. 3 dicis@Q xxxvi. 1 quantus 
@ xxxvil. 2 3 om. Q xxxix. 1 est # 

_9 forique ZV 20 timendus Q: 

3 filius qui Q7 20 iam niobidarum (ex mob-) 
Q: iam niubidarum /F 21 ehoraeusus Z#: 
conresus Q xl. 3 quod tu non Q est om. # 
xlii. 8 micat Q 18 martiaue Q  xliii. 6 ueste 
mihi sunt #: uestrae mihi sunt Q 9 urbisQ 
xliv. 3 in o. Q@ xiv. 4turpius Q xlvii. 
3 abanna Z 8 satisQF xlix. 10 nascitur Q 
1. 1 pueros Q 3 obs. cepit cepit Q : obs. coepit 
E: obs. coepit coepit #4 mensa # li, 4 inquis 
Q lv. 4 coriane ex coririne ut vid. Q viii. 1 
cum Q 6 pudor QF 10 clarus @_ lix. 5 
refecere EH ante corr. Ix. 2 spargit Q 10 
uicturum @Q lxii. 1 salanus # 2 munera 
mittere appiane Q Ixiii. 2 capiat HY  Ixiv. 

-dis F 24 
si quis Q@ 28 uiui nasum @Q 32 tacitam Q 
Ixv. 5 lunga Z Ixvi. 6 manum Q 9 dabat # 
lxix. 2 potet Q xx. 12 priami (om. que) Q/ 
Ixxi. 3 pelie ut vid. Q: paeliaeque F xxiii. 
3 ditissimus Q/'4 nilharus #7 Ixxiv. 1 unus 
QF 2 similem Q 3 fuditqueQ Ixxv. 1 
turdumue Q  Ixxvii. 5 aper QF’ 6 si patiere 
F: si patiare Q: si spaciere P Ixxviii. 1 
potator Q Ixxxi. 2, 3 om. @ lxxxil. 6 
aures Q hébat anas (sic) Q 12 mihi rufe Q 

Ixxxiii, 5 summa #7’: summe Q tonantque Q 
7 etruscos QF Ixxxv. 1 Editus est Q: 
Voditus est / mihi om. Q camenis Q 8 
quanta Q Ixxxvi. 2 mediconprohibente # 
6 Et potet calidam qui mihi libet aquam Q 
lxxxviii. 2 sosibiane QF Ixxxix. 1 peterem 
Q nocte metellam Q 3 spoletin H xci. 2 
gaudet H futuis QF xcii. 2 pateram 
pronos Q/ xciii, 4 canit H 6 caro H 9 
lateQ11 totam QF mille putabit Q: mille 

pictabit /: mihi lupus (lup’) aui #  xciv. 
1 palpetano # 

In quoting the readings of V I ignore the 
red-ink corrections by a Renaissance hand. 

To the supplementary apparatus for 
Book I the following additions have to be 

made. 
xili confl. cum ati PQ xlii—xlvii om. 

P xlviii. 6 caueae P Ixxvi. 9 deorum VX 

ixxviii. 7 Sancta (corr.—am) romanam P 

Ixxxiii. 1 manneia X (nn etiam in lemm.) 

ciii. 3-12 om. P evili. 6 est VX 9 uel 

serius PQ 
W. M. Lrnpsay. 

TACITUS AGRICOLA, 10, § 3. 

Forman totius Britanniae Livius veterum, 
Fabius Rusticus recentium eloquentissimi 
auctores oblongae scutulae vel bipenni ad- 
simulavere. Et est ea facies citra Cale- 
doniam, unde et in universum fama; sed 

transgressis immensum et enorme spatium 
procurrentium extremo iam litore terrarum 
velut in cuneum tenuatur. 

I am bold enough’ to think that the 
natural explanation of this much disputed 
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passage has been overlooked. Mr. Furneaux 
truly remarks that the bipennis would some- 
what resemble two triangles united at their 
apices,’ and that ‘this would be in itself an 
intelligible representation of Britain north 
and south of the Caledonian isthmus.’ ‘ But,’ 
he continues, ‘such a bipennis is widely 
different from a scutula.’ Now is this so? 

Or is it not rather that commentators have 
been wrong in their conception of the 
scutula as necessarily the diamond or rhom- 
boidal figure in a tessellated pavement? 
Roughly represented, such pavements (see 
Rich, Dictionary of Greek and Roman Anti- 
quities, art. Scuwtula) were worked in the 
following figure. 

It has been assumed that the scutula in 
Tacitus is the enclosed diamond A. I 
venture on the contrary to believe that it is 
the enclosing X-shaped figure (BB). If this 
is the case, the relation of the scutula to 
the bipennis is obvious. The bipennis has 
the shape 

x 
and the scutula the shape 

X 
Tacitus then means that the whole island 
has been compared to one or other of these. 
He .does not, he says, think the picture 
correct. It is the case, as Mr. Furneaux 
explains, that Britain below Caledonia does 
resemble one half of the double axe (and, 
as we may now see, of the seutula also), but 

for the other half, the resemblance does not 
apply. The words of Tacitus are surely 

clear enough in the light of these considera- 
tions. What he says is that, after you 
reach the isthmus, whereas (if the picture 
were true) the land beyond (i.e. Caledonia) 
should begin as almost the apex of a triangle 
and then widen northwards to its base (and 
have the shape ), what really 
occurs is this— where the 
shore almost seems to meet 
(in a point, ze. at the apex of the southern 
triangle), the northern half runs outward 
(to left and right) to an enormous width, 
and then tapers northward, 7.e. it takes the 
shape , but is less regular. In 
other vp words, instead of the 
shape being (for the whole 
island) 

/ 
/ 

/ 

it is really 

ra 
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This notion was anything but unnatural for 
a Roman who, on reaching the isthmus 
between the Clyde and the Forth, found the 
land suddenly trend away so far westward 
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in Argyle and eastward in Fife, and who 
was told of the tapering again which 
occurred after rounding Buchan Ness. 

T. G. Tucker. 

NOTES AND SUGGESTIONS ON APULEIUS 

Apotoaia (Ed. y. d. Vliet, 1990). 

xxxl. fin. igitur ut solebat ad magorum 
cerimonias aduocari Mercurius carminum 
Tuector et illex animi Venus et Luna noctium 
conscia et Manium potens Triwia. 

Van der Vliet prints inwentor for wector, 

which can hardly be thought probable. I 
suggest, as much nearer, fictor. 

[G. A. Simeox thought that carminum 
uector might be explained ‘ bearer of charms’ 
quasi topos erwddv. | 

XxXv. quaesisse de litore conchulam 
striatam testam Thabentem calculum teretem, 
Possibly hietantem. 

XXXVI. ef ne perose animalium genita 
pergam. 

So both F and ¢.  perose was printed 
operose in the second Juntine edition, and 
this must, I think, be right: genita I sus- 
pect 1s genera: for pergam, perhaps peragam. 

xli. atunt mulierem magicis artibus ma- 
vinis illecebris a me petitam eo in tempore 
quo mez non negabunt in Gaetuliae medi- 
terraneis montibus fursse, ubi pisces per deu- 
calionis diluuia repperientur. 

V.d. Vliet conj. ubi pisces post Deucalionis 
diluuia (non] repperiantur. In this I fail 
to see why the future is changed to sub- 
junctive : the general meaning seems natural 
enough: I was at the time in the Gaetulian 
mountains where it will be difficult to find 
any trace of fishes. A negative therefore 
must have fallen out, as v. d. Vliet supposes, 
but I should prefer wiz, and this after 
diluuia. Per may be right, ‘where Deucalion’s 
flood will hardly permit fish to be found’ : 
or again it might be an error for super 
beyond, at any time later than the flood. 
Aristotle Meteorol., I. 14, 15, says the so- 

called Deucalion’s flood was mainly confined 
to Greece : éomep 6 kahovpevos emt Acvxadiwvos 
Katak\vop.os Kal yap ovTos wept Tov EAAnvixov 
éyéveto padicta TOrov, Kal TOVTOV TEpL THV 
‘EAAdéa TH apxaiav. 

[J. F. Myres thought the passage was 
ironical and did not require a negative. | 

1 This paper was read to the Oxford Philological 
Society, Nov. 16, 1900. 

xliv. omniwm rerum conuictum me fatebor 
nisi rusa de omnium diu ablegatus est inlongin- 
quos agros ne familiam contaminaret. 

Possibly nisi rus ideo omnium odio able- 
gatus est, ‘if he was not, in consequence of 

“the general disgust, sent off to a remote 
district in the country to prevent his 
infecting the household.’ ideo is explained 
by ne f. contaminaret. 

xlix. Plato philosophus in illo praeclaris- 
simo Timaeo caelesti quadam facundia wni- 
uersum mundum molitus. igitur postguam 
de nostri quoque animi trinis potestatibus 
sollertissime disserwit, . . . docwit. 

Rossbach’s molitur introduces an abrupt- 
ness hardly in the style of Apuleius. I 
fancy zs has fallen out before igitur and that 
a comma should be substituted for a full 
stop after molitus. This resumption of the 
subject with igitur is common in Apuleius. 
Hildebrand quotes on Flor. I. 2, several 

examples from that work; p. 19, Jndi.. . 
eorum igitur Indorum: p. 28, si quis forte 
in hoe pulcherrimo coetu ... si qui igitur 
ex tllis, and there are others. 

lix. cum animaduertisses caput twuenis 
barba et capillo populatum madentis oculos 
cilia turgentia rictum saliuosa labia wocem 
absonam manuum tremorem tructu spinam. 

Perhaps ructum, spumam. Rutgers long 
ago conj. rictus spumam. But the rhythm of 
the sentence makes it probable that there 
was a pause between the last two words 
ructum, spumam; and rictus has already 
preceded. 

lx. quanquam sunt ‘solita audacia et 
importuna impudentia praeditt. 

Neither the old emendation soluta nor 
Jahn’s insolita satisfies. I think the word 
is stolida. 

lxi. gui mihi factum uolebat. 
This seems right, as explained by the 

words shortly following quod et futurum et 
Jactum multi . . . scierunt. Sicinius wished 
the image to be not only undertaken by the 
maker, but completed, perfectwm szgillum as 
Apuleius says a little below. Van der 
Vliet prints (gratwm) factum, 
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Ixiv. guin altitudinis studio secta ista 
etiam caelo ipso sublimiora quaepiam uesti- 
gauit et in extimo mundi ttergoretit. 

Tergo stetit (or restitit) would suit Plato’s 
words Phaedr. 247 C. at pev yap abavaror 
kahovpevat, quik’ av mpos akpw yevwvrat, 
€£m mopevrfeicar Eotycav él TG Tod odpavod 
voto, oTdoas dé airas Tepiayer 7 mepipopd, 
ai 8& Gewpotar Ta €fw Tod ovpavod. 

Ixvil. ewiuis clari dilucet. 
Jahn’s clarius die lucet does not seem to 

me certain. May not claridie like postridie 
be a possible word ‘in clear day ’? 

Ixviii. guaeso uti adhuc fecistis wos uel si 
quo magis etiam potestis. 

This is a possible emendation of adhuc 
Jfeciros which F and @ give. It seems 
incredible that it should represent fecistis by 
itself. The pronoun is added xeviii. ehem 
recte wos ammonetis. 

Ixxxii. fin. haec et id genus tea. 
alia Fulvius: cetera may also be sug- 

gested. 

Ixxxy. tune ultimo parentis tuae animum 
in istis scrutaris oculos obseruas suspiritus 
numeras ? 

ultimo is certainly not w/time,a vocative 
=pessime ; I suggest that it may be wolpio, 
which is used in the required sense of a man 
dead to considerations of pity and natural 
feeling in Ixxxvi fin. etiam cum matri blan- 
direre tamen iam tum uolpionem et impium 
Suisse. 

xevi. putame acta apud Auitum non litteras 
ipsius legisse. quid posses uel quas quis in 
isto negotio accusare 4 

For quas quis read quas uis sc. litteras, 
punctuating thus: puta me acta apud Aui- 
tum, non litteras ipsius, legisse. Quid ? posses 
uel quasuis in isto negotio accusare? Sup- 
pose I had read no letter from Avitus, but 
a mere statement of what happened where 
Avitus was. Tell me, is any letter forth- 
coming which you could arraign in the 
business we are speaking of ? 

And Apuleius immediately proves his 
assertion by reciting in court a letter written 
to him by the elder Pontianus from Carthage, 

_which far from bearing a resentful or indig- 
nant tone breathed nothing but respect and 
affection. 

The immediately following passage was, 
I think, ably cleared up by the skilful 
criticism of Bosscha, of which I regret to 
find v. d. Vliet has taken no notice, 

ut sciat frater eius, accusator meus, quam in 
omnibus mineruae curriculum cum fratre op- 
tumae memoriae uiro currat. 

NO. CXXIX. VOL. XV. 

Bosscha saw that mineruae contained the 
determining word of the clause, minor ; the 
last syllable he thought was u(it)ae. This 
part of his emendation is of course doubtful ; 
but that minor is right I feel nearly certain, 
from the thoroughly Latin order and run of 
the words quam in omnibus_minor, as well as 
from the strangeness of the combination 
mineruae curriculum, no real parallel for 
which has yet been produced. The doubtful. 
letters -wae might perhaps be the remains 
of apse, or even zle, if Apuleius might be 
allowed to forget the subject of the sentence 
and hold up the younger brother to more dis- 
tinct ridicule by the deictie pronoun. 

X¢eVil. postqguam tuas quoque paris epistolas 
promerem. 

I believe this to be right as it stands in 
Fd: post quam (epistolam Pontiani maioris) 
tuas quoque paris epistolas promerem ‘and 
after this letter from the elder Pontianus I 
should produce similar letters of your own’ 
z.e. of the younger Pontianus. Editors have 
gone wrong from failing to see that post 
quam is not the conjunction, but the preposi- 
tion and its accusative. 

[D. B. Monro objected to this that it would 
not be suficiently intelligible from anything 
which preceded. But the way is prepared 
by ditteras at the end of xevi. | 

Froripa (Ed. van der Vliet, 1900). 

ix. (p. 156). nec reuocare illud nec « me 
mutare nec emendare mihi inde quidquam 
licet. 

Lipsius altered a me to autem; but the 
same combination has occurred five lines 
before in the form neque autem, and it is 
hardly likely that it would recur so soon 
with nec for negue, to say nothing of neque 
autem having its proper force in the second 
of two and only two clauses semel lecta neque 
augeri littera una neque autem minui potest, 
whereas here it is comparatively meaning- 
less. A me ‘on my own judgment’ as 
against the opinion of the public who had 
read and approved and wished for no altera- 
tion. 

xiii. p. 163. sed enim philosophi ratio et 
oratio tempore cugis est et auditu uenerabilis 
et intellectu utilis et Tmodo omnicanda. 

Ought not this to be modo non omnicana ? 
[G. A. Simcox thought modo must be 

parallel with the other ablatives tempore 
auditu intellectu, perhaps = ‘in its music’ 
and D. B. Monro suggested that modo may 
= ‘musical mode.’] 

E 
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xiv. p. 163. eaclamat Crates inquit Crates 
te manumittes. 

The Greek line cited by Suidas s.v. Kparys 
(Hildebrand, p. 49) apGels emi rod Bwpod 
eirev “EAevbepot Kparnta @nBatov Kpdrys 
points to the form in which the corrupt 
words of Apuleius may be supposed to have 
been cast.) This makes any self-address 
such as te manumittes unlikely. Of the older 
corrections, Crates, inquit, Cratetem manu- 
mittit has been revived by Rohde, and might 
possibly explain te: Cratetem having become 
Crates te(m). But it is also possible that te 
is a corruption of de or e, and that the 
shorter form of the accusative Cratem lurks 
in the second Crates. It is tolerably certain 
that the nominative Crates is the first word. 
Thus we should have Crates, inquit, Cratem 
de manu mittit. 

[D. B. Monro suggested Cratetem de manu 
mittit Crates. | 

xv. p. 164. ager (the soil of Samos) /ru- 
mento piger aratro inritus fecundior oliueto 
nec uinitori nec holeri scalpitur. 

Rohde altered scalpitur to culpatur, a 
very hazardous change palaeographically, 
and doubtful as regards the construction of 
the datives. I believe scalpitur to be right, 
and retain holert against Kriiger’s holitori : 
‘the soil is sluggish for corn, useless for 
ploughing, more fertile for an olive planta- 
tion, and is not dug up for the use either 
of the vine-dresser or of garden produce.’ 
And he goes on to say that hoeing was the 
main operation of the rustic in Samos (omnis 
ruratio in sarculo). 

[G. A. Simcox suggested wineto for wint- 
tort. | 

xv. p. 164. twel inde ante aram Bathylli 
statua a Polycrate tyranno dicata. 

uel inde cannot be ueluti (Bosscha), and 
T question v.d. Vliet’s uel iam inde = continuo. 
I fancy it was uel indidem, ‘or from the 
same temple.’ 

ib. p. 166. Chaldaet sideralem scientiam... 
ostendere nec non medendi remedia mortalibus 
+latis pecuntis terra caeloque et mart con- 
quisita. 

For latis which Hildebrand vainly de- 
fends, I would suggest late or latiws ‘ cures 
of healing were studiously sought out for 
man’s use far and wide by outlays of money, 
through earth, sea and sky.’ pecuniis, how- 

1 This is equally true of the other forms in which 
the words are cited by Menage in his commentary 
on Diog. Laertius, vi. 87. (1) ofwepov Kparns Kpd- 
ata édevbepor ; (2) Kpdtns Kparnta xpnudtwy amo- 
orepel ; (3) Kpdtns aroAve: Ta Kparnros. 
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ever, is suspicious: I do not think it can 
have been prouinciis (v.d. Vliet). 

[Or can latis = conlatis, contributed 1] 

ib. p. 167. tot ille doctoribus eruditus tot 
tamque multiiugis tcomitibus disciplinarum 
toto orbe huustis. 

None of the emendations I have seen is 
adequate. I believe the word was summutibus 
‘chiefs,’ ‘leaders’ in different forms of 
philosophic teaching : haustis is in reference 
to Pythagoras, drinking in their tenets one 
after the other. I had before thought of 
commentoribus ‘inventors,’ but the termina- 
tion tibus (comitibus) is against it. 

- xvi. p. 170. commodum ille (the comic 
writer Philemon) anima edita obriguerat, 
iacebatque incumbens toro similis cogitanti. 
adhue manus uolumini inplexa adhuc os 
trecto libro impressus. 

v.d. Vliet, who appears to me rightly to 
retain impressus (Aen. iv. 690), might also 
have retained recto. Philemon was found 
with his face pressed upon the book lying 
straight before him, not at an angle. 

p. 170. Haec ego ita facta ut commemoraut 
olim didiceram sed taudies met meo periculo 
recordatus. 

Oudendorp appears to me mainly right in 
his correction haud sine meo p. recordatus, 
but he leaves the letters -ie- unaccounted 
for. I would write sed hau diu sine m.p.r. 
‘Years ago I had been told this story as I 
have related it, though I had not long 
recalled it to memory before I was myself 
similarly imperilled.’ 

The story is of Philemon’s suddenly dying 
after he had given a recitation of one half 
of a new comedy, just at the time his 
audience had reassembled to hear the other 
half. Apuleius had given a recitation 
which was suddenly interrupted by a shower 
of rain, and put off the remainder to the 
following day. In the interim he sprained 
his ankle, and was in imminent danger of a 
broken leg. m is a corruption of i: s has 
attached itself to the word preceding. 

p. 172. id ego arbitror praecipue in honore 
obseruandum, quem qui laboriose exorauerit 
sibi debet tram gratiam quod impetrarit. qui 
uero sine molestia ambitus adeptus est duplam 
gratiam praebentibus debet et quod non petiertt 
et quod acceperit. 

In this case v.d. Vliet has not improved 
on one of his predecessors. For nam 
Colvius conjectured wnam, surely in every 
way better than diuiduam. 

ib. est enim tantus in studiis praenobilior 
sit proprio ingenio quam patricio consulutu. 

Correct praenobilior [ut] sit, not, as 
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hitherto, wé praen. sit. The position of wt 
after praenobilior and before sit is, so to 
speak, the condition which makes the omis- 
sion of the word intelligible. 

p. 175. mox ad dedicationem statuae meae 
libro etiam conscripto plenius gratias t cana- 
cique libro mandabo. 

Scioppius (Schopp), a scholar who spite of 
his attacks on Sealiger ought not to be for- 
gotten, corrected canacique into canam ocius- 
que, and v.d. Vliet thinks canam right, 
accepting (after Scaliger’s tenaciusque) tena- 
cique. The only other correction I know 
which might displace canam is Baptista Pius’ 
capaciusque ‘more comprehensively ;’ but F 
and ¢, our sheet-anchors in the dangerous 
waters of the Mlorida, present no trace of 
-us: hence Schopp’s canam may stand ; as 
for -cique, it may be the remains of a genitive 
like musicique or melicique. 

xix. p. 185. wenarum pulsus inconditos 
uel praeclaros. 

praecalidos seems not impossible : feverish. 
ib. propius accessit ut Tincognosceret more 

ingenti quisnam esset quoniam percontanti 
nemo responderat an uero ut ipse aliquid in 
illo ex arte reprehenderet. 

Hildebrand suggested wt ne cognosceret, 
which v.d. Vliet improves into wtine cogn. 
comparing p. 186,2, guodne iam ipsi heredi- 
tatem habebant an quod adhuc illi fidem non 
habebant. This seems right. 

more ingenii cannot be pro captu ingenit. 
I suspect ingenii is a mistake for ingenut ‘ as 
is common with men of good natural feeling,’ 
namely, to inquire who the person is whose 
body is being carried to burial. 

ib. tam eum pollinctum iam pene paratum 
contemplatus enim. 

pene of F pene of ¢ is simply paene, almost 
ready, 7.e. to be burnt on the funeral pyre : 
pyrae is surely an impossibility for paenae. 

Rosrnson ELtis. 

ON THE HISTORY OF THE UNREAL CONDITION IN LATIN. 

Tue history of the unreal conditional 
sentence is a question of interest common 
to many languages, particularly so, when, 
as is the case with the Latin language, part 
of that history falls within the literary 
period; under such conditions we might 
expect that definite and reliable conclusions 
would be readily reached. On the contrary, 
4 view very commonly accepted with regard 
to the history of the unreal condition in 
Latin is far from satisfactory and will not 
bear close scrutiny. 

The root of the difficulty seems to lie in 
the fact that there is a general failure to 
apprehend that the history of the unreal 
condition is two-fold, z.e. both psychological 
and grammatical. In the first of these as- 
pects the question is, when and how did 
men come to think in the unreal form? in 
the second, when and how did they come to 
select as the expression of this mode of 
thought the peculiar speech-forms found in 
the several languages? What a person 
thinks and the form of words he uses in the 
expression of that thought are two distinct 
things, and we have no right te assume that 
the history of the two is identical—in fact, 
generally speaking, we have the best of 
warrant for making the opposite assumption, 
In this discussion I shall use the terms 
thoughtform and speech-form to make the 

distinction between the psychological and 
the grammatical problem. 

It is the speech-form that naturally 
challenges the attention of the grammarian ; 
in the case of Latin he is interested to know 
how it came about that the imperfect and 
pluperfect subjunctive were the chosen ex- 
pression for the unreal conditional sentence. 
In devising an explanation for this fact he 
runs into danger of advancing a theory 
which is based upon or involves untenable 
assumptions concerning the thought-form. 
This danger would be greatly lessened, if 
the investigator clearly realized the double 
nature of the problem with which he is 
dealing. The analysis of a commonly re- 
ceived view will serve to illustrate the above 
remarks, and, at the same time, pave the 
way for a theory concerning the history 
of the thought-form. 

lt is maintained that the unreal condition 
is derived from the less vivid future (or 
ideal) condition ; that, by transfer to a point 
in past time, the less vivid future takes 
on a new value, becoming a ‘future from a 
point in the past,’ the change of meaning 
being accompanied by a change to the im- 
perfect and pluperfect tenses; and that, 
when this future from a point in the past 
coincides with the speaker’s present, a new 
implication arises, namely, of unreality, for 

E 2 
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otherwise the statement would not take con- 
ditional form at all. 

This theory explains very nicely (and 
that seems to have been its design) how the 
peculiar speech-form of the unreal condition 
arose ; the imperfect and pluperfect subjunc- 
tive were the Latin expression for a future 
from a point in the past: when this latter 
developed a new meaning the old speech- 
form was retained. However, if we turn to 
the other aspect of the question, it will be 
found that certain assumptions have been 
made concerning the thought-form, which, 
when disentangled from any confusion with 
the question of the speech-form, are so 
obviously hard to maintain that one would 
scarcely be willing to essay the task. It is 
assumed (1) that the less vivid future 
thought-form is antecedent to and the source 
of the unreal thought-form; (2) that the 
unreal thought-form was developed along- 
side of or, possibly, a little later than, the 
speech-form ; (3) that a future from a point 
in the past was a step through which the 
less vivid future thought-form developed 
into the unreal.! 

As to the last of these assumptions, my 
observation is that, in si-clauses not depend- 
ent upon other constructions, the imperfect 
and pluperfect subjunctive are not used by 
Plautus as the expression of a future from a 
point in the past, though this usage is well 
attested in Cicero and frequent in the 
Younger Pliny, standing, in these last 
named authors, side by side with the unreal 
condition. If this be the fact of the case 
then this usage is late rather than early, 
and can haye nothing to do with the 
development of either the unreal thought- 
form or its speech-form. 

As to the assumption that the unreal 
thought-form was contemporaneous with or 
subsequent to the speech-form ; in grammars 
and elsewhere we meet such expressions as 
‘Plautus uses the present subjunctive in 
conditions contrary to fact;’ everyone 
admits the truth of this and the statement 
rouses no question : if, however, the feel- 
ing that prompts these observations should 
find other terms for its expression and 
we should say ‘Although Plautus had 
not yet fully settled upon a peculiar unreal 
speech-form, he appreciated and understood 
fully the unreal thought-form,’ it might 

1 For a full statement, see Greenough, Harvard 
Studies, Vol. VII. Similarly C. Harrison (Classical 
Review, 1V, p. 297) speaks of ‘ potentials of the past 
not yet developed into unreals.’ Blase (Geschichte des 
Irrealis, Evlangen 1888) betrays some confusion of 
thought ; see p. 16. 

seem at first sight like another statement ; 
I am convinced, however, that this is simply 

putting into clear form what every student 
of Plautus instinctively feels to be true. 
It would transcend the limits of the present 
paper to show that Plantus understood and 
used the unreal thought-form in its derived 
and logical uses just as Cicero did or we do ; 
I shall content myself for the present with 
showing that Plautus, using the present 
subjunctive as his speech-form, has no difli- 
culty in making one character convey to 
another an unreal thought-form : 

St. 592 ff :? 

“Er. Edepol te vocem lubenter, si superfiat 
loeus. 

Ge. Quin tum stans obstrusero aliquid 
strenue. 

Epignomus and his brother, on their return 
from a long journey, meet the parasite 
Gelasimus who is anxious for an invitation 
to dinner. If Epignomus’ remark (592) be 
taken as contrary to fact it of course im- 
plies ‘I cannot invite you, because all the 
places are taken at my table.’ Gelasimus 
clearly understands him to mean that, for 
he rejoins ‘Oh, if that’s the case (tum), I 
will gladly stand and stow away something.’ 
If now we interpret Epignomus’ remark as 
expressing a less vivid future idea, it would 
run ‘I should be glad to have you at dinner, 
if there should (prove to) be a place to 
spare’; Gelasimus’ reply shows clearly that 
he does not understand it in that sense. If 
we had but this one case it would be ample 
warrant for the assertion that Plautus 
understood and used the unreal thought- 
form long before Latin settled definitely 
upon a specific speech-form for its expres- 
sion. With this passage may be com- 
pared : 

MG. 1371 ff: 

Nam si honeste censeam te facere posse, 
suadeam. 

Verum non potest: cave faxis. 

PENI te: 

Ba. Quid agitur, Calidore? Ca, Amatur 
atque egetur acriter. 

Ba. Misereat, si familiam alere possim 

misericordia. 
Ps. Heia, scimus nos quidem tu qualis sis : 

ne praedices. 

2 | quote from the edition of Goetz and Schoell. 
3 In the passage quoted doubtless Epignomus 

helped out his ambiguous speech-form by Jubenter 

and his tone of (mock) apology: these things, how- 

ever, are merely partial aspects of the speech-form, 

and in no way affect the conclusion reached above. 
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See also Zp. 331, Merc. 591, Rud. 1418 ff 
St. 190. 

These passages can only serve to 
strengthen our feeling that Plautus was no 
stranger to the unreal thought-form, what- 
ever the speech-form he used. Without 
any such direct evidence, we should be justi- 
fied perhaps in making the same assumption, 
for Plautus did not belong to the childhood 
of the race by any means, and we have no 
warrant for assuming for him crude and 
undeveloped thought-power.1 I am pre- 
pared to go a step further and postulate the 
same clearness of thought found in Plautus 
for some (and, doubtless, a considerable) 
time before Plautus: none would be likely 
to maintain that Plautus thought more 
clearly than did Quintus Fabius Maximus or 
Appius Claudius, though, doubtless, their 
speech-form was more unsettled than his. 
All these considerations go to show that the 
unreal thought-form with the Latin race 
was antecedent, by centuries probably, to a 
settled specific speech-form. 

The third of the assumptions made, namely 
that the less vivid future thought-form is 
antecedent to the unreal and the source 
from which it is evolved, presents a problem 
with which the psychologist rather than the 
grammarian might be expected to deal, and 
one concerning which some latitude of 
opinion may be allowed. An examination 
of the two thought-forms may lead to 
another view of their relation than that 
presented by the theory under discussion. 
The unreal and the less vivid future thought- 
forms have this in common that they both 
deal with fancied circumstances: the unreal 
thought-form fancies an existing or past? 

? To compare the late rise of a specific unreal 
speech-form to the late use of such a form by children 
is misleading: the children doubtless fail to use an 
already provided speech-form from a failure to appre- 
ciate the thought-form of which it is the expression : 
we are not to think of such defective thought-power 
in the case of Plautus. 

* T use the phrase ‘existing or past’ rather than 
“present or past’ that anything temporally as 
broad as the general truth may be included: e.g. 
Cicero, p. Arch, xi. 29, si nihil animus praesentiret in 
posterum ; this clause is suggested by the general 

_ truth that the soul does look forward to the future, 

state of affairs contemporaneously replaced 
by an opposite, or, at least, changed state 
of affairs; the less vivid future deals with 
a fancied future. This being the case, it 
seems that the categories of less vivid 
future and unreal thought-form may have 
risen by a process of differentiation, one 
becoming a category as soon as the other by 
a process of exclusion, in that the two 
together cover the field of the fwncied case 
in all its temporal aspects. 

The fact that the two thought-forms have 
the common ground noted above may serve 
to explain partly how it was that language 
generally put off so late the adoption of 
specific speech-forms, and tolerated so long 
an ambiguous speech-form (¢.g., present 
subjunctive in Latin, optative in Homeric 
Greek). It would be interesting to deter- 
mine why it is that the unreal thought- 
form is the one that moves out of the 
common speech-form and takes to itself a 
new form of expression. The answer to 
this question will perhaps be given when 
the history of the unreal speech-form has 
been written up—a history based on the 
phenomena of many languages. 

Though this paper may appear at first 
sight to be somewhat negative in character, 
I have tried to bring out the following 
facts : 

(1) That the history of the unreal con- 
ditional sentence has two distinct aspects, 
one psychological, the other grammatical, 
and that attempts to explain the speech- 
form without reckoning with the thought- 
form lead to error. 

(2) That the unreal thought-form was a 
clear-cut category in the Roman mind long 
before a specific speech-form was finally 
adopted. 

(3) That the unreal thought-form may 
have arisen by a process of differentiation 
from the less vivid future thought-form, 
rather than by a process of evolution 
from it. 

H. ©. Nurrine. 
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA. 

and represents this general truth as contemporane- 
ously replaced by an opposite state of affairs. 
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NOTES. 

On ArisTorLE, Poet. 1455a 34.—Prof. Butcher, 
who did me the honour of consulting me on certain 
readings of the Arabic Poetics for his interesting 
edition of the Greek, informed me that a continental 
scholar had asserted that the Arabic read éxarariol 
for ekeraorixol in this passage. I had been unable 
to satisfy myself about the Arabic word intended by 
the writer of the Paris MS., and therefore could not 
confirm this; but I must regret my want of per- 
spicacity, for I have now no doubt that the word 
intended is ‘ajabiyyina, which is vulgar Arabic for 
‘buffoons,’ literally ‘men of wonder.’ The Syriac 
translated by this word will almost certainly have 
been mathh'rané, a literal translation of éxoratixol, 
which the Syriac translator probably thought meant 
‘men who produce eestasis.’. The verb éefiorac@a: is 
not unfrequently rendered by the Syriac verb whence 
this word is derived. I hope this may be not the 
only passage in which that continental scholar has 
solved difficulties which baffled the editor of the 
Arabic Poetics. 

D. S. MarGoriourH. 

* * 

* 

Srraso XII. 3, 38, p. 360.—Nearly the same cure 
for this passage as Mr. Munro advocates was pro- 
posed by Von Sallet in his Beitrdge z. Gesch. wu. Num. 
d. Kénige, &c., who, however, instead of simply 
excising i7é, substitutes eis for it. The resulting 
sense is practically the same. In one of the scores 
of unpublished papers on Asia Minor, which burden 
my shelves and my conscience, I find that the 
difficulties of the vulgate text are stated, and the 
conclusion is thus reached : ‘ All difficulties disappear 
by a slight change in the text : we must either omit 
im before ray malSwy or (with Von Sallet) change it 
to efs. Then we have the clear and naturally 
expressed narrative: ‘‘in the fortress of Sagylion 

[évrai@a] Arsakes, (one) of the sons of Pharnakes, 
who was playing the dynast and causing disturbance 
without authorisation from any of the Roman leaders 
(i.e. Triumvirs), was captured and slain.”’ On the 
other hand, the vulgate is defended by Hennig 
Symbolae ad As. Min. Reges Sacerdotes; but his 
defence is equivalent to a disproof. 

That the same cure suggests itself independently to 
many scholars is a strong corroboration of its 
necessity. 

W. M. Ramsay. 
* * 

* 

On Horacr, Odes IV. 2, 45-8. 

Tum meae, si quid loquar audiendum, 
Vocis accedet bona pars et, ‘O sol 
Pulcher! O laudande!’ canam, recepto 

Caesare felix. 

Is it too late to advocate an interpretation of 
the last two of these lines, which has scarcely ever 
been noticed and in the new Corpus Poetaruwm 
Latinorwm is not accorded even a mention? I find 
it alluded to only by Macleane, who says that 
‘whether ‘‘ felix” refers to Horace himself or the 
sun is doubtful. The reader’s taste must determine,’ 
and by Orelli, who thinks that a much ‘tenerior 
sensus’ is obtained by the former (usual) choice. 
It seems to me that the objective sense of the 
word felix (‘ fortunate,’ not ‘happy’) and the sense 
of laudande (‘to be cited with approval’ rather 
than ‘to be praised’) are both in favour of printing 
the last three words between inverted commas. It 
would also be too personal, if not grotesque, a touch 
for Horace to describe himself as singing with joy 
at the emperor’s return, or the shape of the 
sentence compare ‘pulcher fugatis ille dies Latio 
tenebris.’ 

F. W. THomas. 

REVIEWS AND COMPTES RENDUS. 

WECKLEIN’S SUPPLICES AND HERACLIDAE OF EURIPIDES. 

Euripidis Fabulae, Hd. R. Prinz et N. 
Weckiew. Vol. II. Pars Il. Supplices. 
9M. Vol. Il. Pars 1V. Heraclidae. 2 M. 

Tue publication of Dr. Wecklein’s excel- 
lent work on Euripides continues at a pace 
which leaves the panting reviewer far 
behind. The chief value of the work 
continues to lie in the thoroughness and 
accuracy of the new collations of the MSS. 
and of the history of the constitution of 
the text. It is needless to add that the 
editor’s learning and judgment are such as 

to compel and reward the attention of all 

students of Euripides to each separate 

decision made by him, both as to the need for 
emendation, and as to the value of different 
emendations proposed by others or by him- 
self. The study of this edition, however, 
will, I think, suggest to many the question 
whether, in the proposal or adoption of 
emendations of the text, the editor has not 
allowed himself too free a hand. Especially 
is this the case where he is replacing, not 
the bad by the good, but the good by what 
he holds to be the better. Another question 
which may also be asked, though with some 
hesitation, is, has not the editor been rather 
too partial, seeing that this isa standard 
critical edition, to his own suggestions? As 
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readers know, Dr. Wecklein arranges emen- 
dations in three classes. The first class he 
prints in the text, the second in the notes at 
the foot, the third in an appendix. In the 
Supplices the number of his own emenda- 
tions in the first class is 34, or one for every 
36 lines, in the second 93, or one for every 
13 lines. In the Heraclidae the numbers 
are: first class 26 or one for every 40 lines, 
second class 65 or one for every 16 lines. 
(In the Orestes, the last of the plays which 
has appeared, the numbers are: first class 
25 or one in every 68 lines, and second class 
116 or a little more than | in every 15 
lines.) 

I have endeavoured, in the detailed 
remarks which follow, while noticing im- 
portant innovations, to furnish some 
material towards the answer of these two 
questions, and I propose then to revert 
shortly to the subject (which I have more 
than once discussed in this Review) of the 
relation of the two MSS. L and P to each 
other, and to see what light is thrown on 
the question by passages in these two 
plays. Dr. Wecklein follows Vitelli in 
regarding P as a copy of L. I still hold the 
older view that L and P were independent 
copies of the same MS. 

SUPPLICEs, 

In the MSS. v. 38 ends with yOovos and v. 
32 with @eods (which should have a comma 
before it). For these words W. substitutes 
dpevav and xovds respectively. I think 
most readers, even if they thought the 
alteration an improvement, would pronounce 
it too violent and too ‘subjective’ to be 
introduced into a critical text.—60. cody 6 
PL, redv W. Cf. the note on Heraclidae 911 
where precisely the opposite alteration is 
made.—63. W. gives OcAcuws as a probable 
substitute for édc/ws. This is guess-work.— 
90 f. W. reads pyrép for the MSS. pajrnp, 
putting a comma after od/ instead of after 
dépov. So emended the sentence runs 
better, but at the expense of the sense : 
azxotcav should go closely with peracreiyw. 
The long absence is mentioned as the reason 
for the search. As to the main construction 
pyrnp €xe Te veov is as good as pmtépa 
éyer te veov.—199 f. should surely remain.— 
221. W. prints the MSS. Gévrwy, mentions 
Heath’s é6vrwv as an emendation of the 
second class, and puts Porson’s éwyrwy (which 
I should unhesitatingly print) in the third, 
along with such an emendation as as ovlwv 
7a. Geav. (Heath is no doubt right in saying 
that the pev in 220 corresponds to the 6é in 

929, and that 222-228, which W. unneces- 
sarily follows O. Lueders in rejecting, are 
parenthetical.—240 f. Here W. puts into 
class Il two emendations which I at least 
should have been glad to see printed in the 
text : Wilamowitz’s ot 5’ ovdev ovres (for the 
MSS. of & ovx exovres), and Herwerden’s det 
for dewot, which mends the sense and is 
palaeographically likely.—249. The adoption 
of Nauck’s 6’ éay for the MSS. Aiav is not 
enough to mend this line. If one emend- 
ation only is to be allowed, Marchant’s 

aioxpov for airds seems best.—250. W. puts 
Elmsley’s juaprov (for MSS. ijaprev) in the 
third class. The arguments for it however 
are strong. The following words e& véo.w 
o avOpirwv dd everte- Show that it is no 
error on the part of Adrastus that the 
Chorus are speaking of. He is not véos. 
In v. 232 Theseus has said that Adrastus 
had been véots zapaxfets, and enlarges on the 
wicked folly of these veo. To these then 
the Chorus would naturally refer in japrov 
x.7-A. Also the following 7@d<, which does 
refer to Adrastus, ismore naturalas referring 
to some one fresh.—306. This v. runs in- 
the MSS. vuvi 8¢ cof te Todro Tiy Tiyriy Peper. 
W. proposes in the footnotes to re-write it: 
viv 0 éott col Te TOUT Overdos evKAeées. This 
is surely wild work in a critical edition.— 
380. W., adopting Canter’s véuovc’ for 
vewets well substitutes j#acov for MSS. det tov 
(the intermediate stage having been vésovca 
qtTov, a 4 T becoming ael).—413. i “1s 

perhaps a misprint that this v. ends with a 
full stop, and not with a comma. The 
comma is rendered necessary by the adoption 
of Wilamowitz’s ro 3 for 6 0’ at the beginning 
of the next v.—441. According to Barnes 
it was Duport, not Scaliger, who first read 
éor’ here for éoriv.—442. It is surprising 
that W. does not accept Markland’s et@uyrijs 
for the MSS. aifévrns. Markland quotes a 
note of Theodorus Gaza (Ilepi Myvayv) to the 
effect that in late Greek aifévrns was used 
as equivalent to the Lat. auctor and that 
avfevria was auctoritas. This use would be 
familiar to a Byzantine scribe, and would 

account for the error.—478. The words éx 
Bpaxovwv which some editors have thought 
corrupt, seem to me sound, and to mean 
“though on the weaker side.” Cf. v. 518 f. 

ovk 010 eyo Kpéovta deaxdlovr’ enor, ovde 
obevovra petlov.—523. The ‘ vulgata lectio’ 
seems to me far sounder than either Kirch- 
hoff’s or Wecklein’s suggestions.—550. It 
is an interesting fact that both Reiske and 
Markland conjecturally restored zadaicpaé’, 
the original reading of the MSS., though all 
the editions had followed the late hand of 
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Land P in writing taAaocpa 6.—573. W. 
leaves in the text yarépovs aNovs rovous (xa. 
aOdovs é€ys Nauck) though surely there is 
more need of alteration than in 599 where 
he replaces tapaoce by Ooaa, and the 
source of the corruption, if there is one, 
was in both cases a marginal explanation.— 
608. W. well emends the MSS. ay ts aipy 
to airs apet.—660. The 8 after trrornv 
was notinserted, as W. says, by Scaliger, 
but by Reiske (and Markland).—688. W.’s 
écavteA\Novcav for MSS. zpocavréAXNovcav 
would perhaps be more in place in a foot- 
note than in the text.—701. Here W. 
prints keAevpov, but at Cyclops 653 Kedevopois. 
Is this because P in the latter passage reads 
KeAevpois!—708. éxépdawvev (MSS.) is better 
than Hermann’s éxvdaweyv which W. prints, 
or Dindorf’s éxydeveyv which he puts in the 
footnote: ov yap TO viKav TovT ékepdawvey 
povov is: ‘he would not rest content with 
victory on this wing. —W. well transposes 
vv. 745 and 746, and in 747 substitutes 
Adyos for the MSS. diAos, referring to Jon 

649 and Soph. 4j. 330 for the same mistake, 
. —787 f. W. well reads wadatds...dpepas for 
the MSS. zadatds...dpépa (though Porson’s 
dpepav involves less alteration), He would 
have done well to adopt Nauck’s ti peév for 
7o pevin v. 790, and Markland’s orepeioa 
for the MSS. orepetcOa: (of which in L the 
ofa is a late addition). W. prints Blom- 
field’s orépecOat.—885. Musgrave’s ednpe 
seems a much better emendation of the 
MSS. éxaype than W.’s éxpysrre.—931. W. 
well emends the MSS. avGaiperos to aifaiperu, 
and in 1020 and 1033 makes good sugges- 
tions in the footnote: to read ¢idw for 
idov in the former, and to reject the latter 
v.—1112. Are W.’s two suggestions on this 
line: @PéAovv twa or pydev’ apedAovv Bpotdv 
worthy of the place he gives them in the 
second class !—1183. ‘rjod’ Markland.’ It 
was Matthiae who proposed riad’. Mark- 
land at J. 7. 1436 wants to change asimilar 
Ty08 to rovcd.—1200. W. prints rputaviKiy 
for the MSS. zv6ixyv. This is unnecessary. 
Heracles told Theseus to take the tripod to 
Delphi, but we must suppose that Theseus 
had not yet done so. It is quite in accord- 
ance with this explanation that Athena says 
in v. 1203 kdreata odlew OG S05 & AcAdov 
péAe.—It is a curious coincidence that at v. 
1194 W. suggests that 7oAw was written as 
an explanation over the y66va at the end of 
the following v. whereas at v. 1184 he 
prints 7oAw (also over a yOova at the end of 
the following v.) as an emendation (Reiske’s) 
of the MSS. rade. 

The only misprints I have noticed in this 

play are the following: The numbers are 
omitted in the footnotes before notes on vv. 
206 and 761, p. 581. 5 cuvaw for cvvapo, 
v. 1180 footnote 090’ for dj7’. 

HERACLIDAE. 

5. For aira 8 dpictos W. reads aité & 
dpwyds. EF. W. Schmidt’s dpeords seems 
better (cf. Hdt. v. 129 kat kus éwvtd pev 
apeot@s dpxeero), if any alteration is neces- 
sary.—37. For répyovas W. well suggests in 
the footnote réppiov.— 72. 4 aryuiav for MSS. 
atysia.—132. I prefer Holzner’s jx) dwedety 
(8 éudv) which W. puts in the third class 
to his own pavOavew 8 éuov (which he puts 
in the second) for the MSS. uz) pédAXAevy epmor. 
—14 dele v. 140.—165. 7, which W. reads 
for 7, was Barnes’s emendation, though W. 
does not say so.—169. It was hardly worth 
while to record in the Appendix F. W. 
Schmidt’s unmetrical line épeis roar wore 
xapw exticew orodov. (At Cyclops 144 W. 
prints a line beginning év wéApact ves, which 
shows the same metricalirregularity).—180f. 
Wilamowitz’s yap for pev in 180 renders 
the athetesis of zapeoré or in 181 unneces- 
sary.—193. W. adopts Cobet’s oid’ ’Ayauxov 
rade for the MSS. éorw ovd’ ayauxoy—un- 
necessarily.—211. W. does well to adopt 
Reisig’s atraveyiwv for the MSS. airavepiw. 
—223. 1 would suggest that the ywpis is a 
commentator’s remark, and that we should 

read cot yap 700 aicypov, ev d€ TH TOAEL Kako. 
—In 300 (the middle one of three reason- 
ably suspected verses) W. reads kaxats for 
the MSS. xaxots. The mase. is certainly 
possible when speaking of women generally, 
and I think most scholars would call it 
more idiomatic in this passage. xakats would, 
I think, imply that the man in question had 
had more than one wife, and that all were 
bad ones.—315. Wecklein says the Aldine 
reads d&io y’, but the reading of the Aldine 
here is d&vov y.—324. W.’s eixdens for eiyevns 
is convincing, but not so his suggestion of 
pOdon for Xan (Aa Bn P) in 338.—416. The 
MSS. reading is dékaov 7. Of this W. adopts 
Schiifer’s emendation d/kawov jv, though 
Dobree’s dékavos 7 seems much better.—426. 
Why not adopt Musgrave’s suggestion that 
this and the preceding verse are a question ? 
—437 f. W. well rejects these two lines: 
the singular cod is enough to condemn them. 
—451. W. reproduces, curiously enough, 
the misprint of Kirchhoff’s critical notes in 
numbering the v. 452.—458. Elmsley’s 
dvjp is adopted, but he is not mentioned as its 
author.—460. Tyrwhitt and not Elmsley (as 
W. gives) first changed tin (MSS.) to 
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tvxou.— 493. W.’s aorod for the MSS. ddXovis 
mere re-writing of Kuripides.—594. Kayser’s 
xaxovjevor for the MSS. @avovjevor seems at 
least as worthy of a place in the first class as 
Wecklein’s dvAdcon for the MSS. xedevers 
at 558.—677. For the thoroughly sound 
é&jxovomeyv Wecklein suggests ééixvovueba, 
which gives a far inferior sense.—706. 
Bothe’s tyvd’ (for the MSS. riv) which W. 
adopts, seems inferior to Porson’s ojv.—735. 
If doxotvra needs correction surely Nauck’s 
movovvra is better than éyxovotvta which W. 
suggests alongside of it.—745 f. W. seeks to 
mend the ill-fitting neuter 70d’, in apposition 
with the fem. doxyors by putting a comma 
after oA\Bw. It seems better to reject the 
words from ovx dpGas to doxynots as a spurious 
addition.—735. W.’s zepi daydvev for the 
MSS. kai epi douwv (corrected by a late 
hand in L to wept tév douwv) is good, as is 
his zézor for wots in v. 763.—769. This is 
one of the few passages that W. leaves im- 
perfect, though he prints two suggestions in 
the footnotes: one by Herwerden, and one 
by himself.—813 6 8 ovre rods KAvovtas 
aiderGels Aoyw MSS. Adyw (or Adyw) gives no 
construction here, so the second Hervagian 
Ed. wrote Adywy (i.e. as the obj. of kAvévras). 
This W. alters to Adyov. The gen. is possible, 
though less likely than the acc., and it comes 
nearer the MSS. reading. The position of 
the negatives in this passage is extraordinary. 
—845. W. unnecessarily alters eu Bijra to 
apBjoa. For the impossible Kparotvra in 
v. 884 W. Sugg ests vavovta, referring to 
Hesych. vavew: txerevew.—In v. 886 We s 
élevga decpois for eLevé avayxy is ‘a wild 
surmise,’ which ke should hardly have 
put in the second class.—911. For the 6eds 
of the MSS. the Paris copy of L suggests 
reos, an admirable emendation. It does 
not satisfy W. He writes 6 ods. It 
is curious that at Suppl. 60, where Kirch- 
hoff would emend the MSS. odv 6 to 7d cdr, 
W. is not content with 7d cdv, but writes 
teov.—930, W.’s note is ‘t¥yynv H. Stephanus 
tvxetv LP.’ The only reading recorded by 
H. 8. from his ‘codices vetustissimi,’ near 
this passage is tvxav at the end of 935, 
where the Aldine reading is tiyas (I may 

- note that at Cyclops 39 W. prints xKépois 
for k@uor L or képor P, giving Bothe as the 

author of the emendation, and mentions in 
the Appendix that H. 8. proposed xdpovs. 
What Stephanus says is that the v. ec. 
have xkwpovs, but that he would prefer 
xpos. Men who call the great Stepha- 
nus a liar should at all events refer 
to his book when they quote him.)— 
932. I cannot see wherein W.’s dopitévw atv 

do7idc is an improvement on Hermann’s 
admirable zoAurévw otv daomid. for the 
MSS. zodurovev civ aoriow.—959. W. here 
has the note ‘xepdaveis ye Tatra vel potius 
Kepdavets ye mavra.’ If the former conjec- 
ture is ‘minus probabilis’ than the latter, 
why is it not banished to the appendix 
‘conjecturas minus probabiles continens ’? 
—1005. W.’s av Xaxotoa for the MSS. 
dvakaBotca is convincing—l038. add’ od 
xpynopov npouny Geod; MSS. Cobet’s 7Copnv 
or even Musgraves yodovpnv seems far 
preferable to W.’s aGAQX’ od tovr’ éexnupopny. 
—(I should like to be allowed to make one 
further comment here, which seems to 
me important, on Wecklein’s Cyclops. 
Atv. 145 he prints Hermann and 
Nauck’s cicopas for the MSS. ds dpas. 
The MSS. reading is quite sound, épas being 
subjunctive. Cf. two lines above as cadgec- 
tepov .abys: and also to suggest éuzodGvres 
for éuBaddovres at v. 239 of the same play). 

L anp P. 

SuPPLICEs. 

8. This v. was first written in L with- 
out rdde, in P with it.—9. L had at first 
some word that was not Amovoa, but 
began with two other letters: P always had 
Aurotcar.—16. 6AoAdtas L 6AwAGTas P.—5O. 
puooa Lfjvod P. In Pa later hand added the 
second o¢.—228. cuvvocoivra L auvocotvra P. 
The emendation of Lambinus ot vocodvta is 
undoubtedly the correct reading. This one 
case far outweighs, to my mind, all 
Wecklein’s arguments on the other side 
drawn from cases which look as if a 
mistake in P was due to a misreading of a 
badly written letter in L. Is it more likely 
of the two that P’s scribe had here 
ovvvocovvta before him or ov vocotvtat No 
doubt the first o was so written in the MS. 
from which both L and P were copied that 
it was mistaken by both scribes for a o, but 
P copied the rest of the letters as they 
stood, while L thought he could mend 
matters.—242. ddiace L ddgidow P.—344. 
rexovo (after the o is an erasure of a single 
letter) L rexotoa y’ P—364. dy L a’y P (a 
late hand in L added the rough breath- 
ing)—754. No doubt the correct read- 
ing is (av 6’) etvey’ ayov (jv), to which 

P with otvex’ ayav comes nearer than 
L with otvexev dyov. Is it conceivable that 
P should have copied from L here !—858. 
éyw ye L, eyo te P, eyd te Nauck. The 
wrong accent makes the case doubtful, but 
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anyhow P seems nearer the right than L.— 
872. W.’s note is ‘anv P, dddov L sed o 
in ras. ser. 1.’ If aAdov is due to a late 
corrector of L it is not fair to say ‘ d\Aov 
L.’ If not, this is another case where 
P has the better reading. (I expect 
1 was a very late hand who altered L, as in 
many cases which I have noticed in /.7., to 
agree with Ald.)—897. kat 6767’ Ly’ aror’ 
P.—1078. L has peréd\dayes but P avoids 
the mistake.—1116. The readings here are 
perplexing: d#pevots L dopévovs P dpevous 
Ald. The only explanation I can give is 
that here again L was altered to agree with 
Ald. which omitted the o by pure error. 
At the same time the accent in L looks as if 
it had been copied from a MS. which had 
the correct duevods. If so the passage 
makes rather against my contention.—1164. 
W.’s note is; ‘ce (sic scr. ut facile ojs 
legas) pynrpos L ofs pytpds P’ surely a far- 
fetched explanation of so simple a blunder. 
That P could make a pretty gross blunder 
we see in v. 1198, where he writes 7Aiov 
instead of ’IAdov. 

HERACLIDAE. 

27. ovpracxw P, cvurpdcow L.—789- 
€AevOepGoa. changed by the first hand, 
apparently, to 7AevbepOaGar L eXevbepGoa P. 
This does not look as if P copied from L. 
On the other hand, at 704, P’s py, W. 
suggests, is best explained as a misreading 
of L’s pév, which is written by means of an 
abbreviation. So at 778 P’s unaccountable 
eva, W. explains as due to the fact that 
in L the a of Aabea looks like ev.—858. 7By- 
tov changed to 7Bytyv L 7By trav P. Does 
not this case outweigh the above arguments 
on the other side? If P copied from L 

. before the alteration it is inconceivable that 
he should have altered rév to rv: if after, 
it is equally inconceivable that he should 
have failed to accept #Byryv. The only 
reasonable explanation of the variants is 
that both L and P copied independently 
from MSS. which had 7B ryv, that P left 
the nonsensical words unaltered, and L 
altered tiv to rov. In this case we have 
more cause to thank P than L. 

E. B. Encuanp. 

BURNET’S £THICS OF ARISTOTLE. 

The Ethics of Aristotle, edited with an Intro- 
duction and Notes by J. Burnet, M.A. 
Pp. lii, 502, Methuen. 18s. 

Some years ago it was matter of complaint 
that Oxford in spite of the amount of time 
she bestowed on the Ethics had done but 
little in the way of published writings to 
promote their study. Such complaint can 
hardly be made now, when to the old and 
still very useful edition of Grant there have 
been added Prof. Bywater’s text and con- 
tributions, Prof. Stewart’s two copious 
volumes of notes, and now Prof. Burnet’s 
text with notes of a conciser kind. Even if 
we are so hard to please that we venture to 
think the ideal edition yet to seek, we must 
recognise how much of value there is in the 
work of each of the three, and we need not 
ask which among them deserves best of 
Aristotle or ourselves. 

I will say at once that, excellent as Mr. 
Burnet’s book is, he seems to have partly 
fallen into the opposite error to Mr. Stewart. 
The latter from his stores of learning and 
reflexion heaped upon us too much; too 
much at least for students addressing 
themselves to the Hthics for the purpose of 
University examinations, who were really 

the class of readers he had most in view. 
Mr. Burnet’s command of the subject is 
equally indisputable, but he perhaps has 
given us too little. One volume of 550 
pages (wonderfully light to hold in the hand, 
thanks to Messrs. Methuen) contains not 
only his notes and introductions, but 
Aristotle’s text, which Mr. Stewart did not 
print at all, and also very considerable 
portions of the Hudemian Lthics as well, 
put on each page below the text and above 
the notes. He writes tersely enough, but 
in spite of this we often feel that the notes, 
though very good, leave a great deal unsaid, 
and that a thorough commentary on the 
Ethics, such as the ordinary reader requires, 
cannot be packed into this comparatively 
scanty space. I do not know whether Mr. 
Burnet will be satisfied by teachers of the 
Ethics finding his book valuable. Certainly 
they ought todoso. But students are likely 
to think that it does not give them as much 
assistance as they need. The editor seems 
often to be writing such notes as would be 
useful rather to himself and other advanced 
scholars than to the man to whom the 
Ethics ave not yet familiar. If the book 
were wholly for the maturer scholar, the case 
would of course be different. But it con- 
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tains much which such readers do not 
require, and chief under that head I would 
put the long extracts from the Hudemian 
Ethics (see for instance pp. 112, 113) which 
pupils will not read and teachers will not 
want. Any competent teacher may be pre- 
sumed to have and to read the book entire. 
Susemihl’s text of the Hudemian Lthics and 
Fritzsche’s older commentary ought to be in 
the hands of everyone who will really 
trouble to read the selections. The room 
they occupy might have been more usefully 
filled, I venture to suggest, with further 
commentary. , 

Perhaps the most interesting and valuable 
contribution that the new edition makes is 
the constant reference to Plato and the 
frequent indication there of something to 
which the words of Aristotle refer or at any 
rate seem to owe their origin. This is no 
new discovery, but Mr. Burnet carries it a 
good deal further than earlier editors have 
done. It is indeed closely connected with a 
point on which he lays stress, that the 
Ethics is not so much a scientific as a 
‘dialectical’ treatise. Although he does not 
state his precise meaning in this quite as 
clearly as one could wish, he seems to say 
that Aristotle is often arguing from pre- 
mises, especially Platonic premises, which 
we are not bound to suppose that he 
himself accepted; ‘nor can we even 
assume’ he adds ‘that the true solution is 
necessarily given at all.’ Quite admitting 
that much of Aristotle’s reasoning is of this 
kind and that he is mostianxious to argue with 
people on their own ground, we may still 
think that Mr. Burnet suggests, if he does 
not adopt, a somewhat exaggerated view of 
the extent to which Aristotle deals in 
arguments and even in conclusions un- 
satisfactory to himself. The Zthics is not 
a piece of clever dialectic only, in which he 
draws men on from positions,which they and 
not he have adopted, to others, which they 
ought to accept, though he himself knows 
better. Surely we may say that the con- 
clusions, the main positions taken up, are 
such as really satisfy him, and that most of 
the reasoning too is valid enough at bottom 

-or at least seems so to him, though in a 
semi-popular treatise he does not always 
care to state things in their severest 
scientific form. Prof. Burnet rides his 
dialectical hobby rather too hard. For 
instance, when Aristotle says (1. 7. 1097 b 
24) ci AnPOein 76 Epyov Tod avOpwzov, he com- 
ments “this is still ‘ taking’ &dof0r zpotaces 
from the wise.” Then what shall we say of 
Poetics 14.1453 b 15 ota oty dewa 7 rota 

oiktpa daiverat Tov cupmimTovTwV, AGBwpev. 
Does this mean ‘take from other people’? 
Not at all. It means something like ‘let us 
ascertain, fix,’ and that is what ei AndOety 
means in the £thics. So 1174 a 17 kar’ 
ovdeva xpovov AaBou tis av Hdovyv ‘no one 
could find, put his finger upon, a pleasure.’ 
ef. Bonitz s.v. Nap Bavew 422 b 38. 

Mr. Burnet believes and assumes that 
Books V-VII were really Aristotle’s. On 
this point I have not myself any decided 
opinion to maintain, but it seems odd he 
should not distinguish the two questions, 
(1) are they Aristotle’s? and (2) are they 
properly a part of the Wicomachean Lthics, 
and of these as we have them? Ought it 
not to be pointed out that, even if Aristotle 
wrote them or if they were made up some- 
how from Aristotelian material, it does not 
follow that they were ever meant to stand 
in their present form along with the present 
form of the other books. Mr. Burnet sees 
no difficulty even in the two accounts of 
pleasure, that is, neither in the fact of there 
being two accounts in one treatise nor in 
the apparent discrepancies that the two 
accounts present. This is not the place to 
discuss a large subject, but it is one of 
many points, of which fuller treatment 
would have been welcome. 

Mr. Burnet prefixes to his edition an 
excellent introduction of some fifty pages, 
and there are also introductions to the 
separate books, of which those to Books I 
and II strike’me as especially useful. A 
great deal is compressed into the notes, 
though it is also true that a good deal is not 
to be found there. I may venture to indi- 
cate afew points of disagreement, while fully 
recognising the great knowledge and ability 
that lie behind Mr. Burnet’s commentary. 

He lays it down that Adyos in such phrases. 
as Aoyov éxew, Aoyou PET EXEL; kata Noyov &e. 

never means reason but always something 
like ground, account, theory, rule, &e. Posi- 
tive proof one way or the other is hard to 
find, but to me Adyov perexew, GAoyos, evAoyos, 
and various other habitual or occasional 
expressions certainly suggest the sense of 
reason. The other meaning is of course indis- 
putable and common, but why should Adyos 
not have meant reason too! What would 
Mr. Burnet say of ratio or of the word 
reason itself? In 1, 10 and 11 he thinks, 
as Zeller seems to do, that ‘ there is no ques- 
tion of the departed being aware of what 
goes on in this world’ after their death. 
No doubt this would harmonise better with 
what we make out to have been Aristotle's 
real convictions. But I must confess that 
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I cannot understand Chapter 11 on any 
other hypothesis than that some sort of 
consciousness, some liability to feelings of 
joy and sorrow, on the part of the dead is 
assumed, though doubtfully and presumably 
without any real belief. 

Perhaps the only noticeable novelty in 
the text is 1. 5. 1096 a 6, where for 6 de 
xpymatiatys Biaws tis eoriy Mr. Watt's 
conjecture of 6 6€ ypnuutioris Bia doris eotiy 
is adopted, and this will probably not be 
found convincing. It is hard to see the 
propriety, or indeed the meaning, of doris 
éotw. Mr. Burnet asks, ‘ Can a ypypatiorys, 
or even a ypypatioris Bios, be called Biatos 
in this sense?’ I should answer that a 
xpnparia7ys Bios certainly can, just as in 
Pol. 5. 4. 1338 b 41, the diet of an athlete 
in training is called Biaos. In both cases 
the thing is only adopted because with a 
certain end in view there is no alternative : 
it is forced upon you. ypyyatictys may 
probably be taken as anadjective. Of. idiarns 
Bios in Plat. Rep. 578 ec: adnryns Bios Herod. 
3, 52,3: oixérys Bios Eur. Jon 1373. Nouns 
in -rys, like Latin words in -tor, are perhaps 
specially easy to use in this way. But rather 
than accept Bia doris éoriv I would myself 
read ypypatiotikos, just as I think it is clear 
that in 6. 8. 1142 a 10 wodurrefas is an error 
for zodutixyjs. 

In 1.7. 1098a 11 zpoorienevns THs Kata 
THV GpeTiy evepyelas pos TO epyov Surely zpos TO 
épyov goes with tmepoxis, ‘superiority at the 
work,’ not with zpootifeuevys, ‘added to the 
work.’ In 1, 9, 1099 b 18 etm Sav. 7. X. 
can hardly be ‘a reservation.’ It is a con- 
sequence of what precedes. If well-being 
comes in the way stated, then it will admit 
of being widely diffused, whereas, if it came 
by chance or divine dispensation, this 
would be less likely. In 2, 6, 1106 a 26 
Mr. Burnet scarcely proves his point that 
duatperov cannot be discrete. He ignores 
Pol. 1, 5, 1254 a 29 er’ éx cuvexav cir’ & 
Sippnpevov, and what warrant is there for 
saying that dvayperov means ‘infinitely 
divisible’? It may be true that d.aiperov 
means divisible here, but is it really certain? 
He says the importance of Book IV ‘is 
entirely missed if we imagine that Aristotle 
is setting before us types of character for 
our admiration and imitation. His aim is 
not edification, but the application of the 
test of fact to a general law.’ But does not 
Aristotle think that all the mean states con- 
stituting the virtues and good qualities in 
this book are in their degrees worthy of 
admiration and imitation? A man ought to 
aim at being etrpamedos, able to make and 

take a joke, still more at being zpaos. They 
cannot exemplify the theory of the mean at 
all without being desirable qualities. One 
may doubt again whether it is right to say 
that the standard or rule of the mean turns 
out finally to be the Gewpytixds Bios. 
In what intelligible sense does the desira- 
bility of this fix the precise point up to which 
I may 4nd should feel anger or assert my 
own interests against those of other men? 
This is, of course, not the question as to the 
place of reason in morals, but whether the 

moral mean is determined by a reference to 
the intellectual life. Would Aristotle really 
_have said that 6 ¢poviyos fixed the mean 
with this rule or aim consciously before him 
and no other ? 
We hardly get over the difficulty of 5, 11, 

1138 a 6 od KeAever GroKTWvivaL EavToV 6 VopuOS* 
a 0€ pi Kedever, arayopever by saying ‘the 
simple interpretation and the right one is to 
supply dzoxrwviva after jy KeAever. The 
law forbids us to kill anything which it 
does not expressly enjoin us to kill.’ 
Supposing that aroxrwvivac should be under- 
stood, the passage still remains as hard as 
ever. It is not in the least true that Greeks 
were forbidden to kill whatever they were 
not expressly enjoined to kill. Were they 
expressly enjoined to kill fish ? 

As to Aristotle’s division of ‘ particular 
justice’ no doubt scholars will continue to 
differ. Mr. Stewart thinks 70 dvzurerov6ds 
is included in 76 diavepnrixoy Sikatov ; Mr. 
Burnet is equally sure of its being comprised 
in 70 diopwrikov, dvopHotv according to him 

meaning to adjust. But, if anyone will go 
through all the passages where the word in 
its various forms is used by Aristotle, he 
will find that for once where it bears this 
meaning there are many places where it 
unquestionably means correct, set right, and 

the same thing is true of the use in Greek 
generally. The Politics will satisfy him 
as to Aristotle. Again, if dvopAwrixov 
means ‘ adjusting’ or ‘regulating ab initio,’ 
how is it that throughout Ch. 4, which 
certainly deals with 70 d0pAwrixoy, all the 
cases mentioned are cases where there is a 
wrong to be put right? On Mr. Burnet’s 
showing the regulative principles of Ch. 5 
ought to come before the corrective prin- 
ciples of Ch. 4. Mixed up with this is a 
misunderstanding as to éxovou cvvadAdypara. 
He will not allow that 76 dtopAwrixdy is only 
a principle for rectifying any wrong 
arising in the course of such transactions, 
because ‘if a wrong has arisen, the ovvad- 
Aaya at once becomes dxovo.ov.’ This is 
not true. A éxovovov ovvadAaypa. is expressly 
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defined as one of which the beginning is 
voluntary (on both sides). Sale is voluntary 
because the two parties agree to it, nor 
does it cease to be voluntary because the 
buyer withholds the price he has covenanted 
to pay. At no stage can a éxovoioy cvvad- 
Naypa become adxovovov. An axovo.oy ovvad- 
Aaypa is one which was dxovc.v from the 
very beginning. To my mind then it is as 
impossible to bring 76 dytirerovGos under 
the second sub-division as it is to bring it 
under the first. There is no difficulty at all 
in distinguishing it from both. The only 
difficulty arises from the writer’s saying 
that there are two species and then going 
on to describe three. 

I must add that, while feeling the objec- 
tion to the common explanation of tod 
BraBous Hv dvadopay ete. (5. 4. 1132 a 4 foll.), 

I find it very hard to accept Mr. Burnet’s 
theory that it is a compressed expression for 
the difference between the abstract wrong 
committed and the actual damage inflicted. 
A point so recondite would hardly have 
been stated in so imperfect and obscure a 
manner. I take it too that rod BAdBous 
7Hv Siadopay stands in a certain contrast 
with the preceding sentence, ovdév diadéper 
ei emveixys patAov ameotépyue k.T.A., and also 
with what follows, xai ypjrar ds tos, as 
though it ran ‘it is not any difference in 
the men, but the difference made by the 
act in question, that the judge has to regard. 
The men he treats as equal.’ On Mr. 
Burnet’s view all the antithesis would 
disappear. 

Hersert Ricwarps. 

SEATON’S TEXT OF APOLLONIUS RHODIUS. 

Apollonii Rhodii Argonautica, edited by 
R. C. Seaton, late Fellow of Jesus Col- 
lege, Cambridge. Oxford, Clarendon 
Press. 2s. 6d. 

Ir is satisfactory that in the earliest issue 
of Classical Texts in the new Oxford series, 
Apollonius Rhodius should be included. 
The Argonautica has been strangely ne- 
glected by English scholars. It rarely ap- 
pears on any list of lectures, and, so far as 
I know, no edition has been published in 
England since that of Shaw—hero of the 
famous ‘putide Shavius’ criticism—which 
is more than a hundred years old. In 
Germany Merkel brought out a very satis- 
factory text in the Teubner series in 1852, 
and a large edition in 1854, which contains 
a slightly altered text—generally for the 
better, 186 pages of prolegomena written in 
Latin sometimes curiously obscure, a good 
apparatus criticus, which gives the various 
readings (including the corrections) of the 
allimportant Codex Laurentianus, also 
those of the Guelferbytanus, a list of the 
more important emendations, and lastly, 
the valuable scholia of the Laurentian MS. 
But no exegetical commentary of any value 
exists : and it is to be hoped that Mr. Seaton, 
who has been engaged for many years on 
the study of Apollonius, may supply this 
want. It must be admitted that it is un- 
likely that Apollonius will ever be widely 
read. The poem is long; it is often dull; the 

style has none of the vigour and freshness 
of the old Epic—wholly taken from Homer, 
as Couat says in his Poésie Alewandrine, the 
language is not in the least Homeric ; on 
the contrary, in some of its traits, e.g., the 
employment of long passages of oratio 
obliqua, it shows the syntax of a late period ; 

the attractive freedom of the Homeric syn- 
tax is gone, and we get the style of the his- 
torian, not that of Homer, nor even that of 
Herodotus. But the curious use of Epic 
words—the same word employed in every 
possible sense which it could bear in differ- 
ent passages of Homer—will always amuse 
the student of language. The matter also 
of the poem has an interest of its own. 
After admitting the unheroic character of 
the hero—Jason never leads, but is always 
led either by other mortals or by divinities 
who have nothing of the divine except the 
capacity of being called in ex machina : after 
granting the lack of any completeness in 
any style, granting (to quote Couat again) 
that the poem has neither the grandeur of 
an epic, nor the unity of a drama, nor the 
sustained interest of a romance—we must 
yet allow merit to the new romantic inter- 
est of the passion of Medea for Jason and 
some real interest to the narratives, the 
archaeology and the folk lore which are 
cleverly mixed with the account of the 
voyage in the last half of the first and of 
the second book. If a poet may be called 
in as a judge of a poet, we may believe that 
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Virgil found Apollonius attractive as well 
as useful. 

The text of Apollonius as taken from 
the best manuscript—the well-known one 
(Laur. xxxii. 9) which contains also Aeschy- 
lus and Sophocles—is singularly good: and 
Merkel did his work so well that he left 
little for later editors todo. There is hardly 
any room for emendation in the absence of 
corrupt passages: the obelus with which 
Mr. Seaton marks these occurs only nine 
or ten times, nearly half in the last book : 
and no one could have blamed the insertion 
in the text of the easy remedies which some 
of these permit, eg, at 1.8, of pererent 
ren cata Bdéw for peréreta T Tey T KT. 
In his short and sensible preface he says 
that he assigns more weight than Merkel 
did to the two Vatican codices: but where 

he follows them in any reading, Merkel (so 
far as I have observed) had done the same: 
and, at least in the large edition by Merkel, 
the same is true of readings taken from the 
scholia. Mr. Seaton emends 3.936 by read- 
ing ovre'(for od d€) ce Kizpis ote . . . erumvet- 
ovow épwres—a change which is not neces- 
sary for the Greek, nor, I think, an improve- 
ment: at 4.1015 éxduys may be a better 
form than ékdwns. In matters of ortho- 
graphy he has forsaken his MS. in writing 
the common oid€, vnodvec, br Kpyvy, for od 
dé, vicov dé, bo Kpyvn, and the like. He 
has thus given his text a more familiar 
aspect, but there is fair reason for believing 

that the MS., which Merkel follows, pre- 
sents the true pre-Aristarchean forms. 

JouN PEILE. 

CARTAULT ON HORACE’S SATIRES. 

Etude sur les Satires d’Horace. Par A. 
Carrautt. (Paris: 1899. F. Alcan. 
370 pp. 11 Fr.) 

THE reader who opens a large work on the 
Satires of Horace by a professor of Latin 
Poetry in the University of Paris, will 
probably expect to be charmed and in- 
structed while he reads, and to carry away 
in his memory some large generalizations 
which, if not wholly true, are at least novel 
and ingenious and plausible. M. Cartault, 
perhaps, has some such work in petto, but 

his present book is certainly not of the 
kind that we are wont to receive from 

French scholars. It consists mainly of 
many different summaries and analyses of 
the Satires, made with intent to prove 

certain theses which are not new, and 

which, even when they were new, did not 

require to be proved exhaustively. Thus in 
chap. i. ‘Circonstances dans lesquelles Hor. 
a composé ses Satires,’ many satires (e.g. I. 
1. 6. 8. 9) which have a_ biographical 
interest are briefly summarised (pp. 30-34). 
Tn chap. ii. ‘ Publication et Chronologie des 
Satires’ it is mentioned that in Book II. 
Hor. prefers dialogue to narrative, and this 
is immediately proved by a summary of 
most of the satires of that book (pp. 56-59). 
Next in chap. iii. on ‘La composition des 
Satires—Idée fondamentale,’ ete. it is first 

shown, by analysis, that in Bk. I. each 
satire usually has two or three themes, but 

in Bk. II. only one, and then follow more 
elaborate analyses (pp. 64-98) to show that 
Hor. had no preconceived plan, but that 
ideas came to him in writing. In chap. iv. 
‘ Procédés de Développement et de Raisonne- 
ment’ we have first of all summaries to 
show how Hor. uses the particular for the 
general or vice versa, and how he suppresses 
transitional thoughts, and then further 
summaries to show the nature of the argu- 
ments employed, inductive here and 
deductive there. In the next chapter 
‘Procédés d’Exposition,’ three favourite 
devices of Hor. are discussed and three 
several times we are taken through the 
Satires in order, first, to find all the instances 
of the ‘ interlocuteur fictif,’ secondly, to find 
all the places at which a named character 
(as Ofellus) speaks in his own person, and 
thirdly, to note all the anecdotes. At 
p- 174 we reach ‘ Procédés de Style’ and go 
through the text over and over again, 
collecting every instance of rhetorical 
question (pp. 181-193), apostrophe (193, 
194), polysyndeton and asyndeton (195-213), 
and so forth. A brief specimen taken from 
this part will exhibit M. Cartault’s method 
very well. On pp. 219-229 he is calling 
attention to Hor.’s use of vulgar or 
colloquial Latin. This is how he does it 
(p. 220) : 

‘8.1.7.1. Rupili pus atque venenum, 
expression grossitre qui marque le 
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mépris d’H. pour le personnage. 2. 
Hybrida...Persius, expression mépris- 
ante. 31. conpellans...cuculum, repro- 
duction d’une injure usuelle. 35. hune 
regem iugulas, expression familiére, 4 

sa place, étant donné l’adversaire.’ 

In the following ten pages every other 
satire is treated in the same way ; then we 
have eleven similar pages on ‘1’expression 
concrete et pittoresque,’ and so on for nearly 
fifty pages more. There are chapters of the 
same ‘sort on ‘lemploi des noms propres’ 
(pp. 283-322), on philosophy in the Satires, 
and on ‘la génése et la valeur des idées 
morales,’ but even M. Cartault’s industry 
was unequal to compiling an index. I 
should admire this industry more if it led to 
any discoveries, but it does not. M. 
Cartault’s opinions, after all, are the same 
as those of every casual reader. Here is 
one of his conclusions (p. 140) : 

‘En résumé, la caractéristique du 
raisonnement dans les S. est la suivante: 
H. évite la structure rigoureuse de 
Vargument, qui donnerait 4 ses S. une 
apparence dogmatique. Le raisonnement 
n’a jamais chez lui, lorsqu’il parle en 
son propre nom, sa forme scolastique 
compléte. Il faut souvent le deviner 
sous une confidence personnelle, sous 
une anecdote, etc. Mais il est de la 

plus haute importance de le restituer 
mentalement pour l’intelligence des 8. 
Quant a sa valeur, elle est trés inégale. 
Bien qu’aimant beaucoup la discussion, 
H. n’est pas un puissant raisonneur, 
un de ces logiciens impeccables, qui ne 
disent que des choses justes et 
justement enchainées. I]  raisonne 
parfois 4 cété et il se contente de 
paraitre, sur le moment, n’avoir pas 

tort. I] est fin, ingénieux; il ne se 
préoccupe point de construire des 
démonstrations définitives et qui résis- 
tent a toute attaque. I] n’approfondit 
pas volontiers ; il se borne a jeter des 
idées toujours intéressantes et qui 
piquent la curiosité, mais qui parfois, a 
la réflexion, sont contestables et aux- 
quelles on voudrait des assises plus 
solides.’ 

This opinion is the result of forty-two 
large and closely-printed pages of laborious 
analysis, but I must confess that, for my 
part, I was convinced before I had read the 
whole chapter. 

The book, it will be seen, is a series of 
running commentaries, each written from 
its own point of view. The chief cruces are 
usually discussed in footnotes, in which M. 
Cartault displays a meticulous knowledge of 
every German criticism. At I. 1,108 (qui 
nemo ut auarus) he thinks there is a lacuna 
of some lines. He would omit 4,11 and 
rearrange the lines 8-12. At 6, 14 he 
proposed negante for notante some years ago 
and repeats the suggestion here. At 10, 66 
he proposes quam rudis e Graecis inlati 
carminis auctor, which would refer to 
Ennius. These, I believe, are the only 
novelties in criticism. In exegesis I do not 
observe any novelties at all. I should, 
however, call attention (1) to some very 
interesting remarks (pp. 16-20) on Hor- 
ace’s social position when he returned to 
Rome after Philippi and his relations with 
Hermogenes, the ambubaiarum collegia and 
all the other Bohemians of the great city: 
and (2) to M. Cartault’s discussion of Hor- 
ace’s use of proper names. He is emphati- 
cally of opinion that Horace satirised 
living persons under their real names. 

J. Gow. 

COCCHIA’S ZRISTIA OF OVID. 

‘P. Ovidi Nasonis Tristium libri quingue. 
Revisione del testo e commento a cura di 
Enrico Coccnta. G. B. Paravia, Torino 
— Roma — Milano — Firenze — Napoli. 
1900. 2 lire. 

Tuis handy edition of the Tristia deserves 
high praise: the editor shows good judg- 
ment and good scholarship. The text is 

explained in short notes printed beneath it. 
The brief preface gives an accurate account 
of the Lorenzian MS., and of Politian’s 
collation of the two lost MSS. rediscovered 
by myself in the Bodleian library. The 
preeminence of the Lorenzian MS., and of 

the family allied to it, is insisted upon, and 
doubts suggested by Thomas, Revue Critique, 
1890, p. 46, are summarily dismissed. 
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Cocchia draws attention to the excellence of 
the emendations of Gronovius and Bentley, 
‘which’ he says ‘present the character not 
only of perfect evidence but of true genius, 
qualities which appear to be quite absentfrom 
or forgotten in the more recent criticism.’ 
Heinsius deserved to be mentioned with 
these giants of criticism: for Heinsius did 
more for Ovid’s text than any other scholar. 
Cocchia follows Bentley in the following 
places: iii. 5, 3 nec; iv. 3, 34 non es? at 
[tacitly]; v. 1, 16 praemoneo, non est; v. 5, 
32 consilio fugiunt aethera, Ponte, tuum ; v. 
12, 53 si qua. Inii. 296 wir, and iv. 4, 47 
uiuam he follows Bentley it is true, but the 
readings have been subsequently discovered 
in MSS. 

The text is a fresh recension, based on 
the materials collected in my edition. In 
doubtful passages, the MSS. reading is given 
along with the conjecture admitted into the 
text, reasons being sometimes assigned, 
sometimes not. The notes are concise, but 
adequate ; no parallel passages are quoted. 
Though brief, these notes leave little un- 

touched that calls for comment. 
The handling of the text is not always 

fortunate: thus i. 1, 21 Riese’s unnecessary 
conjecture legendus is printed, without one 
word to suggest that it is a conjecture, or 
that the MSS. reading is degendwm, which 
is certainly right. In the same poem line 
26 peior is printed without comment. ‘This 
reading has poor authority: and maior the 
reading of the better MSS., though harder, 
appears to be right, and should have been 

mentioned. The meaning is, ‘Do not de- 

fend yourself, a bad case will become more 
difficult through your defence.’ i. 1, 112 a 
qui printed in the text, is incorrectly stated 
to be the reading of Guelf. and Vat. These 
MSS. have Azz gut, which stands not for a qua 
but hi gui, which I have restored to the text. 
i. 6, 2 Battis is incorrectly printed for Bittis. 
v.5, 45 nata pudicitia est, moris probitasque 
fidesque the reading of AGHPYV is printed ; 
though it seems to be hardly Latin. Morum 

* ¢ obligor scil. votis.’ 

would be required. I have edited oris, which 
still seems to me most probable, and should 
certainly have been mentioned. 

I proceed to notice a few points in the 
commentary. 1. 2, 55 et mandare suis, aliqua 
et sperare sepulerum, is printed, with the note 
aliqua ‘in qualche parte sicura.’ The editor 
goes on to remark that its indefinite meaning 
precludes us from taking aliqua as the object 
of mandare, and that if it were the object, it 
would be necessary to change sepulerum into 
sepulcra. But mandare positively requires 
an object, and the meaning is ‘ to give some 
poor instructions to one’s kinsfolk.’ i. 2, 83 
obligor ut tangam is wrongly explained 

i, 2,101 the extraordinary 
reading quolibet et minimis domui si favimus 
illi is introduced ; quolibet is explained as an 
ablative of means: ‘if I have supported the 
imperial house by any act even in the 
smallest matters.’ This seems hardly pos- 
sible, and there is no difficulty about the 

best attested reading quod licet et minimis 
‘a thing which the humblest may do.’ On 
ii. 94 the court of the centumviri is wrongly 
described as a criminal court. ii. 95 res 
quoque privatas statui sine crimine iudex 
means that Ovid acted as an arbitrator in 
iudicia privata. The note is misleading : 
‘judex come uno dei giudici invitati dal pre- 
tore a far parte del suo tribunale.’ ii. 478 ut 
male velle sequens sciat et revocare priorem is an 
ingenious restoration : it is explained as ‘to 
follow up and design damage to the opposite 
side.’ iv. 10, 80 the editor follows me in 

restoring matris proxima busta tuli as against 
the usually accepted conjecture of Heinsius 
matri—iusta.  Heinsius objected to busta 
Jerre as via Latinum. The editor correctly 
explains ‘portai al sepolero le ceneri’; but as 
he never quotes parallels, he does not at- 
tempt to support this. The justification I 
think is to be found in Lucan viii. 850 
summusque feret tua busta sacerdos : ep. ix. 67 
numquam dare busta licebit? where however 
some MSS. have iusta. 

S. G. Owen. 

STEWART’S HOMILIES OF ST. AUGUSTINE, 

Thirteen Homilies of St. Augustine on St. 
John xiv., with translation and notes. By 

H. F. Srewart, M.A. Cambridge Uni- 

versity Press. 1900. 4s. 

Tuer Latin patristic writers have suffered 
terrible things at the hands of their English 

translators. In each of the three well- 
known series of translations instances may 
be found of divines who have ventured, on 

the strength of reminiscences, perhaps some- 
what dim, of classical Latinity, to render 
into English writings of the third or fourth 
century. Countless {passages have been 
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reduced to nonsense by such assumptions as 
that denique at that date meant ‘finally,’ 
and by ignorance of the fact that wt is 
normally a consecutive, and not a final, 
particle, unless it be fortified by ad hoc or 
something similar. Mr. Stewart is too good 
a scholar to fall into such errors as these. 
With one or two small exceptions, such as 
a mistranslation of utigue on p. 44, his 
translation is as accurate as it is pleasant to 
read. 

St. Augustine’s Homilies are, for a student 
of Latin, among the least interesting of his 
writings, and those on St. John’s Gospel, in 
which he is overpowered, almost to the loss 
of individuality of style, by the impressive 
simplicity of the text on which he is com- 
menting, are particularly disappointing. 
Their permanent value, for the purpose for 
which they were composed, cannot be over- 
stated. They are characteristic of Augustine 
at his best in thought and feeling ; they are 
not so characteristic of him as a representa- 
tive writer of the end of the fourth century. 
Rhetorician as he was, and master of several 
styles, he had a curious power of dropping 
his rhetoric when he undertook, in homilies 
or commentaries, to interpret Scripture. 
Not that he can always resist the tempta- 
tion ; but such flowers of oratory as that 
which occurs in Tract. 78, 2 ‘hoe attendat 
Arianus et attentione sit sanus, ne conten- 
tione sit vanus aut, quod est peius, insanus’ 
are as rare in his exegetical writings as they 
are common in his Sermons. At the begin- 
ning of the Quaestiones in Heptateuchum he 
speaks of his ‘ incultus in nostra festinatione 
sermo.’ But there was certainly a deeper 
cause than that of haste. For the rhetorical 
training worked itself into the very nature 
of those who had undergone it. Pagan and 
Christian alike, they may be careless, 
verbose, involved, even (as Cyprian is) at 
times ungrammatical, but they instinctively 
employ the tricks of their trade; their 
terminal rhythms, in particular, fall without 
an effort into the accepted forms. It was 
easier for them to obey, than to disobey, the 
‘Law’ of Meyer. Augustine, making all 
allowances for such exceptions as that men- 
tioned above, stands apart from the rest. 
Not that he was less rhetorical in training 
than they; Norden, in his interesting 
Antike Kunstprosa, has shown from the 
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Sermons that he follows the general rules, 
and has made the valuable observation that 
Augustine was the first to form his rhythms 
by accent instead of quantity. This is not 
the case in the De Civitate Dei, which was at 
least as worthy of Norden’s attention as the 
Sermons ; indeed, that writer has not given 
Augustine the space that was his due, though 
he was right to omit the exegetical writings 
from his survey. 

These must be regarded as composed with 
a deliberate rejection of what passed for 
eloquence at the time. In them the gram- 
mar is the chief point of interest for the 
non-theological student. Mr. Stewart de- 
serves our thanks for the short account of 
its peculiarities which he has given ; though 
he would have done well to make a rigid 
separation between that of the Latin Bible 
and of Augustine. They are as distinct in 
character as in date. But his notes, both 
in his Hints on Grammar and in the Com- 
mentary, are sound and good. He is some- 

times too comprehensive, as when he brings 
in prehistoric roots to illustrate the Latin 
of the decadence, and sometimes a little 
ambitious, as in his treatment of sacramen- 
tum ; and he should not have indulged in a 
moralising, after the style of Trench, upon 
past tenses. The later Romans, whatever 
their creed, misused them. Apparently 
they, like British schoolboys, took missus 
sum to mean ‘I am sent,’ and on that 
hypothesis constructed a new scheme of 
tenses ; and this exaggeration of the com- 
pound forms spread to the simple, so that 
to express an imperfect a pluperfect has to 
be used. One or two points may be named 
which deserved illustration. The suppression 
of the antecedent before a relative pronoun 
or particle is often confusing ; and the idiom 
sui sperantes=qui in eum sperant, and the 
extended use of substantives in -tor might 
wellshave had a note. 

The exhibition of the Biblical text of 
these Homilies in parallel columns with 
the Vulgate and African Latin is useful. 
By an unfortunate accident, & and e are 
transposed on p. xxi. But the chief interest 
of Mr. Stewart’s work is the grammatical. 
We are justified in hoping that some day 
he will publish notes on texts of later Latin 
which shall rival those of the Abbé Léonard. 

E. W. Watson. 
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AN OLD FRENCH TRANSLATION OF CICERO’S RHETORICA. 

Notice sur la Rhétorique de Ciceron. Tra- 
duit par Maitre Jean p’Anriocue, MS. 
590 du Musée Condé, par M. Léopold 
Delish (Tiré des Notices et Extraits des 
Manuscrits de la Bibliothéque Nationale 
et autres Bibliothéques). Paris: Im- 
primerie Nationale. 

Tue well-known librarian of the Bibliothéque 
Nationale has"unearthed in the Musée Condé 
at Chantilly a very interesting early French 
translation of Cicero’s ‘ Rhetorica,’ of which 
he has published an account, accompanied 
by two facsimile plates, and copious extracts. 
The translation was made at Acre for 
Guillaume de Saint-Etienne, a knight of St. 
John of Jerusalem, by John of Antioch, 
‘also called de Harens,’ in the year 1282. 
(It is curious that the date is on fol. 1 given 
as MCCC.LXXxII, on fol. 12 as M.cc.Lxxi1, while 
the true date Mcc.LXxxII is only given on 
fol. 18). The Chantilly MS. is probably an 
original copy, and the translation has been 
carefully corrected, and other renderings 
in some places substituted. The translator 
has thrown the two books de Jnventione and 
the four ad Herenniwn into one series, 
divided into 206 chapters. Two preliminary 
sections are prefixed, dealing with the 
various divisions of knowledge, and explain- 

ing, among other things, how ‘sermocinal 
science’ is divided into grammar, logic and 
rhetoric. ‘Gramaire fut amendée et perfaite 
par Precien. Aristot fist logique. Et 
Mare Tulles Cyceron fut especial auctour 
de rethorique... cette art de rethorique 
avoit esté trouvée par les Grifons,’ &e., &e. 
In the epilogue the translator explains the 
principles which had guided him: Quar 
chascune lengue si a ses proprietez et sa 
manicre de parler, et par ce nul translateur o 

- interpreteur ne porroit jamais bien translater 
dune lengue a autre, s’il ne s’enformait ala 
maniére et as proprietez de ceie lengue en 
qui il translate; por laquel chose il covint 
au translateur de ceste science de translater 
aucune fois parole por parole, et aucune fois 
et plus sovent sentence por sentence, et 
aucune fois por la grant oscurté de la sentence 
li covint il sozjoindre et acreiste.’ A second 
section is devoted to a sketch of logic, and 
to showing how reasoning, and especially the 
‘entiméme’ differs from rhetoric, in order 
that ‘Brother Guillaume’ may be more 
subtle in all questions. 

This translation does not contribute much 
to the criticism of the text, but it is of some 
interest as a specimen of style and diction. 

INS NWS 

WALKER’S SHQUENCE OF TENSES. 

The Sequence of Tenses in Latin, a Study 
based on Caesar's Gallic War. By A. T. 
WALKER, Professor of Latin in the Uni- 
versity of Kansas. 8vo. pp. iv, and 52. 
Lawrence, Kansas, 1899. 

THE most acute and elaborate research may 
be entirely thrown away if its results are set 
down in a form which no one can under- 
stand. To apply such a truism to a particular 
case is a rather thankless task, and if Pro- 
fessor Walker’s Dissertation contained no 
more serious matter than is commonly 
found in other Degree-Theses, its weaknesses 
might be ignored. But he has undertaken 
to deal with a question which is of first- 
rate importance to all students of Latin ; 
and it is clear that he has conducted the 

enquiry itself with the industry, the 
thoroughness and the syntactical discrimina- 
tion which we expect from one of Professor 
Hale’s pupils. His conclusions are interest- 
ing and attractive, a prior, since they seem 
to offer a rationalised version of the old rule 
of Sequence. But the author’s object was to 
establish them by direct evidence; and in 
this, so far as his readers are concerned, 
he must be said to have failed. A little 
more patience in recording the results of his 
enquiry, a little sober criticism of obscure 
and faulty wording, and a day spent in 
making an Index Locorum might have made 
this dissertation a contribution to Grammar 
of permanent value. But as it is now 
presented the body of the paper is a wilder- 
ness of bare references, separated into blocks 
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by lines of definition, always curt, often per- 
plexing, and sometimes quite unintelligible.? 
A line of numbers is no better evidence 
than ‘what the soldier said.’ Seeing that 
the whole argument turns on the precise 
significance of single forms, it is surely not 
too much to ask, first, that the one word or 
the two words for which each passage is 
cited should be added to the figures; and 
secondly and chiefly, that at least two or 
three cogent examples of every general 
statement should be printed at length—a 
dozen where the point is novel or difficult. 
In pp. 12-25, where comparatively simple 
cases are dealt with, the author does give 
one example of each rule before plunging 
into figures; but at this point he relaxes 
even his own standard, and in pp. 33-46, 
which contain all the hard cases, he prints 
no examples at all, save for a few of 
the subdivisions on pp. 38-40. Nor is it 
merely the reader who suffers. Such a 
misprint or miswriting as ‘conclusions’ 
(p. 3871. 2), for (I suppose) ‘comparisons’ 
could hardly have passed uncorrected if the 
author had written out the solitary example 
which he has to cite (alio tempore atque 
oportuerit) instead of blinding his own eyes 
by giving only the reference. This kind of 
accident awakens uncomfortable doubts as 
to the worth of the references generally. 
In short, the reader will be able to judge 
whether the evidence supports or throws 
doubt on the author’s conclusions, when, 
and only when, he has spent at least as 
much time in completing the work as the 
author has spent in beginning it.” 

But enough has been said to show that the 
dissertation needs to be re-written ; it isa 
much pleasanter task to urge that it is ex- 
tremely well worth re-writing. The object of 

1 In some passages the author has stated (or 
printed) precisely what he does not mean. For 
instance on'p. 40 we read as the title of a Class: 
‘The present of a general truth following a past in 
indirect question.’ But if the reader verifies the 
reference he finds that it is not the Past that is in 
the Indirect Question, but the Present. A not seems 
to be omitted on p. 3, 1. 20, and p. 30, footnote. 

* Compared to this radical defect mere faults of 
style, such as the absence of capital letters (so that, 
e.g., ‘the present’ denotes both a Tense and a time), 
are venial enough. But the use of novel technical 
terms without any explanation is particularly tire- 
some. By looking up some of the references the 
reader may find the meaning of ‘clauses in congru- 
ence’ and ‘clauses in coincidence’ (p. 42); but I 
have completely failed to discover what kind of 
clauses are in ‘ pseudo-coincidence’—a term which 
Prof. Walker finds room to condemn but not to 
explain. He merely gives an example the difference 
of which from those cited under ‘ congruence’ I have 
not grasped. 

the study was to test the truth of a dictum of 
Professor Hale’s which amounted to a denial 
of the existence of any law of Sequence, by 
a minute scrutiny of the meaning of every 
dependent Tense-form, Indicative or Sub- 
junctive, in Caesar’s Gallic War. The 
author starts by analysing the meanings of 
the Indicative Tenses into their elements, 
‘Time-sphere’ and ‘Stage of Action (com- 
pleted, in process, or imminent,)’ noting that 
aoristic Tenses denote only the Time-sphere 
without indicating the Stage of Action. 
Besides the aoristic uses of Present, Perfect 
and Future, he would recognise, and justly, 
an aoristic Pluperfect and Future Perfect, 
which simply state that an event occurred 
or will have occurred before some other past 
or future event, but in no way describe 
it; since it precedes another, it must 
be, of course, completed, but the speaker is 
not concerned with this aspect of it.° In 
‘he arrived after you had gone, the Plu- 
perfect is aoristic ; whereas in ‘after he had 
made a fortune he cut all his old friends,’ 
the speaker directs attention to the result 
of a process; the Stage of the action is 
emphasised and the Tense may be fairly 
called ‘ Descriptive.’* For the Subjunctive 
Tenses a double use is laid down, one cor- 
responding to the same Tenses of the 
Indicative, the other containing a reference 
to some future time, measured from a 
present or a past standpoint. Thus the 
Present Subjunctive serves both as Present 
and Future; the Imperfect, as Imperfect 
and Future to the Past, and so forth. (A 
more minute analysis is attempted in ¢.V, 
which appears in some respects doubtful, 
and in any case irrelevant to questions of 
Sequence). 

The author next proceeds (p. 8) to give 
an admirable definition of Sequence, which 
whether it be original or not—and it seems 
to be given as such—will, I feel sure, be 
gratefully accepted by other students of 
Grammar. The description of the Perf. 
Subj. in e.g., rogo quid fecerit as aorist, is 
new to me but, I think, quite convincing, 
in view of the fact that a following Subjune- 

3 The haphazard examples which follow are not 
taken from Prof. Walker, but I think they represent 
his meaning. 

4 On pp. 21 and 24 the author makes special 
subdivisions of Descriptive and Aoristic Pluperfects, 
in which the action ‘both began and ended at the 
same time as the action of the Principal Verb’ (on 
which either depends). So far as I can see this is 
not a correct statement of the force of the Tense in 
the examples he quotes ; and it is certainly in direct 
contradiction to the definition of the Pluperfect 
meanings (p. 6). 

F 2 
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tive is regularly in a Secondary Tense (rogo 
quid cwrauerit ne ires). All cases of Sequence? 
fall under one or other of three categories 
of which the first two are meant to apply 
to Dependent Verbs in the Indicative and 
Subjunctive alike. 

“1, All Tenses of Stage that belong to the same 
Time-sphere as the Principal Verb are said to be 
“(in Sequence”; e.g. all Descriptive Imperfects... 
depending on a Past Tense. But a Tense of Stage 
depending on a Verb of a different Time-sphere, as 

an Imperfect depending on a Present, is not in 

Sequence.” 
2. The Aorist is in Sequence with a Present, and 

the aoristic Pluperfect with a Past. The Aorist is 
the Tense, the user of which, so to speak, stands in 

the present and looks back at the past... The reverse 
does not hold good ; a Present or Perfect depending 

on an Aorist is out of Sequence; so too an Aorist de- 
pending on an Aorist is out of Sequence. The rela- 
tions between a Past and an aoristic Pluperfect are 

precisely the same as between a Present and an 

3. A Subjunctive with future meaning is in Se- 

quence if its ‘‘point of reference,’ past or present 
[i.e. the point of time from which the action of the 

Subjunetive Verb is or was looked forward to] belongs 

to the Time-sphere of the Principal Verb. That is, 

a Future from the Past (Imperfect) is in Sequence 
with a Past Verb.’ 

The only point in these canons about 
which, perhaps, some doubt may be felt is the 
statement that an Aorist is out of Sequence 
with an Aorist. The combination is of 
course frequent, both when the dependent 
verb is in the Indicative and when it is 
in the Subjunctive (though with this latter 
Mood its use is comparatively restricted) ; 
the question is what the Romans them- 
selves felt in using it. Did they feel 
it a natural use of the Tenses, or a strained 
one? So far as the Subjunctive in 
Latin is concerned there can, I think, be 
no doubt that Professor Walker’s view 
is correct, because of the preponderance of 
the Imperfect over the Perfect in Result 
Clauses such as (B.G., 1, 39, 1) tantus timor 

. . exercitum occupauit ut .. .omnium mentes 

animosque perturbaret.? Whatever the origin 

' T cannot understand why the author ‘excepts’ 
two classes of clauses (on p. 8); on p. 7 he hus 
shown that one of them is not in Sequence at all. 

2 The original wording runs ‘is an exception,’ 
which does not seem to express what the author 
means. And in this extract and in those that follow 
below, anyone who dislikes capital letters must please 
blame the reviewer not the author. 

3 The list of references for the Impf. is given on 
p. 31, for the Perf. on p. 40. Like the other lists, 
they need verifying and perhaps sifting, but on such 
a point as this they may no doubt be taken as ap- 
proximately correct. 

of this use may have been, it would not have 
persisted unless the combination had been 
felt more natural than that with the Per- 
fect (Aorist) Subjunctive in spite of the 
greater fitness of the latter Tense to denote 
a single result. And I do not see how this 
feeling of the naturalness of the Imperfect 
can be called. anything but a feeling of 
Sequence, whether it was itself the original 
cause of the combination, or was partly the 
cause and partly the effect of it. 

But with dependent Tenses of the Indi- 
cative the feeling is by no means so clear. 
So far as I can understand Professor 
_Walker’s view it is that such a combination 
as ‘I went because he compelled me,’ is 
logically out of Sequence, but grammatically 
permissible because of its convenience, 2.¢. 
its naturalness in expressing what the 
speaker is actually thinking, in a very large 
number of cases; and that no restrictions 
arising from a Sequence feeling grew up in 
the Indicative, though they did in the 
Subjunctive (p. 49 f.) because of the special 
meanings it had in the uses in which it first 
became subordinate. The logical point 
seems to me doubtful, for the combination 
sounds quite regular when the subordinate 
Verb describes a State, eg. in ‘he came 
because I wished it’ ;—no one in England 
says ‘because I was wishing it’; and in 
any case it is better, surely, to admit frankly 
that in Latin Sequence exists merely for 
the Subjunctive. Thisis, in fact, the author's 
conclusion (see especially p. 50), but as his 
enquiry was made to ascertain whether there 
was any feeling of Sequence in the use of 
the Subjunctive Tenses which did not apply 
equally to the Indicative, he was led to 
employ the word in a neutral, and, as I think 
it appears, an incorrect sense. 

The author then proceeds, with equal 
acuteness and zeal, to classify every depen- 
dent Tense form in Caesar's Bellum 
Gallicum according to its Tense and its 
precise time- and stage-meaning, and those of 
its governing Verb. . He finds only thirteen 
Subjunctives that are out of Sequence, 
against 1861 in Sequence. From the way 
in which the examples are recorded, or 

4 For instance in oro facias and orabam faceres the 
wish which the Subjunctive expresses 1s not com- 
pletely intelligible without some indication, or as- 
sumption, (1) of the person who felt or feels it, and 
(2) of the time at which it is or was felt (as well as of 
the time to which it refers which the Subjunctive 
Verb itself expresses). he first of these, it is clear, 
is implied by the subordination to the Principal 
Verb, the second by the choice of a Tense which 
corresponds to that of the Principal Verb, ¢.e. by 
Sequence. 
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rather, concealed, it is impossible to feel 
confidence in these figures. But the con- 
clusion of the whole matter is worth 

quoting (p. 52). 

‘I believe that in Caesar every Tense of the Sub- 
junctive and Indicative alike has its own meaning, 

and is never wrested from that meaning by a rule of 
Sequence.! But I believe also that Caesar had a 
feeling of Sequence that led him to avoid irregular 

[i.e. non-sequent] uses of the Subjunctive and gave 

him [sic] a tendency to use an equivalent Indicative 
construction if possible, or otherwise to recast the 
sentence.’ 

The chief example of this tendency is 
given on p. 47. 

When Caesar wishes to express a past reason for 
or against a past act he uses with apparent indiffer- 

ence the Subjunctive with cwm or Indicatives with 

quod, ete. ... But Caesar is very fond of giving 

a still existing reason for a past act, and the Verb 
which expresses the reason must, of course, be in 

the Present. Now in every case of this kind Caesar 
uses one of the Indicative constructions, avoiding 

the Subjunctive (C. X. 3, 2). : 

These statements are a priori so probable, 
i.e., they accord so well with the traditional 
view, that I have no doubt they are sub- 
stantially correct, in spite of the hesitation 
which must be felt as to the author’s collec- 
tion of evidence. 

One more reservation, however, must be 
made, All Primary Tenses which are retained 
in Or. Obliqua by what is called repraesen- 
tatio, are treated ina very summary manner. 
‘Presents and Perfects depending on a Past 
are given [i.e. cownted] as if they were the 
Imperfects and Pluperfects for which they 
stand’ (p. 11). This declaration is at least 
frank, and it has the merit of limiting the 
enquiry by absolutely disregarding a thorny 
question. But it appears to have involved 
the author in some confusion, at all events 
of expression, I can only confess that the 

1 This of course is not the only effect of Sequence. 
A Primary governing Verb demands a Perfect in the 
Subjunctive of Indirect Questions, whether the orig- 
inal question had the Perfect or Imperfect or Plu- 
perfect. This ‘ flattening out’ Prof. Walker denies 

It is surprising to learn that 
there are no parallels in Caesar to the examples 
quoted from Cicero by, e.g., Allen and Greenough, 
§ 387 b, 3. 

passages in which repraesentatio is mentioned 
(pp. 35, 36 and 41), and the reason deduced 
for excluding twenty-three of the thirty-six 
exceptions to Sequence which Heynacher 
counted are completely obscure to me; 
though I have studied them more than 
once in the hope of getting light upon a 
question which has occupied me for some 
time past, namely, the strange variations of 
Sequence which appear in ‘re-presented’ 
passages in the historians—eg. 1, 8, 2 
quo facilius si transire conarentur pro- 
hibere possit —a collocation which Pro- 
fessor Walker’s somewhat drastic method 
enables him to regard without uneasiness. 
This is not the place to advance the views 
which I have been led to form, but I hope 
to deal at length with the whole matter 
ere long, and¢I shall be very greatly 
helped by Professor Walker’s definitions. 
Here I will only say that on this question 
of repraesentatio we appear to start from 

opposite points of the horizon. To him the 
Secondary tenses are the true and original 
forms, the Primary are mere rhetorical 
interlopers. To me the problem is to trace 
the gradual process of infection by which 
what I may call the Secondary tone spread 
from the Subjunctives in immediate de- 
pendence upon the Past introductory 
Verb, and probably also from the Unreal 
but halfindependent Past Jussive, to 
all the Dependent Verbs in the heart 
of the actual speech, until we reach the 
uniformity which is commended by our 
school-grammars, but which in speeches of 
any length is comparatively rarely practised 
by any one but Cicero, Sed nune non 
erat his locus. 

Let me conclude by expressing the admir- 
ation which I heartily feel for the courage 
with which Professor Walker has carried 
through a most laborious study and the high 
degree of precision to which he has pushed 
his analysis of the Tense-meanings. If he 
can find the leisure so to expand and 
elucidate his account of the enquiry as to 
make its form worthy of its substance, he 
will render a permanent service to Latin 
Grammar, 

R. 8. Conway. 
CARDIFF, 

December, 1900. 
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RECENT VEDIC LITERATURE. 

A History of Sanskrit Literature, by A. A. 
Macpone.tt, M.A., Ph.D., Boden Pro- 
fessor of Sanskrit. (Short Histories of 
the Literatures of the World, IX.). 
London: Wm. Heinemann. 1900. 6s. 

Hymns of the Atharvaveda, together with 
extracts from the ritual books and the com- 
mentaries, translated by Maurice Bioom- 
FIELD. (Sacred Books of the East, Vol. 
XLII). Clarendon'Press, 1897. 21s. 

The Atharvaveda, by Maurice BLooMFIELD. 
(Grundriss der indo-arischen Philologie 
und Altertumskunde, II. 1b).  Strass- 
burg: Karl J. Triibner, 1899. 6M. 

Vedische Opfer und Zauber, von ALFRED 
Hiniesranpt(Grundriss der indo-arischen 
Philologie und Altertumskunde, III. 2). 
Strassburg: Karl J. Triibner, 1897. 
9M. 50. 

THE appearance of the first of these books 
in a popular series is a matter of no little 
interest. It has long been an affectation 
of the educated classes in England to ignore 
the existence within the British Empire of 
languages and literatures other than their 
own. That the classical literature of more 
than one half of the Queen’s subjects is 
written in Sanskrit has not sufficed to make 
it an exception: and such interest as has 
hitherto been shewn by the general public 
has been chiefly won by reflected views of the 
studies of Germany and America. Professor 
Macdonell has aptly signalized his accession 
to the Boden chair by the publication of 
this work, the first history in English of 
Sanskrit literature as a whole: a fact which 
he records, not with the note of triumph to 
which we have become accustomed in this 
department of study 

iuuat immemorata ferentem 
ingenuis oculisque legi manibusque teneri 

but with an expression of surprise and 
almost of shame which comes with more 
dignity from one who identifies himself 
with his University, and feels that it is no 
matter of pride that the young men who 
leave our shores every year to become the 
rulers of India have so long been left with- 
out any connected or adequate account of 
the literature which affords a key to the 
civilisation of its millions of citizens. 

The popular character of this book does 
not cover any want of thoroughness or 
accuracy in detail : the appended bibliography 

would alone make it invaluable to students. 
One half of the volume is given up to a study 
of the Vedas, at the cost of the exclusion of 
a full account of the technical literature of 
law, science, and art, in order that the reader 
may lay a solid foundation for a general 
view of Indian civilisation by a real acquaint- 
ance with the life and thought of Ancient 
India. As Professor Macdonell in his work on 
‘Vedic Mythology’ was singularly reticent 
in the expression of his own conclusions from 
the mass of materials which he there 
collected and ordered, this part of the book 
has the importance of an original and fairly 
full study of the Rigveda and Atharvaveda. 
It is illustrated by original and tasteful 
renderings of numerous selected passages 
from these works, translated into English 
unrhymed verse, after the example of Grass- 
mann. The English metres reproduce ‘as 
far as possible’ the measures of the original : 
that is, they bear precisely the same resem- 
blance to them that Longfellow’s Hexameters 
or Tennyson’s Aleaics bear to the classical 
metres. Rhyme is avoided, as ‘ misrepre- 
senting the original Sanskrit.’ It might 
have been well to warn the reader that the 
English accentual rhythm is equally strange 
to the original. 

The following are instances of Professor 
Macdonell’s translations :— 

Hymn To Nicur. (Rigveda x. 127). 

Night coming on, the goddess shines 
In many places with her eyes: 
All-glorious she has decked herself. 

Immortal goddess, far and wide 
She fills the valleys and the heights : 
Darkness with light she overcomes. 

And now the goddess coming on 
Has driven away her sister Dawn: 
Far off the darkness hastes away. 

Thus, goddess, come to us to-day, 
At whose approach we seek owr homes, 
As birds upon the tree their nest. 

The villagers have gone to rest, 
Beasts too with feet and birds with wings : 
The hungry hawk himself is still. 

Ward off the she-wolf and the wolf, 
Ward off the robber, goddess Night : 
And take us safe across the gloom. 

To Varuna. (Atharvaveda iv. 16). 

This earth is all king Varuna’s dominion, 
And that broad sky whose boundaries wre distant. 
The loins of Varuna wre these two oceans, 
Yet in this drop of water he is hidden. 
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He that should flee afar beyond the heaven 
Would not escape King Varuna’s attention : 
His spies come hither, from the sky descending 
With all their thousand eyes the earth surveying. 

King Varuna discerns all that’s existent 
Between the earth and sky, and all beyond them: 
The winkings of men’s eyes by him are counted ; 
As gamesters dice, so he lays down his statutes. 

The drawback to this method of transla- 
tion is obvious. Unrhymed verse is only 
known in English in association with the 
epic style, than which nothing can be further 
from the character of a Vedic hymn. The 
dignity of the latter of these hymns would 
come more home to English readers if it 
were translated into measured prose upon 
the model of the revised version of the 
Psalms or the Book of Wisdom: whilst the 
simplicity of the former would be better 
brought out by the conventional ‘tags.’ 
The question is not unimportant, since a 
standard translation of the two Vedas must 
be hoped for at no very distant date. 

In the opening chapters of the book we 
find a short sketch of the history of Sans- 
krit philology, in which due honour is paid 
to the pioneers of the latter half of the 
eighteenth century: and a general sketch 
of Vedic literature to the time of Buddha. 
Chapter III deals, amongst other matters, 
with the metres of the Rigveda. The 
account of the Vrishtubh and Jagatz metres 
is so short as to leave a false impression : 
neither is the existence of the caesura 
mentioned, nor the law that the iambic 
rhythm must be broken near the commence- 
ment of the second half of the verse by 
making the sixth syllable short. Chapter 
IV deals with the ‘ Poetry of the Rigveda,’ 
which is well defined as a ‘ body of skilfully 
composed hymns, produced by a sacerdotal 
class and meant to accompany the Soma 
oblation and the fire-sacrifice of melted 
butter.’ After this, it israther strange to 
read that ‘its poetry is marred by frequent 
references to the sacrifice.’ It would be 
equally appropriate to say that a pre-Rapha- 
elite landscape is ‘marred’ by the St. 
Sebastian in the foreground, or ivy by the 
old building to which it clings. Underlying 

. the phrase is the assumption that the hymns 
of the Rigveda are or should be addressed 
to personifications of Nature. This is next 
somewhat naively admitted in the argument 
that it (the Rigveda) ‘is on the whole much 
more natural than might under these con- 
ditions be expected. For the gods who are 
invoked are nearly all personifications of 
the phenomena of Nature.’ Here we have 
unveiled the true history of the genesis of 

the sun-myth. It is natural to worship 
Nature. From this ambiguous and un- 
proven major premiss, coupled with the 
equally questionable minor, that ‘the 
mythology of the Rigveda represents an 
earlier stage of thought than is to be found 
in any other literature’ we arrive at a dog- 
matic principle of interpretation against 
which detailed criticism is powerless. Thus 
the name of the god Varuna still ‘ seems’ 
to the writer to have originally meant the 
“encompassing sky,’ and is still identified 
with the Greek otpavos, although the char- 
acter of the god, as sketched by him ‘as 
nearly as possible in the words of the Vedic 
poets themselves,’ does not in the least bear 
out this interpretation. With equally little 
reason Savitri, the ‘Stimulator,’ is said to 

be a solar deity, as representing the quicken- 
ing activity of the sun: and we are told of 
Pishan, the ‘ Prosperer,’ that ‘the concep- 
tion underlying his character seems to be 
the beneficent power of the sun, manifested 
chiefly as a pastoral deity,’ and again of 
Vishnu, ‘that he is the most important of 
the solar deities. The essential feature of 
his character is that he takes three strides, 
which doubtless represent the course of the 
sun through the three divisions of the uni- 
verse.’ Not one of these three deities is 
associated with the sun by the authors of 
the Vedic hymns, and it is arguing in a 
circle to bring them forward as evidence of 
nature-worship in the Rigveda. The 
critical reader of this book will however put 
aside these theorizings, due to an exagger- 
ated respect for the teaching of a past gener- 
ation in Oxford, and will confine himself to 
the statements which are supported by the 
quotations. In the latest hymns of the 
Rigveda, as well as in those of the Athar- 
vaveda, he will find himself brought closely 
into contact with the world of folk-lore, with 
the worship of plants, beasts, and serpents, 
and with the practices of magic. 

Perhaps the discussion most interesting 
to the future Indian civilian is that which 
deals with the practice of widow-burning. 
As is well known, Hindus have always 
justified this practice by the authority of 
the Vedas. European students have how- 
ever maintained that the Vedas enjoin the 
contrary. Professor Macdonell writes as 
follows :— 

‘In conformity with a custom of remotest antiquity 
still surviving in India, the dead man was provided 
with ornaments and clothing for use in the future 
life. The fact that in the funeral obsequies of the 
Rigveda the widow lies down beside the body of her 
deceased husband and his bow is removed from the 
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dead man’s hand, shows that both were in earlier 
times burnt with his body to accompany him to the 
next world, and a verse of the Atharvaveda calls the 
dying of the widow with her husband an old custom. 
The evidence of anthropology shows that this was a 
very primitive practice widely prevailing at the 
funerals of military chiefs, and it can be proved to 
go back to the Indo-European age. 

The following stanza (8) from the last funeral 
hymn (x. 18) is addressed to the widow, who is 
called upon to rise from the pyre and take the hand 
of her new husband, doubtless a brother of the 
deceased, in accordance with an ancient marriage- 
custom :— 

Rise up : come to the world of life, o woman ; 
Thow liest here by one whose soul has left him. 
Come : thou hast entered now upon the wifehood 
Of this thy lord who takes thy hand and woos thee. 

The speaker then, turning to the deceased man, 
exclaims :— 

From the dead hand I take the bow he wielded, 
To gain for us dominion, might, and glory. 
Thou there, we here, rich in heroic offspring, 
Will vanquish all assaults of every foeman. 

Approach the bosom of the earth, the mother, 
This earth extending far and most propitious : 
Young, soft as wool to bounteous givers, may she 
Preserve thee from the lap of dissolution. 

Open wide, 0 earth, press not heavily on him, 
Be easy of approach, hail him with kindly aid: 
As with a robe a mother hides 
Her son, so shroud this man, 0 earth. 

Referring to the bystanders, he continues :— 

These living ones are from the dead divided : 
Our calling on the gods is now auspicious. 
We have come forth prepared for dance and laughter, 
Till future days prolonging our existence. 

As days in order follow one another, 
As seasons duly alternate with seasons, 
As the later never forsakes the earlier, 
So fashion thou the lives of these, Orduiner.’ 

In this short discussion the writer seems 
to me to shew a true appreciation of the 
character of the Vedic poems. They do in 
this instance record a practice which is very 
ancient, and may perhaps be called ‘very 
primitive’ until we have some further know- 
ledge of its origin. But this practice is re- 
corded only to be condemned. Wife and 
bow are laid by the side of the dead warrior 
as of old, but only to be solemnly removed 
from them. The spokesmen of a reformed 
religion shake off the tyranny of the ‘dead 
hand.’ Not to the deceased warrior, but to 
his living kinsmen belong wife and weapons. 
To think otherwise is devilry, and no pure 
worship of the gods. Such is the supreme 
law of the Universe, once for all determined 
by its Creator. It is true that this language 
may seem at first sight more appropriate toa 
Hebrew prophet denouncing the sacrifice of 
children to Moloch, than toa Vedic bard: but 

that may be because our commentators so 
seldom remind us that the Hebrew prophets 
and the Vedic bards were (roughly speaking) 
contemporary, or that large parts of their 
wisdom were derived from the same source. 

On p. 127 Professor Macdonell refers to 
the panegyrics or ‘ Praises of Gifts,’ which 
incidentally furnish us with many historical 
data connected with the names and homes 
of the Vedic tribes. He is in error in as- 
cribing late date to these hymns and frag- 
ments generally ; on the contrary, all those 
which contain historical data belong to the 
very earliest epoch of Vedic poetry. 
_ Chapter VI deals with the ‘Rigvedic 
Age,’ and depicts its general state of civilisa- 
tion. The attempt to fix the geographical 
limits of the poems is only partially success- 
ful, since the names of places and rivers 
mentioned in the earlier hymns carnot be 
identified: but it is rightly stated that ‘by 
the end at least of the Rigvedic period some 
of the Aryan invaders had reached the 
western limit of the Gangetic river-system.’ 
The sketch of the social system combines 
features which belong to widely-separated 
centuries, and institutions of which some 
were proper to the conquerors, others to the 
conquered tribes: but here again a truly 
historical treatment is no easy matter. How 
widely commentators may differ in their de- 
ductions from the same facts is curiously 
illustrated in the few lines which deal with 
the state of morality in this period. From 
the fact that mention is made in the Rigveda 
of courtesans and of ‘women who deceived 
their husbands’ Pischel has drawn the 
conclusion that the poems were produced in 
a corrupt age and for the delectation of a 
decadent court: whilst Macdonell writes 
‘That the standard of morality was com- 
paratively high may be inferred from the 
fact that adultery and rape were counted 
among the most serious offences, and illegi- 
timate births were concealed.’ Macdonell’s 
view appears to me the more just. 

Chapter VII deals chiefiy with the 
Atharvaveda, which in the writer’s view, 
shared by Professor Bloomfield with whose 
recent works this article deals later, is ‘for 
the history of civilisation on the whole more 
interesting and important than the Rigveda 
itself.’ At any rate its position is better 
understood. ‘It does not represent the 
more advanced religious beliefs of the ruling 
priestly class, but is a collection of the most 
popular spells current amongst the masses, 
who always preserve more primitive notions 
with regard to demoniac powers. The spirit 
which breathes in it is that of a prehistoric 
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age. A few of its actual charms probably 
date with little modification from the Indo- 
European period.’ In view of the claims 
made by Bloomfield for an early date for the 
Atharvaveda, it is well to note Macdonell’s 
opinion that ‘with regard to the higher 
religious ideas relating to the gods, it re- 
presents a more recent and advanced stage 
than the Rigveda,’ and that ‘the language 
of the Atharva is, from a grammatical point 
of view, decidedly later than that of the 
Rigveda.’ It remains to be pointed out 
that in metrical form also the Atharva veda 
represents a later development of the stan- 
dards of the Rigveda. Without here dis- 
cussing the question whether the magical 
beliefs incorporated in this Veda are those 
of the Indian natives or of the lower classes 
of the Aryan invaders, it should be made 
plain that these beliefs are brought at least 
into external harmony with the religious 
system of the priestly classes: that is, they 
are new and comparatively orthodox spells 
designed to drive the unorthodox out of 
use. But the feeling that the whole system 
is out of harmony with the Vedic religion 
has always survived in India, and the book 
is even yet not fully included in the sacred 
canon. 

The remaining chapters of this book are 
full of interest even to those who, like the 
present writer, have but a slight acquaintance 
with the materials with which they deal: I 
can only allow myself to quote one or two of 
Professor Macdonell’s translations of short 
love-poems. 

I. 

Beside the lamp, the flaming hearth, 
In light of sun or moon or stars, 
Without my dear one’s lustrous eyes 
This world 7s wholly dark to me. 

Il. 

Let not thy thoughts, 0 Wanderer, 
Roam in that forest, woman’s form : 
For there a robber ever turks 
Ready to strike—the God of Love. 

Ill. 

This maiden like a huntsman is ; 
Her brow is like the bow he bends ; 
Her sidelong glances are his darts ; 
My heart's the antelope she slays. 

Professor Macdonell’s book may be most 
warmly recommended to all those who are 
not content to be ignorant of one of the 
most important of classical literatures, and 
it is to be hoped that it will give a marked 

impulse to Sanskrit studies at his own Uni- 
versity and elsewhere. 

Professor Bloomfield’s Hymns of the 
Atharvaveda forms one of the handsomest 
volumes in the series of the Sacred Books of 

the East, and it will at once take rank as 
one of the most important. Yet no volume 
brings into clearer light the defects of the 
original design of this series, which has not 
the courage either to be frankly popular or 
genuinely scientific, and which has ex- 
pended on wide margins and exaggerated 
type the zeal and resources which might 
have made a new epoch in Oriental studies. 
This volume contains a translation of about 
one half of the distinctive matter of the 
Atharvaveda, with a short introduction and 
a fairly adequate commentary. This is 
much for which we have to thank the 
Clarendon Press and the writer, and far 
more than the general reader has any use 
for: yet it is impossible not to regret that 
the opportunity for a complete edition has 
been lost. Professor Bloomfield, we may 
well imagine, would readily have given us 
this, after the many years he has devoted to 
his favourite subject: and the publishers 
have not been grudging in allotting almost 
800 pages to this volume. Ludwig’s Rigveda 
contains about 2,300 pages, excellently 
printed, and with introductions and com- 
mentary on a far more ample scale, admit- 
ting liberal quotations from later Sanskrit 
writers: and as the Rigveda is not quite 
three times as long as the Atharvaveda, it 
is clear that a standard translation and 
commentary for the whole of the latter 
might have been given in the same compass 
as the volume before us. As it is, we have 
now almost a dozen incomplete translations, 
and have still to wait for a complete 
translation, which is however promised us 
as a posthumous work of the late Professor 
Whitney. 

The introduction to this volume contains 
important essays dealing with the history 
and standing of the Atharvan texts, which, 
as is generally known, are not fully recog- 
nised by the Hindus as canonical. The 
title found in the book itself is Atharvai- 
girasah, or works of the Atharvan and 
Afgiras priests. The former Professor 
Bloomfield identifies with auspicious spells 
or ‘white magic,’ the latter with the 
darker practices of sorcery. But as that 
which is useful to oneself is very often 
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harmful to others, the distinction is not 
well maintained: the Atharvan priests 
would have found their profession straitened 
if they had not undertaken to curse, as well 
as to appease and bless: whilst the common 
people felt an aversion to the whole body of 
practices, of which they stood in a vague 
dread. 

The Atharvan hymns are rearranged for 
the purposes of this translation in the 
following groups: (1) against diseases, 
(2) for long life and health, (3) against 
demons and enemies, (4) love-charms, (5) 
charms for kings, (6) charms to secure 
influence in the assembly, (7) business 
charms, (8) charms in expiation of sin and 
defilement, (9) charms in the interest of 
the Brahmans, (10) cosmogonie and theo- 
sophic hymns. It will thus be seen that 
their subject-matter includes the whole 
sphere of public and private life, and indeed 
gives us a complete picture of the folk-lore 
of the Vedic people, so far as it was at the 
time authorized and systematized by the 
Brahman priest. The material of the 
charms includes the use of plants, trees, 
minerals and waters, as well as sympathetic 
magic and elementary medical appliances, 
mostly of a loathsome character. Yet it is 
clear that all these are subordinate in im- 
portance to the use of the ‘ word,’ or metri- 
cal recitation, so that it is the hymns them- 
selves, as recited by the professional charm- 
worker, which really possess the magic 
power. These are on the whole of a simple 
character, and their chief difficulty consists 
in identifying the names of natural objects 
and other termini technici which occur in 
them. As an illustration of a state of feel- 
ing common to the Aryan peoples at all 
times, and illustrated not least well by the 
history of Rome, I may quote the following 
prayer for ‘harmony’ in the public assembly 
or vestry-meeting. The ‘harmony’ is of 
course to be obtained by all the other 
members giving way to the views of the 
speaker. 

ATHARVAVEDA, vil. 12. 

1. May assembly and meeting, the two daughters 
of Prajapati, concurrently aid me! May he with 
whom I shall meet cooperate with me: may I, O ye 
Fathers, speak agreeably to those assembled ! 

2. We know thy name, O assembly: ‘mirth,’ 
verily, is thy name: may all those that sit assembled 
in thee utter speech in harmony with me! 

3. Of them that are sitting together I take to 
myself the power and the understanding: in this 
entire gathering render, O Indra, me successful! 

4. If your mind has wandered to a distance, or 

has been enchained here or there, then do we turn 
it hither : may your mind take delight in me ! 

The commentary’containsfullreferences to 
previous European and Indian studies of the 
hymns, and gives parallels to the charms 
amongst European nations. There isa good 
index, but nothing to correspond with the 
Vocabulary given by Professor Oldenberg 
in his Hymns of the Rigveda, which is so 
useful a supplement to the existing diction- 
aries, 

The Atharvaveda by the same author is 
practically a companion volume, though it 
appears in another series. It is one of the 
English volumes of the Hncyclopedia of 
Indo-Aryan Research, now appearing in 37 
parts under the editorship of Professor 
Kielhorn. This international effort is a 
pleasing advance upon the present want of 
system, by which monographs on technical 
subjects have to be hunted up from journals 
published in a dozen different countries. 
French Orientalists are however sadly con- 
spicuous by their absence from this series, 
an absence which is certainly not due to any 
unwillingness on the part of the editor to 
include contributions in the French lan- 
guage. The whole series is well printed 
and on good paper: the occasional use of a 
comparatively small type gives room for a 
wealth of bibliographical reference which is 
impossible in the Sacred Books of the East. 
It is however necessary to pass over much 
that is excellent in this volume in order to 
call attention to a heresy upon which much 
stress is laid, and which seems to result 
from a confusion of thought which should 
be cleared up without delay: namely, the 
contention that the Atharvaveda is in a 
way contemporary with the Rigveda. I 
say ‘in a way,’ because the immense body 
of evidence which supports the traditional 
view of later date is not ignored by the 
author, who admits ‘that the existing col- 
lections of the Atharvan are the final 
product of a redactorial activity much 
later than that of the Rigveda, and that 
many hymns and prose pieces in the AV. 
date from a very late period of Vedic 
productivity.’ Yet he objects vigorously 
that ‘for reasons that are nearly always 
one-sided and subjective, sometimes patently 
erroneous, the language of the popular or 
Atharvanic hymns is generally regarded as 
chronologically later than that of the 
hieratic hymns, and thus every Vedic hymn 
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that deals with popular matters is condemned 
on account of its language to a berth in the 
“later Vedic period.”’ Now the author 
may be assured that the value of the 
Atharvan hymns will not in the long run 
be determined by their antiquity, and that 
they will not be ‘condemned’ merely because 
they are of later date than the hymns of 
the Rigveda. The fact that the former are, 
apparently without exception, written in a 
dialect which stands nearer to that of 
classical Sanskrit than to that’ of the 
Rigveda is undisputed: the evidence is 
given on almost every page of Whitney’s 
Grammar. Indeed Professor Bloomfield 
has stated this in stronger terms than any 
of his predecessors, when he speaks of the 
two books as written in two different lan- 
guages, the ‘hieratic’ and the ‘popular,’ 
which he compares to the language used by 
a‘clergyman in the pulpit and at the dinner- 
table respectively. We are of course 
familiar in many countries with the dis- 
tinction between a sacred and a profane 
dialect, but in every case the sacred dialect 
is in itself the older, and works written in 
it offer a presumption of greater antiquity. 
In this case however Professor Bloomfield 
thinks that the two dialects have grown 
concurrently from a common origin. His 
reasons are (1) that many of the forms 
considered ‘old’ are found in the Athar- 
vaveda, e.g. kridhi in Av. iii. 18, (2) that 
many of the forms considered ‘late’ are, 
on the contrary, of Indo-European an- 
tiquity. 

These objections seem to me due to an 
imperfect conception of the continuity of 
language. The date of a particular writing 
ean certainly not be determined by an 
analysis of the form of any one or two words 
it contains, but only by a general comparison 
of its contents. No one would hesitate to 
fix, on linguistic grounds, the relative dates 
of a canto of the ‘Faery Queene’ and a 
poem of Walt Whitman: yet in old English 
works we occasionally find words and forms 
which are, at first sight, surprisingly modern, 
and which are, in fact, the predecessors of 
favourite modern turns of thought : and it is 

’ well known that many ‘ Americanisms’ are 
deriyedfrom very old English dialectical uses. 
Bearing this in mind, there is no difficulty 
in dealing with Bloomfield’s instances, which 
treat of points familiar to students of com- 
parative philology. Thus the form kridhi 
is in the Vedas found at an earlier time than 
kuru, yet it is recorded by Whitney asa 
form which remains in use till classical times. 

The dual in -aw is not used in the Rigveda 
proper before consonants: but it is regu- 
larly used before vowels, and therefore it is 
not surprising to find it also in other 
languages. So -avh is reckoned as a ‘ late’ 
form of the instrumental plural in the 
Rigveda: but by this is only meant that 
those hymns in which the two forms -ebhih 
and -azh are used side by side are older than 
those in which the latter form is used exclu- 
sively. The root /ubh is Indo-European, and 
again is found in classical Sanskrit: but 
we cannot on that account leave out of 
sight the fact that in one stage of the San- 
skrit language the letter 7 is practically 
disused, and that that stage is the earliest 
appears from the fact that it has left its 
mark upon the history of the language as a 
whole, so that in many words Indo-Euro- 
pean 7 is represented permanently by 
Sanskrit 7. Of course comparative philo- 
logists are well aware that it is by no means 
unusual for the later stages of two languages 
to agree in features which are absent in the 
earlier stages of one or both. Thus classical 
Greek and classical Sanskrit agree in using 
the augment invariably in historic tenses ; 
yet in the Homeric and Vedic poems alike 
the use of the augment is optional. The 
development of language is not always con- 
tinuous, and to that extent it must be 
admitted that linguistic data are a ‘ broken 
reed,’ when taken alone. Not however in 
the imstance chosen by Prof. Bloomfield, 
where on his own shewing the evidence is 
decidedly in favour of the later date of the 
Atharvan. 

More ingenious is Professor Bloomfield’s 
discussion of the problem of metre. Confining 
himself to the Anushtubh stanza of four 
octosyllabic lines, he gives its scheme in 
three forms, which may be more fully stated 
as follows : 

(1) Anushtubh of the later Avesta. 

Padas a, 0, c, d are each of the type 

Se See |Seee 

that is, thequantity isthroughout indifferent. 

(II) ‘ Hieratic’ Anushtubh. 

Padas a, 6, c, d are each of the type 

Se Se||ooee 

that is, each forms an iambic dimeter. 
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(111) ‘ Popular’ Anushtubh. 

Padas a, ¢ are of the type 

,, 06, d are of the type 
SS al Se 

that is, the first and third padas end with a 
trochee, breaking the general iambic rhythm. 

Now, argues Prof. Bloomfield, it is impro- 
bable that (II) passed to (III) through 
the stage (I), which we find only in a cognate 
language : this would include a change from 
a stricter to a laxer rhythm, which is con- 
trary to the general trend of Hindu metrical 
development. Instead we may assume that 
(II) and (IIL) were independently developed 
from (1), the ‘hieratic’ poets giving the 
verse a ‘more exquisite’ treatment by intro- 
ducing the iambic rhythm at the end of each 
hemistich. 

This theory rests upon a too superficial 
study of the facts. In the first place the 
Avestan octosyllabic line has nothing to do 
with the matter. Whether the non-quanti- 
tative line represents the earliest stage of 
Indo-European verse, or (as I think far more 
probable) a degeneration of metre peculiar 
to the Iranian branch, it is not closely con- 
nected with either of the Sanskrit forms, 
which agree in a general Jambie rhythm, 
which is in all cases well marked in the first 
half of the pada. In the last half the 
earliest Vedic verse uses with fair frequency 
the cadence Lc Ux: the stricter iambic 
cadence | _J» becomes compulsory later, 

in accordance with the general tendency to 
greater strictness. Thus the two Vedic 
forms differ ultimately in the quantity of a 
single syllable only (the seventh) in two of 
the alternate padas : and we have a trans- 
ition period in which the use of the later 
form gradually becomes more prevalent. 
The option of quantity in the fifth syllable 
is a fiction of Professor Bloomfield’s, except 
so far as all Vedic metres admit of occa- 
sional irregularities. A wider study of 
Vedic metres would have shewn that the 
artifice here resorted to, namely a sharp 
change in rhythm to avoid monotony, is by 
no means without parallel in Sanskrit. The 
general rhythm of the Trishtubh metre is 
iambic: but the Vedic poets generally (as 
has been mentioned above) have varied this 
by making the sixth syllable short ; whilst 
the later writers have increased the diver- 
gence from the original type by favouring 
a long fifth syllable. In the Greco-Latin 

metres the same principle is illustrated by 
the familiar scazon of Martial. 

Now if all questions of language and 
metre were put aside, the later date of the 
Atharvaveda would still appear clearly from 
its theological conceptions, as to which it is 
sufficient to refer to Professor Macdonell’s 
book and Professor Bloomfield’s own admis- 
sions, I have dwelt upon these points be- 
cause it is not uncommon to find the obiter 
dicta of Sanskrit philologists picked up by 
writers on comparative philology, and made 
the basis of general theories of wide import : 
and it is therefore desirable that views which 
appear to be unsound should be at once 
criticised. The element of truth in Pro- 
fessor Bloomfield’s contention can be stated 
very simply. The magical practices de- 
scribed in the Atharvaveda are probably of 
indefinite antiquity, but whether they are 
in the main European or Asiatic remains 
undetermined. They were very likely ac- 
companied by spoken spells: but whether 
these were in prose or in verse, in Sanskrit 
or in other languages, we cannot determine. 
The earliest spells we possess are contained 
in the later parts of the Rigveda. The dif- 
ference in dialect between the Rigveda and 
the Atharvaveda is not necessarily to be 
explained as entirely due to difference in 
time ; it may be partly due to the influence 
of foreign teachers and of professional 
schools. But in its main features Vedic 
Sanskrit is an older form of classical San- 
skrit, and the dialects of the Atharvan and 
the Brahmanas stand between. We have 
no indication that Vedic Sanskrit was used 
for composition by poets to whom it was 
an artificially acquired language. When 
its distinctive sacred character was recog- 
nised, its verses were borrowed in their 
completeness and used for magic purposes 
without any regard to their original mean- 
ing: and so it happens that the last book 
of the Atharvaveda consists almost exclu- 
sively of verses borrowed without alteration 
from the Rigveda. 

The title of Professor Hillebrandt’s book 
gives an inadequate idea of the interest of 
its contents: for the so-called ‘ritual 
literature’ covers every act of life from 
birth to death, and thus includes minute 
description of the whole folk-lore of the 
Hindu people: differing in spirit from the 
Atharvaveda in that the desire to wrest 
personal advantage from the ceremonies is 
absent. The author treats his subject more 
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systematically from the standpoint of 
comparative antiquities than either of the 
preceding writers. He first deals with the 
view, which he thinks still to be held by the 
majority of Orientalists, that the minute 
ceremonies were invented by an idle priest- 
hood in order to strengthen their hold upon 
the people. He holds on the contrary that 
the religious customs as well as the laws of 
the Hindus are based upon immemorial 
antiquity, of which the priesthood were 
diligent and conscientious students. He 
therefore first deals with those customs 
which appear to be part of Indo-European 
institutions, and in particular with the 
marriage customs. Thus, when the Indian 
ritual prescribes to the bride the duty of 
weeping as she leaves her father’s home, and 
a special verse has to be recited as an 
accompaniment to her tears, Hillebrandt 
compares similar customs amongst Russians 
and Czechs, and explains them by the 
violent character of the primitive marriage. 
In the German Palatinate it appears that the 
bride must begin to weep from the day of 
her betrothal, and indeed ‘so awfully 
violently, that she can hardly eat a morsel.’ 
A similar observance connects India with 
the district of Aargau. In the latter, when 
the bridegroom drives off, the young people 
of the neighbourhood block the road with 
cords and pieces of iron, tied together by 
coloured cloth, and the bridegroom must cut 

his way through these impediments with the 
wedding sword. In India the bridegroom, 
during the recitation of a particular verse, 

lays a red thread in the track of one wheel, 
and a blue thread in the track of another. 
Whilst reciting the next verse he drives 
over them. The custom of throwing rice 
after newly-married couples is also mentioned 
as common to many countries, amongst 
which our own (curiously enough) is not 
included. The ceremonies connected with 
the twelve days which separate the old 
year from the new are treated in the same 
comparative spirit. 

It is perhaps needless to say that on 
subjects of this kind the author’s views 
will not meet with assent in all quarters. In 
dealing with matters more specifically Indian 
he is necessarily on surer ground. In 
deseribing the ritual of the Rigveda he has 
the courage to draw his materials solely 
from the text of the hymns, and to deduce 
the conclusion that the ceremonies of that 
time, though they had reached a con- 
siderable degree of elaboration, were still 
far simpler than in later periods. As a 
whole, this book may be described as not 
only an indispensable guide to the student 
of this department of Sanskrit literature, 

but also as an invaluable collection of facts 
interesting to the student of any side of 
primitive antiquity or folk-lore. 

The fact that four volumes of such 
importance as those here reviewed have 
been issued in rapid succession is an in- 
dication that the study of ancient Sanskrit 
is by no means losing its attractiveness. 

Epwarp V. ARNOLD. 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

LATRANS IN PHAEDRUS. 

In the review of Postgate’s Corpus, Fasc. 
iii, which appeared in the Classical Review 

for December 1900, Prof. Housman has 
been led, by his cross-nibbed pen perhaps, 
to do me a little injustice. Commenting on 
my edition of Phaedrus, at V. 10. 7 (canem 
obiurgabat, cui senex contra latrans), he says 
‘One generally accepted emendation, Bent- 
ley’s Lacon (loc. cit.) Dr. Gow refuses, and 
prints the false quantity /atrans with 
nothing to mark it as corrupt: I know that 
Auienus says /dtrantis, but Auienus says 
quasi.’ This remark appears to impute to 

me ignorance of the usual quantity of 
latrans. As a matter of fact, my note on 
the passage runs ‘/atrans PR, Lacon Bentl. 
in @ breuiato offendens, latrans cut c.s. 
Cunningham, /atrans substantiue accipiens.’ 

It is not easy to see what Prof. Housman 
wants. Did he desire me to mark by obelus, 
or note, that a possibly genuine word was 
corrupt? On the merits surely /atrans has 
rather the best of it. Prof. Housman will 
not deny that /atrans is sound Latin for ‘a 
dog’ (Ovid, Met. viii. 412 inmeriti fatum 
latrantis) and that Phaedrus elsewhere uses 
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a descriptive epithet as a noun (I. 1. 6 
laniger ‘the lamb’, I. 11. 6 awritulus ‘the 
ass’, IV. 4. 3 sonipes ‘the horse’, IV. 9. 10 
barbatus ‘the goat’). Again, it is unlikely 
that Phaedrus, after using canis twice, 
should substitute the specific name Lacon: 
indeed neither Lacon nor Molossus occurs in 
Phaedrus at all. In I. 1 the sequence is 
agnus—agnus—laniger: in I. 11 asellus— 
auritulus—asinus : in IV. 4 equus—sonipes : 
in IV. 9 hircus—barbatus—hireus. The 
evidence of style is thus strongly in favour 
of latrans. Cunningham’s emendation is 
improbable because Jatrans, placed at the 

beginning of the sentence, would naturally 
mean ‘barking’ and not ‘barker.’ The 
existing MS. P does not give the least hint 
of suspicion: /atrans is fully and clearly 
written, and Prof. Housman’s conjecture 
that Lacon was corrupted by the following 
non is quite arbitrary, for, though Phaedrus 
is written as prose in P, there is no evidence 
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that he was so written in P’s archetype. 
Against style and tradition, therefore, 
stands only a rule of prosody which is not 
so clear. Avienus, who must have known 

Vergil’s (Aen. VIII. 698) omnigenwmque 
deum monstra et latrator Anubis, nevertheless 
wrote cura latrantis Anubis. The a may 
have been really short, usage in the poets 
notwithstanding, or it may have tended to 
become short in the sermo quotidianus or 
when /atrans was usedasanoun. I believe 
that the 2 of migro is short only in Ter. Hee. 
589 and Manil. III. 79: similarly the a of 
flagrum is short only in one or two pas- 
sages of Plautus. Lastly, Phaedrus was a 
foreigner and may have made a mistake, as 
foreigners will. There happen to be so 
many chances of evading the rule of prosody 
that I think I was not bound to treat it as 
paramount and to obelize datrans as corrupt. 

J. Gow. 

PROF HOUSMAN, 

‘Finpine faults, says Prof Housman, 
if they are real and not imaginary, is the 
most useful sort of criticism.’ So I have 
thought as long as I can remember, and I 

am truly glad to learn that I have been 
right. 

In settling the text of an ancient author 
there are two main lines of fault-finding : 
there are the faults of the MSS tradition, 
and the faults of the author himself. 
When MSS evidence is conflicting, and when 
it tells, as it sometimes does, on the side of 
that reading which is in itself clearly 
inferior, it is of the first importance to take 
full and fair account of the character and 
circumstances of the author so far as 
they are known to us. It may well be that 
what commends itself to the judgment of a 
modern scholar as the better reading is not 
(even though that scholar be infallible) 
what the author wrote. The cases of the 
several authors vary, and a slip that would 
be improbable in Statius’ Thebaid bs senos 
multum vigilata per annos may more safely 
be allowed to stand in an unfinished poem 
by a young and fluent writer. 

To take the case of Lucan. Prof Hous- 
man finds fault with me for ‘refusing 
corrections by Bentley and others.’ Now 
I admire the cleverness and learning shewn 

BENTLEY, LUCAN. 

in Bentley’s ‘corrections’ as much as any 
one. But when I ask myself in each case 
‘is this a correction, or an improvement, 

or both, or neither ?’ I find myself generally 
constrained to answer ‘an improvement, at 
least from Bentley’s point of view.’ And 
it seems to me that the mature and 
ratiocinative Bentley was out of touch with 
the crude and uneven rhetoric of Lucan, 
and that his actual results are in this case 
of little value. As for ‘correcting,’ he 
could not help it: but his attempts to 
correct Milton betrayed the false direction 
of much of his work. 

But it may be said that some corrections 
are so obvious, the improvement in the sense 
so manifest, that we must perforce accept 
them. Thusin 1481 inter Rhenum populos 
Albimque iacentes does indeed seem prefer- 
able to Alpem, let alone Alpes. But two 
objections soon oceur (a) with Album the 
reference is clearly to Germans, and it is not 
certain (see 308-9) that Lucan is thinking 
of Germans rather than Gauls, (b) the words 
‘inter Rhenum Alpemque’ seem strained 
when judged by a modern map, but Lucan 
had not amodern map. And when I read 
the queer geographical notions of Polybius 
(III 47), when I recall the endless contro- 
versies to which the Roman landings in 
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Britain have given rise, I am loth to 
‘correct’ the MSS for the sake of bringing 
the text into harmony with modern know- 
ledge. If the maps of Lucan’s time were at 
all like the tabula Peutingeriana, then the 
Khine made an acute angle with the Alps, 
and there is no reason to suspect the text. 

So much for a correction which so far as 
I know is not Bentley’s. The conjecture 
Belgis for bellis in I 463 is due to him. 
But it should be added that he proposed to 
rewrite lines 460-72 in an astounding 
manner, in fact as a master correcting a 

pupil’s exercise. If the MSS are worth no 
more than this, then it is a case of ‘every 
man his own Lucan.’ No doubt the just 
and unaggressive character attributed to 
the Chauci by Tacitus (Germ. 35, not 33) 
makes it seem strange that Caesar should 
have kept military posts ‘to restrain them 
either from war or by means of war.’ 
But if we read Belgis and paraphrase ‘to 
restrain them from attacking the north-east 
of Gaul,’ the position is still stranger: if 
this is not to call the Chauci wilfully 
aggressive, what is? It is hard for me, 
who am ‘ too little concerned with the sense 
of what Lucan is supposed to be saying,’ to 
offer an opinion: but may not ée//is mean 
‘by wars,’ that is, by campaigns carried on, 
when necessary, beyond the Rhine? Did 
not Caesar twice cross the Rhine to impress 
the Germans? Are not the Chauci a rather 
ill-chosen pars pro toto ? 

Among the changes proposed by Bentley 
in this part of Lucan is in lines 464-5 
Rhenique ferocis deseritis ripas et apertum 
gentibus amnem. The MSS tradition is 
Seroces and orbem. Bentley asks ‘ quid vero 
illud orbem? an totus orbis undique apertus, 
quia ripa Rheni deserebatur?’ He takes 
orbis to mean the whole world. So in IIT 
276 ‘nune hue nunc illue, qua flectitur, 
ampliat orbem’ Prof Housman renders ‘the 
globe,’ and regards the result with not 
unjustified dismay. But need we accept 
this? Even totus orbis is used with exag- 
geration where only the Roman world (VIII 
211-2 orbis qua Romanus erat) is meant. 
Thus I 110 quae mare quae terras quae 

_ totum possidet orbem, while in 166-7 totoque 
accersitur orbe, quo gens quaeque perit the 
non-Roman Last is more particularly 
referred to. Of the uses of orbis with 
adjectives, such as eaxtremus medius arctous 
eous Latius Thessalicus and many more, 
there is no need to speak. But V 686 et 
tantus caput hoe sibi fecerit orbis, ‘(the 
people of] so large a part of the (Roman) 

world’ is worth noting. Andin VIII 603-4 
me quo non fiat in orbe heu facinus civile 
tibi we see the transition to the use of orbis 
by itself as ‘a part of the world.’ In I 369 
ut victum post terga relinqueret orbem it is 
the whole world, meaning in truth but a 
part. In IX 416-7 maior in unam orbis 
abit Asiam it is ‘a greater part of the 
world.’ In IX 436-7 natura deside torpet 
orbis ‘the world‘ is no more than ‘the sur- 
face of the country.’ In IX 466 orbemque 
a sede moveret, 481 sic orbem torquente 
noto, the idea seems very confused, as 
happens in Lucan at times. In X 476 
gelido cireumfluus orbis Hibero it is ‘the 
country,’ as [V 407 Adriaco tellus circum- 
flua ponto. 

To return to I 465 apertum gentibus 
orbem, I hold that it means ‘ the [Roman] 
world laid open to [barbarous] nations,’ 
that is, nations not owning allegiance to 
Rome, gentibus externis. See Haskins’ 
notes on I 31,82. In IIT 276 nunc hue 
nune illuc, qua flectitur, ampliat orbem I 
render ‘according to its various bends 
enlarges a continent to Hast or West.’ That 
is, this or that continent. In this passage 
orbis is comparatively easy to understand, 
being helped by diversi mundi which pre- 
cedes. Whether the reading hunc...illwm is 
on other grounds preferable or not, is a 
different matter. That the sense compels 
us to adopt it I feel unable to concede. A 
good deal here and elsewhere depends on 
the value to be assigned to the codex 
Vossianus primus (V). If Prof Housman 
would finally settle this question, readers of 
Lucan would owe him many thanks. We 
might perhaps be able to read (for instance) 
recepimus in VIII 831. 

It is unnecessary to discuss points where 
I agree with the Professor, such as the 
questionable use of the name ‘ Pauline’ to 
describe a certain class of MSS. Nor need 
I deal with such matters as the readings of 
I 588 and 687, on which I have already 
said what I had to say in previous numbers 
of the Classical Review. It will be enough 
for my purpose if I have succeeded in shew- 
ing that Prof Housman does not always 
manage to state the case fairly against a 
reading when he is in a hurry to dismiss it 
with contempt. Who it is that neglects 
‘the sense of what Lucan is supposed to be 
saying’ is a question upon which opinions 
may differ—or rather might have differed ; 
for I have now learnt that in readings— 
never mind reasons—there is one final 
Court of Appeal. 
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The passage I 531 calls for special notice. 

I have accepted the reading ‘et varias ignis 

tenso dedit aere formas.’ Prof Housman 

would read denso with VG. He refers to 

the regular quotation of editors, Seneca NQ 

VII 21 § 1, where it is said that the Stoic 

view is that comets and certain other fiery 

phenomena denso aere creari. But Lucan 

has already done with the comet and the 

faces, and it is not clear to me that what he 

is now describing is included in the things 

mentioned by Seneca. And to say that 

Lucan is ‘ copying his uncle’ is only true if 

‘copying’ does not mean ‘ following.’ For 

in his next chapter Seneca adds ‘ ego nostris 

non adsentior,’ and gives his reasons. 

At this stage let me insert a passage from 

a letter written to me by Prof J.S. Reid 

before I even knew that 1 had the honour 

of being noticed by Prof Housman. He 

says “It may interest you to know that I 

have for a long time thought tenso right, 

because it chimes in so well with Stoic 

terminology. The term 7évos (commonly 

rendered by intentio) encounters one at 

many points in the Stoic system. Things 

approximate tothe pure zveipa in proportion 

to the degree of tovos which they possess. 

The expression occurs most commonly in 

connexion with mental phenomena, but, as 

the mind is regarded as purely material, 

that does not matter. The cold air, acquiring 

more tévos, naturally passes into fire, and 

with the reading tenso the line of Lucan is 

genuinely Stoic. That air may be said to 

be ‘put on the stretch’ is shewn by the 

following passages. 
Epictet II 23 § 4 rov peragd depa ovtws 

évepyov éxotnaev Kal Evrovov dore dv avTod 

Tevopevov Tas SukvetoOa THY Opacw ; 

Gellius V 16 § 2 Stoici causas esse videndi 

dicunt radiorum ex oculis in ea quae videri 

queunt emissionem aerisque simul inten- 

tionem. 
Seneca N QII 6 § 3 intentionem aeris 

ostendent tibi inflata nec ad ictum cedentia 
...quid enim est vox nisi intentio aeris, ut 

audiatur, linguae formata percussu ! [there 

is more in this chapter and in ce 9, 57]. 

It is true that elsewhere Seneca talks of 

the emission of light accompanying the 
compression or thickening of the air. 
Whether the Stoics did so or not is far from 
certain. In his Nat Quaestt Seneca inserts 
matter from all quarters, even from Lu- 
cretius.” 
When therefore Prof Housman says 

‘ Air is notoriously incapable of tension,’ I 
may accept his authority in a department 
where he has done nothing to create mistrust 
of his judgments. But the question is not 
one of modern Physics: it is the point of 
view of Lucan and his Stoic teachers with 
which we are concerned. As for Dr Hosius, 
who restored tenso from what he believed 
to be the better MSS authority, his defence 
will be found in the Neue Jahrbiicher for 
1893 page 340. 

I should not have made any reply to the 
remarks of Prof Housman were it not that 
the credit of the new Corpus is concerned. 
In such a work it is hardly possible to be 
too cautious in avoiding needless emendation : 
and this is particularly the case in dealing 
with an author the MSS of whom ‘may 
almost be called good.’ A conservative 
spirit must predominate, if-the work is to 
be of any use. Again, in a cooperative 
work there will be delays. The completion 
of each instalment depends on the slowest 
contributor. The single-handed worker has 
in point of speed a great advantage over the 
driver of a team. 

But if I were simply editing a text on my 
own account I should still be under a con- 
viction of the difficulty of attaining results 
that could fairly be called certain. One 
moves in a region of probabilities varying 
from more or less ingenious guesswork to 
moral certainty: and the latter is rare. If 

this conviction has made me culpably timid, 

T can at least assure Prof Housman that I 

try to imitate Prof Francken in ‘disin- 

terestedness’ and ‘unwillingness to be 

duped.’ But I am far from having reached 

those edita doctrina sapientum templa serena 

around which the intentio aeris, or rather 
aetheris, is in all probability extreme. 

W E Herrianp. 
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in seMemoriam. 

VICTORIA REGINA IMPERATRIX. 

MDCCCXXXVII—MDCCCCI. 

Sypepov aialovtes axopbierny Depevixny, 

kAautov Kal @avdTw Kidos ddupomeba- 
a ? 49 g ’ > ’ > s vika 6 cis d0e wavtas éemippevoavtas ératvous, 

, c > ~ > , ? 39) » idtepos ws datos ov yever ovd’ Ecerat. 

Jeno: 

BRITANNIA VICTORIAE 

Marri DESIDERATISSIMAE. 

Marer, ob augustum nomen venerata tot annos, 

Saecula dum current, cara futura magis, 

Quae totiens oculos populi Regina beabas 

Luce tui vultus et bonitate tua, 

A!-nunquam reditura, mei tamen incola cordis, 

Orbatae praesens saepe putanda, VALE! 

Jai WE Ws} 

"Hoe, dirows Aavtor pidov oéBas, Erxe dixaiws 

Nikys kvdaAiuqnv et tis erwvuptny, 

ebBovrAos mpepaca pet avdpacw, ev de yuvatcty 
° 4 ~ > — » ? > col ola yuvy durons 6 aivoy Exovc’ aperijs, 

, P A 
mevOos ewoisty TE Kat éEarepioicr Auroica, 

, Foe ar >a Paths , 
Aeiwer Evvov dyad ov KXA€os Ecoopevors. 

W. H. 

NO. CXXIX. VOL. XY. G 
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A LOST WORDSWORTH FRAGMENT. 

Iv may interest your readers to seea frag- 
ment of verse on a classical subject, written 
by Wordsworth in the first decade of this cen- 
tury, which has quite lately come to my know- 
ledge. As all his readers know, he translated 
a small part of Virgil, and I hope soon to 
publish some of his more elaborate attempts 
to give an English version of parts of 
Juvenal ; but this smal] fragment, which is 
the second of more attempts than one on his 
part to deal with the subject of Harmodius 
and Aristogeiton, may be printed now. 

WILLIAM KNIGHT. 
The University, 

St. Andrews. 

And I will bear my vengeful blade 
With the myrtle’s boughs arrayed 
As Harmodius before 
As Aristogiton bore, 

When the tyrant’s heart they gor’d 
With the myrtle-braided sword, 

Gave to triumph Freedom’s cause 

Gave to Athens equal laws. 

Where, unnumbered with the dead, 
Dear Harmodius, art thou fled ? 
Athens sings ’tis thine to rest 
In the islands of the blest, 
Where Achilles swift of feet 
And the brave Tydides meet. 

I will bear my vengeful blade 
With the myrtle boughs arrayed, 
As Harmodius before 
As Aristogiton bore 
When in Athens’ festal time 
The tyrant felt their arm sublime. 

Let thy name, Harmodius dear, 
Live through heaven’s eternal year. 
Long as Heaven and Earth survive 
Dear Aristogiton live, 
With the myrtle-braided sword 
Ye the tyrant’s bosom gor’d, 
Gave to triumph Freedom’s cause 
Gave to Athens equal laws. 

W. WorDswoRTH. 

OPENING SCENE OF SHELLEY’S ‘HELLAS.’ 

Maumup sleeping: an Indian Slave sitting 
beside his couch. 

Chorus of Captive Greek Women. 

We strew these opiate flowers 

On thy restless pillow : 

They were stripped from Orient bowers, 

By the Indian billow. 

Be thy sleep 

Calm and deep, 

Like theirs who fell—not ours who weep. 

Indian. 

Away, unlovely dreams! 

Away, false shapes of sleep ! 

Be his, as heaven seems, 

Clear and bright and deep ; 

Soft as love and calm as death, 

Sweet as a summer night without a breath. 

XOP. 

M 3 ) @pova rad’ api cor 
BadXopev ivoddpa Kouras, Tducdy 
Td. ToTé jor Oped Tapa Krvdwv’ adds, 

kyTov Opeupal’ Evuv. 
‘Adds emt Brehapa Babds O tmvos, avak, Eorw 

cov 
ph te Kar’ dup’ dpov tov rodvdaxptwr, Tois 3 

ir 
€KEL 

TEecovaw OjL0L0s. 

INAH. 

Tous Wevdels arevverw PoBous, Sp. B. 
poppav Te puras dvetpopavtov. 
% > oM” 

Yavov 0’ éxots 

bpotov ovpave Oedr, 

avéhedov abopvBov Baldr, 
TOU padaKkovd T Epwros 

a Le ee eas i 
kal Gavatou jLadAov pidov, 
pépovta Tas pel’ Eorepav 

cipyvas avivenov Xapwv. 
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Chorus. 

Sleep, sleep! Our song is laden 
With the soul of slumber; 

It was sung by a Samian maiden 
Whose lover was of the number 

Who now keep 
That calm sleep 

Whence none may wake, where none shall 
weep. 

Indian. 

I touch thy temples pale, 

I breathe my soul on thee ; 

And, could my prayers prevail, 

All my joy should be 

Dead, and I would live to weep, 

So thou mightst win one hour of quiet 

sleep. 

Chorus. 

Breathe low, low, 

The spell of the mighty Mistress now ! 

When Conscience lulls her sated snake, 

And tyrants sleep, let Freedom wake. 

Breathe low, low, 

The words which, like secret fire, shall flow 

Through the veins of the frozen earth—low, 

low! 

Semichorus I. 

Life may change, but it may fly not ; 

Hope may vanish, but can die not ; 

Truth be veiled, but still it burneth ; 

Love repulsed, but it returneth. 

Semichorus II, 

Yet were Life a charnel, where 

Hope lay coffined with Despair ; 

Yet were truth a sacred lie ; 

(oa) ww 

XOP. 

Yaveco,’ os enor Avr. a. 
PlAtpov exer Gedbev wdav tavd’ irvov, 
Dapiakas evpnyd wore zaid0s, as 

7ToAN@y KeiTo per’ GAAwY 
aoreTov eipopevos avnp xvow trvov, Tas ovdels 
aifis avnyepOn rovdurévev Bpotav: oddé TUs 
axov edaxpucer. 

INAH. 

Qk Sees BW 
OeAxtpov pev XEpos Tacav Té cor 

4 ~ 
Wuxav érérvevo’ euav mpotapBoro’- 
€mol pev ovv 

=) 

Geoi kXvovres et AiTas 
> 4 > s , 
axapitov aBiotov popov 
dotev exe Oeovon, 

‘ 4 an 3) Sj ‘ 

Kal Oaxpvwv oiav’ del, 
, ? , 

ov y € play wep eidpovnv 
evkahov Adxous Urvov xdpw. 

Avr. B. 

HMIX a. 

°Q pirat, Ka viv, jKa par’, add’ ows Sp. y- 
Tas peydhas Opoeir’ iav Marépos: 

> ‘ c ” ‘ cal 

evTE yap ws odis Kopecbels Bopas 
Tupdvvev evdn cvvavdov Bia 
deipa, t67’ obv poras éAmts eyeper bw 

Spaow €eevbépas. 

HMIX B. 
> 

Hxa pad’, as dvivyets, dtpewas A6ywv Avr. y. 
Tov mey’ epicbevav Ppojow Boav. 
Vaya. Kekpuupevov yap eiow beads 
Tupwdes Xwporv éow Ta dreBav 
Mazpi, 70 zpiv 6 adap piyos droordéet. 

> NE “ 

Hxa 0’ pws tro. 

HMIX a. 

"AdXayas prev exer Blos 
> ‘ 

maprav O over arodbiver: 
; MIDS Sa ; 

Ovdorner 7 oUvroT’ dpa peporwv 
eAmts, Kalrep ar’ Ococwv 
syy> 

TOAN' Eppovaa: 
appa 

. , , 
kav kadvmTpats pavopeva: 

, 74m > , 

moAAa tT Epws epwrwv 

See be 

? pee 7 "Adnoeia deyyci 

dprAakdv ratvoptos 7)AOev éuzras. 

HMIX . 

*Hy 0’ av otv Bios ob Bios 
Gaow, & 8’ ay bd oKxoTw 
modAots Wevderiv dporados 

Ovntav éAmis éravcOn: 
Kad 6’ Eppee Oeav GAnbeta Weddos dxovev, 

Ga 2 

Avr. 8 
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Love were lust— Kad 6 "Epws és papyoovvav 
maou Bpotoicw, €t pi) 
Bd™éup’ "EXevdeptas éx’ dpOov etxov. 

Semichorus I. XOP. 

If Liberty *EK tas yap Cabeov pev Srp. €. 

Lent not life its soul of light, épmer heyyos én’ dvdpov 
yay 2 é 6dots" tiptoe 0 etkeAoL 

Hope its iris of delight, Wire placer 

Truth its prophet’s robe to wear, AAnOea Te paves Art. €. 

epyots epmperer dy 8pav- ‘ 
Epws 7 avros, 6 7oAAG TAGs, 

Suetiey’s Hellas, Scene 1. woANGV Hupev ovacty. 

Love its power to give and bear. 

Gitpert Murray. 
. 

Mrrricat Nore.,—The Chorus (Str. A and C) use dochmiacs ; the Indian, softer and more sympathetic, 

syncopated iambics. When the Chorus begins its Ode to Freedom it passes into glyconics. 

A.—Dochmiacs. B.-——Syncopated Iambies. 

tet oat ae i eerie toe HERPES. le Baey = | 

ee Pe te Al ee ae | een 

7 aero Bs BINS pee Ore 3 all 

Ie oe Perma ne | RES fo al ave Ve Oa BUT 

4. ___ ._-_ [Pherecratean, to prepare the 5. | 

: transition to Glyconics later on.] 6... |o_t| [taken as syne. ianboele 

Bo co eS eG een eel can also be taken as a Pherecratean. Cf. above. 

Ci a ote eae wird I ok ae 7 | 
On wv _—v—! 

iar esee [Enoplius, for the same motive as 
Se Hf Ss lier | 

the Pherecratean above. ] Ose pe «lee ae ee 

C.—Dochmiacs. D.—Glyconies. E. 

Sy Pe a | Glye.2 Pherecr.?. 

se, arated = = “il Glye.2 Pherecr.” 

avv-v—lvue-v Giliv.ct 2) (ole ai | eee Glye? 

ee ly eel Pherecr.” Pherecr.? 

Sig io | acne Re | Glye.2 + Phereer.” 
1 Glyc.* 

Sg ee ear SY pe Pherecr ! 

BS ctl Glyc.2.+ v — — asa termination. 

ARCHAEOLOGY. 

A GREEK INSCRIPTION FROM This is the inscription :— 

DEDEAGATCH. OPOe 

The inscription which I give below is on XQPAE 

one of several marble slabs discovered at a IEPA 

depth of some 10 feet at Dedeagatch—a 6EQN 

small town on the coast of Thrace—near 

the Lighthouse. They were brought to TONEN 

light accidentally by some men digging in <AMOOPAIKHI 

order to lay the foundations of a new house. ” PR oe IS hoi 5 phys 
Tha’ stones Uiave been removed Montue Opos xwpas tepas Gedy Tav ev Lapobpaky. 

Government House (Konak) by the authori- ‘Boundary of the ground sacred to the 

ties. gods worshipped in Samothrace.’ 
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The slab was evidently a terminal stone 
indicating the limits of some réuevos con- 
secrated, in all probability, to the Kabeiroi 
Daemons who were specially worshipped in 
the island of Samothrace which lies off 
Dedeagateh. 

G. F. Apporr. 
SALONICA, TURKEY 

Nev. 17, 1900. 

RECENT EXCAVATIONS IN ROME. 

(Szx C. R. 1900, p. 236). 

Tue following short account of the 
excavations of the Forum deals with the 
period from last March to the beginning of 
January. The work still continues with 
undiminished activity under the direction of 
Comm. Boni, and if, as all archaeologists 
hope, it is to be carried through with the 
same thoroughness that has marked it 
hitherto, another year or two may be spent 
before the area of excavation need be 
enlarged. It is the first time that any 
attempt has been made to reach the level of 
the primitive Forum—previous investigation 
has rarely penetrated even so far as the 
Forum of the last days of the Republic—and 
the results attained are most striking. A 
careful stratigraphic exploration of the 
Comitium has led Comm. Boni to recognize 
within a depth of 13 feet 8 inches the 
presence of no less than twenty-three 
different strata, each of which has been 
carefully examined and the objects belonging 
to it classified and separately arranged. The 
lowest of these contained, besides a flint and 
a piece of iron, probably belonging to some 
tool or weapon with a flat blade, fragments of 
large vases with red paste, and one piece 
of a vase of the Villanova type of the so- 
called Latin period, with geometrical designs 
scratched upon it. 

A preliminary account of the excavations 
of the Comitium with many illustrations will 
be found in Notizie degli Scavi August 1900 
p. 295 sqq. 

If similar researches can be carried on in 
other parts of the Forum, it is obvious that 
the gain to our knowledge of its earlier 
history and topography will be ineal- 
culable. It is not too much to say that all 
that was known hitherto of the pre-Caesarian 
Forum! came from the classical authors. 

An exception must be made in favour of the 
Regia: but here our knowledge, which was due to 
the enterprise of non-Italian archaeologists—Jordan, 
Nichols and Hiilsen—was, as the present excavations 
have shown, by no means complete. 

It is of course to be regretted that the 
inevitable consequence of such deep level 
excavation is the destruction of a certain 
amount that belongs to the imperial 
and mediaeval periods which, were it possible, 
one would gladly see preserved. A con- 
venient means of exploration is however 
often afforded by the numerous wells, 

belonging as a rule either to the period of 
the Republic or to the Middle Ages. These 
wells occur all over the Forum, and their 
presence in such numbers (30 or 40) is not 
altogether easy to explain. There is also 
ample space for sinking shafts in the large 
travertine paved central area of the Forum, 
and even in such a building as the Basilica 
Julia many gaps in the pavement may be 
utilized.? In‘any case, it is certain that only 
by the removal of what lies above can we 
gain information as to the Republican 
Forum of which we know so little, and the 
primitive Forum, of which we have hitherto 
known nothing: and this consideration, 
added to the assurance that careful notice 
has been and will be taken of all that has 
to be destroyed before its demolition is 
begun, will lead us surely to the conclusion 
that the gain infinitely exceeds the loss. 

I.—Comitium. 

Turning to the consideration of details 
we find that the controversy as to 
the Stele is being carried on with un- 
diminished activity. The articles on the 
subject are literally legion: interesting 
summaries of the discussion are published 
periodically by Tropea in the Rivista di 
Storia Antica. Tropea agrees with Pais 
(Nuova Antologia Nov. 1899 Jan. 1900) 
Comparetti (/scrizione arcaica del Foro) and 
Hiilsen«(Rivista di Storia antica 1900, 383) 
in the view that the inscription speaks of 
sacred formalities to be performed by the 
rex (i.e. the rex sacrorum) in the Comitium 
upon either the 24th March or the 24th 
May, on which days the calendars note, 
‘quando rex comitiavit, fas.’ The words 
iumentum and kalator, which occur in the 
inscription, may permit the supposition that 
the rex was empowered to appear in the 

° A basis for such explorations is formed by the 
accurate determination of the altitudes of the chief 
points in the Forum which was carried out in the 
spring of last year, of which an account is given in 
Notizie degli Scavi, 1900, p. 200. With this account 
is given a general plan of the excavatious, the only 
one at present available. This plan is reproduced 
in a handy form in Borsari’s brochure Zhe Roman 
Forum in the light of recent excavations (Officina 
Poligrafica Romana) Rome 1900. 
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Comitium in a carriage (see XII Tab. ap. 
Gellium 20, 1,8). As however at least half 
of the inscription is wanting, and much of 
what remains is incomprehensible, attempts 
at complete interpretation and still more at 
adequate restoration seem doomed to failure. 
An important contribution to our knowledge 
as to the period to which the whole group 
of monuments belongs has been made by 
Savignoni in the Wotizie degli Scavi for April 
1900, p. 143. After a thorough ex- 
amination of the objects discovered under 
the niger lapis of Maxentius, he comes to 
the conclusion that they belong to different 
periods, the earliest to the 7th, the latest to 
the Ist century B. C., the earliest and latest 
periods being most numerously represented. 
Further, they were not found lying in strata 
of different epochs, but were mixed up, so 
that they had evidently been brought from 
elsewhere, and therefore give no clue as to 
the date of the monuments which they 
covered. All that can be said is that the 
objects are clearly of a sacred nature, and 
that this is probably the reason why they 
were used to cover the remains of a group 
of monuments of peculiar sanctity. It is 
possible that they were brought here 
from the 18 small pits (cf. C.R. 1900 
p. 237) which were found in the area of the 
Comitium, This supposition would account 
for the fact that these pits (which we thus 
assume to have been intended for the reception 
of votive objects) have all been found to 
contain earth only. 

This announcement has somewhat modified 
the conditions of the discussion. It has 
now become perfectly clear that this sacra 
stipes cannot be used to date the inscription 
of the Stele. This one might have 
suspected before from the mention by Boni 
in the first report of the discovery of the 
existence of chips of Pentelie marble, of 
black marble of the variety to which 
belong the slabs of the lapis niger, among 
the objects found! (Votizie degli Scavi 1899 p. 
157, 158): though Gamurrini’s solemn 
declaration on the very next page of the 
same report (ibid. p. 159) that the sacra 
stipes certainly belonged to the first half of 
the 6th century B.c. and could not possibly 
be later seems to have (as might have been 
expected from the circumstances under 
which it was made) misled the majority of 
archaeologists : and Pais is amply justified in 
asking (Rivista di Storia antica 1900 p. 295) 
why a year was allowed to pass (during 

1 We are now told that fragments of giallo antico, 
(Numidian marble) and rosso antico (Taenarian 
marble)were also found (Savignoni doc. cit.) 

which innumerable treatises on the subject 
were written) before the world was informed 
that, after all, the so-called sacra stipes 
contained objects belonging to the first 
century B. c. and could not therefore be 
used as evidence for the dating of the 
inscription. Even Comparetti was not in 
possession of all the essential facts at the 
time when his work—the best that has so 
far appeared on the subject—was written 
(compare Tropea’s remarks in the same 
periodical 1900 p. 300). 

The stratigraphic examination that has 
been made in the Comitium has already 
been referred to. Among the finds of 
interest are a few amphorae, buried purposely 
in this spot, which remind one of the 
‘locus qui vocatur doliola ad cluacam 
maximam, ubi non licet despuere, a doliolis 
sub terra’ (Varro L.L. v, 157). This has 
generally been taken (Jordan T9825 486; 

Gilbert I, 78) to have been situated in the 
Forum Boarium, near the mouth of the 
Cloaca Maxima ; but it may well have been 
here, as Boni (op. cit. p. 316) thinks. We 
must remember in this connexion that 
the Cloaca Maxima which runs along the 
S. E. side of S. Adriano (the Curia) has 
recently been discovered not to have been 
the original one, but a later deviation of its 
course (see below): but even so, the earliest 
Cloaca Maxima is not far distant. Other 
noteworthy discoveries are an extensive 
deposit of flanged roof tiles in the twentieth 
stratum, and, near the mouth of a Re- 
publican well at the E. end of the steps of 
the Curia, some fragments of very fine 
stucco decoration, which may have belonged 
to the internal decoration of the Curia of 
Sulla or of Caesar (Boni op. cit. p. 302). An 
interesting article by Lanciani (Bull. Comu- 
nale 1900, 13) points out that the fountain 
which has recently been discovered in front 
of the Curia was not the only one in this 
district, but that the well-known Marforio 
also occupied a place near by (on the N. W. 
side of the church of S. Martina) during the 
Middle Ages. It is very doubful whether 
the ‘Tiberis’ mentioned by the Hinsiedeln 
pilgrim is a reference to this statue (cf. 
Jordan Topographie ii, 348. Kom. Mitthed. 
1891, 50 Lanciani Monwmenti dei Lincei, 
496): but it is spoken of in all the various 
editions of the Mirabilia, and was only 

removed in the time of Gregory xii 
(1572-1585). 

The granite tazza which from 1593 
till 1817 served as a fountain basin near 
the temple of Castor, and now stands 
between the statues of the Dioscuri in the 
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Quirinal may very well have belonged to 
the newly discovered fountain, as it certainly 
came from the neighbourhood of 8. Adriano. 
Flaminio Vacca (mem. 69 in Fea Miscellanea 
vol 1 p. 83) states in fact that it was found 
when the Marforio was removed. Giovanni 
Ruccellai however in his description of the 
jubilee of 1450 (published in Archivio soc. 
rom. Storia patria iv, 563) speaks of ‘a 
large marble figure almost lying down, 
which is called Marfuori, with a vase or 
basin by it.’ And Nicolas Muffel, writing 
in 1452 (Beschreibung der Stadt Rom, 
published by Michaelis in Rémische Mittheit- 
ungen 1888, 254) says ‘in front of the 
prison of 8. Peter lies a large carved figure 
and it has in front of it two basins of 
marble about seven toises in diameter.’ 

No other account speaks of two fountain 
basins, but if Muffel is to be trusted one of 
them must have stood close to the Marforio, 
as Ruccellai’s account would imply, while the 
other belonged to the newly discovered 
fountain in front of the Curia. 

Il.— Rostra. 

Comparetti (Z’ /scrizione arcaica del Foro, 
p- 6), maintains that the earliest Rostra 
are to be found on the west of the Stele, 
where a platform of tufa blocks, orientated 
exactly according to the cardinal points, 
has been discovered. The orientation of 
the Sacellum formed by the two pedestals 
immediately on the E. of the Stele, with a 
space between them, probably occupied by 
the original lapis niger, is not as I stated 
in (.R., 1899, 321, almost due N. and S., 
but diverges about 30° E. of N. This, as 
Hiilsen notes (Riv. di Stor. Antica, 1900, 
p. 402), corresponds with the orientation of 
the south side of the Carcer and of the 
temples of Concord and of Saturn, as the 
orientation of the supposed Rostra corres- 
ponds with that of the Comitium as pro- 
posed by him in Kém. Mittheil. 1893, 79 
sqq.: the only alteration to be made is that 
the dividing line between Comitium and 
Forum must fall 35 metres further south 
than he had supposed, so that the rostra, 
the stele and the sacellum may coincide 
with it. The only difficulty is that the 
‘tomb of Romulus’’ would be neither ‘ post 
rostra’ nor ‘ pro rostris ’ (the phrase, which- 
ever reading is preferable, must refer to an 
orator facing either Forum or Comitium), but 
alongside of them.! Cf. C.R. 1899, 465. 

1 The scholia of cod. Paris. 7975 on the same 
passage (Hor. pod. 16, 13) give the following 

Thirty or forty yards further tothe S.W. 
behind, but for the most part to the S. of the 
semicircular structure, faced with slabs of 
portasanta, which, in its turn, lies behind 
the edifice, which has from 1883 up till 
now been known as the Rostra of Julius 
Caesar, a building of quite a different 
nature has been discovered, which is held 
by Boni to be the Rostra of the great dicta- 
tor. It consists of a row of eight small 
arched chambers, the northernmost of which 
lies in a straight line between the column 
of Phocas and the tower of the Capitol : 
they are about 5 feet in height from floor to 
crown of arch, 54 in span, and 7 in depth. 
The walls are constructed of opus incertum 
of capellaccio tufa, which is dark-green and 
compact when not exposed to air or sun, 
but soon becomes ash-gray and lamellar, 

flaking very easily, and the voussoirs of the 

arches are neatly cut blocks of the same 
material. The whole was covered with 
coarse white cement, with a quarter round 
moulding in the angles between walls and 
floor. The floor of the chambers, and the 
area in front of them for the space of about 
18 feet, is paved with roughly cut tesserae 
of brick, resembling closely that found in 
the vicus Tuseus (C.R. 1899, p. 466). 
A piece of a similar pavement, but at a 
higher level and with larger tesserae, has 
been discovered near the north angle of the 
Basilica Julia (see below). 

The spring of the arches is only about 
1 foot above the level of the tesselated 
pavement ; the lowest voussoirs tail into one 
another, and on all the piers, with the ex- 
ception of the terminal piers at the N. and 
S. ends and the last intermediate pier but 
one” to the south, there is a double cornice. 

Above the arches runs a line of tufa 
slabs, which were also covered with stucco 
and form the edge of the floor of rammed 
tufa, which lies over the top of the 
arches. 

This structure was obviously a platform 
of some kind, but its identification with the 
Rostra of Caesar is open to grave doubts. 
The great argument in its favour is the 
coin of the gens Lollia, figured by Babelon, 
Monnaies de la République II1., 148, no. 2. 
This coin dates from about 45 B.c., accord- 

ing to Lenormant, La Monnaie dans Panti- 
quité II, 311, having probably been struck 

account: plerumque aiunt im rostris Romulum 
sepultum fuisse et in memoriam huius rei leones 
duos ibi fuisse, sicut hodieque in sepuleris videmus, 
atque inde esse ut pro rostris mortui laudarentur. 

2 The last intermediate pier is almost entirely des- 
troyed. 
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by M. Lollius, M.F., (consul 21 B.c.) in 
honour of his father (?) M. Lollius Pali- 
kanus, who was tribune in 71 B.c. and 
might: have{been elected consul in 67 B.c. 
had not Piso refused to announce his name 
even if he should be elected (Val. Max. IIT. 
8 § 3).t 

This much discussed coin has been held 
by some writers to represent a bridge or 
the Navalia, but Jordan (Topographie, I. 2, 
305, note 64) maintains that the subject is 
the Rostra. We see five arches, supported 
by four pillars (the end pillars not being 
shown), from three of which rostra project 
towards the left; above the arches runs a 
double line (slightly curved downwards 
owing to considerations of space), and upon 
this stands a seat like a bisellium, above 
which is the cognomen Palikan(us). There 
is thus a certain similarity between the 
coin and the newly discovered structure : 
but it must be noted (1) that it is not at all 
easy to tell whether in the coin the rostra 
are represented as attached to the pillars 
or as projecting through the arches (in the 
latter case we should probably have to con- 
sider the coin as a representation of the 
Navalia), (2) that the structure in question, 
the cement facing of which is in extremely 
good preservation, presents no traces what- 
soever of having ever had anything in the 
nature of rostra attached to it. 

There are, however, even sivouner argu- 
ments against Boni’s theory. Im the first 
place, looking for the moment only at the 
style of its construction, one would be 
inclined to date the building a good deal 
earlier than the time of Caesar. According 
to Lanciani Ruins and Excavations, p. 45, the 

use of opus incertum was abandoned ‘about 
the time of Sulla in favour of the more 
regular opus reticulatum’ ; and the specimen 
before us bears the closest resemblance to 
the opus incertum of the porticus Aemilia 
(op. cit p. 44, Fig. 17) which dates from the 
earlier half of the second century B.c. In 
view of the fact that no general canons for 
dating Roman buildings within a few years 
by their style of construction have as yet 
been established, too much stress need not 
be laid upon this argument. But it is 
surely fair to say that the whole structure 
is too poor? to form part of the great re- 
construction of the Forum and the build- 
ings surrounding it, which was planned by 
Julius and completed by his successor. It 

1 To this fact the curule chair on the reverse of 
Babelon loc. cit. no 1. alludes. 
“The presence of the cornice on some of the 

pilasters only is a very noticeable peculiarity. 
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may be noted also that it adheres to the 
orientation of the temple of Saturn, though, 
as the Rostra of opus quadratum face almost 
precisely the same way, the fact is not 
decisive. 

Lastly (and this is perhaps the most 
important consideration) we find that the 
first arch and part of the second (from the 
N. end) fall behind the semicircular structure 
faced with slabs of portasanta: the concrete 
core of this adheres to and blocks up these 
arches, and the whole rises about seven feet 
above the platform which they support, so 
that it is obvious that the construction of 
the hemicycle meant the destruction, or at 

any rate the superseding, of the arched 
structure. On the other hand, notwith- 
standing the contention of Jordan (Zopogra- 
plie i. 2, 241), who is followed by Richter 
(Jahrb. des Inst., 1889, 3), that the hemicycle 
is later in date than the Rostra of opus 
quadratum, the arguments by which Nichols 
(Notizie dei Rostri pp. 38-45) maintains the 
contrary seem to me decisive. This being 
so, if we assume that Boni’s theory is correct, 
we have to find the Rostra which were in 
use at the time when the Rostra of opus 
incertum were obstructed by the hemicycle 
and the Rostra of opus quadratum were not 
yet constructed ; and we seem to be left with 
the necessity of supposing that the hemicycle 
itself at one time served asthe Rostra. But 
if the Rostra was a templum (Livy VIIL., 
14 § 12 rostris (navium Antiatium) sug- 
gestum in foro exstructum adornari 
placuit, rostraque id templum appellatum), 
it can never have been a building of this 
kind (cf. Jordan, Topographie I. 2, 356, note 
64 ad fin.). Further, the nails which are 
found in the slabs of portasanta, and which 
supported apparently something in the way 
of metal ornaments, can never have carried 
anything so heavy as the Rostra must have 
been. Nor does the discovery of tiles bear- 
ing stamps of the time of Severus (C./.Z. xv. 
405) in the pavement of the room:beneath the 
platform of the Rostra of opus quadratum 
necessitate our supposing that the building 
asa whole cannot belong to the time of Caesar 
or Augustus, for thistile flooris not organically 
connected with the structure. We seem to 
be led to the conclusion that some other 
name must be found for the newly discovered 
arcade, and it is just possible that here we 
have the Graecostasis of the Republic. 
This must have stood on the right of the 
Rostra to one standing on the steps of the 
Curia (Pliny H.N. VII. § 212, Jordan 
Topographie 1., 2, 541, cf. Varro Z.L. V, 
154, ‘sub dextra huius (the rostra) a comitio 
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locus substructus is Graecostasis appellatur,’ 
and not very far off; but beyond this we 
have no data for fixing its site, except that 
it was above the comitium close to the 
Voleanal; for the aedicula Concordiae 
described by Pliny H.V. XXXIII, 19, as 
‘in graecostasi, quae tune supra comitium 
erat,’ is placed by Livy IX, 46 ‘in area 
Voleani,’ which was ‘locus editus’ (Gell. IV. 
5, 4) ‘supra comitium (Festus p. 290 Miill.) 
and not very from 8. Adriano (C./.L. VI 
457) nor the Forum Julium (Pliny HN. 
XVI. § 236, Hiilsen Rim. Miith. 1843, p. 
87 note), in front apparently of the temple 
of Concord (Livy XL, 19 § 2, speaks of ‘area 
Voleani et Concordiae ’). 

The Senaculum was also close by according 
to Varro Z.L. V, 156 ‘senaculum super 
Graecostasim, ubi aedes Concordiae et basi- 
lica Opimia.’ It is worth noticing that, 
behind the centre of the hemicycle and 
about 10 ft. below the travertine slabs which 
crown it, there has recently been discovered 
a small portion (about 18 ft. in depth) of an 
open area paved with chips of red tufa 
rammed hard, ending off with a slab of 
capellaccio tufa with curved edge, in front of 
which runs a gutter, and beyond this another 
slab of tufa at the lower level. The area 
is cut off on the north-west by the cloaca of 
the Vicus Jugarius, the crown of which is 
about two feet above it; under it runs a 
box drain of slabs of tufa. This area must 
have extended at least as far as the north 
end of the platform of the arched structure 
of opus incertum, which is slightly higher 
in level. It may be conjectured that this 
area is either the Senaculum or the Volcanal, 
falling as it does in front of the steps of the 
temple of Concord. The gutter at the edge 
of it has the same orientation as the arched 
structure just mentioned. 

THomas Asupy, JUN. 
’ 

(To be continued.) 

WICKHOFF AND STRONG’S ROMAN 
ART. 

fioman Art. Some of its Principles and their 
Application to early Christian Painting. 
By Franz Wickuorr. ‘Translated and 
edited by Mrs. Srrone (Miss E. Sellers). 
W. Heinemann. £1 16s. net. 

Tue second title of this book is more exact 
than the first. When, some years ago, the 
important illuminated Vienna MS. of Genesis 
was published officially, Prof. Wickhoff 

wrote for the plates a general introduction 
of ninety-six pages explaining the origin and 
character of the art shewn in the illumina- 
tion of the MS. His diseussion, however, 

went far beyond his theme, and he sketched 
in outline the whole course of late Hellenistic 
and Roman painting and reliefs. This 
introduction Mrs. Strong has translated, and 
added a number of illustrations besides those 
in the original work, to render it more intel- 
ligible to the English student. Thus the 
reader must not expect to find in this book, 
large as it looks, any systematic account of 
Roman art, but rather a genial and sug- 
gestive essay on some aspects of that art, 
accompanied by full illustrations. 

Prof. Wickhoff is primarily an art-eritic ; 
and evidently far more at home in dealing 
with the art of modern Europe than in 
speaking of that of Greece and Italy. But 
the formal or artistic side of ancient painting 
and sculpture is apt to be overlooked by the 
classically trained archaeologist, and it is a 
great gain to him to have the views of art- 
critics of wide range. Prof. Briicke of 
Vienna, and Prof. Lange of Copenhagen, 
though not learned archaeologists, have 
published works of great value in the study 
of Greek sculpture in the round, and Prof. 
Wickhoff has rendered similar service to 
the study of ancient painting and relief- 
sculpture. 

The section in books on ancient art deal- 
ing with Rome is usually as meagre as 
would be a chapter on snakes in a descrip- 
tion, not perhaps of Iceland, but of England. 
‘The Romans had little taste for art, and 
borrowed everything from the Greeks,’ —this 
is the ordinary verdict. But Prof. Wickhoff 
takes a very different line. He maintains 
Roman art to be a national creation; he 
considers that it was greatest in the Flavian 
and Antonine ages; and he even seems to 
prefer it to the great fifth century art of 
Greece, or at least to regard it as standing 
in more sympathetic relations to modern 
art. His theory, which is set forth both in 
the German and the English version of his 
essay with the greatest clearness and force, 
may be easily summarised. Before criti- 
cising it we will state it, as nearly as may 
be, in his own way. 

The spirit of Roman was throughout 
in strong contrast to that of Greek art. 
While the Greek artist, nos only in the 
great age, but even in late Hellenistic times, 
sought the type, the essential, the Italian 
artist sought the individual, the charac- 
teristic. His object was not to attain 
idealism, but to produce illusion by any 
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means in his power. This is especially seen 
in Italian provincial portraits. ‘These por- 
trait heads, home-made enough many of 
them, express clearly the Western spirit, 
and point the way to a new departure in 
Roman art, destined to differ noticeably from 
Hellenistic work.’ In the greater works of 
the Augustan age, such as the Ara Pacis at 
Rome, some of the Pompeian paintings and 
the portraits of Augustus himself, we see 
something of Roman tendency: but art was 
then dominated by a spirit of somewhat 
dry and pedantic naturalism, the style 
formed by Greek artists in their reaction 
against the overblown and turgid tendencies 
of the schools of Pergamon and other Hel- 
lenistic centres. One of the earliest works 
in which the Italian spirit and the style of 
illusion appear is the monument of the 
Haterii in the Lateran, dating from the end 
of the first century A.D., the sculptures of 
which ‘are far removed from every variety 
of stylistic Hellenized work, and have 
grown straight out of the spirit and the 
needs of the Roman people.’ The same 
tendency at a more advanced stage, and 
in the hands of more skilful artists, is to be 

seen in the reliefs of the Arch of Titus. 
Here illusion, the impression of motion, is 
the one thing aimed at and attained. In 
the column of Trajan at Rome, and his arch 
at Beneventum we have further develop- 
ments of the style of illusion. And on the 
column in particular we find an art-habit 
which goes with this, the way of continuous 
narration (continuirende Erziihlungsweise). 
The Emperor appears in the winding frieze 
more than ninety times ; the scenes are not 
divided, but successive events run one into 
the other as we follow the relief. This 
manner of continuous narration was unknown 
to the Greeks, but on characteristic Roman 
monuments such as the triumphal columns 
and sarcophagi it occurs constantly. And 
it was taken on from declining Roman art 
by rising Christian art, of which attempt 
at illusion and continuous narration are for 
centuries the main features, until the rise 

of modern art. 
We clearly have here what is at all events 

a working theory of Romanart. It is im- 
possible thoroughly to examine it ; but i 
may glance at what I consider the strong 
and weak points of Prof. Wickhoff’s views. 
With Greek art he scarcely deals. Though 
in one place he calls it a ‘noble drama, it is 
evident that on the whole he has little 
sympathy for it. To him illusionist art is 
far more attractive than the sober and 

balanced art of Hellas. Sometimes how- 

ever he makes valuable suggestions even in 
this field, as when (p. 19) he insists that 
Greek art throughout, and by its very 
nature, strove through the individual to the 
type. Here he is right. Even the most 
naturalist portraits of later Greece, such as 
the bronze boxer of the Terme, are full of 
ideal elements, and never merely individual. 

Lysippus, though possessed of a profounder 
knowledge of nature, aims at the type as 
much as Polycleitus. Other good observa- 
tions are that it is impossible to thoroughly 
understand Greek reliefs until we have 
carefully taken into account the colouring 
which they bore and the shadows cast by 
the prominent parts; and that it is usually 
a mistake to regard the portraits of Roman 
Emperors as favourable examples of the art 
of their age, since they were made in num- 
bers for the Provinces. 

Sometimes however, I think, Prof. Wick- 
hoff is misled by imperfect acquaintance 
with antiquity. It may bea trifle that he 
should spell Apelles Appelles, and Hypsipyle 
Hypsipile,! but the slips are suggestive ; and 
it shews imperfect comprehension of Greek 
art to say that in the Hellenistic age the 
whole effect of the narrative part of painting 
depends on the expression of passion in faces 
(p. 158). 

These are small matters. Let us pass to 
broader issues, and consider the continuous 
method of representation, and the style of 
illusion, views about which form the key- 
stone of Prof. Wickhoff’s system. 

In regard to the continuous narrative 
style the writer falls into considerable in- 
consistency. In the early part of the book 
he says roundly that it appears ‘for the 
first time upon Roman sculptures of the 
first century.’ ‘Tt had been unknown to the 
great period of classical antiquity.’ ‘It was 
not adopted by Hellenic art.’ In the notes 
apparent exceptions to these dicta are dis- 
posed of. But later on in the book (p. 156) 
the author takes a more moderate, and a 
truer view. ‘ In its origin it is not exclusively 
Roman. We found it making its appearance’ 
‘in old Asiatic art. We also saw how the 
juxtaposition of the exploits of a hero in 
various periods of Greek art led to similar 
schemata, and we can also trace it in indi- 
vidual instances in the painting of the age 
of the Diadochi, first on the vases, and then 
in the following period on the Pompeian 
pictures.’ 

Even thus however, our author does not 
go far enough. He does not seem to 

1 Mrs. Strong corrects the former of these mis- 
spellings, but not the latter. 
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realize the anthropological aspect of this 
method of continuous narrative, in which a 
hero reappears several times in the same 
picture engaged in different actions. It is 
found all over the world, among red Indians 
and Esquimaux, as well as in Asia and 
Africa. Most of us have seen it flourishing 
in the first sketch books of clever children. 
Thus it is scarcely possible to speak of it as 
the invention of any age. It is essentially 
childish, and whenever art is in a childish 
stage, it will be found. The Gieeks never 
at any time wholly gave it up; but of 
course it is very rare in the works of mature 
Greek art, as it is rare in the paintings of 
the later Renaissance. When Greek art 
fell into its second childhood it again 
became usual, as it is on the Sarcophagi, 
Greek as well as Roman. The Romans 
having less acute perception in art than 
the Greeks more easily admitted it. And 
Christian art, which came in, not as a child, 
but as a baby, took to it quite naturally. 
I see in this course of events no great 
credit due to Roman art. Nor can I 
understand that there is any organic con- 
nexion between this style of continuous 
narrative and the style of illusion, unless 
indeed it lie in the psychological fact that 
both are simple, naive, aiming direct at the 
end to be attained. 

According to Prof. Wickhoff’s view, the 
great merit of the Roman artists is that 
they introduced, in place of a dry and 
pedantic naturalism, an art which he calls 
illusionist. It is very clear that illus- 
ionism in art comprises in the view of the 
writer the sum of all excellence, and if this 

quality be present, he is ready to forgive 
faults of drawing, of grouping, or of 
meaning. This is scarcely a place for 
setting forth in detail what Prof. Wickhoft 
means by illusionist art (pp. 117-121) or to 
criticise his view that it is the great light 
of modern painting. But what he says 
of illusionist Roman reliefs will not to all 
readers appear altogether a panegyric. 
He observes (p. 58) that to the critic who 
requires in art a what as well as a how, who 
is not content with mere expression, but 
wishes to know what is expressed, the art 

of the Roman Empire will appear ‘ nothing 
but a rubbish-heap of eternal repetitions.’ 
He says of the reliefs on the Arch of Titus, 
‘a frame is simply thrown open, and through 
it we look at the march past of the triumphal 
procession.’ ‘ Beauty of line, symmetry of 
parts, such as a conventional art demands, 
are no longer sought for.’ ‘Were the work 
still coloured, and in thorough preservation, 

the gay brilliancy would distract attention 
from many a defect’ ‘the gay dresses and 
gilded ornaments, the Emperor with his 
jewels and the flashing wings of the Victory, 
all this must have resulted in an effect of 
festal magnificence which would blind the 
spectator to the indubitable faults.’ 

It is not wonderful that a critic who 
approaches art in this spirit should fail to 
appreciate the frieze of the Parthenon. 
But many readers of the Classical Review 
will feel unsympathetic towards an art which 
‘rises to the point of development where it 
rejects with disdain all sources of extraneous 
interest, such as religion or poetry, and 
sufficient to itself becomes in its last stage 
an art only for artists,’ which despises 
drawing and perspective, grouping and 
arrangement, thought and purpose, and 
gloats over ‘a congeries of patches and spots 
differing from each other in colour and 
degree of illumination.’ And they will ask 
themselves whether it is possible that so 
serious and ethical—or shall we rather say 
in Mr. Wickhoff’s phrases, so pedantic and 
philistine?!— a people as the Romans really 
introduced this character into art as the 
expression of their national spirit. ‘ Illus- 
ionism was the immediate precursor of the 
fantastic.’! Now whatever the Roman 
spirit was, it was not fantastic. As an art- 
critic Prof. Wickhoft is most accomplished ; 
and I at least should not venture to dispute 
his verdict, when he finds _ illusionist 
elements in Roman reliefs and paintings ; 
but we may be allowed to regard this 
quality rather as a consequence of the 
Roman’s simplicity and want of culture 
than of his love of art for art’s sake. The 
monument of the Haterii, in particular, is 
little removed from barbarism. And the 
decorative paintings of the latest style at 
Pompeii, which shew, according to Prof. 
Wickhotf, most of Roman influence, will not 
meet with many admirers. 

Prof. Wickhoff has the merit of directing 
our attention to the side of Roman art 
which is more independent of Greek 
influence, and of putting a limit to the over- 
done tendency to trace everything Roman 
to Hellenistic models: but he goes too far 
in the opposite direction. For instance, in 
denying to the Greeks any share in a 
work such as the column of Trajan he does 
not make account of historic reliefs such 
as that which is found on the so-called 
Nereid monument of Lycia. The main 
stream of Greek art is devoted to 

1 This, like all the previous phrases between in- 
verted commas, is a phrase of Prof. Wickhoff’s own. 
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“mythologic scenes; but there were many 
eddies in which the more historic and 
realistic art of Assyria found a successor. 
One can scarcely doubt that in the paintings 
and reliefs of Ionia and in the triumphal 
representations of the Hellenistic kings 
there were prototypes of the sculptures of 
Trajan and Antoninus. 

Prof. Wickhoft’s style is quite unlike the 
ordinary manner of the German specialist : 
it is bright and clear, with short vigorous 
sentences. The translator has well preserved 
that clearness, as a general rule. We may 
find a few peccadilloes by careful search. 
On p. 6 we have tones for stones, on p. 96 
statutes for statues, on p- 160 rococeo for 
rococo. We regret such inelegancies as 
‘received a spurt from India’ (p. 55) and 
‘one of the last which was’ (p. 102). I 
could not understand the phrase ‘unre- 
strained gaiety’ which in the English text 
is applied to the Parthenon Frieze, until I 
found that the original German was heitere 
Unbefangenheit, which means a very dif- 
ferent thing. Also since the translator has 
inserted several references, she might well 
have put in references at p. 154 to Prof. 
Woermann’s reproductions of the Esquiline 
pictures, and at p. 162 to the coins of 
Corinth bearing the figure of Isthmus. 

The illustrations inserted in the text of 
the German work appear as separate plates 
in the English version, and in addition Mrs. 
Strong has inserted some eighty process 
cuts in hertext. These are carefully chosen, 
and enable the reader to understand the 
argument without constant reference to 
other books. We cannot, however, fail to 
note in passing that what the Vienna printer 
can put into the text, the English printer 
cannot so deal with: and further, that the 
cuts in the English work are painfully 
inferior to those in the Viennese work. 

Though 1 have no sympathy with Mr. 
Wickhoff’s theory of art, I fully allow the 
suggestive and stimulating character of his 
essay. Perhaps it is the only existing book 
on Roman art which can claim these quali- 
ties; it is therefore likely to promote the 
study of the subject. In translating and 
illustrating her author Mrs. Strong has 
spared no pains, and has been successful. 

P. GARDNER. 

THE CLASSICAL REVIEW. 

ON LOCAL CULTS IN BRITAIN AND 
SPAIN.1 

The two papers, whose titles are given 
below, furnish interesting contributions to 
our knowledge of certain cults in Britain 
and Spain. Britain was so far behind the 
other provinces in point of development 
that the field which the writer of the first 
article has chosen for his monograph would 
not at first sight seem a promising one ; but 
the remoteness of the island lends a greater 
interest to any information which can be 
had upon its civilization, and makes the 
positive results which Professor Moore has 
reached the more surprising. Inscriptions 
are found in honour of Astarte, Dea Syria, 
Hercules Tyrius, Jupiter Optimus Maximus 
with the cognomina Dolichenus and Helio- 
politanus, Serapis, Mithras and Sol. Of 
these deities Mithras and Sol were evidently 
the favourites. That the worship of these 
oriental divinities was rather widespread is 
attested by the fact that there were altars 
in their honour at almost every Roman camp, 
and proof is to be found of the existence of 
at least five temples erected for their 
worship, three of them being dedicated to 
Mithras. Most of the inscriptions bearing 
on the subject have been found at the 
stations along Hadrian’s wall, and fall 
within the period extending from Hadrian’s 
campaigns to the close of the third century 
of our era. ‘The names of civilian traders 
appear very rarely in the dedicatory in- 
scriptions, and it is evident that soldiers 
were the main adherents of these oriental 
faiths. Their efforts as missionaries, how- 
ever, do not seem to have made much of an 
impression on the natives of Britain. It is 
interesting to notice that the war-god 
Jupiter Optimus Maximus Dolichenus is a 
favourite with the soldiers, and although it 
does not fall within the scope of Professor 
Moore’s paper to note the fact, it seems to 
be true also that the British or Teutonic 
deities favoured by the soldiers are those of 
a warlike character. Incidentally the proof 
given on p. 50 that Africa was the home of 
the Hamii seems convincing. 

Mr. Fiske’s work is not in a strictly 
virgin field. As he notes on p. 104 of his 
monograph, some phases of his subject have 
been discussed by Ciccotti and Beurher, but 

the new material which he has been able to 

! Oriental Cults in Britain, CLIFFORD HERSCHEL 
Moore; Noces on the Worship of the Roman 
Emperors in Spain, GrorGe Converse FIskr: 
Harvard Studies in Classical Philology, Vol. xi, 
pp. 47-60 and 101-139, 
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bring together (cf. p. 112 n.5; 131 n. 1), 
and the certain, or probable, conclusions 
which he has reached on a number of 
controverted points are a satisfactory return 
for the labour which he has spent. The 
material has been treated under three heads: 
the municipal priesthoods, the conventual 
priesthoods, and the provincial priesthoods. 
Some of the conclusions which he reaches 
are that the municipal flamen was elected 
(p. 116), as was also the municipal flaminica, 
who, therefore, ‘held no necessary relation 

to the flamen’ (p. 115), that the flamen 
probably held office for a year (p. 117), and 
that the municipal pontiffs and sacerdotes 
and the provincial flamens were probably 
elected annually (pp. 122, 132), the latter 
being chosen by the concilium. On pp. 119- 
120 and 137 some interesting points of 
difference in the matter of priesthoods and 
the development of the imperial cult in the 
three Spanish provinces are noted. In 
general the worship of the emperor seems to 
have been more widespread in Tarraconensis 
than it was in Baetica or Lusitania. Tarra- 
conensis in fact seems to have been the first 
province in the west to take the initiative 
in establishing the imperial cult (pp. 135-6). 
In that connexion (p. 135) the misprint 
Nipperday for Nipperdey occurs. It seems 
to the reviewer surprising that there are so 
few Spanish inscriptions connected with the 
imperial cult from the reigns of the Flavian 
emperors. These rulers assisted in the 
construction of public roads and public 
works in the provinces. They raised 
distinguished provincials to the senatorial 
order, and under them no less than 120 
towns in Baetica received the ius Latii. 
Of Vespasian Pliny (.V. H. 3. 30) remarks, 
uniwersae Hispaniae Vespasianus Augustus 
tactatum procellis reip. Latium tribuit. It 
seems strange, therefore, that the gratitude, 
which the Spaniards would naturally feel for 
this generous treatment, does not find 
expression in the extension of the cult of 
the Flavian emperors. 

Frank Frost Apgorr. 
University of Chicago. 

MONTHLY RECORD, 

ITALY. 
Modena. A sepulchral cippus of limestone has 

been found, with two female busts in relief, in which 
the wavy treatment of the hair is characteristic of 
the early empire ; in the same tomb were found four 
bronze coius of Augustus, one of A.p. 11. The in- 
scription on thecippus is; SALVIA‘O ‘ITALIA | SIBI 

ET SALVIAE "SEX *| L CYPHRIDI * PATRON | AE * IN 
FROSTEM | P*XIV"IN AGRYM|P‘xIv. The busts 
therefore represent Salvia Italica and her patrona 
Salvia Cypris.? 

Chiust. A series of Etruscan tombs has come to 
light containing various inscribed marble sareophagi 
and urns. One of the former has a relief of a horse- 
man and a warrior, each attended by Charun. Another 
is in the form of a temple with Doric pilasters at the 
angles, and palmettes at the angles of the roof; on 
the pediments are myrtle-wreaths, and in front is 
represented a closed panelled door, with a space 
above for an inscription, which was never used.” 

Pompeii. Several new paintings were discovered 
in May, 1900, one representing the death of Neopto- 
lemos at the altar of Apollo at Delphi (cf. Reinach, 
Répertoire des Vases, i. p. 321, and Eur. Androm. 
1090 ff.). Another has the rare and interesting 
subject of Pero nourishing her father in prison with 
milk from her own breast (cf. Valer. Max. v. 4, and 
Helbig and Donner, Wandgem. Campaniens, No. 
1376). The name of the father, which Valerius gives 
as Cimon, here appears as Micon. [In the Delphin 
edition of Valerius Miconem is given as an alterna- 
tive reading for Cimonem, suggested by Muncker in 
Hyginum. H. B. W.]. On the painting is an 
epigram of six lines : 

Quae parvis mater natis alimenta parabat 
fortuna in patrios vertit iniqua cibos 

Catcseticdie est tenui cervice seniles 
ast liquidos venae laclem . ... 

5640 Cla tO simol voltu fricat ipsa Miconem 
Pero tristis inest cum pietate pador.* 

The discovery is also noted of an inscription in 
archaic letters: A*LIVIVS*A‘F | L*ACILIVS "LF" | 
AED | SL*DEDERVNY. That si stands fors(T)L(ocvM) 
is clear from the parallel in C. 7. Z. i. 38, su“ IvDIK 
=s(t)l(itibus) tudic(andis).+ 

Bosco reale. A magnificent villa of twenty-four 
chambers has been excavated. It contained no 
objects of interest, but the walls are covered with 
splendid paintings, rivalling those of the house of 
Vettius, over seventy in all. The figures are mostly 
of colossal size, but the majority represent composi- 
tions of ‘still life.’ They date from the end of the 
Republic. The most important figures are: a lute- 
player, double life-size ; a gladiator conversing with 
a woman ; anda woman in the attitude of a listener.* 

Rome. A detailed account has been published of 
the recent excavations in the temple of Vesta and 
adjacent precincts, including an account of the con- 
tents of the well (see C. R.1899, pp. 185, 330). In 
the well a stamp of Theodoric, and a coin of Tiberius 
were found at a very low level. Among the frag- 
ments of pottery are Proto-Corinthian and Attic 
b. f. and r. f. wares, as well as Italian ; they include 
b. f. vases with a Maenad on a bull and other 
Dionysiac scenes ; two fragments of r. f. kylikes of 
the school of Euphronios with figures of warriors ; 
part of an Italiote vase with a sacrificial scene ; and 
a fragment of Faliscan ware with a large female head 
in protile. Other finds were: nine weights from a 
loom (&yvu@es or Aaiat), part of a terracotta sieve, 
numerous female figures in terracotta, and about 100 
pieces of avs rude.® 

Further details have now been given of the fons 
Tuturnae, the discovery of which was briefly men- 
tioned in C. &. 1900, p. 378. It consists of a fine 

1 Notizie degli Scavi, Apr. 1900. 
2 bid. June, 1900, 
3 Notizie degli Scavi, May, 1900. 
4 Berl. Phil. Woch. 17 Nov. 1900. 
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marble puteal, inscribed M*BARBATIVS POLLIO AED! 
CVR‘IVTVRNAI SACRVM VESTITUIT (sic) PVTEAL. 
There is apparently an allusion to this official in 
Cicero’s thirteenth Philippic (ch. 2). Adjoining the 
puteal is an aedicula, on the architrave of which are 
the words IVITVRNAI‘SA[cRVM] in gilt letters. At 
the base of this was found the lower part of a marble 
female statue, apparently a Minerva, altered in the 
third or fourth century after Christ into Juturna. 
In front of the puteal was a marble altar with relief 
ofa girl taking leave of a warrior, presumably Ju- 
turna and Turnus. In the middle of a tank sixty or 
seventy feet to the north is a square pedestal, on 

which has now been placed a marble altar, which 

does not belong to it; the latter is of the second 

century after Christ and has reliefs of Jupiter and 

the Dioscuri, Leda and the swan, and Diana Luci- 

fera. It was found at the bottom of the tank. 

Fragments have been found of figures of the Dioscuri 

leading their horses to the sacred spring after the 

battle of Regillus ; one horse’s head which is well 

preserved proclaims the group to be Greek work 

of the fourth century. It probably stood on the 
pedestal above mentioned. ° 

Sig. Boni has found a new cloaca, six or seven 
layers below the pavement of the portico of the 
Basilica Aemilia. It was made of blocks of tufa, 

axe-hewn, and vaulted, and appears to have been 

stopped up in the second century B.c. It certainly 
dates from the time of the Kings, and no doubt much 
interesting material is buried in the earth it contains.* 

The same excavator’s continued investigation of 
the Forum shows definitely that the level in the last 
years of the Republic was much lower than in Im- 
perial times. The two chief epochs in the building 
of the Foruin seem to have been the reign of Domi- 
tian and the year 418 a.p. In the latter year the 
Rostra were extended to insert the so-called Rostra 
Vandalica won in that year. ‘The Rostra in the 
Forum hitherto thought to be those of Julius Caesar’s 
time are undoubtedly of Imperial date ; those of 

Caesar’s time Sig. Boni finds in a vaulted colonnade 
by the Graecostasis (cf. coins of 45 B.c.). Above 
this colonnade was a balustraded platform for the 
speakers. ® 

SICILY. 

Termine Imerese.—A recent find of coins includes 
several interesting tetradrachms: one of Messana, 
with hare and biga; two of Corinth, with Pegasos ; 
Syracusan tetradrachm with Kore-head of Huai) etos’ 
type and chariot after Kymon and Eukleidas ; similar 
tetradrachm, but the head has flowing locks ; four 
Punico-Sicilian tetradrachms, with Phoenician in- 
scriptions, imitating the types of Euaimetos and 
Eukleidas. Of the latter one with a chariot and 
altar on the rev. is almost unique, the only other 
examples being at Milan and in the Imhoof-Blumer 
collection. # 

GREECE. 

Athens. —Tombs of the fifth-fourth centuries have 
been found on the 65s WapounAtyyou. In one were 
four skeletons with two fifth-century lekythi lying 
by them, one with remains of fine drawing on a white 
ground; another contained a tablet of Hymettian 
marble with inscription in fifth-century letters, the 

red colour on them still remaining : mA IA. ON| 

AVEIETPAT|O AXAPNE|VE, aid(p)uv Av- 
ciorparov "Axapveis, Also several clay sarcophagi 

5 Athenaeum, 29 Dee. 1900. 
6 Berl, Phil. Woch. 1 Dec. 1900. 

containing skeletons of children, with playthings 
and small cups and jugs.” 

Between Athens and Phaleron a cemetery of over 
150 tombs has come to light. Among their contents 
are a marble fifth-century relief, representing a young 
married couple, the man greeting the woman, who 

holds a child, inscribed FITOETPATHE 5 
white lekythi, and other vases, 24 in ali, some being 
gilt; one represents a child playing with a hoop, 
another Dionysos on an ass; a leaden tablet with a 
Whoioua, a bronze dish, silver rings with reliefs, and 
two inscriptions. ® 

Keratea (Attica).—A large tomb-hydria has been 
found here with a finely-rendered relief of a seated 
man, another man, a woman, anda child. The 

figures are inscribed respectively: AVKOVPTI Oz, 

AJEPONTOE, NAVEINTOAEMH, 

1EPONTH.” 
Eretria.—During last summer the Greek Archaeo- 

logical Society found on the west side of the Acropo- 
lis a hoard of terracottas of all periods. A Doric 
temple on the south side of the city has been partly 
cleared ; it is about the same size as the old temple 
on the Acropolis of Athens, and below it are remains 
of an older building. Fragments of the pedimental 
groups were found representing Atalanta (?) and a 
runner; a horse with groom, and a pair of boxers, 
the technique being decidedly that of the Greek 
islands.” 

At the west end of the town is an old necropolis, 
probably of a Boeotian settlement, which has yielded 
a large Dipylon vase of the eighth century B.c., 
painted with a funeral procession, also the base of a 
large sixth-century amphora with a frieze of birds 
[2 Attico-Corinthian type].  Fourth-century tombs 
were also found containing white lekythi, one being 

inscribed APOMIPFMPOE KAAOE APOMI- 

KAEOV€, Apéduermos cards ApoutkAcous. A well- 
preserved bath of the Roman period came to light 
here, containing two circular halls with low tiled 
seats and stone pavement.® 

ASIA MINOR. 

Pergamon.—The Germans resumed excavations last 
September at the south gate o/ the upper city, and 
brought to light a courtyard 70 feet square with 
angle-towers enclosing a portion of the winding 
paved road up the hill, for which there are two gates 
on the west side. Opposite the gates is a colonnade 
with fountains. Higher up was the Hetleni-tic agora, 
300 x 160 feet, with a two-storied colonnade and a 
row of shops.!° 

Kos.—Excavations on this island have hrought to 
light a theatre of the Hellenic period, large buildings 
of Roman date, a beehive-tomb [sic ; more probably 
a well-house], and a temple with cella and the base 
of the temple-statue, probably dedicated to Askle- 
pios.§ 

AFRICA. 

Carthage—The Odeum built by the proconsul 
Vigellius Saturninus and mentioned by Tertullian 
has been discovered ; it was semicircular in form and 
very maynificent. Dr. Gauckler has discovered all 
the architectural ornamentation of the stage, with 
Corinthian columns and sundry inscriptions; also- 

7 Athen. Mittheil. xxv. pt 3, p. 308. 
8 Berl. Phil. Woch. 22 Dec. 1yv0. 
9 Tbiv, 10 Nov. 1900. 

10 Athenacum, 1 Dee. 1900. 
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Graeco-Roman statues of Parian marble with remains 
of colouring, busts of various emperors and of Faus- 
tinus (sic), and a statue of Hadrian in heroic cos- 
tume," 

Tunis.—The French have excavated the Roman 
fort of Elf-Hagneuf and laid it completely bare. 
Inscriptions show that the name of the place was 
Tissavar, and that the fort was built about 100 B.c. 
by a detachment of the third legion under Sextus 
Uquius (?) Paulinus and his lieutenants Vibianus 
and Myron. Among the objects discovered were a 
head of a laughing child, a bronze vase, and 222 
spear-heads of stone.) H. B. WALTERS. 

| Revue numismatique. Part 3, 1900. 

D. Tacchiella. ‘Monnaies inédites de Cabyle et 
de Mesembria sur la mer égée.’ Two bronze coins 
(obv. Apollo, rev. Artemis) are attributed to Cabyle, 
a Thracian town to which no coins have been hitherto 
assigned. A bronze coin with Dionysiac types is 
attributed by Tacchiella to Mesembria on the Aegean 
sea, a town mentioned by Herodotus, vii. 108. But 

Athenaeum, 8 Dee. 1900. 
2 Berl. Phil. Woch. 8 Dec. 1900. 

there seems to me no cogent reason why it should 
not be assigned to Mesembria on the Euxine, amuch 
more important city of Thrace which is already 
known to have struck coins.—J. Maurice. ‘ L’atelier 
moneétaire de Tarragone pendant la période Con- 
stantinienne.’ Pp. 260-312.—M. Rostovtsew and 
M. Prou, ‘Supplément au catalogue des plombs 
antiques de la bibliothéque nationale.’ 

Zeitschrift fiir Numismatik, Part 4, Vol. xxii. 
(1900). 

H. Dressel. ‘Altgriechischer Miinzfund aus 
Agypten.’ An interesting hoard of early Greek 
silver coins discovered in 1897 in the Delta, probably 
at Sakha (Xois). Some specimens have alieady been 
described by Weber in Num. Chron. 1899, p. 269. 
Many Greek cities are represented, as is also the case 
in other Egyptian finds of Greek money, ¢.g. the find 
of Myt-Rahineh. Dressel makes the very probable 
suggestion that this varied Greek currency formed a 
medium of exchange in Egypt during the long period 
(before Ptolemy I.) when there was no native issue 
of money. ‘The varying denominations and ‘types’ 
of the imported coins created no difficulty as the 
specimens were probably weighed in every transaction 
of any importance.—V. Gardthausen. ‘Eine Gold- 
miinze des Nero aus der Umgegend von Barenau.’ 

Warwick Wroru. 

SUMMARIES 

Wochenschrift fur Klassische Philologie. 
1900. 

7 Nov. H. Hirt, Der indogermanische Ablaut 
vornehmlich in seinem Verhdlinis zur Betonung 
(Bartholomae). ‘Too hastily done.’ C. Harder, 
Schulworterbuch zw Homers Ilias wnd Odyssee (G. 
Vogrinz), favourable. G. Andresen, Jn Taciti 
Historias studia critica et palaeographica. 11. 
(Th. Opitz). ‘Very thorough.’ P. Thomas, Sénéque 
et J J, Rousseau (O. Weissenfels). ‘ Full of learning 
and sobriety.’ 

14 Nov. W. Lermann, Athenatypen auf griechis- 
chen Miinzen (H. v. Fritze), very favonrable. Th. 
Thalheim, Zu Lykwrgos wad Lysias (G. Hiittner). 
‘Will find g-neral acceptance.’ M. Gloth und Fr. 
Kellogg, Index in Xenophontis Memorabilia (W. 
Vollbrecht), ‘ Very careful and accurate.’ L. Fried- 
lander, Der Philosoph Seneca (W. Gemoll), favour- 
able. A. Mau, Katalog der Bibliothek des Kaiserlich 
deutschen archdologischen Instituts in Rom. 1. (W. 
Amelung). 

21. Nov. R. Engelmann, Archdologische Studien zu 
den Tragikern (M. Maas), favourable. G. E. Under- 
hill, 4 commentury with introduction and appendix 
on the Hellenica of Xenophon (W. Volibrecht). ‘May 
be recommended.’ G. F. Hill, Catalogue of the Grek 
coins of Lycaonia, Tsawria and Cilicia in the British 
Museum (K. Regling) ‘Of the greatest value.’ Le 
Liriche de Orazio, commentate da V. Ussani. I. Gli 
Epodi, il I libro delle Odi (O. Weissenfels), favour- 
able. P. Vergili Maronis Georgicon liber iii, ed. by 
T. E. Page (H. Winther), favourable. A. W. Mil- 
den, The limitations of the predicative position in 
Greek (H. Kallenberg). ‘ Well arranged.’ R. ‘Thomas, 
Bilder aus Sicilien und Griechenland, favourable. 

28. Nov. L. V. Rinonapoli, Lamia e Lilith nelle 
legende gi eche e semitiche.(H. Steuding). C. Michel, 

OF PERIODICALS. 

Recueil d inscriptions grecques iv, 1-3 (O. Schulthess), 
very favourable. Omero, L’Iliade commentata da 
C. O. Zuretti, I]. Libri V.—VII. (C. Rothe), favour- 
able. Q. Ennio, I frammenti degli Annali, ed. da I.. 
Valmaggi (J. Tolkiehn). ‘Indispensable.’ P. H. 
Damsté, Emendandi artis vindicatio lectionibus Ver- 
gilianis illustrate (H. Winther). ‘To be recom- 
mended to all friends of Virgil.’ 

5 Dec. R. Helbing, Der Instrumentalis bet Her- 
odot (H. Kallenberg), favourable. P. Martinon, 
Sophocle, Bdipe Loi, traduit en vers (H. Morsch). 
O. Navarre, Essai sur la rhétorique grecque avant 
Aristote (O. Weissenfels). ‘Shows thorough know- 
ledge and sound method.’ H. Schefezik, Uber den 
logischen Aufbau der dritten olynthischen Rede des 
Demosthenes (EK. Rosenberg), favourable. Sallustius 
Catilina wnd Auswahl aus dem Jugurtha, herausg. 
von P. Klimek. Kommentar (T Opitz), favourable. 
F, Haider, Bemerkungen zu den Tragédien des Seneca 
(W. Gemoll), very favourable. C. Weichardt, Das 
Schloss des Tiberius auf Capri, very favourable. 

12 Dee. L. Deubner, De incubatione (W. H. 
Roscher). ‘An excellent piece of work.’ A. Wiede- 
mann, Die Toteniund ihre Reiche im Glauben der 
alten Agypter (J. V. Prasek), favourable. Th. Pliiss, 
Aberglaube und Religion in Sophokles’ Elektra (H. 
Steuding), favourable on the whole. E. Pfuhl, De 
Atheniensium pompis sacris (H. Steuding), fayour- 
able. O. Alberts, Aristotelische Philosophie in der 
tiirkischen Litteratur des 11. Jahrhunderts. Neue 
Folge (A. Doring). A. Gudeman, Latin literature 
of the empire. 1. Prose (T. Opitz), favourable. F. 
Lohr, kin Gang durch die Ruinen Roms (A. 
Hock), very favourable. 

19 Dee. H. Winckler, Altorientalische For- 
schungen. 2. Reihe, 2. Band (Jensen). A. Ludwich, 
Der Karer Pigres wnd sein Tierepos Batrachomachia. 
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Die byzantinischen Odysseus-Legenden (C. Haeberlin). 

‘ Contributes essentially to the solution of difficulties.” 

Sallustius erkl. von F. Hoffmann (T. Opitz), favour- 

able on the whole. F. Beck, Untersuchungen zw den 

Handschriften Lucans (R. Helm). ‘A careful in- 

vestigation.’ 
26 Dec. R. Caton, The temples and ritual of 

Asklepios (M. Maas), favourable. F. Garofalo, Sw 

‘gli Helvetii. 2. ed. (H. Meusel), favourable, 
Statii Silvae, Krohnii copiis usus ed. A, Klotz (P. 
Kerckhoff), favourable on the whole. 

Revue de Philologie. Vol. 24. Part 3. July 

1900. 

Specimen commentarit eriticr et exegetict ex Sontibus 

hausti ad Oracula Chaldaica, A. Jahnius. Cicero, 

De Domo § 76, L. Duvau. Proposes emendicanda 

for the corrupt emendanda [see last no.]. Sur Pro- 

perce 1. 8. 9-16, A. Cartault. The different moods 

of auferet and patiatur show there is something wrong 

in the traditional text, so 13-14 are to be put after 

9-10. Une correction aw texte du Banquet de Platon 

(209 B), L. Parmentier. Reads rovtwy av ray Tis 

2x véou eykipar THY Wuxhvy HAeos dy kal nKovons 

ris faulas therew Te Kal yevvav Hdn emt Ove, 

Cntet 5) «.7.A. Les lois métriques de la prose latine, 

H. Bornecque. Certain metrical laws are here stated 

and exemplified from Pliny’s Panegyricus where 

metrical laws are applied with almost monotonous 

regularity. Un passage d’Huclide mal interpreté, L. 

Laloy. Gives the explanation of a passage in the 

introduction to the catarowh cavdvos in K, yon Jan’s 

ed. of the Musici Graect. Cicero, De Domo § 52, P. 

Graindor. Reads Roma ‘tede cessisset and for fede 

suggests the abbreviation ew dec. Les Séleucides et le 

temple @ Apollon Didyméen, B. Haussoullier. On 

the early history of the temple B.c. 334-189 and on 

that of Miletus (which bore the cost of building) 

during the same period. Notes sur le teate des Insti- 

tutions de Cassiodore (ii), V. Mortet. Notes and 

corrections relating to the De Geometria. 

Vol. 24. Part 4. Oct. 
Quelques passages de Phedre, L., Havet. Various 

emendations. Les Sélewcides et le temple d’ Apollon 

Didyméen (1I.), B. Haussoullier. The nineteen 

years of Antiochus Soter were a difficult period for 

the finances of Miletus and its temple. Of Didyma 

we only know that a statue was there erected to 

Philotera, the sister of Philadelphus, but we do not 

know the occasion of its erection. An appendix on 

the title Soter. Chronologie des wuvres de Saint 

Cyprien et des conciles africains du temps, P. Mon- 

ceaux. Contains a chronological table of the Coun- 

cils of Carthage in the time of St. Cyprian, and 

another of his works. 

Neue Jahrbucher fur das Klassische Alter- 

tum, ete. Vol. 5. Part 4, 1900. 

Die Vulgéirsprache der attischen Fluchtufeln, E. 

Schwyzer. About 240 of these have been discovered 

in grave-chambers which almost all belong to the 

third cent. B.c. An examinaticn of the language 

shows that in spite of many variations from the 

classical standard it still remains essentially Attic. 

Das historische Relief der rémischen Kaiserzit, F. 

Koepp While Wickhoff overpraises Roman art, 

Courbaud is mistaken in maintaining that Roman 

art derives its merit only from the union of the his- 

torical realism of Pergamus with the realistic painting 

of Alexandria, because no sharp distinction can be 

drawn between the art of Pergamus and that of 

Alexandria. The Roman influence upon art depended 

more on the taste of the patron than on the artist. 

It was only in architecture, not in_piinting or seulp- 

ture, that Rome could vie with Greece. Hin locus 

desperatissimus aus Ciceros Briefen, L.. Gurlitt. In 

ad Att. XV. 26. 4. reads Octavam partem Tul- 

<lian>i luminar<i> um mediam, ad s <inis> 

tram, memineris, cum Caerellia<m> videris, manci- 

pio dare etc. A reply by F. Knoke and a rejoinder 

by ©. Schuchhardt upon the Roman marsh-bridges 

in ee and the camp of Varus in the Habichts- 

wald. 
Part 5. Diereligiise Architektur der Westgriechen, 

A. Holm. Written with reference to the great work 

of Koldewey and Puchstein upon the temples of 

Lower Italy and Sicily. The temples here far exceed 

in number and originality those in all other Greek 

countries. Acragas alone shows the ruins of ten 

temples. Especially do they contribute to the history 

of the Doric style, the breadth of the triglyphs being 

of importance for deciding the age of a Doric temple. 

L. Cincius Alimentus und die historische Kritik, LL. 

Cohn. Rejects the prevailing opinion that there 

were two men of this name, the elder an historian 
and the younger a grammarian, and attributes all 
the fragments that we possess to the historian of the 

Hannibalian war. Mommsen’s assumption that the 

historian is a personality first discovered 200 years 

after his death or perhaps quite apocryphal is put 

aside. There are reviews of Usener’s Die Sintflut- 

sagen (O. Immisch) and Schulten’s Das romische 

Afrika (J. Uberg). 
Part 6/7. Die Apologie des Xenophon, I. M. 

Wetzel, against Wilamowitz, maintains the author- 

ship of Xenophon and accounts for the present form. 

2. O. Immisch maintains the genuineness from the 

linguistic point of view with special reference to the 

Ionisms of Xenophon. Der Rhythmus bei den 

attischen Rednern, F. Blass. Defends and developes 

his theory of rhythm in the Attic orators, comparing 

artistic prose to the dithyrambs of a Timotheus and 

Philoxenus, and shows under what conditions the 

rhythm can be an important help to the text- 

criticism. Aus den Akten eines rimischen Militar- 

archivs in Agypten, H. Bliimner, Gives information 

about the pay of the soldiers and its application in 

the time of Domitian, and the duties of the soldiers 

in time of peace. Strena Helbigiana, W. Amelung. 

Contains 58 articles mostly archaeological. 

Hermathena. No. 26, 1900. 

Blaydes’ Choephoroi, Kh. Ellis. Two Notes on 

Eusebius, H. J. Lawlor. Some Notes on Cicero’s 

Epistles from 57 to 54 Bo, L. C. Purser. On the 

Fixed Alexandrine Year, J. G. Smyly. Some Observa- 

tions on the Peace of Aristophanes, J. B. Bury. Ob- 

servations on Dr. Merry’s Odyssey, R. Y. Tyrrell. 

The Quasi-Caesura in Virgil, P. Sandford. The 

Identity of Ajax, J. B. Bury. The Thorician Stone, 

J. B. Bury. A New Theory of the Ekkyklema, and 

Two Short Notes, C. Exon. Notes on Aristotle, 

Parva Naturalia, J. 1. Beare. Dr. Blaydes’ Edition 

of the Agamemnon, W. J. M. Starkie. Considerations 

on the Cause and Regulating Principle of Variable 

and Common Quantity in Latin, C. Exon. 

American Journal of Philology. Vol. xxi., 

3. Whole No. 83. 1900. 

The Chthonic Gods of Greek Religion, A. Fair- 

banks. Notes on Cicero’s Use of the Imp: rfect and 

Pluperfect Subjwnetive in si-Clauses, H. CG. Nutting. 

De uoque Adverbio, G. H. Kirk. A Papyrus Frag- 

ment of Iliad E., K. 3. Goodspeed. The Elymology 

of X0évos, G. M. Bolling. 

Reviews AND Book NOTICES. Brugmann’s 

Grivchische Grammatik (C. D. Buck), Smyth’s 

Greek Melic Poets (BE. H. Spieker), Weil and Rein- 

ach’s Plutarque wept Movoirjs (C. W- L, Johnson). 
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NOTES AND AN APOLOGY. 

1. Hymn to Demeter 398. 

ei 6¢ wraoa wahw iodo’ im.... 

So far the Mosquensis, which here is torn. 
The second hand completed the line by 
writing tro xevfeo. yatns. In the first 
edition of the hymn Ruhnken accepted 
Wyttenbach’s conjecture éracw and added 
avris after waAw to complete the metre, and 
ei 0 érdow raw adtis odo imo KevOeor yatns 
the line has remained ever since, with only 

Alfred Goodwin’s suggestion «i 8€ 7 raacao 
mdaprav as alternative. On looking at the 
facsimile I am struck with the violence that 
has been done to such an excellent word as 
a7aca, and I propose to read the line 

an a > A 

ei 66, mraca Taw <ov y'> iota’ id Kevbeor “ 
yatns 

The idiom «i d€ is found at I 42 and fre- 
quently in prose. II7rjvar is unhomeric, but 
eférry occurs in Hesiod and the Batracho- 
machia, A syllable must be supplied after 
7wédw. The line I venture to think gains 
in force: ‘but if so, back you flit—.’ 

2. Townley scholia on If 170. This note 
is peculiar to T and V; it is one of the 
scholia that have fallen out in A, and only 
the first part remains in B. The subject is 
the small number of Achilles’ ships (50) : 
ms Says the schol. B ev dracw avéwv ’AyiA- 
N€a TOUT jreLoi, ava TevT/KOVTA pdvov NEywv 
Exe Tas vats; TWes pev Ov haciv StL ovK ev 
TAGE. %) per, GAN’ ev rots Tepl adbriy cepvd- 

NO. CXXX. VOL. XV, 

verat. “Aplatapxos d€ pynow dre Sia Tov ert 
khyiow eye ws piovor ot epérar Hoav ava 
mevTnKoVTa: TO O€ Aowrov TAROOS TOV ToAEuLC- 
TOV ovK euvnmovevoev, Orep exipepovTae ai 
vjes. The Townley version agrees as far as 
the first Avois, the moral one, and then pro- 
ceeds: ’Apiorapxos d€ dyow v' dperas eiva 
dua Td emixAnow V, 7) iras kK’ rpos Srypeciav: 
Avoviowos b€ Tov péyrotov apiOov px’ Tip0v; 
tov d€ ourov év 7G peraéd rovtwy ayerOa1, 
ds POdvew rdcas azo te dvdpov. The cor- 
ruptions aperas (for épéras),and émikAnouv 
(for éi xAniow) are easily emended out of 
B, but in what follows Maass and Wilamo- 
witz-Mollendorf have obscured the meaning 
by writing vavras for Niras x’, pev éperav 
for peyrrov, tysa for riwiov, ro Aourdv for 
tov Nourdv, and declaring the numerals px’ 
and re corrupt. Aras must be the remains 
of 6é7Atras, and «’ is cat mistaken for a 
numeral. ‘ Aristarchus said that the words 
ext kAntow Showed that the fifty {in question 
were rowers, or soldiers also for rowing’ : 
his contention was as we see from B that 
the revrjxovra did not comprise the whole 
complement of each ship: they were either 
mere rowers who did not fight, or they were 
fighting men who could also row. 

Dionysius (also quoted {on 159—he of 
Sidon is apparently meant) gave a reference 
to Thucydides’ well-known system (I. 10) of 
computing the total of the Greek armament 
by striking an average between the largest 
and the smallest crew and multiplying by 
the number of ships. ‘ Dionysius says the 

i 
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highest number 120 was honourable, the 
other numbers were reckoned between these 
two [i.e. between 120 and 50], so that the 
ships generally start from 85.’ px’ therefore 
is correct, it is the number of Agamemnon’s 
crews, te needs the slight correction into ve 
=85 the Thucydidean average (which is 
correctly given by schol. L on B 488). I 
am unable to justify the sense I have given 
to dOdvew but it is what is evidently 
required : the total of ships x 85 gives the 
sum required. I do not know if there is 
any special use of #@avev in mathematics ; 
in late and modern Greek it seems to mean 
to arrive and to suffice. 

3. This is not the only place where the 
editor and Wilamowitz together have de- 
ranged these scholia. EH 500 the Victorian 
apograph and the Leipzig MS. read I7oAc 
patos Tovs OwoexacvAddBous atixovs extifets 
yor kal todrov cttw ypadecrbat, cir av av 
Anpyjrnp. This is perfect as it stands: 
‘Ptolemy, exhibiting the twelve-syllabled 
lines, says that this one is also written evr’ 
av &av6% Anpyrnp,’ in which ease it would 
have twelve syllables, and not, as with the 
usual reading, dre re EavOi) Anparnp, thirteen. 

The Townley MS. has made the clerical 
error dwdexa cvAAapBavwv for dwdexacvddAa- 
Bovs; Wilamowitz improves this into dvo 
ovAAapBavev ‘Ptolemy running two lines 
together,’ a performance of which there can 
be no question here ; and the editor, accept- 
ing the conjecture, keeps the rest of the 
original and prints the singular sentence ; 

IIroXepatos tos bvo0 ovAdapBdvev otixous 
exribeis hyo Kal TovTov olTw ypaderOat, cbr’ 
av éav0y Anuyrnp. 

4. I take the opportunity to repeat my 
conjecture (C.R. 1900, p. 17 u. 2) that in 
these scholia O 10 ci d& eiAodTO, Hv av, dyot 
KOWpEVOS, avTL TOD joav €acar, instead of Kow- 
pevos we should read 6 Kwypavés. This 
scholar appears in many places, eg. A 314, 
N 137, 529. Wilamowitz’s tAavdépevos has 
not much to recommend it. 

These remarks are not intended to dis- 
parage the edition of these scholia published 
by Dr. E. Maass in 1887, an edition which 
may be said to be as excellent as the scholia 
which it contains. I have in fact a repara- 
tion to make to Dr. Maass, which has long 
been upon my conscience. 

The date of the manuscript Burney 86 is, 
it is well known, uncertain ; the subscrip- 
tion is mutilated. Dr. Maass in his preface 
and elsewhere endeavoured to prove that 
the missing date was 1059 a.p. In a paper 
which I wrote in the Journal of Philology, 
1891, I combated this view. I have now come 
round to Dr. Maass’ opinion, and I have to 
apologise to him, not for differing from him, 
which is venial, but for the terms in which 
I expressed my dissent. The language I 
adopted appears to me absolutely unjustifi- 
able, and I hereby express to Professor 
Maass my sincere regret for it. 

T. W. ALLEN. 

NOTES ON EURIPIDES.—I1. 

(Continued from p. 25.) 

Ten. AuL. (with Wecklein 1899) 

bo 
‘ rs 

28° trav yovarxetov ow bppdtov 
‘ , os TAHTaLL, et\uwov adovav- 

In such a case, where there is a slight pause 
after tAjoau, it would be according to the 
common practice to leave it unelided though 
a vowel followed. After more than one 
attempt, I suspect the original was 

WCTTAHCAIMIAAEIMONAAONAN 
adeyov adovav a pleasure without danger. 
The word has disappeared from literature, 
but it is recorded by the lexicons, Hesychius 
having adepov: dofov, and it seems that 
gpacpar’ adewa should be read in £7. 709. 

328 exxexdpyevoa rovnpoy yAdoo’ éxidbbovov 
cody: 

Without prejudice to other notions I may 
suggest that a good sentence would be made 
by reading the infinitive, eb xexouwevobar 
Trovnpov. 

334-40 Svampdortos ‘ unaccessible,’ 

dmpécitos, ovk edmpootTos, duaEVTEVKTOS, 
dvorpoonyopos, the characteristic of the 
tyrant as opposed to the civilis who is 
etrpoonyopos Hipp. 94, for mankind hate 
7d cepvov kal To pry Taow Pirov ib. 92. It 
will be seen that in Alexis 116 (Ath. 237 b) 
we should read 
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yevos cenvoTapaciror... 
A 

catparas amTpowitovs kat 
émipavets 

< ; A 3) ae i eee broKkpwopevov ev Tots Blows, dppds Exor, 

oTpatnyous 

‘the haughty-parasite species, imitating in 
its manner of life unaccessible satraps and 

? - , great generals.’ The MS. reading catpazas 
Tapacirous was a facile error here. 

. 
351 ri dpdow; tiva ropov cipw robev 
GOTE pa)... 5 

The second hands insert dé after riva, and Mat- 
thiae would transpose it after zdépov: but it 
sounds merely like a metrical makeshift. 
On the other hand, I consider it unlikely 
that rofev (L. Dindorf), ‘ fromewhat source ’ 
‘by what means’! should not be genuine. 
Kirchhoff appears to be right in thinking 
eUpw an explanation of some other verb ; 
and that would naturally, as he suggests, 
be réuw. It would be excellent good Greek 
(Liban. IT 340 zavra pév wdpov éreuvov ‘ tried 
every shift’), and would be explained by 
evpw: for instance Aesch. Supp. 814 tiv’ 
ert Topov Téu(v)w is explained in the schol. 
by evpw. Andr. 120 & ri cou Svvaiwav dkos 
Tov dvcditwv Tovey Tepeiv, the MSS. have 
evpety adscribed (and erased) as the schol. 
has, who derives the metaphor from 

pigoropety and says tepeiv ovv avtt Tod 
cipeofa. The same derivation is given by 
the schol. Alc. 971 on ¢dppaxa édvritepdv 
where ecipdéy is given as the equivalent. 
The Homeric rérwov is explained by the 
same word, as réryys: evtpys Hesych. (0 15), 
but there does not appear to be reason 
enough for introducing it into tragedy. 

534 & por pidagov,...d7ws dy pi) 

I imagined once the middle to be necessary, 
pvAaéu. But with the addition of é& the 
active is correct ; they say év, éxetvo dvagov 
or THPYTOV, j17)..- 

578 edehavrodérwy Tapobev 
dopwv Os tas “EXéevas 7 

év dvtwrois BAebdpoto|w] so Hermann 
épwra dédwKkas 
»” > > ‘ > / 

€pwrt 6 avrds errodbys. 

Mr Coleridge renders this ‘ kindling love in 

1 Soph. /r. 85. 8 may be restored by reading 
dewwds yap Epmew mAoDTIS es Te TUBaTA 
kal mpds BeBnda, xamdbev mévns avy 
pnd cehruxa@y divar kv, ay épa TuXEiV 

(for évruxmv) ‘and to compass its desires by means 
which poverty, even when favoured by fortune, is 
unable to command,’ a short way of saying 008 &y 
ef TH uaAtoTa evTUXIOELEY. 

Helen’s trancéd eyes.’ If that is the 
meaning of dddwxas épwra ev Bredapors, I 
should like to know some parallel for the 
expression. Meantime I suggest that dedw- 
kas 1S corrupt—perhaps for 6dédopxas or 
deddpxers ‘ where you beheld love for you in 
Helen’s gaze.’ 

1061 Using previous conjectures I pro- 
pose 

‘ratda peya hos (or ce or ov dados) Oecoadia” 

Cf. L.A. 1498, #7. 450. 

1305 Kuzpis a 0 dopare Taddas for dopi 
on account of metre ; not, as Burges, dovpé. 

1330 7 zoAvjoxOov ap’ Hv yevos 7 ToAvpL0xOov 
apeplov, <TO> xpewv b€ te dvomoTpoV 
avépdow avevpety. 

The view of editors has been that dvevpety 
is corrupt: ‘le sens de ces mots doit étre : 
‘*la nécessité est pour les hommes une chose 
cruelle 4 endurer”’ Weil. I think rather 
that the error lies in dvorozpov, and that 
the sense should be ‘it is hard for mankind 
to discover what is right’: cf.2 Menander 
355 ovtws dovAdNoyiotov  TYXN ToL TO 
aupdepov Ti Tor eotiv avOpwirov Biv. Kal 
OUs Kpwel TA Tpdypat ov xpyTat vopots, Ovo’ 
eoTw eizeiy Cavta ‘tadtt’ ov weicopar’: ‘so 
incalculable Fortune makes it what exped- 
iency is: she has no law for a man to judge 
things by.’ Hence I require 76 ypeov 8€ te 
dvorovey avépaow avevperv or dvamopov or 
some such word.—1332 is excellent metre, 
as Phoen. 1583. 

Evecrra (with Wecklein 1898). 

433-485 Paley considers that ‘ this is one 
of the choral odes of Euripides which seem 
merely éuPodya, inserted to mark the 
intervals in the action without any refer- 
ence to the plot of the play. Here we have 
simply a description of the shield of 
Achilles’—yes, but what was figured on the 

shield? Perseus first with the Gorgon’s 
head shorn off (Aatworopov), in the company 
of Hermes, Atos ayyéAw civ “Eppa, to Matas 
aypotnpe kovpo. Now remember that m the 
Choephoroe the Chorus exhort Orestes to 
steel his heart like Perseus, 829 Mepoéws 7” 
év dpeciy xapdlay éxwv and that Kuripides 
himself uses the sane comparison, 853 épye- 
Tat d€ cor Kapa ‘ridetEwy odxt Topydvas dépwv 
GAN ov orvyets Aiyobov, and that Orcstes, 
like Perseus, hid his eyes before he slew his 

mother, v. 1217: and that Hermes. who in 

? Compare also Theognis 381, 
H 2 
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his various capacities is the presiding power 
in the Choephoroe, is invoked by the Chorus 
to lend his aid to Orestes in his daring and 
deceitful enterprise, v. 809,1 as he is con- 
ceived to do in Soph. £1. 1395 6 Matas te 
mais od’ dyer Sddov oKdTw Kpviyas Tpos avTo 
téppa Kovker dupeve (cf. Rhes. 216). And 
in what follows we may see an allusion to 
Apollo, év 8& pécw xaréhapre cake pacwv 
«tvkdos ’Aédto1o. Then come two more illus- 
trations of an dypa, which may or may not 
allude to the dypa of Orestes. 

449 &Oa rarnp immdtas tpepev Edad hs, 
though elsewhere it is Chiron and not 
Peleus that brings up Achilles. It is the 
established epithet of Peleus, Hom. I ani 
W 89 inrnAdra H 125, 1 438, A 772, = 331, 
so there is hardly room to doubt that 
Bacchylides in xii. 97 wrote @ <7ov tr7ev- 
trav > éru<x«tev In\ea> 

581 TULPAXOS YE TOL [L0VOS, 
jv 0 omdowpal y ov perepxopac 

Bodov 

So Keene already for jv 8 dowacwpal y’ : 
‘—that is if...’ which is the proper 
meaning of ei ye or jv ye, aS 262 i dn 706’ 
née y', Hel. 1175 Oaveirar 8 jw ye dy AnpOy 
péovov. They used the simple verb oracat 
or o7dcacOat in this sense. 

622 ‘I saw Aegisthus as I was coming 
here’ ‘Good; whereabouts?’ dypav 7édas 
qove’ imrodopBiov ém. ‘What doing?’ 
‘Preparing a feast to the Nymphs, I 
thought ; but all I know is, he was prepar- 
ing to sacrifice oxen,’ Bovodayeiv. txodop- 
Bu the Dictionaries take to mean here 
‘the horse-pasture,’ and so Paley thinks— 
‘the genitive seems to mean on the horse- 
pasture’; but he suggests that the original 
reading was immodopiors, which Wecklein 
places in his margin. We might consider 
the genitive to be used on the analogy of 
ex’ &ypod and éx’ dypav, and compare Soph. 
Aj. 143 Jebb tov immopava Acdv'’ emeBave’ 
édécar Aavadv Bord kai Aecav: but it was a 
different notion that struck me in reading 
the passage,—that irrodopBiwv em simply 

1] suggest that the passage originally ran as 
follows : 

EvAAdBa & evdixws 
mais 6 Malas, ere) ropHtatos 
ToAAG 8 (or 7’) aupavel BEAwv" 
&okorov 5 mos Acywy 
vinr avr’ dupdtwv oKdtov pepet 
Kad’ juepay 7’ ovdev eupaveatepos 

© since he is most ‘‘ piercing,” penetrating, perspicuous 
(properly the epithet of an épunyeds), and will, if he 
chooses, bring many things to light; whereas if he 

utters a dark word, there is no one so impenetrable 
and obscure.’ 
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means éd’ izzwv, Aegisthus is abroad with 
an equipage of horse, a troop of his own 
body-guard, 628. Compare the use of fov- 
popBia in J.A. 293 and Ale. 1033, of av(o)- 
popB.ov, cv(0)Bdcrov, BovBdocrov Schneider 
Callim. ii. p. 173. 

640 "Apye mapeorar 8 ev TOO EL 
Gow exc: 

xocet may be supported by 1138 where 
Clytemnestra says dc yap kal récer dodvat 
xdépw: in that case Musgrave’s ad is the 

likeliest for év (at, ed, éy are frequently 
confused). I had thought of év root(v). 

“708 The herald cried, 
oreixeTe pakapiwv dYomevor TUpavVeV 
pdopara dejata, xopor 0 ’Atpedav 

€y€paipov otKous 
=721 Sdpara: vedpevos 8 eis dydpous aire 

Tay Kepdcooay éxelv xpureop.adAov 
Kata dopa Tolimvav 

gacpara, delwara cannot be correct. It was 
easy for a copyist to write it like 457 
rode onpata, Setuata Dpvyia ret’xGar, Hee. 
70 belpacr, ddcpact, P.V. 717 dvabeara 
Moora mHhpara, Mipata, Seiuara as the 
Chorus exclaim when they behold the trans- 
formed Io, a répas which later caused the 
inhabitants of Egypt to quake with sickly 
terror (Aesch. Supp. 574). That was 
usually the emotion excited by a 7épas, but 
it would be no encouragement to the popu- 
lation to be assured that the sight was as 
terrifying as they might expect. What the 

herald said was ‘ You need not be afraid to 

come, because this répas is neither duaGéarov 
nor dofepév : it is only a little golden lamb.’ 
It is an adjective therefore, either ddacpar’ 
ddeipara as Musgrave thought, or, as metre 
suggested to me, ddcpar’ ddepa. So far as 

rhythm itself goes, pacpar’ ddeiuara would 

be good, only one would expect to have the 
same in the antistrophe: and dde(ma7a: 
dpoBa is a frail support, since other lexi- 
cons, Suidas, Bekk. An. 341. 1 have ddeé- 

pavra: adoPa. 

813 sqq. See Jacobs Anth. Pal. IX. p. 
Syl 

980 ov trav riOolunv ed BeBovdrctobar tude 
Hermann for ov8’ dv, ‘I will never be per- 
suaded that,’ ‘I cannot believe that.’ 000’ 

dv could only mean ‘I should not even be 
persuaded,’ as Hum. 228 ot8 av dexotpnv 
dor éxew Tyas oebev means ‘1 wouldn’t 
have them at a gift!’ 

997 Kotpos <kaiet>, @ Baciieat Philoct. 
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446, in the herald’s formula quoted by 
Lucian ii. 395, Hee. 1020 dxpy Kade... 
Possibly it may be this which is written 
above by the corrector’s hand in L, described 
as looking like xovov by Wecklein. 

1109 KA. olor tddawa tov éudv Bovdev- 
parov: 

Gs paddov 7) xpqv Hao’ eis dpyijy 
TO EL. 

So Gomperz for zoow. The use of lan- 
guage is enough to commend the alteration, 
and it is evident from Electra’s comment 
that Clytemnestra is thinking here of 
Agamemnon. 

1145 Toonve eyo 
ddow xXdpw cot, od dé <y’> enor diknv 

TAT pos 

(Barnes) is the natural correction, and so 
in 1220, 

OP. €y® pev... dacyave Katyp- 
Eapav 

1220 HA. éya d€ <y'> sérexéXevod cor 
(so L corrected) 

as in the very similar passage, Or. 1236 

OP. exrewa pyrép’ ITY. 
Eidous 

HA. eyo b€ <y'> éreBovAcvoa Karédvo’ bKvou 

where y’ was inserted by Porson. Often as 
ye is omitted in MSS., there is no case 
where it is omitted oftener than in the 
combination é¢ ye, which means ‘ yes and’ 
or ‘yes but,’ and habitually in éym dé ye and 
av oe ye expresses rivalry or retort: for 
instance <Aesch. Supp. 1067, O.C. 840, 
Bacch. 479, Ar. Hg. 356, 363, 365, 1154, 
1156, 1171, 1178, 1204, in several of which 
places it is not only omitted but the omis- 
sion ruins metre. In prose the particles 
are always joined together ; in verse the ye 
may follow anywhere that metre will ac- 
commodate it, eg. Aesch. Zeb. 1017, Ar. 
Ach. 625, Hq. 1226; Porson on Or. 1234 
‘Ubi persona secunda prioris sententiam 
auget aut corrigit, post dé, modo interposito 
modo non interposito alio verbo, sequitur 
particula ye’: Cobet V.Z. p. 435 ‘ Notissi- 
mum est dé ye usurpari solere quum duae 
res ita inter se componuntur ut altera plus 
habeat ponderis, quapropter in iurgiis fre- 
quentissimum est, ubi d€ ye responsantis 
est et maledicto maledictum, convicio con- 
vicium gravius reponentis, cuius rei sexcenta 

passim exempla occurrunt.’ I do not think 
the MSS. can be right in omitting it at 
Soph. Phil. 1245 

2 8 
eyw WWapny 8 
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NE. cudos refvkas ovdev eSavdds codov. 
OA. ot & ote dwveis y’ ore Spaceiers coda. 

Orestes (with Wecklein 1900) 

178 oropatos dvaxédadoy dto<mpo> dé€xeos 

jo ° , 1g ; 
vxXov Urvov xapav Tapecers pia 

dochmiacs ; therefore read dzozpd exactly 
as in 142. So Musgrave. 

450 yepovte rodi, 522 yépovr’ 6¢6adApov : on 
the use of yépwy with impersonal objects see 
Valeckenaer Phoen. 103. In 0.7. 971 

Ta dow yepovta cv\AaBdv Gearicpata 
m Z 2 ; 

keira Tap Ady LloAvBos ag’ oddevos 

yépovra seems to me, as to Mekler and Prof. 
Tyrrell, a true correction by F. W. Schmidt 
of rapovra: cf. 907, 290. It is a confusion 
that occurs elsewhere, to which I can add 
one evident example: in Ael. Zpist. 11 read 
eyo O& abtov dédouxa Kairep yepovra dvra (the 
father) for mapovta.—In O.C. 1702 yepwv is 

itself corrupt, where I would read 

® matep, ® didos @ Tov Gel KaTa 

yas oKoTov «ipevos, 
> La a > , > 4 

ovd€e Tep Ds adiAnros €o0l ToTE 
ae ie ; 

Kal TAOE fL7) KUPHONS. 

‘even so’. Linwood had conjectured ode 
yap as. ovd€ wep is used by Aesch. Supp. 
404, Cho. 502, and Eur. Phoen. 1626, pndé 
mep yépovtas ovras Ach. 222, where Blaydes 
illustrates that common assonance — The 
first step would be ovdé rep dy adiAnros. 

785 70 & ovy for 700’, as Paley suggests. 
Soph. 0.7. 669 6 3 otv iro. 

816 Metre suggests 
Kako@pov avdpav 
mapavoia Pavdrov audi poBw 
Tuvdapis iayynoe 

though one would expect rather the nomina- 
tive kakofpwv as an exclamation; o quanta 
est dementia hominum! But the yap after 
Gavarov should certainly be removed. 

896 ’Apyetos otx “Apyeios add’ yKacpevos 
for jvayxacpevos (which could only mean 
‘compelled’) I published in the Jowrnal of 
Philology xxvi. p. 233, unaware that xac- 
pevos had been proposed before. But I find 
from Wecklein e&yxacpevos conjectured by 
van Herwerden and jv, yxacpevos by Prot. 
Goodwin. yxacpevos, as my note illustrated, 
is a most appropriate word, and it was this 
which had appealed to my predecessors. 
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Now the road by which I arrived at it was 
different,—from requiring ovx« ’Apyetos to be 
followed by GAAa, the use of language in 
such cases, which are commonest in Euri- 
pides; this led naturally to yxacpévos which 
the sense alone had commended already to 
two critics.—Sophocles has a characteristic 
variation in 0.7. 1255 éyyxos efartav zopetv 
yovaikd 7 od yuvaika pytpwav 8 drov KixoL 
SimAjv Gpovpav .. . 

PHOENISSAE 

168 édors Spor preyeOwv Bodais [adcov] 

176 of Amphiaraus, his cwfpoovvy shown 
in his driving : 

AWE 
@s atpepata Kevtpa Kat cudpova 

; Paley i 
Todos petahepwv iPvver 

Eustath. 557. 35 (quoted by Kirchhoff) has 
‘yotw éereBadrev ipacbdAyv’. 70 d€ tpayuKov 
mepippactixoy ev TO ‘KEevTpa peradpevov’. 
Combining these mutilated readings we can 
get near the original at any rate : 

ec > = I ‘ , + ety 

OS aTpepata KeVTpPA Kal THPpov €s 
; ; ; at 

petadpevov pepwv wadXots ifuvet 

489 pujr’ ert zpoodepev ladders to the 
walls. Like Paley I had suggested paj7’ 
érecdhepew, but pare tpoodepew gives the 
proper word; eg. Pollux iv. 90, sch. Ar. 
Lys. 309. 

817 ov yap 0 py Kadov ovror’ edu Kadov 
odd’ ot pi) VOp_YyLOL <VOpLLoY OTE > 
parpt Noxevj.a. 

Ti’ ext mpaTov amd xalTas 
oTapayjwotow amapxas Badw ; 

1527 parpos pas ev ddvmoror yaAaktos Tapa 
pacrots, 

i) Tpos GdeApav 
a\/ Wes wy: na 

ovAopev ALKLO LATO. VEKPWV ; 

Metre here requires év duvpour yo UL 
paorois. One thing is clear, that zapa con; 
ceals dpa: then yad\axros I suppose is a 
corruption of some compound adjective 
ending in -yaXaxrots: and since locasta was 
not veotoKos (Bacch. 691), the inference is 

rear ¢ : 
patpos eas ev Sidvporrw ayaldxrows dpa pac- 

Tots 

*—-shall it be upon. . .?’ 

Ton (with Wecklein 1898) 

1065 «i & aredijs Odvatos arovdal Te dea7rotv- 
as 6 TE Katpos azreiot TOApas 

THE CLASSICAL REVIEW. 

1067 & viv emis deper’, 7 Onxrov El¢-os 7) 
Aapav edwer Bpoxov apt detpyv. 

1067 so L and P: L having a correction é 
re vov deper’ éAzis which makes metre: the 
corresponding line is quite correct and sound 
BE ES is =O The sense is, If her 

murderous plot fails and disappoints her 
hopes, she will commit suicide. I cannot 

see my way to restoring 1067 absolutely, 
but I think there is a clue—d¢éperar is not 
the word. ¢déepecOar and exdeperbar mean to 
be carried away by passion, rage or madness, 
Oupd, dpyp. pavia,—never éAvid: that I re- 
member. With édzid. the usual word is 
tpédecbar and its synonyms: tpéperbar fr. 
826 dv édridos tpédov, Zenob. ii. 43 ext trav 

eAridu pev del Tpedhopevov: PéocxerBar Phoen. 

397, Bacch. 607, Soph. fr. 862, Antig. 1246, 
Hesych. zapBaris t¥xn: Aris tavtotpddos. 
oireio8ar (with a sneer) Agam. 1668, Eubul. 
10: épBer6a. Hippocr. Hpist. p. 1283. 4 
GAN’ ayabaiow exacros TovTwv eAriot PépBera, 
which is the word I think should be restored 
here. The objection to reading éAriou hepBer’ 
is the elision; it is a commonerror of MSS., 
but I believe Prof. Jebb is right in deciding 
that ‘there is: no other example of it in 
Tragedy’ besides Zach. 216 detpop’ ovd 
azdéooua. Otherwise dv vey might be 
offered. In case others may find something 
likely, it is worth suggesting that viv may 
be for vy, or may be a mere insertion, for 
when metre fails, they are very ready to 
add viv. a re hépBerar eAzis ‘and the hope 
she feeds upon’ would certainly serve well 
enough. 

Raesvs. 

200 ra St rap’ dvipdow tédca aiverar for 
reread cor paiverar 4 

545 Gedyet oF Oppwaros eOpav 
imvos: ddirtos yap €Ba 
BXedadpors zpos aods. 

Prof. Blass quotes this and Pind. P. ix. 25 
tmvov ém yAeddpors ratp’ dvaiocKxowa. perovTa 
mpos 40 to confirm his emendation of dgos 
ds Oddret Kéap for duos in the fragment of 
Bacchylides p. 154. Besides A.P. vii. 726, 
Lucian i. 680 may be added in illustration, 
éwhev Te bd KHdwvos eEavagTas aroreirapLevos 
Tod Urvov TO yourrov.—zmpos daods, if sound, 
means that sleep is regarded as a gift from 
the hand of Morning; but the Pindaric 
passage suggests that apds 4@ may be right. 

1 For instance, Ar. Ach. 291, Aesch. Pers. 332, 
and (as I think) Soph. 0. 7’. 815. 
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549 GAN # KpuTTov Adxor eioraicas 
dwAwAre ; Tay’ av etn PoBepov por. 

Here what seems clear is that «tj is an 
interpolation. The corresponding lines are 

530 KaAtcas Hatwy otparos jyewper; 
Mucot 3 yas 

raising the question whether qdofepov por 
also is inserted. ray’ av may either be an 
answer by a second speaker ‘ Possibly,’ or it 
may belong to the sentence dAX’ 7 dwAwde, 
‘Can he have perished, perhaps?’ for ray’ 
ay could be jotted in after the verb without 
affecting the construction, e.g. Soph. 0.C. 
965, 0.7. 523 Jebb. 

> be / ‘ ‘ »” a DN / ei 8& Xpovw Tapa Kaupov Epyov 7) Aoyov 
7vOy, Kara pe yas hs 
Cévra Topevoov" ov TapaLTovpat. 

=4535 ci yap ey 700 jap cioidoun’, ava€, 
~ 
BO oc 6 

To make the metre equal, Hermann reads 
tooe y, Paley 7060’ é7 as Kirchhoff also 
recommends ; but any such addition is un- 
natural (Cycl. 434 ei yap ryvd’ omer jpépar, 
Soph. 0.7. 830 py iSoyne tavrnv jyépav, Arr. 
Epict. iii. 17 pi) yvorro éxetvy 4 Hepa), and 
rhythm determined me to seek the error in 
the antistrophic line, in rapa xaipov. Now 
kaipos is the explanatory word of prose ; it 
is used to explain dxyyv, but dpa? is the 
word it is found explaining oftenest—why 
should there not be an adjective zdpwpos 
“unseasonable,’ like dwpos, €éwpos, evwpos 
besides dxaipos, ékkatpos, éykaipos? Perhaps 
Hesychius may have it,—and he has, 
Tapwpov: wapa katpov (i.e. 7apaKatpor). 
Since Hesychius (as Kirchhofi’s Adnotatio 
Critica will show) has many glosses from 
the Rhesus (vv. 8, 33, 134, 487, 504, 512, 
701, 736), I think it unlikely that the 
Rhesus was not the source of this as well. 
Elsewhere the word is cited only from Theo- 
phrastus (C.P. v. 1 zapwpov BAacrnow). 

Hirrorytus (with Wecklein 1900). 

104 etdapovoins votv exwv oidv ce det 
Wakefield for écov: cf. Bacch. 941. 

~ 550 dpoudda Nats’ drws re Bdkyav 
=559 roxdda Aroyévorwo Baxyou 

ejecting 7ay in 559: so Barthold. Mus- 
grave’s “Aida in 550 cannot stand, for dpo- 
pada must be followed by a consonant; the 

1 T take this occasion of restoring to Mr Housman 
the credit for the view that in 4g. 1658 xaipdy is an 
explanation of épav. 
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tribrach is a link between two metrical 
phrases: see my note on Andr. 137. dpo- 
pddes is among the epithets of the Nymphs 
in Orph. h. li. 6, and the Naiads are asso- 
ciated with the Bacchanals as companions of 
the Satyrs in liv. 6 to Silenus, Natov xat 
Baxxas wyovpeve kurcopdpooy: cf. Pausan. 
iil. 25. 2, Cycl. 68-72, 426, and in this con- 
text Hel. 187 vupda tis ota Nais opecr 
pvyada, .... vmod be méerpwa yuada ... . 

Tlavos* avaBoa yapous. 

552 owv alpare obv Kir 
dovios @ J _ _ _ 

=561 Aoxevoapevay TOTHw 
s , - 

poviw Katevvacev 

This is the right metre ; nor is there any 
objection to xaretvacey except that the MS. 
reading dovios 6 iuevators will not corres- 
pond toit. Sappho used the form tprjvaos, 
and it was used also by a late writer in an 
elegiac epitaph, Kaibel Zp. 418; to be 
metrical here we should have to suppose 
another form tjvaos: but that is not to 
be thought of, for the next line but one in 
the same strophe is & 7Adpov tpevaiwr. 
What will give the sense required and 
plainly could very easily have been mistaken 
is dovios @ Spevvacors. Opp. Hal. i. 
509 has dépevvatats aAoxoor: might not 
épmetvaca have been used for cvyKopjpara ? 
For the substantive évetvaia see Ebeling 
Lex. Hom. 

1120 60 Kvvav 
5 1 aay ; = ey, 
OkuToowv eréBa peta Onpas evaipwv 

=1129 ava yAoav 
vupdidia 8 <dwédwN’ > arodode 

guys og 
may be considered. Soin Zrach. 972 it is 
easy to write 

oljLou €y® Cod, 
972 mdrep, oor eyo cov <pedeou>, 

péXeos 

removing either éyw or cod. 

HeERACLEIDAE (with Wecklein 1899). 

766 Zevs por cvppaxos, ov poBodpar 
Zevs por xapw evdikws 
éxet’ ovrote Ovatav 
jocous ovpavior “7 e“ov PavovvTar 

2 Hence the verb ravevew (see Thesaur.). In Dion. 
Hal. V. 356 (Nauck Trag. Fr. 510) 4 d¢ MeAavinan 
éxaidevOn pev ord Tov Moceidavos yéeyove Se Tatty 
matdta should surely be éravev@n. It may seem 
too strong a word to use of Poseidon, but émadevOn 
is undoubtedly too mild, and compare the story of 
Zeus and Antiope. 
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(L.A. 592 Geol y of kpetocous, fr. 301. 4 
nooovs yeyores) gives at any rate 
the right metre and rhythm and good 
sense: ‘the powers of Heaven will never 
be found inferior to mortal men in my 
time!’. The MSS. have jooous cir’ éuod 
gavoivrat, and ex’ éuod I think must be the 
truth. 

892 ewot xXopds pev Pods ci ALyeta AwTod 
xapts evi dal, 

894 ein & evxapis ’Adpodiza 

Metre tells that in the antistrophe 
should read 

we 

901 eyes 686v tw’ G ToALs Sikatov- od xpy 
mote TOO adecbar, 

with Herwerden instead of ddeAéobar: and 
evi dai should sean _ J __ It seems there- 
fore as if it might be something like eve 
adew or ewatew: cf. Bacch. 125-8, 155 cia 
Tov eviov ayadAopevat Geov. .. AwTds Srav... 
Cycl. 491. Nonn. D. xv. 131 evov detcee 
Avovicw, xX. 248 éuijs rapa daira tparégns 
eviov detowor. Philostr. Imag. p. 785 dzo- 
OKUpTOV Evtov. 

969 xpi rovde py Civ pnd? ex’ cicopav dos 
seems to me, as to Erfurdt, the best cor- 
rection of pd’ épav ddos éru: Suppose cic to 
be omitted, and an attempt then at making 
metre. Ant. 880 I suspect should be dupa 
Gets cicopav tadaiva instead of dpav. 

Heractes (with Wecklein 1899), 

685 It would be good metre (and good 
Greek) to read 

685 waravas piv Andrddes 
Movoay ap.diroXot tov 
Aarovs evzraida yovov 
aN , 

et\Atacovat KadXixopo.: 
= dgaty ae , 

matavas 6 ert cois peAaOpois 

pa) Tavoalpav Tas xapiTas 
Movoas cvykatapcyvis, 
adioray cvivytav. 
pn Conv per’ apovotas 
aict 0 év oredavoirw etnv. 

accepting pi zavoainav from Dio Chrysos- 
tom’s quotation (instead of od ravcopuac), and 
writing zatavas for zavava in 685. In 689 both 
L and G have zaava, but L is corrected to 
maavas. But in either case AnArddés must 
be followed by a consonant, which is 
afforded by Fritazsche’s admirable Movoavy 
where the MSS. have ipyvoio’ 

777 ovv 7 ’Acwri{aldes <O> xdpar Fix. 

THE CLASSICAL REVIEW, 

Their tendency is to write the form -1ad- 
as Nupdav “EXtkwvi{ajdov in 0.7, 1109. In 
783 below both L and G had ‘Edicwvidduv at 
first. 

781 Kaddivixov ayav’: & 
Ilv6iov devdparu rérpa 
Movody 6 “EXtkwvidwv 

ws 4 A ; 
K Ma c eT edyabet Kehady 
epav roAW ea TE TELXN 

Aue Pe Sr 
Sraptav iva yevos €dav OG x, 

' , oy Sm 

XaAkagmidwv Aoxos, Os yav 

TEKVWY TEKVOLS peTapeElPeL 
OnBars iepov pas. 

dépara 
784 

786 

+798 ray “Hpaxdéos away 
yas os é&€Ba baddpov 
TAovtwros da Aurov 
Kpeloowv Lor TUpavvos Edus 
7) Ovoryever’ dvaKtov. 
aviv égopdvrTet daiver 

; Sesser 
Evpndopuv és ayavov 
A > ‘ , 

GpidrAav ei Td dixatov 
Geois €r’ apéoket. 

VEpTEpov 

803 

All the corrections in this passage I had 
made from Kirchhoff’s text; but they 
belong as follows: 784 kAyler for 7éer’ 
Hartung; depata should at least be fol- 
lowed by a consonant, and preferably the 
last syllable should be lengthened, as it is 
before xA' in lyric. For kAylere ef. Ar. Av. 
921, 950, 1747, and “Oi KArjlere parépa 
Datay’ in Pausan. x. 12. 10.—799 yds ds for 
ds yas Musgrave; this I have remarked 
on in another paper.—The corrections in 
786=803 are required by metre, édav67 
Pflugk for éfave (unless Euri ides meant 
that the yaAxaoridwv Moxos egavev brought 
to light, originated, the Szapraéy yévos), and 
écopavte for éoopav Wecklein ‘olim’—I 
wish it were ‘etiam nunc,’ for it not only 
restores the metre but enables you to 
translate the sentence ‘which now makes tt 
manifest, to any that regards the issue of the 
armed contest, whether Justice is still pleasing 
in the sight of Heaven. 

No one, I think, will be able to read this 
fine chorus without feeling that Euripides 
must have had in mind the lyrics of the 
Agamemnon, particularly 381 sqq., beginning 
ovK ea TIS Geovs Bporav dévodo bar pede 6 oots 
abixtwv xdpis maroid’: 6 8 ovK edoeBys: 
mépavrat 6... I would ask any one to read 
it through from 749, ris Geods Ovnros dv 
avouia xpawwv appova Adyov ovpaviwy paKkd- 
pov KareBan’ os ap’ ov cbevovew Geol ;— 

yépovtes, ovker’ eott duvcceBys avyp, to the 

1 Tn 0.C. 1241 therefore you could read Bédpeios és 
Tls AKTA KUMATOMAHE Xetmepia KAoveirat for Xeuepla as 
ovpavia (Erfurdt) for otpavia in 1466. 
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triumphant close translated above, @ viv 
écopavre daiver xré., and then judge whether 
the solution of that difficult Aeschylean 
passage is not this : 

ovK eda TIS 
= z , 

Geovs Bpotdv aktodabar peew 
, 

écots abikrwv xapts 
fy) c > > > 4 

matoil’> 6 6 ovK etoefys° 
; ere , 

mepavtat 0 exTivove 
> , > ‘ 

aroApytev ap 7 
aveovTwy peilov 7 OuKatws 

‘Tt hath been said that the Gods deign not to 
take note of such on earth as trample on sweet 
sanctities ; but irreligious was the man that 
said it! Manifested here as penalty for 
wickedness hath been havoc, done on arrogant 
spirits overteemed with wealth...’ The des- 
truction of Troy is manifestly the punish- 
ment of God; it is a plain proof therefore 
that the Gods do care. Here the MSS. have 
éxydvoue (or éyyovovg as usual) and apy, and 
éxtivovoa was Hartung’s most valuable con- 
tribution. Weil, with the clear perception 
characteristic of him, which has so often 
moved my admiration, pointed out in his 
note of 1861 that both éxydvouvs and "Apy 
mveovtwv were untenable : ‘ There is no place 
here either for the descendants of the wicked, 
or for their war-fever. Neither applies to 
Paris, who had no desire for war at all, and 

who has paid the penalty for his sin in his 
own person. If you enter into the poet's 
mind, you will see that the subject dealt 
with here throughout the strophe is the 
wickedness and license of men puffed up with 
riches ; which are unable, however, to pro- 
tect them from their righteous punishment ’. 
He is equally right in insisting upon the 
rhythmical division of the verses, which is 
violated by Hartung’s éxrivovola toAp7... 
No accusative is now required with éxtivovca, 
because the apy is itself the penalty. apy 
was used by Aeschylus in Supp. 86 ; perhaps 
in Cho. 161, or even in Ag. 1234. 

1138 % cdpxa tiv euny éurpyocas tupt 
dvoxXevay 7) ever p’ atdcopar Biov; 

The correction of v. Wilamowitz-Moellendorf, 
which Wecklein quotes in brackets as un- 
tenable, seems to me now not only a beauti- 
ful reading but most probably the truth: 7) 
cdpka THY VeGVLV eurpyoastupt. According 
to one tradition Heracles was translated 
before he was thirty years of age; and in 
v. 1082 Euripides makes him speak of his 
veaviav Owpaxa kai Bpaxiova. The form of 
the accusative he has in Cyel. 177 ri veavw 
eiAeTe. 
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1214 satis evyevijs Bpotar, 
hepa ta tov Gedy ye rrwpat ovd’ 

dvaivetau. 

Ta tov ObeGv areépata could only mean, I 
think, ‘ the falls which the Gods themselves 
experience’, not those which they cause. It 
would be correct to write dépea ta y ex Gedv 
aropar as Phoen. 1764 tas yap ek Geav 
dvaykas! Ovytov ovta Set Pepew, Hom. QD 617 
OcOv éx Kydea réooe, Pind. P. x. 20 py 
dOovepais ex OeGv preratpomiais émiKipoasev 
Moschus iv. 68 toujod’ exvpyoapev ex Geod 
aions. The ye would be quite natural, for 
the implied antithesis was most familiar, 

dvOpadrrowt Tas pev ex Gedy Tixas Sofeicas Ear 
dvaykatov depew, door 8 Exovolownw EyKewTar 
BraBas... But it is also possible that 
Vitelli’s theory is right, ra Geta rrdpata 
glossed by ra tév OeGv: so in H/, 194 

OUTOL TTOVAXats 
GAN’ ebxaia(c) Geods weBilovo’ 

altered in L to rots Geovs ye, Weil has con- 
jectured GAN’ cixats Ta Geta oeBiLovo’ 

The club of Heracles is often mentioned 
in this play, but it is worth observing that 
it is never called oxvtadov or pozadov, nor 

does Euripides ever use those words. The 
terms he describes it by are 932 omdov xepos, 
569 76 KahAwikw TOO 7AM, 982 pevdpoxtvmrov 

pipne’ trp Kapa Badav EvAov KabjKe rads 
eis EavOov Kapa, 468 cis dekvay d€ onv aAeEn- 
tnpiov Evrov Kabler Aaidddov: and in fr. 688. 
4 Heracles is EvAw dpacrypios. The Dorian 
lyric of Pindar calls it oxvradov O. ix. 30, 
the Dorian idyll of Theocritus foradov xiii. 
56, oxvradov xvii. 31, Apoll. Rhod. i. 1196 
xadkoBapet poraAw and Sophocles poradov in 
Trach. 512; but poetry seldom uses those 
plain words, feeling I suppose that they do 
not sound heroic and that a vaguer allusion 
is more dignified: and so the Latin poets 
eall it robur, Verg. A. viii. 220, Stat. Silv. 
iii. 1. 35, Zheb. iv. 163, Mart. ix. 44. The 
weapon is described by Theocr. xxv. 207 as 
we see it in the Farnese statue, Baxzpov 
eirayes, avtodAotov, ernpepeos KoTivoLo Empn- 
Tpov, TO pev avTos bro Cabéw EAukOve etpov abv 
mukujow odocxepes eorraca pitas. Hence in 
Anthol. xvi. 103 we have “HpakXes, rod oor 
aTop@cs peyas; and 104 Bapirous ofos 
6 OnpoXeryns. It will appear now what is 
meant in Orph. h. xii 

1 In Bacchyl. xviii. 29 since Blass now gives the 
MS. as efr’ ody yéver’ é....it would seem to have been 
éx Gea avdyKa as ek Oedy woipa in xvi. 24. Itisa 
pity Prof. Jebb’s aloa po:pdxpayvros should not be con- 
firmed, 
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ZOe padxap vo'ocwv GeaArxtypia TavTa Kopilov 
2¢/ ‘ ‘ ” , > ‘ 

éfé\acov dé Kaxas atas, KNadoV ev xeEpt 

TaAAwv, 

mryvois 7’ ioBddous Khpas xaeTas dmorepre. 

Gesner remarks on xAddov ‘quasi muscae 

abigendae essent’, and Miss Harrison, 

quoting this passage in her most interesting 

paper on ‘ Pandora’s Box’ in the Journal Q 

Hellenic Studies xx p. 104 says ‘ Here clearly 

the harsh Keres are bringing disease, and 

they are to be brushed aside like flies, 

winged pests as they are, by the branch that 

Herakles waves in his hand. What manner 

of pest a Ker was, is clearly seen in the design 

from a vase published in the Jahrbuch des 

Arch. Inst. x 1895, p. 37, Fig. 11, where 

Herakles uses a more formidable weapon, his 

club, against a noisome-looking winged Ker. 

The design is a lively commentary on the 

Orphic Hymn’. It does not in the least im- 

pair her argument, but it will be clear (as the 

authoress agrees) that here too the «Addos 

used by Heracles xypaptvrys (Lycophr. 663) 

means his club. That, as I lately pointed 

out, is the meaning of the periphrasis 7xed.a 

aitéxwra Bédn in Cho. 162 self-hilted 

weapons for close combat’, Swords are 

Kwmnevta, that is AaPiv exovta, provided with 

a hilt or handle in addition (Hom. @ 403, 

Quint. Smyrn. v. 116); the distinguishing 

epithet airéxwrov or aitéaPov is enough to 

indicate the Heraclean club. 

Mepea (with Wecklein 1899). 

1238 Kal yap €l KTEVEIs OWS 

hiro y' Epvoay dvoruxys 7 eyo yvvy 

Though the best MSS. give ido 7’ the y’ 

no doubt is right. ye is the weakest par- 

ticle to emphasise the antithesis to «i kat 

(um) or Kat «i (ju), &g- et Kal pul) TAVTES, Ol YE 

wo\Aol . . . The strongest way of express- 

ing it is by the combination dA’ CBP o ws 

ye, and you could use ye alone or é\da alone 

or almost any combination or permutation 

of the two or three—only not ody alone, 

which is enough to show that ovy adds 

merely emphasis to particles it is combined 

with. Asin Eur. #1. 362 
St Akg seta anny ave? 

Kal yap el Tevys Epvr, 
» 7 oy ® 9 . L& 

OUTOL TO Y 700s dvoyeves TApECOPat 

so I think we ought to read in Soph. 0.0. 

726 
Kal yup €i Yepev ey, 

ro THadE Xwpas y' od yeyypaxe TOEvos 

where y’ is omitted (as it is habitually 
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omitted) by the MSS.—It is an extraordin- 

ary consecution that occurs twice in 

Sophocles, 

0.7. 302 wédw pev ei Kat pip BrEres ppoveis 

& opos 
ola voow ovveotl 

Ant. 234 cot: Kei 7d pydev ekepd ppacw ny 

Ops. 

For the proper particle in both cases was 

not 5¢ but ye as Sophocles himself has else- 

where, 0.7’. 628 KP. «i 6€ Evvins pdev ; 

OI. dpxréov 7’ dps, 1326 Katrep TKOTELOS, 

riv ye ov avdiyvy duus, Ant. 519 dpws 0 Y 

“"Mdys, Creus., fr. 328. 2 Kat yap ol paKpov 

Biov Ovyrav exovor Tod ye Kepdatvew OpLws 

dmpié éxovra. The passages Sir Richard 

Jebb quotes in illustration of 0.7. 302 are 

Hat. viii. 22 ef 88 ipiv éore totTo pu) Svvarov 

ropa, tpees Se (then) ere Kat viv €xk TOU 

pécov ipiv eleobe: Xen. Cyr. v. 5. 21 Gdn’ ei 

unde rodro .. . Bovdc aroxpivacbat, ov & 

rowvredbev Aye. But these for two reasons 

do not set my mind at rest. They are of a 

type very common in Herodotus, but with 

a pronoun, eyw dé, ov de, 6 5é, and the mean- 

ing is ‘well then, ‘in that case,’ and so in 

Aesch. Ag. 1045 ob 8 dvi govijs.. - and 

more emphatic in Zum. 888 ob & otv pLevous 

ay, as in Hdt. ix. 48 kal jv pev SoKen Kat 

tovs dAAovs paxerbar, ot 8 Ov perereta 

paxéobuv tarepou ci dé Kal pry SoKéoudAN’ Hyeas 

povvous dmoxpav, npLets de drapaxeowpeba. 

But these do not appear to me to resemble 

ei kat py followed by dyws, where the mean- 

ing is ‘even if. . ., yet still, and I do not 

know any case with dyws. Was it Sophocles 

who deliberately wrote this d¢ or a careless 

copyist influenced by the preceding pev? 

Tt would be an easy error anyhow, and has 

been made I suspect in 0.C. 1443 where I 

look for 
ANT. dvord\awa Tap’ eye 

ei oot orepnbo. ILOAYN. raira y & TO 

Satpove 

Kal Td pivar Oarepa: spov 8 obv eyo 

the equivalent of ratra pev, as L.7. 489 

rovTo pev 60s TH TUXY but the MSS. have 

radra 8 as in Hum. 591 they have rovrov 8 

for tovrov y (Nauck). In Ant. 254 the 

error, if it is one, might readily be made by 

a seribe who had mistaken xei for cat (L 

had xer without a breathing), an example of 

which will be a fitting close to this digres- 

sion: Eur, fr. 331 

/ x > »” >» o , 

idros yap nV fol, KEL Epws €Xou TOTE, 

odk eis TO papov OvdE px’ Ets KUTpLY TPETOV 
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where the change restores an interesting 
sense, ‘for he was my friend ; and if ever 
(now appears the meaning of the zoré) love 
took hold of me, it never turned my steps to 
foolish conduct,’ Kat p) pws dor roré would 
not only be pointless but would require pj7’ 
«is TO #@pov pyte . . . Here» too there may 
have been a ye omitted after pdpov. For 
the use of the optative in such a case see 
Liddell and Scott s.v. ei iii. 2, Philoct. 289, 
Lucian i. 217 Kai ci rote ritca rapadocyy 
TO Vavypyder ro Exrwpa, 6 O€ ye ev aiTo 
éxeivy meiv, Plat. Com. 168. 3 érdre & 
«ize Sé€or | ‘ ddLyov, <6 8’ > ‘dXiov’ édeyev 
as I would complete it: ‘when he had to 
say dX/yov, instead of that he would go and 
say dXiov’ is the effect of that colloquial use 
of 6 dé, which is very common after déov. 

Fragm. 282,16 on athletes ; battles not 
won in the playing-field : 

ig ‘ , =a 7, > , > , Tis yap TaAaioas ev, Tis @KUTOUS aVNp, 
xX» 6 

7) Otoko dpas 7) yvabov ralcas Kadds 
i ; , » ave 

Toe TaTpwa oTEpavoy npKerev Aawv 5 
TOTEPA jLaxXovvTaL TOAELioLaLY ev YEpoLV 

20 Oke mW Xx 5 ? 3 (6 ‘\ 20 dicKovs Exovtes, 7) bu aaridwv Toa t 
P A 

Geivovres éxBahovtar ToAepLovs wdtpas ; 

‘Will they fight against the enemy with a 
discus in their hands, or drive him from the 
country by smiting through his shield with 
their feet?’ That requires dpdans xepds 
Heracl. 682 ; it is little use for the purpose 
to be swift of foot. This is evidently the 
point, but it is only obtained by combining 
the readings of the two quotations; Ath. 
413 e gives 8V domidwv yept Oetvoytes, Which 
here is merely tautological, Galen I. p. 24 
gives dU domidwv rool Oéovres, easy misap- 
prehensions both of them for an inattentive 
reader. The phrase is used by Eur. in 
Heracl. 683 ob Oevoyu Kav eye bv doridos ; 
and 737 6: dozidos Oetvovta roAcuiwv tiva.— 
In v. 18 it seems as if AaBov should be 
AaBety ‘availed to win a glory for his 
country’: if it meant ‘won a crown for 
defending his country’ it should be oréfavov 
éAaBev apxéoas. Possibly Oetvoyres should be 
Gevovres. 

Fragm. 304 may be approximately re- 
’ stored 

n ‘ sel, . 5 yee 
Goaior pev vavol ropov mvoal Kari BévOos 

9 4 
dXwov adXat 

y Sate L é P 
aXXov iGivover, Tiyas be Ovatov 

‘ 4 TSS } > aor ” (- ‘ 

TO pev Ley’ Eis OVOEV <aywv> 6 zodAis 
, , x a ”~ At og 

_ xpovos pebiotnor.<v> To de peLov avEwv 

I feel sure of the last two lines, which are 
in fact the same in metre as the last two of 
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fr. 303. In the first two it is clear from 
the comparison that what I have written 
gives the sense, and the expression is just 
like Pind. O. ii. 33, vii. 95, P. iii. 104, 7. iii. 
23, all with a similar application, and /.A. 
1325. It is easy to see that ddov dAXAac 
dAov could hardly fail to be corrupted, and 
the MSS. give only xara BévOos dduov 
iPvvover or Kata BevOos dArat iOvvover.—The 
metre is a variety of a rhythm favourite in 
Tragedy, in which I will only refer, to 
Aesch. Supp. 533-5, Soph. Trach. 94 sqq. 
because they are very similar to a corrupted 
example : 

Aj. 221 olay edjAwoas avdpos aldovos ayyeAlav 
atarov ovde hevktav 

= 245 dpa tw’ dn Tor Kpata Kadvppace 
Kpvuwajevov 

modoiv KNoT ay apecbat 

Here 77 rou is unmetrical, but all you have 
to do to make it metrical is to write 7}3y ori 
as in Philoct. 964, El. 1259 of piy ore Kxatpés, 
and write dvépos with Hermann or dvdpds 
dp’...It does not seem likely that «para 
should be a mistake for «dpa (Turnebus), 
otherwise I should certainly have expected 

&pa tw’ non ort Kdpa Ka\vppace Kpvildpevov 
oiav edyAwoas < dp’ > avdpds aidovos dyye- 

tav 

olav apa as 367, 909, Trach. 997, 871, Ant. 
1178, fr. 519, 0.7. 1395, O.C. 1400. 

With regard to the phrase cis oddév dyov 
it may be observed that they used 75 pydev 
commonly in the same sense ; but not pndév 
simply except under the influence of con- 
struction. The only exception known to 
me is Soph. f. 787. 8 which is three times 
quoted by Plutarch, twice as wahw diappet 
Kal pydev épxerar: but in another place he 
has it Keis TO pndev, and this (or xds) I think 
with Nauck is right. For 6 yap @avav 7d 
pydev eat. Trag. fr. adesp. 95 you could 
substitute ovdev éo6 6 xarOavav as Ale. 392, 
but not pydev eore: you would say, however, 
iv’ noav pydev ot dewol déyew Eur. fr. 439 
after the final iva, or iv 8 eituyare, pndev 
ovres, Sosiphanes Trag. fr. 3. Thus Eur. fr. 
532 says of a man when he dies that 7d 
paoev eis ovdev pera, but when in Z'rach. 
1107 the dying Heracles threatens ‘ though 
I am as nought, and on the way to nothing- 
ness,’ he says kav 7o pydev & Kas (or xeis) 
pdev epzw. At least that is how I think 
the passage should be read : if the meaning 
were ‘though I am as nought and cannot 
move a step’ we should surely have kat 
pydev éprw and not xiv, for «iv—xiv, like 
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édv te—édv Te, Kel—kel, elTe—eire MEANS 

‘ whether—or’ as kav OeAw Kav pa) Oedw L.A. 
1273, Cyel. 330; kav ed Kav Kadrtds d0éw 
héyew Tro. 907: in O.C. 874 d&w Bia xei 
podvos cit TOvdE Kal xpovw Bpadis, you could 
not write Kei xpdvw Bpadvs, nor here, I 
think, xav pndev éprw. 

fr. 773. 49 éxt xdppacw (for yappa7’) as 
émt mevOeow A.P. x. 47. 

Sr. 1048. 3 taydvy for taydavn will 
require I suppose the usual correction 
Tappua. 

Jr. 1063 It is wiser not to keep a wife 
shut up, but to let her satisfy her curiosity 

HY POPHORA 

The Rehdantz-Blass Rhetorical Index to 
Demosthenes has an excellent article on 
hypophora, but does not refer to the five 
extant instances of the use by Isaeus of 
what became in Demosthenes the stereo- 
typed form with v7) Ata or pa Ava. The 
passages follow. 

Tsaeus, iii. 24 icws yap jv v7 Ata zapepyov 
Kal addov, epi ov TiV éxpaprupiay Tapa Tov 
Iluperidov act moujoar bau obrou, ate obdev 

Gaupacrov OArywpynPjvar AV TO Tpaypa. 
TOS ; , 

Is. iil. 73 GANG vy Ata GAXov Twa zoinod- 
pevos TOV ovyyevOv ebwxKev av ExeLv TOV KATpoV 
kal THY Ovyatépa THY EavTOd; Kal Ti adTov ede 
..amexGeobar k.7-X. 
Is. iv. 20 GAG vi) Ata, ered} TovTHY obdev 

erolnee, THY Ovatav TOU Nikoorpatov dtexetpioer 5 
GXAG. kal TadTa pepapTipyTa wpiv. 

Is. tv. 24 pa Av’ add’ ovk éorw 6 “Ayvov 
ovd’ 6 “Ayvdbeos Tod Nixootpatov ovyyevys, ws 
ot avriduxot dacw, GAX’ €repot. 

AaXovTt papTupovory ; 
Is. vii. 33 ti BeXtiov av expagev...; ei vip 

Aia radiov eroucato aBov mapa tov TOV 
pilwv ovtwr, Kal tovTw THY ovolay duker ; 
ida todr’ Hv adydov x.7.X. 

These five passages fall in three orations, 
of which one is held to be the latest extant 
work of the orator, another is one of his 
later works, while for the third no criterion 
of date has been found. 

The careful reader will observe that the 
interrogative punctuation of the early 
editions which has been retained in the 
second, third, and fifth passages, is wrong. 
Recognized as instances of hypophora, these 

Kal 

” “ 
€TELTA TW... 
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harmlessly abroad; for the female sex is 
ever as greedy for what is secret as the 
male : 

Sian 
<T0 Ondv yap Tédpukev ef ivov yévos> 
la ,? col 

70 7’ apoev Gel TOU Kekpuppevov ALyvov. 

Such a line (or réduxe yap ro OAAV 7 OY TO 
Orv yap wav e& icov répuKé Twos) it seems 
clear to me has been omitted. 70 7’ apoev 
then means ‘one just as much as the other, 
but unless it is preceded by 76 67Av the re 
in 76 7 dpoe has no meaning, and the 
statement, if made about the male sex only,. 
quite irrelevant in this connexion. 

W. Heapiam. 

IN ISAEUS. 

were put into the ordinary interrogative 
class; but these are not questions. The 
interrogative interpretation is barred out 
by the use of the hortatory subjunctive in 
the similar passage, Dem. xx. 75: adda v7 
Ala rov zaida tov XaBpiov repiidwpev adaipe- 
Oavra tiv aredhaav «.7.r., if not by vy Ava 
itself, which is an expletive here indicating 
impatience, and very nearly equivalent 
(except in its associations) to the improper 
“D— it!” This impatience is shown very 
clearly in Dem. xxi. 148: rivos yap «ivexa ; 
‘tav otpatyyiav. aA’ ovde Kal? avrov 
otparwotyns K.T.A. ‘ddAa Tov oywr.’ eV ois 
KoW pev ovdoey muwror ix’ ayafov xk.t.d. 
‘ yéevous eivexa, v7) Ala.’ 

Quotation marks will make the true in- 
terpretation more distinct, and will show 
just what is to be considered as a quoted 
objection. 

Is. iii. 24 tows yap ‘Hv vy Ala rapepyov 
daidov, epi ov THY ekpaptupiav act 

romoacbar otto, ‘aorte ovdey POavpacrtov 
odtywpyOjvar jv TO Tpayya. Kal Os; 

Is. ui. 73. ‘aAAG vy Ala GdAov Twa ron- 
A 3 \ rs 

odpevos TOV ovyyevOv eOwkev av ExeLy TOV KA7- 
pov Kal tiv Ovyatépa tiv éavrov.’ Kal TL 
avrov det k.T.A. 

Is. iv. 20. ‘aAXQ vy Ala,’ ered TovTwv 
ovdev erotnae, ‘THY ovaiay tod Nuxoarpdtov 
diexetpivev.’ adAG Kal Tadra K.T.A. 

Is. iv. 24. ‘pa Ad’, GAN’ ode Eat 6 “Ayvov 
oop cc € , a , 7 

ovd 6 ‘Ayvdbeos tod Nixootparov avyyerys, 
c £2 aN) , ¢2 a@ ? ” 

@s ot avriducol pacw, ‘aX ErEpot. EmretTa..- 

papTupovory ; 
Is. vii. 33. 7é BéArvov av Expagev... ; ‘ei > SIN Boh uel 5 ; 4 

v7 Ata ravdiov éroujoato AaBwv apa tov Tov 
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pirwv évtwy, Kal Toit THY ovoiay edwxev.” 
GG TOdT’ Hv AdyAov k.T.A. 

To three of these passages, Dareste in his 
translation of 1898, has given the idio- 
matic interrogative form, neglecting the 
expletive. In iv. 20, he seems to have 

been misled as to the meaning of dvexetpicer, 
and translates : ‘ Eh bien, par Zeus! Chari- 
adés n’a rien fait de tout cela et n’en a pas 
moins mis la main sur la fortune de Nico- 
strate.’ 

Demosthenes makes a more dramatic use 
of this figure than Isaeus, e.g. Dem. vill. 17. 
zi roioomev dv ext Xeppovyoor ty ; ‘ Kpwovpev 
AvoretOn, vij Ata.” Kal ti Ta mpadypar’ eorar 
BedAriw; ‘GAN evOevd’ av BonOjcampmer avrot.’ 
av 8 ind tov wvevparwv py dvvepeba ; ‘adAXO 
pa A’ odx Hée.’ And viii. 50. adr’ o 
dvdpes ’AOnvaior Ta Séovta Troreiv eOeAnooper ; 
‘ 6rav vy Ac’ dvayKatoy 7. adda x.7.X. 

In Demosthenes, we may observe, too, 

this figure becomes so fixed that the v7 Aca 
is used with a verb in the first person refer- 
ring to the speaker, as xviii. 117. vy AC’ 
GAN adikws ApEa. elra Tapav dre p’ eionyov 
ot Noyioral, ov Katnyopes; Most editors put 
a mark of interrogation after jp£a, but this 
can hardly be separated from the passages 
which have just been considered. 
My attention has been called to the fact 

that Gebauer in the Appendix to his edition 
of Frohberger’s Lysias, expresses his dis- 
satisfaction with the interrogative form of 
Isaeus iii. 73 and of Demosthenes xxiv. 99 
and 126; but Gebauer does not mention 
the other instances in Isaeus, and the 
question-mark in Dem. xxiv. 126 was aban- 
doned by Dindorf half a century ago, 
while in Dem. xviii. 117, quoted in the pre- 
ceding paragraph, the tradition has a ques- 
tion-mark after 7jpéa. At times, as in Dem. 
xxiii. 166, Bekker introduced the use of 
quotation-marks for hypophora, but these 
have not been used consistently by any 
editor of Demosthenes. Gebauer’s calling 
the sentence of Lysias on which he is com- 
menting, eine spottische Behauptung, would 
remove that passage clearly from Isaeus iv. 
20, where we have not a mocking allusion to 
the adversary’s statement, but a quotation 
of the adversary’s impatient explanation of 

’ the reason for the will in question. Ott, 
Beitrage zur Kenntniss des griechischen Hides, 
apparently would consider Is. iv. 20 an 
instance of hypophora, but sets Is. ii. 24 
among the erklarende Sdtze, and iii. 73, iv. 
20, and vii. 33, in the category of Question 
(Frage), accepting the current punctuation. 
The assumption of an interrogative force 
for vi Aiais only slightly more unreasonable 
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than the ‘ironical force’ which has often 
been assigned to it. 

I have not noticed hypophora with vy Ata 
before Isaeus, except in Andocides iii. 15, 
‘G\NG vy Ata €ws dv Aaxedatpoviovs KaramoNe- 
pjropev...éxpe TovTou det toAeneiv’ (where 
Blass seems to have been the first to restore 
the force of asseveration, by removing the 
mark of a question), and Xenophon, Mem. 
i. 2.9 ddA v7 Ala,’ 6 KatHyopos Edy, ‘v7reEp- 
opav érole Tov KabecTwTWV VOMwV TOYS TvVOV- 
tas’ (cf. ib, ii. 7. 3 and 6). 

One of the earliest instances of hypo- 
phora in prose, is in Herodotus vi. 124, 
where the historian rejects the report that 
at the battle of Marathon the Alemaeonids 
were in communication with the Persians : 
GAG yap tows Te erypeupdopevos APnvatuv TO 
Sypw mpocdidocay 7 Tatpidi, which is 
properly to be printed as a statement of the 
enemies of the Alemaeonids. I have not 
noticed hypophora with vy Ava in Plato. 
The most striking example of the figure in 
that author is Republic 365 c-366 a: ‘adda 
yap’ pyct tis, ‘od pad.ov det NavOdvew KaKkov 

dvta.’ ovde yup aXXo ovdev evrreres, HyoojLEV, 
Tov peyddwv....dAAa 6%) Oeods ovTe avOdvew 
ove Bidoacbar Suvarov.’...‘ da yap ev” Aidov 
diknv Sdaomev dv av evade aduknowper, 7) adTol 
}) watdes ratdwv. GAN wpeAjoovow x.7.d. 

Aristotle uses hypophora with the simple 
icws, as Nicomachean Ethics 1114a 3, ‘adn’ 
isws TowvTds eoTW woTe py emiyednOjvat,’ 
where again quotation marks are con- 
venient. 
When the usage of different authors is 

compared, the employment of hypophora 
with v7 Aca seems a distinct link between 
Demosthenes and Isaeus, whose relations 

have been known to be intimate. 
T. D. Seymour. 

Tsanus AS AN Imirator oF Lystas. 

Attention does not seem to have been 
called in print to the fact that Isaeus v. 10, 
Kal ovde KaTa TO eEAdXLOTOV JLEpOS TIS OlKELOTT- 
ros é\€ov Tap’ avtov érvxov, ad’ ophavot Kat 
Zpnpoe Kal mevntes yevouevor Kai Tov Kal! 
yeepav erirndetwv yoav évoeets, is formed 
exactly upon Lysias xii. 20, kal odd€ Kara To 
eXdxistov pepos THS ovoias éheov Tap’ adrav 
ervyxdvopev, GAN’ ovrus cis Has dua TA Xpypara 
e&npaptavov K.T.D. 

This is curious, since the passage in 
Tsaeus is hardly intelligible without com- 
parison with the other, and interesting 
since it is the most distinct detail of the 
influence of Lysias upon his follower (yapax- 
Thpa de Tov Avolov wavy axpyBas éelyocer). 

Mt, ADs tsb 
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PLATONICA,—II. 

(Continued from p. 27.) 

SyMPpPosium. 

The serious difficulties of the Symposium 
require fuller treatment. A few small 
points are taken here. 

184 & dedpuevos eis Taidevow Kal THY GAAnV 
codiav xracbar. 

Schanz (cracOa. Perhaps dvivacba, a 
favourite word with Plato. 

185 B wav dv ravtt rpobupybecn. 
Can the dative stand alone? Probably 

some word like troupy<iv, yapilerOar has 
dropped out. The Symposium seems to have 
suffered from such omissions. 

191 a xofodty exactov TO nov TH adTod 
Evvetvat. 

This seems another instance, 192 B and 
205 = (cf. 191 pb) show pretty clearly that 
something like 7 atrod <pioa> should 
be read. 76 airod alone is hardly possible. 

195 B pera d€ vewy det Evveoti TE Kal 
eoTw. 

Sauppe’s éotw <veos> is not to me very 
satisfactory. I have thought of Svveori re 
Kal <noews> early. Cf. Rep. 372 B 7d€ws 
Evvovres GAyjAors and on the simple éoriv 
Schanz Movae Comm. p. 103. But it might 
be anything. 

199 B I do not see how avoporoynadpevos 
zap avrod can be right. Perhaps zpos 
avTov. 

The following explain themselves : 

184 A dod (for i7d) ravrys Tis airias. 

194 B dvaBavtos for avaBaivovtos. 

195 c ra 8€ radaua mpdypata <Ta> crept 
Geovs. 

200 A 

201 © ds ein <pev> 6 epws peyas Beds, ein 
d& TOV Gear. 

<t0> 6rov, explaining todro. 

212 & tva...7iv TOD Gopwratov Kat KadXic- 
tov <moutov> Kkepadiv avadyjow. 

215 EB zodv pov (for por) padrov 7 Tov 
KopuBavtiavrwvy 4 Kapdia myda. Cf, Lon, 
535 Cc. 

217 D ev nrep ededearTvyj Ker? 

PARMENIDES. 

128 c Perhaps ézixpumtopevov is due to 
dtarparrépmevov following and should be 
emikpimteo Oat. 

131 p should, I think, be printed with 
more notes of interrogation. Besides that 
after cov tw éorat, | would put others after 
éfe, peilov eora, and zpiv, On the other 
hand in 134 c the sentence beginning ovxovv 
eizep is not a question. 

133 pd Read éxetvov dotA0s <6 dotA0s> 
like deazorys 6 deoro7ys in the next line. 

134 © Read azoorepyoe: for aroarepycete. 

135 B dvevxpwjodpevov ought to be duevxpe- 
vncapéevov. Mr. Waddell seems half to sug- 
gest this in his edition. 

ib. © Tod ToLovTov pev ovv por SoKEts Kat 
padXdov yaOjoba. 

pa\Aov is meaningless by itself. 
padrov <érépwv >. 

Perhaps 

ib. E odk elas év Tois Spwpevors ovde Tept 
Tadta TH TAavny erLOKOTELV. 

I think rij tAdvnv <owvpevov > or some- 
thing similar is needed. 

137 c éroumds cot...rodro needs a <zouj- 
cau> added. 

140 © ri Se, rpecBirepov 7 vewtepov 7 THY 
airyv WAuciav éxev TO ev doxed Tw Svvarov 
eiva ; 

As zpecBitrepov and vewtepov are predi- 
cates with efvar, which is itself governed by 
dvvarév, it is clear that éyew should be €yov 
to correspond. So in 141 A ov« ap’ av ein 
vewTepov ovde mpecButepov ovde THY adTiV 
HAtktav €xov 70 ev. There is nothing un- 
common in a participle with eiva:, especially 
if the participle is coordinate with adjec- 
tives. 

141 B 76 zpecBirepov apa éavTod yryvopevov 
Kal vemTepov EavTod apa ylyverat, elrep peAdeL 
éxew Stov mpecBirepov ylyverat. 

The last yiyverat should probably be 
yiyynra, the common construction after 
” Exel. 

143 a tc Oy) Kal THOSE Er. <oKoreL> 2 
S = 8 

156 pD ‘Gp’ obv é€ote TO atoTov TovTO eV © 
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tor’ dy ein Ste peraBdddcr;’ 67d wotov dy ;’ 
‘7d eEaidyys 5° 

The first sentence seems devoid of mean- 
ing. Heindorf, followed by Stallbaum, 
thought Parmenides was going to put 70 
eéaipvys at the end of his sentence, when he 
was interrupted by the question 7d zotov 5). 
I should be inclined to read peraBadder <r0 
ro.ovoe> ; and to suppose that the loss was 
due to the great similarity between 710 
towvee and 7d rotoy 67. Just below should 
not 7 e€aidvys airy picts be 7 <tov> éfaid- 

vys avtn procs! 

163 c Read 6 (for ©) dv dopey with one 
Paris MS. (Bekker): and for 7@s ovx civac 
read 7@s <ptv> ovk etvat. 

EuTHYPHRO. 

5 © ot pev odd doxet bpav, ewe SE ovTws 
b€€ws atexvas Kal padiws Kareidev GoTE K.T.A. 

’Arexvas is absent from the Bodleian MS. 
and bracketed or omitted by recent editors. 
Prof. Burnet suggests that it may represent 
drevas. It is not clear whether he means 
that in that case Plato wrote drevés and 
that d&€ws is a gloss on it. That seems un- 
likely. ’Arevds is probably not a word that 
would be used to qualify xafopay, when 

xafopav is used transitively. It expresses 
fixity and intensity of gaze (Pdexew «is, 
QedoOar), whereas xafopév is only to see, 
descry, etc. Matthew Arnold could write 
of Sophocles that ‘he saw life steadily,’ but 
no one would say ‘he saw me steadily.’ 
éééws on the other hand, which is not the 

same thing, is often coupled with kafopav 
in Plato and elsewhere. 

Is it possible that arexvGs would really be 
in place before or after odde Soxet 6pav4 Cf. 
Polit. 288 A cidos...7h Lyrovpévy...rpoonKov 
ovdty dtexyvas éemiotypy: Ar. V. 425 oid? av 
dtadexGetyy arexvas. 

7 © rept tivos dé dy duevexOevres Kat ert Tiva 
kplaw ov dvvdpevor adixecOar éxOpor ye av 
GAAHAots €iprer ; 

Schanz twa for tiva. Perhaps it should 

be rivos. Cf. Bq wept tivwy diadhopa ; 13 v4 

iarpots imnperici) eis Tivos Epyou brnpeciav Tvy- 
xdver ovoa brypeTicy, etc. 

ibid. icws ov mpoxetpov ot eat, add’ Enod 
Neyovtos oKoTEL. 

Does not a \éyev or something like it 
seem needed in the first clause? 

11 B The old irobdpeba, though it seems 
to have no MS. authority, is surely more 
suitable to the context than mpofupefa. 
It is however not mentioned by either 
Schanz or Burnet. 
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Crito. 

45 5 aicxvvonas pr d0&) drav TO Tpayy.a TO 
rept ce dvavopia TWh TH ymerépa TempaxOar, Kat 
# eloodos Tis OiKyS..., Kal adTos 6 aywV..., Kal 
zo teAevtatovy 61) ToUTl, WaTEep KaTayeAws TIS 
mpaéews, Kakia TWl Kal dvavopia TH HLETEpa 
diamrepevyévar pas doKelv. 

In spite of the length of the sentence it 
is difficult to believe that Plato wrote what 
comes to pi d0&) Tovti doxety diamehevyevat 
ypas.  Aoxety being intolerable, I am in- 
clined to think that Plato wrote dof. Each 
step in the change (ddfe to doxei, doxet to 
Soxetv) is quite frequent. The future is 
slightly irregular but very much in Plato’s 
manner, 

APOLOGY. 

18 B ot buav Tovs ToAAOds...ereHov TE Kal 
Katnyopovv e400 [uaddov] ovdey adnOes, ws 
gor Tis Swoxpdtyns codds avip 14 TE peTéwpa 
dpovrictis Kat Ta bTO ys TavTa avelnTnKHS 
k.T.A. 

23 c N€yovew as Swxparys tis éote puapa- 
TaTos Kat diadbeipe TOUS vEeous. 

If in 23 c éoré were only the copula, 
could tis stand first? should it not then be 
puapwraros tis eott? ‘This reflection and the 
comparison of 18 B seem to show that it is 
gor, not éori ; ‘ there is a very objectionable 
person named Socrates.’ But then Plato 
can not have gone on kal diuadbetpa. The 
fact seems to be that the last letters of the 
adjective have absorbed a relative pronoun, 
and that we should read %. tis éore prapo- 
TarTos, <Os> Kal duaGetper Tovs véovs. 

For ra perewpa ppovtictys, which there is 
no sufficient reason to suspect, the best 
parallel is Ar, Poet. 4, 1448 b 34 domep de 
kal T& o7ovoata padtota qowtis “Opnpos 
(Vahlen ad Joc.) Another good prose 
parallel is Xen. A. L. 13, 11 iepet pev ra 
mpos Tos Meovs eivat, aTpaTnyd O€ Ta pods TOS 
avOpdémrous. Perhaps we might add Plato 
Symp. 196 E routs 6 "Epws ayabos racav 
roinow, but there dyafos may determine the 
construction. 

I do not think Mr. Adam makes out any 
case for retaining padAov but putting it 
after ovdév. He fails to see that ovdev 
padXov can only be used in its idiomatic 
way when there are two sentences or parts 
of a sentence, which it brings into a sort of 
antithesis. You can say ¢@.g. katyyopovvres 
ovdev paddov éxeov because the participle 
and verb stand more or less apart, but in 
KaTnyopouv ovdev aAAov adybés the elements 
of an antithesis are insufficient. It is 
curious that 36 D presents another im- 
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possible paAdov, of which Adam’s defence 
is still more unsatisfactory. There however 
the probable source of the error is more 
obvious than it is here, 

19 © Kal ody ds atipalov Neyo THY ToLAdTHV 
erioTHpny, el Tis Tepl TOV TOLOVTWY odds 
éorw—py Twos eyo bro Medrjrov tocavras 
dikas Pevyouns (not Pvyouut)—aAAG yap enol 
TovTwv @ avopes AOnvaior ovdev pérertw. 

I have not found anywhere, though it 
has probably been given, what seems to me 
the right explanation of pj wws x.7.A. Set- 
ting aside the view that 7 is here final, we 
take the words as expressing a wish. But 
what is the exact meaning of rocavras 
dikas? ‘So grave a charge’ (Jowett) it 
cannot mean, even if that made satisfactory 
sense under the circumstances, because dikn, 
not dékat, is invariably used, at any rate in 
prose, for a single suit or action. It must 
then be ‘so many actions.’ This is some- 
times explained to mean (1) an action for 
contempt of émurrypn as well as one om the 
charge on which Socrates is now actually 
arraigned. But ‘so many actions as that 
would amount to’ seems to me very feeble, 
when only two are meant: and there is also 
the objection to be stated in a moment. 
Then we have the view (2) indicated by 
Heindorf and developed by Schanz that 
rocavras refers to the number of separate 
branches of knowledge, in this case of 
natural science, which he might be arraigned 
for slighting jor insulting. Schanz adopts 
this explanation in his commentary (1893), 
but feels bound toalterMeAyrov to Medyrwr, 
a number of Meletuses or persons like 
Meletus. But at least three objections 
present themselves to this theory. First 
Socrates does not distinguish the various 
branches, so as to lead up to the plural 
tocavtas: he says Tv Towvrnv emotymyv. 
The sciences were not at that time so 
differentiated. Then why in such a con- 
nection should Socrates put it all upon 
Meletus, when he takes pains to assert that, 
as it was, there were other accusers represent- 
ing in a way (23 &) separate professions or 
sets of people? (This, I suppose, is the sort 
of reason for which Schanz would read the 
plural MeAjjrowv). Finally what sort of 
verisimilitude or propriety is there in 
suggesting that he could ever be indicted by 
Meletus or anyone like him for contemning 
science? Need it be pointed out {that no 
action would lie for anything of the kind, 
and still further that the Meletuses would 
according to Socrates be the last people to 
bring such an action, if it did lie? The 
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prejudice against Socrates, on which he 
dwells, was that he knew too much and that 
he busied himself too much with these 
scientific speculations. That is the very 
source (he says) of the feeling against him, 
And yet he is supposed to think of Meletus 
as actually arraigning him for not treating 
such speculations with due respect. This 
last objection seems quite fatal to any 
interpretation of the passage that makes 
contumelious treatment of science a possible 
charge. 

What explanation then remains? I 
think simply this. ‘I don’t speak thus by 
way of casting any reflection upon such 
knowledge, if anyone really has it. I hope 
Meletus may never bring actions against me 
enough to make me do that.’ If accused of 
science, a man might in self-defence not 
only disclaim it, but court the goodwill of 
his judges by speaking of it with a cowardly 
affectation of contempt. 

22.4 det On byiv thy euny ravynv emidetear 
Gomep Tovous TWAS TovODVTOS, iva jLoL Kal ave- 
Aeyktos ) pavteia yevouro. 

I think those erities are right who from 
Stephanus downwards have wished to insert 
a py in the final clause, reading tva uy poe 
«.7.A. and whose proposal now gains support 
from the old Armenian version. Without 
this insertion the words mean ‘that the 
oracle might be made irrefutable.’ It is 
perhaps questionable whether you can pro- 
perly be said to make a thing irrefutable by 
unsuccessful attempts to refute it. Tévoiro 
is not quite the same thing as gavein ovca. 
Moreover this hardly represents Socrates’ 
real state of mind, as he describes it. He 
was perplexed by the oracle and set to work, 
not to prove its truth—that was not his 
direct object—but to test its truth and ascer- 
tain its exact meaning. He thought it must 
be true (21 8), but he wanted to make sure. 
His object was to verify (in the proper 
sense of that word) and to understand, not 
to demonstrate. He therefore began with 
an instance which was likely, if any, to 
upset the proposition that the god had laid 
down: 21 B 7#AOov ext twa Tov SoKodvTwY 
copay civat, as évtad0a eimep Tov eAcyEwv 70 
pavrelov Kal aropavav TO XpnTLY OTL ovToat 
€400 copwrepos eott, od 8 ene epyoba. In 
other words his object was, not directly 

eA€yxew 70 pavretov in the sense of refuting 
or exposing it, but to test it and thus 
possibly refute it. Though eAéyyew means 
both test and refute, cizep rou shows clearly 
that refute is the meaning here.. Having 
then started according to his own statement 
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with the idea of possibly refuting the oracle, 
not indeed expecting to do so but contem- 
plating it as a thing that might happen, 
how can he describe himself as labouring to 
make or prove the oracle irrefutable? It is 
true that presently he speaks of himself as 
Bonfdv 7 Ged (23 B) in exposing the pre- 
tence of knowledge. But this is at a much 
later time, when he has long found out the 
meaning of the oracle and is perfectly satis- 
fied as to its truth. “Ed¢yyew refers to his 
first immediate perplexity, Bonbeiv to the 
settled conviction of his after-life. 
We are then to read va py for tva and 

understand that he set out on his labours 
in order that he might not leave the truth 
of the oracle untested, that he might not 
too readily take it for granted as true in its 
first and most obvious sense. His labours 
were rewarded by the discovery that it was 
true but not in this sense, and he had 
therefore good ground for rejoicing that he 
had not left it unexamined and untested. 

This view seems fully confirmed by a 
passage in the Philebus, which as far as I 
know has not been quoted in this connection 
and which is really my justification for this 
long note. In 41 B we read rovro 8 76 
doypa, Ews av Kénrae Tap xpiv, advvatov 
avédeyxtov Oymov yiyverOa, and I will add 

Badham’s words ; ‘the sense of the passage 
thus becomes plain: But until this judgment 
(of mine) is approved and established in us 
both, it is impossible for it to escape (or 
become exempt from) examination. I have 
endeavoured to give the force of the word 
ytyvec$a, which, as will be seen, signifies a 
great deal more than etvau.’ 

23 A dvopa b& TodTo €yecbar codds etvar 
is condemned both by the bad grammar of 
the nominative codds and by the bad sense 
of making a name for wisdom the conse- 
quence of unpopularity. Schanz is therefore 
probably right in reading (1893) Néyopar 
The infinitive will be due to the mistake of 
a scribe who connected the clause with dare 
...yeyovévar preceding. 
What follows contains perhaps the hard- 

est thing in the Apology: 7d 8& xwdvveva, & 
_avopes, TH OvT. & Oeds codds elvat, Kal ev TO 
XPNTHO TovTw ToiTO eye, St. 4 avOpwrtvy 
copia dAtyou twos aéia éotiv Kal ovdevds: Kat 
paiverar rodvrov éyew tov Swxpdryn, mpocke- 
XpAocVar Se 7H eva dvdpari, ewe mapdderypa 
TOLOVPLEVOS, WaTTEP AV <ei> etrot k.T.A. 

Tovrov is admittedly wrong, and either 
TovTo or Tov7’ ov is usually read for it. But 
neither is at all satisfactory. (1) rodro, if 
read, means that human knowledge is a 
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mere pretence. But it is quite untrue to 
say that the oracle appears to say this of 
Socrates, and, if daiverar means is found in 
reality, it is also untrue that the oracle 
really said this of Socrates. The oracle did 
not even mean it (Aéyew in another sense) 
of Socrates: it meant it of all mankind, 
Socrates of course included. (2) rodr’ od is 
equally unsatisfactory. otro is now ex- 
plained to mean and must mean the 
being wise or possessed of genuine know- 
ledge (ro codov civar). But it is most un- 
likely that todro in rodr’ od A€yew should be 
something quite different from the rodro in 
Tovto A¢yew just before: the coor eiva: is 
not in reality quite obvious to supply ; and 
the very repetition of the phrase todro 
deyew is inartistic. todro in this case can- 
not be the unreality of knowledge, because 
daiverat ov eye, Meaning twrns out not to 
say, would imply that at first sight it 
seemed to say, which it did not. It would 
certainly seem that the sense required is 
‘the oracle does not really mean that 
Socrates has knowledge,’ and I do not see 
how to get this without rather larger 
change. Two possible lines of emendation 
occur to me, but I do not mention them 
with any confidence. One would be xat 
patverat To.odrov eye Tov S., TporKéexpyrar dE 
k.7.A. ‘The god seems to call Socrates wise, 

but really he has just made use of my name.’ 
The corruption of zpookéxpytat to mpooke- 
xpjoGar would be like that of Aéyouar (?) to 
AéeyerGar above, and due to the same cause, 
an infinitive preceding. Or we might read 
something like rowtrov od Aeyew...mpooke- 
xpyoOar dé...t.e. ‘it appears that he does not 
really call Socrates wise, but has only 
made use,’ etc. Another possible form 
of sentence would be xkwdvuvever...codods civat 
Kal...TovTo éyew Ort H avopwrivyn codia ddLyou 
Twos agia eotlv Kal ovdevds, KaV PalvynTat 
(or ef kat datverar) rowittov déyew Tov 
Swxpdtyn, mpookeypnobar dé «.7.X. In this 
latter form zpookexpyjofa: would depend on 
kwovveve. It may be noticed that an «i has 
obviously fallen out two lines lower before 
etrou. 

26 D ’Avagaycpov ote karnyopeiv K.T.2. 
I cannot see any sufficient reason for 

doubting, with Schanz and others, the 
correctness of “Avagaydpov, though it must 
be admitted that Socrates’ meaning is not 
expressed as clearly as it might have been. 
Possibly the want of clearness is intentional, 
for, beautiful as the Apology is, any logical 
reader must detect in it certain defects of 
reasoning which, if Gorgias or Protagoras 

I 
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were the speaker, might be called sophistry. 
But the meaning appears to be this. 
Meletus taxes Socrates with irreligious 
ideas about the sun and the moon. Socrates 
rejoins that in the jirst place he does not 
hold any such views and Meletus must be 
confounding him with Anaxagoras who did, 
and that in the second it would be absurd to 
tax him with having propounded such ideas 
as original views of his own, when everybody 
knew that they had been put forward fifty 
years ago by Anaxagoras. (It will be ob- 
served that Meletus is not made to charge 
Socrates with propounding them as original. 
Socrates is ridiculing an accusation that 
Meletus had not brought). The want of clear- 
ness consists in the fact that thetwo points are 
not put markedly enough as distinct. ‘I don’t 
hold any such opinions, and, if I did, I cer- 
tainly should not claim originality for them.’ 
But it is the first point which is really im- 
portant, though more space is given for the 
moment to the second. The main thing is 
that he does not hold the opinions in 
question. Now the omission of ’Avagéaydpou 
(Schanz) or the substitution of Swxpdrovs 
(Baiter) would drop the first and important 
point altogether. Meletus would say ‘he 
thinks the sun is only stone,’ and Socrates 

would answer ‘ well, there is nothing new in 
that.’ But, if he does not deny the charge 
here, he does not deny it at all, for the 
argument beginning in 26 E aXQ’, & zpos 
Avs «.7.. has no reference to this charge 
specifically. He may believe even in gods 
and yet hold this offensive theory about the 
sun. (It might be thought that ’Avagayopou 
is likely to be wrong because of the addition 
of rod KAalopeviov to Avaéaydpov immediately 
afterwards. Cf. however the Clouds, where 
Chaerephon is mentioned just by his name 
in 144 and then in 156, as though not 
already mentioned, referred to as X. 6 
Xyrros.) This argument, if sound, will 
show that xad is right as well as ’Avaéaydpov 
and not to be altered to 7. All three main 
clauses are to be made interrogative, and 
not with Schanz affirmative. 

I should like to add a remark on the 
much disputed words @ é£earw éviore, ei avy 
mohXod, dpaxpyis ek THS 6pxnotpas mprapevois 
Swxparovs katayeAav. The use of eviore has 
been turned against the bookselling theory 
of the passage. The use is indeed some- 
what odd, at any rate at first sight, but as 
far as I can see it is equally a difficulty on 
either interpretation; or rather perhaps, 
when examined, it is more of a difficulty on 
the old view. If we take the words as 
uttered, so to speak, in a breath, sometimes 
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is certainly hard to understand ; doctrines 
which you can sometimes buy for a drachma 
at most. We should rather say which you 
can buy any day, always. But éviore... 
dpaxyjs is a sort of little parenthesis or semi- 
detached group of words: which it is open to 
you—sometimes, if unusually dear, they may 
cost you a drachma—to buy in the orchestra. 
Leaving out of sight the fact, which we may 
really regard as established, that there were 
no drachma seats in the theatre of Dionysus, 
I hardly see what would be the point of 
saying that a man might possibly have to 
give as much as a drachma for a seat. 
There were undoubtedly plenty of two-obol 
seats, even if there were also dearer ones. 
But for a book on a stall, if he wanted it, 
a man might very well have to give a 
drachma. 

27 E orws b€ ov Twa 7reiOots Gv Kal opLKpoOVY 
vovv €xovTa avOpwror, ds ov Tod a’Tov éeoTW Kal 
daovia Kal Geta Wyeiobar, Kal av Tod avrod 
pajte Oaiwovas pyre Oeods pjte jpwas, ovdepia 
pnxavn eorw. 

Schanz in his commentary completely 
alters this sentence by insertions and omis- 
sions. In his text of 1877 he had inserted 
nothing but omitted the second rod airovd 
and pate jpwas. Even Mr. Adam would 
make insertions here, though not the same, 
and Burnet follows Rieckher in omitting ov 
70d aitod. Myre jpwas is unimportant, and 
for the rest is it clear that any change is 
necessary? ‘You will never persuade any- 
body that the same man will not believe in 
both dajova and Geta,’ (that is, a man must 
believe in eta, if he believes in dacuovia) : ‘ or 
again that the same man will not disbelieve 
in both daiuoves and Geoé,’ (that is, he must 
disbelieve in datuoves, if he disbelieves in 
Geoi). There is a slight objection to the form 
of the latter clause, as pare Geods pnre dat- 
povas would seem the more logical order. 
It is possible that Plato really wrote the 
words so, and pyre ypwas would then come 
in better, in immediate sequence on dacjovas. 
But, even if he did not, the meaning may 
fairly be got from the words, when we know 
from the context what it is. There is also 
a slight objection to the substance of the 
former clause, for, though Socrates seems 
here to be recapitulating, he has not pre- 
viously argued directly from daova to Geta, 
only from Sayudvia to dainoves and from dac- 
poves to Geot. But the slipping in of the 
Gcia is very easy and the point is virtually 
implied in the parallel inference of @eo/ from 
daipoves. 

In the sentence almost immediately pre- 
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ceding “this those scholars are, I think, 
equally wrong who would omit rods Ayudvovs, 
necessary as it is not exactly to the logical 
justice of the illustration but to its artistic 
finish. Just as the offspring of gods are 
not gods but dacuoves, so the offspring of 
horses are not horses but mules. On the 
other hand the contention that in this case 
Plato ought to have mentioned a possible 
denial of nymphs, to balance exactly the 
supposed denial of donkeys, seems to ask for 
too much. This is a small point that the 
reader can easily supply, and after all it is 
the gods who are in question. The nymphs 
do not matter. 

I am not even sure that in ef tis fz7wy peev 
raidas yyoiTo 7) Kal dvev, Tods Fuidvous, we 
need omit 7. A man may be thinking or 
speaking of mules as offspring of horses or 
as ofispring of donkeys. We may call them 
offspring of horses, as Simonides did when it 
was made worth his while. We may also 
call them offspring of donkeys. It is 
only when we want to be exact that we 
need specify both parents. Buts# and xaé 
are often confused, and one may very well 
have grown out of the other. 

28 4 @ dy Kai GAAovs TorAOds Kal dyabous 
avdpas ypyKev, oipar 8& Kal alpjoe ovdev 8 
Sewov py ev mol erp. 

After oidé I should prefer ydp to 3. The 
two words are apt to get interchanged. 

29 © dor’ ovd cf pe viv adiere..., pot 
mpos Tadra etzrovre..., ci obv pe, Gorep etrov, 
adioure, eitoys’ dv byiv K.7.X. 

Was not Stephanus right in wishing to 
change ddiere to the optative? Be it re- 
membered that, though éay ddfre can 
refer and usually does refer to future 
time, ef dpiere cannot. It is not like our 
of you acquit, ie. if you shall acquit, but it 
would ordinarily mean if you are now acquit- 
ting. It can only stand here, if at all, in 
the sense if you are Seeling inclined to acquit, 
which is not really very suitable. What is 
really wanted is if you were to feel inclined, 
were to propose, to acquit, and that is «7 
a.ioure. 

; 

31D gory tis yryvopevn } bray yevntar det 
amorperet pe. 

Read yiyvyra for yévnta, which would 
mean ‘after its occurrence.’ Cf, the note 
on Phaedr. 256 n. In Phil. 26 5 re yeyvo- 
preva Oud tw’ airiav yiyverbar and Laws 687 
TO Kara Ti THs abtod Yuyns ertragw Td yeyvo- 
peva yiyverbar we might just as well read 
yevoueva as keep yévyra here. Cf. Meno 100 
A and B (wapayryvopevy...rapayiyvyrat). In 
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the parallel passage Theages 128 p the same 
change should be made twice, as the present 
tense dvaxow@ra helps to show. 

34 a viv rapacyeobw—éyds Tapaxwpo—Kat 
Aeyero. 

Perhaps ey <yip> rapaywopd. yap and 
zap are almost undistinguishable. 

36 B apeAnoas Gvrep of rool. 
It is certain that the sense required is 

disregarding what most men regard. I should 
call it equally certain that by Greek usage 
the idea to be supplied with dvzep is the idea 
which precedes it. For instance in ér@upa 
Gvrep ot G\Aou We can only understand éx6v- 
povow. I should therefore feel quite certain 
that some such word as dpovrigovor (not 08, 
as Schanz thinks) had been omitted here by 
accident, if it did not seem just possible that 
dpe\yjoas might be resolved into otdév ere 
AnGels. ovdev eee ror Gvrep Tors adAXows 
would be unimpeachable, and possibly due- 
Ayjcas might be regarded only as an equiva- 
lent. Is there any example of a positive word, 
verb, substantive, or adjective, being thus as 
it were supplied out of the privative com- 
pound? I do not think the common cases 
where was is supplied to a new clause from 
ovdeis, pyoi from od dysi, etc., help us much, 
especially as the clauses are always anti- 
thetic in form. 

37 B dvtt rovtov 3) edwpar dv €B 088’ Gre 
KAKOV OVTwV, TOUTOY TYyLNTALEVOS ; 7OTEpov de- 
400 ;...dAAA ypnudtov Kat dedécbar ; 

Schanz and Burnet seem right in follow- 
ing Baumann and reading 7 for Src with 
one inferior MS. Adam reads éwpar but 
(1) this would be a misuse of €xeoGat, which 
is not to take hold, but to keep hold ; (2) év 
€U 010’ 6Tt Kakav dvtwr is impossible Greek. 
The parenthetic use of oid’ d7u is nothing to 
the point, for it 7s parenthetic and can be 
removed without affecting the construction, 
e.g. mavtwv [oid drt] dyocdvrwy dy (Mr. 
Adam’s instance), whereas here xaxav évtwv 
would be governed by it. The Greek ex- 
pression would be dy ed ot’ 6m Kakd éort. 
Cf. Rep. 465 D dia opixpdv pépos Sv rovrars 
trdpxec: Herod. 1, 78 o8dév Kw eiddres TOV Rv 
wept Sapiis: Thuc. 7, 67 ad’ dv jyiv Tape- 
cxevaorar: Ar. Rhet. 1, 5, 1361 b 14 7rd 
pndev €xew dv 7d ynpas NwBatrar: CLL.A. ii. 
281. 12 wepi rdvtwv dv yeyove. In Hipp. Min. 
363 D dre av tus BovAyrat dv av por eis exidecéiv 
maperkevacpevov 7 I do not see how anything 
but zapeoxevacueva 7 could be right, like 
mapeckevaotar in Thucydides; Stallbaum’s 
Tapeckevacuevwv Would be as bad as ott Kaxov 
ovrwy here. 

12 
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Possibly Meiser’s rod for tovrov, whereby 
Tov Tiunodpevos becomes a distinct question, 
like ri detoas above, is to be preferred. 
It accounts better for the genitives decpod 
and yxpynudtov, which might be expected 
otherwise rather to follow the construction 
of 7, if 7 is right, after wpa. 

The omission of the article before dedéc- 
@at is very unusual, nor do I know any- 
thing in prose quite like it. It may be due, 
if right, to there being no article with 
xpneatrwv. Cf. however Ar. Ach. 196-7, 
where py “mirnpciv represents a genitive, 
unless 197 and 198 are to change places. 

38 D dropia piv éddAwxa, od peévtor Noyor, 

GANG TOAMNS Kal avarcyvvTias Kal TOD py EOE 
deyew K.7.A. 

‘un T Arm.: om. B’ Burnet, who re- 
tains it. It can hardly be right. No 
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doubt Thucydides 2, 49 has 7 azopia rod pi 
jovxacew, Where py is superfluous, but the 
interposition of roApyys Kal avawryuvrias here 
entirely alters the case. Anything added 
further must be as positive as they are. I 
do not however feel sure that 7d écdew, 
parallel to dopia, may not be what Plato 
wrote. 

39 B Kal vov eym pev arreyt...Kal eyw Te TO 
TYLNATL eupLevw Kal OUTOL. 

"Epper6 will be better both in sense 
and in conformity to areyu. He does not 
mean that he and they are now abiding 
or disposed to abide by the judgment, but 
that in the future they will have to accept 
it and acquiesce. In Crito 50 c éeupeveiv 
is now read for éupevew. 

Hersert Ricwarps. 

TRAVERSARIUS AND CODEX V OF CATULLUS. 

Grore Vorct says in his Wiederbelebung 
des Classischen Alterthums (3d. ed., Vol. I., 
p- 439), ‘ Als Traversari die alte Dombiblio- 

thek und die von 8. Zenone durchstéberte, 
fand er nichts darin, was seine Aufmerk- 

samkeit gefesselt hitte. Aus jener Samm- 
lung waren klassische Schatze wie die Briefe 
Cicero’s an Giangaleazzo von Mailand ge- 
schenkt worden; der beriihmte Catullus 
war yerschollen.’ This statement by Voigt 
seems also to have been copied by others. 

Failing to find a copy of the Hodoepoericon 
of Traversarius in any one of the larger 
libraries of the United States that I con- 
sulted, I rested for several years under the 
impression drawn from the words of Voigt 
that Traversarius distinctly stated that no 
MS. of Catullus existed in the chapter- 
library at Verona at the time he inspected 
it. A few months ago the matter recurred 
to my mind in Venice, and examination 
showed that neither Traversarius himself 
nor his biographer, Laurentius Mehus, makes 
any distinct mention of Catullus at all, nor 
is there any evidence that I can find to show 
clearly that codex V was not still among the 
treasures of the chapter-library in 1433 A.D. 
The facts appear to be as follows: Ambrosius 
Traversarius had recently been appointed 
general of the monastic order of the Camal- 
dulenses, and being a good disciplinarian 
as well as a pious man, he determined to 
make a general visitation of the houses of 

the order in northern Italy, with a view to 
the correction of certain abuses and scandals 
that had been reported as existing among 
them. In the course of this journey, the 
journal of which constitutes his Hodoe- 
poericon, he managed to combine with his 
official duties the pleasure of an inspection 
of as many libraries as fell in his way. His 
main question in these libraries was after 
MSS. of works previously unknown, at least 
to him. Discoveries of this sort he chronicles 
carefully, while of other libraries he records 
briefly that he found there nothing except 
works already known to him. He began 
his journey from Florence on the first day 
of May 1433, and arrived in Verona ‘ quarto 
ac decimo kalendas Augusti.’ From this 
point I quote his own words (Hodoep. p. 
34); ‘Postridie a Praefecto urbis data 
opera (nam ita inter nos conuenerat) Kecle- 
siae maioris Bibliothecam (erat autem cele- 
berrima) uidimus. Plurima ibi erant uolum- 
ina mirae uetustatis quae singulatim dis- 
cussimus omnia; nihil tamen fere praeter 
quam consueueramus inuenimus.’ Nor does 
his biographer know anything more than 
Traversarius himself recorded ; ef. Ambrosi 
Trauersarit gen. Camald.... Latinae Epis- 
tolae... Accedit eiusdem Ambrosi uita.. . 
a Laurentio Mehus (Florentiae .. . MDCCLIX), 
Vol. IL, p. eecex. ‘Euoluit deinde Biblio- 
thecam Monasterii 8. Zenonis sacris abun- 
dantem codicibus, tum alteram illam cele- 
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berrimam Ecclesiae maioris in qua plurima 
reperit mirae uetustatis, quae singulatim 
discussit omnia. Nihil tumen fere, praeter ea, 
quae usu uenerant, ivuenit.’ The manner 
of other entries in his diary makes it per- 
fectly certain that the writer would not 
have mentioned a MS. of Catullus, even if 
he had noticed one in the library, unless he 
had not previously become acquainted with 
the works of thatauthor. But that he must 
have known Catullus before this time appears 
almost certain from general considerations, 
though a lack of time in Venice precluded 
any attempt to establish this fact on an 
indubitable basis, if indeed it can be so 
established. Traversarius was a resident 
of Florence, the city to which Coluccio 
Salutati had long before introduced Catullus ; 
he was the friend of the most active Floren- 
tine humanists; he was keenly interested 
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in classical as well as in ecclesiastical 
writings; and although Catullus had in some 
mysterious way escaped general attention 
during the first part of the fifteenth century, 
Traversarius made his journey several years 
after that revival of Catullus, which was 

due, perhaps, rather to Poggio than to 
Guarinus. The only fair conclusion, there- 
fore, seems to be that there is no evidence 
at all to be derived from the journal of 
Traversarius in favour of the theory that 
the Veronese codex of Catullus was not in the 
capitular library of the poet’s birthplace 
when the abbot-general visited it in 1433. 
I am, however, personally of the opinion, 
for quite other reasons, that it had dis- 

appeared from Verona before that time. 
Etmer TRUESDELL M&RRILL. 

MIDDLETOWN, Conn. 

THE FROG OF HORACE, SATIRES I. 5. 

Tt is well known that editors differ in 
regard to the date of Horace’s journey to 
Brundisium, some (as Schiitz and Palmer) 
assigning it to the autumn of B.c. 38, others 
(as Orelli) to the spring of B.c. 37. Both 
sides claim the croaking of the frogs (1. 14) 
as evidence, the one regarding this as an 

autumnal, the other as a vernal phenomenon. 
In this difficulty, I applied to Mr. A. E. 
Shipley, of Christ’s College, a zoologist who 
has worked in Naples. He writes to me as 
follows : 

‘The frog that croaks in Central and 8, 
Italy is Rana esculenta. It begins early in 
the year and croaks in concert from February 

THE SECOND FLORENTINE 

In. Blass’ masterly monograph Die Textes- 
quellen des Silius Italicus, he shews that all 
the MSS. of that author now known to 
exist come from the MS., or more probably 
a copy of the MS., which Poggio discovered 
about the year 1417. He shews that of 
these MSS. those denoted in Bauer’s edition 
by the letters LFOV are the only reliable 
ones, and that LE’s tradition is superior to 

1 Codex bibliothecae Aedilium ecclesiae Florentinae 
CXCVI. 

to April or so, The earlier croakings are 
probably connected with the pairing, which 
takes place quite early in the year. After 
it is over, the concerts still continue, due, 

like a lark’s song, toa kind of “ Lebenslust.”’ 
After the concerts cease, in the spring or 
early summer, croaks may still be heard as 
late as August or even a trifle later, but 
they are isolated and not in chorus, and 
naturally not so easily heard. I have con- 
sulted Dr. Gadow, who is our authority here 
(in Cambridge) on frogs and I think the 
above is pretty accurate.’ 

J. Gow. 

MS. OF SILIUS ITALICUS.! 

that of OV. He believed indeed that LF 
came from a copy of the archetype different 
from that whence OV and all the others 
descended (see Blass p. 226). 

In deciding to make L, rather than F, the 
basis of his text Blass was led by certain 
practical considerations. F is in many re- 
spects a puzzling MS. Along with many 
peculiar readings which are right or at all 

2 Strictly, LF and another comparatively unim- 
portant MS. which he calls L4, 
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events give us the best means of divining 
what is right, it has the most outrageous cor- 
ruptions of common words and frequently 
leaves spaces for syllables, words or half lines 
which the scribe could not decipher. Still, 
F might be most valuable as an ignorant, 
but honest MS.; L might be a mere 
‘edition.’ To this Blass replies (p. 230) 
that L cannot have invented al its peculiar 
good readings and that (apart from the fact 
that hethinks F shews signs of inter- 
polation!) the existence of so many 
corruptions and lacunae, and the difficulty of 
distinguishing the various hands make it 
impossible to use F as a basis (p. 234). 

Thilo suggested (Jahrb. fiir kl. Philol. 
1891 p. 601) that F’s peculiarities might 
be explained by supposing it to be a 
direct copy of the MS. which was brought 
to Italy (generally denoted by S). That F 
might be this MS. itself had occurred to 
Blass, who rejected the idea ‘on internal 
grounds’ (p. 239 note). Bauer, in a paper 
dealing with Thilo’s (Handschriftl. und 
kritisch-exeget. Erorterungen zu den Pun. 
des Sil. Ital. 1893) says that Thilo’s idea also 
had occurred to Blass, among whose papers 
he found some notes on the subject 
(l.c. p. 6), in which he objected that F often 
left spaces for words which were at once 
filled up, by the first hand—presumably 
from another MS. which was at the copyist’s 
disposal. As Bauer notes, this objection’ tells 
only against anyone who maintains that F 
was the /irst direct copy of 8.? 

Thilo indeed propounded a theory that L 
was based on OV. This obviously un- 
tenable position he himself in course of 
correspondence with Bauer, abandoned for 
a new one, according to which L,F and OV 
represented three distinct copies of S. 
Bauer refuted this by shewing (/.c. pp. 9 
sqq-) how closely L and F agreed, against 
OV, on such details as twm, tunc; ac, at ; 
pro-, pre-, prae- for pre, pro, pro-; c,t; ete, 
etc., and concluded with a shrewd guess that 

1 Thilo, in the paper referred to later on, rejects 
the exx. given by Blass (p. 233)—only four in all. 
Certainly, to charge F with interpolation in i. 166 
(quem postquam—widit Deformem leti famulus clam 
corripit ensem) is most unjust. For Jeti F has lateri. 
Leti was written Jaeti in its archetype (ep. iv. 633, 
where LFOV have acto for leto), and F made laceri 
or lateri of it: ep. v. 188, illacerabile OV illetabile 
L, F at first as OV, then corrects to L; ix. 504, MSS. 
laetatur, laceratur ; xi. 45, MSS. laeta, latea, lacera. 
Fs interpolations hardly affect F itself—if, as is im- 
plied by Blass (p. 231), they are distinguishable as 
later additions. 

2 Is it certain that Blass was not rebutting the 
theory he referred to in Tewtesquellen, that F was 8 
itself ? 
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Poggio, as well as Bartolomeo, had a copy 
of the MS. they discovered and that LF 
came from this copy, F being earlier than L. 

In Class. Rev. 1899, pp. 119 sqqg. Mr. 
Clark handles afresh this question of F’s 
origin. The letter of Poggio’s which he 
there gives proves that Bauer was right in 
guessing that Poggio had a copy of his own. 
I quote the portions of it which immediately 
concern us. 

Mitto ad te...Silium Italicum (and other 
works). Is qui libros transcripsit ignoran- 
tissimus omnium uiuentium fuit: diuinare 
oportet, non legere,*? ideoque opus est ut 
transcribantur per hominem doctum. ego 
legi usque ad xiii librum Silii, multa 
emendaui ita ut...facile sit similes errores 
deprehendere eosque corrigere in reliquis 
libris. 

Mr. Clark draws attention to (1) F's 
peculiar character as described by Blass (2) 
the fact that its writer begins with Gothic 
minuscule to which he occasionally recurs 
from the cursive in which the bulk of the 
MS. is written (3) the fact that Blass 
thought F? (which often gives very good 
readings) might be due to fresh consultation 
of the archetype. He then goes on to say : 
‘it is impossible not to suspect that F is the 
copy made for him (Poggio) by his local 
scribe, the ignorantissimus omnium wiwen- 
tium. If this is so, all difficulties disappear. 
The two families FL’ and QVG* represent 
two apographs, one made for Poggio, the 
other for Bartolomeo—both written Germané 
librarit manu. This explains the Gothic 
hand employed by the writer of F°...The 
readings in the margin of F are at once 
intelligible if we suppose this second hand 
to have been Poggio’ (/.c. pp. 127, 128). 

The object of this paper is to point out 
that the difficulties do not all disappear. In 
Blass’ monograph itself will be found 
several points that require clearing up. 

(1) We have seen that Blass believes F 
guilty of interpolation. 

(2) On the very page whence Mr. Clark 
gets his information as to F’s Gothic script, 
p. 231, Blass says that F’, though date than 
F!, may very possibly represent;the same hand 
—i.e. not Poggio, but the ignorantissimus of 
the letter. 

(3) At the end of F is a life of Silius, the 

3 Cp. the inseription on F: hace legens apes imi- 
tare. 

4 L3= Bauer’s L, Q = Blass’ (and Bauer’s) O. 
With G we are not here concerned. 

> But it hardly explains why he wrote mainly not 
in Gothic ? 
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same as is found in Pomponius Laetus’ ed. 
Rom, 1471. That it comes direct from this 
ed. is pretty clear, as the MS. borrows even 
the final words opus iam neglectum Pomponius 
recognouit—words well in place in the ed. 
Rom. but hardly so here. Now Blass twice 
admits the possibility that this life was 
written in by the hand which wrote the 
MS. itself (see pp. 175, 231), and if it was, 
the ignorantissimus of 1417 is out of the 
question. 

(4) Where are Poggio’s corrections wsque 
ad XIII. librum’? The corrections in F are 
fairly evenly distributed, so that someone 
must have carried on the work in the other 
books. However, Poggio may have done 
this himself later on. The main point is, 
are the corrections in F as numerous as one 
would imagine Poggio’s must have been? I 
think not. 

(5) All F? cannot be due to Poggio. For 
instance at i. 624,! xv. 648 F gave the right 
and obvious reading ; there was no reason 
for Poggio to consult the archetype, and 
perhaps still less why, if he did, he should 
record such inferior readings as F? gives. 

These difficulties are not insuperable. A 
fresh examination of F, by Mr. Clark’s 
experienced eyes, would be very valuable. 
It might lead to the differences of the hands 
being definitely settled, so that we could 
suppose that the original F really was 
Poggio’s MS., and that Poggio’s was one of 
the correcting hands. But it is obvious 
that Mr. Clark’s hypothesis does not, at 
once, simplify matters. 

But on Mr. Clark’s theory L must be a 
copy from F. I do not think this possible. 
Certain words and lines appear in L which 
are wanting in F, and F's eccentricities 
vanish in L. Correction then (by conjecture, 
or use of other MSS., or both) has been 
brought to bear on L, or, more possibly, an 
ancestor of L’s. The latter theory seems 
more plausible, as L’s obvious blunders are 
rather in the way of its being itself cor- 
rected. 

But there are difficulties in the way of the 
other alternative. This putative ancestor 
of L’s must have been based on F, as the 
two MSS. are so closely alike; help would 
be called in when F' failed. The following 
difficulties present themselves. 

(1) When F left a space for a word (so 
at i. 146) other MSS. might well be resorted 
to. But at xiii. 333 stant awres imoque 
cadit barba hispida mento F omits imoque 
and L has swmoque. Would the ‘editor’ 

1 Tn i. Uc. LF2 have sonorwm for FOV’s senonum 
(Blass, p. 232). 
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have inserted a meaningless reading from 
another MS.? I think not: OV’s summo, 
F”s ima or simo would surely have been 
more likely to have been inserted. 

(2) In iv. 503 a line is missing in F, but 
L has it. In some other cases where F 
drops a line, and L has it, the line was 
inserted by F? and of course the ‘editor’ 
might get it thence. He did not, however, 
do so at xvii. 336 where both L and F omit 
a line and F? supplies it. 

(3) In viii. 502 F writes sed posuit nomen 
populis. LOV agree in transposing poswit 
and populis, so that this is doubtless the 

reading of the archetype. But if the theory 
at present discussed were correct, L must 
have agreed with F on such a point. 

(4) Similar to the last example are cases 
where F gives a reading in itself unobjec- 
tionable (or at least not likely to be so to 
an ‘editor’) yet LOV agree in another. I 
select iii. 328 ewm pigra (prima F according 
to Blass, p. 229) incanwit aetas, 522 uiuenti 

(for wmenti; ingenti F) ruina; iv. 179 
anhela (nuda F) ; x. 202 erinis F, euro (for 
enyo) LOY. 

(5) Blass’ remark that all L’s good read- 
ings could not be due to emendation was 
quoted above. This of course applies to 
the imaginary ancestor of L. And some of 
L’s readings are clearly vestiges of the right 
reading which would hardly have survived 
the ordeal of an ‘editor.’ In ix. 631 for 
affixit FOV have ac fleait, Lac fliait. Itis 
impossible to imagine that L fluked here, 
and on the other hand an editor who desired 
flixit would have finished the correction. 
vi. 665 is another interesting passage. F 
has donumque, L domum: que. Whence 
the colon? On turning to OV we find, 

after donum (or the like), in O coma q, in V 
coinaque. I do not profess to understand 
this, but I feel sure that L’s colon and OY’s 
coma, coina are attempts to represent some- 
thing in their respective originals. Ls 
imaginary ancestor then had something of 
the same kind: but whence ! 

(6) What became of F’s good readings— 
peculiar to itself, or shared only with the 
vanished Cologne MS.? A glance at Bauer’s 
apparatus will supply a list: i. 4, 540: i. 
20, 483; v. 45; vi. 14 are typical. It is 
strange they should get corrupted by the 
time they reach L, stranger still that the 

corruptions practically always agree with 
OV. ‘Two passages should be carefully 
noted, The first is vii. 154 where medio 
stands in the Cologne MS., medio acct in F, 

but mediam (with OV) in L. The other is ix. 
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488 where the Cologne MS. has fusosque per 
aequor ipse manu magna nebulam circumdatus 
acri Restituit pugnae. FLOY agree in reading 
nebula ; the only other variations are that F 
has atra at the end of the line, whilst LOV 
for pugnae have pugnam. F has, very un- 
justly, been suspected of interpolation here, 
though atras and acris have been confused 
elsewhere by LFOV. But that is by the 
way : the main point is how did the editor 
of L’s ancestor come back to acri, which 
made nonsense with his interpolation pug- 
nam. 

(7) Lastly, the theory plays havoc with 
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the usual explanation for the variety of 
readings at i. 159, ii. 70, iii. 124, 264, ete. 
—variety of reading in the archetype. Thus 
at i. le. Hermi flauescit harenis F is right, 
OV reading mi as in, join it to the verb and 
write her (O indeed, characteristically, hec) 
inflauescit. But L has hermus inflauescit. 
Blass supposed that the archetype had herz, 
with mj written above, and that L misread 
the j as the abbreviation for -ws, But if L 
came from F this explanation cannot stand 
—and it is difficult to find another. 

Water C. SuMMERs. 

REVIEWS. 

MANITIUS’ TEXT OF GEMINUS. 

Tepivov Hicaywyi) «is Ta Pavopeva. Gemini 
Elementa Astronomica ad Codicum fidem 
recensuit Germanica Interpretatione et 
Commentariis instruxit Carontus Man- 
1Ttus. (Lipsiae in Aedibus B. G. Teubneri.) 

So many eminent critics have bestowed 
warm praise on the little Introduction to 
Astronomy which bears the name of 
Geminus, that there is something rather 

chilling in its latest editor's want of 
enthusiasm. But that Geminus has faults 
must be admitted, the more readily by 
those who are not quite so willing as 
Professor Manitius to make a convenient 
scapegoat of his more or less imaginary 
‘Excerptor.’ His merits however are con- 
spicuous enough to divert attention from a 
much greater number of faults; and make 
him fully worthy of the care and skill 
which Professor Manitius has devoted to 
him. 

The most interesting points brought out 
in the Preface seem to be: first that the 
MSS. of Geminus are few and closely 
related, which is hardly what would be 
expected if the book were, as has been 
supposed, a compilation widely used for 
educational purposes; secondly that there 
exists a Latin version of the whole work 
which, though obviously made from an 

Arabic translation, must descend through the 
Arabic from a Greek manuscript older and 
fuller than any which has come down to us. 
By the aid of this Latin version Professor 
Manitius has been able, not only to make 

several important restorations of the Greek 
text, but to obtain what he _ thinks 
conclusive evidence that the well-known 
Sphaera Procli, which, as has long been 
known, is no more than an arrangement of 
certain chapters from Geminus, cannot 
possibly have been compiled by Proclus. 
For /acunae common to all extant MSS. of 
Geminus and to the Sphaera apparently did 
not exist in the MS. which was used, several 
centuries later than Proclus, by the Arab 
translator. 

Turning now to the German notes and 
commentary at the end of the book, the 
reader will find a full discussion of the 
questions which have been raised—often 
without the faintest hope of an answer—as 
to the date, nationality, and literary per- 
formances of Geminus. On these problems 
Professor Manitius brings to bear a learning 
and sagacity which are truly admirable, 
even to those who may doubt the possibility 
of drawing valuable inferences from the 
titles of books cited casually by ancient 
authors. Who shall decide, when the books 
themselves have long perished, whether 
Freeman’s ‘Normans in Sicily’ was the 
same as his ‘Norman Conquest,’ whether 
‘Robinson Crusoe’ was or was not a mere 
epitome of ‘The Life and Adventures of 
Robinson Crusoe’? The principal achieve- 
ment of Professor Manitius himself in this 
discussion is to discredit the reading évrav6a 
dé in the chapter on the celestial globe (p. 
50 of this edition), by which Geminus is 
made to say that here the northern tropic 
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is divided in the ratio of five to three, and 
which has been supposed to afford ground 
for thinking that he wrote at Rome. It is 
certainly clear that this was not the reading 
which the Arab translator found, and 

whether Professor Manitius can be con- 
sidered quite successful in his proposed 
emendation or not, there can be little 
doubt that he has removed practically all 
reason for connecting Geminus with Rome ; 
and we are therefore probably safe in con- 
sidering the name as Greek, and pronouncing 
it Geminus. We may also, I think, agree 
that the observations about the shifting 
date of the Isis festival (p. 108) justify the 
natural, and usual, conclusion that the author 
wrote about 75 B.c. The whole theory of 
Professor Manitius, which he does not pre- 
tend to regard with full confidence, is as 
follows: Geminus was a Stoic, who com- 
posed a long commentary on the meteoro- 
logical text-book of his master, Posidonius. 
This commentary he afterwards compressed 
into an epitome, which was current even as 
late as the time of Priscianus Lydus. And 
finally this epitome itself, in the fourth or 
fifth century, was made by some nameless 
and ignorant compiler into the abbreviated 
and interpolated work which has come down 
to us. If Professor Manitius is not right 
on all these points, it is at any rate very 
difficult to be sure that he is wrong on any. 
I confess to regarding with scepticism his 
view that Geminus himself wrote at Rhodes, 
while the excerptor lived at Constantinople, 

or at any rate somewhere in latitude 41°. 
Geminus may have written at Rhodes; but 
that he did, there seems to me no evidence 
other than such as might be taken to prove 
that any English geographer lived at 
Greenwich. The reasons why most globes 
were constructed for the latitude of Rhodes 
—as he practically tells us they were—are 
plain enough, and that he should have used 
such a globe needs no explanation. Nor 
can I understand either why what seems to 
me a very intelligible passage on p. 90 
should be ascribed to the excerptor, or why, 
if it is, it should be held to convey any 
information about him. After it has been 
shown that the signs of the zodiac do not 
all take the same time to rise, the writer 
proceeds to say that this explains why, as 
Aratus in some lines which he quotes has 
pointed out, the same number of signs, 
namely six, rise and set in the longest as 
in the shortest night, although the longest 
night is six hours longer than the shortest. 
Now this proportion is correct only for the 
forty-first parallel, but as it is the pro- 

portion given by Aratus himself, who is 
actually being quoted, there can surely be 
no reason whatever for detecting in it 
a reference to the situation of the person 
quoting him. 

I can only notice a few of the questions 
bearing on the history of astronomy which 
are suggested by the researches of Professor 
Manitius, 

The famous Calendar at the end of the 
book, which gives the time taken by the 
sun in passing through each sign of the 
zodiac, was supposed by Ideler to be based 
—as the remarks in Chapter I certainly are 
—on the solar theory of Hipparchus, the 
days being given in round numbers instead 
of fractions for the sake of convenience. 
But later research has shown that there was 
an earlier theory—that of Callippus—to 
which the calendar more nearly conforms, 
and Professor Manitius is doubtless right in 
referring the whole document, which men- 
tions no observations nearly so recent as 
those of Hipparchus, to an earlier age than 
that of Geminus. His argument that 
Geminus, who expresses a poor opinion of 
weather-predictions, would never have in- 
serted such a compilation in his book does 
not strike me as forcible: it might be 
replied that the admirable chapter on star- 
risings and the weather was written ex- 
pressly to prepare his readers to discriminate 
between the value of the astronomical and 
meteorological predictions in the calendar. 
But whether Geminus inserted it or not, 

the calendar is not, as Ideler supposed, 
Hipparchian ; and to me the question seems 
to arise whether there is not really much 
less of Hipparchus in the whole book than 
Ideler thought, or than Professor Manitius 
thinks, or than might, from the date of the 
author, have been expected. It has long 
been remarked that Geminus takes no 
notice of the important correction which 
Hipparchus had made in the accepted 
estimate of the length of the year. Is it as 
certain as Professor Manitius holds that he 
was better informed as to the length of the 
month ? 

Geminus in several places tells us that the 
exact length of the synodic month is 29 days 
+i+,), This estimate, if worked out, 
will be found to differ by about 25 seconds 
from the true value as obtained by Hip- 
parchus. Now in one passage of the 
Eicaywyy (p. 116) this Hipparchian value is 
actually given ; and Ideler therefore suppos- 
ed that the other estimate, though Geminus 
certainly seems to offer it as absolutely 
correct, is in fact only offered as an earlier 
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and less close approximation to the truth. 
Professor Manitius proposes a solution of 
this difficulty. For critical reasons of some 
weight he strikes out altogether the passage 
containing the estimate of Hipparchus, but 
maintains at the same time that the other 
estimate, though different in appearance, is 
in fact the same, being merely the Hip- 
parchian value reduced for shortness to the 
nearest convenient fraction of a day. This 
is certainly plausible, but it seems to me 
that there is something to be said on the 
other side. Geminus tells us (p. 114) that 
the error in the eight-year cycle (which gave 
51 months of 30 days to 48 of 29 days) was 
corrected by comparing the average month 
deduced from this cycle with the true 
value 29 days+3+-4.. Now if he is here 
telling us how mistakes really were found 
out, and not merely how they may be found 
out, it seems impossible that tbe Hip- 
parchian estimate can have been thus 
employed at a time which was certainly 
long before Hipparchus. Moreover, Geminus 
says that the 99 months of the eight-year 
period were shown, on the application of 
this test, to be one day and a half short ; 
and this is exactly true if we take the 
fractional estimate as it stands, but only 
approximately true if we translate it into 
the Hipparchian value. It may be urged 
that what Geminus says is not history, and 
that in fact the early reformers detected the 
error of the eight-year cycle by its discor- 
dance, not with a theoretical estimate, but 
with the phases of the moon. Still it 
seems to me far from certain that the month 
of Geminus is intended to be the month of 
Hipparchus. 

There is another passage (p. 134) showing 
a remarkable divergence from Hipparchus, 
upon which Professor Manitius comments 
with less than his usual accuracy. Geminus 
there says that the breadth of the earth’s 
shadow at the distance of the moon is two 
degrees. Now we know that Hipparchus 
estimated the breadth, at the moon’s mean 
distance, to be not twice, as his predecessors 

had held, but two and a half times the 
diameter of the moon; but even so the 
shadow, according to him, would only have 
a width of about one degree and a third. 
Professor Manitius explains the statement 
of Geminus by supposing that he held to 
the pre-Hipparchian estimate of the shadow 
as twice the moon’s breadth, while imagining 
the moon to have an apparent diameter of 
a whole degree. Plausible as this is, I can- 
not believe that any instructed person in 
the time of Geminus can have been ignorant 
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of what was well established by the time of 
Archimedes, that the apparent breadth of 
the sun and moon is only about half a 
degree. Certainly Professor Manitius has 
fallen into a strange mistake when he says 
that Cleomedes also estimates the diameter 
at a whole degree. It is of course true that 
he divides the diameter into 12 digits, and 
that the digit may have originally been the 
twelfth part of a degree—more or less, but 
Prof..Manitius must surely know that this 
measure, whatever its origin may have been, 
has been used by astronomers down to the 
nineteenth century. Now in at least two 
places (pp. 150, 170 of Ziegler’s edition) 
Cleomedes says plainly that the apparent 
breadth of the sun, which he takes (pp. 
148 and 178) to be equal to that of the 
moon, is not quite half a degree. Indeed 
his exact estimate of the diameter, several 
times repeated, is the seven hundred and 
fiftieth part of the whole circle, that is to say 
12 of a degree. This estimate, which in 
reality is rather too smal/, is not that of 
Hipparchus. If it be that of Posidonius, the 
chief authority, as we know, of Cleomedes, 
is it likely that Geminus, who, according to 
Professor Manitius, was a pupil of Posi- 
donius, can have been ignorant of it? 

In another place (p. 273) Professor 
Manitius does equal injustice to Cleomedes 
in attributing to him the antique doctrine 
refuted by Geminus, that the planets do not 
really move from west to east, but from east 
to west as the fixed stars do, only more 
slowly. It is truethat he uses words which, 
if detached from their context, might have 
this meaning ; but the context, as Professor 
Manitius himself seems to admit, is incom- 
patible with it. Elsewhere, too, Cleomedes 
assigns to each planet its own proper 
motion—zpoaipetixy mopeta—in the most 
orthodox way. 

It appears to me here and there that 
Professor Manitius, with all his skill in 

dissecting the remains of Geminus, and 
pointing out what must have been lost by 
careless custodians, or supplied by an over- 
careful ‘excerptor,’ does not sufficiently 
take into consideration the mental charac- 
teristics of the man, which may, I think, be 
inferred from what survives to us of his 
work. Geminus seems to have been a 
rationalist of the most uncompromising kind, 
impatient alike of those who traced the 
changes of the weather to stellar influences, 
and of those who found the doctrines of 
scientific geography in Homer. When, there- 
fore, at the end of the chapter which so- 
lucidly explains that the risings of stars in 
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general and of the dog-star in particular are 
merely reminders, and not causes, of the 
meteorological phenomena that accompany 
them, he winds up with an ill-judged and 
feeble argument that the influence of Sirius, 
if it existed, should be exerted rather in 
winter than summer, it seems to be quite 
unnecessary to assign this paragraph to the 
excerptor. Even were the argument so 
wholly imbecile as Professor Manitius thinks, 
it would only show that Geminus, like many 
a later controversialist, lacked the self- 
restraint to leave off arguing at the moment 
when his good arguments were exhausted. 
On the other hand, even if the excerptor 
knew enough astronomy to invent even a 
bad argument, there seems no reason to 

suppose that he would have felt any strong 
temptation to employ it. Again, when 
Professor Manitius accuses Geminus (pp. 
255, 262) of ignorance, or rather wilful 
perversity, in refusing to understand that 
the ancients placed the equinoctial and 
solstitial points not, with Hipparchus, at 
the beginnings of the signs, but, with 
Eudoxus, in the middles, he fails, I think, 
to perceive that, as the context plainly sug- 
gests, the attack of Geminus is really 
directed not at the ancients, but the astro- 
logers, who must in his -time have been 
coming into prominence, and whose wisdom 
must have been even less to his taste than 
that of weather-prophets or Homeric inter- 
preters. Jn Manilius we have all the con- 
fusion of which Geminus complains—even 
calculations based upon the primitive 
assumption that all the signs rise in equal 
times—and this mass of contradictions is 
all represented as the wisdom of the ancients, 
Egyptians and Babylonians. 
Tam a little disappointed that Professor 

Manitius has not given us more notes on 
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the last chapter—that concerning the moon- 
period called é&A:yos—which, as he truly 
says, impresses us as being a mere fragment. 
By a series of emendations he has made 
Geminus speak throughout this chapter in 
the first person singular, which I do not 
think is ever employed elsewhere in the 
book. Nor is the result here entirely satis- 
factory, for-the calculations which the author 
is thus made to attribute to himself certainly 
can hardly have been claimed by Geminus as 
his own. 

There is another point—a small one—on 
which one may differ with more confidence 
than usual from Professor Manitius, namely 
as to the length of the passage (p. 70) 
to be placed within inverted commas as a 
quotation from Pytheas of Massilia. Surely 
it should comprise no more than the words 
detkvuov Hiv ot BapPapor o7rov 6 7ALos KOLaTAL. 
The following sentence, which gives the ex- 
planation of the phenomenon, is entirely in 
the manner of Geminus; it begins with one 
of his favourite expressions, cvveBaue yap, and 
the words which follow, zepi rovtovs tovs 
Torovs, are a characteristic repetition of a 
phrase in the sentence preceding the quota- 
tion. 

At the end of the work Professor Manitius 
prints some extracts from the Latin version 
which has done him such good service, and 
also the long passage cited by Simplicius 
from a Geminus, whom it certainly seems 
simpler to suppose to be the same as the 
author of the ’Evcaywyy): what relation, if 
any, the two works bore to one another, 
seems to me so obviously unanswerable as 
to be hardly worth asking. The passage is 
a very remarkable one, as will be remem- 
bered by all readers of Schiaparelli’s work 
on the ancient precursors ef Copernicus. 

E. J. WEBB. 

PESKETT’S BOOK III. OF CAESARS CIVIL WAR. 

Caesar's Civil War, Book III. Edited with 
Introduction, Notes, and Maps, by A. G. 
Prsxert, M. A., President and Tutor of 
Magdalene College, Cambridge, Pp. xxiv, 
184, Pitt Press, 1900. Price 2s. 6d. 

Tuts is a careful and scholarly piece of 
work—a little dull perhaps, as compared 
with Moberly’s, but if a commentator may 
not be dull, who may ? 

The introduction, which, like Appian’s 

Civil War, starts from Tiberius Gracchus, 
sets the events antecedent to the campaign 
in Epirus clearly before the reader, except 
with regard to the constitutional question 
over which Caesar and Pompey fell out. 
On this point what the writer says at the 
bottom of p. xviii may have a meaning, but 
it is hard to discover it. The historical 
aspects of the work have been carefully 
studied, while for the military geography 
the editor relies on Colonel Stoffel. He has 
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given us a text of his own, though appar- 
ently without a personal study of the MSS. 

As it is ten years since the first book was 
published, and the second has not seer the 
light at all, the editor cannot be accused of 
undue haste in his work. But the question 
of time is irrelevant. In a work of 
literature as in a work of art, one has only 
to do with the finished result, which in this 
case is satisfactory. 

Having thus made clear at the outset the 
general verdict of respect with which Mr. 
Peskett’s work inspires me, I shall now 
proceed with the less scruple to criticise 
it somewhat closely in detail. 

The writing is nowhere slipshod except in 
the note on Chap. civ. 3, 2b, from which it 
would appear that the Duke of Monmouth 
was defeated by a ditch on the anniversary 
of his triumph over Mithridates. Misprints 
and slips of various kinds are unavoidable 
in the most careful work, and to point them 
out is to do a service to the writer. 

The following are the few that I have 
detected :— 

Chap. viii, 3,nactus. For § 3 read § 4. 
» xi, l,nocteacdie. For§1read§8. 
»  Xxxi, 3, quibus coactis. For 38 § 3 

read B.C. I. 38 § 3. 
» li, 2, primisque. For 74 § 3 read? 
»  Isxii, 1, quibus ille ete. For vii, 13 

§ 3 read B.G. vii, 13, § 3. 
» Civ, 2, praefectum regium. For 

Achillas read Pothinus. 
Let us turn now from this mint, anise, 

and cummin of literature to some weightier 
matters touching the history and subject 
matter. 

In his note on iii. § 2 provinciarum 
Mr. Peskett interprets the provinces in 
question to be the two Spains, assigning as 
a reason that Pompeius ‘was virtually 
governor’ of them till the end of 49. Now 
‘virtually’ means ‘potentially,’ and from 
provinces only potentially his Pompeius 
could only have extracted the potentiality 
of tribute. It seems plain from the context 
that the provinces referred to were the 
Trans-Adriatie provinces, of which Pompey 
was in actual possession. 

Chap. vi. § 2 legiones vii. Caesar tells us 
in chap. ii. § 2 that it was with difficulty 
that he got 15,000 legionaries and 500 
cavalry on board his transports ; afterwards 
in vi. § 2 he refers to this number as 7 
legions. In his note Mr. Peskett seems 
to regard any explanation, however forced, 
as more satisfactory than Kraner-Hoff- 
mann’s ‘ view that 7 legions does represent 
15,000 men.’ But this view is the plain 
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sense of the matter. We need not indeed 
infer that ‘the average strength of a legion 
was less than 2200 men,’ but we have 
Caesar’s authority for saying that the 
average strength of these legions was ; such 
was the wasting effect of the Gallic wars, 
of the long march from Spain, and the un- 
wholesomeness of the autumn in Apulia 
(ii. § 3). In Ixxix. § 2 we have an average 
of 275 men to a cohort, which makes the 
legion itself 2,750. 

Chap. vili. § 4 posseé. Among the disasters 
to Caesar’s lieutenants were those which 
happened to C. Antonius and P. Dolabella 
in Illyricum. These are mentioned by 
Suetonius (J. C. 36) and described by Florus 
(Epit. ii. 13, §§ 30-33) and by Dio Cassius 
(xli. 40), the last of whom only is cited by 
Mr. Peskett. The narratives of the latter 
two writers are hardly recognisable as 
accounts of the same events. Florus is so 
careless, or his text so corrupt, that he has 
lumped into one, under the name of Oc- 
tavius Libo, Pompey’s two admirals, M. 
Octavius and L. Scribonius Libo. Caesar 
himself must have described these events in 
some part of his book, as there are refer- 
ences to them in iv. § 2; x. § 5; Ixvii. § 5. 
Mr. Peskett suggests that the lost passage 
came in at the end of chap. viii., a most un- 
likely place for the record of events which 
took place before Caesar’s arrival at Brun- 
disium. We may indeed confidently assume 
that the naval operations in the Adriatic, 
which took place while Caesar was in Spain 
and Rome, were recorded at the end of the 
second book, from which something has 
evidently been lost. Otherwise the refer- 
ence to Antoniani milites in iv. § 2 is 
rendered unintelligible. 

Chap. Ixvii. § 5 eo loco propugnante. In 
connection with the same events it is strange 
that Mr. Peskett should have failed to lay to 
heart Caesar’s own words as to Pulio having 
turned traitor to him; and should conse- 
quently suppose that the brave fighting 
which is recorded of Pulio in ]xvii § 5, was 
done on Caesar’s side. This mistake has 
even affected the text. 

Chap. xix. § 2 praedonibus. Perhaps not 
the Cilician pirates, as Mr. Peskett supposes, 
but the banditti who followed Sertorius. 

$6 Cornelius Balbus. Mr. Peskett has 
called attention to a passage of Velleius 
Paterculus (ii. 51 § 3), from which it appears 
that Balbus, the consul of B.c. 40, must have 
paid a visit to the seat of war in 48, and 
endeavoured by a secret colloquy to bring 
Lentulus to terms with Caesar: but it surely 
is not necessary on this account to identify 
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him with a centurion in Caesar’s army. 
He had before this twice held the post of 
praefectus fabrum, and moreover was at this 
very time in charge of Caesar’s property 
and a kind of agent-general for him in 
state affairs also. 

With regard to translation Mr. Peskett 
is generally a safe guide, though we miss 
the spirit which Moberly sometimes puts 
into his renderings. There is one point 
however of some little importance on which 
he has, I venture to think, manifestly 
missed the sense of his author. And that 
is with respect to aqua terraque in chap. 
xvii. 3. Mr. Peskett takes these words to 
mean the same thing as terra marique. But 
it is plain from the sense that aqua here is 
equivalent to aguando or aquatione (cp. chap. 
xv, §3; xxiv. § 4; c. § 2). 

There are a few more points of translation, 
grammar, or construction which I shall men- 
tion seriatim. 

Chap. xi. § 1 mocte ac die. Here it is 
remarked that ‘the accusative could of 
course be used,’ but, if it were, we should 
be led to suppose that Vibullius Rufus did 
not rest at all on his journey. 

Chap. xiii. § 5 praeoccupato itinere. The 
reference to B. G. vii. 26, § 5 seems hardly 
apposite, since here praeoccupato «tinere 
means that Pompey won the race, not that he 
blocked the roads. 

Chap. xx. § 3 etiam mediocris est animi. 
Anywhere but in its present context Mr. 
Peskett’s rendering ‘is possible for a man 
of merely ordinary spirit’ would be correct 
enough. But in this passage Moberly seems 
to hit the sense by translating ‘requires 
only an ordinary amount of tenacity.’ The 
meaning of animi here is made plain by the 
words that follow: cuius animi aut cuius 
impudentiae est? For animi here one might 
almost substitute oris. 

Chap. xxix. § 1 oppido. There is no 
appropriateness in quoting the well-known 
construction of names of towns without the 
preposition as a parallel for oppido fugerant. 

Chap. xxx. § 1 ipsi direxerant. This note 
is an instance of hypercriticism. Itis true 
that ‘to see a ship’ cannot be regarded as a 
definite action of a different nature that can 
be logically contrasted with ‘marching by 
land,’ but the sailing of the ships past 
Apollonia is undoubtedly an action of the 
kind required. 

Chap. xxxii. § 2 vecturae. Perhaps ‘ trans- 
port’ suits the context better here than Mr. 
Peskett’s rendering ‘freightage.’ In the 
next note why not render cuwius modi rei 
simply ‘ anything for which’ ? 
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§ 4 qui. Here the editor might with ad- 
vantage have declared definitely in favour of 
taking qui with equitatus. 

Chap. xxxvii. § 2 Domitius tum quoque 
sibi dubitandum non putavit. Here Mr. 
Peskett wishes to take quoque with sibi 
rather than with ¢wm. The passage of Livy 
to which he appeals for support (iv. 41, § 3) 
has, rightly or wrongly, been emended by 
Madvig. But in any case twm quoque gives 
a quite satisfactory sense. 

$ 4 ne conclamatis quidem vasis. It seems 
too much to infer from these words that ‘ on 
this occasion they retired in disorder leaving 
everything behind them.’ A stealthy with- 
drawal is all that is necessarily implied. 

Chap. li. § 2 primisque. Here the editor 
points out that que following the negative 
neque has a slightly adversative force. To 
the single instance which he quotes from 
the Gallic War may be added B.G. v. 18, 
§ 5 impetum...sustinere non possent, ripasque 
dimitterent. 21, § 5 impetum non tulerunt 
seseque alia ex parte oppidi eiecerunt. But 
this adversative use of the copulative is not 
confined to que : et, ac, and atque are employed 
in the same way. 

$5 a Caesare castris relictus. These 
words, says Mr. Peskett, ‘are not necessary 

for the sense.’ That is true as a matter of 
mere narrative: but they are very appro- 
priate as part of Caesar’s excuse for Sulla. 

Chap. lxx. § 2 ita parvae res magnum in 
utramque partem momentum habuerunt. Mv. 
Peskett takes this as a general reflexion — 
‘so have small events often turned the 
seale of fortune for good or evil,’ adding 
that a more literal translation is scarcely 
possible. But in its.context the remark is 
particular: ‘in this way did small things 
exert a great influence on either side,’ é.e. if it 
had not been for the lines which had been 
constructed from the camp to the river 
(Ixviii. § 2: Ixx. § 2) Caesar’s victory would 
have been complete ; if it had not been for 
the same lines, Pompey’s pursuit would 
have been crushing. 

Chap. xci. § 1 et vestro imperatori, quam 
constituistis, operam date. Mr. Peskett ren- 
ders quam constituistis ‘which you have 
made it your habit to give.’ Is not the 
meaning rather ‘ bargained’ or ‘arranged’ ? 
Crastinus is reminding the soldiers of the 
promises they had made to Caesar. 

Chap. cix. § 6 ut...videretur. This clause, 
we are told, is dependent on efficit. It cer- 
tainly may beso, but the most natural 
construction seems to be to take it as 
coordinate with eaistimans. 

There are certain other points on which 
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the editor is entitled to his opinion, but 
cannot expect everyone to agree with him. 
Thus in chap. xviii. § 4 Mr. Peskett takes 
bello perfecto as the end of the sentence, not 
as the beginning of a new one. His reason 
for doing so is that otherwise the tamen 
nihilominus following is rendered meaning- 
less. But this objection is obviated by 
regarding ello perfecto...interfuerunt as 
parenthetical. In chap, xxi. § 3 hoc nomen 
obtinuit, the verb is taken as transitive, ‘he 
vetained,’ whereas it is perhaps intransitive, 
like fama obtinwit. In |xviii. § 3 quod cum 
esset animadversum, the quod at the begin- 
ning is explained as anticipating the follow- 
ing accusative and infinitive. May we not 
boldly say that guod here means ‘but,’ as in 
quodsi, quod nisi, quod ni, quod ubi (B.G. 
iii. 23, § 7), quod ut (Cic. Mil. § 51)? It 
seems to be a vulgarism like certain uses 
among ourselves of ‘ which.’ 

On the subject of in praesentia Mr. 
Peskett is not in accord with common 
opinion. In his note on chap. Ixxxv. § 4 he 
tells us that the noun is in the ablative and 
refers us to his note on B.C.i.6§4. I 
took some trouble to consult that note, and 
found no better reason assigned than that 
some people believed it to be so, which is 
very much like the old game of ‘Send the 
fool further.’ I was quite ready to believe 
that the opinion could be held by sensible 
men and good scholars from the fact that 
Mr. Peskett himself held it. The question, 
however, is not one of authority but of 
evidence. Where is the evidence for the 
existence of a noun pyaesentia, of the first 
declension, meaning ‘the present state of 
things’? On the other hand the analogy 
of in praesens is irresistibly in favour of 
taking praesentia as neuter plural. 

With regard to the text Mr. Peskett is not 
free from the besetting sin of editors, that of 
correcting their author as if he were a school- 
boy. Thus in chap. vi. § 3 he reads guos 
...arbitrabatur “in preference to the quod... 
arbitrabantur of the MSS, thinking it 
impossible that Caesar could have used 
arbitrart as a passive.’ But where is the 
impossibility? Many other deponent verbs 
are used passively, and Mr. Peskett 
adduces three instances from Cicero of the 
passive use of arbitrari itself, namely, Mur. 
§ 34, Att. I. 2, § 2, anda third from the 
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Verrines, which is a misreference. In chap. 
xxi. § 4, where Caesar has a loose use of the 
ablative absolute, of a kind so common that 
it may be reckoned a mark of his style, Mr. 
Peskett has happily confined his conjectural 
emendation to the note. In § 5 of the same 
chapter, atqgue eo itinere sese avertit, Mr. 
Peskett remarks that ‘the preposition though 
not in the MSS seems necessary,’ and 
accordingly inserts it in italics. Is avertere 
then never used with the simple ablative? 
And even if that were the case, why should 
it not be so used here? In chap. lix. § 1, 
where Caesar used the ablative of duration 
of time, of which there are many instances in 
Latin writers, Mr. Peskett must needs alter 
it into the accusative. In Chap. Ixii. § 1 
after the words Quibus ille cognitis Mr. 
Peskett inserts rebus, ‘feeling sure that 
Caesar could not write guibus cognitis.’ In 
Ixiv. $ 3 et a viribus deficeretur he corrects 
into et iam viribus, on the ground that the 
other is ‘a construction which Caesar is not 
likely to have used.’ In lxxxiii. § 3, where 
the MSS have ferrent, Mr. Peskett corrects 
to ferri, alleging that so harsh a change of 
construction after placere (dari ferrent) would 
be out of the question in Caesar. In eyvii. 
§ 1 the MS reading fiunt adversissimi venti 
is corrected to flant adversissimi venti. 

This magisterial way of dealing with an 
author seems to me not ‘only unwarrantable 
but positively mischievous: for it tends to 
weed out all exceptional fusages, which are 
often the most instructive. The postulates 
on which it is based will not stand serious 
examination. Were the ancient -authors 
never guilty of careless writing? If so, 
they must have been very different from 
modern ones. Did one of them never use 
an expression which does not occur else- 
where in his works, that is, in such parts of 
them as have come down to us ? 
Among the Spectres of the Tribe the first 

that Bacon mentions is the tendency of the 
human understanding to suppose a greater 
order and uniformity in nature than is 
actually to be found there. Mr. Peskett, 
writing from Bacon’s University, might 
have been expected to remember that our 
rules are founded on the writings of the 
ancients, instead of compelling them to 
conform to our rules. 

Sr. Grorce Stock. 
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BREAL’S SEMANTICS. 

Semantics : Studies in the Science of Meaning. 
By Micuet Bréat. Translated by Mrs. 
Henry Oust, with a preface by J. P. 
Posteatse. London: William Heinemann. 
8vo. Pp. Ixvi, 342. 7s. 6d. net. 

In October 1896, Professor Postgate de- 
livered an inaugural address at University 
‘College London on the Science of Meaning, 
which was published in the Fortnightly 
Review for September 1897. In July 1897 
M. Bréal, the distinguished professor at the 
Collége de France,—so well known for his 

studies on the Eugubine Tables, for his 
Mélanges de Mythologie, and for his Diction- 
naire Etymologique Latin, to say nothing of 
the brilliant introductions to the successive 
volumes of his translation of Bopp’s Com- 
parative Grammar,—published an Essai de 
Sémantique. The coincidence pointed to 
the existence of a very wholesome reaction 
against the dominance of phonetics in the 
sphere of linguistics. The establishment 
of phonetic laws, with their constantly 

increasing delicacy and precision, had 
naturally fascinated the younger generation 
of students, who delighted to develope 
them with a vigour and a rigour that was 
wholly for good, But it was not by any 
means wholly for good that the form of a 
word was regarded as its substance, and 
that it was forgotten or ignored that after 
all the function of a word, in this form or 
in that, was to convey thought from one 
mind to another. Of course there were 
always scholars who remembered the vast 
importance of a study of meanings, their 
origin and their changes. But to some the 
study seemed too indefinite, to others too 
difficult to admit of scientific treatment. 
So in spite of valuable contributions 
from scholars like Heerdegen, Paul, Sweet 
and others, the material stands in need of 

more careful and complete collection, more 
thorough sifting, and more systematic 
arrangement, before even the foundation of 
an adequate science of Semantics can be 
laid. 

The present volume consists of five sec- 
tions, which are somewhat imperfectly 

fused; Dr. Postgate’s preface of sixty 
pages, M. Bréal’s Hssai covering in the 
translation two hundred and fifty (and not 
much more in the original), a chapter of 
twenty pages, giving the substance of a 
review by M. Bréal of Professor Noreen’s 

noteworthy essay on Purity of Language, 
another review of thirty pages, dating from 
1887, of M. Arséne Darmesteter’s La Vie des 
Mots, and finally Dr. Postgate’s lecture, 
covering twenty-five pages. There is good 
matter in all of these, but not always in 
the most effective place, and the book rather 
suffers from the want of unity. 

Dr. Postgate’s preface is of especial 
interest to the classical student, for many, 
if not most of his interesting illustrations 
are taken from Greek and Latin. He dis- 
cusses the fallacy of identifying grammatical 
gender with sex, here agreeing with Brug- 
mann, illustrates the importance of the lin- 
guistic clue in problems of mythology, 
giving in passing an obviously correct, but 
frequently ignored interpretation of the 
hundred heads of Cerberus, protests against 
the domination of formal logic in grammar, 
dealing with several of the so-called ‘figures 
of speech,’ and tracing them to ‘an imper- 
fect differentiation of principal and accessory 
concepts,’ and applies his proposed distinc- 
tion between ‘rhemes’ and ‘ epirrhemes’ to 
the elucidation of divers linguistic problems. 
To use once more the well-worn phrase, any 
one who has to deal with the interpretation 
of ancient authors ‘cannot afford to neglect’ 
the frequent hints which Dr. Postgate gives 
in this interesting preface. His aspiration 
for the formation of a society ‘whose task 
should be to gather and arrange materials, 
to furnish direction and advice to individual 
workers, and to put before the world the 
fruits of their research’ is not perhaps likely 
to be soon realised. We shall probably go 
on in an irregular unorganised fashion : but 
even so, just as in phonetics, progress may 
be made, as sound methods become more 
familiar. 

The translation of M. Bréal’s essay and 
of the appended reviews reads pleasantly 
and is free from Gallicisms, though it is an 
odd slip which turns M. Arséne Darmesteter 
from a distinguished ‘ Romance scholar’ 
(romaniste) into a novelist. But it is rather 
to be regretted that it was not more 
thoroughly edited for an English public. To 
say nothing of the forms often used for 
proper names—Georges Curtius (regularly), 
Isidore de Séville, Grégoire de Tours, Lambes, 
Octavius Augustus—which ought not to find 
place inan English book, there are a good 
many points on which a note from a com- 
petent editor would have been welcome. 
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Dr. Postgate, for example, would not have 
made himself responsible for the statement 
that spatium =ordd.ov (even though Curtius 
says so), that 6éAw iva is not earlier than 

the apocryphal Gospels (there are half a dozen 
instances in the New Testament), that 
invitare is from imvitus and its proper 
meaning ‘to do violence,’ that felis meant 
originally ‘female’ or erudire ‘to hew a 
branch of a tree into shape,’ that truncus 
‘mutilated’ came from truncare, and this 
again from truncus ‘a tree-stem,’ that in 
Pompeian electoral inscriptions facite means 
‘unite’ not ‘vote for,’ that splendidus 
comes from o7Ajv, or that senatus is under- 
stood with the title princeps. It is an 
awkward choice of an illustration to write 
‘when the Latins began to say empruntatum 
habeo, “I have borrowed,” they inaugurated 
a mechanism whose richness impressed 
their imagination :’ of course the mechanism 
was ‘inaugurated’ (if one must use so un- 
fortunate a phrase) centuries before «im- 
pruntare was ever coined, if indeed it ever 
existed. These criticisms, to which others 
might be added, are not intended to detract 
from the substantial value of M. Bréal’s 
book, but simply to indicate that the 
publisher might have done well to secure a 
scholar like Professor Postgate, not only to 
introduce the book, but also to revise and 

edit it. 
The essay is divided into three parts: 

‘The Intellectual Laws of Language,’ ‘ How 
the Meaning of Words is determined,’ and 
‘How Syntax is formed.’ Under these 
several heads M. Bréal lays down a number 
of laws, but he is careful to explain that 
these are not blind and uniform: they are 
psychological, and tentative, sometimes 
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logically carried out, more frequently repre- 
senting ‘furtive’ attempts at the expression 
of thought. The most novel of these dis- 
cussed in the first part is one to which the 
author gives the name of ‘irradiation’: it 
has elsewhere been called ‘adaptation.’ M. 
Bréal’s point is that a form, e.g. a suffix, 
accidentally combined with a definite force 
in one word, is supposed to convey that 
force of itself, and so is employed for that 
purpose in other cases. For instance -sco 
has no inchoative force inherent init, as we 
see from pasco, or nosco [the latter example 
seems dubious], but as it is actually found 
connected with it in adolesco, senesco, it 
comes to acquire it in cases like pallesco. A 
more doubtful suggestion is that esurio ete. 
are of the i- conjugation, because they have 
modelled themselves on sitio. The chapter 
on Analogy treats this prolific source of 
change in language as a means rather than 
a cause, and acutely indicates some of its 

own causes. The chapters on restriction 
and expansion of meaning are full of inte- 
resting but sometimes dubious matter, Is 
it probable or historically proved that 
adulterare in its wider sense was earlier than, 
and gave rise to adulter in its specific sense. 
The history of gain and regain might have 
been traced a little further with profit ; and 
similarly with accabler. There are some 
excellent remarks on articulated groups. 
But it is impossible to notice all the points 
touched on in the twenty-six chapters of 
this comparatively brief essay. It is per- 
haps sufficient to say that it will be found 
everywhere interesting and often original 
and stimulating. 

A. 8. WILKEINs. 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

HORACE, CARM.1. 9.1 anv 1. 2. 14. 

Mr. Sargeaunt’s remarks on Hor. Carm. 
I. 9 and I. 2. 14 on p. 428 of the last 
volume of the Classical Review prompt a 
brief note. It is probably unnecessary to 
assign a definite place as the scene of I. 9, 
though some commentators on Horace 
(Nauck, for example) have gone altogether 
too far in representing the difficulty of seeing 
Soracte from Rome. But for those who 
take Rome, or its vicinity, to be the scene 

of the poem, a greater difficulty of interpre- 
tation arises from the fact that Soracte is 
not by any means a prominent or character- 
istic feature in the bounding landscape of 
the capital. The Alban hills, or the Sa- 
bine, are much more impressive. Why did 
not the poet cite them instead of Soracte? 

Some satisfaction may be given these 
critics, however, from the result of a recent 
winter residence in Rome when especial 
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attention was given to such climatic and 
topographical observations as might tend to 
the better understanding of the Roman 
writers. No snow fell in the city during 
the winter, though the air was often chill 
enough to stimulate the enjoyment of high- 
piled logs, and of beverages even more 
thrilling than the sour wine of Sabinum. 
Again and again the slopes of Monte Cavo 
were white with snow, while the more dis- 
tant summits of the Sabine hills kept on 
their frozen nightcaps for weeks at a time. 
But not once did I see Soracte snow-crowned, 
though I looked for such a phenomenon 
under apparently favourable circumstances 
many a time. The question finally came 
to me whether Horace did not mean that 
when not merely Sabine and Alban hills, 
but even Soracte, stood deep in snow, the 
wintry weather was severe indeed. 

With regard to I. 2. 14, I am not quite 

sure what Mr. Sargeaunt means by his 
remark that ‘the course of a flood high 
enough to have threatened the temple of 
Vesta must have traversed [italics mine] 
higher ground than the Trastevere ;’ but 
at just about the time when his article was 
published (on the first of December) the 
Forum was standing six feet deep in the 
Tiber-water. I have myself seen the Tiber 
more than once back up the ancient sewer- 
system to within a very few feet of the 
Temple of Vesta. And this is all in spite 
of the modern engineering operations that 
by deepening and widening the bed of the 
Tiber, and by the construction of the mag- 
nificent new embankments, have done much 
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to make Father Tiber content to rest in his 
proper quarters. The ordinary Forum 
floods of classical days may well have been 
quite as striking as the extraordinary ones 
of the year just closing; and the poet may 
be pardoned even if he did not give a tech- 
nically correct discussion of the cause of 
the phenomena, and did ascribe to the 
jealous river-god an impiousness of deadly 
purpose against the safety of the deity who 
symbolized the very existence of the Roman 
community such as could not be allowed to 
stand as part of the arraignment before a 
modern court of law. 

Mr. Page was of course much confused 
about his topography, but he may well be 
justified in believing /itus Htruscwm to be 
the right river bank, and for more and other 
reasons than I have specified here. But it 
is to be hoped that the American School in 
Rome, and the newly-founded British School, 
may do something to quicken the study of 
elementary Roman topography among Eng- 
lish-speaking students of the classics, so that 
we shall not encounter such statements as 
Mr. Sargeaunt has properly noticed, nor such 
as that made on p. 412 of the same number 
of the Classical Review, where an American 
student quotes the wellknown lex Iulia 
municipalis, but spoils the interpretation 
based upon it by attributing to the Porta 
Flaminia an existence a century and a half 
before the construction of the wall through 
which it opened. 

Eimer TRruEspDELL MERRILL. 
MIDDLETOWN, CONNECTICUT. 

Dec. 15, 1900. 

PHARSALIA NOSTRA.! 

Hine iugulis, hine ferro bella geruntur.— 
vii 533. 

On Lucan i 463 ‘bellis arcere Caycos | 
oppositi’ I gave my reasons for accepting 
Bentley’s Belgis. ‘ But it should be added’ 
says Mr Heitland ‘that he proposed to 

- rewrite lines 460-72 in an astounding 
manner.’ Why should it be added? Be- 
cause Mr Heitland cannot afford to rely 
upon the merits of his case, and must 
import this foreign matter to create pre- 
judice. The rightness or wrongness of 
Belgis has no dependence on anything else 
that Bentley ever did; but because he 

1 See pp. 78-80 and vol. xiv p. 468. 
NO. CXXX. VOL. XV. 

annoys us very much by his bad conjec- 
tures, therefore we will refuse his good 
conjectures, for revenge is sweet. J avoid- 
ed this irrelevancy ; so it is said that I ‘do 
not always manage to state the case fairly.’ 
Then Mr Heitland, who shrinks from the 
conjectural emendation of Lucan, proceeds 
to the conjectural emendation of me; 
though I have not been dead nearly so long, 
nor do nine centuries of transcription 
intervene between my autograph and last 
December’s Classical Review. To show that 
the Romans had no wish to restrain the 
Chauci from war, but only from war on 
Roman subjects, I adduced Tac. Germ. 33, 
where the Romans are seen exulting in the 

K 
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wars of Germans upon other Germans and 
praying to heaven for their continuance. 
Mr Heitland alters my ‘33’ to ‘35,’ be- 
cause the word Chauct occurs in that 
chapter: consequently at this point his 
argument runs off the rails and ceases to 
pertain to me. He then suggests that 
bellis may mean ‘campaigns carried on, 
when necessary, beyond the Rhine, and 
asks if Caesar did not twice cross the 
Rhine to impress the Germans. Yes, he 
did, in imposing strength; but that is not 
what frontier garrisons are for. Last, he 
enquires ‘Are not the Chauci a rather 
ill-chosen pars pro toto?’ I think that they 
are very well chosen, and that they are not 
a pars pro toto; but to whom, and with 
what design, is this question addressed ? it 
is Mr Heitland’s own business to answer it. 
Caycos is his reading and the MS reading, 
not a conjecture of Bentley’s or mine. 

iii 275 sq. ‘ mediae dirimens confinia terrae 
| nune huc, nune zluc, qua flectitur, ampliat 

orbem.’ I saw that Haskins understood 
orbem as Mr Heitland does, ‘enlarges a 
continent’ ; but I thought the rendering un- 
worthy of notice, and I hoped that no one 
would seriously deny the necessity of my 
version ‘enlarges the globe.’ That orbem 
should be used for alterutrum e duobus 
orbibus, that a man should say ‘ nune hue 
nune illuc ampliat alterutrum e duobus 
orbibus’ when he might say ‘nune hune 
nunc illum orbem ampliat,’ that the naked 
word orbem in 276 should mean a continent 
when terrae means the earth in 275, I thought 
incredible. That continent is one meaning 
of orbis I know, and I myself translated it 

so in paraphrasing the true reading ‘nunc 
hune nune illum. Myr Heitland says ‘a 
good deal here and elsewhere depends on 
the value to be assigned to the codex Vos- 
sianus primus (V),’ and he wishes me to 
settle this question finally. I have plenty 
else to do, but perhaps I can enable him to 
settle it. Nothing here, and not much else- 
where, depends on the value to be assigned 
to V. That V has some value is admitted : 
the way to find the amount of that value 
is to collect the passages, including this ili 
276, where its reading is intrinsically more 
probable than that of the ‘ Pauline’ MSS, 
to confront these passages with those where 
its reading is intrinsically less probable, and 
to see which class is the larger and more 
important, and by how much. Having thus 
ascertained the value of V, dismiss it from 
your mind: never think of it again except 
in places where the intrinsic probability of 
YV’s readings and the ‘ Pauline’ readings is 
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exactly equal. In these places your know- 
ledge of the relative value of V and the 
‘Paulines’ will serve to guide your choice 
a little better than the method of drawing 
lots or spinning a coin: not much better, 
but a little. Such are the precepts of com- 
mon sense and the practice of my masters 
Bentley and Madvig. But in Germany they 
have now adopted another plan, which is 
very different and much easier. You assume 
(and if you have luck you may be right in 
assuming) that one MS is better than 
another ; and you then proceed to settle, in 
accordance with this assumption, the intrinsic 
probability of their readings, endeavouring 
above all to persuade yourself that the 
other MS is as nearly valueless as possible. 
This is scientific criticism ; though liberal 
shepherds give it the grosser name of putting 
the cart before the horse. 

i531 ‘uarias ignis tenso (al. denso) dedit 
aere formas’: I said that air was incapable 
of tension. Here Mr Heitland is reinforced 
by Prof. J. 8. Reid, who quotes three pas- 
sages to show that air may be said to be 
‘put on the stretch.’ When I was reading 
Lucan and making up my mind about i 531, 
I noted down in a cynical spirit two pas- 
sages which would or might be quoted in 
defence of tenso by some of my fellow mor- 
tals who take less pains than I do to correct 
the native inaccuracy and precipitancy of 
the human intellect. One of them has been 
quoted by Prof. Reid. Seneca in n. q. ii 
6—9 uses intentio thirteen times and intendo 
six ; and by intentio aeris he designates, not 
a ‘putting on the stretch,’ but almost the 
reverse, the wrgence or pressure of the air in 
a definite direction: this he assigns as the 
cause of many phenomena, which range from 
the impact of sound on the ear, and the re- 
sistence of inflated bladders, to the propul- 
sion of heavy weights, the uprooting of 
trees, and the whirling away of houses, I 
take decisive instances: ‘ intentionem aeris 
ostendent .. . pondera per magnum spatium 
ablata uento. ostendunt uoces, quae remis- 
sae claraeque sunt, prout ae” se concitauit. 
quid enim est uox nisi inlentio aeris, ut 
audiatur, linguae formata percussu? quid 
cursus et motus omnis, nonne intenti spiritus 
opera sunt?.., hic cum uehementer concita- 
tus ipse se torsit, arbusta siluasque con- 
uulsit et aedificia tota corripiens in alto 
frangit.’ So Lucan ix 472 spiritus in- 
tentus: Lucretius too at v 513 has ‘aera 
... fluere atque intendere eodem | quo 
uoluenda micant...sidera. One might 
as well adduce intendere litem to recommend 
lis tensa in the sense of a protracted law- 
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suit; and law-suits are not incapable of 
protraction. 

Since intentio aeris means pressure in 
Seneca it is not likely to mean the opposite 
in Gellius v 16 2, even if the stretching of 
air were a possible thing. What it does 
mean in Gellius will be learnt from the 
words of Epictetus which Prof. Reid has 
cited, diss. 11,23 4 cikf d€ Kal Tov pera€d dépa 
oUTws evepyov eroinoe kal EvTOVOYV wate 
6 abrod Tervopevon Tus dukvetobat THY 
opacw ; The Greek évrovos, like the Latin 
intentus, can mean either tensus or conci- 
tatus: that it here means the latter is 
shown both by its conjunction with éevepyds 
and by the sense, which is this:! ‘ Frus- 
trane interiectum quoque aerem tam agilem 
et intentum fecit ut per eum, certa quadam 
ratione citatum, uisus penetret?’ Vision, 
say the Stoics, consists not in rays of light 
which shoot from the object to the eye, but 
in rays of sight which shoot from the eye 
to the object: if the intervening air were 
apyos kat arovos, iners et languidus, it would 
obstruct the passage of these rays; but it 
is providentially endowed with a sympa- 
thetic nimbleness and briskness, and under 
stimulation it transmits them to their goal. 
How the stretching of the air would help 
matters I do not see: its rarefaction might, 
but the Latin for rarefy is extenwo, not 
tendo.? Gellius then rightly renders rewvo- 
pevov by ‘radiorum ex oculis in ea quae 

1 J have slightly altered Duebner’s translation, 
which runs ‘tam eficacem et intentum’ and ‘ certa 
quadam ratione commotwm.’ 
* Mr Hosius actually defends tenso were by quoting 

extenuatis nubibus. 
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uideri queunt emissionem aerisque simul 
intentionem, not tensionem; for citare is a 
sense which tefvw and intendo have but 
tendo has not. In like manner the Latin 
for retvey dpopmov (Iliad xxiii 375 ete.) is 
not tendere curswm, which means something 
quite different, but cttare cursum. Prof. 
Reid’s three quotations, all of which he has 
misapprehended, neither show that air may 
be said to be ‘put on the stretch’ nor that 
Lucan could use tenso as Epictetus used 
rewvouevov. But suppose he could: will you 
tell me that Lucan, in a rehearsal of terrific 
portents, interposed the mention of a cir- 
cumstance which he believed to accompany 
every visual perception of which the eye is 
capable, and which itself was merely matter 
of theory ? 

For scholars to argue against me as Mr 
Heitland argues is just the way to foster in 
me that arrogant temper to which I owe my 
deplorable reputation. At i 481 I proposed 
‘inter Rhenum populos A/bimque iacentes’ 
instead of Alpem. Myr Heitland replies 
(p. 785) that with A/bim the reference is 
clearly to Germans, and it is not certain 
that Lucan is thinking of Germans; and 
this he denominates an objection. If my 
infallibility, that is to say the care with 
which I think and write, had suffered me 
to make this same ‘objection’ to A/pem,—to 
say that with A/pem the reference is clearly 
to Helvetians, and it is not certain that 
Iuean is thinking of Helvetians,—he would 
perhaps have seen that there was something 
not quite right with the logic. 

A. E. Housman. 

ARCHAEOLOGY 

MARATHON. 

‘TLL throw a stone on your cairn’ is an 
expression of gratitude and’ regard. It 
refers to ancient funeral rites when each 

_friend showed his respect for the departed 
by helping to raise his sepulchral mound. 
Therefore we do not expect to find a cairn 
built of stones from a quarry as might be 
tlie case if the erection of the monument 
had been left to menials employed for the 
purpose. The stones were gathered over 
the surrounding ground wherever they could 
be most easily procured by the funeral 
party. Soalso, where amound of earth was 

raised over the ashes of the dead, the earth 
does not appear to have been systematically 
dug from a bank or pit but to have been 
scraped together from the loose surface 
around. When Limblow Hill,! near Royston, 
was opened it was found to consist of layers 
of humus and the rubbly top of the chalk all 
thrown together in such a manner as to show 
clearly that it was scraped from the loose 
and more easily gathered surface soil over a 
wide area around. 

The Bartlow Hills are four high mounds 
1 See Proc. Camb, Ant. Soc., vol. vi. p. 395. 
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standing in a row on the South of the line 
near Bartlow Station, and, a little further 
to the North and West, there are remains 
of other smaller mounds arranged nearly 
parallel to the Bartlow Hills. There are 
traces of old fences or enclosures or earth- 
works of some kind all about and the soil 
shows evidence of having been much dis- 
turbed. 

These smaller mounds are generally 
referred to a much more remote antiquity 
than the Bartlow Hills and the ground about 
has here and there yielded evidence of long 
and early occupation, but the circumstances 
of the various smaller finds were unfortu- 
nately not carefully recorded at the time 
of the discoveries. 

The large mounds were however systema- 
tically explored in the years 1832, 1530, 
1838, and 1840 and the results of the exca- 
vations were communicated by Mr. Gage 
and published in the Archaeologia.t 

Without repeating any of the details it 
may be stated that the discoveries showed 
that the mounds were sepulchral and their 
contents proved them to be of Roman age. 
But in the gallery which was driven into 
the interior of one of them a flint arrow- 
head was found. When I visited them 

some years ago accident or design had 

broken a good deal of the ground near the 

top of one or two of them, so that I was 

able to examine the character of the soil of 

which they were built up, and in it I found 

a considerable number of flint flakes and 

chips besides shells and bits of bone and 

other débris common in the surface soil 

around, A large number of flakes and 

chips, some partly dressed round the margin, 

were found with fragments of Roman pottery 

and other objects in the surface soil above 

and near the gravel pit near where the 

road crosses the line not many hundred 
yards away from the Bartlow Hills. 

Such flint flakes, however, are not common 

everywhere, even in that part of the country 

where flint is abundant, but in certain locali- 

ties and on limited areas they are thickly 

strewn. I have found them in large numbers 

on the first rising ground that lies along the 

edge of the alluvium between Fen Ditton 

and the Globe Inn near Cambridge. 
This is an area which is certainly known 

to have been occupied by the Romans, and, 

lying as it does under the shelter of the 

1 Vol. xxv. pp. 1-23, Plates i. ii. and iii. ; Vol. 

xxvi. pp. 330-317, Plates xxxi. to xxxv.; vb. pp. 

462-463; Vol. xxviii. pp. 1-6, Plates i. and il ; 

Vol. xxix. pp. 1-4, Plate i. 
See Cambridge Chronicle, May 31 and June 5, 

1889. 
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Fleam Dyke and being rich land, it must 
have been cultivated from still earlier times. 
The area round the Bartlow Hills was also 
an ancient settlement and cultivated from 
pre-Roman times. 

Tt so often happens that these flakes, 
which occur in large numbers together, are 
fragments of about the same size, while 
many of them show evidence of being 
chipped along their edges, that it seems not 
improbable that they were used in some kind 
of instrument, maybe a tribulum, for 
instance, and that the edges got chipped by 
use. Some of the smaller or coarser bits 
which show no such traces of use may have 
been thrown away unused, for it is obvious 
that such an implement would need constant 
repair and involve the breaking up of large 
quantities of flint with a view to the selection 
of the most suitable bits. 

On the plain of Marathon a solitary 
mound rises out of the drier part of the 

ground which slopes gently towards the 

sea. It is not easy to form an opinion as 

to the position of some of the monuments 

and objects mentioned in history as occur- 

ring in this district, but excavations made 

by the Greek Government in 1890 and 1891 

confirmed the tradition that this was 

the mound raised over the Athenians 

who fell in the great battle in which the 

Persians were defeated in 490 Be. 
In Frazer’s Pausanias,? we read: ‘The 

excavations have finally disproved the theory 

broached by Prof. E. Curtius in 1853, and 

maintained by Prof. A. Milchhofer as late 

as 1889 that the mound was pre-historic and 

had nothing to do with the Battle of 

Marathon. For the black figured vases 

found with the bones and ashes of the dead 

belong to the period of the Persian Wars ; 

the human remains can, therefore, be no 

other than those of the 192 Athenians who 

fell at Marathon.’ Prof. Curtius’s erroneous 

theory was apparently countenanced by 

some imperfect excavations made by Dr. 

Schliemann in 1884. Many bronze arrow- 

heads, about an inch long and pierced with 

a round hole, (or socket), for the reception 

of the shaft, have been picked up at the 

mound ; and also a great number of black 

flints, rudely chipped into shape. It has 

been conjectured that these flints are parts 

of the stone-headed arrows discharged by 

the Ethiopian archers in the Persian army,* 

but against this opinion it has been urged 

that similar flints have been found at other 

2 Vol. ii. p. 431, s. 99. 
3 Herod. vi. 117. 
4 Herod. vii. 69. 
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ancient sites in Attica and elsewhere, espe- 
cially in the oldest graves on many Greek 
islands, and have not been found at Ther- 
mopylae and Plataea, where, if anywhere, 
the stone-headed arrows may be supposed 
to have flown in showers.’ 

I myself found similar flakes and chips 
of flint and fragments of ancient pottery 
not only in the earth of the Soros, but also 
in the soil of the surrounding area. 

Of course such flakes and chips never were 
used as arrow-heads and certainly not by the 
Persians or their auxiliaries, mercenaries, 
or slaves. By the time men had got to 
hafting stone they had learned to trim it 
into more uniform size and shape. 

But what was it that induced Curtius and 
Milchhofer and Schliemann to arrive at the 
conclusion that the mound was earlier than 
the battle of Marathon? Why, the very 
same reasoning that led antiquaries to sug- 

Krotoni 

Vrana Soros 

gest that the Bartlow Hills might be pre- 
Roman and, when the flint arrow-head found 
in the interior seemed to confirm their 
suspicions, called for the explanation that 
it was in the soil of which the mound was 
raised and was thrown up with it. 
We do learn from the Soros that the soil 

of which it is composed was not dug out of a 
hole in undisturbed ground but that it was 
gathered from the surrounding surface and 
that that area had long been occupied and 
cultivated. Fragments of pottery, sea shells 
and pretty stones from the shore ; all exactly 
the class of objects one would expect to find 
on cultivated land, occur in the soil of the 
Soros, and the inference is that, although 
the Soros as a mound may be a structure 
of the fifth century B.c., the soil of which it 
is composed is made ground of a far more 
remote age. 

Some further considerations of great in- 
terest arise out of this inference. 

Marathona 
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We see in the plain of Marathon a silted- 
up bay. The soft soils, carried in flood out 
of the valley of Vrana and from that in 
which the village now called Marathona lies, 
furnished the material of low widespread 
deltas and the sea bordered the encroaching 
land with its receding shingle and sand, 

until the present crescent-shaped lowland 
was formed, the part next the hills being 
largely made up of wash from the higher 
ground, the-part nearer the sea having the 
materials of the receding beach underlying 
the soil. This sloping marginal lowland 
runs round a bay some six miles in length 
from north-east to south-west and between 
two and three milesin greatest breadth. At 
the north-east end there are some strong 
springs, which are fed by katavothra or 
swallow-holes in the limestone hills behind, 

and are forced out through the soil of the 
plain by the pressure of the head of water 

The Great Swamp 

Cynosura 

a a 

inland. These cause ponds and surrounding 
marshy ground. A spring and similar but 
smaller swamp occur in front of the rocky 
spurs which run out from Pentelicus at the 
south-west endof theplain. But the rest of the 
ground is not a swafnp and there is no reason 
for thinking that within historic times it 
was ever much more of a swamp than it is 
now, seeing that the geographical configura- 
tion of the hills and valleys opposite this 
middle part of the plain does not lend itself 
to the formation of the same kind of kata- 
vothra at high levels as are produced in the 
high ground opposite the south-west and 
north-east ends. Flood water and ordinary 
surface water would, however, have to be 
carried off, and there can be no doubt, if our 
inference is correct as to the ground being 
cultivated long before the time of the Persian 
invasion, that inequalities would have been 
filled up and a system of drainage carried 
out. Now let us examine what is likely to 
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have been the nature of the changes produced 
by these operations. 

The sea wallislow. The tideless midland 
sea does not throw up great ridges of 
shingle as do the waves around our shores, 
nor is it necessary to raise high banks to 
keep the water out. The beach consists of 
sand and fine shingle. The line of wrack 
does not indicate a rise of more than six 
feet at the highest, and this must be only 
when the wind heaps up the waters on the 
shore, for we cannot allow more than a foot 
for tidal action. Six feet is about the 
difference in the height of the water which 
is caused by a very strong wind blowing 
across the larger American lakes. 

The way in which the area about the 
Soros is now drained is by digging trenches 
straight down to the inside edge of the sea 
wall and allowing the water to percolate 
through the porous bank out to sea. This 
might be supplemented in places by sluices 
or even by pumping. As the water which 
has to be got rid of is the water which is 
gravitating seaward from the uplands 
through the porous subsoil of the plain it is 
obvious that this method of draining by 
deep trenches carried straight across the 
plain is that which must always have been 
adopted in order to get rid of the water. 

The Athenians were encamped at Vrana 
in the most southerly of the two valleys 
that open directly on to the plain of Mara- 
thon. Having advanced out of this valley 
they were drawn up for battle as described 
by Herodotus.! The Plataeans also advanced 
on to the plain, probably from the adjoining 
valley, and formed the left wing while the 
Athenians furnished a strong body on the 
right wing, and a thin line, only a few ranks 
deep, along the front of the hill between 
them and the Plataeans. As there was an 
interval of several days between the landing 
of the Persians and the battle, there was 
plenty of time for the Plataeans to have 
reconnoitred and occupied an advantageous 
position in the valley in which lies the 
village now known as Marathona. The 
Athenians on the right wing drove the 
Persian left wing down towards the sea, thus 
outflanking the Persian centre. Whatever 
may be the exact age and value of the Life of 
Miltiades attributed to Cornelius Nepos, and 
whatever may be the correct reading of the 
corrupt passage in which the account of the 
preparations for the battle is given, the 
meaning of the generally accepted version 
seems to be that ‘on the next day having 
drawn up their troops in battle array along 

1 Herod. vi. 111. 
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the lower spurs of the hills, but not quite in 
the open ground, they gave battle. [They 
chose this region] because in many parts trees 
were scarce, while their object was to findasite 
where they might be protected by the high 
mountains on eitherside, and could drag down 
trees [from the wooded slopes close by] to 
check the Persian cavalry, so that they would 
not be in danger of being outflanked by the 
superior numbers of the enemy. These 
preparations were made not on the plain but 
in the narrow parts of the valleys which 
ran down between the spurs, where a few 
felled trees judiciously placed here and there 
would effectually prevent the Persian 
cavalry from getting behind them and 
cutting off their retreat. 
We learn from the traditions embodied in 

this account that it was expected that the 
Persian cavalry would take part in the 
battle. 

There is a general agreement that the 
Athenians did not take a circuitous route 
but charged straight at the Persian left, and 
that they did not come in touch with the 
Persian centre till they had driven back the 
left wing and outflanked the centre. 

Previous to the battle the Athenians 
were on the hills and it would have been 
impossible for them in such a short time 
and in face of such an enemy to have 
constructed any kind of abattis of felled 
trees upon the plain to protect the left 
flank of their right wing. 
We do not hear that the Persians were ad- 

vancing in three distinct bodies, yet some- 
thing allowed the Athenians on the right 
wing to drive the Persian left wing back with- 
out at first getting involved with the Persian 
centre. What could this be but the long 
ditches running seaward like those we see 
there now? ‘Then the Athenians on the 
right and the Plataeans who also had been 
successful on the left wing took the Persians 
in rear and on flank. If any large body of 
Athenians got as far as the sea bank they 
could move easily along the shore and cut 
off the Persians now making for their ships. 
We learn from the description of the picture 
of the battle in ‘ the painted Colonnade’ that 
the ships were at the north-east end of the 
bay. The Persians, therefore, making 
straight for them, and being perhaps, as 
suggested above, cut off by the Athenians 
advancing along the shore, would fly north- 
east across land cut up by dykes something 
like those which traverse our fens, and 
finally find themselves on the margin of 
‘the Dragon water’ or great swamp at the 
north-east end of the plain. 
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The Athenians had to get over the ditch 
on their left and face north-east in order to 
attack the Persian flank. Perhaps they 
were unable to cross until it had been filled 
with the dead bodies of the slain. Here 
then it was that thé great struggle took 
place and close to this spot we may feel sure 
the Soros was raised. 

Had the land been uncultivated the 
Athenians on the right wing would not 
have had the protection of the ditches on 
their left as they drove back the enemy who 
were immediately in front of them. Nor 
would the Persians have found it so difficult 
and disastrous to make a dash direct for their 
ships across the plain. 

How well this view explains the absence 
of the Persian cavalry. The plain appeared 
at a distance well adapted for their employ- 
ment, but when the Persians landed they 
found that it was all cut up by dykes across 
which they could not charge and which 
would seriously interfere with cavalry man- 
ceuyres. Moreover the heavy, deeply fur- 
rowed soil was not such as the light Persian 
horse was accustomed to gallop over. Any 
one who has walked a young English 
thoroughbiel over a rough fallow for the first 
time will appreciate this argument. The 
cavalry were either not put on shore or, if 

landed, were sent on board again as useless 
on such ground. 

Agriculture helped the Greeks as the 
frost helped the Russians, and, as the 
Russian Czar declared that General January 
and General February were his most efficient 
officers, so the Greeks were told that 
General Ploughtail (Echetlus or Echetlaeus) 
had fought for them in that glorious struggle 
against the invader. 

This interpretation of the various accounts 
given of the battle seems almost to require 
that the ancient Marathon should be placed 
somewhere near the modern Vrana and leads 
us to enquire whether it is possible that 
Vrana may actually be the ancient Mara- 
thon. 

If we accept the derivation from pdpafov 
(the Attic form of pdpabpov=the Latin 
marathrum, fennel), the situation of either 

- locality will do equally well for that common 
plant in Southern Europe. 

If we examine the two villages, however, 
we find that at Marathona there is a strange 
absence of any objects of antiquity such as 
we should expect from the descriptions of 
the locality where the Athenians were en- 
camped, whereas at Vrana fragments of an- 
cient masonry and sculpture scattered about 
suggest that we may be among the ruins of 
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the temenos and sacred precincts where the 
Athenians waited for the fateful hour of 
battle. 
May we, however, thus override tradition 

embodied in the name of Marathona being 
given to the more north-easterly locality ? 

Surely it is most improbable that the 
name would have remained unchanged in 
the mouths of all the various races that 
have held or visited that land through such 
long ages of checkered history. It is far 
more likely that this is a pedantic assign- 
ment of the name to what appeared to some 
mediaeval writer to be a probable position 
for the ancient Marathon. 

Next we may enquire whether, if the 
name still lingers there, what form it might 
have assumed, and we soon are led to Vrana. 

Marathona by eliding the first ‘a’ be- 
comes M’rathona; then for euphony Bra- 
thona. 

Brathona becomes Vrathona, as Bdpos 
is represented in modern Greek in Kata- 
vothra = Swallow-holes. 

Vrathona with the penultimate syllable 
shortened as is so common in modern Greek, 
or simply dropped for abbreviation, or 
perhaps passing through the form Vrahona, 
becomes Vrana, the modern name of the 
village where, on other evidence,! we should 
place the Athenians before the fight. 
My friend Mr. H. M. Chadwick writes to 

me on this point. ‘It seems to me quite 
possible that the name Mapaéoy may 
actually be traced in the modern name 
Vrana. In accordance with the general rule 
in words of this type we might naturally 
expect the old Nom. form Mapafwy to have 
been displaced by the Accus. Mapafdva (cf. 
Mod. Greek Acc. dd¢Ba, xova from O. Gk. 
Nom. daddy, eixav Ace. Pr<Ba, cixova). Again 
there would be nothing strange in the 
syncope of the first vowel and the consequent 
change of the initial sound-group mr to vr 
(cf. Mod. Gk. Bpé z.e. vre from O. Gk. pwpe). 
For the loss of 6 indeed I cannot find any 
exact analogies; yet considering the fact 
that this part of the country has been from 
time to time occupied by Turks, Bulgarians 
and Albanians I hardly think that the loss 
of this sound can be regarded as an in- 
superable objection.’ 
We can thus, it appears to me, make the 

story hang together more satisfactorily and 
explain the different conclusions arrived at 
by different observers. The mound was 
made of the ancient cultivated surface soil, 

1 See Leake, The Topography of Athens and the 
Demi, vol. ii. pp. 78-91. Leake however derives 
the name from a Sclayonic word meaning fortress. 
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and hence contains relics of much earlier 

date than that of the building of the 

mound. 
The material of the mound proves that 

the surrounding ground was cultivated at 

the time of the battle. 
The nature of the cultivation and method 

of draining the area explain many of the 

details of the battle, and the acknowledge- 

ment of the assistance derived from these 

causes explains the curious myth with which 

the story ends. 
T. McKenny Hucues. 

RECENT EXCAVATIONS IN ROME, 

(Continued from p. 89.) 

IIl.— Basilica Julia. 

The present excavations show that the 

building which has hitherto been visible is 

not the Basilica Julia of Augustus, but in 

great part a later reconstruction, though on 

the same ground-plan. 
This had already been conjectured by 

Jordan (Topographie 1, 2, 389) and now we 

find a line of travertine blocks with fresh, 

unworn surfaces which serve as the floor 

of a drain under the three uppermost of the 

roughly laid marble steps of the N.E. side, 

and which are clearly connected with the 

earlier building. ‘The sides of the drain are 

formed by blocks of opus quadratum, and 

its width was indicated by two parallel lines 

ruled upon the blocks of travertine: the 

roof of the drain is a slab of travertine laid 

obliquely, the N.E. edge of it being about 

one foot lower than the S.W. in correspond- 

ence with the slope of the steps. This drain 

is probably part of the original construction, 

but the roofing slabs and the steps above it 

are certainly a later addition, as the opus 

quadratum on the N.E, side has been hacked 

away to carry its lower edge. The original 

steps must have been wider and more 

imposing than the present small mean- 

looking steps.? 
On the S.W. side of this drain we see in 

one place two large travertine slabs, the 

foundations of one of the pilasters of the 

1 With regard to the present steps it is to be 

noted that Jordan (Zopographie 1, 2, 388) is in error 

in stating that at the N. W. end of the N.E. facade 

there was but one step from the road to the wide 

step which runs below the pilasters of the facade 
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facade of the basilica. The marble blocks 

which formed the pilaster itself have 

entirely disappeared, and even the masonry 

immediately beneath it, which must have 

been about six feet higher: this is indicated 

by the fact that these slabs of travertine are 

surrounded by masses of conerete faced with 

opus reticulatum which rise to this height and 

then end off with a flat surface which 

carried the pavement. The level of the 

floor of the basilica has apparently there- 

fore undergone but little if any alteration. 

IV.—Basilica Aemilia. 

The continuance of the excavations 

within the basilica has increased in certain 

respects our information as to the building, 

though some new problems have arisen, and 

others still await solution. Many important 

details are noted by Lanciani in Bull. Com- 

unale 1900 pp. 3 sqq. in a supplement to 

his former article, though further discoveries 

have since been made, and the work of 

exploration is not as yet completed even 

within the limited area—not more than half 

of the nave can be reached at present—at 

the disposal of the Government. The points 

most worthy of observation are (1) the 

width of the nave exclusive of the aisles is 

not, as I stated in 0.2. 1900 p. 238, 53 feet, 

the width conjectured from the arrangement 

of the marble slabs of the pavement, but 

only about 36 feet. This has been ascer- 

tained by the discovery of the wall which 

carried the columns of the N.E. side of the 

nave. Upon this wall, which is 4} feet in 

thickness, there rests a block of travertine, 

the upper part of which is circular and 

about 31 feet in diameter. As the top of it 

is flush with the marble pavement of the 

nave which comes close up to it, it must 

have supported the base of a column, the 

columns themselves being about 8 inches 

less in diameter. (2) Several fragments 

have been found of a fine epistyle, much 

damaged by fire. Some belong to the 

Augustan age, others are rougher restora- 

tions. This epistyle must have been sup- 

ported, as the size of the lacunaria shows, 

by columns nearly 11 feet apart from centre 

(from which 3 more steps ascend between the 

pilasters to the floor of the basilica), there being 7 

at theS.E. end. The concealment of the lower steps 

at the N.W. end is due to the raising of the level 

of the pavement of the road which runs along the 

front of the basilica. At the bottom of them runs 
another much smaller drain. 
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to centre, whereas the columns of the nave 
were 14} feet apart from centre to centre. 
On the other hand, it was found in the nave 
with the columns of Africano marble. An 
explanation of the problem is still to seek. 
Upon two of the blocks appear the letters 
PAUL | us RESTI | tuit. The inscription 
would refer to the restoration of 14 B.c. 
(Dio LIV. 24). No further information as 
to the great inscription in honour of Lucius 
Caesar (O.R. 1899, p. 465) is as yet avail- 
able, since the heap of fragments, many of 
which in all probability do not belong to 
the basilica at all, remains as it was when 
it was first discovered: and the hope 
expressed by Lanciani (Bull. Comun. 1899, 

pp. 189-191) that a thorough examination 
of them might be undertaken, in order to 
determine how they came into their present 
position, remains as yet unfulfilled. 

(3) The statement in C.R. 1900, p. 238 
that the marble paved footway between the 
two projecting wings of the basilica is 6 
yards wide is erroneous: its original width 
is only 24 feet ; but in some places it has 
been considerably widened by the addition 
in later times of marble pavements of ‘opus 
Alexandrinum’ which have covered the 
lower three steps. 

(4) The marble threshold of a doorway 
through the longitudinal wall against which 
the tabernae are built has been discovered. 
It is worth noting that an exploration of 
the foundations of the longitudinal wall has 
shown that it was 4 feet thick, and not two, 
as it appeared at first sight to be; after a 
fire it was largely restored in rough brick- 
work, especially on the side towards the 
nave. To this late restoration belongs the 
marble facing of the S. W. wall of the central 
hall, which is entirely without pilasters 
corresponding to the columns of the nave. 

(5) The foundations of all the spur-walls 
of the tabernae have now been traced: in 
several places we see intermediate walls 
parallel to them, which belong to the 

(slightly narrower) tabernae of the first 
basilica of 179 B.c. or perhaps to the restora- 
tion of 78 B.c. In the line of the S.W. row 
of columns of the nave, but at a depth of 3 
feet below the marble pavement, we find 
the base of a tufa column in situ, 3} feet in 
diameter, divided into two halves vertically. 
It stands upon a foundation of squared tufa 
blocks, some of which bear masons’ marks 
similar to those which occur on the Servian 
wall. A wall with such masons’ marks 
has been found below the N.E. end of the 
ambulatory immediately behind the main 
facade of the basilica. The column base 
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must also belong to the earlier building: 
the plan of which we see to have been repro- 
duced in the later. 

(6) The exact way in which the basilica 
ended on the N.W. is still obscure, but very 
possibly it had a blank wall towards the 
Curia which we might expect to have been 
parallel to it, so as not to spoil the symmetry 
of the street, and therefore on the skew with 
reference to the nave of the basilica. This 
seems to be indicated by the fact that the 
last spur-wall on the N.W. is not at right 
angles to the longitudinal wall of the 
tabernae. Some slabs of the marble pave- 
ment of the nave seem however to extend 
too far N.W. to permit this supposition, 
against which it is also to be noted that, 
while at the south-east end we find that two 
small tabernae correspond to the porch of 
the facade, the two that we see at the N.W. 
end, one of which has the skewed spur-wall 
just alluded to, cannot have been taken to 

mark the place where the porch, which must 
surely have existed here also, though no 
traces of it are visible, should be sought ; 
for the steps of the front of the basilica 
certainly continue beyond this point. Cer- 
tainly there was a road between the basilica 
and the Curia, remains of the pavement of 
which exist, and equally certainly the space 
between them cannot have exceeded 25 feet. 
This leaves a very small space for a street 
so important as the Argiletum, the main 
artery of communication with the Forum 
Transitorium and the Subura (see Jordan 
Topographie 1. 2, 351, Lanciani Bull. 
Comunale, 1890, 98-102). 

V.—Cloaca Maxima. 

The most interesting result of the excava- 
tion of the subsoil of the basilica Aemilia 
has been the discovery of a Cloaca Maxima, 
perhaps the earliest, at any rate earlier 
than that hitherto known. ‘The portion 
of it which may be seen running beneath 
the nave of the basilica has been 
repaired with blocks of travertine ; these 

blocks have been laid irregularly, so that 

the width of the original cloaca is not pre- 

served. Where it passes under the wall 

which carried the N.E. row of columns of the 

nave, it has in the centre of it three huge 

blocks of travertine, which probably served 
to support this wall; while we can still see 

one of the voussoirs of the arch by which 
the walls bearing both rows of columns 
crossed the cloaca on a skew. At the point 
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where the cloaca passes under the longitu- 
dinal wall of the tabernae we see the earlier 
cloaca built of blocks of capellaccio tufa and 
about 4 feet in width, going on still straight 
in the direction of the column of Phocas 
and it reappears again beneath the corridor 
in front of the tabernae just behind the 
fagade of the basilica, but so far has not 
been traced further. Precisely at the point 
where it leaves the nave it is blocked by the 
N.W. wall of a second cloaca, about 6 feet 
in width, by which it was, from this point 
onwards, superseded: this turns off at an 
angle of (roughly) 30° from its line and runs 
at right angles to the axis of the 
basilica, in front of which it reaches and 
falls into what has hitherto been known as 
the original Cloaca Maxima, but which is 
constructed with blocks of stone removed 
from other buildings, just at the pomt where 
this latter after skirting the basilica on the 
N.W. and §8.W. turns southwards and 
crosses the area of the Forum. The date 
at which the second of these two 
earlier cloacae was suppressed and the 
more devious route followed by the third 
was selected is not accurately determinable, 

but the change may very likely be connected 
with the aedileship of Agrippa in 33 B.c.— 
the basilica itself was restored, we are told 
(Dio XLIX. 42), by Aemilius Lepidus 
Paulus in his consulate in the previous 
year. It is indeed possible that the second 
remained in use under the Empire, as the 

restoration with blocks of travertine is very 
carelessly done and does not look like work 
of a good period. 

The earliest of the three cloacae runs 
about 385° W. of N, and must be cut 
obliquely by the latest at the point 
where it passes under the steps of the 
basilica. Its direction is important, as, just 

S.W. of the latest cloaca, and at a level of 
about 4 feet below the top of its arch, we 
find a pavement of rectangular slabs of 
tufa,! crossing the earliest cloaca at right 
angles, which runs northward right up 
to the Comitium, from which it is separated 
by a raised edging of tufa blocks, a similar 
edging existing on the W. side also. At 
the north end of this pavement is one of 
the small pits referred to above as possibly 

1 It is plain that when this cloaca was made, the 
tufa pavement was already buried by earth to a 
depth of about 24 feet, for the S.W. side of the 
cloaca is protected to this height by a wall of un- 
faced concrete which would only be used for founda- 
tions below the ground level. The pavement of the 
road skirting the front of the basilica must have 
lain almost immediately upon the crown of the arch 
of this cloaca. 
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intended to contain votive objects and just 
beyond the raised edging on the W. side are 
two more. 

This pavement belongs in all probability 
to the Sacra Via of the Republic. The 
Republican Forum must have run south- 
wards towards the N.W. angle of the 
Palatine. With this orientation agree those 
of the Republican Curia, Comitium, and 
Rostra, the facade of the Carcer, the oldest 
Cloaca Maxima, the Regia, the temple of 
Vesta, the older Atrium Vestae, the front 
of the shrine of Juturna, the pavement of 
the lacus Juturnae of Republican times, 
and finally the flight of steps which descends 
from the Palatine to the W. side of the 
temple of Vesta. With that of the left side 
wall of the Carcer, on the other hand, 
agrees that of the temples of Concord and 
Saturn, of the Tabularium, of the arched 
platform which we have supposed to be the 
Graecostasis, and of the Sacellum (the original 
niger lapis) east of the stele. See Hiilsen’s 
extremely able article in Rém. Mittheil. 
1893, pp. 79 ff., where the meaning of the 
orientation of the front and left-hand sides 
of the Carcer is for the first time recog- 
nized. 

It will be seen that we have already made 
the most remarkable progress in the work 
of reconstituting the topography of the 
Forum of the Republic: and the continu- 
ance of the excavations may be confidently 
expected to lead to a further increase in our 
knowledge. 

It remains to notice the discovery 
of what is in all probability the shrine 
of Venus Cloacina. This lay near the 
Tabernae Novae (Livy iii. 48 ‘the Story of 
Virginia’) which stood in front of the 
original basilica Fulvia et Aemilia and the 
Comitium (Pliny, 7.1. xv. 119—cf. Jordan 
Topographie I. 2. 398). 

The remains consist of a small round 
marble base about 7 feet in diameter, filled 
up in the centre with rubble, which is 
partly built upon the lowest step of the 
facade of the basilica between the points 
where the first and second cloacae leave the 
basilica, and therefore quite close to the 
third also. The north-west side has a rect- 
angular step much worn by frequent use, 
and has two bolt-holes for small pilasters ; 
perhaps the whole was surrounded by a 
metal railing, as there are bolt-holes all 
round the marble base, and there is no 
room for the thickness of a wall of masonry. 
The marble blocks rest upon other blocks of 
travertine and these in turn upon founda- 
tions of tufa. 
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VI.—Temple of Antoninus and Faustina. 

A small, but useful, piece of work has 
been done here in the restoration of the 
steps of the temple to the condition in 
which they were when discovered, by the 
removal of all modern reconstructions. The 
pavement of the road in front of the temple 
is now being removed, and remains which 
seem to be those of a portico are being 
brought to light. Foundations in opus 
quadratum have also appeared under the 
narrow lane, paved successively with slabs 
of travertine and of marble, which runs 
between the temple and the Basilica Aemilia. 
It is not at all impossible that the temple 
occupies the site of the Macellum, which lay 
to the north of the Forum close to the 
Basilica Aemilia, and that these foundations 
belong to tabernae connected with it 
(Jordan, Topographie I. 2, 432). 

VIL—Zhe Regia. 

The excavation of this building has been 
completed, without leading to further dis- 
coveries of great importance. As, however, 
no full official report has yet been published, 
it may be well to say that a good account 
(with sketch plan) of what has been found 
is given by Hiilsen in the Jahrbuch des 
Instituts, 1900, Anzeiger, p. 7. 

VIIL.— Temple of Vesta. 

The official report of the excavation of 
the temple has appeared in Wotizie degli 
Scavi 1900, pp. 159 sqg. The illustrations 
are excellent and plentiful, but there is one 
point that has not been sufficiently brought 
out, and which does not seem to have been 
dealt with by any of those who have written 
on the temple. 

Of the fragments of columns preserved 
two, as has been noted (Boni op. cit. p. 
190), have small rectangular projections, 
intended perhaps to support the frame of the 
door. 

The rest have two vertical lines of bolt- 
holes, by which the metal screens surround- 
ing the temple were fixed. These lines of 
bolt-holes do not however come opposite to 
one another: but, there being 24 flutings in 
each column, and each line of bolt-holes 
being set in one fluting, the holes have 
either five or seven! flutings between them 
counting one way, and either seventeen or 

1 The latter form is most numerously represented : 
the former was probably in use near the entrance. 
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fifteen counting the other way. From this 
it appears that the screens were set further 
back than the centre of the columns, and 
did not accurately follow the curve of the 
temple; whether they were quite straight 
or slightly curved outwards is uncertain. 

IX.—Atrium Vestae. 

The rooms to the N.W. end of the later 
building have been cleared out, but without 
any further discoveries of: note having been 
made. 

There have also been unearthed several 
parallel walls of opus quadratum, forming 
tabernae fronting on to the Sacra Via, 

which were in connexion with the older 
Atrium Vestae (C.R. 1899, 466). Seven 
chambers of unequal size have so far been 
laid bare. 

These tabernae were evidently very 
carefully drained: and there are also 
several wells of the Republican period to 
be seen in them. 

X.—Fons and Lacus Juturnae. 

A short preliminary account of the dis- 
coveries made here has been given by Boni 
in the Notizie degli Scavi, 1900, 291 sqq. 
I have had an opportunity of seeing some 
of the drawings which have been prepared 
to serve as illustrations for the eventual 
full account, and can state that for accuracy 
and clearness they leave nothing to be 
desired. It is only to be hoped that they 
will be reproduced upon an adequate scale. 

The discoveries consist of (1) a row of 
arched chambers2constructedintufa and opus 
incertum, and strengthened by later brick- 
work supporting a flight of stairs descending 
from the Palatine to the W. side of the temple 
of Vesta. The upper part of these stairs had 
already been laid bare, and the lower part, 
now excavated, is shown upon a fragment 
of the marble plan of Severus, published by 
Lanciani Notizie degli Scavi, 1882, p. 237, 
Tav. xiv., Ruins and Excavations, p. 271, 

fig. 103. 
(2) The shrine of Juturna (which, like the 

stairs just mentioned, faces due north), This 

2 One of these chambers contains a headless 
statue of Aesculapius with a child (Telesphorus 
probably) which was found at the foot of the niche 
in which it has been replaced ; close by has been 
placed a bust of Jupiter (or perhaps Aesculapius) 
found in the lacus Juturnae. <A corridor close by 
is paved in black and white mosaic, representing a 
river or sea scene. 
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is a small chamber of brickwork, not quite 
rectangular, but slightly trapezoidal, as is 
the favissa of the temple of Vesta.1 

Within it is a pedestal which supported 
a statue. The architrave, bearing the in- 
scription Juturnai sa(crum) has been dis- 
covered. 

(3) The fons Juturnae, a ‘circular well, 
immediately in front of the shrine, lined 
with slabs of tufa, with a round puteal of 
marble, bearing upon the N. side the in- 
scription M(arcus). Barbatius. Pollio | Aed- 
(ilis) cur(ulis) | Juturnai sacrum rest(ituit). | 
puteal. The word rest(ituit) has been 
erased, while the word puteal is considered 
to be an addition. The same inscription, 
omitting the last two words, is repeated on 

the rim. 
A Barbatius Polliois mentioned by Cicero 

in Phil. xiii. 2 § 3; but Vaglieri (Bull. 
Comun. 1900, p. 69, note) and Boni think 
that the style of the inscription and the 
ornate cornice at the foot of the puteal may 
belong rather to a period nearly a century 
later. 

The water was originally drawn from this 
well by buckets supported on an iron 
standard; but later the buckets were 
hauled directly over the edge of the puteal, 
as the marks of the ropes show. 

The upper portion of the well-head has in 
fact been turned slightly, so as to present 
an unworn portion of the edge; this is in- 
dicated by the fact that the holes for the 
clamps which held the two upper rings of 
the puteal together, do not now exactly 
correspond. It was then found necessary 

to add a step, to make the buckets more 
easy to manipulate, and, later still, the 

whole base of the puteal was covered with 
cement to prevent leakage back into the 
well. Lastly, when the well was no longer 

used—the spring had some while been dry 
and the well kept supplied with water by 
a pipe from the lacus (see below)—a small 

altar with a relief on the front, possibly 

representing Juturna taking leave of her 
brother Turnus, was placed upon the step 
in front of the puteal. 

(4) The lacus Juturnae, a tank about 16 
feet square and 7 deep. It is of opus 

reticulatum lined with slabs of marble. 

The water still rises in two rectangular 

basins at the east and west ends respectively 

of the north side; at the S.W. corner it 

overflows by a lead pipe, while at the S.E. 
corner another lead pipe supplied the Fons 

Juturnae. In the centre of the lacus is a 

1 As to the latter 
Scavi, 1900 p. 170. 

see Boni in Notizie degli 
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large rectangular base. This probably once 
supported the statues of the Dioscuri? stand- 
ing by their horses, of which considerable 
fragments were found in and about the 
lacus itself, including the torso of one of the 
Dioscuri, the neck and breast of the other, 
a right leg of one of them, the head of one 
horse (which is extremely well preserved, 
the rest of the group having been apparently 
purposely broken up), and considerable 
portions of the bodies of both horses. The 
statues are very likely Greek work of the 
4th century B.c. 

Other pieces of statuary discovered in or 
near, the lacus include (1) a marble altar 
with reliefs on all the four sides (a) the 
Dioscuri, without their horses, crowned with 
the morning and the evening star, (6) Jupiter 
with the thunderbolt, (c) Leda with the 
swan, (d) Diana Lucifera. 

(2) A torso of Apollo in archaistie style, 
to which belong also a left arm, a plinth 
with a right foot, and a trunk with laurel 
leaves and flowers to which part of the 
right leg adheres. 

(3) The lower part of a draped female 
statue (Juturna ?). 

(4) The helmeted head and lower part of 
a seated statue of Roma. 

In the second century the east side of the 
lacus was partially arched over, in order to 
carry the west wall of the chamber which 
contains the statue of Aesculapius mentioned 
above. In the fourth century the office 
(statio) of the curator aquarum et Miniciae * 
seems to have been established here from the 
inscriptions recently discovered (Bull.Comun., 
1900, 71), the one a dedication to Con- 
stantine, dated March 1, 328 a.p., by Flavius 
Maesius Egnatius Lollianus,the then curator, 
who was consul in 355 a.p., the other a 
dedication ‘ genio stationis aquarum ’ without 
further particulars. It was still in use in 
the 8th century, as 200 or more jugs be- 
longing to that period were discovered : but 
later it was converted into a latrine. 

The discovery of the lacus Juturnae in this 
position was not unexpected—the classical 
authors tell us that it was close to the 
temples of Castor and of Vesta (cf. Dion. 
Hal. vi. 13), and the waters of the spring 
have frequently burst through in recent 
times—ef. Lanciani Commentari di Frontino, 

2 It was here that, according to the well-known 
legend, they watered their horses after the battle or 
Lake Regillus Dion. Hal. vi, 18 ef. Babelon Mon- 
naies de la République Postumia, 5, 6. 

3 The reference is to the porticus Minicia fruamen- 
taria near the theatre of Marcellus, where distribu- 
tions of corn frequently took place. Cf. Hirschfeld 
Terwaltungsgeschichte, 134, 166. 
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p. 26. Further, it is clearly indicated in 
the fragment of the marble plan above 
referred to, with two squares in the centre 
of it, which seem to represent the statues of 
the Dioscuri which probably stood on the 
pedestal. The shrine and the fons are, 
curiously enough, omitted. On the same 
fragment we see clearly that the temple of 
Castor and Pollux stood free at the back as 
on the other three sides, a fact ascertained 
previously by Fea (Lanciani Wotizie degli 
Scavi, 1882, p. 234) and now made clear 
once more by the excavations. 
We may note, finally, that on the east, 

south and north sides of the lacus—which 
belongs to the period of the late Republic or 
the early Empire, as the construction of its 
walls (opus reticulatum) shows—traces have 
been found of an earlier lacus at a lower 
level, paved with slabs of tufa, orientated in 
the same way as the front of the shrine of 
Juturna. It is probable that the lacus of 
the time of the Republic was decidedly 
larger than that of the time of the Empire. 

XI.—S. Maria Antiqua. 

The demolition of the modern church of 
§. Maria liberatrice has rendered it possible 
to completely excavate the space between 
the temple of Augustus and the Palatine 
Hill. The task has been a considerable one, 
as nearly 50 feet of soil had to be removed, 
but it is now practically completed. We 
find the church installed in two large halls, 
constructed in the second century, as the 
fineness of the brickwork and the brick- 
stamps found in it indicate. The first of 
these is rectangular, with niches alternately 
round and square. With the exception of a 
few figures on the right-hand side (one of 
them representing a pope with a square 
nimbus, whose name has not as yet been 

deciphered) the paintings have almost en- 
tirely perished. A large pillar of rough 
masonry in the centre was very likely 
erected as a support to the vault in very 
late times. The inner hall is of the same 
width, but longer. It has a straight end 
wall, in which an apse has been cut; at 
each side of this apse is a square chamber, 
which, being lower than the main hall, has 
another room above it, used as a chapel, but 
in each case forming a part of the original 
construction. The nave is divided from the 
aisles by two brick pilasters—which belong 
to the original structure of the hall, as does 
also the (now fallen) ‘triumphal arch’ of 
the basilica—and two gray granite columns 
on each side. 
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The church is remarkable for the frescoes: 
which covered every available bit of wall- 
space and even the granite columns: when 
first discovered they are in a marvellous 
state of preservation, though they rapidly 
lose their brilliancy when exposed to the 
air. 

At least three different layers can be 
traced—most clearly on the back wall to 
the right and left of the apse. The earliest 
stratum probably belongs to the time of 
Justinian, while the uppermost has the 
figure of Pope Paul I. (757-767) with the 
square nimbus, which indicates that the 

paintings were executed in his lifetime. In 
the left-hand chapel dedicated to SS. Quiricus 
and Julitta is a figure of Pope Zacharias 
(741-752) with’the square nimbus, and an- 
other figure, also with a square nimbus, 
holding a church in his arms. On each side 
of his head is the following inscription in 
the ungrammatical Latin of the period— 
‘Theodotus prim6(cerius) defensorum et dis- 
pensatore s(an)c(ta)e d(e)i genetricis sen- 
perque birgo Maria qui appellatur antiq(u)a.’ 
The controversy as to the name of the 
church seems thus to be definitely settled. Ac- 
cording to the Liber Pontificalis ed. Duchesne, 
vol i. p. 385, the church was decorated with 
paintings by John VII. (705-707), who also 
erected one of the two ambones (pulpits) and 
built close by the palace in which he lived 
till his death. A slab of marble has 
recently been discovered, which probably 
served as the floor of this very ambo: upon 
its edge it bears the name of the Pope in 
Latin and Greek, qualified as servus sanctae 
Mariae; while upon the upper side are 
remains of the metal bolts which supported 
the slabs which formed the sides of the pul- 
pit. The marble pavement of the apse, in 
‘opus Alexandrinum,’ is extremely fine. 
Other interesting paintings adorn the walls 
of the nave. 

It is not, however, the first time that this 
church has been discovered—the apse was 
partly excavated in 1702, when the figure of 
Paul I. was seen (cf. Lanciani Ruins and 
Excavations, p. 124; Bull. Comunale, 1900, 
p- 25). And in 1885 a passage cut through 
the wall of the Augusteum into the church 
was excavated, the sides of which were 
covered with figures of saints painted in or 
about the eleventh century (De Rossi Bull. 
Arch. Crist. 1885, 142). Upon the east side 

of the church and accessible from it, a wide 

staircase formed by a series of inclined 
planes paved with opus spicatum, ascends 
to the Palatine. Just to the south of the 
shrine of Juturna, between it and 8. Maria 
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Antiqua, is a smaller church, occupying a 
hall nearly square in shape: in the apse is a 
painting representing the forty martyrs of 
Antioch, and on the side walls are other 
frescoes. The pavement is of roughly laid 
fragments of marble flooring slabs. 

Tuomas AsHBY, JUN. 

Congres international de numismatique. Paris. 
1900. 8vo. 

The papers contributed to the Congress of Numis- 
matists held in Paris last year at the time of the 
Exhibition have now been collected in a volume of 
449 pages. Fifteen articles are concerned with 
classical numismatics, and ainong them the following 
may be noted :—F. de Villenoisy. ‘ De la fabrication 
des monnaies antiques.’ A short but suggestive 
paper, chiefly based on an examination of a large 
number of Greek coins in the French collection.— 
J. Leite de Vasconcellos. ‘Les monnaies de la 
Lusitanie Portugaise.’ A descriptive summary of 
the coins of Lusitania.—C. Patsch. ‘ Contribution 
a la numismatique de Byllis et d’Apollonia’ in 
Illyria. M. C. Soutzo, ‘Poids et monnaies de 
Tomis.’—P. Perdrizet. ‘Tragilos.’ This town has 
been usually placed at ten miles distance from 
Philippi. Perdrizet would fix its site at Aidonochori 
in Bisaltia. Coins of Tragilos have been found 
there.—S. Ricci. ‘Intorno all’ influenza dei tipi 
monetari Greci su quelli della Repubblica Romana.’— 
G. Dattari. ‘Le date sulle monete d’Augusto (at, 
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Alexandria in Egypt).’—R. Mowat. ‘La reconsti- 
tution des collections de coins aux I* et II® siécles.’ 
This paper deals with the well-known ‘restoration’ 
coins of Titus, Domitian, Nerva, Trajan, Hadrian 
and M. Aurelius, which reproduce types of the earlier 
Emperors and even of the Republic. Such restor- 
ations are inscribed with the reigning Emperor's 
name followed by the word ‘ restituit.’ This practice 
of reproducing earlier types has never been explained 
satisfactorily. Mowat contends that after ‘ restituit” 
we should understand ‘hanc formam,’ 7.e. ‘ (Titus) 
restored this die.’ His theory is that a typical series 
of the Roman coin-dies was preserved in the Temple 
of Juno Moneta on the Capitol and that when any 
specimens were impaired or destroyed (for instance 
in the fires of A.D. 69 and 80) the Emperor supplied 
their place by reproductions and engraved on the die 
‘restituit.’ The ‘restored’ coins, most of which are 
decidedly rare, are merely impressions, or ‘ trial- 
pieces,’ from these dies, probably not intended for 
circulation. This ingenious theory mects many of 
the difficulties of the case, but one would like actual 
proof of this antiquarian zeal on the part of the 
Emperors for the preservation of the ancient dies. A 
writer of the time of Constantine I. records that the 
dies of Victorinus were still in existence at Tréves 
in his own day, but this is the only statement of the 
kind that Mowat cites. A good detailed description 
of the ‘restoration ’ coins is given by F. Gnecchi in 
the Rivista italiana for 1897, p. 123 f.—O. Voetter. 
‘Les monnaiestde Gallien.” On coins of Gallienus 
and his family, with many plates.—A. Blanchet. 
‘Les lois anciennes relatives 4 l’invention des trésors.’ 
Notes on Romanand French laws relating to treasure 
trove. 

Warwick WROTH. 

SUMMARIES OF PERIODICALS 

Journal of Philology. Vol. 27. No. 54. 
1900. 

On Themistius I]. eis Kwvordvtioy 32 COC, H. 
Jackson, Himendations in the Fifth Book of Manilius, 
A. E. Housman. Emendationes Homericae (Od. 
XIII.-XVI), T. L. Agar. uripidea, R. Ellis. 
Hiatus in Plautus, W. M. Lindsay. Tacitus, Germ. 
13, F. Haverfield. Note on Plato Philebus 15 A, B, 
R. D. Archer-Hind. Alexandrian Evidence for the 
Chronology of the Gospels, T. Nicklin. mendations 
of Valerius Flaccus, J. P. Postgate. Milton and the 
Aristotelian Definition of Trayedy, 1. Bywater. 
Hermas and Cebes, C. Taylor. 

Weue Jahrbiicher fur das Klassische Alter- 

tum,ete. Vol. 5. Part 8. 1900. 

Die Heimat der Cherusker, E. Devrient. By silva 
Bacensis to which the Suevi withdrew before the 
advance of Caesar the Hohe Rhon is meant. This 
was the E. boundary of the Suevi, and in 10 B.c. 
Drusus found as their eastern neighbours the 
Cherusci, who were at that time partly on the left 
bank of the Weser. Drusus proceeded through their 
country to the Saaland Elbe. Thuringia therefore 
must be considered their home (as was conjectured 
by Werneburg in 1880) and not a country further 
N. After the death of Arminius, the Cherusci were 

driven to the right bank of the Weser by the Chatti, 
and there remained. 
ANZEIGEN UND MirTEILunGEN. W. Cronert 

gives information about the 1805 papyrus-rolls found 
in 1752 in Piso’s villa at Herculaneum. E 
Urlichs favourably notices the English translation 
of Mau’s Pompeii. Under Dorpfeld’s guidance, W- 
Barth has attempted to identify Leukas with the 
Odyssean Ithaca on geographical and archaeological 
grounds in a recent art. in “Appovia. 

Part 9. Homer als Charakteristiker, P. Cauer. 
Points out the excellence of Homer in the representa- 
tion of age, sex, social position, different situations 
of the same person, and especially different persons 
in the same situation. On the whole, the power of 
characterisation is shown more in the Odyssey than 
in the Iliad. 
ANZEIGEN UND MITTEILUNGEN. A. Oeri writes 

on the bona fides of Herodotus, criticizing C. Niebuhr. 
B. Huebner notices the following six papers read 

at the first Altphilologische Ferienkursus at Bonn, 
1900, viz. Biicheler on new inscriptions important for 
the history of the Latin language, Loschke on the 
Greek theatre, Wiedemann on the recent discoveries 
in Egypt relating to Greece, Sudhaus on new dis- 
coveries in the field of Greek literature, Solmsen on 
characteristics of the Homeric language, and Elter 
on Horace, especially on Od. iy. 8. 
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LIST OF NEW BOOKS. 

Aeschylus. Agamemnon as performed ,at Cambridge 
in Noy. 1900. Verse translation by Miss Anna 
Swanwick. Crown 8vo. Macmillan. 2s. 

Antoninus (Mareus Aurelius). Meditations, trans- 
lated by G. Long, with a critical and biographical 
introduction by J. L. Spalding. Aldine Edition. 
8vo. 23, 126 pp. New York, Appleton. $3. 

Aristophanes. Acharnenses, cum prolegomenis et 
commentariis ed. J. van Leeuwen, J. F. 8vo. 
xviii, 198 pp. Leiden, Sijthoff. 5 M. 

Aristoteles. Traité de l’dme, traduit et annoté par 
G. Rodier. 2 vols. 8vo. xvi, 269, 589 pp. 
Paris, Leroux. 

— Commentaria in Aristotelem graeca. Vol. v. 
Pars I. Themistii analyticorum posteriorum 
paraphrasis, ed. M. Wallies. 8vo. xv, 88 pp. 
Berlin, Reimer. 4 M. 

—— Finsler (Geo.) Platon und die aristotelische 
Poetik. 8vo. xi, 252 pp. Leipzig, Spirgatis. 
6 M. 

Maier (H.) Die Syllogistik des Avistoteles. 
Part II. Die logische Theorie des Syllogismus 
und die Entstehung der aristotelischen Logik. 
(2nd half volume). S8vo. vii, 408 pp. Tiibingen, 
Laupp. 10M. 60. 

Schvarez (Jul.) Kritik der Staatsformen 
des Aristoteles. With supplement: die Anfinge 
der politischen Literatur bei den Griechen. 2nd 
Edition. 8yo. yv, 138 pp. Leipzig, Avenarius. 
3M. 

Bienkowski (P.) De simulacris barbararum gentium 
apud Romanos. Corporis barbarorum prodromus. 
(In German and Polish). 4to. 101 pp., en- 
gravings. Cracow. 10 M. 

Bion von Smyrna. Adonis, deutsch und griechisch 
von Ulr. von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff. 8vo. 
iii, 48 pp. Berlin, Weidmann. 1 M. 

Birt (Th.) Der Hiat bei Plautus und die latein- 
ische Aspiration bis zum 10. Jahrhundert nach 
Chr. Syo. iv, 375 pp. Marburg. 9 M. 60. 

Bloch (G.) La Gaule indépendante et la Gaule 
romaine. See Lavisse. 

Burckhardt (Jae.)  Griechische Culturgeschichte, 
herausgegeben von Jac. Oeri. Vol. iii. 8vo. 
vii, 468 pp. Berlin, Spemann. 7 M. 

Caesar. Gallic War, edited by J. Brown. Crown 
8vo. Blackie. 1s. 6d. 

— De bello civili, edited by R. L. A. Du 
Pontet. Crown 8vo. Frowde. 3s. 

Cicero. Ad Atticum, translated by E. S. 
burgh. Crown 8vo. 48 pp. (Univ. 
Series.) Clive. 2s. 6d. 

—Curcio (Gae.) Le opere retoriche di M. Tullio 
Cicerone: studio critico, 8vo. 4, 222 pp. 
Acireale. 4 lire. 

Masé-Dari (E.) M. T. Cicerone e le sue idee 
sociali ed economiche. 8vo. 390 pp. Torino. 
4 lire. 

Cichorius (Conr.) Die Reliefs der Trajanssiiule, his- 
torisch erklirt. Vol. II. of the Plates: Die 
Reliefs des dakischen Kriegs. Vol. III. of the 
Letterpress : Commentar dazu. 56 Plates in folio. 
409 pp. in 8vo, Engravings, map. Berlin, 
Reimer. 66 M. 

Collignon (M.) Restauration et description des 
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HOMERICA. (VIII.) 

Op. vit. 352 f. ayp THE LENGTHENING OF SHORT VOWELS BEFORE xp. 

6 352 was av éyd oe deo per’ aBavarorcr 
Geoioty, 

» x ¥ s . . 
et kev “Apys otxoito xpéos Kal derpov 

advéas ; 

Accorpine to Ameis-Hentze the form xpeos 
instead of the only well authenticated 
Homeric xpeios has caused La Roche to sug- 
gest (Hom. Unters., p. 41) xpéws with mono- 
syllabic scansion as the original reading. 
The result sounds anything but rhythmical. 
The equal division of the verse into two 
separate parts is a device not so richly 
beautiful as it is fortunately rare. To read 
the line as a verse at all is rather a trial to 
the vocal organs, a dangerous delight, not to 
be indulged in too frequently by the wise and 
prudent. Hence, if ypéos is as inadmissible 
as I fully believe it to be, I should prefer 
to attempt the restoration of the line 
in this manner :— 

¥ mee Ey, - So celpes tue JAS en 
€l Kev 6 Y’ otxoLTO xpetos Kat decpov advgas. 

_The pronominal 6 ye without further addition 
is sufficiently lucid here, and yet it might 
easily have been displaced to make room for 
the very correct gloss, "Apys. Certainly the 
metrical outcome of this hypothesis need not 
fear comparison with La Roche’s curious 
effort. 

There are one or two interesting points 
attaching to the examples of ypetios in 

NO. CXXXI. VOL. XV. 

Homer, which for the purpose I have in view 
may be exhibited at length :— 

y 367 «iu? evOa xpetos por dheAXNerat, ov TL 
veov ye— 

A 686 rods tuev otor xpetos ddetder’ ev” Hide 
bin 

b 17 AGe pera XpElos, TO pa ot was dymos 
odedXe: 

6 355 “Hdaior’, el wep yap kev “Apys xpetos 
trahvéas— 

A 688 daitpevov' médeow yap “Ere 
odetAor, 

698 kat yap 7 yxpetos mey’ ddetder’ ev 
"HAtoe Sip. 

N 746 xpetos, éwei mapa vyvolw avinp dros 
7roN€Loco— 

7) €0V adTov xpetos €ehOOLeVOS TOD’ ikaver ; 
GAN éeuov adtod xpelos, 6 por KaKov 
ETE E OLKW. 

The odds against ypéos, which is not very 
likely to find many advocates—it is also 
impugned by Leo Meyer (Kuhn's Zeitschr. 
VIL. p: 208.)—are not, however, quite nine 
to one, as would seem from the above list. 
It has the support, whatever it may be 
worth, of the accepted, but for all that not 

very trustworthy, reading of A 479 :— 

MAGov Tetperiao kara xpéos, «t Twa Bovdrv 
€l70L,— 
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so that in this case as in several others 
the questionable form exists in duplicate. 
It would seem as if there had been a deli- 
berate intention not to leave the modernised 
form entirely without a comrade to keep it 
in countenance. 

But it may be observed that ypéos in 
this latter line departs not only from the 
quantity of ypeios, but is used in an uncer- 
tain sense. The commentators obligingly 
give us the choice of three renderings, 
(1) ‘on business with,’ (2) ‘in need of,’ 
(3) ‘for consultation with.’ To add to 
the difficulty the identical expression xara 
xpéos actually occurs in the ‘Hymn to 
Hermes,’ 1. 138 :— 

iN Ae ye s nN , ” , 
GQuTap €7Tel TOL TAVTA KATA \KPEOsS VUoE dalpwr, 

where it evidently means ‘duly,’ ‘in due 
course,’ and contributes nothing to the eluci- 
dation of the usage in the Homeric 
passage. 

I would suggest, as the only possible 
solution short of absolute surrender to xpéos, 
that in \ 479 the original must have been 

subjected to some slight alteration, and 
might previously have run thus :— 

HAOov Tetpeciao Kara KA€os— 

This is a little different from the usual pera 

xAéos, but this difference would correspond 

to a difference in the sense of the expression. 

He came not ‘in quest of,’ ‘to find,’ the 

fame of Teiresias, cf. A 227 pera Kdéos ixer’ 

*Ayaiav, but ‘ because of his fame,’ ‘along 

of, as we say in provincial English of the 

North. 
So much then for the validity of xpéos in 

Homer. I must now return to @ 353, The 

lengthening of the o of olxotto before xpetos 

in my proposed emendation will not be 

objected to in face of y 367 iy’, evOa xXpetos, 

ob 17 hAGe pera xpetos, Where the ‘ production 5 

is that of a syllable in arsis. 

With regard to A 686 rods iwev ofox xpetos 

the case is different, and I havea suggestion 

to make, which, if well founded, is of some 

importance in the sphere of metrical usage. 

The « of otce being here in thesis, the better 

reading would be, as I judge, otow xpetos. 

In fact I venture to maintain that, other 

means failing, the v ébeAxvotiKoy is a neces- 

sity here; for although xp would always 

suffice to lengthen a preceding short vowel 

in arsis—of this there are examples in 

plenty—it would be quite a different matter 

if the vowel were in thesis. Then I submit 

this vowel would remain short, as in 

the well-known instances W 186: 
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poddevtt 6& xptov Ehatw—. 
Q 795 kal ra ye xpvoetnv és Adpvaxa GijKav 

€XovTes. 

Accordingly I should not regard the 

traditional reading of 6 353 as metrically 

open to any valid objection any more than 

Hym. Apoll. 293 :— 

a ' fal 

race Oepurrevoust Xpewv evi love VINO. 

On the other hand La Roche’s reconsti- 
tution of @ 353 in this light becomes worse 

than ever: but let it rest in peace. Why 

stretch the corpse, and such a lovely corpse, 

again upon the rack 4 
I proceed to add to the passages already 

adduced Hym. Herm. 332 :— 

orovdaiov Td5€ xpyua Ocdv jeO” dunyvpw 7ADe 

and one of a unique, but very suggestive, cha- 

racter from the Hymn to Apollo 1. 439 :— 

és kev’, 8’ dpdBourw expipyaro ovromopos 

vnus. 

Now I do not claim to have absolutely 

proved by these instances the canon I have 

ventured to lay down, but the probability 

of its truth is atleast considerably strength- 

ened thereby, and may derive still further 

confirmation and support both (1) from 

examples of its applicability to improve 

existing rhythms and (2) from the facility, 

with which such adverse examples as occur 

in the vulgate may be corrected. 

(1) I will begin by referring to a 409 and 

the very similar 8 45, quoted above in the 

list of instances of the use of xpetos. The 

primitive and more acceptable rhythm in 

these lines may fairly be supposed to have 

been :— 
7) €dv adToo Xpetos— 
GAN epov avroo xpetos—. 

In p 121 drrev xpnifov at the beginning 

of the line is clearly improved by the restora- 

tion of the dactyl drreo. No advocacy is 

here required. None shall be used. 

And soprobably enough in A 686, although, 

as [have said, ofow would be at least correct, 

yet something might be advanced both on 

grounds of sense and rhythm in favour 

of :— 
A » 

rors ijev, otat tu xpetos deider’ ev HAt6c dip. 

In A 37, 451, perhaps I may not be alone 

in preferring to the vulgate this emenda- 

tion :— 

KADOi pev, dpyuporogos, 6 Xpvonv api BeBykas. 
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For the nom. for voe. v. Cobet. Misc. Crit. 
p. 333, Monro H. G. § 164 and for the 
article used as relative pronoun vy. Monro 
H. G. § 262. 

I expect less ready support and approval 
for my next suggestion, on the analogy of 
Hym. Apoll. 439, quoted above, that 
a 13 :— 

N 7 , , 29% , 
TOV 0) OLOV VOOTOU KEXP) LEVOV noe YULVALKOS, 

may have had originally, as the second hand 
in U (Monacensis Augustanus) gives it, 

VOOTOLO KEXPNILEVOV; 

while the very similar, but even more cum- 
brous andante movement of v 378 cirou kai 
oivov Kexpyuevov, would certainly be infinitely 
improved in lightness, harmony and rhythm, 
if read :— 

ey 

atTOO Kat olvoLo KEXpyLevov—. 

(2) The adverse instances of lengthening 
of a short vowel in thesis before yp are 
neither numerous nor formidable. In v 
215 we now read :— 

GAN aye 67) 72 Xpypar’ apOunow Kat wpa. 

For this I have elsewhere (Journ. Phil. 
xxvil., p. 172), without any idea that the 
second foot was really illegitimate, proposed 
to restore :— 

GAN’ aye dy Tade xpjpar’ GpiOncw Té idw Te. 

I need not dwell on the un-epic character 
of the article here. The hitherto unsus- 
pected fact that it isalso unmetrical, merely 
confirms the general opinion which already 
condemns, and has longcondemned,7a ypypara 
as a late depravation, though the terrors of 
xe seem to have prevented any suggestion 
of the above easy remedy. 

vy 263 GAAG xpypata pe pvxd 
Gearreciovo 

Oelopev adrtika viv— 

LA 

avTpov 

The tradition here has not been altogether 
fallacious, for in four reasonably good MSS. 
PHTU (Ludwich) may be found the true 
reading aA’ aye instead of dAAd FGDSLW. 

& 385 moda yprpar’ dyovra ov dvtibéors 
eTdpouce 

Here again the MSS. in three instances at 
any rate, GLW, indicate an unexceptional 
reading :— 

TOANG KTHAT 
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This is to some extent confirmed by the 
analogous case of vy 120, where the accepted 
text has ek 6€ xrjyar’, though a minority of 
MSS., already started on a wrong tack, 
has xpypata there also (xrypar’ FGPHDSU ; 

xXpnar MLW, Eust.) Ludwich. 

There remains, I believe, but one other 
instance of this lengthening in thesis :— 

a 185 78€ xpvcea SGpa TeTvypEva- 

Here the MSS. render no assistance 
towards a restoration ; but the subjoined 
is not a very far-fetched remedy, nor one 
from which the vulgate could not be 
developed with tolerable facility :— 

48’ érv xpvoea. dpa 

78 érc would be read 7d€ 74, and then the 
meaningless 7. would of course drop out 
altogether. Compare €173, where although 
odpa TL 1S in no wise meaningless, yet I am 
distinctly of opinion that Homer said 6¢p’ 
ért, in spite of the recurrence of é in the 
next line. Such recurrences are not un- 
common in Homer. 

I now pass for a moment to the consider- 
ation of 6 355 :— 

“Hdawor, et rep yap kev "Apys xpetos iradvéas. 

On the principle I have endeavoured to 
establish, the intolerable ending -os izadvéas, 
now defended on grounds, which carry no 
conviction, but cannot well be discussed at 
present, may be easily redeemed by a simple 
tmesis :— 

“Adar, et mep yap kev “Apyns imo xpetos 
aAvéas. 

In conclusion I cannot but remark on the 
curious inconvenience of the duplicate set 
of verb forms exhibited in the lines, on 
which I have been commenting, éde/Aerat, 
dderov, deiero contrasted with édéAXerau, 
6deAXe. The inconvenience is enhanced, 
when we have to find room for another 
é6fé\Aw, awugeo, which has obviously no con- 
nection with the above double-barreled 
eccentricity. It must not be supposed that 
the variation of spelling in the verb that 
signifies ‘I owe’ is a point of absolute 
differentiation between the TIliad and 
Odyssey, as might appear to be the case 
from these lines. So far as can be ascer- 
tained, the authority of Aristarchus (v. on 
A 688) seems to have largely prevailed in 
the Iliad in favour of the spelling -eA- ; but 
-eAA- is not by any means absent from the 
older poem, as may be easily seen. In fact 
we have in the Iliad pretty much the same 

L 2 
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elegant confusion asin the Odyssey. If the 
latter gives us y 367 ypetos proc dfeAXerar 
(debetur) and € 233 ata de otkos 6péAAcTo 
(augebatur), the former is a good second 
with :— 

A 353 rij rep por odedrAev “Ovprios ey- 
yvadrigar (debebat) 
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Y 242 Zebs 8’ dpernv avdpecow opedXer TE 
puve te (auget). 

In this difficulty are we to throw Aristar- 
chus overboard or to accept his pilotage and 
allow him to guide us into smoother waters 4 
T leave the question unanswered for more 
experienced seamen to tackle. Non omnia 
possumus omnes. T. L. Acar. 

ON ARISTOTLE’S POEFTICS, Cu. VIII. 1451* 22 sgq. 

6 8 "Opnpos daorep kat Ta GAAa diaeper Kat 
Tour’ eouxev KaN@s idetv, Hror Sia TEXVAV H Sua 

dicw: 'Odtcceav yap Toidv ok érotnoev 
dravra boa avTd cvvey, oiov mAnytvar pev ev 
76 Uapvacc@ paviivar 6 rporrojoacbat ev TO 
aYEPHO; dv ovdev Oarépov yevopevov avayKatov 

Hv <i> elds Odrepov yeveoOat, GANA rept piav 
mpaéw olav Aéyopev tiv Odvooeay cvvéeotycev 
bpotws dé Kat THY TAudda. 
My attention was directed to the difficul- 

ties of this passage by an interesting paper 
upon several places in the Poetics and other 
Aristotelian writings, recently read before 
the Oxford Philological Society by Mr. 
J. A. Smith of Balliol College. 

There appear to be two main views on 
the interpretation. The first is that the 
words otov wAnyyvar pe ev TO Iapvacco 
pavnvat O€ tpooroncacbar ev TH ayepya give 
examples of what Homer left out, and this 
may well seem at first sight the natural 
explanation. But then the Odyssey does 
contain the first incident. Robortello meets 
this difficulty by supposing, apparently, that 
ovk éxoiycey means ‘did not describe at 
length,’ on the ground that the wounding 
by the wild boar is only briefly alluded to 
(uno tantum atque altero verbo exposuit).1 
Some modern scholars, since the incident is 

really described at length, interpret ov« 
éroinoev rather as amounting to ‘did not 
embody in his poem as a part of the main 
subject,’ or something similar. The other 
view is that by a brachylogy, which does 
not seem altogether impossible, mAnyjvat 
pe «7A. is given as an example corres- 
ponding to zodv and pavyvar de k.7.d. 
as one corresponding 0 ov ézotycer. 
The scholars who maintain this view are 
well aware that it has its difficulties, but 
feel compelled to it by the fact that the first 
incident is really mentioned in the poem ; 
and think they find some confirmation in 

1] owe this reference to Mr. A. O. Prickard. 

‘the following clause dv ovdev Oarépov x.7.X., 
which seems to indicate a discrimination 
between the two incidents. It is rather 
against their ingenious interpretation that 
Aristotle is fond of pointing such an anti- 
thesis as they suppose by an emphatic ov 
following the second member of it: but the 
main thing is that the supporters of neither 
view have considered sufficiently the great 
difficulty in which both sides are involved 
by the next clause ay ovdev Oarépov yevouevov 
dvaykaiov jv 7 €ikos Oarepov yeverGar. On 
the second view, as we have said, the clause 
would allege a ground for discriminating 
between the two incidents. The sense then 
would be ‘ Homer put in the first incident 
but omitted the second, because neither of 
these incidents involved the other.’ This 
would be very awkward logic. The reason 
for preferring one to the other could not lie 
in the mere fact that neither involved the 
other ; it would have to be that the first 
suited the plan of the poem: and then 
also the reason for rejecting the second 
must be, not that it was disconnected with 
the first, but that it had not the character- 
istie which justified the admission of the 
first, that is to say that it was not connected 
with the story. 

On the first view the sense would be :— 
‘Homer embodied neither incident in his 
main subject because neither involved the 
other.’ But that two incidents should be un- 
connected can be no reason for excluding both 
from the main subject ; one of them may be 
connected with it and if the rule were carried 
out every incident would be eliminated from 
a poem. Thus, whether we suppose Aristotle 
intended to say that the first event was put 
in and the second left out, or that both 
were left out, the clause dv ovdev x.7.A. 
seems to cause insuperable difficulties. Only 
if neither of these alternatives, which have 
been taken to be the only possible ones, 
was true would these difficulties disappear. 
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And this really seems to be the solution: 
there is another alternative. 

What is here said of the procedure in the 
Odyssey is an illustration of a principle laid 
down at the beginning of the chapter, which 
Homer, Aristotle says, understood (rod7’ 
Zouev kah@s tdetv) :—1451* 16, pifos 8 early 
eis odx Gomep Tues olovrar av Tepi Eva 7 
TONG yap Kai drepa TG Evi cvpBalver, cE dv 
[eviwy] ovdév éotw ev" ovTws dé Kal mpagets 
évos todAai eiow, e€ Gv pla ovdenia yiverat 
mpaéts. ‘A story is not a unity, as some 
people fancy, because it is about one person, 
for innumerable things happen to one 
person out of which no unity can be made’ 
ete. 

So here, in our passage, Aristotle says 
‘Homer, when composing a poem about one 
man, Odysseus, nevertheless did not put in 
it everything which happened to his hero, 
[for, as said above, things happened to him 
which could not be combined into a unity,— 
auvéBn e& Gv ovdev éotw ev] for instance it 
happened to him (avvé8y) on the one hand 
that he was wounded on Parnassus, and on 
the other hand that he pretended to be mad, 
neither of which events had any necessary 
or probable connection with the other’ [and 
so could not be combined in the same unity. | 

Thus in the clause oiov wAnynvat «.7.X., 
with which cvvé8y must be understood, 
Aristotle does not assert either that Homer 
put in the first event and omitted the 
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second, or that he omitted both; but only 
gives them as examples of incidents which 
could not be combined into a unity, examples 
therefore which shew that Homer could not 
put in everything alike which happened 
to Odysseus (ot« érotyoevy aravta boa avTe 
cvveBn) because they are such that he 
could not put in both. And that isall. It 
is not said how, exactly, the poet treated 

the incidents, e.g. which of them he left out, 

and it would make no difference to Aris- 
totle’s point if neither had happened to 
occur in the poem. 

The sense then is shortly ‘Homer who 

appreciated (kad@s cide) the principle above 
laid down, did not put in his poem every- 
thing which happened to his hero: for 
example here are two incidents, which have 

no conceivable connection with one another 
ete. [which could not therefore be combined 
into a unity; so that, according to our 
principle, one or other must be left out. ]’ 

The logical and grammatical difficulties 
would thus seem to disappear. 

Tt may be added that the words dvayxatov 
7) «ixds are emphatic. The expression ‘no 
necessary or probable connection’ comes 
very near our phrase ‘no conceivable con- 
nection.’ The emphasis is very appropriate 
on the interpretation here suggested, but on 

the other interpretations seems rather lack- 

ing in point. 
J. Cook WILsoN. 

NOTES ON THE TEXT OF 

In revising the text of the Parian Marble 

with a view to a new edition I have hit 

upon certain supplements and corrections, 

which I publish at once, partly at the in- 

stance of Dr. Hiller von Gaertringen, who 

is preparing the inscriptions of Paros for 

the Corpus Jnsularwm, partly in the hope of 

drawing suggestions from other scholars. 

The text naturally falls into three parts 

corresponding to the three fragments of the 

stone. The first fragment, lines 1 to 40, 

disappeared! in the seventeenth century, 

and its text is known to us only from 

Selden’s edition in his Marmora Arundelli- 

1 Prideaux says in his preface that this fragment 

was used to repair a fireplace in Arundel House, pre- 

sumably a marble chimney-piece. If so, it may yet 

be recovered, for such a piece of furniture would be 

likely to be removed entire, and the slab may have 

been made into a panel or shelf and still retain the 
inscription on its inner face. 

THE PARIAN MARBLE.—I. 

ana, 1628 and 1629. The second is now in 

the University Galleries at Oxford, but has 
suffered so much from exposure and neglect 
that the text is in many places better pre- 
served in the earlier editions than on the 
stone. The third fragment was discovered 
about four years ago in Paros, and remains 
in the local museum at Paroikia, where I 

have collated it. 
This last portion has been excellently 

edited by Crispi and Wilhelm in ALittherl- 
ungen des Instituts, Athenische Abtheilung, 
xxii. 1897, pp. 183-217. For the rest 
Boeckh’s great edition in the Corpus Inscrip- 
tionum Graecarum, vol. ii. no. 2374, is the 

standard. It is the foundation on which all 
later editors have, built, and enjoys such 
unquestioned acceptance that even in 
scholarly works Boeckh’s restorations are 
commonly quoted as if they had the 
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authority of the Marble itself. Boeckh has 
indeed done more for the restoration and 
interpretation of the text than anyone since 
Selden, and more than anyone will ever be 
able to do again. But his edition has not 
the finality which has sometimes been at- 
tributed to it. Perhaps no edition can ever 
be final, for the reconstruction of the text 
is a very difficult matter. In some places 
the inscription has been so extensively 
mutilated that no supplement can be more 
than a happy divination. The size and 
closeness of the writing vary so much that 
one line may contain 30 letters more than 
another. Selden’s text (as Palmerius long 
ago demonstrated) does not always preserve - 
the spaces of the original, his gaps are only 
very roughly measured, and his dots seldom 
represent, and do not seem to be meant to 
represent, the number of letters missing. 
It is not surprising that even Boeckh’s wide 
learning and wonderful sagacity are some- 
times at fault. But his edition is still 
beyond all comparison the best hitherto 
published, and the bulk of his work need 
never be done again. I take my start from 
Boeckh’s achievements, and discuss only 
points in which I think that his text can 
still be mended. 

Ep. 4. Lines 6-8. °Ad’ ov xataxdvopos 
emt Aevxadiwvos éyéveto, kal Aevkadiwy tovs || 
ouBpous edvyev ey Avkwpetas cis “AOjvas zpols 

Kpavalov, cai TOYAIO..YO...A..M 

TOV MONE. saOIN TAGs Enns, ape OR = me 

surypia eOvoer, || [é]rn XHHPIAP, Bacrdcv- 

ovtos ’A@nvav Kp|a|y[a]od. 
Boeckh restores rod Aw[s ro]} ’O[uBpiov 

*Amn|ulcjov 70 ipov td[pvcaro [Kat], compar- 
ing Pausanias i. 32, 2, éore de ev tH Ilapvn bt 
Kat GAAos Bwpos, Gvovcr de ex’ aitod ToTE pev 
"OpBpiov tore de “Amnpsov Kadodytes Ada. 
But the altar on Parnes is not here to the 
point, and Boeckh’s attempt to treat 

seriously Selden’s spaces and dots breaks 
down. Probably Selden copied first what 
was obvious and afterwards what was ditfli- 
cult, but his gaps proved too wide and his 
supplements were badly adjusted. It is 
better to revert to Chandler’s restoration, 
based on Prideaux, rod Aw[s ro]d ’O[Av]- 
[wc]ov 70 i[e]pov t8[picarjo [kat]. Of. Paus. 
i. 18, 8, rod d& “Odvpriov Avs Aevxadiwva 

oikodounoat A€yovor TO dpyatov tepov. On 
iepov not ipov see Wilhelm’s observations in 
Ath, Mitth. xxii. p. 199. 
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Ep. 5. Lines 8-10. ’A[q’ ob Api]xtiwv 
Aevxadiwvos éBacihevoev ev @cpportdats, Kat 
ovviye || [7 ]ods mept TONOPON oikotvtas kai 

@[vo]pacev ’Audixriovas x.7.d. 
Wilhelm (l.c.) convincingly argues that 

for tov dpov we ought to read TOIEPON, 
Le , 

TO LEpoV. 

Ep. 7. Lines 12-13. ’Ad’ ob Kadpos 6 
"Ayivopos eis OnBas adixero | 
kal] éxtivev THY Kadsel- || -av, ry x.7.d. 

Palmerius supplied xara ypyopov with 
reference to the oracle about the cow. 
Boeckh suggested é« ®owikns comparing 
lines 14-5, e& Aiytarou «is tiv “Ed)dda 
ézAevoe. (Cf. also Herod. ii. 49, zapa 
Kadpuouv te tov Tupiov kal tav oiv aité ék 
Powikns amikowevwy és THv viv Bowriav 
kaheowevnv xepnv ef. v. 57). Flach justly 
observes that the order of words in lines 
14-5 is different and tells against Boeckh’s 
suggestion. (Cf. also line 7, above, and 
line 51 Sarwo ey Mirvdjvys eis Stxedav 
éxdevoe.) Flach conjectures ris Bowrias, 
which is flat, and supported neither by 
Herodotus nor by the practice of the 
Marble. Perhaps, as the line seems a 
little too short, kar’ Etpaans fytrnow might 
stand. This phrase, or its equivalent, is so 
frequent in connection with Cadmus, that it 
suggests that either one chapter of the 
Cadmean legend was known as ‘the quest 
of Europa,’ or some poem, which was a 
favourite authority for the legend, bore that 
title. Cf. Herod. iv. 147, Diod. Sic. v. 48 
and 58, Ap. Rhod. iii. 1178, Apollod. iii. 1, 
Schol. Eurip. Phoen. 638, Syneell. p. 306 
(Bonn), ete., and the Anyntpos Cytyats attri- 
buted to Orpheus in line 26 below. 

Ep. 8. Lines 13-14. ’Ad’ ob [ 
|uixs €Bacidevoar, ern k.7-X. 

Boeckh justly suspects that the /aeuna is 
too small in Selden’s text. He is clearly 
right in preferring Lydiat’s Aakw|vixjs to 
Selden’s @ox|véxys, but I cannot follow him 
in accepting the supplement Etpwzas kai 
Aaxedaiuov. It is neither recorded nor pro- 
bable that Eurotas reigned simultaneously 
with his son-in-law! lLacedaemon, and 
neither of them has a strong claim to be 
mentioned. 

I conjecture ’Aq’ ov [Sraproi, wera Kadpou 
exrecovres, Aakw|vixns €Baciievcay, or some- 

thing to that effect. The suggestion is based 
on the proximity of Cadmus in space and 

1 Lydiat does not prove his statement that Eurotas 
and Lacedaemon were sometimes regarded as brothers. 
Steph. Byz. s.v. Tavyerov only shows that Taygete 
might be made the mother of either. 
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time (Hp. 7, three years earlier, cf. Eusebius 
(Schoene) Ann. Abr, 696 and 700) and the 
words Aaxwvixys éGaciAevoav. The Sparti 
furnish not only a link between these two 
terms, but also an explanation of the name 
Sparta, which would be quite in the manner 
of this part of the chronicle, cf. Kexpozia, 
"Axrixhy, Apetos mayos, “Apuduxtvoves, “EAAnves, 
Kadjeta, revrnkdvropos, k.7.A. On the Sparti 
in Laconia, cf. Steph. Byz. Szdprn, Aakwvikov 

xwpiov, ard tov pera Kadpov Sraprav, wept dv 
Tiaydpas dyno: éxrecdvtas 8é abrovs «is THY 
Aaxoviciy Sraptyv ad’ éavtdv dvopacas. 

The Aegeidae, vA peyahn ev Srdpry 
(Herod. iv. 149), were sometimes derived 
from these immigrant Sparti (e.g. Schol. 
Pind. Pyth. v. 101, Tzetzes, Lye. 495). 
Theras, whom Herodotus regards as the 
grandfather of Aegeus, was a Cadmean, and 
émutporainv etxe THY ev Smdpty Bacrdyinv 
(Herod. iv. 147). One Admetus, priest of 
the Carnean Apollo in Thera, and so pre- 
sumably an Aegeid, boasts his descent Aake- 
Saipovos ék BaoAjwv in a pair of inscriptions 
of Roman date, C.I.G.L, iii. 868-9. These 
royal pretensions may be put beside the 
éBacidevoav of the chronicle. 

Possibly Plato’s fondness for the myth of 
Cadmus and his earth-born warriors may be 
connected with his interest in Sparta. 

Ep. 9. Lines 14-17. Inline 16 certain of 
the daughters of Danaus droxhypofetaar tro 
tov Aourav [iepov tdpva|avt[o AOnvas Il 
kal €Ovoav emi THs axtns es MAPA... AAI 

év Aiv8ur Tis “Podias. 
On PAPA.. AAI Selden adds in his 

note (p. 74) ‘Ex elementorum, quae supersunt 
in Marmore, vestigiis elicuerit forsan quis 

PAPAPAAI aut PAPATAAI.’ — Since 
therefore Selden evidently paid some atten- 
tion to this word Boeckh’s remark ‘pro 
infaustis aliorum conatibus certam dedi 
emendationem é¢« zapdzAw’ must be pro- 
nounced reckless. I had long decided that 
rapalor]|dd. must be the right reading, when 
I was astonished to find it lurking unheeded 
in Palmerius’ commentary. The editors 
seem to have wholly ignored this convincing 

_ suggestion, and perpetuated only Palmerius’ 

impossible alternative rapa[Arjadu. For éu 
rapacrao. compare the formula so common 
in the inscriptions of asus, C.1.G, ii. 2672 
8qq., dvaypawar «is Tapacrdda, OY ev TH Tapa- 
oTddt TH Tpo TOD apXEtov. 

Line 16 is obviously too short, but it is 
difficult to decide how to fill it out. The 
whole subject of the Danaids at Lindus 
needs clearing up. 
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At the beginning of line 16, among 
the names of the Danaids, Selden gives 

.. AAPEYQ. ‘To one who knows the 

stone the obvious emendation is KAAAI=- 

TQ, and just as Archedice does not occur 

elsewhere among the Danaids, so Ka\\uoro 
may perhaps be admitted. KaddAcdécy is 
found in Apollodorus, whose list differs 
widely from Hyginus’. 

Ep. 10. Lines 17-21. Among other events 
Hyagnis the Phrygian invented flutes [kat 
dppoviay tiv K|a-||-ovjevny Ppvy.ctt mpOros 
nirdnoe Kat GAovs vopsovs Myrpos, Arovicor, 
Ilavos, Kat tov ex 

It should be noticed that the voor are all 
associated with a particular deity. Boeckh’s 
restoration rdv éx[t Tudou émixydevov Avot], 
ef. Plut. de Mus. 15, is the only one which 
entirely harmonizes with the series, and al- 

though he does not print it in his cursive 
version, its appropriateness seems to me to 
outweigh the fact that this vouos was attri- 
buted by Aristoxenus to Olympus. Perhaps 
tou Hvé6v (as in Plutarch) would, as Flach 
observes, be an improvement ; and I should 
omit Avdiori, which is at least unnecessary 
after dAXous vouovus, and to my mind a little 
out of tune with the rest of the passage. 

Ep. 11. Lines 21-23. at "Axuovos, the 

name of the third Dactyl, inserted by 
Boeckh, makes the line rather long. Pal- 
merius and Prideaux more prudently re- 
stricted themselves to two, especially as the 
discovery of iron is elsewhere actually 
ascribed to Kelmis and Damnameneus with- 
out Acmon, v. Clem. Alex. Strom. i. 75. 

Ep. 12. Lines 23-24. ’Ad’ ob Anprjrnp 
aducouévn cis “AOnvas kaprov epu|re|vev, Kal 

Uo So UIP ANG aes QTH Sd[etgavros || 
T]pirtoAguov tod Kedeod kat Neatpas, ry 

XHAAAAP{1], BactAevovros ’AOnvycw Epi 

xGeus. 

Boeckh restored zp detpa €|zpal On zp |érn, 
but evidently felt some misgivings as to the 
conjunction of the first two of these words. 
With great confidence I suggest zp[onpoota 
€|zpa[xOn zp lorn. Cf. Hesych. rponpooia: ra 
apo Tov aporov (aporpov cod.) Ovpara: Suidas 
mponporiat: at mpo Tov apotov (apotpov cod.) 
ywopevar Ovota. On the whole festival and 
its relation to Demeter and Eleusis, see A. 
Mommsen, /Heortologie. 

Boeckh writes deéavrwv, but it is more 
likely that Neaera is meant to be the 
mother of Triptolemus than his helper. 
Many different mothers are assigned to 
him. 
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I have added | to the numeral to dis- 

tinguish this epoch from the next, for no- 
where in the chronicle are two epochs dated 
at the same year. Boeckh adopts Lydiat’s 
expedient, and reads || for TT in Ep. 13. 

But it is obviously better to set the plough- 
ing and sowing in close connection in con- 
secutive years. This point has some bearing 
on the question of the season from which 
the chronicler reckons his years. 

Ep. 14. Lines 25-27. [’Ad’ ob ’Opdeis 
Oidypov]|| vidls ry ]v abrod ol |now e€[€]OnKe, 
Kopys te dpraynv cat Ajpytpos Ljtyow Kai 
TOV avTOU ]O0s 
TOV vrodegamevwv Tov KapTov K.T.A. One 
would expect tiv atrod cis didov KataBaow 
(see Boeckh’s note), but Selden’s copy has 
tov. Boeckh therefore restored xataBa6pov, 
but quotes no parallel for this rather odd 
use of the word. Perhaps, in view of the 
prominence of water in the Orphie pictures 
of the nether world, xatazAovs might be 
used. Cf. e.g. Hermesianax in Athenaeus 
xili, 597, €rNevoev Se KaKkov Kal amex Gea, 

xGpov x.7-A. 
For the latter half of the Jacwna Boeckh’s 

first idea was 76 Oetov wafos, and it seems to 
me happier than his second thought 70 
yndos. I would add to it éxe?, for which 
there is room enough, to make the meaning 
clear and precise. 

The whole passage will then run—xai ov 
abrod [eis didov Katamovv Kal 7d Getor || éxet 
7a |Oos TOV trodccapevwv Tov Kapzov. On the 
general sense consult Boeckh’s admirable 
note. 

In line 26 Selden has zoyow both in his 
uncial and in his cursive text, and Boeckh 

retains it. But, without reckoning iapBo- 
motos and the like words, zourys or zotyots 
occur 16 times in the extant portions of the 
chronicle, and éroijoev once. The omission 
of the cota here seems more likely to be due 
to Selden than to the author. 

Ep. 16. Lines 29-30. °Ad’ 06 Kabappos 
mpOTov eyeveTo OYPPQTQIAON 

et SAN ee I [érn XFJAn, Bao 

NevovTos ILavdiovos rod Kexporos. 
None of the conjectures hitherto proposed 

are satisfactory. Boeckh, partly following 
the lead of his predecessors, writes [dv ]ov, 
mpatwlv] "Al @nvatev Kkabyp|dvz[wv “Hpaxdéa]. 
I would suggest [Meddprodos zpurjov 
I pour] é[So]v [ravi javz[os tiv paviav], which 
is nearer to the copy than it looks at first 
sight, and still leaves the line rather a 
short one. Cf. Eusebius Ann. Abr, 642 
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and 649 (Arm.), 647 and 650 (Hieron.), 
where Melampus follows in the next note 
after Eumolpus (cf. Ep. 15); and especially 
Apollodorus ii. 2, 2, 4, MeAduous 8&...... 
paves dv Kat tiv bu pappaKwy Kal Kabappov 
Gcpazretav zpOtos eipyxos brurxveirar Oeparev- 
cew Tas Tapbevous x.t.’. The letters EANT 

point to -cJavz[os] rather than xa67jp]avz[os], 
and zravolavz[os fits the space better than 
Geparevo|avt[os. Cf. Alexis in Athenaeus 
vili. 340, 6 MeAdusrous, os povos Tas Ipouridas 
éravoe pawomevas : Schol. Eur. Phoen. 181, 
erAav@vTo ava tiv xwpav és 6 MeXdprrous 6 
"Apvbdovos eravce ohas tis vocou: Steph. 
“Byz. Aovocol: dzov MeAdurous éAovce Tis 
Ilpotrov Ovyarépas, kat eravoe THs pavias. 

There is great diversity in the dates 
assigned to Melampus and Proetus, v. 
Clinton, Fast. Hell. i. p. 74. The restora- 
tion of the numeral here is due to Lydiat, 
who acutely observed that no other number 
ending in A|| could fall within the reign of 
Pandion II. 

Ep. 17. Lines 30-32. ’Ag’ of [é]v EXevoive 
OM/UPVEKOS: tidus Ee eee ADOY iemsacnelcne \| 

sees Als. 7a Avwaa év “Apxadiar éyévero, 

Pen IN 5 5 Shs 56 6 6 2 Avkdovos éd66ycar . . 
tots EAA|n|ouly ér]n x.7-A. 

There can be no doubt that dydv éré6y 
must follow yupvixds, but AdOY is difficult, 

for considerations of space absolutely pre- 
clude us from starting a fresh epoch here, 
as was done by some of the earlier com- 
mentators. Boeckh ingeniously conjectured 
KIA[10 ]Y[E1A Bpépovs avOparov xa, (cf. 

Paus. viii. 2), but the double subject 6vaia 
kal Ta Avxata scarcely suits éyévero, and the 
position of év “Apxadéac is very awkward. 
"Ev “Apxadiar ought to answer to év ’EXevoin, 
and everything before xai ra Avkata ought 
to be connected with Eleusis, not with 
Arcadia. A passage in the Hymn to 
Demeter, lines 263-7, has suggested to me 

the restoration émi T|AQ[Q1 Anuodévros 
tod KeXeod, xjal, which at least illustrates 
the sort of supplement required. 

For the second lacuna Boeckh considered 
[at é]xx|npvées tod] Avedovos a certain re- 
storation, which he interpreted ‘de prae- 
conibus novos ludos per Graeciam nuntianti- 
bus.’ Miiller justly objected to the unknown 
word exknpvées and substituted éxeyerpiar, 
which is accepted by Flach. But neither 
word quite fits edo@jcav, and both ideas 
are mere weak developments of the pre- 
ceding clause. This is the right place for a 
reference to the human sacrifices which 
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formed part of the Lycaean festival and 
were ascribed to the institution of Lycaon, 
Part of a human victim was chopped up 
with the flesh of the other animals sacrificed, 
and served out to thecommunicants. Who- 
ever at this ghastly sacrament chanced to 
eat of the human flesh was supposed to 
become a wolf. [At] x[p]e{avopiar] Avkdovos 
seems to me to give the right expression, 
and to suit the vestiges well enough, for K 

is written narrow with short tails, so that 

KP might easily be misread as KK. 
It is difficult to say whether the space for 

two letters [év] before tots “EAAjow is de- 
liberate or casual. There is a similar gap 
between kal and ra Av«aa, and such mal- 
adjustments are bound to occur in a copy 
gradually puzzled out—a bit here and a bit 
there and a bit between. But é& ‘ois 
"EdAnow would rather gain by my restora- 
tion, for the insertion of év emphasizes the 
un-Hellenic character of the practice. Cf. 
Plato, Minos, 315 C, xat px dre BapBapor 
dvOpwrot Hav GAXows vopors xpOvTat, GAAG Kat 
ot é€v TH Avkaia ovro. Kat ot Tod ’AGdpavTos 
éxyovo olas Ovatas Ovovow “EAAqves ovtes. 

Ep. 20. Lines 34-36. °Ad’ ob @nalets 
Bacrretwr] || "AOnvav ras dudexa woAes Ets TO 
avTo ovvduKirev Kal ToAuTElav Kal THY SnLoKpa- 

riav ATIPEQ..... || .... OF ’AGnvay tov 

tov “lobpiov ayava eOnxe Sivw aroxtetvas, 
k.7.X. 

Boeckh gives dz[<dJu[xe, kat dmoyevopev jos 
"A@nviv. ’Amwédwxe seems certain, but dzo- 

yevopevos is a little colourless. On the 
other hand Gutschmid’s éxov dwahAacoopevos 
(why present?), quoted by Flach, is un- 
necessarily emphatic, although the words 
tiv Onpokpatiay amédwxe point to a voluntary 
abdieation, cf. Plutarch, Thes. 24 and 25. 
Perhaps petacras airs would hit the mean 
without missing the antithesis. 

Ep. 22. Lines 37-38. I much prefer 
Boeckh’s suggestion éx’ ’Apyeuopwr to 7o 
Au, which he prints. It is much more like 
the chronicle to give the occasion, cf. Sivw 
dzroxteivas above, éAovres Kuppay in Ep. 37, 
and there is no real lack of space, for the 
lines are long (that is to say closely written) 
in this part of the inscription. 

Ep. 25. Lines 40-41. ’Ad’ ot ’Opecrn{s] 
LOA UT CNA TO) -saseencnan [A Jiyic- 

Gov Ovyarpt [’Hpry]ov[ qe irep AilyioGov, cai 
aifrots 7) dé || -Ky eduxlaloOn] ev ’Apec{wn] 
mayor, nv Opeorns evixnoer [icwv yevonev|wv 

[rav Wjov|, erm [IF |HHHHAAA[ AI HI, 
Baorevovtos ’Abvndv Anpodavros. 
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Boeckh restored ’Opéory|s zp lo[o|aurav 
abto|s diknv bréoyxev] x.7.X., but did not satisfy 
himself. Perhaps ’Opéory[s éxl zpovjovac 
Tov avtolxepiav edixdcato] might stand in 
default of a better suggestion. It does not 
quite convince me, but it has the advantages 
of keeping all the letters of Selden’s copy 
and giving a sense more pertinent to the 
case. Not all adroxeipiac were judged by 
the court of Areopagus, but only adroxeiptac 
éx mpovotas, v. Arist. Ath. Pol. 57, cf. 

Plato, Laws ix. esp. 865 B, c, 871 a. 
“Iowv yevouevov is more natural than 

Boeckh’s icofecav. In both lines I allow 
more letters than Boeckh, but keep well 
within the number preserved in several 
complete lines. 

In the numeral Boeckh supplies PI}, but 
since it is impossible to conform the number 
to Homer, Od. iii. 304-8, I think that the 
first year of Demophon’s reign is the date 
most probably intended. 

Ep. 26. Lines 41-42. Ad’ ob [Sada- || 
-piva éy] Kvmpar Tedkpos duxicev, k.T.A. 

The editors restore év Kizpo, but com- 
pare éy KvBedos and éy KeAawais (line 19), 
éy Kvuéikor and éy Kéu (lines 14 and 23 of 
the new fragment), é¢y Tea (line 74, 

clearly E[ on the stone). The exception 

év Tae (lines 19-20 of the new fragment) 
is to be explained by the fact that the 
two words come in different lines. 

Ep. 27. Lines 42-44. Ad’ ot Ny[Aleds 
&ucta[e Midytov] «.r.d., ér[y FRHHH |ATII, 

Bactrevovros’ Abnvav MENEZ[OQ= TPEIZ- 

KAIAEKATOY [ETO]YS. 
Selden’s uncial text has NE.. EY2, 

but in his table of errata and his cursive 

version he corrects NE to NH. Boeckh 

puts the correction aside as a conjecture, 

but I see no valid reason for rejecting it. 
The Ionicisms in the text of the Marble 
have now almost disappeared (ciws is merely 
in the heading), so that NyAes seems 
more probable than Net\evs. 

More important is the question of the 
date. Selden in his cursive version and 
notes tacitly corrects MeverOws to MevecGeus, 
which may be accepted as the reading of 
the Marble. He is evidently inclined to 
believe! that the words MevecOéws tpeurKat- 
Sexdrov érovs have simply been repeated 
from line 39 by a blunder of the engraver, 
and would substitute for them Meédovtos or 

"Axdotov. Médovros is both epigraphically 

1 Palmerius positively and confidently adopts this 

theory. 
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and historically the more probable correc- 
tion. But perhaps Selden goes too far in 
rejecting altogether tpewkaidexarov €érovs. 
The precise date assigned to the foundation 
of Syracuse in the reign of Aeschylus (Ep. 
31) creates a presumption in favour of a pre- 
cise date in the reign of Medon for the 
Tonic colonization. Moreover the engraver 
could hardly have made the mistake, or at 
least must surely have detected it, if some- 
thing like tpexaidexarov érovs had not in- 
tervened between the king’s name and the 
Ad’ ob which opens the next epoch. But if 
Selden’s correction Médov7os, and his restora- 
tion of the numeral 815, be accepted, as 
surely they must be, then tpewxaidexarou 

érovs can hardly be retained as it stands. 
For if we may assume that the Marble con- 
tinues to agree with Eusebius’ Canon in the 
lengths of the reigns (although putting them 
all 26 years earlier), 813 will be the 19th 
year of Medon. The only other possible 
number is 823, which would be equally in- 
consistent with tpewrxaidexarov. Boeckh at- 
tempts to reconcile the 13th year of Medon 
with the numeral 813 by adopting Dodwell’s 
suggestion that the chronicler agreed with 
the Excerptor Barbarus, and not with 
Eusebius’ Canon, in reckoning the years of 
the reigns between Menestheus and Medon. 
But there still remains a difference of one 
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year, which he tries to adjust by his unten- 
able doctrine of the double computus. We 
may, however, find a middle course between 
Boeckh and Selden. It will be enough to 
account for the stone-cutter’s blunder if the 
beginning and end of our restoration re- 
semble those of MevecOéws tpewKxaidexatov 
érous. Now there is no evidence that the 
Marble is not consistently 26 years behind 
Eusebius down to the date of Pheidon in 
Ep. 30. We may therefore legitimately 
argue that the date 813 carries with it the 
restoration Mecdovros évveakadexarov eros. If 
the engraver slipped from Me- into Mevec- 
6éws, he may well have followed up the false 
cue and written tpeo- (as in line 39) for 
évvea-, and yet have been prevented by the 
final -xaidexarov érovs, which is common to 
both phrases, from ever detecting his 
aberration. 

It is worth noting that the two slips, 
Medon 13 for Medon 19, and Menestheus 2 
for Menestheus 22 (Ep. 24), would, if taken 
seriously, throw the historical reckoning 26 
years back on the numerical, and that this 
is precisely the interval by which the Marble 
differs from the Canon of Eusebius. Pos- 
sibly it may not after all be the engraver 
who is to blame. 

J. Artour R. Munro. 

(Lo be continued.) 

TWO EPIGRAMS OF MARTIAL. 

Lis. Spect. XXI. 

Quidquid in Orpheo Rhodope 
theatro 

dicitur, exhibuit, Caesar, harena tibi. 
repserunt scopuli mirandaque silua cucurrit, 

quale fuisse nemus creditur Hesperidum. 
affuit inmixtum pecori genus omne ferarum 

et supra uatem multa pependit auis. 
ipse sed ingrato iacuit laceratus ab urso. 

haec tamen res est facta ita pictoria. 

spectasse 

The story of Orpheus and his lute was 
enacted in the amphitheatre; the stones 
and trees, the beasts and birds were there, 
all spell-bound by his music ; but;the show 
ended with a novelty: Orpheus was killed 
by a bear. The last verse appears as above 
in the best and oldest manuscript H ; T 
amends the metre somewhat, 

haec tamen /aec res est faeta ita pictoria ; 

most of the MSS have larger alterations, 

haee tamen wé res est facta, ita ficta alia ; 

and Schneidewin proposed and Friedlaender 
and Gilbert accept 

haec tamen, haec res est facta ita, ficta prior, 

‘yet this, this circumstance was so per- 

formed, the earlier was feigned’: ves prior, 
I suppose, is the accepted tale of Orpheus’ 
death. The antithesis has no point, the 
emphasis of the repeated haec is mere inepti- 
tude, and tamen, so far as I can see, means 
nothing at all; for there is no sort of con- 
trast between verse 7 and verse 8, between 
being killed by a bear and being really and 
truly killed by a bear. 

Mr Buecheler has recognised that the 
Latin letters ICTORIA at the end of the 
verse are the Greek word ioropia. But he 
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gets no profit out of this discovery: he 
writes 

haec tamen, haec res est facta, rad’ toropia, 

explains toropia as res gesta, ‘das vor Zeugen 
urkundlich dokumentirte’ (icropia being 
glossed as @¢a in the Byzantine lexicons), 
and leaves haee haec just as aimless and 
éamen just as senseless as before. 

I propose to write 

haec tantwm res est facta zap’ toropiav. 

ITAPICTORIA = ITAPICTOPIA (‘lineola 
significans y frequentissime occurrit iis in 
uocibus, quae in fine uersuum scriptae sunt’ 

Bast comm. pal. p. 747). For IT=II see 
Porson on Eur. Phoen. 1277: add a good 
example from M. Sen. suas. vi 21 ei tirAduov 
for éruraduov. Since tm could signify either 
tantum or tamen, these two words are inces- 

santly exchanged: thus at ix 46 4, the MSS 
are divided between them. The behaviour 
of Tin attempting to cure the metre with 
tamen haec is repeated at i 3 5, where H 
has ‘maiores nusquam runt’ for rhonct and 
T expands it to fuerwnt. In lib. spect. 22 
4 ‘sed tandem rediit’ some MSS have tamen 
and then others make matters worse with 
tamen huie and tamen is. 

The sense wants no explaining, ‘in this 
detail alone did the performance diverge 
from the story.’ 

XXIB 

Orphea quod subito tellus emisit hiatu 
uersam is amur uenit ab Eurydice. 

So H, with a letter erased between wersam 
and is says Schneidewin, between zs and 
amur too says Friedlaender, T makes this 
into wersa miramur, the editors all build on 
the falsified reading, and their structures 
are worthy of their foundation. The conjec- 
tures of Haupt, Munro (accepted by Fried- 
laender) and Gilbert are virtually identical 
in meaning, but Haupt’s is nearest to the 
MSS: 

Orphea quod subito tellus emisit hiatu, 
mersa (miramur ?) uenit ab Eurydice. 

Who was so ignorant as to wonder or 
think of wondering at the spectacle of 
Orpheus emerging from underground, exactly 
as Orpheus would be expected todo? And 
who, that did wonder at this spectacle, would 
cease to wonder on being told that Orpheus 
came from Kurydice, from whom he was 
most unwilling to come? I do not know that 
I can more clearly and briefly display the 
absurdity of these lections than by saying 
that they would acquire some sense and 
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point if we made the following changes in 
the proper names: ‘Socratem quod tellus 
emisit, miramur ? uenit a Xanthippe.’ 

So put wersa miramur aside, and from 
uersam is amur elicit 

Orphea quod subito tellus emisit hiatu 
ursam mersuram, uenit ab Eury- 

dice. 

u-rsam-e-rs-ur-am makes w-e-sam-rs-am-ur. 
For this leap of e over four letters compare 
Plaut.:mil. 604 si resciuere, scire siuere, 
Liu. xxii 14 3 extrema iuga JMassici, extre- 
mam iuga assici, xli 21 3 Claudio sine, 
cladio swine ; the transposition wr-am, am-ur 
I have illustrated in this Review vol. iii p. 
201 and in the Transactions of the Cam- 
bridge Philological Society vol. iii p. 146: 
here Iwill only add Liu. xlv 34 11 ‘uer 
primum ex domo exciwitat, iamque Synnada 
peruenerant,’ where the editors write exciwit, 
but exci-wi-ta-t should perhaps be exci-ta-ui-t. 

This is the same bear that we met in 
the former epigram: it has changed its 
gender for the sake of grammatical lucidity, 
much as the walidi leones of Luer. v 1310 
become J/eae to suit the metre in 1318, ‘As 
for the earth opening and sending forth a 
bear to drag down Orpheus, the creature was 
Eurydice’s emissary’: she sent it that her 
husband might rejoin her in the shades. 
hiatu is to be supplied a second time with 
mersuram, ‘tellus subito hiatu emisit ursam 
eodem hiatu Orphea mersuram’: the bear 
came out of a fissure in the ground, and 

disappeared into it again, dragging the body 
of Orpheus after her (‘ mergere hiatu’ Aetna 
119, ‘ad infernam Styga | tenebrasque 
mergis’ Sen. Thy. 1008). It may seem that 
ursam and Orphea should change places, but 
I suppose Orpheus stands at the beginning 
to match Eurydice at the end. The use of 
quod, so frequent in prose, recurs in Martial 
at ii 11 1—6, viii 21 4, 82 2. In this con- 
nexion let me cite and explain the hexa- 
meter sors U.I.L. i 1453, which is not fully 
apprehended either by Munro at Luer. iv 
885 or by Mr Buecheler in his anthologia 
epigraphica. 

quod fugis, quod iactas tibi quod datur, 
spernere noli. 

The third quod is the relative pronoun, 
the two others belong to the class of which 
IT am speaking: quod fugis iactasque 
(= fastidis) eam rem quae tibi datur, noli 
donum spernere, ‘as for your refusing and 
disdaining what is given you, I bid you 
despise it not.’ 

A. E. Housman. 
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THE CODEX TORNAESIANUS OF NONIUS MARCELLUS. 

For the text of Book IV of Nonius 
Marcellus, a book which is in size equiva- 
lent to a third of the whole work, the 
Geneva MS. (Gen.) is probably the best 
authority; better even than the famous 
Leyden MS. (Z). With Gen. are associated 
in one family or group the Berne MS, (Bb) 
and the first hand of the Cambridge MS. 
(Cant.1) and of the Harleian MS. (//1). 

In this year’s volume of the Philologus I 
have, I trust, proved that Cant.! and H} 
are nothing but copies of Gen., so that the 
only existing independent representative of 
the group, besides Gen., is B. Now B is a 
MS. which omits at random passage after 
passage, so that its testimony is as often 
wanting as not. And further its text shews 
clear signs of arbitrary emendation and 
alteration. B is therefore not of much use 
as a check on Gen. Where Gen. exhibits a 
unique reading, we do not get much help 
from B in deciding whether this reading 
has come from the archetype or is merely 
an error of the scribe. 

Considerable interest therefore attaches 
to the readings of the lost MS., which was 
once in the possession of Dutournes (Tor- 
naesius), and whose text must have stood in 
close relation to the text of Gen. They 
were found in the margin of an edition of 
Nonius belonging to Schneidewin, who had 
transcribed them from another edition be- 
longing to Duebner. Duebner himself had 
taken them from the marginalia of a printed 
text. Here is Prof. Mueller’s account of 
them in the second volume of his edition 
of Nonius (p. 307) : 

‘Porro similis admodum Genevensis libri 
fuit Tornaesianus, excepto quod mancum 
fuisse probabile est. Ex eo dittographias 
paucas inveni adiectas margini editionis 
Basiliensis nuper a me emptae, quae olim 
fuerat Iacobi Beckeri. Is acceperat a 
Schneidewino, professore quondam Gottin- 
gensi, qui descripserat ex Duebneri exem- 
plari Merceriano. Cf. comm. doctor. Gotting. 
a, 1843 p. ii. pg. 700 sg. Nec vero Dueb- 
nerus ipso usus est codice, sed ex editione 
quadam transcripsit quae dixi. Pertinent 
excerpta illa ab initio capitis iv. ad 
314, 19.’ 

For readings removed by so many stages 
from the actual MS. of Tornaesius complete 
accuracy could hardly be claimed. In 280 
M. 27, for example, where our Nonius MSS. 

have Appia, it was difficult to believe that 

the Codex Tornaesianus not merely had 
Appio but placed the word in the preceding 
line after the word ewercitu. Fuller and 
more direct information regarding the lost 
codex was highly desirable. 

In the margins of a Plantin edition 
of Nonius (Antwerp, 1565, 8vo.) in the 
Bibliothéque Nationale at Paris (with shelf- 
mark Rés. X. 1, 788) I have just found 
what appears to be a careful and fairly 
complete collation of this codex. The book 
belonged to Cl. Dupuy (Claudius Puteanus) 
and has been used solely for the collation 
of a MS. which contained only Book IV. 
No account of the MS. is given; but in 
another copy of the same Plantin edition, 
which belonged to the same owner (Rés. X. 
1, 786), this collation has been entered 
along with other marginalia and is distin- 
guished from them by the symbol ‘vet. 
cod. Torn.’ (e.g. p. 269 im.), ‘Tor. v.c.’, or 
(usually) ‘To.’ This transcription! is not 
always perfectly accurate. For instance, at 

7 

266 M. 17, where the original has pergamera 
sic (i.e. pergam era had in the codex been cor- 
rected to pergam eri), the transcription has 
To. pergameri sic. But since the binder of 
the original volume has often cut ruthlessly 
through the marginalia, the help of the 
transcript is very welcome. 

An examination of the readings ascribed 
to this ‘vet. cod. Torn.’ destroys the hope 
of fresh light being thrown on the text of 
the fourth book of Nonius. For the codex 
appears to have been nothing else than the 
Geneva MS. itself. In the passage just 
quoted the Geneva MS. has precisely this 
correction of pergam era to pergam ert. In 
353 M. 34-35 after verwm ea necessitudo in 
the text, the collation gives ecessitudo 
necessitas. Sall. in Catil, praeterea necessi- 
tudo with the appended note ‘haec addita 
sunt manu alia, sed antiqua tamen,’ corres- 

1 There is in the same library (Rés. x. 1, 791) an- 
other copy of Nonius (Paris, 1583, 8vo.), whose 
marginalia come from this volume. At the end 
stands this entry in the handwriting, I think, of P. 
Pithou the younger: ‘Emendavi Lutetiae ex libro 
y. cl. Claudii Puteani Mpoxir kal. Mart.’ The fact 
that no less than three copies of the readings of so 
important a MS, should have remained undiscovered 
emphasises anew the necessity for catalogues of all 
those early editions of the Classics which are pro- 
vided with marginalia. The Cambridge University 
Library has long had a printed catalogue of this 
kind ; the Bodleian now possesses a written one. It 
is to be hoped that other libraries will follow their 
example. 
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ponding with the state of the passage in the 
Geneva MS., .where Gen.? has added the 
words which other MSS. of Nonius omit. 
In 296 M. 44 all MSS. of Nonius offer 
induat, and so does Gen, ; but in Gen. the 
word is so written as to resemble inducit. 
The newly found collation has iducit. 
Coincidences like these can hardly be acci- 
dental. Where the readings of the Codex 
Tornaesianus, as given by Mueller, differ 
from the readings of Gen., the collation 
effaces the difference. It shews e.g., in 280 
M. 27 appia (at its normal place in the 
text) with the appended note ‘f(ortasse) ab 
Appio. vide historiam annorum u. ec. 676 et 
681.’ Similarly : 

232, 30 qua, not quanta 
234, 7 studos ualem, not s. suavem 
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234, 9 meridonibus, not mien. 

13 ne quid animae emittat, not amit- 
tat, 

and soon. One by one, all the discrepant 
readings of the Codex Tornaesianus vanish 
as we go through the collation. And when 
we consider how much nearer to the actual 
MS. is the collation made by a contemporary, 
Dupuy, than the marginalia of Schneidewin, 
and how every new transcription brings 
new opportunities for error, we can hardly 
claim that the variants in Schneidewin’s list 
are strong enough testimony of the exist- 
ence of a second ‘ codex Tornaesianus,’ con- 

nected, but not identical with the Geneva 

MS. 
W. M. Linpsay. 

PROHIBITIVES IN TERENCE. 

A RECENT reading of the Phormio with an 
undergraduate class increased my scepticism 
as to the validity of Hlmer’s theory of the 
force of tenses in the prohibitive in Karly 
Latin. To satisfy myself, I reread the 
remaining plays twice. The results were 
so at variance with Elmer’s statistics and 
conclusions that I venture to present them 
here. 

Elmer, in his first article on the prohibi- 
tive (A.J.P. xv, 142-146), cites 24 examples 
of the four types heis considering, ne with 
the perfect and present subjunctive and 
cave with the same tenses. Bennett gives 
practically the same figures (Cornell Studies 
ix, 48, note) when he says: ‘Terence has a 
total of fewer than 25 instances of these 
four types.’ I have noted 14 additional 
instances, (all in the present tense), and 7 
instances of vide (me). It is interesting to 
note that half of the 14 examples ‘are 
accompanied by other expressions which 
betray the speaker’s earnestness, e.g. jer’ 
deos atque homines, obsecro, hercle, etc.’ 
(Elmer, p. 140, when arguing in favour of 
his interpretation of the force of the 
perfect). 

The only satisfactory way in which to 
prove the truth or falsity of Elmer’s theory 
is to subject it to the ‘fair test’ which he 
himself suggests. He says: ‘Ask in con- 
nection with each prohibition the question, 
‘Will a failure to comply with the prohibi- 
tion result in a disaster of some sort to one’s 

interests or feelings? You will find that 
in prohibitions with the present tense the 
answer will be ‘No’ almost without excep- 
tion. In prohibitions with the perfect, the 
answer will be ‘ Yes’ in most cases.’ 

‘Ne’ with THE PERFECT SUBJUNCTIVE. 

There are but two instances, both from 
the Phormio : 514, Si tum non dedero, unam 
praeterea horam ne oppertus sies (Phaedria 
to Dorio). The answer to Elmer’s proposed 
question would be ‘ No,’ but I agree with 
him that the speaker’s attitude would justify 
the more emotional form, if we regard the 
perfect as such) ; 742, ne me istoc posthac 
nomine appellassis (Chremes to Sophrona. 
This is in accord with Elmer’s theory). 

‘Cave’ witH THE PERFECT SUBJUNCTIVE. 

Faxis cave, And. 753 (Davus to Mysis) ; 

760, cave quoquam ex istoc excessis loco 

(same persons) ; H.7'. 187, cave fais (Cliti- 
pho to Chremes, who wishes to invite 

Menedemus to breakfast) ; 826, cave quic- 
quam admiratus sis, Qua causa id fiat (Syrus 

to Clitipho. Elmer classes this as a present) ; 

Ad, 458, Geta. Si deseris tu, periimus. 

Hegio. Cave dixeris. Of the five instances, 

the first two are clearly in accord with 
Elmer’s theory. The other three are almost 

on the border line, the speech of Clitipho 

being the weakest. 
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‘Ne’ WITH THE PRESENT SUBJUNCTIVE. 

The following do not conform to Elmer’s 
theory. In every case a failure to comply 
with the prohibition would result in a 
disaster of some sort to one’s interests or 
feelings : 

And. 291, (not given by Elmer), Quod 
per ego hance te dextram oro et genium 
tuom, Per tuam fidem perque huius solitu- 

dinem Te obtestor, me abs te hance segreges 
neu deseras (The dying Chrysis to Pamphilus, 
urging him to save Glycerium from a life 
of shame. One cannot imagine a more 
emotional address); #.7. 292 (not in 
Elmer), Syre mi, obsecro, ne me in laetitiam 
frustra conicias; 939, (not in Elmer), 
Chremes, Ve quid vereare, si minus (Mene- 
demus about the dowry); 1028, (not given 
by Elmer), Obsecro, mi gnate, me istue in 
animum imducas tuom, Alienum esse te 
(Sostrata to Clitipho) ; 1049, (not in Elmer) 
Mi vir, te obsecro, We facias (Sostrata to 

Chremes’ suggestion to Menedemus that he 
summon his daughter); Hun. 212, Ve istue 
tam iniquo patiare animo (Phaedria to Par- 
meno) ; 388, Verum ne post conferas Cul- 
pam in me (Parmeno to Chaerea); 988, 
Ere, ne me spectes; me inpulsore haec non 
facit (Parmeno to his master); Ph. 508, 
Heia, ze parum leno sies (Antipho to Dorio. 
Elmer regards this as dependent); 945, 
(not in Elmer), Obsecro, We facias (The 
frantic Chremes to Phormio, who threatens 

to tell Nausistrata of Chremes’-Lemnian 
wife); Hec. 343, Ne mittas quidem visendi 
causa quemquam (Parmeno to Sostrata. I 
cannot understand why Elmer regards this 
as a prohibition and then classifies perfects 
with ne—quidem under his Subjunetive of 
Obligation or Propriety. This is one of 
the subtle distinctions in the theory which 
the average intellect fails to grasp); Ad. 942 
(not in Elmer), We gravere (Aeschinus to 
Micio). 

The following instances are in harmony 
with Elmer’s view: And. 205, (not in 
Elmer), ne facias ; 704, ne erres (possibly 
subordinate); 706, ne credas; 980, ne 
expectetis; H. T. 745, ne quaeras; Hun. 76, 

For Theory. 

Ne with Perfect ... 
Cave with Perfect 
Ne with Present ... 
Cave with Present 
Vide with Present 

In view of such results and those already 
reached by Bennett in his examination of 
the Plautine instances, we must conclude 
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ne adflictes; 273, ne sis; 786, ne metuas ; 
Ph. 419, ne agas; Ad. 22, ne eaxpectetis. 

‘CAVE’ WITH THE PRESENT SUBJUNCTIVE. 

The following examples are not in accord 
with Elmer’s theory: And. 403, (not in 
Elmer), Cave te esse tristem sentiat (Davus 
to Pamphilus); H. 7. 302 Perge, obsecro 
te, et cave ne falsam gratiam studeas inire 
(Clinia to Syrus) ; 1031, (not in Elmer), Zé 
cave posthac, si me amas, umquam istuc 
verbum ex te audiam (Sostrata to Clitipho) ; 
1032, (not in Elmer), At ego, si me metuis, 
mores cave in te istos sentiam (Chremes to 
Clitipho) ; Ph. 764, (not in Elmer), Sed per 
deos atque homines meam esse hane cave 
resciscat quisquam (Chremes to Sophrona) ; 
995, Cave isti quicquam credwas (Chremes 
to Nausistrata, referring to Phormio) ; Ad. 
170, Cave nunciam oculos a meis oculis 
quoquam demoveas tuos (Aeschinus to 
Parmeno). 

The following is in harmony with the 
theory : Hun. 751, Cave ne amittas. 

Elmer appears to have omitted, inten- 
tionally or otherwise, all instances of cave 
with the first or third person, although 
citing them in Plautus. 

‘VIDE WITH THE PRESENT SUBJUNCTIVE. 

Of the seven instances of wide with the 
present, all but the first and fourth are 
against Elmer’s theory; H. 7. 212, Tu, ut 
tempus est diei, vide sis ne quo hine abeas 
longius (Chremes to Clitipho) ; 352, Tu es 
index: ne quid accusandus sis vide (Clitipho 
to Syrus); 369, Sed heus tu, vide sis ne 
quid inprudens rwas (Syrus to Clitipho) ; 
Eun. 380, Vide ne nimium calidum hoc sit 
modo (Parmeno to Chaerea); Ph. 803, Au, 
obsecro, vide ne in cognatam  pecces 
(Nausistrata to Demipho); Hee. 484, Verum 
vide ne inpulsus ira prave insistas (Laches 
to Pamphilus); Ad. 550, Syre, Obsecro, 
vide ne ille hue prorsus se inruat (Clitipho 
speaks). 

The results of the investigation will be 
seen from the following table : 

Against Theory. Doubtful. 

2 (100 per cent.) 
2 (40 per cent.) 

11 (48 per cent.) 
1 (13 per cent.) 
2 (29 per cent.) 

= 3 (60 per cent.) 
12 (52 per cent.) 
7 (87 per cent.) 
5 (71 per cent.) 

that in Early Latin, ‘there is no discover- 
able difference of emotional force in 
prohibitions (understanding ‘emotion’ as 
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Elmer would have us), whether expressed 
by ne with the perfect subjunctive, by cave 
with the perfect subjunctive, ne with the 
present subjunctive’ (Bennett), or cave or 
vide with the present subjunctive. I have 
shown elsewhere (4d. J. P. xxi. 154-169) 
that Elmer’s theory is untenable for Silver 
Latin. If untenable for these two periods, 
it is certainly untenable for all and should 
be withdrawn. 

Four instances cited by Elmer as sub- 
junctives of obligation or propriety should 
be added for the sake of completeness. 
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They are And. 392, Nec minueris; H. T. 
976, Nec pararis; Hee. 79, Nullus dixeris ; 
And. 787, Non credas. Two additional 
instances (Hun. 1080, Neque metuas ; And. 
640, Vil promoveris) I cannot find in Elmer’s 
papers on the prohibitive or Cornell Studies 
vi. I regard all six as genuine prohibi- 
tions. 

Wittarp K. Cement. 

NoRTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY, 
Evanston, ILt., 

Oct. 12, 1900. 

THE CHRONOLOGY OF THE WARS IN ARMENIA, A.D. 51—63. 

To be of value, any account of the wars in 
Armenia under Claudius and Nero between 
A.D. 51-63 must necessarily furnish and be 
based upon precise details alike of chronology 
and of geography. Failing either, the course 
of events and the strategy of the combatants 
are vague and unintelligible, and the his- 
torical merit therefore of the account is ex- 
ceedingly small. 

But alike the chronology and the geo- 
graphy of the wars in Armenia have been 
matters of great controversy and widely 
different conclusions. Here it is my intention 
to confine myself to a consideration of the 
former, viz., the chronological difficulties 
involved, and to present certain conclusions. 
For a study of the whole chronological ques- 
tion de novo compels me to think that we 
cannot with satisfaction follow any one 
modern writer throughout, whether he be 
editor of Tacitus or professed historian. 

Some of these modern writers are of no 
independent value in this connection what- 
ever. Schiller for instance in his very long 
‘Geschichte des rémischen Kaiserreiches 
unter der Regierung des Nero’ (Berlin, 
1872) as in his later Gesch. der rom. 
Kaiserzeit, adopts almost without discussion 
the chronological scheme furnished him by 
Emil Egli, and, if he is conscious on one 
solitary occasion of the possibility of an- 
other view, manages to misunderstand this 
before rejecting it. For our purpose of 
fresh inquiry, his History of Nero is a 
negligeable quantity. Neither do Rawlinson 
or Merivale contribute anything of value 
to this subject. Those who have given 
independent consideration to the chrono- 
logical problems of the Armenian wars seem 
to be two editors of Tacitus, Nipperdey 

and Furneaux,and two others, Emil Egli and 
Mommsen. These, where failing to agree, 
resolve into at most three systems of chrono- 
logy for the years a.p. 51-63, for Furneaux 
follows Nipperdey so closely as to be prac- 
tically identical with him, save in one or 
two minor points. LEgli in his ‘ Feldziige 
in Armenien von 41-63’ (ap. Biidinger : 
Untersuchungen zur rémischen Kaiserge- 
schichte, Band I, pp. 265-364. Leipzig. 
1868) discusses the whole chronological 
problem at length, without however gaining 
the adhesion throughout of Mommsen, who 
in footnotes to the fifth volume of his 
Roman history (¢.e. in English Translation 
The Provinces, Vol. II.) and elsewhere sug- 
gests an arrangement of his own for some 
of these years. 

It is then because after a fresh investiga- 
tion of the whole question I find myself 
compelled to reject now Egli, now Mommsen, 
now the Nipperdey-Furneaux combination, 
and at times all three, that I propose here 
to deal succinctly with the whole controversy 
in periods, bringing out clearly, so far as I 
may, the decisive points in the disputes, 
balancing difficulty and argument against 
argument and difficulty, and presenting 
finally that chronological arrangement for 
the years 51-63 which the balance of 
evidence seems to me to justify. 

The subject may conveniently be divided 
into three periods, dealing with :— 

T. ap. 51-54=Tac. Ann. xii. 44-51. 
x: Dn 6: 

TI. av. 54-60 = Tac. Ann, xiii. 7-9. 
34-42. xiv. 23-26. 

III. a.p. 61-63 = Tac. Ann. xv. 1-17. 
24-31. 
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Throughout in dealing with each it will 
be my method first (A) to give in order the 
successive events narrated by Tacitus: 
secondly (B) to explain and contrast the 
different chronological systems deduced from 
Tacitus: thirdly (C) to discuss the respec- 
tive difficulties of each: and lastly (D) to 
present that scheme, whether my own or 
one already suggested, which seems to me 
on all the evidence the best. Merely nega- 
tive conclusions are in this matter for me 
insuflicient. 

I.—a.p. 51-54. 

A. Tacitus’ Order of Events :— 

A. ‘Hodem anno—[viz.: Ti. Claudio quin- 
tum Servio Cornelio Orfito consulibus : 
viz.: 51 a.p.] bellum inter Armenios 
Hiberosque exortum.’ Pharasmanes 
of Iberia sends his son Radamistus 
to invade Armenia, then under rule 
of Pharasmanes’ brother Mithradates. 
The war actually begins then in this 
year.—xii. 44. 

B. Mithradates besieged in Gorneae, where 
is a Roman garrison under Caelius 
Pollio, prefect, and Casperius, cen- 
turion.—xii. 45, 

©. Radamistus offers bribes to Pollio to be- 
tray Gorneae. Casperius protests and 
departs (i) to dissuade Pharasmanes 
from prosecuting the war, failing 
which (ii.) to inform Ummidius Quad- 
ratus, legate of Syria, of the state of 
Armenia.—ib. 

D. Casperius reaches Pharasmanes. Mean- 
while Pollio has been urging Mith- 
radates to surrender.—xii, 46. 

#. Message from Pharasmanes to Radam- 
istus, warning him ‘ oppugnationem 
quoquo modo celerare. The bribe 
offered Pollio is increased and the 
soldiers are incited to compel Mithra- 
dates to surrender.—ib, 

F. Meeting of Mithradates and Radamistus. 
Seizure and slaying of the former. 
Radamistus seizes the kingship of 
Armenia.—xii. 47. 

G. Quadratus hears of this (? from Caspe- 
rius) and calls a Council of War. 
This decides to do nothing save send 
envoys to Pharasmanes bidding him 
withdraw from Armenia and recall 
Radamistus.—xii. 48. 

H. Julius Paelignus, procurator of Cappa- 
docia, collects provincial auxilia 
‘tamquam reciperaturus Armeniam,’ 
plunders his allies rather than the 
enemy, is deserted by his men, on ‘a 
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barbarian incursion’ flees to Rada- 
mistus, and, bribed by him, urges 
him to put on the royal insignia and 
is present, ‘auctor et satelles,’ at the 
coronation.—xu. 49, 

I. Quadratus hears of Paelignus’ proceed- 
ings and despatches Helvidius Priscus, 
legate, with one legion from Syria, to 
mend matters.—7b. 

K. Priscus crosses Mount Taurus and has 
already restored order in a large 
measure when 

L. Quadratus sends and recalls him to 
Syria, ‘ne initium belli adversus 
Parthos existeret,’ he hearing of 
Vologeses’ intentions and preparations 
to set Tiridates on the throne of 
Armenia,—7b. and 50. 

{Nore.—Mommsen (E.T. II. p. 49) 
speaks of Q. recalling ‘ the legion 
put upon the march from Syria,’ 
as though Priscus had never 
reached his destination whether 
this was Cappadocia, or, as 
Mommsen suggests, Armenia. 
Tac. words certainly prove he did 
reach it and had spent some time 
there before recall]. 

M. Vologeses, King of Parthia, invades 
Armenia to set his brother Tiridates 
on the throne.—xii. 50. 

N. Radamistus and the Iberians ‘sine acie 
pulsi.” The Armenian cities Artax- 
ata and Tigranocerta submit. First 
flight of Radamistus.—7b. 

O. ‘Deinde «atrox hiems’ and insufficient 
supplies compel Vologeses to retreat 
from Armenia.—ib, 

‘Vacua Armenia,’ [7.e. Tiridates has 
also withdrawn ].—7d. 

Radamistus returns again to Armenia, 
thus left without a ruler, and makes 
himself king for the second time.—7d. 

R. Harsh rule of Radamistus in Armenia. 
—ib. 

8. Rising of Armenians against Radamistus. 
Second flight of Radamistus with his 
wife Zenobia, whom, as unable to 
accompany him further, he stabs and 
casts into the river Araxes. She is 
found by shepherds and carried to 
Artaxata,—xii, 51 

T. Zenobia brought from Artaxata to 
Tiridates and treated kindly by 
him.—78. 

[Immediately following on this 
Tacitus opens the next chapter 
with the words ‘Fausto Sulla 
Salvio Othone consulibus,’ viz. : 
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the consuls of 52 a.p. (xii. 
52, 1). 

There is no mention of events 
in the East again till Book xiii. 
c. 5, in the year 54 a.p., viz :— 

U. Armenian envoys appear at Rome and 
plead before Nero,—xiii. 5. 

[Nero became Emperor on 13th 
Oct. a.p..54], 

V. ‘Fine anni’ (viz. a.p. 54) ‘turbidis 
rumoribus prorupisse rursum Parthos 
et rapi Armeniam adlatum est, pulso 
Radamisto, qui saepe regni eius 
potitus, dein profugus, tum quoque 
bellum deseruerat. Igitue in urbe 
sermonum avida, quem ad modum 
princeps, vix septemdecim annos 
egressus, suscipere eam molem aut 
propulsare posset . . . anquirebant.’ 
—xili. 6. 

[Nero was 17 years old on Dee. 16, 
A.D. 54]. 

W. Nero’s provisions for war with Parthia. 
(See Second Paper). 

In this narrative Tacitus marks clearly 
(a) The beginning of the war in 

51 a.p.—(A). 
(4) The news of Radamistus’ last 

expulsion reaches Rome by rumour 
in December 54 a.p.—(V). 

(c) A winter intervening at some 
point.—(0O). 

Expressly he narrates nothing whatever 
in the years 52 and 53 a.p. of these events. 
Hence the difficulty arises: do all the 
events A-T belong to 51 a.p. or are they 
to be distributed over the years 51-54 a.p.} 
And to which year belongs the ‘ winter’ 
of ‘O’4 

B. The Rival Schemes :-— 

There are two arrangements 
chronology of these events. 

of the 

1. Nipperdey—Furneaua : 

The result of both editors’ systems is the 
same, although there are slight differences 
in detail. Nipperdey (ad Ann. xii. 14) e.g. 
places the accession of Vologeses to the 
Parthian throne in the year 52-53, believing 
‘that the latest coins of his predecessor 
Vonones II. and the first of his own reign 
belong to the year from the autumn of 52 
to that of 53. This necessarily causes him 
to place Vologeses’ invasion of Armenia 
(‘M’) in 53 ap. 

Later numismatic research now makes it 
appear that the entire reign of Vonones IT. 
was comprised in the Parthian months 
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Panemus and Loius of the year 362 of the 
Seleucid Era, corresponding roughly to June 
and July a.p. 51. The accession of Volo- 
geses then may be securely dated in August 
51 a.p, (ef. P. Gardner, ‘The Parthian 
Coinage ’— International Numismata Orient- 
alia, London 1877, pp. 22, 50,51). Fur- 
neaux, however, accepting this, still follows 
Nipperdey in placing Vologeses’ invasion in 
53, save when he is inconsistent with 

himself. For it follows that the ‘ Atrox 
Hiems’ of ‘O’ is the winter of A.p, 53-54. 
This is Nipperdey’s view and Furneaux 
adopts it in two places (ii. p. 106, n. 5; 
p. 278, col. 1). In one place (ii. p. 107, 
line 13) he calls it the winter of a.p. 52-53, 
which must be regarded as an oversight. 

Then in a,p, 54 comes the final occupation 
of Armenia by the Parthians consequent on 
Radamistus’ expulsion. This, as Furneaux 
well points out (ii. p. 106, n. 5), cannot have 
taken place before this year, as the news 

reaches Rome after the death of Claudius. 
And it follows essentially on this view that 
the break in the Tacitean narrative between 
wit. 51 and axiit. 5 does not involve any break 
im time i.e. that the expulsion of Radamistus 
in xiii. 5 is the second flight of xii. 51, and 

that the Tacitean narrative in xii. 44-51 
covers the four years a.p. 51-54. 

This then is the Nipperdey-Furneaux 
scheme, with which Mommsen (E.T. ii. 
p. 47) is in agreement :— 

A.D. 51. The peaceful intrigues of 
Radamistus preceding his 
first actual invasion of 
Armenia. 

A-L ,, 52. The first invasion of Rada- 
mistus and its results. 

M-N ,, 53. Invasion of Vologeses. First 
flight of Radamistus. 

O-P,, 53-54. The atrox hiems. With- 
drawal of Vologeses. 

Q-W ,, 54. Return of Radamistus and 

his second flight. Renew- 
ed occupation of Armenia 
by the Parthians, and 
Tiridates set on the throne. 
The news reaches Rome 
at the end of the year. 

There are three main objections to this 
view, to be presently considered after 
presenting the rival scheme. 

2. gli: 

This view follows more closely the 
apparent grouping of events by Tacitus. 
The actual invasion of Radamistus is placed 

M 
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by Tacitus in 51 a.p. Vologeses coming to 
the throne (according to Egli in a.p. 5U) seizes 
theearliest opportunity of invasion, viz., that 
same summer. The winter which compels 
his retreat is then that of 51-52 a.p. Tacitus 
then, before mentioning the consuls and 
other events of 52 a.p. into which year this 
winter conducts us, anticipates events, but 

only by a few months. The return and 
second flight of Radamistus will bé in the 
spring or summer of 52 a.p., for the river 
Araxes into which Zenobia was cast was 
unfrozen and the flocks were evidently 
pasturing in the open (‘S.’). Thus we reach 
the summer of 52 a.p., where the narrative 
breaks off in xii. 51. 

The narrative is resumed late in 54 a.p. 
in xii. 5. The break in the narrative thus 
implies a break in time, viz., from 52-54 a.p. 
Concerning the events of these years in 
Armenia, Tacitus isentirely silent, bat wemay 
supposethem filled withnew quarrels between 
Tiridates and Radamistus, such as are indeed 
implied in Tacitus’ words concerning the 
latter ‘swepe regni eius potitus, dein profu- 
gus,’ (V) whereas in his actual narrative 
he has mentioned only éwo occasions when 
Radamistus acquired and then again lost 
possession of the Armenian throne—(F and 
Q). To suppose that his second flight is 
his last flight (as does the first scheme) 
makes ‘saepe’ mean ‘on two occasions.’ 
‘Das geht aber nicht an.’ 

Thus between the summer of 52 and 54 
there must have occurred fresh quarrels 
between Radamistus and Tiridates, and 
more flights and more restorations of the 
former. But all this petty warfare was too 
unimportant for Tacitus’ mention, and he 
resumes the narrative only when news of 
Radamistus’ final expulsion reaches Rome 
and Nero thus, when Tiridates’ possession of 
the throne is jreally a fact accompli, has to 
decide on a policy. 

It follows then on this view that the break 
un the Tacitean narrative between xii. 51 and 
xi. 5 implies w considerable break in time. 

This then is the Egli scheme :— 

A-L a.p. 51. summer. — Iberian - Arme- 
nian war. 

late summer.—Vologeses’ in- 
vasion. Radamistus’ flight. 

O,P  ,, 51-52. The ‘atrox hiems.’ With- 
drawal of Vologeses. 

M,N 5, » 

Q,R ,, 52. spring.— Return of Rada- 
mistus. 

S,T  ,, ,, summer.— Second flight of 
Radamistus. Return of 
Tiridates. 
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8,T  ,, 53, 54. Unrecorded warfare. 
U_,, 54, summer.—Armenianembassy 

to Rome. 
V,W ,, 54. winter.—Nero’s measures. 

C. Discussion of the Schemes : 

To both these schemes certain difficulties 
are attached. 

Difficulties in 1 (Nipperdey—Furneauz) : 

(a) The actual beginning of the Iberian- 
Armenian war is placed by Tacitus 
in 51 a.p. It seems impossible to 
take the words ‘eodem anno bellum 
exortum,’ to apply merely to the 
preliminary treacherous plots of Rada- 
mistus, as does this scheme. Tacitus 
most certainly implies that actual 
hostilities began in 51 A.D., not in 
52 A.D. 

(6) Tacitus after narrating all the 
events A-T (xii. 44-51) proceeds at 
once to narrate the consuls and events 
of 52 ap, This scheme makes A-T 
embrace the years 51-54 a.p., ae., 
anticipate the events of xii. 52, viz. 
of 52 a.p. by three years. ‘Tacitus 
betrays not the least consciousness 
of any such great anticipation of 
events on his part. That there is 
some slight anticipation is obvious 
from his mention of the winter in O, 
which may be taken as equivalent 
to a direct assertion on his part that 
in order to secure continuity of treat- 
ment he has anticipated the events 
of the following year. [Such a direct 
assertion ¢.g., we have in xili. 9, 7: 
‘Quae in alios consules egressa 
coniunxi’]. But though we are 
justified in supposing such slight 
anticipation in xii. 44—51, it is extend- 
ing the principle unduly to make 
these chapters cover so long a period 
without any statement by Tacitus to 
that effect. 

(c) Radamistus ‘saepe regni eius poti- 
tus’ (V.) But this scheme with its 

_ immediate chronological connection 
of T and U, treating the Tacitean 
narrative as complete, must make 
‘saepe’ actually come to mean ‘on 
two occasions.’ For Tacitus men- 
tions only two occasions on which 
Radamistus. seized the kingship (F 
and Q). Furneaux shows that he 
feels this an objection when he speaks 
of Radamistus ‘keeping up some 
desultory warfare’ between the date 
of his second flight and the end of 
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54 a.p. (Note to xiii. 6, 1.). Insisting 
on the word ‘saepe’ we must take 
Tacitus to imply warfare continuing 
which, however, he has not thought 

it worth while to record. 

None of these difficulties are present in 
the second scheme. According to it the 
war does begin in 51 a.p. (a); the anti- 
cipation of events in the narrative reaches 
only to 52 A.D., viz., one year and 
not three (b) ; and it supposes more expul- 
sions and restorations of Radamistus in the 
otherwise blank years 53 and 54, thus 
justifying the‘saepe ‘(c). 

On the other hand the second scheme 
itself labours under a not inconsiderable 
disadvantage—apart from this supposition 
of two years’ unrecorded warfare. 

Difficulties in 2 (gli) : 

This disadvantage is the very great com- 
pression of events in the year 51 a.p. The cam- 
paigning summer in Armenia is at most five 
months, from May to September, though we 
may allow one additional month for cam- 
paigning in Southern Armenia. The cam- 
paign opens with a siege in the extreme 
North, viz. : at Gorneae = Bash Garni, a few 
miles east of Erivan, and north of the 
Araxes, and the natural place for a garrison- 
outpost of Artaxata. Thus it can hardly be- 
gin before May. From thence onwards many 
events are recorded, all taking much time. 
These are (1) the blockade of Gorneae ; (2) the 
negotiations with Pollio; (3) the journey of 
Casperius to Pharasmanes; (4) the message 
from Pharasmanes to Radamistus; (5) the 
surrender of Mithradates; (6) the time 
taken for the news of this to reach Quad- 
ratus and Paelignus; (7) Paelignus’ pre- 
parations and expedition ; (8) his flight to 
Radamistus ; (9) the time taken for the news 
of this to reach Quadratus; (10) Quad- 
ratus’ consequent measures; (11) Priscus’ 
march over Taurus ; (12) Priscus’ stay and 
restoration of order (?)in Armenia ; (13) the 
time taken for Quadratus’ message of recall 
to reach Priscus ; (14) Vologeses’ invasion ; 
(15) surrender of Artaxata; (16) sur- 
render of Tigranocerta ; (17) the winter. 

Now on this scheme all these events are 
crowded into some five months. Surely the 
compression is too great. This impression 
1s strengthened when the attention is di- 
rected chiefly to the later events here 
mentioned. , 

Egli supposes that Vologeses came to the 
throne of Parthia in 50 a.p., or at least early 
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enough in 51 to allow him to invade 
Armenia in the summer. 

But it appears he came to the throne only 
in August 51 (cf. supra). He then after 
this has 

(i.) To plan the overthrow of Radamistus 
and make all his preparations for 
an invasion of Armenia, which 

preparations last long enough for 
Quadratus in Syria to hear of 
them and send to recall Priscus in 
consequence (1). 

(ii.) To invade Armenia and receive 
the submission of the two widely 
distant towns of Artaxata in the 
extreme north, and Tigranocerta 
in the extreme south, over 450 
kilometers away as the crow flies, 
before winter compels his retreat. 
(N). 

For all this, on this scheme, but a bare 
two to three months at most is available. 
Egli very justly assumes that Vologeses is 
eager to carry out his compact with his 
brother Tiridates and invade Armenia as 
soon as possible. Moreover, winter evi- 
dently surprised him before his work was 
done. Yet on the scheme, the time even so 
seems far too short, the more closely the 
difficulties of campaigning in Armenia are 
considered. ‘Che capture of Artaxata and 
Tigranocerta, as I hope to show later, took 
Corbulo one whole campaigning year, though 
the resistance offered him was of the 
slightest. Thus the general impression 
produced by this scheme is one of a well- 
nigh impossible crowding of events into the 

* one year 51 a.p. 

D, Conclusion :— 

Of the difficulties urged against the first 
scheme, the first is certainly valid. An 
attempted answer to the third is, as it is 
presented in Nipperdey and repeated by 
Furneaux, partially misleading. Nipperdey 
quotes one other passage in Tacitus to prove 

use of ‘saepe’ meaning ‘twice.’ This 
passage, the reference to which is re- 
inserted in Furneaux, does not prove his 
case. 

In Ann, iii. 18, 2, Tacitus speaks of 
Tiberius as ‘satis firmus, ut saepe memoravi, 
adversus pecuniam.’ There are only two 
passages, declares Nipperdey, where Tacitus 
mentions this trait in Tiberius’ character, 
viz. i. 75 and ii, 47. Hence here in iii. 
18, 2 ‘saepe’ is used loosely and rhetorically 
for ‘ twice.’ 

mM 2 
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But this supposed parallel does not hold 

good. For in 

i. 75—Tacitus mentions two instances 
of Tiberius’ generosity, viz. to 
Pius Aurelius and Propertius 
Celer: similarly in 

ii. 47—to twelve cities of Asia: and in 
ii. 48—comments on his ‘private’ as 

well as his ‘ public’ generosity, 
viz. to Aemilius Lepidus and 
M. Servilius, adding the 
general statement ‘neque here- 
ditatem cuiusquam adiit nisi 
cum amicitia meruit.’ 

‘Yacitus then is more justified in stating 
that he had ‘frequently ’ mentioned cases 
of Tiberius’ firmness ‘ adversus pecuniam ’ 
than we are in saying he has mentioned it 
twice only. 

Doubtless there are certain kindred loose 
usages of words—as of ‘semper’ in xv. 47, 
for ‘on two occasions’: of ‘omnes’ in 1, 
13, 3—applying really to ‘three’ only (not 
‘two,’ as Nipperdey): of ‘tot’ in the ‘tot 
per annos’ in vi. 24 as really meaning 
‘three’ years only (as Dio lviii. 3 shows). 
Tacitus does allow himself a certain loose 
rhetorical exaggeration, and this may 
possibly extend to ‘saepe’ in xiii. 6. And 
here it would be the easier to suppose this as, 
though Tacitus states the ‘saepe regni poti- 
tus, dein profugus’ directly as his own 
remark, yet it may very well be but the 
repetition of the rumours then current in 
Rome, and popular talk is not apt to care 
for statistical a curacy. 

We may on this point conclude that 
there is no absolute impossibility in suppos- 
ing that Radamistus seized the kingship 
twice only, despite the ‘saepe’: ae. that 
this word ‘saepe’ is no absolute bar to 
accepting a scheme which connects xii. 51 
without any great interval of time with 
xiii. 5. But nothing is gained for this view 
of the case by adducing iii. 18, 2 as a 
confirmatory parallel. 

As regards the second objection, that 
there must be some anticipation of events 
in Tacitus xii. 44-51 is certain. Ceteris 
paribus, the scheme which involves the 
least anticipation is preferable to its rivals. 

The objection to the second scheme of 
over-crowding of events is so far valid that 
on this ground some other scheme involving 
their fairer distribution would be preferable. 
It must be admitted, however, that the 
fairer the distribution, the greater the 
anticipation of events is. No scheme, there- 
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fore, can be devised which is not liable to 
one or other objection. Inasmuch as the 
fact of some anticipation is admitted, per- 
haps it is better in the final choice rather tu 
seek a distribution of events which shall be 
possible than to endeavour to avoid their 
anticipation. 

Coming then to the final choice, it is 
important to insist on the following points 
of probability for guidance :— 

(1) The first invasion of Radamistus took 
place in 51 A.D. 

(2) The whole course of events which 
followed this necessarily implies 
the lapse of a considerable amount 
of time. Especially this is true of 
the expeditions of Paelignus and of 
Priscus, and of the stay of the 
latter in Armenia spent in the 
restcration of order. 

(3) Radamistus therefore probably re- 
mained for some time in possession 
of the throne of Armenia before his 
expulsion by Vologeses. 

(4) Vologeses did not ascend the Parthian 
throne until August 51 A.D. 

(5) The whole course of events which 
followed this necessarily implies, in 
view of the geography and climate 
of Armenia, the lapse of more time 
than is remaining available in that 
year: viz. his preparations for the 
invasion of Armenia, which are long 
enough for Quadratus to hear of 
them and send to recall Priscus : his 
actual invasion, and the submission 
to him of the widely separated 
towns of Artaxata and Tigranocerta. 

(6) Radamistus probably remained some 
time in possession of the throne of 
Armenia after his return, because 
his harsh rule compels the ‘ patient’ 
Armenians to rise against him, and 
for this ‘patientia’ to be overcome 
by his severity requires some con- 
siderable duration of rule. 

(7) News of his final expulsion by Tiri- 
dates reaches Rome by Dee. a.p. 54 
and possibly a month or two 
earlier. 

The scheme which satisfies these points I 

construct as follows. 

A-K a.p. 51. Invasion of Radamistus. Sur- 

render and death of Mith- 
radates. Expeditions of 
Paelignus and Priscus. 

Radamistus on the throne. 
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L-N_,, 52. Invasion of Vologeses. Flight 
of Radamistus. 

O-P,, 52-53. The atrox hiems. With- 
drawal of Vologeses. 

Q-R_,, 53. Return and harsh rule of 
Radamistus. 

S-W ,, 54. Expulsion of Radamistus. 
Return of Tiridates. News 
of this reaches Rome. 

Compared with the two schemes hitherto 
suggested, this third one presents certain 
advantages. 

It is entirely devoid of the objection of 
over-crowding of events, which goes far to 
invalidate the second scheme. 

Of the three objections to the first scheme, 
it gets rid entirely of the first. It does 
imply an anticipation of events by Tacitus 
which is more considerable than that 
implied by the second scheme. But that is, 
as I have suggested, probably a lesser evil 
than that of over-crowding, with a con- 
sequent blank record for at least two years. 
That Tacitus seems entirely unconscious of 
any such blank years is to be taken into 
consideration. In this third scheme ‘ saepe’ 
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must be taken as rhetorically used of but 
a double acquisition of the kingdom. And 
xiii, 5 is taken to follow chronologically 
closely on xii. 51—allowing that Tiridates’ 
return took place in the interim—itself 
doubtless a matter of some time. It seems 
also to have been in these years A.D. 53-54 
that Vologeses was kept busy in Parthia by 
his preparations for attacking Izates, the 
feudatory king of Adiabene, and by an 
invasion of Parthia by the Dahae (Josephus 
Ant. Jud. xx. 4, Rawlinson, ‘ Parthia’ 
ce. 16). This would fit in well with the 
third scheme, which allows Radamistus to 
rule undisturbed in 53-54 a.p., until he is 
expelled, not by the Parthians, but by his 
own subjects, whose patience at last gives 
way. 

On the whole it seems to me that if we 
had to choose between the first and second 
schemes, that of Kgli is preferable. But a 
third scheme may be devised of greater 
probability and fewer difficulties than either. 
And this third scheme I have here sug- 
gested. 

Brernarp W. HENDERSON. 
Merton College, Oxford. 

(To be continued.) 

THE DISCOVERIES OF POGGIO.—A CORRECTION. 

I HAVE in two previous articles published 
in this Review (July 1896 and March 1899), 
discussed some questions concerning two 
Madrid MSS. which contain certain works 
discovered by Poggio in 1416-1418. The 
general conclusion to which I came was 
that, while the first of these (X 81), con- 
taining Asconius and Valerius Flaccus, was 
in all probability written by Poggio him- 
self, the second (M 31), containing Manilius 
and the Silvae of Statius, was written for 
him by a Swiss or German scribe. I also 
ventured to make some suggestions concern- 
ing the MSS. of Silius Italicus, an author 
discovered shortly afterwards by Poggio, or 
by his colleague in the work of discovery, 
Bartolomeo de Montepoliciano, The only 
one of these authors concerning whom I was 
in a position to speak with any degree of 
authority was Asconius, since, although [ 
have examined or collated the principal 
MSS. of Valerius Flaccus, | have not been 
able to make any minute study of him. 
With regard to the Silvae of Statius and 

Silius Italicus I merely threw out sugges- 
tions for students of these authors to con- 
sider. 

The main point in favour of which I 
argued in my second article has not been 
controverted, viz. that M 31 is the copy of 
Manilius and the Silvae made for Poggio by 
a local scribe of whom he speaks in a letter 
to F. Barbaro which I found in a Bodleian 
MS. (Canonici, Mise. 484). Klotz in his 
recent edition (Teubner, 1900), after quot- 
ing from the letter in question states without 
further argument the conclusion to which it 
points. To what extent his conviction is 
based upon my article or independently 
arrived at by himself or Dr. Krohn is a 
point upon which he is silent. 

A suggestion which I made with regard to 
Silius Italicus was advanced in view of the 
statement made by Blass that all existing 
MSS. are derived from one copy brought to 
Italy by Bartolomeo de Montepoliciano. 
This appeared to me unlikely in itself and 
to be disproved by Poggio’s letter to F, 
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Barbaro, in which he speaks of the copy 
made for him by his ignorant scribe. The 
phenomena in the case of Silius are the 
same as in that of Valerius Flaccus and of 
Asconius, and can only be explained by the 
existence of at least two transcripts of the 
original MS. The suggestion, therefore, 
which I made, viz. that FL represent the 
transcript of Poggio, and OV that of Monte- 
policiano appears to me very plausible. 
My object in writing now is to retract a 

conjecture which I then made, to which ob- 

jection has been rightly taken by Klotz in 
his edition of the Silvae (p. xxx), and by 
Mr. Summers in the March number of this 
Review, viz. that F might possibly be the 
copy of Poggio written for him by his local 
seribe. If this were so, it would of course 
have to be in the same hand as M 31, and 
the description given of it by Blass made 
me hope that this would prove to be the 
case. J had written to Florence for photo- 
graphs, intending to excise this portion of 
my article in case that I was disappointed. 
Unfortunately my letter remained wnan- 
swered, and the article appeared entire. It 
was not till some months afterwards that by 
the kindness of a friend I obtained photo- 
graphs, and saw at once that F is in a 
totally different hand, and that the descrip- 
tion given by Blass is most misleading. The 
hand employed in F is Italian of an or- 
dinary type, and I see no trace of ‘ Gothic’ 
influence about it. It is not, therefore, 
necessary for me to examine this MS. with 
what Mr. Summers so kindly terms my 
“experienced eyes.’ It will of course be 
understood that, although I withdraw the 
proposed identification of F, I do not with- 
draw the suggestion which I made that F 
and Lin some way or other represent the 
transcript of Poggio as opposed to that of 
Montepoliciano. What this way is can only 
be determined by students of Silius, such as 
Mr. Summers. I have myself neither time 
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for the inquiry, nor requisite knowledge of 
the author. 

I take this opportunity of referring to the 
view of Klotz concerning the vetustissimus 
liber Poggit containing the Silvae, which was 
used by Politian,and which, according to him, 
was written Gallica manu. Klotz considers 
that this}was not M 31, as I had supposed, 
but a copy of it, i.e, that Politian made a 
mistake. This view explains the omission 
from Politian’s copy of the mysterious line 
1, 4, 86 a@ which is found in M 31, and 
appears to me quite convincing. Klotz, 
therefore, sets aside the readings recorded 

. by Politian in the ‘ Corsinianum exemplar ’, 
as of no importance now that M 31 has been 
collated. While I agree with Klotz upon 
the main point, I do not think that he is 
right in his explanation of the phrase Gallica 
manu used by Politian. He says that manw 
Gallica = littera antiqua, and, as it is well 
known that Poggio himself wrote Jittera 
antiqua and had an amanuensis whom he 
trained to write in this style, Politian would 
naturally speak of a MS. written by Poggio 
or by his amanuensis as written manu Gallica. 
I cannot agree with this identification. I 
take littera antiqua to signify the beautiful 
hand used in Italy in the twelfth century, 
as opposed to the cramped and inartistic 
script by which it was succeeded. Speci- 
mens of this are to be found in MSS. written 
by Poggio himself, such as Laur, xlviil. 22, 
L 31, Ixvii. 15, Vat. 3245, or proceeding 
from his school, such as Vat. 16138, 1614. 
Such expressions as manus G'allica or manus 
Germani librarti when used by Renaissance 
scholars denote a rough and illiterate script 
such as that found in M31. I prefer, there- 

fore, to suppose that in the transcript which 
Politian erroneously took to be the vetwstis- 
simus liber Poggii traces of the manus Gallica 
or Germana in which M 31 is written still 
survived. 

Apert ©, CiarK. 

, 

\o 
THE FROG OF HORACE, S47. 1, bs \ 

Trebatius Testa was patronus of Ulubrae 
and in his absence in Gaul Cicero seems to 
have undertaken to act for him. Writing 
from the villa of M. Aemilius Philemo in the 
Pomptinus Ager Cicero tells Testa that he 
ei hear the frogs of Ulubrae, which he 

supposes have bestirred themselves to do 
1 See Classical Review xv. 2, p. 117. 

him honour, ze. as their deputy patronus. 
The letter is dated 8 April (Fam. vii 18) 
This confirms Mr Shipley’s date of ‘ February 
to April or so.’ I have heard them in 
Switzerland as late as the end of June, but 
I am not naturalist enough to know whether 
they are the same as the Italian frogs. 

K. 8S. SHUCKBURGH. 
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REVIEWS. 

WHITE'S TRANSLATION OF APPIAN. 

The Roman History of Appian of Alexandria, 
translated from the Greek by Horace 
Wuirr, M.A., LL.D. With maps and 
illustrations, in two volumes. London: 
George Bell & Sons, and New York. 
1899. (2 vols. i-Ixviii, 1-413 ; 1-554), 12s. 

APPIAN proposed to write the history of 
Rome from the earliest times to the estab- 
lishment of the Empire after the battle of 
Actium, and on to his own time. He died 
about a.p. 160. Of the work completed in 
twenty-four books we have some consider- 
able extracts of Books i-v., apparently 
Books vi-viii. complete, fragments of ix., and 
x-xii. complete, besides five books on the 
‘ Civil Wars’ ending with the death of Sextus 
Pompeius B.c. 35. The period of Roman 
history, however, which he covers cannot be 
stated by limits applying to the whole work 
because of the plan which he proposed to 
himself and carried out. This was to take the 
history in separate blocks, generally marked 
off by the several nations with whom the 
Romans were from time to time engaged, 
and whom they eventually absorbed in the 
Empire. Thus, after devoting one book to 
the kingly period, and a second to the wars 
with various Italic peoples, a third to those 
with the Samnites, a fourth to the Gauls, 
and a fifth to Sicily and other islands—of 
which book we have only fragments—we 
have a long book (the sixth) devoted to the 
wars in Spain down to the pro-praetorship 
of Julius Caesar (B.c. 61), while in the 
seventh and eighth books we have the history 
of the Punic wars from the beginning to 
the destruction of Carthage in B.c. 146, 
though the earlier of the two books is 
devoted exclusively to the Hannibalian 
War. Book ix. contained the history of 
the Macedonian wars to the fall of Perseus ; 
Book x. the Illyrian wars; Book xi. the 
Syrian wars to the battle of Magnesia 
(B.c. 190) followed by a sketch of the earlier 
and later history to the fall of the Seleucidae 
(z.c. 63). The twelfth book is devoted to 
the Mithradatic wars down to the death of 
Mithradates in B.c. 63, with a sketch of the 
subsequent fortunes of his dominions. It is 
evident that these periods must overlap 
each other, and the result is that a reader, 
whose object is to follow the general stream 
of Roman history, is constantly thrown back 

and perhaps loses the thread that unites 
these episodes. Yet the arrangement has 
certain advantages, and in a way foreshadows 
the modern fashion of specialisation, in 

accordance with which historians are apt 
to appropriate a ‘ period’ as peculiarly their 
own, and to be content with a very slight 
knowledge of others. The intrinsic value 
of a history written so long after most of 
the events narrated must depend upon the 
sources used and the accuracy with which 
they are employed ; the chief accidental im- 
portance to us depends on the periods 
covered by the writer for which we have no 
earlier or better authority surviving. From 
this latter point of view the most valuable 
portions of the history of Appian are the 
later parts of the wars in Spain, especially 
the Lusitanian war, the war of Viriathus 
and Siege of Numantia, the later [lyrian 
wars, the affairs of Syria after the battle of 
Magnesia, and above all the Mithradatic 
wars, for which we have no authorities 
earlier than Appian except Plutarch’s lives 
of Sulla, Lucullus and Pompey. Of the five 
books on the Civil Wars, the first covers a 
period down to the war of Spartacus for 
which the only earlier authority extant is 
Plutarch and in part Velleius Paterculus, 
while for the period from B.c. 63 to B.c. 35, 
though for part of it we have first-rate 
materials for history in the letters and 
speeches of Cicero, the’Civil War of Caesar 
and the two other books printed among his 
works, besides a considerable fragment by 
Nicolas of Damascus, we have no continuous 
narrative earlier than Appian. From this 
point of view, then, Appian’s work is of 
considerable importance to our knowledge 
of Roman History, and readers of Mommsen 
will have observed how frequently he 
depends for facts (and not seldom for deduc- 
tions) on the authority of this writer. 

The second point, as to sources used by 
Appian and the manner in which he has 
used them, is fairly discussed in Dr. White’s 
introduction. The general conclusion— 
though it is by no means firmly established— 
is that with the exception of Livy and 
Sallust he relied mainly on Greek rather 
than on Latin writers, such as Diodorus, 
Dionysius, and Polybius. It will perhaps be 
best to take the case of one particular book, 
as a sample. In the first book of the 
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Mithradatic wars the points of agreement 
between Appian and Eutropius or Orosius 
(both of whom followed Livy closely) show 
that Livy was his principal guide, without 
correcting himself as he might have done 
by the writings of Posidonius or the 
memoirs of Sulla. In the second war 
(‘War of Murena’) he perhaps followed 
Nicolas of Damascus rather than Livy, for 
the tone of his narrative is anti-Roman, or 
at any rate impartial. In the third the 
discrepancies between him and Eutropius or 
Orosius—especially in proper names, but 
also in facts, such as the omission of the 
battle of Arsanias and the taking of Nisibis, 
and making the battle of Nicopolis to be 
fought by Pompey in the day instead of the 
night,—tend again to show that he did not 
use, or at any rate use exclusively or even 

generally, the work of Livy, as both Plu- 
tarch and Strabo did. We are almost 
forced to suppose that Nicolas was again 
his source :—that is, he prefers an 
inferior Greek to a better Latin authority. 

As for the accuracy of his narrative, he 
makes the usual blunders:in geography, for 
instance, Saguntum is placed north of the 
Ebro, and at another time confounded 
with New Carthage, Britain is only a half- 
day’s sail from Spain and Panticapaeum 
(Kertch) is placed on the Bosporus. Scipio 
Africanus the younger is called son of the 
elder Africanus, and is made to take part 
in the campaign against Antiochus, five 

years before he was born. In spite of these 
and similar blunders, however, the value of 
Appian’s work is very considerable. There 
are passages in the Punic wars—for instance, 
the account of the final campaign of Scipio 
and Hannibal in Africa—in which he had 
some authority better than Livy; and in 
the ‘Civil Wars’ we probably have much 
drawn from the lost memoirs of Augustus 
and the history of Asinius Pollio: and the 
funeral oration of Antony, as well as the 

edict of the Triumvirs for the proscriptions, 
may well be translations of original docu- 
ments. In view therefore of the great loss 
of historical literature in the Augustan 
period, Appian’s work is of first-rate import- 
ance to students ; and Dr. White has done 
a great service in presenting it in such clear 
and readable form for English-speaking 
students. The volumes are rendered more 
attractive by useful maps and some fairly 
good portraits of the principal Roman 
statesmen and generals. The translation 
itself is straightforward and clear. Some- 

‘suicide. 
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tiraes one is tempted to wish for a little 
more brightness of style; and though in 
general very accurate, there are places in 
which there seems a doubt as to whether 
the translator has not expanded the Greek 
in a way to mislead. For instance, in ii. 9, 

(Vol. i. p. 28) Aekios d& vlaccdpevos 

eryseAOs 012 mpds Eavtov dtexpyoaro ‘ Decius 
being placed under strict guard, in the dis- 
couragenent of a blind man, committed 

suicide.’ I believe érpedds to be a mistake 
for duehGs and the sentence to mean that 
Decius was carelessly guarded as being 
already disabled. At any rate the ota 
mnpos cau hardly refer to the motive of the 

‘Thus had Pyrrhus come to grief’ 
(érempdxer kaxas) may be said in modern 
parlance to‘lack distinction’ as a trans- 
lation, and there are a few other phrases of 
the same sort that might be better away, 

such as ‘knowing to the crime,’ ‘appointed 
of Octavius,’ ‘she fixed him up asa charcoal 
dealer.’ In Bell. Civ. i. 4, airuapevos ‘alleg- 
ing as a reason’ is hardly well represented 
by ‘ He charged that it was not the wish of 
the Senate,’ ete. In the account of the cere- 
monies of Octavian’s adoption (Bell. Civ. ui. 
334) it is rather misleading to translate éxi 
Tav dratépwv ‘in the case of orphans,’ 
though it is true that Appian himself has a 
very impevfect understanding of the nature 
of a /ex curiata inan adoption. In his note 
to Bell. Civ. iii, 45 (vol. ii. p. 246) Dr. 
White seems to confuse Alba Fucensis, 
where the Martian and Fourth Legions 
stopped and repelled Antony's overtures, 
with Alba Longa. Notwithstanding these and 
similar minor blemishes, the translation is ac- 

curate and clear and the notes useful. As 
no English translation existed of the entire 
works of Appian later than 1679 (preceded 
by one in 1578), and as both these are un- 
satisfactory and not easy to obtain, Dr. 
White has done good service to students of 
Roman History by his two handy and well- 
printed volumes, with their excellent index. 
He could not have better employed the in- 
tervals of leisure during the five years which 
he tells us he has devoted to this work. The 
first volume, besides the translator’s preface, 
contains a translation of Mendelssohn’s 
preface on the MSS. of Appian in the 
Teubner edition of 1879. It is not quite 
clear for whom this is intended. Scholars 
would use the original, while the ‘ general 
reader’ will not’ care for an elaborate dis- 
cussion of MSS. authorities. 

E. 8. SHuckBurGH. 
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MEISTERHANS’ GRAMMAR OF ATTIC INSCRIPTIONS. 

Grammatik der Aittischen Inschriften, von 

K. MeIsTErHANS, dritte vermehrte und 
verbesserte Auflage, besorgt von Eduard 
Schwyzer. Berlin, 1900. 9M. 

To Greek students acquainted with the 
vicissitudes which classical texts have uacer- 
gone at the hands of copiers and theorists 
during Graeco-Roman and Byzantine times, 
and desiring to gain an insight into 
the true state of the language as generally 
received in ancient Greece, no book could 
be more acceptable than a good grammar 
and a lexicon of the language as portrayed 
in the ancient inscriptions. It was a happy 
thought of Meisterhans’ then, when fifteen 
years ago (1885) he made the first attempt 
at classifying the material of the C./.A. and 
issuing the results in the form of a short 
grammar. The favourable reception accorded 
to that pamphlet stimulated its author, and 
so three years afterwards he issued a more 
systematic and greatly enlarged volume of 
237 pp. That second edition then soon 
found its way into all classical libraries and 
has ever since become a household book 
among Greek scholars. Meanwhile the 
inscriptional material having greatly in- 
creased and at the same time grammar 
having been reconstructed on more critical 
and sounder principles, it was only natural 
that Meisterhans’ book should require a 
fresh revision and overhauling. Unfor- 
tunately the author himself has not lived to 
prepare and issue the required new edition, 
and the task devolved upon Ed. Schwyzer, 
favourably known—under the name of 
Schweizer—as the author of a valuable 
Grammatik der Pergamenischen Inschriften 
(Berlin, 1896). We learn from the present 
editor’s preface that, in addition to the 
‘ extensive collectanea’ left by the lamented 
author, he has perused once more the entire 

CJ.A. and excerpted the  inscriptional 
material published since the appearance of 
the second edition in 1888; he further 

_ States that he has laid under contribution all 
recent literature on the subject, though 
among the list of authorities added to 
Meisterhans’, we miss a number of import- 
ant publications, eg. W. Larfeld’s Griech. 
Epigraphik, Journal of Hellenic Studies, 
Classical Review, Th. Eckinger’s Orthographie 
Lateinischer Worter in Griech. Inschriften, 
Ch. Michel’s Recueil d’ Inscriptions G'recques, 
and others. Our own WHistorical Greek 

Grammar (1897) might also have been pro- 
fitably consulted ; however, as no English 
authorities are quoted, the omission may be 
attributed to the editor’s unfamiliarity with 
the English language. 

In its present or third edition the book, 
though preserving the same plan and 
arrangement, and even the old print and 
paper, appears in a form considerably 
improved and enlarged, since it covers 
288 pp. as against 237 pp. of the second 
edition. The alterations and additions 
not being specially indicated, readers of the 
present edition cannot trace a given state- 
ment to its proper authority. 

Critics may differ in their opinion as to 
whether a grammar of the Greek inscrip- 
tions should be founded upon the principles 
of comparative philology, or whether such a 
book should be ‘a mere collection of the 
material,’ (as Brugmann rather severely 
calls Meisterhans’ work), systematically 
arranged in the form of a convenient 
grammar. For my part, I believe that the 
purpose of every class of students would be 
better served if we had a book of the latter 
class : a comprehensive grammar presenting 
the vast material in a handy and practical 
form, avoiding all speculation and provided 
with complete indices. Unfortunately this 
wish has still to be satisfied, seeing that 
even in this new edition Meisterhans still 
remains a mere ‘suryey’ of the vast material. 
For beginning with the seventh century B.c., 
it traverses the bulk of the (C./.4., then 
follows the spread of the Greek language in 
its Atticized form, both at home and abroad, 

through post-classical antiquity down to 
late Byzantine times (fifth century). Now 
it stands to reason that a short grammar 
covering such an immense period and area, 
cannot possibly give complete satisfaction. 
In the present case, moreover, students will 
miss the pézpov of proportion and uniformity, 
inasmuch as the various periods of the 
inscriptions and the various parts of the 
grammar are disproportionately considered. 
Thus, once included in the plan, the period 
of Graeco-Roman inscriptions and papyri 
should have been more fully considered. 
On the other hand, when Phonetics alone 
covers no less than 100 pp., one would 
expect that Accidence would claim more 
than 77 pp., Etymology more than 4 pp., and 
Syntax more than 64 pp., now allotted to 
these parts respectively. I am also bound 
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to add that the two indices are far from 
being complete, so that students seeking 
information on particular points or periods 
of the language are likely to meet with 
disappointment. Thus, to pass over many 
single instances (e.g. ’At(r)iKos on p. 26, 
yewpyos 46, Kapipqs Kapepys 54), all the 
words discussed in pp. 34 and 49, words so 
interesting for their spelling, are missing 
in the index. 

Another feature of the work which 
critical and accurate scholarship cannot but 
deprecate, is the practice adopted by the 
author and still followed by the present 
editor of changing or ‘normalizing’ the 
spelling of the inscriptions, and thus 
mislead or leave in doubt the reader as to 
the actual orthography of the original 
records. This principle appears to me 
unwarrantable, seeing that students may 
like to consult the book from various points 
of view. To be sure a grammar of the 
inscriptions ought to represent exactly and 
faithfully the actual vocabulary and spelling 
of the inscriptions themselves and not that 
of our normalized MSS. Moreover, the 
orthography current through the best or 
classical period of the language deserves full 
consideration and recognition both on 
account of its own merits and because it 
reflects the phonetic system and speech of 
the time. It is true that Meisterhans 
often preserves the spelling of the stones, 
especially in post-classical inscriptions, but 
this inconsistency only increases the evil of 
confusion, particularly when we read on the 
same page or even in the same paragraph or 
note such instances as (p. 242, Note 1904) 
éws dv mpaxOy and éws ay egedGer, where the 

stone in both cases exhibits -@e.; so too on 

p. 195 (Note 1594) : d6ev dy ju beside ob dy ef 

for the [ei] and «7 of the inscriptions, the 
latter of which, by the way, dates not from 
the year 320, but from 298-7 B.c. 

Another point about which I have often 
felt misgivings is the frequent case where a 
definite statement is made in the text or 
body of the book, which statement is based 
upon a conjectural reading. Thus the 
assertions that ‘orparevew and diadéyew can 
stand for orparevecOar and diadréyecbar 
(p. 192), and that ‘6s can serve as an 
indirect interrogative pronoun’ (p. 240), 
are supported by no better evidence than 
the following conjectures : [dveurety Avovuciwv 
70] ayave dv evexo airov 6 dios eorepd- 
voo|e; otpatlevev];  diadreyovt[os avrod 
mept THs evvoials. duadléyev] jxeA| Ane]. Again, 
for the statement (p. 241) that ‘the 
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independent future appears in oaths and 
conventions’ we are merely referred to a 
number of inscriptions in the (./.A. 

From these general remarks which may 
be profitably considered in a further fresh 
edition of the book or in a new work of the 
kind—for which there is much room—I 
pass over to the discussion of some details. 
To begin with p. 2f. ($ 2), which deals with 
the old Attic alphabet, the prominence given 
to the symbol F among the 23 (rather 20) 
letters is hardly warrantable, and still less 
justifiable on p. 88 where it again occupies a 
special and prominent section. As a matter 
of fact, F could claim no more than passing 
mention in a note, since the three instances 
adduced, viz. vafumnyds (read -reyds) aFutdp 
and afuro- are demonstrably and admittedly 
cases of foreign importation into Attica. 

On the same page (3) ‘spurious’ e and ov 
are treated as if they were already familiar to 
the reader, whereas the distinction between 
spuriousand genuine—better hysterogeneous 
and original—e and ov is discussed long 
after, namely on pp. 20 and 26 respectively. 
In both places we are further told (Note 104 
and 134) that the credit of having recognised 
and established a genuine « and ov and a 
spurious e and ov belongs to Dietrich (K.Z. 
xiv. [1865], pp. 65-70), who was followed 
by Brugmann, Cauer, G. Meyer, and Blass. 
As a matter of fact, the priority of that 
discrimination goes back to HK. A. Sophocles 
or, to call him by his real name, HiayyeAwos 
*ArootoXldys, late Greek Professor in 
Harvard University, and author of the 
wellknown Byzantine Lexicon. It was 
this shrewd scholar who in the second 
edition (I do not possess the first) of his 
History of the Greek Alphabet and Pronun- 
ciation (Cambridge, Mass., 1854) pp. 16-18, 
formulated very clearly and concisely what 
14 years afterwards Dietrich succeeded only 
in vaguely indicating. 

Pp. 14-74. Here Greek ‘ Vokalismus’ is 
discussed at great length, a chapter which 
required thorough revision or rather recast, 
in order to separate the phenomena of 
analogy and orthographic practice from the 
phenomena of phonetic change, both of 
which are now indiscriminately crowded 
together. Thus in the alternative forms of 
Sapariwy and later Separiwv (p. 14), the 
latter is due to the influence of récoepa and 

Sepadeiu ; likewise Saxovdos (15) for Sex- was 

suggested by odkos, Saxas, Saxddas ; ’Appa- 
Baios, (ib.) for “AppiB- by ’Apafixds ; the name 
of the Libyan ‘King’ Macavvaons (1b., also 
p- 99 where it is mis-spelt Macavdcas for 
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Macwiccds) by avdcow; diavexns (16) for dunr- 
by diapxyjs; ‘Adirt(iwv and ’OQdr/un (18) for 
'Odedr- by diros Pirciv PidAtpov (occurring 
as it does in incantations with xaradéw!) ; 
Opxieds and ’Opxojevds (22) for ’Epy- by 
épxos or Opxaros; dBedos O6fBehickos etc. 
(22 f.) by Bedos; sBoros  TpudBodov 
ete. (ib.) by Body or Poros; Tvavepudv 
(23) by &w; Tvavoyrdov (ib.) by dor; 
mpotavis and mporaveta (24) by zpdedpos and 
mpocdpeta; Merayerrovioy (69) by yetrwr ; 
ayporodus (75) by aypos; 6Awpéw (75) by 
moAvwpew ; ddiapxia (tb. Note 650) by 
toAvapxia ; Diadeds (75) by diary; “Eure 
tavov (93) for Bu7- by ég-vro-; Kkatovxuos (115) 
by wodwodxos ; “AvOeorios (117) from Antistes 
by éo7ia and edéorios (cp. AvOeatypudv) ; so 
further: dedpe (146) by aye; dropodpar (192) 

by doPotpa, ete. Again, the aspiration in 
axovotos (86) is due simply to Exovowos ; exw 
(87) to ew (kabéEw-Kabeyw) ; Ka’ idiav (26., 
eommon) to xa’ éavrov; apiOuos (103) to 
apjLos appoTTw; €tAnda (tb.) to eipyKa (7pyKa) ; 
evndirpevos (1b, and 194) to afw; adeora\ka 
(169, Note 1415) to adéornxa ; so too in the 
New Testament ody cidoy is due to ox bpd ; 
édeidev to edopa, ete. (Jannaris § 113). Con- 
versely xatictacw (85, Note 725) is due to 
KaTeoTyoav ; Kat HLepav to Kat’ éros OY Kar’ 
éviauTov ; and so on. 

On the other hand, the case of @eayévyns 
(117) and @coyevys is different ; here @cayévys 
is conceived as the son of a Ged, whereas 
@eoyévyns is the son of a eds, just as Moupa- 
yevns, Tysa-yevys, “Apa-ckAjs are associated 
with potpa, tysd, “Hpa; just as tepwotvy 
comes from iepds, whereas tepe(t)wovvn comes 
from (rov) iepea or (7)igpe. As to the altern- 
ative forms ’A@nvaia-vda, aiel-del, aleros-aeros 
(p. 31-33), if not due to epic influence, they 
are inseparably connected with the wide- 
spread orthographic phenomenon of dropping 
any intervocalic postpositive! iota,a case very 
common in the stem and almost regular in 
the terminations -a1os, -«tos, -ovos, -7L0s, -w1os, 
-atuKos, -atwvos, etc. It is this phenomenon, 
then—rather orthographic than phonetic— 
that accounts for the apparent reduction of 
au evo. to a € o v,in forms like é\d(¢ )a,’Ava- 
xa(uevs, ‘Eoria()evs, Kpnru()evs, Ileupa(c)evs, 
"AO@nva(u)is, 'Axa(t)uxds, TLeipa(e)uxos, I ro- 
Ae pa(t)is, eAad(e)evos, dwpe(t)a,  emypeAc(u)a, 
iepe(t)a, modire(é)a, xpe(’)a, Aive(d)as, Aive(c)- 
Grat, “Akadjpe(tja, evyeve(c)a, ‘Yyie(u)a, av- 

dpe(C)os, ypappare(c)ov, Koupe(t)ov, (not Kovp- 
p- 43), wA€é(t)ov, réAe(t)os, “Ape(cjos, Ge(c)ds, 
Meooye(u)os, KXe(u), ored€(t)ov, mreXé(d)uvos, 

1 J.e, one which appears as the second element of a 
diphthong. 

ih 

oTO(t)a, To(t)etv, TpinpoTro(t)tKos, Kareayd(i)a, 
TrapeAdnpi(t)a, dpyu(t)a, U(i)ds, IredOu(c)a, ete., 
ete. So further the cases of crasis (p. 71 f.) 
in the seriptio continua: (Ka(vjeyw) Kayo, 
(ka(c)emor) Kapot, (ka(ujerra) Kata, (Kaveay 

Kav, (mo(t)edoKe) provddKet, (ao(L)eaTL) TovoTL, 
(Sovva(tjav) dovvav, ete. Whether this prac- 
tice of freely dropping intervocalie . was 
suggested by the similar practice of drop- 
ping c subscript—then adscript—as: 16 for 
TOL= 7G, 7 for 7, ev TH (Tpdvewr), etc., Or Con- 
versely, whether the insertion of intervo- 
calic 1 was suggested by the development of 
iota in the frequent case of hysterogeneous 
(spurious) diphthong «x (eis, «iui, modets, 
dirciv, éder, TO ef), remains an open question. 
At any rate it is very striking that just as 
the cadscript was often wrongly inserted, 
in the same way we frequently find a re- 
dundant « inserted between two vowels, 

acting as it were like a mere divisor. Op. 
é<i>av (=eav), €<i>avtod, tov BaciwWe<i>a, 

pe({)w, d€<i>ntart, ve<u>ds, @e<u>oxpitos, 
@Oc<iSogavys, ye<u>wpyos, mpecBe<c>or, 
Bo<i>@civ, dydo<i>0s, yAo<i>y, etc., ete. 
(pp. 45-47) ; cp. Jannaris § 20°. Whatever 
the origin of this orthographic phenomenon 
or fashion may have been, there is no doubt 
as to its nature and practice in the in- 
scriptions, and had Meisterhans grasped the 
question and treated it synoptically under 
one heading, he would have spared himself 
the trouble of entering upon unnecessary 
speculations, repetitions, and inconsistencies, 

such as the statement (p. 57) that ‘in the 
verb zoveiv the ié7a can disappear everywhere 
before a succeeding e-sound (e or 7): moet, 
moctcbar, Tonow. etc., but not before a suc- 
ceeding o-sound, hence: teporo.t, ow, 
movovot, etc. For here the idra is of 

necessity preserved for the obvious reason 
that its dropping would bring together two 
o’S (ieporoot row = ILOO roovar), a case mani- 

festly inadmissible in Attic (hence even 
dy50<u>o0s, besides éydous (ep. Meyser Gramm. 
Griech. Pap. p. 43). 

As a matter of course where the material 
is to such a large extent ill-assorted and 
misinterpreted, the fault lies with the pre- 
misses, that is, with the phonetic principles 
adopted as the basis of the whole system. 
Thus it cannot be conceded (p. 24, 17) that 
‘the vowel w, because it proceeds partly 
from a (Tysdomev-ry.mev), therefore must 
have been an open sound, differing from o 
alike in quality andin quantity.’ For, apart 
from the confusion here of ‘grammatical’ 
with ‘phonetic’ contraction, w also proceeds 
partially from 7: oy and yo (apyyw-dpwyn, 
pa Oonrov-icGGtov, vy-000s-vwoos). Are we 
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then to argue on the same principle that a, 
because it comes partially from « (rysdere- 
TYLGTE, ACKWV-AKWY, pavos, g8u, oora, pas), 

therefore must have sounded not like a 
but something like German @? Or are we 
to assume a variety of sounds for each 
vowel, corresponding to its grammatical or 
etymological genesis? (Cp. capi, 710s, 

Bacidjs, then Aoyov with Doric doy, TpOros 
with zparos, etc. Nie 

Not more felicitous is the statement that 
the ancient Athenians sounded every a as 
ai, despite the frequent occurrence in their 

inscriptions of such endings as -atios, -ativos, 
-alitys, -atikos, -atis, Where the assumption of 
two consecutive iotas is quite inadmissible 
in Attic. Here a: must have been a single 
sound, something like a French ai or é 
(modern Greek a or €), so that -atios, -ativos, 
-altrns ete. sounded like -éos, -iwvos, -dtrns 
ete. On this particular point, as well as on 
the sound of 7 (p. 19), Meisterhans’ specu- 
lations are singularly unhappy and even 
mischievous, inasmuch as they have already 
given rise to widespread confusion even 
among eminent scholars. On p. 19, he 
boldly states and on p. 34 again emphatic- 
ally repeats, that ‘7 and a are confounded 
in the [Attic] inscriptions down to 150 a.p.’ 
Now in support of this assertion the follow- 
ing evidence is adduced (p. 34): ‘o7/Ays 
(Dat) Plur)\\ Cua. ais i “6 (117-188 n. 
Chr.) ; Evknpos 3, b, 16 (125-140 n. Chr.) ; 
Meocneve 1569, 3 (nicht niher datierbar).’ 
But to begin with ’Avaxye’s, whether it 
stands for ’Avakateds or ’Avaxaets as it does 
in the next following inscription (1570), the 
word proves nothing, seeing that every un- 
accented e (€ or at: ’Avaxaeds) before a 

vowel can easily pass into 7: », e, ete. (Blass 
Pron, 35; Jannaris § 155). Thenas regards 
Evxypos, Dittenberger himself, the editor of 
the inscription referred to, cautiously asks : 
“Ev«npos t.e. Evx[ac|pos?’ Here therefore we 
are not sure whether Evkypos stands for 
Hvxatpos or whether it contains the word «ip 
(ep. Etrvxos) ; at all events Evxaupos is amere 
guess. As tothe third and last evidence, 
aaas, if we open the volume of the (./.A. 
referred to, we find that it occurs ina greatly 
mutilated inscription (iii. 7, 16 [not 15 !]) in 
the following conjectural sentence : [éryse- 
Acta Pan THs lenin aut Kal avaberews THs] 

otmAns! How Meisterhans came to mistake 

this ris orpAys for a dative plural [ am un- 
able to guess ; I only find that the blunder is 

repeated in all three editions of his book 
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and has this further strange interest, that 
it is appealed to by Blass (Pron. p. 66, Eng. 
ed.); that Meisterhans himself in his 2nd 
and 3rd editions (26 and 34) refers back to 
Blass, and that even Brugmann has fallen 
into the error (Gr. Gram. second edition 
p. 35, third edition 48) by appealing in his 
turn to both Meisterhans and Blass. To 
crown all, the present editor has not de- 
tected the blunder, and so he refers us to his 
own Grammatik (77 f.) and thence back 
again to Meisterhans. 

However, in fairness to Meisterhans, I 

wish to point out that, considering their 
vast multitude, his references to the C./.A. 
are generally accurate. 

P. 82 f. deals with the alternative forms 
puxpos and puxos. The latter probably orig- 
inated in the speech of little children and 
stammerers who cannot pronounce p. This 

very form with palatal « (uukds or purods) 
still survives in Crete in the sense of ‘ tiny.’ 

On pp. 258 f. which deal with the remark- 
able forms ovels-otfev and pyGets-yybev, 
frequent in the inscriptions since 378 B.c., 
we are told: ‘The feminine always pre- 
serves its form ovdenta-yydenta. For the 
explanation of this process see above 
§ 40, 4.2 On turning to the section 
referred to, we are merely told that here ‘6 
appears for 6 + h.’ For the explanation of 
this puzzling phenomenon I would suggest 
that the analogy of such common and fixed 
phrases as xa6” éva, Kad? ev, kal €vds, 0” Eva, 

ped! ev, we6? évds, dv6? évos, gave rise to otf 

eva, 000 ev, un? eva, yO ev, and that from 

these familiar expressions common speech 
evolved a new nominative ovfels-oier, 

pnGeis-unbev (later on also xka6ets xa6ev). 
From this it follows that ov6els-uyOeis, 

ovdev-ynfev can proceed neither from ore 
€is-[Lnre els, oUTE €v-jnre Ev, Nor from ovde els- 
poets, ovde-ev, pnoe-ev, and further that no 
feminine *ovGenta-*pGeuta could be evolved, 
seeing that there was no such set phrase 
as *xafa pilav, *peba ptav ete. to serve as 
a pattern. 

There are numerous other points on which 
critical students will differ from the author 
and present editor. But as the space 
allotted to this review has already been 
exceeded, I finish by pointing out a number 
of misprints (not included in the Zusiitze 
und Berichtigungen)—chiefly cases of mis- 
accentuation—which I have noticed. Thus 
on p. 19 (note 96) we read Mureors (for 
Miréows) ; p. 36, 4 kAXnotov (for KAy-); 41 
"Apurrodape(t)a (twice), ’Aywrde(u)a (twice), 
M7yse(u)a (twice) ; 42 dpnpe(c)a ; 2b. Kovpe(c)ov 
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(twice); 47 Geparna (twice), Aadapja,”Apyyos 
(twice) ; 50 dyxupetos; 64 fadios, and @vpcKw ; 
66 rot Snot, rot Avovtoor (for to.=7Te); 78 
Bevvaras (sic for Bévuoros); 89 “AcoxAymoos : 
96 “Az(r)txos (twice); 115 xavaterpoy (twice) 
and xavvorpov (for xav-); 119 xapedva (for 
xa-); 126 76 xamndciov ’Apicravdpos (for ro 
kaz- 70 ’Ap-) ; 129 Mavid: (twice for Mdr-); 

130 ’Apreu(e)iv (six times for "Apr-); 131 
(Note 1171) for ‘ Note 644’ read ‘§ 27, 3’; 
166 zapeAndia (twice for -pia) ; 192 idod 
(twice for idod, as on p. 203 twice); 203 
aykvpat (for ayx-) ; 242 Note 1905 zepiowos 
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(for -vds). Most of these cases of mis- 
accentuation are repeated in the index. 

In conclusion I feel bound to say that, 
inadequate and faulty though the book un- 
doubtedly is, both in plan and detail, it 
still deserves grateful recognition ; for it is, 
in its present edition especially, a very 
useful and I should say almost indispensable 
companion to all earnest students of the 
Greek language. 

A. N. JANNARIS, 
The University, 

St. Andrews, N.B. 

CORNELL STUDIES XI., XII. 

Cornell Studies in Classical Philology. No. 
XI. Index in Xenophontis Memorabilia 
confecerunt CaTHARINA Maria Gtors, 
Maria Francisca Kenitocc. Pp. 96.— 
No. XII. A Study of the Greek Paean. 
by Artur Farrpanks, Ph.D. Pp. 166. 
Published for the University by the Mac- 
millan Co, 

The series of Cornell Studies, which now 
numbers twelve volumes, has scarcely main- 
tained the standard set by its first member 
—Prof. Hale’s well-known study of the ewm- 
constructions. But its volumes contain the 
results of much solid and useful work of 
the type which American scholars seem more 
ready to undertake than those of our own 
country. In the first of the volumes here 
to be reviewed two ladies provide us with 
an Index to the Memorabilia of Xenophon 
which (so far as we have tested it) seems to 
leave nothing to be desired on the score of 
accuracy or completeness within the limits 
fixed by the compilers. As to those limits 
the statement of the Preface ‘ Articulus 
merus et xai simplex omissa sunt’ is incom- 
plete. Neither od nor 6é is indexed when 
used alone. As ddXa kal, «t ye and the like 
are given separate articles, it seems a pity 
that «i kat and do7mep xai should not receive 
the like treatment. The number of a section 
in which a use recurs is repeated in the re- 
ference, so that we have such strange ag- 
glomerations as ‘8, 4, 4, 4, 4, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 
Gb Oh th (pea ts Thee? (9, vO paantan 
would surely look better in the shape ‘8, 4 
(quater), 5 (septies), 6, 7 (sexies), 9 (ter),’ 
especially as this method is adopted e.g. in 
the article 7 (p. 40). We have no further 
criticism to make on the book as it stands, 

but it seems to us doubtful whether it was 
worth while to compile an index of this kind 
to so small a portion of Xenophon’s works. 
The fifth volume of the Cornell Studies was 
formed by van Cleef’s Index to Antiphon, 
an excellent piece of lexicographical work, 
in which the context of each reference was 
given and the uses of each word analysed. 
A compilation of this kind, taking the 
Memorabilia as a specimen of Xenophon’s 
work, might have been of much service to 
students of his diction. A merely verbal 
index—such as this practically is, save in 
the case of some particles—might be worth 
making for the whole of Xenophon, but is 
hardly so for so limited a portion of his text. 

Dr. Fairbanks’ Study of the Greek Paeanr 
lays more claim to originality, though the 
very full collection of Schriftquellen is what 
gives the book its principal importance. 
We miss but little in this list of 206 
passages in which zaay and cognate words 
are used; Eustath. ad. Z/. p. 1163, 55 (on 
the species of tyuvos) and Bacchyl. xvii. 128 
(an important passage, as will be seen later) 
should be added! Dr. Fairbanks would 
have done better, moreover, to include the 
text of some passages to which reference is 
more than once made in the course ‘of his 
essay—e.g. Plut. de musica cap. x. (of which 
only detached fragments appear amongst 
the Quellen) and Athen. 696 B. The former 
of these passages should also have been laid 
under contribution in making up the list of 
literary paeans extant or known from 
allusions (p. 101 ff.). The substance of the 
essay is arranged in seven chapters, whose 

1 Aesch. Ag. 145 is unaccountably misquoted 
iniov 8 exavakad® Maa’, if. Bacchyl. xvi. 8 (though 
the restoration is doubtful) should also be quoted. 
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object is to trace the origin and relationship 

of the various forms assumed by the paean 

in Greek literature and worship. A sum- 

mary of the author’s results is given in 
tabular form on p. 68, in which the various 

types of paean are arranged in divergent 

series. This leads to the singular result 

that the zaavicpds before and after battle 
stand at opposite ends of the scale. Dr. 
Fairbanks finds the root-meaning of the 

word to be a hymn of prayer in sickness or 

distress originally addressed to a divinity 

Paian (or Paieon), ‘the Healer,’ who was in 

course of time overshadowed by greater 

gods, usurpers of the healing function, such 

as Asklepios and above all Apollo. He can, 

however, scarcely be held to have achieved 

any conclusive proof that the god Paean is 

prior to the invocation i waidv, nor does he 

add to the number of unsatisfactory guesses 

at the etymology of the word. It still 

seems to us the more probable view that the 

qatavixoy érippnua, whose ultimate derivation 

is irrecoverably lost, formed the starting 

point, and that the divinity (or epithet) was 

ap abstraction. Dr. Fairbanks, when he 

leaves origins behind, discusses the various 

acts of religious worship in connection with 

which the word waidv is used with care and 

sound judgment ; he seems to be but little 

interested in what to scholars in general 

must be the most attractive theme—the 

literary history of the paean. And yet his 

book surely fails to fulfil the promise of its 

title through this omission. We miss some 

fuller account of the relation between paean, 

dithyramb and hyporcheme, and of those 

early poet-musicians, such as Thaletas, 

Xenodamus and Xenocritus whose works 

the scholars of Alexandrian times found it 

so hard to pigeon-hole. It would have 

been interesting to show how the confusion 

of paean and dithyramb, to which we find 

an allusion in Plat. Legg. 700 p, led to the 

desperate makeshifts by which the Alexan- 

drian editors of classical texts sought to 
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differentiate the classes. The doctrine that 
the jpurki irdbeors distinguished the dithy- 
ramb—explicitly stated in Plut. Mus. 10— 
was clearly held, for instance, by the editor 
of Bacchylides, and thus we find the seven- 
teenth poem—the ballad of Theseus and the 
Ring—classed amongst the d:6vpayPou (Serv. 
ad Virg. Aen. vi. 21), although it is a clear 
example of the paean, as is proved by the 
closing lines, in which the myth breaks into 
an invocation of Apollo in the words 76eo 
8 eyylOev véow mwardvegav épara dri. 
Adde, xdpoor Kyiv dpeva tavOels orace KTA. 
Dr. Fairbanks, as was mentioned above, 
makes no allusion to this poem. More space 
might also have been given to the ‘cretic’ 
or ‘paeonic’ metre, which must surely have 
had an intimate connection with the re- 
ligious paeans of Delphie worship; we 
would remind Dr. Fairbanks that the 
‘paeonic’ lines quoted by Aristotle (het. iii. 
1409a 14) clearly belong to such ritual 
paeans. In return for a fuller treatment of 
the literary paean we would gladly sacrifice 
the appendix containing the paeans found 
in inscriptions, including those recently dis- 
covered at Delphi. By the last of these, 
which is addressed to Dionysus, Dr. Fair- 
banks might have been reminded (v. 1) that 
AbvpapBos was lacking in his list (p. 8) of 
‘names of gods that are also names of songs.’ 
The refrain cdot & id Baxy’ & i rautv more- 
over well illustrates the kepavvivtes walwvas 

dOupdpBors of Plato (Legg. 700 b, referred to 
above). Still, we must express our thanks 
to Dr. Fairbanks for the first commentary 
in English on the Delphic hymns. 

We notice occasional misprints (‘Eriphron’ 
fore‘ Ariphron’ p. 38 and ‘ Xenodamas’ for 
‘Xenodamos’ p. 47), and an awkwardly 
expressed statement on p. 7 which would 
imply that the famous sculptor of Mende 
was called, not Paionios, but either Paion 
or Paionaios, it is not clear which. 

H. Stuart Jones. 

DU PONTET’S TEXT OF CAESAR’S GALLIC WAR. 

C. Tuli Caesaris Commentariorum pars prior 
qua continentur Libri VII de Bello Gallico 
cum A. Hirti Supplemento. Recensuit 
brevique adnotatione critica instruxit 
Renatus Du Ponter. Oxonii e Typo- 
grapheo Clarendoniano. 1900. 2s. 6d. 

Mr. Du Ponrer has the merit of knowing 
his own mind. He has been called a con- 

servative ; but it wouid be more accurate to 
describe him as a reactionary. In his brief, 
but pithy and interesting preface he refers 
to the long-standing controversy as to the 
comparative merits of the two families of 
Caesarian MSS. generally known as a and £. 
Nipperdey, whose authority remained for 
many years unchallenged, except by Heller, 
regarded 8 with contempt, though even he 
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was obliged to make use of 8 in many pas- 
sages. But within the last fifteen years 
H. Walther, R. Richter, Meusel and Kiibler 
have vindicated the claims of 8. Mr. Du 
Pontet virtually sides with Nipperdey : 
‘libros conferentibus,’ he says, ‘ praesertim 
quod ad verborum ordinem attinet, vel luce 
clarius patet familiam a redolere anti- 
quitatem.’ 

Now all Caesarian scholars admit that it 
is impossible to construct a sound text with- 
out having recourse to both a and B. Ina 
considerable number of passages the MSS. 
of the former group are disfigured by 
lacunae: in a much larger number they 
contain manifest errors, which 8 enables us 
to correct. On the other hand, £, although 
it too contains numerous palpable errors, 
which are corrected by a, is virtually free 
from lacunae. But, setting aside for the 
present certain disputed passages, in regard 
to which most modern editors have decided 
in favour of 8, there are also alarge number 
in which a and £ exhibit different readings, 
each intrinsically unobjectionable, and in 
regard to which it appears extremely diffi- 
cult, if not impossible, to arrive at a final 
decision. As Walther remarks (De Caesaris 
codicibus interpolatis, p. 2), ‘nee mirum quod 
multis locis suae voluntati atque arbitrio 
inserviverunt editores.’ It is true that, 
since the days of Nipperdey, criticism has 
made considerable progress, partly owing to 
the fact that the readings of B are better 
known to us than they were to him, and 
partly in consequence of the publication of 
Meusel’s invaluable Lexicon Caesarianwm. 
Fortunately, too, the great majority of the 
passages in which a and f differ are of such 
a kind that the various readings affect the 
sense very slightly or not at all. It is only 
from a linguistic and grammatical point of 
view that they are important. Thus again 
and again a has iis and B his; a posset and 
B possit ; while very often the difference is 
not in words, but only in the order in which 
they are written. 

Is there any hope that it will ever be 
possible, in regard to the passages in which 
editors have been guided simply by indi- 
vidual preference, to attain, or even to ap- 
proximate to certainty? If so, there are 
only two ways in which the object can be 
attained,—by an elaborate study of Caesar’s 
diction, and by definitely settling the ques- 
tion whether either of the two families of 
MSS. is, on the whole, so superior to the 
other as to justify us, on this ground alone, 
in accepting its authority. 

Meusel tells us, in the preface to his 
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edition, that,in deciding between different 
readings, he has carefully considered which 
harmonises with Caesar’s consuetudo dicendi ; 
and there can be no doubt that he, if any 
scholar, is qualified to undertake such an 
investigation. There are, however, many 
cases, especially as regards the order of 
words, in which this method appears incon- 
elusive. For instance, in &.G., ii. 17, 1, 
Mr. Du Pontet reads locum idoneum castris, 
and Meusel locum castris idonewm: v. 9, 1, 
vii. 35, 5 support the latter, while in i, 49, 
1, vi. 10, 2, we find castris idoneum locum. 
In i. 26, 1, we have diuatque acriter pugna- 
tum est ; in ill. 21, 1, pugnatum est diw atque 
acriter, with no appreciable difference of 
meaning. In iv. 13, 4, and vii. 43, 2, no 
study of Caesar’s consuetudo dicendi will 
enable us (see Lex. Caes., ii. 1298) to decide 
between sui purgandi (causa) and purgandi 
sui. 

Kiibler, remarking that Orcsius, in the 
early part of the fifth century, used a copy 
belonging to the 8 group, argues that we 
have ‘in recensione 8 veterem vulgatum, 
multis sane locis corruptum textum, in re- 
censione a novum quemdam, a grammaticis 
illis (Lupicinus and Celsus), doctis certe et 
prudentibus purgatum ac perpolitum.’ On 
the other hand, he maintains that the errors 
in 8 have arisen ‘neglegentia librariorum, 
numquam interpolatorum fraude.’ Finally, 
he tells us that, if he has not always fol- 
lowed 8 in doubtful passages, it is partly 
because he is convinced that Lupicinus and 
Celsus did not rely solely on their own skill 
as emendators, but also had recourse to old 
MSS. To which Mr. Du Pontet not un- 
naturally retorts that there could not be a 
stronger argument in favour of a. 

Now I confess that, after a careful exam- 
ination of those passages in which a and 8 
differ, [am convinced that where, by common 
consent, a is wrong and # right, the errors 
in a are nearly always due simply to care- 
lessness on the part of the seribe. And it 
seems to me not less evident that in a con- 
siderable number of passages in which # is 
admitted to be in fault, the error is due to 
deliberate emendation. I have not space to 
enlarge upon these points, but would refer 
to the lists of passages on pp. 5—6, 14—16 
of Walther’s Programm.! 

On the whole, then, it appears to me that, 
in those doubtful passages on which Caesar’s 
consuetudo dicendi does not appear to throw 
light, there is a probability that a has 
generally preserved the true reading. With 

1 [ do not, however, think that all the passages 
which Walther quotes bear out his contention. 
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this qualification I am disposed to agree 
with Mr. Du Pontet. I will now proceed to 
indicate certain passages in which I think 
that he would have done well to have re- 
course to £. 

In i. 40, 5, he reads (factum etiam nuper 
in Italia servili tumultu, quos tamen aliquid 
usus ac disciplina) guae (a nobis accepissent 
sublevarent). For guae B has quam, which 
seems preferable. Cf. C. Schneider, i. 87, 
and Lex. Caes., ii. 1473.—i. 41, 3. Walther 
(pp. 16—17) gives a good reason for prefer- 
ring neque (umquam) to nec.—i, 53, 6. Videbat 
is to be preferred to viderat, which is weak 
and pointless.—ii. 4, 7. Summam totius belli 
should be read instead of (suam,) totiws belli 
summam, because (Lex. Caes., ii. 71, 2046), 
summa, when used with belli and imperii, 
invariably precedes the genitive.—ii. 34. 
(In) deditionem (potestatemque populi 
Romani) should be rejected in favour of 
dicionem, because, as Walther (p. 19) points 
out, when words are closely connected by 
que, the genitive, if there is one, refers to 
them both.—In iii. 17, 2 (and various other 
passages) eis, as Walther (p. 19) remarks, 
ought surely to be his. The confusion is, 
of course, very common.—iii. 19, 5. Caesar 
certior factus. Here a omits est, which 8 
supplies ; and such an ellipsis occurs nowhere 
else in the Commentaries.—v. 1, 2. (Ad 
onera,) ad (multitudinem) is surely wrong: 
for the second ad 8 has ac.—v. 8, 6. I find 
it difficult to believe that Caesar wrote 
(magnae manus....multitudine navium 
perterritae, quae cum annotinis privatisqne 
quas) sui guisqgue commodi (fecerat). Such 
a construction, often as it occurs in Tacitus, 
is found nowhere else in Caesar. I believe 
that sui quisqgue commodi causa,+ which is 
supported by Lex. Caes., i. 487—90, is the 
right reading.—v. 11, 4. Mr. Du Pontet is, 
I believe, alone in reading (Labieno seribit 
ut quam plurimas) posset (... . naves insti- 
tuat), instead of possitimyv. 15, 1, Hqguites 

. in itinere conflixerunt, tamen ut nostri 
... superiores fuerint. Ita, which B sup- 

plies, is, as C. Schneider shows (ii. 71), re- 
quired before tamen.—v. 29, 7. I believe 
that Mr. Du Pontet is alone in reading si 
praesens periculum non instead of sti non 
praesens periculum. Theemphasis falls, not 
upon zon but upon praesens.—Postera die, 
which Mr. Du Pontet reads in v. 49, 5, 
ought certainly to be postero die, as anyone 
may convince himself by studying Lea. 
Caes., i. 891—904, and especially pp. 897— 
8.—vil. 35, 1. (Cum uterque) wtrique esset 

1 The order in 8,—sui commodi quisque causa,—is 
evidently wrong. 

_we should read civitati.—vii. 78, 2. 
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exercitui (in conspectu, fereque e regione 
castris castra poneret) is, I am convinced, 
preferable to utrimque exisset exercitus.—vii. 
45, 7. A consideration of the circumstances 
of the case will lead us to prefer the reading 
of B, (Vacua castra hostium Caesar con- 
spicatus, tectis insignibus suorum. . . . raros 

milites) ne (ex oppido animadverterentur ex 
maioribus castris in minora traducit) to gut ; 
for obviously Caesar’s object was to prevent 
his soldiers from being noticed.—vii. 75, 1. 
In spite of Nipperdey’s arguments, itis hard 
to believe that Caesar wrote (non omnes. . . 
convocandos statuunt sed certum numerum 
cuique) ex civitate (imperandum). Surely 

Mr. Du 
Pontet reads (illo tamen) tempore (potius 
utendum consilio). I am convinced that 
tempore is an interpolation. Cf. Walther, 
p. 15. 

Let me now call attention to a few 
passages in which there is no question of 
any difference between a and £.—iii. 21, 1. 
Ihave no doubt that for tamen we should 
read tandem (confecti vulneribus hostes terga 
vertere), even though tandem is found only 
in one inferior MS. This I infer from the 
context and from Lex. Caes., ii. 2114—5,— 
iv. 20, 4. (Itaque vocatis ad se undique mer- 
catoribus. . . . neque qui essent ad) maiorwm 
(navium multitudinem idonei portus reperire 
poterat etc.). A moment’s reflection on the 
circumstances of the case will show that we 
ought to read maiorem, even though there is 
no better authority for it than Z#. Caesar 
was not anxious to find out what harbours 
would accommodate a flotilla of large ships, 
but what harbours would accommodate a 
large flotilla. The ships were not large: 
their draught was so small that when they 
were aground, the men could jump overboard 
and wade ashore (iv. 24—5),—v. 49,1. Is 
it credible that Caesar wrote (Galli. ... ad 
Caesarem cum omnibus copiis contendunt.) 
Haec erant armatae (circiter milia LX.) ? 
Whether he wrote iae, which is found in 
oz (L use Meusel’s symbols), and armatae, 
which is found in all the MSS., or Aaec and 
armata (Nipperdey’s conjecture), I will not 
attempt to decide.—In vii. 11, 2, I believe 
that Mr. Du Pontet has adopted an un- 
natural punctuation. He reads Ha gui con- 
jiceret C. Trebonium legatum relinquit, ipse 
ut quam primum iter faceret. Cenabum 
Carnutum proficiscitur ; qui tum primum 
etc. What could be more abrupt? Why 
not read with Meusel what the obvious sense 
dictates, Ha qui.... relinquit. Ipse, ut 
quam primum iter faceret (or conficeret), 
Cenabum Carnutum proficiscitur etc. —vii. 
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24, 1. aggerem latum pedes CCCXXX., altum 
pedes LX XX. eastruxerunt. My. Du Pontet 
unnecessarily obelises datum ; and he would 
not have proposed to substitute /atwm for 
aliwm, if he had understood the conditions 
which made it necessary to have a very 
wide and (in front) very high agger at 
Avaricum. 

Regarding proper names I shall say very 
little, having dealt fully with the subject in 
another place. Jam inclined to think that, 
in one or two cases, Mr. Du Pontet has been 
more anxious to give the true Latin form of 
Celtic names than to ascertain what Caesar 
wrote! For instance, in view of the con- 
sensus of the MSS., he would, I think, have 
done well to write Haedui rather than Aedut. 
Moreover, as Diviciacus,—the form generally 
found in a,—is attested by the coins, it 
would have been well to adopt it in prefer- 
ence to Divitiacus.2 I hold, with C. 
Schneider and Meusel, for reasons which I 
have given elsewhere, that,in i. 31, 12, we 
should read, not Admagetobrigae, but ad 
Magetobrigam. In v. 20, 1, itis not easy 
to decide between Zrinobantes, which Mr. 
Du Pontet adopts, and Zrinovantes: but 
Professor Rhys (Celtic Britain, 1884, p. 
310) argues, rightly I believe, in favour of 
the latter. Again, in v. 24, 3, it is hard to 
say whether Belyio or Belgis is right; but 
the occurrence of the former in v. 25, 4, 
combined with various reasons which I have 
given in Caesar's Conquest of Gaul, pp. 
385-7, lead me to prefer it. 

On other questions of orthography I have 
no room to do more than refer generally to 
Meusel’s Lexicon Cuaesarianum and _ to 
Kiibler’s edition, pp. cxxi—cxxx. 

Mr. Du Pontet has shown his good sense 
by generally refusing to admit conjectural 
readings into his text without absolute 
necessity. Comparatively few of the 
passages in the Gallic War which it has been 
sought to amend really require emendation ; 
and, for obvious reasons, the most skilful 
and ingenious emendator who goes to work 
upon the Commentaries can rarely hope to 
attain the certain, or morally certain, results 
that have rewarded the diligence of the best 

2 On this question the remarks of Kiibler (pp, 
exx..—cxxi.) are worth reading. 

* T have myself, like Mr. Du Pontet, adopted the 
form Divitiacus, and also Aduatuct and Aduatuca, 
instead of Atwatucit and Atwatuca: but, as I was not 
editing the Commentaries, I took these liberties, and 
in various other instances adopted the familiar 
instead of the correct forms of proper names, for a 
Treason which I have explained on pp. 811-812 of 
Caesar's Conquest of Gaul. 
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scholars who have restored the text of, let 

us say, Plautus.3—In vii. 14, 5, Mr. Du 
Pontet adopts Madvig’s simple, obvious, and 
almost convincing emendation, ab via, for 
abota or a boia.—In vii. 35, 4, all crities 
agree that captis (quibusdam cohortibus) is 
nonsense. Between thirty and forty con- 
jectures have been offered ; in an exhaustive 
examination of the passage I have argued 
thatonly one of them, that of Wendel, carptis 
(quibusdam cohortibus), meets the case. 
Mr. Du Pontet, however, reads apertis (qui- 

busdam cohortibus), which he attributes to 
Deiter: but what Deiter really wrote was 
ita apertis, etc. I may here remark that 
Mr. Du Pontet’s brevis adnotatio critica 
appears to me rather too short. Readings 
from £ are very often given silently ; and 
this, in an edition in which the superiority 
of a is so emphatically insisted upon, is apt 
to mislead. I mention this because so many 
readings from £ are given in the adnotatio 
that it is hard to understand on what prin- 
ciple others, equally important, have been 

omitted. To take one noteworthy instance, 
the reading paene in co (vii. 21, 3) is left 
unrecorded.—In vii. 84, 1, Mr. Du Pontet 
is, I believe, mistaken in substituting cratis, 
the conjecture of Ursinus, for cuastris, the 
reading of a, and a castris, that of 8. This 
point I have discussed on pp. 793-4 of my 
own book. But what surprises me is that 
Mr. Du Pontet, while adopting the con- 
jectures which I have noted, rejects, alone 
among all the modern editors whom I have 
ever heard of, one of the very few abso- 
lutely certain emendations which are to be 
found in Meusel’s Zabula Coniecturarum, 

and even omits to record it in his adnotatio 
critica. I refer to Nicasius’s emendation,— 
praeerat for praeerant ini. 16,5. It is true 
that M. Robert Mowat endeavoured, some 
years ago, to deduce from a coin of the 
Lexovii the conclusion that the MS. reading 
was correct: but his interpretation of the 
legend on the coin was demolished by MM. 
P. Ch. Robert, E. Ernault and other numis- 
matists; and on pp. 517-9 of Caesar's 
Conquest of Gaul I have proved that only 
one Vergobret held office in each year, and 
that the true reading is praeerat. 

T. Rice Houmes. 

3 As some of my German reviewers, for whose 
informing and helpful criticisms of my own book I 
am not less grateful than for the favourable opinions 
which they have so generously expressed, have taken 
me to task for what I wrote on p. xviii. about 
conjectural emendation, I may be allowed to point 
out that my remarks were directed not against the 
use but against the abuse of conjecture. 

N 
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LUCIAN MUELLER’S ODZS 

Q. Horatius FHlaccus, Oden und LEpoden ; 
erklaert von Luctan Murtier. 2 vols. 
Pp. 319 and 497. Published by R. L. 
Ricker, St. Petersburg and Leipzig, 
1900. M. 16. 

THE eminent scholar, who by this work 
wins a fresh title to the respect of all 
students of Latin, died at St. Petersburg in 
April 1898 leaving his task incomplete. 
The present volumes consist (1) of the text, 
(2) of Introductions to each Ode, and (3) of 
Notes. They have been edited with great 
care by G. Goetz, who states that proofs of 
a considerable portion had already been 
revised by the author, while the MS of the 
remainder was ready for the press ; but that 
the fourth part, which consisted of a general 
Introduction, was not in a_ sufficiently 
advanced state to admit of publication. 

It may be said generally that the book is 
a notable addition to Horatian literature, 
and deserves a place in every classical 
library. Disputed points are lucidly dealt 
with; grammatical questions are well 
handled and without those terrible re- 
ferences to sections and sub-sections in the 
authorities which make some notes look like 
a Law Report ; rare words are illustrated by 
short and effective quotations; the Greek 
sources of many phrases are indicated with 
great accuracy and learning, while almost 
everywhere the commentary exhibits taste, 
judgement, and originality of thought. 

In 3, 4, 38, for instance, the editor reads 
abdidit oppidis, pointing out that there is no 
reference to any final settlement of dismissed 
veterans in military colonies (which is the 
assumption on which addidit is justified) but 
to the ordinary retirement of the troops into 
winter-quarters, while Augustus in con- 
sequence was able to devote himself to those 
literary studies for which—according to 
Horace—he so eagerly longed. ‘Think, 
for example, of Frederick the Great,” says 
the editor, and in half-a-dozen words throws 
more light on the point than all previous 
notes on the subject put together. On 
unicis Sabinis (2, 18, 14) he rightly rejects 
Haupt’s dictum that a farm in any district 
can be described by the name of the people 
of that district. Haupt, with apparent 
aptitude, quotes Mart. 10, 44, 9 sed reddare 
tuis tandem mansure Sabinis, but neglects to 
quote the first line Quinte Caledonios Ovidi 
wisure Britannos, which shews that Martial 
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reproaches Ovidius with leaving his ‘Sabine 
friends and neighbowrs’ to visit northern 
barbarians. Similarly he quotes Ovid Am. 
2, 16, 37, non ego Paelignos videor celebrare 
salubres, as though Pael. sal. were=‘my 
health-giving farm among the Paeligni,’ but 
does not quote line 39 sed Scythiam Cilicasque 
Jeros viridesque Britannos, where the last 
two words should on his theory = ‘a verdant 
estate in Britain.’ The fact is that a person 
may be said ‘to visit Britain’ or ‘the 
Britons,’ and an affected writer like Pliny 
says that he is going iz Z'uscos meos (Mayor 
on Pl. 3, 4, 2) when he merely means ‘ to 
my Tuscan estate,’ but when a poet speaks 
of wunici Sabint he can only :mean ‘the 
Sabines who are all in all to him,’ so that 
he wants nothing more. Doubtless when 
Horace uses the phrase he refers to his 
Sabine farm, but he does so, as a poet should, 
by saying that he holds the people who live 
there very dear. Mueller unfortunately 
spoils his just criticism of Haupt by wishing 
to read wnico Sabino, which is excellent prose 
but bad poetry. 

On fine destinata (2, 18, 29) the agree- 
ment of fine and destinata is rightly 
regarded as certain, and a valuable reference 
given to Serv. on Aen. 6, 152 who explains 
J. d. of the tomb, though, as one good MS 
gives the quotation with sede for fine, while 
tres codices Cruquiant were also said to have 
sede, and sede destinata Tac. Ann. 1,8 seems 
an echo of Horace, it is not improbable that 
sede should be read here. Anyhow either 
sede or fine is good, and ‘the destined 
dwelling’ or ‘goal of the grave’ is the 
clear meaning of a passage, about which 
commentators have created much needless 
trouble. 

In 1, 1, 5 the odd phrase curriculo pulverem 
collegisse is rightly said to be used ‘ironically’ 
for curru certare, since irony is a distinct 
characteristic of Horace, and the recognition 
of it in 1, 6,6 would have prevented the 
editor from accepting the censure which the 
grammarian Charisius passes on the render- 
ing of phy... AyiAdjos otAomevny by gravem 
Pelidwe stomachum. The repetition of 
Telephi 1,13, 1, is provided with a close 

parallel from Archilochus 69 (viv 8 Aeddidos 
pev apxet, Aeddidos 8 emixparel, Newhitw 8 ex 
mavra Keitat, Aewhiiov ddkovera), but the 
exact point of the ‘special emphasis’ given 
to the name is not made clear as it should 
be. In 2,1, 10 ‘destt theatris: ein feines 
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Lob fiir Pollio’ is excellent criticism, and so 
is that on servare 2, 3, 2, ‘Man achte auf 
dies Wort, durch dessen Wahl Horaz den 
Verdacht des Moralpredigers vermeidet. 
Dellius besitzt schon die mens aequa, 
braucht sie nicht zu erwerben.’ Or again 
on 5, 25,2 quae nemora aut quos agor in 
specus the omission of the first in is ex- 
cellently dealt with, while in the noted 
difficulty irmunis aram...3, 23, 17-20 nothing 
could be better than the treatment. The 
word inmunis is the key to the problem, and 
my own rendering ‘without a gift’ is 
certainly wrong, for Phidyle had at least 
offered a pig. The word is used ‘in a legal 
sense’ (cf. ager inmunis, cives inmunes) ; 
Phidyle was not under any debt or obligation 
to the gods, but of her own free will makes 
her humble offering, which is for that 
reason more acceptable than the ‘costly 
victims’ of those who seek by such means 
to ‘wheedle’ (cf. blandior) forgiveness from 
the gods. 

The point of the description quae Liris qui- 
eta | mordet aqua taciturnus amnis (1, 31, 7), 
is justly indicated; it is the repose of 
the district which makes the weary business 
man long for it. Exception is taken to 
explaining me in 1, 33, 1 Albi, ne doleas and 
2,4, 1 ne stt ancillae...as= ‘lest,’ for 

the result of doing so, in obedience to 
grammatical pedantry, produces ‘eine unge- 
heuerliche Periode.’ Placare . deos 
(1, 36, 2), which seems to us an odd phrase 
to use when celebrating a banquet for a 
soldier’s safe return, is well referred to the 
ancient belief that it is in the hour of pros- 
perity that the jealous gods specially need 
‘appeasing.’ 

The instances thus selected, somewhat at 
random, will suffice to shew the merits of 

the commentary ; but, unhappily, an edition 
of this character raises other questions of 
such importance to the welfare of classical 
study that it is impossible not to consider 
them. ‘ With the dead,’ doubtless, ‘there 
is no controversy,’ but I shall criticize the 
method rather than the man, and the present 
editor represents a body of scholars who 
are now so supreme that a simple school- 
master who tilts against them need hardly 
fear the reproach of attacking the defenceless. 

The mere notes, then, in this edition fill 
497 pages, which, though slightly smaller 
than the pages of the Clussical Review, yet 
probably, owing to the size of the type, 
contain considerably more matter. They 
are moreover not discursive but concise. It 
is impossible to skim them, and to read them 
through is a very lengthy process even for 
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one who is comparatively an expert in 
Horace. That any poet, who is worth read- 
ing, can need to be elucidated or obscured 
by such a mass of comment is prima facie 
absurd. Least of all can this be so in the 
case of a poet who is as transparently clear 
as Horace is in three-fourths of the Odes, 

while anyone who knows the editions of 
Nauck and Kiessling will be aware that 
practically all which is best worth knowing 
on the subject may be adequately represented 
in a very limited space. There area certain 
number of difficulties which, except some 
new MS should be discovered, are likely 
to prove difficulties until the end of time. 
No one, for example, has as yet found any 
real solution of cam virwm expertae ... or of 
venena magnum fas nefasque.... Commen- 
tators and emendators have merely made 
such puzzles more puzzling, and the best 
editor is the man who states the difficulty 
in its simplest form, quotes half-a-dozen con- 
jectures in order to shew their absurdity, 
and then leaves the problem unsolved. 
Except as an amusement for specialists, such 
passages have little real interest, and do not 
concern ordinary readers more than the tvi- 
sectionof anangle does a boy learning Kuclid. 

Unfortunately, however, because in some 
places MSS are corrupt and unintelligible, 
and because a certain number of brilliant 
emendations have been made, it has become 
the fashion to examine the text of some 
ancient writers, if not with the view, at least 
with the hope of finding some novelty of 
reading or interpretation. In the case of 
Horace Bentley set a notable example. He 
did, indeed, much admirable work at a time 
when texts were generally bad, but he also 
did much which only deserves a kind oblivion. 
His emendations of Milton are a permanent 
proof of the difference which may exist 
between a critic and a poet, and his emenda- 
tions of Horace are often no whit better, 
When he writes eapacis Orci for rapacis Oret 
he merely makes a bad pun ; when he alters 
emirabitur insolens into ut mirabitur insolens 
he stirs the open-mouthed wonder he objects 
to; when he proposes posique equitem sedet 
atra Cura adding ‘mollius, opinor, fluet 
versus, you ask what his ideas of euphony 
were. Anybody might make such altera- 
tions, but it needs a certain self-confidence 
to publish them. Bentley, however, was 
Master of Trinity, a royal Chaplain, and 
Archdeacon of Ely, so that, along with his 
vast erudition, he overawed and still over- 
awes the human mind. On the continent 
he reigns supreme ; he is practically the one 
Englishman who a German editor will con- 
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descend to refer to. But hs reputation has 
raised him up rivals, and Peerlkamp has 
notoriously outrun him in the attempt to 
re-write Horace. The consequence is that 
to arrive at the real Horace in an edition 
where the names of Bentley and Peerlkamp 
perpetually appear is an almost hopeless 
task. The simplest Odes become unintelli- 
gible, the plainest words dubious, and the 
happiest phrases corrupt. 

To make such statements may seem the 
language of exaggeration, but at least some 
of the evidence shall be submitted. The 
ordinary reader, who merely enjoys Horace, 
will find that he has much to learn. 

1, 12, 37-43 are marked as not genuine,” 
Peerlkamp struck out 33-48, but M. Haupt 
and the editor are more modest. The words 
animaeque magnae | prodigum Paulum super- 
ante Poeno are apparently not good Latin. 
It is allowed to be ‘scarcely disputable’ 
that Juvenal 11, 90 refers to these stanzas, 
and that Claudian ‘after the stanza by an 
unknown author had slipped into the text’ 
imitates the use of prodigus by writing 
intumuit virtus et lucis prodigus arsit | 
impetus. The interpolator who could deceive 
Juvenal and Claudian must have been a 
remarkable man; but he could not deceive 
Peerlkamp. 

1, 13, 2 for cerea Telephi brachia the 
reading Jactea is given against all MSS 
evidence on the authority of vetustissimus 
grammaticus Flavius Caper, and thus one 
grammaticus repeats the errors of another 
grammaticus from age toage. Why Telephus 
should not have arms ‘like wax’ those who 
choose can see in Bentley, who playfully 
asks whether he had ‘the jaundice.’ That 
his beauty was of the ‘wax doll’ order is a 
suggestion from the nursery which may now 
be more intelligible at Cambridge. 

1, 20, 5 for care Maecenas eques Bentley 
with some unknown MS of course reads 
clare, and care eques is declared by Mueller to 
be ‘abgeschmackt.’ This is one of those emen- 
dations which is sure to be made, and would 
not deserve mentioning did it not shew how 
the taste for this sort of thing grows. In 
EKpod. 3, 20 Horace ventured to write cocose 

Maecenas, but now we have iocosa, Maecenas, 
precor | manum puella savio opponat tuo. 
‘After the pathetic though apparently 
satirical tone of what precedes’ to call 
Maecenas éocosus would be out of place, and 
then follows proof of how well the epithet 
fits puella. Markland and Peerlkamp claim 
the credit of this discovery. 

1, 24, 5 cut Pudor et Justitiae soror | in- 
corrupta Hides ; so Horace, but this edition 
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has et Justitia et soror ‘with Peerlkamp 
after Waddel,’ for Justice is the chief of 
virtues and ‘cannot possibly’ be mentioned 
as it were ‘casually’ (beiliiufig). Etiquette 
should come first and poetry afterwards. 

1, 31, 5 the grata Calabriae armenta 
become lata. ‘To speak of flocks or herds 
as grata =‘lieblich’ is, it seems, ‘ bad taste.’ 
Of course, too, in line 9 Calenam is read 
because the MSS evidence is wholly for 
Calena, while line 12 appears as vina sua 
reparata merce. It. would be difficult to 
produce a worse adjective than swa, but then 
Peerlkamp and Meineke agree that stanzas 
3 and 4 of this Ode are omnis generis ineptiis 
repletas and to save them they must be 
improved. The merchant who goes to the 
aequor Atlanticum ‘three or four times a 
year’ in line 14 cannot possibly drink wine 
‘bought in exchange for Syrian merchandise,’ 
but to preserve his credit as an honest man 
it is fitting that we should know that the 
merchandise was ‘ his own.’ 

1, 57, 14 mentemque lymphatam Mareotico 
and 4, 17, 17 spectandus in certamine Martio 
are obelized as violating the laws of metre. 
They certainly do so, and are certainly right. 
The first reflects in its striking rhythm the 
haste and enthusiasm with which the 
splendid Ode where it occurs was thrown off. 
The second is as fine an instance of deliberate 
violation of rule in order to produce marked 
effect as can be found in any Latin poet— 

‘ Great wits sometimes may gloriously offend 
And rise to faults true critics dare not 

mend.’ 

As, however, space is an object, I must be 
content with merely mentioning many other 
instances. In 2, 3, 7 per dies festos is 
obelized and so too quo pinus...% 2,5, 
12 purpureo varius becomes varios ; while 
quos tibi dempserit apponet annos becomes 
quod . . . annus. 2, 6, 18 amicus Aulon is of 
course turned into amictus. 2, 8, 2 poor 
Barine is obelized ; her name is ‘leider ebenso 
verderbt wie ihre Sitten’; Barcine, Darsine, 
Larine, and Carine are suggested for her, 
and the wonderful stanza beginning adde 
quod pubes tibi crescit omnis is mutilated into 
adde quod pubes, ubi crescit, omnis. 2, 11, 
15 canos odorati capillos becomes cinctos, 
and 2, 13, 1 dle et nefasto appears as vilem 
nefasto. 2, 14, 6 amice is printed but in the 
notes Peerlkamp’s view that it is ‘super- 
fluous’ is approved and the editor suggests 
iam rite, adding the delicious comment ‘hier 
wiire cam kein Flickwort (stopgap).’ 2, 15, 
8 domino priori is altered to priorem, which 
few will be able to construe; 2, 16, 29 in 
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abstulit clarum cita mors Achillem the last 
word is obelized, for what reason few will 
be able to guess. 3, 1, 33-40 are not 
genuine ; so too 3, 21-24, 4, 69-72, while 
3, 3, 18 Ilion, Ilion ought to be ‘something 
like J/ion inpium.’ In lines 37-40 of the 
same Ode there are two marks of obelization 
which any reader will find it a pretty puzzle 
to place correctly, and in line 46 medius 
liquor appears as modicus liquor. 3, 4, 46 
et urbes regnaque tristia is et wumbras ; 3,5, 8 
in armis is in arvis ; 3,5, 17 periret is perires, 
while in 3, 6, 22 matura virgo turns up as 
acerba virgo! Even that flawless gem the 
amoebaeic ninth Ode is not sacred ; the line 
revectaeque patet ianua Lydiae is obelized. 
It appears that Lydiae is a genitive ; decorum 
demands that Horace should call on Lydia, 
and not vice versa, and therefore, ‘as the 
elder Burmann suggested,’ we ought to read 
si flava excutitur Chloe, reiectaene patet ianua 
Lydiae. ‘It I give up Chloe, 7s (hier steht 
ne in emphatischer Frage) Lydia willing to 
be “at home” when I call?’ 

But enough! I had collected 30 or 40 
more similar instances; those, however, 
which I have referred to will satisfy all 
ordinary students. There are good emenda- 
tions, of which Bentley’s dedicet ELuro (1, 
25, 20) for dediceé Hebro is an excellent 
specimen. There are too plausible emenda- 
tions like vepris inhorruit ad ventum foliis 
(1, 23, 5), or like Marsti peditis for Mauri 
(1, 2, 39), although personally I think that 
Horace is depicting a fierce-eyed blackamoor 
(some figure like ‘the Turk’s Head’ which 
used to glare from sign-boards), and that all 
considerations of the Moors being horsemen 
and the Marsi famous warriors are beside 
the question. Again, to suggest fama Mar- 
cellis for the MS fama Marcelli or maior an 

illa for maior an ili is reasonable, but what 
can be said for printing (3, 14, 14) 

ego nunc tumultum 
nune mori per vim metuam tenente 

Caesare terras 

or for stating that in te duce Caesar, the 
fine ending of 1, 2, the word Caesar is not 
genuine? in the last case the editor quietly 
says ‘ Doch ist die Besserung kaum miglich,’ 
and indeed, if anyone will blot out Caesar 
and then try and ‘find the missing word,’ 
he will discover that he bas entered upon a 
very difficult competition. 

It is certainly time that this arbitrary 
criticism of Horace, which erases or emends 
whatever displeases the critic’s taste, 
should be relegated to a secondary place in 
Horatian study, It is stifling real and 
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living acquaintance with him as a great 
poet. His text is buried under a mass of 
comment as effectively as the simple teach- 
ing of the Synoptic Gospels is entombed 
under a portentous pile of theological liter- 
ature, The scholarship which is needed is 
that scholarship which is strong enough to 
relegate technicalities to their proper place 
and to devote itself to the real elucidation 
of a great writer. 

At present, however, the only way to 
obtain any credit for classical learning is to 
study manuscripts, scholiasts and lexico- 
graphers ; the sure road to immortality is to 
sit down and see whether some word, which 
is prima facie genuine, cannot be altered 
into some word which closely resembles it in 
appearance (eg. rapidus rabidus, totum 
tutum, atra arta, alto arto, puro duro, 

puellis duellis). The editor, on the other 
hand, who merely tries to make clear what 
Horace meant is certain of oblivion. I 
might prove the point by referring to the 
total silence with which the work of a 
scholar so skilful and sympathetic as Dr. 
Wickham is passed over in the present 
edition, but I prefer to be egotistic, for, 
after all,to avoid the word ‘I’ in writing 
is a mere trick of style, and a man can only 
state what he knows himself, while ‘The 
Confessions of a classical Editor’ may at 
least provoke some interest on the ground 
of rarity. 

It was my fortune, chiefly by accident, 
some twenty years ago to edit the Odes. At 
that time 1 was totally ignorant of Bentley ; 
I knew absolutely nothing about MSS; 
about scholiasts, editors, and emendators I 

cared not one jot. My sole qualification for 
my task was that I knew the Odes thoroughly, 
admired them exceedingly, and could write 
a decent imitation of them with facility. 
Since then I have read and made notes on 
an enormous mass of Horatian literature, so 
that at the present time I am, in a muddled 
sort of way, what may be termed an expert 
on the subject. But in my own heart I am 
well aware that my real knowledge of 
Horace, my real power of understanding 
him is less now than it was in 1880. If I 
had to edit the Odes afresh to-day I am 
satisfied that the edition would be technic- 
ally superior to what I produced long ago, 
and also intrinsically worse. It would 
have fewer blunders and fewer merits, 
because my mind is now so encumbered 
with a mass of miscellaneous information, 
mostly worthless, that it can no longer act 
with native and necessary freshness. My 
intimacy with Horace has ceased; my 
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intimacy with critics, who never could have 
written one of his Odes, has become a sad 
reality. I am becoming a ‘scholar’ in 
name exactly because I am ceasing to be so 
in fact. 

Moreover, amid all the bulk of comment 
which I have now read, what excites surprise 
is the exceedingly minute proportion of 
anything which is really valuable. Book 
after book comes to me and I read it with 
a natural desire to find something which I 
may use to improve my own notes. Any- 
thing worth having I am selfishly eager to 
appropriate, but unfortunately I find very 
little that I care to steal. My edition 
remains a small book not because I could 
not long since have made it a large one, 
but because I cannot find anything more 
to putin it. ‘This little School-book ’ is 
consequently the remark generally made 
about it by critics who weigh literature 
by pounds avoirdupois, while scholars 
agree that one who prefers Horace to what 
the grammaticorum turba has said about 
him is unworthy of serious discussion. Yet 
surely even German erudition might recog- 
nize a poor Englishman’s work rather than 
assert that tenebit in 1, 7, 21, is ‘corrupt’ 
and suggest that Jatebris ‘might do’ in its 
place. Or again when it is said that 
redemptor frequens cum famulis 3, 1, cannot 
mean ‘with a throng of workmen,’ a refer- 
ence which I give to Ter. Andria 1, 1, 81, 

cum illis qui amabant Chrysidem una aderat 
Jfrequens might serve to prove the opposite. 
The use of notus animi paterni (2, 2,5) as 
=‘noted for affection’ is allowed to be 
unparalleled in Horace (for 4, 13, 21 is 
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rightly explained otherwise) but surely the 
explanation of animi paterni as a simple gen, 
of quality deserves notice. Macaulay’s 
illustration of incedis per ignes | suppositos 
cinert doloso as an image drawn from 
walking ‘on the thin crust of ashes beneath 
which the lava is still glowing’ deserves a 
place in any notes. A knowledge of Wick- 
ham’s: school edition (p. 330) would make 
even a boy recognize the folly of altering 
3, 4, 46 urbes regnaque tristia into wmbras. 
The explanation of tuts ignibus 3, 7, 11 as= 
Gyges, though this use of égnis ‘is not found 
elsevrhere in Horace,’ and the use of the 
plural seems altogether exceptional, would 

. surely be modified by fuller acquaintance 
with the problem. 
phrase 
‘A multitude, like which the frozen North 
Poured never from her frozen loins,’ 
might give a critic pause before he con- 
demned Germania quos horrida parturit fetus 
as ‘abgeschmackt,’ so that motus is prefer- 
able, or indeed the whole stanza should be 
rejected. 

There are numerous other instances 
where the editor might at least have learnt 
something from several English comment- 
ators on Horace. I do not for one moment 
maintain that; their views or my own have 
any special merit, but I respectfully submit 
that they deserve consideration, and that 
the emendations, erasures and obelizations 
of Bentley, Peerlkamp and similar critics 
are not the only part of classical study 
which deserves to rank as real scholarship. 

T. E. Page. 

A glance at Milton’s 

BRIEFER NOTICES. 

Adversaria Critica in Sophoclem. 
M. Buiaypes. 
6 Mk. : 

Tuis volume is a supplement to the author’s 
edition of Sophocles and is similar in scope 
and character to his Adversaria on Aristo- 
phanes which were- noticed recently in this 
Review. It contains a large number of 
fresh conjectures by Mr. Blaydes himself, 
together witha selection of conjectures made 
by others and readings from the Paris 
codices 2787, 2886, 2711. The notes are 
interesting and useful but the survey of the 
field of Sophoclean criticism is tantalisingly 
incomplete. Hardly any account is taken of 
Jebb’s recently published editions. 

F. W. Hatt. 

By F. H. 
Halis Saxonum. 1900. 

Onomasticum Tacitewm composuit PHiniepus 
Fapra, Annales de l'Université de Lyon 
If. Droit, Lettres; fascicule 4. Paris: 
Fontemoing, 1900. Pp. 772. 8vo. 15 
franes. 

Tuis handsomely printed volume is what it 
professes to be, neither more nor less. It 
contains all the proper names occurring in 
the works of Tacitus, with all the passages 
where they occur appended in full or nearly 
in full, and some brief footnotes exhibiting 
manuscript variants or conjectures of im- 
portance. It is therefore more than an 
index: on the other hand, it makes no 
attempt to give biographies of persons 
named or indications of books where bio- 
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graphies may be found, except an occasional 
reference to the ‘ Prosopographia.’ It is 
simply a book which shews at a glance 
everything which can be learnt from Tacitus 
about any person or place, and it justifies 
its existence on the ground that such a book 
possesses an undoubted convenience in use. 
So far as I have been able to ascertain, it 
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has been compiled with great care and 
accuracy. In two cases, in respect to the 
forms of the names Decangi (Ceangi, Cangi) 
and Trisantona (Antona, Avona), the author 
has somewhat overlooked the latest and best 
conclusions. 

F, HAvERFIELD. 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

THE ENGLISH PROSPECTUS OF THE THESAURUS LINGUAE LATINAE. 

Ir is gratifying to find that Messrs. 
Teubner have taken in good part the 
criticisms passed here and elsewhere on the 
English Translation of the Prospectus of 
the New Thesaurus. They have gone to the 
trouble and expense of entirely rewriting it, 
and the result, with one or two exceptions, 

is a piece of good printing and clear English. 
It is to be hoped that their promptness and 
enterprise will meet with the success they 
deserve, and that many copies of the 
Thesaurus will be sold in English-speaking 
countries. 

Ronatp M. Burrows. 

SEATON’S APOLLONIUS RHODIUS. 

Dr. Petts, in his friendly notice of my 
text of Apollonius Rhodius, in the February 
number of the Classical Review, has some- 

what misrepresentel my meaning in the 
following passage, no doubt through a hasty 
perusal of one sentence in my preface. He 
writes of me, ‘he says he assigns more 
weight than Merkel did to the two Vatican 
codices : but where he follows them in any 

reading, Merkel (so far as I have observed) 
had done the same.’ A reference however 
to the sentence in question will show that 
my remark applied not to two of the Vatican 
codices but to the five Parisian. Examples 
of what I state may be found passim and 
especially near the beginning of the fourth 
book. 

R. C. SEATON. 

REPORTS. 

OXFORD PHILOLOGICAL SOCIETY. 

On Thursday, January 24th, a paper was read by 
Mr. Arnruur Evans, the keeper of the Ashmolean 
Museum, on the newly discovered Cretan Script. 
The writer showed how an original pictorial system 
of writing, which was in vogue in the island at a 
very early period, developed in Mycenaean times 
into an advanced linear alphabet of which some of 
the signs may throw light on the origin of some of 
the non-Phoenician letters in the Greek alphabet. 

On Friday, February 8th, critical notes on Aristotle 
were read by Mr. Grose of Queen’s College, who (1) 
defended the mention of Phalaris in Ar. Eth. vii. 
5, 7, against Mr. Burnet’s comments by referring to 

the citation from Clearchus in Athenacus @ 396 E ; 
(2) interpreted mapddoéa eAcyxew in Ar. Eth. vii. 2, 
8, from the view that éAéyxew is here used in its 
ordinary Aristotelian sense, as the exposure of 
absurdities which necessarily follow from an op- 
ponent’s theses. He referred to such passages as 
Sophist. El. ce. 8 and 12, and Topies viii. 4. 

Notes were also read by Mr. J. A. SmirH of 
Balliol College on Post. Anal. I. i. § 4: de Anim. 

iii. x. (especially 4332 31 sequ.): Poet. iv. § 11, 
viii. § 3, ix. § 15: and on the term peodrns. 

On Friday, Feb. 15th, Mr. B. W. HenpeErson, of 
Merton College, read a paper on ‘The site of 
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Tigranocerta.” After presenting all the evidence on 
the controversy to be found in the ancient authorities, 
he coneluded that these fell into two main classes, 
the one championing a site in Northern Mesopotamia, 
the other one in Armenia proper. The evidence for 
and against the four suggested sites of Diarbekr, 
Sert, ‘Tel Abad, and Tel Ermen was then discussed, 
and the conclusion reached that Sachau’s suggestion 
of Tel Ermen satisfies the superior class of the 
ancient authorities and is on many grounds defin- 
itely to be preferred to its three rivals. 

On Feb. 22nd Mr. A. C. CLARK, of Queen’s College, 
read a paper upon some fresh material for the 
criticism of the letters to Atticus obtained from 
marginalia found in two printed books in the 
Bibliothéque Nationale. One of these contains the 
rough notes of Turnebus, afterwards published in his 
Adversaria, and a collection made by him of the 
Tornaesianus (z) for ad Atticum xiv.-xvi. The other 
contains an interesting statement by Baluze concern- 
ing the Crusellinus of Bosius. An article dealing 
with the subjects of the paper will appear in the 
Philologus. 

Mr. F. Manan, of B.N.C., read a paper on Dr. 
Thomas James’s Canons of Textual Criticism, as 
printed in his Zxplication of his Swpplication (Oxford, 
1605, 4to.). Dr. James, who was the first Librarian 
of the Bodleian, and a considerable controversialist 
on the Protestant side, had petitioned the authorities 
of the Chureh for the establishment of a small 
College of Theological Students who should examine 
critically the texts of the Fathers. This ‘Suppli- 
cation’ he explains and justifies in the treatise 
mentioned above, and incidentally draws out a code 
of critical rules, which are, if not the earliest, 
certainly a very early set of formulated canons. 
These were read out and commented on. The 
general impression left was that Palaeography in the 
modern sense, as concerned with the ductus literarum 
and sequence of styles of writing, was almost entirely 
absent, and that there was no grasp of the sources of 
error in transcription, such as now supplies a basis 
for their correction. The remarks on the limits of 
conjectural emendation and on the weight rather 
than mere number of MSS. were sound, In the 
discussion which ensued some doubt was expressed 
as to whether the rules represented the whole of the 
intellectual equipment of the Textual Critic of the 
time. 

On Friday, March Ist, a paper was read by Prof. 
Macponett ‘On the Reciprocal Relations of Greece 
and India in Speculation and Culture.’—After com- 
paring the far-reaching influence on civilisation ot 
ancient Greece in the West and of ancient India in 
the Farther East, and mentioning some points in 
which the culture of mediaeval Europe had been affec- 
ted by India, the paper proceeded to indicate the 
reciprocal influences of Greece and India during the 
six centuries before and the four centuries after 
Christ. Before the two peoples came into contact 
they had borrowed their writing from the same Semitic 
source. Intercourse first became possible during the 
Persian dominion (500-331 B.c.) in the north-west of 
India ; then came the invasion of Alexander (327 B.¢.), 
followed by thesway of Greek rulers inthe North-West 
for nearly two centuries (200-208.c.) ; after this alively 
trade was carried on between Alexandria and Bary- 
gaza on the West Coast of India during the first cen- 
turies of our era. It was pointed out that there are 
certain resemblances between the Greek and the 
Sanskrit Epics, but that the Greek influence which 
has been traced here by some scholars is an unproved 
assumption.— With regard to the drama, it was stated 
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that while its origin is almost undoubtedly indigen- 
ous, it may have adopted some elements from the 
new Attic Comedy. <A certain number of Aesopian 
fables were indicated as so unmistakably allied to those 
of early Sanskrit literature, that borrowing must 
have taken place on one side or the other ; but the ques- 
tion of priority appears to be by no means settled as 
yet. Again, Greek and Indian philosophy had many 
pointsincommon. Inthe Vedanta system, developed 
before 500 B.c., were found some of the leading doc- 
trines of the Eleaties—that God and the universe are 
one, that the multiplicity of phenomena has no 
reality, that thinking and being are identical. ‘Again, 
the Sankhya doctrine of the eternity and indestruc- 
tibility of matter were the exact counterpart of the 
doctrine of Empedocles. It was historically possible 
that the early Greek philosophers were influenced by 
Indian thought through Persia. Moreover, nearly 
all the doctrines attributed to Pythagoras, religious, 
philosophical, and mathematic, were known in India 
in the 6th century B.c., especially the doctrine of 
metempsychosis, Their dependence on Indian philo- 
sophy seemed highly probable. 

There was, further, considerable similarity between 
the neo-Platonist philosophy of the 3rd century A.D. 
and the doctrines of the Sankhya system. Prof. 
Garbe, the leading authority on the Sankhya philo- 
sophy, considered Indian influence to be certain in 
this case ; but some authorities on Greek philosophy 
thought that all the neo-Platonie doctrines could be 
explained as independently developed from purely 
Greek sources. The influence of Indian philosophy 
on Christian Gnosticism in the second and third 
centuries appeared to be undoubted. 

The Indians, who were the great calculators of 
antiquity, the inventors of the numerical figures with 
which the whole world reckons, and of the decimal 
system, arrived at results in algebra, as well as arith- 
metic, beyond anything attempted by the Greeks ; but 
they seem to have exercised no influence on the latter 
in this domain. On the other hand, the points of con- 
tact in geometry between the Greeks, the great 
geometricians of antiquity, and the Indians, were so 
considerable that borrowing on the part of the 
Indians after 100 B.c. seemed likely. Astronomy 
was the only science in which strong Greek infiuence 
could be proved with certainty. Greek astronomy 
was introduced in the 4th century A.D. into India, 
and with it the naming of the days of the week after 
sun, moon, and planets, in the same order. Greek 
influence on Indian medical science was not improb- 
able, as some close parallels had been discovered be- 
tween the works of Hippocrates and Charaka (probably 
1st century A.D.). 

In the graphic and plastic arts influence was exer- 
cised from the Greek side only. The earlier Indian 
coins had consisted merely of punch-marked square 
pieces of metal; but after the 3rd century A.p. Indian 
coins artistically represented Zeus with aegis and 
thunderbolt, Heracles with club, Poseidon with tri- 
dent, Athene with owl or eagle, and bore clear inscrip- 
tions in Greek as well as Indian characters. Greek 
art further left its mark on Indian Buddhistic sculp- 
ture and architectural ornament, notably in the 
remains of the kingdom of Gandhara (in the North- 
West), where its influence lasted from about 1-400 
A.D. ; but it might also be traced at Mathura on the 
Jumna, at Buddha Gaya in Behar, and at Amaravati 
on the Kistna river in the South-East. Through the 
example of the Greeks the Buddhists became the first 
builders in stone and brick in India. These struc- 
tures imitated earlier wooden architecture and in plan 
retained an essentially national type throughout ; it 
was only the ornamentation that was considerably 
affected by Greek influence, 
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On Friday, March 8th, a paper was read by Mr. 
FarneEtt, of Exeter College, on the ethnographic 
problems presented by the Poseidon cults in Greece. 
If the name of the deity contains the root that 
appears in wordy and dots, a derivation that does not 
clash with any etymological law, then he may be 
regarded as one of the divinities brought into Greece 
by the earliest Aryan conquerors. At least, there is 
no clear trace of a non-Aryan element in his worship ; 
for the occasional instances of female ministration 
are of no value as proof of this. The earliest ethno- 
graphy of Greece and the prehistoric movements of 
tribes can only be gathered from a critical estimate 
of the evidence from eult, legend, genealogies and 
place-names. The strongest evidence is that which 
is gathered from cult; the weakest i8 that which is 
derived from mere genealogies. The cumulative 
argument drawn from these four sources points to 
Thessaly as the earliest home of this worship, and to 
the Minyans and Ionians as the earliest Hellenic 
tribes that diffused it. Wherever we find the worship 
prominent, wherever Poseidon was connected with 
the tribal or political organisation as partptos, 
Tevé@Atos or BaoiAe’s, we discover traces of Thessa- 
lian, Minyan or Ionic settlement or influence. The 
most important special cult for Greek ethnography 
is that of Poseidon-Hippios. Among the various 
suggested explanations, the most probable is that 
the horse was the embodiment of the water-spirit. 
The cult and the legend is specially prominent in 
Thessaly, and wherever we find it elsewhere in 
Greece we find also legends that seem to point back 
to Thessaly or Boeotia. And the cult acquired a 
new significance at an early time through the de- 
velopment of the art of horsemanship in Thessaly. 
It is probable that the Minyan settlements in Boeotia 
bordered on a very early Ionic. The worship of 
Poseidon ‘EAtcavios, the political bond of the Ionic 
cities in Asia Minor, must have belonged to the 
Ionians before the migration. It is impossible to 
derive the title from Helike, or immediately from 
any other word but Helikon. And it is most natural 
to believe that this was the mountain (or stream) in 
Boeotia, especially as vestiges of Poseidon cult or 
legend survived in the vicinity. The great ethno- 
graphic importance of the worship of Helikonios, 
as supporting the hypothesis that Boeotia was an 
early home of the aboriginal Ionian stock, has 
hitherto been ignored. Possibly the ‘ Aigeidae,’ ‘the 
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sons of Aegeus’ at Thebes belonged to an early Ionic 
settlement there. For Aigeus, the father of Theseus, 
is Poseidon himself, the title in all probability de- 
signating the God of Aegae. Mogedav Marnp at 
Eleusis should be interpreted not as ‘the Father of 
Artemis,’ but, in accordance with the analogy of 
similar titles, as ‘the Father’ of a local clan: and 
certain Eleusinian legends associate the region with 
Boeotia and North Greece. Poseidon on the Isthmus 
is connected with Tonic and Boeotian legend. The 
Argolid worship belongs to the Ionic settlement that 
preceded the Dorian there, and is associated with 
the name of Theseus. The Amphictyony of Kalau- 
reia is partly Minyan and partly Ionic. In the 
Laconian worship the Minyan tradition is especially 
strong. Around the Arcadian Poseidon and the 
sites of his worship in that country cluster many 
legends that carry us back to Thessaly. The proof 
of Minyan migration to Elis is indubitable, the story 
of Salmoneus and his mimicry of thunder reminding 
us of a rite of rain-magic attested of Thessaly. The 
cult in Achaea is Ionian, and, though preserved, 
was shorn of its prestige after the invasion of the 
Achaeans from the north. The old Minyan cult at 
Pylos in Messene was utterly obliterated by the 
Dorians, who never showed any strong leaning to 
Poseidon-worship. The same ethnic affinities can be 
traced, as we follow the track of Poseidon across the 
Aegean and along the Asia Minor coast. 

The study of the cult is of the greatest importance 
for the early ethnography of Attica. A review of 
all the evidence appears to lead to the conclusion— 
opposed to recent theories—that Athena-worship is 
the primary religious fact with which we have to 
reckon in the earliest period of the existence of 
Athens; that Erechtheus the ‘ground-breaker’ 
(€ptxOdvios= epexOixAov0s) is an aboriginal agricul- 
tural hero, a buried ancestor, that the introduction 
of Poseidon-worship was the result of an early Ionic 
migration—probably from Troezen—associated with 
the names of Theseus and Aegeus; and that the 
cult may have received additional stimulus from a 
somewhat later settlement of Pylian Minyans ; 
that by a fictitious arrangement for political pur- 
poses the God is blended with the primitive ancestor, 
with whose real nature he has little or no affinity ; 
and that the cult-title of Poseidon-Erechtheus is of 
later growth, analogous to that of Zeus- Agamemnon, 
Apollo Sarpedonios. 

ARCHAEOLOGY 
SOME RECENT WORKS ON 

CLASSICAL ART. 

A,—GREEK SCULPTURE. 

(1) Die Naturwiedergabe in der dilteren 
griechischen Kunst, von EManurt Lorwy. 
Rome 1900. (Loescher & Co.). 3 M. 60. 

(2) Darstellung des Menschen in der dilteren 
griechischen Kunst, von Jutius Lancer. 
Aus dem Dinischen  iibersetzt von 
Maruripr Mann. . . mit einem Vorwort 
von A. FurTwANGLER. Strassburg, 1900, 
(Heitz & Miindel). 20 M, 

TuHEsE two books, published with some 
eighteen months interval between them, 
are significant of the attempt which is being 
made to account for the causes that deter- 
mine the aesthetic changes noted and, to a 
certain extent, classified by the historical 
method. Professor Loewy’s book deals 
mainly with that three-dimensional problem 
in art, which has so exercised the ingenuity 
of art-crities since the publication of 
Hildebrand’s masterly essay Das Problem 
der Horm in der bildenden Kunst. All 
progress in the formative arts, whether 

painting proper, relief, or sculpture in the 
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round, is a progression from the simple flat 
presentment of the image to the discovery 
of how to render the third dimension or 
depth ; at the same time, according to Prof. 
Loewy, the unconscious resistance offered 
at all times by the artist to the third- 
dimensional rendering explains most, or all, 
of the artistic conventions for which, so far, 
only partial or unsatisfactory solutions had 
been found. The primitive artist is unable 
to grasp more than one view of his subject 
-—hence early painting remains a purely 
linear art, whether it appear as pure outline 
or filled in as silhouette. Hence, too, the 
flatness of early relief, with its incapacity for 
three-dimensioral suggestion and absence of - 
all plastic conception, the lingering effects of 
what were originally but artistic limitations 
making themselves still felt in such works 
as the grave reliefs of Philis and from 
Pella, and in the frieze of the Parthenon. 
It is Loewy’s application of these theories to 
sculpture ‘in the round’ which is most 
interesting because most novel. The two 
arts—for relief and painting are inseparable 
—of painting and sculpture show a parallel 
development. The early sculptor as little 
grasps the third-dimensional quality as the 
early painter, Hence the earliest statues 
like the ‘ Nikandra’ from Delos are strictly 
carved only in one view (p. 31); as art 
progresses, figures are sculptured, so to 
speak, in relief on their four faces, and 
though the corner angles are rounded off 
the figure has no organic depth, a defect 
acutely noted by Loewy even on so ad- 
vanced, and in some ways perfect, a figure 
as the Apollo of Tenea (p. 32). A signifi- 
cant observation which needs insisting 
upon, is that the process, contrary to what 
we should expect, is the same for bronze 
work as for sculpture in stone. That a 
marble figure carved out of a plane-faced, 
four-sided block should technically favour 
the one-view process is obvious ; what is not 
so clear is that the same peculiarities and 
conditions, based on the same visual limita- 
tions, obtain in bronze, where it might be 
supposed that dependence on the clay model 
or the mould would tend to make the 
rectangular structure soon retire before the 
real round. But original bronze master- 
pieces such as the Charioteer from Delphi 
or the Apollo of Piombino are a proof of 
the contrary ; they are on the rectangular 
plan as much as any marble work of the 
same period; and in their presence it is 
impossible, as Loewy points out, to contend 
that the rectangular character, for example, 
of the Dresden copies of the ‘Lemnian’ 
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Athena, is due to ‘schematizing’ on the 
copyist’s part; it obviously belonged to 
the original bronze. As a fact the efflor- 
escence of Greek painting and sculpture took 
place while art had not yet thoroughly 
passed out of its linear and rectangular 
phase. In the statues of Praxiteles linger 
many traces thereof—and only at the close 
of the great period, in the art of Lysippos, 
may these primitive conditions be pro- 
nounced as altogether conquered, and the 
plastic arts to have become in jedem Sinne 
korperlich. 

Professor Loewy is an experienced student 
and exponent of aesthetic theories. Some 
eight years ago, long before such pro- 
blems had attained their present vogue it 
was he who in his treatise on Lysippos 
(Lysipp u. seine Stellung in der griechischen 
Kunst) first adumbrated the principle which 
was afterwards independently developed and 
definitely formulated as the ‘frontal law’ 
(Gesetz der Frontalitét) by the Danish pro- 
fessor Julius Lange. It isa matter for regret 
that in the German translation of Lange’s 
book before us the discussion of an aesthetic 
law which, at the time of its publication, was 
hailed by an eminent reviewer in the Berliner 
Philologische Wochenschrift as ‘an art-his- 
torical result of the first rank, comparable to 
the discovery of a law of nature, should ap- 
pear only in theshort French réswmé that was 
appended to the Danish edition. Briefly 
stated, the ‘frontal law’ postulates that in 
the primitive sculpture of all peoples, the 
movement of figures ‘in the round’ is 
limited by the fact that whatever the pose, 
be it standing or sitting, bending forwards 
or backwards, riding, kneeling, lying on the 
face or on the back, there is no lateral diver- 
gence from an imaginary axis that divides the 
body into two exact halves. The observance 
of this law it was that imparted to early sculp- 
ture a special character, felt and appreciated 
by critics but hitherto left unexplained. 
How, in Greek sculpture, the frontal law 
gradually gives way before greater technical 
and artistic freedom is shown at length in 
the two later sections of Lange’s work in its 
German dress. For instance—everyone has 
doubtless observed how rigid is the pose of the 
wounded warrior from the eastern pediment 
of the temple of Aegina, by comparison with 
that of the ‘Ilissos’ from the Parthenon. 
But till Lange pointed it out, and moreover, 
illustrated his reasoning by diagrams, it was 
not equally clear that this comparative 
rigidity is due to the fact that the Aeginetan 
sculptor, still under the ban of the ‘frontal 
law,’ has not understood how to connect the 
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lower torso with the legs, truthfully to nature, 
whereas the sculptor of the ‘Ilissos’ had 
completely discarded frontality. In standing 
statues the change from the frontal position 
took place gradually with the shifting of the 
weight of the body to the one or the other 
leg—the great innovation that marks the 
passage from primitive to perfected sculp- 
ture, In the Discobolus—tfor its period a 
real towr de force—the necessities imposed 
by the frontal law are only imperfectly over- 
come : hence the unpleasing contortions that 
ealled forth the criticism of Quintilian. 
Consonantly with the modification of posture 
comes a development in the expressiveness 
of the face...In a word ‘All the changes in 
the posture of figures, brought about by the 
transition period, may besummed up by saying 
that the earlier frontal statue represented 
an external structure of the human form: 
upon two feet were placed two legs, above 
the legs a body, above the body a neck and 
head and so on—whereas the new statue is 
a representation of the human being in which 
everything is evolved from, and imposed by, 
an inner centre—an Ego.’ 

One important result of the wider know- 
ledge thus secured by the scientific observa- 
tion of the whole range of artistic phenomena, 
is that many a defect or a limitation once 
considered characteristic of some artist or 
school, now appears as the natural outcome 
of the phase reached in the aesthetic de- 
velopment at the period to which the work 
belongs. In the flat treatment of the ‘ Stele 
of two Maidens from Pharsalos’ we shall no 
longer recognise with Brunn, because of the 
provenance of the stele, a technique wholly 
peculiar to the schools of Northern Greece 
(Loewy, p. 20)—any more than we shall 
attribute the still inaccurate articulation of 
the Aeginetan figures to the ‘deficiencies of 
certain Aeginetan artists. For had this been 
the case, we should not have wasted our 
words upon the matter in this connection’ 
(Lange, p. 71). I have dwelt upon what 
seemed to me the most characteristic part of 
Lange’s book—but it touches upon a num- 
ber of interesting subjects—such ag- the 
presentation of the figure on the plane sur- 

face, and the different level of artistic de- 
velopment reached in representations of 
animals and in those of the human figure ; 
the author died before he could complete his 
researches beyond the first period of the 
efflorescence of Greek art, but he has left us 
a searching and—considering all that has 
been written before—an extraordinarily ori- 
ginal and fresh examination of the Parthenon 
marbles, as well as some sound criticism on 
the Polykleitan school. 
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(3) S. Rernacn: Le type Féminin de Lysippe 
(from Revue Archéologique, 1900). 

Its seductive title gives all the importance 
of a monograph to this article. Like M. 
Reinach, many an archaeologist has been 
haunted by the idea that among the in- 
numerable still unreclaimed copies of statues 
in our museums may be concealed female 
types referable to the Master of the 
Apoxyomenos, though the same method 
of recovery would not commend itself to 
all. In endeavouring to fill the gap, M. 
Reinach displays, as usual, a subtle power 
of criticism to which his unrivalled com- 
mand of aesthetic vocabulary enables him 
to give the fullest and most telling ex- 
pression; yet he strikes me as not alto- 
gether equal to himself in this his latest 
effort at attribution—nay, as being in 
danger of consecrating by his influence 
methods of research which the many 
students of his work know that he would 
have been the first to condemn or to 
ridicule only a while ago. To say that 
because Lysippus was a prolific artist, who 
is known to have made a great number of 
female statues, copies of these statues must 
survive, and then to set about to find them 

(rechercher le type féminin qu’on est en droit 
de lui attribuer) savours of an a priori 
method which obtained too long, and which 
we hoped was fast vanishing. M. Reinach 
himself has often taught us to work not 
from our preconceived notion to some statue 
which we force to fit it, but honestly—if 
sometimes wearily—from the statue itself 
to its school and its master. Be these 
things as they may, he does not seem to us 
to have altogether had Ja main hewreuse in 
two, at any rate, of the three works which 
he here proposes as Lysippian. They are 
given on Plate xix. on either side of a dainty 
Praxitelean head at Dresden—originally 
published by M. Reinach himself—to which 
they are supposed to offer marked contrasts. 
The first, which is ‘in the market’ at 
Rome, was lately photographed for the 
Linzelverkauf series, and pronounced by 
Dr. Arndt in the text to the E. V. to be 
Praxitelean—an opinion which is confirmed 
rather than otherwise by its present juxta- 
position with the Dresden head.! The second 
would-be ‘ Lysippian’ head, which belongs to 
the Hon. Ashley Ponsonby, has for upwards 
of twenty years been a loan in the South 
Kensington Museum,? where it was noted 

1 The head, which I knew only from the photo- 
graph, belongs most probably to a later development 
of the Praxitelean school. 

* In saying that he ignores the present whereabouts 
of the head, M. Reinach’s marvellous museographic 
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by Michaelis (Ancient Marbles in Great 
Britain, p. 484, No. 18). It is in a shock- 

ing condition, owing to a mixed coating of 
brown paint (vide Michaelis) and London dirt. 
The facial oval is long, differing therefore 
totally from the short, packed Lysippian 
oval as seen, not only in the Apoxyomenos, 
but in the fine replica in the British Museum 
of the ‘ Lansdowne Hermes’ and in other 
works after Lysippus; the expression has 
the true Skopasian inwardness, of which 
the superficial, externalising Lysippus shows 
himself incapable. Not that I would refer 
the head to Skopas, the facial forms are 

reminiscent rather of later developments of 
his school] in the direction perhaps of the 
Demeter of Knidos. 

The third attempt at attribution which, 
as M. Reinach is careful to remimd us, is 
not altogether novel, is somewhat happier, 
even if it rest at present on very slight proof. 
As we see them juxtaposed on PI. xviii., 
certainly the head of the larger of the two 
female draped statues from Herculaneum 
at Dresden offers analogies to the Apoxyo- 
menos; though the analogy is greatly 
lessened if we look at the female head 
poised at the correct angle on the statue 
itself. This type of head, however, cannot 
be dissociated from one with which it is far 
more intimately connected than with the 
Apoxyomenos, namely from the lovely head 
in the Glyptothek at Munich (no, 89), 
and the kindred heads which are linked not 
only by affinities of style but by their 
peculiar rolled headdress. M. Reinach now 
dismisses, or rather ignores, a connection he 
had himself insisted upon in a previous 
paper on the ‘Corinna’ of Seilanion. Full 
of the idea that the Herculaneum figure is 
Lysippian and therefore copied from bronze, 
he pronounces somewhat lightly that the 
hair is a further proof of bronze origin, 
since this treatment is peculiarly suitable 
to bronze technique. But does he forget 
that among those heads with rolled hair, 
which he himself had enumerated as ‘con- 
généres’! in his article on Seilanion, 
one is the marble head in Munich, cer- 
tainly one of the most exquisite master- 
pieces of Greek or of any marble sculpture, 
where the hair is treated at once with tender- 
ness and the utmost maestria. How noble is 

memory has for once failed him; the head remains 
now, as for the last five or six years, where the present 
writer saw it again only a day or two ago—in an 
angle of the corridor outside the refreshment room. 

1 These heads clearly fall into groups within a 
group, though for the present purpose it suffices to 
consider them as aclass. It seems uncertain whether 
the head on the Compiégne ‘ Corinna’ really belongs 
to the statue, 
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the contour it imparts to the brow, yet how 
lifelike and dainty the delicate indication 
of the slight pull exerted by the roots of the 
hair upon the gently swelling temples, how 
soft and almost * illusionist’ is the ripple of 
the softly rolled waves. No sculptor or 
critic would, I think, be found to say that 
here was technique unsuited to marble. 
The little marble head from Corfu (Fried- 
richs—Wolters 1521) equally an original is, 
as Wolters saw long ago, inseparable from 
the Munich head. Thesame coiffure, though 
somewhat more closely waved or rolled, 
occurs again on the maid in the grave 
relief of Archestrate at Leiden; the head 
of this maid seems intimately connected 
with the Knidian head; the shape of 
the eye, and the general cast of the 
countenance point if not to a common at 
least to a very closely allied origin. Of 
marble too, and of the same period, if not 
of the same school, is the charming original 
head in high relief with an adaptation of the 
same headdress published by Professor 
Gardner (Journ. Hell. Stud. xv, 1895, Pl. 6), 
who not improbably surmises that it may 
have belonged to the sculptured decoration 
of the temple of Sunium. When the coiffure 
in question occurs in no less than four 
undoubted originals of the fourth century, 
what becomes of M. Reinach’s contention 
that it is only suited to bronze technique ? 
The fact isthat M. Reinach in common with 
the majority of archaeologists misappre- 
hends, under the influence of modern criti- 
cism, the true relation of bronze to marble 
technique in antiquity. The ancient sculptor 
aimed at definite optical effects which 
fluctuated in different periods and schools, 
but which remained but slightly if at all 
affected by considerations of material.? This 
is a point which cannot be developed here— 
but I doubt whether, without the texts to 
tell them that the original Apoxyomenos was 
bronze, archaeologists would be so sure that 

the exquisite lissom modelling of the 
Vatican statue produit un effet de sécheresse 
toute métallique. And would we have seen 
traces of marble technique in the hard copy 
of a female head in Berlin (Cat. No. 610), had 
not a fortunate discovery given us the marble 
original (E. Gardner, Zandbook, Fig. 101) 1% 
It is disappointing to find that M. Reinach 

2 Since writing the above I have found a striking 
confirmation of this view, in the finest of the bronzes 
reeently recovered near Cythera—the life-size Hermes 
which is justly considered to resemble the Hermes of 
Olympia. The hair, although bronze, is as loosely 
modelled with a view to effect by means of alternating 
licht and shadow, as is that of the Olympian statue. 
In the fifth century, on the other hand, wire-drawn 
hair is found both in marble and in bronze works. 
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is content to base his attempt at rapproche- 
ment of the Hereulanean figure to the 
Apoxyomenos on the evidence of the heads 
alone, especially as in Lysippian statues, 
the head—generally of an eclectic type—is 
by no means the most interesting or cha- 
racteristic part. It would be satisfactory 
to know what Lysippian character, if any, 
he finds in the body of the female figure. 
The present writer at least sees in it no 
attempt to solve the problems wherein lay 
the true greatness and the true innovation 
of Lysippus and his school. The way in 
which Lysippus elongates the forms so as 
to bring out the statical lines is quite beyond 
anything attempted by his predecessors— 
even by Praxiteles. In the Apoxyomenos 
the marvellous rotation of the limbs round 
the axis of the figure imparts an individual 
rhythm which is entirely new, which is the 
secret of its admirable mobility and which 
we find again in figures such as the ‘ Eros 
stringing his Bow,’ the ‘ Hermes’ of Lans- 
downe House, and its replicas (this quality 
of mobility indeed being that which above all 
distinguishes the Lysippian figures ‘ with 
a raised foot’ from other statues with the 
same external motive such as the Poseidon 
of the Lateran and the Alexander Rondanini). 
All this we miss in the figure from Hercu- 
laneum ; alike the simple grace of her pose 
and the flow of her draperies show that the 
current Praxitelean attribution is correct. 
To what master or modification of the 
Praxitelean school she exactly belongs is of 
course uncertain for the present. 

A small error may be noted on p. 15. 
The replica found at Aegion of the smaller 
Herculanean figure was the pendant not to 
a replica of the ‘ Antinous Belvedere’ but 
to a variant though kindred type of the 
Hermes known as of Aegion, a figure modi- 
fied from some fifth century original (see 
Bulle in No. 651 and 632 of the E.V.) It 
is the Hermes found at Andros which is an 
exact copy of the Belvedere statue, and its 
feminine pendant was the exquisite replica, 
now in Athens, of the larger Herculanean 
statue. 

I have ventured to attack the main thesis 
_ of a brilliant paper. Space fails me to dwell 
on minor points, such as inter alia the new 
contention that copies after bronze are more 
accurate than copies after marble; for of 
the former a mould can be taken, a process 
impossible in the case of marble statues by 
reason of their delicate colouring. This 
clever theory, however, is not altogether con- 
firmed by a close study of copies. Think 
for instance of the marble head from the 
Acropolis mentioned above, and its mechani- 
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cally accurate copy in Berlin; and many 
other copies after marble might be cited, so 
accurate as to make us suspect that casts 
must have been taken of marble statues 
also, in spite of their colouring. That the 
larger Herculanean figure with her com- 
panions may be Mnemosyne with two of the 
Muses is an attractive if not a proven sug- 
gestion. 

(4) Strena Helbigiana. 
1900. 

This book was offered to Professor Helbig 
for his sixtieth birthday by sixty of his 
students and friends varying in merit and 
celebrity from the great Theodor Mommsen 
to the writer of the present notice. To 
review the sixty essays which compose the 
volume is out of the question. For the 
history of art special interest attaches to 
the article by Paul Arndt showing that the 
so-called ‘ Alcibiades’ of the Vatican belongs 
to the fourth century and has therefore been 
misnamed ; a beautiful head of Helios from 
Rhodes is published by Botho Graef; L. 
Milani in an interesting article wishes to 
push back the original of the Medicean 
Venus to Praxiteles himself ; a statue inter- 
preted as Achilles belonging to the Naples 
Museum is published by B. Sauer ; we wel- 
come a terra-cotta head from Alexandria, 
published by Th. Schreiber as a portrait of 
Alexander, owing to its undoubted likeness 
to the Azara bust ; in the exhaustive dis- 
cussion we miss a reference to the beautiful 
portrait statuette after Lysippus belonging 
to His Excellency M. Nelidow, Russian 
Ambassador in Rome, the head of which, in 
spite of the small scale, is assuredly one of 
the most trustworthy portraits of the great 
king. W.Amelung publishes the interesting 
though hitherto neglected group of a Satyr 
riding upon a dolphin (Casino Borghese)— 
and shows its influence upon similar com- 
positions in the Renascence. 

Leipzig: Teubner, 

B.—GREEK VASES. 

(1) ‘ Lyrrhenische’ Amphoren: eine Studie 
zur Geschichte der altattischen Malerei. 
Von Hermann Turerscu (H. A. Seeman, 
Leipzig). 

This excellent monograph deals with a small 
but difficult class of early Greek vases, once 
pronounced to be of Italic origin by Brunn 
and the Munich school, then gradually traced 
back to Attica and to Attic origins, and since 
the appearance of Holwerda’s exhaustive 
essay in the Jahrbuch for 1890 accepted as 
‘Corintho-Attic.’ Dr. Thiersch sets himself 
to prove by a searching comparison that the 
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first member of the double epithet ‘ Corintho- 
Attic’ must be dropped ; then, while main- 
taining a purely Attic origin for this ware, 
he prefers to retain for its products (am- 
phoras exclusively) the distinctive, though 
once so widely misapplied, name of ‘Tyr- 
rhenian’ which corresponds to the ultimate, 
if not to the original, region of their 
provenance. His contention, supported by 
ample proof, is briefly that these ‘Tyr- 
rhenian’ amphoras were produced by Attic 
craftsmen working for Italic export. They 
mark a short episode not so much in the 
development as in the decay of Archaic 
Attic vase painting; their brief history is 
that of adecadence. Nay further, so closely 
similar are all the specimens—some eighty 
in number—preserved to us that Dr. 
Thiersch has little hesitation in tracing them 
back not only to one workshop but to one 
painter, whose death, then, would account 
for the abrupt disappearance of this class of 
ware. The little book is divided into 
sections dealing with the epigraphy, the 
subjects, the rendering of the nude or of the 
face, the costume, etc. At all points the 
author displays not only learning but acute 
understanding of artistic procedure and of 
the expressive limitations of archaic art. 
Mythologistsshould read the discussion of the 
art-type of the departure of Amphiaraus, as 
seen ona ‘Tyrrhenian’ amphora in Florence. 
The ancient vase painter lays stress on the 
paternal and not on the marital relation of 
Amphiaraus : the children crowd about him 
pathetically and try forcibly to keep back 
their father among them ; Amphiaraus is 
seen endeavouring to free himself from 
Alkmaion’s clinging embrace. If Eriphyle 
be there at all, it is without her fatal 
tokens and in a subordinate place among 
the other women. May it not be, asks Dr. 

Thiersch, that on the great Corinthian 
Krater in Berlin, the action of -Amphiaraus 
has been misunderstood? Are not the 
hands of the children uplifted towards their 
father—not as generally supposed, to ask for 
their mother’s life, but to pray their father 
not to forsake them? And further, ‘ need 

the hand be raised with murderous intent : 
may ,it not merely be the attribute of the 
warrior departing for the wars?’ One is 
glad to note that Dr. Thiersch traces the 
mistake to Pausanias’ erroneous interpre- 
tation of the same scene on the chest of 
Cypselus. What false notions of the ancient 
craftsmen or artists’ attitude to their sub- 
jects may not the servile dependence of our 
modern mythologists on the pedantic and 
unscientific periegete be responsible for! 
Dr. Thiersch in his anxiety to be fair occa- 
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sionally loads his theme with irrelevancies, 
as for instance when he quotes, though only 
to discard it, the notion that the quaint 
fashion in which three men are carrying 
Polyxena to the sacrifice, horizontally like 
a log, on a ‘Tyrrhenian’ amphora in the 
British Museum, may be a reminiscence 
of the three companions of Odysseus carry- 
ing the beam wherewith to bore the Cyclops’ 
eye on the vase signed by Aristonofos. 
This ridiculous system of ‘ typology’ is now 
discarded by all serious scholars. Thus, 
in the Strena Helbigiana noted above, Dr. 
Bulle, in making known a new Odysseus 
vase, justly condemns my former theory of 

“a contaminatio between the art-types of 
Odysseus and the Sirens and of Prometheus 
and the vulture. 

C.—Roman Art. 

Epmonp Coursaup: Le Bas-Relief Romain a 
représentations historiques. (Bibl. des 
Ecoles frangaises d’Athénes et de Rome). 

I have briefly stated elsewhere—in my 
preface to the English edition of Wick- 
hoff’s Roman Art—wherein consists the main 
value of this careful archaeological compi- 
lation. It is certainly an admirable résumé 
of the best that has been done for Roman 
art during the nineteenth century by the 
more conservative school of archaeology who 
insist on the complete dependence of Roman 
upon Greek art, a view for the rest advo- 
cated only lately by so great a connoisseur 
as Dr. Petersen in his handbook to Rome, 
where in the survey of the art treasures 
of Rome the glories of post-Augustan 
art are summarily dismissed as Hellenistic 
in character : ‘ What remains of the artistic 
decoration of the Forum of Nerva, of the 
balustrades, of the triumphal arches and 
columns, corresponds in the main to the 
Hellenistic art of which the most character- 
istic extant example is the sculpture from 
Pergamon.’ This is a view which I have 
done my best to combat by translating a 
whole book on the subject. I therefore do 
not propose to enter upon it here. But 
since reading Dr. von Domascewsk’s article 
in the Strena Helbigiana on the reliefs of the 
statue of Augustus from Prima Porta, it has 
occurred to me that perhaps some further 
light might be brought to bear to show that 
the kindred central reliefs of the ‘Ara 
Pacis’ of Augustus (Florence, given as 
head-piece in Strena Helbigiana, p. 171), 
which M. Courbaud, like Dr. Schreiber, 
insists on taking to be a copy from an 
Hellenistic composition, is after all of 
Augustan date, and that the slab from 
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Carthage in the Louvre is therefore the later 
and not the earlier work. In a remark 
which unfortunately is only made briefly in a 
footnote von Domascewski shows that the 
Tellus reclining with the two children at the 
lower edge of the breast-plate of Augustus 
is not exactly, as hitherto always said, 

merely the ‘earth,’ but rather the Orbis 
Romanus, and that accordingly (the sug- 
gestion, apparently, is Professor von Duhn’s) 
the two babes are the divine twins, Then 
may we not suppose that the Terra Mater 
of the Augustan altar also, partakes of the 
nature of the Orbis Romanus, and that the 
children in this case again are the twins ! 
How appropriate to the altar of the ‘ Pacis 
Augustae’ would be this impersonation of 
the universal Roman sway—surrounded as 
on the breast-plate by the elements that 
minister to its prosperity. And as a sare 
sign of what the Romans understood by the 
allegory, the twins themselves play about 
the gracious woman. Should this sug- 
gestion turn out to be correct, the relief 
would become stamped with a distinctive 
Roman mark, and it would be impossible to 
date the composition earlier than the 
Augustan Age. 

EuGenie SrRonG. 
Tanwary, 1901. 

MARATHON AND VRANA. 

The suggestion that Marathon has become 
Vrana (p. 135) assumes two things: (1) 
that the accent of Mapaédva could be trans- 
posed to the preceding syllable, MapdOwva ; 
(2) that one of the unaccented short vowels 
has been dropt. 

But (1) Modern Greek is very tena- 
cious of the place of the ancient accent. The 
changes (except in one or two dialects, such as 
Crete) are very few, and indeed I cannot 
think of any except the class of words 
ending in -(a, which have all become ua with 

the consonantal:. Here the principle seems 
to be the same as in Mevedaos: Mevédeus, 
and clos: é€ws, which began in ancient times. 
And(2) unaccented short syllables are always 
pronounced with great distinctness, except 
initial or final short vowels. Lastly, the 
very syllables in question appear unclipt in 
the village name Mapaoxapzros in Samos, 
derived no doubt from the same plant as 
the name of Marathon. bid 

It is therefore highly unlikely that 
Marathon can have become Vrana, and in 
any case the guess must be rejected if no 
evidence to support it is forthcoming. It is 
conceivable, however, that the name may 
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have suffered some mutilation on the lips of 
Vlach or Albanian shepherds. 

It does not follow, of course, that Vrana 
does not cover the site of the ancient 
village. 

W. H. D. Rovss. 

MONTHLY RECORD. 

ITALY. 

ZImola.—Some fine Roman pavements have been 
discovered, with excellent designs ; one has a pattern 
of hexagons in red with white centres and lozenges 
between: another, patterns of intersecting circles 
with flowers in the centres, in white on a black 
ground ; and a third a somewhat complicated pattern 
of squares with borders of panels in which are 
lozenges, surrounded by guilloches and rosettes in 
circles, ete., all in black and white. 

Todi.—Remains of a building have come to light 
which appeared to have been destroyed by a 
landslip; it contained, besides marble slabs and 
pavements and a hypocaust, an onyx goblet, and a 
life-size statue of Greek marble representing a seated 
goddess (head wanting). The treatment of the 
dyvapery recalls the Hera Borghese of the Vatican 
and a Hera now in the Thermae of Diocletian. 
Naples.—A marble block has been found with an 

inscription of the third century after Christ, which 
shews points of comparison with C.7.Z. x. 1492. It 
runs as follows: LAV|CELARCH[ISANTI] IM!TABILI 
DEMARCHO | PLVRIMIS'AETIAM ‘AT *Q* | INSIGNIBYS 

MERITIS | PRAECLARO 9 FRETORES | EVBOIS VERE 

DIGNISSIMO. For the obscure magistrate Jaucelarchus 
see Beloch, Campanien, p. 47 and Kaibel,;Jnser. Gr. 
Sic. u. Ital. p. 191; for the form—isanti cf. the 
demarchisantt of C.L.L, x. 1491. Fretores Eubots is 
of course a transliteration of pphropes EvBoeis.+ 

Pompeii.—A somewhat pathetic discovery has 
been made of the corpse of a man buried deep under 
lava; he had been carrying a bundle which 
contained the handle of a silver stew-pan (¢rulla ?) 
ornamented with shell-fish, two spoons, two keys, 
and a silver denarius of Domitian. In the same spot 
were found 187 copper coins of various dates.” 

Rome.—Further finds have been made on the site 
of the Fons Lutuwrnae, including a sarcophagus of 
Proconnesian marble with reliefs of the third 
century after Christ: along the front a bust of 
a woman within a clipews, supported by two winged 
deities ; below, two Cupids in a boat, one fishing, 
flanked by a River-god on the 1. and Tellus with 
cornucopia on the right. At either end is a winged 
Genius ; also a boy carrying a stick and basket, and 
a man beating a tree(#). To this may be added: an 
archaistic torso of Apollo, a bust of Jupiter, and 
fragments of a group of the Dioscuri leading their 
horses to the spring, a genuine Greek fifth century 
work. [A more detailed account of these discoveries 
was given by Mr. Ashby in the March number of the 
C.R. p. 139.) 8 

low the pedestal of Maxentius (see C.2. 1900, 
p. 287, 1901, p. 86), among the deposits ranging 
from the seventh to the first century B.c., has been 
found a terracotta antefix in the form of a female 

1 Notizie degli Scavi, July 1900. 
2 Athenaeum, 9 March. 
3 Notizie degli Scavi, August 1900 
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head, of archaic style, with remains of red colour 
[ef. the series from Capua in the B.M.]. %, ¢ 

On the slope below the arch of Septimius Severus 
five fragments of a long inscription of the Republican 
period have come to light, cut on a slab of traver- 
tine ; there are remains of red paint in the letters, 
which are ranged in two columns. It appears to be a 
sort of advertisement for an additional contract for 
street operations.* 

A new fragment of the marble plan of Rome has 
been found near the Basilica Julia. That it is 
certainly earlier than the plan made by Septimius 
Severus in 211 is shewn by the plan of the Pantheon 
thereon, which is evidently previous to the re- 
construction by Hadrian. It must therefore belong 
to the plan made in A.D. 73, destroyed by fire in 191 
and restored by Severus. It also shews the Thermae 
(THJERMAE[AGRIP]PAE) adjoining the Pantheon. In 
a tunnel now being bored under the Quirinal was 
found a statue of a magistrate, also torsos of Silvanus 
and a youth, a fountain-god reclining, an alabaster 
Tonic capital, and brick stamps from the kilns of 
Tonneius, as well as a large mosaic pavement of the 
third century with Christian symbols.” 

SICILY. 

Syracuse.— Dr. Orsi has been investigating the two 
grottoes of the Scala Greca, and proves that they 
represent a sanctuary of Artemis. Numerous objects 
were found in them, especially terracottas, which 
were nearly all female heads, mostly with the hair 
in a high knot, some wearing a cap or a kdéAaos. 
Besides these may be mentioned a torso of Artemis 

with bow, and other torsos clearly representing the 

same goddess, sometimes with a palm tree in the 

background ; also figures of Artemis accompanied by 

a lion, kid, or deer (Mé7v1a @np@y), and others with 

lance, axe, or torch. All seem to be of rather late 

date.? 
Gela.—In a building known as the Heroén of 

Antiphemos has been found a cup of Attic make with 

archaic grafito inscriptions: MNASI@AVES 

ANE@EKE ANTIPAMOI. The @ is rhom- 

boidalin form. The name of Mnasithales seems to 

connect the inscription with Orchomenos in Boeotia : 

Antiphamos was the Rhodian oikcr4s of Gela (see 

Pauly- Wissowa, s.v.). Also a fragment of a large 

r.f. kotyle inscribed with the names of Harmodios 

(. . . OAIOZ and Hipparchos(I[. . XO), 
clearly from a representation of the well-knownsubject 

(cf. Arch.-epigr. Mitth. aus Oesterr. iii.|pl. 6, and Arch. 

Zeit. 1883 pl. 12). The action of Harmodios corres- 

ponds closely to the vase published in the Arch. Zeit., 

and also to the famous group in Naples.’ 

GREECE, 

Kythera.—The important discovery of a series of 

Greek statues dredged up by sponge-divers off the 

island of Kythera (Cerigo), or more strictly speaking 

off Antikythera, is now a matter of history, and 

probably familiar to most readers of the C.A. It 

may however be worth while to insert a brief record 

of the finds here. It is evident that they went down 

in a vessel which was conveying to Italy the spoils 

carried off by some Roman general from Greece and 

foundered while rounding Cape Malea. Portions of 

the fittings and furniture of the ship were found, as 

well as objects which had been used by the sailors, 

It seems highly probable that the general in question 

4 Athenacum, 9 February. 
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was Sulla, as we know from Lucian (Zeuzis, 3) tha 
one of his ships was wrecked in this way. 

The statues and fragments have been brought to 
Athens, and are now at the Ministry of Public 
Instruction ; they number in all five bronzes and 
eight marble figures, together with sundry fragments. 
The bronzes in particular are much corroded by the 
salt water. Photographs of the most important will 
be shortly published in the Hellenic Journal by 
the kindness of M. Kavvadias. 

(1) Bronze life-size male figure, of which the 
upper part is well preserved, the rest only in frag- 
ments, resembling in general characteristics the 
Hermes of Praxiteles, but more probably from the 
school of Lysippos. The figure is poised on the 
left foot, the right hand extended with the fingers 
downwards, an action the object of which is at 
present disputed ; the best suggestion seems to be 
that he is aiming at an object with a ball. 

(2) Two smaller bronze figures of athletes, prac- 
tically perfect ; both are of the muscular type of 
the Argive and Sicyonian schools. The larger 
resembles the Idolino of the Uffizi, and is of the 
latter half of the fifth century ; it is interesting to 
notice that the lips are wanting, and had been 
supplied in another material and colour. The 
other is smaller and is also Polycleitan in type, 
recalling the pose of the Doryphoros, but is of 
later date. It may be compared with the Payne- 
Knight Hermes in the British Museum (Cat. 825). 

(3) Draped bronze figure of the fifth century ; feet 
and part of head wanting. 

(4) Head and arm of bronze boxer with truculent 
expression, bushy hair, and disfigured nose, wearing 
the caestus on his forearm. 

(5) Crouching figure in marble, bending on the 
right knee and gazing forward keenly, with the right 
arm preparing to deliver a blow, while the left is 
raised on guard. Probably a pancratiast awaiting his 
adversary’s onslaught; the style is that of the 
Rhodian school (beginning of second century B.c.) 
and recalls with its realism the British Museum group 
of boys quarrelling over a game of knucklebones, 

(6) Six marble statues much corroded, and torso 
of large marble Centaur. 

(7) Various detached fragments (hands, feet, &c.).° 
A later telegram speaks of the finding of four more 

marble statues, badly damaged, one being a colossal 
figure of Herakles like that in the Naples Museum 
(by Glykon 2).° 

Mycenae.—M. Tsountas has found two plain rect- 
angular graves to the south of the treasury of Atreus, 
containing numerous objects: two alabaster vases, 
two stone candelabra, a sword-handle, and sundry 
small ornaments in glass ; objects in gold, including 
twelve figures of birds, butterflies, the nautilus, and 
models of oinochone ; a bronze knife and spear-heads ; 
and four gems, with a lion and human figures as 
subjects.” 

ASIA MINOR. 

Konieh (Iconium). A huge sarcophagus ot 
marble has come to light, sculptured with hunting 
and battle scenes like the famous one of Alexander 
the Great from Sidon. On the alternate sides are 
groups of people carrying dishes of fruit, groups of 
children, etc., and on the roof, a man of sorrowful 
aspect and a woman.” 

H. B. WALrTeErs. 

5 Times, February 26 ; Athenaeum, March 9 ; see 
also ’Aord, January 30 (old style), 1901. 

6 Standard, March 4. 
7 Berl. Phil. Woch., February 16, 
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HOMERICA QUAEDAM. 

oes 
Lepos- 

Tus epithet is applied in the Homeric 
poems to a miscellaneous variety of sub- 
stantives: totake alone the instances from the 
Itiad given in Dr. Leaf’s Index, we have iepy 
mods Heriwvos i. 366, icpov jap Vill. 66, cvédas 
igpov x1. 194, dvdAdKwy tepdv réXos x. 56, iepos 

ixGvs xvi. 407, iepos didpos xvii. 464, fepos 
kuxAos (place of justice) xviii. 504. It is of 
course far from easy to see why several of 
these things should be called in any real 
sense sacred or holy,—granting that the 
poet really intended the epithet to bear a 
serious meaning,—and attempts have been 
made, as is well known, to connect iepds now 

with ts, now with fu, so as to give it the 
primary signification of nimbleness or 
strength: from which in some not very in- 
telligible way the idea of sanctity may have 
been developed. Possibly philologers are 
right in this: but I cannot believe that 
when the Homeric poets came to use fepds 
the notion of ‘strong’ or ‘active’ was 
present to their minds. If it was so 
present, then it is curious that the epithet 
should be so seldom employed precisely on 
those occasions when epithets of strength 
‘seem to be especially required, —in describing 
the vigour of the warrior, the force of the 
blow,—in short, why it should so seldom be 
found in the thousand cases where ideas of 
force and activity are most emphasised. As 
far as I know the only Homeric hero who 
is described as iepds is Telemachus, in the 
phrase icp is TyAcudxowo—a collocation 
which does not, of course, preclude the 
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primary connection of the adjective with 
the origines of is, but which at the 
same time certainly does not render such a 
connection more probable. 

I would suggest that (whatever its 
antecedent history) ftepos has never in 
classical dliterature meant anything to the 
poet or hearer but ‘holy’ or ‘sacred,’ and 
that, bearing this meaning in itself, it has 
been frequently used as a purely conventional 
epithet under circumstances which deprive 
it of all real signification. In this respect 
it has a rather striking parallel in the 
English word ‘sely ’ (selig, blessed), so often 
found in Chaucer and Middle English 
generally. There seems to be a tendency, 
more especially in the earlier stages of the 
development of a literature (and in simple 
speech always) to:use some adjectives so as to 
emphasise and adorn rather than to convey 
a really explainable meaning. So when we 
find that ‘sely ’ is used by Chaucer in such a 
variety of contexts that Professor Skeat’s 
Glossarial Index assigns to it the mis- 
cellaneous meanings ‘happy, kind, good, 
holy, innocent, simple, poor, pitiable, wretched, 
foolish, here, surely, is a word which is 
employed without any definite signification 
at all: and a tolerably exact parallel to 
Homer’s way of using ‘sacred’ in fepds 
dibpos, iepos ixOus, even to his iepdv Fpap. I 
do not exactly propose to render the latter 
phrase by ‘the whole blessed day’: still, 
slang may serve (indeed, nothing serves 
better) to illustrate a tendency in language : 
and other slang epithets used ina similar way 
will doubtless occur to the student. The 

Oo 
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day is not really blessed, any more than it is 
really ‘dear’ in the phrase ‘the live-long 
day’ (Den lieben langen Tag Hab’ ich nur 
Schmerz und Plag’): nor is Homer’s jap 
in any intended sense iepov: it is only called 
so by a peculiar convention, easier to illus- 
trate than to explain. 

SpuOevs. 

Mr. Lang accounts for this epithet of 
Apollo by supposing that the mouse was a 
tribal totem, and that a mouse-cult was 
eventually superseded by and merged in the 
Apollo-worship. The history of religion 
and especially of Greek religion of course, 
supplies many instances of this kind of 
amalgamation: but it would be satisfactory 
if we could somehow account for this rather 
surprising association of mice with gods. 
Personally I should like to suggest the 
hypothesis that Apollo is the Mouse-god— 
called Smintheus in Iliad i. and represented 
on coins of the Troad with a mouse in his 
hand, in his temple at Chryse with a mouse 
under his foot (Strabo xiii.) —simply because 
he is the sender and healer of disease: if it 
be not extravagant to suppose that antiquity 
may have recognised the possible trans- 
mission of disease by mice, just as modern 
medical science associates infection with 
rats. Not to mention that nowhere else 
in Homer than in the story of the Greek 
plague is Apollo addressed as ‘ Mouse-god,’ 
it is surely of the highest significance that 
the two accounts of the misfortune to 
Sennacherib’s invadingarmy attribute the dis- 
asterrespectively to pestilence and mice. The 
Egyptian story, as given by Herodotus (ii. 
141),isthat a multitude of field-mice devoured 
the quivers, bow-strings, and shield-handles 
of the enemy: while the Jewish authorities 
(differing indeed from the Egyptian as to 
the locality-of the occurrence) certainly imply 
a pestilence : ‘the angel of the Lord smote 
in the camp of the Assyrians an hundred 
and eighty and five thousand men’ (ii. Kings 
19, 35). Is it possible that Homer’s 
pestilence and the story quoted by Strabo 
of an army overthrown by mice at Hamax- 
itus in the Troad are really two narratives 
of the same occurrence? At any rate the 
epithet Smintheus and the story of Sen- 
nacherib, taken together, seem to point to 
something more than a mere coincidence. 
It is also worth noting that the mouse and 
bowstring theory of Sennacherib’smisfortune 
is of Egyptian origin, and that Egypt indeed 
seems to have been particularly given to 
mouse-worship (see Custom and Myth, to go 
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no farther). Now Egypt in antiquity was 
the home of medical science : 

intpos 5€ ExacTos emioTHLWY TEpl TAVTWY 
avOpdérwv: 7 yap Ulaujovos <ict yeveOAns.—Od. 

iv. 231. 

Na Bpevopat. 

The verb AaBpevouar is practically amagé 
Aeyopevov, occurring only in Homer and then 
twice in one passage (J/. xxiii. 474 and 478). 
Here, as will be remembered, Aias the son 
of Oileus is rebuking Idomeneus the Cretan 
for presuming to ‘spot the winner’ in the 
Greek chariot-race. The chariots have 
apparently rounded the turning-point, and 
are coming back at speed towards the 
assembled spectators : while they are still a 
long way off, Idomeneus, who has special 
advantages as sitting iméptatos ev mepwwry, 
tells the Greeks that as far as he can see 
Diomedes is leading. Aias, who thinks 
differently, is very angry, and commands 
Idomeneus not to AaBpevechar,—that is, 
according to the ordinary interpretation, 
which connects AaBpeverbar with AaBpds, to 
brag, to talk rashly or boisterously. 
Now I submit that Idomeneus has 

expressed himself with most commendable 
caution and deference to adverse opinion 
(GANG Weobe Kai tupes dvactaddv'od yap eywye 
eb duyryvdcke doxeer d€ ror) and that it is 
absurd to accuse him, as Aias is supposed to 
do, of bragging or hectoring or forcing his 
belief down the spectators’ throats. Messrs. 
Lang, Leaf, and Myers (no doubt, re- 
cognising this) render Aias’ words ri 7dpos 
NaBpevear ‘why pratest thou untimely?’ and 
this, I have no doubt, is something like the 
right sense,—except that rapos surely means 
‘still,’ ‘now as before.’ But if AaBpevouar 
were derived from \afpos, it would certainly 
mean something much more forceful and 
violent than mere prating or talking 
nonsense. Wherever Aafpos occurs in 
Homer, it has the meaning of boisterous, 
turbulent, violent, greedy : the idea of mere 
idle talk is nowhere as far as I know 
present. Is it fanciful to dissever AaBpevopar 
altogether from afpos, and to see in this 
verb a reference to the AaBpus, the Cretan 
axe, special symbol of the Cretan Zeus, of 
which Messrs. Evans and Hogarth have 
discovered so many models and represent- 
ations in the country of Idomeneus: and 
which may be supposed to have been the 
crest as it were and national emblem of 
Crete? ri wapos NaBpeveat would then mean, 
Do not be always lying like a Cretan. We 
do not know at how early a period the stigma 
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of habitual mendacity, alluded to by Epi- 
menides, may have begun to attach to 
Idomeneus’ countrymen. But it is perhaps 
not without significance that when Odysseus 
is inventing a story about his antecedents, 
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he poses as a Cretan: and the poet calls 
attention to the artistic perfection of the 
falsehood : icxe WevSea ToAAA A€ywv erypolow 
opota (Od. xix. 208). 

A. D. Gop.ey. 

NOTES ON THE NEMZANS OF PINDAR. 

Nem. 3, 29 (Christ’s numeration is fol- 
lowed for the Nemeans). 

Exerat O€ Noyw dikas dwros eoNbs aiveiv. 

Prof. Bury has well pointed out the anti- 
climax in the last two words. There is only 
one way of avoiding this, viz. by giving 
them a special reference to the victor. Now 
in vy. 15 and 83 we have a play on the name 
KAeo the muse, and ’Apioro-k\c(das, the vic- 
tor whom she favours. I propose to intro- 
duce this conception here also. ‘The flower 
of justice goes with reason, i.e. the omen in 
the name, (bidding us) praise the noble.’ So 
in Ol. 6,56 76 kai xatepdyutey Kadeiobal vw 
Toit’ dvyp’ abdvarov (sc. “Iapos ard rav, ivr). 
AGyos is capable of a variety of interpreta 
tions! : ‘reason’ asin Isth. 8, 61 cat viv pepe 
Aoyov will satisfy the conditions best: for 
the omen in the name is to a Greek a de- 
termining factor in his career. I take then 
dikas dwros to be a different thing from 
Aoyos. ‘To praise the noble’ is at all times 
dikas dwros : while on this occasion the name 
"Apworo-«\cidas makes it eminently ‘ reason- 
able.’ 

Nem. 3, 47 

cupara b€ mapa Kpoviday 
, i y 3 

Kevravpov do6patvovra Koprcev. 

The exploits of Achilles while still a boy 
are described. It has been observed that 
Pindar’s description of Achilles is intended 
as a parallel to the labours of the pancra- 
tiast. This comparison is brought out bet- 
ter by the reading cdéare than by copara. 
For the pancratiast uses his arms in boxing, 
and the strength of his whole body in wrest- 
ling. Now Achilles trains his hands and 
arms by the use of the javelin (v. 44), 
where xepot is emphatic by position. oopate 
then is needed in y. 48. It is hardly neces- 
Sary perhaps to change dcOyatvovra of B to 
acGpaivovre with Triclinius. The neuter is 
possible (sc. @ypia or the like) and the cor- 

1 «The maxim, saying,’ Redz, has been suggested. 
We might then compare Frag. 216 (235) cool d€ cab 
7 wndev bay Eros alvnoay mepiccas. 

rector of B who changed the Dat. to the 
Accus. (by yp. a perhaps, whence the con- 
flate reading cwparia) has left the Accus. 
acOaivovra untouched. 

Nem. 4, 90. 

The only change necessary is the trans- 
position of wai thus: 6 o0s, Tal, aEeloeTal, 
which gives complete correspondence (v. 91 
begins dAXouwr) with, say, 6 xpuods évdpevis 
of v. 82. The editors confidently assert that 
the tense is wrong: in the teeth of the 
scholia which have doera: cal iurijoe (cf. on 
Ol. 1. 103 above). As the scholia rightly 
say, Euphanes will sing of Callicles Sadi) 
as drofavevta amofavev. Why should the 
action be limited to the past? To limit it 
thus is quite gratuitous, while we have even 
if driven from that position the alternative 
that Pindar meant by deécerat ‘must sing 
of’: that is, if the praises of Callicles are to 
be declaimed in the future it must be done 
by Euphanes, not by Pindar. That some 
such meaning is intended by the poet seems 
clear from vy. 91-2: 

aAowt & GAukes aAXor Ta 8’ adrds GVTLTUXY 
mM fe ¢ 2é , , 6 > 

eAretat Tis Exactos eSoxwrara bacbat. 

In other words, Pindar declines to cele- 
brate the victory of Callicles on the ground 
that he knows nothing of the special fea- 
tures of that event. It must be left to 
Euphanes to fulfil the task. That there was 
hereditary talent in this direction in Tima- 
sarchus’ family is clear from v. 14 of this 
ode. 

Nem. 7, 60. 
, . a > , 

; ToAmay dé xahdv dpopevey 
cuverw ovK awoPAdmre dpevav. 

So nearly all editors for the MS. ovvecis. 
Christ forms an exception: but I cannot 
divine the relation to the Greek original of 
his version ‘ prudentia mentis cavit ne audacia 
stolida ab honestis depelleretur.’ To mention 
only one point : what has become of dpopéve ? 
It is almost as difficult however to see why 
ovveow should have displaced ovvecis. The 

o 2 
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latter gives perfect sense: ‘prudence does 
not diminish the zest for adventure upon 
which you have embarked.’ I take ovveots 
dpevav together, though comparing Ol. 7, 46 
we might press the dzo- of the vb. into our 
service to govern dpevav. Editors however 
take droB\arra as laedo, pessumdo (Dissen). 
I give Dissen’s version as the conventional 
one: ‘non laedit eripitque vim mentis, hoc 
est conservat mentis vigorem.’ He adds senex 
est enim Thearion referring to the scholia on 
v. 99 (146) which is concerned with Sogenes 
alone. But even granted that Thearion was 
senex it 1s more natural to say that his wis- 
dom did not drive from him the spirit of 
adventure than vice versa. But Disser 
himself takes the words to refer to victories 
wonlong since by Thearion: in whiechease I fail 
to see what vigor mentis has to do with the 
matter. Perhaps the sense intended by 
Dissen is: as a youth you had ré\pa Kxad&v, 
now in your old age you have not lost ovveots. 
The comparative simplicity of my version is 
a recommendation in itself besides the reten- 
tion of the MS. reading. 

y 
Nem. 7, 70 sqq. 

Higevida rdtpabe Sadyeves, dropvdw 
x La ‘ * a 4 ” py Tépp.a TpoBas axov Gre ya\kowdpaoy dpaat 

Goa yGocar, os eereulev Tadaucparov 
0G ens 397 ¥ <i ety 

avxeva Kat obevos adtavtov, aibwve zpiy adiw 
yutov éumeceiv. 

It may seem hazardous to attempt a com- 
plete readjustment of the prevailing views 
about this well-known passage. It is 
generally assumed that there is in Pindar’s 
simile some reference to the part which the 
victory with the axwy played in the révraAov 
as a whole. ‘Some think that Sogenes’ 
victory with the axwy excused him legally 
from the remaining contest, the zady 
(Christ): others again that such was not 
the legal or normal practice, but that 
Sogenes’ rivals gave way voluntarily so that, 
he had in the parlance of our day ‘a walk- 
over’ (Scholiast on 72, Dissen): while 
Bergk, followed by Bury, has excogitated a 
theory which reads into the lines a mis- 
demeanour on the part of one of those rivals 
who by crossing the line traced for the 
throwers of javelins thus disqualified him- 
self for the final contest, and so made the 
wrestling-match an easy triumph for Sogenes. 
Nearly all adopt the reading 6s é&éreuev or 
unimportant deviations from it. 

, Undoubtedly répya zpoBais must mean 
‘crossing the line’ not ‘shooting beyond 
the goal’: the word zpoBaivw and the aorist 
are both against the latter meaning. But 
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is there any certainty that the whole clause 
pa—yAdooav is anything more than an 
expansion of some such sense as this ‘I vow 
I have not gone too far in praising you’ % 
If there were any doubt that the words 
could mean this, Pindar himself would seem 
to have solved them by anticipation. The 
language of Pyth. 1, 43 sg. is very closely 
parallel 

avopa 0 éy® KEivov 
aivncar mevowayv eXropat 
pa xaXxordpaov axov’ doer dyavos Bakeiv 

éfw Taddpa dovewy. 

Here é£ dyovos corresponds to réppa 
mpoBas, though not identical with it. The 
first is ‘outside the lists,’ not going straight 
to the mark: the latter is ‘crossing the 
line’: both signifying a violation of the 
rules, z.e. unfairness and partiality when 
transferred to the sphere of encomium. The 
lst Pythian is addressed to Hiero, who won 
dppatt. What then can be clearer than 
that the words in Nem. 7 are merely a 
poetical amplification of the sense suggested 
above, and cannot be pressed into the service 
of any theory as to the rules of the 
mévtafAov? xadkordpaov in both passages is 
chosen with intent for the sake of the com- 
parison of the tongue to a javelin, on which 
v. Gildersleeve to Ol. 6,82. If the poet 
had intended us to think of the special 
circumstances of Sogenes’ victory, would he 
have used o7e, which at once makes the 
reference general ? 

But granted that Sogenes won by the 
infringing of the rules by his opponent, 
whether intentional or not, is it natural 
that Pindar should lay such stress on the 
importance to Sogenes of this piece of luck ? 
In one passage it is true he does introduce 
this idea (Nem. 6, 71): but there the luck 
was the adverse fortune of the lot, which 
prevented a victory, not as here gave the 
advantage to the victor. At Ol. 8, 67 there 
is no reason for supposing with Christ that 
Tvxa daimoves means ‘the luck which made 
him ededpos.’ As we should expect, Pindar 
does not diminish the merit of his patrons 
by such suggestions. In comparison with 
the admission of this, the question whether 
Sogenes without entering for the zadp 
became zévraGAos, or entered as a certain 
victor when his most formidable (ex hypo- 
thesi) vival was removed by this lucky 
accident, becomes insignificant. I agree, 
however, with those scholars who maintain 
that the words ef zdvos jv (74) make it 
practically certain that Sogenes did enter 
for the zaAy. 

SS 
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Having now made it probable that the 
dkwv in this passage has no bearing on 
Sogenes’ victory, I have to suggest the new 
interpretation. The reading which must be 
—not changed but—retained is in my 
opinion 6s eééreuas, read by Christ in his 
earlier text: his interpretation, however, 
(v. above) I cannot accept. Of the two MSS. 
which have this portion of Pindar, Band D, 
the former is beyond all question the better. 
D is a MS. of very small value: it is 
written with extreme carelessness by a 
scribe who apparently knew no Greek, as 
the readings (taking this ode alone) roridpos 
(63) dystoavr’ (for diryocav7’: 88) arporacr 
(103) seem to prove. This is not the place 
in which to discuss the question fully : but 
any one who compares B and D must at 
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least acknowledge that B is as good as D. 
Now the reading os e&érenivas has, far above 
the other, marks of genuineness when we 
consider the remoteness of the vocative 
Sdyeves. It is moreover virtually supported 
by one Scholion to v. 76. doris, 6 Swyevys, TOV 
Tov mwevTabAov aywvicpatov eéreuifey EavTod 
TO yviov avev idsporos: for few will maintain 
the 3rd person to be anything more than a 
variation on the 2nd due to that remoteness 
of which I just now spoke. The application 
of ds to Sogenes is to my mind correct : and 
is, after all, the main point. Pindar then 
says: I vow, Sogenes, that I am not ex- 
aggerating the praises of one who achieved 
victory in the zady before noontide: 
v. Pausanias vi. 24, § 1. 

J. A. Naren. 

AN EMENDATION OF EURIPIDES FRAG. 

In Dr. Rhys Roberts’ interesting edition 
of the treatise ‘On the Sublime,’ I find what 
is apparently a slip on p. 146. A fragment 
of the Antiope of Euripides is there printed 
as follows : 

mi d& THs Tvpopevns bro TOD Tavpov Aipkys, 
ei O€ Tov 

TUxoL TEpte Ei<as, eiAy’ duod laBav 
yuvaika 7rérpay dpiv petahAacowr ae, 

€oTt pev yevvatov Kal TO Ajpya K.T.d. 

It is true that according to Nauck (7rag. 
Gr. Frag. p. 338) some think that Euripides 
was capable of shortening the syllable -as, 
but is there any certain parallel to such a 
licence in Tragedy? Dindorf and Nauck 
give the fragment thus : 

THE HELLENICS 

Critics have been inclined for some time 
past to divide the Hellenics into three parts, 
and to hold that these were composed at 
considerable intervals of time. This is due 
partly to considerations of a linguistic kind, 
partly to other matters of internal evidence.! 
The division now in favour is (A) 1. 1. 1.— 
2.3.10: (B) 2. 3. 11—5. 1. 36: (C) 5.2.1. 

* 1 For a statement of the reasons see Mr. Under- 
hill’s recent commentary. 

929 222, HD. DINDORF. 

ei 0€ ov TUXOL 
mepé EdiEas _ Vv etAX’ Suod AaBov 
ywvaika wérpav dpiv peradAaoowr det. 

Valckenaer wished to insert tadpos. That 
a trochee is missing after €ifas is obvious, 
and tatpos may of course be the word. In 
view, however, of Euripides’ fondness for 
rhetorical repetition, I venture to think that 
we should read 

ei b€ mov TUXOL, 
mepté ENi€as, <eiAkev> cidy’ dod AaBdy 
yuvatka Tétpav Spiv petaAA\doowy del, 

comparing the line in the Bacchae 

Katnyev, Hyev nyev és uedav wédov (1065). 

The word ei\xey is much more likely to 
have fallen out than radpos. J. ADAM. 

OF XENOPHON. 

—end: but it may be a question whether 
the latter part of the Second Book should 
be put in Bor A. It is also held that the 
first division of the Hedleniecs, whatever its 

precise extent, must come very early, if not 
absolutely first, in the list of X.’s writings. 
Dittenberger and Roquette couple it with 
the Cynegeticus, though the latter at any 
rate thinks that to be some eight or ten 
years the earlier of the two. In a previous 
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volume of this Review I have analysed the 
language of the Cynegeticus, and it has 
occurred to me now that there may be some 
use in doing the same thing, more fully than 
it has been done yet, for the first two books 
of the Hellenics. Such an examination may 
help us on the one hand to conclusions as to 
comparative dates, and on the other may 
throw light on the many peculiarities of X.’s 
language. It is interesting to see to what 
extent} these peculiarities appear in his 
earliest writings, if only we can be sure 
which his earliest writings are. 

Dividing the two books at 2. 3. 10, and 
taking the two divisions separately—I shall 
call them a and 6—I will first briefly indicate 
anything in the Greek that from this point 
of view seems noticeable. Perhaps I may 
venture to refer tomy former articles as 
dealing more fully with several of the 
matters of idiom which I just mention here. 

(a) 1. 1. 1—2. 3. 10. 

1. X.’s characteristic use of ovv instead 
of perd appears about ten times (1. 1. 11 
and 82: 3. 18 and 15 &e.: 2. 1. 7,10: 2.21). 
“Apa used as a preposition, with the dative 
of a person, rare and Xenophontean, is 
found 1. 1. 26. 1. 2. 18 gives us in zpos 
éxtaxoatous amounting to 700, about 700, avery 
unusual use of zpds (usually <is), for which 
L. and S. refer only to Polybius; and in 
1. 4. 15 zap’ éxdoryv jpepay is equally 
unusual for xa’ éxaornv jpépav. The char- 
acteristic uses of és=dore and ds final are 
represented by at least one instance apiece, 
1. 6. 20 ds pap...xaradndovs civar and 2b. 28 
avyyero...aS... Tpoomeco. According to 
Weber final ézws occurs five times as against 
three instances of iva. Temporal ere, for 
which the orators use éedy7, is quite fre- 
quent (1.2.5 &e.), “Emav (1. 1. 29: 2. 1. 
271) is not common in prose. Meéxpx used 
as a conjunction, decidedly rare in Attic, is 
found half a dozen times in Book 1 (1. 3, 6, 
and 27: 2. 16: 3. 6, 11), but nowhere else 
(I think) in Held. though it appears in 
various parts of Anab.: pexpe ov, which 
seems even less Attic, occurs 1. 5. | and 14. 
In 2. 1. 2 py seems not purely final (Weber's 
paratactic use) but dependent on adadcpov. 
The single connecting te and the double 
Tete are used a few times (according to 
Roquette rte 6 and rere 7 times). X.’s 
rather favourite 7 occurs 1. 7. 28. dced 
with numbers (1. 2. 9) is unusual ; so is éd’ 
6 for éd’ ore (2. 2. 20) and 6ca for ooadkis 
(1. 1. 28). The very frequent use of 
evredOev in narrative (1. 1. 6, 8, &e.: ef. Ar. 
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Ach. 528, 530, 535, 539) strikes us, and the 
tmesis in mpos 8’ éru (1. 7. 27). Cf. as 3 
atrus 2. 2. 9. In 1, 2. 8 odiow, if right, 
=simply airots and has no reflexive mean- 
ing. This is a use regarded as purely 
poetical (Kiihner-Blass 1. 593. 5) but 
seems to recur 7. 5. and 6. 5. 35. We 
notice was atrovs (not éavrovs) 1, 3. 21: 7. 
8, and the same words meaning tpds aitrovs 
ie 7, Wee 

2, Unusual forms of words. AvvacGets 
(1. 4. 16) is a form of the aorist used by X. 
alone of Attic prose-writers. Very similar 
is the ‘surprising Ionie ddpevos (1. 6. 3) 
which he does not seem to use elsewhere. 
Avéo (1. 4. 13) is a form (Tonic? semi- 
poetical) often used by him for atédvo. 
"AredoyyOn (1. 4. 13), if =darehoyynoaro, has 
to be illustrated from the old Attic of 
Antiphon, and from a grammarian’s state- 
ment that Alexis once used it. It occurs 
here in a hopeless sentence, but the rarity 
of the form is in favour of its being really 
Xenophontean. “Hdwxav (1. 2. 10) barely 
deserves mention (édocav Cobet). 

3. Rare words. In Book 1 we notice 
1. 27 zponyopa (cf. 2. 2. 22): 1.30 Kowdrys : 
1. 32 ‘arautiabe’s; 1. 33 rpovouy foraging, 
a very Xn. word not in Herodotus or 
Thucydides: 3. 7 ozevoropta (doubtful, ef. 
3. 5. 20): 3. 19 eicéo Oar from eiorévar (Cobet 
ciodpécba) : 4.3 xdpavos: 4. 12 edos statue 
(Isoer. 15. 2) and oiwvifojar: 6.4 Sd1abpoo 
and raparizrw: 6. 5 and 12 airiafopar: 6. 
12 éodidopar: 6. 13 eudpovpos: 7. 20 
droduk: 7. 30 cvppopia. We must add, if 
the text is right, the very odd use of dvotyw 
Th, Us 222 yp, ie GB Bile 

4. Words either distinctly poetical or 
belonging to the vocabulary of such writers 
as Thucydides, Xenophon, Plato, not to that 
of the orators. Such are 1. 5 yoév: 1. 30 
(cuv)aAtéw : 1. 37 &e. Anyw: 4. 15 apnxavia : 
4. 17 maporydpevos: 4. 20 exGe’s and 7. 16 
2deéev instead of fyfets and cirey or Edeyev: 
5. 4 petwv: 6. 27 and 2. 1. 21 dyriov: 6. 28 
eLamwaiws (so de Re. Hg. 9. 5: éfarivyns 
several times in dnab.): 7. 33 yepaipw: 
Rook IT. 1. 24 and 27 éropar: 2. 3 koGpac: 

2.9 dcatrws. Of these Anyw, AexGe’s and 

1 Tt has been suggested that in the three passages 
we should read &s fvurov &c. for as Hvovyoy &e., 
and this gives us just the right sense, as best they 
could, &e. In Ar. Rhet. 3. 9. 1409 b 4, the best 
MS. has by a blunder avolyew for avirew, and in 
Plut. Mor. 130 p avoirrdy is a blunder for avvordy 
(as avuordy ear). We have Anabd. 1. 8. 11 as 
avvordy and RL. 1. 3 9 avvordy; and, if as qvurov 
does not occur elsewhere in X., neither does ds 
jvovyov. But it would be strange for the same mis- 
take to occur in three successive places. 

: 
; 

; 

: 
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XeEev, petwv, avTiov, Koouwac may be called 
distinctly Xenophontean. If é@éAovros in 
1. 4. 14 means wishing and not being ready, 
it should be added to the list. 

5. Words in unusual sense: unusual 
phrases. 1. 1. 13 didxw simply follow : 
ibid. and 2. 1 adXos next (7H @XXy Hpepa as 
in Cyr. 2. 3. 24 and TO GhAw era: L. and 8. 
omit the use) ; 4.13 76 THs moAews Suvarov 
means, with 6. 7 kata ye TO éavtovd duvarov 
and 14 cis 76 exetvou dwvarov power: 4. 16 
Kawa ( = vedrepa) apaypara: 5. 16 and 7. 1 
ot ev oixw those at home: 5. 17 zovnpds 
depecbar be ill spoken of and 2. 1. 6 
depecbar (3. 4. 25 Kaxds dépecfar in the 
commoner sense): 6. 20 dvéyw continue (so 
Thuc.): 6. 29 vavapyos not Spartan (cf. 
5. 1. 5): 7. 12 zapavoua cvyyeypadevar 
(Cobet yeypadevar): 7. 14 xadeivy prosecute : 
7. 34 ékpwav tiv HiputtoAguov and éxpwav 
TiHVv THs Bovdgjs voted for, carried a resolution : 
Book IT. 1. 1 épa=7a dpata: 1. 14 and 3.8 
Tapadetkvivat dopovs in the sense of paying 
over, accounting for: 2. 20 Kabrévac puyddas 
restore exiles (usually xarayew). 

6. There remain a few points of grammar 
or expression that deserve notice. 1. 1. 2 
per oXtyov tovTwy a Little after this. Cobet 
omitted rovrwv. This might be right, 
though in dealing with such a writer as X. 
very risky, if the construction were only 
known from late Greek, e.g. Paus. 4. 29. 1 
peta 8 ov rodtv xpovov Tod epyov and 7b, 
8. 5. 5: [Lucian] 73. 31 per od todd tis 
cuxogavtias: Diod. 13. 84. 5 apparently. 
But Herodotus, with whom X. has many 
little things in common, writes 6. 40. 2 

Tpizw éeret TovTwy and ¢b. 46. 1 devtépw erel 
tovrov. In 1. 1. 23 ypaypata reudbevra 
ed\woay the plural verb is distinctly a Xn. 
habit. Acka prpiddes ortparias (1. 1. 37), 
the genitive depending on pupiades, is an 
unusual turn of phrase ; it recurs 5. 21 and 
Anab. 1. 4. 5. In 1. 4. {16 rots 8 airod 
€xOpois we notice the unusual position of 
aitrod. A few more instances of this may 
be gathered from X., e.g. 7. 1. 20 of aA 
abtOv ctppaxor. In a1 4.17 a te doBepov 
ovtwv TH ToAE yeveobar the government of 
yeverGar by ¢. 6.1s remarkable. Karnyopeiv 
kara twos (1. 7. 9) is not quoted from any 
‘other place. The imperfect indicative in 
2.1. 14 dvapvyjoas as cixe fidcas (not éxe or 
éxor) is a construction found with special 
frequency in Xenophon. 

(6) 2. 3. 10—end of book 2 

1. ctv ten or twelve times (3. 25, 48, 49, 
54 ete.) and 3. 46 the very Xn. preposition 
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pdt. Final &s 3. 14 and 33. Final dzus 

3. 21, 28, 41 and 4. 3. Temporal éze/ 3. 38, 
42 ete. “Are, almost unknown in the 
orators, fairly common in Thucydides 
Xenophon Plato, occurs 3. 15. The char- 
acteristic &Oa where 3. 31 and the unusual 
éxeivn there 3. 34. In 4. 39 a demonstrative 
use of é6a (87), which is of frequent 
occurrence in Anab. and Cyrop., as it is in 
Herodotus, but otherwise quite rare in 
Attic prose or poetry (Phaedrus 247 B: 
ep. 618 B) : usually temporal, occasionally 
local. (Plato, Xenophon, Aristotle have év6a 
év...évGa d€...demonstratively a few times : 

ef. Thuc. 6. 45). TpdcOev, not éurpocbev, 
3. 48 twice. Ip 4. 51 and ory 4. 38 where 
most Attic prose would have had 6rov and 
orws. The ye pay of which X. is so fond 
appears first in ae in 3. 33 and 42 and 
GAXAa py ib. 40: xat...dé, also a favourite 
phrase, 4. 15 and answers re in 4. 6: re-Te 
3. 12: anaphora with pév and de, very common 
bi OE BY OAL VE 28; 29 ete.: 7G waytié with 
a comparative 3. The indirect reflexive 
odior ete. rare ce orators) 3.13: 4. 8 twice 
and 35: odas adrovs, not éavrovs, 4. 37. 
"Ek tovrov after this (4. 2,10) is I think 
unusual elsewhere but frequent in parts at 
any rate of Xenophon. 

2. Unusual forms of words: the aorist 
dvvac6y 3. 35 and the uncontracted genitive 
plural xepdéwv 4. 21, 40, both Xn.: also 
é\av for édatvew, like dréda Cyr. 8. 3. 32, 

and perhaps ovvefyxay 3. 20. 
3. Words more or less rare. 

such are—l4 ovrebéd\w: 15 
several times in X.: 

In Ch. 3 

OpoyvapLov, 
ibid. and twice in 31 

avrikomtw : tbid. and 51 @avarG: 25, 32, 41 
mepicwlw: 33 eévtperouar regard, perhaps 
rather poetical: 38 Bovreia : 41 evdnXos 
quite Xn.: 44 yoatos : 50 dvapedyo : 56 
dyaoros. probably in no prose but X.’s. 

Ch. 4. 8 e&doduar: 10 dpeords, half a 
dozen times in X.: 13 droonpatvouar: 20 
Kataciw7@: 24 éxxafevdw and edodetw: 32 
ouvérouat, rare or non-existent in oratorical 

prose: 34 émywpd: 38 exxAnrot. 
We may add the phrases 3. 36 ore tadra jv 

when these things were taking place, and 50 
rovTo ov Bwwrov yynodpevor: 4. 37 of ao Tod 
kKoUvov. 

4. Words of a slightly poetical nature: 
édcEev (3. 24, 35: 4. 9, 12, 20, 39): duoperns 

(3. 39, 42) and cipevys (3. 48, 50: 4. 31): 
rporgirds (3. 44): Arravedw (4. 26). The 
first four of these are all Xn. words. Eitvy 
(4. 6) may probably be added. 

5. The following words appear in more or 
less unusual senses: 4.1 dyw evict twice: 
4, 25 mora pledges several times in X., 
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though not in him only: and three com- 
pounds of tévat, viz. 4.11 avevar admit, allow 
to pass (2) as in 7. 2. 12: 4, 32 évevar shoot : 
4. 39 dudvar disband. 

6. In point of syntax we may notice 3. 30 
mporerys With infinitive: 3. 55, 56 the 
imperfects indicative in oratio obliqua: 4. 2 
pad eiypepias ovens, in which it is not clear 
whether pada goes with edypepias, ovens, Or 

both (cf. 5. 4. 14 pada yeuydvos ovros: 
6. 2. 39 pada orparnyov vouilopevov) : 4. 7 
tporatov oryjcacba, which X. prefers to r. 
orjoa: 4, 42 the Xn. substantival use of 
«aXd in rots adXots Kadois. 

So far as the above observations go, it, 
appears that there is no marked difference 
between the two parts. Probably the only 
points of distinction worth noticing—and 
they will seem extremely small—are that in 
% there appear for the first time the very 
Xn. &6a where, dpdi, and piv (ye pv, adda 
pav). On the other hand the conjunction 
pexpe and &s=dore occur in @ and not in d. 
The proportion of Xn. peculiarities cannot 
be called greater in the later composition, 
if 2. 3. 10—-end is later, than in the earlier. 
There is however one significant difference 
which my statements above do not bring 
out, but which Roquette (De Vita X. pp. 
40-46, 54-55) very rightly dwells on, and 
of which the appearance of pv is one and 
an important example. As compared with 
most of X.’s work, a like Cynegeticus is 
conspicuously deficient in particles, whereas 
in J they certainly begin to appear, and 
they continue to appear (I am speaking now 
from a general impression) more and more 
frequently in the remaining books. The 
difference which they make does seem to me 
sufficient, when one has formed a habit of 
noticing such things, to establish a presump- 
tion of later date, though it is strange that 
in other respects no greater difference of 
diction manifests itself. But even in Books 
iii. and iv. the number of Xn, peculiarities 
seems to increase but slowly, and except in 
particles I should say there was very little 
distinction to be drawn, though no doubt 
there is some. I have however shrunk from 
the labour, which alone would enable 
anyone to speak with confidence, of examin- 

ing those books and also the three last with 
equal minuteness. 

There remains the second point. What 
light, if any, on the origin and history of 
X.’s departures from ordinary Attic idiom 
do we gain from the study of a composition 
generally and reasonably agreed to be early? 
We find him already using such words and 
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forms, notable in various ways, as (1) avy, 
ds, pexpt: (2) edekev, dvrios, petov: (3) 

ddpevos, dvvacbeis. Touching only the fringe 
of a somewhat extensive enquiry, we may 
therefore say that in an early work he is 
already using a diction which distinguishes 
him from all other Attic prose-writers 
without exception, and that these peculiar- 
ities can hardly have been acquired by him 
on Attic soil. I do not think it is really 
arguing in a circle to say that they point to 
his having already had much intercourse 
with non-Attic Greeks and that his notorious 
intercourse with such Greeks goes with 
other things to show that these peculiarities 
are not simply ‘old Attic. We should 
therefore be led, even on grounds of 
language alone, to conclude that a was at any 
rate not written before the expedition of 
Cyrus and probably not for some little time 
after his return from it. 

I append some critical notes on passages 
of all seven books. 

1.2. 8 of 8 & Tis ToAEws eBonPyoav 
odiow. 

Perhaps a participle has fallen out before 
odhlow, €.g. Tpormerovjevor OY emLXELpHTOVTES. 
X. uses the pronoun now and then, eg. 
1. 7. 5, with no reflexive sense. 

1. 4. 6 ds pydev péeutyobe. Sucha sudden 
transition into oratio recta is certainly found | 
occasionally, but it would hardly be made 
here for the sake of two or three words and 
the various readings point to something 
wrong. Read rather peupacba, comparing 
1. 6. 20. 

ib. 16 rovodros doxeiv civar oloorep mporepov. 
The ordinary correction tovovrous otourrep 
fails to give any satisfactory sense. The 
meaning required seems to me something 
like rovovrots doxety eivat olourep Noav mpoTEpov, 
or (less ambiguously) zporepov peév doxelv 
= of ‘ 

ELVAL OLOLTEP KGL OAV. 

ib. 17 The aorist xwdvvevoar should, I 
think, be the future xwdvvevioo or kwdvveioet. 
Cf, 4. 4. 2 yrovres...ds...cudvvetoe. TaAW 7 
mods Aaxwvicar: Cyr. 1. 5. 3 A€ywv as... 
kwovvevcotev ... kataotpewacbar. The aorist 
would refer to the past. Deveo@a. seems to 
depend on ¢ofepdy ovrwy, as it might 
on émtddéwy évtwv, but the construction is 
unusual. 

1. 6. 32 ctrev Ort  Sadpry ovdev pay KaKov 
oikeirat avTov aobavovtos. 

Oixetrat, for which one inferior MS. and 

the Aldine text have oikvetrar, often adopted 
by editors, is impossible. Mr, Marchant 
mentions the modern conjectures oixjrat, 
OIKNGEL, OIKNy OLKTLELTAL, of which the last 
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scarcely deserved mention, Oixcetrar ‘ will 
be founded, settled’ is quite unsuitable in 

sense. Further the future with od py ina 
negative statement, though established for 
verse and even comic verse, must, I think, 
be regarded as questionable in prose. The 
regular prose use is the aorist subjunctive, 
the present subjunctive occurring very 
seldom, though it does occur (Goodwin J/.7’. 
295), in any verb that has an aorist avail- 
able. The use of some part of oik in the 
passage before us may seem supported by 
such expressions as those of Aeschines 1. 
180 ob zodiv xpovov tiv Srapryy axdopOnrov 
oiknoovow: 2. 182 ovdels tudv dua Tas Enas 
Hdovas Kdxov oixet, but that part would 
naturally be the aorist active or passive, 
oikjoy (neuter) or oiknfy. The MS. readings 
oixetrar and oiketrar (though the latter may 
probably be no more than a guess) might be 
better accounted for, if we supposed X. to 
have written diaxénrar, will be no worse off. 
This perfect, practically a present, would be 
admissible in default of an aorist. The 
version of Callicratidas’ words in Plut. Mor. 
222 F ob wap’ va Ta Srdptas* drofavdvtos 
yap pov ovdey y Tatpis eAatTwhyjceTar proves 
nothing either way. For the supposed 
confusion of dua and o: ef. the suggestion on 
4, 1. 24. 

ib. 35 trois & GAANats «.7.A. As the words 
stand, we could only take it that Theramenes 
and Thrasybulus were to rescue the sur- 
vivors and collect the dead with 37 ships 
and also to conduct the rest against 
Eteonicus. But this is evidently not the 
meaning: cf. 7. 31. Some words have 
dropped out to the effect that ‘they should 
themselves sail’ against Eteonicus. 

1. 7. 17. Much difficulty has been found 
in érecayv «.t.X., nor is this, I think, surpris- 
ing. 
the passage that there is here a considerable 
hiatus. Euryptolemus rises to do three 
things: 7a pev Katnyopyowv...ra 8 breparo- 
Aoynodpevos, Ta 5é cvpBovlevcwv. We have 
the xaryyop® pév at the beginning of 17, the 
ovpBovdevo 6€ in the middle of 19, but the 
defence has disappeared, or rather is con- 
fused in 17-18 with the accusation, for no 
intelligible ground of blame is stated at all. 
What seems te have happened is that after 
KaTnyop® pev ovv airdy oT. a passage of 
indeterminate length has been lost, in which 
the speaker first censured Pericles and 
Diomedes and then went on to his second 
point, what he had to say in their favour. 
The érewav x.7.A. belongs to this second 
head, as the context shows: he lays stress 
on the kindly feeling which made them 

Itis surely clear on an examination of 
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persuade their colleagues to do something 
else than what was proposed. The infini- 
tive governed by ézewway is lost. What we 
really have therefore in these two §$ is the 
defence, or some of it, not the accusation, 

which is never given at all. 
ib. 24 Kat ovK ddiKodvTes 

’Adixoovres has given much trouble. I take 
it to be an instance of what we find 
apparently recurring in several other pass- 
ages of the Hellenics: see on 2. 3.48. A 
word that is in the copyist’s mind as having 
already occurred or being about to occur is 
inadvertently substituted for the word that 
he ought to write. We all make this mis- 
take ourselves in writing and in copying. 
’Adixodvres has occurred two lines previously 
and stands here by this mental trick for 
some other word or words. ‘To the genuine 
word we have no particular clue. 

ib. 29. Perhaps <imép> éavréyv ovtas. 
ib. 32. dv <i> cis, as in 31 4 
2.3.14. Should not ots é€BovAovro be 

écous éBovdovro? In 4. 10. the MSS. vary 
between ois and écos. Cf. tocovrovs in 
3. 42. 

ib. 47. It is natural to conjecture that 
aévtws Should be zavrwy, as in the next 

line. 
ib. 48. 06 80 dzroptav dpaxpas dv drodopevouTiy 

modu Spaxpns petéxorev. This seems a clear 
case of the error spoken of above on 1. 7. 
24. The second dpaxpuys is ludicrously in- 
appropriate, some word expressive of power, 
affairs, etc., being ‘clearly wanted. A like 
error, it seems to me, is to be found in the 
second immedor of 2. 4. 8, the second érotyce 
of 6. 3. 10, the second zopifovras of 7. 2. 
17, and possibly the second Adyou of 4. 8. 
15. Scholars do not always sufliciently ap- 
preciate (1) that errors are apt to arise from 
this cause: (2) that, when they do, the lost 
word may bear little or no resemblance to 
the word that has taken its place. Of 
course the error is easier if the two words 
are, for instance, of the same number of 
syllables, but there is no necessity in the 
matter, and therefore conjectural restoration 
has, as a rule, nothing to go by beyond the 
general sense required. 

2.4. 14. dyovres yap Orda pev évayrlor abrots 
kabécrapev. ot d€ Geoi x.t.A. Unless some- 
thing (e.g. ddcyor) has been lost before perv, 
that word is out of its place. Put it after 
évavtio, comparing the notes below on 
4, 1. 6. and 4. 3. 13. 

ib. 38. aitois should perhaps be aitovs, 
and ib. 40. rAovowrepor would naturally be a 
superlative. 

3. 2. 1. rH eavrod olkjoer Ppvyia. 

azroNovvTau. 

Oiknoer 
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perhaps a gloss. Cf. 4. 26. rv PapvaBalov 
Ppvyiav and 4, 1. 1. The reference is to 
the distinction of the two Phrygias, Greater 
and Less. 

ib. 28. mepreBrAjOn? 
3. 3. 2. ci d€ vids «7A. Do not these 

words belong to Agesilaus as a rejoinder ? 
If so, Cobet’s éué dv dv would still be neces- 
sary, unless we read ee dy) det. In Dorie av 
is unsuitable. 

ib. 8. Is rHv right with yovatka? Perhaps 
twa. For Nupaiverbar éoxer Cobet conjectured 
X. éddxer, and éwxe: does seem odd. Perhaps 

Avpavetcbar ewxe, which would be more 
ordinary. 

ib. 10. mparov...rpiv x.7.4. The phrase is 
unusual and zpérov is liable to be confused 
with zporepov. Should we read zporepov 
here ? 

3. 4. 
needed. 

ib. 27. For civar read ety. So perhaps in 
5, 4. 35. we should read ayvretzou. 

4, 1. 6. wotov twos yevous eotly 6 3.3; 60 
eirev Ort IlepoGy ovdevos evdeeovepos. Prob- 
ably évdcearepov. 

ib. roitov mev act THY Ovyatépa aiTd Kad- 
Niova etvat. 

There is nothing to explain the pev after 
tovtov. Perhaps tovrov pevro, but I incline 
rather to dai per. 

ib. 24. woANG pev exrdpara kai adda 81) ota 
PapvaBalov krypara. 

Oia does not seem very natural. Is it 
an error for ida? The cxevy and iroliyia 
belong to the army. Cf. the suggestion on 
1. 6. 32. above. 

ib. 36. Katro. ehevOepov civar eyo pev oipar 
avTdéiov eivar TOY TavTWY xXpHdTwV,  ovde 
pevro. TovTO oe KeAevomev, TEevyTA prev, eAev- 
Gepov 6 iva. Logic requires the reverse 
order, €AevOepov prev, méevnta dé. 

ib. 37. No doubt doxpivomor is wrong, 
but droxpwotpar is at least as likely as 
GmroKpivopat. 

4. 3. 13. eXeyey as ayyeA\Aoro 6 per II. 
TeteMeuTNKWS, ViKWN O€ TH vavpaxia. A false 
antithesis. One could understand vider, or 
ayyeAXoro pev..., vukwy O€. Cf, the note on pev 
above in 4, 1, 6. 

4, 4. 6. dpdvres d€ Tos Tupavvetovtas. A 
predicate seems missing, e.g. févovs: the 
tyrants were not even Corinthians. 

4.8.5. hidws ed€xovto: diAtws, asin Cyr. 
6. 3. 13.1% or didtkds, as in 7. 2. 23.4 

ib. 38. rots woAeuious should, I think, be 

tovs ToAeuiovs. It is the enemy that are 
moving. 

5. 1. 31. door py d€yovrau. 
béfovrar is required. 

23. éropévov. The future seems 

The future 
In 4. 2. 5. the present 
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tenses méurol, ovetpatevoito, Tapexoiro May 
be right, butitis not unlikely that X. wrote 
futures. There is only the difference of a 
letter in each case, and no mistake is 
commoner, 

5. 2. 4. radpov dputte., Tois pe yuicecr 
TOV OTpaTiwTov TpoKalyevors adv Tots O7AoLs 
TOV TappevovTwr, Tois 8 ypiceow epyalopevots. 
When an instrumental dative of person is 
attached to a verb, as rots 7. to ®purre here, 
no participle can very well be joined to the 
dative. If we want a participle, the phrase 
then goes into the genitive absolute and X. 
would have written here ray tj10éwv zpoKa- 
Onpevur..., Tov 8 7. épyatonevov. It seems to 
me clear that he sreally wrote here the nom- 
inatives mpoxaOypevos and épya€dpevos. The 
general is said to do with, or by means of, 
his men what in reality they do. This is 
indeed the sense in which he tadpov dpurre 
and in which generals are constantly said 
rexiCew etc., in Greek as in all languages. 
For an exactly parallel use of a verb 
with an instrumental personal dative cf. 
Cyr. 1. 6. 11. éywv épydras ots av épyalouro. 
Herod. 2. 14. 4. has a very similar turn of 
phrase, though the dative in this case ex- 
presses animals, not men: éredy katararyoy 
Tho tol To o7épwa. In this book of the 
Hellenics 1. 19. tore pev avaravwv Kai tapay- 
yedrov aroxopacba, Tore Se KUTALS TPOTKO[L- 
Couevos IT am not sure that we should not 
read mpookeipevos, but it is hardly necessary 
to change. 

ib. 39. éxew sheuld be e&euv. 
distinctly in the future. 

5. 4. 30. ois éypnuaticatro, Perhaps <év> 
ois, €v having dropped out after ev. 

6.1.15. 6rav orevdn, apictov Kal detrvov 
Touoapevos dpa movetoOa. I should con- 
jecture roujoacOar dua rovovpevos OY Tovov- 
pevos Ga. rojoacOa1, meaning that he worked 
even at meals. The middle zovetcGar does 
not seem to occur elsewhere in X., but in 
him it need not be questioned. 

ib. 17. ovvriGecOa.. ra éavtod is hardly 
Greek for 7i@eoOar or diatiberbar. So in 4. 
8. 20. cuvOenévovs cannot mean having got 
together and has been altered. 

6. 2. 32. nipeto drws pire .. etvar pyre.. 
adixesGar. Can X. have turned out such an 
anacoluthon all within half a dozen words ? 
Is it not more likely that something is lost, 
e.g. orws <deor.> pente? The middle nipero 
is stranger than zoveioa in 6. 1. 15. above, 
but apparently right. Cf. the middle voice 
of cuvopav in 6. 5, 23. 

6. 4. 25. We should get fair sense, if we 
might read something like kat A. dy qepi- 
yeveobar, ei dvayxalowro tod Liv amovonbevres 

The thing is 
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Siapdxecbar. Cf. Isocr. 6. 75. drovevonpoves 
d€ mpos TO Liv SiaKketpevov. 

th. 24. Bovjecbe <mavtas> or 
avOparous> 4 

6. 5. 23. cvviddpevor ? 
ib. 42. edrrilew 8€ xpi Os avdpas ayafors .. 

yernocoOar. Another almost inconceivable 
anacoluthon like that in 2. 32. Perhaps as 
should be kai. 

7. 1.2. 80xet radra otk dvOpwrivy adXov 7 
Geta dice te kal Tixn Swpichau. A strange 
use of dice. Should we read @écer? rifevac 
is used of the ordinances of heaven. 

ib. 38. thv byuvovpevny av xpvojnv maTayv ov 
ovx tkaviv epyn elvae TETTLYL TKLV TapEXELV. 
"Av gives a wrong sense. He did not say it 
would not be capable: he said it was not 
capable. Expressions like Neyopevos, tpvov- 

<tovs 
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pevos etc., referring to some well-known 
name, phrase, story, very frequently have a 
54 added to them. Ay is very liable to be 
confused with dv. We may therefore read 
here riv tpuvoupevny by. Cf. 6. 3. 2C. as viv 
@nBalos ro Neydpevov dy Sexarevbyvar eAris 
ein: Anab. 1, 8.10. ra 8d) dperavndopa Kahov- 
pea: Ar. Av. 652. eorw eyopevov Oy TL: 
Plat. Symp. 221 B.: Gorg. 514 £.: Soph. 
241 p.: Phil. 46 c.; Menand. fragm. incert. 
221 (Meineke). 

7. 4. 11. pevew as év TH Eavtdv ToAEL €xovTas 
does not seem Greek. Some word has been 
omitted that went with ¢yovras. It may 
have been such as yovxiay or yovxws, or 
something quite different. 

Herbert RICHARDS. 

ADVERSARIA BIBLICA. 

1. SS. Mark, 11 § 3, Matt. 21 § 3, Luke 
19 § 31, 34, 6 KUpios airod (aitady) xpelay exe. 
Some years ago I noted that to me the 
natural translation would be ‘Its (their) 
owner needs (it or them).’ Since then I 
have asked a number of scholars, and all 
have told me that, though the question had 
never occurred to them, their answer would 
be the same as mine, with perhaps an 
alternative translation, ‘Their owner has a 
job on.’ I remark (1) our duty is first to 
translate naturally, then to comment, e.g. 
that the words seem an untruth, or that the 
owner may have been a disciple then with 
our Lord, or that it is assertion that Our 
Lord is the owner of the world (‘all the 
beasts of the forest are mine, ete. ’) ; (2) itis 
significant that the order is kept the same 
in all the synoptists. (3) tus, twes TOV exet 
éoTynkoTwy are used in SS. Mark and Matt. 
for the objectors to the taking of the 
animals: St. Luke complicates the matter 
by saying of xvpuor avrov.1 (4) St. Mark never 
uses 6 Kvpios as a variant for Jesus: a 
fortiori in what is in the Triple Tradition, 
the words cannot be so used. St. Luke, who 
does so use them as a variant, may have 
mistaken the sentence, and his use of o1 
Kvpio. may be due to this. More probably 
it is carelessness of possible misunder- 
standing: cf. 16 $8. (5) Oddly enough we 

1 St. Mark’s continuation kal edOds adrdy amoatéAAer 
m&Atv wde probably will supportiour interpretation : 
St. Matt. has lost wéA.w and so makes the bystander 
the subject. 

can parallel our requirement that in order to 
get the ordinary translation, airod must be 
after ypecay. St. Paul writes, 1 Cor. 12 § 21 
(bis), xpetav cov (tudv) ovK exw (cf. St. 
Mark 14 § 63). 

2. It has been attempted to show that 
the fragment of [St. Peter’s] gospel is in its 
origin heretical from the fact that in it the 
mis-translation ‘O @cos pov, 6 eds pov, eis TL me 
éyxateAures ; is not committed, but the correct 
4 Svvayis given, and from the fact that 
aveAnpOy is used of Our Lord’s Death. But 
we have in St. Luke evidence that this 
attempt goes too far, and that we should 
rather suppose that this gospel was placed 
outside the Canon because it gave a handle to 
Gnostic dissidence from the Apostolic simple 
tradition by its indiscreet or naive lack 
of precision in dogmatic language—when 
weighed by the disputants in the refining 
discussions of the 2nd century. In 5 § 17 
St. Luke writes dvvapis Kupiov jv «is 70 
iaoGac airov, which, however we interpret 
Kypiov, has not the theological exactness of 
definition that we find later; and 9 § 51 
we have éyevero d€ ev TH ovprAnpodobar 
TUS Hpepas THS avadrjuyews avtod. The 
use in St. John of twwOjvar ex rhs yis 
suggests the possibility that this union in 
one view of the Passion and Triumph may 
come trom the Lord Himself. 

3. St. Paul in Kom. 13 § 8 writes 6 ayarav 
Tov erepov vosov weTAjpwxe. Are not these 
words to be translated ‘He that loves has 
fulfilled the second commandment (second 
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table of the law)? In this case they supply 
another particular in which the Apostle 
reproduces Our Lord’s answer to the lawyer 
(St. Mark 12 $31). Not only, then, does 
he quote dyamyjces tov tAnoLov cov ds €avTov, 
but refers to it as a second commandment. 
This view is supported by the circumstance 
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that St. Paul himself uses tov zAnodov in 
$10 for ‘neighbour’; he does not only 
quote it: and in $9 has ei m1s érépa évrohy, 
where he is summing up the commandments 
that come in the Second Table. 

T. Nickiiy. 

THE CHRONOLOGY OF THE WARS IN ARMENIA, A.D. 51—63. 

II.—a.p, 54-60. 

Tue first few years of this period give us 
very little difficulty: the last are the most 
perplexing of this whole period a.p, 51-63. 

A.D. 54 (Dec.) —57. 

Tacitus’ Order of Events :— 

A.D. 54. Dee. Nero has to determine 
on an Armenian 
policy.—xiii. 6. (Cf. 
previous paper). 

» 04. Dec.—55 init. Nero makes prepara- 

tions for war: viz., 
orders new enrol- 
ments for Eastern 
legions : _ mobilisa- 
tion of troops: con- 
struction of bridges 
over the Euphrates. 
Corbulo is appointed 
‘retinendae Arme- 
niae’ &e., xiii. 7. 8. 

Corbulo hurries to the 
East to take over the 
command in Cappa- 
docia (while Quadra- 
tus remains in com- 
mand in Syria), and 

meets Quadratus at 
Aegeae in Cilicia, 
who hands over to 
him half his forces 
as directed by Nero. 

», 05. (2 spring) 

Consequent division of 
forces : 

In Syria with Quad- 
ratus : 2 legions (viz. 
X Fretensis and XII 
Fulminata) and part 
of auxiliaries. 

In Cappadocia with 
Corbulo: 2 legions 
(viz. III Gallica and 
VI Ferrata): part 

of auxiliaries, sent 
him by Quadratus 
from Syria: and all 
cohorts and _ alae 
then in Cappadocia. 

The client kings of 

Lesser Armenia, 
Commagene, &c., are 

ordered to _ assist 
either Corbulo or 
Quadratus as seems 
advisable. Most 
choose the former. 
xili. 7. 8. 

Meantime: ‘ Exortusque in tempore 
aemulus Vologesi 
filius Vardanes ; et 
abscessere Arme- 
nia Parthi, tamquam 
differrent bellum.’ 
eos 

Coins date this revolt of Vardanes 
as lasting at least from November 
55 to June 58. (Gardner ‘ Par- 
thian Coinage,’ pp. 13, 51.) The 
revolt may easily have begun some 
months earlier, and the news of 
it seems to have reached Rome 
after Corbulo’s appointment : 
whether or no before his departure 
for the East cannot be told. Hence 
we may continue :— 

A.D. 55 (? summer). Revolt of Vardanes. 
The Parthians evacuate 

Armenia. 
Corbulo arrives in Cap- 

padocia. 
Messages sent to Volo- 

geses by both Cor- 
bulo and Quadratus, 
demanding ‘pacem 
quam bellum mallet 
datisque  obsidibus 

. 
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solitam prioribus re- 
verentiam in popu- 
lum Romanum con- 
tinuaret.’ xiii. 9, 1. 

Vologeses hands over 
as hostages ‘nobilis- 
simos ex familia 
Arsacidarum,’ either 
‘quo bellum ex com- 
modo pararet an ut 
aemulationis suspec- 
tos per nomen obsi- 
dum amoveret.’ xiii. 
9, 2. 

Corbulo and Quadratus 
quarrel at length as 
to which deserves 
the credit for making 
Vologeses give hos- 
tages. Nero seeks 
to heal the breach. 
xiii. 9. 

Vologeses evidently did not desire 
war at once on Corbulo’s arrival. 
When he gave the hostages the 
revolt of Vardanes probably had 
already broken out and gave him 
cause to be suspicious of his nobles 
(xiii. 9. 2). Otherwise there existed 
no reason for his desire to post- 
pone the war, a desire distinctly 
to his foe’s advantage. As the 
envoy from Syria reached him be- 
fore the envoy from Cappadocia, he 
was probably in the 8. of Ar- 
menia, engaged in withdrawing 
his troops who had accompanied 
Tiridates on his last seizure of the 
throne (ef. previous paper). 

Tacitus tells us nothing more of Armenian 
affairs until under the year a.p. 58 he 
resumes the subject thus :— 

‘Eius anni principio mollibus adhue 
initiis prolatatum inter Parthos Roman- 
osque de obtinenda Armenia bellum 
acriter resumitur, quia nec Vologeses 
sinebat fratrem Tiridatem datia se regni 
expertem esse aut alienae id potentiae 
donum habere, et Corbulo dignum mag- 
nitudine populi Romani rebatur parta 
olim a Lucullo Pompeioque recipere.’ 
xii. 34, 4. 

The position of Tiridates in this interval 
A.D. 55-58 thus becomes of interest. After 
Corbulo’s first campaign he sends to ask 
indignantly 

‘Cur datis nuper obsidibus redinte- 

grataque amicitia ... vetere Armeniae 
possessione depelleretur.’ (xiii. 37, 4.) 

To which Corbulo answers as follows :— 

‘Suadet Tiridati precibus Caesarem 
adgredi: posse illi regnum stabile et 
res incruentas contingere, si omissa spe 

longinqua et sera praesentem potior- 
emque sequeretur.’ (xiii. 37, 6.) 

From these passages it appears that the 
giving of hostages in a.p. 55 amounted toa 
‘yedintegrata amicitia’: that in a.p. 58 
Tiridates can talk of a vetus possessio of 
Armenia: and that Corbulo practically 
admits his previous ‘regnum’ in denying its 
stability under existing conditions. 

Tiridates, that is, must have remained in 
possession of the throne of Armenia in a.D. 
55 despite the withdrawal of Vologeses and 
his Parthian troops. But it seems he never 
acknowledged the Roman suzerainty. The 
question now at issue between Rome and 
Parthia was the right of ‘bestowing that 
throne as a gift,’ as Tacitus puts it. Tiri- 
dates may be defacto recipient of the donum. 
Who is to be recognised as lawful donor, 
7.€., aS suzerain ? 

Tiridates, remaining in possession of the 
Armenian throne, does not, despite Vologeses’ 
giving of hostages, recognise the Roman 
claim to suzerainty. Ata time then when 
Vologeses has got the better of Vardanes’ 
revolt and has his hands free again, it is 
important for Corbulo to bestir himself and 
impress upon Tiridates the uncertainty of 
his tenure, somewhat to Tiridates’ surprise 

and indignation. To ‘recover Armenia’ in 
Roman official language need not mean more 
than the obtaining of this recognition of 
Roman suzerainty. And of course if the 
Vologeses who is King of Parthia after 58 
A.D. 1s not Rome’s old opponent but a new 
king, the need and opportunity for Roman 
action are alike emphasized. But on the 
whole the numismatie evidence in favour 
of this supposition seems to me outweighed 
by the historic evidence against it. (Cf. 
Gardner ‘ Parthian Coinage,’ p. 52). 

Thus far we therefore obtain these 
results :— 

ASDa os Revolt of Vardanes. Vologeses 
evacuates Armenia. Corbulo 
arrives in Cappadocia. Agree- 
ment between Vologeses and 
Corbulo. 

iridates in possession of Ar- 
menia. 

s 58. End of Vardanes’ revolt. Be- 

- » Dd-58. T 
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ginning of war ‘keenly’ in 
Armenia. 

At this point the chief chronological 
difficulty begins. 

A.D. 57-60. 

A, Order of Events in Tacitus :— 

A. ‘Eius anni principio (viz: 58 A.D.) 
mollibus adhue initiis prolatatum 
inter Parthos Romanosque de obtin- 
enda Armenia bellum acriter resum- 
itur.’ 7@.e. Active hostilities begin.— 
xiii. 34. 4. 

B. Corbulo’s chief difficulty is the lack of 
discipline &c. in his army, especially 
in the Syrian legions sent him (in 
55 a.p.) by Quadratus. Many unfit 
are discharged. Hence new levies in 
Galatia and Cappadocia. A legion 
summoned from Germany.—3o. 1-3, 

[This was probably Leg. IV Scy- 
thica : and as in xiii. 40. 3 Cor- 
bulo has under his command 
part at least if not all the Leg. 
X Fretensis, which in the ori- 
ginal division remained in Syria 
with Quadratus (ef. supra), it is 
possible that the new legion’s 
arrival in Syria caused the trans- 
fer of Leg. X to Corbulo]. 

C. Winter: Corbulo, despite the fierce 
cold, keeps his troops under canvas 
‘donec ver adolesceret.’ The auxiliary 
cohorts are sent on garrison duty to 
fit spots under supervision of Paccius 
Orfitus; strict orders are given 
against engaging the enemy. Orfitus 
disobeys these and suffers a reverse. 
35. 5-36, 5. 

[Corbulo evidently winters in hos- 
tile territory, viz. Armenia. The 
severity of the winter agrees 
with this]. 

D. Spring: Beginning of active hostilities. 
Tiridates with the aid of troops sent 
him by Vologeses carries on an active 
guerilla warfare, always eluding Cor- 
bulo’s attempts to catch him, his 
forces being ‘ equestres copiae’ (xiii. 
40. 1.). This continues a long while 
‘diu.—-37. 1. 2. 

[i.e. Corbulo’s first plan of cam- 
paign consists of a general pur- 
suit of the Armenian De Wet}. 

E. Corbulo borrows a leaf from his enemy’s 
book and sends out several detached 

columns to attack different places at 
one and the same time. Antiochus 

of Commagene is ordered to co-op- 
erate. Pharasmanes and the Moschi 
also make incursions into Armenia 
in the Roman interest. Vologeses 
cannot come to the aid of Tiridates, 
because himself detained by the 
Hyrcanian revolt.—37. 2-4. 

[a.e. Corbulo’s second plan of cam- 
paign consists of pursuit &e. by 
flying columns. This is so far 
successful that—] 

Tiridates makes overtures to Corbulo 
and proposes an interview. Corbulo 
assents, but (cf. Caesar and Ariovis- 
tus) takes such precautions that 
Tiridates’ intended treachery fails 
and the interview is a fiasco.—37. 4— 
38. 7. 

Renewal of hostilities. Tiridates fails 
in an attempt to intercept Corbulo’s 
convoys coming from Trapezus and 
thus cut his line of communication. 
—39. 1, 2. 

Corbulo—to put an end to the war— 
determines to attack Armenian forts 
[z.e. his third plan of campaign], thus 
abandoning his direct pursuit of 
Tiridates. Three main divisions of 
the Roman army are constituted for 
this purpose, under Corbulo himself, 
Cornelius Flaccus legate, and In- 
steius Capito, camp - prefect,—xiii. 
39.- 2. 

Storming of Volandum by Corbulo’s 
division, and taking of smaller forts 
by the other two. ‘Unde orta 
fiducia caput gentis Artaxata ad- 
grediendi.’—39. 2-7. 

March to Artaxata. ‘Tuiridates makes a 
vain demonstration en route and 
then flees away to Media.—39. 7- 
Al. 2. 

Surrender (next day) of Artaxata,— 
41. 3. 

Burning of Artaxata to the ground by 
Corbulo, as he had not enough men 
both to garrison the city and to pro- 
secute the war, and if evacuated its 
capture would have been worth- 
less. 
‘Adicitur miraculum velut numine 
oblatum: nam cuncta Artaxatis 
tenus sole inlustria fuere; quod 
moenibus cingebatur repente ita 
atra nube coopertum fulguribusque 
discretum est ut quasi infensantibus 
deis exitio tradi crederetur.’—41. 4. 

News of the fall of Artaxata 
reaches Rome. Public rejoicings and 
senatorial debate and decrees.—41. 5. 
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[ After which—‘ Deinde’—Suillius is 
condemned at Rome and Tacitus 
relates various other events of 
the year a.p. 58. He then nar- 
rates events of the years 59 and 
60 A.D. resuming his narrative 
of Eastern warfare in his an- 
nals of this year 60 A.D. with the 
words :] 

‘ At Corbulo post deleta Artaxata uten- 
dum recenti terrore ratus ad occu- 
panda Tigranocerta...illue pergit.’ — 
xiv. 23. 1. 

March from Artaxata to Tigranocerta 
in ‘glowing summer time,’ the army 
harassed by the Mardi en route and 
very greatly suffering for lack of 
water-and grain until its arrival in 
‘loci culti. Two forts are taken, 
one by storm, one by blockade. Con- 
tinued march through ‘regio Taurau- 
nitium’ to Tigranocerta.—23. 1-24. 5, 

Surrender of Tigranocerta without re- 
sistance.—24. 6. 7. 

Defence of and storming of the fort 
Legerda.—25. 1. 
| Nore.—Vologeses is still detained 

by the Hyrcanian revolt. Envoys 
from the Hyrcanians to Nero 
had before these last events been 
sent to Rome and now on their 
return are by Corbulo sent round 
by a long and circuitous route 
to reach their own land, lest 
the Parthians should capture 
them.—xiv. 25. 2. 3]. 

Tiridates invades Armenia again from 
Media.—xiv. 26. 1. 

Corbulo despatches Verulanus, legate, 
with advanced guard, and follows 
himself with the legions by forced 
marches.—26, 1. 

Tiridates is thus forced to flee far away 
and give up all hopes of war.— 
26. 1. 

Corbulo ravages and burns the un- 
friendly districts of Armenia. He is 
making effective his occupation of 
Armenia when—26. 1. 

Tigranes, sent by Nero to take over 
the kingdom, arrives at this juncture. 
—26. 1 

Tigranes is accepted as king by the 
majority of Armenians.—26, 2. 

Corbulo makes arrangements for his 
security. He leaves a garrison for 
him in Armenia and makes various 
frontier readjustments in order to 
enlist the neighbouring client- kings 
in his support.—26. 3. 

X. Corbulo retires into Syria, then left 
vacant by the recent death of Quad- 
ratus and therefore assigned to him. 
—26. 4. 

[This is definitely assigned by 
the ‘eodem anno’ following to 
the year A.D. 60]. 

A’. Points of Time ete. here to b2 observed : 

Certain preliminary points in the Tacitus 
narrative suggesting definite times, seasons, 
and dates, must here be noted :— 

1. Corbulo winters in Armenia (C). 
2. Active hostilities begin in Spring (D)— 

viz. : ace. to xiii. 34, 1 that of 58 a.p. (A). 
3. Corbulo’s first plan of campaign is tried 

‘a long time’ (D). 
4. Corbulo marches on Artaxata immediately 

it seems after the capture of Volandum 
and the other forts. (I, J). 

5. News of the fall of Artaxata reaches 
Rome, according to the ‘ Deinde’ of xiii. 
42, 1 in 58 a.p. (M), 

6, The burning of Artaxata is spoken of by 
Tacitus in one and the same breath as its 
surrender, The language entirely fails 
to suggest that any interval of time 
separated the] capture of the city, the 
destruction of the city, and the resumed 
march to ‘Tigranocerta. (K, L, N). 
Entirely consistent with this is Tacitus’ 
statement that 

7. While terror at the news of Artaxata’s 
destruction is still ‘fresh’ Corbulo marches 
for Tigranocerta (N). 

8. The march to Tigranocerta must have 
taken place in hot summer—the arrival 
there in late autumn. Thus the crops 
are ripe in ‘loci culti’ near Tauraunitis, 
and it is no uncommon thing for the corn 
to be still unripe in Southern Armenia 
even in the beginning of August (cf. Egli, 
p- 288). The march, too, must have taken 
some time. The distance—some 500 kil. 
as the crow flies—through rough country 
with fighting on the way, the taking of one 
fort by storm, another by blockade, etc., 
all this necessitates the conclusion that 
Tigranocerta cannot have surrendered 
before September (N, 0). 

9. Tigranocerta surrenders at once: but 
Legerda has to be taken by storm (P). 

10. The campaigning season in Armenia 
ends in October at latest. 

11. Corbulo finally retires into Syria in 
A.D. 60 (X). 
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12. Thus there are three campaigns among 
which all the events must be in some 
manner or other distributed, viz: those 
of the three years 58, 59, 60 a.p. 

A", The ‘ Miraculum’ at Artaxata :— 

One other preliminary question must 
be considered at somewhat greater length. 

Egli (p. 285) identifies the ‘ miraculum ’ 
which preceded the destruction of Artaxata 
(L) with an eclipse of the sun which 
occurred on April 30th, a.p. 59. According 
to Pliny (N. H. ii. 70. 72, 180), Corbulo in 
Armenia saw this eclipse ‘inter horam diei 
decimam et undecimam.’ 

The identification of this eclipse of the- 
sun with the Artaxata miraculum leads 
Egli to give to the capture of the city the 
very precise date mentioned, viz: April 

30th a.p. 59. 
Certainly could this be accepted it would 

form an excellent starting point for chrono- 
logical considerations both backwards and 
forwards. But it {s entirely impossible to 
accept this identification. ‘Tacitus, who 
himself knows of this eclipse (xiv. 12, 3) 
entirely fails to identify his ‘ miraculum ’ 
with it, and his description of the latter is 
decisive : 

B. The Schemes proposed :— 
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‘While the whole space outside the 
town up to its buildings was bright 
with sunlight, the enclosure within the 
walls was suddenly shrouded in a black 
cloud, seamed with lightning flashes.’ 
(Church and Brodribb) 

This description of a cloud-sunlight effect, 
however curiously regarded as a ‘ miracle,’ 
must necessarily, if we hold to the de- 
scription, be regarded as inconsistent with 
any possible effect of an eclipse of the sun, 
however partial. To follow Hgli (p. 354, 
340 etc.) and proceed to reproach the un- 
lucky Corbulo for being ‘ strangely ignorant, 
and not knowing an eclipse of the sun when 
he saw it’ seems to me an indulgence in a 
perversely topsy-turvy argument. Corbulo 
may have been ‘child of his age’ (the age 
be it noted of Pliny), but if he saw no 
eclipse of the sun at Artaxata, the proba- 
bility is that there was no eclipse of the 
sun to see. If he saw a novel effect of 
cloud, sunshine and storm, he described it, 

clearly and well.? 
We must, however reluctantly, abandon 

the precise date for the capture of Artaxata, 
April 30th, a.p. 59. 

I. Eerr. (P. 282-290). 

[Adopted by Schiller withont | 
criticism or discussion] | 

| 

II. Momsen (E.T. II. 
Pp. 53, 54). 

UII. Furneaux (II. Pp. 111- 
115 ETc.) | 

[Following Nipperdey, who | 
however does not divide up | 

A.D. 59, 60 so precisely]. | 

IV. ‘CoMPROMISE.’ 

The account in Tac. be i. Q-X are all closely 
connected and thus Bk. XIV. ‘evi- 
must be in same dently describes 4 
year —viz.: A.D. merely one single 
60. campaign.’ 

i.e. N-X=A.D. 60. 
As Corbulo sees the 

eclipse of 59 A.D. 
on Armenian soil 
the account in Tac. 
Bk. XIII. embra- 

ii. P and Q must belong | 
to different years, | il. 
as P is late in the 
year [A’ 8]. 

And insisting on A’6, | 
L and O-P must 
be in the same year. ces 2 campaigns 
Thus the break in separated by the 
Tac. narrative be- winter C. 
tween M-N does Thus A-C=58 a.p 

not imply a break D-K=59 a.p 
in time. 

1 Tf Pliny’s words ‘cireuitu globi alia aliis dete- 
gente et occultante’ are to be taken to refer to the 
same phenomenon as that which Tacitus thus de- 
scribes, we must credit Pliny with the mistake of 
identifying Corbulo’s miraculum with the eclipse, 
supposing it probable that Tacitus reproduces Cor- 
bulo’s own accurate description. For the shadow 

i. Insisting on A’8, | i. 
there must be a | 
break between P-Q. 

i.e, Q-X=A.D. 60. 
ii. The break in Tae. | 

narrative between | 
M-N implies a | 
break in time. 

Ub — A Ds s0 oe 
iii. Insisting on A’ 5, K 

must haveoceurred | ii. 
in A.D. 58. 

And besides to couple 
D-P together is 
too much for one 
year. 

Insisting on 
ES Aza 

A.D. 
A’ 2, viz.: D=58 

AND a 
ASG vias loa ine 

O, P, all are in 
same year, 

we get necessarily 
D-P=58 a.p. 

Thus leaving Q-X 
for 2 years A.D. 
59-60. 

Of this 2 arrange- 
mentsare possible. 

(1) A.D. 59. no events, 
A.D. 60. Q-X. 

of an eclipse could hardly be confined within the small 
circuit of a city wall. Butas Corbulo certainly was in 
Armenia when the eclipse oceurred, and Pliny, how- 
ever distant, would scarcely have made the error, it 
is better to dissociate the Pliny and Tacitus passages 
entirely. 
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I. Eeui. (P. 282-290). 

[Adopted by Schiller without 
criticism or discussion]. 

II. Mommsen (E.T. II. 
P. 53, 54). 8 

Ill. Furneaux (II. p. 111- 
115 Efe.) 

{Following Nipperdey, who 
however does not divide up 

A.D. 59, 60 so precisely). 

IV. ‘COMPROMISE.’ 

iii. But D to P is too 
much for one year 
and D is 58 a.p. 

And the winter being 
a natural time for 
the negotiations of 
F—hence divide 
D-F. 58 a.p. 
G-P. 59 a.p. 

iv. K-L= April 30. 59 
A.D. 

iii. Corbulo then must 
have wintered in 
Artaxata, march- 
ing for Tigrano- 
certa in the spring 
of A.D. 60. 

Thus L and N-P= 
A.D. 59. 

and D-K+M=a.p. 
58 

iv. The winter C is thus 
that of A.p. 57-58, 
as suits A’ 2. 

vy. Corbulo then must 
have wintered in 
Artaxata. 

or (2) A.D. 59. Q-U. 
A.D. 60. V-X. 

iii. The winter C is that 
of A.D. 57-58, as 
suits A’ 2. 

I. Summary. II, Summary. IV. Summary. 

A.D. 
57 A-B A-B A-B 

Winter | 
57-58 (0) C Cc 

58 | D-E A-B D-K+M D-P 

Winter 
58-59 F Cc 

| ) (2) 
59 | G-P D-K L+N-P — Q-U 

60 | Q-x L+N-X Q-x Q-X Vx 

OBJECTIONS. OBJECTIONS. OBJECTIONS, OBJECTIONS. 

Main :— | Main :— Main :— Main :— 
Entire neglect of A’ 5. 1. Entire neglect of Entire neglect of A’ 6. Entire neglect of A’ 10. 

Minor :— A’ 2, Minor :— For ex hyp. there is 
1. ? Neglect of the 

Break in Tac. narra- 
tive between L-N. 

But Tac. himself in 
N closely connects 
the two (A’ 6). 

The miraculum- 
eclipse identification 
(ef. supra). 

But the rejection of 
this leaves the gene- 

2. 

ral scheme untouch- | 
ed, if depriving it 
of a positive argu- 
ment in its favour. 

3. See III. 

} 

2. Ditto of A’ 5. 
8. Ditto of A’ 6. 
4. Ditto of A’ 8. 
5. Ditto of A’ 10. 

For 
1. B can hardly satisfy 

the acriter bellum 
resumitur. 
For ex hyp. Arta- 

xata falls 
59. 

. Forex hyp. Corbulo 
winters in Artaxata. 
To allow time for 

tS 

i) 

all events Q-X in | 
same year Tigrano- 
certa must surrender 
at least in early 
summer. 

C. Consideration of the Rival Views :— 

I. Lgli’s View: 

In itself this scheme is very attractive. 
The events are well and probably distri- 

NO. CXXXII. VOL. XV. 

MerAsDs, | 

1. ?Too few events are 
ascribed to 59 A.p. 
‘Tacitus where he 

condenses as a rule 
anticipates’ (Momm- 
sen. ) 

But ex hyp. N-P be- 
long to 59 A.D. i.e. 
the year before that 
under which Tac. in 
xiv. 23 seems to 
place them. 

Applies also to I. 

2. 

far too much for 
A.D. 58. 

Minor :— 
To (1): The break in 

events does not cor- 
respond with any 
break in the narra- 
tive. 

To (2) : A forced solu- 
tion of which there 
is no hint in Tac. 
And the ‘ Anticipa- 
tion Rule’ through- 
out is hopelessly 
broken. 

buted among the years. Active hosti- 
lities begin, as Tacitus says, in A.D. 58. 
That year is filled up with Corbulo’s first 
plan of campaign, which we are expressly 
told was tried for ‘a long time,’ and his 

P 
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second plan which involved certainly great 
preparations and organisation, We., 7.e., much 
time. And we must always remember 
that the Armenian campaigning season 
hardly exceeds four (ace. to Mommsen), or 
at the most five months. Then comes the 
‘unmentioned winter.’ One such winter at 
least has on every scheme to be inserted into 
the Tacitus narrative. Negotiations between 
Tiridates and Corbulo very conveniently 
occupy it, on the temporary cessation of 
warfare enforced by it. 

These failing, the year 59 opens with 
Corbulo’s third plan of campaign. The 
capture of Volandum encourages him to 
proceed at once to Artaxata. 
city he at once destroys it, as Tacitus’ narra- 
tive irresistibly implies, because he cannot 
hold it, and marches for Tigranocerta. 
Naturally therefore he arrives here only in 
autumn, as Tacitus obviously implies. And 
the capture of Legerda closes the campaign- 
ing year—)9—a full year, but not too full if 
we begin it with the third plan of campaign. 

Then Tiridates’ last attempt, Tigranes’ 
arrival, and Corbulo’s withdrawal to Syria, 
fall naturally into the year a.p. 60: events 
implying much duration of time, however 
compressed the account of them in Tacitus. 

Thus the scheme as a whole is feasible 
and attractive. We are bound to reject 
Hgli’s ‘miraculum-eclipse’ identification, it is 
true. But in reality this is to the advantage 
of thescheme. For the capture of Artaxata 
on April 30—the result of the identification 
—certainly would make the campaign of A.D. 
59 in the north of Armenia begin much too 
early. But rejecting the identification and 
thus the precise date, we can place the fall 
of Artaxata, e.g., two months later, and thus 

be rid entirely of this objection which 
Furneaux brings against the scheme. 

The objection against the scheme which 
remains and cannot be denied is that it 
places Artaxata’s capture in 59 a.p. while 
Tacitus by his ‘deinde’ of xiii. 42, 1, clearly 
implies that the news of this reached Rome 
in the preceding year. 

II. Mommsen’s View : 

This scheme is hopeless: there is practi- 
cally nothing to be said for it. It combines 
all the main objections which can be urged 
against any scheme, and departs altogether 
from Tacitus. Tacitus says the war begins 
actively in 58 a.p. The scheme sets the 
first operations to which this description 
could possibly be appliedin 59 a.p. Tacitus 
implies that the news of Artaxata’s fall 

Capturing the- 
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reached Rome in 58 a.p. The scheme puts 
the fall of the city in 59 ap. There is 
neither word nor hint in Tacitus to imply 
that an interval of six months at least 
intervened between the capture and the 
burning of Artaxata, during which interval 
Corbulo wintered in the captured town. 
All this is supposed by the scheme. On the 
contrary Tacitus speaks of the capture and 
the burning in one and the same sentence, 

they making part of one and the same 
impression on the mind of the reader. And 
if any one certain fact is suggested by 
Tacitus’ narrative, it is that Tigranocerta 
fell in the autumn. Yet the scheme is 
bound to set this in the spring, as so 
many events remain yet to be inserted 
into this same year. 

The scheme indeed seems to be based on 
two generally enunciated Tacitean princi- 
ples, viz. 

(1) That a break in the Tacitus narra- 
‘tive implies a break in time ; 
but where there is no break in 
the narrative the events belong 
to one and the same year unless 
the change of year is directly 
stated or obviously implied. 

(2) That where Tacitus combines in 
one narrative-section events of 
two years he prefers to anticipate 
the coming, rather than hark back 
to the past, year. 

Such general principles, however, are 
scarcely safe guides if they lead, as in this 
case, to the rejection of well-nigh every 
particular piece of evidence. This should 
rather lead us to modify our general con- 
clusions, however painful the sacrifice. It 
cannot e.g. be seriously doubted that in this 
case the events from the return of Tiridates 
from Media to Corbulo’s withdrawal into 
Syria cannot belong to the same year as 
that in the autumn of which Legerda fell. 

The Mommsen scheme is distinctly inferior 
to Egli’s when we consider the evidence. 

III. Furneaux’s View : 

This view is also attractive and possible 
in itself. 58 a.p. is its full year, while 
perhaps there is not quite enough left for 
59 a.p. which the march from Artaxata to 
Tigranocerta and the capture of Legerda are 
supposed entirely to occupy. In its account 
of a.p. 57-58 (spring) and a.p. 60 it is 
identical with Hgli’s scheme. True it sup- 
poses that Tacitus, writing annals of a.p, 60, 
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harks back to include those of a.p. 59. But 
if this be a blemish, it is common also to Egli’s 
scheme as well. 

Looking at the matter from the stand- 
point of the distribution of events among 
the years it is slightly inferior to the first 
scheme. From the more important stand- 
point of the evidence it is precisely on a 
level with this in so far as it satisfies all 
the ten criteria save one only. The great 
difficulty in this scheme is that it makes 
Corbulo winter at Artaxata, a fact of which, 
as has already been pointed out, Tacitus 
seems entirely ignorant. The ‘utendum 
recenti terrore’ passage will, it is true, 
square with this view as well as with Egli’s, 
inasmuch as the terror is caused by the 
‘destruction’ of Artaxata, which ex hyp. 
takes place in the spring of the year 59 
just before Corbulo’s march to Tigranocerta. 
And as a whole year is devoted to this 
march, Corbulo can be made to arrive at 
the latter city in the autumn, as required. 
But the one difficulty remains—that to 
separate the capture from the burning of 
Artaxata by six months runs counter to 
the general impression produced by the nar- 
rative, 

IV. ‘ Compromise’ : 

As then the first view is opposed to one, 
and the third view to another, of the main 
Tacitean criteria, I devise this fourth scheme 
as an example of an attempt to reconcile 
these criteria, viz: to allow the news of 
Artaxata’s fall to reach Rome in 58 and set 
the march to Tigranocerta in this same 
year. 

The result, it must be admitted, is not 
very happy. By it we get a really impos- 
sibly full year of events for 58 A.p., con- 
sidering the brief campaigning season in 
Armenia, and then are left with two years 
on our hands with not enough events for 
them both: with the result that we must 
either make one completely blank year, 
which is historically impossible, or spread 
the butter very thinly over the two years’ 
slice, making an arbitrary division some- 
where or other. It seems hardly possible 
that this can have been Tacitus’ own idea of 
the division of the years, viz: that xiii. 
37-41 +xiv. 23-25 belong all to one year 
while two years’ events are compressed into 
xiv. 26, 1-4: and thus the sole justification 
for some such compromise-view, viz: 
fidelity to Tacitus, vanishes away, leav- 
ing us with an impossibly full year to 
face. 
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D. Conclusion : 

Other rearrangements besides this sug- 
gested ‘Compromise’ can be made. But 
no one that I have devised but presents one 
or other of the difficulties named and added 
evils besides, 
We may therefore confine our attention 

to the four schemes set forth above. And 
now we may reject the second and fourth 
views as distinctly inferior to the first and 
third. 

Therefore we are compelled to make our 
choice between the first and third, viz : 
Kgli’s and Furneaux’s. Each is attended 
by one great difficulty, involving a coutra- 
diction of one point of time suggested by 
Tacitus. That is, it is impossible to devise 
a scheme satisfying all ten Tacitean criteria. 
At least some one of these must be rejected. 

Hither Tacitus is mistaken when he 
declares that the news of the fall of 
Artaxata reached Rome in 58 a.p., or when 
he implies that Corbulo burnt Artaxata 
immediately after its capture and marched 
forthwith for Tigranocerta. 

Thus (1) following Egli, we must believe 
that Tacitus ascribes to a.p. 
58 proceedings in the Senate 
really belonging to a.p. 59. 

or (2) following Furneaux, we must 
believe that Tacitus is ignor- 
ant of the fact that Corbulo 
winters in Artaxata after 
capturing that city in a.p. 58. 

Which of these is more probable ? 
Considering Tacitus’ probable sources, (1) 

for the proceedings in the Senate (2) for 
Corbulo’s campaigns, I’ accept with small 
hesitation the first alternative. 

For Senatorial proceedings Tacitus doubt- 
less used the records of the Senate. And 
in view of the whole tenor of the narrative 
a mistakenly implied date is here not very 
unlikely. Having inserted in his Annals 
in its right place, under the year 58 a.p., 

the beginning of active hostilities and Cor- 
bulo’s pursuit after Tiridates, Tacitus both 
harks back a little to explain Corbulo’s 
previous preparations, and then carries the 
narrative forward to the next year to em- 
brace Corbulo’s first great and notable suc- 
cess, viz. the Artaxata capture, without a 
break. Naturally there follows on this an 
account of the reception of the news in Rome, 
wherein he ‘anticipates’ (cf. Mommsen’s 
‘general rule’) events of a.p. 59. The 
‘ Deinde’ with which afterwards he resumes 
the tale of events in Rome of 58 a.p. may 

Pp 2 
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be regarded as a mere literary connecting 
particle, or a pure slip of the pen. 

This supposition presents no very great 
inherent improbability. But such an im- 
probability does seem involved in the only 
alternative to it, viz. Furneaux’s view that 
Tacitus is ignorant that Corbulo wintered in 
Artaxata. 

For his account of Corbulo’s campaigns 
it seems clear that Tacitus consulted Cor- 
bulo’s own despatches from the seat of war. 
Such a sentence as ‘Corbulo post deleta 
Artaxata utendum recenti terrore ratus ad 
oceupanda Tigranocerta’ goes straight back 
to those despatches and reveals the general’s 
hopes and strategy. Now had Corbulo, 
wintered in Artaxata after taking the town 
and not burnt it until his evacuation (ex 
hyp.) in the following spring, it is hardly 
possible that this fact would net have ap- 
peared with some prominence in his de- 
spatehes. It is impossible surely that Taci- 
tus should have summarised them in so mis- 
leading or ignorant a manner, omitting en- 
tirely to notice the use to which Corbulo put 
the captured city. Strategically again, in 
view of the general’s hopes and intentions, 
it was not only better for Corbulo to winter 
near his base of operations, the Cappadocian 
frontier, at Tigranocerta than far away in 
the inclement North at Artaxata, but also 
it is far less probable that his march from 
the Armenian Bloemfontein to the Armenian 
Pretoria was resumed only after a six months’ 
interval of inactivity than that he destroyed 
the former at once for very excellent strate- 
gical considerations. These considerations 
duly make their appearance in Tacitus’ nar- 
rative, albeit Tacitus is far removed as the 
poles asunder from being in any sense a 
strategist or military historian. Nor could 
any delay be caused to Corbulo’s intentions 
to finish the war by a rapid advance by com- 
missariat troubles or the thought of his 
lines of communication. For his army, as 
we are expressly told, lived on the country 
as it marched through it, however scanty 
the provender in consequence, and Corbulo 
in his dash from Artaxata sundered his force 
from his line of communications to open a 
new line in the south by his occupation of 
Tigranocerta. 

This rapid and immediate advance from 
the one city to the other is as irresistibly 
implied throughout Tacitus’ narrative as it 
is strategically far more probable than the 
opponent view. It is implied alike by the 
details he gives of Artaxata’s treatment as 
by the obvious fact (though so curiously 
neglected by Mommsen) that he reached 
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Tigranocerta only late in the year’s cam- 
paign. It is Corbulo’s own account which 
penetrates to the surface through and de- 
spite of Tacitus’ unmilitary narrative, and 
herein lies its value and its strength as 
evidence. 

Somewhere or another Tacitus omits to 
mention the passing of a winter. It is far 
more probable to suppose with Egli that this 
was a winter occupied by negotiations than 
with Furneaux that this was a winter during 
which Corbulo’s army rusted inactively at 
distant Artaxata, if we consider the sources 
of Tacitus’ account. 

Hence I reject the third view and choose 
the first. Rejecting of course the positive 
date, April 30th, it champions, as based 
on Kgli’s untenable identification of the 
Artaxata miraculum with the eclipse, and 
thus securing, as I have suggested above, an 
additional advantage for the very scheme 
itself, I propose, following Egli otherwise, 
this scheme for the most probable chronology 
of the years a.p. 57-60 :— 

A, B. A.D. 57. Corbulo’spreparations 
for war. 

Corbulo winters un- 
der canvas in Ar- 
menia. 

The first year’s cam- 
paign, in which 
Corbulo tries two 
plans of action, 
neither with great 
success, save that 
Tiridates enters in- 
to negotiations. 

C. winter 57-58. 

D-E. 58. 

F. winter 58-59. The negotiations — 
with no result. 

G-P. 59. Hostilities resumed. 
Corbulo’s new plan 
of campaign. Cap- 
ture of Volandum 
and theforts. Sur- 
render and destruc- 
tion of Artaxata. 
Corbulo’s rapid 
march to Tigrano- 
certa. Surrender 
of the city in 
autumn. Storming 
of Legerda. 

winter 59-60. Corbulo winters in 
Tigranocerta. 

Invasion of Tiridates 
from Media. Cor- 
bulo’s march to 
meet him and his 
enforced _ retreat. 

Q-X. 60. 
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winter 60-61. Corbulo in Syria. 
Tigranes in Ar- 
menia. Tiridates in 
Parthia. 

BERNARD W. HENDERSON. 

Merton College, Oxford. 

(To be concluded.) 

Q-xX 60. Corbulo  over-runs 
Armenia. Arrival 
of Tigranes. Settle- 
ment of the country. 
Corbulo withdraws 
to Syria. 

SOME SUGGESTIONS ON 

I. 73-76. 
Exsultet quaecumque Notum gens ima 

iacentem 
erectumue colit Boream, quaecumque uel 

ortu 
uel patet occasu medioue sub aethere feruit. 

These lines mean that every inhabit- 
ant of the world’s five zones must rejoice 
in the new accession and the era of peace 
and prosperity which it is to usher in. The 
turn of the first of the clauses introduced 
by guaecumque is obviously antithetical, 
‘jacentem erectumue’ (so Baehrens, the 
MSS —que). But there is no antithesis in 
the second. For patet we must read tepet 
which is properly opposed to ferwit. So at 
v. 41 for ‘ pat enti’, preserved in one family 
of the inferior MSS (zw), the other family (wv) 
writes te pentt. 

It is possible that the same change 
should be made at Tibullus 2. 5, 59 in the 
very difficult, and perhaps unexampled 
‘patent ortus.’ 

Il. 51 sqq. 

O si quis Crocalen deus afferat! hune ego 
terris, 

hune ego sideribus solus regnare fatebor 
secernamque nemus dicamque ‘sub arbore 

numen 
hae erit; ite procul (sacer est locus) ite 

profani.’ 

For eri¢ Maehly proposed est, but a more 
pertinent and an easier correction would be 
erat. The sense is that ‘the place is sacred 
because once a deity was there.’ Confusion 

-of the terminations -2é, -af, and the like, is 
common enough ; e.g. at v. 31, the MSS vary 
between ‘crescit ’ and ‘crescat.’ 

Among the marvellous beasts, snow- 
white hares, boars with horns and so forth, 
exhibited in the games given by the young 
emperor of Eclogue VII. the rustic Corydon 
tells us he saw the elk: 

CALPURNIUS SICULUS. 

uidi genus omne ferarum, 
hic niueos lepores et non sine cornibus 

apros, 
hic raram siluis etiam quibus editur alcen. 

(vii. 57-59), 

The description of this animal ‘as rare even 
in its native forests’ might be thought in- 
sufficiently distinctive. But in itself that 
would be no reason for doubting the Hic 
raram of the vulgate in view of the passage 
of Pausanias ix. 21. 3, which I transcribe in 
Dr. Frazer’s translation. 

‘There is a beast called the elk, in appear- 
ance between a stag and a camel; it isa 
native of the land of the Celts. It is the 
only beast we know of that cannot be 
tracked or seen afar off by man; but some- 
times when men have gone out to hunt 
other game, chance throws an elk in their 
way. It smells man, they say, while it is 
still a great way off, and plunges into 
gullies and the deepest caverns. So the 
hunters surround the plain or mountain in 
a circle of at least a thousand furlongs, and 
taking care not to break the circle, they 
gradually close in, and so catch the animals 
inside the circle, the elks among the rest. 
But if the elk happens not to have its lair 
there, there is no other way of catching it.’ 

More ground for suspicion is, however, 
to be found in the strange variants of some 
of the MSS. The lost Codex Ugoleti 
(Schenkl’s A) had side by side with Hic 
raram the name of the fabulous wild 
animal Mantichoram (yavtixépas or pavti- 
x4pas) while Victicanam or Nocticanam is in 
the inferior MSS (Schenkl’s V). The diver- 
gent nicticanam, mantic(h)oram, hicraram 
may well have come from adclinem; which 
was first written inclinem by a common 
confusion of prepositions (as at line 26 of 
this poem ‘¢m sedes’ the Gudianus, ‘ad 
sedes’ the rest) and was then further cor- 
rupted through such letter changes as are 
observable at v. 15 ‘montibus’ the 
Gudianus for ‘ mol/ibus,’ vi. 29 ‘insta nunc’ 
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V for ‘inflatis’ of the better MSS.1: ii. 97 
‘ sacientes’ the Neapolitanus for ‘ sitientes,’ 
iv. 112 ‘vamuna’ the same for ‘numina.’ 
ii. 54 ‘dicamnamque’ V for ‘ secernamque.’ 
And, so far as ‘Hic raram’ goes, it will 
not escape the attentive that the previous 
line begins with Hic.” 

The elk ‘leaning against its native trees’ 
was a piece of local colouring which might 
be expected to be reproduced in the exhibi- 
tion of an emperor and the compliments 
of a court poet. Caesar B.C. 6. 27, 1 sqq. 
‘ Orura sine nodis articulisque habent neque 
quietis causa procumbunt neque, si quo 
afflictae casu conciderunt, erigere sese aut 
sublevare possunt. his sunt arbores pro, 
cubilibus: ad eas se applicant atque ita 

paulum modo reclinatae quietem capiunt. 
quarum ex uestigiis cum est animaduersum 
a uenatoribus quo se recipere consuerint, 

omnes eo loco aut ab radicibus subruunt 

aut accidunt arbores tantum ut summa 
species earum stantium relinquatur. hue 

cum se consuetudine reclinauerunt infirmas 

arbores pondere afiligunt atque una ipsae 
concidunt.’ 

Pliny Wat. Hist. 8 § 39 and the later 
writer Solinus 20 §§ 6, 7 tell the same story 

but of the achlis, which they distinguish from 

the alces or alce. The agreements and the 
differences in the two accounts may excuse 
us for setting them out in full. 

Pliny : ‘Septentrio fert—et alcen inuenco 
similem ni proceritas aurium et ceruicis dis- 

tinguat, item natam in Scadinauia insula 

nec umquam uisam in hac urbe multis tamen 

narratam achlin, haud dissimilem illi sed 

nullo suffraginum flexu ideoque non cuban- 

tem sed adclinem arbori in somno eaque 

incisa ad insidias capi; alias uelocitatis 

memoratae. labrum ei superius praegrande. 

ob id retrograditur in pascendo ne in priora 

tendens inuoluatur.’ 
‘Solinus: est et alce mulis comparanda, 

adeo propenso labro superiore ut nisi 

recedens in posteriora pasci non queat. 

Gangauia insula e regione Germaniae mittit 

animal quale alce sed cuius sufiragines, ut 

1 The corruption arose thus : inflat? was mistaken 
for inftat® and the abbreviation of tune confused 
with that of nunc (n°). 

2 T have said that ‘hic raram’ and ‘ manticoram ’ 
may well have come from ‘adclinem’” by the route 

of ordinary corruptions, because it is by no means 

certain that these readings have not been patched up 

out of some MS gibberish by the aid of Pausanias. 

It is odd at the least that the very next section to 
the one I have quoted describes the Mantichoras. 
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elephantis, flecti nequeunt. propterea non 
cubat cum dormiendum est, tamen somnu- 
lentam arbor sustinet quae prope casuram 
secatur ut fera, dum adsuetis fulmentis 
innititur, ffaciat ruinam ; ita capitur. alio- 
quin difficile est eam mancipari, nam in illo 
rigore poplitum incomprehensibili fuga 
pollet.’ 

Notwithstanding the differences in these 
accounts, it is plain that they are both de- 
rived ultimately from acommon source. The 
distinction, however, which they draw in 
common between the alce and the achlis is, 
as my friend, the eminent zoologist, Professor 
Alfred Newton, assures me, destitute of 
foundation in fact. And we may give up 
our quest for the ach/is until we have found 
the island Scadinauia, Gangauia or Codan- 
nouia (? Mela) ‘ opposite to Germany,’ which 
it haunted. But that does not excuse us 
from seeking an explanation of the fable. 
The elk’s long legs which ‘in confinement 
are moved slowly and with apparent diffi- 
culty ’ (Prof. Newton) might easily give rise 
to ‘the belief that it could not bend its joints.’ 
The glimpses caught of the creature in the 
forest browsing on the leaves of trees with 
its antlers framed in a screen of interlacing 
greenery through which it was not easy to 
divine that a path could be found, naturally 
suggested that it was leaning on their 
trunks. Again, between its long upper lip 
and its ‘feeding backwards’ there is a most 
obvious connection, But why should it 
have duplicated itself as alce and achlis? 
The solution of the mystery seems to be this : 
alce(s) and achlis are words belonging to 
different Teutonic dialects. When the 
habits of the elk of ancient Gaul and 
Germany became better known than they 
were in Caesar’s times, this fable of the alce 
did not die but migrated, and attached itself 
to the achlis of a different dialect and unex- 
plored districts. When Pliny wrote his 
Natural History this curious transference 
had been effected. But we may well suppose 
that at the beginning of the reign of Nero 
when, in spite of Dr. Garnett’s doubts, this 

eclogue was composed, the account of the 
divine Julius still held the popular belief. 
And anyhow on actual matters of fact 

there is no contradiction between Pliny 

and Calpurnius. For the animal which the 
youthful Nero exhibited was undoubtedly 
an alce for both. 

J. P. Posreatez. 
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CATULLUS AND FURIUS BIBACULUS. 

In his Prolegomena ad Catullum, p. 24, 
Baehrens says: ‘Una Gallia Transpadana tum 
Romam misit Cornelium Nepotem, Ualerium 
Catonem, Furium Bibaculum, Quintilium Ua- 
rum, Cornificium ; quos praeter Bibaculum 
omnes utpote conterraneos inter Catulli nostri 
amicos fuisse eius carmina testantur. A 
statement as dogmatic as this is calculated, 
it would seem, to challenge thought and lead 
one to inquire whether it represents the 
fact. Catullus and A. Furius Bibaculus, of 
Cremona, are almost constantly named to- 
gether by the ancients as pursuing like aims 
and employing similar literary forms. It 
seems incredible that they should not have 
known each other at Rome, if not in the 
province. It is probable that the Alfenus 
of Catullus, c. xxx., was Alfenus Varus, a 
fellow-townsman of Furius Bibaculus. As- 
suming as certain the acquaintance of these 
two poets, it is difficult to believe that in the 
keen literary life of the Cantores Huphorionis 
they should not have been thrown into such 
personal relations as would leave some sort 
of memorial in their writings. It is unfor- 
tunate, therefore, that the literary remains 
of Bibaculus are so very few in number. 
Owing to these limitations, we shall have to 
depend chiefly on the poems of Catullus if 
we are to find any clue to the relations of 
these two men. 

Jerome gives the year 103 B.c. as that in 
which Bibaculus was born. But his rela- 
tions with Orbilius (1? 113-13 B.c.) and 
Valerius Cato (b. ca. 100 B.c.), evidently 
those of a junior with his seniors, have led 
Teuffel, Schanz, and others to believe that 
the date of his birth is to be set much later, 
presumably not earlier than 90 B.c. This 
would make him practically of an age with 
Catullus, whom he must have outlived by 
many years. It seems necessary to conclude 
from Tacitus, Annals, iv. 34 (Carmina 
Bibaculi et Catulli referta  contumeliis 
Caesarum leguntur; sed ipse diwus Iulius, 
ipse diuus Augustus et tulere ista et reliquere) 
that Furius Bibaculus in his poems assailed 

. Octavian. This he would hardly have had 
occasion to do before 44 B.c., and probably 
he would not have dared to do so much 
later. 
Now Catullus makes mention of a certain 

Furius in a number of his poems (xi., xvi., 
xxiii, xxiv., xxvi.). There is no sure clue 
by which to identify this Furius. Baehrens 
and Couat, pitching upon the phrase bell/us 

homo (\xxxi. 2), maintain that the hospes ab 
sede Piswuri of that poem is the Furius of 
xxiv. 7. Since we know that Furius 
Bibaculus was born at Cremona, if we grant 

their position, the presumption is  un- 
doubtedly against identifying this Furius 
with the poet Bibaculus. But still it is not 
impossible that a man who was born at 
Cremona should be called, for some unknown 
reason, hospes ab sede Pisawri. The proba- 
bilities are, moreover, against the conclusion 
drawn from the passage by Couat and 
Baehrens. One of the most noteworthy 
things in Catullus’ treatment of Furius, is 
that he and Aurelius are almost always 
associated as a par nobile fratrwm. This 
relation is especially evident in xvi. Again, 
Aurelius, as pater eswritionum, is but the 
double of Furius, the beggar and starveling. 
Hence Bruner, B. Schmidt and Ellis seem 
to be clearly right in identifying the belus 
homo and hospes ab sede Pisauri, of 1xxxi., 

with Aurelius, who was in fact the host of 
Juventius (cf. xv.). In support of such a 
reference Bruner’s suggestion that inawrata 
(Ixxxi. 4) possibly glances at the name of 
Aurelius, also deserves to receive some con- 
sideration. 

The Furius mentioned by Catullus is thus 
still unknown, but there is no reason to 
connect him with Pisaurum. It may result 
in some slight gain to our inquiry if we 
consider briefly his character as it is sketched 
in Catullus. In xi. he is represented as the 
satellite of Catullus and as the ambassador 
of Lesbia. Comes here may denote nothing 
more than the (momentary) patronizing air 
which Catullus assumes towards his officious 
comrades. On the other hand, it may be 
intended to characterize Furius as one whose 
expectations depend for their fulfilment 
upon our poet’s favour. Such favour, how- 
ever, could scarcely be shown otherwise than 
as between men of letters. In xvi. Furius 
is seen to be a critic of the verses of Catullus, 
who feels himself called upon to give 
account of his views touching the relation 
of morality to art. It seems natural to 
infer from xxiii. that Furius is going the 
rounds of his circle of acquaintances, apply- 
ing for a loan, and approaches Catullus with 
that object in view. It is, of course, con- 
ceivable that the situation is itself a fiction 
of the poet. In xxvi. Catullus addresses to 
Furius a slight skit on the subject of a villa 
that is mortgaged for a certain sum. If 
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now one attempts to gather from these 
poems who this Furius may have been, it 
seems not unnatural to suppose that he 
belonged to the literary set of starvelings 
in which were numbered Orbilius and 
Valerius Cato. No one would be so well 
suited, apparently, for the purposes of 
Lesbia’s commission in xi. as a fellow-poet 
who was on intimate terms with her Catullus. 
There is nothing in this poem to indicate 
that their relations were not of the best. It 
is common to assert the contrary, but I can 
detect no trace of serious displeasure on the 
part of Catullus toward the ambassadors of 
Lesbia. The estrangement of these friends 
—and the seriousness of even this difference 
must not be exaggerated, as is commonly 
done—seems to have dated from the 
Juventius episode, I think one would not 
go too far if one concluded from xvi. that 
Furius belonged to the literary set. 

Thus far, then, our conclusion would be 
that the Furius so often mentioned by 
Catullus might well be Furius Bibaculus. 
Ribbeck (Rém. Dichtung, 1.2 p. 346) indeed, 
curiously enough suggests A. Furius Antias. 
The suggestion is so ill-considered that it 
may at once be dismissed. Ribbeck also 
thought it strange that Catullus did not 
mention Furius Bibaculus. He _ believes 
Catullus’ scorn (which he greatly over- 
values) ill-bestowed on such a man of the 
world as Bibaculus evidently was. Itshould 
be evident that Ribbeck’s premises are 
based on a misconception. In trying to 
reach a more positive result one may readily 
seem to contend for more than can with 
certainty be granted ; for this is obviously 
not a case where definite proof can be ad- 
duced. To make the thesis seem probable 
is the most that may be hoped for or 
reasonably expected. 

In 1. Catullus draws a charming picture 
of his rivalry with his friend Calvus :— 

Scribens uersiculos uterque nostrum 
ludebat numero modo hoe modo illoc 
reddens mutua per iocum atque uinum. 

Other poems give ample illustration of 
the manner in which he paid his respects to 
literary friends and foes. Thus Muretus 
saw that Catullus had written xevi. (in 
elegiac distichs) with reference to the elegy 
of Calvus in which he lamented the death 
of Quintilia (ep. Propertius, iii. 34, 90), of 
which poem we still possess a fragment (16, 
Baehrens), 

forsitan hoc etiam gaudeat ipsa cinis. 
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Now there is extant a very interesting 
skit at the expense of Valerius Cato written 
by Furius Bibaculus (Suetonius, de Gram. 
xi., Baehrens, /7. 2), 

Catonis modo, Galle, Tusculanum 
tota creditor urbe uenditabat. 
Mirati sumus unicum magistrum, 
summum grammaticum, optumum poetam 
omnes soluere posse quaestiones, 
unum deficere expedire nomen ; 
en cor Zenodoti, en iecur Cratetis ! 

It may be of interest to consider in con- 
nection with this poem Catullus’ c. xxvi., 

Furi, uillula nostra [uestra?] non ad Austri 
flatus opposita est neque ad Fauoni 
nec saeui Boreae aut Apeliotae, 
uerum ad milia quindecim et ducentos. 
O uentum horribilem atque pestilentem ! 

Here we have two short poems written in 
the same metre on the same subject, to wit, 
a mortgaged villa. Hach turns upon the 
point of a pun, the former on nomen, the 
latter on opposita. One was written by 
Catullus to a certain Furius, the other was 
written by Furius Bibaculus. Certainly 
the spirit of the poems is very much alike, 
and the exclamation at the close of eachseems 
to add to the impression of their similarity. 
I do not find it difficult to assume that 
one of these pieces was called forth by the 
other. But even if one does take so much 
for granted, there still remain a number of 
points to be settled. First of all, the MS. 
authority for the reading in Catullus xxvi. 
1 is equally divided between nostra and 
uostra. If we read uostra (rather westra) 
the suggestion would perhaps seem natural 
that after Furius had written his gibe at 

the expense of Cato, Catullus retorted, in a 

spirit of raillery, reflecting upon the finan- 

cial embarrassment of his fellow satirist. 
Even if this were true, we need not assume 

that there was any hostility between the 

poets. But it is perhaps more probable, 

palaeographically considered, that Catullus 
wrote nostra. In that case it would be 
more likely that Catullus was the first to 
write, playfully jesting at his own expense. 
This would lead us to suppose that Furius 
Bibaculus wrote his imitation (if we may so 
call it) of the poem addressed to him by 
Catullus at a somewhat later date. This 

latter view would be practically assured as 
the more probable one if it were sure that 
the Gallus to whom Bibaculus addressed his 
verses was the poet Cornelius Gallus, as has 
been conjectured by Schanz (Lom. Litteratur- 
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gesch. ii. i. p. 142). As Cornelius Gallus 
was born in 69 B.c., he would have been a 
mere lad at the time of Catullus’ death. 
We saw above that Bibaculus must be as- 
sumed to have attacked Octavian about 44 
B.c.: Gallus would then have been twenty- 
five years of age. 

Having made this venturesome guess, I 
may be permitted to make one more that is 
perhaps even more hazardous. Among the 
Catalepta attributed to Vergil there are a 
number of satirical poems which are hardly 
to be coretlared as composed in the spirit of 
the gentle Mantuan. Among these one 
would naturally include nos. vi. (iii.), x. 
(viii.), xii. (iv.), and xiii (v.) Considering 
the characters of the two poets, as they are 
known to us from other sources, I suppose 
it would be granted that, MS. testimony 
apart, it ts more probable that these verses 
were written by Bibaculus than by Vergil. 
Of the other poems I shall not speak at this 
time, but I should like to add a word about 
Catal. x. (viii.). Scholars will recall it as 
the clever parody on Catullus’ ec. iv. in 
which P. Ventidius Bassus is scourged. This 
Ventidius was born in Picenum (cf. Aul. 
Gell. xv. 4), and had beena mzdlio ; but rose 
to distinction through the favour of Julius 

Caesar, On the death of his patron he 
joined Antony, but later went over to 
Octavian and was made praetor in 44 (and 
it is to this fact that the poem refers, show- 
ing that it was written in that year) and 
consul suffectus in 43. We have just seen 
that Bibaculus assailed Octavian about this 
time, and it would be natural that he should 
attack Ventidius also. While it is possible 
to regard the mention of Mantua in v. 4,— 

siue Mantuam 
opus foret uolare siue Brixiam,— 

as an indication of Vergilian authorship, it 
is perhaps equally possible to find a refer- 
ence to the birthplace of Furius in the 
mention of Cremona at v. 12,— 

Cremona frigida et lutosa Gallia, 
tibi haec fuisse et esse cognitissima 
ait Sabinus. 

But Cremona and Mantua are so near to- 
gether, and both towns are so intimately 
associated with the life of Vergil, that these 
references will not serve to prove anything 
either way. 

W. A. HEIDEL. 
Lowa College, 

Grinnell, Iowa. 

NOTES ON SOME MOOT QUESTIONS OF THE LATIN ALPHABET. 

THE questions which appertain to the 
function and history of the Z of the ancient 
alphabets form such a tangled skein that 
our best hope of attaining any conclusion is 
in the separate treatment of anything that 
can be treated separately; and in the 
present paper which I hope to follow up 
with a sequel, I confine myself to a couple 
of disputed points. 

IL—C, G, K, and Z. 

In a paper published in the 7ransactions 
of the American Philological Society for 1899 
(pp. 24 sqqg.), Prof. G. Hempl of the Uni- 
‘versity of Michigan has discussed ‘The 
origin of the Latin letters Gand Z.’ He 
contests, not without justice, some points in 
the current accounts of the genesis of G ; viz. 
that at an early period of Latin the sound 
represented by [ or rather <¢ in the 

Western Greek alphabet adopted by the 
Romans, later rounded to C, that is the ‘hard’ 

g- sound, was confused with the 4- sound re- 
presented by K ; that this confusion of the 

sounds induced a confusion of the signs, C 

being used more and more for both g- and k- 
sounds, while K was gradually disused ; and 

that at a later date by means of a diacritic 
added to C a new symbol G was formed to 

re-express the sound g, C being now con- 

fined to the &- sound. 
Prof. Hempl holds that the confusion in 

ancient Roman writing between these two 
consonants is not phonological but purely 
graphic, |< and <¢ being interchanged and <¢ 

gradually driving out |<, Further he urges 

that it is highly improbable that a new 
sign, as G is supposed to have been, should 
have been placed in the middle of the 
alphabet instead of at the end, as was the 
case with Y and Z, or at least ‘next to the 

letter out of which it was supposed to be 
evolved,’ and accordingly that G is nothing 
but the old symbol for zeta in whose place 
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it stands. This symbol, developed out of I, 
the original form retained (with the value 
ts) in Oscan, Prof. Hempl finds with the 
value g in a Marrucinian inscription in which 
the Latin alphabet is used. This is the 
celebrated bronze of Rapino, assigned ap- 
proximately to 250 s.c. (Conway, Jtalic 
Dialects, pp. 253 and 467). _ It occurs there 
four times, each time in a slightly different 
shape, one of them closely resembling a 
shape of K. So far all seems in order: but 

now perplexing questions begin to arise. 
‘One naturally asks,’ says Prof. Hempl, 
“how did it come about that the letter zeta 
should stand for the sound g?’ ‘The answer 
is very simple... . There was a fs in Oscan 
and Umbrian to be represented by zeta, but 

none in Latin. The character [ ! was, there- 

fore, in Latin an idle letter.’ And as to the 
course of change he says: ‘In shape it re- 
sembled one form of kappa as gamma (<) 

resembled another. That <¢ and I< became 
confused we all know: that the forms of 
zeta should also become confused with those 
of kappa was but natural.’ ... ‘There was 
thus a period of confusion during which the 
sounds g and k were represented by’ the three 
symbols in question. ‘And for that matter 
koppa sometimes entered the competition . . . 
In the course of time there developed out of 
the chaos more or less order. Thus the 
complicated characters |< and Q or Q be- 
came restricted to special and limited use... 
and the letters < C and £ G@ which could 

easily be scratched without using the stylus 
were most generally employed and “became 
differentiated into <C = and CF G=gy.’ 

Thus in brief Prof. Hempl. He omits how- 
ever to explain why this useless letter was 
taken into the Latin alphabet at all. He 
does not tell us how it was that this ‘accom- 
modating old zeta’ (I borrow the phrase from 
him) idled among the other symbols until it 
was wanted to be confused with kappa. It 
is much more reasonable, surely, to suppose 
that it was taken into the Latin alphabet 
because it had an actual value, and that con- 
fusion did not begin until that value had 
been lost or, to put it in another way, that 
the loss of its original function preceded by 
a space, but only by a brief space, its ap- 
parent use in a new capacity. I say apparent, 
because it would seem more probable that 
the new letter was really a kappa, in the 
place of a zeta, not a zeta at all: and that 

1 This form is a pis aller, used for typographical 
convenience, 
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the history of the signs as given by Prof. 
Hempl might be re-written thus. 

< developed from F and C developed from 

K for convenience of writing were, for a 
time, written indiscriminately for k and g; 
but subsequently were differentiated gradu- 
ally, with the result that <¢ (ze. C) was used 

for k and [ for g, they thus interchanging 
their original functions. About the time that 
this change was completed the special sound 
(or combination ‘of sounds) which, was repre- 
sented by the true £ (the old zeta) disap- 
peared from the spoken language; and the 
room lay open for the false C to stand in 
the place of zeta with the value of g. 

The facts which Prof. Hempl’s research 
has placed in a clearer light compel us 
then to maintain that the zeta of the old 
Latin alphabet was not an ‘idle’ letter, 
whether we are able to determine its function 
or not. 

In the course of Prof. Hempl’s polemic 
against the theory, which I, like himself, 
held to be mistaken, that the zeta-symbol 
was used in old Latin to represent the 
voiced s (Eng. z) which later became 7, 
he deals with a question which must occupy 
our attention next. 

IL—Why did Appius Claudius abominate 

7s 

The abhorrence which the great censor of 
morals and letters expressed for this letter 
rests upon the evidence of Martianus Capella, 
who concludes his account of the alphabet 
with the words ‘Z uero idcireo Appius 

Claudius detestatur quod dentes mortui dum 
exprimitur imitatur’ (III. 261 Kyssenhardt). 
The treatment which this witness has re- 
ceived exemplifies only too well the spirit 
in which the statements of ancient gram- 
marians are often approached by their suc- 
cessors in modern times. Th. Mommsen in 
his Rémische Forschungen, I.p.304, proposed 
to alter dentes mortui into dentis morsus, 
although the removal of mortui deprives 
detestatur of its significance and although 
there is no known consonantal sound except 
J that can be described as copying a tooth 
bite.2 But the levity of this proposal, which 
is half acknowledged, and indeed tempered 
by a ‘vielleicht,) seems almost excusable 
when we read in Prof. Hempl that ‘It 
is impossible to take the statement as it 

2 And least of all the voiced s which the writer 
seems to have in mind. 
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stands.! The story, as it appears in Martianus 
Capella, is a very stupid one. Its basis is 
evidently an older story of Claudius’s con- 
ceit that the Jette resembled the jagged 
teeth of askull; and inall probability 
it was first said of the $ still in use in the 

time of Claudius but which the medieval 
Martianus, who knew only the round §S, took 

to bea Z. This fits perfectly with the 
statement in the Digest 1. 2, 2. 36 that 
Appius Claudius “invented ” the letter R in 
place of older $ or § where the sound had 

undergone the changes s>z>r. R litteram 
inuenit ut pro Valesiis Valerii essent et pio 
Fusiis Furii ib. p. 25).’ 

The words which I have printed in spaced 
type show a confidence which it may be 
difficult to shake. Prof. Hempl makes no 
attempt to take the statement as it stands. 
Possessed with the idea that it must refer to 
the letter alone, although in such connexions 
the ‘letter’ is never distinguished by the 
ancient grammarians from the ‘ sound,” and 
adopting from Mr. Lindsay (who by the way 
is reprehended for indulging in ‘ guesswork ’) 
the translation of mortui by ‘ skull,’ he never 
stops to reflect that, in order to be of any use 
for his own comparison, the skull has to be 
provided with the ‘ jagged’ teeth of a shark 
or a saw. 

Apart from prepossessions there is no diffi- 
culty in interpreting the passage. Appius 
Claudius expressed abhorrence for the sound 
or sounds which were associated for him with 
the letter Z, because he saw in its articulation 

(dum exprimitur) a funest resemblance to the 
teeth of the ‘dead.’ Now at the time of 
Martianus Capella Z, Greek and Latin, had 

_ only one sound, the sound of the voiced s (z 
in zeal) and in the pronunciation of this 
sound there is nothing, as in fact Mommsen 
saw, for the odd fancy to rest upon. So far 
then from imputing to him a clumsy and 
indeed fatuous perversion, we must acknow- 
ledge ourselves his debtors for the preserva- 
tion of a genuine relic of antiquity in a 
notice the force of which he may not 
have himself comprehended. Whether 
by dentes mortui Appius meant the teeth 
.of a skull or whether he supposed, with 
insufficient warrant in fact, that a common 

1 T omit two sentences in which Professor Hempl 
contends quite correctly that the reference cannot be 
to a Latin Z representing the voiced sibilant s. 

® This often produces an indistinctness in the ex- 
pression, as in the passage quoted from the Digest. 
The confusion of ‘letter’ and ‘sound’ has by no 
means been yet eradicated, as every teacher of Com- 
parative Philology knows. 
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effect of death was to uncover the teeth, is, 
fortunately for cur purpose here, a question 
that need not be determined.* In either case 
the point of the comparison is the same, viz. 
that when Z was pronounced the teeth were 

uncovered. The only possible sounds which 
satisfy this condition are the labiodental 
‘spirant’ f (the Latin F), the corresponding 
voiced ‘spirant’ v (the English v) and the 
two th’s, p breathed in Eng. ‘ thin,’ 5 voiced 
in ‘then.’ F and V, in which the upper teeth 
are pressed on the lower lip, are of course 
out of the question ; accordingly it is either 
to p or to 5 that Claudius’ description must 
apply. Now one of these sounds, the 
breathed p, may be dismissed from our 
consideration. For there is one thing certain 
about Z ; it always had, whether compound 
or single, a voiced value. We may conclude 
then, that the voiced th in ‘then’ entered into 
the composition of the Z which the Censor 

abominated.° 
There is another doubt overhanging 

this Claudian Z. It has been held and, 
as Prof. Hempl says, it is a ‘natural in- 
ference’ that Appius Claudius made this 
repugnance of his own the ground for 
banishing the objectionable ‘letter’ ‘aus 
Sprache und Schrift’ (Mommsen /.c.). 
But though a natural inference, it may be a 
precipitate one: for we do not know the 
context of Claudius’ remark, and he may 
have been criticising a sound of the Greek 
‘foreign devils.’ There is nothing that I 
can see against this hypothesis. The Greek 
¢€ is admitted on all hands to have been at 
least at some time a compound of a (i.e. z) 
and §, whatever the order of these con- 

3 In Shakespere, King Henry VI., Second Part, 
III. iii. 24 (of Cardinal Beaufort on his death-bed), 
‘See how the pangs of death do make him grin’ ; and 
in Lucretius,{6. 1195 grinning is a sign of a patient 
being in extremis. But these parallels are not near 
enough. On the other hand in Persius, Sat. 3, 101, 
‘ dentes crepuere retecti ; uncta cadunt laxis tune pul- 
mentaria labris’ (as a medical friend suggests), the 
doomed glutton is attacked by a fit, and would not 
die for two or three days after. 

4 It is impossible to pronounce either p ord without 
baring the teeth, at:least partially, as any one can 
convince himself. 

5 M. L. Havet, Mémoires de la Société de Lingwis- 
tique, iii. p. 195, supplies me with an argument as 
excellent against the hypothesis that the ‘ Claudian 
Z’ was dz or zd as against the hypothesis that it was 
ts, which is the object for which he uses it. ‘Si 
Appius ne trouvait sinistre ni le son simple du ¢ ni 
le son simple de 1’s il ne devait pas trouver sinistre le 
son du groupe ¢s.’ Quite so. And similarly he would 
not have found the sound of the groups dz or 2d 
‘sinistre’ either: for the enunciation of le s sonore 
only differs from that of le s sourd in the action 
of the unseen vocal chords. 
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stituents. Now 6 has the value of 3 in 
modern Greek and must have acquired this 
value at some period in the history of the 
Greek language; and it is significant that 
Elean uses Z to express a sound which must 

have been 6 as in Likatov ( = dixarov) Le (= de). 

It is quite possible that before the two 
elements in £ were reduced to the single z 
(voiced s) which is the modern sound of ¢, 
one of them was, at least in certain dialects, 
a 6. 

J. P. Posteate. 

ON THE ORIGIN OF THE WORD ‘ARTS’ IN ‘BACHELOR OF ARTS,’ ETC. 

Ir is well known that the use of the word 
« Arts’ in our expression ‘ Bachelor of Arts,’ 
ete. isan inheritance from the quadrivium 
and triviwm which together formed the curri- 
culum of the universities throughout the 
middle ages. In his well known work ‘ The 
Universities of Europe in the Middle Ages,’ 
vol. i. p. 33 mn., Mr. Rashdall traces the 
popularity of the seven so-called liberal 
‘Arts’ to the ‘De Nuptiis Philologiae 
et Mercurii’ of Martianus Capella, and 
Mr. H. Parker in the Historical Review, 
v. pp. 418 ff. endeavours to show that 
Martianus Capella based his work upon 
“a treatise on the Novem Disciplinae 
by Varro, omitting architecture and medi- 
cine.’ Neither of these writers seems to 
be aware, and [I have not hitherto seen it 
pointed out, that the term ‘Arts’ was 
already applied kar’ éfoynv to the guadrivium 
in the time of Plato. The medieval quad- 
vivium, as every one knows, consisted of 
arithmetic, geometry, astronomy and music. 
Now in the Protagoras of Plato, Protagoras 
makes the following remarks (318 pb, £) :— 

‘Immokparys yap map’ ue acbikopevos ov Tet- 
cera amep dv éxabey addw Tw ovyyevopevos 
Tov codistav: ot pev yap GAAor AwBGvrat Tods 
véous’ Tas yap TEXvas avTo’s TepevydTas aKov- 
ras wdAw av ayovres ep BaAAovcty Eis 
Téxvas, Aoyropovs TE Kal daTpO- 
voplav kal yewpmeTpiav Kal por 
oixkyv StdaoKovtTEes—kal apa eis TOV 
‘Inmiav aeBhepev—mapa 5 ene adixdmevos 
pabjoerar ov wept GAAov Tov 7) Tepl ov 7KEL. 
In my note on this passage I have said that 
the arts from which the young men have 
escaped (redevydras) ‘can only mean the 
subjects taught in schools (ypappartixy, 
Aoyiorixy, KiPapirrixy), as Sauppe remarks, 
but there seems to be no precise parallel to 
such a use of the word.’ Sauppe’s view 
seems to be generally regarded as correct, 
but it is, I now believe, mistaken. The 
arts from which the young men have 
escaped are in reality just the mechanical 
arts, and Plato is referring to what seems 

to have been a familiar phenomenon in his 
time, when young men, attracted by the 
specious promises of the Sophists, aban- 
doned their handicrafts and devoted them- 
selves to ‘culture.’ Plato himself in the 
Republic animadverts in scathing terms 
upon this feature of the age in which he 
lived : kaopavres ap GdAot § avOpwrrickot 
Key TV Xépav TavTay yeyvopevyy, kaXOv be 

dvopdrwv kat Tpooxyparov peotyv, GoTep ot 

€k TOV cipypav eis TO. _bepa dmodidpacKovtes, 

dopevor kal OUTOL ék TOV Texvaov éx7oo- 

ow eis Ty dirocodiav, of av Kopijoraror 

ovres TUyXAvore jTepl TO avTov Texvé ov. 
opus yap oy) pos Y¢ tas aAXas TEXVAS 
Kaizep ovTw Tpattovens pirocodias TO afiwpa 

peyahomperéatepov Acirera, ov On edtepevor 
mo\Xol, aredeis piv tas dvoes, wo O€ TOY 
TEXVOY GoTep TA cépata AehOByVTAL, OTH 
Kal Tas Wuxas EvyKexAacpevor TE Kal amore 
Opuppevo Oa TAS Bavavoalas TryxavovTW 
(vi. 495 c-E). The ‘Arts’ to which some 
of the Sophists, and in particular Hippias 
(kat dua eis Tov ‘Inriav areBrAapev) introduced 
their emancipated pupils were simply those 
included in the medieval quadrivium and 
nothing more, as appears from Aoyipovs Te 
Kal GOTpOVOMiay Kal yewmeTpiav Kal povoiKyy In 
the passage quoted from the Protagoras. 
The general tone of that passage would 
seem to suggest that the word Teyva had 
only recently begun to assume this peculiar 
signification. Plato himself adopted the 
term and applied it to the pafyjyara which 
he prescribes for his guardians in Book vii. 
of the Republic, ie. (as usually designated) 
arithmetic, geometry,stereometry, astronomy 
and harmonics: see for example vi. 511 c 
tov TEXVav Kadovpevwy and vii. 533 D 
ais dujAGopev TéExvVars. Stereometry after- 
wards resumed its position as a branch of 
geometry : so that Plato’s propaedeutic ‘Arts’ 
are, so far as concerns their names, essen- 
tially the same as the medieval quadrivium. 
The guadrivium itself,as Tannery has pointed 
out (L’Hducation Platonicienne in Revue 
Philosophique, x. pp. 517 ff.),is probably older 
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than Plato, and may be Pythagorean, but I 
do not find any trace of the use of the word 
‘Arts’ in this particular meaning till 
Plato’s time. We may be sure that its 
application to the curriculum of Studies in 
the Academy—the oldest and greatest 
college in the University of Athens—is 
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responsible for its transmission to the 
medieval universities: so that our Vice- 
Chancellors, when they say ‘admitto te ad 
incipiendum in artibus,’ are in reality, 
though perhaps without intending it, platon- 
izing. 

J. Apam. 

NO 

Nore on Prato, Rep., III. 411 B.—Demetrius, 
mep) Epunvelas § 51, quotes a few words from Rep. iii. 
411 A, B, in order to illustrate his precept that the 
stronger expression should follow the weaker, and 
not the weaker the stronger: mapaderyya 5¢€ Td mapa 
7@ TWAatwri Aeyouevov, OT1 EwAY MEY TLS MOVTLKT 
TmapeXn KaTavAciv kal KaTaxXeEty bia TaY 
&rwy- mordAv yap 7d Sevtepoy evapyeorepoy Tov 
Tpotepov. Kal maAw mpotwy ono, dTavde KaTa- 
XEWY MN AVA, AAAA KNAT, Td SH METATOITO 
Hin tTHket wal AciBew Td yap AciBeEt TOD 
THKEL Eudatikwrepov Kal eyyuTépw Toihuatos. The 
manuscripts of Plato give not éray 5& kataxéwy but 
bray 8 éréxwy. Demetrius’ xataxéwy naturally sug- 
gested ém:yewy to me as the true reading in Plato, 
but this emendation has been anticipated by Morgen- 
stern, as I see on consulting the text of Mr. Adam, 
who follows Morgenstern. It may, however, be well 
to draw attention to the passage of Demetrius, as I 
do not know whether Morgenstern has done so. 
Jowett and Campbell adhere to the manuscript read- 
ing, comparing Theaetetws 165 D jreyxev by eréxwv 
kal ovk aviels. 

W. Rays Roserrs. 

” * 
* 

ANTHOL. Pat. V. 13. 3. 4: 

Wave: © ovk Uxpois Tors XelAeoww: GAA’ éplaaca 
7b oTdua, Thy Wuxhy ef oviXwy avdyel. 

The MSS. are divided between épicaca, épelcaca, 
and épicaca. Stadtmiiller suggests ém@eioa or 
*picaca, of which the latter is certainly the prefer- 

TES. 

able. Butin order to account for the v found in 
certain MSS. and probably original, I suggest that 
we should read em@ioa, ‘she cleaves with her 
mouth ’—a strong word such as the sense here 
demands. 

Id. V. 197.5: 
ovKeTt Gor papérpn <yAapuph> mrepodvras diorobs 

K.T.A. 

The lacuna after papérp7 is variously filled by the 
critics, but apparently none has suggested the 
epithet already used by the author in 178. 2, viz. 
2xv6ixn, which seems as likely as another here also. 
But since it would have fallen out more easily after 
ovxérs cot than after papéerpn, it seems by no means 
improbable that the marks of lacuna given in the 
MSS. are accidentally misplaced. 

R. G. Bury. 
* 

* 

On Horace, Epistles 1. vii. 52 sq. 

‘Demetri’ (puer hic non laeve iussa Philippi 
accipiebat) ‘abi’ e.q.s. 

non laeve is usually rendered ‘not awkwardly” 
‘smartly’ or the like. I would translate ‘not in- 
appropriately’; the parenthesis is suggested by the 
thought of Demetrius, son of Philippus V. of 
Macedon: the names of both father and son were 
familiar to every Roman, cf. Livy, xxxix. 53. xl. 5-15- 
20-24. The translation thus would run: ‘ Deme- 
trius’ (not an inappropriate name for one who 
received the orders of a Philippus) ‘go and ask, etc.’ 

W. S. Haptey. 

REVIEWS. 

BUTLER’S TRANSLATION OF THE ODYSSEY. 

The Odyssey, rendered into English Prose 
for the use of those who cannot read the 
original. By Samuri Burer,authorof Bre- 
whon, &e. Longmans, Green & Co. 7s. 6d. 

Tuis version makes no pretence to accuracy 
or to scholarship, and can hardly be called 
a translation, unless it be in Quince’s sense : 

‘Bless thee, Bottom! bless thee! thou art 
translated.’ It is published apparently with 
two objects: to reproduce the manner of 
‘Homer’ for those who cannot read the 
Greek, and to illustrate the author’s thesis, 
that the Odyssey was written by Nausicaa. 

Mr. Butler’s style is easy and current, 
and so far like Homer’s; but there the 
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resemblance ends. Homer’s style is singu- 
larly uniform: Mr. Butler’s is singularly 
uneven, a conglomerate of many styles, in 
which the language of the Bible is often 
combined in one sentence with contempor- 
ary slang, and all the following phrases are 
admitted : ‘The naughtiness of their hearts’ ; 
‘age-mate’ and ‘harbinger’; ‘enlisting 
public sympathy’; ‘lost in admiration’ ; 
‘transport of sorrow’; ‘there’s no account- 
ing for luck’; ‘seven years straight on 
end’; ‘put me off’ ; ‘scandalous goings- 
on.’ Here are two passages from the same 
page :— 

‘When she had said this, Minerva went away to 
Olympus, which they say is the everlasting home of 
the gods. Here no wind beats roughly, and neither 
rain nor snow can fall ; but it abides in everlasting 
sunshine and in a great peacefulness of light, wherein 
the blessed gods are illumined for ever and ever. 
This was the place to which the goddess went when 
she had given instructions to the girl.’ 

©« Papa dear, could you manage to let me have a 
good big waggon? I want to take all our dirty 
clothes to the river and wash them. You are the 
chief man here, so it is only right that you should 
have a clean shirt when you attend meetings of the 
council.” ’ 

It may be disputable which of these 
extracts is the more faithful to the Homeric 
manner ; but if one of them is faithful, the 
other isnot. ‘A great peacefulness of light’ 
is fairly true to the manner, if not to the 
meaning, of evky 8 emidedpopev aiyAn; but 
“could you manage to let me have a good 
big waggon,’ though fairly true to the mean- 
ing, is not true to the manner, of ov av 
3y por eporAiaccetas axnvyv twydyv evKv«dov. 
No scholar is conscious of a bathos in the 
Greek ; every man of taste must feel a 
bathos in the English. 
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We cannot, then, consider that the English 
reader would be well advised to form an 
opinion of Homeric style from this version, 
or that the former of Mr. Buitler’s objects 
is attained. As for the other object, this 
it not the place to discuss the theory of 
female authorship. In his preface Mr. 
Butler complains that European scholarship 
has greeted his astonishing discovery with 
indifference, or at least with silence. He 
has piped unto it in the Athenaeum, and 
even in the ‘Johnian Eagle’; but it has 
not danced. 

A single quotation will be enough to show 
upon what kind of evidence Mr. Butler relies. 
His note upon Book IV. 398 ff., (where the 
seals of Proteus are described), runs thus: 
‘The Greek is wixpov (sic) daomvetovcat adds 
modvBevOéos odpijv (sic). Is it unfair to 
argue that the writer is a person of some- 
what delicate sensibility, to whom a strong 
smell of fish is distasteful ?’ 

Tf this is meant for argument, we are not 

surprised that no one has thought it worth 
while to dispute with Mr. Butler. We 
incline, however, to the view that the whole 
theory of female authorship is intended as 
a joke, a satire upon the sex. On the words, 
‘the ghosts came trooping up from Erebus— 
brides, young bachelors,’ &., this note is 
added: ‘Brides presented themselves in- 
stinctively to the imagination of the writer, 
as the phase of humanity (sic) which she 
found most interesting. We imagine that 
the ingenious expression, ‘live with him in 
open matrimony,’ used by Calypso on p. 65, 
exhibits the delicate modesty of Nausicaa. 

F, M. Cornrorp. 

KING'S MEIDIAS OF DEMOSTHENES. 4 

Demosthenes’ Speech against Meidias. With 
Introduction and Notes by J. R. Kine. 
Clarendon Press. Pp. i-xv ; text; 1-119. 
Price 3s. 6d. 

Mr. Krve has furnished us with an adequate 
and very serviceable edition of Demosthenes’ 
speech. The text is that of Professor Butcher, 
and it ‘is more conservative than the recent 
text of Blass ... especially in rejecting 
emendations which rest solely upon theories 
respecting laws of rhythm or euphony in 
Demosthenes, or upon quotations in late 
Greek writers. The apparatus criticus sub- 

joined to the notes (? text) is also the work 
of Professor Butcher.’ But Mr. King’s own 
notes are well chosen and lucid; they clear 
up all the ordinary, and many of the extra- 
ordinary, difficulties about Demosthenes’ 
meaning and allusions ; and Mr. King also 
gives a full, though rather free, analysis of 
the speech. 

It isnot in his power to make the speech, 
with all its bitterness, more than vague and 
pale to a modern reader. Its ineffectiveness 
in.our eyes springs from two chief causes— 
we are not quite sure how the case ended, 
and the orator does not give any vivid picture 
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of the assault upon which proceedings are 
taken. Perhaps he gave such a description 
at the zpoBoA7, but at any rate it is not to 
be found here. This lack indeed illustrates 
one of the differences of usage or procedure 
which exist between ancient and modern 
courts of justice, and on such points Mr. 
King’s notes are instructive. He points 
out, for instance, the irrelevancy of the 
issues raised in § 21. But it might be 
possible to give a clearer idea of the two 
parties to the quarrel than he actually sets 
before us. Which was really aggrieved? 
Or were both wrong? Was Meidias perhaps 
(although he does seem to have fallen off 
his ‘horse in the agora) a reforming cavalry 
officer (see § 173), who incurred unpopularity 
by criticising his men (§§ 132, 197)? 

Apropos of these latter sections, there is 
a point to discuss with Mr. King. His note 
on § 197 says that Meidias ‘denounced the 
expedition to Olynthus as dveidos TH 7oAet.’ 
At any rate it was not the expedition ¢o 
Olynthus that Meidias was talking about, 
but that to Argura (§ 132); the mention of 
Olynthus merely marks the moment chosen 
for the denunciation. But was it the 
expedition, or was it the men, that Meidias 
denounced? The Greek of §§ 132, 197, 
seems to show it was the individual men, 
and so Mr. King implies on his pp. 8, 11. 

The only other thing which we look for in 
vain in this edition is some application of 
the technical terms of ancient rhetoric. The 
reader might with advantage be shown how 
theoretical rules were carried out or illus- 
trated in practice. 
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We can perhaps most usefully fill the 
rest of our space by indicating small points 
which have escaped revision. (1) § 40 n. 
av Biakyrat, ‘if he have recourse to violence 
in the course of hisargument.’ Was Meidias 
likely to fight in court? (2) I do not under- 
stand how ‘ Demosthenes’ comes into the n. 
on § 56 ; he is not being spoken of in the text. 
(3) § 105 n. Did Demosthenes ever think 
he was in danger of being nailed to a plank? 
Mr. King can hardly find any but a bar- 
barian parallel for such a punishment. (4) 
§ 142 n. ‘because of his former impunity.’ 
But 84 tatra has the same reference as 
Tatra Néyew just above, and means ‘ because 
of these pleas or arguments,’ ‘for using such 
an argument.’ (5)§$ 177 n. Could jurors 
at Athens be said to ‘ hold perpetual session ’ ? 
(6) § 185 n. av ipty éxiy, ‘if it be granted 
you’: and § 192 n. «i éryer aira, ‘if he had 
got so far as— Why not simply ‘if it occurs’ 
to you or to him? (7)-§ 205 n. The pros- 
perity of Eubulus, not of Meidias, seems to 
be alluded to. (8) § 227 n. wept ov, ‘in 
whose case.’ This leaves tiv éoptiv without 
government. For the true order of words 
see § 199, and compare §$§ 9, 175, 178, 180. 

I note a misprint (zpoecdupas) on p. 79 
of the commentary ; and there is some laxity 
of expression on pp. 43 (‘to whom’ for ‘to 
which place’), 53 end (‘judge’ for ‘arbi- 
trator’), 68 (‘his inquirers’ ; this I do not 
know how to correct), 79 (‘they will’ for 
“you will’), 95 (« yourself’ for ‘ yourselves’), 
and 106 (‘your good conduct’ for ‘their 
good conduct’). 

Frangkuin T. Ricwarps. 

MEYER’S FORSCHUNGEN, VOL. II. 

Forschungen zur alten Geschichte. Yon Epu- 
ARD Meyer. Zweiter Band. Zur Ge- 
schichte des fiinften Jahrhunderts y. Chr. 
Halle, 1899. M. 15. 

THis is a book which will be welcomed by 
all who are interested in Greek History. 
So far as the history of the fifth century 
B.C. is concerned, no more important work 
has appeared in the last ten or fifteen years, 
with the possible exception of Busolt’s third 
volume. It is largely concerned with a 
criticism of the results arrived at by Busolt 
and by Wilamowitz in his Avistoteles wnd 
Athen; and, unless I am much mistaken, 
most readers will find themselves more often 
than not in agreement with Meyer upon the 

questions in dispute between him and the 
other two writers. The Morschungen are 
entirely free from the irritating dogmatism 
which disfigures Avristoteles und Athen; one 
may or may not accept the particular view 
put forward, but at any rate one knows 
what is the evidence for it. We all owe so 
much to Busolt that it may seem ungracious 
to find fault with him ; still, I cannot but 
think that the third volume suffers a good 
deal from the author’s change of opinion 
upon so many points of importance, especi- 
ally as he appears in not a few cases to have 
abandoned his former view somewhat hastily. 
Not least among the merits of Meyer’s vol- 
ume to an English reader is the sound com- 
mon sense which as a rule characterises his 
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reasoning. Nothing could be better than 
the criticism, e.g., of Schwartz’s article upon 
Tyrtaeus, in a recent number of Hermes— 
an article which may not unfairly be classed 
with Trautwein’s Memoiren des Dikaios, 
which appeared in the same periodical some 
few years ago—or of the views of Steup 
and Kirchhoff as to the composition of 
Thucydides’ history. 

I am inclined to think that the two 
chapters which are of most permanent 
value, though, at first sight, they may 
possibly appear the least attractive, are 
those which deal with the population of 
Attica and with the chronology of this 
period. It is worthy of note that the re- 
sults arrived at in regard to such questions 
as the sum total of the population of Attica, 
the number of hoplites, and the annual pro- 
duction and consumption of corn, differ 
appreciably from Beloch’s. Meyer may fairly 
claim, I think, that the solution of the 
problem involved in the 16,000 hoplites azo 
Te Tov TpecButdtwv Kal Tov vewratwv (Thucy- 
dides, ii. 13), which is here suggested, is 
decidedly more plausible than any of the 
rival hypotheses. His views upon all these 
subjects deserve, at any rate, careful con- 
sideration; but the real merit of this 
chapter, as of any discussion of questions 
where the data are uncertain and inadequate, 
lies not so much in the author’s results as 
in his discussion of the evidence. In the 
chronological chapter we have a singularly 
lucid treatment of a difficult subject. It is, 
perhaps, not too much to hope that the 
results of this investigation, especially in 
regard to the reigns of the Persian and 
Spartan kings, may be regarded as final in 
not a few instances. The contrast between 
Meyer’s examination of the difficulties which 
are connected with the date of Leotychides’ 
deposition and Busolt’s treatment of the 
same subject isstriking. The latter writer’s 
defence of the date 476 B.c. is one of the 
weakest pieces of reasoning in the whole 
work, and it is difficult to believe that he 
will not retract his opinion in a second 
edition and admit that this date, and along 
with it the credibility of the narrative in 
Herodotus, must be abandoned. 

Much the longest chapter—it occupies 
about a third of the volume—is the one which 
is devoted to Thucydides. Almost every 
question of any importance that has been 
raised in recent years with regard to the 
history and the historian of the Pelo- 
ponnesian War is discussed. The causes of 
the war, the strategy of Pericles, the states- 
manship of Cleon, the Revolution of the Four 
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Hundred, are among the subjects dealt with, 
in addition to the various questions which 
relate to the date and composition of 
Thucydides’ work. In every case the verdict 
is given on the ‘conservative’ side. One is 
tempted to think that the author’s conserva- 
tive tendencies carry him occasionally too 
far, His treatment of the history of the 
Four Hundred seems fairly open to this 
criticism. Since the discovery of the 
Athenaion Politeia few writers have ven- 
tured, in view of the documentary evidence 
which it supplies, to maintain the substan- 
tial accuracy of the narrative in Book viii. 
of Thucydides. This is the task, however, 
which Meyer essays; indeed the utmost 
that he will concede is that Thucydides is 
in error in putting the number of the évy- 
ypadeis at 10 instead of 30. It must be 
admitted that Meyer’s case is presented 
with remarkable force and originality, and 
that it is admirably illustrated from other 
periods of history. It is, at the least, a 
case which cannot be ignored in any future 
discussion of this question. It is, however, 
significant that he regards Thucydides’ 
omission to connect the 10 zpoBovrAan of 
413 B.c. with the vyypadeis of 411 as a 
point ‘von sehr untergeordneter Bedeutung 
fiir die historische Entwickelung.’ Surely, 
it is precisely ‘fiir die historische Ent- 
wickelung’ that the inclusion of the zpo- 
BovAoi in the Evyypadets is all-important ; as 
important as the admission of Lysias, in 
the parallel case of the Thirty, that their 
appointment was favoured by the BovA7. 
In other words, the real point at issue is 
the existence of a ‘moderate’ party among 
the conspirators. It seems an inevitable 
inference from Thucydides’ account that we 
are dealing with a sudden revolution, ac- 
complished solely by violent means; and it 
is an account which seems to leave no room 
for the influence of a third party. It seems 
an equally inevitable inference from the 
facts recorded by the Politeia, and from the 
documents quoted in it, that the starting 
point of the movement was the appointment 
of the zpoBovda in 413, ze. that a gradual 
reaction was already in progress, and that 
the movement, up to a certain point, had 
the support of the majority of the class from 
which the Five Thousand were to be drawn. 
It is evident, even from Thucydides, that 
the constitution established after the fall of 
the Four -Hundred was acceptable to the 
better class of citizens; yet the two essen- 
tial provisions of this constitution, viz. 
pydeptav apxyv civat pucGopopov, and the 
limitation of the franchise to the Five 
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Thousand ek tév ordwv, correspond exactly 
to the proposals of the 30 dvyypadeis. If 
these proposals were generally approved of 
after the fall of the Four Hundred, it is 
difficult to understand why they could not 
have been carried a few months earlier by 
methods less unconstitutional than a free 
use of the stiletto. From the institution of 
the zpoBovdc to the provisions of the con- 
stitution eis tov 4éAAovTa xpovov we seem to 
trace a process of development, at once 
gradual and logical. 

The examination of Cimon’s biography, 
with which the volume opens, is perhaps 
stronger on the critical than on the histori- 
eal side. The vindication, ¢g., of the 
genuineness of the epigrams on the siege 
of Eion and on the engagements by sea 
and land in Cyprus in 449 B.c. is excel- 
lently well done. On the other hand, the 
reasoning by which the dates for Cimon’s 
ostracism and for his return are arrived at 
appears to me to be inconclusive, and it 
is somewhat of a surprise to find that the 
old view of the early importance of 
Pericles in Athenian public life is still 
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maintained in spite of the evidence which 
seems to prove that such a view is un- 
historical. Still more surprising is the 
legerdemain by aid of which Callisthenes is 
transformed into a witness for the authen- 
ticity of the Peace of Callias. Few, I 
imagine, will be found to follow Meyer in 
his view that a circumstantial narrative 
of the battle of the Eurymedon could have 
been in place in an introduction to this 
writer’s Hellenica. If, as is assumed, the 
Hellenica started from the Peace of Antal- 
cidas, and the Peace of Callias was intro- 
duced solely by way of contrast, it seems 
hardly probable that there should have 
been anything more than the merest refer- 
ence to the Eurymedon. 

One may from time to time agree with, 
or differ from, the author’s results; but no 
one, I think, can have studied the ‘ Forsch- 
ungen’ without being conscious of a debt 
of gratitude to the writer for his fresh, 
vigorous, and lucid discussion of some of 
the most difficult problems in the history of 
the fifth century B.c. 

E. M. Watker. 

HIRTZEL’S TEXT OF VERGIL. 

P. Vergili Maronis Opera. Recognovit brevi- 
que annotatione critica instruxit F. A. 
Hirrzet. Oxford, Clarendon Press, 3s. 6d. 

Tuts book is beautifully and clearly printed ; 
it is indeed in appearance a dainty volume, 
which is no slight recommendation in a text 
of Vergil. For a poet’s fancies gain fresh 
attractiveness when they come clothed in 
external beauty of form. Nor does the 
editing lag behind the typography. Mr. 
Hirtzel has executed his part with taste and 
judgment ; the compression evident in the 
brief textual footnotes must have cost con- 
siderable pains: they contain little that is 
superfluous, and little, that should be there, 
is omitted. The edition lays no claim to 
originality: the matter has been compiled 
chiefly from Ribbeck; the few readings of 
Bodleian MSS. contributed by Mr. Madan 
are of slight importance. The spelling has 
been reduced to the uniform system of 
Brambach, a sensible proceeding of which no 
one can complain. Emendations are quoted 
sparingly ; those of Bentley are given from 
a fresh examination of his autograph notes 
in the British Museum. 

NO. CXXXII. VOL. XV. 

Of the manuscripts Mr. Hirtzel regards 
MPK as the chief. Their agreement is con- 
elusive. Where they differ, R is reckoned 
as least important, on account of its grave 
inaccuracy of writing. Of the two other 
manuscripts P is in Mr. Hirtzel’s opinion 
slightly superior to M, and is consequently 
the best MS. of Vergil. The Gudianus in 
some cases helps towards determining the 
truth. This is briefly the principle which 
has guided Mr. Hirtzel in editing the text. 

It will be apparent that, though the book 
claims no originality, there is an innovation 
involved in this estimate of the MSS. For 
the Medicean (M) has long been regarded 
among experts as the best manuscript of 
Vergil, and has been taken as the basis for 
the two best existing texts, the late Professor 
Nettleship’s in the Corpus Poetarum Latin- 
orum and Deuticke’s Aeneid. Thus in pre- 
ferring the Palatine (P) to the Medicean 
(M) Mr. Hirtzel takes up a new position, 
the wisdom of which seems to be hardly 
warranted by the results presented. How- 
ever the questions involved are often small, 
and the utility of this text is not seriously 
impaired on that account, especially as the 
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footnotes give the contradictory divergences. 
But the main contention that P is superior 
to M cannot be regarded as established. 

Thus in many passages Mr. Hirtzel, heed- 
less of his principle, does not follow P: e.g. Ec. 
iv. 62 gui non risere parentes is adopted from 
Quintilian for cui—parentes MSS. But surely 
this is an hallucination of Quintilian’s: 
and qui is a mere false spelling for ew, see 
Brambach, Die Neugestaliwng der Lateinischen 
Orthographie, p. 228 and Ellis on Catull. 1, 1. 
Ee. viii. 87 procumbit M]| concumbit P, a 
reading indicative of suggestive interpola- 
tion. Ec. ix. 9 ueteres—fagos M] ueteris 
Sagi P. ibid. 30 Cyrneas M] Grynaeas P. 
Ee. x. 23 castra M] sawa P. Geor. 1. 260 
post Mj mox P. Geor. ii. 247 tristia tempt- 
antum sensu torquebit amaror| amaro P. 
Geor. iii. 194 twm uocet M] prowocet P. Aen. 
ii. 56 Troiaque nunc staret M| stares P. Aen. 
ix. 634 traicit M] transigit P. Aen. xi. 708 
fraudem M] laudem P. 

On the other hand the reading of M is 
often abandoned in favour of P, with ap- 
parent disadvantage to the text: e.g. Ec. vii. 
25 crescentem poetam] nascentem M, Nettle- 
ship. Ee. viii. 11 ¢ibi desinam : accipe tussis | 
desinet M, Nettleship; rightly no doubt, 
since the hiatus involved in desinam seems 
to be impossible in Vergil. See Lindsay’s 
Captivi, pp. 47-48. Roustrém, Metri Verg- 
iliani Recensio, p.51. Geor. ii. 187 dispicere| 
despicere MP, and Aen. i. 224 dispiciens| de- 
spiciens MSS. In accepting the form dispicere 
Mr. Hirtzel has been guided by the arbitrary 
distinction drawn between dispicere and de- 
spicere by Lachmann, Lucr. iv. 418. But 
Lachmann’s position is sufficiently refuted 
by Nonius, p. 288. ‘ Despicere’ desuper as- 
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picere. Vergilius Georg. II. qualem saepe cauc 
montis conualle uidemus Despicere. Geor. ii. 
330 Zephyrique trementibus auris| tepentibus 
M, and editors generally. Mr. Hirtzel has 
yielded to the fallacy of a parallel(?) passage 
Hor. Carm,. I. 23, 5. Geor. iii. 305 hae— 
tuendae| haec MFR, and editors generally. 
The archaic haec should have been retained. 
It is doubtless from the poet, and is intended 
to give an archaic tinge to his didactic pre- 
cepts. Aen. vii. 543 caeli conuexa| conuersa 
M (there is a misprint in the note). Here 
conuexad is printed, but obelised as corrupt. 
But why should not conwersa be right? caelo 
conuersa Schaper-Deuticke, based upon it, is 
at least possible, while conuexa has no doubt 
been intruded through a reminiscence of iv. 
451 tauedet caeli conuexa tuert. Aen, vill. 559 
inexpletus lacrimans | lacrimis M, Nettleship, 
probably rightly. Aen. xi. 671 sujfuso} 
suffosso M, right!y accepted by Nettleship. 
It is not unnatural that Liris should, in the 
excitement of the moment, attempt to raise 

his horse which has been stabbed : but that 
Vergil wished us to understand that this 
warrior entrusted his life in battle to a horse 
suffering from a swelling in its feet I decline 
to believe. 

I make these remarks with diffidence, for 
all textual editing, especially that of Vergil, 
isa matter of great difficulty, involving taste, 
labour, and learning alike: and opinions 
must necessarily vary as to particular points. 
Mr. Hirtzel’s edition is a thoughtful and in- 
dependent text. His conclusions will com- 
mand respect, even when they do not win 
assent, for his work has been performed with 
skill and conscientiousness. 

S. G. Own. 

KLOTZ S7ZVAE OF STATIUS. 

P. Papini Stati Silvae. Krohnii copiis 
usus edidit ALrrREDUS Kuotz. Pp. xcil, 
204, with facsimile of first page of 
Madrid MS. (Leipsic, Teubner, 1900.) M. 2. 

WE were fully prepared to find a very con- 
siderable difference between the new Teub- 
ner text of the St/wae and the old; it was 
known that accurate collations of the 
Madrid MS. had brought about a revolution 
in our estimate of the relative importance 
of the manuscript authority, not to speak of 
the critical and {explanatory labour lately 
bestowed on Statius by Vollmer and others. 

But it was reserved for Klotz to establish 
finally the position of that manuscript ; we 
know now not only that all our other 
codices (except the Laurentian) are derived 
from it, but also with fair certainty that it 
is the very copy which was made by the 
direction of Poggio from the manuscript 
which he discovered in Switzerland. It 
seems also that the first corrections (M?) 
are from Poggio’s own hand, but not made 
by collation with the archetype: on this 
point we are promised more from the pen of 
Krobn. Further Klotz proves that the 
‘codex Poggianus’ of Poliziano was not the 
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Matritensis but a good copy from it. How 
greatly is the res critica simplified since the 
time of Baehrens! The reading of M is 
our one guide to tradition and all else is 
mere conjecture. 

All this is discussed at considerable 
length in the preface, with ingenuity and 
sobriety of judgment. In this part of the 
work we are left in great measure to guess 
how far Krohn’s views have been handed 
over with his collections to Klotz, when the 
former finally decided that he had not 
leisure to complete this edition. Klotz 
expresses ungrudging gratitude in general 
terms, but tacitly accepts full responsibility 
for the views put forward as well as for the 
actual text, im which we may see that he 
freely—and justly—rejects some of Krohn’s 
proposals. 

Vollmer’s text was so good that we could 
not reasonably expect any very startling 
improvement upon it for the present, but, 
on the whole I think that of Klotz de- 
cidedly better, his judgment and linguistic 
instinct being superior—e.g. ini. 1, 37 where 
he rejects pugnes which Vollmer defends. 
Having made it clear, then, that I have 
nothing but praise for the manner in which 
Klotz has discharged his task, I may pass 
to the consideration of a few passages in 
which I cannot accept his conclusions. 

In i. 4, 49 Krohn’s reading jidit amore is 
printed in preference to M’s amori. But 
are we really sure of the conditions which 
determine the use of dative or ablative after 
Jjido and confido? I cannot think so. My 
own belief is that the dative properly ex- 
pressed the object of the feeling of trust 
(hence naturally regular in the case of 
persons) and the ablative the grounds of 
confidence : it is easy to see how easily the 
two might be interchanged, and in fact the 
dative is found of impersonal nouns often 
enough, at any rate in MSS.: call it quasi- 
personified if you will. In line 63 tendatis 
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iam fila is retained, printed in parenthesi 
and presumably to be interpreted with 
Vollmer. In this I cannot believe: the 
apostrophe to the coli is introduced very 
harshly and there is nothing to suggest that 
we should understand the injunction in a 
taunting tone. The passage compared (v. 1, 
156) serves rather to support Markland’s 
tendentes. 

Even without any extravagant admira- 
tion for Statius, it is difficult to believe that 
he wrote ii. 6, 48 as it appears in M. Pudor 
notae is perhaps Latin, though in this con- 
text it looks as if it should mean ‘shame 
resulting from a disgrace’ rather than 
‘sense of honour keen to avoid disgrace,’ 

but pudor alone is what we want here. 
Nouae (Skutsch) is palaeographically the 
best conjecture, though the same critic’s 
mentis is needless. Of Saftien’s par esse for 
potasse in line 50 the best that can be said 
is that it is possible. I hope to hear of 
some more convincing suggestion, but for 
the present I would prefer Markland’s nota 
esse queant, or Buecheler’s quoue notasse. In 
iii. 2, 30 Klotz reads sint quibus explorent 
primas grauis artemo barcas. For my own 
part I still fancy that Saumaise rightly 
divined the general meaning of the line 
when he read mo/ybdis ; but assuming that 
we are to accept Ruitgers’ artemo, surely 
primas cannot be right. Vollmer appar- 
ently makes it mean ‘round the prow of the 
ship,’ in contrast with the secutwra phaselos: 
I am not afraid to deny that this is possible. 
Plenos (Schwartz) is certainly better. In 
line 52 our editor gives monet for mouet, 

unnecessarily. 1 supposed that Macnaghten 
(di wia) and Barth (di wiam) had finally 
disposed in iv. 3, 59 of Voss’ cliwiae, to 
which however both Vollmer and Klotz 
return. There is absolutely no evidence to 
show that cliwia could be used as a sub- 
stantive. 

Gitpert Davies. 

AUDOUIN’S DECLENSION IN THE INDO-EUROPEAN LANGUAGES. 

De la Déclinaison dans les Langues indo- 
ewropéennes et purticuliérement en Sanscrit, 
Grec, Latin et view Slave. These pré- 
sentée 4 la Faculté des Lettres de l’Uni- 
versité de Paris, par Epovarp AvupoutN. 
Paris: Librairie, C. Klincksieck. 1898, 8 fr. 

Tue title of this work expresses quite clearly 

and accurately what is contained in its 492 
pages. It is a Thesis for a degree and it is 
occupied with a subject on which perhaps at 
present there is not much new to be said. But 
what M. Audouin has to say he says with 
admirable lucidity. He has read widely, 
but he does not overpower the reader with 
his learning as manifested in references. Yet 
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it is rarely that one misses reference to im- 
portant theories on points under discussion. 

His method of treatment has the merit 
of novelty, though it may justly be charged 
at the same time with defect in its lack of 
conciseness. He takes up each number 
separately and each case separately in the 
original Indo-Germanic language and after- 
wards in each of the four individual lan- 
guages to which he has limited his treatment. 
The book thus falls into five parts, the first 
of which is a general introduction necessary 
to each of the four succeeding parts. These, 
as each deals with a different language, form 
four separate and distinct treatises. This 
is the defective side of M. Audouin’s treat- 
ment. The feature of his treatment which 
is both novel and meritorious is that in each 
of the parts enumerated he discusses care- 
fully and at length the relations between 
each case and every other by which there is 
reason to believe it has been influenced in 
formation or syntax. Thus in Greek, after 
a discussion of the different themes and 
their forms in the nominative, he proceeds to 
discuss the relations between the nomina- 
tive and the vocative in connexion with 
forms like irzdra, vebeAnyepera, ete. This 
is followed by a discussion of the syntactical 
relations between nominative and vocative. 
The next chapter deals with the nominative- 
accusative, 7.e. the forms which are the same 
for both cases—not merely neuters but also 
accusatives like the Doric rv and, in the 
plural, forms like zones, tpeis, etc., followed 
again by the very scanty syntactical rela- 
tions between them. The next chapter is 
headed Nominatif-Genitif (Ablatif), but 
would share the fate of the famous chapter 
on snakes in Iceland were it not for the 
exiguous syntactical relation shown in the 
alternative construction of oijou taAaivys and 
olpor TaAaLva. 

Next follow (4) Wominatif-Locatif, (5) 
Vocatif-Locatif, a heading hardly justified 
by the appearance of infinitives in —yev or 
adverbs like dues but more so by the re- 
semblance of form between yor vocative 
and 7x07 locatival dative. The next heading 
Accusatif-Genitif has of course under it a 
very considerable variety of syntactical con- 
structions ; the origins of these constructions 
are discussed in Part I, to which a cross 
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reference should have been given. In the 
individual languages examples are taken 
from the literature—in Slavonic apparently, 
as a rule, not at first hand but from 
Miklosich’s excellent quarry. In the first 
Part, as no Indo-Germanic exists, M. 
Audouin must of necessity invent his ex- 
amples. Under the relations of the accusa- 
tive and genitive we find such sentences as 
‘*memnatai logons ou logom’ “ il se rappelle 
les paroles, il se souvient des paroles,” or 
‘*wirons ou wirdom regeti’ “il gouverne les 
hommes.” These seem to show, if we may 
trust M. Audouin, that moderns with a fair 
knowledge of Greek and Latin would have 
had little difficulty in understanding this 
remote ancestor, whose language indeed, as 
represented in the second sentence, seems 
not much further removed from classical 
Latin than, say, the swpplicat for a medical 
degree in Cambridge University ; whereat 
many who often complain of the difficulty of 
such hypothetical restorations ought to be 
not a little comforted. Neither the chapter 
in Part I. entitled Accusatif-Locatif nor the 
corresponding chapters on the separate 
languages are quite definite in explaining 
why the original ace. pl. of d@stems is sup- 
posed to be in -ds, nor again in giving us 
the authority for a Latin instrumental plural 
in -as, the evidence for which, being so 
lamentably scanty, ought to be set before 
the reader. 

The examples of the method which have 
been cited will convey a fair idea of the 
whole, so that if is not necessary to pursue 
the subject in further detail. For a treatise 
intended for educational purposes the method 
would be extremely wasteful. But it has 
the merit of bringing together identities of 
formation and of syntax which in other 
methods are often lost sight of. 

M. Audouin’s treatment is throughout 
sensible. He is more inclined to quote 
different authorities on disputed points than 
to strike out a line for himself. Except in 
arrangement he is neither original nor, what 
is sometimes incorrectly identified with 
originality, dogmatic. But of its kind the 
work is thoroughly ‘good and trustworthy 
and will be useful to any one who may wish 
to see old facts in a new setting. 

P. GILEs. 
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BRIEFER NOTICES. 

Odyssey, Book xi. 
Press Series. 2s. 

By J. A. Naren. Pitt 

Mr. Natrn may be congratulated on the 
production of an excellent school-book, 
admirably adapted to its purpose. The 
Introduction contains an instructive essay on 
the Homeric Underworld, and a brief, but 
adequate, account of Epic forms; and there 
are five Appendices dealing with syntax 
and other matters. The notes are full 
and accurate, and nothing of importance 
seems to have been neglected. I notice a 
few passages where I should take a differ- 
ent view from that adopted here by Mr. 
Nairn.—17. Monro’s change of é7érav to 
o7ore is based on his view that xe and dv 
have no place in general statements ; but, 
as I have endeavoured to show in a school 
edition of the Z/iad, this view is not borne out 
by the evidence. And if ay is to be effaced 
here, why not in the next linejalso? The 
instinct which has prevented it is a sound 
one; it is felt that the doctrine, if con- 
sistently applied, would carry us too far. It 
is difficnlt to make Monro’s view of xe square 
with numerous passages where he does not 
propose to reject the particle, so that we can 
hardly be justified in altering the text in 
passages like the present.—24. écyov, ‘took 
hold of.’—45. dy, ‘now.’ The word is very 
rarely anything but a temporal adverb in 
Homer.—53. xateAeirowev. The impf. is 
natural because the action of leaving is a 
continuous one: so 68, 86, 174.— 76. Kal 
écoopevoic. Tvbecba. Surely there is no 
‘attraction’ of the dat. The barrow is to 
be made ‘for those who shall come after, so 
that they may learn about me.’ Cf. 156.— 
375. The note is right, but a wrong view of 
the passage is taken in the Appendix, p. 
80.—443. kexpuppevor civar is not an instance 
of a passive inf. for imperative; the 
participle is to be’separated from etvar.—584. 
arevto b€ Supawy, micew 8 ovK elyevy éd€obar. 
There is no probability in the meaning, 
‘reached out,’ given to oreiro. Here, as 
always, the verb means to ‘declare.’ Transl. 
«And though he deemed (declared to him- 
self ; cf. the common use of ¢ypi, act. and 
mid.), thirsting, that he would [drink], yet 
was he not able,’ etc.— 608. There is no 
notion of ‘timidity’ inherent in zarrtaivw, 
as the exx. show ; the word seems to denote a 
sharp, quick glance.— 634f. These two 
lines must be spurious, since there are no 
traces of the Gorgon in Greek art before the 

seventh century. Leaf rejects the Iliad 
passages where reference is made to the 
Gorgon. In several places in the notes Mr. 
Nairn repeats the doctrine that xe ‘par- 
ticularises,’ even in subordinate sentences, 
though in Appendix C he has gratified me 
by adopting the essential points of my own 
exposition of its uses. The two views are, I 
fear, irreconcilable. 

M. A. Bayrrecp. 

Euripides, Alcestis. Edited by E. H. 
Buaxengy, M. A. London: G. Bell and 
Sons. 1900. Pp. viii, 180. xxxvii. 2s. 

To edit the Alcestis again seems almost like 
slaying the slain, yet we think that Mr. 
Blakeney has produced a school edition 
which will make its way in spite of its 
elders in the field. To begin with, the book 
is well illustrated. Besides smaller cuts, 
there is a reproduction froma photograph of 
the Theatre of Dionysus, and of the bust 
of Euripides. The frontispiece is Leighton’s 
Hercules wrestling with death for the body 
of Alcestis, but it is on too small a scale to 
represent the picture satisfactorily. In a 
general introduction Mr. Marchant gives a 
slight sketch of the origin of the drama 
and of the way in which a play was produced. 
The introduction to the play is sufficient and 
full use seems to have been made of all recent 
literature. The Notes are ample and give the 
kind of information required in a book of 
this sort—abundant grammatical exegesis. 
There are no changes of importance in the 
text. In 501, the editor convinced by 
Earle’s paper in the Classical Review, vol. 
xii, returns to the MSS. reading. There 
is no doubt that Wakefield’s zacw gives 
great point to the passage, but it is hardly 
necessary as zaiolv gives a very fair sense. 
Indeed of za@ow we may say what was 
said of Bentley’s nitedula—that it is what 
the poet ought to have written. No new 
light is thrown on the well-known crux pnvos 
of 321. The knot is cut by reading with 
Kviéala piv eéoepxerar. With most late 

editors, Mr. Blakeney reads xaparoydv in 
1118. The volume closes with full indices 
and a vocabulary which seems satisfactory. 
This little edition may be heartily com- 
mended. 

H. Eviersuaw. 
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Selections from Plato. By Lewis Leamine 
Forman. Ph.D., Instructor in Greek in 
Cornell University. Macmillan, 1900. 
Feap. 8vo. Pp, lx+510. 

THESE selections cover, to a great extent, 
the same ground as Mr. Purves’s volume 
published in 1883 ; but are intended for a 
somewhat different class of readers. Dr. 
Forman states in his preface that his book is 
not meant to be an introduction to the 
Platonic philosophy, but to Plato’s language 
and the personality of Socrates as presented 
to us by Plato. ‘These two considerations 
have controlled both the selection of the 
passages and the writing of the notes. All 
else has been rigorously excluded.’ Dr. 
Forman is writing for ‘the ordinary Fresh- 
man, than whom (would that his coeval 
on this side the Atlantic were as wise) ‘no- 
body knows better how little he knows.’ 
The book is therefore intended as an aid to 
comparative beginners, and to these it is 
their own fault if it is not exceedingly 
useful. 

In pursuance of his plan of introducing 
the young student to the Platonic Socrates, 
Dr. Forman prefixes to his selections a lively 
and interesting, though (perhaps designedly) 
rather superficial sketch of the life, char- 
acter, and manners, of the historic Socrates, 
including also an outline of presocratic 
philosophy, in which he holds that a better 
clue can be found to the discovery of the 
actual Socrates than from contemporary 
literature ; for he does not rate the ac- 
curacy of Xenophon’s portrait so highly as 
some do. Dr. Forman’s treatment of this 
well-worn subject is fresh and éyeprixov 
VOnTEws. 

The commentary is excellent for its pur- 
pose. The notes are plentiful, brief, 
sensible, and scholarly. They deal almost 
exclusively with points of grammar, and lay 
special stress on the precise interpretation of 
particles and other little words, the import- 
ance of which is not always fully recognised 
by the young student ; who, if he laid to 
heart all that Dr. Forman has to tell him, 
would come off with no contemptible 
grounding in the Greek language. The 
editor has a certain way of his own with 
his explanations, which is pleasant ; e.g. on 
kal dvvairbe (p. 382) he observes ‘«at pre- 
cedes a word to be stressed, as ye follows it. 
Cf. the arrowhead ( (\) over notes in music.’ 
And it was a good thought to illustrate the 
resemblance between Socrates and the 
vapky (p. 378) with a cut of the snub-nosed 
fish. Dr. Forman seldom meddles with 
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matters of literary style: but that he can 
treat them effectively when he chooses is 
shown by his note on the Interpreter’s 
address in Jepublic, x (p. 400). 
A bad misprint (dva-codovbia) has escaped 

notice on p. 281. 
If the great classical writers are to be 

read in selections (a practice to which this 
reviewer must confess an ineradicable aver- 
sion), Dr. Forman’s volume ought to be 
widely used: he knows what he wants to do 
and does it well. 

R. D. Arcner-Hrnp. 

M. Tullio Cicerone: I tre libri De Oratore 
testo riveduto ed annotato da ANTONIO 
Cima. Libro Primo: seconda edizione 
interamente rifusa. Torino: Ermanno 
Loescher. 8vo. Pp. xxiv., 168. L. 2.50. 

TE excellent little edition of Cicero de 
Oratore I. by Professor Cima was briefly 
noticed in the first volume of this Review. 
Since that date the editor has completed the 
work ; and he has now published a second 
edition of Book I. ‘entirely recast.’ The 
claim implied in these words is justified. 
The bulk of the book is not greatly in- 
creased, and the price is only slightly raised. 
But the commentary is rewritten, not merely 

revised. Professor Cima seems to have kept 
well abreast of all that has been done, in 
England as well as in Germany and in his 
own country, for the De Oratore, though it 
may be noticed that he has used the Claren- 
don Press edition of 1888, not that of 1895 ; 
and he has worked in whatever he could find 
of value for his commentary, making room 
by freely excising whatever could be 
spared. The critical appendix is greatly 
enlarged ; and one or two points in it call 
for notice. In § 251 he returns to Vomionem, 
the commonly accepted correction of the 
corrupt Munionem of the MSS., abandoning 
Schdmann’s Vomion, on the ground that in 
de Nat. Deor. iii. 57 all MSS. read Vomionem, 
where the editors read Vomiwm. He takes 
it that‘ Paeanem’ and ‘Nomionem’ do not 
denote the song in honour of the god, but 
are both surnames, which are repeated in 
vocal exercises, like ‘ Bacchus’ in Hor. Sat. 
i. 3, 6. This is possible and well worth 
consideration. This can hardly be said of 
his attempt to heal the mischief in § 254: 
‘solet idem Roscius dicere se, quo plus sibi 
aetatis accederet, eo tardiores tibicinis modos 
et cantus remissiores esse facturum.’ It is 
unquestionably hard to assume that ‘solet 
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dicere’ can have the sequence of ‘ dicebat’ : 
and Madvig’s tempting conjecture ‘ac- 
celeret’’ does not bear examination. Pro- 
fessor Cima boldly accepts the reading of 
one second-rate MS. (Lag. 20) ‘ accedere,’ 
defending it as the infinitive of a compara- 
tive clause in reported speech. But though 
cases may be quoted of an attracted infini- 
tive after wt (Kiihner Ausf. Gr. ii. 1037), 
Madvig’s rule seems to hold good for rela- 
tives, that the infinitive can only be used 
when it can be replaced by a demonstrative 
with ef; and this with quwo-eo is obviously 
impossible. Hence Dr. Sorof is quite right 
in suspending his assent. In § 215 the 
reading ‘aliam quoque scientiam’ deserves 
attention ; in §219 the substitution of 
Graeciae for quoque is not attractive. In 
§ 187 Professor Cima adduces fresh support 
for the conjecture of Vassis to substitute 
“vagabantur’ for ‘ videbantur.’ 

JX TS Ni 

Sosii fratres Bibliopolae, carmen praemio 
aureo ornatum in certamine poetico Hoeuff- 
tiano. Accedunt septem carmina lau- 
data. Amstelodamiapud Io. Mullerum. 
c1or19ccce. 

Tue Hoeufitian net was spread for night- 
ingales and has caught swallows. Of these 
eight poems two only, the first and the 
second, are worth the pretty paper on which 
they are printed. 

The prizewinner, who bears the name of 
the professor of Latin literature at Messina, 
has chosen an attractive theme and writes 
good Latin. The scene of his poem is laid 
at the door of the Sosii’s shop. While the 
Georgics are being dictated to scribes within, 
enter one after another Pompeius Varus, 
Orbilius, Cato the defender of Lucilius, and 
Horace, who carry on highly allusive con- 

versation. The movement is rather stiff, 
and the rhythm gives us roughness instead 
of the careless ease of Horace’s hexameters ; 
but on the whole the poem is successful. 
The worst lapse is near the end: ‘Grant, 
ye gods, that men may desire to glut the 
earth with manure, not with blood.’ 

Next comes ‘ Sancti Nicolai Feriae, carmen 
Jacobi Joannis Hartman Leidensis’ (the 
professor of Latin at Leyden, no doubt), 
which was rewarded with high praise. 
Here again the Latin is good, and the story is 
well told, though it is too commonplace for 
the stateliest measure ever moulded by the 
lips of man. 

Next follows ‘Carmen Ludovici Graziani 
Lucensis.’ This poet is a Lucan by resi- 
dence but not in spirit, for he refuses to 
sing the horrid wars that are blazing on 
Libyan plains (plains!), where the most dis- 
gusting rage for inexhaustible gain fights 
against the champions of right and freedom ; 
he refuses to sing several other matters ; 
and chooses for the subject of his five or 
six hundred hexameters the bicycle. He 
combines some ingenuity of expression with 
conspicuous vulgarity of thought. More- 
over he writes guo dative, incws masculine, 
resonat in the meaning ‘fills with sound,’ 
congaudet, quogue nunc for ‘even now,’ 
Meétaurus, chilometricos, ac ut ; he elides vim 

but not the second syllable of totwm ; like 
most of the Italians who contribute to this 
volume he leaves vowels short before sé- sc- 
sp-; haying read in bis Horace ‘te suis 
matres metuunt iuuencis’ he prescribes 
bicycling for calves stricken with fever ; and 
so on. 

Let it suffice to give the titles of the rest. 
‘De Venatione Fulicarum,’ a massacre of 
wild fowl ; ‘Pax’ which describes the Peace 
Congress at the Hague; ‘ Acte,’ which is a 
story of Nero; ‘Extremum Votum’; ‘In 
Hodiernum ‘‘ Progressum”’’ 

E. H. 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

Ilap’ toropiav OR rapiotopia? 

Ix Martrat, Liber Spect. ‘xxi. 8, Mr. 
Housman (see pages 154-5, of the current 
volume of Zhe Classical Review) has cleverly 
restored, I think, ‘tantum’ for ‘tamen’ and 
zap for ‘itap’ (thus ‘getting profit out of’ 

Mr. Buecheler’s discovery) ; but rather than 
map toropiav, a phrase of which the lexicons 
give no instance, I should be inclined to 
write (what is nearer to the tradition) wap- 
wtopia, a word which was used by Byzantine 
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authors in the sense of ‘a false narrative,’ 
and may (we can suppose) have been used 
by the Roman poet in the sense of ‘a devi- 
ation from the story.’ Possibly it may be 
objected that with ‘est facta wapioropia’ one 
would expect ‘hac re,’ not ‘ haec res’ ; but 
in an epigram perhaps more than ordinary 
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poetic licence is allowable. On the other 
hand possibly it may be objected that with 
map ioropiav one would expect ‘acta,’ not 
‘facta’; and also that zap’ icroptay has to do 
duty for rapa tiv ioropiav. 

SAMUEL ALLEN. 

VERSION, 

I never drank of Aganippe well, 
Nor ever did in shade of Tempe sit, 
And Muses scorn with vulgar brains to 

dwell ; 
Poor layman I, for sacred rites unfit. 
Some do I hear of poets’ fury tell, 
But, God wot, wot not what they mean 

by it; 
And this I swear by blackest brook of hell, 
I am no pick-purse of another’s wit. 
How falls it then, that with so smooth an 

ease 
My thoughts I speak; and what I speak 

doth flow 
In verse, and that my verse best wits doth 

please ¢ 
Guess we the cause? 

Fie, no. 
Or sot Much less. How then? Sure, thus 

it is,— 
My lips are sweet, inspired with Stella’s 

kiss. 

What, is it this? 

Str PuHivip SIDNEY. 

Ovk euov evdide evi Téeurecw ovd ’Ayavirrns 

mivew’ ov Modan Toior Tvxover pidat. 
vy 3 9 , > , cia ye a ~ el. dOans, Gpvyntos’ doo. 0 buvodvor rounTOv 

‘ 4 m” (A 4 4 rie SS ~ 

Thy pavinv, totw Zevs, ti A€yovo azropo. 
> , A ? 4 SiiF ” 1 

ov pnv trav’ Ax€povtos avdAuov opooa Aipvay, 

ovde copay Kdéerrys cit Tis GdAoTpivv. 
lal > esr a ane a , 7 eS) oN m@s ow pyyal’ éroiwa mdpeoti por, ad evi 

peTpols 
, > aN ‘\ a“ ” a , 

keimev’, aTap Kal ToIs aKpa Godois SoKyua ; 

tar’ 7AGev dua Ti Lytyréov* 7 Ova TOdTO 

WAGe; moby; du exeiy’ ov yéyov'; add’ 

7 
aToTov. 

= a , 5 
TOs apa; viv eyvwxa’ tap’ Actepins TO hiAnwo. 

keivo AaBav ovTw xeiAe’ Exw yAvKepa. 

Wie 

ARCHAEOLOGY. 

COMMUNIQUE ON STRZYGOWSKI’S 
ORIENT ODER ROM.* 

I am glad to be allowed an opportunity of 
drawing the attention of the readers of the 
Classical Review to the contents of an 
important work by Prof. Strzygowski of 
Gratz University. 

Tn a recent number of the journal Prof. 
P. Gardner described Wickhoft’s theories of 
the origin and character of ‘ Roman art,’ as 
set forth in his edition of the famous 

1 Orient oder Rom. Beitrige zur Geschichte der 
spatantiken und friihchristlichen Kunst. By JosrrH 
SrrzycowskI. Leipzig, 1901. 

illuminated Genesis at Vienna. These 
views, together with those of F. X. Kraus 
—the two leading authorities in Germany, 
it would generally be said, on late classic 
and early Christian art—are now taken by 
Prof. Strzygowski as a text from which to 
illustrate the results of his own studies in 
the same problems,—studies which have led 
him to opinions widely different from those 
of the above mentioned writers. 

Wickhoff regards the post-classic art of 
the Levant as little more than a gift from 
Rome, where the local artistic spirit had 
reshaped the material drawn in a pre-Chris- 
tian age from the East into a rational, 
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distinctly ‘Roman’ art. What Rome had 
thus evolved and distributed was later on, 
in Alexandria, Antioch and Byzantium, 
reproduced in the earliest Christian monu- 
ments. According to Kraus, however, the 
process was the converse of this: it is in 
the East that the origins are to be sought, 
but to Rome is due the development of all 
that was destined subsequently to influence 
the artistic history of the West. 

Prof. 8. is known as the principal, as yet 
indeed the only prominent representative of 
a school which combats these theories. 
For him Roman influences are relatively 
unimportant in the progress of early Chris- 
tian art. He turns for light to the East 
and sees there, on every side, facts which 
undermine the theories of the dominant 
school of historians. He displays in the 
present, to an even greater degree than in 
former works, that remarkable acquaintance 
with the materials illustrative of the 
problems involved which must give to his 
views an authority far beyond that of 
many of those occupied with these subjects, 
to whom not a few of the objects here 
described or even referred to are probably 
quite unfamiliar. In his introduction §. 
deals with Wickhoff’s two main theses: 
that the ‘continuous narrative’ style of 
illustration and the ‘illusionist’ method of 
representation (7.e. the technique depending 
rather on contrasts of light and shade than 
on drawn forms) are Roman inventions, 
elsewhere practically unknown. The former 
8. finds, on the contrary, in full use even in 
ancient Egypt, and, far from its being 
characteristic of Italian MSS., he shows it 
to be primarily a peculiarity of Greek ones 
—the Vienna Genesis foremost among 
them. As to the ‘illusionist ’ technique, he 
calls the well-known encaustic portraits 
from the Fayytim to witness that this very 
method was familiar, even in obscure pro- 
vincial towns in Egypt, to an extent which 
can hardly be explained as a mere impor- 
tation from Rome and he further draws 
attention to similar early work known 
to have come from the Sinaitic monas- 
teries. 

The introduction is followed by five chap- 
ters in which with the aid of numerous photo- 
graphs, a series of objects are described and 
discussed, in most cases for the first time. 
The whole is intended as a contribution to 
the questions: is Rome really the dominant 
power in art, either during the first three 
centuries or from the fourth century on- 
wards? was it thence that both style and 
types were spread abroad, and can we pro- 
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perly talk of Roman imperial art, and 
Roman Christian art ? 

Ch. I deals with the frescoes of a newly 
explored catacomb at Palmyra, dating ap- 
parently from the second half of the third 
century. The author sees in the costumes 
of the portraits preserved as well as in the 
general plan of the tombs, a relation, on 
the one hand, to the catacombs of Alexan- 
dria, and, on the other, to the cruciform 
memorial churches of Byzantium. Further, 
the winged Nike, which here supports each 
portrait-medallion, is, he believes, the orien- 
tal prototype of the angel met with, in a 
similar attitude, in Roman mosaics, yet 
never in Roman catacombs. The costumes 
in these frescoes lead him to criticise the 
current views as to the ‘ Ashburnham Penta- 
teuch,’ Far from being Germanic, the whole 
style of illustration points, he maintains, to 
the East—perhaps to Syria, since the 
women’s headdress much resembles that in 
the Palmyrene frescoes.! 

Ch. II. The comparison between a sculp- 
tured sarcophagus from Constantinople (at 
Berlin) and others of similar material and 
decoration in Constantinople, Nicaea, &c., 
would seem to localize their peculiar style 
of workmanship on the coasts of the Bos- 
porus ; and the fact that similar examples 
are to be found in Italy does but show, in 
S.’s opinion, that a local product of Asia 
Minor was exported westward to consider- 
able distances. The characteristics of the 
group are all, he holds, marks of the trans- 
ition from classical to Byzantine types, un- 
affected by Rome. 

To this chapter is appended a note on a 
curious dish or saucer, at present in the 
British Museum, and recently reproduced 
in Mr. H. Wallis’s Typical Examples of 
Egyptian Ceramic Art. This bears a draw- 
ing of Christ enthroned, imperial (?) medal- 
lions and the names of Constantine and 
Fausta. Though able himself to support 
the Egyptian provenance claimed for it by 
recalling a similarly draped figure of Christ 
known to have come thence, 8. concludes 
that the piece is nevertheless an Italian for- 
gery. Yet the only fact which he adduces 
is in reality no proof of this, though it may, 
indeed, affect the dating; for the spelling 
Costantinus was as common in Egypt as 

1 It may be observed that, while the figure of Job 
in the earliest illustrated Coptic MS. (probably 6th- 
7th cent.—Ciasca, Sacr. Bibl. Hrag., tab. xix., Hy- 
vernat, A/bum VY.) wears the rich Byzantine costume 
of which recent explorations have recovered so many 
specimens, the headdress of his daughters bears a 
remarkable likeness to that of the women in the 
Ashburnham MS. 
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the more correct Constantinus, at any rate 

from about the sixth century. 
Chapter III. describes an elaborate piece 

of wood-carving, found in Egypt and repre- 
senting apparently the defence or siege of 
a fortress by troops bearing the Jabarum. 
The precise meaning of the scene is any- 
thing but clear; 8. suggests the citadel of 
faith defended against barbarians. Certain 
analogies with royal sarcophagi of the age 
of Constantine lead him to assign the work 
to the fourth century. The author offers, 
in this connection, a certainly attractive 
interpretation of the much discussed ivory 
at Tréves by recalling Theophanes’ account 
of the transport in 552 of certain relics 
which would seem to explain all the features 
of the scene thereon depicted. 

Chapter IV. introduces us to an ancient 
but hitherto unnoticed branch of applied 
art. With the exception of a relatively poor 
specimen reproduced by Forrer, this is the 
first time that attention has been directed 
to the painted textiles of early Christian 

times. Fragments are here collected of 

several very remarkable draperies—probably 
church hangings—all brought from Upper 
Egypt, and so presumably made there, 

though this remains to be proved. They 

show semi-classical versions of biblical 

scenes, reproduced by a process of blocking 

out or chemically effacing the colour from 

certain parts of the picture, while allowing 

it to remain on others. The design is often 

—notably in the piece of which larger frag- 

ments are at South Kensington!—of con- 

siderable merit and the method by which it 

was transferred to the linen is of especial 

interest from being apparently that described 

by Pliny (Nat. Hist. 35) as peculiar to 

Egypt. : 
A long appendix to this chapter deals with 

the various technical processes of early 
Christian painting and embroidery. 

The object of the concluding chapter is to 

prove that the Church of the Holy Sepulchre 

at Jerusalem not only contains remnants of 

the original structure of Constantine, but 

that these remnants still occupy their 

original positions, and that the descriptions 

of Eusebius and of subsequent pilgrims will 

bear this out. The features in question are 

the elaborate acanthus friezes on the fagade 

of the south wall and on that of the chapel 

of N.D. des Douleurs. There is indeed no 

denying the close resemblance of the work 

1 These represent (1) the Annunciation ?, (2) the 

Nativity, (3) an obscure central (?) scene, on a larger 

scale, (4) a. Moses on Sinai, b. the woman with the 

bloody issue and the raising of Lazarus. 
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to much that can be ascribed to the fourth 
century, neither can it be denied that such 
work is, for the most part, to be found in 
the East, notably in Egypt, where the 
influence of Rome was always, in Prof. 8.’s 
opinion, at its weakest. It seems strange 
that, of the countless visitors to Jerusalem 
who have given attention to its Christian 
architecture, not one—so the author declares 
—should show a suspicion as to the at any 
rate quite possible origin of such character- 
istic work, so incongruous now in that 

Gothic and Moslem neighbourhood. 
W. E. Crum. 

Numismatic Chronicle, Part I11., 1900. 

W. Wroth, ‘On the re-arrangement of Parthian 
coinage.’ Pp. 181—202, with three plates.—C. W. 
C. Oman, ‘ Unpublished or rare coins of Smyrna in 
the Bodleian Cabinet.—F. Haverfield. ‘On a 
hoard of Roman coins found at Carhayes, Cornwall.’ 
This hoard, discovered in 1869, consists of ‘third 
brass’ coins, Valerian to Probus.—H. A. Grueber. 
‘An unpublished silver coin of Verica.’ Found 
near Challow :in Berkshire. Obv. vrrio Head r. 
resembling Tiberius. Rev. C. F. (Commii filius). 
Type, a torque. Weight, 3°4 grains. 

Revue numismatique, Part 1V., 1900. 

D. E. Tacchella. ‘ Acrosandre, roi des Gétes?’ 

New bronze coins inscribed BASIA AKPO- 

SANAP._ Tacchella conjectures, from their 

provenance, that they may have been struck by a 
king of the Getae (3rd to Ist cent. B.c.). But no 
king of this name is elsewhere mentioned, and the 
coins recall those of Odessus and other towns on the 
Euxine. It is possible, as I have suggested in 
publishings(Nwm. Chron. 1899, p. \90) other coins 

inscribed BAZIA that BaciActs may be merely the 

title of a religious or civic functionary, such as is 
found in the inscriptions of Olbia, ete. Judging from 
the rather unsatisfactory reproductions, I should say 
that the coins were not earlier than the second 
century B.c.—A. Degrand. ‘Monnaies inédites ou 
peu connues de la Moesie inférieure et de la Thrace.’ 
Coins in the National Library of Ploydio (Philip- 
popoli). Some would seem to be the identical 
specimens described in Pick’s Corpus (Nord- 
Griechenland), and it is a pity that references to it 
are not inserted.—R. Mowat. ‘Héracles chez les 
Pygmées.’ This subject (cf. Philostrat. mag. II. 
22) appears to be represented on a bronze coin of 
Domitian struck at Alexandria in Egypt.—s. 
Reinach. ‘ Le prix du blé dans I’édit de Dioclétien.’ 
The value of the denarius in the Edict was estimated 
by Mommsen at 10 centimes and by Waddington at 
6 centimes. These values are too high, and the 
denarius must be regarded as equivalent to 2% 
centimes. Reinach refers to the Elatea fragment of 
the Edict, which appears to give this last-named 
valuation, and also to the fragments found in 1899 
near Aegira in Achaia, from which we learn that the 
price of the modius eastrensis of wheat was 100 
denarii, and of the same measure of barley 60 
denarii.—F. Cumont. ‘Monnaie d’Aristobule.” A 
bronze coin, found on the site of Nicopolis in 
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Armenia, of Aristobulus, King of Chalcis. On one 
side is the name of Nero. Another coin of this 
tuler was published by Babelon in Rev. Num. 1883, 
p. 145.—Review by H. de La Tour of Blanchet’s 
“Les trésors de monnaies romaines et les invasions 
germaniques en Gaule,’ 1900. 

Numismatische Zeitschrift (Vienna, 1901). 
xxxii. for 1900. 

Bahrfeldt. ‘Nachtrage und Berichtungen zur 

Vol. 

Miinzkunde der rémischen Republik.’ Pp. 1—116. 
—Voetter. ‘Die Miinzen des Kaiser Gallienus und 
seiner Familie.’—Markl.‘ Das Provinzialcourant unter 
Claudius II.’ Greek Imperial coins of Cyzicus, 
Prostanna, Sagalassus, Seleucia (Pisidia) and Selge.— 
Kubitschek. ‘ Ein Fund romischer Antoniniane aus 
Serbien.’—Reviews byKubitschek of Wroth’s Galatia, 
Macdonald’s Hunterian Collection and Hill’s 
Lycaonia. 

WARWICK WROTH. 

SUMMARIES OF PERIODICALS. 

Revue de Philologie. Vol. 25,1. Jan. 1901. 

Les Séleucides et le temple d’ Apollon Didyméen 
(third art.), B. Haussoullier. Several inscriptions 
translated and explained. Dum canis ferret carnem 
(Phaedr. i. 4, 2), J.L. Maintains that there is no 
example in classical Latin of dwm with imperf. subj. 
=‘while.’ In the alleged exx. there is uncertainty 
either about the reading or the sense. After 
explaining Verg. Aen. x. 800, i. 5 and Georg. iv. 
457, the writer explains the sense in Phaedr. as canis 
natans per flumen dum ferret (=ut auferret) carnem, 
vidit etc. Quelques eorrections au texte de Théognis, 
J. L. Le manuscrit de Cambridge du livre iv. de 
Nonius, W. M. Lindsay. Here is published a 
collation by the late J. H. Onions of this, which is 
one of the three MSS. of the fourth book of Nonius. 
O. has shown that the Nonius of Paris (P) is a copy 
of the Cambridge MS. Conjectwres sur le texte du 
de Fato d’ Alexandre d@ Aphrodisias, G. Rodier. 

Rheinisches Museum fur Philologie. 
55, 4. 1900. 

Zu Ciceros Ligariana, F. Schoell. 
readings pointed out in the received text. Zu den 
griechischen Vereinsinschriften, E. Ziebarth. Col- 
lects here the inserr. that have been made known 
since the publication of the writer’s Griechische 
Vereinwesen in 1896. Coniectanea, F. Vollmer. On 
Culex, Ciris, Copa and the Ovidian Halieutica. Zur 
Quellenkritik des Thukydides, H. Stein. I. The 
first Sicilian expedition. Thuc. has combined his 
personal knowledge and opinions of the political 
motives of Athens with his authorities only in a 
superficial manner. II. Hermokrates. His speech 
before the people at Gela is outside the history of the 
war and is in contradiction with certain dates. It 
seems to be derived froma biography of Hermocrates 
which appeared about the end of the war, and 
which Thue. has also used in his three last books. 
Xenophon also used this source in the Hellenica and 
it was known to Plato who makes H. an interlocutor 
in the Timaeus and Critias (See Tim. 20 A). Zu 
Avienus, A. Breysig. On the old editions by Johann 
Cuspinian (Spiesshammer) 1508, Johann Camers 
1512, Antonius Modestus 1513 and Vadian 1515, 
Also some notes on Avienus. Ueber Isokrates XIII. 
9-13 and X. 8-13, F. Susemihl. Interpretation of 
these passages. The Sophist-speech of Alcidamas 
was published later than Plato’s Phaedrus and the 
Sophist-speech of Isocrates. Alcidamas, who was, 
like Isocrates, a pupil of Gorgias, was the attacking 
party. The composer of the Pratse of Helen, attri- 
buted to Gorgias, was also a pupil of that sophist. 
4u W., Reichels vorhellenischensGotterkulten, H. von 
Fritze. Both the assertions of Reichel (1) that the 

Vol. 

Many false 

Mycenean age knew no cult-images and (2) that there 
are none such in Homer, are contested on the grounds 
of antiquarian discoveries and of passages in Homer. 
In a note H.U. points out that a theory cannot be 
entirely rejected because of some faults in it, and 
that the cult of gods without images on the tops of 
mountains and in sacred groves reaches down into 
historical times. Elegie und Komoedie, F. Leo. A 
reply to Rothstein’s ‘ Nachtrigliches zu Properz’ 
which was itself a reply to Leo’s review of Rothstein’s 
commentary. Zur handschriftlichen Ueberlieferung 
des Laertius Diogenes, E. Martini. A defence against 
Gercke. Zur handschriftlichen Ueberlieferung Herons 
von Alexandria, W. Schmidt. A defence against 
Heiberg. Zu Ciceroad Atticum, I. 14, 3, C. F. W. 
Mueller. A defence of his own reading in this 
passage against Vahlen’s criticism. Hin plastisches 
Portrét des Agathokles, O. Rossbach. This bust in 
the Vatican Museum was once thought to be that of 
Augustus in later life. A passage of Aelian enables 
us to recognise the ornament on the hair as a myrtle- 
wreath which the tyrant probably wore as priest of 
the Agathodaemon. 

Vol. 56, 1. 1901. 
Ttalische Volksjustiz, H. Usener. Deals with 

Occentatio, Infamia, Flagitium, Convicium, Flagi- 
tatio (cf. Catull. 42), scenes of reviling as Plaut. 
Pseud. 357 sqq. Explanation of the Flagitatio by 
night from Cic. de domo §14. Hin Phrynichoscitat, 
H. Diels. This is from the Homer scholia of 
Ammonios (Oxyrhynchos Pap. II.). Jahrhwndert- 
feier in Rom und messianische Weissagungen, S. 
Sudhaus. According to Censorinus (17. 2) saeculum 
is spatium vitae humanae longissimum partwu et 
morte definitum. There is therefore a secret connec- 
tion between a puer nascens and a newly-beginning 
saeculum, which the gods make known by portents. 
According to ancient belief the new time brings 
peace and new fortune. Varro wished to make 
B.C, 39 a secular year and maintained a saeculum of 
110 years. It was with reference to this year and 
the peace of Brundisium that Virgil composed the 
4th. Eclogue. Asinius Pollio could refer the birth of 
the child to his own son Asinius Gallus then lately 
born. The festival however was first celebrated on 
Oct 17, three months before the proper time (Jan. 
16), perhaps with reference to the Annus Confusionis. 
Gregors des Thaumaturgen Panegyricus auf Origenes, 
A. Brinkmann, Criticism and explanation. ABC- 
Denkmaler, A. Dieterich. Greek alphabets on 
vessels, potsherds and stones. Roman vessels with 
alphabet found in graves. Marble tables from 
Petronell and Verona. Greek, Latin and Oscan 
alphabets on walls. Collection of meaningless 
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words as magic formulae, oro:xe:odv=‘ to bewitch.’ 
Eine Bestaetiqung aus Oxyrhynchos, O. Hense. On 
the antispastic metre (Ox. Pap. II. ccexx.). Zine 
Draesekesche Hypothese, P. Wendland, Directed 
against the hypothesis of D. that the information of 
Epiphanius about the Septuagint version of 
the Bible is derived from Justus of Tiberias, a con- 
temporary and opponent of Josephus, and that 
Augustin, De civ. dei xviii. 42 depends on Epi- 
phanius. Zur Lex Manciana, A. Schulten. An- 
inscr. from Henschir Mettich in Tunis found in 1895 
(to be continued). Andocidewm, L. Radermacher. 
On the speech {on the Mysteries. Zur Kritik der 
Briefe des Diogenes, J. F. Marcks. Philonides, H. 
Usener. Zu Cicero ad Atticum xiv. 10, 2, M. Thm. 
Reads redeo ad Sebussos, Scaevas, Fangones (not 
Francones). Ehrendecret der Provinz Asia, C. Wachs- 
muth. Zur Metzer Alexander-Epitome, C. Wachs- 
muth. Zwei lateinische Epigramme, ¥. Buecheler. 
Cyriaci Anconitani epistula inedita, H. E. Ziebarth. , 

Neue Jahrbucher fur das Klassische Alter- 
tum, etc. Vol. 5, 10. 1900. 

Die Steinschneidekunst im Altertum, H. Bulle. 
Next to the Chaldeans, whose seal-cylinders go 
back to B.c. 5000, the Babylonians and Assyrians, 
Hittites and Syrians, also the Persians, practised the 
art of stone cutting. A free artistic life, originally 
independent, begins with the Mycenaean culture, 
which owes its technique to the East. About 
B.c. 600 the Ionians took the artistic lead. Finger- 
rings of metal, usually gold, with large oval ornamental 
shields are peculiar to this archaic art, but are cnly 
found in Etruscan graves, then cut stones in the 
form of a searabaeus, or of scarabaeoid form. Gods, 
daemons, animals, seldom heroes, are depicted, all 
in the clear, strong style of archaic sculpture. The 
flourishing period of the 5th. and 4th. centuries 
gradually adopts the custom of placing stones in 
solid finger-rings, yet the seal-image is generally 
engraved in the metal of the ring itself. In the 
Hellenistic period a portrait is usually found on 
seal-stones. Zwei und sechzig Jahre byzantinischer 
Geschichte, H. Graeven. The years 963-1025 are 
discussed with reference to Schlumberger’s L’ Epopée 
byzantine a la fin du dixiéme siecle. O. Weissen- 
fels objects to Cicero’s Letters as subjects for reading 
in schools on the ground of the difficulty of 
interpretation and the absence of interest for 
youth. 

Mnemosyne. Vol. 29, 1. 1901. 

Observationes criticae ad Lucianwm, S. A. Naber. 
De Eugammonis Cyrenaei Telegonia, J. Viirtheim. 
Maintains that the argument of the Telegonia was 
very ancient and did not arise from a misunder- 
standing of the words e& adds (A 134), but that the 
interpretation e mari was afterwards given to these 
words in order to connect the Telegonia with the 
Odyssey. At the same time perhaps the word mepyp 
was introduced for some other word. De Lucilit 
Satirarum libro primo, J. J. Hartmann. Explains 
the point of the satire to be that Lupus escapes 
punishment both on earth and in heaven, ‘ea opti- 
matium est potentia!’ Ovidius Metam. V. 85 sqq. 
For Polydaemona reads Polydegmona, cf. ib. 242. 
Thucydidea, J. C. Voligraf. Notes on Book III. 
with reference to Hude’s text. Ad Aeschylum. De 
J. H. Schmidtii in artem metricam meritis, C. 
Loeschhorn. Chiefly on Agam. 975-1034, 1407- 
1411, 1426-1430, 1448-1576. Ad Charitonem, 8. A. 
Naber. On a fragment of Chariton discovered in 
Egypt and published by Wilcken (codex Thebanus). 
Though; much older than the Florentine codex it is 
also much inferior to it. Ad Horatii Carm. iv. 7. 
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21, J. J. Hartman. Proposes Cum semel occideris 
et de te splendide Minos Fecerit arbitria, Non, Tor- 
quate, ete. Ad Plutarchi Thes. 12, J.J. H. For 
@s tadTa Téuvwy reads ws TavTn Teuav. Studia 
Lucretiana, J. Woltjer. On III. 580-614. Alsoadisser- 
tation on the meaning of etenim. Denies that after 
Plautus and Terence enim ever has a ‘vim affir- 
mandi’ but always gives a reason, even in Vergil 
Georg. II. 509, Aen. VIII. 84, X. 874. ete. 

Part 2. 1901. 

Homerica, J. van Leeuwen, jun. While agreeing 
with Muellenhoff and Cauer that the story of the 
wooden horse is absurd, the writer disagrees from the 
explanation of it given by the former. It is main- 
tained that the wooden horse was originally the ship 
which brought the host of the enemy. Ad Chari- 
tonem, S. A. Naber. On a fragment recently pub- 
lished by Messrs. Grenfell, Hunt and Hogarth in 
their Fuyim Towns and their Papyri. De versu 
quodam Furti Bibaculi, J. J. Hartman. In the line 
quoted by Suetonius (de V. I. p. 107 R) literarwm 
oblivio as applied to Orbilius means an ill-tempered, 
tiresome pedagogue. Ad Plutarchum, J. J. H. 
In Solon 14 read as 7d toov méAeuov Toei kad Tos 
KTnuaTikois &peckov Kal Tois axthuoct. De tribus 
locis interpolatis in Evangelio secundum Marcum, 
J. C. Vollgraff. In ii. 10 Aéyer 7@ mwapaduting 
should be omitted, in i. 27 d:idaxy xawy and in vii. 
19 Kaapl(wy mavta Ta Apduata. Several other 
similar interpolations conjectured in N.T, Ad Plu- 
tarchum, J. J. H. In Numa 9 for rev dvvara@y read 
tov aduvarwy. In ib. 20 read ote kal Tas moinTiKas 
imepBodas éevdeiv mpds Thy TOTE KaTdoTaoW Aeyovoas 
(for A€youo:). Observationes criticae ad Lucianum, 
S. A. Naber. Ad Plutarchum, J. J. H. In Publ. 12 
for év 7G werplw read ev TP wh wetply. De Orphei 
patria, J. Virtheim. Against Weber’s theory (put 
forward in his program de Orphet origine thracia 
(1899) and adopted by Christ) that in the time of 
Plato Orpheus was not considered to be a Thracian. 
Quo discrimine dei et homines inter se dignoscantur, 
J. van der Vliet. On de Jong’s de Apuleio Isia- 
corum mysteriorum teste and a passage of Heliodorus 
there quoted. Varia, H. van Herwerden. On 
passages from Aeschylus, Sophocles, Pindar, Aristo- 
phanes and Hesychius’ Lexicon. dd Catulli Carm. 
64, 178, J. Woftjer. Suggests Dictaeosne petam 
montes ? the word Cydoncos having been written in 
the margin, supplanted the original, and finally 
became Ydoneos. 

Wochenschrift fiir Klassische Philologie. 

1901. 

2 Jan. B. Niese, Kritik der beiden Makkabéer- 
biicher (H. Willrich) I. R. Hecht, Zur Wahrung 
des kulturgeschichtlichen Kolorits im griechischen 
Drama \1. Sophokles (F. Caner), favourable. A. 
Zimmermann, Kritische Nachlese zu den Posthomerica 
des Quintus Smyrnaeus (R. Peppmiiller), very 
favourable. Tacitus, De vita et moribus Julii Agri- 
colae, by A. Gudeman (T. Opitz). ‘ Very full and 
satisfactory.’ J. B. Keune, Metz in rémischer Zeit 
(C. Koenen), favourable. 

9 Jan. Thucydidis historiae, rec. H. S, Jones. 1. 
(S. Widmann), favourable. B. Niese, Kritik der 
beiden Makkabaerbiicher (H. Willrich) II. favourable 
on the whole. G. Némethy, Zn Ciceronis de finibus 
I, 7, 23 (Hoyer), favourable. Ctceros erste und zweite 
Philippische Rede, herausg. von A. Koch und A. 
Eberhard. 3. A. (W. Hirschfelder), very favour- 
able. 

16 Jan. G. Lang, Von Rom nach Sardes. 2. A. 
(K.). ‘The work of a traveller filled with classical 
ideals.’ K. Hachtmann, Pergamon, eine Pflanzstatte 
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hellenischer Kunst (K.) ‘ Warmly to be recommended.’ 
A. Fairbanks, 4 study of the Greek Paean (J. Sitzler), 
favourable. 

23 Jan. R. Pohlmann, Geschichte des antiken 
Kommunismus und Socialismus. II. (A. Doring). 
“Tnteresting.’ E. Rohde, Der griechische Roman und 
seine Vorldufer. 2. A. (u). ‘A pity the author did 
not live to bring out the second edition of this 
masterpiece.’ F. Fischer, Uber technische Metaphern 
im Griechischen (H. Bliimner). ‘Shows industry 
and intelligence.’ E. Lattes, Primi appunti sulla 
grande iscrizione etrusca a S. Maria di Capua and 
I fascicoli VI, VII e VIII del nuovo Corpus inscrip- 
tionum Etruscarum(F. Skutsch), unfavourable. L. 
Bloch, Die sténdischen und socialen Kampfe in der 
romischen Republik (A. Hock), favourable on the 
whole. 

30 Jan. F. H. M. Blaydes, Adversaria critica in 
Euripidem (K. Busche), unfavourable. A. Mau, 
Pompeii in Leben und Kunst (H. Belling). ‘His 
name is for ever associated with Pompeii.’ C. Lind- 
skog, De correctwris secundae manus in codice vetere 
Plautino (O. Plasberg). ‘A laborious work.’ 

6 Feb. R. Delbriick, Beitrdge zur Kenntnis der 
Linienperspektive in der griechischen Kunst (P. Weiz- 
sacker), very favourable. Griechenland und Klein- 
asten (Meyers Reisebiicher) 5. A. (G. Lang). J. 
Lunak, De paricidii (sic) vocis origine (M. Stowasser), 
unfavourable. A. Baumgartner, Geschichte der Welt- 
litteratur, IV. Die lateinische und griechische Litter- 
ae der christlichen Volker (A. F.), very favour- 
able. 

13 Feb. H. Winckler, Geschichte Israels, II. (V. 
Prasek). ‘A masterpiece of criticism.’ O. Schrader, 
Reallexikon dei: indogermanischen Altertumskunde 
I. (O. Weise). ‘Shows sound judgment and great 
learning and knowledge of the literature on the 
subject.” H. Luckenbach, <Abbildungen zur alten 
Geschichte. 3. A.(P. W.), favourable. AeArfoy rijs 
“OOpvos, tevxos tplrov (O. Kern.). J. Tolkiehn, 
Homer wnd die rimische Poesie (F. Harder), fayour- 
able. L. Homo, Lexique de topographie Romaine (H. 
Belling), very favourable. 

20 Feb. B. Niese, Die Welt des Hellenismus (A. 
Hock). ‘Is quite at home in his subject.’ The 
Annual of the British School at Athens, V, (Th. 
Schreiber). The results of excavations in Melos and 
at Naucratis. E. Gollob, Hin wiedergefundener 
Diophantuscodex (VY. Hahn). Epitome rer. gest. 
Alexandri Magni, e cod. Mettensi ed. O. Wagner 
(A. Ausfeld), favourable. Die riémischen Inschriften 
und Bildwerke Wiirttembergs, herausg. von F. Haug 
und G, Sixt (W. Nestle), very favourable. F. 
Harrison, Byzantine history in the early middle ages 
(F. Hirsch), favourable. 

27 Feb. W. H. Roscher, Ephialtes (R. Wiinsch). 
‘A rich mdpepyov on the theme Pan, which latter 
will soon appear in the Lexicon of Mythology.’ G, 
Werkhaupt, Worterverzeichnis zw Homers Odyssee. 
‘A comprehensive and practical help.’ Vergilio, 
2 Eneide, comment. da R. Sabbadini. Libri I-III, 
3. ed. (O. Giithling). ‘Contains too much that is 
superfluous.’ Gius. Salvioli, Sulla distribuzione della 
proprieta fondiaria in Italia al tempo dell’ impero 
Romano (B. Kibler), favourable on the whole. 

6 Mar. U. v. Wilamowitz-Moellendorff, Reden 
und Vortrage (O. Weissenfels). The dissertations 
are on Zeus of Olympia, The lock of Berenice, Con- 
tents of Egyptian graves, and the sources of the 
Clitumnus. P. Nilsson, Studia de Dionysiis atticis 
(H. Steuding), very favourable. S. Witkowski, De 
pace quae dicitur Cimonica (A. Hick), favourable. 
O. Wulff, Alexander mit'der Lanze (B. Sauer). ‘A 
useful dissertation.’ W. Osiander, Der Hannibalweg 
(R. Oehler), ‘The champion of the M. Cenis route. 
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Makes a good impression on the unprejudiced 
reader.’ 

13 Mar. P. Kretschmer, Die Entstehung der 
Koine (K. Dieterich), favourable. Pollucis Onom- 
asticon, ed. E. Bethe. I. (E. Althaus), very favour- 
able. Horatius, Oden und Epoden, erkl. von L. 
Miiller I. Text, II. Kommentar (W. Hirschfelder). 
“Has passed over no difficulty.’ P. Thomas, Remar- 
ques critiques sur les oewvres philosophiques d’ Apulée, 
4. Série (C. W.), favourable. Archiv fiir Steno- 
graphie, Monatsblatt fiir die wissenschaftliche Pflege 
der alten Tachygraphie, herausg. von C. Dewischeit 
(H. D.). ‘ Very welcome.’ 

20 Mar. Platonis opera, rec. J. Burnet I. (A. v. 
Bamberg). ‘Deserves every consideration.’ K. 
Koch, @uae fuerit ante Socratem vocabuli aperih 
notio (A. Doring), unfavourable. W. Vollbrecht, 
Das Sakularfest des Augustus (W. Hirschfelder), 
favourable. 

27 Mar. H. de la Ville de Mirmont, Etude 
bibliographique et littéraire sur le poete Laevius 
(J. Tollkiehn), Attempts to prove too much. Kalb, 
De duodeseptuagesimo carmine Catulli (P. Schulze), 
favourable. Prosopographia Imperii Romani III. 
ed. P. de Rohden et H. Dessau (J. Asbach), very 
favourable. W. Liibke, Die Kunst des Mittel- 
alters, neu bearb. von M. Semrau (v. Schulze). 
‘The best introduction to the art of the middle 
ages.’ 

3 April. Zhe Amherst Papyri, by B. P. Grenfell 
and A. 8S. Hunt, I., Fayim towns and their papyri, 
by B. P. Grenfell, A. S. Hunt, D. G. Hogarth with 
a ch. by J. G. Milne (Egypt Exploration Fund) 
(G. Wessely). H. Zimmern, Biblische und babylon- 
ische Urgeschichte (v. PraSek). ‘ Learned and inter- 
esting.’ E. Siecke, Mythologische Briefe. 1. Grund- 
satze der Sagenforschung. II. Uhlands Behandlung 
der Thor-Sagen (H. Steuding), unfavourable.  C. 
Bicknell, Osservazioni ulterior sulle incisioni rupestri 
in Val Fontanalba, favourable. H. Swoboda, Griech- 
ische Geschichte. 2. A. (Schneider). ‘ An excellent 
little book.’ Zivi a. u. ce. libri, rec. G. Weissenborn. 
Ed. II. quam cur. M. Miiller. II. 1 (lib. vii—x) 
(W. Heraeus), favourable. Tacitus Annalen, von 
A. Draeger, II. 1 (b. xi-xiii) 2 (b. xiv—xvi). 4. A. 
von F. Becher (Th. Opitz). ‘Too many conjec- 
tures.” 

10 April. M. Bréal, Semantics, Studies in the 
science of meaning, transl. by H. Cust (O. Weise), 
favourable on the whole. J. Schreiner, Homers 
Odyssee—ein mvysteridses Epos (H. Draheim). ‘Is it 
meant in earnest or in joke?’ Thukydides, erkl. 
von J. Classen. 4. Band (4 Buch) 3. A. von J. 
Steup (Widmann), favourable. H. Jackson, On 
some passages in the VII. book of the Eudemian 
ethics, attributed to Aristotle (Goebel), favourable. 
Bion von Smyrna, Adonis deutsch und griechisch 
von U. v. Wilamowitz-Moellendorff (C. Haeberlin). 
‘Essentially aids the study of the text.’ S. Wit- 
kowski, De patria Phylarchi. ‘Well worth con- 
sideration.’ Seeliger, Bruchstiicke eines Reisefiihrers 
durch Griechenland um 100 v. Chr., favourable. 
Favonti Eulogit disputatio de Somnio Scipionis, ed. 
A. Holder (C, Fries), favourable. 

Archiv fur lateinische Lexikographie und 

Grammatik. Vol. xii, 1. 1900. 

Der Papst Gelasius als Latinist, E. Wolfilin. G. 
was well read in classical literature, though not a 
purist. He has taken many words from the language 
of the church and of the law, also uses many archaic 
words, as primitus. He uses quisque only with the 
positive and the plural. Fortasse, fortassis, and for- 
sitan are used without distinction, also absque and 
sine. For pope he uses praesul by preference, complex 
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for consors, and sequax for sectator. Alliteration is 
much used. The phrase quod absit is very common. 
Die Vorrede des latein. Dioskorides, H. Stadler. A 
critical edition founded on new MSS. material. Au- 
tilus, B. Wolfflin. = ‘pure blond.’ Calpurn. Place. 
(decl. 2) uses it of the complexion of the Germans. 
Maniculus, E. Wolfflin. In Seneca (Dial. 7, 25, 2) 
in maniculo = in manipulo is found in the best MS. 
(cod. Ambros.), and should be restored to the text. 
Epistola Pseudohippocratis, H. Stadler. The text of 
the letter of Hippocrates to King Antiochus from 
Cod. Parisin. Latin. 6837 which differs much from 
the received text. Zur Psychologie der Volker des 
Altertums, E. Wolfflin. The favourite habit with 
late-Latin authors of giving to nations epithets that 
describe their national characters goes back to Ptole- 
maeus (Serv. on Verg. Aen. vi. 724). Signum, 
Glocke, E. Wolfflin. The rom. sen, sein (tocsin) is 
from signum not from sanctum. Beitrdge zw den 
Tironischen Noten, W. Heraeus. Tutarchus, W. He- 
yaeus. In Aygin. fab. 14 tutarchi should not be 
altered to toccharchi (rolxapxot). Perhaps it is from 
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tutari and arca. Angulus, A. Klotz. The etymo- 
logical explanation starts from the meaning puxés. 
Lexikatische Bemerkungen zu Apuleius, F. Leo, Die 
archaische Inschrift vom Forum Romanum, W. Otto. 
No certain result can be obtained. Die Nachahmung 
in der latein. Prosa, B. Wolfflin. Controverts the 
assertion of Leo that in the Agricola Tacitus has 
imitated Sallust and in the Germania Seneca. Vi- 
catim, Condecibilis, B. Wolfflin. The passage in 
Placidus quoted Arch. xi. 356 should read vicatim|] 
per vicos. vicissim] per vices aut per singulos. Conde- 
cibilis is found in Greg. Tur. p. 231, 19 Kr. Proven- 
tare, E. Wolfflin, Is to be read from Naevius in Cic. 
Cat. 20. Zum Thesaurus Glossarum, A. Sonny. 
Campania, die Ebene, B, Dombart. In Plin. n. h. 
18, 860 we should read in campaniis from campania 
= regio campestris. Simo = delwhinus, W. Heraeus. 
Thyrsa, neuter pl., A. Klotz. This occurs Stat. Ach. 
i, 950 [but 2] Gottweiger Italafragmente, E. Wolfilin. 
Zur latein. Worthildung, A. Zimmermann. Coneresco 
= youthful companion, obulews = shepherd. Muatert 
mater(e), E. Lattes. 

LIST OF NEW BOOKS. 

Aeschylus. L’Agamemnon. Texte, traduction et 
commentaire par P. Regnaud. 8vo. vii, 219 pp. 
Paris, Fontemoing. 6 fr. 

Eumenides. Introduction, text and notes by 
T. R. Mills. Crown 8vo. 94pp. (Univ. Tutorial 
Series). Clive. 3s. 6d. 

Aristophanes. 11 Pluto tradotto in versi italiani da 
Aug. Franchetti, con introduzione di Dom. 
Comparetti, 16mo. xxxiv, 104 pp. Citta di 
Castello, Lapi. 3 lire. 

Bennett (C. E.) and G. P. Bristol. Teaching of 
Latin and Greek in the secondary school. 12mo. 
xvi, 336 pp. (American Teachers’ Series, edited 
by J. E. Russell. No.1). New York. $1 50. 

Bernowilli (J. J.) Griechische Ikonographie mit 
Ausschluss Alexanders und der Diadochen. Vol. 
I. Die Bildnisse beriihmter Griechen von der 
Vorzeit bis an das Ende des v. Jahrhunderts vor 
Chr. Royal 8vo. xix, 215 pp., 87 engravings, 26 
plates. Miinchen, Bruckmann. 16 M. 

Caesav. Opera, Edited by R. L. A. Du Pontet. 
(Oxford Classics). Crown 8vo. Frowde. 7s. 

Cicero, Orations. Edited by A. ©. Clark. (Oxford 
Classics). Crown 8vo. Frowde. 35. 

Pro Sexto Roscio, translated, with notes, intro- 
duction and an analysis by J. B. Baker. Crown 8yo. 
76 pp. Simpkin. 1s. 6d. 

—— Philippie IJ. Introduction, text and notes, by 

A. H. Alleroft. Crown 8vo, 130 pp. (Univ. 
Tutorial Series). Clive. 3s. 6d. 

—— Philippie Hl. Vocabulary and Test-papers. 

Crown 8vo. 24 pp. (Univ. Tutorial Series). 

Clive. 1s. 
Colluthos. Ludwich (Art.) Besserungsvorschlige 

ma Kolluthos. Kritische Miscellen xxi-xxiy. 

4to. 20 pp. Konigsberg. 50 Pf. 

Croiset (M.) Histoire dela littérature greeque. Vol. 

Ill. Période attique. 2de édition, revue et 

augmentée. 8vo. vi, 687 pp. Paris, Fonte- 

moing. 
Manuel d’histoire de la littéra- 

12mo. iv, 848 pp. Paris, Fon- 
(A. and M.) 

ture grecque, 
temoing. 

Demetrii Cydonii. De contemnenda morte oratio, 
ed. H. Deckelmann. 12mo. xii, 47 pp. Leipzig, 
Teubner. 1M. 

Demosthenes. On the Crown. Edited with notes, 
historical sketch and essays by W. Watson Good- 
win. 8vo. 380 pp. Clay. 12s. 6d. 

Detlefsen (D.) Die Beschreibung Italiens in der 
Naturalis Historia des Plinius und ihre Quellen. 
8vo. 62 pp. (Aus ‘ Quellen und Forschungen zur 
alten Geschichte und Geographie,’ herausgegeben 
von W. Sieglin.) Leipzig, Avenarius. 1 M. 60. 

Dionysius of Halicarnassus. Three literary letters 
(ad Ammaeum 1, 2, ad Pompeium). Greek text 
with English translation, notes, glossary, biblio- 
graphy and an essay by W. Rhys Roberts. 8vo. 
232 pp. Clay. 9s. 

Euripides. Fabulae ed. R. Prinz et N. Wecklein. 
Vol. III. Pars 4, Phoenissae, ed. N. Wecklein. 
8vo. 107 pp. Leipzig, Teubner. 2 M. 80. 

— Alcestis and Electra: literally translated with 
notes by Th. A. Buckley, and an introduction by 
E. Brooks, junr. 16mo. 84 pp. Philadelphia. 
50 cents. 

Gomperz (Th.) Greek thinkers: a history of ancient 
philosophy. In 3 vols, Vol. I. translated by 
Laurie Magnus. Authorised edition. 8vo. xv, 
610 pp. New York, Scribner. $4. 

Herodotus. Book1Y. Chapters 1-144. 
by W. J. Woodhouse. Crown 8vo. 55 pp. (Uni- 
versity Tutorial Series). Clive. 1s. 6d. 

Horace. Opera, edited by E.C. Wickham. (Oxford 
Classics). Crown 8vo. Frowde. 2s. 6d. 

— Oden des Horaz, in Reimstrophen verdeutscht 
und zu einem Lebensbilde des Dichters geordnet 

Translated 

von K. Staedler. 8vo. xxxvi, 126 pp. Berlin, 
Reimer. 2M. 

Journal of Philology. Vol. 27. 8yvo. Macmillan, 
10s. 6d, 

Juvenal. Ellis (R.) New fragments of Juvenal. A 
lecture. 8vo. Frowde. 1s. 

Koch (Konr.) Quae fuit ante Socratem vocabuli 
dperh notio, 8vo. iii, 65 pp. Jena, 1M. 20. 

Livy. Book 22, Close translation by W. H. 
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Balgarnie and F. G. Plaistowe. Crown 8vo. 78 pp. 
(Univ. Tutorial Series). Clive. 1s. 6d. 

Lysias. Orationes, rec. Th. Thalheim. 
maior. 12mo, 1, 400 pp. 
3 M. 
— Le orazioni contro Eratosteno e contro Nicomacho 

annotate da T. Bassi. 16mo. 112 pp. Torino, 
Paravia. 1 lira 50. 

Pernard (L.) Le Droit romain et le Droit gree dans 
le théatre de Plaute et de Terence. S8vo. 234 pp. 
Lyon. 

Peter (Herm.) Der Brief in der rémischen Litteratur. 
Litterargeschichtliche Untersuchungen. Royal 
8vo. 259 pp. (Aus ‘Abhandlungen der k. 
sichsischen Gesellschaft der)Wissenschaften. Phi- 
Jclopinch:hievoneehe Klasse.’) Leipzig. Teubner. 
6 M. 

Plato. The Gorgias, literally translated with notes 
by H. Cary, with an introduction by E. Brooks, 
junr. 16mo. 117 pp. Philadelphia. 50 cents. 

Procli Diadochi in Platonis rempublicam com- 

Editio 
Leipzig, Teubner. 

mentarii. Ed. Guil. Kroll. Vol. II. S8vo. ix, 
476 pp. Leipzig, Teubner, 8 M. 

—— Renault (M.) Platon. Crown 8yvo. 119 pp. 
Paris, Delaplane. 

Plautus. The Captivi and Mostellaria, literally 
translated with notes by H. T. Riley, with an 
introduction by E. Brooks, junr. 16mo. 124 pp. 
Philadelphia. 50 cents. 

Pliny. See Detlefsen (D.) 
Seneca (Lucius Annaeus). The Medea of Seneca, 

with introduction and notes by H. M. Kingery. 
Revised edition. 8vo. 71 pp. Crawfordsville. 
25 cents. 

Sophocles. Antigone, con note di P. Cesareo. 8vo. 
xxviii, 197 pp. Torino, Loescher. 3 lire. 

— Oedipus tyrannus. Edited by M. L. Earle. 
12mo. III, 330 pp. New York, American Book 
Co. $1 25. 

Steading (H.) Greek and Roman Mythology and 
Heroic Legend. 12mo. 142 pp. (Temple Cyclo- 
paedic Primers.) Dent. 1s. 

Theocritus. Idylls, translated into English verse 
by J. H. Hallard. 4to. Rivingtons. 5s. 

Valaori (J.) Der delphische Dialekt. 8vo. x, 
83 pp. Gottingen, Vandenhoeck. 2 M. 60. 

Vergil. Pascal (C.) Commentationes vergilianae. 
8vo, 162 pp. Panormi. 3 lire. 

Whittaker (T.) Neo-Platonists: a Study in the 
History of Hellenism. 8yo. Clays. 7s, 6d. 
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The Classical Review 

JUNE 1901. 

THE ECCENTRIC EDITIONS AND ARISTARCHUS. 

A NATURAL pendant to an account of the 
xowy is a discussion of eccentric editions or 
editions other than the vulgate. The result 
unfortunately is mostly negative, for though 
these editions have been less ignored by the 
grammarians than the xow7, their readings 
exhibit very little definite character. 

There are in the scholia some 155 state- 
ments about these editions—whether they 
are mentioned by their names (under the 
two classes of xara réXers and kar’ dvdpa) or 
by the vague designations of daca, 
metotat, Telous, xapteotepat, at metoraL TOV 

xapteotarwv and the equivalents which are 
enumerated in the books. A list of the 
first category, editions under their names, is 
given by La Roche Hom. Textkritik, p. 
45 sq. to which one or two more cases have 
now to be added. 

The editions, it is well known, are called 
either after places—Argos, Chios, Crete, 
Cyprus, Massilia, Sinope, or after people, 
—Antimachus, Euripides, and the Alex- 
andrians themselves. A few have fanciful 
names, 7 zoAvotixos, 7 eK Movoeiov, 4 éx 
vapOnxos. Very little information can be 
extracted from these titles: the placenames 
suggest much but establish nothing, least of 
all a date. Antimachus (zpd IlAdrwvos 
Suidas) and Euripides (rod zporépov ade du- 
Sods) may take us back to sB.c. 400. 
Sosigenes’ date is unknown; zodvoruxos is 
enigmatical ;! the other names, if more than 
anecdotic, would only give us the period of 
Alexander. 

1 It may mean ‘of many verses,’ but how do we 
explain “Ayvww év TH Sexaotixy A101 2 

NO. CXXXIU, VOL. XV. 

Consideration of the readings themselves 
discloses the fact noticed in the account of 
the xowy7, that in certain formal respects 
(non-augmented tenses, vowel-system, crasis, 
contraction, etc.) these editions have pre- 
served an earlier tradition.2 It is natural 
to suppose, if it cannot be proved, that this 
is due to their scarcity, the slight demand 
for them, their scanty reproduction, and the 
final cessation of that. Comparatively 
little copying has guaranteed this much 
purity of text. The positive variants are 
tolerably numerous and important, but they 
do not seem essentially different from their 
opposites, nor necessarily preferable to 
them. I give as an illustration the variants 
on T. I do not distinguish, since it is un- 
necessary for my purpose, between the 
different editions. 

4b 

VULGATE. 
41 épinpas 7pwoas 
56 oveap | » 

Gpelov Gpnewvov 
Rats , > ’ 75 daeurovros amoewrovTos 
a ca oF > , t s 76.7 roto. 6 dviatdpevos pretédn Kpecwv 

; 
ayajLep.vov 

= 5 B \; Bo poe te 
pyvw avactevaxwv Kat vd €Akeos 

adyea TacXwv 

* The cases explicitly attested are (a) absence of 
auginent : oivoxde: A 598, eAkev A 213, avtireruto 
© 163 ; (6) uncontracted vowels : akAcle]és M 318; 
(c) non-assimilation : ravovdiy B12 ; (d) future in -7-: 
Haxnoouct A 298: (e) aorist for imperfect : esoevavro 
© 272. The other points are inferred. See C.R. 
1899, p. 336, 

R 
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Vulgate roto. d€ kat pereeurey avaké dvdpov 
ayapepvev 

aitofev e& edpys ovd ev pecooow 
avacrTas. 

86 veiketovow VELKELETKOV 
95 Zevts aoato Ziv aoato 
96 dapev dar 

117 pajs pects 
124 av6pérocw apyclourw 
386 aire €UTE. 

Most of these readings it is evident throw 
no light upon the origin or date of their 
authorities, and do not put them in any de- 
finite position towards the kow7. Some 
variants are more suggestive—the addition 
of B 848a and 866a by Euripides, the omission 
of P 134-6 by Zenodotus and the Chian, of 
= 10, 11 by Rhianus and Aristophanes, of 
> 39 sq. by the “ApyoArky, of & 290-2 by the 
Kpnrixy. These are more serious divergencies 
in the text, and slightly suggest the much 
more alarming addition of the fragments of 
Ptolemaic papyri; and the discrepancies of 
some of the texts used by Plato, Lycurgus, 
and Aeschines. Yet additions and omissions 
of lines are the commonest and most con- 
stant phenomena in the history of the 
Homeric text, from the fourth century 
B.c. to the fifteenth a.p.: it is only their 
frequence and their size that makes them 
noticeable. These omissions therefore in 
the eccentric editions though interesting are 
but what we should expect in authorities of 
any independence. Neither can light be 
obtained from the verbal variants however 
curious, N 363 éxaBys vodov viov as the 
Argive edition for xaByodbev, & 397 irovdc- 
guv as Antimachus for zavoyov (both 
obviously partly graphical, and recalling 
eoovto duos tepas for e«ldov6’ dr’ ap’ éx duds 
© 251 in B.M. Pap. 689a). 

So far as some of the formal variants (7.e. 
the forms oivoxoe, etc.) belong to the earlier 
Attic alphabet mistranscribed in the xowy, 
so far the eccentric editions, or some of them, 
may be taken back beyond the somewhat 
vague date at which the perayapaxtypicpos 
took place. But as not only the date but 
also the effect of this transition upon the 
modernisation of the Homeric text is by no 
means settled, the combination is uncertain. 
Further, the Eccentric editions are in the 
same dialect as the cow and as one another ; 
the one dialectal variant appears to be pis 
for jets which the Chian read on T 117 
(us is documentary, v. Smyth, Ionic § 543). 

If the Pisistratean recension be a reality, 
and if its result was the establishment of 
the xowy, in other words the Attic Homer, 
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and the Kecentric editions agree in dialect 
with the xowy, it would seem to result that 
they too descend from Pisistratus’ redaction, 
and are in fact variations of the xowy. This 
would on the one hand give them a date, a 
terminus a quo, and on the other deprive 
them of any original individual value. Their 
variations would be accretions, possibly no 
doubt in some way connected with their 
localities, and by no means without interest. 

The question whether all editions what- 
ever —say in the fifth century — were in 
Attic and descended from the text fixed by 
Pisistratus—is interesting, but possible of 
discussion only in the case of the AioAés. 
This (La Roche, /.c. p. 20) was an edition of 
the Odyssey only: and we are no more en- 
titled than in the case of the Chian or the 
Massaliote edition to infer from its title 
that the AioA‘s was in Aeolic. Zopyrus and 
Dicaearchus: however, Peripatetics, wished, 
as we learn from the MS. Bibl. Vitt. Em. 8 
(Osann, Frag. Rom. p. 5) to read Homer in 
Acolic, dvaywooxerOar a&vot Aiodt. diadexro, 
and unless their opinion was purely academic 
it would be natural it should be based on 
some copy which appeared to warrant the 
speculation. The view that non-A ttic copies 
survived is favoured by Fick, Odyssee, p. 26, 
Wilamowitz-Méllendorf, Hom. Untersuchun- 

gen, p. 257.1 
What then is the authority of the editions 

Kat’ avopa and kara woes and generally the 
prae-Alexandrian editions other than the 
xowyn? Iam afraid no answer at all can be 
given to this question. We have seen that 
external testimony does not carry their 
date back beyond the end of the fifth cen- 
tury, and supplies no evidence whatever as 
to their origin or character ; and that the 
analysis of their readings reveals nothing 
beyond the survival of some early forms. 
Fuller evidence might tell us more, but 
fuller evidence is not forthcoming: the dis- 
covery which naturally raised our hopes— 
that of the fragments of Ptolemaic copies of 
the Iliad—shows no direct coincidence with 
any of the recorded peculiarities of these 
editions,—one of Antimachus’ readings is 
superscribed and that is all. 

All therefore we can predicate about 
them is that they are prae-Alexandrian and 
as old as the fifth century. Interest they 

1 With this is connected the similar question, 
were Zenodotus’ dialectal changes (&as, euwvlov, 
iAidins, woAds, ph, @AAot) arbitrary or based on 
evidence? Cauer, /.c. p. 22 holds that they were 
arbitrary, Fick, Ilias, p. 79 and Leaf, Ziad, ed, 2 
© 470 al. that they were ‘hardly invented by Zen.’ 
6 iAwddns, 6 iAjos have now the unexpected support 
of a vase, H. B. Walters, J.H.S. 1898, p. 286. 
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possess in a high degree, but definite char- 
acter or necessary authority none. 

I have drawn this conclusion not for the 
sake of the eccentric editions themselves,— 
for two new quotations from ‘ Ammonius,’ 
the only novelties, would not have justified 
a restatement of such familiar facts,—but 
for the bearing that they have upon what 
is still perhaps the most central point of 
Lower Homeric Criticism, the position and 
authority of Aristarchus. Aristarchus I 
now find myself obliged to consider, not in 
his wider character as an antiquary, a 
literary critic, or a philologer—as more or 
less well informed upon Homeric usage or 
the history of the Greek tongue,—but as a 
diplomatic critic. His merits in this 
province turn practically upon the question 
whether his readings are conjectures or 
taken from actual copies of Homer. 

Controversy on this subject has, it is well 
known, long raged, and I will not stir its 
ashes. While I regard it as neither possible 
nor important to prove that Aristarchus 
never introduced a single form into the 
poems which could not be found in one or 
another book, I am at one with the doctrine 
laid down by Lehrs and so earnestly 
defended by Arthur Ludwich, that his 
general method was to seek manuscript 
support for his alterations.1 I believe this 

1 Though it is not to my purpose to magnify the 
position of Ar. asa critic, I am unable to find the 
careful discussion of passages in Cauer, Grundfragen 
d. Homerkritik, pp. 20-35—a discussion with the 
object of establishing that in some passages Aristar- 
chus did introduce his own bare conjectures into his 
text—convincing, and I doubt if argumentation on 
particular scholia—all more or less imperfect—is 
likely to lead to any substantive result. The method 
must be general, not particular. In especial I must 
deny Cauer’s generalisation, p. 29, that in matters of 
orthography, &c., Aristarchus went against tradition. 
He went against the vulgate certainly, but that his 
reforms were based on the authority of the eccentric 
editions is either explicitly stated or may be fairly 
inferred. 

The humour spent by Romer and others over the 
scholion I 222 (Cauer, p. 25) is misplaced. The 
scholion simply states that Aristarchus disapproved 
of the lection of the cowy, but did not alter it be- 
cause he found it év woAAais. There is no ‘ pedantry’ 
here: it is implied that if the eccentric editions had 
been unanimous against the xowy, Aristarchus would 
affer his usual fashion have put their reading 
into it. 

Again it is perhaps worth while pointing out that 
Cauer’s argument (p. 31) that amelpova (A 350) can- 
not have been found by Ar. in the majority of his 
MSS., or else it would not have vanished from our 
MSS., is groundless. oivoxdes A 458 was in the 
Argive, the Massaliote, and Antimachus’ edition, and 
Ar, read it: it is not in a single actual MS. ayaav 
A 91 was in the editions of Sosigenes, Aristophanes, 
and Zenodotus. Savaciow aeéa Aovydy audver was 
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not so much on the strength of the explicit 
statements which we find here and there in 
the scholia on particular lines*—for these 
represent only the opinion of one gram- 
marian, and him a disciple, on another 
grammarian—as from the nature of our 
tradition concerning Aristarchus and the 
other Alexandrians. 

The scholia which convey our information 
about Aristarchus’ readings have arrived to 
us in four states : 

I. The Acéas “Apiotdpxov, quotations from 
Aristarchus, his ipsissima verba.  Aris- 
tarchus speaks in the first person, and 
names his authorities: A 423... otrws dé 
evpoev kat ev 7 Macoadwwrtiky Kul Sworiky 
kat Kumpia cat “Avripaxeiw kal ’Apirtrodavetw. 

Il. The same abbreviated and in the 
third person : ovtws “Apiorapyxos...kal 7 Mac- 
cahwrixy d€ Kat 7 “Piavod tov adtov éxet TpoTov 
A 97. 

III. The authorities are lumped under a 
general designation, acai, 7Aciotar, wA€tous 
etc. 

IV. The authorities are left out alto- 
gether. 

Further, owing to the fact that a given 
scholium has come to us in two different 
MSS. or in two different states in the same 
MSS., we have the absolute proof that a 
number of instances of class IV. really 
belong to class III., and it is a fair infer- 
ence that the remainder do so too.* 

On this ground I am ready to agree that 
any given case of otrws “Apictapxos may 
be raised to ovrws “Apiotapxos kal at z\eéious, 
in other words that Aristarchus’ readings 
are based on MS. evidence. 

in the Massaliote and in the ed. of Khianus. Aris- 
tarchus approved both these Il.: but neither they nor 
the similarly attested variants wov 124, BovAny 258, 
Haxnocoua: 298, mpocpeccay 435, &e., have left any 
trace in our MSS. 

* For then it would be necessary to weigh them 
against the expressions in the opposite sense, which 
testify to a wide-spread belief in the arbitrariness of 
Ar.’s method. Plutarch and Athenaeus are anti- 
quarians, Alexander 6 Kotiaevs a rhetor, and all 
three comparatively late, and perhaps their language 
is inexact; but it is undeniably singular that we 
find Aristarchus’ successor Ammonius, his disciple 
Dionysius Thrax—scholars older than Didymus, and 
as likely prima facie as he to be well informed— 
characterising their master’s critical procedure in 
unequivocal terms. 

In the case of the post-Christian and non-philo- 
logical writers I suggest that the loss, or partial loss 
of the eccentric editions, may have given Aristar- 
chus’ agreements with them the air of independent 
conjectures: but this cannot be the case with mem- 
bers of his school. 

® T add the figures: of Aristarchus’ 664 known 
readings 6 are in Class I., 45 in II., 49 in III., 564 
in IV.; of the latter 25 belong also to III. 

R 2 
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But we have to define what is meant by 
‘MS. evidence.’ As the words stand they 
suggest that Aristarchus followed the con- 
sensus of MSS. or at least the best MSS., 
and this appears to be the way in which 
Aristarchus’ supporters regard his position. 

Now in the 664 mentions of Aristarchus’ 
readings, there are not more than 6 places 
in which he appears not to have followed 
the wAeiovs (T 292, A 410, I 394, N 613, 
= 499, © 374), and in these if carefully 
scrutinised the inference is not always cer- 
tain that he agreed with the xou7. But 
even if we accept these six instances, the 
proportion is so small that we may say 
generally Ar. follows always one or more or’ 
all of the yapiéorepar and never the xow7. 
His ‘diplomatic basis’ therefore comes to 
this, that in case of variance he would leave 
the main stock of the text and follow one 
or more of a minority of MSS., eccentric as 
regards the xowy, and each bearing the 
name of its author or (apparently) its place 
of origin,! 

Novw, in the first place, this is not real or 
sound critical method. This is not to 
follow manuscript evidence. To desert the 
infinitely greater number of copies of 
Homer and follow one, two, several, even 

2 It is needful here to distinguish between verbal 
variants and atheteses or omissions. All that is said 
in this article refers to the former class only. In 
athetising it is plain Aristarchus was guided by in- 
ternal considerations solely: but the method was 
harmless just because it resulted in nothing worse 
than a@ernots, viz. an obelus on the margin of a 
copy. 

The distinction made by Ludwich, 4. H. 7. ii. 135, 
between Ar.’s atheteses and his omissions (0d8 é- 
pape), viz. that he athetised on internal grounds and 
where the line was omitted in no edition, but omitted 
(ov%« €ypape) where the line was omitted in one or 
more copies, sounds extremely reasonable, and may 
be true: but it needs to be said that there is no actual 
evidence for it. I give the details for the JZiad— 

= 39 ath. Ar. Zen. om. Argiva. 
290 ath. Ar. Seleucus. om. Cretensis (if «[pntixh] 

is right in Ammonius). 
Two atheteses (out of 366) therefore have ancient 

support, none of the omissions (E 808, I 613, @ 73) 
have. 

It is convenient to give here briefly the results 
upon the converse question, the effect of atheteses and 
omissions upon the subsequent text. 

Atheteses of Aristarchus coinciding with omission 
in the later text : 

1 B558 mapairnréoy Ar. om. b, g, h Ven. A Pap. 
Bodl. Gr. class a 1 (P). 

353 ath. Ar, om. ut vid. Dio Prus. LY. 15. 
4ath., Ar. om, T. 

394 ath. Ar. 694, 5 om. Vat. 16. 
810 ath. Ar. om. Vat. 14. 

6 2 556 ath. Ar. 556 and 7 om. Vat. 1, 23. 
Omissions : 
E 808 om. Ar. om. L 9, Vat. 16. 
The effect in both cases is negligible. 
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all, of the members of a small, special, class, 
is by its very definition eclecticism. To 
say that Aristarchus is eclectic is not to 
condemn him beyond appeal, but it is an 
important modification of the statement that 
he ‘ followed the manuscripts.’ 

Eclecticism in and for itself may under 
different circumstances be materially correct 
or materially wrong, that is to say, by its 
employment the resulting text may be 
improved or it may be spoiled. It is the 
right method in the case of most if not all 
ordinary classical authors ; their tradition is 
obscure, and the merits of the MSS. which con- 
tain them differ only microscopically. With 
the Iliad this was not so: if my account of the 
material before Ar. is correct, the text was 
contained in one main current and a number 
of single separate by-streams. There was 
no actual superiority in the eccentric 
editions to the xowy (that we are aware of) 
except the retention of an older condition 
of various verbal and grammatical forms. 
In all other cases the eccentric editions, all 
or some of them, do not appear to deserve 
the preference over the xowy. By preferring 
their readings throughout, Aristarchus was 
clearly eclectic where eclecticism was not 
called for, and is in so far to be blamed and 
avoided. 
We are left to wonder what were the 

grounds on which Ar, preferred the non- 
kowvai editions. We cannot say ‘ Aristar- 
chus was the prince of critics, he must have 
had his reasons for rejecting the xovw7y,’ or 
we fall into the vicious circle which seems 
to underlie a great deal of what has been 
written on the subject: ‘ Aristarchus was a 
great critic, therefore the MSS. which he 
followed must have been the best; Aris- 
tarchus’ emendations were all based on MS. 
evidence, therefore his judgments deserve 
acceptance.’ Or, it may be said that Ar.’s 
merits as a critic are known in other fields, 
in antiquities, knowledge of word-forms, of 
Homeric usages, in literary judgment—and 
therefore his preference is sutficient to estab- 
lish the superiority of the zodcrixai and xar’ 
avodpa. This again touches on a popular 
fallacy, the abuse of the term ‘good’: 
Aristarchus may have recognised and truly 
recognised the ‘ goodness’ of readings in the 
eccentric editions, and still have corrupted 
the real tradition. The ‘good’ in the last 
resort is not necessarily the ‘ original.’ 

His method is sufliciently clear: taking 
the ordinary text as a basis, he suggested 
atheteses on a priori grounds; but where 
these same a priori grounds suggested 
to him to omit a line or to change a word, 
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he did not do so unless he could find a MS. 
in which the line was omitted or the word 
was extant as he would have it. He 
endeavoured to combine the a priori and the 
diplomatic methods, a course which the 
badness or scarcity of materials makes 
obligatory in the case of many authors, but 

which in a text so abundantly attested as 
that of the Iliad produced a monster. I do 
not hesitate so to qualify the Aristarchean 
text. For it to have been otherwise, we 
should have to suppose that the xowy had 
been corrupted in certain places out of the 
eccentric editions (and that not all of them, 
but here one and here another had preserved 
the original; for Ar. does not hesitate to 
follow a single copy), and that by substitut- 
ing their readings in these cases for its, 
the original, the archetype of all existing 
copies, might be obtained. 

As we have seen, the information we have 
about the xar& woAes and the car’ avdpa does 
not in the least support this view: in cer- 
tain graphical, dialectal, and grammatical 
cases,—which may be represented by the 
words wvoxde, tacavdiy, KaKeivos, axAyeis, 

teOverota,—the eccentric editions do seem to 
have preserved an older stage than the 
xown of the third century ; their other and 
more definite variations are interesting and 
valuable, but in no sense generally superior 
to or more original than the xowy. If then 
Aristarchus’ object was to restore the text 
in its earliest accessible form (and we have 
no information whatever as to what his ob- 
ject was), we may say that he was right in 
accepting €AKev, oivoxdet, tmavavdly, Kal KEivos 
and so forth, from the vague authority of 
Taoat, wAetotat, tActous, Whether the actual 

guarantee was one zoAutiKy, two zodXutiKal, 
or even one grammarian, but wrong when 
from the same sources he took dyadv for 
evi orparé and oxiowvra for cxioevra. 

In short we know of no substantial reason 
which justified Aristarchus in deserting the 
xow? for the eccentric editions, and it is a 
question whether he and the other gram- 
marians did not obey the natural and er- 
roneous tendency which has wrought havoc 
even in modern textual criticism—dislike of 
the bulk of tradition and preference for a 
minority of testimony on the ground of 
age, exterior, and provenance. Aristarchus 
produced a variegated text, out of material 
interesting in itself but that never existed 
as a whole in nature. He was in short a 
good scholar, but a bad textual critic ; and 
even if Timon of Athens did not intend his 
reply to the enquiring Aratus to refer to 
Alexandria, it may be given that appli- 
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cation: acl dé Kal “Apatov mvbécbar airod 
mas THY “Opyjpov rotyow aodad} KrycaLTO0, 
Tov O& eimely €i TOIs apyatous avTLypadors evTvy- 
xavot kal py TOIs HON SLwpAwpevors (Diog. Laert. 
ix. 12. 113). 

It must have occurred to many enquirers 
to ask what the Alexandrian editions really 
were, and if the modern idea represented by 
‘edition’ really applies to them. The like 
doubt presented itself to Wilamowitz- 
Mollendorf, who questioned if ‘the Alex- 
andrian editions were actually published’ 
(Heracles i. p. 138 according to Cauer, 
Grundfragen p. 13: the passage was ap- 
parently withdrawn in the second edition). 
It sounds paradoxical, but I have often 
wondered if dip@wors and éxdocrs in the case 
of Aristarchus were not abstract rather 
than concrete, that is to say, if his ‘ edition’ 
did not consist in ‘ editing’ a vulgar text by 
means of signs at the side to call attention 
to superfluous lines and other noticeable 
points, and commentaries containing pre- 
ferences among readings. This hypothesis 
would clear up difficulties which remain 
after however much explanation. 

(1) The contrast between Aristarchus’ 
caution in athetising and his violence in in- 
serting readings would be avoided. It is 
true that the formal defence may be made 
for him that his inserted readings had MS 
authority, but, as we have seen, this plea 
does not really save his credit as a textual 
critic. If his ‘readings’ were merely indi- 
cated in commentaries the situation is 
entirely different. 

(2) The certain fact of the non-effect of 
his readings on the vulgate explains itself : 
if they never were inserted in a text, 
naturally no such text could have been 
propagated. Moreover the curious contra- 
diction is saved, by which we see that while 
subsequent ages preserved Aristarchus’ 
atheteses i.e. his signs, they neglected his 
readings, which as embodied in an actual 
text had the better chance of surviving. 

On my hypothesis such MSS. as the 
Venetus A or the Bodleian papyrus Gr. 
class. 1. a (P) when complete, would in very 
deed be the Aristarchean edition, namely, a 
vulgar text adorned with marginal signs. 

(3) Perhaps the weightiest consideration. 
If the Aristarchean edition consisted of a 
vulgar text furnished with critical signs, 
then the extraordinary uncertainty about 
Aristarchus’ readings (e.g. B 111), which 
prevailed not only in the Augustan period 
and in the days of Herodian, but among 
Aristarchus’ successors and disciples, be- 
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comes explicable. The medley of sources 
from which the readings are drawn, Aris- 
tarchus’ commentaries, treatises, the quot- 

ations in other commentators, the assertions 
of the members of his school, is natural if 
there was in truth no actual edition to be 
referred to. Otherwise such uncertainty is 
a mystery. Wilamowitz-Mollendorf’s idea 
(Hom. Untersuchungen p. 297) that the 
unique copy was burnt at Alexandria in 47 
—a supposition anyhow too arbitrary to be 
practicable—is useless to explain the diffi- 
culties of Ammonius and the appeals to 
Parmeniscus. Again, though it is unneces- 
sary to press the argument, the labours of 
Didymus and Aristonicus are much more, 
intelligible on this hypothesis: if there had 
been an edition, one would have expected 
them to reproduce it, to republish it; but 
in fact they write trouvnpata of their own 
to explain the significance of the critical 
signs (which they assume in the hands of 
their readers) and to accurately ascertain 
from all available sources Aristarchus’ 
readings. 

However, the language of the scholia is 
probably too concrete to be got over: ev 
pevrot Tais ekddcect Xwpls TOD V evpouey A 3, 
év tais efytacpévas “Apiotapxov apetas 
xeipas H 130, ev rH érépa tOv ’Apiotapxeiwv 
evpomev eveow B 131, kav rats diopfwcect Kat 
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év Tols bropvypacw oltws eyéyparto B 192, 
and many other passages can hardly be in- 
terpreted except of two actual texts distinct 
from commentaries and treatises. 

The lack of influence of the edition is 
certain, however we explain it, and the 
surprise that we in modern times feel at it 
is due to a false presumption of the relation 
between grammarians and the publishing 
trade. The ‘supremacy of Aristarchus’ 
existed only for the world of professors, and 
our idea of it is mainly due to the pre- 
servation of so much technical scholastic 
learning. Outside the school Aristarchus 
had a vague reputation as a Rhadamanthus 
or a pedant; no one, antiquarian or poet, 
seems to have expected to read Homer in a 
shape arranged by him, and _ publishers, 
employers of copyists, producers of books 
eis zpaow (Strabo 609) never heard his 
name. 

Ar.’s edition therefore may have been real, 
and yet have exercised no effect ; the cyodica 
dyvojpara about it may be due to causes 
natural though past our knowledge; I 
confess I find the survival of the critical 
signs, appicted to vulgar texts, in the late 
classical and Byzantine periods, far harder 
to explain, and a real stumbling block. 

T. W. ALLEN. 

ON PINDAR’S PYTHIAN ODES. 

Pyth. 2, 5. 

THE belief that the victory of Hiero 
celebrated in the second Pythian was won 
at Thebes may be traced to a misreading or 
at any rate misconception of this verse. ev 
& kpatéwy might have been read ev ais kparéwv 

referring to @nav v. 3: diplography with |C 

and K is familiar. Or again roe may have 
been supplied with ey a. Pindar would 
surely have made more of his native city in 
this ode had the victory really been gained 
in Thebes. We may compare a similar 
passage in Isth. 1, 12, where however the 
*ToAdeva are beyond doubt referred to. 

Pyth. 2, 7 sqq. 

motaptas 0s "Apréuidos ds ovK arep 
Kelvas ayavaiow év xepor qrotkiAavious edapacce 

mToAOUS. 

The subject to édauacce is Hiero. The 
editors take xetvas as Acc. Pl. with zodous. 

This is surely open to serious objections. 
The pronoun is quite useless, and unpoetical. 
Also, [can find no instance of a double deserip- 
tion of this nature, pronoun and adjective. 
Dissen has devoted a long and admirable 
note to ‘Adiectiva twncta et non iuncta copula’ 
(ad Pyth. 9, 6), but no parallel passage can 
be traced in his list. 

I propose to read keivas 7’ ayavatow xrA., 
taking xetvas as a repetition of ds according 
to the usual practice of Greek and Latin 
writers, who prefer the demonstrative to the 
relative itself when the latter would naturally 
be continued into the second clause: even in 
examples such as the present where the case 
is not altered, though the origin of the con- 
struction may be the desire to avoid using 
the relative twice in different cases. 

It is the epithet dyavatow which gains 
most by the addition of re. What force can 
it have as applied to Hiero? The word is 
almost a vow propria of Apollo and Artemis. 

_—— 

ite ei te 

Sy eh be ee Oe 
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Besides the familiar ois dyavois Bedéeoow 
érorxoueryn katérepve, compare Pindar fr. 149 
(116) where it is used of Apollo. The 
‘gentle hands’ of the goddess indicate her 
favour bestowed on Hiero as a charioteer, 

and Pindar has emphasized this by the words 
that follow: 

emi yap toxéaipa tapbevos xept dvdvpa KTA. 

The preposition éy also is more naturally 
used with my reading. Nem. 1, 52 & yept 
—twdocowv instead of yepi tr. quoted by 
Gildersleeve is quite different. I prefer to 
take év as ‘reposing on’ metaphorically : as 
we too use the phrase ‘in the hands of’: 
Lat. in manu. yepi didvpa is now seen to be 
‘with both hands’ according to the first 
interpretation in Gildersleeve’s note. 

Pyth. 2, 72 sqq. 

I would only say here that Gildersleeve’s 
division of the mysterious latter part of this 
ode between two speakers or ‘voices’ though 
ingenious is not convincing. To take only 
one example G. assumes yévor’ oios éaot 
pafov to stand by itself, spoken by Pindar 
who is then succeeded by the other speaker 
as far as kaAds. Why should Pindar not utter 
both sentiments: ‘Shew thyself as thou art: 
true (ror) the monkey is ever fair in the eyes 
of children, but not in the judgment of a 
Rhadamanthys’? So with the other breaks. 
Nor can it be said that the words ¢iAov ein 
¢irciv xtX. are impossible as put in Pindar’s 
mouth. The poet only expects and himself 
practises open dealings with friend or foe: 
for there is openness in the frank declaration 
that he will stop at nothing to compass an 
enemy’s overthrow. ‘This leads naturally 
up to etftyAwooos avyp praised in vy. 86. 
Pindar will have none of the smooth-faced 
flatterers, apparently friends, really cunning 
‘foxes.’ 

Pyth. 5, 72. 
This passage is famous for its difficulty 

and for the importance of the issue involved. 
Was Pindar an Aegeid or not! I do not 
propose to go into the arguments, which are 
somewhat meagre, of both sides. Personally 
I share the view of Studniczka and others 
(see Classical Review, xiv. p. 64), that Pindar 
was not an Aegeid. But I cannot agree 
that guot warépes in v. 76 should be put 
in the mouth of the chorus without 
making a slight but all-important change. 
The words 75 6 éeuov (72) down to pédos 
xapiev (107) ought apparently to be 
spoken by the chorus. They are full of re- 
ferences to the special features of Cyrene. 
Whatever view we take of vv. 72-76 there 
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can be no doubt that ceBifouev in v. 80 is 
more naturally referred to the people of 
Cyrene or therchorus at least speaking on 
behalf of them in the first person. It is 
possible that all the difficulties of the passage 
arise from the omission of some mark to 
shew that Pindar at v. 72 calls on the chorus 
to sing the praises of Cyrene. Unless, that 
is, we place 72-107 (the posterior limit is 
uncertain) in inverted commas we must with 
Studniezka take éuot warépes as said by the 
chorus (not Pindar) without warning, which 
is contrary to the poet’s constant use of the 
pronoun of the first person. It should in- 
dicate himself, as the numerous examples in 
Rumpel shew to demonstration. 

The reading in v. 72 of the best MSS. is 
yapver i.e. yapvere the imperative. There 
can be urged no reason (except with petitio 
principit) for rejecting this. The slight 
pause after the word was completed and 
before the words to be spoken by the chorus 
are resumed in awd Srapras is enough to 
defend the metrical irregularity if any of the 
syllaba anceps. 

By the combining of vv. 72-107 into one 
unit given only as an artistic fiction to the 
chorus we are enabled to see further into 
the meaning of vv. 108 sgg. These words 
commonly taken to apply to Arcesilas the 
king must refer to Carrhotus the charioteer 
(v. 26). To point this out will probably 
suffice: but a comparison of the meanings 
of 115 sg. according to the old and to my 
suggested view will strengthen conviction. 
dppaty\aras has a clear and definite meaning: 
how can the king be said to have shewn 
himself a skilful charioteer when Carrhotus 
has won the victory? Also ériyywpiwy cadav 
écodo. naturally points to the subject not to 
the prince. It is one thing for Arcesilas to 
compete in the tepoi ayaves of Hellas, but 
quite another for him to enter in the lists 
in Cyrene. Of. Pyth. 9, 103 of Telesicrates 
of Cyrene who won ev raow émywpiors (se. 
acOXots). 

Further, as Christ says (Introduction, p. 
xxiii), si quis non solum equos aluerat sed 
etiam in certamine rexerat, ut Herodotus 

Thebanus (Isth. 1, 15) singulari ile laude 
ornabatur. ‘There is no trace of this special 
distinction in Pindar’s language. 

Pyth. 6, 48. 

adtkov ov0’ iwéporAov 7Bav dpérav 
copiav 8 ev poxotor Iepidwr. 

I am dissatisfied with the common inter- 
pretation of v. 49 which sees in it an allusion 
to the victor’s poetical temperament. The 
context with v. 47, especially véw d€ tAotrov 
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dyer, seems to suggest that copia of another 
kind is meant, ‘skill as a charioteer’: cf. 

dpparnAdras coos in the passage just con- 
sidered: also Ol. 9, 107 codiat pev aimewal, 

which shews that like dpera it is a plastic 
word. év puxoior Iepidwy I take to be the 

same as the [lapvdctos puxds of Pyth. 10, 8: 
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ef. Bacchyl. 4, 14 Képpas pvxois. Thrasybulus 

employs his wealth to further as a charioteer 

his father’s fame: he does not spend it on 

riotous living (v. 48: cf. Pyth. 8, 89 and 

Gildersleeve’s note). 
J. AnputHnot Narrn. 

ON SOPHOCLES ANT. 795 ff. 

vucd 8 évapyijs Bepdpwr twepos eddextpov 
vipas, TOV peydAwv mdpedpos ev apxats 

Oeopav: d&paxos yap éumatler Peds’ Adpodira. 

The objections to the mss. text of this 
passage, as given above, are well known. 

The chief are (1) | zapedpos ev | represents 
unmetrically a logaoedic choree,__U; (2) tev 

peydAwv «.7.A. must mean ‘enthroned in 

sway beside the great laws’ (viz. those of 

obedience to one’s father and to the king; 

both of which love has caused Haimon to 

violate). But Soph. cannot have meant to 

speak of the peydAor Oecpot as enthroned 

beside {uepos (Eros, the god, would in 

any case be preferable), when he has 

just said that ijepos has vanquished 

them. 
Now, the scribe of L first wrote rdpepyos, 

then, erasing the letters py, he made 

mdpepyos into mdpedpos. From this it is 
natural to surmise that he found a y written 
either somewhere over zdpedpos or in the 

margin, with a mark over rapedpos to show 
for which word the y was meant. Was not 

this y (or [), whether interlinear or 
marginal, originally meant as a correction 

of the A[ ny of MAPEPOC 2 And did not 

Soph. write rav peydhov yap, "E pos, 

dpxets | Ocopdvt ‘For over the great 

laws, O Love, thou art lord.’ Whenever 

dpxets became dpyais, the insertion of éy was 

almost inevitable. 
With this reading we also obtain an 

object for éumatla, which was before a 

desideratum: ‘for unconquerable, the 

goddess Aphrodite mocks at them (the 
Oeopol). 

By a similar error in Ant. 368 the mss. 
have zrapetpwv, of which yepatpwy is a mor- 
ally certain correction. 

Metrically the tribrach yap, “Epos will 
now correspond to the irrational tribrach 

véisos in 787. Irrational tribrachs are 
not common, but the following cases are to 
be found inJ. H. H. Schmidt’s Die Kunst/. 
der Gr. Poesie. (I have not searched the 

——— 

Euripides volume.) 0.0. 134 rw’ | y\kew 
Lu Nw vv 

Noyos | = 166 ajdalra Aoyov PR ORS PAI 
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dade|nov xelov (Schmidt, unaware (edn. 1869) 
of Prof. Jebb’s brilliant emendation, writes 

Gs mepiadd’ tay x€wv, scanning | ws rept |) : 

0.0. 1222 | ore ee = 1236 | axpares | : 
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Sua ea 
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Aesch. Suppl. 635 | rov axoplov = 648 ducode 
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pytov: Pers. 657 dpxlace BalAjv=665 Kawa 

M. A. BayFrieLp. Te kAvlys. 
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NOTE ON PLATO, PHAEDO, 99p sqq. 

In this passage Socrates is describing how, 
having failed in his attempt to arrive at 
direct knowledge of realities as they are in 
themselves, he was obliged to have recourse 

to an inferior method of procedure consisting 
in the formation and improvement of Adyou 
or concepts, more or less accurate, of these 
same realities. Here then we have his 
devtepos TAOds: so much is clear. The chief 
difficulties of the passage are two, viz. : 

(1) What is the exact meaning of the 
sentence PAérwy mpds Ta mpaypyata «.T.d. 
(998) 2 

(2) How are we to connect it with the 
similitude of the sun (99p) ? 

Mr. Archer-Hind in his first edition of 
the Phaedo understood zpayuara to mean 
the ideas, explaining rots dupace Kal éxdory 
tov aicbycewy as metaphorically representing 
powers of the soul. On this explanation 
nAwos = tpdypata = ovtws ovra. Feeling, how- 
ever, the difficulty of his interpretation of 
the words tots Gupact Kat éxaory Tov 
aic@jnocewv, he was subsequently led in his 
second edition to adopt Mr. C. E. Campbell’s 
explanation of the passage. Mr. Campbell 
takes tpdaypara to mean not ideas but par- 
ticulars, and connects the sentence BAdrwy 
mpos Ta Tpaypata xK.t.’. with the similitude 
of the sun by emphasising ékAetrovra : thus 
HALos = ovTws ovTa, Atos ekAeiTwv = Tpdypara 
= yryvopeva. 

I prefer Mr. Archer-Hind’s former inter- 
pretation (with one important modification) 
for the following reasons. 

(1) The attempt to make a special point 
of ék\etrovra seems to me to involve an 
undue strain upon the words ; an eclipse of 
the sun would be a natural occasion for 
taking observations of it, and the words oi 
Tov HALov exetrovta Gewporvres Would probably 
call up a familiar picture in the minds of 
Plato’s readers. At any rate it does not 
seem by any means necessary to make 
ex\eirovra materially affect the interpretation 
of the simile. 

(2) The ideas have already in this dia- 
logue been referred to as tpdypara: airy 7H 
Yox7j Gearéov aira Ta mpdypara (66D), where 
no stress need be laid on aira, which merely 
correlates with air7 immediately preceding : 
whereas I do not know of any passage in 
which zpdypara is used definitely of particu- 
lars. In any case there seems to be no 
advantage, but rather the reverse, in using 
the word in that sense here, where the 
employment of an unambiguous word would 
have made all clear. 

(3) The equation of zpdypara (= yryvopeva) 
with 7Avos éxAeirwv seems to me to interfere 
with the natural application of the simile. 
Socrates is afraid of soul-blindness as the 
result of looking at zpdyyara; and if by 
mpaypara we understand particulars, the 
natural interpretation of the Greek would 
seem to be that particulars are in themselves 
responsible for the resultant soul-blindness ; 
I cannot see anything in the language of 
the passage to justify the assumption that 
there is anything behind the rpayyara that 
is the real cause of the blindness. The 
astronomer, however, who looks directly at 

an eclipse of the sun is blinded not by the 
sun in virtue of its being in eclipse, but by 
the sun itself in spite of the eclipse. 

The first objection is of course merely a 
matter of opinion; the second can be ex- 
plained away in a more or less unsatisfactory 
manner ; the third, however, appears to me 

to be more serious and to make desirable an 
interpretation by which it may be avoided. 
Such an interpretation may, it seems to me, 
be obtained out of that which Mr. Archer- 
Hind first proposed, but with the modifica- 
tion now to be mentioned. To take rots 
Oppact Kal ExaoTn TOV aicOyoewy aS a meta- 
phorical expression for ‘all the powers of 
the soul’ is certainly intolerably harsh ; 
and I would therefore understand the words 
in their literal and natural sense, though 
still taking zpdypara to mean dvtws dvra or 
ideas. This is made easier if instead of 
taking rots oupaor with BAdtwv we take 
Brérwv zpos ta Tpdypata closely with 
tuprwbeinv and rots oupacr kal Exaotn TOV 
ais@ycewv as One phrase going with érvyepov 
amrecOat aitav. What I imagine Socrates 
to say is: ‘I feared that I might be utterly 
blinded in soul through looking at realities, 
if I attempted to apprehend them by means 
of the eyes and each of the other senses’ ; 
ae. ‘if I attempted to make use of material 
nature, which is apprehended by the senses, 
as a means towards the attainment of know- 
ledge of realities.’ Rather the observation 
of phenomena should be directed, not im- 
mediately to the attainment of knowledge, 
but to the formation of Adyor, and these 
Adyo. should then be used as a means for 
studying realities. It seems to me that in 
this way we have a consistent and satis- 
factory explanation of this most perplexing 
passage. 

R. K. Gaye, 
Trinity College, Cambridge. 
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NOTES ON PLUTARCH’S QUAESTIONES CONVIVALES [BERNARDAKIS]. 

P. 149, 17. 70 ev wouxidov Adiov éort, TO 
& 7Ovov evopextotepov, dv tiv tmep <Bohny Kal 
Tay > av dpedys: mpooverat yap opyOvre Kat 
Sexopere TO TopaTi—. 70 om dvopexrov TAaVO- 

peevov Kal fepBopevov i 7) mavrémacw peony 

9 pots, 7) modus br évdeias éorepcev. The 
sabject of Tpoopverat is TO evopeKTov, to which 
in the following clause 76 dvdpexrov is op- 
posed. The argument is that what is eddpex- 
tov is more healthy than what is dvdpexrov. 
Therefore it seems certain that, after edopex- 
TOTEpov, TO 8 evopeKTo byteworepov has fallen 
out owing to the homoioteleuton. 

P. 153, 13. zpooeAOdvra has no one to 
whom it can be referred, as it cannot gram- 
matically be referred to the man mentioned 
in the parenthesis above. Probably cov 
apxovra has fallen out after it. 

P. 154, 18. otro pier Tis Kal yuas vd’ 
moovns procopycavras meph Tov VOVwV duu 
Byrioysov € exovTov TIV yeveow, @s pas lac. 
3 litt. év 8€ rovrou s drroKeyevs TO oyw 
™ms cvTeeias Kal THY aitiav ae 3 litt. 
Tpodnw TG civat Tebovoys. I suggest, 
although it involves three tr anspositions, id’ 
Hoovis PirocodHaoar Ta wepi Tov vovev 
Os dpcpio Byrnoysov exovTov THY yeveor, 
p ac<Twve tverv>d ev Tovrots, brrokeypevys 

To Aoyy THs evrabeias (ita Bern.) kat tHv 
ait, <édv> TO TpodnAOYV ea TE 
Govens. This gives the required sense ‘So 
some one will say that we too were moved 
by pleasure to philosophise about the truffles, 
as if their origin were doubtful, but that we 

will not exercise our wits about this matter, 

since physical enjoyment is at the bottom of 
our discussion and persuades us in this case 
not to trouble ourselves about the cause of 
the phenomenon since that is self-evident.’ 
For pacrwvevew 8 év tovros, it might be 
better to suggest pa<@up>e<i>v Ni é<y> 
tovrois, the damaged passage having been 

thus in the uncial MS. PAC. . EINAETOY- 

TOIC. 
P.158,17. ds 6 Mevavdpos zpos Trev KeAevovra 

tais Aordot wepipparrev lac. 4 litt. wrov dewds 
Zac. 5 litt. ob mpaypa viedyns A€yes. It seems 

evident that Menander’s line ran thus dewjs 
-ov Ppayua Kkov vip.dys Eyes. Pos- 

sibly repupparrew <riv do>wrov. 
P. 170, 18. rots répacw is evidently 

wrong. Perhaps tots é£w pepeow. 
12 193, 14. edavyn prow (se. Oe 70 

Aeyépevor & bro Wddtwvos ‘aiEopevyn TOAEt 
ov ToALVY’ cupTocta Sedb6abat. No 
doubt Benseler’s avgouevnv wodw is right. 

v 

There can however be little doubt that the 
subject of éfavy is Onesicrates, and there- 
fore that deddcGa: is corrupt and should be 
changed to déyecar. But I cannot decide 
how we should correct cupmdcw. emt oup- 
moctols azodexerGar would give the required 
sense. 

P. 237, 9. trocxadicpot. There is no 
part of the process of cleaning corn to which 
this word could be applied, and we should 
restore izockapipicpoi 7.e. scraping lightly 
with the hand to get rid of stones, &c. 

- This, when corn is pounded and ground at 
home, is done after the pounding. The 
larger impurities are thus eliminated, and 
subsequently the smaller ones are sifted off. 
L.and 8. s.v. trockadicpos cite irocxapa- 
ducpos in the same sense, but without a 
reference. It should certainly be restored 
to Plutarch and trockadicpos should dis- 
appear from Leaika. 

P. 239, 13. We should write zapa rév 
TeixopuA\dkwv Tokcinv <dvTwv>. 

P. 245, 12. ore yap peditos otf’ waros, 
ovr GAXov Tivos bypod Bpaxds ovTws dmds 
eridoow AapBaver towavtnv, GAN eiOis ert 
mretotov kal advaAdtiokeTat Ou Enpo- 
T™mTa TO 0 é\alovy . . . ayeTar TeEpL TO Toma 
xplomevois k.T.A. emtAettov KatavahicKerat 
Bern., but this is too much of a tautology 
to be possible. Restore ézurodalwv 
avaNickerat. 

P. 246, 23 sq. Plutarch is talking of the 
use of fig juice for curdling milk. kat rnv 
mHew eurrovetv TO ydAaxte Tov Gov olovTal TLVES, 
ou oKadyvia oXNpATOV TepiTA€KovTa Kal KoA- 
AOvra Ta. epn Tod yadaxros . + » GANG Kal bd 
Gepporntos exTNKOVTE 70 aocvoTaTov Kal bodaTto- 

des i.e, the whey. The text continues 
Tekpypiov O€ TO aypnotrov yNUKY elvat 
TOV 67OV, GAA TwATwY davrdrarov, Which 
is certainly corrupt and, as far as intelligible, 
ridiculous, for it states that the juice of the 
unripe fig is drunk and that it is sweet. It 
is not of course drunk and it is very bitter. 
We may with certainty restore texunptov dé 
TO axpnatov: yAvKi<v yap> iva Tov 6pov 
GAG Topatwv davidtatov. I have tried the 
experiment of curdling milk with the juice 
of the unripe fig. The curds were so bitter 
that I did not try the whey. I suppose 
that I put too much fig juice in. 

P. 251, 24. ov« av d€ raira ouwveBawe 
duaxpwopevov evOds ev 7H KaTaroce TOV bypov 
GAN od ouprrekopevwy MOV ama Kat 
ocuprapareuovtwv To aitiov. The subject 

KaT- 

ens ray mati 
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of cvprdcxopevwv 
obviously ra typa. 
Probably Hpeua. 

P. 255, 11. dipos repipAeyeorarov. Was the 
medical term for violent thirst, repupdcyés 
or wupipdeyes? L. and 8. quote zepipdAcyés 
from this and another passage in Plutarch, 
mupipAeyes from medical writers. The term 
in use must have been one and the same in 
all the instances. vpiddeyes seems the 
more probable. 

P. 279, 16. dedwxores Tots EcTLdcL 
It is curious that no editor has observed 
that the sense requires not ‘to the enter- 
tainers,’ but ‘to the entertained.’ Restore 
ois eott@or ‘ to those whom they entertain.’ 

P. 282, 2. ei d¢ pr), tdv idiwv dirwv ovs adv 
kat 7Oedev airos éEheobar 6 deumvi<wv, émreikijs 
dy emtetkeis, Kal didoAoyos Piodoyovs dvras, 7} 
duvatovs duvapevos, maXat kat Cnrav 
Gpocyérus adtols ev tpoonyopia Kal Kowwvia 
yevéobar. Instead of excluding xai with 
Wyttenbach we should supply a participle 
before waAa e.g. <oeBowevos> mada Kat 
fnrov. : E 

Kal oupmapareumovTwy 1S 
So ypav aua is corrupt. 

P. 305, 9. je dé Kat Mivdapos ext pvjunvy 
ev Iv6iors yevopevos, woh\MGv Kal KahOv vpvov 
x) Ge xopnyos. A comma after yevojrevos 

is necessary. Pindar was born during the 
Pythian festival. Without the comma the 
sentence is liable to be misunderstood. I 
had misunderstood it, until Prof. von 

Wilamowitz pointed out to me this simple 
expedient. 

PP okG, 16: 
trobecewy . 
pevetTwooay. 
Kairep Told. 

P. 323, 24. xaxet (at Delphi) zpdrov ext 
TyWM, TOD Geod Sadvy Kat PolviKt Tors 
vikOvTas exoopnoav ate by Kal TO Ged pr) 
dadvas pd eAaias, GdAa dolvikas avati- 
@evres. Herwerden proposes the exclusion 
of dadvy kal; but it is difficult to regard it 
as an interpolation. What the speaker 
wished to say was perhaps that the crowns 
at Delphi were originally made of laurel, 
but made to look as if they were of palm; 
just as at present the Palm-Sunday branches 
are artificial palm branches. Perhaps dad- 
vivw poivext. 

P. 334, 12. The stork, allowed to make 

its nest near houses, gives é7iBabpov tu y 77s, 
because it kills snakes etc. Reiske has 
proposed oreyjs for yys, but this can 
searcely be right, as the stork cannot be 
said to receive shelter ; in fact Piutarch has 
just said that it does not receive shelter 
or help. eriBabpov tr tTHS <dtaityns> 
dédwor should, I think, be restored. It is 
evident that duairys may easily have been 
omitted by a scribe whose eye skipped from 
one THCAI to another ; and then trys was 

changed to yjs by a bad conjecture. What 
the stork pays for is simply its déata with 
men and no more. 

at pev mpOtal cov Tov 
.TeEpt TOAD TO kevoy €xovear 

We should, I think, restore 

W. R. Paton. 
Calymnos. 

NOTE ON g¢ovai. 

THE poetical word govy appears to have 
been used only in the plural. So far as the 
Lexicon shows, it occurs eleven times, and 
always in the dat. ; but probably Soph. And. 
1003 should be deducted, and we should cer- 

tainly add Soph. 7%. 558, and possibly other 
instances of dovaéy not yet identified. The 
word is found once with daydi (/7. 15, 633), 
and nine times with év, if ev dovais is read 
in Ar, Av. 1070. In Soph. Ant. 1003 we 
have govais alone. An examination of the 
examples shows that dovai is not (as would 
appear from L. and §$., and as is commonly 
supposed) a synonym of ¢ovos ; for it never 
denotes the ‘act of killing,’ but always (1) 
‘blood’ (shed), or (2) ‘bloody corpses or 
carcases,’ ‘carnage.’ The passages fall into 
three groups. (A) Pind. Pyth. 11. 37 répvev 
te parépa Once T AtyioOov ev dovats, ‘laid him 

weltering in his blood.’ Aesch. Ag. 446 
év dovats kaAds weoovt’, ‘fallen nobly in his 
own blood.’ Soph. Ant. 696 év govais | rer- 
tot darrov, ‘lying in his blood where he 
fell, unburied.’ Eur. #7 1206 (Orestes 
speaks to Elektra after killing his mother. 
He had plunged his sword into Klytaim- 
nestra’s neck, covering his eyes with his 
iparov ws he struck the blow.) Karedes otov 
9 TaAaw Tédv rérAwv | €Barev (so Mss.: for 
é£w réxAwv apaddrv, or dado?) eerke pacrov, 

év dovatow— | i por—apos mrédw | Tein 
yov_sa pédea, ‘as in its blood the body that 
bare me sank to the ground?’ ‘To take ev 
dovatow with édaée paorov would throw an 
improper emphasis on zpds 7édw.—(B) In the 
next three examples we have a modal ad- 
verb; ‘in blood’ means ‘bloodily.’ Soph. 
Ant. 1314 zroiw de kawehvcar ev povais tpdrw; 
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‘what was the manner of her bloody end?’ 
Ar. Av. 1070 (a mock-tragic passage) éprera 
Te Kal daxera wav doamep | éorw im epuas 
mrepvyos ev hovais oAXvTaL, ‘they come to a 
bloody end.’ The wmss. here give do- 
vatow eé€0AdvTar, Which is metrically un- 
sound. Edd. are divided between ék dovais 
odAAvTat and év dovats oAAvTar. The corrup- 
tion probably arose from the omission of ev. 
Then, it being assumed that dovats could 
mean ‘ killing,’ the remaining words were 
altered to qovatow efoAAvtat, in order to 

effect a clumsy restoration of the metre. 
The tmesis ék...dAAvrac seems unlikely. 
Eur. £/. 154 decor 8¢ | xvoly weroias ev 
govais Oypoxtovots, 
beasts, spilling their blood.’ We might 
include here Soph. Ané. 1003 [épyibas] 
omavras ev  xnAdaiow addjdovs  govats, 
‘bloodily,’ but the absence of ev makes it 
better to take govats as an adj. meaning 
‘bloody’ or ‘murderous’ ; ep. touds, tpodos, 
topos. The Schol.’s note is rats aipatikais. 
(c) 77. 10, 521 (Hippokoon wakes and looks 
on the work of Odysseus and Diomedes) és 
ide... | avdpas 7 domaipovras ev apyadenor 
dovycw, ‘ gasping in death amid the dreadful 
carnage.” J. 15, 633 Onpi payynoacGat eduxos 
Boos audi dovyacw, ‘to fight over the carcase 
of the ox,’ which the lion has already slain. 
Her. 9, 76 ére év thaw dovynct éovtas, ‘ while 
still standing amid the carnage.’ It is nothing 
short of amazing that not only L. and &., 
but the edd. and translators (so far as I 
have been able to discover) should take this 
to mean ‘ while still engaged in the act of 
slaying.’ The passage is from the story of 
the Koan woman who, after the battle of 
Plataia was over (as Her. expressly states), 
came in a carriage to the Lacedaemonians, 

while they were ém ev ryou dovyo., and 
asked to speak to Pausanias. Were the 
Lacedaemonians butchering the wounded } 
We have no doubt another instance of 

‘dogs that kill wild, 
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the word in Soph. Zr. 558 dapov...6 wats ér” 
ova Tov Oacvorepvov rapa | Néaoov dbivovros 
€x dovav aveWopnv, ‘ took up from the blood.’ 
The d@pov was a few drops of the creature’s 
blood. The lemma of the schol. in L reads 
dover, but explains by aiyatos. Jebb reads 
dovav, translating ‘wounds.’ The prep. é 
makes dovéy seem preferable to dovey in 
Soph. #7. 11 d6ev ce watpos ex ghovdv ey 
mote | mpos os Opaipov Kal KacvyvyTys AaBov 
| nveyxa, *‘ whence, from amid thy slain 

father’s blood, I took thee from thy sister’s 
hands,’ &. There is a distinct gain in 
vividness with dqovév, and the statement 
may be almost literally true; the children 
may have been present at the murder. 

Since év dovais, ‘in blood,’ was so well 
established, é« dovay, ‘out of blood,’ cannot 
be said to bean unlikely expression. Indeed, 
it would probably recur more frequently, 
were it not that even the most bloodthirsty 
of peoples would rarely have need to say 
“out of (shed) blood.’ 

The notion that ¢ovai could mean ‘place 
of slaughter’ appears to have its origin in 
a schol. on Zi. 15, 633. It reappears in 
Hesych. and the schol. on Pind. P. 2, 37 ; 
but even the passages quoted from later 
writers lend it no support. Aelian WV.A. 
3, 21 (a lion and lioness, returning to their 
lair, find that their cubs have been killed by 
a bear) ézet 6€...cid0v tovs matdas ev Tats 
govats, ‘in their blood’ (dovos is a v.l.). 
Ibid. 1, 18 dovats should no doubt be 

restored. When a young dolphin has been 
harpooned and drawn up to the boat, the 
mother follows, tov aida ody tropévovoa 
dzoXurelv €v tois doves dvta. In Menand, 
(6th century a.p.) Hist. Hauc., p. 321 ed. 
Nieb., quoted in Steph. Zhes., anyone who ~ 
cares to look at the passage will see that 
dovais is a mere blunder for zowats. 

M. A. Bayriewp. 

THE GREEK WORDS FOR ‘STYLE.’ 

(Wirn Spectra, REFERENCE TO DEMETRIUS zept “Eppnveias.) 

Tue best-known Greek word for ‘style’ 
is, of course, Aé€fts; and the best-known 
Greek treatment of the subject of style is 
that (in the Third Book of Aristotle’s Rhe- 
toric) which is introduced by the words: 
mept de THS AeSews exomevov ear eizelv: ov yap 
doxpyn TO éxew G Sel €yewv, GAN avayKyn Kal 

TavTa ws Oet cimetv, Kal oupfaddreTar ToAAG 
mpos TO havnvat wovov tiva Tov Aoyov (Aristot. 
Rhet. iii. 1, 2). The term A€éis was used in 
the same sense by Aristotle’s successor, 
Theophrastus, who wrote a treatise zept 
Aéfews. This work of Theophrastus was 
one of considerable influence ; and could it 

— 
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be recovered, it would probably be found to 
throw great light upon the divisions of style 
current among the later rhetoricians, who 
often refer to it. 

Besides \ééis there are other words for 
‘style,’ all of which, however, appear to be 
post-Aristotelian in this sense. One of 
these words is pacts. In Dionysius of 

Halicarnassus Ags and dpaors are used side 
by side, while in the de Sublimitate (c. 30) 
76 ppactikov pmepos=6 AekTiKds Toros, and in 
Marcellinus (Vit. Thucyd. § 39) pacriKot 
Xapaxrippes = ot Tis AcSews Kapaxripes. Quin- 
tilian (Jnst. Or. viii. 1, 1: ep. x. 1, 87) bas 
dpaets in this sense, and Diog. Laert. (Vit. 
Philos. viii. 57) has: ev 6e Ta mepl TouTav 
dno (ApiotoreAys) dre Kal “Opnpixds 6 
"EyredoxXijs Kal dewos mepl Thy ppacw yeyore, 
BeradoptKds 7 dv kat Tots ahXows Tots mept 
mroinriKiy emitevypact xpomevos. If this last 
is an exact quotation and Diogenes has not 
substituted a term of his own day for ryv 
déév in the original text of Aristotle, then 
we have here an instance of the use by 
Aristotle of the word dpacis, which does 
not (I think) occur elsewhere in his extant 
writings. Possibly a less formal word than 
Aé€éis was judged more appropriate in refer- 
ence to an early writer like Empedocles. 
The same use of dpaois by Aristotle is 
implied by Diogenes (V. 38) when he says 
with regard to Theophrastus: todrov Tvptajov 
Neyopevov Deoppacrovy ba ro THs Ppdovews 
Gearéovov “ApiotoréAns petwvopacev, and by 
Strabo (Geograph. xiii. 2) in his correspond- 
ing account of the change of name : Tiprapos 
8 €xaXctro éurpoober 6 Ocodpacrtos, peTwvopmace 
Saitov ’ApistotéAns Oeodpactov, aya pev 
devywv tiv Tod TpoTEpov dvopatos Kaxopwviay, 
dpa d€ Tov THs Ppacews adtov LyAov erurnuaw- 
OMLEVOS. 

dmayyeA(a, properly used of narrative and 
especially of historical narrative, is another 
late word for ‘style’ in general. Examples will 
be found in Dionys. Hal. Vet. Cens. ii. 4 (rav 
piooddwy 8 avayvwartéov Tous Te IvfayopiKods 
THS TEpvoTnTos Kal TOV NOY Kal Tav doypaTwr 
vexev? ov piv GAA Kal THS amayyedias); 1 
Plat. de Audiendo 45 (kai yap 6 IW\arwv 
tov Avoiov Adyov ore KaTA THY EUperw eraLvor, 
Kal THs dtagias aitubpevos, Guws adTod TiVv 
amayyeNav érawvel, Kal OTL THY dvo“dTw Tapas 
kal otpoyytAws €xactov dmorerépvevtar: cp. 
Vit. Demosth. c. 2); and in the sixth chapter 
of the Ars Rhetorica once attributed to 
Dionysius. 

In addition to the three terms already 
given, ypady and diaAextos are occasionally 
found in contexts where they may conveni- 
ently be translated ‘style,’ though neither 
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of these words can be regarded as being, in 
the full sense here intended, an accepted 
term of rhetoric. There remains, however, 

the word éppnvela, whose meaning in the title 
of the treatise bearing the name of Deme- 
trius it is the principal object of this paper 
to elucidate. As the superseription in its 
full form (Anpntpiov Badlynpéws rept Epynvetas 
6 éort Tept dpacews) is of more than doubtful 
authenticity, it is better not to lay any stress 
on the testimony it affords to the converti- 
bility of dpaors and épynveta. Internal evi- 
dence, even apart from the usage of other 
writers, is enough to show that épunveta is 
used in the sense of the Aristotelian Aééis. 
The word occurs some score of times in the 
wept Eppnvetas, but two or three illustrations 
of its meaning will suffice. We should, for 
example, do well to compare § 136 viv kat 
Tous TOmovs mapadeifopev ef Gv at xapites: 
mpwtous O€ Tors THS Aefews with § 156 ai pev 
oiv Kata THY Eppnveiav xapiTes ToTaTaL Kal 
ot toro. ‘The first of these quotations in- 
troduces, and the second closes, one and the 

same discussion: so that €pynveia is clearly 
regarded as tallying with Acés. Similarly 
 €pyynvela 4 mpiv (‘the antique style ’) in 
§ 14 seems to correspond to Assis as char- 
acterised in Aristot. het. iii, 9, 1, 2. Again, 
in §35 ot xapaxtnpes THS éppnvetas answers to 
the phrase more usual in other writers, ot 
xXapaxthpes THS Aéfews. In general it may 
here be remarked that, though the four 
‘types of style’ discussed by Demetrius are 
not mentioned by Aristotle, yet the contents 
of the zepi Epynvetas present many points 
of close contact with the Third Book of the 
Rhetoric. 

It is not, however, the case that Deme- 
trius is alone in his use of épyunvefa. Far 
from it. Even Aristotle himself, though 
his accepted word for ‘style’ is A€éis, shows 
how easily the general sense of ‘ expression ’ 
might pass into that of ‘formal literary 
expression.’ In the Poetics 1450 b we read : 
eyo 6, domep ™porepov cipy/Tat, ecw eivat TV 

Oud ris dvopacias Eppnveiar, hi) Kal emt TOV 

eupeTpwov kal emt TOV oyov EXEL THY aviv 

dvvayw, while in the Topics 139 b we have: 
€ort O& TOD py KaAds pepy 8¥o, ev bev TO acadet 
™7 Epunveta Kexpnobar’ det yep Tov Opilojrevov 

os evdexerar caperrary TH eppyvela Kexpijr Oat, 

erred) TOU yvwpioa Xap amodloorat 6 Opto Los. 

At the same time it is easy to see the diver- 
gent meanings borne by épynveta in the short 
logical treatise (of Aristotelian origin) en- 
titled rept Epunvetas and in the wepi Eppnveias 
attributed to Demetrius. As Ammonius, 
the son of Hermeias, says in his commentary 
on the Aristotelian treatise : Od yap O) Kat 
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airos (6 "ApuororéAyns) Kabamrep Anprytpios 70 
mept Aoyoypapixijs ideas BrBXéov ovyypaivas, kat 
oUTOs avTO erypaijas mept “Eppnveias dEvoi 
kadely Eppnvetav tiv Aoyoypapukny ideay, as 
by) Tept Tavrys ev TO TpoKepeva BiBrio Sakae! 
Opevos ... . Ola ToiTO éreypawe TO BiSdLov 
mept “Eppnvetas, as ovdev duadepovy 7) ovTws 
éxiypadew 7) Tept Tov amodavtiKod Aovouv 
(Berlin Aristotle iv. 96 b, 97 a). 

In the Rhetorica ad Alexandrum, now 
commonly attributed to Anaximenes, ap- 
proximations to the later use are furnished 
by such phrases as xaA\iornv movely tHV €p- 
pyvetav (Rhet. ad Alex. 1435a 3) and rijs 
Eppnvelas tiv otvOeow (ib. 1436a 21). In 
this work the term is used with special refer-. 
ence to composition, while in other writers 
(such as Philodemus) it seems to be applied 
particularly to diction. In Dionysius of 
Halicarnassus it is clear that by épynveia is 
meant 6 AexziKds Toros aS Opposed to 6 zpay- 
poatikds Toros,—the whole department of style 
as opposed to the whole department of inven- 
tion. The following passage of the de Com- 
positione is decisive on the point: 70 dé epi 
ras Aées diAotysov Kal dtAcKaAdov Kal Tals 
veapais mépuke ovvavOetv ovx ArTov AuKiats- 
erTonTar yap amaca veov Wuyi) wept TOV THs €p- 
pyvetas wpaiopov (Dionys. Hal. de Comp. Verb. 
c. 1). Here 6 ris éppnvetas wpaicpds signi- 
fies nothing more or less than elegance of 
style. Instances as unequivocal will be found 
in Dionys. Hal. de Comp. ¢. 3 (ri otv Neirerau 
py odxt tHv civOeow Tod KaAXOUS THs Epynvetas 
aitiacGar;) de Thucyd. ec. 51, Ep. ad Pomp. 
c. 5, de Lys. cc. 2, 5, 10, 24; in the zepi 
“Yous c. 5 (ra Kaddy THs Epyyvetas), c. 43 
(tis Eppyvetas...aicxn), c. 23 (7a Epynvevtixd) ; 
in Diog, Laert. Vit. Philos. ii. 57 (eéxadeiro be 
kat Artixy Movoa yAvKitnte THs eppnvetas) 5 5 
in Philo (e.g. Cohn and Wendland ed. min. 
I. p. 196, de Cherubim: pyropixy dé rds Te 
éxaorots deworntas eferalovoa Kal TaoLw TV 
mperovoav épunvetay eappolovoa) ; aud in 
other late writers. 

To make the statement complete, it should 
be stated quite explicitly that Demetrius 
employs other words besides €pyyveta in the 
sense of ‘style’ or ‘artistic writing. He 
uses Aééis side by side with épynve(a through- 
out (e.g. §§ 114, 133) his treatise. pdcts 
and dzayyeAia are also found in his book, 
but only (I think) in what are, or seem to 
be, quotations from other writers. Diony- 
sius of Halicarnassus, also, uses (e.g. de /socr, 
c. 3, Vett. Cens. Lc. 4) dekts, Epunveta, ppacts 
and dmayye\ia indifferently. 

The question may possibly be raised why 
the author of the epi “Eppnveias should 
have given (if it was he who gave) his book 
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this title rather than that of wept Acéews. 
One of the reasons may have been the desire 
to distinguish it from the Third Book of 

Rhetoric and from the epi 
Aééews of Theophrastus. In the body of his 
treatise, as in the critical writings of Diony- 
sius, it is clear that mere considerations of 
variety often determine the use of one ex- 
pression rather than the other. It was 
perhaps also a point in favour of épynveia, 
as against A¢gis, that the latter sometimes 
stands for ‘ diction,’ in the more restricted 
sense of the word. But I would suggest 
that probably the chief ground for this 
preference of epynveia to Aes was that the 
former had, and the latter had not, a corres- 
ponding verb. A¢yey might, no doubt, be 
employed ; indeed, the author of the Fhet. 
ad Alex. (c. 25) uses eis dvo0 épunvevew and 
eis Ovo Aéyew synonymously in describing 
bimembral periods. But such a use is 
hardly free from ambiguity, as Aristotle ap- 
parently recognises when in the Soph. EI. c. 
4 he employs the periphrasis ty A€fer onpai- 
vey as an equivalent of épyynvetew. In 
English we have no verb corresponding to 
the noun ‘style’ (in the sense of ‘artistic 
writing’) ; and consequently we must have 
recourse to some such circumlocution as ‘ to 
write artistically,’ if we wish to render 
épunvevew as employed by the Greek rhe- 
toricians. Sometimes, it is true, the verb 

‘to phrase’ might serve. For example, in 
the wept Epp. § 46 it would be possible to 
translate ei 67 tls oUTw petaBadov Eppnvevorecev 
airé by ‘if we change the phrasing of the 
sentence.’ But in general épynvevew will be 
rendered ‘to express artistically’ or ‘to 
write in good style,’ while such a phrase as 
6 daipdvios Eppnvedoar Udarwv (Dionys. Hal., 
de adm. vi dic. in Dem., ce. 26) will be trans- 
lated ‘Plato with his marvellous gifts of 
style.’ It may be that dpacis and drayyeAla 
(no less than Aegis) were hampered as styl- 
istic terms by the want of convenient verbs 
to correspond to them. d¢palew and éxdpa- 
few are but seldom found in this sense, and 
the common meaning of arayyéA\ew is ‘to 
relate an occurrence’ or ‘to deliver a 
speech.’ 

The natural Latin rendering of epi 
‘Eppnveias is de Hlocutione, as was seen by 
Petrus Victorius, a scholar remarkable for 
the pains he took to discover the best Latin 
equivalents for the Greek rhetorical terms. 
Elocutio is defined by Cicero (de Inv. I. 7) 
as ‘idoneorum verborum et sententiarum ad 
inventionem accommodatio’ ; and Quintilian 
Inst. Or. viii. 1, 1) says ‘igitur, quam Graeci 
¢pdow vocant, Latine dicimus elocutionem.’ 
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Other Latin words would also serve (e.g. some 
of those given in Quintil. ix. 1, 17); but 
among these we can hardly include interpre- 
tatio (though the treatise is still often 
described as the de IJnterpretatione), since 
that term implies rather the explanation of 
words (especially strange or foreign words) 
than the expression of one’s ideas. Whether 
appropriately used or not in the Latin trans- 
lation of the Aristotelian rept “Eppnvetas, 
the word ‘interpretatio’ can scarcely be 
used to translate the Demetrian zepi “Ep- 
pyvelas. 

On Elocution would also be the natural 
English rendering if we could venture to 
revive a use now obsolete,'—if we could say 
with Bacon ‘a strange thing that that part 
of an orator which is but superficial and 
rather the virtue of a player, should be 
placed [se. by Demosthenes] so high above 
those other noble parts, of invention, elocu- 
tion, and the rest ; nay almost alone, as if 
it were all in all.’ The accomplishment thus 
preferred by Demosthenes to ‘ invention and 
elocution’ was, of course, actio which sug- 
gests rather our modern ideas of ‘ elocution.’ 
Rejecting ‘elocution,’ we may try ‘ expres- 
sion.’ But this word, when used in refer- 
ence to literature, more naturally bears the 
sense given to it by (say) Mr Beeching in 
his recent Clark lecture on ‘Expression in 
Poetry.’ No doubt we may add a defining 
epithet and speak of ‘ rhetorical expression,’ 

thus making it clear that spoken prose is 
primarily meant by all these late Greek 
literary critics. But two words are then 
used to translate one; and if this is not 
necessary (as our leading English authorities 
tacitly assume) in the case of the dééis of 
the Third Book of the Rhetoric, neither is it 
necessary in the case of the épunveia of the 
mept ‘Epunvetas. For the one term as for 
the other the best available brief rendering 
is the word style, which is recommended by 
its respectable French and Latin pedigree, 
as well as by its suggestion of a personality 
behind the pen. Demerrius on SryLe 
would, therefore, seem to be the most con- 
venient English title to give to the treatise. 

The treatise itself deserves, it may here be 
briefly added, more attention than it has so 
far received. The text requires careful 

1 Obsolete in English, but not soin French. Littré, 
‘élocution est quelquefois synonyme de style’; cp. 
elocuzione in Italian. 

revision, and the readings of P 1741 should 
be reported more fully and more accurately 
than hitherto. For the approximate deter- 
mination of the date of the book a thorough 
examination of its contents is necessary. 
Not only do definite allusions show that the 
work taken as a whole belongs to a time 
much later than that of Demetrius Phale- 
reus, but the character of its grammar and vo- 
cabulary supports a like inference. The book 
embodies toa large extent the traditional 
Peripatetic teaching of many generations ; 
and its natural place in the long historical 
development of the Greek theory of prose 
style (in which development it marks, among 
extant works, a distinct stage) would seem 
to be the period between Dionysius of Hali- 
carnassus and the rhetorician Hermogenes. 
Where so much is uncertain, it would be rash 
indeed to make any positive statement ; 
but from the imperfect evidence before us 
we might surmise that the treatise belongs 
to the latter half of the first century a.p. 
Whether it was written by Demetrius, and 
by what Demetrius, we cannot say. We 
have, however, already seen—incidentally 
—that it is apparently mentioned by Am- 
monius (cire. 500 a.p.) and by him linked 
with the name Demetrius. 

W. Ruys Roserrs. 

I take the opportunity, afforded by the correction 
of the proof-sheet of this paper, to refer to Mr. Adam’s 
“Emendation of Eurip. Frag. 222’ on p. 197 of last 
month’s Classical Review. The emendation seems 
(if one may be allowed to say so) a distinctly happy 
one, and may perhaps be held to derive some 
additional support from the fact that P 2036. gives 
eiAxe in full. It looks as if the scribe had omitted 
the following eiAx’ as an idle repetition. I had 
noticed long ago, and with great regret, the misprint 
on p. 146 of my Longinus. Not being satisfied with 
Valckenaer’s tapos, I marked the three lines (which 
are of course written continuously in P) to be printed 
thus: ef 5€ wou rixor| mépié EAltas + + clAX’ 5uod 
AaBay | yuvaira wérpay dpiv wetardAdoowy del. By one 
of those accidents for which an editor has himself 
chiefly to blame the line assumed its present 
unmetrical form. The shortening of the final 
syllable of €Algas never occurred to me as a possi- 
bility, and I cannot trace in my edition (the second) 
of Nauck the passage in which, as Mr. Adam states, 
mention is made of attempts to justify so unlikely a 
licence. May I at the same time be permitted to 
make a correction on p. 130 of Longinws on the 
Sublime, where an emendation of Dr. Postgate’s is 
wrongly given in the critical footnote as épw instead 
of bpm ? 

W. Re R. 
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Kabéspa AND ovppédduov IN HERMAE PASTOR. 

Hermas used to be reckoned one of the 
Apostolic Fathers, with Clement of Rome, 
Ignatius, Polycarp, and ‘ Barnabas.’ His 
work, the Pastor, was perhaps written about 
150 a.p., and not (as has been thought) some 
half century earlier. It purports to be his 
record of revelations made to him, but is 
probably an allegorical fiction, like the 
Pilgrim's Progress with which it has been 
compared, the name Hermas itself being 
possibly fictitious. In parts the Pastor is 
like a Christian version of Cebetis Tubula, 
on which Dr. J. M. Cotterill some years 
ago gave reasons to think that it was founded. 
The Sphinx and her riddle, for example, are 
mentioned in the introductory part of the 

Tabula, and her riddle read backwards 
seems to underlie Vis. iii. of Hermas. 

1. In his introductory Visions the author of 
Hermae Pastor makes the Church personified 
sit first alone on a chair (kaedpa), and 

afterwards with ‘Hermas’ on a_ bench 

(cvpWédAdov). In his Mand. xi. a solitary 

Yevdorpodyrys sits on the chair, and men 
who are zucrof sit together on the bench. 
In the Visions he partially describes the 

chair and the bench, laying stress upon the 
fact that the bench has four feet, and leav- 

ing us to conjecture how many the chair 
has and what the number connotes. The 
following passages of the Pastor are taken 
from Dr. Harmer’s text (1891). 

Vis. i. 2. 2 BXérw karévavti prov Kabédpav 

Devaiy e& epiwy xLovivwy yeyovuiay peyaAny 

Kat WAGev yuvi) mperBitis ev twaticpa Laprpo- 

rdtw, exovca PuBAlov cis Tas XeEIpas, Kal 

exdbioev povn, Kal dordferal pe “Eppa, xatpe. 
Vis. i. 4. 1 “Ore ovv...7yépOn ard ths Kad- 

pas, AOav técoapes veaviae Kal Hpav TiVv 

cabédpav Kal darndOov mpos thy avaroAnv. 3 

dv0 twes dvdpes ebavyoav Kal jpay adtiy TOV 

ayKdvoV Kat amnrdav, 6rov Kai 7 Kabedpa, mpos 

THV avato\ny. 
Vis. ii. 4. 1 Tiyv xpeoRurepay, rap’ js ehaPes 

7) ByBdidov, tiva Soxets ctvar; eyo ypu Thy 
SiBvrr\av. WAavaou, Pyoiv, ovk eorw. Tis 

obv éeotiv; dypt. “H’ExxAnota, pyoty. «tov 
Awart obv mpecBuréepa; “Or, dyno, 

advrov mporn extiaOn: dia todTo mpecBurépa, 
Kal dua tadtyv 6 Koopos KaTypTic On. 

Vis. iii. 1, 4 kal Brérw cupipedwov Kelpevov 
edepdvtwov «td. T Kal dye je mpos TO 

ovpedwov, Kal...8 pdvev ipav yeyovotwv Neyer 

por KdOirov ade. A€yw airy’ Kupia, ages 
Tous TpecButTepovs tpATov KaGioat. 

Vis. iii, 2. 4 xai éye(per pe Kat Kabier emt ro 

avTa" 

ovpéediov e& edovipwv’ exabélero dé Kat ait 
éx Oc£L@v. 

Vis. iii. 10. 1 kat danjveyxav aitny mpods TOV 
, \ , L ‘ Ya 

mupyov, kat adAou TEegTapes Npav TO oupiyeAwov 

...3 &hOn S€ por, ddeAhoi, TH ev TPdTH Spacer 
Th mepvowyn Alav mpecButépa Kal ev Kabledpa 
KaOnevn. 4 rH de Erépa dpdoer THv pev ow 
vewrépav elyev, THY O€ odpKa Kal TAS Tpixas 
mpecBurepas, Kal earyKuia por eXdAe. tAapw- 
répa de jw 7) 70 mpotepov. 5 TH Oe TpiTy Gpdoer 
6dhn vewrépa Kat Kade exmperertdty, pLovas 
8& ras tpiyas tpeoBurepas elxev’ ithapa de eis 

/ fe a NEN 4 UI tédos iW Kal ext cvpipehiov Kabnmevy. 
Vis. ili. 11. 1 “Axove, pnoiv, wept Tov TpLov 

poppav av emifyreis. 2 rH pev mpiTy opdorer 
diarl mpecBurépa &hOy cor kai emi Kabedpav 
KaOnpevn; Oru 70 TvEtpa tuav mperPirepov Kal 
non pepapacpevov K.7.’. 3 GoTep yap ob 
mpeoBvrepor, pykete éxovtes Arriba Tov dva- 
vedoat, ovdev aAAo mpoddoK@ow «i pay THY 
Kotunow adtov, obtw kai tpets...4 Acari odv 
> 1 Bey » ~ , Y, ev kabédpa exabyto, nOedov yvavat, Kupie. “Ort 
eS aia , ; Seas 

mas dobevys cis Kabedpav Kabelerar Ova THV 
dabdveay adrod, va cvvKpatnOn 7 aobeveta Tod 
THparTos avTov. 

Vis, iii. 13. 1 Ty de tpiry dpace ides adryv 
vewrépay Kat Kany Kal tNapay...3 Kat Ore emt 

pat: ; ; raya 2 
ovppedtov <ides Kabnnerny, ixxvpa 7) Oeaus* ore 
Técoapas 7dbas exer TO TupWEAov Kal ioxupOs 
gornKev’ Kat yap 6 Koopos bia TerTdpwv TTOLX- 
elwv kpareirar. 4 of ov peravoncavres OAoTEAGS 
véou éoovrar Kal TeHeehiwpevor. 

Mand. xi. 1 “Ede prow ext cupieddAcov 
Kabnpevous avOpwrous, Kal €repov avGpwrov 
xaOnmevov ert Kabédpay. Kat Néyerjror' BAczets 

SSE aR , , , 
Tovs emt Tov oupehAiov Kabypuévous ; BAezu, 
dni, Kbpte. Otror, pyot, TurToi ciot, Kat O 

; Specie 6 1 ; 
KaOnpevos emt tiv Kaledpav Wevdorpopyrys 
> ‘ oy 9) e > ce iyA « DEIN 

éorly «.t.A. 2 ovrou ody of dtiuxor ws emt 
pdyov (al. pdvrw) épxovrat, K.7-A. 

2. Hermas has been credited with extreme 
simplicity and ineptitude. In Vis. iii. 1. 8 
he tells us that he is left alone with Ecclesia. 
Then she bids him sit down, and he replies, 
Kupia, des tos rpecButepovs mpatov KaGicar. Eos P P B 
‘Sed nullus presbyter adest.’ One com- 
mentator would therefore rewrite his reply. 
Another says, ‘Nibil muto: versus enim 

hie melius alio scriptoris miseram scribendi 

artem indicat.’ A third thinks that 

‘Hermas laicus [presbyteros] etiam absentes 

reveretur’: he shows his respect for the 

presbyters by refusing to sit down before 

them, although there are none present. 

But if he is unwilling to sit down first when 

only two are present, what can he mean but 
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that he would have the other person present, 
the yu) zpeoBiris or zpecBurépa, sit down 
before him? Accordingly, instead of saying, 
‘Old lady, sit thou down first,’ he replies to 
the effect, ‘ Seniores priores.’ 

On Vis. iii. 11. 2 67 76 zvedpa bydv mpec- 
Burepov «.t.d. it is remarked, ‘ prorsus aliter 
Vis. ii. 4. 1,’ with reference to zpeoBurteépa... 
"Or. zavrwv porn exticOy. Here again, I 
think, Hermas is neither careless nor forget- 
ful, but deliberately makes one symbol serve 
two purposes. In Vis. ii. the Church is 
made to be primeval and pre-existent like 
Wisdom in Proverbs and Ecclesiasticus, 
with allusion perhaps for the epithet ‘ elder’ 
to Philo’s Leg. Allegor. ii. 1 6 d€ Geds zpeo- 
Burepos Koopov Kat Snurovpyds. In Vis. iii. 
the same epithet is explained as representing 
decay in the Church of the present. In 
like manner the writer makes xafédpa as a 
symbol serve two purposes. 

3. ‘Suuwéda, ta, the Lat. subsellia, Byz. ; 
ovweAXa (sic) in Anth. P. append. 385: 
in sing. Hermog.’ (L & 8). Anth. Xaiper’ 
*Apioteidov Tov pytropos éexta pabyrai, | téc- 
capes of Toixot, Kal Tpia ovwéia. Note sing. 
avpwedduov (-éAvov) also in Hermae Pastor. 
In rabbinic Hebrew the word is read safsal. 
Hermas makes a parable of his contrast 
between the chair and the bench; and so 
Plutarch contrasts xafédpa with xAivy and 
gives an application to the Yvyyn in Quaest. 
Conviv. vii. 10 “Ofev dorep 4 KAivy Tots 
aivovot THs Kabedpas apeivwv, OTL TO cOpa 
Karéxe. Kal drove KWyTEwWS aTaTNS, OUTS 
éxew atpeua THY WuxTV apiotor. 
A chair might have four feet or three. 

The chair in Hermas, being contrasted with 
the bench which is expressly said to have 
four feet, is evidently meant to have three 
only. With this agrees the symbolism of 
other parts of the Pastor, in which square- 
ness is an attribute of what is perfect of its 
kind and avev Woyov. As the Church in her 
perfection rests upon récoapas wodas, SO in 
the two buildings of the tower, which is 
again the Church, whatever is perfect is 
tetpaywvos. Thus in Vis. iii. the tower is 
built ev tetpaydévy and diGos tetpaywvo.s 
Aapapots (2. 4-5), which represent apostles 
and others ot ropevOevres Kata THY cEnVvoTNTA 
tov @eod (5. 1), and stones of another shape 
have to be cut and squared before they can 
de ebypyoto (6. 6). In Sim. ix. the founda- 
tion rock, which is 6 vids tod @eod, is terpa- 
yovos (2. 1, 12. 1), and all the stones of the 
tower are again retpaywvor (3. 3, 6. 7-8, 9. 
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2). The tower standing on the square rock 
corresponds to the Church on her square 
seat, the bench. 

4. A chair with three feet suits the con- 
texts of xafédpa in the Pastor, and it appears 
that two things are there signified by its 
tripod-form. 

The word xaédpa is used of a station for 
observing omens in Dionys. Hal. Ant. Rom. 
11. 5 Gre xabedpa pev éort Kal oTaots apiaty TOV 
olwvots pavrevopevov 7 BAéTovTa TpOs avaToAds. 
For the ‘tripod’ compare Eurip. Jon 91 f. 
Odcoe 8& yuviy tpiroda Labeov | Acddis 
de(dovc’, and the ancient myth in Plato Legg. 
iv. (719 c) ér romrys Srorav év TH Tpirode 
ts Movens Kabilyrar Tore ovK eudpwv eoTiv. 
The false prophet sits on his tripod in Mand. 
xi. 1-2, and the ddvxor come to him as a 

soothsayer. These pavtevovrar ws Kal Ta 
€6vn, and the devil zAnpot atrovy tH airov 
mvevpar. (3-4). As the Church and the 
faithful on the bench in Vis. iii. 13 and 
Mand. xi. correspond, so the chair of the 
Church in Vis. i. 2 corresponds to the chair 
of the heathenish false prophet in Mand. x1. 
Aged and sitting on a tripod, book in hand, 
she looks like the Sibyl, for whom Hermas 
mistakes her. That he does so is stated 
only in Vis. ii, but with reference also to 
Vis. i., for it is only in the first vision that 

she is Nav zpecBurepa (Vis. iii. 10. 3). 
The Church in the chair is old and de- 

crepit, to signify or. To mvetpa tuav mpeo- 
Birepov kal dn pepapacpevov (Vis. iii. 11. 2). 
The chair with three feet represents this 
also, in accordance with Hes. Op. 531 f. 
rote dy Tpizodt Bpote ico | .. . Porraow, and 
Aesch. Ag. 79 £. pudAddos Hd | Kkataxappoevns 
tplrodas pev ddovs | otecxei. The allusion by 
Hermas to the riddle of the Sphinx, which 
is now apparent, is completed by JV%s. ili. 
12.1 TH de devrépa dpacer cides abtny EoTynKViav 
Kal Thy OWw vewrepav éxovoay x.t.A. Tracing 
the three ages of man backwards, with 
reference to the new birth, he represents 
the Church as first old and then younger 
and again younger, as she rests upon three 
and two and four feet respectively. 

Hermae Pastor was the subject of two 
papers read to the Cambridge Philological 
Society in the session of last year. These 
notes are in substance the first paper. The 
second consisted of extracts from the article 
on Hermas and Cebes at the end of vol. 27 
of the Journal of Philology. 

C. Tayor. 
CAMBRIDGE, 1901. 

NO. OXXXTII. VOL. XY. 
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ON THE ENIGMA IN VERGIL, #CZ. III. 104. 

D. Dic quibus in terris—et eris mihi mag- 
nus Apollo— 

tris pateat caeli spatium non amplius ul- 
nas. 

M. Die quibus in terris inscripti nomina 
regum 

nascantur flores, et Phyllida solus habeto. 

No satisfactory interpretation, as far as I 
know, has been offered for the former coup- 
let. The traditional explanation, that a hoax 

was intended, is not probable in itself, and, 
if true, then by the laws of amoebean verses 
there should have been another hoax, to cap 
it, in the next couplet. All solutions con- 
nected with the notion of a grave or a pit 
leave quibus in tervis without meaning. This 
indeed might not in itself be a fatal objec- 
tion, but surely graves are not openings in 
the spacious vault of heaven, but in solid 

earth. 
Perhaps a clue to the meaning may be 

found in Herodotus iv. 158, where the Greek 
wanderers in Libya are brought at last to 
a well of Apollo and recommended to settle 
there, évOaira yap 6 ovtpavos terpytar ‘for 
here there is a hole in the sky,’ or a window 
in heaven. The yadxeos otpavos was sup- 
posed to be pierced with holes, through which 
rain fell. If a country like Egypt or 
Ethiopia had no rain, it was because there 
were no windows. If in certain favoured 
parts of such countries the blessing of rain 
was occasionally granted, it was because 
there was a small window there. The exist- 
ence of oases in the desert was well known, 
and this passage in Herodotus appears to 

show that the cause of them was supposed 
to be not merely the existence of a well, but 
also of a window. Vergil had not travelled 
like Herodotus and seen things for himself, 
but he had read about them and meditated 
on them and formed his own ideas. It is 
not at all surprising that he should have 
made a country bumpkin like Damoetas 
express the slightness of the rainfall in 
terms of the size of the window, fixing with 
rustic particularity upon precisely three ells 
as the maximum for each opening. If 
Damoetas had been asked to account for the 
intermittent character of the rainfall, he 
might perhaps have been content with the 
naive simplicity of Strepsiades 

, , A) BNO AR . Katto. mporepov Tov Al’ GAnOds Bpnv Ova Koo- 
xivov ovpew.—Ar. Nubes, 372. 

Tt may be objected that the verb rerpaivw 
in Herodotus may easily describe a number 
of small perforations like the holes in the 
rose of a watering can, through which rain 
can pour guttatim, whereas Vergil’s pateat 
suggests rather an open window through 
which it would rush in a deluge, as indeed is 
the case in Genesis vii. 11, where the meta- 
phor of a window in heaven occurs. It may 
be enough to reply that if Vergil’s language 
had been perfect, we should not have been 
puzzling over it after the lapse of nineteen 
centuries. Possibly the fact that in Egypt 
and Libya the open windows of the harem 
are regularly fitted with lattice work con- 
taining minute perforations may help to 
justify the word. 

ARTHUR WRIGHT. 

ON THE EPISTOLA SAPPHUS. 

Or the two MSS. of the Zp. Sapph. here 

collated, the first is in the Corsini Library 

in Rome 43. F. 5, the same MS which I 

have described in the Journal of Philology 

for 1887 pp. 153 sqg. and given a complete 

collation ‘of its readings in the Culex in 
Vol. vi. pp. 203, 4 of this Review. T call it 

here II. 
The second MS belongs to the D’Orville 

collection in the Bodleian, no. 166=17044 

in Madan’s Summary Catalogue (vol. iv. p. 

78). It is a small thin MS containing 

fol. 1-47 Tibullus, fol. 48 Saphos vatis Elsbie 

(Lesbie) Mitilene ad Phaonem Siculum 

amatorem. On p. lviii. it is said to be drawn 

ex antiquissimo manuscripto. 
The Corsini MS belongs to the late 

fourteenth or early fifteenth century: the 

D’Orville MS seems to be not earlier than 

the middle of the fifteenth century. I call 

it here D’O. 
Both MSS I have collated with Sedl- 

mayer’s edition of the Heroides Vienna 1886. 

1. Ecquid ubi 1 Nunquid ubi with al. 
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ecquid im marg. D’O littera IL D’O 3 
autoris IT saphos II D’O 4 mouetur (e in 
rasur.) D’O 5 requiris I requiris changed 
to requires D’O 6 sim Il D’O 7 elegi 

u 

flebile II ellegi flebile D’O 8 barbitos IL 
barbiton D’O 11 thyphoydos ethne jy] 
tiphoydos etne D’'O 12 premit marg. al. 
tenet II tenet D’O 13 Nec ego mary. al. 
mihi TI iungam quae D’O 14 uacue II 
15 Nec mihi pyerides (pi. D’O) subeunt 
naiadesque puellae II D’O, nisi quod driades- 
que est in D’O, litteris dr super rasuram 
16 Nec michi al. me [I tespiadum D’O 17 
amatorie II amatorie D’O cidro IL clio D’O 
18 athays I athois D’O ut om. UI D’O 19 

h 

alias al. alie If quas hic I D’O 20 abes 
DO 21 luxibus IL 24 bachus II 25 
phebus dannem II 26 illa uel illa IL D’O 
29 alceus II D’O 30 quanuis II grandius 
om. in teatu, habet in marg. 1 32 rependo 

Tl D’O Post 32 Il et DO habent Nec me 
dispicias (desp. D’O) si sum (sim D’Q) tibi 

corpore parua Mensuram (-que D’0) breuis 
nominis ipsa fero /* parui (iz marg. I1).1 35 
zepheya IT 36 Andromade II D’O 39 te/ 
DO una littera erase 41 At mea cum 
legeres II D’O 45 Hoe quoque IT Me quo- 
que DO 46 tune I DO 47 Tune I DO 
49 Et quod If At ** ubi amborum D’O sed 
post amborum additum est iam supra uersum 
manu, ut uidetur, recentiore 50 langor 
WD’O 51 Sicilides I 52  sicilis 
53 At uos erronem tellure remittite nostrum 
Tl D’O sed im IL caronem supraser. 54 
Nasiades—nasiadesque IL Nis.—nis. D’O 
57 que immites II, et sic D’O sed ut 
wix dispiciatur 61 leta IL 63 inops II 
D'O uictus (uinctus D’O) meretricis amore 
WDO 65 cerula D’O 66 querit Il 67 
monuit Y’O 69 Et tanquam desint que 
(-ae D’O) me sine fine fatigent II D’O 70 
curas D’O penas Il 71 querelisII D’O 76 
arabum II arabo D’O dona al. rore II rore 
D‘O olet al. habet If olet D’O 79 leuibus 
cor est II D’O 82 Nec al. et IL Nee (in Et 

_mutatum) DO 83 artesque magistras I 
DO 84 talyaTl 85 etas If 89 phebe II 
91 celum I] eburno Tl Y’O 93 etasTI 94 
euill 95 Nunc IL 96 sed ut amare sinas 
1 D’O 97 aboriisT D'O 98 sit quam in 
hoe D’}O 100 modo TI 101 summa tulisti 
1 DO 102 fuit D’O 103 necte om. I 
habet D’O 104 Admouit quod tu II ad- 
monuit quod tu D’O 109 nescio quis IT 
111 deerant 11 D’O 112 Astrictum I 

1 The verses found in f sum breuis at nomen quod 
terras impleat omnes Est mihi. mensuram nominis 
ipsa fero are not in M or D’0O. 
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DO 113 Postquam se dolor inuenit I D’O 
tune pectora planxi IT mea p. planxi D’O 
116 extructos II D’O 117 merrore I 
merore D’O cauaxus II caraxis D’O 125 
Tlli® (* fortasse recentiore) D’O Ulic I 127 
Sepe If 128 Sepe If 130 consueueras al. 
consueras 1’O 132 Elloquor D’O 133 
ulterius pudet hie narare (narrare D’O) IL 
DO 134 sine te al. tecum IL 137 tan- 
quam Ir 138 delitiis Iimeisal.tuis 139 
en io al. hericto ericto D’'O 140 Attulit 

Il D’O ents marg.*/ attende metrum IT 
141 toffo Il 142 migdonii I D’O 145silue 
(uae D’O) dominumque meumque IT D’O 
146 Ville D’O 147 cespitis 1 150 Grata 
al. illa IL conbibit D’O illa II herba D’O 
152 “dulee “nullae D’O 153 prius Il D’O 
154 Concidit II hysmarium D’O dauLias D’O 
(L super raswram) claunias IL ythim IT ithim 
DO 155 ythim I saphos Tl D’O 156 ut 
I D’O 157 uitro—amnis I uitr ;oque (sic)— 

amne D’O magis om. D’O sed additum 
est m marg. 159 Quem super hune I 
Quem super hue D’O 160 cespite IT 162 
Formosus puer est uisus adesse michi (mihi 
DO) 1 DO 163 quo nune non ignibus 
equis If cur nune non i. aequis D’O 164 
brachiis add. in marg. am D’O ambrachiis II 
tibi est 1 D’O 165 Phebus HW equos Il 166 
Acteum D’O sed mutato quod prius fuerat, 
eredo Actiacum Retheum Il 167 pyre II 
pirae D’O 168 illeso II D’O 169 uersus 
amor fugit letissima pyre II iussus a. tetigit 
laetissima pirae D’O 171 altum D’O 173 
luce al. uoce II 174 lac. grauidae D’O grauide 
lac. If 175 nymphe 1 177 quam nune 
leuis II quam nunc erit D’O 179 pennas IT 
et sic D’O sed ut widetur i super rasuram 
181 chelim Tl D’O 182 erit II D’O 183 
posuit D’O poetica sapho II poetica saphos 
DO 185 Cur michi et acthiacas It Cur 
tamen acciacas D’O 188 Et forme (-ae 
DO) meritis 1 D’O 181 ferotior D’O ulla 
Il D’O 190 morior TW moriar D’'O 191 Ah 
quantum IT Ha quam / (sic) D’O pectora 

D’O corpora TI 192 Quam poterant saxis 
Il D'O 193 phao If 194 Visa om. que 
DO m. pr. 195 forent Il D’O 196 sub- 
sii) t DO 199 nuptura et nuptaque proles 

If nupturaque nupta p. D’O 200 eolia II 
201 infamen II amare II )’O 203 nobis I 
204 quem D’O pene II 205 reddeat D’O 207 
Hecquid ego precibus pectusne II E ¢ quid 

209 ego an precibus ects marg. ne D’O 
tua uerba referrent II tua uellar. D’O 210 

Nee te D’O docebat D’O 211 pu’pisque 
(puppi*que D’O) tua uotiua paramus Il D’O 
212 laceras II D’'O 213 prestat I amanti 

s 2 
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D'O super rasuram  eunti IL saphon I D'O 
218 Non IL D’O 219 O saltem Il DO 
misere D’O sed ut post re rasura sit 

saphos poetissa ad phaonem amasium suum 

epistolam hanc II Finis. Hec epistola fuit 

per Ovidium de greco in latinum translata 

DO magnis litteris miniatis. 
An examination of these variants leaves 

no doubt as to the comparative value of the 

two MSS. ILis much superior to D’O. I 

will select the more prominent instances in 

which II seems to throw new light on the 

still obscure question of the inter-relation 

of the MSS, and especially of the position 

of the Francofurtanus, which Palmer has 

followed implicitly, often, as I think, to the 

rejection of something more probable. 

1. Ecquid ubi TI, and so Trist. v. 2. 1 

where Owen shows that wbi not wt is the 

reading to which MSS preferably point. f 
(Francf.) has Hequid ut. 

7. elegi flebile carmen II and D’O, but the 

latter ellegi: elegi quoque of f has every 

mark of interpolation. Ehwald makes 

elegi perf. of eligo: surely this is impos- 

sible. 
8. barbitos Il. The Greek form is clearly 

pointed to. 
12. premit IL with tenet in the margin. 

premit is also found in Laur. 91. 28 (de 

Vries|s. It isless commonplace, and as the 

first reading of II, cannot lightly be rejected. 

Francf. (7) has tenet. 
15. II is here on a level with most of the 

MSS: all are alike corrupt. jf alone has 

what seems indubitably right Vec me pyrri 

ades methynniadesue. But this cannot 

prove that f is to be followed implicitly 

in every one of its readings in Ep. Sapph. 

Anactorie indeed, for which IL gives amatorie 

is proved to be right by Maximus Tyrius 

24.8; Cydrois confirmed by Cidro of IL; 

but this does not prove quas non sine 

crimine amaui of f to be right against guas 

hic s. c. amaui of most MSS including IL 

D’O. It is true, hic must be wrong, for 

Sappho goeson to say infamem quae me fecistis 

amatae ; but nec (Bentley and Burmann) 

would readily account for fic, and is more 

than probable: non has much the look of 

an interpolation. 
32. rependé II D’O with all MSS includ- 

ing Francf. Bentley changed this to repence : 

but, before this can safely be done, the Ep. 

Sapph. must be proved to be Ovid’s. Palmer’s 

examples especially A. A. 2. 677 Illae 

munditiis annorum damna rependunt support 

rependo, I think, rather than repende. 

After 32, IL with almost all MSS gives 

these two verses. 

Nec me dispicias si sum tibi corpore parua 

Mensuramq breuis nominis ipsa fero 

That they are an interpolation of the same 

kind as the two verses after Ib. 130, Miniet 

illa dies quae te mihi subtrahet olim, Finiet 

illa dies quae mihi tarda uentt, seems to me, 

spite of Bahrens ard de Vries, certain. 

Just asin the Ibis quae mihi sera uenit of 

the real distich reappears in the altered 

form quae mihi tarda uenit of the interpola- 

tion, so in the true distich of Ep. Sapph. 

(preserved by f and Harl. 2499), the words 

mensuram nominis ipsa fero form the sub- 

stratum of the interpolated pentameter. 

And just as in the Jbis the excellent Gale 

MS (@)1has preserved the interpolated 

distich without the true one, so in the Hp. 

Sapph. the interpolation has ousted the true 

reading from nearly all the MSS. 

II contains two signs of something wrong, 

dispicias for despicias, and menswram for 
mensuramgue, of most MSS. 

53. Both TI and D’O give 

At uos erronem tellure remittite nostrum 

except that II has caronem written over 

erronem. Franef. gives O wos: other MSS 

Nec wos, New uos, Ne wos. All alike seem 

wrong. 
nostrum rust, I think, be genuine, ‘my 

runaway,’ a natural description of the 

absentee Phaon. Aé may be a misreading 

of dc=Hac. Sappho has just said 

Quid mihi cum Lesbo ? 

and to Sicily she would allude in Hac tellure. 

It is not likely that tellwre by itself should 

=‘your land, any more than that tugera 

should mean whole acres in Aetn. 80. 

Here again I more than suspect f of a 

wrong reading. O wos is strange, and 

leaves tel/wre unaccounted for. 
54. Il’s nasiades seems to be right for 

nisiades of most MSS including #7. It would 

be identical with nesiades, found in two of 

de Vries’ MSS: both refer to Syracuse: but 

the more correct name is the Doric form 

Nasos, which with s doubled occurs as nassos 

several times in the eighth century cod. 

Puteaneus of Liv. xxv. 30 (American Journal 

of Philology for 1892, pp. 345, 6, where I 

have tried to show that Visiades is wrong). 

57. quae montes celebras Hrycina Sicanos 

is supported by f and four others of 

de Vries’ MSS against quae immites 

c. EB. S. of the rest. Which is right? 

I think the latter, which is more parti- 

Sicelis esse uolo, 

1 Prof. Nettleship and Dr. Hilberg both thought 

@ the best MS of the Zdzs. 
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cular and into which montes could hardly 
have been altered ; and which has a special 
force in a passage where the poet is 
speaking of the cruelty of love. Heinsius 
cites Stat. Theb. xii. 155 inmites citius 
Busiridos aras Odrysiique famem  stabuli 
Siculosque licebit Exorare deos: where 
Luctatius Placidus explains of the Sicilian 
Palici to whom human victims were at one 
time offered. 

69, 70. fhere has a reading which is found 
in it alone. 

Et tamquam desit quae me hac sine cura 
fatiget 

Accumulat curas filia parua meas 

and this is retained by Riese, Sedlmayer, 
and Palmer. If curas is in 70, cura in 69 
can scarcely be right. There is however a 
v.l. given by II, poenas, and it is possible 
that this v.l. originally coexisted with hac 
sine cura fatiget, by which the tautology 
cura, curas was avoided. 

Yet, on other grounds, is not J’s reading 
questionable? Grant that the elision me 
hac, or the post-position of sine, are not by 
themselves suspicious : in combination they 
are sufficiently harsh to make one pause. I 
rejoice to be here in accord with de Vries 
who follows the bulk of MSS in printing 
Et t. desint quae me sine fine fatigent. 

76. Here again II is valuable in guiding 
us to the probable reading. It has 

al. rore al. habet 

Non arabum noster dona capillus olet 

while D’O has Non arabo noster rore capillus 
olet. 

Of arabo in II there is no trace, and it is 
in itself improbable. The instances of 
Arabus quoted by Charisius 99 from Plautus 
Poen. 5. 4. 6, from the Bacchides, from 
Lucilius xxv. cannot be considered any real 
support of Arabo here. Nor is the passage 
he cites from a letter of C. Cassius to 
Dolabella Arabi mirifico animo in nos fuerunt, 
nor even Vergil’s Hyrcanis Arabisue vii. 607 
much in its favour: in each of them the 
plur. = the Arabians. Cir. 238 Arabae 
Myrrhae is different, and seems undoubted : 
and as the Ciris was probably written in 
the Augustan period, may fairly be appealed 
to as a support of Arabo. 

Hitherto however Arabum rested on I 
alone: my collation of II (which like f has 
no trace of any v.1.) shows that a MS, which 
as we see from Wasiades has preserved the 
truth where most MSS have lost it, knows 
Arabum and only Arabum in the v. of the 
Ep. Sapph. 

Further than this I does not lead us: it 
in no way decides between dona—habet and 
rore—olet ; either would suit Arabum. Mean- 
while however we have (1) the general use 
of the Roman poets, with whom this gen. 
plur. Avabum is much in favour, (2) the 
attestation of two MSS (fand II) quite in- 
dependent of each other, but agreeing to 
present (though not always the same) par- 
ticular variants not found elsewhere, in 
support of arabum. 

79. leuibus cor est IL with most MSS: 
leuibusque est (om. cor) f. 

The two MSS taken together point to 
leuibusque cor est; and de Vries rightly 
argues from Pont. iii. 1. 32 Confiteor misero 
molle cor esse mihi in favour of this, which 
is the actual reading of two or three of 
Sedlmayer’s MSS. I cannot agree with 
Palmer in preferring Jeuibusque est cor, im- 
probable whether Ep. Sapph. is by Ovid or 
by an imitator of Ovid. 

125, Illi D’°O originally, ° has been super- 
scribed later. This may be added to the 
instances of ili=dllic collected in Noct. 
Manil. pp. 89, 90. 

132. Il’s wigilat I believe to be right, ora 
is hora. It is the waking-time of my per- 
ceptions. As a lover Iam allawake. Palmer 
felt the absurdity of the ordinary reading 
uigilant sensibus ora meis, as his note 
proves. 

134. I’s v.l. sine te al. teewm, may be an 
error for al. mecum ‘I may not be alone.’ 
Surely /’s sicce is wrong. It is a coarse 
touch with no warrant from the rest of the 
poem. 

139. If here is valuable. It gives en io 
with hericto as a variant. Hnyo is no doubt 
the right word, and has already been re- 
stored from /. Of enyo the en io of II, enio 
of de Vries’ m, is simply a variation. 

145. Siluae dominumgue meumque I D’O 
with nearly all MSS. / and three other of 
de Vries’ MSS give dominum siluaeque 
meumque. 

I more than doubt this reading of (, With 
the position of gue in the perfectly normal, 
but less commonplace, siluae dominumgue 
meumque, compare Aetn. 600 Haec uisenda 
putas terra dubiusque marique, where in 
prose dubius terraque marique would be 
expected. 

153. If prius is genuine, it must mean 
‘in former times,’ ‘in days of yore,’ a refer- 
ence to mythical legend: non ulta=that did 
not take a true revenge on her husband in 
cutting up and killing her son Itys. 

156, Hand thought Hactenus ut media 
cetera nocte tacent meant ‘so long until all 
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else is hushed.’ The nightingale and Sappho 
sing till all else is silenced and they are 
heard alone in the midnight woods. This 
seems to me right ; in Fast. 5.661 Hactenus 
ut wiuo subiit rorantia saxo Antra leues 
cursum sustinwistis aquae, which Hand ex- 

plains in the same way, it certainly seems 
impossible to give any meaning to the usual 
punctuation Hactenus: ut, for how could 
the waters of the Tiber stay their course 
when the river-god had retired to his 
cavern? It is just the reverse of the poet’s 
meaning : the river stayed the course of its 
waters till such time when (hactenus ut) the 
god had retired, and then flowed on again. 

159. The super hune of II, super hue of- 

D’O perhaps point to an original superans 

‘yising over which.’ 
164. ambrachiis might be an expansion of 

ambrachis, hardly, as Bahrens thought, of 
ambrachies; nor does Heinsius’ Ambrachias 

(nom. fem.) seem likely. Ambrachiae is the 
most accredited form of the genitive; I 
suspect that the final enlarged e of this as 

written in some early codex was supposed 

to mean -is. On this abbreviation see Reu- 

sen’s new Hlémens de Paléographie Louvain 

1899. 
169. The one point in this v. which ap- 

pears to me certain is that it did not end 
with mersi, which is a distressing chime 

to wersus, and ignores the palpable anti- 

thesis of Deucalion igne lewatus erat in 170. 

As Deucalion’s ardour subsides, Pyrrha’s 

rises. Only a determination to follow f 

everywhere can blind criticism _ here. 
Pyrrhae is required by the obvious sense of 

the passage, and especially by Jentissima.' 
This, I think, is one of the most im- 

portant cases for estimating the value of 

7. If its reading is here wrong, as I 
believe it must be, it cannot be followed ¢m- 
plicitly in other passages where, in consider- 

ation of its unique preservation of the 

uncorrupted truth in 15 and (I suppose) 162, 

some editors claim for it an almost super- 
stitious reverence throughout the poem. It 

is with reluctance that I find myself at 

variance on this point with Palmer. With 

me are Bihrens, de Vries, Riese, and partially 

Ehwald. I quote the opinion of Bahrens 

in his Latin Epistula to Comparetti on the 

Epist. Sapph. p. 5 (1884), ‘Est Franco- 
furtanus, etsi omnium codicum integrorum 

(h.e. praeter excerpta) nune antiquissimus 
nee bonis lectionibus destitutus, tamen 

1 Jentissima (which must be right, not /aetissima) 

of course refers to the indifference Pyrrha had 

hitherto shown to Deucalion’s passion: with this 
tetigit (not jigit) suits very well. 

forem. 

THE CLASSICAL REVIEW. 

hand raro ualde interpolatus et caute adhi- 
bendus.’ 

In the following two passages a com- 
parison of f with IL places the former at a 
disadvantage. 

191, 2. At quanto melius tecum mea pectora 
iungi 

Quam saxis poterant praecipitanda 
dari! ff. 

Ah quantum IT iungi m.p. tecum IL 
Quam poterant saxis II. 

193-6. 
Haec sunt illa Phaon quae tu laudare 

solebas, 
Visaque sunt totiens ingeniosa tibi. 

Nunc uellem facunda forem! dolor arti- 

bus obstat 
Ingeniumque meis substitit omne 

malis. (Franef.) 

195 forent II with D’O and most MSS. 
A very clear case. The poet plays on the 

double meaning of pectora, ‘ bosom ’ ‘ seat of 
intellect, and carries on the word as subject 
toforent. How tame compared with this is 

It is obvious that forem is a mere 
mis-writing of forent. 

In the two following, I do not think the 
case so convincingly in favour of / as 
Palmer, nor does de Vries, nor Ehwald. 

207, 8. 
Ecquid ago precibus, pectusque agreste 

mouetur 4 
An riget, et Zephyri uerba caduca 

ferunt? 7. 

II gives 
Hec quid ego precibus, pectusne agreste 
mouetur 4 

D’0 has 
Ee quid ego an precibus pectus’/ agreste 

m. ‘/ne 

and almost a// the MSS have ego, pectusne. 
In many ego is followed by am or hec, and 
there are not a few variations. 

I think it not impossible that ego is right, 
and more than probable that pectwsne should 
be retained. gé, of course, could not have 
come from Ovid, scarcely even from an 
imitator ; but the an or hec which in some 
MSS follows it seems to repres2nt a real 
tradition of a word lost: possibly 

Ecquid ego im precibus ¢ pectusne agreste 
mouetur ? 

‘Am I of any account in my course of 
entreaty ? is that rude heart touched 1’ Have 
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I any power as a suppliant, if not as a 
lover ? 

213. Solue ratem. Venus orta mari mare 
praestat amanti 

So f and D’O, but D’O over an erasure. 
Most of the MSS have eunti. That this is 
right the similar si pacem nullam pontus mihi 

praestet eunti (Pont. ii. 9, 27) makes more 
than probable. I cannot for a moment 
believe that wmanti was altered after Pont. 
li. 9, 27 to eunti, and that this alteration 
then spread into nearly all the MSS, ex- 
pelling the original amanti (de Vries). 

Rogryson EL Is. 

THE NEW FRAGMENT OF JUVENAL. 

(SEE Classical Review For 1899, May anp JUNE.) 

THE criticisms of the fragment, known to 
me, which have appeared elsewhere than in 
the Classical Review, are the following. 

P. von Winterfeld, Berl. Phil. Woch., 
June 24th 1899, pp. 793 sq. 

S. Reinach, Revue Archéologique, Mai- 
Juin (i.e. the end of June or later) 1899, 
pp. 448-54. 

P. Thomas, Bulletins de l’Académie royale 
de Belgique, July 7th 1899. 

F. Buecheler, Rhein. Mus., July or August 
1899, pp. 484-8. 

M. Maas, Arch. f. Lat. Lex., October 
1899, pp. 419-23. > 

P. von Winterfeld, Goett. Gel. Anz., 
November 1899, pp. 895-7. 

F. Ramorino, Atene e Roma, February 
1900, pp. 54-61. 

R. Ellis, The new fragments of Juvenal,a 
lecture delivered February 5th 1901. 

None of these writings makes any con- 
tribution to the explanation or emendation 
of the fragment ; but Mr Winterfeld has 
some speculations about its history which 
are both interesting and probable, and Mr 
Maas originates one just remark which I 
will quote anon. Dr Jackson’s evidently 
correct interpretation (C.R. November 1899, 
p- 401) of the shorter fragment ‘ mangonum 
pueros’ etc. was also proposed by Mr L. 
Havet in the Revue Arch. p. 449, ‘les 
malheureux enfants rougissent des organes 
diminués qui leur restent.’ 

2 promittit omnia. With this phrase and 
-the contents of verses 5-6 and 14-16 com- 
pare Manetho iv 311. 

6. It was suggested by Mr Owen and Dr 
Jackson (C.R. vol. xili p. 267) that Colo- 
cyntha and Chelidon might be the names of 
cinaedi ; and they quoted Sen. ep. 87 16 
“Chelidon, unus ex Cleopatrae mollibus.’ 
This is nevertheless impossible for two 
reasons : firstly a professus obscenum is never 

barbatus ; secondly this context, with its 
reference to the defilement of drinking- 
vessels, requires the mention not of mere 
‘impudici’ but of those ‘quorum oscula 
etiam impudici deuitant,’ like the Natalis of 
Seneca’s next sentence or the Fabius 
Persicus of de ben. iv 30 2. The explana- 
tion of barbata chelidon which I gave in C.R. 
vol. xiii p. 266 is really the only explanation 
possible. That colocyntha must also mean 
os impurum is equally certain ; but whether 
my account of the way in which it gets 
that meaning is right Iam not so sure: if 
it ever meant matel/a (but there is nothing 
to show that it did1) it might arrive by 
that route also at the sense required. 

9-12 Write: 
quid quod nec retia turpi <et> 

iunguntur tunicae, nec cella ponit eadem 
munimenta umeri pulsata <hasta>mque 

tridentem 
qui nudus pugnare solet? 

In June 1899 I rendered the MS read- 
ing of these verses thus, ‘and similarly 
the retiarius’ net is not kept along with his 
tunic, nor does he [put his galerus in the 
same cupboard as his trident’; and this 
version is accepted by Messrs Maas and 
Ramorino. I said that the digression was 
absurdly frivolous: it is insufferably so. 
But the words as they stand are {incapable 
of any other meaning. We may wish and 

1 Mr M. Maas writes in the Arch. f. Lat. Lex. 
vol. xi p. 419 ‘colocyntha = cucurbita sind nach 
Plinius xix 71 (ich verdanke W. v. Christ den Hin- 
weis auf diese Stelle) in den Badern wohl als pots de 
chambre beniitzt worden. Dann wiire colocyntha= 
matella.’ Pliny says no such thing: his words are 
‘nuper in balnearum usum uenere wreeolorum uice.’ 
urccoli are not matellae: Juvenal himself expressly 
distinguishes them, x 64, ‘fiunt wrceoli pelues sart- 
ago matellae.’ The household arrangements of Codrus, 
iii 203 sq., with ‘urceoli sex, ornamentum abaci,’ 
must present a strange picture to the mind’s eye of 
Mr Maas. 
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long (I take no count of renderings which 
are as frivolous in sense as my own and 
have the further disadvantage of being 
impossible), we may wish and long for the 
meaning ‘retiarii keep their arms and 
accoutrements separate from those of the 
retiarius who is turpis’ ; but it is not in the 
words. Consider: here are four articles 
mentioned, all belonging to retiarii, qui 
nudi pugnare solent: retia, tunica (ii 143, 
viii 207), munimenta umeri (=galerus, vili 
208, schol. ‘galerus est umero impositus 
gladiatoris*), tridens. It is desired to say 
that the average retiarii do not keep these 
articles in the same cupboard as does the 
infamous retiarius. This might be expressed _ 
by ‘nec retia iunguntur turpi reti, nec 
tunicae turpi tunicae’ etc. But how is it 
conceivable that the tunica, a garb com- 
mon to both, should be here assigned to 
the turpis only, and that the average retiarii 
should be said to set apart from the tunic 
of the infamous—not their own tunics, but 
—their nets and their shoulder-pieces and 
their tridents? That nets should be kept 
in one place and tunics in another is 
perfectly natural, and such a practice can 
imply no scorn of vice nor shrinking from 
contamination. I have now enabled the 
words to mean what they should mean by 
adding et at the end of 9 : e¢ rather than aut, 
because in 11 we have que and not we. 
tunicae thus becomes nom. plur., and turpi, 
TO aicypo, Stands for rots Tod aicxpod, just 
as lanista in 7 means dares lanistae. ‘ Nay 
more, the very nets and tunics are not 
suffered to touch the net and tunic of the 
infamous, nor do the bare fighters put 
shoulder-piece and trident in the same cup- 
board as does he.... But your wife con- 
demns you to share the same cup with 
fellows of his sort.’ 

11 munimenta umeri pulsatamque, arma, 
tridentem. Neither in Latin nor in any 
other tongue that I know of does one add in 
apposition a generic term without an epithet, 
unless the term itself conveys information, 
as when geographers say ‘Ticis flumen’ to 
let you know what Ticis is. One says 
‘Cicero et Caluus, homines diserti,’ but one 
does not say ‘Cicero et Caluus, homines.’ 

Lueretius indeed can write iii 371 ‘ Demo- 
criti quod sancta wii sententia ponit,’ but 
that is because wirt means a right worthy 
man, like dvdpés in Soph. Aiax 817 and 
elsewhere. MSS contain solecisms of all 
sorts and therefore solecisms of this sort : 
‘formosae ueniant, chorus, heroinae’ (read 
Jormosus), ‘ Lesbides...desinite ad citharas, 
turba, uenire meas’ (read mea), ‘ croceae, 

membrana, tabellae implentur (read im- 
pletur). Five hundred and ninety seven 
years ago was Francesco Petrarca born, and 
here am I explaining in a public print such 
things as these ; for there are folks who do 
not know them. But in this verse, quite 
apart from the apposition, pulsatam, even if 
you correct its gender, is a ridiculous 
adjective to bestow on an offensive weapon. 
To account for the feminine inflexion in the 
MS I formerly proposed ptusa hastamque, 
choosing pertusa in order to confer some sort 
of point upon the lines as they then stood. 
Now, after emending verse 9, we can come 
nearer to the MS with pulsata. For hastam 
tridentem I quoted Val. Fl. i 641 wifida... 
hasta, but now I have the phrase itself, 
Prise. GLK ii 343 16 ‘lectum est tridenti 
hasta et telo’: Silius xvii 242 uses telo 
tridenti. 

12-13. Another allusion to this con- 
signment of disreputable characters to pars 
ultima ludi occurs in a corrupt passage of 
Seneca, nat. quaest. vii 31 3 ‘cotidie 
comminiscimur, per quae uirilitati fiat 
iniuria, ut traducatur, quia non potest exui: 
alius genitalia excidit, alius in obscenam 
partem ludi fugit et locatus ad mortem 
tinfame armatur.t egenus etiam in quo 
morbum suum exerceat legit.’ 

18 In this unexplained and seemingly 
inexplicable line we should perhaps read 
‘his (abl.) languentem animum solwunt (or 
relewant) et seria uitae.’ Compare II. Lat. 
685 ‘curasque animosque resoluunt.’ 

27 aliis hune mimum! Pers. iii 30 ‘ad 
populum phaleras !’ is a good parallel. 

No one calls the fragment spurious but 
Mr Buecheler ; and Mr Buecheler’s judgment 
would carry more weight if he had shown 
himself able to correct or elucidate or even 
understand the verses on which he ventures 
to pronounce an opinion. But he could 
make neither head nor tail of them: he 
elicited no coherent sense from any six 
consecutive lines; and not having at hand 
the Classical Review for June 1899 he did 
not even discover that pulsatam tridentem 
was a false concord. One of his objections 
(p. 487) has no foundation except a strange 
misapprehension of his own, that 24 im 
teneris haerebit dextera lumbis (ipsius of 
course) has reference to ‘Angriffe auf 
Knaben’; the faults he finds with 27 
disappear when the punctuation is corrected ; 
it is quite true that the apposition arma in 
11 is ‘sprachlich anstissig,’ but it can no 
more have been written by this ‘inter- 
polator’ (to call him so) than by the real 
Simon Pure. There remains only the 
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change from plural to singular at 20: this 
is certainly objectionable, but the objection 
comes ill from Mr Buecheler, whose own 
text of ‘der echte Juvenal’ contains many 
worse things. 

Mr Owen (C.R. vol. xiii p. 267 a) thinks 
that our fragment, which stands in the MS 
after 365, should probably be placed after 
345, instead of 346-8 which stand there now. 
I on the other hand agree with Mr Maas 
(p. 422) that 346-8 are themselves out of 
place, and that 349 ought to follow im- 
mediately upon 345. I will now explain 
what I suppose to be the fragment’s relation 
to its context at 365, and what is the 
connexion between verses 1—29 and verses 
30-34 of the fragment itself. When the 
old friends say ‘pone seram, cohibe,’ it is 
evident that they are not suggesting a 
remedy for the pernicious influence of the 
cinaedus described in 1-29: the cinaedus is 
‘uiscera domus,’ and the more the wife is 
kept indoors the more will she be subject to 
his influence. On the contrary, the friends 
are suggesting a way to prevent the wife 
from gadding abroad to misconduct herself 
and squander her money on athletes (352— 
365); and what they suggest is a custos. 
Now a custos, for safety, would naturally be 
chosen from one or other of two classes, 
cinaedi or eunuchi. But Juvenal explains 
that neither class can really be trusted. 
The verses 1-29 are a zpoxaradnis: they 
forestall the suggestion ‘pone seram,’ and 
they furnish the ground for Juvenal’s reply 
‘quis custodiat ipsos custodes?’: the cinaedi, 
whom one would choose as guardians, are in 
reality ‘ uiri’ and are the wife’s accomplices. 
Then at 366 he proceeds to the second class 
of custodes, the eunuchi, and shows that 
they too are practically ‘uiri’ and are 
accomplices also. The order of verses then 
should be this: 545, 349-365, frag. A 1-34, 
366-373, frag. B, 374 sqq. 

As to the present condition of 346-348, 
what has happened is pretty clear. Mr 
Winterfeld points out that both P and the 
Aarau relics have 29 lines to the page, 

that the archetype may have had the same, 
and that the first 29 verses of this frag- 
ment may have been one page of the arche- 
type. The loss of this, with the verb nowt, 
would leave an unconstruable verse 30, 
‘consilia et ueteres quaecumque monetis 
amici,’ and our 346 ‘audio quid ueteres olim 
moneatis amici’ appears to be a spirited 
emendation of this. The existing form of 
348 I should explain by supposing that the 
seribe glanced from ‘custo-des’ in 32 to 
‘pru-dens’ in 34, thus omitting ‘qui nunc 
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...prudens’ and the defective 
verse 

leaving 

custodes et ab illis incipit uxor, 

which was then completed by inserting 
“cauta est.’ 

I agree then with Mr Owen that our 
fragment is not an alternative draft of 346— 
348. Elsewhere in Juvenal alternatives, 
whether Juvenal’s or another’s, can certainly 
be detected; and in this connexion I will 
try to clear up what Mr Buecheler calls the 
‘ unbegreifliche Verse’ preserved by Probus 
at vi 614. Our text runs thus : 

hic magicos adfert cantus, hie Thessala 
uendit 610 

philtra, quibus ualeat mentem uexare 
mariti 

et solea pulsare natis. quod desipis, 

inde est, 

inde animi caligo et magna obliuio 

rerum, 
quas modo gessisti. tamen hoc tolera- 

bile, si non 

et furere incipias, ut auunculus ille 
Neronis, 615 

cui totam tremuli frontem Caesonia 

pulli 

infudit. 

‘tamen hoe tolerabile si non semper aquam 

portes rimosa ad dolia, semper istud onus 

subeas ipsis manantibus urnis, quo rabidus 

nostro Phalarim de rege dedisti. sed hi tres 

uersiculi in multis non sunt codicibus. quos 

in antiquissimo legimus codice et Probus 

etiam refert ’ Valla. The verses are still 

found in several MSS. They should be 

written thus : 

tamen hoc tolerabile, si non 

semper aquam portes rimosa ad dolia, semper 

<peius>onus subeas ipsis manantibus urnis, 

quo rabidus nostro Phalarim de rege dedisti, 

cui totam tremuli frontem Caesonia pulli 

infudit. 

pei’ has been absorbed by -per: this seems 

better than to retain istud and substitute 

peius for ipsis. ‘Yet this is endurable, if 

one is not always carrying water to leaky 

jars, always lifting that burden, worse even 

than the urns of the Danaids, maddened by 

which you, Caligula, to whom Caesonia ad- 

ministered hippomanes, displayed the char- 

acter of a Phalaris instead of a Roman 

monarch.’ Some philtres cause merely 

stupor; but there is a worse sort, such as 

Caesonia gave Caligula (Suet. Gai. 50 

creditur potionatus a Caesonia uxore ama- 
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torio quidem medicamento, sed quod in 
furorem uerterit), producing an endless recur- 
rence of aphrodisiac excitement which is 
compared to the labour of the Danaids and 
leads to downright madness; and to this 
the poet traces the atrocities of Caligula’s 
reign. The construction Phalarim dedisti is 

the same as Ter. Ph. 476 ‘ Phormio ... 
strenuom hominem praebuit,’ where U.F.W. 
Mueller in Dziatzko’s edition cites many 
similar examples, such as Petr. 97 ‘ ut saltem 
ostenderet fratrem.’ 

A. E. Housman. 

THE CHRONOLOGY OF THE WARS IN ARMENIA, A.D. 51—63. 

Ii].—Tue YEARS A.p. 61—63. 

(With a Chronological Summary for all the’ 
Years A.D, 51—63). 

In contrast with the second period, this 

third and concluding period presents the 
curious difficulty, not of too few points of 
time marked in the Tacitean narrative, but 
of too many. And throughout, although 
different systems are presented, yet the 
arguments for or against their conclusions 
have not been set forth save very scantily 
by any writer. It is, therefore, my con- 
cluding task not only to discuss the conclu- 
sions, but also to invent the arguments for 
and against them. 

A. Order of Events in Tacitus :-— 

The end of Book xiv. is concerned with 
events in Rome of the year A.D. 62. 

A. Book xv. opens with a continuation of 
the account of the Armenian wars 
and with the words 
‘ Interea vex Parthorum Vologeses’ 
etc.—xv. 1. 1. 
viz.: Vologeses hesitates whether or 
no to interfere again in Armenian 
affairs, when he is roused to action by 

A’. Tigranes’ invasion and devastation of 
Adiabene. Monobazus its satrap 
appeals for aid and Tiridates urges 
intervention.—1. 2-5. 

B. Vologeses’ plan of campaign :— 

(a) Monaeses with the aid of Par- 
thian cavalry and auxiliaries 
from Adiabene to invade Ar- 
menia and expel Tigranes 
thence. 

(6) He himself to threaten the 
Roman provinces.—2. 

©. Corbulo, hearing of these preparations, 

takes the following measures : 

(a) Two legions (IV. and XII.) 
under Verulanus and Vettius 
are despatched to assist Ti- 

granes, but with secret orders 
not to be in a hurry to fight. 

(6) He had already written to 
Nero, requesting that a special 
commander should be sent 
out ‘qui Armeniam defend- 
eret,’ as Syria through Volo- 
geses’ menaces was in greater 
peril, ‘ acriore in discrimine.’ 

(ec) The remaining legions (viz. 
III. VI. X.) are posted on the 
Euphrates : provincial militia 
are armed en masse: garrisons 
are placed at all the fords and 
the wells are guarded by forts, 
streams buried by sand, 
etc.—d. 

C’ During these preparations Tigranes, 
anticipating a Parthian attack, threw 
himself into Tigranocerta.—4, 1. 2. 

D. Monaeses and the {Parthians cut off a 
convoy and appear before the city. 
An attempt to storm it is repulsed 
with loss. Blockade of Tigrano- 
certa.—4, 3-6. 

E. Corbulo hears of the siege of Tigrano- 
certa and sends to Vologeses threat- 
ening an invasion of Mesopotamia 
unless the siege is raised. This 
message reaches Vologeses at Nisi- 
bis. —5. 1. 2. 

F. Vologeses, being in straits for fodder 
for his horses, owing to a recent 
locust storm, replies he will send 
envoys to Rome. Meanwhile he 
recalls Monaeses from the siege of 
Tigranocerta and himself retires. 
—5. 3-5. 

G. ‘Tigranes quits Armenia. 

[A discussion follows on the real 
= - . 77 

significance of these Corbulo-Volo- 
geses negotiations—in the course 
of which the question is raised 
‘Cur enim exercitum Romanum 
a Tigranocertis deductum? cur 

ade oe 

ne ee 

—_ 

—— 

sere 
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deserta per otium quae bello de- 
fenderant? An melius hibernavisse 
in extrema Cappadocia, raptim 
erectis tuguriis, quam in sede regni 
modo retenti? Dilata prorsus 
arma, ut Vologeses cum alio quam 
cum Corbulone certaret, Corbulo 
merjtae tot per annos gloriae non 
ultra periculum faceret. Nam, ut 
rettuli, proprium ducem tuendae 
Armeniae poposcerat, et adventare 
Caesennius Paetus audiebatur.’— 
(6. 2-4). 

These questions imply necessarily 
past events. Hence we deduce the 
following :—] 

The Roman army is withdrawn from 
Armenia and winters in hastily con- 
structed quarters on the Cappadocian 
frontier. 
Suspension of hostilities. 

Arrival of Paetus in Cappadocia. He 
is given Leg. IV. XII. and Leg. V. is 
summoned from Moesia. Local levies 
are ordered to assist him. Paetus 
declares he will annex Armenia as 
a province.—6. 5. 6. 

‘Sub idem tempus’ Vologeses’ envoys 
return from Rome after a fruitless 
mission. 
‘Bellumque propalam sumptum a 
Parthis.’—7. 1. 

Paetus invades Armenia, despite un- 
lucky omens, one of which was the 
escape of an intended victim from 
the winter quarters which were being 
built, but were yet unfinished : 

‘Hostiaque, guae muniebantur, hiber- 
naculis adsistens, semifacta opera fuga 
perrupit seque vallo  extulit.’— 
7. 2-5. 

Paetus’ expedition. He crosses Taurus 
‘reciperandis, ut ferebat, Tigrano- 

certis vastandisque regionibus quas 
Corbulo integras omisisset.’ Some 
forts are taken — capta quaedam 
castella—Paetus makes long marches 
—longinqua itinera—But he is forced 
to retreat ‘instante iam hieme’ back 
to his winter quarters.—8. 1-3. 

Paetus in winter quarters on the River 
Arsanias (at Rhandeia [Dio]). Many 
furloughs granted.—8. 3. 9. 2. 

‘Interim’ Corbulo strengthens his 
garrisons on the Euphrates and 
occupies strongly the hills on the 
farther bank, despite the presence in 
the vicinity of the enemy in large 
numbers.—9. 1.2. Hence: 
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L. Vologeses abandons his plan of invading 

M. 

INE 

N’.. 

Vv. 

Syria ; and marches:against Paetus, 
who is ‘imminentium nescius.’— 
ore 

Paetus in winter quarters hears of 
Vologeses’ advance and seeks to con- 
centrate his army.—9. 2.-10. 2. 

Paetus moves out to attack the enemy. 
A scouting party is cut off by the 
Parthians, whereupon he falls back 
again. But Vologeses not pressing 
the pursuit, Paetus divides his forces, 
posting 3000 men to guard the passes 
over Taurus where the enemy’s 
approach was expected, cavalry in 
‘part of the plain,’‘and non-comba- 
tants with a military guard in the 
fort Arsamosata.—10. 2-6. 

Paetus reluctantly sends to inform 
Corbulo of the approach of the 
enemy.—10. 7. 

Corbulo receives the message and does 
nothing save issue orders for a force 
of about 8000 men to get ready for 
a march.—1U. 7. 8. 

Parthian advance against Paetus. All 
Roman isolated detachments, etc., 
overcome. The main camp holds 
out.—11. 1. 2. 

Urgent message from Paetus to Corbulo 
praying for relief.—11. 3. 

Corbulo leaving garrisons on the 
Euphrates makes forced marches day 
and night to relieve Paetus, while 
Vologeses presses the assault of the 
entrenchments.—12. 13. 

Negotiations of Paetus and Vologeses 
for surrender of the camp.—14. 

Roman evacuation of Rhandeia and 
retreat towards Cappadocia, Corbulo 
on the day of evacuation being within 
three days’ march.—15-—16. 2. 

Meeting of Corbulo and Paetus on the 
Euphrates. Corbulo refuses to invade 
Armenia again.—16. 3-17. 3. 

Corbulo returns to Syria. 
winters in Cappadocia. 
‘ Exim Paetus per Cappadociam hiber- 
navit.—17. 3. 

Agreement between Corbulo and Volo- 
geses (who has quitted Armenia). 
The former withdraws all his garri- 
sons to the Roman side of the 
Euphrates: the latter all his garri- 
sons from Armenia.—l7. 4. 5. 

‘Veris principio, a.p. 63. Arrival of 
Vologeses’ envoys in Rome. The 
Parthian demands are rejected and 
Corbulo is appointed to sole command 
of the war. Cestius is sent to relieve 

Paetus 
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him of civil government of Syria 
and Paetus is recalled.—24, 1-25. 

Corbulo concentrates a large army at 
Melitene.—26, 

X. Corbulo invades Armenia by Lucullus’ 
old route. Friendly reception of 
envoys from Vologeses and Tiridates, 
who are sent back with an escort 
and appeal for an agreement. Mean- 
while Corbulo ravages the forts and 
lands of the hostile Armenian ‘ Megis- 
tanes.’—27, 

Y. Meeting of Corbulo and Tiridates at 
Rhandeia. Tiridates agrees to go to 
Rome to do homage to Nero for the 
crown of Armenia,—28-30. : 

Z. End of the war. Tiridates before his 
Roman journey visits his brothers, 
Pacorus in Media, and Vologeses in 
Ecbatana.—31. 

B. The Rival Schemes :— 

Alike the beginning and the end of the 
chronology of these events admit of no 
dispute. 

That xv. 1. 1. connects immediately with 
xiv. 26 is undoubted. Hence Tigranes’ 
invasion of Media may be placed in 61 .p., 
as xiv. 26 belongs, as we have seen, to A.D. 
60. And although recounted amid events 
of A.D. 62, yet to ascribe this to the preced- 
ing year is justified by Tacitus’ opening 
word ‘Interea.’ (A) 
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Thus A’=spring A.D. 61. 

Again xv, 24, 1. (V.) is the ‘beginning of 
spring,’ a.p. 63. Thus 

V-Z = events of a.p. 63. 

This all being generally admitted there 
remain for the events A’-U but two cam- 
paigning years between which to divide 
them : viz,: 

A.D. 61 ending in the winter of a.p. 61-62. 
A.D. 62 » A.D. 62-63. 

Thus there are but two winters for which 
to make account. 

The difficulty of the chronology of this 
period consists in the fact that we have 
three separate mentions of a winter in the 
Tacitean narrative A’—U ; viz.: 

(1) That of G-G’. ‘An melius hibernavisse’ 
&e. 

(2) That of I-J. Paetus’ ‘ hibernacula’ and 
the ‘instans iam hiems’ 

which enforces his re- 
treat. 

‘Exim Paetus per Cappa- 
dociam hibernavit.’ 

It follows therefore that the second of 
these winters must be identical either with 
the first or with the third. And hence we 
have two rival arrangements of the chron- 
ology of these years according as the one or 
the other of these identifications is accepted. 

” ” ” 

(3) That of T. 

I. Eau. (P. 291-292). 

Mommsen (Hermes IX. p. 186 N. + E.T. II. Pp. 58-60). 

II. Furneaux (p. 115, N. 10). 

Following Nipperdey. (Notes ad locc.). 

Tigranes’ Incursion A’ = spring A.D. 61. 
Locust swarm in F=June-July A.p. 61. 
Hence Parthian envoys absent on mission to Rome 

from July-Sept. A.D. 61. 
Their return coincides with Paetus’ arrival. 
Hence Paetus’ expedition J].=autumn A.D. 61. 
And Paetus thus has to hasten his raid having but 

a short time. 
Thus the winter of J = winter of G. 

G clearly implies that Corbulo’s army had already 
passed the winter before Paetus’ arrival. (Cf. 
supra—ad G.) 

Thus the ‘ arma dilata’ (G’)=winter 61-62. 
And Paetus arrives in spring A.D. 62: invades in 

summer: retires on approach of that winter. 
Thus L—T all belong to the end of that same year 

A.D. 62—these events not implying long dura- 
tion of time. 

Thus the winter of J=the winter of T. 

I.—SummMary II. 

| 

A.D. 61 A-K’ A-G' 

61-62 winter f G 6. +J. K. a % : Gi G? a 

. 62 : 7 ei: | ay 1S as r 

62-63 winte1 . ihe TUE a Tuy 45. K. . 

63 Vn | V-Z 
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C. Consideration of the Rival Schemes :— 

I. The Egli Scheme : 

This scheme which identifies the winter é : p 
which compelled Paetus’ retreat with that viz. : of 62 A.D. To this there are 
of a.p. 61-62 involves more than one diffi- numerous objections : 
culty. (a) The events allotted to a.p. 

winter quarters by the approach 
of winter, stays in these undis- 
turbed and is only attacked by the 
Parthians in the following spring, 

(1) It leaves the passage in xv. 6. 2— 
the question asked ‘An melius 
hibernavisse ’—unexplained. 

The locust swarm which partly 
compels Vologeses to enter into 
negotiations with Corbulo is dated 
in both schemes in the summer of 
A.D. 61. These negotiations result, 
as is necessarily implied in the 
passage xv. 6. 2-4,in the Roman 
evacuation of Armenia. (G.) We 
learn from this passage that this 
evacuation was a fact, and that 
hostilities were, as a fact, suspend- 
ed. The past tense too of ‘ hiber- 
navisse’ cannot be disregarded. 
‘Why had the Roman army been 
withdrawn from Tigranocerta 4 
Why had that been abandoned in 
peace which they had defended in 
war? Was it better to have 
wintered on the Cappadocian 
frontier...instead of in the capital 
of a realm just recovered? No! 
The reason for this suspension of 
hostilities was &e.’ 

This passage implies, not a ques- 
tion of future policy, but past 
facts now undergoing criticism. 

It follows that the army evacv- 
ated Armenia and spent the winte. 
in Cappadocia, while Vologeses 
sent his envoysto Rome. Corbulo, 
from whatever motive, was waiting 
for Paetus’ arrival. Presently 
Paetus does arrive and makes his 
preparations ; the Parthian envoys 
return; the war begins again. 
All this implies time spent, viz. : 
after the winter spent in Cappa- 
docia. 

But on this first scheme this 
winter is entirely disregarded. 
The negotiations are in the summer 
of 61: Paetus’ arrival in the 
autumn. What has become of 
the winter which the Romans, 
after the negotiations but before 
Paetus’ arrival, had spent on the 
Cappadocian frontier 2 

(2) The scheme then continues to suppose 
that Paetus, after a hurried incur- 
sion, being forced to return to his 

62 are insufficient and 
have to be spread very 
thinly over the months 
from spring to autumn, 

as Egli arranges them. 
Or rather, keeping more 
closely to the Tacitean 
Narrative, we are left 
with an autumn on our 
hands barren of events. 
For the whole affair from 
the first advance against 
Paetus to the evacuation 
of Rhandeia and the 
meeting of Corbulo and 
Paetus a day or two 
later can hardly, at most, 
carry us from the spring 
of 62 a.p. further than 
July. After the meet- 
ing Paetus ‘forthwith’ 
—exim (T)—wintered in 
Cappadocia. What has 
become of the rest of the 
campaigning year } 

This by itself is not a 
very forcible argument, 
inasmuch as Paetus is 
found proposing a renew- 
ed invasion of Armenia 
to Corbulo, as though 
time for this in that year 
still remained. 

But on the other hand 
it is notable that the fact 
of the Roman evacuation 
of Armenia is not known 
in Rome itself till the 
early spring of a.p. 63 
upon the arrival of Volo- 
geses’ envoys in the city 
(xv. 25. 1). It is true 
that a despatch from 
Paetus had arrived it 
seems in A.D. 62 (xv. 18. 
1. 25. 1) which had con- 
cealed the fact of the 
evacuation. But if this, 
ex. hyp., had been effect- 
ed by July 62 a.p. it is 
well-nigh incredible that 
no news of it, if not from ° 
Corbulo, then from pri- 
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vate sources, had reached 
Rome six months later. 

Everything, again, in the 
narrative points to the 
fact that Paetus is at- 
tacked unawares when 
he thinks that the winter 
has closed all operations 
for the year (cf. xv. 9. 2): 
viz.: just after he has 
withdrawn to his winter 
quarters at the beginning 
of winter. Hence the 
news reaches Rome only 
at the beginning of spring. 
And Paetus’ plans for a 
new invasion of Armenia 
must have been projected 
for the following year. 
This then is the winter 
of A.D. 62-63, the winter 
which drove Paetus to 
retire to those same win- 
ter quarters (J. K.). To 
suppose a Parthian attack 
in spring gives us far too 
much time. 

(6) Another sentence in the 
Tacitean narrative points 
to the supposition that 
the Parthian attack on 
Paetus occurs at the be- 
ginning of a winter, not 
at the opening of a fresh 
year’s campaign. 

Tacitus brings it as a 
charge against Paetus 
that he makes his raid 
into Armenia in a hurry 
‘necdum satis firmatis 
hibernaculis’ (xv. 8. 1). 
It is to these unfinished 
entrenchments that he 
subsequently retires. 

When he hears of the 

Parthians’ approach he 
sallies out to meet them, 
declaring ‘non fossam 
neque vallum sibi, sed 
corpora et arma in hostem 
data.’ (xv. 10. 3). 

This proud declaration 
on Paetus’ part is not 
very probably a mere 
Tacitean invention. Ac- 
cepting its genuineness, 
we remark that there is 
very great point in it if 
it be made by way of 
encouragement and ex- 

planation by the general 
to troops who are looking 
gloomily and apprehen- 
sively upon  entrench- 
ments unfinished and 
fortifications begun and 
not completed. There is 
very much less point in 
the declaration if the 
general is sallying out of 
a camp where he has 
been quietly staying for 
six months, and whose 
fortifications, we must 
necessarily under these 
circumstances — suppose, 
had been long since com- 
pleted. ‘Adversus  ur- 
guentes casus’ (xv. 10. 
2) is a strange phrase to 
use of a Roman general 
and army under these 
conditions. But it is 
more justified if the army 
has but just returned 
to inadequate entrench- 
ments and a large number 
of furloughs have just 
been given, while one 
entire legion has been 
sent off to winter else- 
where. If the Parthians 
find Paetus thus dismay- 
ed, and thus justifying a 
spurious confidence de- 
spite dismay, the proba- 
bility again is strong that 
they descended upon him 
at winter’s beginning, 
not in spring. 

(c) Further, during all Paetus’ 
raid, meanwhile—‘ inter- 
ea ’—i.e. before the win- 
ter which sends him back, 
Corbulo has been guarding 
the Euphrates and, driv- 
ing the enemy from the 
further bank, has seized 
and fortified it. It is 
because of this his rapid 
success that Vologeses 
changes his whole plan 
of operations and decides 
to fall on the unsuspect- 
ing Paetus. 

It is not easy to suppose 
that an entire . winter 
elapses between Corbulo’s 
demonstration over the 
river and the Parthian 
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sudden descent upon Pae- 
tus which is the result of 
this demonstration. 

All these considerations lead us to conclude 
that the Parthian attack on Paetus is made 
at the end and not at the beginning (as this 
first scheme supposes) of a year’s campaign. 
If so, this must have been the year a.p. 62, 
as the news of its results is first surely 
knownin Rome in A.D. 63. The Parthian 
attack is thus consequent upon his own raid 
into Armenia. This then must be placed in 
the autumn of a.p. 62. But to place the 
raid in the autumn of a.p. 61, and the re- 
taliation in the spring of A.p. 62, as do Kgli 
and Mommsen, runs counter alike to the 
Tacitean narrative and the probabilities of 
the case as deduced thence. 

IT. The Furneaux-Nipperdey Scheme :— 

These two objections to the first scheme 
are serious, and are entirely avoided by the 
second scheme, which admits the wintering 
of the Roman army in Cappadocia in A.D. 
61-62: places Paetus’ arrival in a.p. 62: 
his raid in that year and the Parthian re- 
taliation at the beginning of its winter. 

To this second scheme it is also possible 
to make two objections : 

(1) Too many events are crowded into the 
early winter of A.p. 62. For ex. 
hyp. after Paetus has retired ‘in- 
stante iam hieme’ there occur in 
this same winter all the events 
M-S, viz. the Parthian advance, 
Paetus’ concentration of troops ; 
his march out against the foe, re- 
tirement, and new dispositions ; 
the Parthian attack; siege of 
Rhandeia and its evacuation ; and 
Corbulo’s vain march to its relief. 

Can, it may be asked, all these events 
take place after winter’s pressure 
has been, if not already felt, yet 
immediately anticipated ? 

On the other hand it may be re- 
marked : 

(a) That the question of sup- 
plies contributed to cause 
Paetus’ withdrawal from 
his raid, as well as the 
approach of winter, and 
he thus may have retired 
to his winter quarters all 
the earlier.—xv. 8. 3. 

(6) The .whole events M-S 
sketched above do not 
necessarily imply the 
duration of much time. 

On the contrary the im- 
pression of the entire 
narrative is one of sur- 
prise and speed, with 
conflicting hopes and 
fears chasing one another 
in succession across Pae- 
tus’ mind. Both the 
Parthians and Corbulo 
know there is no time to 
be wasted. Moreover 
the Parthians would pro- 
secute a campaign in the 
beginning of winter with 
more readiness than the 
Romans. 

This objection then is not very 
serious. 

(2) Paetus makes his raid into Armenia 
after he has at least begun to erect 
winter quarters. (I) Surely then, 
it is argued, this must have been 
in autumn. Now Paetus is in a 
great hurry to attack as soon as 
he arrives. He does not even wait 
for the arrival of one of his legions 
it seems, from Moesia (xv. 6. 5. 
compared with xv. 7. 2.). What 
then, on this theory, has become 
of the spring and summer of A.D. 
62% 

An answer to this objection is not 
difficult. We may suppose that 
Corbulo having requested in 61 A.D. 
the sending of a separate com- 
mander to Cappadocia, Paetus 
does not set out till the next 
year, and thus arrives only in the 
early summer of 62 a.p. More- 
over, however eagerly he hurries 
his preparations on, these must 
none the less have consumed some 
little time. 

But it is «better to deny the 
inference from the erection of win- 
ter quarters that the Roman raid 
began only in autumn. Paetus’ 
raid was not so brief an episode. 
There are forts taken, and ‘long 
marches’ made. Necessarily, too, 
he requires a fortified base of oper- 
ations on which in case of need to 
retire, even though he starts from 
this in summer, and the more so 

as this itself is in hostile terri- 
tory. 

Because therefore he begins to 
fortify the position he chooses for 
this purpose before his raid, it by 
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no means follows that winter is 
not very far off. 

In all probability Paetus arrives 

Note : 

in the spring of A.D. 62 and sets 
out on his expedition in the sum- 
mer, retiring again in late autumn. 
This objection also is of no great 
merit. 

Mommsen’s View: 

This can hardly be regarded as 

Mommsen, 
Note, represents Paetus as actually , 

a separate objection to the second 
scheme, but must here be shortly 

noticed. 
in Hermes ix. p. 136 

taking Tigranocerta. This, he de- 
clares, is implied in Tacitus’ words 
‘reciperandis Tigranocertis’ and 
confirmed by Dio’s words in 1xii. 
21, seeing that im the neat spring 
Vologeses began with the siege of 
this city. The ‘longinqua itinera’ 
and apparent success of the ex- 
pedition (the ‘ quasi confecto bello ’ 
of xv, 8. 3) coincide with this 
view. 

This note of Mommsen’s is mis- 

Did Paetus 

leading and by no means convinc- 
ing. Dio’s words are simply: ‘6 
Otoddyauros tots Trypavoxeptots 
mpocéurée Kai Tov Iatrov émyBonby- 
cavta odiow taredoato. There is 

no single word in Dio’s narrative 
implying that Vologeses attacked 
the city in spring! 

during his raid cap- 

ture Tigranocerta? This is very 

improbable. Tacitus ascribes this 

to him as his professed object and 

then merely says that he took 

‘quaedam castella’ before _ his 

retreat. Had he taken Tigrano- 

certa, Tacitus is bound to have 

known the fact. Most certainly 

this large and strong city is not 
included in the ‘quaedam castella’ 
category. 

Neither is its capture implied in 

Dio’s words. For the Parthians 

under Monaeses had failed entirely 

in A.D. 61 to take the city. Natur- 

ally therefore, the town has to be 

dealt with by Vologeses on the 

next Parthian incursion thither 

in A.p. 62. Paetus sets out earlier 

to ‘recover it,’ @e. throw anew 

a Roman garrison, such as had 

helped Tigranes there, into it. And 

on hearing of Vologeses’ advance, 

he naturally sets out to help the 
friendly city, but then retires 
again. But it is not improbable 
that Dio has simply confused 
Paetus’ first raid and subsequent 
march out against Vologeses, so 
far as Tigranocerta is concerned. 

I should then, as against Momm- 
sen, declare that nothing at all in 
the Tacitus-Dio narrative warrants 
the conclusion either that : 

(a) Paetus in his raid captured 
Tigranocerta 

or (b) Vologeses descended upon 
Armenia and Paetus in 
the spring. 

D. Conclusion :-— 

Despite therefore the apparent weight of 

modern authority in favour of the first, the 

Egli scheme, I think that the second scheme 

is decisively preferable. This authority’s 

weight is for the most part apparent only. 

Thus Schiller not only follows Egli with his 

customary fidelity, but, apparently for once 

conscious of the possibility of a different 

view, only fails entirely to understand what 

Nipperdey’s proposed arrangement of these 

years really is. And Mommsen’s hypotheses 

seem to me, for the reasons already given, 

not convincing. 
Thus,tlooking at the two schemes side by 

side, it appears that the first runs counter 

to the Tacitus narrative, and the probabili- 

ties of the case in two great respects, from 

which blemishes the second is quite free. 

No really serious objection that I can dis- 

cover or devise may be urged against the 

latter. And so far as the fair distribution 

of events between the two years A.D. 61-62 

is concerned this again has the superiority. 

Following Nipperdey,»therefore, I propose 

this scheme for the most probable chronology 

of the years 4.p. 61-63 :— 

A.—G’. a.p. 61 Tigranes’ incur- 
sion into Adia- 
bene. Mon- 

aeses’ siege of 
him in Tigra 
nocerta. Eva- 
cuation of 
Armenia by 
Romans and 
Parthians. 

Romans winter 
in Cappadocia. 

Paetus’ arrival 
and raid. His 
withdrawal. 

G: Ge: 61-62. winter 

H.—3. 62. 
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Corbulo in 
Syria. The 
disaster of 
Rhandeia. 
Roman evacua- 
tion of Arme- 
nia. 

Romans winter 
in Cappadocia 
and Syria. 

Corbulo’s inva- 
sion of Arme- 
nia. A gree- 
ment with 

Tiridates. 
End of the 
war. 

T.U. winter 62-63. 

V.—Z. 63. 

General Conclusion. 

The result of the entire analysis of the 
years of the Armenian wars a.p. 51-63 is 
that I find myself unable to accept through- 
out the chronological arrangement proposed 
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by any one modern writer or group of 
writers, Thus :— 

(1) For a.p, 51-54 it we must 
reject both EKgli 
and Nipperdey- 
Furneaux, and de- 
vise another 
arrangement of our 
own. 

there is no contro- 
versy. 

(3) For a.p. 57-60 we reject both Momm- 
sen and Nipperdey- 
Furneaux, and fol- 

seems 

(2) For a.v. 54-56 

low, with some 
slight modifications, 
Egli. 

we reject Egli- 
Mommsen, and fol- 
low Nipperdey- 
Furneaux. 

(4) For a.p, 61-63 

The general chronological scheme then in 
brief will be as follows :— 

ARMENIAN WARS: a.p. 51-63. 

YEAR EVENTS. Tacitus. 

A.D. 51 Invasion of Armenia by Radamistus: Death of Mithradates. Rada- xii. 44-48. 
mistus on the throne. 

52 Invasion of Armenia by Vologeses: Flight of Radamistus. (Winter) : xii. 49. 50. 
withdrawal of Vologeses. 

53 | Return of Radamistus and harsh rule in Armenia. xii. 50. 4. 

54 Rising against Radamistus and his expulsion: Return of Tiridates. xii. 50. 51 
Preparations at Rome (winter), xii. 6. 

55 Revolt of Vardanes in Parthia. Vologeses evacuates Armenia. xiii. 7-9. 
Arrival of Corbulo in Cappadocia. Agreement of Corbulo and 
Vologeses. 

56) Tiridates in undisturbed possession of Armenia. Corbulo’s prepara- xiii. 34, 35, 36. 
yA) tions for war, and winter (57-58) under canvas in Armenia. 

58 First campaign of Corbulo against Tiridates. Corbulo’s two plans xiii. 37. 38. 
of action are neither very successful. 
(Winter): Fruitless negotiations with Tiridates. 
End of Vardanes’ Revolt in Parthia. 

59 Second campaign of Corbulo and his third plan of action. Capture xill, 39-41. 
of Volandum and the forts. Surrender and destruction of xiv. 23-25. 
Artaxata. March to Tigranocerta. Surrender of Tigranocerta 
(autumn). Storming of Legerda. 
(Winter) : Corbulo in Tigranocerta. 

60 | Tiridates’ invasion of Armenia from Media. Corbulo compels his xiv. 26. 
retreat and overruns Armenia again. Arrival of Tigranes and 
settlement of the country. Corbulo withdraws to Syria. 
(Winter): Corbulo in Syria: Tigranes in Armenia: Tiridates in 
Parthia. 

tn NO. CXXXIII. VOL. XV. 
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YEAR. EVENTS. TAcrrus 

61 | Tigranes’ invasion of Adiabene. Monaeses’ siege of him in Tigrano- xv. 1-6, 
| certa. Negotiations of Corbulo and Vologeses. Evacuation of | 

Armenia by Romans and Parthians. Tigranes quits the country | 
for good. 
(Winter): Romans in Cappadocia and Syria. 

62 Paetus’ arrival in Cappadocia and raid into Armenia, Corbulo active xv. 6-17. 
on the Euphrates in Syria. Withdrawal of Paetus to Rhandeia, 

| Parthian attack. The Disaster of Rhandeia. Roman evacua- 
| tion of Armenia. 

(Winter): Romans in Cappadocia and Syria. Tiridates restored 
in Armenia. Parthian envoys go to Rome. 

63 | Corbulo’s invasion of Armenia. Conference at Rhandeia and agree- xv, 24-31. 
| ment with Tiridates. 

End of the War. 

Merton College, Oxford. 
Brrnarp W. HenpeErson. 

REVIEWS. 

OSIANDER’S ROUTE OF HANNIBAL. 

Der Hannibalweg. Von WiLHELM OSIANDER. 
Berlin, Weidmannsche Buchhandlung. 
1900. Pp. 204. Price 8 Mk. 

Tus is a treatise full of industry and abun- 
dant in citation of authorities ; but it adds 
nothing of anyimportance to the controversy, 
and, it is to be feared, only tends to obscure 
the issue. There is in the whole book a 
want of logical argument and a failure to 
appreciate the real value of whatever evi- 
dence is brought forward at each step. 
Tn his conclusion Professor Osiander agrees 
with the view maintained, though not, I 
believe, in exactly the same form, by several 
previous writers—that the Mont Cenis was 
Hannibal’s pass. This is a theory for which 
a good deal is to be said. The arguments 
against this pass are not nearly so strong 
as thoseagainst the Little St. Bernard. As 
IT remarked in an article which appeared in 
the Classical Review in June 1899, the chief 
reason for rejecting the Cenis is that, if 

that route is chosen, all attempt to retain 
Livy’s account must be abandoned. Some 
previous supporters of that route have said 
in effect, ‘Well and good: Livy is a poor 
authority : throw him overboard.’ Professor 
Osiander rightly declines to do this ; rightly 
he recognises that, while Polybius is the 
chief authority, Livy comes next to him, 
and that it is our duty, if possible, to bring 

both into line. But I venture to think that 
no judicious critic will approve of the 
expedient which he adopts to get over the 
difficulty. 

Livy brings Hannibal to the Druentia ; 
but the Druentia, now called the Durance, 
flows from Mont Genévre and nowhere comes 
near the Cenis route. Well, then, says Pro- 
fessor Osiander, let us suppose that what 
Livy calls the Druentia was really the Drac 
and not the Durance. This theory was, I 
believe, invented by M. Larauza about 
eighty years ago, and was adopted by Mr. 
Ellis in 1854. Professor Osiander has 
resuscitated it ; but the arguments by which 
he seeks to justify it are singularly weak 
and even misleading—Livy’s Druentia must 
be an affluent of the Isére which borders 
the territory of the Vocontii, because Silius, 
who is ‘the echo of Livy,’ writes: ‘Jam 
rura Vocontia carpit: Turbidus hic truncis 
saxisque Druentia, &e.’ But Silius does not 
mention the Isére at all in this connexion, 
and clearly cannot be taken to mean any- 
thing more precise than that Hannibal 
came upon the Vocontii and afterwards 
reached the Druentia ; ‘for Livy, whom Silius 
‘echoes,’ and who may be allowed to speak 
for himself, says ‘ per extremam oram Vocon- 
tiorum agri tendit in Tricorios, haud us- 
quam impedita via prius quam ad Druentiam 
flumen pervenit.’ It is obvious that, if the 
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Druentia was the Drac, Hannibal would 
have struck it before he reached the Tricorii ; 
and it is rather surprising that Professor 
Osiander does not mention the Tricorii in 
this particular argument. The Drac, he 
continues, was called in the middle ages 
Drancus or Dracus—and so there is no 
reason why it should not have been called 
Druentia by Livy. It is hardly necessary 
to point out that the Druentia of Livy’s 
contemporary Strabo is undoubtedly the 
Durance, and there is not the least proba- 
bility that Livy would have ignored it in 
favour of the much smaller river Drac. It 
is curious how his confidence in this very 
arbitrary transference of names grows as he 
proceeds. It is put before us on page 74: at 
the top of page 100 the Drac is called 
‘ Druentia-Drac, and by the time we reach 
the bottom of the same page itis ‘ Druentia’ 
without further ceremony. 

Of an entirely new argument in favour of 
the Mont Cenis route it is unnecessary to 
say much. Livy is speaking of the sights 
which inspired terror—the mountains, the 

snows, etc., and adds the words ‘ cetera visu 
quam dictu foediora.’ These words, says 
Professor Osiander, must refer to the charac- 
teristics of the dwellers in the valley: it 
must, therefore, be a physical deformity: 
Desjardins states that goitre is worse in the 
Maurienne than anywhere else ; therefore, 
Hannibal must have traversed the Mauri- 
enne, 7.¢., he must have crossed the Cenis. 

It might be suggested that, whether or not 
most prevalent in the Cenis route, goitre is 
unfortunately prevalent enough in all the 
competing routes to strike the traveller with 
dismay. But it is really beside the ques- 
tion, since most readers of Livy would be as 
little prepared to connect the idea of physical 
deformity with the word /oedus in this 
passage asin Sallust’s words (about quite 
another region) ‘loca tetra, inculta, foeda, 
formidolosa,’ or with Livy’s ‘foedae tempes- 
tates.’ The use, apparently in sober earnest, 
of such an argument surely weakens the 
case which it is desired to support. 

There are many minute points of no real 
import on which the author dwells, as if 
they were a corroboration, in a manner 
which is rather irritating to the serious 
inquirer. A local road-surveyor remarked 
that the gorge near St. Jean de Maurienne 
was ‘ Hannibal’s ravine.’ ‘So finden sich 
auch hier Lokaltraditionen iiber Hannibal, 
die jedoch nicht, wie die meisten andern, an 
Reste von Kunstbauten, sondern an eine 
natiirliche Schlucht ankniipfen.) What if 
the road-surveyor had got his ‘local tradi- 
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tion’ from an inquiring trayeller, with 
‘Ball’s Alpine Guide’ in his hand? If 
Professor Osiander ever becomes a convert 
to the Traversette theory, he may be expected 
to produce with equal triumph the fact that 
an inn near Abries has the sign ‘ |’Eléphant.’ 

A great deal of course is made of the 
possibility of a view over the plain of the 
Po from the top of the pass, or rather from 
a point near it. This possibility he regards 
as a ‘Kardinalpunkt.’ Need we suppose 
more than that Hannibal pointed to a 
downward course—no more uphill path, but 
a valley leading to the plains! Just they 
actually see Lombardy? évdexvipevos atrois 
Ta wept tov Lddov wedca . . . aya O€ Kal TOV 
THs Pouns attis torov trodekviwv (Pol. iii. 
54); and if stress is laid on the compound 
prepositions, with the inference that the one 
participle is of things in sight, the other 
not, let me quote another passage from Poly- 
bius himself, ‘xafarep yap emi tis bpacews 
cificpueba cvveriotpede del TA TpOTWTA TPOS 
TO Kata THY evoeréw trodekvijevoy’ (ill. 38). 
In this passage both compounds are of some- 
thing actually visible, and so we have no 
right in chapter 54 to make an arbitrary 
distinction. They could not actually see 
Rome; how can the Greek sentence prove 
that they did actually see the Lombard 
plain ? 

The route traced by Professor Osiander is 
familiar for the most part to all who have 
read Ellis or Professor Bonney or other 
advocates of the Cenis route. In one or two 
points he differs, not, as far as I can see, 
with any advantage. The beginning of the 
ascent is placed near Aiguebelle: the native 
town which Hannibal took is St. Jean; the 
white rock is ]’Esseillon (too near St. Jean, 
Tt should have thought, for his purpose). But 
the chief novelty is that, whereas some 
Cenisians have fixed on the pass of the 
Cenis proper, and some on the Little Mont 
Cenis, Professor Osiander takes both at 
once. From arguments, which I do not 
quite follow, but which seem to be a mis- 
interpretation of the very simple military 
narrative in Pol. iii. 53, 9, he deduces that 
Hannibal took part of his army up the 
Mont Cenis proper, and that the rest of his 
army went up the Little Mont Cenis, con- 
triving to join the headquarters on the top 
of the main pass. The historical gain I do 
not perceive any more than the philological 
necessity ; the controversial advantage is 
that the Cenis is the only competing pass 
which has two routes at all near one another 
separated by only arslight intervening ridge. 
On the improbability that the two portions 

re 
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of the army would separate here for a time, 
or that, if they did, Polybius should not 
say so, it is needless to dwell. 

The author does not bring fresh argu- 
ments of any weight against the Genévre 
route. His strongest objection is to the 
‘beginning of the ascent’ being placed at 
St. Bonnet. That view, which I upheld as 
correct, was originated, I think, by Létronne 
and adopted by Mr. Freshfield, whose argu- 
ments on that point I followed mainly in 
my article. I need not repeat them here. 
Professor Osiander says that if this is main- 
tained, and Hannibal is taken over the Col 
Bayard into the Durance valley, he has a 
long descent to follow the beginning of his 
dvaBodn mpos tas “Adres, and then a fresh 
ascent to the final pass. This he calls ‘ ein 
Nonsens, which M. Létronne and his fol- 
lowers may bear with all the greater equani- 
mity because it happens that Mommsen is 
chargeable with just the same kind of ‘non- 
sense’ when he approves of the theory that 
Hannibal found his avafody at the Mont du 
Chat, which (according to that view) he 
crossed and then made a steep descent to 
the Lac de Bourget before he reascended 
towards the Little St. Bernard. In truth 
this difficulty is evidently born from a want 
of familiarity with mountain tracks. Those 
who have that familiarity need not be told 
how often the traveller ascends long dis- 
tances only to descend and reascend. Would 
anyone who knew what he was talking 
about hesitate to say that he ‘began his 
ascent’ to Chamonix at Martigny le Bourg ! 
Or if he were making for the Genévre from 
Bourg d’Oisans would he object to the state- 
ment that he began his ascent to the Alps 
at the foot of the Col du Lautaret ? 

Another objection put forward is that if 
Hannibal had turned southwards from the 
Isére to reach the upper valley of the 
Durance, he would have played into the 
hands of the Romans because he would then 
give Scipio ‘die beste Gelegenheit ihn zuvor- 
zukommen und den Weg iiber die Alpen zu 
verlegen.’ This is a very strange argument. 
How could the intelligence that Hannibal 
had turned up the valley of the Drac reach 
Scipio in time to make any interference in 
the Durance valley possible? Hannibal did 
not know that Scipio had given’ up all idea 
of cutting him off, and that neither he nor 
his army would have been found in the 
Rhone by any such message. But consider 
what he certainly did know. The distance 
from Vizille, where he found himself, to the 
point where he had left Scipio completely 
bafled, is more than twice the distance 
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which he himself wou!d have to traverse 
before he reached the upper Durance, and 
he knew well enough that there could be no 
risk of any Roman force first receiving in- 
telligence through Gallic messengers, and then 
marching up the 100 miles of the lower 
Durance valley to intercept him below 
Chorges. In fact he would have been over 
the Genévre long before. Professor Osian- 
der cites Niebuhr as saying that ‘ Hannibal 
would have done good service to the Romans 
by a march through the Durance valley.’ 
There is no reference given, and I cannot 
find the passage. The context would prob- 
ably show that Niebuhr was speaking of 
quite different circumstances. What Nie- 
buhr does say, that is germane to this sub- 

ject, is ‘Had Scipio ventured to follow his 
enemy, Hannibal would certainly have de- 
feated him, and Scipio would have been lost 
among the Gallic tribes.’ 

But when we come to another ‘ proof’ the 
error is different. Zonaras (viii. 23) says 
that Hannibal from the Rhone passed by 
the shorter routes and took another way. 
These shorter routes, says Professor Osian- 
der, must}be the coast road and the Genevre, 
therefore Hannibal did not take the Genévre. 
The conclusion, if we make Zonaras an 
authority, is by no means this. When 
Hannibal had crossed the Rhone, his shortest 
route to reach the Genévre was to follow the 
Durance all the way: he passed by the 
opening to this valley for reasons which are 
sufficiently indicated by Polybius and Livy. 
Zonaras does no more than echo Livy’s ‘non 
quia rectior ad Alpes via esset.’ 
When Professor Osiander relies on minute 

examination of Greek or Latin words for 
his argument, I fear that he often goes 
wrong. In his twelve axioms he lays 
it down that the hill town (Livy’s 
‘castellum, caput ejus regionis’) of the first 
conflict must be on the same level, because 
Polybius says, ‘eis twa mapaxeysevyy 7oAW,’ 
and zapa implies ‘weder iiber noch unter, son- 
dern auf gleichem Niveau.’ Are there many 
Greek scholars who would assert that by 
rapakeevny anything more than neighbour- 
hood is implied? No less extravagant is the 
contention in another ‘axiom’ that when 
Polybius says that the Allobroges occupied 
places ‘dv dy a tovs rept “AvviBay roretc bar 
Ti dvaBodjv, we must exclude anything 
which is a pass over a ridge, because the 
preposition da requires a ‘ Durchmarsch 
durch ein Engpass.’ However, if he is to 
press the force of the preposition, he may be 
asked if every pass properly so-called is not 
a passage between two higher points. 
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Equally few scholars will agree with his view 
_ that the words ‘incolunt prope Allobroges’ 
mean that ‘die Beiwohner sind nahezu 
(lauter) Allobroger’—a sort of adjectival 
force for the adverb, for which he seems to 
find support strangely enough in ‘ fere’ (Hor. 
Sat. 1.3.96). Two pages further on he seems 
to think that the word maxime in ‘ Campestri 
maxime itinere ad Alpes pervenit’ gives a 
superlative force to campestri. 

It may be interesting for various reasons 
to examine two other contentions, though I 
confess I cannot see how on any grounds of 
ordinary logic they affect the question of 
Hannibal's route. Professor Osiander insists 
at considerable length that from Livy v. 34 
we must conclude that the Celtic army 
under Bellovesus, which crossed the Alps 
early in the fourth century B.c., came over 
the Cenis and not over the Genévre. I 
fail, as I have said, to see what his argument 
would gain by this, even if the facts were 
so. He lays down as an axiom that 
Hannibal’s route must be one already opened 
by the Celts. That is true: but he extends 
this to postulate a route already opened by 
Celtic armies, which is not a necessary con- 
dition, and, more arbitrarily still, he claims 
that Roman writers must have known and 
recorded, every such ancient passage of a 
Celticarmy. Obviously it was only necessary 
that Hannibal’s guides should know of an 
existing practicable pass. But, apart from 
the futility of the argument, exception may 
be taken to his comments on the passage of 
Livy. He cites ‘Ipsi (Galli) per Taurinos 
saltusque Juliae (altae) Alpis trans- 
cenderunt.’ He should have admitted that 
the text itself is much too uncertain to 
Support any topographical theory ; and it is 
curious that while he mentions various 
conjectures he takes no notice of Madvig’s 
reading ‘vallemque Duriae’ which would 
indicate the Genevre more clearly than the 
Cenis. I do not say that Madvig here is 
convincing, but he is not a man to pass over 
in silence anywhere. But, further, there 
are no valid arguments to show that if Julia, 
or Julia alta, is the true reading, it meant 
the Cenis—indeed Bellovesus seems to have 
been directing his march to the south of the 
Isére. (Has any emendator, I wonder, 
suggested Aptae Juliae ?) 

The discussion of the name Julia has a 
fatal attraction for our author, which brings 
me to a second contention with which I 
should be disposed to quarrel. He cites 
St. Odilo’s Life of St. Maiolus, ‘Ingens 
multitudo Saracenorum ab Hispania per 
Alpes Julias ad juga Poeninarum Alpium 
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rapido cursu pervenit,’ by way of showing 
that mediaeval writers called the Cenis 
‘Alpes Juliae.”” The argument would be 
worthless as regards Hannibal’s route; but, 
apart from that, his theory is extremely 
doubtful. St. Maiolus was captured by 
Saracens on Mons Jovis or Jovinus. There 
seems little reason to doubt that this means 
the Great St. Bernard. Dr. Dubi says it 
certainly does. Mr. Coolidge more cau- 
tiously says it probably does though it 
cannot be absolutely proved.1 When a place 
is named, it may be assumed to be the place 
ordinarily so called unless there are circum- 
stances which make that impossible or at 
least improbable. The name Alpes Juliae 
properly belongs to the Eastern Alps ; the 
name Mons Jovis or Jovinus to the Great 
St. Bernard. As far as Ican discover there 
is no reason why Professor Osiander should 
take Alpes Juliae to be the Cenis, or why 
(as he does on another page) he should 
suppose the ‘Cenisstock’ to be the Mons 
Jovis (the ‘summum Jovis culmen’ in Sil. 
ii. 510, which he erroneously quotes in sup- 
port, clearly refers to Rome, not to the 
Alps). St. Maiolus journeying from Rome 
to Cluny might have crossed the Cenis but 
there is no reason to suppose that he did, or 
that he did not cross the Great St. Bernard. 
Indeed, the fact that the Maurienne had 
been overrun by the Saracens from Freinet 
(Fraxinetum) and the passes of the Graian 
and Cottian Alps held by them as early as 
906 may of itself have induced the abbot of 
Cluny to choose a more easterly route in 
returning as well as in going. We know 
that he went to Rome by Chur. Why may 
we not suppose that the Mons Jovinus by 
which he returned is the Great St. Bernard ? 
And, as we know further that the Saracens 
were overrunning the upper valley of the 
Rhine, east of Dissentis (which they did not 
touch) in 936, having obviously, as Mr. 
Coolidge points out, reached that district by 
eastern passes, there Is no reason whatever 
to make the Alpes Juliae in this passage 
refer to the Cottian Alps. 

The arguments about the other authorities 
which come later in the book are more con- 
nected with the subject, but need only a 
brief mention. I do not think that Professor 
Osiander’s interpretation of the well known 
passages in Varro and Sallust will commend 
itself. To make Varro’s order of passes 
agree with his theory he argues, as far as I 
understand, that Varro puts the Cenis 
instead of the Genévre next to the Ligurian, 

1 In an article on The Saracens in the Alps, 
Alpine Journal, vol. ix. 254. 
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or coast road, because the Cenis is ‘ more 
easterly and therefore nearer Italy’; and 
for the same reason the Great St. Bernard 
(which he takes to be Hasdrubal’s pass) is 
placed before the Little St. Bernard. A 
difficulty, no doubt, there is; but I still 
believe that it is met by the solution which 
I proposed in the Classical Review. How- 
ever that may be, no one can approve the 

desperate expedient which is here proposed. 
Professor Osiander deserves all credit for 

the industry and research of his treatise ; 
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and it is all the more to be regretted that 
he leaves the controversy just where he 
found it. The impossibility of the Little 
St. Bernard was already demonstrated by 
arguments which needed no repetition. The 
Cenis route would have a fair case if it were 
not for the passage of the Druentia, and he 
certainly has not got rid of that difficulty. 
He has neither strengthened the case of the 
Cenis, nor weakened that of the Genévre. 

G. E. Marinpin. 

OSTHOFF’S SUPPLETIVWESEN D. 

Vom Suppletivwesen der tindogermanischen 
Sprachen. Erweiterte akademische Rede 
von HerMAnn OstHorr. Heidelberg, 1900. 
4 M. 

In this University address, delivered in a 
shorter form on the occasion of the birthday 
festival of the Grand Duke of Baden by 
Professor Osthoff in his capacity as Pro-rector 
of the University of Heidelberg, a very in- 
teresting problem is discussed, and one which 
lends itself, comparatively speaking, to 
popular treatment. It is in short an attempt 
to answer the question ‘why do we say am, 
was, been, making one verb out of three, or 
again good, better, best ; bad, worse, worst with 
the comparative and superlative from a stem 
different from that of the positive?’ 

The pamphlet of 95 pages falls into three 
parts. In the first, extending to page 40, the 
problem is propounded in all the varieties of 
form which it takes; in pages 41 to 52 will 
be found the solution ; the remaining pages 
are occupied by references to the literature 
of the subject and by the index. 

The problem itself is subdivided under 
five heads, according as it appears (1) in the 
verb, (2) in the formation of feminine words, 
(3) in the adjective, (4) in the numerals, (5) 
in the pronoun. In each and all of these 
there appear examples not a few where one 
or more alien stems have become part and 
parcel of a series of forms with which 
originally they had no connexion. In all 
cases it is noticeable that the words thus 
treated belong to the commonest elements 
of the language, and are those which are 
most frequently in use. In the verb sys- 
tem it is just the verbs expressing the 
most common actions which fall into this 
category; verbs of eating: dw and écfia, 
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Zouac but édayov; verbs of giving and 
bringing: dépw, fero, but in Greek oicw, 
nveyxa, etc., in Latin tuli; verbs of going 
and coming: épxopat but édevoopa and 7AGor, 
go but went; tpéxw but edpapov; verbs of 
saying and speaking: ép@, «lpyxa but etrov ; 
verbs of hitting: ferio! but percusst; verbs of 
seeing : épdw but, on the one hand, oYopac 
and ézw7a, on the other, etdov, ete. 

In the feminine formations it is remark- 
able that in the nearest relationships the 
feminine is rarely a derivative from the 
masculine form: father, mother; husband, 
wife; son, daughter. Only in Latin where 
the old words are lost do we find jilius and 
filia from the same stem. More distant re- 
lationships like grandson, grand-daughter are 
expressed by forms from the same stem: 
nepos, neptis, for father-in-law, mother-in-law : 
éxupés, socer; Exvpd, soerus. Yet son-in-law 
and daughter-in-law: yayBpos, gener: vvds, 
nurus are from different stems. In the 
naming of the lower animals also the most 
familiar have names from different stems 
for the masculine and feminine forms: horse, 
mare; bull, cow; boar, sow, ete. Of wild 
quadrupeds only the deer, hart and hind are 
so distinguished in Old High German. 

In the adjectival comparison it is notice- 
able that, in most languages, adjectives (and 
adverbs) expressing good, bad, little, fall into 
this category ; in the numerals specially one, 
first ; two, second and so in other languages. 
In the personal pronouns there are different 
stems for singular and plural; in the demon- 
stratives, stems in the nominative different 
from the oblique cases, 6, 7: Tov, THv, and so 
in the personal pronouns ego: me, ete. 

1 This verb, however, as distinguished from ver- 
bero is aoristic by nature and is explained by Plutarch 
as equivalent to rAjEa (Romulus 16). 
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Full details for the whole of the Indo- © 
Germanic languages are given in the first 
part of the address to illustrate these 
headings. The explanation offered is briefly 
this: that, where interest is close and 
personal, the human mind individualises each 
detail, where the interest is more remote, it 
classifies in series. Hence therefore there 
are separate and individual forms for the 
actions of most frequent occurrence, for the 
nearest relationships and so forth. That 
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the explanation supplies a vera causa seems 
undeniable ; whether, however, the cause 
supplied is the only cause is perhaps more 
doubtful. Be this as it may, the author has 
given us a most interesting study of a large 
number of seemingly isolated peculiarities 
which the ordinary grammar is content to 
label as irregularities, and has shown us 
that here as elsewhere there is a unity in 
things which at first sight appear exceed- 
ingly diverse. P. GILEs. 

GILES’ COMPARATIVE PHILOLOGY. 

A Manual of Comparative Philology. By 
P. Gites, Reader in Comparative Philology 
in the University of Cambridge. Second 
Edition, Revised. Pp. xl., 619. Macmillan, 

1901. 14s. 

A HEARTY welcome will be given to the 
new edition of a book which has long since 
established its position as an interesting 
introduction to a difficult subject and a 
valuable instrument of higher education. 
The main lines of the first edition are pre- 
served, notably the frequent use of changes 
and idioms in modern English and its dia- 
lects to illustrate similar developments in 
ancient languages. The appeal from the 
unknown to the familiar is always refresh- 
ing, and is doubly so here, since even the 
facts of the history of our own language, 
particularly in Syntax, are still extremely 
difficult to find. The result is that even the 
special student of English Philology will 
probably find more help in Mr. Giles’ lucid 
sketch of the general principles of the sub- 
ject than in any of the professed hand- 
books of English Grammar; while the 
classical student, who is apt to feel that he 
has come into a rather arid region when he 
begins Philology and turns his back upon 
the wealth of literary association that 
surrounds even the linguistic part of his 
Classical training, discovers that the range 
within which he may find such interest has 
not been narrowed, but greatly extended, by 
the light which the historical method throws 
upon the modern literature and the every- 
day speech of his own and other countries. 

To write a text-book on a subject so full of 
controversies and pitfalls is a feat rather 
like building one’s own house, which, it is 
said, is generally much better done the 
second time than the first. Mr. Giles is 

to be congratulated both upon the 
conspicuous success of his first attempt, 
which, besides other testimony to its value, 

earned the somewhat rare honour of a 
German translation,and upon the admirable 
use he has made of the present opportunity 
for improvement. One feels in turning over 
the pages that one is under the guidance of 
a scholar whose method of stating his 
subject has the freshness and precision 
whose value can only be learnt by constant 
experience in teaching it; and in the six 
years that have passed since the first 
edition the author has, perhaps insensibly, 
discarded what has been felt as its only 
real weakness, the ultra-sceptical, almost 
contemptuous tone which then appeared in 
his discussion of the more intricate points. 
Tout savoir est tout pardonner ; in other 
words, the longer one works at difficult 
problems, in this subject at least, the more 
hopeful one grows of their ultimate solution 
and the more patient meanwhile of half- 
successful attempts to grapple with them. 
It is not that the present edition draws the 
reader into a larger number of unsolved 
questions than the first: indeed Mr. Giles’ 
success in avoiding matters which are 
unprofitable to a beginner is quite as 
striking as before. But where important 
questions not yet finally determined have to 
be mentioned, they are now presented in a 
thoroughly spirited and hopeful tone from 
which the student can draw nothing but 
encouragement. The volume is slightly 
increased in size, but the change is more 
apparent than real, and due mainly to the 
use of larger type. The actual additions, 
besides a brief and welcome appendix with 
the text of the fragmentary ‘Forum 
Inscription,” are generally put into foot- 
notes, which often present in a very 
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happy form the fruit of the voluminous 
research of recent years; for example the 
note on page 260 gives all the main 
points of Wheeler’s acute and convincing 
essay on the development of grammatical 
Gender (in the Journal of Germanie Philo- 
logy, 1899 (ii.) p. 528). And even this is 
not the most recent research which Mr. 
Giles has made accessible ; light is thrown 
on many points from work only published 
last year, for example, on p. 520, the reader 
has the benefit of the results of Mr. Arthur 
Evans’ most recent discoveries in Crete, 

bearing on the history of the Greek alpha- 
bets. The treatment of the changes of I.-Eu. 
q* in Greek on p. 125 may be quoted as, 
an example of the author’s readiness to 
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accept the best view available though it 
involves the abandonment of his previous 
doctrine. One may regret in passing that 
Osthoft’s wild speculations as to the ‘double’ 
treatment of sonant m and 7 are still given 
with so much prominence (p. 148), though 
there is some reserve in their statement. In 
§ 45 a rather fundamental question (‘Is 
Philology an exact science’) is still left 
without a very explicit answer, and on p. 
226 there seems some obscurity in the de- 
scription of ‘the new accent’ (in Greek 
nouns). But these are trivial blemishes in 
an admirable book. 

R. S. Conway. 
CarpirF, May 1901. 

BRIEFER NOTICES. 

Edited with Intro- 
Pp. 

1899. 

Euripides Hippolytus. 
duction and Notes by J. E, Harry. 
xlv, 175. Boston: Ginn and Co. 
6s. 

Ir is strange that so seldom appears a new 
edition of the Hippolytus. The press posi- 
tively reeks with notes on the Alcestis or 
the Hecuba or the Medea, while not more 
than about once in ten years does anybody 
find anything to say in English on the 
Hippolytus—almost the greatest, if not the 
greatest, monument of Exripides’ genius. 
However, one is content to wait for a good 
book, and Prof. Harry has given us one. 

The introduction is full. The life and 
opinions of the poet are dealt with at length 
and then follows a good section on Euripides’ 
‘dramaturgy,’ in which the editor defends 
the Euripidean prologue. From the Euri- 
pidean point of view Prof. Harry makes out 
a good case, though from the artistic stand- 
point there is little can be said for it. Then 
follows a criticism of the poet’s shortcom- 
ings as exemplified in the use of the deus ex 
machina; in the break in interest which 
occurs in some of the plays ; and in the in- 
effectiveness of the choruses dramatically 
considered. A brief account of Euripides’ 
style and language succeeds and the remain- 
der of the introduction is taken up with an 
analysis of the characters of the play, an 
account of the myth, and a description of 
the illustrations, eight in number, which 
oceur in the volume. The whole of the 
introduction is interesting and useful. 

The text and notes show Prof. Harry to 
be a conservative critic. He does not 
bracket or transpose lines simply because a 
better sense (as it appears) may be obtained 
by doing so, nor does he admit emendations 
needlessly. An emendation is too often 
made to cut the knot which sympathy with 
the poet and close study of his thought might 
have untied. Sometimes however the editor is 
almost too conservative, as for instance when 
he retains 32-3. He defends them on p. 148 
though in the note below the text he re- 
marks that the text is corrupt. One or two 
other points may be noticed; in 111, dws 
av calls for something more luminous than 
‘more circumstantial and cautious than 
simple iva or émws.’ It might seem from 
the note that iva might take ay in the con- 
struction, which the editor certainly would 
not intend. 167. dvrevv. ‘To the references 
given might be added P.V. 645. There is 
a good note on ebm7yets xetpas (200) in which 
the femininity of Phaedra’s character is 
well brought out. 246. dupa surely means 
‘face’ here ; cf. ‘shame hath covered my face.’ 
270. Is it not rather too strong to say that 
the use of BovAccOar is an innovation of 
Euripides? There are three instances at 
least in Aeschylus—P.V. 867, 929. Pers. 
215. 328. cod py tvxev is taken in the 
sense of ‘fail to keep thee’=to lose thee, 
instead of ‘ fail to gain my request from thee.’ 
The following lines, too, taking Prof. Harry’s 
interpretation of the thought, make good 
sense without transposition or omission 
(Nauck). There seems no sufficient reason 
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for omitting them. 513-15 are in brackets. 
The editor here has followed Nauck and 
most editors. But we may be sure that the 
poet knew what he was doing when he made 
the nurse indulge in a bit of folk-lore. 
1167. Another example of sigmatism might 
have been quoted from the play 295, as well 
as the line from the Medea. 1186. Some 
explanation of Aéyo. without dy should have 
been given. The references quoted for the 
construction do not seem strictly parallel. 
But there is little room for fault finding. 
The notes throughout are clear and to the 
point. A feature which cannot pass with- 
out remark is the great number of apposite 
quotations which Prof. Harry has collected 
from modern authors in illustration of the 
thought of the play. They certainly add 
much to the interest of an excellent edition. 

H. E:versnaw. 

Xenophon de Vectigalibus V. 9 und die 
Ueberlieferung vom Anfang des phokischen 
Krieges bei Diodor. Von Oberlehrer 
AEMILIUS PinytscHovius. Hadersleben, 
1900. Printed by W. L. Schiitze. 

THE starting point of this dissertation is the 
passage in the Ilopo. of Xenophon ; it is, 
however, chiefly concerned with the account 
in Diodorus of the origin of the Sacred War. 
The author's conclusions may be summarised 
as follows. The seizure of the temple at 
Delphi is to be put in the archonship of 
Agathocles, 357/6, and took place about 
June 356; so that the war, which was re- 
garded as ending with'the ¢6opa trav duaveyza- 
pevov TO. iepa. Xpypara (Diod. Xvi. 14), 1.€. 

with the devastation of Phocis in August 
346, lasted in reality a few months over the 
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ten years. He argues at length in favour 
of Volquardsen’s view that the incon- 
sistencies and repetitions in Diodorus xvi. 
28 ff. as compared with Ch, 23-27 indicate 
a difference of source. He regards Ephorus 
as the authority followed by Diodorus in the 
earlier part of book xvi., down to the end of 
ch. 27, except in the chapters relating to 
Philip, which he assigns to Theopompus, 
from whose Philippica he supposes the latter 
part of the book to have been, in the main, 

derived. The Sicilian chapters in this part 
of the book come from Timaeus, although 
he maintains that Ephorus is the authority 
followed for Sicilian affairs down to ch. 27. 
He asserts the Xenophontic authorship of the 
Ilopo, and suggests the summer of 355 as 
the date of its composition, the passage in 
V. 9 being inspired by the Phocian embassy 
which he supposes to have been sent to 
Athens by Philomelus about this time. 

The dissertation is a conscientious piece 
of work, marked, unfortunately, by an 
absence of method and style which one has 
come to associate with compositions of this 
sort. The most important contribution 
which the writer makes to the solution of 
the difficult problems of which he treats is 
his hypothesis that the whole of the thirtieth 
book of Ephorus’ work was written by his 
son Demophilus. It has hitherto been in- 
ferred from the references in Diodorus that 
Ephorus carried down his history to the 
siege of Perinthus, and that Demophilus was 
responsible only for the account of the Sacred 
War. A strong case is made out in favour 
of this hypothesis ; and, if it is accepted, it 
would furnish a plausible explanation for 
Diodorus’ parting company, at the end of 
ch. 27, with Ephorus, to whom he has been 
so faithful up to that point. 

EK. M. WaALkeEr. 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

CLASSICS IN EDUCATION. 

[We print below underneath a covering 
letter of Dr. Grancer of University 
College, Nottingham, the first of two com- 
munications whose contents seem likely to 
excite both interest and dissent among 
readers of the Classical Review :—Ep. C.R.]. 

These two letters upon Classical Educa- 
tion were not written, in the first instance, 
in order to be published. Their writer 
chose this way of expressing his objections 
to the discipline to which, as will appear, he 
was subjected in the usual course at Oxford. 
The letters summarise from one side a 
rather lengthy correspondence in which two 
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of his friends took the other side, and, 
perhaps, may be of service to lovers of the 
classical tradition by showing where that 
tradition has borne somewhat heavily in a 
typical case. It is with this intention that 
my friend has allowed me to submit his 
criticisms to the editor of the Classical 
Review. 

The somewhat surprising references to 
Latin accent in the second letter relate, I 
understand, not to stress, but to tone. For 
that matter Dr. Key, when he was head- 
master of University College School, used 
to have Plautus and Terence chanted by 
the sixth form. At least I am so informed 
by one of his old boys. 

F. GRANGER. 

Two Letters To A CrassicAL FRIEND. 

ie 
My Dear ; 

Iam dissatisfied to leave our discus- 
sions on the Classics and their place in 
Education, at the stage which we have at 
present reached. Iam reluctant that you 
should credit me with a love of letters, and 
especially of Poetry, inferior to your own, 
though of course I make no pretension to 
your scholarship, and though Literature, 
while it is a great and permanent interest 
in my mind, yet is not with me, as it has 
been I think with you, the chief business of 
the intellectual life. And it is because 
I find myself unable to make the study of 
the Classics, in any substantial measure, 
subservient to the love of letters, that I 
have, in our former conversations, directed 
my attack against the system of Classical 
Education. Such a conclusion is quite as 
disappointing to me as it must be disagree- 
able to yourself, and yet my personal 
experience leaves me no choice but to draw 
it. I want to make it more plain to you 
than I could in desultory talk, that I must 
not be understood to pass judgment on the 
classic texts, from any other point of view 
than that of the learner. Indeed, and this 
is an important part of my case, I feel that, 
after all the labour I have bestowed upon 
them, I am still incompetent to apprehend 
or weigh their merits and defects. The 
only question upon which I have formed an 
opinion is not, ‘ What is the intrinsic value 
of Classical Literature?’ but this humbler, 
if to me more pressing enquiry, ‘What is 
the learner likely to get out of it?’ 

You will remember that my education 
was unusual, although I fear that the result, 
so far as the Classics are concerned, is 
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typical ; typical, that is, of the experience 
of the majority. Being as a lad very deli- 
cate, I was brought up at home, in a rather 
solitary fashion. I knew neither Greek nor 
Latin, nor did I begin them until I was 
eighteen years of age. But I read English 
verse with avidity, and wrote it with enthu- 
siasm, as a boy should. Spenser, Shake- 
speare, Milton, Dryden, Pope, Cowper: all 
that the Globe editions on our shelves could 
afford me was read and taken in to the best 
of my ability. Iyvead through the Faerie 
Queene from beginning to end. I read 
through Paradise Lost three times, though 
I must admit that I did not begin to appre- 
ciate it until the third reading. In French 

~ Tread sundry plays of Corneille and Racine 
and Moliére, I think with some, though no 
doubt with imperfect appreciation. But I 
have never looked at them since. I wanted 
to read all the great poets of the world. I 
read Cary’s translation of the Divine 
Comedy. Iread Virgil in a crib. I read 
1ight through Cowper’s tedious translation 
of Homer, in which nothing moved or 
interested me, except the last book of the 
Iliad, where Priam goes to Achilles to beg 
the body of Hector. And then, at eighteen, 
I went to a tutor, and began Greek and 
Latin, and for four years I did nothing else. 
In my twenty-first year I matriculated at 
Oxford, and at twenty-two I took a third in 
Moderations. What did I gain by this four 
years’ work? : 

Bear in mind that I approached the study 
of the Classics with the keenest love of 
poetry, and with the strongest prepossession 
in their favour. For Matriculation I took 
up two plays of Euripides. I got nothing 
out of the Hecuba. Out of the Alcestis I 
got perhaps as much as I might have gained 
by reading ‘ Balaustion’s Adventure,’ not 
more. J remember that at Matriculation I 
had the cheek to turn a passage of Euripides 
into verse. Indeed I eagerly, though vainly, 
desired to assimilate what I read, as Poetry. 
What else was the good of reading it? In 
the midst of these tasks, I sought and gained 
some comfort, in learning by heart the 
magnificent passage of Milton which begins : 

Thus far these beyond 
Compare of mortal prowess, yet observed 
Their dread commander. 

Will you bear with me when I say that 
these eighty lines have been to me of more 
value than all the classics put together ? 

At this time I also read Xenophon’s 
Memorabilia, I. II. and IV. It would be 
ungrateful to pass over the Latin prose 
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texts, Caesar, B. G. I-IV. and Livy, XXL 
XXII; for they helped to teach me the Latin 
language, and to them I have returned in 
later years. I now took the Oxford and 
Cambridge Certificate Examination, so that 
when I came into residence, the field was 
clear for Mods. I decided to go in for 
Honours, chiefly, I think, because I wanted 
to read the great texts. I was still not 
strong ; I worked very slowly, with pains- 
taking accuracy. I had not learned to 
measure the labour required for a given task. 
I recollect sitting up till five o’clock one 
morning over a piece of Latin Prose, which 
I could not lick into shape. This was no 
doubt due to a fastidious judgment, with 
resources inadequate for its satisfaction. 

I began Homer. I was completely baf- 
fled by the difficulties of the language, and 
unable to keep up with the lectures, of 
which I recall only the lecturer’s sardonic 
remark that ‘Nothing new and at the same 
time true can possibly be said about Homer.’ 
Of the twelve books of the Odyssey (XITI- 
XXIV) which I offered for examination, I 
never read more than seven. And my 
Homer paper got a Second! At least this 
might gratify my sense of humour. But 
what concerned me more was that in these 
seven books I never experienced the least 
gleam of poetry. I dreamed, however, of a 
return to Homer under more favourable cir- 
cumstances, with no lectures and no examin- 
ations. 

I took up two-thirds of Virgil :—the 
Eclogues, the Georgics, and the first half of 
the Aeneid ; and I read these through most 
carefully, with the abridged edition of Con- 
ington. I found no poetry in the Kclogues. 
Of the Georgics I retain one line :— 
Fluminaque antiquos subterlabentia muros. 
That charmed me, partly because it set me 
thinking of that ‘haunt of ancient Peace,’ 
the Bishop’s Palace at Wells, familiar to me 
from childhood. But I had to hurry on to 
the Aeneid. This could not but leave upon 
my mind a certain impression of stateliness 
and majesty, amid much convention, com- 
parable to the dignity of Paradise Lost. 
I learned by heart the lines 

_O socii, neque enim ignari sumus ante ma- 
lorum, et cetera 

for the sake of the encouragement contained 
in them, which truly I much needed. And 
as with Homer, so with Virgil, or at least 

the Aeneid, I thought some day I would read 
it again. But the predominating impres- 
sion which Virgil left upon my mind, was 
that of sheer fag, of the stiffest piece of 
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grind which I had ever gone through. And 
you know [I still retain the opinion that 
grind is one thing, and poetry quite another, 
as different (to put it briefly) as Martha and 
Mary. 

Demosthenes De Corona I read in the 
Long Vacation, among the ruins of Bramber 
Castle. I liked it well enough, but it did 
not rouse my enthusiasm. I don’t think I 
ever quite finished it, and I have never 
looked at it since. Cicero’s letters (Watson 
Part V.) interested me, and the Philippics 
(I-VII.) increased my knowledge of Latin, 
perhaps of Rome. And I read the De 
Senectute for my own pleasure; also, I 
think, the first book of the Tusculans. 

I took up for examination Aristophanes 
and Juvenal. Of these texts I only accom- 
plished a part, but the reckless humour of 
the first, and the bitter satire of the second, 

chimed in precisely with my mood, and gave 
it a kind of expression. At the same time 
I found a powerful intellectual stimulus in 
the vast collections of Prof. Mayor. But 
the consequence was that out of thirteen 
satires I only read seven. It was of more 
value to me to gain the idea of learning. 

Somehow I scraped through Mods. Nay, 
I did more than scrape through, for six of 
my papers (Latin Prose, Homer, Virgil, 
Aristophanes, Juvenal, Unseen) got a 
Second. But I was too much discouraged 
and dis-illusioned to care about anything 
beyond getting through. I had now to 
consider whether I should go in for Greats. 
Without much hesitation I decided in the 
negative. It was neither the Philosophy, 
nor the History, nor the Language, but the 
Literature, and above all the famous Poetry 
of Greece and Rome, which had in the first 
instance attracted me. I had since come to 
see that the study of the Classics was a 
highly technical and traditional study, which 
could not with advantage be approached 
except by those who had already in boyhood 
been initiated into the classical education of 
our public schools. It required not four 
years’ work but fourteen. The product of 
this system was /’homme moyen classique, the 
average classical man. An outsider could 
not hope to put himself on a level with the 
men of this type, nor in truth did I greatly 
desire to do so. I felt, rightly or wrongly, 
that the study of the classics was not 
pursued for its own sake, but as part of an 
established system of education, of which 
the value and importance were rather taken 
for granted than really felt or proved. ‘To 
me, and to most others on my own level of 

attainment, it was just mere cram and grind 
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and shop, and could by no possibility be 
anything more. There was nothing in all 
this to gratify the love of Letters, the love 
of Nature, the love of Beauty. No ex- 
perience could be less Hellenic, or less 
Humane. The classics, I then felt, and I feel 
still, were hackneyed to death, and nothing 
short of a miracle could impart to them the 
least touch of freshness, A classic text to 
me both was and is, a thing of verbs and 
adjectives; of the grammar and the lexicon ; 
and the study of it had no more to do with 
Poetry than it had to do with Chemistry. 
Indeed the one solid result which I brought 
off from four years’ work was not literary 
but scientific ;—a certain grip of the Latin - 
language and an elementary knowledge of 
Greek. It is a curious reflection that the 
only Greek book which has ever been of any 
real value to me, is the Greek Bible. 

I therefore chucked the classics with a 

Barn és xopaxas, with mingled feelings of 
mortification and relief. For myself the 
grapes were sour, and I gladly turned to 
other and, on the whole, more congenial 
subjects. Yet there has always remained 
with me, lurking in the background of my 
mind, an unsatisfied desire to return once 
more to the classical literature, and if 
possible to find there some part at least of 
the treasures which it is supposed to afford 
the student. And the occasion of our 
discussions has arisen out of my very 
unsuccessful efforts to achieve this result, 
efforts which, as you know, have only 
revived and strengthened the painful con- 
viction that Classical Books should be left to 
Classical Men. 

I remain, my Dear-—, 
Your assured friend, 

(= Tal, Sh 
October, 1900. 

(To be continued.) 

SMINOEYS, PESTILENCE AND MICE. 

A propos of Mr. Godley’s note on SpuvGevs 
in the May C.R., it is a curious coincidence 
that in the May number of the Hapository 
Times there is a paper by a medical mis- 
sionary, the Rev. J. C. Gibson, M.A., M.D., 
of Swatow, designed to prove that the fifth 
and sixth chapters of the first book of Samuel 
describe an outbreak of bubonic plague, and 
that the ‘ mice that mar the land’ are rats, 
mentioned because of their carrying disease. 
Dr. Gibson observes that Hitzig recalled in 
this connexion the association of Apollo 
with plague, under the epithet Smintheus. 
He tells us that bubonic plague is commonly 
called ‘rat plague’ in China to-day. The 
independent confirmation of an interesting 
theory thus supplied seems worthy to be 
brought to the notice of readers of the C.R. 
who may not have seen it. 

James Hope Movuron. 

Iv a paper upon some Homeric questions 
in the May number, Mr. Godley discussed 
the connection between mice and pestilence, 
and would explain it as the result of the 
knowledge acquired from Egypt of the fact 
that mice and rats carry disease. Is it not 
simpler to explain this connection as the 
result of an oriental metaphor? With the 
same suddenness and thoroughness that 
mice destroy crops, does pestilence destroy 

men. It is noticeable that in almost every 
instance where the connection has been 
found the mouse mentioned has been the 
shrew-mouse. We know how great are the 
ravages of mice in corn-land from the ela- 
borate spells found in Teutonic mythology 
to get rid of them. A possible explanation 
of the differing accounts of the destruction 
of Sennacherib is that the Assyrian folk- 
tales or chronicles described the destruction 
of the army by ‘pestilence,’ using what to 
them may have been the common metaphor 
of ‘mice.’ In after ages when the meta- 
phorical signification of mice had been lost, 
the story of them gnawing the bowstrings 
was invented, to explain how mice could 

work the destruction of an army. It is 
significant that the Philistines, when they 
sent back the ark, were advised by their 
priests and diviners to ‘make images of 
your emerods and images of your mice that 
mar the land,’ (Sam. i. v. 9), though no 
mention of the ravages of mice is made. 
The words ‘ that mar the land’ seem almost 
to be inserted in an explanatory way to 
show why they were included in the 
offering. 

The story of the gnawing of the bow- 
strings in the Troad and the similar story 
in Chinese legends, both referred to by Mr. 
Lang, may have originated in the same way, 
or merely be other forms of the same story. 

— 
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The connection between mice and disease 

being established by this metaphor, it is a 

short step to the idea that mice have some 

control over disease; and therefore the 

author of the Homeric poems regards it as 

quite natural to address Apollo in his 

capacity of the mouse-god, when he has 
afflicted the Greeks with a pestilence. 

At T. C. Cree. 
Magdalen College, Oxford. 

[Mr. Cree’s explanation of the puzzling 
passage in the First Book of Samuel (not 
the least of whose difficulties is the dis- 
crepancy between the Hebrew and LXX. 
texts) would appear to be the same as that 
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of Prof. Weilhausen, and, after him, of 
Prof. Driver in his ‘ Votes on the Hebrew 
Text of the Books of Samuel’ (on I. Sam. vi. 
21), viz. that the mouse is a symbol (Bild) 
of pestilence. There is a somewhat similar 
legend in the Arabic chronicle of Tabari 
of the destruction of the Abyssinian army 
when marching against Mecca. ‘So God 
sent birds like swallows in swarms from the 
sea; each carried three stones, one in its 
beak and two in its claws. of the size of a 

chick pea or lentil. Those who were struck 
died: but not all were struck.’ Other 
accounts, however, represent the army as 
attacked by small pox. See Noldeke’s Ge- 
schichte der Perser u. Araber zur Zeit der 
Sasaniden, pp. 213 sqg.—Ep. C.R.] 

ARCHAEOLOGY. 

BERNOULLIS GREEK ICONO- 
GRAPHY. 

Griechische Ikonographie, mit Ausschluss 
Alexanders und der Diadochen. Von J. 
J. Bernoulli. Erster Theil : Die Bildnisse 
beriihmter Griechen von der Vorzeit bis 
an das Ende des V. Jahr. v. Chr. Miin- 
chen. 1901. 16M. 

GREEK and Roman portrait sculpture has 
been for many years sadly neglected in 
comparison with other branches of Archae- 
ology. Since Visconti’s /conographie Grecque 
was published in 1808, there has appeared 
no important work dealing with the portraits 
of celebrated Greeks, until a few years ago 
Dr. Arndt began the issue of his splendid 
series of plates called Griechische und Rém- 
ische Portrdts. Even Arndt only adds a 
few lines of text to each plate ; portraiture 
asa branch of ancient art has only been 
treated of in afew short papers by Michaelis, 
Winter, Six and others. Hence every one 
interested in ancient art must have been 
delighted to hear that Prof. Bernoulli of 
Basel, whose Lémische Ikonographie is so 
valuable a work, was preparing a kindred 
book on Greek portraits. 

Prof. Bernoulli’s book is of great value, a 
solid and laborious piece of work. If I 
point out some respects in which it does not 
fulfil all one’s hopes, I must not be supposed 
to underrate its undeniable merits. 

There are two lines of study in relation 
to Greek portraits which claim attention ; 

first, the history of portraiture as a branch 
of art, second, the recovery of the features 
of great men. The second of these lines of 
study is that to which the book before us 
will most contribute, and it is the most 
obviously attractive ; and yet some previous 
attention to the first is a necessary prelim- 
inary ; for until the date and artistic char- 
acter of a statue is determined, it is of 
unknown value, and we cannot decide how 
far to trust it, or what allowance to make 
for the personal bias of the sculptor. 

It is thus greatly to be regretted that Dr. 
Bernoulli does not preface his work by a 
summary history of portrait-sculpture among 
the Greeks ; had he done so, he would have 
handled Greek portraits with more decision 
and more insight. Takirg these up as he 
does one by one, with no formulated prin- 
ciples to refer to, he sometimes falls into 
inconsistencies. His plan is to discuss the 
certainly or probably identified portraits of 
eminent Greeks in the order of their historic 
succession. But it is certain that the date 
of their life is by no means always the date 
of the portrait which we possess, and thus 
from the first we are apt to lose touch with 
chronologic succession. The first portrait 
discussed is that of Homer. But of course 
the portrait of Homer is a mere fanciful 
invention, dating from Hellenistic days. 
The earliest contemporary portrait which 
we can with confidence attribute is that of Pe- 
ricles, which comes about the middle of Prof. 
Bernoulli’s book. Thus it is clear that the 
arrangement of the work, though no doubt 
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it has some practical advantages, is such as 
to mix up styles and periods of art. If it 
was impossible to preserve a chronological 
succession from the point of view of art, 
which is probably the case, at all events 
mere fancy portraits of persons who lived, 
or were supposed to have lived, before the 
days of portraits, should be placed in a 
separate class. 

On the other hand Prof. Bernoulli success- 
fully defends himself against those critics 
who would have had him leave to the notes 
or an appendix all such portraits as are not 
certainly authentic. As he observes, such 
a rule would have taken away three fourths 
of his subject. One only regrets the number 
of distinctive portraits of known date and’ 
character which his plan has obliged him to 
reject, because it is not clear whom among 
half a dozen possibilities they really repre- 
sent. 

In collecting his materials Prof. Bernoulli 
is excellent. Heseldom omits any known 
evidence, and seldom fails to record and con- 
sider the opinion of any recognized authority. 
His judgmentis usuallysane and trustworthy. 
It may however be expected, after what has 
been already said, that he is somewhat less 
satisfactory in dealing with really difficult 
questions as to the relations of various por- 
traits of the same person to one another, 
and as to their authors. We can perhaps 
best do justice to the work before us by 
examining in somewhat closer detail the 
sections of it dealing with two groups of 
portraits, those of Sophocles and those of 
Euripides. 

The portraits of Sophocles fall naturally 
into three groups, first, those which repre- 
sent him in advanced age, of which group 
perhaps the best example is the herm in the 
British Museum, second, those grouped 
about the magnificent standing statue of the 
Lateran, in which he is greatly idealized, 
and third, heads of an earlier type which 
may date from the fifth century, of which 
there are examples in the British Museum, 
at Berlin, and elsewhere. 

These portraits Dr. Bernoulli had already 
discussed in a paper in the Archdologisches 
Jahrbuch for 1896 ; and in so doing he had 
burdened himself with a most unnecessary 
assumption, that it was impossible (geradezu 
unbegreiflich) that the Greeks can have 
handed down to us two different portrait 
types of the same man. Why so strange a 
thesis should be maintained does not appear. 
The thesis is not only arbitrary, but contrary 
even to historic evidence ; for we are told by 
Plutarch with regard to Alexander the 

Great that many artists represented him in 
various styles, until he finally chose Lysippus 
as his court sculptor. And the statement 
of Plutarch is fully confirmed by the great 
variety of extant portraits of Alexander. — 
It surely stands to reason that other emi- 
nent men would be sculptured at various 
times of life and by various hands. But 
Dr. Bernoulli in the paper referred to is so 
much a victim of his @ priori principle that 
he denies that the elderly portraits of 
Sophocles represent him at all, because they 
differ from the Lateran portrait. 

In the work before us, Dr. Bernoulli so 
far relaxes the rigour of his one-type view 
that he allows the authenticity of the 
elderly portraits, which indeed can scarcely 
be denied. But on the other hand he feels 
constrained to deny that the Lateran statue 
is a portrait in the strict sense of the word. 
It is ‘eine selbstiindige Neuschépfung.’ 
And the third group of portraits he regards 
as not representing Sophocles at all, but only 
someone resembling him. I cannot see any 
need for such procedure. Dr. Bernoulli 
would certainly have come nearer to the | 

truth if he had proceeded on less rigid lines, 
and contented himself with the generally 
received view as to the portraits of the 
second and third groups, that the heads of 
the third group are copies of a contemporary 
portrait of the poet, and the Lateran statue 
a noble but not unfaithful transcript of them 
in the style of the fourth century. 

In the case of the portraits of Euripides, 
also, I think Dr. Bernoulli’s too determined 
search for a type has misled him. He 
regards the two well-known heads at Naples 
and at Mantua as going back to one original, 
‘deutlich auf das gleiche Original zuriick- 
gehend.’ This may be the case; but the 
Mantua head is of a quite different and a 
distinctly later style of art than that of 
Naples. The Naples head may be a copy 
not greatly modified from a contemporary 
portrait; the Mantua head is a work of 
Hellenistic style, with marked expression, 
naturalistic rendering of the skin, and 
undercut locks of hair. All this Dr. 
Bernoulli has not noted. 

It is evident that all portraits of noted 
Greeks who lived later than the middle of 
the fifth century must be dependent in a 
considerable degree on true contemporary 
portraits. To study the manner in which 
these contemporary portraits are translated 
and altered by sculptors of later ages and 
various schools would be a most important 
piece of work, and one which would greatly 
further our knowledge of ancient sculpture. 
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However it is more pleasant, instead of 
noting what Dr. Bernoulli has not attempted, 
to thank him for what he has accomplished. 
He has put together in most useful form the 
mass of evidence as to early Greek 
portraiture, and his work, combined with 
the plates of Arndt’s great series, may help 
towards still further progress in this most 
interesting branch of archaeology. 

P. GARDNER. 

MONTHLY RECORD. 

GERMANY. 

Naundorf in Hochwald, near Trier. Remains of 
a Roman temple have come to light, including over 
100 well-preserved votive figures in terracotta, mostly 
female deities with attributes, some with remains of 
colouring ; also eight bronze figures (four of Mars, 
one of Jupiter, and one of Mereury).? 

ROUMANIA. 

Konstanza. A large tomb which has lately been 
found contained wall-paintings on the stone walls 
which were covered with stueco. On one wall three 
figures were preserved : Herakles, a woman with a 
roll, and a seated woman behind whom is an ele- 
phant; on another wall, two Victories, a youth 
seated by a ship, and a boy with a basket of fruit.” 

ITALY. 
Pompeii. The remarkable bronze statue recently 

discovered has now been placed in the Naples 
Museum. It is 3 ft. 104 in. high and is entirely 
covered with a coating of silver, the eyes being in 
white marble with inlaid pupils.? 

Rome. Sig. Lanciani writes to correct a statement 
made by him in previous notes (see C.R. for April, 
p. 192). The new fragment of the marble planis not 
from the first edition of Vespasian’s time, nor does 
it represent the older Pantheon, but it forms part of 
the Baths of Agrippa and dates from Septimius 
Severus like the rest. 

GREECE. 

Athens. Ina disused well 100 vases of the Roman 
period have been found, resembling those discovered 

1 Athenaeum, March 23. 
2 Athen. Mittheil. xxv. pt. 4 (1900), p. 452 ff. 
3 Athenaewm, April 13. 

by Messrs. Grenfell and Hunt in the Fayim, with 
incised geometrical patterns ; one has painted yellow 
and brown ornaments. On the spot where the Ilissos 
is crossed by the middle line of the Long Wallsa 
cemetery of about 400 B.c. has been excavated. Each 
tomb contained a marble or terracotta sarcophagus 
containing a coffin of wood with bronze nails; the 
ashes in many cases were placed in marble vessels or 
urns of bronze and terracotta. Among the painted 
vases found were lekythi, pyxides, etc. of the usual 
types, also several lowtrophoroi, one with an Amazon- 
omachia ; a lebes with a flute-player and dancers ; 
and a pelike with Theseus and the Marathonian bull. 
Other finds which may be mentioned are sundry 
bronze objects, leaden dirae inscribed with impre- 
eations, marble vases and inscribed stelae, and 
various terracottas (figures of Pan and Seilenos, birds 
and dogs, and gilt rosettes).? 

retria. Tombs have come to light containing 
fifth-century lekythi, and a considerable number of 
gold ornaments, including necklaces of acorns and 
animals’ heads, a diadem with reliefs, and finger- 
rings. Others date from the seventh century, and 
contained early amphorae, one of the Dipylon class 
with a funeral procession. Among the white-ground 
lekythi was one with the subject of Hypnos and 
Thanatos.? 

Thera. Hiller von Gaertringen has finished ex- 
cavating the plan of the upper city, which consists 
mainly of private houses. One was of a complicated 
plan and contained in one chamber a number of 
Hellenistic terracottas ; in two of the rooms were 
wall-paintings, resembling the First or Incrustation 
style of Pompeian wall-decoration. Other discoveries 
range from polygonal walls of an early period to re- 
mains of Byzantine times. The Agora has been 
shown to consist of three distinct terraces extending 
for about 120 yards north and south ; on the middle 
one was a temple of the Ptolemies and Caesars, and 
on the north side three exedrae erected by persons in 
the Augustan age, as shown by inscriptions. Two 
high columns which evidently formed a pair bore an 
honorary inscription of the second century B.c., to- 
gether with a long list of prozenit. On the road lead- 
ing down from the Agora were found a quantity of 
early inscriptions cut in the rock ; one in iambic 
trimeters which relates to a Carneian festival esta- 
blished by one Agloteles has been published in 
Hermes, 1901, p. 134.2 

Aegina. It is reported that no fewer than nine 
heads have been found belonging to the pedimental 
sculptures of the temple which are now at Munich ; 
the Berliner Philologische Wochenschrift of May 4 
was to contain full details of these finds, but at the 
time of writing is not to hand. 

H. B. WALTERS. 

SUMMARIES OF PERIODICALS 
__ American Journal of Philology. Vol. xxi, 4. 
Whole No. 84. 1900. 

The Athenian Democracy in the Light of Greck 
Literature, A. Leach. The Ocean in Sanskrit Epic 
Poetry, W. Hopkins. The Greek in Cicero's Epistles, 
R. B. Steele. On the Wedding Stanza, Rig-Veda, x. 
40, 10, M. Bloomfield. The Manuscripts of the 
Letters of Cicero to Atticus in the Vatican Library, 
S. B. Platner. Note on Acharnians 947, C. Bonner. 
On Greek and Latin Negatives, F. H. Fowler. On 

the Septuagint Text of I. Samuel 20, 3 and Epistle of 
Jeremiah 26, J. W. Rice. 
REVIEWS AND Book Norices. Schmalz’s Latein- 

ische Syntax wnd Stilistik (E. B. Lease), Koch’s 
Kaiser Julian der Abtriinnige (W. C. France), Roth- 
stein’s Die Elegien des Sextus Propertius (K. F. 
Smith). 

Revue de Philologie. Vol. 25,2. April 1901. 

Les jeux en Vhonneur du proconsul Q. Mucius 
Scaevola, P. Foucart. An inser. from Olympia. 
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La famille d’ Herode Atticus, P. Foucart. An inscr. 

from Athens. Plautus Asin. 99, 100. Th. Kakridis. 
Suggests in 100 venari item lepusculwm in medio 

mari.  Terentius Phormio, L. Havet. Critical 

notes. Platon et Vorigine des minéraux, F. de Mély. 

Certain passages of the Timaeus quoted and dis- 

cussed, in which we may recognize the beginning of 

the science of mineralogy. Plin. N.H. viii. 165, 

KE. Chatelain. Profwndius is a gloss and is not 

found in a palimpsest of P. in MS. 24 of the Grand 

Séminaire of Autun. Langue et style de Victor de 

Vita, F. Ferrére. A contribution to the study of 

African Latin, Baris, B. Keil. On the mention of 

this town in an inser. found near the temple of 

Apollo Didymaeus and lately published by B. Haus- 

soullier. Les Séleucides et le temple d’ Apollon Didy- 

méen, B. Haussoullier. Further inscriptions, of the 

reign of Seleucus II. Une nowvelle borne mailliaire 

de Lydie-Le proconsul Dulcitius, B. Haussoullier. 

An inser. from Koz-bounar between Ephesus and 

Sardis. F 

Wochenschrift fiir Klassische Philologie. 

1901. 
17 April. Thawydidis Historiae, ree. H. S. Jones. 

II. (S. Widmann). ‘Handy, though not of much 

importance.’ Ciceros Reden gegen Catilina und fiir 

Archias, erkl. vor K. Halm. 14. A. von G. Laub- 

mann (W. Hirschfelder), very favourable. R. 

Thiele, Horaz und sein Stikulargedicht (W. Hirsch- 

felder), ‘Much to be commended.’ E, Wolfilin, 

Zur Komposition der Historien des Tacitus (G. 
Andresen). ‘Reaches only a negative result’ Guil. 
Heydenreich, De Quwintiliant institutionis oratoriae 

libro X, de Dionysii Halicarnassensis de imitatione 

libro Il, de canone qui dicitur Alexandrino quaces- 

tiones (O. Kréhnert), unfavourable. 
24 April. Festschrift, Cc. F. W. Miiller zum 70. 

Geburtstag gewidmet (C. Haeberlin). Contains the 
following: Max Treu, Die Gesandtschafisreise des 
Rhetors Theodulos Magistros ; A. Ludwich, Bettrage 
~ur Homerischen Handschriftenkunde ; F. Skutsch, 
Zur Wortzusammensetzung im Lateinischen; R. 

Wiinsch, Zw Sophrons Tal yuvaikes al ray Oedy pavte 
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ekeaav; K. Dziatzko, Das newe Fragment der Mepi- 
Ketpomevn des Menander ; W. Kroll, Studien wtiber dic 
Komposition der Aeneis; R. Forster, Die Kasus- 
angleichung des Relativpronomen im Lateinischen ; 
and F. Marx, Digitis computans. ¥. Delitzsch, 
Assyrische Lesestiicke. 4. A. (V. PraSek), favourable. 
M. W. de Visser, De Graccorum diis non referentibus 
speciem humanam (H. Steuding), favourable. J. 
Schéne, De dialecto Bucchylidea (C. Haeberlin). 
‘Deserves cordial recognition.’  Demetrii Cydonii 
de contemnenda morte oratio, ed. H. Deckelmann 
(C. Fries). ‘Welcome to specialists on Byzantine 
literature.’ A. Uppgren, De verborum peculiaribus 
et propriis numeris. III. (H. D.), unfavourable. 
Cicero, I tre libri de oratore, da A. Cima. Libro J, 
sec. ed. (W. Hirschfelder), very favourable. Ovidit 
Metamorphoses, Auswahl von J. Meuser. 7. A. von 
A. Egen (C. Fries), favourable. D. Detlefsen, Die 
Beschreibung Italiens in der Naturalis Historia des 
Plinius (J. Miiller), favourable. P. Natorp, Was 
uns die Griechen sind (O. Weissenfels), favourable. 

1 May. J. B. Bury, 4 history of Greece to the 
death of Alexander the Great (A. Hock) 1. Gualth. 
Sanell, Quaestiones Platonicae (M. Wohlrab). On 
the attempt to determine the order of Plato’s 
writings from the evidence of language.  Paulys 
Real-encyclopidie der klassischen Altertumswissen- 
schaft, Neue Bearb. von G. Wissowa. 7. Halbband 
(F. Harder. Zusatz von G. Andresen). 

8 May. E. Kammer, Hin aesthetischer Kommentar 
au Homers Ilias (G. Vogrinz), very favourable. 
J. B. Bury, 4 history of Greece (A. Hoek) II. 
‘ Very stimulating and full of learning.’ RK. Frese, 
Beitradge zur Beurteilung der Sprache Casars (H. 
Ziemer). ‘ An excellent treatise.’ Th. Fitz-Hugh, 
Outlines of a System of Classical Pedagogy (H. 
Ziemer), favourable. 

15 May. A. Solari, Osservazioni sulla pretesa 
potenza maritima degli Spartani (A. Wock), favour- 
able. J. Valaori, Der delphische Dialekt (P. Kresch- 
mer), favourable. Horati opera, rec. E. C. Wickham 
(W. Hirschfelder). ‘A careful and well-considered 
edition of the text.’ A. Romano, Osservazioni 
Pliniane (F. Miinzer), unfavourable. 
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Tue Executive Committee of the British 
School at Rome have issued an appeal 
(dated May, 1901) from which the following 
are extracts— 

The project of founding in Rome a recognised 
British centre of study and research, offering to British 
students the advantages which German, French, 
Austrian, and American students already enjoy in 
the institutions provided by their respective countries, 
has been frequently mooted both in this country and 
by residents in Rome. 

Early in 1899 it was taken up in a definite form by 
the Committee of the British School at Athens; a 
strong General Committee was formed for the purpose 
of bringing the scheme before the public and in- 
viting promises of support; and a small Executive 
was appointed ‘to take such further steps as may be 
necessary pending the transfer of the proposed School 
to the Committee of the British School at Athens.’ 

The intention indicated in a circular which was 
widely distributed in November, 1899, to issue in 
the spring of the following year an appeal for the 
Schools at Rome and Athens jointly, was necessarily 
abandoned owing to the prevailing national emer- 
gency. Butasmall fund was raised which enabled 
the Committee to make a tentative beginning; a 
Director (Mr. G. MeN. Rushforth, M.A., Oriel 
College, Oxford) was appointed, and proceeded to 
Rome in November, 1900 ; an excellent set of rooms 
was acquired in January, 1901, in the Palazzo 
Odescalchi, Piazza SS. Apostoli ; and the School was 
formally opened by Lord Currie, H.M. Ambassador 
to the Quirinal, on April 11 last. 

The work of the School has already begun. The 
Director, in addition to a full report on the recent 
excavations, published in the Z%mes of January 9, 
and to assistance given to visitors to Rome at Easter, 
has delivered an exhaustive lecture, which will 
shortly be published, on the ancient Church of Santa 
Maria Antiqua. A monograph on the ‘Roman Roads 
in the Campagna,’ by Mr. T. Ashby, late Craven 
Fellow in the University of Oxford, and now a 
student at the School, is also nearly ready for 
publication. 

The School, it should be remembered, will not be 
exclusively classical and archaeological. On the 
contrary, it is intended to be a centre for all British 
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students in Rome; and the Provisional Scheme, 
approved by the General Committee, provides that 
every period of the language and literature, anti- 
quities, art and history of Rome and Italy shall be 
considered as falling within its province. ; 

Funds are urgently needed, in the shape both of 
annual subscriptions and of donations. If the School 
is to be maintained in a really efficient manner an 
annual income of at least £1,000 is required. The 
Committee desire to obtain also a capital sum of not 
less than £3,000, for such purposes as the extension 
of the library, the furnishing of the rooms, ete. 
Up tothe present the annual subscriptions amount 

be only about £250, and the donations to about 
760. 

Upon the need for the new School, our 
correspondent in Rome, Mr. Ashby, writes 
as follows. The experience which he has 
gained upon the spot gives his opinion a 
special value : 

I am sure, from my own experience, that for 
archaeological and other students here in Rome, such 
a School is a necessity. During)the period of my 
residence here I have met with unfailing kindness 
from the heads of the German, French, and American 
Schools, and from Italian archaeologists; but I 
have always felt the need of some centre for British 
students; and the warmth and enthusiasm of the 
welcome which the representatives of other nations 
have offered to our new School and its director, form 
in themselves a sufficient proof that its desirability 
is recognised on all hands, and that its prosperity, 
if this can be secured, will be beneficial to students 
and workers of other nations as well as of our own. 

We would earnestly commend the appeal 
to all friends of scholarship and archaeology 
in this country. Subscriptions may be sent 
to Dr. Walter Leaf, 6 Sussex Place, Regent’s 
Park, N.W. 

Was muss der Gebildete vom Griechischen 
wissen? is the title of a book which ap- 
peared in the same year as ‘G. H.S.’ penned 

U 
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his two remarkable ‘ Letters to a Classical 
Friend,’ the second of which appears in our 
present issue: and the answer which ‘G. H. 
8. there returns to the question is an unfal- 
tering Nichts/ To all of us who hope for 
the classical literatures, and for Greek 
literature in particular, a not less magni- 
ficent role in the future than they have 
played in the past, and who believe that a 
serious curtailment in the sphere of this 
influence will be a serious loss to human 
culture and education, the frank confessions 
and outspoken denunciations of this would-be 
friend who has become a foe, donnent 
Surieusement & penser. ‘The curious paradox 
of ‘G. H.8.’s’ intellect, his seeming ability 
to appreciate English poetry and his avowed 
incapacity to see anything in Greek, his 
love and admiration of Milton and Shelley 
and his repugnance to the ancient writings 
which Milton and Shelley loved and admired, 
need not trouble us here: this Review is 
not concerned with Jusus naturae as such, 
It is very different with the matter 
of his criticisms; and fas est et ab hoste 
docert is a saying the force of which 
Englishmen at the present time should be 
the first to acknowledge, 

English scholars have heard a good deal 
lately of the evil effects of ‘specialism’ in 
classics. But now it is announced that 
classics itself is a study only fit for specialists. 
And this proposition emanates from a 
member of a University whose classical 
curriculum and examinations are generally 
thought to be excellently planned for keeping 
specialism in its proper place. The circum- 
stance is notable. 

Attentive readers of the strictures of 
‘G. H. 8.’ will observe that they refer to two 
quite separate matters. Part of them deal 
with defects in the modes and methods of 
classical teaching. Upon the question of 
particular criticisms there may be different 
opinions: but his complaint of the labour of 
learning Greek and Latin most people will 
consider well grounded. In the phrasing of 
his complaint, ‘sheer fag,’ ‘ grind,’ ‘labour,’ 
and the like, we have the voice not of his 
opinions but of his experience; and anfor- 
tunately it is the experience of many. So 
far as the teaching of the schools is con- 
cerned, this labour cannot be alleviated by 
being spread over a larger number of hours. 
It is hardly possible that there will be more 
time in the future allotted to classics: it is 
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more than probable that there will be less. 
While these lines are passing through the 
press, a meeting is being held under the 
presidency of a Regius Professor of Greek 
‘to urge the necessity of giving modern 
languages a more prominent position in the 
educational curricula of the country.’ The 
demands of these subjects can hardly be 
refused, and it is the classical time-table that 
must satisfy them. If then Greek and Latin 
studies are not to fall behind, the load they 
carry must be lightened. 

Another complaint appears at first sight 
to refer to the character of the classics them- 
selves. They are said to be ‘hackneyed.’ 
It is strange that the literature of races and 
civilisations so different in countless ways 
from our own should be ‘hackneyed.’ For 
unluckily our knowledge of it isnot inherited ; 
but every one has to gain it for himself. A 
great deal—no doubt a great deal too much 
—has been written about the classics ; but on 
this showing the North Pole will be ‘ hack- 
neyed’ too, The solution of the puzzle is 
not far to seek. What classics has in com- 
mon with modern literature ‘G, H. 8.’ and 
others in his case find hackneyed, and the 
remainder unintelligible. This mixture of 
course produces nausea; it would be a 
miracle if it did not. 

In reality the two causes of this nausea 
are intimately connected. What seems at 
first sight trite and commonplace in Greek 
and Latin literature, does so because its 
setting has been imperfectly understood. 
As intelligence of its surroundings grows, it 
gains in freshness and brightness, with often 
the apparently paradoxical result that the 
original form of a familiar thought appears 
the most novel of all. It is upon intelligence 
then that the whole question hinges. Can 
the classics be taught in such a way that 
the life and thought of ancient Greek and 
Roman times shall be a reality to the 
average student? 1t they can, he will gain, 
as the best judges in ail countries since the 
Revival of Learning agree, intellectual profit 
which can be his in no other way. If they 
cannot, then classics will become what 
‘G. H. 8. declares it to be, a study only 
for the ‘ specialist’: and only specialists will 
pursue it. This disaster, for such we believe 
it would be, it behoves all friends of the 
higher education to take speedy steps to 
avert. 
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TWO ERRORS OF MEMORY IN THE TELEMACHY. 

Ty the Prolegomena to his book de tribus 
Hom. Od. codd. ant. pp. 14 and 22-5, Mol- 
huysen shows how the scribes have often 
added or miswritten a line of Homer through 
untimely recollection of other passages in 
the /Tiad and Odyssey, so that our MSS. of 
these poems display errors of memory, as 
well as errors of eye and ear. Thus, to take 
two of his instances, after Od. iv. 796, which 
ends déuas 6’ quxTo yuvatki, the good MS. P 
adds the verse xa\y «.7.\., which follows the 
same verse-ending Od. xiii. 288-9: and the 
Florentine F has in Od. xiv. 485 instead of 
éuparews tmakovoe, eup. avopovoe through 
recollection of J/7. v. 836 éup. dmopovoev, 
the only other Homeric instance of éupa7éws. 
These errors are probably the result of asso- 
ciation affecting the mind of the copyist at 
the very time of writing. But a little con- 
sideration will show us that there were 
times when the scope was far greater for 
the influence of mental association on the 
Epic text. 

For, at whatever date writing was first 
used in the transmission of Greek Epic, we 
may be sure that for a considerable period 
the written copy was not intended to de- 
light private readers, or to be read to an 

audience, like the Jewish and Christian 
Scriptures. It served the same purposes as 
the copy of an actor’s part, i.e. professional 
reciters learnt it by heart, and afterwards 
used it to refresh the memory. Of parts, 
at least, of their 7épertowe the Greek 
reciters no doubt took about with them 
MSS. which served the same purpose as 
the Oxford MS. of the Song of Roland :— 
‘it is’ writes M. Léon Gautier, Za Chan- 
son de Roland, p. xxvi. ‘one of the little 
volumes for the use of the jonglewrs which 
they carried with them wherever they went, 
and in which they doubtless refreshed their 
memory.’ 

Besides reciting, the rhapsodist would 
also train pupils, for in primitive societies 
the same man both teaches and practises a 
eraft; and he would give them his own 
written texts, or copies of them, to get by 
heart. But where the papyrus or parch- 
ment (cf. Herod. v. 58 and Birt, d. ant. 
Buchwesen, p. 47) was rubbed or torn or 

_ otherwise obliterated, he would have to sup- 
ply the deficiency from memory ; and he 
would again have to rely on memory, if he 
wished his pupils to learn any part of his 
répertoire that he had not by him in writ- 

a 

ing. For where should he procure copies ? 
He would have to make the copy by writ- 
ing or dictating from memory. Evidently, 
a text thus dependent on memory would be 
likely to contain such errors as are inci- 
dental to transmission by memory ; and the 
mistakes of a popular rhapsodist would, 
through his pupils and pupils’ pupils, obtain 

a widespread and enduring circulation. 
So long as the Epics appealed only to 

the listening circle in the noble’s hall or at 
a public festival, the only written texts 
must have been those produced for and 
through the reciters ; for the demand regu- 
lates the supply. They alone, therefore, 
can have formed the written basis of those 
copies that were produced for private persons 
in ever increasing numbers as education de- 
veloped; and to them, or immediately to 
the living voice of the rhapsodist, we must 
ultimately trace back our own MSS. of 
Homer. These, therefore, are likely to con- 

tain errors due to misrecollection on the 
part of the rhapsodists. 

It is true that the rhapsodists were men 
whose memory was highly trained and de- 
veloped. They may also have had some 
sort of memoria technica to assist them. But 
even a highly trained memory does not 
quite completely secure its contents against 
the subtle, half-unconscious influence of 
association ; and I have, I think, found two 
lines in the Telemachy in which the right 
reading has been displaced by the influence 
of other passages that were associated in 
thought with these. If J am right, then, 
as the present readings are clearly those of 
the old vulgate, they may be safely referred 
to the period before the texts of the Epics 
ceased to be dependent on the memories of 
reciters. 

The lines are ii. 25] and iv. 514. In 
the former wAcoverou (so MSS. and Scholia, 
see Note B) has, I submit, supplanted zepi 
dart; and in the second, the universal 
MaXeuéwv should be ’A@nvawv. 

T.—0Od. ii. 251. 

At the third and final stage of the debate 
in Qd. ii. Telemachos demands a ship that 
he may go in search of his father. Before 
any reply is made to this request, Mentor, 
an aged friend of the royal family, makes 
an appeal to the people to interfere on be- 

u 2 
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half of Telemachos. This appeal is ex- 
pressed in the form of a reproach and ends 
with the lines: 

A a7 , , 4 ol o 

viv Jadrw Sypw vewertComat, otov dravres 
940 = e + SN »* 6 v2 > , 440 700 avew arap ov TL kabarropevor éreerot 

Tavpous puynothpas Karepvxere TroAAol 
eovres. 

To this speech a contemptuous reply is 
made by Leokritos son of Euenor (vy. 
243-51), after which he winds up the debate 
by dismissing the assembly and refusing 
Telemachos’ request for a vessel (vv. 252-6). 
The difficulties of the first part of this 
speech, the reply to Mentor, are notorious ; 
and for the results of previous efforts 
towards a solution, I may be allowed merely 
to refer to Ameis-Hentze, Anhang on ii. 
243; the editions of Merry,! and of vy. 
Leeuwen-da Costa ; and a note at the end 
of Butcher and Lang’s translation. As a 
preliminary to settink forth the present 
proposal, I will quote the passage. 

tov 0 Evnvopiéns Aeuskpiros avriov ntda: 
Mevrop araprnpe, pévas ree, Trolov 

éeures 
ce ae , 5 Panis HpL<as OTpivwV KaTaTavenev. apyahéov dé 

245 dvdpdor kat tredveror paxéroacbar Teph 
Sauté. 

el wep yap «’ ’Odvaeds "Ibaxyoos abtos 
ere Ooo 

Sawypévous Kari dOpna ov prnorhpas 
ayavovs 

37 , Ras a 
efeMacat peydporo pevouyjoer’ evi Gupa, 
ov Kev of Kexdpoito yu}, pada rep 

/ xaTéovea, 
in , 250 €dOovr’, GANa Kev adtod deixéa métpov 

€mla7rol, 
> ; p re eta Sts 

ei TAedvET aL pudxorTo: oY Bod Kata poipay 
€eures. 

The logic of this reply is as follows. 
Mentor has urged the people ‘ being many’ 
to check the ‘few’ suitors by words, 
kafartTomevor éeméecot, a colourless phrase, 

which is as suitable to friendly as to un- 
friendly address (cf. 39). But, obviously, 
the suitors are not men to be influenced by 
words, or by anything short of force. 
Accordingly, Leokritos wastes no time dis- 
cussing a policy of diplomatic representa- 
tions. Tacitly assuming (a shrewd stroke 
of debate) that interference means fighting 
—the Hpic, let us always remember, not 
needing to be as explicit in respect to the 
readily obvious, as, say, a Government 

? Merry’s theory that Mentor is the subject of the 
infinitive waxéooacba:, might incline one to read in 
v. 245 dvipdor oe mredvera: for a. Kad mA. of MSS. 
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report—he tells Mentor that he is a down- 
right fool to urge the people to stop the 
suitors, inasmuch as to pick a quarrel at a 
feast is a grievous matter, even for men 
that have numbers on their side. 

The clause dpyaéov 6€ k.7.X. is a justifica- 
tion of the preceding abuse. dpyadéov has 
the meaning, less of ‘difficult,’ than of 
‘burdensome,’ ‘grievous,’ ‘more than can 
be expected of a man,’ as in Od. xiii. 15— 

5 ARK bs A P 
apyaXeov yap eva mpoikos xapioacGau. 

kat has the same force as in Z/, xx. 356— 

2 Babine Pc A 37 apyaXcov d€ pol éore kal ipbipw rep edvte 
ToTcovGd’ dvOpurous epee Kai TAT payer Gat. 

The use of payécoac$o. without an ex- 
pressed object is common enough; e.g. we 
have drpvvwv paxecarbar I7. v. 496, vi. 105, 
xi. 213. On this point and on the force of 
the aorist, ‘to begin,’ ‘take up the combat,’ 
cf. Mutzbauer, Grundlagen d. gr. Tempus- 
lehre, p. 88. 

In epi daird the local force is alone 
present, as is usual in Homer, or is, at least, 
predominant ; for the only effective means 
of stopping the feastings of the suitors 
would be armed interference at the banquet 
itself. 

Leokritos goes on to show how the general 
proposition apyaNéov dé x.7.X. applies to the 
particular case of the Ithacan 8juos. ‘ For 
even,’ he says, ‘if Odysseus of Ithaca should 
return himself and desire to expel from the 
hall the lordly suitors as they feasted in his 
house, his wife would have no joy in him, 
though she should be very desirous of him, 
on his coming, but he would meet an un- 
seemly fate on the spot’ (vv. 246-50). So 
far the reasoning is clear and pertinent, 
though it is not fully set forth. Plainly, if 
the suitors would not brook interference at 
the banquet from Odysseus himself, they 
would not submit to it from the djmos, not 
even in face of superior numbers, without 
first taking some lives; but to risk their 
lives in this fashion is more than can be ex- 
pected of the people. 

But the MSS. go on with v. 251, ‘if he 
(se. Od.) should fight against superior num- 
bers.’ This cannot be right, for Leokritos 
and his audience are not concerned with the 
danger involved in an attack on a majority, 
but with the danger to that majority to 
which Mentor has appealed, if it attacks the 
suitors at the feast. We must either excise 
the line, as do many editors, or emend it. 
Now, if we excise it, we lose the words ov 8’ 
od Kata poipay éeures, Which round off very 
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fittingly the part of the speech dealing with 
Mentor; but if, instead of ef zrAcoverct 
paxowro, we read ei wep dati p., it Seems pos- 
sible to explain readily both the line and its 
corruption. 

et wept daitl pxdxorro briefly repeats vy. 246 
-8 «i wep yap k... dawypevous ... éeAXdoar 
peydpowo jevowjoe’, which is itself a repe- 
tition of the more general expression prayéo- 
gacba: wept dard in 245, The corruption 
was easy for two reasons. In the first place, 
teoverot and wept dari agree in their first 
and last sounds, and in the number and the 
quantities of their syllables. In the second 
place, there occurs six lines above zicdverou 
Haxecoacbat wept dart, which would tend to 
make the memory hesitate in 251 between 
the two expressions 7A. and 7.6. and would 
suggest A. pdyorro for that line rather than 
7.0... : ef. the reading, noted by Molhuysen, 
11., p. 24, of Eustathius and one or two other 
authorities of Od. xiv. 21 éxros ‘avov instead 
of aievi., because é. iv. has come just before 
in v.16. But in the case of ii. 251 the de- 
cisive factor in the corruption was, probably, 
the half-unconscious influence on the rhapso- 
dist of other Odyssean passages where a 
majority and a minority are contrasted, the 
suitors being in these the majority, not their 
assailants. Such passages are: 

244, 

Gvdpe dw roddoiar Kal iPOiwourr pdxerbar. 

xx. 30. 

podvvos edv 7roXEct. 

Xvi. 

xxi. 12. 
, ? ” ’ > , inj , Tis k’ olowto er’ Gvdpacu dattupdverct 

povvov evi tAEdvera K.T.A. 

The remainder of the speech is not diffi- 
cult. I dealin Note A with the question, 
who was Leokritos, and in Note B, with a 
supposed reading of Didymus and Aris- 
tarchus in ii. 251. 

II.— Od. iv. 514. 

In Proteus’ account of the return and 
death of Agamemnon, we read that he 
escaped shipwreck, for (dé adding an explana- 
tion) Here saved him (vv. 512-3). The 
passage continues 

514 Gdn’ ore 67) tay’ ewehAe Madevdwv opos 
Qi7Tvu 

ifeoGat k.7.A. 

As we have just been told of Here’s protec- 
tion, we should expect to find that Agamem- 
non was about to reach some point on his 

proper course ; but this would not take him 
to Malea. Ameis-Hentze, Anhung, suggest 
that he followed the Phoenician sea-route 
from Asia through the southern series of 
islands to Malea ; but this would be a very 
roundabout way from Troy. He would 
naturally go to the southern Euboean pro- 
montory, Geraistos, either, if the weather 
was fair, leaving Psyrie on his left, or by 
the route between Chios and Cape Mimas on 
the peninsula of Erythrai (cf. Od. iii. 
169-178 and Tozer, Hist. of Anc. Geogr., 
p. 23). From Geraistos he would pass on 
to Sounion, like Menelaos and Nestor (iii. 
278). But while they had to round Malea, 
in order to reach the Laconic Gulf and Pylos 
respectively, any one returning to Mycenae 
would coast round the Argolis, making for 
some point at or near Nauplia; or, rather, 

in the days when Argos and Tiryns were as 
independent of Mycenae as Pylos or Athens, 
he would sail up to the head of the Saronic 
gulf and reach the capital along one of 
those three Cyclopean highways connecting 
Mycenae with Corinth, and ‘pointing to 
Corinth? as the northern-base of which the 
Pelopid Mycenae was an outpost’ (cf. 
Tsountas and Manatt, Zhe Mycenuean Age, 
pp. 16 and 35-8). 

Dr. Merry (ad. loc.) suggests that a storm 
(Od. v. 109) first drifted Agamemnon south, 
and he worked up again until he sighted 
Malea. But, on this view, the passage 
omits details that are not obvious from the 
context, and is not worded with the usual 
Homeric lucidity. 

If, however, we read? éued\Xev ’APnvdwv 
instead of €uehAXe MadAerdwy, all becomes 
clear. "A@nvawyv dpos aizv is Sovviov tpov 

. axpov ’A@nvéwy (Od. iii. 278) which is 
on the natural route from Troy. The 
change to the vulgate was possible because 
of the similarity in sound, the difference 
being only -ma-lei-d- for -na-thé-nd-, and was 
caused by recollection of the parallel passage 
in the account of Menelaos’ return :— 

Od. iii. 286. 

GXN’ bre On Kal KEivos iby ext olvoTa TOVTOV 
ev vyvot yAadupyor Madetawy pos aim 
tke Gewy tore 81) otvyepiy dov KrA, 

For another corruption in the account of 
Agamemnon’s return, I refer to Note C. 

1 In connecting Corinth, ete. rather than Argos, 
with Mycenae, the Catalogue (559-80) is in harmony 
with the results of modern investigation. 

* Rather ‘if we ‘‘hear’’’ since recollection of a 
text is recollection of sounds, rather than of writing, 
especially on the part of a reciter who probably 
learnt the text by repeating it many times aloud. 
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Nore A,—LEoKRI1O0s. 

We receive no information in Od. ii about this 

person, though we are told something about all the 

others that we first meet at the debate, Aigyptios, 

Halitherses, and Mentor—we have already found 

‘Antinoos and Eurymachos among the suitors in Bk. i. 

It is usual to regard him as a suitor, since one of the 

same name and patronymic is mentioned among the 

killed in xxii. 294. Besides, Telemachos’ demand 

for a boat seems to be addressed to the suitors (ii. 

212). On the other hand, a label so rarely used 

might be attached inadvertently to two minor 

personages in passages so far apart—the composers of 

early Epic jhad no convenient index nominum to 

prevent such slips—and the name (« Chosen-of-the- 

people’) would be very suitable in ii for a spokesman 

of the people. Besides, both the grammar and sense 

of the speech are in favour of the speaker not being 

a suitor, The order of words, coupled with the fact - 

that Mentor has just been urging the people to check 

the suitors, makes it more natural to construe NeEas 

étpivay KaTamaveuey “urging us to check (the suitors) ’ 

than ‘urging (the people) to check us.’ If Mentor 

gives bad advice to the people, it is rather for them 

to reproach him with folly than for the suitors ; and 

the statement that the suitors would kill Odysseus, 

if he interfered with them while they feasted, is in 

marked contrast with the affectation of right that 

the suitors have in the previous speeches maintained ; 

it would come far better from one who was not a 

suitor. 
The logic of the speech is the same in both cases. 

Nore £.—An ANcIENT EMENDATION OF 

Od. ii. 251. 

The scholia show that the line was emended to 

mredvecow eroito instead of mA. waxotro, On the 

principle that if Odysseus * went along with many,’ 

many would be going along with him, and so the 

suitors would be the minority as Mentor suggested 

(v. 241). After deducting the emendations of 

Buttmann and Dindorf, we get the following 

scholion :-— 
el tAcdvecoty (enorto] €i ToAAOl adT@ éxowrTo 7) «i 

modAovs omadods exo. Ties de ‘yedolws ypapouct 

pdxoiro. It is strange that Buttmann and later 

editors have not seen that the lemma is perfectly 

sound, and shows, perhaps a naive, but an intelligible 

correction of the ordinary pdéxorro ; and, asa note on 

the reading mA. €rorro, the scholion is necessary and 

correct. The Buttmann-Dindorf change to TAEOVES 

of €rowro renders the note ‘if many accompanied 

him, ov if he had many attendants’ superfluous and 

inept: it makes necessary Dindorf’s insertion of «7 

mredverot before udxorro, besides being itself im- 

possible in Homer because the opt. 3 pl. émoiwzo is 

un-Homeric, as v. Leeuwen-da Costa point out in 

their note. When Ludwich writes ‘aA€oves ot 

¢rowro (Aristarchus ?) Didymus,’ he wrongs those 

worthies. 

THE CLASSICAL REVIEW. 

Nore C.—0Od. iv. 519-20. 

According to the vulgate, (1) Agamemnon is swept 

away by a storm to the neighbourhood of Aigisthos 

(vv. 515-8) ; (2) the wind changes, and he reaches 

home (519-23) ; and (3) he is invited to Aigisthos’ 

house and murdered (524 seg.). Of these three 

stages in the story, it can hardly be doubted that (1) 

was intended to lead up to (3), whereas in the 

existing version it has no bearing at all on (3). Some 

editors, therefore, transpose 517-8 and 519-20, so that 

the stages become (1) Agamemnon is swept away by 

a storm (515-6), (2) a favourable wind brings him 

home to the neighbourhood of Aigisthos (519-20, 

517-18, 521-3), and (8) as before. But with this. 

arrangement, ofkad’ ixovro at the end of 520 is 

immediately followed, as by an explanation, by aypov 

én’ eoxariyy at the beginning of 517. ‘Home,’ 

however, should mean the city, but the expression 

aypov K7TA. Means a place far from the city ; cf. 

Od. v. 489. 
It is more probable that vv. 519-20 beginning with 

the words aA’ Sze 5) were composed by a reciter as a 

substitute for vv. 514-8 beginning with the same 

words, i.e. 519 add’ dre 5H Kal Ketey was composed 

to follow 513, and xe7@ev meant from the storm in 

which Aias was wrecked. The change was made in 

order to suit hearers who believed that the murder 

took place at Mycenae. 
‘After the removal of these lines the story becomes 

quite clear. Aigisthos, who had removed Klytat- 

mnestre from the royal house in Mycenae (cf. iit 272) 

was living on his father’s old estate ata distance from 

the capital (iv 517-8). For a year a man in his 

service had been watching, iv 527 ya € AdBor mapiey 

vhoarto de BouvpidosaAkijs, 7.0. lest Agamemnon should 

pass unobserved by him (the watchman, or perhaps 

Aig.) to the capital, find his wife gone, and prepare to 

attack Aigisthos before the latter had news of the 

husband’s return. Fate favoured Aigisthos by 

carrying Agamemnon out of his course so that he 

landed at a distance from the city near Aigisthos’ 

lonely dwelling. The watchman caught sight of 

him, gave word of his arrival, and there followed 

the paramour’s invitation to the husband, who little 

suspected that his wife was living in his host's 

zenana. 
We need not be troubled because Agamemnon, 

landing unexpectedly near Aigisthos’ house, was seen 

by a man who was looking for him on the route to 

Mycenae. he watcher amd oxomijs elde (524), i.¢. 

the outlook is from the top of a hill whence a wide 

prospect is enjoyed of sea and land. Cf. Il. iv 275, 

vy 771, or take as an example of what the poet 

meaut by sxomm the real ancient fort near Mycenae 

‘on the lofty summit of St. Elias, which served at 

the same time as a watcl-tower and beacon- 

station,’ and from which ‘the whole Argolic plain 

and gulf and the mountain region to Corinth and 

beyond can readily be watched’ (Tsountas and 

Manatt, /./. p. 38). 
C .M. Munyany. 

Benares, 1901. 

_—— 

| | 
| 
| 
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NOTE ON EURIPIDES, 

> ~ ? 

"AXNQ’ mix ijpeets ouKer eopev ev ae, 
KaTva Oo conpeny’ adotv To\cuiwy iro, 
Efov KQTEKTAS. 

It is impossible to render the second of 
these lines unless what Paley calls ‘a sin- 
gular ellipse’ be assumed. The editors of 
elementary editions say that a participle is 
to be supplied. But Nauck saw that no 
satisfactory defence had been put forward, 
and fell back on conjecture. 

The scholiast says that éonpny is for 
éonpynve TO Has pnKere eivar ev dae, and the 
note looks as if he read the passage correctly 
punctuated, as follows : 

"AAN ix’ Hpeels ovKéer exper ev an 
(xazv@ 6 eonpny’ dotv) To\eniwy ro 
E€vov Katextas. 

The parenthesis is thrown in to show how 
Polymestor knew that the Trojans were 

HECUBA, Un. 1214-15. 

lost, and it heightens the bitterness of the 
reproach. ovker’ éopev ev daer ToAEuiwy tro 
go together. It should be added that the 
change of tense—eoper, éojpnv’—becomes 
clearer with this explanation, which, I hope, 
disposes of the inferior reading 7jpev. 

A very similar correction of Phoenissae 
]. 275 was made by Weil in the Journal des 
Savants for April 1889, where for 

ANN’ eyyes aXkn- Bosproe yap éoyapat 
méAas TapELT, KOUK Epnyua duvpara. 
bép’ és oxorewas wepiBoas pcb Etdos 

he gives 

ANN éyybs GAKy (Bdproe yap eo yapar 
moe Tapetot) KovK épynya dwpara, 
dép’ és oxorewas TepBodas peGG Eidos. 

This seems to me clearly right. 

KE. C. Marcwant. 

PLATONICA.—I1I. 

(Continued from p. 116.) 

EuTHYDEMUs. 

276 EO Zed, edny eyo, 7) pay Kal To Tpore- 
pov ye xahov nuiv épavy. 

xadov should I think be fkavov, a word 
often confused with it. The point is that 
one such dialectical display was quite 
enough. Cf. 278 p. 

7 > 277 © worepoy ovv eiciv of AapPavovtes 
6tiody of exovtTes NON 7) Ot GY pa; Ov ay pi 
é€xoow. 

Schanz writes ‘éywow delevi, post 7 ot ay 
py transposuit Badham.’ Another alter- 
native is to leave éywow alone, but in the 
preceding sentence to write 7) of jy, omitting 
av. 

_ 282 & For éowep Hermann writes as yap, 
Schanz as dazep. I would suggest ds orep. 
Cf. 305 a. 

295 A qdwora Tatra efeheyxopat. 
The context excludes the possibility of this 

being a general statement, nor can it refer 
to the present moment, us the éAeyxos has 
not begun. It ought therefore to be in the 
future, corresponding to the éride(fw and 

éxideifers before and after. Ido not tnd 
the future passive efeA€yEouar anywhere, but 
either that or éfeheyy <Oyjo0>opar ought to 
be read. 

301 c érei 7a GAN por Ooxeire, Worep ot 
Sypeovpyol & €xaoToLs Tpoo7KeEL drepy acer Gar, 
Kal ty.els TO OtadéyeoGar Tayxadws arepyaleo- 
Gan. 

Heindorf was inclined to omit the first 
arepyatecGa. Rather alter it to arepyalovrat, 
which has been accidentally assimilated to 
the other. ‘lo say nothing of any other ob- 
jection, the cacophony is intolerable. 

302 D ovxoty Kat ovror cot Geot ay etev ; 
Add oi before Geof. coi alone is predicate. 

So just below kai fda eiciv ovrou ot Geot. 
Perhaps there should be a ye atter zpoyovor. 

303 D tovrovs tovs Adyous wavy pev ay 6- 

Niyou ayardev- ot 8 adXor ottw malt: | 
ayvoovowT if 

avlTovs Wate K.T.X. 
Neither vootow nor dayvootow makes any 

sense and various substitutes have been pro- 
posed. (dvoyep) atvovaw would be very suit- 
able. 
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305 c obrou yup cioly pev, © Kpirov, ods é¢7 

TIpddixos peOopia prroaopov Te avopos Kat OAL 

Tikod, olovrar 8 elvar mavTwv codwrarot 

avOpworov. 
ots should probably be és. That will give 

the point better, and with ods épn we should 

certainly look for etvau. ods épy can hardly 

stand for ‘ whom he called.’ 

PROTAGORAS. 

322 © els Exwv iatpixyy ToAXots ixavos (u0)- 

rats, Kad of dANoL Snproupyot. 

Heindorf remarks here, ipse haec narrans 

Plato scripsisset, opinor, kat ot addou Snp.tovp- 

you Soavtws, a comment which I do not quite 

understand. 

it seems necessary to the sense, and Plato 

must have written it. 

327 .¢ Goris cor aduKwTatos paiverar avOpw- 

mos Tov év vomois Kal dvOpwrrots TeOpappevov 

“el d€on adrov KplvecOar mpds avOparous ots 

pojre wratdeia, eal, pajre Suxagrypia, pare VO}LOL 

K.T.A. 
Besides the awkwardness of dv@pw7os 

(which Plato could quite well have omitted) 

with dvOpdrous, it will be seen that VOmoLs 

kal avOpwots is a curious combination, which 

could only be justified by a contrast with 

animals or other infra-human creatures, 

whereas Plato goes on to give as the anti- 

thesis men of a lower kind without laws 

&e. You cannot contrast vdpor kat avOpwroe 

with dvOpwror ots pay eit vojLor. Schanz cites 

the suggestions ev évvopiois dvOpurrots, ev vopots 

Kal evvomois avOpwrots, ev vopmots Kal ev TpOTOLs, 

himself adopting the first. 

It would seem to me most likely that av- 

Opw7rors has been substituted for some other 

word by the accident common in all writing 

of putting one word for another, the word 

actually used being in the writer’s mind for 

some other reason.! Thus here dvOparos 1s 

due to dv@pwzos preceding and perhaps also 

to dvOpdous which is coming. I shall sug- 

gest below that in Gorg. 509 B Boybeay is a 

similar error due to the neighbourhood of 

Bonbeiv. In such a case the two words con- 

fused need not resemble one another, though 

no doubt some resemblance facilitates the 

error. It is therefore harder and often im- 

possible to restore the right word with any 

| Within fifteen months I noticed the following 

cases of this in the work of pupils of mine. One 

wrote ‘a wretched mariner instead of a mariner’ 

in translating Eur. Andr, 457 : another ‘put his Jast 

entreaties to his kinsman into the hands of his kins- 

man’ in translating Tac. Ann. 2. 30. 4: a third 

wrote in an essay ‘in Book 7 (of the Ethics) Aristotle’s 

conclusion seems to be that pleasure is the chief 

book’ (for good). 

That word or something like” 

confidence. Here perhaps all we can safely 

say is that it was a substantive, probably of 

three or four syllables and plural. Cf. on 

361 c and on Gorg. 509 B. 

334 a Read & dvOpdmos <Ta> pev avo- 

perf core Ta O€ ye dPeAa, See Heindorf’s 

note, but I cannot think, as he seems to do, 

that pév with dvOpmros has any propriety 

here. There is no antithesis to it. Cf. 343 

E ds dpa dvtwv Twav Tov pev ds dAnOos ayabov, 

tov O€ K.T.A. 

341 B Sewod wAovrov «7A. Cf. Ar. Lys. 

967. 

349 3 rétepov tatra, mere ovra ovopata, 

él évt mpdyparl éotw...ebnoba otv av ovK 

évopara ért evi elvar aN’ Exacrov idio mpay- 

part TOV 6voMaTwV TOUTWY éruxeio Oa. 

Ts it not clear that with ov« dvomata we 

want some word to express plurality, ‘a 

number of names for one thing’? I suggest 

that before the ¢ of émi or eva: an € = evte 

has dropped out. 

358 B al él rovrov mpages GTacat, éml TOU 

ddvrws Civ Kal déws, dp’ ob Kahat ; 

It does not appear that éz/ with a genitive 

is used to express end and object, except in 

the case of actual movement, ieva: emi ete. 

Can it be applied to action aiming at a 

particular end? If it cannot, then either 

some word expressive of metaphorical move- 

ment (such as Mr. Adam’s dyovcat) has 

been lost, or we might suggest that a dative 

or accusative case should be written in both 

places, rovrw and 7 or tovTo and To. 

361 c Bovdoluny av Taira SueehGovres Has 

eéeAOetv Kal ert THY GpeTHY 6 TL <oTLY. 

'Hée\Geiv seems an erroneous repetition of 

du-e€eAGeiv. Read something like éveAGety, 

comparing the note on 327 C. 

GorGIAS. 

AB] A Ou vey Kal ob Ti droxpiow tv 

popny Svar épavov. 
‘The answer which I asked’ is hardly a 

possible expression. For qv read 7 ‘in the 

way I put the question.’ 

456 a Adopting Madvig’s insertion of 7<, I 

should like to add 8é and read ri 6’ «i. 

457 © olpa, & Topyla, Kai oe eyetpov 

elvat ToANGY Adyov Kal Kabewpakevar €v avrois 

zo Tovoe, OTL Od padlus Svvavrat wept av dy 

ETLYEIPNTWOL SiadréyerOar Stopirdpevor pds 

GAAjAovs...00Tw Siadverat Tas ovvovclas, 

To provide a subject for dvvavtat, \éywv 

has been altered to Aoyiwy (Madvig), 

avOpwowv (Cobet), pidoAdyov (Schanz). But 
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€uepos with a genitive of persons is very 
unusual, whereas Adywy éuzepos is a com- 
bination that Plato uses more than once 
elsewhere. I would rather suggest that 
twes, 7odXot, of rohXoi, or something similar, 
has been lost in the clause beginning with 
OTL. 

460 D ay 6 wins TH TuKTIKA xpATal Te Kal 
GdtKH 5 

xentac alone does not give the point. 
Read ypirai re <p 6pOGs>. So three lines 
below ov« dpOGs xpopevw 7H fytopuxy and 
three times in the same context (p, E, and 
461 A) ddikws ypyoGa. (The notes ap. 
Bekker seem to show that there is some 
authority for ji KadOs xpytat te. Schanz 
is silent on this point.) 

464 p In the fancy of a physician and a 
cook contending before a jury of children 
TOTEpos erate. TEpl TaY xpnoTov ciTiwy Kal 
movnpov I should have thought that some 
word like Bé\rvov was almost necessary with 
<7 Qlel. 

467 BITIQA. otk otv tootow & Bovdovrat. 
SQ. ov dy. TOA. rovodvres 68 & Soxet aborts ; 
SQ. dnl. 

There is some authority for omitting dé 
and some for reading zowtor. 8. But 
possibly zoutvrés ye is what Plato wrote, 
Cf. 496 © SO. obxoty cata 7d zivew xXatpev 
Aeyes ; KAA. padtora. SOQ. dubavra ye; KAA. 

pnp. 
ib. © ei pev exes ent epwrav, éxidertov dru 

Wevdouar ei b€ py, adros droxpivov. TOA. 
aN’ GédAw droxpiverba, iva wai €idO 5 TH 
deyes. 

Should not eyes be das? Written 
€Ges or éXets by accident, it might be cor- 
rected to éyets. 

470 a It seems clear that we must either 
omit the first 76 péya dvvacGa. with W. H. 
Thompson or substitute for it something like 
70 TolElV & OoKeEl avTO. 

472 a—c In © éorw piv ody ottds T15 Tpd705 
éeyxov...€0Tw d€ kai aAXos. 

Cobet thought we should read efs for z1s,and 
certainly either eis or eis tus seems preferable to 
simple ts. It occurs to me whether in A évdore 
yap av kat Katawevdopaprupyecy tis bd TOANGY 
kat doxovvtwy civa: T¢ We ought not also to read 
eis. Cf. the éva twa just before and the els 
ov in B. 

476 D SQ. rovtwy 67 dporoyoupévwr, 7d 
Sixnv Sid0var zdrepov zdoxew th eotw 7) 
moe ; TOA. avayxn, & Swxpares, taoxew. 

This stands very awkwardly for dvdyxy 
(aird) tacyew (civa). We shall do better 
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to write avayxyn. Cf. Prot. 357 B ézet de 
petpytixy (eorw), avayxn Oymov Téxvy Kal 
exornun ; [Xen.] R.A. 3. 7 dvdyxy rotvev... 
Ody ev ExaoTw Eevovtat TO Sikaci7plo. 

481 © ei...71s (7as tes Cobet) qudv idiov re 
éracxev Taos 7 ot GAXor. 

It is difficult to believe that Plato wrote 
idvov...7. One would expect id/a diadepov or 
idta erepov...7 OY tovov...7dbos <€repov> 7. 

484 A katamatyoas TA qéTEpa Yypappara 
Kal payyavevmata kal érwdas Kal vouous TOUS 
Tapa. dvow aravras. 

For ypaypata Valckenaer conjectured 
weplappata, Cobet zAdcpara. Observing 
just above xatewadovres Te Kal yonrevovres, L 
think yoyrevyuara may be the word. Cf. 
Hesychius (quoted in Thompson’s note) 
payyava dappaka, diktva, yontevjzara. Plato 
is fond of yoys and its derivatives. 

491 c viv & abd erepoy tm Kets 
dvdpeorepol Twes bx0 cod A€yovTar of 
TOUS. 

For éywv read Néyov, comparing 518 a 
Kets de GALyov vaTepov NEéywv k.T.A. 

In Phaedrus 232 a Badham’s éyewv for 
Neyew is adopted by Schanz, and the latter 
himself changes éyouu’ av 7b. 272 © to A€youw’ 
av. So in Menex. 243 a Xéyovo: has been 
plausibly conjectured for éyovo., and in 

Menander /ragm. 482 (Kock) zavcacbe 
a , , na 

VOULV A€yovrtes for mavoacbe VOUV €XOVTES. 

exw" 
KpetT- 

493 a This passage will be greatly 
improved, if we insert 67 or something 
similar before tvyxaver and put a comma 
instead of a full stop after karw. tis 6é 
Yuy7ns TovTo is then resumed in kai todTo and 
becomes the object of dvéuace. The words 
THs 6€ Woyns...kaTw, as they stand, are very 
pointless as something that Socrates learnt 
from a wise man along with the doctrine of 
copa onua. What he learnt is contained in 
éua 70 ..7/Hov, a play upon words parallel to 
the other. 

496 © Nurovpevoy xaipev éyers Gua, Tay 
dupavra rive eyys...7) ody apa TOTO ylyverat 
Kata TOV avTov TOrOV Kal xpovov cite WuxTs EiTE 
odpatos Bovhe ; 

If we read xpovoy xai tozov, the genitives 
will have something to depend upon. 

506 A A€yw pevtor Tada, ei doxet ypyvar 
duarepavOjvar tov oyov- ei dé pa PBovdrcobe, 
e@pev 01) Xaipetv. 

Both the context and the form of this 
sentence call imperatively for Aééw, like 
dey five lines above. Or it might be épa, 
which is also confused with Aéyw. 
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509 B zoA\}) avayxn tavrny ecivar THV 
aicxiaTny Bonbeav, pay OvvacGar Bonbety pare 
AUTO pyTE TOIs aTOD PiAots TE Kal OiKELOLS. 

It is not difficult to see what has 
happened here, and the extensive omissions 
proposed are not at all necessary. The 
copyist has been misled by the coming 
Bonbety into writing Borbeav for another 
word, which word can bardly be anything 
but ddvvaptav. Cf. 522 p ei pev ovv eve tis 
eeheyxor TavTnv tiv Boyfeay advvarov ova. 
€uavte Kal GdAw Bonbeiv, aicxvvotpyy av...Kal; 
et dua TavTHV THY GdvVaplav arobvyoKOYLL, 
dyavaxrotny av. Cf. on Prot. 327 Cc. 

511 E cidds Gre dey adrods BeATious e&efK- 
a ou Lay oy, ; 

Bace 7) inp €l éBnoar . 

B and T give ot; oto. is supplied by the 
second hand in T. Schanz after Winckel- 
mann adopts ot, which I confess seems to me 
very dubious. Would it not be better to 
read smply 7 évéByoav, taking the pronouns 
as added to explain? 

525 B of pev ddeAovpevol te Kal diknv 
d.d0vtes i770 Gedy Te kal avOpadrur. 

The stress being on adeAovpevor, the fact 
that puvishment is for their own good, it 
would seem that we ought to omit re xai and 
make dikyv didovtes subordinate to ddeov- 
pevor, ‘beuetited by receiving punishment’: 
or, perhaps better, read something like 

pedovpevor <xolalopevol> te Kat diknv 
didovres. 

ib. Is not something lost after é&pv 
ate ! 

Tadd a few things which need no or almost 
no comment. 

456 B Read xav (for kat) cis wow. Cf. 
Schanz, Vovae Commentationes p. 102. So 
in 4823 B we want xpetrrov <av> cival, as 
xopnyotny shows. 

465 Dp dxpitwy évtwv tov Te iatpiKOv Kal 
byvewOv Kal dyorouKav <Kat ydewv > 4 

468 © 6 te Soxor (or doxoiy)? In 469 5 
Soxor must, I think, be right and ay is either 
to be omitted, or possibly changed to 3). 

469 A ovre rovs alnAdrous Lpdodv ovTE TOUS 
GOXovs <cidamovilew >? cf. 473 C. 

473 e-474 a Omit the second érulypilew. 
So in 523 c omit the second xpivovrat. 

486 B Perhaps pj 7 abrov atte x.7.d. 

509 a do€eav ? 

519 pe Insert «i, either as Heindorf 
suggested, after mac\ovow or before apa. 
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Hiprras Maror. 

281 4 ‘Inmlas 6 KaAddés Te Kat codds, ws da 

xpovov quiv KaThpas eis Tas “APzjvas. 
The first words are, I imagine, taken to 

be a nominative doing duty as vocative, like 

Symp. 218 B oi oikerat...7VAas Tots dow 
éribecbe: Ar. Ach. 242 xpoib’ cis 75 rpoobev 
dddyov, % Kavyddpos. But, though the 
grammars fail to tell us so, this nominative 

with the article (quite distinct from & ¢iXos, 
& kako?’ doXovpevos, etc. and also distinct 
from e.g. Ar. Av. 30 dvapes of zapovres ev Adyo,) 
is only used with an imperative, expressed 
or understood, or with something equivalent 
to an imperative, or now and then with a 
question. Examples with the imperative 
expressed are given above. The imperative 
is understood in Ar, Ach. 54 (ot to€ora1), 61, 
94 (something like €Axere airov in 54 and 
mpoire in 61, 94). In Ach. 824 dyopavopor, 
Tors cvxopdrras od Oipat’ ééeipeere ; and S64 
of odAKes, ovk dzrd Tov Gupav ; the equivalence 
of od with the second person of the future to 
an imperative is familiar. The last example 
therefore should not be written of odes ov 
ad Tov @vpoy ; as though the verb understood 
was in the third person. Finally, just as 

zpos GeGv goes with an imperative, but goes 
also with a question, where we may if we 
like supply mentally something like te// me, 
so we may occasionally find such a phrase as 
Ar. Av. 1628 6 TpiBadXos, oiudlew doxet wor ; 
What is common to all these varieties of 
phrase is that some one is addressed 
suddenly. In the passage before us the 
presence of the nominative ‘Im7ias, and 
that coming first certainly makes a differ- 
ence. At the same time the words are 
by no means equivalent to an ordinary 
vocative (@ ‘Immia everywhere else in the 
dialogue). They seem rather to be a 
wondering question, Zs this Hippias? and 
should perhaps be punctuated off from what 
follows. At the beginning of the Symposium 
the words of the friend are perhaps 6 (not 
6) Badyper's, obros’ AmoANddupos, ov repynevets 5 
or 6 @adnpets ottos, ’AToAAddwpos, od 
wepysevers; like Ach, 824 and 864 quoted 

above. 

Ibid. Elis chooses Hippias as envoy, 
Hyoupévn Suxacriy Kat ayyedov ixavorarov elvat 
Tov Aéywv ot dv Tapa Tov ToOkEwY ExdoTwY 
éywrrat. 

Atxacriv is obviously wrong, and neither 

Burges’ diarrnryv uor Naber’s doxyaorjy is a 
satisfactory correction. I venture to 

suggest dxpoar7jv, though it is further from 

the MSS, and though I cannot account for 
the corruption, unless dixacrxv was the 
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conjectural emendation of a_half-erased 
word. Hippias seems to be alluding to his 
retentive memory (285 ©£). The word 
ayyeXov shows that his functions are mainly 
those of a reporter. 

283 a The old conjecture, dvdvnra for 
dvonra, well deserves consideration. 

290 B cizep xpvootv ye Oy ov x.T.X. 
Stallbaum explains the neuter, referring to 
tijs A@nvas, by saying it is as though 70 ris 
’A@nvas preceded. The simple explanation 
is that Athena is a statue, dyaApa. In 
speaking of statues Pausanias constantly 
violates strict concord the other way, e.g. 4. 
31. 7 Avockovpwy ayadpara, pépovtes k.T.A. 

295 D dmoBXérovtes mpds Exagtov avTov 7 
méepuKev 7) cipyaorat 7) Kettar. Should it not be 
dudkertar? cf. 286 a 

Ton. 

530 © ob yap ay yevoird Tore pawwdds, et 17 
ovvetn k.7.A. 

There is no proper subject for yévorro and 
the meaning seems to me otherwise inade- 
quately expressed. One would expect some- 
thing like ot yap av yévoiro rote paywdos <od- 
dels ayabos.> Cf. the rodro Kadds zoveiy 
following. 
A few lines below should not as otre be 

dar ovre? scan hardly mean Gare here, 
and as since takes the thing too quietly for 
granted. 

531 B worepov ob Ka\Avov av eEnyjoaio 7) 
TOV pavtewv Tis TOV ayafov ; ION. rév pay- 
Tew. 

Add 71s in the answer. The genitive must 
have something to depend on. 

532 A tov pev ed ye, Tovs bE xElpov. 
Te is quite out of place and should be 

omitted as in the Muarcianus. 

532 D cool pév rov eore tpeis..., ey dé 
ovnev GAXro 7) TAANO A€yw, oiov cikds idiiTyVv 

av6pwrov. ézel...feacar ds datdov Kai idw- 
TLKOV €FTL Kal TAVTOS avOpos yvOvat O éXeyov. 

tady6q cannot be right. Hipp. Mai. 288 
D is not parallel, though we might be 
tempted to argue from it. The meaning 
obviously yequired here is commonplace, 
trivial, corresponding to the datdov ke. 
following. Schanz reads ei76y, but that 
means foolish and goes much too far. Mad- 
vig’s 7a 7A76y, though at first sight tempt- 
ing, is not really quite what we want, es- 
pecially with oiov eixos iduitnv avOpwrov. I 
would suggest what is farther from the MSS. 
but more in place here, evreA7 or 7a etredj. 
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In Xen. Cyneget. 12. 7 I have suggested 
that év dAjeia (radeverbar) should be é& 
evTe\eia. 

536 B émeday pev tis <tt> GAXov Tov 
TOuMTov ad7. 

Schanz is probably right in inserting 71, 
but Wasps 269 may be quoted in support of 
the ellipse: iyetr’ av ddwy Ppvvixov. 

MENEXENUS. 

234 a Omit cat before dzoé, and 237 a in- 
sert tiv before tpodiy. 

237 c In this very carefully composed 
oration it is dificult to accept such an ana- 
coluthon as the infinitive xetofa. It seems 
much more probable that a participle parallel 
to dzodynvapevn and governing xeioGar has 
been omitted, e.g. tapéxoveaor édoa. Or we 
might insert éore before kai viv. 

238 c Omit the first dpioroxparia (after 
kat viv). The force of the passage will be 
greatly enhanced by the name being kept to 
the end. 

239 © tovTwy mépt por Soke ypHvar eryuvyno- 
Onvat ératvotvtTa Te Kal Tpopvaevov GAXous és. 
wodds Te kal THY GAAnY Toinow atta Heivar TpeE- 
TOVTWS TOV. TpasavTwv. 

Should not adAos be adAovst Jebb ad 
Soph. 0.C. 1075 explains these words to mean 
‘commending them and wooing them for 
others (7.e. for the poets), with a view to 
their putting them into verse.’ But does 
Plato (if it is Plato) mean that the poet 
woos the subject or that the subject woos 
the poet? He has just said that the subject 
ért eotlv ev pyvnoteta, which I suppose in 
point of Greek might mean either. If the 
poet woos the subject, then the speaker 
ought to mean that a certain number of 
poets are actually addressing themselves to 
it, which it is plain was not the case. Also 
the orator’s ‘ wooing for others’ would con- 
sist (I suppose) in his giving a sort of rhe- 
torical treatment by way of anticipation of 
the more elevated poetical treatment to come. 
But how forced, obscure and false all this 
is! and how awkward the infinitive @etva:! 
Surely it is the subject that woos or invites 
poets to treat it. It has been courting 
poetical treatment for a long time past and 
is courting it still (érc eoriy ev pryoreia ; the 
Persae seems strangely forgotten or under- 
valued). The orator will add his efforts and 
on its behalf woo the poets to put it into 
verse. This certainly seems the sense and 
the accusative aAXous would then appear to 
be necessary, as there is no reason why 
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the person wooed or invited should be in the 
dative. In Xen. An. 7. 3. 18 rowatra rpoip- 
vato ékaoT» mpocwyv the dative may very 
well go with zpoowy. 

244 © diavoovpevn b€ 7 moALS py ay Ere 
dpivar un "EXXyor k.7.A. 

On ay Schanz remarks addubito. There 
is probably no example forthcoming of av 
with a tense after diavootya resolve, be 
minded, for we must distinguish this from 
the sense think, suppose. If then dv is 
wrong, we might perhaps substitute the em- 
phatie 67. Cf. liad. 10. 447 py 69 poor 
pvéw ye, Aoduv, euBadreo Oud: Dem. 18. 11 
ov 67 tonow tovtTo: Thuc. 7. 71. 7 jv te... 
ovdeuas dy...eXdcowv exrAnés. The con- 
fusion of AN and AH is familiar. 

245 A Mapafév. cat Sadapive xat TlAa- 
TaLats. 

Perhaps kav Sadapiv. adaptive and IAa- 
Taiats are probably never used as locatives 
like Mapa6év. ‘The locative of TAaraaé is 
TAaraaou. 

245 B reyicapevn 8€ Kal vavrnynoapery, 
exdecapevyy TOV TOAEMOV, ErELOH NVAYKAGON TOE 
pety, drép ILapiwy éroAeuer Aakedatpoviors. 

imep Ilapiwy is a great ditliculty as 
Athens certainly did not wage war at the 
time referred to on behalf of Paros. The 
only states that could very well be men- 
tioned would be Thebes or Corinth, and it is 
not apparent how @yfaiwy or Kopwiwv 
could have been so corrupted. But it is not 
really very natural to say that Athens waged 
war on behalf of anybody, if she was forced 
into it (jvayxacby). The two things are not 
exactly incompatible, but they do not go 
very readily together. I should therefore 
look rather for something descriptive of the 
war or its conduct, and tép Iapiwy might 
disguise an adverb in -ws. It has however 
occurred to me whether the words are not 
a corruption of tepopiov. If the aw had 
been repeated by error, izeproprov might 
easily change into tzép Ilapiwv. But this is 

a mere possibility. Cf. Dem. 18. 241 zode- 
pos Ofopos, &e. 

249 ap The anacoluthon of the infinitive 
apxecbar is quite as awkward as that of 
xeioOar in 237 c, and, like that, calls for the 
addition of a participle, e.g. BovdAonévyn. In 
any case the sentence is a cumbrous one, the 
participles being already in excess. 

The last letters of émirndevuata seem to 
have absorbed a ta which is necessary to 
opyava. 

CLITOPHON. 

408 B Read dixacrixyn re Kal dukavoovvy. 
There is no possible construction for the 

accusative. 

408 c For érws det we should expect dzus 
67) det OY O7ws ay Oey. 

ALCIBIADES I. 

110 B ot & ci TdxoIs dyvody cit’ GdiKoio «ite 
pay tore N€yets TL OE xpH TroLety ; 

This refers to past time. ‘Do you mean, 
what were you to do if (i.e. whenever) you 
did not know?’ Read therefore yxpjv for 

- XP%- 
111 D 6pOas av airov réuromer eis didac~ 

KaXtay TovTwv TOV TOANGY. 
reumew (gporav) eis twos is the regular 

phrase, the suppressed substantive being not 
diackadia but oikia or an equivalent. 
Whether or no such a phrase as zéuzretv eis 
didackadiavy twos is possible, I should con- 
jJecture eis rovrwy to be right here. 

112 B ratta <tTa> rroumjpara. 
So in 117 bD probably 7a duapryjpara 

<Ta> ev TH Tpace. 

117 a For 6:4 tatra read 61a todro. 
So rodr’ atrov just above. 

119 E£ Socrates says ironically zavy cor 
apa agiov ayarav, ei Tov oTpatiwTov BeAtiwy 

el, GAN’ ov mpds ToOvs TOV avTiTaAwY iyEewovas 
amoBAérewv, Omdte exeivwv PBeAtiwy yéyovas 
oKoTOUWTA Kal ATKODVTA TpoS eKELVOUS. 

The last clause is obviously wrong, and 
Schanz cites two or three essays at emen- 
dation, e.g. Heindorf’s dry te éxetvwv BeAtiwv 
yevorou. I think the error is in éke(vwy or 
éxetvous, one being an accidental repetition of 
the other. We should read either éz06re tovrwv 
or mpos TovTous. The meaning is ‘since you 
are now better than the former, thinking 
of and training yourself for tke latter.’ 
Alcibiades’ rejoinder is Aéyets 8 tivas TovTOVs ; 
which is, I think, consistent with either 

change, though it may seem to favour the 
second. 

123 B zpos tovs Iepouxots (zAovTovs) Kat 
<tTov> Tod exeivwv Baciréus. 

124 B ovo eicty <ot> avtimahar GAN’ odx 
ovs ov oleL, 

ib. D éexipedelas deopeda, wadAov pev TavTES 
avOpwrot, arap vd ye kal wavy ododpa. 

paAXov pev is devoid of meaning, and I 
conjecture paddov to be a mistake for 
wo\\js. ‘ We need care, a good deal all of 
us, but you and I very much indeed.’ Cf. 
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Symp. 178 A @avpaoros...rodAaxy pev Kal 
a\Xy, odx nKioTa O€ K.T.D. 

127 B Boel Kal Kata Tovr’ <avr’> adrois 
diria eyylyvecGau. 

ib. D ei pev yap aitd yobov removbas <dy> 
TEVTNKOVTAETYS | 

134 c otk dpa é€ovgiav cor ovd' apxnv 
TapacKevacréov GavT@ Torey OTL av Bovdy. 

éfovoia can take an infinitive after it 
(power to do) as in E below, not so dpynv. 
The two words should therefore change 
places, ot dpa dpxyv cou ovd’ eovatay. CF. 
on Gorg. 496 E above. 

Aucriprapes II. 

138 B ovK over To's Geovds, a TvyXAvomev 

evxopevor kal idia Kal dyooia, éviore TOUTWY TH 
prev dvWovar, Ta 0 ov, Kal EoTW ois ev avTor, 
éorw 8 ois ov ; avrov is incompatible with the 
first person tuyyavopev. Should we read ai } 
We might think of at tév <edyonevw>, 
but this seems unlikely. 
A few lines below atro/ also seems wrong, 

because quite pointless. Perhaps airé. So 
in 146 B av pev mpatry & Ts oidev the subject 
of mparry anticipates tis. 

143 & ehOovra eri tas Gipas cimeiv ef eOov 
éori. 

Nothing is wrong here, but <izety is used 
in the late sense of ask, and this is one of 
the indications of date.! That sense is for 
instance found several times in Diogenes 
Laertius. Ar. Rhet, 2. 23. 1398 b 26 may 
seem at first sight to have it, but I think 
not. 

144 B oinfetys av MSS. Read perhaps 
oinOetys 57. Dobree conjectured 5% for detv 
after oij@jvac in 144 D: ef. however 
146 B. 

145 B oid’ et ris Twa GrroKTeWivar otdEV OvdE 
(read od’ ei) xpymara apatpeto ban. 

146 B C ovKoty Kal, dv pev mparTy & TIS otdeV 
7) Soxel cidevar, Taperntar O€ TO dpeAtuws, Kat 
AvotteAovvTws Has ekew Kal TH TOAEL Kal avTOV 
avr. ‘Tapérytat B, tapérerat T’ Schanz, whose 
punctuation I have reproduced. This gives 
very indifferent sense, and JI should 
conjecture rapéretar (or rapérerbar governed 
by what precedes) 67) 1d @edtuws Kal 
AvoreAovvTws k. Tt. r., Only that pas is 

1 Others are the words kexupykdta 141 B: Hep for 
% 141 D, 142 c, 149 A: paduevor 142 D and pavres 
146 B: xrjua for crjots 144 p and 146 &: droKpiOjvac 
149 B: perhaps tuxéy=tows 140 A and 150 0, and 
7» maphKov, the present 148 C: also dmérav Spans 
146 a, if the author wrote this and not dmdre. 
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impossible. Possibly jpiv, as a dativus 
ethicus. (Dr. Postgate calls attention to a 
certain verbal similarity with Gorg. 470 4). 

147 ABGp’ ody TA OvTt OiKaiws TOAAG XELLOve 
XpHTETAL, ATE oipar avev KUBEepyyTov dLaTeAv év 
medyel, xpovov ov paxpov Biov Oéwy (so 
Stephanus: Biov bewv B: Biov bedv T). 
Schanz reads 7Aéwv for Oéwv, mentioning zpos 
Biav 6éwv and Biorevwy as other conjectures. 
I would suggest that @éwv is quite right but 
should change places with darehkdv. For 
Gciv of persons at sea cf. Xen, Hell. 6. 2. 29 
Oéovres Gua averavovro, and Xenophon several 
times has dvareAciy as a transitive verb with 

; Ripe 
Biov, xpovov, érn etc. (Dr. Postgate suggests 
to me that duareAGy is a gloss on Oéwr). 

148 A papyov ti pou Soxet civar Kal ws 
adnOas ToANRs pvdAakijs. 

pdpyov is absurdly out of place. I con- 
jecture dpyadéov difficult a word rare in 
prose, but we may go again to Xenophon 
and to Aristophanes, nor in this dialogue 
does it much matter. (Dobree thought epyor 
or péya epyov might do.) 

150 ¢ wva pd’ should, I think, be wa py. 

HIpPaRcHUS. 

226 © The construction of yA‘yeoOor with 
an accusative is so questionable that per- 
haps an infinitive e.g. krycacGo1, has been 

omitted, governing the accusatives and itself 
governed by yA‘yovra. 

229 c The death of Hipparchus did not 
come about (Socrates says) dua rijv tis aded- 
pis atysiav THs Kavnpopias. Whose sister ? 
Grammar would point to Hipparchus. Has 
not ‘Appodiov been omitted? 

230 4 Socrates offers to withdraw various 
propositions. Of the last of them, that gain 
is good, his friend says ovri rav ye Tovti pov 
dvafov. I cannot find that any editor has 
had scruples about either the sense or the 
grammar of this. Yet ovr is impossible 
with an imperative, nor in the context does 
such a sentence make proper sense, since 
what the man wants to say is not that some 
gain is good, but that some is not. Can 
anything be clearer than that we should 
point it ovr. wav yer Tovrt por avabov? 

230 B Read rairév (for rair&) dvta just as 
Taito stands two lines below. 

ERASTAE. 

134 £ Read kai trovrov <répi> Tov yewp- 
yov w@podoyovper. 
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155 a Read neither arta with T nor aira 
with B, but ratra. 

135 © dpxiréxtova dé akpov 4 

THEAGES. 

122 D ri Kadov dvopa TO veaviokw ; Th adrov 
Tpocayopevwptev 5 

Schanz with Baiter omits xaddév. Is it 
not more probable that we should read kai? 
«at was confused with cad and a symbol for 
ov, or ov may be a dittography. So in Symp. 
197 ESchanz after Madvig reads kat ddjs for 
KaNijs (or Kadds) wos. 
Who are the we in zpocayopevwpev 1 There 

seems no one preseut besides Socrates, 
Theages, and Theages’ father, and Socrates 
would not ask the father ‘what are you 
and I to eall your son?’ Read therefore 
Tporayopevw. 

c x > 
126 D ri otv dv, & BeXtioTE avdpdv, ypyoato 

avT@, €i cou ered) yevoito bos ToLwdTa mpdy- 
1 fal 

para Tapexor Kal hain pev av emiOupety ayabos 
; = 7 Leng ules i 

yeverbar Coypados Kat peudhorro col Tad raTpl 

ON THE FIRST BOOK 

In writing upon a book so much anno- 
tated as the Satires of Horace, one runs no 
little risk of setting down what may be 
already known to some reader. If this 
prove to be the case with certain of these 
notes, I would still plead that they have a 
raison d’étre, as dealing with errors even 
now widespread and inveterate. 

i. 108 sq. 
{ qui nemo 
| nemone 

se probet ac potius laudet diuersa sequentis 

illueunde abii redeo \ ut auarus 

Thecurrent readings and interpretations of 
this passage may be briefly despatched. Those 
who adopt the reading of the Blandinian 
MS. ‘qui nemo ut auarus’ must take gui for 
quomodo, as in v. 1 of the Satire (Orelli- 
Baiter-Mewes), and are then in this dilemma: 
Hither Horace asks a question in the begin- 
ning of his poem and repeats it at the end, 
only to leave it unanswered. Ov else he 
answers it in the same clause in which he 
puts it. The first hypothesis outrages com- 
mon sense, the second the laws of rational 
expression. Orelli-Baiter-Mewes prefer the 
latter, explaining wut auarus as utpote 
auarus (osav) and stating that the poet 

auarus est.’ 
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ort ov eOéAes...ro¥s Se Snjovpyovs...dryd- 
Cot. 

It is I think clear that kai daly «.7.r. is 
not an independent clause but follows upon 
ei. That being so, av cannot be right and 
should probably be changed to 67, daty pev 
6y being very suitable here. The same 
change seems called for a little below in 127 
D éroGev dé Ed0EE Gor TOdTO, Gs ey Av paAdov 

tov gov tov oids Te HV @peAjoat...7) Tv adtds, 
where dy is absolutely out of place. Was 
able, not should have been able, is the sense 
required. If with Ast and Cobet we read 
elnv for jv, av will still be very questionable. 
Its position in the sentence is quite unusual. 
In our first passage (126 D) rowitra should 
probably be tocatta and éfedes perhaps 
edeXors. 

128 B épas, & rarep, 67e Swxpdrys od wavy 
” 2 , > ‘ , 

pot doKet Tl eOeXew €/L0L ovvoratpiBew ; 

Cobet would write 6paés; and omit dru. 
Leave the punctuation as it stands and omit 
pol. 

H. Ricwarps. 

OF HORACE’S SATJRES. 

says ‘dicit igitur si denuo quaerimus quo- 
modo fiat ut nemo sorte sua contentus sit, 

The mere comparison of the 
words which I have placed in italics with 
the text proves that the poet says nothing 
of the kind. The absurdity of a second 
reading, the ‘nemone ut auarus’ of the 
majority of the MSS., has been shown by 
Wachsmuth and Palmer. The question, or 
exclamation, ‘What, no one contented with 
his lot?’ imports that some one is. The 
third competitor ‘nemo ut auarus,’ whose 
support in the MSS. is so weak that it must 
count as a conjecture, introduces for no 
apparent reason a hiatus without any real 
parallel in Horace, as Palmer has pointed 

out, and alien to the style of his Satires ; 
and as we shall presently see, it fails to give 
the sense required. All three are open to 
the objection that they do not account for 
the variants in the MSS. 

Let us briefly set out the contents of the 
Satire. Horace first states his problem 
‘Why is everybody discontented with his 
own station, as compared with that of his 
neighbour?’ (1-14). ‘Because his neigh- 
bour’s would suit him better?’ Not at all. 
Nobody would change if he got the chance 

———— oe ee 
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(14-22). What then? Look at their lives. 
Men say their motive for hoarding and 
amassing is the Ant’s—a prudent regard for 
the future. But it is not: for, unlike the 
Ant, they never stop to enjoy their savings. 
It is greed’ (28-40). Horace does not indeed 
say this totidem uerbis. He assumes con- 
tinuity in his subject, and he takes for 
granted that his readers will recognise the 
person described in 39 sqg. ‘cum te neque 
feruidus aestus | demoueat lucro neque 
hiemps ignis mare ferrum | nil obstet tibi, 
dum ne sit te ditior alter. | quid inuat im- 
mensum te argenti pondus et auri | furtim 
defossa timidum deponere terra?’ as an 
auarus. From 41 onwards to 100 he 
lashes the folly of the vice; and in 101 sqq. 
he guards himself from possible miscon- 
struction by saying that he does not incul- 
cate extravagance when he condemns— 
what? ‘non ego auarum | cum ueto te fieri, 
uappam iubeo ac nebulonem.’ From this 
digression he now ‘returns’ to his ‘point 
of departure.’ What is this? Why, that 
avarice is the cause of the universal discon- 
tent. This is the conclusion of the whole 
matter ; and it must be put in clear and em- 
phatic terms. The reading nemo wt auarus 
fails from this point of view also: for with it, 
auarus cannot be separated from nemo, and 
though it be true that no awarus is contented 
with himself, that is not the point here. 
quod nemo, ut auurus, which some one has 

proposed, is better; but it is open to the 
objection that wt ‘seeing that’ is not strong 
enough for the present passage. We want 
a particle which definitely means because. 
On these grounds I should prefer to read 
‘nemo ut, guia auarus, se probet.’ ‘I return 
to my point, how that no one is contented 
because he is avaricious.’ The ellipse of sit 
belongs to colloquial style; cf. vi. 8 ‘dum 
ingenuus’ (sit), ib. 53 ‘quod te sortitus ami- 
cum’ (sim), It remains to explain the MS. 
variants. The a of ‘quia’ was lost before 
‘qauarus, and qui was displaced; hence it 
appears before nemo in the Blandinian, The 
‘nemone’ of the vulgate may be, as others 
suppose, a metrical correction of nemo ut 
(qui having been lost). But qui and ne are 
variant readings at Caesar B. G. 7. 45. 7. 

In iii. 9 sqq. 

nil aequale homini fuit illi: saepe uelut qui 
eurrebat fugiens hostem; persaepe uelut 

qui 
Tunonis sacra ferret ; habebat saepe ducen- 

tos, 

saepe decem seruos ¢.9.s. 

Editors one after the other explain the 
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brachylogy as follows ‘ saepe currebat uelut 
qui fugiens hostem <cwrreret>, saepe <in- 
cedebat > uelut qui Tunonis sacra ferret’ ; 
and there anend. But a legitimate curi- 
osity has much more to ask. It desires to 
know first what warrant there is for supply- 
ing the subjunctive curreret out of the in- 
dicative currebat ; and indeed what ground 
there is for supplying cwrreret at all, beyond 
the circumstance that ferret follows. But 
it pushes inquisitiveness further and would 
fain know what sense there is in ewrreret 
when so supplied. 

There are two modes of comparing an 
action in progress with some other action. 
First you may compare two actors; you may 

(who runs\ 
| running | 

in full flight from an enemy; or, in Latin, 
with ellipse of one of the curvit’s, ‘saepe 
uelut qui fugiens hostem currit.’ The two 
eurrit’s have not exactly the same meaning ; 
for one is general and the other particular. 
But even we feel no difficulty about that. 
And, when the comparison is transferred 
to the past, though we hesitate to write 
‘Tigellius ran like a man who ran’ this 
feeling must not be ascribed to the Roman, 
to whom it was natural to think of con- 
nected actions as falling within the same 
sphere of time. 

This is the form which Horace had in his 
mind in the first sentence. Tigellius ran 
‘uelut qui ewrrit,’ or, ‘with mental accom- 
modation of the tense, ‘uelut qui ewrrebat 
fugiens hostem.’ This mode of comparison 
requires the Indicative. 

You may also adopt another mode of 
comparison. You may compare two actions 
of the same actor. You can say a present 
action is like a non-present, or imagined 
action ; you can say accordingly, that Tigel- 
lius ‘ran as if he were running from an 
enemy. This mode of comparison requires 
the Subjunctive. 

But you cannot combine the two. Yon 
must not attempt to say that ‘he ranasa 
man who might be running away’ nor ‘he ran 
like the sort of man who would run away,’ 
or anything else that may be devised to 
represent gui with the subjunctive. Why ? 
Because you must not treat the comparison 
which you are drawing in order to make 
your thought clear to the reader, in the 
spirit of the Atheist’s Prayer, ‘O God, if 
there be a God, save my soul if I havea 
soul.’ It is the task of those who deny 
this proposition to substantiate their denial : 
it is ours to restore coherence to the text of 
Horace. This task is happily easy. We 

say that Tigellius runs like a man 
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have only to observe that the second welut 
qui has come from the first which stands 
immediately above it, and that Horace wrote 
uelut si, as at vi. 66 in exactly the same 
place of the verse. 

It may perhaps be inquired why should 
Horace bave varied the expression! A 
sufficient answer is, ‘Being a poet, why 
should he not?’ It may however be pointed 
out that the variation is appropriate. In 
accordance with usage in such matters the 
sacred emblems of the goddess Juno were 
carried by women: ep. Ov. Am. 3, 13, 27 sq. 
‘more patrum Graio uelatae uestibus albis | 
tradita supposito uertice sacra ferunt’ and 

Hor. Serm. II. viii. 13 sg. When then 
Horace makes Tigellius walk, as if he were 

bearing the sacred emblems of Juno, he is 

clothing his meaning in the most appropriate 
garb that can be devised. 

il. 59 sq. 
hic fugit omnes 

insidias nulliyue malo latus obdit apertum 

T have already challenged the legitimacy of 

the current interpretation of this passage in 

a few lines published in the Proceedings of 

the Cambridge Philological Society for 1895, 

p- 9; but as the brief protest appears to 

have been overlooked, I ask leave to expand 

it here. 
Every commentator upon this pas- 

sage known to me understands obdit as 

equivalent to ‘obicit’ ‘offert’ ‘opponit,’ and 

as meaning the man ‘exposes’ his flank 

to no evil or no enemy. But first there 

is no other passage in Latin where the 

verb has this meaning or anything ap- 

proaching to it; and secondly, although it 

is true that there is a certain resemblance 

in the use of several compounds of -do and 

the corresponding compounds of pono, such 

resemblance is neither so strong nor so all- 

pervading as to form a valid ground for 

argument. If eg. many of the usages of 

‘addo’ suggest ‘adpono’ and many of ‘con- 

do’ ‘compono,’ those of ‘trado’ are far 

removed from those of ‘transpono’ and 

‘yeddo’ shows few which recall ‘ repono.’ 

This rarest of all the compounds of do is 

very limited and almost technical in sense. 

It is almost exclusively used of barring a 

door by means of pessuli or serae; e.g ‘ pes- 

suld forijus’—or ‘fores pessulis obduntur.’ 

In the first phrase ‘opponuntur’ is possible 

but not in the second. And only the 

second concerns us here. For ‘obdere 

fores’ may be quoted Pliny N.H. 6, 30 

‘fores obditae ferratis trabibus’ (of the 

portae Caucasiae), Ovid, Fasti 1, 279 s9q. 

‘ut populo reditus pateant ad bella pro- 
fecto, | tota patet dempta ianua nostra 
sera. | pace fores obdo, ne qua discedere 
possit ; | Caesareoque diu nomine clausus 
ero.’ Plautus Cas. 893 ‘forem obdo.’ As 
in all these passages and in other places 
MSS. corrupt the verb to the commoner 
addo abdo we should read ‘ obde forem’ at 
Ov. Ars. Am. 3, 587 (uulg. ‘adde’) and 
Val. FJ. 2, 236 ‘obduntque domos’ (uulg. 
‘adduntque’). But if of itself ‘latus 
obdit’ could hardly mean anything but 
‘pars’ or ‘closes’ his side, a fortiori must 
it mean this when it is connected with 
apertum. Compare Ter. Haut. 276 ‘anus 
quaedam prodit; haec ubi aperit ostium | 
continuo hic se coniecit intro, ego consequor. 
| anus foribus obdit pessulum (that is, obdit 

fores), ad lanam redit.! We must then 
‘dare to be wise’ and connect ‘nulli malo’ 
with ‘apertum’ and not with ‘obdit.’ Gram- 
matically indeed it might be taken with 
‘obdit’ as in Ov. Ex Pont. 2, 2, 42 ‘nee 
rigidam timidis uocibus obde forem.’ But 
then it would be an admirable description 
of a man who is ‘incautus.’ 

iii. 88 sqq. 

fugis ut Rusonem debitor aeris, 
qui, nisi cum tristes misero venere Kalendae, 
mercedem aut nummos unde unde extricat, 

amaras 
porrecto iugulo historias, captiuus ut, audit. 

The words in italics are explained to mean 
that the unfortunate debtor had to provide 

either the interest or the capital. He might 

have to provide both, but let that pass. 

What is not explained is why the capital 

should be ‘coin’ and the ‘interest’ not? 

We are only within our rights when we ask 

why, if this was his meaning, Horace did 

not write ‘aut sortem aut mercedem.’ 

Let us try another path. Horace is de- 

scribing what happens to the victims of the 

literary moneylender when the dreaded 

kalends come round (cum frequentative with 

the perfect). He must produce the interest, 

that is the cash; or he must listen to the 

compositions. Why then, when the meaning 

isso obvious, has interpretation gone so long 

astray? The words exclude the hendiadys 

which the sense demands. I have searched 

1 Tt seems nut impossible that the phrase fores 

obdere is in part an imitation of the Greek émifeivac 

@vpay: cf. Plato, Symp. 218 B miAas mavu peyadas 

rots wolv érifecbc, Seneca Ep. 31. 2 ‘ad summam 

sapiens eris si cluseris aures’ (the obseratae awres of 

Horace), quibus ceram parum est obdere. firmiore 

spissamento opus est quam in sociis usum Vlixem 

ferunt.’ 
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in vain for a similar use of aut, and the un- 
conscious witness of the commentators, to 
whom it has never presented itself as a 
possibility, is an indication not without 
weight that my search was foredoomed to 
failure ; aut then must go and er take its 
place. Of the confusion of the two con- 
junctions in the manuscripts of Horace, no 
less than eleven instances are cited in Keller’s 
Epilegomena. 

iv. 19 sqq. 

at tu conclusas hirguinis follibus auras 
usque laborantes dum ferrum molliat ignis 
ut mauis, imitare. 

On the strength of this passage it is fre- 
quently asserted, e.g. by Rich Dict. At. s.u. 
follis, Bliimner Zechnologie ii. p. 191, that 
the ancients used the skin of the he-goat 
-or making leathern bellows. But that this 
statement must be provided with a better 
foundation will presently appear. Certainly 
the usual material would seem to have been 
cow- or ox-hide; and we need not impute 
ignorance of this to the author of the 
Georgics because he has ‘ taurinis follibus’ 
in 4, 171, observing that neither in quantity 
nor quality would ‘ bibuli folles’ have suited 
his stately measure. 

The expression here is metaphorical ; and 
the hireus not the actual male of the goat, 
but a very different animal with whom the 
not over-delicate fancy of Roman poets not 
unseldom plays. Catull. 69, 5 sgg. ‘laedit 
te quaedam mala fabula qua tibi fertur | 
walle sub alarwm trux habitare caper. | hunc 
metuunt omnes; neque mirum. nam mala 
ualde est | bestia.’ Horace Epod. 12. 5, 
‘polypus an grauis hirsutis cubet hircus in 
alis.” As the folles are the labouring 
lungs of the energetic reciter (Pers. 5, 11, 
Juv. 7, 111), so is the hireus the accom- 
paniment of his exertions. There is a like 
sarcastic play on ala in a very similar 
connexion, Juv. Sat. 10, 178 ‘ madidis cantat 
quae Sostratus a/is,’ which is a parody of 

such expressions as ‘madidis Notus euolat 
alis’ Ov. Met. 1, 264 (wrongly regarded by 
Mayor as a mere coincidence in language), 
and the same pun occurs with alae hirquinae 
in Plautus Poen. 871 sqgq. 

. There is a curious verbal parallel to our 
expression in Pliny if the Moneus is right, 
N.H. 12, § 81 ‘ad hune (ex aris fumum atque 
nidorem) ergo sanandum Sabaei styracem 
in follibus petunt hircinis suffiuntque tecta. 
adeo nulla est uoluptas quae non adsiduitate 
fastidium pariat.’ The other MSS. have 
urunt styracem in pellibus hircinis,’ with 
the same sense ‘ pouches.’ 
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iv. 32. 
ne quid 

summa deperdat metuens aut ampliet ut 
rem. 

The compound deperdere has two senses: 
(1) to lose away, i.e. entirely, (2) destroy 
completely. In neither sense can it take a 
simple ablative. Here, then, either it is an 
‘imperfect’ or, if you like, ‘ spurious’ com- 
pound, in which the preposition does all the 
work of regimen, as in ‘rostra aduolare’ 
and other well-known examples of this 
survival from an earlier stage in language ; 
or else, what seems a better solution, the de 
must be separated from the perdat and made 
to govern the substantive itself. This cer- 
tainly should be done with deswrgat at ii. 2, 
76 ‘uides ut pallidus omnis | cena de surgat 
dubia?’ a place where I formerly wrongly 
defended the compound (in the technical 
sense) for Horace although denying it for 
Lucretius (V. 703).1_ Examples of the post- 
ponement will be found in Neue IT.? 789 sqq. 
and a number in Munro on Luer. I. 841. 
The mobility of prepositions is, it may be 
added, a well-known feature of Greek ; and 
these uses may be partly Graecisms. 

v. 73 sq. 

nam uaga per ueverem dilapso flamma 
culinam 

Volcanosummum properabat lambere tectum. 

The smoke from the burning ‘ kitchen ’ 
seems to have blinded the commentators, 
for example, Palmer, who writes ‘dilapso 
Volcano means that the fire fell in pieces and 
that the logs of which it was composed 
slipped out on to the kitchen floor. But 
culinam does not mean a ‘kitchen’ here; 
but a cooking stove or range which, being 
worn out (ueterem), fell to pieces and scat- 
tered the burning coals (dilapso Voleano) 
over the wooden floor. That culinw may be 
used in this sense is shown by the portable 
culinae of Seneca, Ep. 78. 23 and Juvenal, 
3. 250. 

vi. 30 sqq. 

ut si qui aegrotet quo morbo Barrus, haberi 
et cupiat formosus, eat quacumque, puellis 

1 Journal of Philology, 1891, p. 288. I learn from 
Prof. Merrill, who recently proposed the same separa- 
tion for ‘desurgere’ in Lucretius, American J. of Phil. 
1900, p. 185, that the correction is as old as Lam- 
binus, In ‘tanto emetiris aceruoy (II ii. 105) however, 
the abl. depends on the verb: for the compound is 
proper in this sense ; see Mon. Ancyr. 8, 12. 

x 
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iniciat curam quaerendi singula, quali 

sit facie, sura, quali pede, dente, capillo, 

sic e.q.s. 

Whether the point of this comparison is 

understood by the editors, I cannot tell ; 

but no note that I have read betrays that 

intelligence. Suffice it to say that the word 

morbus (Hor. carm. 1, 37 9 sq. and Catullus 

57. 6 with the commentators there) and the 

pointed reference to female rivals (puellis, 

with the emphasis of the verse upon it, as 1D 

I. ii. 83, 86, iv. 76, vi. 79, 82, vii. 25, 26) 

shows that the attractiveness which Barrus 

desired was that of a Ajpos KaAds (Aristo- 

phanes) or a formosus Alewis (Virgil). 

T have some doubt whether iniciat cwram 

is right; iniciatcausam would correspond 

better with cogit (v. 37), and is more usual 

with the genitive of the gerund (Cic. Caec. 4), 

and the two words are often confused. But, 

as it may be argued that curare in v. 37 

picks up cwram here rather than ewrae in Vv. 

34, I should not alter the text. 

vi. 110 sq. 

hoe ego commodius quam tu, praeclare 

senator, 

milibus atque aliis, uiuo. 

Tt has long been observed that the Latin 

for «thousands of other things’ is mille aha, 

not milia alia, which is ‘ other thousands.’ 

But nothing better than the weak 

‘ multis atque aliis’ of Lambinus has been 

proposed. I believe ATQVEALIIS to have been 

corrupted from ETQVATIS, and would 

accordingly read ‘ milibus ef quantis\’ ‘In 

this respect and in how many thousands 

am I better off!’ ‘quanta milia’ was con- 

versational Latin for ‘quot milia’ ; compare 

Prop. 1. 5. 10 ‘at tibi curarum milia quanta 

dabit !’ 

viii.—Not a little error and confusion has 

been imported into the criticism and inter- 

pretation of this poem by a misapprehension 

of the structure of its exordium. Verses 

8-16 constitute a parenthesis of some 

length, it is true, but are not on that 

account surprising from the author of the 

complicated sentence of Epist. I. xv. 1-25 ; 

and verses 3 sqq. and 17 sqq. are in close 

connexion, To prove this it is only neces- 

sary to print these verses in sequence with 

italic type to show their correspondences. 

deus inde ego, furwm auiumque 

maxima formido: nam fures dextra coercet 

obscaenoque ruber porrectus ab inguine 

palus ; 
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ast importunas wolucris in uertice harundo 

terret fissa! uetatque noyis considere in 

hortis: 7 
cum mihi non tantum furesque feraeque 

suetae 17 
hune uexare locum curae sunt atque labori 

quantum carminibus quae uersant atque 

uenenis 

humanos animos: has nullo perdere possum 

nec prohibere modo e.q.5- 

The peculiar humour of the piece can now 

be appreciated. Its motif is that against 

the witches the god of gardens found his 

ordinary terrors wholly unavailing, and ac- 

cordingly had to discover a new device for 

self-protection. 

The parenthesis explain the nowis-hortis of 

7, and should be punctuated as follows : 

(hue prius angustis eiecta cadavera cellis 

conseruus uili portanda locabat in arca ; 

hoe miserae plebi stabat commune sepul- 

crum, 
Pantolabo scurrae Nomentanoque nepoti ; 

mille pedes in fronte, trecentos cippus in 

agrum 
hic dabat, heredes monumentum ne seque- 

retur : 

nunc licet Esquiliis habitare salubribus, 

atque 

aggere in aprico spatiari qua” modo tristes 

albis informem spectabant ossibus agrum). 

Tf it be asked why the twentieth century 

is with us before this has been perceived, the 

answer is at hand. There was a mune in v. 

14 and a cum in v. 17: and the accident of 

this vicinity has betrayed scholars into join- 

ing these particles in an illegitimate union. 

Tt is the same influence which at vii. 10 sq. 

hoe etenim sunt omnes iure molesti, 

quo fortes, quibus aduersum bellum incidit 

has beguiled a phalanx of commentators 

into coupling with the adverbial twre the 

hoc whose sole concern is with its cor- 

respondent gwo. Kruger and Smart are 

the only editors known to me who have ex- 

plained this passage correctly ; to whom 

may since be added Dean Wickham, CZ. Rev. 

1888, p. 40 0. 
In two passages of this Satire, it is, I fear, 

still necessary to defend the MS. text. 

1 Fea’s correction of the MS. jfiza seems certain. 

Compare Prop. 4. 7. 25 ‘nee crepuit fissa me propter 

harundine custos’=6 oxiCduevos xdéAauos Schol. on 

kpéradov Ar. Nub. 259 (quoted by Rothstein). In 

this case the wind served as custos to rattle the 

harundo. 
2 qua Bentley, quo MSS. 

\ 
; 
, 
; 
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uideres 
infernos errare canes Lunamque rubentem, 
ne foret his testis, post magna latere 

sepulera. 

The MS. reading has been assailed on the 
ground that there were no tombs on the 
Esquiline. A reclaimed burial ground such 
as Horace describes would, it has been con- 
tended, contain no tombs, whether great or 
small. 

Grant this; what then? Did Horace 
suppose that any one would understand him 
to mean that the Esquiline was of the exact 
dimensions of the burial ground, viz., 1000 
feet frontage by 300 feet deep? Could not 
a writer on a penny steamboat in the Thames 
say that the moon hid behind Westminster 
Abbey or St. Stephen’s without being sup- 
posed to mean that these buildings were 
floating tabernacles? That the ‘great’ 
sepulera (or sepulerum, for the plural need 
mean no more) lay outside the common burial 
ground was perceived by Kiessling, and that 
in Cicero’s time noteworthy monuments 
might be placed on the Esquiline, is proved 
by the quotation from Cicero Phil. ix. 17 
given in Orelli-Baiter-Mewes. There is no 
reason to suppose the ‘magna sepulcra’ to 
be of any unusual size. The indications of 
time in the scene point to moon-rise. 21 
“simul ac uaga luna decorum | protulit os’ 
and the ruddy colour of the moon,! in which 
Horace would have us see the hue of shame, 
both suggest that it was near the horizon 
and therefore needed no very lofty structure 
to conceal it. 

41 singula quid memorem quo pacto alterna 
loquentes 

umbrae cum Sagana resonarent triste et a- 
cutum 

J should not refer to this passage but for the 
amazing vitality of Bentley’s error. In 
spite of alterna loguentes the world follows 
him in his attempt to reduce the imperfect 
to the level of ‘ ut—abdiderint furtim terris 
et imagine cerea | largior arserit ignis.’ 
Syntax does not gain by the change: for 
the perfectly correct ‘resonarent’ compare 
‘uideo igitur causas esse permultas quae 
istum impellerent. uideamus nunc, eaquae 
facultas suscipiendi maleficii fwerit Cicero 
pro Rose. Am. 92; and style and accidence 
receive a staggering blow. For the perfect 

1 Tt is not necessary to prove this, but a parallel 
from a magical scene, in a poem of T. G. Hake 
occurs to me while writing. ‘The curious moon, half 
rising, interweaves In heaven a blood-red ray’ (The 
Paimist), 
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resonawit Bentley did indeed cite Manilius V. 
566 :, but the imperfect which I have restored 
(Silua Man. p. 54) is pictorially as necessary 
there as it is here, and the MSS. of Manilius 
are far more corrupt than those of Horace. 
Here it is enough to put the Latin into 
Greek. resonarent is erpilov, abdiderint 
Katwpugav, arserit éXapwev. For the last 
perfect we may compare Virg. G. 4. 384 
‘ter.. flamma reluxit’ and similar expres- 
sions elsewhere, e.g. Prop. 3. 10. 20 ‘Zuxerit 
(fut. perf.) et tota flamma secunda domo.’ 
Palmer has an argument for resonarint which 
we must notice ; ‘vesonwi is found nowhere.’ 
If the normal perfect of a compound of sono 
be not found, it might well be argued that 
there was something in the meaning of that 
compound which discouraged its formation. 

ix. 43. 

Maecenas quomodo tecum ? 
hine repetit. paucorum hominum et 

mentis bene sanae: 
nemo dexterius fortuna est usus. haberes 
magnum adiutorem posset qui ferre se- 

cundas, 

hune hominem uelles si tradere. 
ni 

submosses omnes. 

dispeream 

It might have been thought a matter of 
common knowledge that in conditional 
sentences of the type before us the Latin 
imperfect and pluperfect indicate events 
which are either known or expected not to 
be realised, Yet this is the rendering of 
our passage by one of the most scholarly 
translators of Horace : 

*Twould be a good deed done if you could throw 
Your servant in his way ; I mean, you know, 
Just to play second: in a month I'll swear, 
You'd make wn end of every rival there.’ 

ConINeToN, 

and this is the elucidation which it receives in 
the last edition of one of the most meritorious 
commentaries that we have (the italics in 
both cases are mine): ‘iam facile tibi erit 
mihi, homini centum artium, quales ille 
solet deligere, aditum ad eum parare ac 
facies hoc fortasse non sine proprio tuo com- 
modo: ego enim te pro virili parte iuvarem 
adversos invidos atque iniquos tuos, qui ut 
reor interdum apud illum tibi officiunt: 
immo ope mea quos voles swmmovebis’ 
(Orelli-Baiter-Mewes).? Confusion such as 

Other editors who misconstrue haberes—zelles or 
submosses or both are Heindorf, Kirchner, Fritsche, 
Schiitz, Palmer, Kiessling, L. Mueller and Wickham. 

The only commentator known to me who has shown 
that he understood any of these verbs correctly is 
Doederlein who corrects Heindorf’s mistake about 
submosses, 

x 2 
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this allows us no choice of path. We must 

set out from the elementary principles of 

Latin grammar and consider what meanings 

the imperfect and pluperfect tenses can or 

cannot have in conditional sentences. 

Firstly, they cannot refer to a future event 

if that event is regarded as possible. In 

this case the present and perfect are 

required. We may learn this lesson from 

the Odes of Horace themselves. The writer 

of iv. 8. 20 sqq. knew it well—‘neque | si 

chartae sileant quod bene feceris | mercedem 

tuleris. quid foret Iliae | Mauortisque 

puer si taciturnitas | obstaret meritis in- 

uida Romuli?’ Secondly, they can refer to 

a future event if it be suggested that this 

event is unattainable. The Bore might thus 

suggest that Horace would find him a very 

useful person to introduce to Maecenas, but 

that he despairs of an introduction. But why 

he should damn his own hopes beforehand, it 

is not easy to see. Thirdly, to cut the 

matter short, the reference may be to a 

past that was not realised, which is not 

without relation to the present. The Bore 

may mean ‘As it is, you have no second 

fiddle and so you have not ousted your rivals : 

but you might have done so if you had 

chosen to give me an introduction to your 

patron.’ In this sense the words are ap- 

propriate and effective. They would suggest 

to Horace the loss which he has already 

suffered by making no use of his inter- 

locutor hitherto. 
Suppose this to be allowed, it would 

seem clearly best to take the previous 

sentence to apply to the poet. The passage 

will then mean ‘ You have used your oppor- 

tunities well, my friend. But think, if you 

had had me!’ This necessitates the in- 

sertion of te before wsus as Boissonade pro- 

posed : for otherwise the statement would 

apply to Maecenas, the subject of the 

previous sentence. It has been objected to 

this insertion that te is emphatic and so 

cannot be elided. The objection is un- 

reasonable since the chief emphasis falls on 

memo and not on te, as any one who reads 

the words aloud may see. And it is gain- 

said by actual fact. A single citation is 

enough to confute it. In Silius 3. 119 sqq. 

‘quippe nec Ausonios tantum nec tela nec 

ignes | quantum te metuo: ruis ipsos acer 

in enses | obiectasque caput telis nec <te> 
ulla secundo | euentu satiat uirtus, tibi 

gloria soli | fine caret,’ a similarly ‘em- 

phatic’ te is similarly elided in the same 

part of the verse and similarly omitted by 

all the manuscripts but (and here the 

similarity ends) restored to the author 
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by the unanimous of his 

editors. 
The course of our argument has now 

brought us back to the last problem of the 

passage, the assignment of the words ‘ pau- 

corum—sanae.’ It is clear that the exclusive 

and canny man in the Bore’s description 

must be Maecenas. The breathless and 

indecent haste with which he develops his 

theme before Horace can stop him is an 

admirable piece of character drawing. 

agreement 

Tt seems to me that a good many diffi- 

culties in the Satires of Horace are 

diminished if we bear in mind their highly 

allusive character. An expression which is 

half one author’s and half another’s is apt 

to be misjudged should we fail to recognise 

its composite character. It will even seem 

discordant and incoherent when the clue to 

the reference is gone. To take a very 

simple instance ‘adeo sermonis amari | 

Sisennas, Barros ut equis praecurreret albis’ 

I. vii. 8 the phrase, strange enough in itself 

as an equivalent of longe praecurreret, loses 

half its oddity if we put ‘equis albis’ 

between mental marks of quotation. 

This mode of explanation may be applied 

to I. i. 99 sq. ‘at hune liberta securi | 

diuisit medium, fortissima Tyndaridarum.’ 

The incoherence here is great and has 

caused much trouble. It disappears, if we 

assume that Horace is quoting or, it may be, 

parodying the end of a line which was 

familiar to his readers. 

Parodies of Furius Bibaculus are recog- 

nised at Sat. II. v. 39-41 (see Orelli-B.-M.) 

and at II. x. 36 sqq. ‘turgidus Alpinus iugu- 

lat dum Memnona dumque | defingit Rheni 

luteum caput.’ But the points of the 

criticism in the last case have, so far as I 

know, been only imperfectly appreciated. 

Horace jeers at Furius for applying to men 

a verb which the chief of Latin epic poets 

only uses of cattle, for coining the strange 

word defingit (‘ diffingit’ is devoid of mean- 

ing) and for misusing luteus in the sense of 

lutulentus (‘ut flueret lutulentus’ ertvanilil))s 

or limosus. Luteus can only mean ‘made of 

mud’ or ‘plastered with mud’ and hence 

Horace scoffs at the artist in language, who 

would describe the turbid source of a river 

but whose words really mean that he 

‘models its head in clay.’ 

1 Wickham, who rightly says there is a continuous 

metaphor, quotes Conington’s translation ‘ gives his 

Rhine a head-piece of brown imud.’ Conington’s 

‘brown mud’ reminds us that some commentators 

(the alii of Orelli-B.-M.) found lutewm so puzzling 

that they must confound it with Jatewm and see in 

it an allusion to the yellow polls of the Germans, 

Pers. 6. 46. 
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At I. x. 57, quaerere num illius num 
rerum dura negarit | uersiculos naturamagis 
factos et euntis| mollius’ iliws has a 
quantity which occurs nowhere else in 
Horace who has i//ius eleven times. The pre- 
valenceof i//zus is too great to beaccidentaland 
must indicate a preference. If Horace had 
been indifferent to the quantity, we should 
have expected a ratio more like that in his 
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contemporary Tibullus who has i//ius four 
and wlius two or perhaps three times. It 
is probable that the singular quantity is 
taken over from Lucilius, of whom he is 
speaking, and to whose own profession he 
makes direct reference just below, vv. 60-1, 

cf. iv. 9, 10. 
J. P. PostGare. 

A SUPPLEMENT TO THE APPARATUS CRITICUS OF MARTIAL. 

III. (continued from p. 46). 

Tue MS. recently bought in Lucca for 
the Kénigliche Bibliothek, Berlin (lat. fol. 
612) quite eclipses in interest all the MSS. 
of Martial with which we have been con- 
cerned. It is a twelfth century member of 
the second family, the family descended 
from Torquatus Gennadius’ recension of 
401 a.p. The other members of this family 
are Renaissance MSS., liable to the doubt 
and suspicion under which a text of Martial 
penned by a Renaissance scribe must always 
fall. Here we have a MS. removed by 
some centuries from the Renaissance period, 
and may congratulate ourselves at last on 
the possession of a Gennadius text that is 
above suspicion. 

A brief account of the leading character- 
istics of the new MS. (I call it Z) will be 
found in the Berliner Philologische Wochen- 
schrift of June 22. Here I will give its 
readings for all the passages in which P- or 
@-vreadings have been cited in the two 
previous articles. A full collation I hope 
to be able to publish in a short time. 

I. Epist. (in fol. i v. sammo) 7 iocorum ; 
11 latina eloqui m. 7; iii. (in fol. i. vr. 
imo) ; ili. 2 uacent; v. 1 naumachias ; viii. 
2 saluus ex saluos ut vid. ; x. 4 appetitur ; 
xii, 10 parta; xiii. (conf. cum ati.) 4 tu 
quod; xiv. 2 hos; xx. 3 tanto uentri** 
laeque (cor. uentrique gulaeque) (om. tibi) ; 
Xxvil, 2 peractos ; xxvil. 3. 7 procelle (et in 
lemm. AD PROCELLUM) 4 fadtam wt vid., corr. 
-factam ; xxix. 4 hoe (per compend.) ; xxxiv. 
5 testem ; xxxvi. 5 si qui; xli. 4—xlvii. 1 
om. ; xlviii. 6 caueae ; xlix. 11 breve, corr. 
-vi; 21 repetens ; 41 uita; 42 Quem ; li. 3 
tauris ; lii. 2 si tamen dicere; liii. 4 inter- 
posito—uncto ; lv. 3 petet, 11 uillica ex 
uilica; lviii. 3 dolet hoc mea mentula 
mecum ; lix. 1 baiana ; lx. 5 dom. nem. ; Ixi. 
1 *amat, 3 aponi ; Ixiv. 3 dum; Ixv. 1 ficus, 

: 

4 ficos ex -us; lxvi. 4 nummis sophos, 5 
quaerere, 10 punicata ; lxix. 1 maxima; lxx, 
15 amat; Ixxi. 2 lycis, 3 effuso; Ixxvi. 10 
semper inane, 13 adcircum pulpitata (corr. 
-ita); Ixxvili. 7 sca romana, 8 rogo (corr. 
rec. uita); Ixxxi. 1 A seruo; Ixxxvi. 7 
iliacam, 12 ut ing.; Ixxxviii. 3 Aspice— 
pondera saxo, 9 perne uerit ; xc. 3 omnis et ; 
xciiil. 1 amicus, 6 raros; xevi. 1 Sinon est 
mol. te quod, 2 mamater*o, cor7. materno ; 
cili. 3 sqq. post IV lxix. 2; civ. 8 uisontes 
corv. bis., 20 uenerit ; cix. 8 nixa; exi. 3 
quid (cov. qui); exili. 1 quond. pu., 5** 
polio; exiv. 5 Et stugias (corr. stig.) sed 
(per compend.) dum fuerat ; exv. 1 inuidae ; 
exvi. 1 cinerem, corr. vec. -rum, 15 altero 
ueniendo nomen ; exviii. 2 deciliane. 

Il. Epist. 1 parum enim tibi prestamus, 
3 uerbis dicere, 5 sua id est mala; i. 5 
peragit ; iv. 7 matremque (man. 1); v. 3 
distinguunt ; vi. 2 post v. 3, 3 spectasses 
eato collium; vil. 1 attale (in lemm. av 
ATTALYM), 5 attice, 7 facis tamen, 8 quid sis 
hardalio ew ard. ; x1. 2 sera, 4 tang. ind., 10 
quae est ; xil. 2 Quodque tibi est numquam ; 
xiv. 6 pyllirides, 13 thermis iterumque iter- 
umque iterumque ; 15 europes tepida, 17 
uector; xv. 2 horme (eé im /Jemm. aD 
HORMYM) ; xvi. 4 quis nisi, 5 demitte ; xvii 
habet L ; xxiii. 2 Qui, 3 enim mihi ne ; xxvi. 
2 tuos m. 1, suos m. 2; xxix. 1 terentem; 

3 quotiens m. 7, 10 quid ; xxx. 3 fidusque ; 
xxxl, 1 christinam; xxxii. 3  protas, 5 
letoria ; xxxiv. 6 pontica; xxxvi. 3 **** 
arum; xxxvil. | uer***, 6 halica; xxxix 
habet L; xl. 3 nune, 5 siccentur annus 
coxit ; xli. 10 manumue; xliv. 2 tres, 6 sed 
(per compend.) ut, 11 cum rogaris; xlviii. 3 
et paucos sed (per compend.) ut ; xlix. cwm 
alii confl. ; li. 3 non auferet ; lii habet L ; 
liii. 2 potes ; liv. 5 maligniusque (ex -nusque) 
est ; lv. 3 sexte colo; lvi. 1 malaudit; lIvi. 
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fedae ; lxi. 1 tenera, 3 fastigia; Ixii. 4 
quod; lxiiii 3 amaris; Ixiv. 2 taure, 8 
potest; Ixvi. 4 phlegusa, 6 Et sanum 
tangat, 8 tua; Ixvii. 4 decam m. 7; 
Ixviii. 9 habet L; \xx. 2 coyle quae om. ; 
Ixxi. 5 illud; Ixxii. 4 Vilia; Ixxiii hab. L ; 
Ixxiv. 7 Fuficulenus ; Ixxvi. 2 dedit; lxxix. 
1 uocasse ; Ixxxii. 1 Abscisa seruum quod 
fugis p. lingua ; Ixxxiii confl. cum lauaxii, 3 
truncis; Ixxxv. 1 copte; Ixxxvi. 10 
inertiarum ; xc. 5 uincere; xcii confl. cum 
xer. 

ILI. ii. 4 madidas, 11 cocco; iii. om.; v. 1 
cursus, 10 habere libet ; vil. 2 conglarium ; 
viii. 1 amat quam thaida luscam ; xi. 3 dixi, 
6 amet ew amat wt vid. ; xiii. 1 Dum non uis 
piscem dum non uis carpere pullos; xv. 1 
credit ; xvi. 5 corio] satis est; xvii. 3 sabidi ; 
xix. 2 pictae plata nona; xx. 5 locus, 7 
sopheleis, 9 tinctus atticos, 10 hine si res- 
sis teri, 12 rufus, 14 ambulat ue; xxi. 1 
notatus; xxii. 1 apici; xxiii confl. cwm waii, 
1 retro pueris ; xxiv. 2 grata sacris, 8 manus, 
10 hance; xxv. 4 Neronianas is refr. ; xxvi. 
5 puto (o ew corr.?); xxix hab. L; xxxi. 4 
mensa ; xxxii. 1 quaerere matria, 3 niobe (ut 
vid.) matria m. 1; xxxv habet L; xxxviii. 
3 cicerone dissertius ipso m. 7, 4 par mihi 
nemo foro, 6 Norasse neutri; xliv. 3 circa, 
4 quod sit scire; xlv. 1 mensas ph., 3 iste, 
5 rhomibos; xlvi. 6 ingenuumque, 7 in causam 
narraberis, 11 -abis; xlvii. 4 plus illi, 6 
ruris trahent, 8 porrum, 10 coram; 1. 4 oxy- 
garumque ; liv. 1 possis, 2 multos m. 7; lv. 
2 eftusos, 3 cellia ; lviii. 18 columbarum ex 
-narum, 24 carbo, 26 subdole, 29 hortus, 37 
hine uag. m. hispidae fetum, 42 auara seruat, 
48 poscentis, 51 uocari debet ; 1x..5 su—illos 
m. 1, sumo pusillos m. vec. in ras.; Ixil. 3 
deci, 7 credis magno; Ixiii. 5 qui et gaud. ; 
at 1 malum tenera, 3 cum Hotes 7 imbrem 
(m. 1); Ixvi. 1 fartus ; Ixviii. 5 bine; Ixix. 
5 nequam iuuenes; Ixxi 2 sed i compend.) ; 
Ixxii. 3 pendent a pectore, 6 cynici, 8 uitinm 
peius habes ; Ixxiii. 1 mutuniatis, 2 phaebe, 
4 credere te, 2. 6 transp.; \xxvi. 3 est haec, 

4 ecaben; Ixxxii. 2 sum memmia nascent 
inter, 5 gaiginatus, 9 cuspidemque lentisce, 
13 corpus, 15 hab. L, 16 sciscitator, 20 agri, 
25 mythinisque, 26 fuscis ; lxxxvi. 4 mimis ; 
Ixxxvii. 1 te rumor chione; xci. 9 excidunt- 
que, 11 fama est quondam ; xcili. 2 sint om., 
10 noctua uidet (det per compend., fort. dent), 
15 admittit, 19 uirumque, 20 si satiae, 21 
uocauit, 24 acoridet tr., 26 ustorquae taedes ; 
xcv. 1 sed rides, 9 Esset; xcix. 3 Innocuos 

ludere, 4 non liceat licuit; c. 4 ille. 
IV. i. 4 nite, 9 sed (per compend) ; iii, 2 

cesaris inque, 3 muto, 6 dis simulacre; iv. 1 
palus, 12 quam quod ; v. 1 bonus uerus, 

7 circa, 9-10 hab. L ; viii. 11 grassum met ire,. 
12 matutinos nostra thalia ; ix. AD BVLLAM, 
1 clunici bulla, 3 exer cawrws ; xiii. 1 nupsit 

pudenti, 9 sedet ipsa maritum ; xiv. 4 
Astus, 14 marino; xix. 13 sidone; xx post 
aia; xxi. 3 haec; xxii. 7 insiluis; xxiii. 6 
cecropio, 7 Romanae sale; xxv. 6 hausit, 7 
requies portusque ; xxvi. 3 uicinos ter puto ; 
xxvii. 2 negat, 3 honerato non; xxviii. 3 et 
totam lepido totam ; xxix. 2 opes, 3 pudent ; 
xxx. 6 quid quod., 9 tremente; xxxi. 10 
hippodamus; xxxii. 3 malorum; xxxiv. 1 
dicit, 2 dicit; xxxvii. 3 sabellus, 5 ter 
ducenta ; xxxviii. | satiatur nisi; XXxix 
hab. ZL; xl. 7 honorem, 9 serum talium ; 
xlii. 1 roganti, 2 locare, 4 nequitiam, 6 esse 
solet, 9 breviter sit, 15 fallis, 16 dicens ; 
xliii. 11 cunnilingi sv; xlv. 5 arbor; xlvi. 
7 tressae librae, 9 lacuna, 14 ceno; xlvii. 1 
encastus ; xlix. 1 nescis, 2 putas ; 1. 1 thais, 2 
thais; li. 2 late, 3 decies tribuit ; liii. 6 dat 
latratos ; liv. 3 seas 5 nullis, 10 neget m. 
1 ut vid., -at m. 2 ut ae silve 1 duorum, 18 
peteré, 19 ripas, 2 30 ate bos: 21 turgentisque 
]. tura si aequae, 22 paruo toutonissae, 23 
pura teones (corr. seh, 24 quos; lvii. 2 
pumiceis latent; lix. 2 gemma, 4 uincta ; 
lx. 3 cur latius ; Ixi. 3 anchole 12 meridie, 
13 male, 14 tam, 16 audire om.; Ixiii. 1 
aboculis, 3 neroni; Ixiv. 2 heseridum, 4 
eminent, 10 uittae, 14 facit, 19 patet, 28 
compatet, 31 quae, 32 contento, 33 pendula- 
mus; 34 deditis aediam ; lxvi. 8 rubens, 12 
turba, 14 fluit; Ixvii. 5 thalioque; Ixviii 
confl. cum lxvii.; Ixix. 1 marsica; Ixx. 1 
mamiano, 4 mammianus ; Ixxi. 5 caste sunt ; 
Ixxiii. 4 Ls 6 te tricas, 7 tam; Ixxiv. 
hab. L; \xxv. 5 inlecta; Ixxviii. 5 prodire, 8 
Sy ueueseltGy Ixxx. confl. cum lauia, 4 sudares, 
5 est eras (corr. erras), 6 exurit; Ixxxi. 3 
bisque terque; Ixxxii. hab. L; Ixxxiv, 2 
thaidam ; Ixxxvi. 3 docte ; Ixxxvii. 2 facit, 
3 est; Ixxxix. 4 scida, corr. rec. ut vid. sceda, 
7 defecitque. 

V. ii. 6 iocetur ; vi. hab. L; viii. 3 recipit, 
5 rubens, 11 illa; x. 3 insunt; xiv. 3 

terque transtulit castra, 11 sededere letoque ; 
xv. 3 honoratus nomine, 6 prosunt ; xvi. 6 
sollicitis uelim, 12 nimium, 13 inquid dixti 
satis est ; xvii. 4 cistifero ; xviii. 8 uoratam, 
9 nihil diuiti ; xix. 1 uestris (iris), 3 saecula 
(per compend.) nulla, 11 sqg. nov. epigr. AD 
CESAREM, 13 regis, 17 sq. nov. epigr. AD 
GERMANICYM ; xx. 7 imagines superbas ; XXii. 
7 murorum, 10 lassa ; xxiv. 3 Herm. glad. 
(et om.), 8 sibi ipsi, 15 et ter ; xxv. 2 letus 
3 ecquis; xxvi. 4 betame; xxviii. 4 dru- 
sones ; xxx. 2 suscipiente de (eras.) ; xxxi. 7 
gestus sed de discrimine palmae; xxxiv. 3 
pallida ; xxxv. 5 et suscitant si ei tore 
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luctatur, 6 equitis urbo ; xxxvii. 1 cignis, 4 
praeferens, 5 indicae ntem (corr. dentem), 9 
rosarium ; Xxxviil. 3 syea merize; xli. 1 
fluxo, 3 sectus, 5 fabulasque; xlv. 2 quae ; 
xlvi. 3 credo, 4 consequar hoc me; xlviii. 7 
ne crede; xlix. 3 numeros, 5 uel 
possunt, 9 tum; liii. 4 aut; lv. 1 portas ; 
lvi. 4 diuites ; Ix. 4a meis, 8 erunt; Ixi. 7 
inquit ; Ixii. Ixiv. hab. L ; Ixv. 2 nemees, 4 
sicula tusus, 8 maiora, 9 maiora, 11 si 
om., 13 quidem; Ixyii. 2 athidis, 6 cum ; 
lxxi. 1 quae, 5 fauste, cor. faustine ; lxxvi. 
1 toto, 2 possent (e ew i); Ixxviii. 3. pro- 
pinin, 7 nigraculi cuius, 8 qui modo, 13 
perunt, 29 quo nec, 30 condili; Ixxix. 1 
surrexit (per compend.), 3 ni; Ixxx. 1 uaca- 
bis, 6 ista ; Ixxxi. 2 nulli om. (supra add. 
man. rec. nullis); Ixxxiv. 3 fritillos, 11 
marcias, 12 Tune. 

VI. ii. 1 tede, 4 quos; iii. 6 tota; v. 1 
multis sum praedia (per compend.) nummis ; 
vii. 4 nubit, thelesina ; viii. 6 digno nequid ; 
x. 12 sunt ; xii. 2 peierat; xiii. 1 formauit, 
5 nudo, 7 mortis; xv. 3 contenta; xvi. ltu 
qui, 3 uenit ; xvii. 1 cinnam cinname m. 1; 
xix. 1 non diui; xxihab. Z ; xxiii. 1 semper 
nostrum, 4 contra te; xxv. 8 ducis ; xxvii. 

8 anus; xxviii. 5 flamminea; xxix post 
xxx. 4 glaucia, 8 ames; xxx. 4 rogatus ; 
xxxii. 4 nuda; xxxiii. 4 tam; xxxv. 3 
dicis ex ducis; xxxvi. 1 quantus ; xxxvii. 

dll 

2-3 hab. L; xxxix. 3 filius qui, 20 iam 
niobidarum, 21 choresus ; xl. 3 quod tu non ; 
xlii. 8 micat, 18 marciaue ; xliii. 6 uestrae 
mihi sunt, 9 urbis; xliv. 3 in 0.; xlv. 4 
turpius; xlvii. 8 satis; xlix. 10 nascitur , 
1, 1 pueros, 3 obscenos cepit; li. 4 inquis ; 
lv. 4 coricine; lviii. 1 dum, 6 pudor, 10 
clarus ; lx. 2 spargit, 10 uicturum; Ix. 2 
munera mittere appiane ; Ixiv. 20 timendus, 
24 si quis, 28 uiui nasum, 32 tacitam ; xvi. 
6 manum: lxix. 2 potat ; Ixx. 12 priamique ; 
lxxi. 3 pelie: xxiii. 3 ditissimus; lxxiv. 1 
imus, 2 similem, 3 fuditque; Ixxv. 1 tur- 
dumue ; Ixxvii. 5 aper, 6 si spaciere ; xxviii. 
1 potator; Ixxxi. 2-3 hab. L; Ixxxii. 6 
aurem habebat auam, 12 michi ruffe ; 
lxxxiii.5 summo tonanti, 7 etruscos ; 1xxxv. | 
editus @ (mihi om.) rufe (e iz ras.) amon, 
8 quanta ; Ixxxvi. 6 et potet calidam qui 
michi libet aquam ; lxxxviii. 2 sosibiane ; 
Ixxxix. 1 peteret mnocte matellam (ex 
capellam) ; xci. 2 futuis m. 1; xcil. 2 pa- 
teram pronos; xciii. 9 late ew lata ut vid., 
11 totam mille putabit. 

Corrections by a recent hand are often 
ignored in the above list. The following 
additions have to be made to the two 
previous articles : 

T. xlix. 5 catum #; V. xiv. 11 leito #; 
xvi. 13 laudabimus Z£. 

W OM. Liypsay. 

THE QUANTITY OF VOWELS BEFORE GVW. 

TuE practice of marking all vowels long 
before gn is so completely established in 
our American text-books, that any departure 
from this would seem almost revolutionary 
to the great majority of Latin teachers, 
who, very properly devoting their time to 
more important subjects, must perforce in 
matters of hidden quantity depend upon 
the ‘authorities,’ that is the more recent 
school-grammars and lexicons, or, at most, 
such manuals as Marx’s Hiilfsbiichlein or 
Bennett’s Appendix,—the latter of which, 
be it incidentally remarked, shows a marked 
-advance over the former. Yet the unan- 
imity of our text-books in this matter does 
not reflect a corresponding unanimity in the 
opinions of scholars at large or in the char- 
acter of the evidence. 

For although, after the early discussions 
of this point by J. Schmidt and Corssen, 
probably the majority of scholars, with 
Marx, adopted the view of J. Schmidt, that 

vowels before gz were always long, protests 
have appeared with increasing frequency. 
Frohde, Bezz. Beitr. 16, 190, concludes that 
the lengthened vowel was thoroughly estab- 
blished only in certain words (‘ Entschieden 
durchgedrungen scheint hiernach die Deh- 
nung des Vocals vor gn nur in einigen 
Worten zu sein.’) Havet, Mem. Soc. Ling. 
6,34 scoffs at those who take seriously the 
oft-quoted statement in Priscian on this 
point, which he regards as an interpolation. 
Sittl, Bursian’s Jahresbericht, 68,251, 
remarks ‘Aber hier kann man auf Grund 
anderer Stellen (Seelmann 91) mit Bestimmt- 
heit sagen, dass die Verantwortung fiir 
diese falsche Regel Priscian allein zutiillt.’ 
Cocchia, Rassegna Critica (known to the 
writer through the quotations in Karsten, 
Uitsprach van het Latijn), argues at length 
that the statement in Priscian is an inter- 
polation and worthless as a generalization. 

Lindsay, Lat, Lang. 138, after reviewing 
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the evidence, concludes ‘ that if the lengthen- 
ing of a vowel before gn was a tendency of 
Latin pronunciation at all, it was not one 
so marked,and so persistent, as the lengthen- 
ing before us.. And in the list of hidden 
quantities given in his Short Hist. Lat. 
Gram. he recognizes the lengthening only 
in ‘dignus’ and ‘signum’ (in régnum, 
stagnum and ségnis the vowel is long by 
origin) and even in these two with the reser- 
vation ‘probably.’ Bennett, although in 
the Grammar he follows the usual practice, 
remarks in the Appendix that ‘there is 
no evidence to support such a principle’ 
(that is that a/l vowels are long before gn), 
and advocates a system of eclecticism.) 

Stolz, Hist. Gram. p. 250, is uncertain as’ 
to the universality of the lengthening before 
gn, but follows the usual practice of mark- 
ing it long ; he continues the same practice 
in the third edition of his Lat. Gram. in 
the Iw. Miiller Handbuch, although in this 
briefer work he does not discuss the evi- 
dence anew and contents himself with an 
‘according to Priscian.’ Brugmann has 
previously assumed lengthening before gn 
without reserve, but in the second edition 
of the first volume of the Grundriss he 
remarks (p. 806) that this lengthening 
seems to have belonged only to certain 
strata of society (‘nur gewissen Verkehrs- 
kreisen.’) Accordingly he recognizes the 
existence of both signum and stynum, dignus 
and dignus, ete. (e.g. pp. 121, 677, 680), 
although in general, in the citation of 
words with gn, where the history of the 
vowel is not under discussion, he retains 
the usual practice of marking it long. 
Among those who no longer accept the view 
that vowels are always long before gn we 
may safely include Osthoff, although he does 
not anywhere discuss the matter. For in 
his recent etymological article he cites 
words with gn without marking the vowel 
long, e.g. lignum, tignum, magnus (Idg. F. 

1 Yet this principle is not followed out by Ben- 
nett quite consistently. If he gives so much 
weight to Priscian’s statement as to assume vowel- 
length in magnus, pugna and many others for 
which there is no specific evidence, he should not 
hesitate to do the same for agnus. For the com- 
pound ambiegnus, although cited by others also (e.g. 
Havet l.c.) as evidence against the long vowel, 
really has no bearing on the question. To be sure 
it shows that the vowel of agnws was not long when 
the weakening took place. But it is well known 
that the weakening process antedated the vowel- 
lengthening before ns (cf. the relation of thanslé, 
whence halo, to tanhenslo, whence anhélod), and, 
similarly, the vowel-lengthening before gn, if such 
there were, would not have been early enough to 
interfere with the weakening process. 
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8, 30, 34) signum (Bezz. Beitr. 24, 180) ; 
and in the case of a scholar who has given 
so much attention to hidden quantity and is 
so careful in the marking of vowel-length, 
this, of course, is not accidental. 

It is sufficiently clear, without further 
citation of opinions, that vowel-lengthening 
before gn is far from being a universally 
accepted fact. Let us turn to the evidence 
itself, which, briefly stated, is as follows. 

In support of the lengthening are ad- 
duced: (1) the well-known statement in 
Priscian (Keil. II, p. 82) ‘“Gnus” quoque 
vel “gna” vel ‘“gnum” terminantia lon- 
gam habent vocalem paenultimam, ut “ rég- 
num,” “ stagnum,” ‘‘benignus,” “ malignus,” 
“ abiégnus,” “ privignus,” “ Pelignus’’’ ; (2) 
the fact that in a few words we actually 
find the vowel before gn written with the 
apex or as I longa.” 

In support of the short vowel before gn 
stand: (1) the fact that, except in words 
with an original long vowel, the Romance 
languages point to a short vowel before 
gn*; (2) the fact that the Celtic and Ger- 
manic words borrowed from Latin signum 
also point toa short vowel; (3) the total 
absence on inscriptions of the apex or I 
longa in the case of the great majority of 
words with gn, some of them, like magnus, 

of so frequent occurrence that this absence 
can hardly be accidental*; (4) the citation 

2 An additional point made by Marx, to the effect 
that in words like agndscd, cognosco the vowel of the 
preposition must be long because of the loss of the 
final d or n, would not be urged by any one to-day. 
This is not the kind of consonant-loss which is acecom- 
panied by vowel-lengthening. 

3 W. Meyer’s interpretation of the Romance evi- 
dence (K. Z. 30, 337), which enables him to square 
it with the supposed lengthening in Latin, and 
which would apply equally to the evidence of Ger- 
manic and Celtic borrowed words, is one which, 
while theoretically possible, is nevertheless distinctly 
improbable. Itis true of course that Romance shows 
us the quality, and only indirectly the quantity, of 
Latin vowels, and that there are sometimes special 
factors which vitiate the usual reasoning from quality 
to quantity. A lengthened vowel might have the 
quality of the short vowel from which it came rather 
than that of the original long vowel, as in fact was 
the case in most Greek dialects and in Oscan (e.g. 
ligud for tlegod, with 7 for original 2, but keenzstur 
with ee for the e¢ lengthened before ns). But as a 
matter of fact this was not the case in Latin, judging, 
as we are entitled to do, from the history of the 
lengthened vowel before zs, which gives the same 
result in Romance as an original long vowel. 

4 As there is no uniformity in the marking of 
long vowels on inscriptions, the argwmentwin ex 
silentio is a dangerous one, and should never be given 
weight against positive and unconflicting evidence of 
length. Butif the quantity of the vowel is in doubt, 
one’s scepticism of its length is naturally increased 
by the absence of inscriptional evidence of length, 
in the case of words of very frequent occurrence. 
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of dignitads as an anapaest by the gram- 
marian Diomedes (Keil I, p. 470), who, in 
discussing the rhythmical arrangement ap- 
propriate to the end of a period, as shown 
by the practice of Cicero and others, has in 
mind, curiously enough, only vowel-quantity 
not syllabic quantity, as is shown clearly by 
his citations (e.g. esse pro nobis cited, 1. c. p. 
469, as a spondee preceded by an anapaest).} 

The passage in Priscian, which plays the 
leading réle in the discussion, is as, already 
noted, regarded as an interpolation by 
Havet, l.c., and by Cocchia, l.c. It is 
certainly clear, as pointed out in detail by 
Cocchia, that the passage stands in no pro- 
per connection with the immediate context, 
which deals with the formation of adjectives 
from proper names, and that it is most 
plausibly explained as a note made by a 
later :grammarian to the statement, some 
lines back, ‘‘‘ Anagnia’”’ quoque quia g 
ante n habet ‘“Anagninus.”’ This last 
asserts nothing as to the vowel-quantity 
before gn, and means simply that, while 

from most names in ia the adjectives end in 
-nus,as Hispanus from Hispania, the adjective 
of Anagnia, owing to the g before the n, 
had -%nus like Liicerinus from Liceria, ete. 

But whether the passage in question was 
written by Priscian in the sixth century, or 
by some one else a century or two later, is, 
after all, not a vital question. Priscian 
himself, as is well known, sometimes mis- 
takes syllabic length for vowel-length, and 
the statement made, whether by him or 
another, cannot, by itself, command much 
confidence. On the other hand, it will have 
some weight if supported by other evidence. 
Of the words specitically mentioned, three, 
regnum, stagnum, and abiegnus, may be 
accepted without question as having an 

And even a single example of an apex or I longa may 
not be conclusive. Our text-books generally follow 
Marx in writing maximus. But taking into account 
the fact that vowel-lengthening before x is not to be 
admitted and that original length in this word is, to 
say the least, extremely improbable, we ought to 
attach less importance to the single example of an 
apex on an inscription which is not free from mis- 
takes (e.g. immolavit) than to the fact that there is 
no other example, although the word occurs hun- 
dreds and hundreds of times on imperial monuments, 
plenty of these showing the apex in other words. 
_1 As further evidence for the short vowel have 
often been adduced: (1) the Greek transcription of 
cogniti as koyv:rov,—but this has little weight, as o 
is not uncommon as a transcription of Lat. 0; (2) the 
existence of ambieynus beside agnws,—but this is 
wholly irrelevant (see above); (3) the occasional 
shortening in Plautus and Terence of the first 
syllable of ignave, ignobilis, etc., after short syllables, 
—but the usual assumption that initial syllables in 
which the vowei itself is long are never shortened is 
contested by Skutsch, Satura Viadrina. 

originally long vowel. In the others, beni- 
gus, etc., the vowel was, almost certainly, 
originally short, so that the length would 
have to be attributed to secondary length- 
ening before gn. Turning to the inserip- 
tional evidence, we find that four out of the 
six words with the vowel marked long are 
also such as have, according to their recog- 
nized etymologies, an originally short vowel 
namely signum (slgnum CIL. vi. 10234; 
sIgna Boissieu, Inser. de Lyon p. 606 ; sezg- 
num xiv 4270; slIgnificabo vi 16664), 
dignus (dIgne vi 6314; dIgni x 5676), 
privignus (privigno vi 3541), ignis (Ignis 
xi 826). From this it is evident that 
there actually existed in some words a pro- 
nunciation with lengthened vowel, and we 
ought not to maintain, as some do, that the 
statement in Priscian is made out of whole 
cloth. 

On the other hand, the evidence for the 
short vowel, which has been briefly sum- 
marized above, makes it equally clear that 
even in these same words there also existed 
a pronunciation with the short vowel, while 
for most words there is no specific evidence 
for any other pronunciation than that with 
the short vowel. How are these facts to be 
reconciled? The true explanation is sug- 
gested by the history of vowel-lengthening 
before 7 + consonant. 

In certain words like drdé, forma, etc., 
the evidence for a long vowel is so strong 
(incomparably stronger than in any of the 
words with gn cited above) that every one 
admits the length ; and it is pretty generally 
recognized that in these the length is not 
original, but the result of lengthening 
before +consonant. Yet noone maintains, 
on the basis of this fact, that the same is 
true of all words in which a vowel is fol- 
lowed by 7+consonant, or even of all words 
for which there is an occasional example of 
an apex or I longa (e.g. virtus, vIrgo). The 
explanation of the apparent anomaly is as 
follows : (ef. also Seelmann, Aussprache, 91 ; 
Bennett, Appendix 63; Solmsen, K Z. 34, 
23 ; Osthoff, Bezz. Beitr. 24, 133). In cer- 
tain localities or strata of society there 
existed a tendency to lengthen vowels when 
followed by 7+consonant. But such a pro- 
nunciation remained for the most part a 
vulgarism, censured by the grammarians.* 

2 Marius Plotius (Keil vi. 451, 5) mentions as a 
barbarism the prnounciation pérnix, and Pompeius 
(Keil v. 126, 5) refers to theemispronunciation of 
arma with long a. Yet Diomedes must have had 
this vulgar pronunciation ama in mind in the 
passage (Keil i. 469) where he speaks of it as a 
trochee. For, as noted above, he is observing 
vowel-quantity, not syllabic quantity. 
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Only in certain words it gained a wider cur- 
rency and eventually became thoroughly 
established as the recognized pronunci- 
ation.! 

Similar, we believe, was the history of 
vowel-lengthening before gn,—up to a cer- 
tain point. It existed as a locally or socially 
restricted pronunciation. In some words, 
judging from the inscriptional evidence, it 
gained more currency than in others. But, 
in contrast to the history of vowel-length- 
ening before 7+consonant, not even for 
these words does the evidence as a whole 
warrant the assumption that this became 
the recognized pronunciation. Forms like 
signum, dignus are not on the same footing. 
as forma, drdo, ete, but rather on a par 
with firmus, virtis, Hérculés, ete. 

Our conclusion, then, is that for the ecul- 
tivated language, which is what we aim to 
represent in our pronunciation and spelling 
a long vowel before gn is to be recognized 
only where it is long inorigin, as, for example, 
in régnum. 

Cart Daruine Buck. 
UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO, 

February, 1901. 

1 The attempt to draw the line exactly between 
words in which the pronunciation with a long vowel 
became established and those in which it did not, is 
bound to be somewhat arbitrary. Yet we can make 
what is probably a close approximation to the truth. 
The long vowel is rightfully recognized by all 
scholars in the case of forma, drdd, Ornd and their 
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derivatives, where the inscriptional evidence is. 
unusually strong and is also confirmed by the 
Romance. The long vowel is almost equally certain 
in the case of Mars, Marcus, Lars (in these proper 
names it may be originally long ; the question need 
not concern us here) and in quartus, although some 
scholars write, e.g., Marcus, quartus. For in these 
the inscriptional evidence is every whit as strong as 
for drdo, etc., and the only conceivable justification 
for making a distinction would be that in quartus, 
ete., the long vowel is not confirmed by the Romance. 
But, as always in the case of a-vowels, the Romance 
cannot either confirm or refute the length. With 
Jirmus, which appears in most of our text-books as 
Jirmus, we cross the line, at least in the judgment 
of the writer, to the words in which the long vowel, 
though known, had not become established as the 
usual pronunciation. Five examples of the I longa 
are quoted by Christiansen (De apicibus, etc.), while 
the Romance forms point clearly to the short vowel. 
If any one should take the position that, while the 
popular speech, as reflected in the Romance, had the 
short vowel, the language of the cultivated classes, 
the High Latin, knew only the long vowel in this 
word, we could only maintain the extreme improba- 
bility of this view on general grounds. This vowel 
lengthening before 7 + consonant we do not regard as a 
characteristic of the cultivated speech which worked 
its way downward into the popular speech, but 
rather as a characteristic of some particular phase of 
popular speech, which in some words spread through- 
out the popular speech and lastly to the cultivated 
language. We regard firmus, then, as a vulgarism 
which was not uncommon, as shown by the number 
ofexamples with the apex, but which did not become 
the usual form in the popular speech, much less in 
the cultivated speech. Among the numerous other 
words in which the vowel is occasionally marked 
longgon inscriptions, as Hércules, fortuna, vIrtus, 
etc., there is none in which it is at all likely that 
this pronunciation was generally adopted. 

ON THE SO-CALLED ‘INDECLINABLE OR ABSOLUTE USE’ OF IPSE, AND 
ALLIED CONSTRUCTIONS. 

In the Latin Grammar of Gildersleeve 
and Lodge § 311. 2, Note, the following 
words occur: “ Livy seems to use sometimes 
ipse in connexion with a reflexive as if it 
were indeclinable or absolute: cum dies 
venit, causa ipse pro se dicta damnatur, L. 
iv. 44, 10.” 

The statement requires examination. In 
the first place this ‘absolute’ use of ipse 
does not necessarily occur ‘in connexion 
with a reflexive’ eg. Livy 29. 2. 2. 
Romani quoque imperatores...iunctis et ipsi 
exercitibus per agrum Ansetanum...per- 
venere ; also 45. 10. 2. dimissis et ipse 
Atticis navibus...navigare Aegyptum pergit. 
Weissenborn quotes further Tac. Germ. 37. 
Quid enim aliud nobis quam caedem Crassi 
amisso et ipse Pacoro infra Ventidium 
deiectus Oriens obiecerit? Indeed Livy iv. 

44.10. happens to be the only instance cited 
of ipse supported by a reflexive in this 
‘absolute’ construction. 

Secondly, one may ask why the terms 
‘indeclinable or absolute’ should be used at 
all? When I write ‘ipse pro se locutus 
damnatur ’ is ipse ‘indeclinable or absolute’? 
In Gildersleeve’s citation ipse though 
logically subject of ‘causa dicta’ is gram- 
matically nominative to ‘damnatur,’ and no 
outrage is done to Latin syntax. Madvig 
(Kleine Philol. Schr. p. 367) has fully dealt 
with the question as far as concerns ipse, 
quisque, and plerique, but what I would like 
to emphasize is (1) that the construction 
even with these three words is not ‘a 
peculiarity of Livy’s style,’ that Sallust and 
Caesar employed it before him, that the 
‘peculiarity of Livy’s style’ is his use of 
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the gerund in the ablative as an inde- 
clinable present participle, not the addition 
of ipse, quisque, and other words which are 
then employed neither in an ‘absolute’ nor 
‘indeclinable’ way ; and (2) that a case like 
‘causa ipse pro se dicta’ is only a special 
instance of a general attempt to treat the 
ablative absolute as if it were an aorist 
participle in the nominative or accusative 
case. 

Weissenborn has shown how frequent this 
is in Livy and how it occurs in Sallust. I 
desire further to demonstrate the frequency 
of this attempt in Caesar and Nepos, and to 
illustrate the various forms of it which are 
to be found both in these authors and in 
Livy. 

It may be ‘worth while to give the 
references which I have collected from my 
own observation and from Weissenborn (a) 
of ipse and participle (already cited) Livy 4. 
44, 10., 29. 2. 2., 45. 10. 2., and Tac. Germ. 
37. (0) of ipse and ablative of gerund Livy 
2h 2 Why 25 PBR INES Xa Sto, CG ONG (ihe 
39. 49. 3., 40. 23. 1., 41. 24. 2., 45. 35. 8. 
(c) of quisque and participle Livy 21. 45. 
9., and 32. 24. 4., but also Sallust Jug. 18. 
3. exercitus eius...amisso duce ac passim 
multis sibi quisque imperium petentibus, 
brevi dilabitur, (7) of quisque and ablative 
of gerund Livy 2. 38. 6., 4. 31. 2., and 4. 
43. 11. (e) of other subjects than quisque 
with ablative}of gerund. Livy 9. 29. 2. 
pertinaciam gerendo solus censuram ob- 
tinuit., 22. 34. 10., 24. 5. 8., and 38. 17. 8. 
(42. 53. 3. though sometimes quoted is not 
much to the point) (f) of plerique with 
participle Livy 33. 9. 11.—an instance 
which, I find, is anticipated in Caesar Bell. 
Civ. 3. 95. Nam, qui acie refugerant milites, 
...missis plerique armis (=u dzAa piWavres of 
7oAXor)...magis de reliqua fuga...cogitabant, 
and which is a case of Greek ‘partial 
apposition,’ (cf. Livy 21. 14. 1. repente 
primores...argentum aurumque...in ignem 
ad id raptim factum conicientes, eodem 
plerique semet ipsi praecipitaverunt) only a 
less bold Graecism than Bell. Gall. 1. 53. 
Duae filiae harum, altera oecisa, altera 
capta est. 

Weissenborn has shown (2) that construc- 
tions like ‘causa ipse pro se dicta,’ are by 
no means confined to ipse, e.g., Livy 1. 7. 11, 
dextra Hercules data accipere se omen ...ait, 
and his instances may be, I think, con- 
veniently divided under two heads (a) 
“simple’ i.e., where the subject lies between 
noun and participle as in the case just quoted, 
or (6) ‘compound’ i.e, where the subject 
lies between itwo ablative absolutes, ¢.g., 
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1. 52. 1. Revocatis deinde ad concilium 
Latinis Tarquinius collaudatisque, qui Tur- 
num... poena adfecissent, ita verba facit. 
Under (a) he quotes 21. 31. 9. Sedatis 
Hannibal certaminibus...21. 48. 5, missisque 
Hannibal primum Numidis...22. 17. 7. 
agmine Hannibal traducto...24. 25. 3. clausis 
Adranodorus Insulae portis ..., 41. 10. 15. 
contione adveniens de Manilio et Junio 
habita..., and 44. 31. 15. vix gladiatorio 
accepto decem talentis, ab rege rex...(where 
however ab rege rex is not ‘hineingezo- 
gen’). 

He might have instanced 1. 39. 2. ferunt 
...sedatoque eam tumultw moveri vetuisse 
puerum...—a peculiarly appropriate order : 
for of the ‘reges’ mentioned a few lines 
earlier Tanquil (eam) was decidedly the 
better half, and, doubtless, Livy desires to 
emphasize the fact that it was she who 
quelled the tumult and not the king. Again 
he might have pointed out how l. 4. 6. 
‘tenet fama... eam (sc. lupam) summissas 
infantibus adeo mitem praebuisse mammas ’ 
is similar. The order of ‘summissas,’ with 
‘mitem’ between it and ‘mammas,’ shows 
clearly that Livy read it airiy Kkadeioar ... 
TApacXelv. 

Under (4) he cites 4.49. 7. Bolis inse- 
quente anno receptis Aequi coloniaque eo 
deducta oppidum firmaverunt., and 
42.55. 5. sacrificio rite perfecto consul et 
frumento dato militibus paucos ... moratus 
dies...militem ad Larisam ducit—an interest- 
ing case because the ablative absolute is 
followed by a deponent (as in 21. 34. 4., 25. 
35, 2., 45. 7. 5., 45, 26, 11., and elsewheré 
passim). He might also have instanced 
1. 10.5. inde exercitu victore reducto ipse ... 
spolia ducis hostium caesi suspensa fabricato 
ad id apte ferculo gerens in Capitolium 
escendit., and 23. 28. 4. omnibus omissis 
rebus ambo ducesjiunctis copiis obviam ire... 
parant. 

Livy cannot be counted the inventor of 
either device. Of (@) Weissenborn himself 
provides an instance from Sallust Cat. 18. 5. 
Cum hoe Catilina et Autronius...consilio 
communicato parabant.. consules interficere, 
and in Caesar and Nepos I have noted the 
following : Bell. Gall 1. 44. simulata Caesarem 
amicitia... (#)., 2. 11. Hae ve statim Caesar 
per speculatores cognita, insidias veritus ..., 
5. 49. Quibus litteris circiter media nocte 
Caesar allatis (=acceptis) ..., 6. 9. cognita 
Caesar causa..., 6. 17. neglecta quispiam 
religione...7. 1. Indictis inter se principes 
Galliae conciliis..., Bell. Civ. 3. 12. Recepto 
Caesar Orico.. 3. 62. quibus ille cognitis... 
Nepos. Paus. 5. 1. His rebus ephori cognitis, 

a) 
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Dion 2. 5. hoe aeger sumpto..., Hann. 7, 4. 
Hoe responso Carthaginienses cognito..., and 
perhaps Datam. 4. 5. hune Datames vinctum 
.... Datam. 5. 5. Talibus ille litteris cognitis 
..., and Paus, 2, 6. Huius Pausanias volun- 
tate cognita... (In these examples from 
Caesar and Nepos the frequent occurrence 
of cognitus is noticeable, ) 

Of (f) I find five cases—Bell. Gall. 7. 34. 
Qua re cognita Vercingetorix omnibus inter- 
ruptis eius fluminis pontibus ab altera 
Elaveris parte iter facere coepit., 7. 77. 
Depopulata Gallia Cimbri magnaque illata 
calamitate finibus nostris aliquando exces- 
serunt., Bell. Civ. 3.105. Quibus cognitis 
rebus Pompeius deposito adeundae Syriae 
consilio...Pelusium pervenit., Nepos. Hann. 
10. 1. Sic conservatis suis rebus Poenus 
illusis Cretensibus omnibus ad Prusiam in 
Pontum pervenit., and, perhaps, Them. 4. 
5. Hac re audita barbarus nihil doli subesse 
credens...conflixit. 

In all the instances quoted (with the 
exception of Livy 44. 31. 15., and those in 
which ipse and quisque are combired with an 
ablative gerund) the position of the subject 
eases the construction, which was, no doubt, 
assisted by three principles :—(1) the desire 
of Latin to tell the elements of its story at 
once by bringing forward subject and ob- 
ject. Examples occur without number in 
the classical period e.g. Cic. De Off. 3, 22. 
86. Hune Fabricius reducendum curavit...., 
Tuse. 5. 39. 115. Polyphemum Homerus cum 
ariete conloquentem fecit, etc. etc: (2) the 
wish to give emphasis to particular words 
e.g. Nepos. Dion. 6. 2. accepit gravissimum 
parens vulnus morte filii..., Livy 1. 20. 2. 
insignique eum veste...adornavit, ete. ete. : 
(3) the anxiety, perhaps, to avoid the col- 
location of words with similar terminations 
e.g. Nepos. Paus. 4. 2. has ille litteras ephoris 
tradidit., Livy 22. 23. 10. eum tertia ipse 
expedita in statione erat, etc. ete. 

But cases like 21. 21. 1. carry the con- 
struction with which we have been dealing 
one step further. Livy there writes ‘ Han- 
nibal...in hiberna concesserat ibique auditis, 
quae Romae...acta decretaque forent, seque 
non ducem solum...esse belli.’ There can be 
no doubt that ‘ auditis’ was dxovoas to Livy : 
if ‘forent’ does not prove it, at least ‘ seque 
esse’ is conclusive. [I know no other in- 
stance of accusative and infinitive after 
auditis in Livy, (Curt. 5. 35. has ‘ Alexander, 
audito, Darium movisse...fugientem insequi 
pergit) but he repeats the ‘dependent ques- 
tion’ in 25, 13.9. auditis quae...agerentur., 
44, 30. 12. auditis quae...gererentur., though 
in 24, 23. 3. he writes the indicative—aud- 
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itis quae Syracusis acta erant. His usage 
also fluctuates with exponere. In 42. 21. 
7. he has ‘is expositis quas tin Corsica res 
gessisset...triumphavit, in 44. 35. 13. 
‘Octavium...exposito quid pararet Herac- 
lium petere iubet,’ (Curtius however 4. 13. 
37. gives ‘exposito quod nuntiatum erat.), 
and 43. 7. 7. ‘exposuit...ea, quae Persei 
bello praestitissent...,’ but in 43. 3. 6. quae 
missa erant...exposuit. 

After other verbs, as after exponere, in 
the ablative absolute, he puts the subjunctive 
e.g. 42. 25. 2. relatis ordine quae vidissent., 
and 44. 45. 10. editis quae agi...vellet., while 
subjunctives also occur in 43. 11. 2. legatos 
...miserunt, qui comperta quae agerentur 
referret., and after edita erant in 45.134. 4. 

An instance like 22. 6. 8. ‘ignari omniwm 
quae post se agerentur’ is a constructional 
confusion for which I can find no exact par- 
allel. 

I have already quoted 44. 35. 13. exposito 
quid pararet. It is unnecessary to observe 
that this device practically begins with Livy, 
(see Roby, § 1251) unless we include Caes. 
Bell. Gall. 7. 52. ‘exposito, quid iniquitas 
loci posset’ where most editions read ‘ ex- 
posuit.’ He uses it not infrequently and 
employs both dependent question and accus- 
ative with infinitive after it eg. 31. 39. 4. 
ad Pluinnam est progressus nondum com- 
perto, (=otrw vfopuevos) quam regionem 
hostes petissent., 33. 41. 5. cognito vivere 
Ptolomaeum., 37. 13. 5, cognito hostium 
naves ad Aethaliam  stare...Corycum... 
traiecerunt., and 44. 28. 4. cognito deinde... 
quinquaginta onerarias...inclusas esse... 
onerarias, datis, qui prosequerentur, decem 
lembis in Macedoniam mittit. [Add 5. 19. 
9. edicto ne quis...pugnaret, and 10. 26. 7. 
edictoque ut...pro hoste haberetur, and 44. 
7. 11. incerto quidnam agendum foret.] 

The words * datis qui prosequerentur lem- 
bis’ lead to a final device which, perhaps, 
also begins with Livy (I find no instance in 
Sallust, Caesar or Nepos). I mean the re- 
production of otparuitas dueBiBacev zpo- 
mépwas oitiwves...rapacticovrac by ‘ copias 
traiecit praemissis, qui...animos concilia- 
rent’ as in 21. 23. 1. (cp. 39. 24. 10. missis 
qui prosequerentur...). Indeed in the last 
five extant Books of Livy there are at least 
seven instances viz. 40. 49. 5., 42. 38. 10., 
43.18. 6., 44. 23. 9., 44.35. 2., 44, 46. 1. 
and 45. 32.8., while cases of a similar 
nature are 40. 39. 5. haec nova adlata res 
omissis (=ddévra), quae agere instituerat, 
Flaccum raptim deducere exercitum ex Cel- 
tiberia cum coegisset etc., and 41. 2. 11., 
42. 31. 7., 42. 44. 8., 45. 28. 8. 

ws 
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On such occasions Caesar is most par- 
ticular to avoid omitting the antecedent, or 
treating the relative clause as ‘subjective,’ 
e.g. Bell. Civ. 1. 24. Pompeius, dis rebus 
cognitis, quae erant ad Corfinium gestae,... 
2,17. cognitis zs rebus, quae swt in Italia 
gestae...,2. 18. cognitis ws rebus quae 
sunt gestae..., and 3. 13, cognitis zis rebus, 
quae erant...gestae...,and in cases like Bell. 
Gall. 2.7. (cf. 1.37, 2. 29., 6. 3., ete.) ‘vicis 
aedificiisque, quos adire poterant, incensis, 
ad castra...contenderunt, the noun always 
precedes the relative clause, and the step 
from ‘incensis, quos adire poterant, vicis’ to 
‘incensis quos vicos adire poterant ’—the 
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genesis, probably, of Livy’s method, as in 42. 
21. 7. expositis quas in Corsica res gessisset 
—never, perhaps, suggested itself to Caesar : 
at the same time Bell. Civ. 3. 78, quique 
erant ex vulneribus aegri, depositis ap- 
proximates to the Livian usage, as also a 
similar instance in Nep. Lys. |. 5. undique, 
qui Atheniensium rebus studuissent, eiectis, 
decem delegerat...quibus summum imperium 
potestatemque omnium rerum committeret. 

H. Darniury Naytor: 
Ormonpd COLLEGE, 

MELBOURNE UNIVERSITY. 
January, 1901. 

REVIEWS. 

TUCKER'S PROEM TO PLATO'S REPUBLIC 

The Proem to the Ideal Commonwealth of 
Plato. With Introduction and Critical 
and Explanatory Notes by T. G. Tucker, 
Litt.D.(Camb.), Hon. Litt.D.(Dublin). 6s. 

Proressor Tucker deserves to be congratu- 
lated on a careful and scholarly piece of 
work. It may indeed be doubted whether 
the first book of the epublic with its diffi- 
cult and sometimes sophistical reasoning is 
altogether suitable as an introduction to the 
study of the so-called Socratic dialogues, but 

there was room for such an edition as Pro- 
fessor Tucker has undertaken, and he has 
done his work well. If the present reviewer 
has occasion to differ from him on a good 
many points, I hope it will not be set down 
to the proverbial jealousy of the Hesiodic 
potter, but rather toa desire to reach the 
truth. In the interpretation of Plate, as 
most Platonic students will agree, Truth lies 
too often ev Budd, and it needs the coopera- 
tion of several independent workers to bring 
it to the surface. 

The text of Professor Tucker’s edition is, 
in the best sense of the word, conservative. 
He has resisted the temptations to which 
Herwerden and others of the Dutch school 
of criticism have constantly succumbed, and 
preferred sober and sensible exegesis to hasty 
and ill-considered ‘emendation.’ A distin- 
guished Platonic scholar has somewhere said 
that the first duty of Plato’s editors will 
always be to eject the glosses and adscripts 
which disfigure the text, and has set the 
example by the plentiful use of square 

brackets, which, as he himself most truly 
observes, ‘nemini nocent.’ The edition 
before us avoids this error, and reasonable 
scholars will experience a sense of relief 
when they find the characteristic peculiari- 
ties of Platonic style for once religiously 
preserved and conscientiously explained, 
instead of ever listening to the wearisome 
cry ‘Apage putidum interpretamentum !’ 
wherever Plato is more than usually Platonic. 
In the matter of orthography, indeed, Pro- 
fessor Tucker follows the new lights. We 
find for example nipyévos, arorecov, pidove- 
kelv, a&toln, 6vtwv Where Paris A has evpyevos, 

dmdrirov, ptiAovetkeiv, aé.ot, eoTwoay (Or eaTwr). 
In most of these and similar cases the evi- 
dence of Inscriptions may be quoted in 
favour of the new spelling, but I do not find 
sufficient evidence—apart from the ipse dixit 
of Cobet and his followers—to justify us in 
everywhere rejecting the contracted optative 
singular in -o7, which is, to say the least, the 
common spelling in Plato’s best MSS. In 
the imperative, ovrwy is of course abundantly 
attested by Inscriptions ; but is there a single 
instance in which MSS. preserve the form? 
The fact is that the relationship between the 
spelling of literary and inscriptional docu- 
ments deserves a more thorough investiga- 
tion than it has yet received, and it should 
be remembered that Plato’s dialect in par- 
ticular is by no means a mere copy of the 
vernacular, but a highly literary idiom in 
which there are not a few survivals of so- 
called Ionic and poetical forms of words. See 
Hirzel Der Dialog i. pp. 246-250 nn. Inthe 
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meantime Professor Tucker seems to me to 
be on the whole consistent in his employment 
of a spelling which at all events probably 
comes nearer to that of Plato than the spel- 
ling of the MSS. It is, however, surely an 
error to maintain the old distinction between 
éyyovos ‘descendant’ and éxyovos ‘child’ 
(364 ©). A reference to Meisterhans-Schwy- 
zer Gr. d. Att. Inschr. p. 107 will show 
that éyyovos and éxyovos are in reality only 
two ways of spelling the same word: and 
indeed in 364 E the meaning ‘son’ or ‘child’ 
is alone appropriate. 

To pass to matters of more general in- 
terest. 

I am glad to see that Professor Tucker 
retains the reading of the best MSS. in 
349 D 6 d€ uy Corxevar, 363 A azo Tod eddoKt- 
peiv Ovra TO Otxatw and 365 B édy Kal pi) doxd. 
In defence of 6 dé ‘the other’ he might 
have referred to 339 E (rots dé for tots de 
apxomevois), 343 D, and ix. 587 B. The 

scribe in A understood 6 d¢ in the same way ; 
for a pause is inserted in that MS. after de. 
It is matter for regret that recent editors 
have adopted the cumbrous and eacophonous 
reading of Stephanus 6 d€ jy, pi) eorkévar. 
In 363 A dro Tod eidoxetv dvta TO Gd/kw has 
the authority of some inferior MSS., but 
Professor Tucker does well to revert to the 
most authoritative reading 7é dixaiw. A 
careful examination of the argument proves 
that 76 adiékw is indefensible. Much the 
same may be said of the reading éav pi Kat 
S0x@ in 365 B. Professor Tucker is also 
right in his explanation of PAapew (364 B) 
as ‘(they undertake) to injure,’ but he is 
mistaken when he supposes that this inter- 
pretation is new, for it is given by Schneider 
in his Additamenta p. 11. Good as Professor 
Tucker’s work is, I venture to think that 
it would have been still better if there 
were more evidence that he had carefully 
studied the literature of the subject. Not 
to speak of the many monographs in which 
special points are discussed and illustrated, 
I do not find any indication of such a study 
of Schneider’s admirable edition and trans- 
lation as might reasonably be expected of 
an editor even of part of the Republic, and 
there appears to be no sign of any acquaint- 
ance with Schneider’s Additamenta. 

The grammatical notes are for the most 
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part excellent, and there is no edition of 
Books I. and II. in which so much attention 
is paid to the explanation of Plato’s lan- 
guage. Of positive errors—as they seem 
to me—I have noted few. One is the ex- 
planation given of xpicw in ii. 360 D ri 82 
Kplouv abtyy Tod Biov repr dv NEéyomer, env 
dtactncwmcba Tov Te SiKkaloTaToV Kal Tov aOLKd- 
taTov, oiot 7 éoopeba Kpivar dpas. Professor 
Tucker translates tiv kpiow airyy as ‘the 
actual (practical) choice,’ but the meaning 
surely is ‘ we shall be able to give our judg- 
ment’ etc. : compare tv’ duporepor—xpivovrat 
and ¢is tiv Kpiow exkafaipers in 361 D. There 
are of course many other passages in which 
it is permissible to differ from the editor, 
such as for example 531 B, where I believe 
ovk éhdxiotov agrees With rodro, 336 B (jjKev 
ed’ jpas), and 351 B ei pev ds od dpre edeyes 
exe, 4 Sukavoctvy copia), where the MS. 
reading may be defended by ii. 359 B and ix, 
589 p. In particular, Professor Tucker’s 
suggestions on the text, few in number 

though they are, should be received with 
caution. They will be found on pp. 94, 96, 
126, 181 and 215 of his edition. 

The Introduction gives a tolerably full 
account of the argument, interspersed with 
occasional illustrations from other dialogues 
of Plato and elsewhere. There is also a 
succinct account of the characters and a few 
paragraphs on the ‘Composition of the 
Republic. Professor Tucker holds that 
‘the first book, approached whether from 
the point of view of (a) the philosophy, 
(6) the handling, or (c) the language, im- 
plies a composition both early and indepen- 
dent. The internal evidence for this view 
isi complete in every particular.’ The 
subject is too vast and complicated to 
be adequately discussed within the limits of 
Professor Tucker’s edition, still more in a 
short notice like the present. I can only 
say that so far from being ‘complete in 
every particular,’ the internal evidence in 
favour of the view which Professor Tucker 
adopts appears to me wholly inadequate to 
establish his case. The conservative view 
is defended with great ability and insight 
by Hirzel Der Dialog and by Joseph Hirmer 
in his Lntstehung und Komposition der 
platonischen Politeia. 

J. ADAM. 
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JACKSON ON THE ZUDEMIAN ETHICS. 

On some passages in the Seveth Book of the 
ELudemian Ethics. By Henry Jackson, 
Litt.D. Pp. 52. Cambridge, 1900. 2s. 

In discussing a great many passages from 
the Seventh Book of the Eudemian Ethics 
and in proposing new readings in most or 
all of them, Dr. Jackson has shown, it is 
needless to say, great knowledge, skill, and 
acuteness. No one can read what he has 
written without learning something from it 
or without admiring the insight which he 
constantly shows in dealing with a difficulty. 
His suggestions are always clever and some- 
times very attractive. He seems, for in- 
stance, to suggest just what is wanted, when 

in 6, 12 and 13 he turns dpexros into ovk 

éxOpos: in 10, 11 76 tow into roxov (taking 
« to =. and the terminations to be im- 
material): in 10, 31 zavré twos into té avtt 
Tivos: in 3, 7 Oto etpyKevat veiKos 6 epwdevos: 
TolatT av ovK epdy Neyo into 10 elpyxev AiviKos 
‘épwpmevos ToiadT av, ovK épav Néyou,’ thus in- 
troducing the comic poet Aenicus (?), whose 
name we know, and a quotation from him. 
He makes much use of the theory of termi 
nations abbreviated and then wrongly filled 
in again, and his applications of it are some- 
times highly ingenious. 

These proposals are very taking and may 
probably enough be right. On the other 
hand I am bound to say that many of the 
suggestions here made fail to persuade or 
even toattract me. Not only are they some- 
times rather complicated, involving a good 
many hypotheses; but, what is a greater 
objection, the expression and meaning sug- 
gested are often to my mind unsatisfactory. 
‘On a bold conjecture which gives us a good 
meaning in a good shape we look with in- 
dulgence, even with admiration. But the 
conjecture is less defensible, when after all 
it gives a meaning or a form which is very 
much open to question. Such in my opinion 

are 1, 14 7a 8& dypnora kav & Tovatdr 
avto@v arofddXovoww, ‘even those parts of 
themselves which are so’: 6, 6 ci 34 70 ouch: 
10, 34 where zpos 7d zAovcuov cira Th dobey is 
converted into zpos 70 zi Sods dvetrar ti bobev, 
the theory being that r/ dods dvetrar ri Sobev 
is equivalent to ri dvri rivos évetra. In 2, 
20 Tam unable to see the point of éws dv 
dow axpatets (MSS. ds av): 7b. 38 dyararae 
yap TO evvoe ed ole dé xy (MSS. ori 8é 
py) is ingenious, but the sense supposed 
surely very doubtful: 76. 14 éori vy Ada for 
éorly 4 Out needs a good deal of defence. 
Particularly I would venture to’ challenge 
Dr. Jackson’s negative sentences, sometimes 
when he retains, sometimes when he alters 
the vulgate. It would take considerable 
argument to persuade one that either of the 
following is possible: 2, 20 o%8 od didotax 
pev, GAN od tHhyv mpaorny diiiav; ‘it is not, 
however, true that they are not fond of one 
another’: 7b. 39 ra pa taxd yryvomeva pyde 
padtws ov, ‘what comes into existence slowly 

but surely.’ I have like doubts about 9, 2 

TO pev ev, TO O€ TOD Evds, ov 3’ &v (MSS. oder) 
in the sense of & 8’ ov. 

Since these lines were written, we have 

had to deplore the death of the scholar to 
whom Dr. Jackson dedicates his book, Franz 
Susemihl, last editor (1884) of the Hudemian 
Ethics. An industrious, accomplished, and 
sagacious scholar, he laboured much at less 

well-known treatises like this, the Magna 
Moralia andthe Oeconomica, as well as at 
the more familiar and attractive Politics, 
Nicomachean Ethics, and Poetics. His 
edition of the last in particular was most 
serviceable, full of matter and yet handy. 
Invaluable also for its collection of facts is 
the elaborate two-volume Literature of the 
Alexandrian Age. 

H. RicHarps. 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

APOLLU SMINTHEUS, RATS, MICE, AND PLAGUE. 

THE story of a host of mice, or rats, or 
ants, who destroy an army by gnawing its 
bowstrings, is of such wide diffusion that I 
doubt if the animals can indicate plague, 

either by metaphor (as Mr. Cree suggests) 
or as vehicles of infection. Field mice, who 
appear in the Egyptian legend of Herodotus 
(ii. 141) and in the name ‘Smintheus,’ are 
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remote from houses and infection. Rats, in 
China (Liebrecht, Zur Volkskunde, p. 13) are 
more suspicious. They also gnaw, in the 
story, the bowstrings of an army. But so 
do ants, in the Satapatha Brahmana, and 
ants do not convey infection or destroy 
standing corn. The legend of mice gnawing 
bowstrings occurs in the mythology of the 
Creek Indians of North America, and also 
in the mythic history of the Utes in the 
same country (Powell, Report of Bureau of 
Ethnology, \. 51). The Red Indians have 
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no bubonic plague. Here, then, in China, 
India, Egypt, and North America we have 
the same tale of an army defeated, or at 
least deprived of its artillery, by field mice, 
rats, or ants. I scarcely think that bubonic 
plague can have anything to do with this 
fable. Apollo of Sminthos is perhaps 
addressed in Zhe Iliad merely as a local 
Apollo, without any thought of field mice or 
infection in the poet’s mind. 

A. Lane. 

CLASSICS IN EDUCATION, 

Two Lerrers To A CrLaAssicaL FRIEND. 

IDK, 

My Dear 3 
I resume my story. A few years 

since I spent much time over Mommsen’s 
History of Rome, and I then read again the 
two books of Livy which I had taken up so 
long before. Later on I turned to Caesar and 
read through the whole eight books of the 
Gallic War. These prose texts I was able to 
read, not without, pains, but still as literature, 
and therefore with interest and a kind of 
pleasure. Then a friend of mine asked me 
to coach a medical student in two books of 
Horace, the third and fourth of the Odes. 
I objected that I had never read the Odes, 
but I was assured that my knowledge of 
Latin was sufficient for the purpose in hand. 
And so, in fact, it proved. Later still, I 
found a neighbour whose classical know- 
ledge was about equal to my own, though 
gained by the reverse process, viz. a school 
education without the experience of the 
"Varsity. He was willing to join me in 
reading through the four books of the 
Odes. Will you ask the result? I find 
that, so far as I am concerned, an Ode of 
Horace is the literary equivalent of a 
Chinese puzzle. With pains I can solve the 
puzzle or construe the text; but the result 
has neither beauty nor meaning. The 
whole thing leaves me weary and indifferent. 
One stanza of FitzGerald’s Rubaiyat means 
more to me than all Horace put together. 
With the Horatian sentiment, the Horatian 
view of life, I have been familiar, oddly 
enough, from boyhood upward, when I 
learned it, not from Latin verse, but from 
the English prose of Thackeray. My 
failure to enjoy Horace (and Poetry, as 

H. Nettleship said, is nothing, if it cannot 
be read and enjoyed) might be due to the 
fact that I was never properly grounded in 
Latin quantity and metre. And even to- 
day I can nowhere find any intelligible 
account of the relation between metre, 
quantity, and accent, in Greek and Latin 
verse. Consider for a moment what this 
means. From the sixteenth century to the 
close of the nineteenth, the classic poets 
have formed the staple of our higher educa- 
tion. The principal merit of classical 
poetry lies admittedly in the perfection of 
its form. And all poetry is primarily 
addressed to the ear. Yet our teachers are 
content to employ, both in Greek and Latin, 

a mode of pronunciation demonstrably 
barbarous ; to perpetuate mechanically, in 
the case of Greek, a system of aecents 
which in speech they ignore; while in 
Latin, whether spoken or written, accent is 

neglected altogether,! and though a theoreti- 
cal importance is attached to quantity, it is 
not thought worth while to indicate it in 
writing, and in spoken utterance it is 

constantly set at nought. Such an habitual 
disregard of the essential conditions on 
which the apprehension of poetic art 
depends, goes far to justify the suspicion 
that the classics have neither been taught 
nor learned from the love of Poetry. If 
Latin lived on the lips of our teachers, [ 
think the Odes of Horace would have con- 
veyed more to me than they do. 

My love for Lycidas and Adonais, and 
even my indifference to the Bucolics of 
Virgil, now led me to attempt Theocritus. 
I might as well have read so many consecu- 
tive pages of Liddell and Scott. And when 

1 See Dr. Granger’s letter in C. 2. for June, p- 
282.—Ep. C.L. 
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Liddell and Scott come in at the door, 
Poetry flies out at the window. Clearly 
Theocritus was a task beyond me, a task 
for the man who makes the study of 
classical literature the main business of his 
life. I must be content to let that go. I 
had wished to follow downwards the tradi- 
tion of pastoral poetry. That must now be 
left to others. 

On many accounts I was attracted to the 
Homeric poems. Their place at the be- 
ginning of Greek Literature, at the head of 
the epic tradition, their surpassing fame, 
the testimonies of Virgil, Milton and 
Shelley, all predisposed me in their favour. 
I hoped to gain from them fresh light on 
that antique world which I was studying in 
the pages of the Old Testament. The use 
made of Homer in the writings of Mr. 
Lang, as well as his own contagious 
enthusiasm, added to the inducements 
which led me to make this attempt. I was 
prepared by previous experience to find the 
difficulties considerable. I found them even 
greater than I anticipated. To read an 
epic in this way is like looking at a 
tapestry through a magnifying glass. You 
see the stitches, but the design is lost. 
Still, [ have somehow made my way through 
the first twelve books of the Iliad. 
Frankly, I find it detestable. Let me re- 
mind you once more that I am not passing 
judgment, I do but register the results of 
much painstaking labour. The vile jargon 
in which the poem is composed, half 
barbarism and half affectation; the in- 
extricable confusion of the accidence, which 
keeps the reader in continual perplexity and 
embarrassment ; the peculiar vagueness and 
obscurity of the vocabulary, which prevent 
him from receiving any clear or forcible im- 
pression ; the sickening conventionalities of 
the style, the rhetoric and rhodomontade, the 
verbosity and diffuseness, the set phrases and 
recurring formulae, the epithets without 
meaning and adjectives which go without 
any word ; the interminable declamation, as 
of the professional reciter mouthing poly- 
syllables at so much a verse; the uniform 
monotonous flow of twaddle disguised in 
verbiage; the disjointed succession of 
episodes, without unity, or plan or progress ; 
the tedious elaboration of trivial detail ; 
the prating heroes and ignoble gods; have 
left upon my mind a sense of absolute 
nausea. A plaster cast from Brucciani’s 
exceeds the value of the whole. 

Of course I do not put this forward as a 
final estimate of Homer. There may be 
something there that I do not see, there 
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may be a point of view from which all that 
disgusts me takes on a different aspect, or 
at least sinks into insignificance. What 
Homer conveyed to the native Greek, what 
it may convey in our own time to the 
classical scholar, to Mr. Lang or Prof. Jebb, 
I neither know nor care. My quarrel is 
with the almost inconceivable pedantry 
which has selected such a text as an instru- 
ment of ordinary education, or a means of 

literary culture. Out of my unlucky 
experience, one broad result has clearly 
emerged, and for myself at least, is hence- 
forth placed beyond the possibility of doubt. 
The classical literature is by its very nature a 
study for the specialist ; no real appreciation 
of it is possible except to the specialist ; and 
classical education is the education of the 
specialist or it is nothing. A subject so 
alien, so remote, so difficult, so technical, so 

elaborate, so artificial, can have no value 
for the purpose of general education. The 
fallacy which you classical men commit is 
that of supposing that the ancient lan- 
guages and texts have, or can have, for 
your pupils, the same significance that they 
bear to yourselves. While I am writing to 
you there comes to hand an advertisement 
of a method of instruction in pianoforte 
playing, which has for its object ‘a com- 
plete separation of the musical and mechani- 
cal elements in teaching and practice.’ I 
do not know whether this is practicable, 
but I am sure that the distinction drawn is 
of real importance for the teaching of 
literature, and this not only because (as I 
have sometimes said to you) a boy’s classics 
are the equivalent of a girl’s music, a con- 
ventional accomplishment to which educa- 
tion is sacrificed. For most of us, what is 
called classical education means no more 
than an imperfect, and therefore useless, 

acquisition of the mechanical or linguistic 
part of the study ; and that which alone 
has, in the Greek sense, musical, or, as we 
say, literary value, is never really assimi- 
lated. The texts read remain not a litera- 
ture buta chrestomathy. We ask for bread 
and you give us a stone. In order to 
impart, in nineteen cases out of twenty, a 
mere smattering of the grammar and 
rhetoric of two dead languages, you have 
sacrificed all the opportunities of culture 
and the faculties of the mind. So far from 
inspiring the love of letters, it would be 
nearer the truth tosay that you have stifled it. 
So far from communicating a real know- 
ledge of any part of literature, you have 
stopped the way with your costly and useless 
commodities, your display of learning with- 

Y 
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out life. In the few cases where your 
system has the only success of which it is 
capable it produces the professional scholar, 
for whom I have no less respect than your- 
self, though perhaps a less exclusive admira- 
tion. In the vast majority it generates the 
prig, taught to flatter himself upon his 
acquirements and to prefer form to 
substance ; the smug, versed in his especial 
task of book-learning and ignorant of all 
beyond ; or the dunce, whose small capacity 
has been extinguished by those who should 
have developed it. If I am angry with 
such a system as this, if I regard it as an 
imposture bearing to a true system of 
education the relation that quackery bears 
to medicine, if I feel that its existence is 
the greatest obstacle to the diffusion of 
genuine culture, and that an incalculable 
liberation of mental energy would follow 
from its abolition, will you say that 
Iam wrong? If so, you have to show that 
the ordinary schoolboy, the average under- 
graduate, gets more out of the classics than 
1 do; and I fancy you will find this no easy 
task. Perhaps you will ask what I would 
substitute. Substitute what one can reason- 
ably expect an intelligent lad to master, to 
assimilate, to retain, and to employ. For 
the faculties of the mind are cultivated by 
exercise, and they are exercised only upon 

those objects which form an integral portion 
of our mental life. For you, my dear r 
the Classies fulfil this function, but for most 
of us it can never beso. For most of us 
Greek has no more value than Hebrew. It 
is a mere clog on the mind’s action. I 
would have a lad well grounded in Latin 
that he might the better comprehend the 
Latin element in the modern languages. 
Let him learn, if you like, to read with 
facility, and with a correct pronunciation, 
the Latin prose authors, but let the poets 
be read, if read at all, only in select 
passages which should be learned by heart, 
and declaimed aloud. French and German 
must form an essential part of modern 
education, and surely it is important to 
guide the youth into what is best for him in 
those literatures. I hold strongly that.an 
educated man ought to comprehend the 
history of the language and literature which 
may properly be called his own. Surely 
here is scope enough. Would that I had 
employed upon such studies the hours that 
I have wasted on the barren pages of 
Horace and Virgil, of Huripides and 
Homer ! 

T am ever, my dear ; 
Your candid friend, 

Giles 
October, 1900. 

ARCHAEOLOGY 

OAK AND ROCK. 

Hextor in his famous soliloquy before 
the final encounter with Achilles considers 
and rejects two possible means of avoiding 
the fight: (1) he could take refuge within 
the walls of Troy—but this would at once 
bring upon him the bitter reproaches of the 
Trojans ; (2) he might lay aside his armour 
and make an offer of ample atonement to 
Achilles—but his overtures, he fears, would 
probably be futile; Achilles would only 
take advantage of his unarmed condition to 
slay him on the spot. At this point occur 
the obscure lines (Z/. 22. 126 ff.) which form 
the subject of the present paper :— 

ov fev Tus viv eoTW amd Spvds ov aro TeTpNS 
TO oapilepevar, & Te mapbEvos HiGEds Te, 
maplevos nibeos 7 dapilerov adAndowr. 

They are followed immediately by the heroic 
conclusion: ‘Nay, better is it to charge 

amain and that with all speed; so shall we 
know to which of us two the lord of Olympus 
will give glory.’ 

Before discussing the meaning of these 
disputed verses it is worth while to note 
their external resemblance to some other 
passages in the context. Twice within the 
next seventy-five lines do we get the same 
telling but rather affected device of an 
echo-line, @.e. a line in which the principal 
words of a previous line are repeated and 
slightly expanded, the repetition in each 
case being asyndeton and double or anti- 
thetic in form. In 157 f. we read of Hektor 
and Achilles— 

TH pa Tapadpaperny, pevywv, 68’ dmirbe dudkwv- 

mpoobe pev eoOdds edhevye, diwxe SE pv ey’ 
apeivov. 

And in 199 f.— 

as 0’ év dvetpw od dvvara pevyovra dSudKew* 
ovr’ dp’ 6 tov duvarar irodevyew ovl 6 dudKew- 
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No exact parallel to these lines has been 
quoted, the nearest being the epanalepsis of 
Tl. 23. 641 £., ep. 6. 395 f., 20. 371 f., Od. 
1. 50 f. The peculiarity may therefore 
fairly be considered a mannerism, indeed a 
mark of the same hand. It betrays a some- 
what pensive and reflective author, whose 
composition differs widely from the rapid, 
vigorous style of the Mjvs. Various editors 
and critics have felt this and sought to 
better the text by excising the individual 
lines 128 (Jordan, Leaf and Bayfield), 158 
(Bekker, Diintzer, Nauck), 200 (Leaf, ed. 1): 
but there are grounds for supposing that the 
interpolation is more extensive—see Ameis- 
Hentze Anhang, viii. 8 ff. 

The critical question does not, however, 
affect the exegesis of lines 126 f., with 
regard to which very diverse opinions have 
been held in modern times. Messrs Pratt 
and Leaf in their edition of 1880 translate : 
‘It is no time now to dally with him from 
oak tree or rock like youth with maiden, as 
youth and maiden hold dalliance together.’ 
To them, as to Van Lennep (on Hes. Theog. 
35), the picture seemed to be that of happy 
ease in a forest, where youth and maiden 
sit by rocks or trees and talk together. 
But a love-scene with a rustic background, 
though all very well in Theocritus, is quite 
out of place in an early epic. Such an ex- 
hibition of romantic attachment is in fact 
foreign to the whole tone of pre-Alexandrian 
literature: vide the late H. F. M. Benecke’s 
Women in Greek Poetry. Besides, Greek 
backgrounds are, so to speak, apt to be part 
of the foreground: I mean, they are as full 
of significance as the human figures acting 
in front of them. ‘To explain the ‘oak tree 

- or rock’ as mere properties would be hardly 
less absurd than to mistake the damsel in 
the tree on the exquisite coins of Gortyna 
or the rock-seated swain on those of 
Arcadia for idyllic creations of the artist’s 
fancy. 

Dr. Leaf duly repented of his hasty view 
and in his larger edition (1888) suggests 
that ‘an oak and a rock may have been 
interlocutors in some primitive fable, the 
knowledge of which, if attainable, might 
explain all allusions. Suppose, for instance,’ 
he says, ‘that an oak and a rock dispute in 
summer time which of them is the father of 
mankind. The oak points to primitive 
man making his hut under its branches, 
and living upon its acorns. The rock is 
silenced till storms and winter come, when 
man is glad to take refuge, not under the 
bare and dying branches, but under the un- 
changing shelter of the rock, in whose 
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favour the controversy is thus decided.’ 
Such a story might even be regarded as 
having relation to a conflict between the 
two ancient objects of human worship, 
‘* stocks and stones,” which lie at the root 
of so many early religions. The belief that 
an oak or a rock was the actual progenitor 
of man is at least not inconsistent with 
what we know of primitive thought...The 
meaning of the present passage will be 
I have not even so much as a tree or a rock, 

the traditional protectors of the human race, 
to shelter me so that I could hold converse at 
my ease—as easily as a pair of lovers 
dallying together.’ On this showing, then, 
the force of amd dpuds and aro wérpys is 
limited to the main sentence and does not 
extend to the relative clause ; the word do 
denotes ‘from the shelter of ’; while oak and 
rock are specified as totems, or at least as 
objects at once natural and supernatural, 
connected with man by the closest ties of 
worship or even kinship, and therefore 
bound to assist him in his hour of need. 
All this is, no doubt, possible; though, as 
Dr. Leaf himself admitted, it ‘can have no 
other support than that it would explain 
the passages where the phrase in question 
occurs.’ It may, however, be asked whether 
the meaning thus obtained really suits the 
situation described by the poet. ‘I wish I 
had a divine or semi-divine shelter, that 
from it I might parley with Achilles being 
as much at my ease the while as lover and 
lass.’ But surely a man in mortal peril 
would not think of insisting on perfect 
tranquillity ; commonplace security would 
satisfy him. And if Hektor had even 
commonplace security, we may be certain 
that he would drop all thoughts of parley : 
a fortiori, if he bore a charmed life in the 
shadow of a sacred oak or rock, he would 
not talk of making overtures to Achilles. 

Some such considerations probably 
suggested themselves to Dr. Leaf; for 
in the joint edition which he brought out 
with Mr. Bayfield ten years later (1898) he 
materially modifies the hypothesis. The 
editors translate: ‘ Surely im no wise now 
may I begin with the oak or the rock and chat 
with him, like a youth and a maid,’ adding 
‘7.e. he will not listen to a long story from 
me “beginning at the Deluge,” as we say... 
It looks as though some ancient fables or 
myths about the Rock and Oak had come to 
be referred to proverbially to indicate any 
long-winded story, just as we say “a cock- 
and-bull story,” meaning a silly and false 
one. What the original stories may have been 
it is hardly worth while to guess.’ We remark 

y 2 
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that Dr. Leaf has apparently abandoned 
the idea that the proverbial oak and rock 
refer to early objects of worship or to 
traditional progenitors: ‘the original re- 
ference,’ he says, ‘is altogether obscure.’ 
He now treats ‘oak and rock’ as a synonym 
for any long-winded tale without risking a 
guess as to its antecedents. But why 
‘long-winded’? The epithet begs the 
question. Again, is dapi{w azo twos normal 
Greek for ‘I chat, starting from the topic 
of’?  Kither ék, as in Theocr. 17. 1 and 

Arat. phaen. 1 é Atos apxopecGa, or an 
adverb in -Oev, as in Od. 8. 500 &@ev éX\uv, 

would be more natural. 
Gottling (on Hes. Zheog. 35) found in the 

oak and rock an allusion to the earliest 
oracles of the Greeks, the tyikopos dpis of 
Dodona (Od. 14. 328, 19. 297) and Iv6o 
nerpyecoa (Il. 9. 405). This allusion, he 

thought, when stereotyped as a proverb, was 

applicable in ‘eo genere suasionum admoni- 
tionumque, quod ad suscipiendum aliquid 
vel ad abstinendum a proposito magnopere 

impelleret.’ He paraphrases our passage: 

‘si vellem cum Achille non armis, sed verbis 

contendere et confabulari, quemadmodum 

cum virgine amasius, non ille mea verba sic 

veneraretur, ut voces quasi oraculorum audire 

sibi videretur. This presumably implies 

the translation : Jt is not now possible to make 

to him as an oracle from oak or rock such soft 

speeches as man and maid, man and maid 

make one to the other. But dd dpvds... 

éapiléuevae Would thus have to mean ‘to 

make soft speeches with all the authority 

of an oak-oracle’! Besides, as Preller in 

Philologus 1852, p. 21 rightly urged, a 

general term like zérpa could not without 

further qualification denote a particular 

place like Delphi. Equally impossible was 

Hermann’s explanation (Opuse. vi. 155). He 

too believed in an allusion to oracles, but 

thought that the expression ‘oak or rock’ 

had come to connote pay attws because 

men did not know who uttered the oracular 

voice. To which Géttling retorted: ‘hoc 

dignum erat Menandri aevo.’ Both scholars 

were probably misled by Plat. Phaedr. 279 5, 

where Sokrates for his own purposes brings 

our proverb into connexion with the oak of 

Dodona: of d€¢ 7’, & dire, év 7H Tod Atos Tod 

Awdwvatov tep@ Spvds Adyous Edycav pavTiKovs 

mputous yeverOa. Tos pev ovv TOTE, ATE OvK 

odor coors Gamep bpets ot vEot, dréxpn Spvos kat 

mérpas axovew br einbetas, ci povov dAnGn Aeyotev. 

Ameis-Hentze were better advised in 

seeking the origin of the proverb in the 

early mythology of Greece. Commenting 

on Il. 22. 126 they say: ‘dd dpvds od8) azo 
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métpys, ep. 7 163 od yap dd Spvds éror 
wakaiparov, ovd amo zétpys, a proverbial 
phrase referring to myths which told how 
men sprang originally from trees and rocks. 
Here, however, the word azo marks the 
point of departure (Ausgangspunkt) for 
dapilévevar, starting from, ep. évOev éEXdv in 
6500. The sense is: It is impossible now 
to prate at length to him of old and well- 
worn themes, such as how the war began 
and how we might settle it peaceably by re- 
storing Helen (vv. 114-116) ; it would pro- 
duce about as much effect upon him as 
though I were to tell him some old-world 
tale like those told by a man and a maid in 
their confidential chat.’ This explanation 
is, I believe, on the right track. But it 
still presents some grave difficulties: (1) Was 
the beginning of the war sufficiently remote 
to be described by a phrase importing an 
antediluvian antiquity ? And (2) why should 
young men and maidens in their lovers’-talk 
waste time by telling each other old-world 
tales? Was this human nature even in 
heroic days? Again, the elucidation of the 
passage is incomplete unless we provide some 
answer to the further questions: (3) How 
comes do to be used of the Ausgangspunkt 
of dapiZénevart Ameis-Hentze cite no parallel, 
and we have seen that other modes of ex- 
pression would have been more natural. 
Finally (4) what is the exact relation between 
this passage and the other epic passages in 
which the proverb is found ? 

I agree with Ameis-Hentze in holding 
that the starting-point of our solution must 
be a comparison of Od. 19. 162f. Penelope 
there urges the disguised Odusseus to tell 
her who he is: 

GNX Kal ds por cite TEdV yevos, dm7TOev eat: 

od yap amd dpvds écor radarpatov ovd amd 
TETpNS- 

Odusseus declares that he is a Cretan of 
Knosos, where Minos once reigned Avs 
peydAov dapiotys (179), and adds that his 
father was Deukalion the son of Minos. 
Now it is nota little remarkable that the 
word dapiotys, which occurs nowhere else in 
the Odyssey, should here too be found in the 
neighbourhood of the oak-and-rock proverb. 
The coincidence encourages us to interpret 
the Zliad passage by the help of this. And 
in this there is fortunately no doubt as to 
the meaning of the phrases ard dpvds and 
dxd wérpyns. They denote lineal descent 
from oak and rock.1 At the same time the 

1 Ample evidence of this belief on Greek soil has 
been collected by Preller in Philologus 1852 p. 1 ff., 
Welcker Griechische Gotterlehre i. 777 ff., G. F. Scho- 
mann Opuscula ii. 125 ff., and others. 
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context shows that Penelope regards such 
lineage as fable rather than fact. Her 
words may be paraphrased: ‘Tell me your 
pedigree; for presumably you have ances- 
tors whose names you can quote and do not 
accept as your forbears the stocks and 
stones of which the old saw speaks.’ The 
sceptical tone of the last line proves the 
extreme antiquity of the expression. If at 
the time when the Odyssey was composed 
belief in such descent was clearly on the 
wane, that belief must have been, to say the 
least_of it, prehomeric. But to what pre- 
homerie source can we look for its exempli- 
fication? Odusseus himself supplies an 
answer. Taking a hint from Penelope’s 
final fling, he feigns to be a Cretan of 

Knosos. Thanks to the researches of Mr. 
Arthur Evans it is now notorious that at 
Knosos there flourished in prehistoric times 
a ‘tree and pillar cult,’ in which both stocks 
and stones were the symbols of the Cretan 
Zeus (J.H.S. xxi, 99 ff.). Minos, according 
to our earliest source (Z/. 135. 449 ff.), was 
the son of this Zeus, 6s zp@rov Mivwa réxe 
Kpyrn éxiovpov: | Mivws 3) ad réxel? vidov apv- 
pova Aevkadiwva. He was therefore in the 
strict sense of the words de dpuvds and ad 
merpys. Mr. H. R. Hall (The Oldest Civili- 
sation of Greece p. 294) pertinently asks 
whether the back of the famous throne in 
the palace of Knosos, fashioned in the shape 
of an oak-leaf, may not be the emblem of 
Zeus. If so, the king of Knosos actually 
sat on a throne that notified his descent 
from the sacred tree. Again, I would 
point out that the name Deukalion in this 
connexion may be significant. Was there 
in Crete also a legend of men sprung from 
stones? However that may be, it is at least 
clear (1) that in this old-world phrase a6 
denotes lineal descent from stocks and 
stones, and (2) that in the Homeric age such 
descent had come to be received with in- 
credulity. It is also suggested, if not 
proved, by the context (3) that dapioris 
means one who talks familiarly with another, 
a party to a duologue.! 

In applying these results to Hektor’s 
words in the //iad it will be convenient to 
begin with the force of the verb dapiw. 
For the point of the passage, unless I am 
mistaken, lies in the appropriateness of this 
verb to two very different scenes: (a) a 
parley between a couple of warriors, and 
(6) a téte-d-téte between two lovers. The 
word seems to have covered originally any 

1 With Aids weydAou oapioths cp. Ex. 33. 11 ‘The 
Lord spake unto Moses face to face, as a man 
speaketh unto his friend.’ 
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‘palaver’ or ‘talky-talky.’ But it early 
acquired narrower and more specialised 
meanings. All the examples in the Iliad 
can be grouped under two denotations 
according as they have reference to the 
intercourse (a) of war, or (6) of love. On 
the one hand (a) in 7. 17. 227f. Hektor 
concludes a harangue to his men— 

rad a evan} , Ws! 4 

T® tis viv iOds TeTpappevos 7) aToleabu 
He cawOytw yap ToAguov dapioris. 

And in J/. 13. 291 Idomeneus the Cretan 
speaks of Meriones as 

TPOTTH LEWEVOLO [LETH TPOMAXwY GapLoTV. 

On the other hand (4) in Ji. 6. 516 
Hektor 7 dapie yuvatkd (the famous colloquy 
of vv. 405-494); and in J/. 14. 216 f. we 
are told of Aphrodite’s kestos : 

él evr pev pidortys, ev 8’ (uepos, ev 8 dapirris 
, oY , ; ‘ 

[wapdacts, 7 7 ek\eevoov mika wep dpovedv- 

Tov. | 

The passages cited under (#) are commonly 
taken as metaphorical, the metaphor being 
drawn from usage (6). They would thus be 
examples of grim irony: ‘such is the 
coquetry of war,’ ‘to join those who are 
flirting in the front ranks,’ But it is pos- 
sible, or even probable, that they refer rather 
to the preliminary brags and boasts so char- 
acteristic of a fight between Homeric chief- 
tains: ‘such is the language of the battle- 
field,’ ‘to join those who challenge each other 
in the front ranks.’ Jn either case it 
appears that dapiZm is regularly used of a 
parley between chiefs as well as of a talk 
between lovers. 
We have then as materials for our ex- 

planation, in the first place the force of 
dapio—it denotes a palaver, whether mili- 
tary or amatory ; and in the second place 
the force of dwd dpvos «.7.’.—it denotes 
descent from oak or rock, mythical ancestors 

not to be taken too seriously. But, it will 
be asked, what has mythical ancestry to do 
with dapiot’s bellicose or otherwise? To 
this question a modern Greek would probably 
answer ‘ Nothing’ : an ancient Greek would 
certainly have answered ‘Much.’ Few 
topics are so frequent in the speeches that 
prelude an epic combat as the high lineage, 
real or fictitious, of the combatants. An 
interesting parallel to our passage is to be 
found in Longfellow’s Courtship of Miles 
Standish. The poet, describing how the 
Indians ‘began to parley with Standish,’ 
makes the chief Wattawamat boast that 
‘He was not born of a woman, | But on a 
mountain, at night, from an oak-tree riven 
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by lightning.’ Again, a betrothal in Homeric 
times would certainly have included a minute 
investigation of the family tree. Even in 
the Theocritean ’Oapicrvs (note the title) 
we find the following instructive passage 
(Theocr, 27. 41 ff.):— 

AA@NIS 

Addus yd, Avkidas Te tari, pajrnp de Nopatn. 

KOPH 
2€ 2 Ley LY anys s aN , 
€€ evnyevewv' GAN’ od ceHev cit XEpetwr. 

AA®NTS 

old’, akpa Tinin eoot: rarip O€ Tol éo7t MevadA- 
Kas. : 

Ativalry of this sort rather than any softer 
sentiment is what we should expect from the 
taplevos 7(Ge0s te Of Hektor’s speech.} 

I conclude that the general sense of the 
Iliad passage may be given thus: ‘ Useless 
to attempt a parley with Achilles, bragging 
of descent from mythical ancestors! Such 
bragging may suit the credulity of young 
men and maidens, But for Hektor and 
Achilles only one course is open—instant 
fight.’ The literal rendering will be: ‘ By 
no medins now may one parley with him 
of descent from stock or stone, as lad and lass, 
lad and lass parley each with the other.’ 

This translation indicates one remaining ~ 
difficulty. I have assumed that azo dpuis... 
dapiléuevat can be used for ‘to parley of 
descent from’ ete., as though it were as dz 
dpvos ovra dapi~ew. The juxtaposition of dio 
dpvos without a participle and of dapiféuevar 
is, | fully admit, awkward. But it may be 
contended that after using éorvy in one sense 
the poet would hardly have used ovra in 
another. Moreover a similar ellipse is found, 
oddly enough with the same verb, in the 
Hymn to Hermes, 170 #. BéAtepov nuata ravra. 
per’ aOavarors oapilev, | tovotov, addvevov, 
troAvAnuov (sc. ovTa), 7) Kata S@ma | avtpw ev 
jepoevtt Oaacceuev. See further Goodwin, 
Moods and Tenses, §§ 875, 902, 911. 

A word in conclusion with regard to the 
subsequent history of the expression, From 
‘boasted ancestors of a fictitious sort’ to 
‘boasted origins of a fictitious sort’ is not a 
far ery. And the proverb was extended to 
include the latter as well as the former. 
But this extension rendered the preposition 

1 There is, perhaps, a reminiscence of our passage 
in the Hymn to Hermes, 54 ff., where we have 
another combination of dapiorts and pedigree: 
&eidev... au) Ata Kpovldny kal Maidda kadAurediaor, 
| &s mapos wplCerkoy Eraipely pirdrnri, | Hv 7 avTov 

yevehy ovomaxAvToy dvoudCwy. 
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a7 sometimes inappropriate. Accordingly in 
Hes. Theog. 35 we read dA\G tin por tadra 
Tept dpiv 7 rept wézpyv; The author has 
been relating the story of his original in- 
spiration by the Muses on Mt. Helikon: 
suddenly he stops with this line, which 
means ‘Why dilate on first beginnings of 
this conventional and incredible kind? 
Why not proceed to my main theme with- 
out further delay?’ In Jtad 22. 126 dad 
not zepé is used because the thought of ac- 
tual descent is still present. The Hesiodic 
rhapsodist substitutes zep¢ for dd, because 
‘oak’ and ‘ rock’ to him mean early origins in 
general with the same connotation dzictws 
él TO wvOGdes exveviknkota. We have perhaps 
a parallel to this later abandonment of do 
in the remarkable series of proverbs do 
Navvaxov (Macar. ii. 23, Suid. s.v. Ndvvaxos), 
ta amo Navvdxkov (Zenob. vi. 10 cod. B, ep. 
Apostol. xv. 100), 7a éxt Navvaxov (Macar. 
vill. 4, ep. Steph. Byz. sv. “Ikévov), where 
azo Navvaxov apparently denotes the pedi- 
gree of the early Phrygian kings, and ra 
azo Navvaxov is used to describe the prime- 
val institutions of Nannakos—a thought 
more fittingly expressed, though in less con- 
secrated language, by ra emt Navvaxov. 

ARTHUR BreRNARD Cook. 

DE VISSER 
ON GREEK INFRA-HUMAN GODS. 

De Graecorum diis non referentibus speciem 
humanam. M. W. Dr Visser. Leyden. 
1900 pp. i-iv, 1-283. 4 M. 50, 

Tue fact that M. de Visser’s book is a 
‘doctor-dissertation ’ would seem to indicate 
that he is, relatively speaking, but at the com- 
mencement of his researches in Comparative 
Religion. So much the more credit is in 
that case due to him for having combined 
the ré/es of classical scholar and anthro- 
pologist so successfully as he has done. 
That the scholar should predominate over 
the anthropologist is but natural, seeing 
that he has set himself what is primarily a 
scholar’s task, namely the compilation of 
Schrift-quellen to illustrate Greek Religion on 
what might be loosely termed its ‘pre- 
anthropomorphic’ side. Book I. (pp. 5-31) 
and Book III. (pp. 209-70) are, as in 
bulk, so in intrinsic value decidedly inferior 
to Book II. (pp. 32-208). The former of 
these supplementary parts enunciates the 
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author’s anthropological presuppositions ; 
the latter offers a vindemiatio prima of con- 
jectural elucidations. Now the methods of 
the palaeontologist of culture are unhappily 
by no means so exact as to enable any given 
fragment of bone to be with certainty 
referred to this or that typical form of 
skeleton. Moreover many of the fragments 
collected by M. de Visser are woefully 
minute and battered. Hence it were 
manifestly unfair to expect from our author 
any connected account of the ‘origins’ of 
Greek Religion as such. It is in fact rather 
as a protest against ‘ philological’ attempts 
te do this very thing that his work claims 
our favourable regard. Viewed in this 
light, namely as an almost monotonous, but 
by no means unnecessary, reiteration of the 
caution ‘For Greek Religion vide General 
Anthropology, his supplementary books 
ought at least to serve to remind the purely 
classical scholar of his limitations. On 
the other hand, the contribution in the way 
of raw material is so lucidly presented as to 
offer the greatest assistance to the student 
whose business is the interpretation of 
‘survivals,’ so long as the latter possess even 
a moderate acquaintance with the Greek 
language. 

To deal first with Book II—four 
categories of sacred objects are recognised, 
Stones, Stocks, Trees and Animals. The 
first class ranges from dpyoi ido. to cones, 
obelisks, pyramids, columns, hermae, and so 
forth. It was, perhaps, natural to consider 
in this context the €puaia, or roadside cairns 
to which each wayfarer was wont to add his 
quota ; though, according to M. de Visser’s 
hesitating conjecture, the stones are but a 
substitute for the gifts once showered on 
certain holy spots, ‘totemistic altars’ or 

what not, and are thus in themselves not 
sacred. He may be referred to Mr. 
Hartland’s Legend of Perseus (2, 204-11) for 
a far more probable explanation of the rite 
in question. If the stones be supposed (like 
the grass, twigs, etc., similarly heaped up 
by savages) to represent a formal means of 
communion with a local ‘ power,’ such a 
power being always more or less of a dvvapis 
Tov evavtiwv, a being equally capable of 
beneficent or malevolent action, we are 
at once furnished with a general clue, and in 
particular are enabled to bring the éppaia 
into relation with the widespread custom, 
possibly alluded to in Eustath. ad Od 16. 
471, of piling a cairn on the murderer’s 
grave (as may likewise be done in regard to 
the grave of a famous warrior, ef. Adair. 
Hist. Am. Ind. 184). 
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The class of Stocks is provisionally 
distinguished, because the author—wisely, 
as I think—inclines to make the connection 
hinted at in Tyler’s compound expression 
* stock-and-stone-worship’ rather than to ex- 
plain édava and the like in terms of Tree- 
worship understood as the cult of certain 
vegetation-spirits. Under this head we 
are presented with a rather miscellaneous 
group of facts, including tporata, radAadia, 
and the wooden phallus of Hermes Cyllenius. 

As regards Tree-worship proper, the 
data, though numerous, are unfortunately 
somewhat lacking in illustrative quality, 
being in considerable part supplied by coins, 
gems, wall-pictures, and names of more or 
less doubtful etymology and history. 

The section on Animal-worship, on the 
other hand, provides us with much that 
excites, if it does not go far towards 
satisfying, the passion for interpretation. 
Instances are given of relationship being 
claimed with animals (p. 129), of taboos 
on killing and eating them (ib. and 
p. 132), and of their burial with solemn rites 

(p. 183 and p. 135), which at once suggest 
an endless number of parallels taken from 
savage custom. It is a pity, by the way, 
that the indirect evidence adduced in Book 
III. in support of the view that the Greeks 
were addicted to ‘Totemism’ was not given 
a substantial place in this section. It 
might likewise have thrown light on the 
many-sided character of Greek Animal- 
worship if the writer had not limited 
himself rigidly to the phenomena of cult, 
but had also levied a contribution on 
mythology with its ‘Gorgons and Hydras 
and Chimaeras dire.’ 

Speaking generally, M. de Visser’s 
citations are well-chosen, well-arranged, and 
copious. His list is, perhaps, not ideally 
complete. For example, Mr. L. R. Farnell 
points out to me the omission in connection 
with Totemism of any mention of the “Odvo- 
yevets (Pliny, N. H. 28. 30, Strabo, p. 588. 
Varro ap. Prise. 10, 32) ; in connection with 
the question of sacred boundary-stones dis- 
cussed pp. 212-3 of a reference to Demosth. 
Halonnes. p. 86 Bwpds tod Aros Tod dpiov; 
and, as regards the €ppaia, of any allusion to 
another scholiast on Od. 16, 471 who, taken 
together with Eustathius ad loc., suggests 
the curious problem whether the Roman 
milestones may not have had a religious 
origin. Still, as it stands, the ‘heap of 
witness’ to M. de Visser’s industry is of 
goodly proportions and of the greatest 
value. 

As to Book I, my criticism put shortly 
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amounts to this, that M. de Visser, finding 
himself forced to choose amongst a number 
of representative theories, has, for brevity’s 
sake, if not through excess of faith, ven- 
tured to give to the fruits of his eclecticism 
an appearance of system and finality such as 
the present state of our knowledge most 
certainly does not warrant. Thus he dog- 
matically posits Animism as the basis of 
universal religion without noting the ambigu- 
ity of the term as used by anthropologists. 
He does not distinguish between the attri- 
bution:of mere life, and that of soul or spirit, 
to material objects, with the result that he 

is forced quite unnecessarily to postulate an 
‘animus’ which inhabits the aerolite or the 
stone held sacred in virtue of its peculiar’ 
shape. Or again, Fetichism as defined by 
Schulze and Totemism as explained in 
Frazer’s manual are made mutually exclus- 
ive as relating respectively to individual 
material objects and to classes, whether of 

these or of animals and plants. But how 
can he stomach such a fact as that the sun 
is with Schulze a fetish and with Frazer a 
totem? Once more as regards Animal-wor- 
ship, he has borrowed from Frazer’s Golden 
Bough the notion of a plurality of irreducible 
forms of theriomorphic cult : yet he cannot 
refrain from hunting in company with Jevons 
after the mare’s nest of a universal homo- 
geneous ‘ totemistic religion.’ In a word, our 
author seems scarcely to realise that these 
and such as these are but the temporary 
abels marking the capacious pigeon-holes 
into which anthropologists are still busy 
shooting their raw facts almost at random ; 
and that they can contain in themselves no 
principle of explanation so long as their 
connotation remains almost wholly indeter- 
minate as at present, 

That the elucidations which compose 
Book III are sparse and tentative consti- 
tutes in my opinion a proof of the author’s 
good sense and moderation. His researches 
yield virtually no crucial instances in the 
matter of origins ; for these he must go to 
savagery, and, I would add, to savagery as 
studied at first-hand. Meanwhile, he has 
little to say about Stone-worship that carries 
us back behind the bare facts as cited by 
his authorities. His attempt to connect 
the veneration of Trees and Animals with 
Manes-worship comes tonothing. Oragain, 
as regards his laborious inquiries concerning 
Totemism, is there any use in trying to find 
it in the background of Greek or Indo-Ger- 
manic religion till one knows more precisely 
what one is looking for? To take but one 
example of the looseness of his argument, 
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he puts down theceremonious burial of cicadae 
marinae practised by the Seriphians (pp. 
226-7 cf. p. 135) as totemistic on the 
strength of a parallel custom in respect to 
owls quoted in Frazer’s Yotemism from 
Samoa. Yet in Tylor’s Remarks on Totemism, 
with which M. de Visser is presumably 
acquainted, since he quotes it in his notes 
to pp. 18, 14, it is shewn at some length 
that the ascription to the Samoans of 
totems in any sense of that much-abused 
word is an utterly gratuitous piece of hypo- 
thesis (J. A. I. New Ser. 1. 142-3). 

Meanwhile, the section on the progress of 
anthropomorphism in Greek religious 
thought stands by itself as a valuable con- 
tribution to a subject which it is well within 
the compass of the classical scholar to illus- 
trate and explain. It is just at the point 
at which customary religion becomes mark- 
edly self-conscious and self-justificatory that 
the student of savage beliefs comes to the 
end of his clues. The actual transition to 
what may be called dogmatic religion pre- 
sents a relatively untouched problem. 
Would he but focus his energies on this 
special point, M. de Visser with his know- 
ledge of the facts, his fai for the primitive, 
his distrust of symbolistic interpretations, 
and his power of piercing through aetio- 
logical pretence, is capable of rendering the 
greatest of service to Comparative Religion. 

R. R. Marerv. 

RECENT EXCAVATIONS IN ROME. 

(Sux C’. R. 1901, pp. 85, 136.) 

Since the date of my last report (the middle 
of January) there has been comparatively 
little of great importance to record in regard 
to tbe excavations of the Forum. The 
work has been progressing steadily, though 
perhaps a little slowly—owing chiefly to the 
bad weather of the past winter, which has 
more than once caused the inundation of the 
low-lying portions of the Forum. In De- 
ecmber the pavement of the Basilica Julia 
was flooded for 2 or 3 days,and the Stele of the 
Comitium has been under water no less than 
three times. Much attention has been 
devoted to stratigraphic exploration and the 
investigation of the contents of the numer- 
ous wells which still continue to appear. 
Much time, too, has been spent in the 
strengthening of buildings which seemed to 
be in a dangerous condition, and in the con- 
struction of a retaining wall upon the north- 
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east side across the end of the Via Cavour, 
where the limit of the land at the disposal 
of the Government has been reached with- 
out its being at present possible to complete 
the exploration of the Basilica Aemilia. 

I. 

The exploration of S. Maria Antiqua has 
been continued, with interesting results. 
Burial below the level of the pavement of 
the church was not at all uncommon; some 
of the bodies have been placed in sarco- 
phagi of earlier date, others are enclosed in 
tombs of contemporary masonry. In the 
outer church these graves lie within the area 
of a large, open piscina or water tank 
about 30 Roman feet wide by 80 feet long, 
and about 4 feet in depth. The marble 
slabs of its pavement are still in part exist- 
ing. The north-west and south-east sides, 
which were the longer, were decorated with 
very shallow niches, alternately rectangular 
and curved; the north-east end has an 
ornamental flight of steps in the centre, in 
which was placed the fountain-jet which 
filled the piscina (this arrangement is fre- 
quently seen at Pompeii) while at the south- 
west end a few steps descend into the 
piscina. The orientation of this watertank 
(about 35° east of north) seems to indicate 
that it belongs to the imperial palace of the 
first century. It corresponds with that of 
other walls immediately to the north-east, of 
the brick drain which runs beneath the floor 
of the Augusteum, of the wall behind the apse 
of S. Maria Antiqua, and finally with that 
of those walls of the palace of Caligula which 
date from the time of its original construc- 
tion (see Lanciani, Forma Urbis, sheet 29, 
Ruins and Excavations, pp. 153-155). The 
evidence of the ruins themselves is confirmed 
by Suetonius, who tells us (Calig. 22) that 
Caligula ‘partem Palatii ad forum usque 
promovit.’ 

In the second century the Augusteum and 
the two halls connected with it were con- 
structed upon a different orientation, and 
the piscina was partly destroyed by the con- 
erete foundations which were sunk through 
it, what remains of it having been buried 
beneath the floor of the outer hall and thus 
preserved. 

Lanciani has published an article on the 
subject of S. Maria Antiqua (Bull. Com: 
1900, 299 sqq.) in which he cites further 
evidence—if more were needed —for the cor- 
rectness of the name now applied to the 
church, namely, the dedicatory inscription of 
a fresco on the left of the apse ‘s(an)c(t)ae . 

S. Maria Antiqua. 
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d(e)i . [genetri|ci.sem[perque virgini mar] 
jae. 

It may be mentioned that the whole of 
the frescoes which have been discovered in 
the church are being copied on the same 
scale as the originals and with the greatest 
care and precision, and that the paintings of 
the inner church will be protected by a per- 
manent roof. An interesting parallel to 
them is to be found in those of the earlier 
church of S. Saba on the smaller Aventine 
the remains of which have been recently dis- 
covered beneath the pavement of the church 
of 1205 a.p. Some of these paintings date 
from the sixth century, others are of later 
date. (See Mot. Scavi. 1901 p. 10. Athe- 
naeum, 1901, May 25, 667.) 

The interior of the Augusteum has also 
been excavated to the floor level, a long task 
now practically completed, which has as yet 
produced little of importance. Several 
pillars of opus mixtum of late date have 
been discovered, the raison d’étre of which 
is not as yet clear. 

The Augusteum and S. Maria Antiqua 
have a common facade towards the forum 
consisting of a line of seven brick pillars with 
brick columns, only slightly engaged, standing 
in front of them. The front wall of the hall 
which was converted into the church of the 
forty martyrs masks the last column to the 
south-east, and must therefore be of later date 
than the Augusteum. The space in front of 
this fagade was used as a burying ground in 
connexion with the church of S$. Maria 
Antiqua. 

Il.—Arech of Tiberius. 

A mass of concrete foundation, measuring 
about 20 ft. by 15 ft., has been unearthed in 
front (south-east) of the two south-western- 
most arches of the supposed rostra of Caesar. 
This is attributed by Boni (Not. Scavi 1900, 
p. 632) to the Arch of Tiberius. 

It is not the first time that this founda- 
tion has been discovered—it was brought to 
light in 1852, when the viaduct which carried 

the road over the Forum was constructed 
(Monteroli Osservazioni sul Foro Romano, p. 
11. Jordan Topographie I?, p. 211). The 
fact that it does not stand quite on the line 
of the road which skirts the north-east side 
of the Basilica Julia is no objection to the 
identification, as it appears that in origin, 
at any rate, some of the Roman triumphal 
arches were not intended to allow of the 
regular passage of vehicular traffic. (Jordan 
Topographie I”, 306, 307). And the arch of 
Tiberius must have stood almost precisely in 
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this position, as is shown by the relief from 
the arch of Constantine (reproduced by 
Middleton, Remains of Ancient Rome, Vol. I, 
p- 259, fig. 34) which represents it as an 
arch with a single opening, situated between 
the Rostra,! and the Basilica Julia. 

On the other hand, the fragments which 
were believed to belong to the inscription 
of this arch, and which were discovered pre- 
cisely upon this spot, have, according to 
Mommsen (Res gestae Divi Augusti, ed. IT. 
p- 126) no connexion whatever with it. If 
this be the foundation of the arch of Tibe- 
rius, it is difficult to see how Boni’s theory 
as to the Rostra (see C.R., 1901, p. 87) can 
be maintained. The arch in this position 
would have completely obstructed the south- ° 
western end of the Rostra of Caesar, and in 

that case we are again face to face with the 
necessity, if we accept Boni’s theory, of sup- 
posing that, at some time or another, the 

semicircular structure faced with slabs of 
portasanta served as the Rostra. That this 
is impossible I have tried to show. (Joc. cit.”) 
The construction of the concrete foundation 
of which we have been speaking led to ihe 
almost entire destruction of two of the small 
pits (C.R. 1900, p. 237) of which several 
have been found on the further side of the 
Forum. Traces of them were, however, 

recognisable, and the removal of the late 
pavement of the road skirting the north- 
east side of the Basilica Julia has led to the 
discovery of five more. Three of these, 
arranged at regular intervals, were, like the 

rest,empty; but the fourth, close to the south- 
easternmost of the row, and shallower than 
the rest (probably, therefore, of later date) 
contained a good deal of pottery of Roman 
date, including several cups with very small 
bowls, in shape somewhat resembling candle- 
sticks, the use of which is uncertain. 

The fifth, further on, has been found to 
contain pottery of Roman date, and wall 
plaster painted red. The discovery of more 
of these pits is to be anticipated. 

Beneath this pavement was also found a 
fragment of the marble Forma Urbis, which 
had been used as a roofing slab in a small 
drain. This fragment bears the legend [th] 

1 7,e.the Rostra of opus quadratum. 
2 IT should have made it clear that I agree with 

Nichols in considering the semicircular structure to 
be the Graecostasis—that is, the Graecostasis of the 
late Republic, constructed perhaps only a few years 
before Caesar removed the Rostra from the Comitium. 
The arched structure, considered by Boni to be the 
Rostra of Caesar, I believe to be the Graecostasis of 
the second century B.c. Where the Graecostasis of the 
imperial period (see Jordan Topographie 1? p. 243) 
is to be placed, is a problem as yet unsolved. 
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ermae [agrip]pae, and is believed by Boni 
to have formed part, not of the plan set up 
by Septimius Severus and Caracalla, to which 
belong all the fragments hitherto discovered, 
but to an earlier form of the plan of the 
city, probably that of Vespasian, set up in 
the year 75'a.p. This view, which appeared 
in the daily press, and is repeated in the 
Notizie degli Scavi for December 1900, 
p- 634 (published in April), seems, however, 
to be incorrect. The main argument in its 
favour, that of the lettering of the inscrip- 
tion, was shown to be insufficient by Hiilsen 
in a discussion of the subject at the German 
Archaeological Institute; and Lanciani in 
Bull. Com., 1901, p. 3, sqq., refuses to accept 
the earlier date. The peculiar interest of 
the fragment, according to its discoverer, 
was the fact that it represented the Pantheon 
at the time of the Flavii; but at that period 
the Pantheon, as Lanciani points out, was 
rectangular, not round. The edifice shown 
is certainly not the Pantheon of Hadrian, 
but, probably, the circular Caldarium of the 
Thermae of Agrippa, known as La Ciambella, 
though the representation is very inexact. 

THomas AsuBy, JUN. 

MONTHLY RECORD. 

ITALY. 

7etulonia.—The excavations of 1899 have yielded 
extensive results of early finds of the usual types 
from these cemeteries. Most notable are two large 
gold fibulae of the ‘ boat’ type with long sheath-like 
foot, decorated with granulated work and figures of 
animals ; they are similar to some found two or three 
years ago (C.R. 1899, p. 187). The workmanship is 
good, but they are of comparatively late date. 
Another remarkable find is a large bronze disc with 
two large Sphinxes and two Gryphons in relief, con- 
fronted in pairs. Among the many bronze objects, 
mostly of familiar types, may be mentioned a bronze 
file exactly corresponding to the modern form, and a 
candelabrum on four human legs with a rude figure 
on the top, of a warrior with helmet and shield danc- 
ing.? 
Perugia.—A very rich Etruscan tomb has been 

found, containing a sarcophagus with skeleton; in 
the ears were plain earrings, and on the forehead a 
magnificent frontlet of gold leaves, with an oval 
medallion in the middle. On the medallion is a 
winged goddess standing before a cista, holding a 
mirror: at each end of the frontlet is a marine mon- 
ster, half-human, half fish, holding a fish in each 
hand. Round the sarcophagus were various bronze 
objects: a support in the form of a winged goddess 
holding two oil-flasks ; at her feet a monster with 
dog’s head, bird’s body, and snake-tail coiled round 
her right foot ; a broken patera, the handle in the 
form of a draped woman ; and a mirror with incised 
design of Adonis (4f[w]nis) embracing a female figure 

1 Notizie degli Scavi, Oct. 1900. 
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who is:inseribed with the name Lasa Achwnana. 
Probably the design is an excerpt from a larger com- 
position, and this name is by a mistake for Aphro- 
dite.” 
Rome.—An inscription has been found in exploring 

the sanctuary of Juturna which may be dated to B.c, 
4. It runs: IM... | PoTEST *xvuI[I | cotonra ‘Iv | 
TERTIA DECIM[A | VIHINA ‘EX | INDULGENTIA ‘EIVS* 
Av[cra. The fact that in the titles of Augustus (and 
in his alone) the tribunicia potestas always comes last, 
allows us to identify him as the Emperor, and this 
is supported by the palaeography of the inscription.* 
Among the discoveries in the exploration of the 

Rostra the following is of some interest. There were 
found a small flower from a capital in peperino, a 
larger flower from a Corinthian capital, and a fragment 
of the decoration of the tvansenna or marble screen, 
all covered with remains of opus albarium. They 
appear to illustrate a passage in Cicero’s In Verrem, 
ii. 1, 55, where he speaks of the columns of the 
Temple of Castor, quas dealbatis videtis, referring to 
the work done by Verres when aedile.* 
Among traces of the old gardens of Sallust, recently 

investigated, there has come to light a headless 
female statue in Greek marble, wearing Doric chiton 
and apoptygma. It is five feet high, and of a Pelo- 
ponnesian type dating from about 500-480 B.c. (ef. 
Rém. Mittheil. 1900, p. 181). It was found in an 
edifice built partly of opus reticulatum, partly of opus 
quadratum, together with amphorae, fragments of 
statuary, a fluted column of African marble, and a 
plain one of cipollino.* 

In the Via dell’ Ara Celi was found a fragment of 
a stone pedestal inscribed COsSOLED...ONE CAPTOM. It 
may be classified with other records of the capture 
of Greek and Sicilian cities in the third century B.c., 
with the consequent removal of their works of art to 
Rome. Unfortunately in this case we cannot tell the 
name of the city.* 

Ontside the Porta S. Paolo a stone altar has been 
found with relief representing a four-wheeled cart 
drawn at high speed by two mules, the driver crack- 
ing his whip. ‘The altar was an ex-voto offering by a 
muleteer named Severus to Epona, whose interven- 
tion had saved him from an accident. Further 
along the road were discovered tombs of the second 
century, belonging to the Gens Claudia.+ 

During the construction of a new Carmelite mon- 
astery, an enormous number of inscriptions have 
been found, mostly very uninteresting. One de- 
scribes a collegiwm formed among the freedmen and 
servants of L. Tarius Rufus, under the presidency of 
his wife’s physician Agrypnus, who died at the age 
of 27, and to whom a tablet was erected by his mater 
calamitosa. Another belongs to a banker from Reate, 
and a third to an imperial freedman who was a 
caelator ; a fourth relates to one Grattius, indigne 
subiectus morte nefanda, occisus calce et manibus by a 
ruttian whom he thus apostrophizes: Hoc opto, moriare 
malis exemplis cruciatus !4 

Pompeii.—A silver saucepan (trulla) of very fine 
workmanship has been discovered ; the handle is 
ornamented with reliefs, consisting of a steering-oar 
with a dolphin twisted round the handle holding a 
polypus in its mouth ; in the field, a crab and mol- 
luses; at the base of the handle a sea-lion(?). Also 
187 coins, mostly of the period from Tiberius to 
Domitian, all being bronze except one denarius of 
Domitian.! 

Pietrabbondante (Bovianum Vetus). A hoard of 

2 Ibid. Nov. 1900. 
3 Notizie degli Scavi, Dec. 1900. 
4 Athenaewm, 15 June. 
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bronze coins of Campania found here consists of 17 
pieces of aes grave and 256 bronzes, mostly of Nea- 
polis, also of Cales, Suessa, and Aesernia. Some 
appear to be coins of other places on which Neapolis 
legends and types have been impressed over the 
original design. Of the aes grave, some belong to 
the ‘Apollo’ series, some to that of ‘Mereury and 
Janus.’ The Aesernia coins cannot be earlier than 
263 B.c., the year of the foundation of a Latin colony 
there.® 

Padula (Salerno).—As recorded in the Notizie of 
March 1900, p. 110, a fragment of a stone found 
here seemed likely to establish the position of the 
ancient Consilinum at the modern Padula. The 
rest of the stone has now been found, and that idea 
is confirmed. The whole inscription runs: M~ 
VEHILIVS PRIMVS| CVR “R * P * COSILINATIVM | PORTI- 
COVM HERCVLIS | ASOLO INPENSA * R * P * INS|TANTIA 
8VA °F°C.? 

Ceglie, Apulia.—In 1898 a large tomb was dis- 
covered containing many fine Apulian vases. The 
two best were a hydria with Peleus surprising Thetis, 
and an amphora with volute handles: Obv. Perseus 
shewing the Gorgon’s head to the Satyrs, and a 
‘courting’ scene below ; Rey. Dionysiac scene. 

Tarentum.—An important find has been made, of 
a gold stater coined at Tarentum in the time of 
Pyrrhus. On the obverse is a head of Zeus 
Eleutherios crowned, with AK; on the rev., an eagle 
on thunderbolt, and Athena Promachos ; inscribed 
TAPAN. The Athena is the symbol of Pyrrhus (ef. 
the coins struck by him:at Syracuse). Only two 
other examples of this type are known, one in 
Berlin (Evans, Horsemen of Tarentum, pl. 5, fig. 17) 
and the other in the Hunter Collection at Glasgow 
(Macdonald’s Cat. No. 22).8 

GREECE. 

Aegina.—Prof. Furtwaengler has now published 
full details of his excavations at the temple (see June 
Record, p. 287). The first excavations resulted in the 
finding of two heads from the pediments and 
numerous fragments of limbs, together with all 
kinds of small archaic votive offerings, and a 
Propylaea of considerable interest, within which 
were the two heads. Of these one is bearded with a 
helmet, and is from the left side of the eastern 
pediment ; it corresponds to No. 86 in the Munich 
Catalogue. The other is beardless, with a Corinthian 
helmet, from the right side of the western pediment, 
and probably corresponds to No. 82. The Propylaea 
had on the S. E. an outer hall open to the south, and 
another inner one, each with eight octagonal pillars, 
mostly still in sitw; also one capital remaining. 
On the north were three steps leading to the level of 
the temple ; there are also remains of the terracotta 
roof, including a figure of a Gryphon. On the N. E. 
of the temple is an ancient water-pipe conducting 
the rain from the roof to a reservoir ; near this were 
found fibulae. pins, and island-gems. To the south 
of the Propylaea were found terracottas: an 
Aphrodite with dove, a seated goddess of Ionic type, 
and lamps.® 

The reservoir was afterwards cleared out, and 
contained fragments of marble tiles and Gryphon- 
antefixes, also fragments of limbs and seven marble 
heads, all helmeted. Two of these are bearded and 
three youthful, but it is not certain if they are from 
the pediments. A female head of more archaic type 
and a girl’s head in a hood of about 480 3B.c. were 
also found, together with the left hand of the Athena 
of the east pediment and the right hand of the 

5 Berl. Phil. Woch., 4 May. 
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fallen man in the middle of the western, holding 
not a sword but a stone. The temple terrace has 
also been cleared, and at the lowest levels Mycenaean 
idols and animals were found, together with rude 
hand-made pottery. Above these were fragments of 
Corinthian and ‘proto-Corinthian’ vases, porcelain 
figures and scarabs, and fragments of Naucratite 
pottery with white ground and inscriptions. Inside 
the temple were found traces of the base of the 
cultus-statue, and holes for wooden railings ; on the 
east terrace, foundations of a large altar, and at the 
S. E. corner a row of chambers containing marble 
holy-water basins. All these remains belong to a 
good Greek period.® 

On the south terrace blocks from an older building 

§ Tbid. 18 May. 
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appeared, which soon proved to belong to an older 
temple ; later, architectural fragments turned up, 
with colours well preserved, including capitals with 
very flat echinus. This temple must have been early 
sixth century Doric. Among the débris of the 
terrace were numerous fragments of vases, not earlier 
than 500 B.c., and below these, remains extending 
back from the sixth century to the Mycenaean period. 
Of a later date the only remains were some 
fragments of Hellenistic vases with reliefs and 
Romans lamps. Among the architectural remains of 
the second temple there have been found some blocks 
from the horizontal cornice of the pediment, with 
sinkings for the pedestals of the pediment figures.” 

H. B. WALrEks. 

7 Ibid. 1 June. 

SUMMARIES OF PERIODICALS 

Neue Jahrbucher fur das Klassische Alter- 

tum, etc. Vol. 7. Part 1, 1901. 

Die Analyse als Grundlage der Hoheren Kritik, 
A. Gercke. Shows with examples on what the higher 
criticism is based, how it stands towards linguistic 
criticism, and how it reaches its solutions (to be con- 
tinued). Alkestisstudien, L. Bloch. Women have 
only a passive part to play in the older epos, and in 
Hesiod, where their position is more responsible, 
they have only duties, no rights. Later, in the 
time of the tragedians, women are only considered 
in Aeschylus as in subordination to men. In 
Sophocles, on the contrary, under the influence of the 
freer Ionian spirit, the woman stands free and equal 
with the man. Euripides, leaving the heroic, exhi- 
bits women of flesh and blood who are the subjects 
of passions, often of revenge ; he is no absolute foe to 
the sex. His Alcestis can only be rightly appre- 
ciated if, putting modern prepossessions aside, we 
regard Admetus as much more the lord than the 
husband—in short as the Thessalian Hades (to be 
concluded). Hermunduwren und Marcomannen, E. 
Devrient. These tribes, both belonging to the 
Suevian confederation, were for centuries in close con- 
nexion. The latter are first mentioned by Caesar, in 
connexion with Ariovistus, while Strabo first men- 
tions the Hermunduri as, in 9 B.c., dwelling on 
both sides of the middle Elbe. 

After 5 A.p. the Marcomanni who were settled 
between the Elbe and Frauhenwald gave up their 
land to the Hermunduri and withdrew to Bohemia, 
whither the H. soon followed them. In the time of 
Tacitus (Germ. 41) the Hermunduri traded briskly 
with the province of Rhaetia and possessed the land 
round the Fichtelgebirge, westward to the borders of 
the Chatti and the Zimes Romanus and eastward 
to the sources of the Elbe. Towards the end of 
the second century A.D. their name disappears. 
Ptolemy does not mention them. In 214 Caracalla 
set out to protect a tribe—no doubt the Hermun- 
duri outside Bohemia—against the Alemanni, but 
he ended by coming to terms with the latter. In 
Bohemia the name of Hermunduri maintained itself 
some time longer. J. Ilberg eulogises the collected 

speeches and scattered writings off U. v. Wilamowitz. 
E. R. Gast considers the uses of ewm and contests 
the usual division of cwm, temporal, causal, conces- 
sive, inverted, &c. 

Wochenschrift fur Klassische Philologie. 
1901. 

22 May. <A. Thumb, Die griechische Sprache im 
Zeitalter des Hellenismus (W. Schmid) I. J. 
Lebreton, Etudes sur la langue et la grammaire de 
Cicéron and Caesariana syntaxis quatenus a Cicero- 
niana differat (A. F.), favourable. F. Antoine, De 
la parataxe et de Vhypotaxe dans la langue latine (H. 
Ziemer). ‘What is new is not good and the good is 
not new.’ 

29 May. C. Gaspar, Essai de chronologie Pin- 
darique (O. Schroeder). Not fruitful in results. A. 
Thumb, Die griechische Sprache im Zeitalter des 
Hellenismus (W. Schmid) II., very favourable. E. 
de Jong, De Apuleio Isiacorum mysteriorum teste (C. 
Wessely), ‘shows good judgment and diligence, but 
is very incomplete.’ 

5 June. K. Joél, Der echte und der Xenophontische 
Sokrates II. (A. Doring), unfavourable on the whole. 
Vol. I. appeared in 1893. S. Fighiera, Za lingua 
ela grammatica di C. Crispoi Sallustio (Th. Opitz), 
favourable. A. Cima, Analecta Latina (J. Tolkien), 
favourable. E. Haugwitz, Der Palatin, setne Gesch- 
ichte wnd seine Ruinen (H. Belling), unfavourable. 

12 June. Analecta sacra et profana (W. Lidtke), 
favourable. J. Partsch, Heinrich Kiepert. Ein Bild 
seines Lebens wnd seiner Arbeit. Ph. Fabia, La 
préface des Histoires de Tacite (G. Andresen), favour- 
able. 

19 June. Catalogue des Plombs de Uantiquite. 
M. Rostovtsew et M. Prou (K. Regling), favourable. 
Hiller v. Gaertringen, Ausgrabungen in Griechenland 
(P. W.). ‘A beautiful little book which every one 
will be glad to-read.” H. Willrich, Judaica (H. 
Driiner), favourable. H. Peter, Die geschichtliche 
Litteratur wiber die rimische Kaiserzeit bis Theodo- 
sius I. und thre Quellen (M. Ihm), very favourable. 
W.E. P. Pantin, Hasy Exercises in continuous Prose 
(C. Stegmann). ‘Gives the impression of a sensible 
and useful work.’ 
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LIST OF NEW BOOKS, 

Adami (F.) De poetis scaenicis graecis hymnorum 
sacrorum imitatoribus. 8vo. 30 pp. Leipzig. 

Aeschines. Detto (P.) De genetivi apud Aeschinem 
usu. 4to. 13 pp. Magdeburg. 

Aeschylos. Perser, erklart von W. S. Teuffel. 4th 
edition by N. Wecklein. 8vo. vi, 104 pp. Map 
and plate. Leipzig, Teubner. 1 M. 50. 

I Persiani, con note di V. Inama, §8vo. 
2 lire 40. xxxii, 116 pp. Torino. 

Translated by the Tragedies and Fragments. 
late E. H. Plumptre. Notes. Rhymed Choral 
Odes. 2vols. 12mo. 434 pp. Isbister. 5s. 

Prometheus vinctus, ed. by C. E. Laurence. 
18mo. Bell. 2s. 

Alcaeus. The Songs. Memoir and Text, with literal 
and verse translations and notes by J. 8. Easby- 
Smith. Crown 8vo. Hirschfeld. 10s. 6d. 

Anspach (A. E.) De Alexandri Magni expeditione 
Indica. Fase.1. 8vo. 37 pp. Duisburg. 

Anzeiger (archdologischer). Beiblatt zum Jahrbuch 
des archdologischen Institutes. Jahrgang 1901. 
(4 pts.). Pt.1. 4 to. 47 pp.,engravings. Ber- 
lin, Reimer. 4 M. 

Apollodorus. Jacoby, (F.) De Apollodori Athenien- 
sis chronicis. S8vo. 32pp. Berlin. 

Appian. Civil Wars, Book I, translated by E. F. 
M. Benecke. 2nd edition. Crown 8vo. 110 pp. 
Simpkin. 2s. 6d. 

Aristophanes. Comoediae. Vol. II. Edited by F. 
W. Hall and W. Geldart. (Oxford Classics.) 
Crown 8vo. 3s. 6d. 

— The Frogs, with introduction and notes by 
W. W. Merry. 12mo. 160 pp. Frowde. 3s. 

Aristoteles. Heidel (W. A.) The necessary and the 
contingent in the Aristotelian system. S8vo. 
46 pp. Chicago. 35 ets. 

La costituzione di Atene. Testo e commento 
per cura di A. Cosattini. 8vo. xxx, 232 pp., 
facsimile plate. Firenze, Le Monnier, 3 lire. 

—— Bitterauf, (C.) Quaestiunculae criticae ad Aris- 
totelis Parva Naturalia pertinentes. S8vo. 27 pp. 
Miinchen. 

Arnim (H. von). Bemerkungen zum Index Stoico- 
rum Herculanensis. (Aus ‘Sitzungsberichte der 
Kais. Akademie der Wiss.’) 8vo. 13 pp. Wien, 
Gerold. 40 Pf. 

Arnobius. Spindler(P.) De Arnobii genere dicendi. 
8vo. 75 pp. Strassburg. 

Aubert (A.). Der Dornauszieher auf dem Kapitol 
und die Kunstarchaeologie. (Aus ‘ Zeitschrift fiir 
bildende Kunst.’) 4 to. 18 pp., engravings. Leip- 
zig, Seemann. 2M. 

Audollent (A.). Carthage romaine (146 avant Jésus 
Christ—698 aprés J. Chr.). 8vo. xxxii, 834 pp., 
3 maps. (Bibliothéque des Ecoles d’Athénes et de 
Rome, Fase. 84.). Paris, Fontemoing. 

Accius. Vahlen (J.) De Accii poetae tragici de co- 
moediis Plautinis loco a Gellio relato disputatio. 
4to. 14 pp. Berlin. 

Bacchylides. Prentice (W. K.) De Bacchylide 
ie artis socio et imitatore. 8vo. 66 pp. 

alle. 
Barnabet (F.) J.a villa pompeiana di P. Fannio 

Sinistore, scoperta presso Boscoreale.. 8vo. 85 pp. 
11 plates. Roma, Accad. dei lincei. 

Beitrage zur alten Geschichte. Werausgegeben von 
C.F. Lehmann. Vol.I. Part. 8vo. 187 pp. 
1 map. Leipzig, Dieterich. Each volume (3 
parts) 20 M. 

Teaching of Latin Bennett (C. E.) and G. P. Bristol. 
Crown 8vo. and Greek in the Secondary School. 

Longmans. 5s. 
Beresford (R. A. A.) First Latin Reader. Crown 

8vo. 100 pp., engravings. Blackie. 1s. 6d. 
Botsford (G. W.) History of Rome for High 

Schools and Academies. 12mo. xiv, 396 pp. 
New York. $110c. # 

Bruns (J.) Frauenemancipation in Athen, ein Bei- 
trag zur Attischen Kulturgeschichte des V. und VI. 
Jahrhunderts. 8vo. 31 pp. Kiel. 

Burton (E. D.) Syntax of the Moods and Tenses 
in New Testament Greek. 4th edition. 12 mo. 
216 pp. Chicago. $1 50c. 

Caesar. Buch (W.) Caesar als Schriftsteller im 
bellum Gallicum. 4to. 13 pp. Steglitz. 

Gallic War, Book v., edited by J. Brown. 
12mo. Blackie. 1s. 6d. 

Cicero's Reden iiber den Oberbefehl des Cn. Pom- 
peius und fiir L, Murena. Fiir den Schulgebrauch 
herausgegeben von K. Rossberg. 8vo. xxii, 90 pp. 
Minster. 80 Pf. 

I tre libri de oratore. Testo riveduto e anno- 
tato da A. Cima. Libro I. 2da edizione. 8vo. 
xxiii, 167 pp. Torino, Loescher. 2 lire 50. 

— Lebreton (J.) Etudes sur la langue et la gram- 
maire de Cicéron. 8vo. xxvil, 474 pp. Paris, 
Hachette. 

Codices graeci et latini, photographice depicti duce 
S. de Vries. Vol. vi. Homeri Ilias cum scholiis. 
Codex Venetus A. Marcianus 454 phototypice editus. 
Praefatus est D. Comparetti. Folio. xiv, 641 pp. 
Leiden, Sijthoff. 310 M. 

Collignon (M.) Torse féminin d’ancien style ionien 
provenant de Clazomene. S8vo. 7 pp., 2 plates. 
Paris, Leroux. 

Conforti (L.) Das Nationalmuseum in Neapel, ins 
Deutsche iibertragen von P. E. Lorenz. Folio. 
50 pp. 162 plates. Neapel. 24 M. 

Cybulski (S.) Das Kriegswesen der alten Griechen. 
(Letterpress to Nrs. I. and II. of ‘ Tabulae quibus 
antiquitates graecae et romanae illustrantur’). 2nd 
edition. 8vo. 32 pp. 13 engravings. Leipzig, 
Kohler. 1M. 

Deile (G.) Klingers und Grillparzers Medea mit 
einander und mit den antiken Vorbildern des 
Euripides und Seneca verglichen. 8vo. 31 pp. 
Erfart. 

Demetrius Cydonius. Deckelmann (H.) Demetrii 
Cydonii de contemnenda morte oratio ex codice 
edita. S8vo. 47 pp. Leipzig. 

Democritus. Fronmiuller (W.) 
Homer-Studien und Ansichten. 
Erlangen. es 

Demosthenes. Heerdegen (F.) Uber parenthetische 
Satze und Satzverbindungen in der Kranzrede des 
Demosthenes. (Aus ‘Festschrift d. Univ. Erlan- 
gen fiir Prinzregent Luitpold’). 8vo. 26 pp. 
Leipzig. 80 Pf. 

Detlefsen (D.) Pote und seine Verwendung im 
Lateinischen. 4to. 14 pp. Glickstadt. 

Dio Chrysestomus. Fischer (P.) De Dionis Chry- 
sostomi orationis tertiae compositione et fontibus. 
8vo. 46 pp. Bonn. 

Diodor. Kallenberg (H.) Textkritik und Sprach- 
gebrauch Diodors. I. 4to. 23 pp. Berlin, 
Springer. 1 M. 

Diimmler (E.) Uber den Dialog De statu sanctae 
ecclesiae. 8vo. 25 pp. Berlin. 

Democrit, seine 
8vo. 67 pp. 
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Durham (C. L.) The subjunctive substantive clauses 
in Plautus, not including indirect questions. 
(Cornell Studies.) S8vo. vi, 120 pp. New York. 
80 cts. 

Elter (A) vate duoiéuara des Socrates, Plutarch, 
Demophilus, Demonax, Aristonymus u. a, (Gnomica 
homoeomata I). 4to. 78 columns. Bonn. 

Euripides. Bacchae, edited by G. M. Gwyther. 
12mo. Bell. 1s. 6d. 

—— Hécube, expliquée littéralement, traduite en 
Francais et annotée par C. Leprévost. 16mo. 
159 pp. Paris, Hachette. 2 fr. 

—— Medea. Text, Introduction, Notes 
Thompson and T. R. Mills. Crown 8vo. 
(Univ. Tutor. Series.) Clive. 3s. 6d. 

Ferrero (Erm.) L’are d’ Auguste a Suse. 
pp-, 19 plates. Torino, Bocca. 35 lire. 

Fink (J.) Formen und Stempel romischer Thon- 
lampen. (Aus ‘Sitzungsberichten der bayer. 
Akademie der Wiss.’) 8vo. 
chen, Franz. 1M. 

Fischer (E.) Archiologische Erinnerungen an eine 
Studienreise nach Griechenland. 4to. 20 pp. 
1 map. Breslau. 

Flasch (Ad.) Die sogenannte Spinnerin, Erzbild in 
der Miinchener Glyptothek. (Aus ‘ Festschrift der 
Univ. Erlangen fiir Prinzregent Luitpold’). 8vo. 
22 pp. 2 engravings and 2 plates. Leipzig, 
Deichert. 1M. 40. 

Florilegiwm graecum in usum primi gymnasiorum 
ordinis collectum a philologis Afranis. Fase. xi— 
xv. 8vo. Each fasc. 64 pp. Leipzig, Teubner. 
Each fase. 60 Pf. 

Fregni (Gius.) Archeologio Messinese: di una 
iscrizione detta di lingua Osea in una vecchia lapida 
della via Cardines in Messina : studi storici e filolo- 
gici. 8vo. 20 pp., facsimile plate. Modena. 50 
cent. 

Fundberichte. aus Schwaben, umfassend die vor- 
geschichtlichen, romischen und merowingischen 
Altertiimer. In Verbindung mit dem wiirtember- 
gischen Altertumsverein herausgegeben vom wiir- 
tembergischen anthropologischen Verein unter 
Leitung von G. Sixt. Jahrgang 8. (1900). 8vo. 
80 pp., engravings. Stuttgart, Schweizerbart. 
1 M. 60. 

Furtwéngler (A.) Zum Diskobol Lancelotti.—Zur 
Venus von Milo und der Theodoridas-Basis. 8vo. 
11 pp. Miinchen. 

Gottschick. Boner und seine lateinischen Vorlagen. 
to. 389 pp. Charlottenburg, 

Green (S. G.) Handbook to the Grammar of the 
Greek Testament, with a complete vocabulary and 
examination of the synonyms. 12 mo, 564 pp. 
New York. $2. 

Greenidge (A. H. J.) Legal procedure of Cicero’s 
time. 8vo. Frowde. 21s. 

Handbuch der Klassischen Altertumswissenschaft, 
herausgegeben von Iwan von Mueller. Vol. ii, 
Section iii. : Rhetorik und Metrik der Griechen 
und Romer. 3. Aufl. von R. Volkmann, C. 
Hammer und H. Gleditsch. 8vo. x, 336 pp., 2 
plates of musical notation. Miinchen, Beck. 8 M. 
80. 

Haugwitz (Eberh. Graf.) 
schichte und seine Ruinen. 
Dr. Chr. Hiilsen. 8vo. 

Rom, Loescher. 6 M. 

by J. 
108 pp. 

Folio. 48 

Der Palatin, seine Ge- 
Mit Vorwort von Prof. 

xiv, 182 pp., map, en- 
gravings. 7 ; 

Hephaestion. Consbruch, (M.) Zur Uberlieferung 
von Hephaestions éyxeipiSiov wep) mérpwr. 4 to. 
22 pp. Halle. 

Heracleitos. Diels (H.) Zwei Fragmente Hera- 
klits. (Aus ‘ Sitzungsberichte der k. preuss, Aka- 
demie der Wissenschaften.’) 8yo. 14 pp. 
Reimer. 50 Pf. 

18 pp., plate. Miin- , 

Berlin, . 

Herakleitos. 
herausgegeben von H. Diels. 8vo. 
Berlin, Weidmann. 2M. 40. 

Herondae mimiambi. Accedunt Phoenicis Coronistae, 
Mattii, mimiamborum fragmenta. Tertium ed. 
Otto Crusius. Ed. minor. 12mo. iii, 96 pp. 
Leipzig, Teubner. 2M. 40. 

Herondas. Les Mimes. Traduction littérale accom- 
pagnée de notes par P. Quillard. 2 de édition. 
18 mo. xxvi, 153 pp. Paris. Mercure de France. 
2 fr. 

Herzog (Rud.) Das Heiligtum des Apollo in Halas- 
arna. (Aus ‘Sitzungsberichte der preuss. Akade- 
mie der Wissenschaften’). S8vo. 25 pp. 1 map, 
1 plate. Berlin, Reimer. 1 M. 

Hippocrates. Wilamowitz-Moellendorff, (U. v.) Die 
hippocratische Schrift wep) fepjs vorov. S8vo, 22 
pp. Berlin. 

Hojfmann (Gust.) Zur Methode des griechischen 
Grammatikunterrichtes. Pt. 2. 4to. 13 pp. 
Gross-Strehlitz. 1 M. 

— (M.) August Bickh. Lebensbeschreibunge 
und Auswahl aus seinem  wissenschaftlichen 

von Ephesos, griechisch und deutsch 
xii, 56 pp. 

Briefwechsel. S8vo. viii, 483 pp. Leipzig, 
Teubner. 12 M. 

Homer. WHoerenz (C.) De vetustiore versus heroici 
forma in Homeri carminibus inventa. 4to. 
24 pp. Berlin, Gaertner. 1 M. 

Muff (Ch.) Der Zauber der Homerischen 
Poesie. 8vo. 37 pp. Erfurt. 

Robert (C.) Studien zur Ilias. Mit Bei- 
trigen von Fr. Bechtel. 8vo. viii, 591 pp. Ber- 
lin, Weidmann. 16 M. 

Roemer (Ad.) Homerische Gestalten und 
Gestaltungen. (Aus ‘Festschrift der Univ. 
Erlangen fiir Prinzregent Luitpold’). 8vo. 20 pp. 
Leipzig, Deichert. 80 Pf. 

Welzel (P.) Betrachtungen iiber Homer's 
Odyssee als Kunstwerk. 4to. 18 pp. Breslau. 

Horace. Thiele(R.) Horaz und sein Siculargedicht. 
Ein Beitrag zur Geschichte der hellenischen 
Dichtweisein Rom. 8vo. 29 pp. Erfurt. 

Hurll (E. M.) Greek Sculpture : a collection of six- 
teen pictures, with-introduction and interpretation. 
(Riverside Art Series.) 8vo. 17, 96 pp. Bos- 
ton. 75c. 

Inscriptiones graecae ad res romanas pertinentes, 
auctoritate et impensis academiae inscriptionum et 
litterarum humaniorum collectae et editae. Tomus 
I, fase. 1. Curavit R. Cagnat, auxiliante J. Tou- 
tain. 8vo. 128 pp. Paris, Leroux. 2 fr. 75c. 

Jahrbuch des Kais. deutschen archiologischen 
Instituts, herausgegeben von Prof. Conze. Vol. 
xv. Pt. 1. 4to. 38, 47 pp. engravings. Berlin, 
Reimer. pr. vol. 20M. 

Jahreshefte des  osterreichischen 
Institutes in Wien. Vol. IV. 
150 pp., 72 col,, 180 engravings, 4 plates. 

archaeologischen 
Part I. 4to. 

Wien, 
Holder. Each vol. (2 parts) 15 M. 

Joél (K.) Der echte und der Xenophontische So- 
krates. Vol. II. S8vo. xxv, ix, 1145 pp. Berlin, 
Gaertner. 28 M. 

Jurisprudentiae antehadrianae quae swpersunt ed. 
F. P. Bremer. Pars I. Primi post principatum 
constitutum saeculi juris consulti. Sectio II. 
12mo. xxvii, 639 pp. Leipzig, Teubner. 8 M. 

Juvenal. Edited with notes and indices by H. Parks 
Wright. (College Series.) 12 mo. 42, 240 pp. 
Boston, Ginn. $1. 35c. _ 

Kekule von Stradonitz (R.) Uber das Relief mit der 
Inschrift C. I. L. vi, 426. (Aus ‘Sitzungsberichte 
der preuss. Akademie der Wiss.’) 8vo. 12 pp., 
3 engravings. Berlin, Reimer. 50 Pf. 

Kemmer (E.) Die polare Ausdrucksweise in der 
gviechischen Litteratur. 8vo. 71 pp. Wurzburg. 
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Kenner (F.) Bericht iiber romische Funde in Wien 
in den Jahren 1896-1900. Herausgegeben von 
der k.k. Centralkommission fiir Kunst und histor- 
ische Denkmale. 4to. vi, 91 pp., 1 plate, 93 
engravings. Wien, Braumiiller. 6 M. 

Kiepert (Heinr.) Formae orbis antiqui. 36 maps 
with critical letterpress'to each map. Map xix. : 
Italia inferior cum insulis, ed. Rich. Kiepert. 
(1: 1,600,000)... Map (43x56 cm.) Letterpress. 
Folio. 5Spp. Berlin, D. Reimer. 3M. 

Koch (K.) Quae fueritante Socratem vocabuli aper} 
notio. S8vo. III, 65 pp. (Braunschweig). 

Kopp (W.) Geschichte der romischen Litteratur. 
7th edition by O. Seyffert. Crown 8vo. viii, 
147 pp. Berlin, Springer. 2M. 

— Geschichte der griechischen Litteratur. 6th 
Edition by G. H. Miiller. Crown 8vo. xii, 
243 pp. Berlin, Springer. 3 M. 

Kornemann (E.) Zur Geschichte antiker Herrscher- 
kulte. (Aus ‘Beitrage zur alten Geschichte.’) 
8vo. 96 pp. Leipzig, Dieterich. 4 M. 80. 

Kroll (W.) Analecta graeca. 8vo. 16pp. Greifs- 
wald. 

Kroll (M.) Die Beziehungen des klassischen Alter- 
tums zu den Schriften des Alten und Neuen Testa- 
mentes. 8vo. ix, 66 pp. Trier. 1M. 20. 

Kiihn (C.) Zur Erklarung homerischer Beiworter 
(duds, arpuyetos). Svo. 19 pp. Konigsberg. 

Lanciani (R.) Forma Urbis Romae consilio et auto- 
ritate R. Academiae Lyncaeorum formam dimen- 
sus est et ad modulum 1: 1000 delineavit. folio. 
46 sheets. Milano, Hoepli. 200 lire. 

Leo (Fr.) Die griechisch-romische Biographie nach 
ihrer literarischen Form. 8vo. v, 329 pp. Leip- 
zig, Teubner. 7 M. 

Lermann (W.) Athenatypen auf griechischen 
Miinzen. 8vo. 58 pp. Miinchen. 

Levy (L.) Quomodo Tiberius Claudius Nero erga 
Senatum se gesserit. S8vo. 134 pp. Paris, Alcan. 

Dieberich (H.) Studien zu den Prodmien in der 
griechischen und byzantinischen Geschichts- 
schreibung. 8vo. 62 pp. Miinchen. 

Limes (der vomische) in Oesterreich. Herausgegeben 
von der Kais. Akademie der Wissenschaften. 
Part II. 4to. v. pp., 160 col., 50 engravings, 24 
plates. Wien, Holder. 14 M. 

—— (der obergermanisch-ratische) des Rémerreiches. 
Im Auftrag der Reichs-Limescommission heraus- 
gegeben von O. von Sarwey, E. Fabricius, F. 
Hettner. Part 13. 4to. 22, 13, 11 pp., en- 
gravings, 11 plates. Heidelberg, Petters. 6 M. 

Livy. Book IJ., with introduction and notes, by 
R. S. Conway. 12mo. (Pitt Press Series.) 
Clay. 2s. 6d. 

Book XXII., edited with introduction, notes, 
vocabulary, test papers and translation by J. 
Thompson and F. G. Plaistowe. Crown 8vo. 270 
pp. (Univ. Tutor. Series.) Clive. 4s. 6d. 

—— Drescher (F.) Beitrage zur Liviusepitome. 8vo. 
49 pp. Erlangen. 

— Moezynski(P.) De Titi Livi in libris ab urbe 
condita propria elocutione. I. 4to. 25 pp. 
Deutsch-Krone. ; 

Lundk (I.) De paricidii vocis origine. 8vo. 18 
. pp. Odessa. 1 M 
Lycophron. La Alessandra di Licofrone. Testo, 

traduzione e commento per curadi E. Ciaceri. 8yo. 
xviii, 369 pp. Catania. § lire. 

Magnus (H.) Die Augenheilkunde der Alten. 
Xvili, 691 pp. 23 engravings, 7 plates. 
Kern. 24 M. 

Marchant (E. C.) and J. G. Spencer. 
for first year. (3 parts.) Part II. 
150 pp. Bell. 1s. 6d. 

Marcus Aurelius. Pensées de Mare Auréle. 

8vo. 
Breslau, 

Latin course 
Crown 8vo. 

Tra- 
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duction nouvelles par G. Michaut. 8vo. 
pp. Paris, Fontemoing. 

Maximianus. The Elegies, edited by R. Webster. 
8vo. 126 pp. Princeton. $1. 

Meyer (Ed.) Geschichte des Altertums. Vol. III. 
Das FPerserreich und die Griechen. I. Half 
Volume: Bis zu den Friedensschliissen von 448 
und 446 B.c. Svo. xiv. 691 pp., map. Stuttgart, 
Cotta. 13 M. 

(Leo) Handbuch der griechischen Etymologie. 
Vol. I. Svo. 656 pp. Leipzig, Hirzel. 14 M. 

Milchhoefer (A.) Ueber die Graberkunst der 
Hellenen. 8vo. 22 pp. Kiel. 

Minos (J.) Ein neuentdecktes Geheimschrift-System 
der Alten. Mit Proben. 8vo. viii, 64 pp. Leipzig, 
Fock. 2M. 40. 

Mitteilungen iiber rimische Funde in Heddernheim. 
III. Herausgegeben von dem Verein fiir Ge- 
schichte und Altertumskunde zu Frankfurt a/M. 
4to. iii, 100 pp. 2 plates. Frankfurt, Volcker. 
4M. 

Mommsen (Th.) <Ancyranische Inschrift des Julius 
Severus. 8vo. 8 pp. Berlin. 

Morawski (Cas.) Rhetorum Romanorum ampullae. 
8vo. 20 pp. Krakau. 50 Pf. 

Miller (Eug.) Kaiser Flavius Claudius Julianus. 
Biographie nebst Auswahl seiner Schriften. 8vo. 
viii, 136 pp. Hannover, Rehtmeyer. 4 M. 

Negri (Gaet.) L’imperatore Giuliano 1] Apostata, 
studio storico. 16mo. xx, 509 pp. Milano, 
Hoepli. 6 lire 50. 

Nepos. Schlelein (H.) De epistolis, quarum 
fragmenta in Corneli Nepotis libris traduntur, 

xxi, 242 

Corneliae, Gracchorum matri, vindicandis. 8vo. 
30 pp. Miinchen. 

Nitzsche. Uber die griechischen Grabreden der 
Klassischen Zeit. I. 4to. 20 pp. Altenburg. 
1 M. 

Notor (G.) La femme dans l’antiquité greeque. 
Avec une préface par Eug. Miintz. 4to. iv, 284 
pp-, 320 engravings, 33 coloured plates. Paris, 
Laurens. 

Ovid. Elegies. Selections by F. C. Smith. 12mo. 
Bell. 1s. 6d. 

Metamorphoses. Book III, lines 1-130. 
With introduction, notes, vocabulary, and test 
questions by W. P. Steen and B. J. Haynes. 
Crown 8vo. 40 pp. (Univ. Tutor. Series.) 
Clive. 1s. 6d. 

Vollgraff (G.) De Ovidii mythopoeia questiones 
sex. 8vo. 97 pp. Berlin. 

Peika (O.) Altchristliche Ehedenkmiler. 8vo. 30 
Erlangen. 

Philippson (A.) Beitrage zur griechischen Inselwelt. 
(134. Erginzungsheft zu Petermann’s Geograph- 
ischen Mittheilungen.) 4to. iv, 172 pp., 4 maps. 
Gotha, J. Perthes. 10M. 

Plato. Meno, with introduction, notes, excursuses 
by E. Seymour Thompson. 12mo. 386 pp. 
Macmillan. 5s. 

Janell (W.) Quaestiones Platonicae. 8vo. 
44 pp. Rostock, 1901. 

Kosters (H.) Das Parmenideische Seinim Ver- 
haltnis zur Platonischen Ideenlehre. 4to. 15 pp. 
Viersen. 

—— Schober (R.) Das Staatsideal Plato’s. 8vo. 
25 pp. Elbing. 

Sill (H. A.) Untersuchungen iiber die 
Platonischen Briefe. I. Teil: Prolegomena. 8vo. 
42 pp. Halle. 

Wecklein (N.) Platonische Studien. (Aus 
‘Sitzungsberichte der bayer. Akademie der 
Wissenschaften.’) 8vo. 22 pp. Miinchen, Franz. 
40 Pf. 

Plaatus. L’Aululaire (la Marmite), comédie en cing 
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actes, traduction en vers de P. Richard. 16mo. 
33 pp. Paris, Delagrave. 

Pliny. Allain (E.) Pline le jeune et ses héritiers. 
8vo. 615 pp. Paris, Fontemoing. 

Polybius. Biittner-Wobst (Th.) Beitriige zu Poly- 
bios. 8vo, 26 pp. Dresden. 

Pottier (E.) Pourquoi Thésée fut lami d’Hereule. 
4to, 23 pp., engraving. Paris, Libraire de 
lV’ Art. 

Praechter (K.) Hierokles der Stoiker. 8vo. viii, 
159 pp. Leipzig, Dieterich. 5 M. 

Prasek (J. V.) Die ersten Jahre Dareios’ des Hys- 
taspiden und der altpersische Kalender. (Aus 
‘Beitrage zur alten Geschichte’), 8vo. 25 pp. 
Leipzig, Dieterich. 1M. 25. 

Prewner (E.) Ein delphisches Weihgeschenk. 8vo. 
115 pp. Strassburg. 

Proclus. Proclus le philosophe, Commentaire sur le 
Parménide, suivi du commentaire anonyme sur les 
sept hypothéses. Traduit pour la premiere fois en 
francais et accompagné de notes, par A. E.” 
Chaignet. 8vo. 411 pp. Paris, Leroux. 

Rauschen (G.) Das griechisch-romische Schul- 
wesen zur Zeit des ausgehenden Heidentums. 8vo. 
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Ir is with great regret that we announce 
that increasing demands upon his time have 
obliged Mr. Cecil Smith to retire from his 
position as Associate Editor of this Review. 
Mr. Smith was the last of the triumvirate of 
scholars who assisted Prof. J. B. Mayor in 
piloting it through the beginning of its 
course, the other two being Prof. A. J. 
Church and Mr. A. M. Cook; and three 
editors in succession have had the benefit of 
bis ready help and his skilled advice. 
Prof. Ernest A. Gardner, of University 
College, London, succeeds to the place 
vacated by Mr. Smith. 

The scheme of the curriculum in Classics 
at the new University of Birmingham, 
which appeared in the course of this 
summer, presents a feature which well 
deserves a word of commendation. With 
the object of providing the Classical pass- 
man with pabulum less scrappy and un- 
satisfying than ordinarily falls to his share, 
the study of the particular Greek and Latin 
books prescribed is brought into connexion 
with that of the branch of literature to which 
they belong. ‘Thus a play of Aeschylus will 
be studied in relation to the history of the 
Greek drama as a whole, a book of Virgil 
with due reference to the development of 
Roman Epic, and so on. In the words of 
the Prospectus: ‘The University Courses 
are designed to embrace a study of repre- 
sentative masterpieces of Latin and Greek 
literature, which will be treated as literary 
wholes and from a literary point of view. 

NO. CXXXV. VOL. XV. 

The three-year Course brings the student 
into contact with typical specimens of 
classical literature in the fields of Epic, 

Lyric, Idyllic, and Dramatic poetry, and of 
philosophical prose and literary criticism, 
and thus provides a basis for the historical 
and comparative study of English and other 
modern literatures.’ 

Dr. Peterson, of McGill University, 
Montreal, has discovered the lost Codex 
Metellianus of Cicero in a ninth century 
MS. of Lord Leicester's library at Holkham. 
A facsimile from this codex appeared some 
twelve or thirteen years ago in Chatelain, 
Paléographie des Classiques Latins; but 
otherwise nothing has been known of it 
till now. By deciphering an _ erased 
library mark Dr. Peterson has proved 
that the manuscript was once at Cluni, 
and is in fact the volume numbered 498 
in the ‘vetus catalogus bibliothecae Clu- 
niacensis’—a catalogue compiled between 
the years 1157 and 1161. It would 
appear that the Metellianus, which was 
used by Gulielmius for the second and 
third books of the Verrines, was the same 
MS. as that ‘codex Fabricii’ which Lam- 
binus cites in his second edition. A full 
collation of this important codex which 
contains also the Catilines and the Deiotarus, 
with a fragment of the Zigarius, with an 
account of its history and the proofs of its 
identity, is published by the Olarendon 
Press in the Anecdota series. 
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ASSOCIATED REMINISCENCES. 

Tr is notorious that a well-read writer 

constantly reproduces phrases that he has 

come across elsewhere. But it is not so 

often remarked that the borrowed phrase 

has a knack of awakening in his memory 

some other phrase to be found usually, 

though not always, in the source from which 

he is borrowing ; and that, when this is the 

case, the borrower may proceed to utilise the 

second expression as well as the first. In 

other words, we are familiar with the fact 

that the phrase A’ in the poetaster Y may 

be a reminiscence of the phrase A in the 

poet X. But it is also true that, in the 

mind of Y, A may recall B,a second phrase 

of X; and that the result may appear 

as A’...B’ in the works of Y. It must 

be added that the whole process is some- 

times conscious, sometimes unconscious : to 

describe such examples of appropriation as 

plagiarism is to pronounce @ rough and ready 

verdict on a case that may be extremely 

complicated. 

If we now ask under what conditions A 

recalls B and thus gives rise to A’... B’, it is 

at once obvious that we are dealing with a 

particular application of a general law— 

the law of Association. Aristotle put the 

philosophy of the matter into a nutshell 

when he said 7d éde&js Onpevopev VOnoaVvTES 

amd Tod viv }) GAXov TwWds, Kal ad Gpolov 

zvavtiov } Tov avvEeyyus (de mem. 

9, 451618). His three methods of associ- 

ation, by similarity, by contrast, and by 

contiguity, are nowadays often reduced to 

two through the elimination of contrast. 

Thus Prof. W. James (Principles of 

Psychology i. 593) observes : ‘Recent writers 

_all reduce it [sc. contrast] either to simi- 

larity or contiguity. Contrast always pre- 

supposes generic similarity... Moreover, the 

greater number of contrasts are habitually 

coupled in speech.’ ? Accepting, then, the 

time-honoured sub-division into (1) cases of 

association aq’ duoiov and (2) cases of associ- 

ation dd 700 ovveyyus, I propose forclearness’ 

sake to give some English examples of each 

before proceeding to discuss their classical 

prototypes. 

(1) Those who dipped into a volume of 

verse published last year under the title of 

1 Others, e.g. Hoffding (Outlines of Psychology, p- 

152 ff.), recognise Association of Ideas by Similarity, 

by External Connection (Contiguity), and by the 

Relation between the Whole and the Parts—the last 

method being intermediate between the other two 

and transitional in character. 

Ad Astra may have noticed a stanza (xl.) 

beginning— 

©Q thou, who somewhere braidest billowy 

gold.’ 

The line has a familiar sound about it; and 

a moment’s thought suffices to show that it 

is a conflation of two passages in the In 

Memoriam,— 

‘Q thou that after toil and storm’ 

(xxxiii.)— 

and— 

«Q somewhere, meek, unconscious dove, 

That sittest ranging golden hair’ (vi.). 

Both pieces are a little altered or em- 

bellished in the patchwork ; but the stuff 

out of which they were cut is unmistakable, 

and that the scissors have been used is 

further proved by their context. I have 

not, however, cited the line for the purpose 

of insisting on the imitation, but because 

it illustrates the method dg’ dpotov. The 

mental process involved seems to have been 

as follows. The passage ‘O thou that after’ 

etc., once thought of, brought in its train 

the other passage ‘O somewhere’ etc., and 

both were worked into the line in question. 

But why did A bring B in its train? 

Because B resembled A, each of them being 

an invocation, beginning with the inter- 

jection ‘O ’—and continued with the relative 

‘that,’ at the commencement of a similar 

Tennysonian stanza. It is not, however, 

necessary that A and B should be drawn 

from the same source. It occasionally 

happens that the poetaster is inspired by a 

couple of poets. When Kirke White in his 

verses on Zime wrote— 

‘Far from the busy crowd’s tumultuous 

din ; 

From noise and wrangling far, and un- 

disturbed 

With Mirth’s unholy shouts.’— 

he had in mind Gray’s Elegy of course— 

‘Far from tho madding crowd’s ignoble 

strife ’— 

but also Milton’s Z/ Penseroso— 

‘Far from all resort of mirth.’ 

If the latter identification be doubted, com- 

pare the context in Milton with a passage 

that occurs some thirty lines earlier in 

Kirke White : 
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Miron. 

‘Or if the air will not permit, 
Some still removed place will fit, 
Where glowing embers through the room 
Teach light to counterfeit a gloom ; 
Far from all resort of mirth,’ 

ete. 

Here, too, the minor poet had in view the 
same two passages: and Gray suggested 
Milton, or Milton suggested Gray, to his 
thoughts thanks to the obvious homoiokat- 
arkton. 

(2) Elsewhere A’ is followed by B’, not 
because of any essential similarity between 
A and B, but simply because in the original 
source A was followed by B. Kirke White 
in his ode Zo Contemplation again betrays 
the influence of Gray. Near the beginning 
of it, after telling how in the early morning 
the zephyrs— 

‘Shake the dewdrops from the thorn,’ 

he continues— 

‘ There, as o’er the fields we pass, 
Brushing with hasty feet the grass,’ 

etc. 

MILTon. 

‘T hear the far-off curfew sound, 
A < Over some wide water’d shore, 

Swinging slow with sullen roar.’ 

GRAY. 

‘ { ‘The curfew tolls the knell of parting 
i day,’ 

(and a few lines later) 

‘Save that from yonder ivy-mantled 
tower 

‘) The moping owl does to the moon 
complain.’ 

B 

C 

Kirke White’s description of the curfew 
(A’) evidently derives from 7 Penseroso: the 
use of the word roar and the similarity of 
sudden and sullen, not to mention the 
ideritity of metre, are decisive. Milton’s 
description (A) suggested that of Gray (B), 
who after speaking of the curfew proceeds 
to. dilate on the tower, the owl, and the 
moon ((’). All three reappear in the same 
order in Kirke White’s continuation (C’). 

I have quoted a comparatively obvious 
example. Sometimes the connexion is much 
harder to trace: for the formula 4+B+C 
=A’...C' is capable of indefinite exten- 
sion and variation. Indeed the thread of 
thought is often quite too subtle to be 

Kirke WHITE. 

‘He must waste by night 
The studious taper, fur from all resort 
Of crowds and folly, in some still retreat ;’ 

ete. 

Already we feel that his lines are a remin- 
iscence of the Hlegy— 

‘Oft have we seen him at the peep of dawn, 
Brushing with hasty steps the dew away,’ 

etc. 
Now the next line in Gray is— 

‘To meet the sun upon the upland lawn.’ 

And this sequence of ideas recurs in the 
imitator. Five lines further on he starts a 
clause with— 

‘Or on the upland stile, embowered ’ 
etc. 

The same ode may serve to illustrate the 
fact that association af’ duo/ov is sometimes 
combined with association azo tod cvveyyvs. 
That is to say, A suggests B, which resem- 
bles it, and B suggests C, which follows it, 
the product being A’... C’. Thus: 

KirkE WHITE. 

A ‘And haply then, with swdden swell, 
Shall voar the distant cwrfew bell, 

While in the castle’s mouldering tower 
C! The hooting owl is heard to pour 

Her melancholy song,’ 
(followed by an allusion to the moon). 

followed : we lose the clue in the labyrinth. 
Tt will therefore be prudent to confine our 
analysis to examples which ‘sautent aux 
yeux.’ 

And here it is worth while to note that 
reminiscences of this kind are by no means 
restricted to the minor poets. On the con- 
trary, they occur here and there even in 
writers of the greatest force and originality. 
Tennyson’s Jn Memoriam appeared in 1850, 
Browning’s The Ring and the Book in 
1868-9 : an attentive reading of the follow- 
ing extracts will show that the latter some- 
times borrows from the former, I have 
italicised only the more striking coinci- 
dences : 

Z 2 
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TENNYSON. 

In Mem. \vi. 

‘ And he, shall he, 
Man, her last work, who seem’d so fair, 

Such splendid purpose in his eyes, 
Who roll’d the psalm to wintry skies, 

Who built him fanes of fruitless prayer, 

Who trusted God was love indeed 
And love Creation’s final law— 
Tho’ Nature, red in tooth and claw 

With ravine, shriek’d against his creed— 

Who loved, who suffer’d countless ills, 
Who battled for the True, the Just, 
Be blown about the desert dust, 

Or seal’d within the iron hills ? 

No more? A monster then, a dream, 
A discord. Dragons of the prime, 
That tare each other in their slime, 

Were mellow music match’d with him.’ 

Browning’s two passages (Zhe Pope 619 ff., 
Caponsacchi 1941 ff.) are connected, not only 
with the same canto of Tennyson’s poem, 
but also with each other—the link between 
them being shown by the use of Clarendon 
type. The recurrence of the same topic (the 

WORDSWORTH. 

Intimations of Immortality. 

‘ Blank misgivings of a creature 
Moving about in worlds not realized, 
High instincts, before which our mortal | 

nature 
Did tremble like a guilty thing surprised ! 

But for those first affections, 
Those shadowy recollections, 

Which, be they what they may, 
Are yet the fountain light of all our day, 
Are yet a master light of all our seeing ; 

Uphold us—cherish—and have power to 
make 

Our noisy years seem moments in the being 
Of the eternal silence.’ 
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Brownine. 

The Pope. 

619 “Scorched into dust, a plaything for 
the winds.’ 

627 ‘some obscene tomb 
They thought a temple in their ignor- 

ance, 
And clung about and thought to lean 

upon— 
There laughs it o’er their ravage,— 

where are they ?’ 
‘No monster but a man—while nature 

shrieked 
“Or thus escape, or die!’’’ 
‘Hence this consummate lie, this love- 

intrigue, 
Unmanly simulation of a sin, 
With place and time and circumstance 

to suit— 
These letters false beyond all for- 

gery— 
‘ As though the man had cut out shape 

and shape 
From fancies of that other Aretine, 
To paste below—incorporate the filth 
With cherub faces on a missal-page !’ 

639 

647 

653 

Caponsacchi. 

1941 ‘There, let them each tear each in 
devil’s-fun.’ 

‘Lure him the lure o’ the letters, 
Aretine ! 

Lick him o’er slimy-smooth with jelly- 
filth 

O’ the verse-and-prose pollution in 
love’s guise!’ 

1947 

pretended love-letters) in the course of his 
own poemapparently awakened in Browning’s 
brain the old train of ideas which had pre- 
viously led him to the Zn Memoriam. 

Tennyson himself was under similar 
obligations to Wordsworth : e.g.— 

TENNYSON. 

In Mem. vii. 

‘T cannot sleep, 
And like a guilty thing I creep 

At earliest morning to the door. 

He is not here; but far away 
The noise of life begins again, 
And ghastly thro’ the drizzling rain 

On the bald street breaks the blank day.’ 
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But it is time to turn our attention to 
classical examples. I have lingered over 
these English specimens because I believe 
that this kind of criticism, cence thoroughly 
appreciated,—and we can appreciate it best 
in our own language—might have very 
fruitful results in the classical field. 

(1) The method aq’ dpofov may help to 
clear up a dark passage in Euripides’ Hip- 
polytus, in which Phaedra moralises to the 
following effect (380 ff.):—‘ We know what 
is right, but we do not perform it, either 
because we are lazy or because we prefer 
some other pleasure ’— 

cial 0 Hdovat zoAAal Biov, 
praxpat Te Nérxar Kal ~YoAN, TEPTVOV KAKO, 

385 aidds te. Ouccai 0 ciotv: 7 pev od Kaxy, 
€ + ae v > aie ‘ > , 7 8 axOos otkwv. ei 8 6 Kaipos Fv cadys, 
otk av Ov’ natnv tatr’ éxovTe ypdpparta. 

These lines have been chopped and changed 
in various ways by the editors.! The main 
objection to them is thus stated by Mr. 
Hadley: ‘That décyn, oxod7, aidds should 
be selected as the typical pleasures, which 
interfere with the performance of a known 
duty ; that thereupon a quibbling subdivision 
of aidds into ‘not bad’ and ‘ruinous to house- 
holds’ should be added...are disfigurements 
so offensive in their weakness, that I cannot 
believe Euripides, often as his subtlety out- 
ran his judgement, to be chargeable with 
them. The pannus is not even purpureus... 
One could find excuse for Aéoyy and cyody, 
the idle hours which Phaedra had spent 
watching Hippolytus as he exercised in the 
palaestra below (cf. Paus. ii. 32. 3); but 
aidés is incomprehensible.’ Not so, if we 
bear in mind the principle of Association in 
reminiscence. In 384 f. Phaedra admits 
that among life’s pleasures are to be reckoned 
those of coquetry, e.g. chats with Hippolytus 
(waxpat Aéoxar), leisure to spend in his society 
(cxoA7), coyness at his approach (aidus). At 
the same time she acknowledges that these 
things, though pleasurable, are bad. Like 
Browning’s lover she would say— 

‘How sad and bad and mad it was— 
But then, how it was sweet!’ 

This mixture of praise and blame, this 
yAukurixporns—if the word may be pardoned 
—, is aptly expressed by the phrase repzvov 
kaxov, apparently an echo of Hesiod’s Works 
and Days 57, where woman herself is de- 

1 E.g. Weil cj. 5& pOopat for 5’ jdoval in 383; 
Mahafty-Bury bracket as an interpolation the whole 
of 383 and the words aidés re in 385; Hadley 
athetises 84-387 inclusive, and places 388-390 after 
402. 
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seribed as kakov © kev Gmayres | téprovrat. 
That passage recalled to the poet’s memory 
a second Hesiodic account of a thing at once 
good and bad: ibid. 317 aidus, yr’ dvdpas 
péya ociverar 70 ovivnow. The line must 
have been familiar to Euripides, for he para- 
phrases it again in Hrechth. fr. 367 Dind. 
aidots dé Kaitos duokpitws exw répu | Kal det 
yap aris kaoTtw av (Badham for MSS. of or 
od) Kkaxov péeya. It suited his philosophic, 
not to say sophistic, vein ; and he introduced 
the gist of it even where a dichotomy was 
out of place. In short, the Hippolytus pas- 
sage reproduces 4+ B as A’... B’, the associa- 
tion between A and & in Euripides’ mind 
being due to the fact that both describe a 
kind of equivocal or double-faced quality. 
Even so we have not quite exhausted its in- 
terest from a psychological point of view. 
Mr. Hadley complained that the description 
of aidds as ov kaxy is offensively weak. To 
my thinking it is a strong confirmation of 
the fact that Euripides had the second 
Hesiodie passage in view: for the line im- 
mediately preceding the said passage con- 
tains the old epic proverb aidas 0 obx 
ayaO Kexpnuevov avdpa xopile. It is not 
perhaps too far-fetched to suggest that Euri- 
pides’ thoughts ran on from this to the idea 
of Xérxy, the stepping-stone being Hes. ibid. 
500 f. Amis 8 otK dyady Kexpnméevorv 
avdpa copier, | yuevov ev Xéoyy. IE so, 
Eur. Hipp. 383 ff. is indeed a notable ex- 
ample of association ad’ 60lov. 

(2) A typical instance of association azo 
Tov avveyyus is afforded by Persius sat. 5. 
135, where the expression ‘lubrica Coa’ is 
a clear reminiscence of Horace sat. li. 4. 
29 f.—‘ albo non sine Coo. | /ubrica nascentes 
implent conchylia lunae.’ Observe that 
here A and B (Horace’s Coo and /ubrica), 
though so closely connected with each other 
in position, are quite disconnected in mean- 
ing. Persius’ coupling of the two together 
shows how mechanical this kind of repro- 
duction may be. Indeed it often happens 
that 4A’...B’ will thus do more or less 
violence to the original sense of A or B or 
both, according to the degree and extent of 
the imitator’s unconsciousness — a _ very 
fluctuating factor in all such cases. A few 
examples will make the point clear. 

In Theocr. 1. 5 f. the odd phrase és ré 
katappet | a xi“apos has proved a puzzle to 
all commentators. Rumpel, Hiller, and 
others translate ‘defluit, redundat,’ justi- 
fying their translation by a comparison of 
Hor. od. i. 28. 27 f. ‘multaque merces, | 
unde potest, tibi defluat.’ But could Horace 
have written ‘capella tibi defluat’? As 
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applied to a single definite animal the idea 
of plenty or superfluity is wholly out of 
place, pace Haupt opuse. 11. 309. Fritzsche 
renders ‘ad te properat’ and adds ‘h. e. 
ultro ac Iubens de monte ubi pascitur 
(xara—) venit ad te.’ Goats of course love 
the mountain-heights (Verg. ecl. 1. 76), 
indeed a scholion on Theoer. 1. 1 derives the 
word aizéAos from that fact! But the 
notion of the kid hurrying down the hill- 
side to its future owner somehow strikes 
one as grotesque. Mr. Cholmeley’s version 
“comes over to thee’ (from what he leaves) is 
unsupported and can hardly be got out of 
the Greek. Meineke suggested ‘tibi con- 
tinget, and certainly Theocritus seems to 
have meant something of the sort. At the 
same time no precise parallel has hitherto 
been produced: for in Bion 1. 55 70 dé wav 
Kadov és oe Kkatappec the reference to 
Persephone permits us to translate the 
prefix more literally ‘descends to thee.’ 
The question remains, then: Why did 
Theocritus, when he wanted to say ‘falls 
to thy lot,’ choose the very unexpected verb 
xatappet? Unless I am mistaken, it was 
because he had running in his head at 
the moment certain lines of Sappho, which 
are fortunately still extant (fr. 4 Weir 
Smyth) : 

audi 8’ vdwp 
<tWobev> Wdxpov keAade dv ocdwy 
parivor, aifvoconevoy b¢ dvAAwv 

, kKOpa Katappet. 
—— 

THEOCRITUS. 

93 03 9 Qe 
7a 0 ov dpevos arretat avtas 

> Rely Nk ‘ a , my A 
GAN’ Oka pev THvov woTiWEepKeTat avopa yeAaca, 
» ? > \ x ec a , © Dieu 
G@AXoxa 8 av Tort Tov pirtet voov. ot 6 bz 

7 
Epwros 
By Ye 3 / So 

8nOa KvAoLdiowvres eTHora. ox GiLovtt. 

Here iz €pwros...xkvAoldidwvtes reappears 
almost intact as épwra...xvAoiua : but of the 
adjacent ideas only scattered and mutilated 
fragments survive, viz. ov ppevos>omAdyxvov 

OvK, ToTldépkerat>T0 PAcupa, pirTel voov> 
dréppirrat...duavorav. Taken singly or even 
collectively these fragments prove nothing ; 

Tueocr. 1. 15 ff. 

> , > , ‘ , > / 

ot Oeuis, & Tony, TO pecappwov, ov Oéuts 
Opp 

, 
oupiader. 

7 
aypas 

TAVIKG KEKMAKWS auTaveTa EvTL O€ TLKPOS, 
kal of det dpyseta YoAG oti put KaOyTaL. 

tov Ilava dedoikapess 7 yap ax 

\ 
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This was a celebrated passage—at least, 
Hermogenes vepi ide@y 2. 4 (Walz iii. 315) 
cites it as a fine description of landscape— 
and Theocritus as a student of early lyrical 
poetry was presumably familiar with it. 
When, therefore, in the opening couplet of 
his first idyll he too had occasion to de- 
scribe the whispering sound of foliage, he 
readily slipped into first one and then 
another reminiscence of Sappho’s stanza: 
ep. lines 
by) és TE KaTappet 
8 rihv’ azo tas wérpas Katahe(Betar tWobev 

vowp 
16 f. An allusion to Pan’s siesta. 

The contiguity of the ideas expressed in 
the old Lesbian lines accounts for their 
reappearance ‘en bloc’ in the new Alex- 
andrian poet. But, whereas xatappet was 
natural enough in Sappho’s verse (‘as the 
leaves rustle, sleep steals down’), in Theo- 
critus it is unnaturally applied to a yxipapos. 
His memory was haunted by the word and, 
perhaps half-unconsciously, he sacrifices 
strictness of expression to a more or less 
mechanical repetition. 

Theocritus in his turn served as a model 
to later writers. For example, Heliod. Aeth. 
4. 7 contains a reminiscence of Theoer. 1. 
36 ff., in which the same principle of associ- 
ation dz tov ctveyyus can be traced and an 
analogous deviation from the original 
meaning : 

HELIODORUS. 

ov yap Kal maLoe yeprpov, édy, Wuxns etvat 
70 7aHos Kal Tv vorov épura apmpov ; odx 
dpas ws kvdowdia pev Tors 6hOaApods Kal TO 
Breupa sieppirtae Kal TO Tpocwrov xpi, 

; sues ; St BMY, 
omAdyxvov ovk aitiwpevn, TiVv Oudvoray be GAVEL, 
KetNes 

yet, lying as they do round about an un- 
doubted imitation, they are probably 
‘disiecta membra’ of the original context. 
Similarly in Longus, a more pronounced 
imitator of Theocritus, among numerous 
reminiscences of the idylls is the following : 

Lone. past. 2. 19. 

by 4 oo ‘ , ‘ ry , 

éx Ilavos Wv 7a pavtdopata Kal akovopaTa 
pyviovros TL TOIS vavrats? ovK etxov O& TI 
t rg ~~ PANS. ‘ « ‘ , 

aitiav oupBareivy (ovdev yap tepov cervAnTo 
, » > ‘ Uj £ , 3 M4 > 

| Ilavos) és te Gut peony ymepay és Urvov ovK 
aN Les a ; penn ok aGeci Tod oTpatnyoU Katamecovros avTos oO Tav 
Ob6y Toade Eye. 
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The combination of Pan’s anger and of 
sleep at midday clearly indicates that Longus 
is copying Theocritus (see also the context 
in both writers): but in Theocritus the 
siesta was that of Pan himself and the god’s 
wrath was due to his sleep being disturbed 
by the herdsmen’s pipe, while in Longus 
the siesta is that of the strategos and the 

PINDAR. 

...ToAAay 6’ OpeuTip e& Eves 
oreppatos évOopov dictwcev tay. 
> 23 \ Li , > é / 

GAN exet TEixer Oéoav &v Eviive 
K.T.A, 

Mr. Marchant saw that in ii, 75, 4 Thucy- 
dides ‘was probably thinking’ of Pindar 
Pyth. 3. 38. Is it not highly probable that 
in ii. 77, 4 his mind reverted to the same 
passage? In Pindar the forest-fire on the 
mountains is a mere simile; in Thucydides 
it is an explanatory comment or foot-note : 
in neither writer is it an integral part of 
the narrative. So far the two are in agree- 
ment. But refyos €’Awov, which in Pindar 
means the pyre of Koronis, in Thucydides 
is used of the tower or scaffolding raised by 
the Plataeans above their ramparts. The 
phrase persists, though the situation changes. 
Again we appreciate the powerful influence 
of original juxtaposition! 

Aesch. sept. 367 f. perhaps furnishes 
another example: emis eos vixtepov téAos 
podeiv, | zayxAattor adyéwv éxippobov. The 
reference is to slave-girls destined for the 
conqueror’s bed: ‘they must look to attend 
at a midnight rite that aids and abets their 
pitiful pains.’ The occurrence of the unusual 
word érippofos in conjunction with the 
thought of ‘night’ disposes me to accept Dr. 
Verrall’s suggestion that ‘Aeschylus probably 
intended to recall’ Hes. 0.D. 560 paxpat yap 
exippofo. evtppovat cioi. In winter, said 
Hesiod, put your oxen on short commons, 
for they will get little work and much sleep 
—‘the long nights aid and abet them.’ If 
this comparison is sound, observe the grim 
irony of the Aeschylean reminiscence. Night 
consults the comfort of the cattle: it is 
otherwise with those who are haled off 
immydov mA0KdpLwv 

But a more certain instance occurs in a 
later chorus of the same play, where 
Aeschylus is the imitated, not the imitator. 

1 Hat. viii. 51 records the Delphic oracle 7d EvAwvov 
Teixos avdAwrov éseqGa:, and the next two chapters 
tell how the Persians évéxpynoav nacay rhy aKpomoAw. 
But the connexion between ‘wooden wall’ and ‘con- 
flagration’ is here purely accidental. 
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god’s wrath has quite a different cause. In 
fact, it appears that the reproduction of 

contiguous ideas is compatible with a total 
change of scene. 

A striking case of this is to be found in 
Thue. ii. 75, 4 and 77, 4, which together 
form an echo of Pind. Pyth. 3. 36 ff. : 

THUCYDIDES. 

li. 75,4 €vAcvov Teltxos cwhéyTes. 

il. 77, 4 73n yap é€v Gpeoiv bry Tpidbeioa 
e CERES / x e ‘ > ‘ > / UT GVELWY Tpos avTHV aro Ta’TOMATOU 
7Up kal proya aviKe. 

The billows of calamity, cry the chorus, are 
buffeting the bows of the ship of state— 

761 rept Tpryvav TOAEws KayAaLeL. 
petaky 0) aAxa dv ddcyou 
TEelvEL TUpYos ev evpEeL.— 

ze. ‘and between (us and death) a defence 
extends but a little space, a mere wall in 
breadth.’ 2 The whole context is one con- 
sistent metaphor drawn from the behaviour 
of a merchant-ship at seain a storm. This 
fact points to zvpyos being used in a two- 
fold meaning : literally of course it denotes 
the Theban battlements, but as part of the 
metaphor it refers to the projecting ‘towers’ 
or ‘turrets’ (mvpyo.) common on board 
merchantmen (C. Torr Ancient Ships, p. 
59 f.) and excellently shown in a terra- 
cotta model from a grave at Amathus 
(Brit. Mus. Lxcavations in Cyprus, p. 112, 
fig. 164, 12). Of this passage Euripides 
has a distinct echo in his Phoenisswe 
1097 ff. : 

Os TO vorovvTe TeLxéwv €in Sopos 
> <i 7s if / aa o) Ie) 3) f adn dv ddiyov. epydapov 8 az’ 6pOiwv 
NevKaorw eicopdmev "Apyetwv otparov 

K.T.A. 

The speech of the Messenger, in which 
these lines occur, deals throughout with the 
Argive attack on Thebes, and is precisely 
the setting in which we should expect to 
find a verbal reminiscence of Aeschylus’ 
septem contra Thebas. But once more we 
notice that the reminiscence is confined to 
the sound and barely touches the sense. 
Euripides’ lines are rendered by Mr. A. S. 
Way— 

* Or perhaps ‘and between (us and death) by way 
of a thin defence extends a mere wall in breadth.’ 
Other translations and alterations are possible ; but 
the general sense is clear. 
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‘That, where the wall’s defence failed, 

succour of spears 
Might be hard by. Then from the soaring 

towers 

We marked the white shields of the Argive 

host.’ 

It will be seen that dAxi dv ddAcyov, which 

in the septem meant ‘a defence extending 

but a little space,’ here means ‘ help not far 

off,’ while zv¥pyos with a ‘double entendre’ 

is replaced by the simple repydpwv." 
It has been shown that reminiscences 

associated by contiguity, not by similarity, 

often distort the meaning of their original. 

Such distortion, though commonly due to 

unconscious or at most  half-conscious- 

cerebration on the part of the imitator, may 

be fully conscious and of malice prepense— 

witness the intentional allusions of a parody 

or a satire. To take one instance, where 

many might be given. Aristophanes in 

the Frogs ridicules (a) the musical trills and 

(b) the incongruous jargon of the Euripidean 

chorus. (a) In 1313 ff. (cp. 1346 ff.) he 

addresses the spiders— 
qy Lae , x , 

ai & iwpddtor Kata ywvias 
clevererereAioorere SaxTUAows hadayyes 

igTOTOVA THVIG HATO, 
FP ete, i 

KEpKLOOS GoLood peA€Tas, 

and (4) continues— 

iv’ 6 didavdos éradXe ded- 
; 

dis tpwpats kvaven Poros 
pavreia Kal oTadlous. 

ae, ieeecrs ait 
oivavOas yavos apuzreXov, 

Borpvos eAtKa mavolrovov. 

The comedian is throughout thinking of 

the chorus in Eur. £/. 432 ff. and in par- 

ticular of the unfortunate sentence (436 f.)— 

iv’ 6 didavdos Exadde SeApis tpwpais Kvavep- 

Boras 
cidioc OjLevos. 

L? there reads cicikucdpevos, as Mr. C. H. 

THEOCRITUS. 
le Si Fe 8 

fe ye pav ddcia kal d Kimpus yeddowa, 

Nd O pra pev yeXdorea, Bapiv ava. Ovprov 
» éxoura.. 

1 The word mipywy is found seven lines back at 

1091; but this is probably accidental. 
2 Conceivably from the chorus in the Jon 452 f., 

where we have pavrevmact (471) and orddia (497), 

the latter being brought into connexion with a dance 

to the music of pipes. But the surviving plays of 

Euripides are, comparatively, so few that it would be 

unsafe to dogmatise. 

3 Op. Theocr. 28. 29. 30. passim, and some more 
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Keene is careful to note; and this looks 

like a genuine tradition of the musical 

score. Aristophanes, it appears, deliberately 

dissociated eiAccoow from the dolphin, to 

which the word if not the shake was per- 

fectly appropriate, and transferred it to the 

spiders for the purpose of raising a laugh at 

Euripides’ expense. He also made nonsense 

of the dolphin dancing to the boatswain’s 

pipe by appending the phrase pavreta Kal 

cradtovs 2 and a further irrelevant tag from 

the Hypsipyle (fr. 765 Dind.). 

Lastly, there are cases in which no 

violence is done to the original thought, the 

reminiscence being definite, if not conscious, 

throughout. An instance of the sort may 

be found in Theocritus. That he was inti- 

mately acquainted with the lyrical pro- 

ductions of the seventh and sixth centuries 

B.c, is certain, and has already been re- 

marked. Alcaeus perhaps was his favourite 

model.3 But the Doric poems of Aleman 

must have had a special interest for him ; 

and in their extant fragments not a few 

words and phrases occur that turn up again 

in the idylls.4 Once at least we are enabled 

to detect an example of associated reminis- 

cence free from distortion. Alcman (/7. 

11 Weir. Smyth) apostrophises a bacchante 

as follows: 
zxoura peyav oKvov 

old Te TOLmEeveEs GVOPES EXOUTLY, 

xepor Acdvreov ev ydAa Geico, 

Tupov éeTrupyoas meyav arpupov 
apyv@eov TE. 

Now Theocritus in his first idyll, after 

describing the prize-goat (26 @ dv éxour” 

épipws rorapeAyerar és dvo 7éAXas) and giving 

a detailed account of the herdsman’s cup 

(27 Babi cucovBuov, 143 oxidos), goes on to 

mention tupavra peyav evKoto yaAaxTos (58). 

The similarity of thought and language can 

hardly be fortuitous. The same may be 

said of the following excerpts from Theo- 

critus and Nonnus : 

Nonnus. 
Dion. 34.268: XdOpra Kimrprdos <pya. 

ibid. 302 f.: dpdotepov yap, 

clye voov yeXOuwvTa, xorov 8 avepyve 

TpoTwTw. 

isolated passages. 
4 Big. Alem. fr. 8 Weir Smyth Eruxptow...cuTalpw 

—Theocr. 1. 30 éArxptow, 5. 45 xdmerpos; Alem. jt. 

4, 40f. “Ayidas 7d pas: dp | F &r’ BAtov k.7.A. = 

Theocr. 18. 26 ff. ; Alem. fr. 7 mrapOevikal...inepdpwvot 

—Theocr, 18. 2 napSevixat of Spartan girls, 28. 7 

inepoddvwy of the Graces; Alem. fr. 26 paxwvidov 

tptwy=Theocr. 7. 157 udxwvas. 

; 
. 
. 
| ! 
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Meineke, who cited the latter passage from 
Nonnus, omitted to notice the former : but 
the two are clearly complementary. Again, 
the famous invocation of Athens that occurs 
in one of Pindar’s dithyrambs (fr. 76 
Chr.)— 

& rai Auwapat kat iootédavor kat 
aotdupot K7T.A— 

is apparently! echoed in some verses of 
Simonides written to commemorate the 
dithyrambic victories of the tribe 
Akamantis (fr. 148 Bgk.)— 

col r », 

codav 40.bav éoxiacay A\uTapav eepar, 

1 Tt is just possible that Pindar is here imitating 
Simonides, not vice versa ; see J. Girard in Dar. -Sagl. 
II. i. 241. 
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..toatedavor Gedy exatt Moar. 
Eximples could be multiplied without 

difficulty: for association ard tod ovveyyus 
is commoner than association dd’ 6dpoiov. 
Care should be taken, however, to quote 
only those cases in which d’...B’, the echoes 
of A + B, are separated by a distinct 
pause or by an appreciable interval. Where 
that pause or interval disappears and AB is 
reproduced as A’B’, we cannot be sure how 
far the reminiscence is really binary: it 
may be covered by the normal ‘span of 
consciousness’ and thus coalesce into an 
ordinary imitation better represented by the 
single symbols O and O’. As such, it no 
longer falls within the scope of this paper. 

ARTHUR BERNARD Cook. 

SOPHOCLEA. 

Elektra. 

11 ff. oOev ce zatpos ex hovav eyd Tore 
Tpos aS duaiwov kal KacvyvyTys AaBov 
VEY Ka... 

‘Whence, from amid thy murdered 
father’s blood,’ &e. The mss. here give 
ex dover, ‘from (or after) the slaying.’ As 
was shown in the June number of this 
Review, dovac means ‘blood’ (shed), ‘a 
bloody corpse or carcase,’ ‘carnage’; and 
this passage clearly gains much in force and 
vividness if we write dovaéy for dovwv. The 
ex may be quite literal, for the children may 
well have been present at the banquet. In 
Tr. 557 £. ddpov...0 wats ér otca Tod dacu- 
otépvov mapa | Nesoov dbivovros ex dovav 
dve.Aounv, Bergk has already restored dovdav. 
What meaning he gave to the word I do 
not know; ‘blood’ is exactly what is 
wanted. 

743 ff. ereta Niwv Hviav apiorepav 
KaprrovTos . imzov avOaver 

aKpav 
TAloas. 

oTnAnv 

Though it is clear that the prime cause of 
this accident was, in the poet’s intention, 

the loosening of the rein of the zpocke(jevos 
(doubtless for the straight, just as the turn 
was being completed), the immediate cause 
has not yet been satisfactorily explained. 
It may be premised that it is highly im- 
probable that the zpocke/wevos went off to 
the right. The pressure of the yoke-horses, 
who were being guided round the turn, 

would prevent his doing this, and his ten- 
dency would be the other way. As drivers 
know well, a horse’s instinct is to ‘cut the 
corner,’ and he will always do so, if he is 
given his head. Nor, again, could this 
vagary on the part of the near horse produce 
the accident; unless it were actually stopped, 
the chariot would simply go past the pillar, 
as can be proved with a toy cart. It must 
be remembered that the wheels were small, 
and close behind the team. Another solu- 
tion must therefore be sought. Now, the 

ceipadopor were, as the term implies, attached 
to the car by traces. So far as I can 
discover, these formed their so/e attachment, 

either to the car or to the other horses. If 
this is so, the accident described becomes a 
very simple matter. The zpocke(wevos can, 
at will, deviate to the left at a wide angle 
from the other horses. Should he thus 
deviate at any point in the turn (supposing 
the driver to be taking it close), he can 
easily jerk the car sideways into the pillar 
so as to catch the wheel; and he can do 
this with especial ease when the wheels are 
clean off the ground, as they were from 
moment to moment. I have measured a 
stout cob of 154 to 14 hands, and find his 
greatest width to be 22 inches. Four such 
horses, allowing for the pole and some 
spacing, would therefore not take up more 

1 Since such an accident as Sophokles describes 
would apparently be impossible if the mpookeluevos 
were attached to his neighbour at the collar, or 
rather breast-band, there must have been some good 
reason for not so harnessing him. 
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than 9 ft. when harnessed to the chariot. 
The axle, according to Smith’s Dict. Antt., 
was 7 ft. long. Thus the ceipaddpor would 
not project more than 1 ft. beyond the end 
of the axle. In Buenos Ayres, at the 
present time, carts are driven with teams of 
as many as eleven horses. Off these one is 
in the shafts, and one is harnessed in front 
of him as leader. The rest, abreast of the 
leader, are attached to the body of the cart, 
the axle, and the shafts by traces; and 
these traces form their sole attachment 
either to the cart or to one another. 

1458 ody dvwya Kavadexvivar TVAas. 

It does not seem to have been perceived | 
that this order to throw open the doors is 
addressed to Elektra, no less than the 
command to be silent. ovyaév must be ad- 
dressed to her, for she is the only person 
who has been speaking. We cannot suppose 
that Aigisthos refers to mutterings or 
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whisperings of the chorus or his own 
servants. But if ovyaév avwya is spoken to 
Elektra, so must xdvadexvivar be also. It 
is with a reference to this command that 
Elektra says, so soon as Aigisthos has 
finished speaking (1464), cat 8% reAetrae tam’ 
éuod, ‘ My duty I do perform,’ and with the 
words flings the doors open. The combina- 
tion kat 67 now has its proper force ; cp. 
Ar. Av. 175 Belov kdtw.—xai 8) Bdéru, 
‘TI am looking.’ This bidding of Elektra 
to perform a servant’s office suits well 
Aigisthos’ character and present mood, and 
is only the last of many similar insults. 
Wunder’s otyew (adopted by Wecklein and 
others), though mistaken, proceeded from a 
sound instinct. He had not thought that 
kavadecxvivac might be addressed to Elektra, 
and justly felt that its reference must be 
that of ovyar. 

M. A. BayFiEp. 

THE EURIPIDEAN CATALOGUE OF SHIPS. 

Tue Chalcidian women who are the 
chorus of Euripides’ Iphigenia in Aulis 
narrate, in the first stasimon, how they left 
their home to view the Greek fleet at Aulis, 

and describe (231 sq.) the position and 
number of the contingents : 

Race 6 ee 
vady 8 «is apiOov nAvOov 

\ , 24! kal Gav abéaarov, 
‘ PUI rae A 

TOY YyuvatKelov oy 6upatuv 
< , , cae 
Os TATayL, etAvov adovay. 

There are obvious differences between 
this list and Homer’s; the discrepancies 
have been noticed by the commentators 
on Euripides, but a single explanation of 
them has not yet been given. 

The differences are General and Particular. 
In general Euripides has made a selection 
out of the Greek forces; he mentions 
Aenianes, Argives, Athenians, Boeotians, 
Eleans, Locrians, Mycenaeans, Phthiots, 

Phocians, Pylians, Salaminians, Taphians, 
and omits therefore the people of Aetolia, 
Arcadia, Argissa, Cephallenia, Cos, Crete, 
Euboea, Lacedaemon, Magnesia, Methone, 

Orchomenos, Ormenion, Pherae, Phylace, 
Rhodes, Syme, Tricea. His order also is 
not that of the Catalogue; he has trans- 
ferred the arrangement of the camp at Troy 
to the harbour at Aulis. His list begins 
with the right wing, held by Achilles and 

the Myrmidons, and ends with Ajax child 
of Salamis on the left. We are familiar 
with this order from © 224-226, A 7-9. 

In particular Euripides differs from or 
agrees with Homer on the following points : 

1. The Myrmidons. He agrees with 
Homer as to the leader (Achilles) and the 
number of the ships (50); he adds the 
figure-head of twenty of the ships. 

2, The Argives. Eur. agrees with Homer 
as to the leaders, Sthenelus and Euryalus 
(though he omits Diomede, to whom Homer 
gives a prominent position), but differs over 
the number of ships. - Homer gives it as 
6yduaxovra, Euripides says “Apyetwy d€ tatcd’ 

ionpetmor | vaes eotacav zéAas, i.e. 50, like 
the ships af Achilles. 

3. Attica. Here there is a striking 
difference. Homer’s leader is vids [eredo 
MevecOevs, and he devotes two lines to his 
excellence in marshalling horses and men : 
Euripides’ chief is not named, but described 
as 6 Oncéws tais. The Athenians in Homer 
bring 50 ships, in Euripides 60. Euripides 
adds the figure-heads. 

4. Boeotia. The numbers agree, and one 
leader, Leitus, is taken from the five in 
Homer. Figure-heads are added. 

5,6. The account of the Phocians in 
Euripides has suffered a lacuna, which has 
not escaped the scribes of our two MSs., 

—_— 

<del 
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who leave a space of two lines, while one of 
them writes Ae(z. The Locrians are said to 
have the same number of ships as the 
Phocians, and this agrees with Homer, who 
gives 40 to both, 

7. Mycenae. The numbers 
leader agree with Homer. 

The lines that follow (268 sq.), oiv 8 
adeAdos jv | Tayds as Pidos Pilw, with no 
mention of Menelaus’ subjects, suggest that 
he was co-commander with Agamemnon, 
and that Euripides brought no Lacedae- 
monians to Troy, especially as Homer says 
of them dararepfe 5& Owpyocovro. However, 
both the expressions already quoted (268) 
and 

and the 

Tas puyovcas peAabpa 
BapBapwv xapw yapov 
mpagéw EXXas as AaBor 

seem so clear a paraphrase of Homer’s 586 
TOV ot adeAdeds Tpxe Bory ayabos Mevédaos 
and 589 pddiota 6€ tero Ouud | ticacba 
‘Edevys éppjpara te orovaxds re that it is 
difficult to suppose Euripides at once 
followed Homer’s wording and departed 
from his sense. Perhaps therefore it is 
only a case of loose expression. 

8. The number of the Pylians has fallen 
out in another lacuna, first detected by 
M. Weil. The figure-heads are added. 

9. The Aenianes. This people are the 
*Evijves of Homer and Herodotus. Euripides 
gives them the Homeric leader, Touvets, but 
a different number of ships. Homer says 
(B 748) Touveds & &« Kidouv jye dvw kal 
eixoou vyas, Euripides states 

Ainavuy 6€ dadeKa oroXor 
vaov, 

or as Hermann would write it, dwoexaoroXot 
vaes. In this case Euripides receives the 
important and significant support of a 
document. The papyrus Oxyrhynchus Pap. 
I. no. xx. p. 46 (s 11. A.p. = B 730-828) reads 
for this line xa dex, which is evidently part 
of dvo Kal déka. 

10. Elis. Euripides gives no number of 
their ships, but he calls their leader Eurytus, 
who in Homer is the father of one of the 
two leaders. 

_ ll. The Taphians are not so called by 
Homer in the Catalogue; Euripides means 
by the name the inhabitants of Dulichium 
and the Echinades. He gives no number 
of their ships, but names the same leader, 

Meyys. Euripides adds de suo that they 
were dependent on the Eleans. 

283 XevKnpetpov 0 apy 
Taduov iyyev av Meyns avacocer, 
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where there is nothing to call for Hermann’s 

alteration WY ELOV for nyev Ov. 

12. Euripides closes the formation with 
Ajax Zadapivos évtpodos and 12 ships, 
agreeing with Homer. 

How are these divergencies to be ac- 
counted for? If they are conscious why 
does Euripides accept them, and where did 
he find them ? i 

The source of the Iphigenia in Aulis is 
usually said to be the Cypria, and this may 
be accepted, in the sense that we have no 
knowledge of any other early work which 
contained this part of the Tale of Troy. 
The Cypria, according to Proclus’ abstract, 
contained no Catalogue of the Greek host. 
Iam aware that Proclus’ account has been 
considered defective, and Fick (Ilias p. 384) 
has definitely asserted that he omitted to 
mention the Greek Catalogue. However, it 
is plain that if we are to employ Proclus’ 
analysis for any purpose at all, we must 
abide by his silence as much as by his 
statement ; and the fact that he winds up 
his lengthy account by the sentence kai 
katadAoyos Tov Tois Tpwot cupmaynoavTwr 
warrants the inference that there was no 
list of the Greek armament. Moreover, 
general considerations shew that in 
Euripides’ age there was not more than one 
‘Catalogue’ in existence. The stories of 
the historical importance of the Catalogue 
as a document (which go back to Herodotus) 
and of tampering with it, imply that there 
was only one such; further, the various 
poems of the Cycle appear, and have usually 
been considered, to presuppose the existence 
of the Iliad and Odyssey, and therefore it 
would be singular to find the Homeric 
Catalogue duplicated. The force of this 
last argument if it stood alone would be 
weakened by the fact that, as we see, Proclus 
mentions a Trojan catalogue ; we may if we 
please suppose that special circumstances 
determined the insertion of this list, possibly 
the exiguity of the list of Trojan allies in 
the Iliad, or a wish to include Penthesilea 
and Memnon who are outside Homer’s view. 
It is impossible to deny that there may 
have been in the Cypria details and figures 
of the forces scattered up and down in the 
poem, but there is all the less reason for 
supposing Euripides to have deserted the 
obvious Iliad-Catalogue and to have collected 
his details from the body of the Cypria, that 
he follows the order not of the mustering at 
Aulis—the scene of the Cypria—but of the 
camp at Troy. It seems, therefore, beyond 
proof or probability there was in Kuripides’ 
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time more than one Catalogue of the Greek 
host; the Homerie diaKcoopos, which we 
possess, whatever its age or its ultimate 
origin, had certainly stood in its place since 
the establishment of the xowv7y—or to employ 
no questionable terms, since the sixth 
century, and Euripides (whose statements 
agree with it in the main) can have used no 
other. We have still to explain why he 
diverges from it in certain points. 

The selection of a minority of the Greek 
contingents for mention is due to the neces- 
sity of space ; no chorus could contain the 
whole catalogue. Their arrangement, begin- 
ning with Achilles and ending with Ajax, 
and the transference of the order of the 
vatvoraos to the assembly at Aulis, may” 
be due to the same class of considerations, 

the wish for variety or contrast to Homer, 
that is to say to literary and artistic reasons. 
The probability that this is so is increased 
by the reflection that we can hardly con- 
ceive a version of the Homeric catalogue 
so different from the vulgate as to contain 
all Euripides’ peculiarities. The detail of 
the figure-heads, which Euripides adds in 
some cases, may or may not have signi- 
ficance ; it is an archaeological point which 
apparently has not received attention.! 

The variations in the details of the con- 
tingents can hardly be explained on these 
grounds. If we take the numerals we find 
the following differences in the number of 
ships. 

Euripides Homer 
INS pease ocean | on) UY ono Sooo Hell) 
Athenians sea mOOl sche Ol 
INGE Nang oot de) eee | So5 2 

Euripides’ total is thirty less than 
Homer’s. We cannot suppose that Euripides 
made these alterations designedly. The 
numerals have no literary value in them- 
selves, and it does not seem likely that 
patriotism or antiquarian zeal had made the 
size of the contingents a living question. The 
attention of the learned in this matter was 
attracted to the total, not to the particulars. 
Thucydides in a well-known passage gives 
1200 as the total of Agamemnon’s fleet, 
whereas the actual total we arrive at by 
counting is 1186. The scholiast on Thucy- 
dides (I. 10) makes the singular statement 
that the real total is 1166,and we are not 

able to say if this is more than a clerical 
error of his. The poets, beginning with 

1 Similar national cognizances however are known 
on monuments and coins, see Bulletin de Correspond- 
ance Hellénique xx. 549 sq. ‘Mapaonua de Villes sur 
des Sttles de Proxénie’ by M. Paul Perdrizet. 
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Aeschylus (Ag. 45), Euripides (Andr. 106, 
Electra 2, Orest. 352) and Lycophron 
(Cassandra 210) talk of yuAvac vais, and 
the phrase mille rates with equivalents 
passes through the Latins from Virgil 
to Juvenal and I do not know how many 
late writers before Marlowe displayed the 
value of the. dryptipevos apibds—as the 
scholiasts on Euripides have it. An historian 
or a poet may say 1200 or 1000 for a sum 
which exactly is 1186, but no such reason 
holds for altering details.” 

I pass to the variations in the leaders. 
The omission of Diomede and the apparent 
transference of Menelaus to Myeene may be 
the result of careless writing, but in the case 
of Athens the discrepancy is complete. 
Menestheus son of Peteos was an offence to 
the ancients on the ground of his obscurity ; 
Zenodotus athetised vv. 553, 554, in which 
his qualities are stated in hyperbolical terms. 
It is therefore important that Euripides 
gives a different chief, the son of the national 
hero Theseus. The lawfully begotten sons 
of Theseus were Demophon and Acamas ;* 
the ’INéov répo.s makes them assist at the 
siege of Troy, but whether as leaders or 
private persons is not clear; the Cyclic 
poem is followed by Sophocles and by 
Euripides himself (Hecuba 125, Troades 31). 
I would not fall into history, but it may 

seem as if there were two versions of the 

Athenian contingent current in the fifth 

century, and that one sent the Theseid 

princes to Troy. The point occupied ancient 

historians, among others Hellanicus fr. 45, 

Plutarch Theseus 35, Eustathius 284, 29. 

In the case of the Eleans it would bea 

very gross instance of carelessness if we 
were to suppose Euripides’ statement Evputos 

3’ dvacoe a hasty copy or reminiscence of 

Homer’s lines trav piv dp’ ’Apudipaxos Kat 

@dArvos HynodoOnv | vies 6 pev Kredrov 6 ny 

dip’ Bipvrov ’Axropiwvos; but if we do not 

we imply a considerable disturbance of 

tradition. (There is a variant in the lines— 

dxropiwvos vulg., axropiwve Aristarchus and 

a few MSS.—but it can hardly be brought 

into connection with Euripides’ statement). 

2 Preoceupation on this subject is shewn in the 
scholia (B 122, 130, 488; © 56, 562; 0 407; TI 170) 

and Eustathius (on B 484, 718), who are mainly 

taken up with Thucydides’ discrepancy and his 

method of striking an average between the largest 

and the smallest contingent ; and an echo seems to 

lurk in the enumeration of the ships in various 

MSS., either on the margin (as in the Venetus 454) 

or at the end of the Catalogue. 
3 The authorities are given in the articles on Aca- 

mas in the new edition of Pauly, and on Acamas 

and Demophon in Roscher’s Lexicon. 
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Again when Euripides asserts the depend- 
ence of the islanders on the Eleans, we may 
think the statement suggested by Homer’s 
language vycwv at valovor répnv adds "HALdos 
avra, but it is hardly likely that a poet 
alluding to the matter more for its sound 
than its sense should take the trouble to 
draw such a conclusion and express it. 

To what result do these details point ? 
If the poet cannot have invented the 
variants, and if they depart too widely from 
Homer to be due to pure carelessness, and 
yet there is no other source but Homer to 
which they can be referred, whence do they 
come? I suggest that Euripides’ source 
was really responsible for these divergencies, 
but that his source was still Homer. He 
used Homer but in a version which was not 
the vulgate. 

The variants upon the Catalogue which 
we know of are mostly geographical, and 
consist of the substitution of one place- 
name for another. They are to be found in 
Strabo and Eustathius and as a rule have 
not affected the MSS. There are a few 
variants upon other subjects: of these such 
as are concerned with numerals are Eus- 
tathius’ statement that some read dyev 
tpirkaidexa for ayev dvoxaidexa vnas B 557 in 
the account of Ajax’s contingent (a read- 
ing confirmed by Matro’s parody 95 wats 3é€ 
tis ek Sadapivos ayev tpicxaidexa vias), and 
the lection in Oxyrhynch. Pap. I. no. xx. 
p- 46 Kaw dex for d¥w kal eikoor B 748 to 
which I have referred above. Then we are 
told that there was a mention of Stentor in 
the Arcadian section and of Asteropaeus 
among the Paeonians, neither of which are 
in our MSS. 

I suggest that the edition of Homer used 
by the author of the Iphigenia in Aulis was 
of the same character. It contained varia- 
tions in the number of the contingents, and 
added some and omitted others, of the 
heroes who led them. If this suggestion is 
probable, we have so much information as 
to the character of a fifth century edition 
of Homer which was not the vulgate. I 
will make a guess at what edition it was. 

The Iphigenia in Aulis is stated, by a 
scholiast on the Frogs (67), to have been 
‘brought out after the poet’s death by his 
son of the same name, and the critics have 
enjoyed the justification for dividing the 
play between the father and the supposed 
diasceuast the son. The part of the first 
stasimon which we have examined is 
bracketed by some editors, printed in small 
type by others, as the work of the junior 
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Euripides. From such peculiarly fruitless 
speculation I would keep apart, but I will 
note a coincidence. The son of the scholiast 
on the Frogs is called by Suidas a nephew, 
adeAgidots. The same lexicographer gives 
us the information that a nephew of 
Euripides, and of the same name, made an 
edition of Homer. The Euripidean edition, 
which long led a precarious existence on the 
strength of Suidas’ article and a mention 
in Eustathius, has leapt into fame on 
account of the brilliant and apparently 
necessary emendation by which Blass 
restored the name in ‘Ammonius’ com- 
mentary on ® (Oxyrhynchus Pap. II. no. 
221). Itis remarkable that such informa- 
tion as we have about the Etpirideios belongs 
exclusively to the Catalogue. Eustathius 
stated that Euripides added after 866 the 
line TydAw tro vipderte “Yons ev riove Onpw, a 
verse recognised by Strabo, who however 
weakened Euripides down to tuwés. Blass’ 
conjecture makes Euripides and _ other 
editors add the line IIp\éyovds @ vids repi- 
deftos “Acteporatos to 848; here too the 
existence of the line was remembered, but 
the name of its sponsor forgotten (dv év 
modAais Tov “IAtadwv dépecOar schol. T on ® 
140). If then the nephew of Euripides 
included in his edition lines of the Catalogue 
which were absent from the vulgate, it 
would not be out of character for him to 
use for his play a text of the Catalogue of 
like character. 

I suggest that the younger Euripides was 
like Antimachus at once poet and editor, 
and that in composing or arranging the 
portion of his uncle’s play which was 
directly Homeric he drew upon his own 
edition. It is not difficult to transfer some 
of the variants of the chorus into Homer, 
and to call the result the Euripidean text. 
The numerals are not obstinate : B 568 rotox 
8 Gu odydexovra peawvar vies Exovro will 
become toto. d€ mevryKovta, and €&jxovra 
may take the place of zevryxovra in the 
Athenian section without much violence. 
It is a more serious undertaking to substi- 
tute Theseus’ son for Menestheus son of 
Peteos, but if we choose Demophon tév av 
Anpodowy Ojncews Tas iyeuoveve May serve 
our turn, and vais may perhaps commend 
the line. Acamas I will leave to his 
backers. Into Euripides’ ideas and sources 
I do not wish to inquire,’ but here he may 
have wished to remove the discrepancy 
between the Homeric Catalogue and Cyclic 

1 A preference for the Cycle, as historical evidence, 
over the Iliad, is obvious, and not peculiar to the 
younger Euripides. 
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Legend, and to give the house of Theseus 
its definite place at Troy, in the same way 
as he justified the mention of Asteropaeus 
in the later books of the Iliad by insert- 
ing his name among the leaders of the 
Paeonians. 

The difference about the Aenianes may 
be met by altering Towets & é« Kidov jjye 
dvw Kal eikoot vias into Tovveis 8 ék Kidoro 
dye ovo kal dexa vias, and the noun and 
adjective xidos may excuse the violence 
done to the quantity. 

The variants of fact imply the addition 
or omission of lines, which it would be idle 
to attempt to invent ; moreover I am far 
from suggesting that all Eur,’s disagree- 
ments with Homer were included in his or, 
any edition. 

Another combination may be made. I 
have noticed that Euripides’ number 12 for 
the Aenianes’ ships corresponds with the 
fragmentary reading of a papyrus in the 
Oxyrhynchus Papyri vol. i. It is singular 
that this papyrus adds a line in the Cata- 

logue, namely, évfa tdov zAeiatovs Ppvyas 
dvépas aiokordAous after 798. It has there- 
fore in one place Euripides’ actual reading 
in the play, in another it resembles Euripides 
in his known characteristic of adding a 
line. I suggest that this second century 
papyrus is in very fact the Bipuridecos. 
‘Ammonius’ quotes it, in the first or 
second century 4.D., and there is nothing to 
prove he did not quote it first-hand ; and 
we know that a nameless edition which 
Messrs. Grenfell and Hunt found in a 
papyrus of the third century B.c. was used 
and quoted by Plutarch in the second 
century of our era. 

I do not present this hypothesis as true, 
but as possible. The certainty belonging to 
combinations of surviving statements of 
particulars must always be slight ; and this 
is in most cases, and especially in literary 
history, all the license that Fortune has 
permitted us upon the patient ancients. 

T. W. ALLEN. 

ON THE FRAGMENTS OF EURIPIDES. 

(Naucr’s NuMERATION.) 

Br. 262: 

Tadat oKoTOpaL TAs TUXAaS Tas TOY BpoTar, 
os Ted perad\acoovcw’ os yap av opady 
eis OpOov €oTn Xo mply ettvy@v TiTVveEL. 

ev cannot stand, but extant conjectures do 
not account for themselves. Read as 
amvevpat aXAacocovotyv (‘how they 
change their winds’), and ef. Eur. H.F. 216 
dtav Geos cou Tvedpa peTaBadrov TYyn- ' 

Fr. 456: 

tavatépay dy THVd eyo didwpucl cor 
Anyi: 

Read etvytptav (‘the blow that gives 
thy quietus ’) and cf. Soph. 0.7. 961 opixpa 
maha oopar evvaler porn, Trach. 1041 
iy SAE eG eee P 

evvacov, evvacov p. wkuTéTa popw, Ap. Rh. 4, 
1058 etvyreipa vié Epywv. 

fr. 533: 

Tepmvov TO Pas por trod’ bro yhv Od’ adov 
OKOTOS 

ovd eis dvetpov ovd’ cis dvOpuous poet 

Read 

Teprvov TO Pas pow TO 0 bro yhv “Atoov 
OKOTOS 

ovd eis evepbev 018 és avOpwrouvs podav. 

i.e. ‘but the darkness under earth not one 
knoweth, having come among mankind from 
beneath.’ [The neut. cxdros ought to have 
been frankly accepted : cf. fr. 555]. 

Fr, 555: 

Tov OnKTal Tws KUveEs ot Geol, 
GAN 7 Aixn yap Kal kata oxdros Beret... 

The second line is sound (cf. fr. 533). For 
the first I suggest 

ov<k &kKpO>OAKTAL, KUVES OTs, Eicty 

Geoi 
i.e. ‘the vengeance of the Gods is not hasty ; 
they are not like dogs always ready to bite.’ 
Cf. axpopavys, axpordadys, axpaxoXos. 

Fr, 674 : 

In Hesych. 2 p. 67 Alcowv: tAEKwr, Wev- 
Sdpevos, ovk emi cdfeias Néywv, TH Kowov the 
ordinary emendation is 7 xwév. Better, I 
think, is py Kvvor. 

Fr. 730: 

azaca TIle\orovvncos edruxel TOXts. 

Read vyaov WéXAomos (since IleAorov- 
vncos is not a woAus and, as Nauck observes, 
‘mira est [eAowovvnoos forma.’) 

laa 
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Py. 739 : 

ped, hed, 70 pivar tatpos edyevots aro 
Sony exer hpovnow aklwpad re. 
Kav yap mévns dv Tvyxdvy, XpnoTds yeyus 
TUYLIV EXEL TW’, GvameTpovjevos S€ TWS 
TO Tod warpos yevvaiov THperet TpdTw. 
The passage is sound except in the word 
marked. 

Read 6 ¢aiveu tpdrw (‘he shows in his 
own character his father’s nobility’). The 
corruption was assisted by as=e. 

Fr. 813 : 

© mod6’, dow piv pacrov ef Bdpos héper, 
' Spas Riel eta \ Rr 

movot d€ Kav col Kal POopal roAAal Biov 
eve’. K.T.A. 

[Al. & rdodr’, 3b mAodre]. 

Read @ rAod7, tows py «7rd. (Sit ma ’ is 
be very true that...’) 

Fr. 833: 

tis 8) older et Gv 7000’ & KéxAnrar Oaveiv, 
X gn S , > , Nua) a 

70 Gv de OvyjoKew éoti ; thyv Tépws Bporav 
A OAS eucaits A 

vogovcw ot BAézovres, of 8’ 6AwAdTES 
otdev voootow ovde KéxTHVTAL Kaka. 

Read rAnyv orus, @.e. ‘except (for the know- 
ledge) that...’ 

Fr. 1027: 
Rae ; i Pibd) aa rae mais wv pr\acoov Tpaypatwv aicxpav Taro. 

Read adas. 

Fr. 1035: 

dvaornvos dots Kal Tra Kadi Wevdy éywv 
ob Totade xpirar trots Kakois dAnbéow. 
Read 

dvaorqvos Garis war Oak a Wevdy Aéywv 
ov Totcde xpHrar pahOak ots ddnbeow. 

[Cf fr. 1036]. 

Fr. 1042 : 

dravrés éopev eis 70 vouberetv cool, 
airol 8 duapravovtes od yryvicKoper. 
This may be right, of course. I merely 
wish to observe that when, in Stobaeus, 
there appear drav opdAwpev (sic) and érav 
Towdpev as variants to dwaptavovres, We May 
guess that the original of Stobaeus had érav 
TTALW LEY. 

Fr, 1059, 4-6: 

GAN’ obdev ot'rw Sevov bs yuri) KaKév" 
207 A , , rm mer i -~ ov dv yevouro Typdyya Toor’ év Typady,, 

oud av Adyos detEerev. 

I should read 
392 0 , yo" x 7 a 

ovo av y évo18 Opap“a TOLOV ev ypady. 

towvrov Nauck. 
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In some other instances I advance sug- 
gestions which may be worth consideration, 
even if the context is not sufficient (or 
sufficiently explicit) to admit of anything 
like certainty. 

Fy, 154: 

<A.> 10 Thv adévtes TO Kara ynv TYydoi 
cov. 

<B.> kevov y+ Grav yap fy 7s, cbruxeiv 
XpEewv. 

Probably 76 €Gv, as cov and the context 
indicate. 

Hr, 170: 

ovk €ore Ieots iepov GXo TAH Adyos, 
‘ ‘ a2 A ” 2s > , if kat Bopos adris €or’ ev évOpurov icet. 

Perhaps dpdoeu 

Fr. 248, 2 sq.: 

Hig@ yap ovrws oitives ppovovor pev, 
fpovovar 5 Tovdevos Te Xpypdtwv trep. 

Perhaps 
a ? 2Qy LA , ? > ppovotar 8 otdtv date xpymar edro- 

peu. 

Fr. 271: 

TTNVas OLWOKELS, @ TEKVOV, Tas éArdas. 

Todx 7 tUxn yet THs Téyns 8’ ody cfs Tpdros. 

Read edxy tv xy y€ (‘thou boastest in thy 
fortune, it is true’). {The second pers. mid. 
for tragedy is -y, not -e. } 

Fy, 437: 

6p 8€ Tots TodAoiow avOpdrois eysd 
Tixtovav UBpw tiv rapol’ ebrpaciar. 

Commentators mostly suspect rdépo.’. Per- 
haps 7a7p06 6 ev, the reference being to a 
eizpagia which does not come of personal 
merit or exertion. 

Fr. 528: 

puc® Tyvvaixa, ek tacav Sé cé. 

[al. yuvaixas]. Perhaps pucd<y de i> 
yuvatkas. 

Fr. 572: 

& éort mavTwv TpaTov cid€évar Trdde (al. Tour) 

Read 6 éo v2 

Fr. 578, 3 sqq. : 
ease nies , > age 
eEnipov avOpwirowr ypappat €id€évar, 
dot’ ov tapovra rovtias imép takos 
TAKEL KaT’ OLKOUS TaVT éeriotacOat Ka\ds, 

Tar 17 arobvycKovTa ypapparwv jéTpov 
y Sig RMN t Se Avs 

ypaavras eiretvy, Tov Aafsovta 6 cidevart. 

The lengthening before 6v in (the prosaic) 
arobvycKovra would be unique for tragedy. 
Scaliger gave ypyyatwy for ypayparwv, but 
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perhaps the claims of tapatwyv may be 
regarded. Adopting ypyuarwv provisionally, 
I should read 

maciv 8 a Tay Sy rKovra XenHarov p-€Tpov 
yptyavrd_t’ eiretv, tov AaBovra 7’ cidévat. 

LHS MING 

Hesych. Tavreupacacba 
mAjEat. 

> aA 3 avraTobotval, ez 

Perhaps avra ev cacbat ( = avrapeiacbar). 

Pr. 043 : 

Bapv Tro hpovnp’ Toinots avOpumrov Kakod. 

Salmasius gave ddpnu’, with which I should 
suggest 

Bapi r+ dhopnw 0187 ots avOpwrov Kakod. 

(z.e. his ‘inflation ’). 
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Fr. 815: 

dpwaoty 8 euoicw eirov as TrouTnptats 
mupides Kal Sumer KTetvart 

[Obiter emend, Erotian. dumeris 6 yovos to 
dumerys: dyvos]. 

Valckenaer restored kavryjpia in the first 
line. For the rest read perhaps 

<xpeln>atvp ody kat durety kticat 

[For xreivar and «rico confused see Aesch. 
Cho. 440]. 

Fr. 1046: 

ToAXod yap xpvTov kal 7oVTOU 
Kpeioowv TaTpa TuHppove vate. 
70 Oe ovvtpopov dOv Tt Ovyntois 

. tev Bio ywperr. 

The metre is uncertain. The sense is satis- 
fied with €uBidvar xvpei. 

T. G. Tucker. 

ARISTOPHANICA.--I. 

ACHARNIANS. 

In the earlier part of the parabasis the 
poet praises himself, as he so often does, for 
the courage and true patriotism which he 
has shown. When the allies bring their 
money to Athens, they will all be eager to 
catch sight of the brave and honest poet : 

646 otrw 8 aitod wepl ras TOApNs HON TOppw 
KNéos KEL, 

bre Kal Bactred’s, Aaxedapoviny THY mpec- 
Betav Bacavilov, 

HPOTHTEV TPOTA pev K.T.A. 

Now, if ovrw d€ is right, we should expect 
not ore but dove. Someone has suggested 
és in the sense of éore. But, though such a 
os is admissible in poetry and ‘is. much 
affected by Xenophon, it is extremely rare 
otherwise and is not (I think) ever found in 
Aristophanes, nor is sthere any reason ap- 
parent why it should have got changed to 
ore. If, on the other hand, oére is right, 
ovTw d€ refuses to Warnionise with it. Re- 
cognising this and remembering Lg. 530 
ovtws yvOnoev exeivos, Elmsley changed otrw 
dé to ovtws,and others, e.g. Dr. Blaydes, have 
followed him. But 2g. 530 is not parallel 
and ottws is not suitable, for there the ovrws 

clause winds up the sentence, whereas here 
6te k.7-A. carries It on, so that oitws would 

have to perform the impossible task of 
looking both backwards and forwards at the 
same time. If otrws refers to the poet’s 

fame among the Greek allies, the Great 
King’s knowledge of him cannot be brought 
in to illustrate it. 

I have little doubt that Aristophanes 
wrote dvrws de. Truly his fame has spread 
wide. 

In the first place ottws and dévrws are 
frequently exchanged for one another by 
copyists. Which word is the right one in 
this or that passage is immaterial to the 
argument, but it will be found that the 
MSS. often vary between them: e.g. Plato 
Huthyd. 305 B: Theaet. 198d: Laws, 708 D: 
Critias, 106 a: Xen. Hell. 7. 4. 3: [Arist.] 
Rhet. ad Alex. 1422 a 21. In other places 
the more familiar ovtws has driven out an 
original ovrws altogether, and the latter has 
only been replaced by modern critics. 

In the second place the emphatic dvrws is 
quite at home at the beginning of the 
sentence. Cf. such passages as Plato Soph. 
236 D ovtws, & pakapte, eopev ev wavtTaTace 
xadern oxewer: Phil. 44 B: Laws, 708 v. 

Finally compare the words of Xenophon 
Hipparch. 5. 9, which resemble our passage 
as much as if they had been written to 
illustrate it: Ovtws yap ovdev Kepdahedrepov 
év ToAgGum amdrys, OTOTE YE Kal ot Tatdes 
Otay wailwou Tocivoa OvvavrTat ararav k.T.d. 

On the use of ovtws in Aristophanes see 
Starkie’s note to Wasps 997. 

655. A few lines further on he pretends 
that the Lacedaemonians will try to appro- 
priate him, 
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GN’ ipets tor py Tor’ ad7O’, ds KoOUwonoTE TH 
dikata. 

So the editors after Tyrwhitt, but the 
MSS. have adycere, adijoe6’, or adjnon? 
(Van Leeuwen). 

There are reasons for suspecting both the 
grammar and the metre here, and the two 
suspicions confirm one another. As to the 
grammar, if ro. is to be joined with a p17, 
pyro. is the established order, not rox pn. 
See, for instance, Soph. 0.0. 1439 prjrot py’ 
ddvpov, and 1407 pijrou we pos GcOv—pn pe 
dtysdonré ye: Aesch. P.V. 625. Then the 
division of the anapaestic line should coin- 
cide with the pause of the sense at af76’, 
not come awkwardly attaching és to what 
precedes and cutting it off from its own 
clause. We can easily remedy this defect 
by writing és xwywdel for ds Kwuwdnoe, the 
present tense being at least as suitable. This 
leaves us a syllable short in the first half of 
the verse, and then we see in a moment 
what the poet wrote, 

GXN’ ipets ov Tor pn zor’ abn’, ds Kopwdet TH 
dikata, 

just as seven lines below he writes od jj 
mo? GAG. The adioere of the MSS. does, 
therefore, in a way, represent the true 
meaning, and may somehow have grown 
out of it. The MSS. certainly help to show 
that the line as usually printed is not right. 

In the next line (656) gyolv 8 ipas 
7oAAG bidakew aya? x.7.X., Hamaker has with 
reason demurred to d.dd£euv, considering the 
7a Be\rworTa Siddoxwv in the very same sen- 
tence, and suggested é Spdcew. Before 
finding his suggestion in Blaydes’ note, I 
had thought of zoujoen. 

A ee ane , 683 rovOopilovres 8& yipa 7d Aibw rpocéc- 
Tapev, , 
Nan He we eee ‘ Ovx OpdvTes ovdey ei py THS Oikns Tv 
pobyny: e 93 erie or f fs 

6 d€ veavias aut orovddcas Evvnyopeiv 
eis TAXOS Tater EvvdTTwv otpoyyvAots Tols 

pypacw. 

The difficulty of 685 is well-known. 
Elmsley and others following him think we 
may make veavias accusative plural or read 
veaviav, and translate ‘but the other (the 
adversary) having taken care to have young 
men (a young man) assisting him in the 
prosecution (or prosecuting for him) engages 
us and strikes, &.’ But (1) if the prosecu- 
tor could call in a young spark to help him, 
so could the defendant : (2) nothing can get 
over the awkwardness of language by which 
the prosecutor, after calling in an assistant, 

NO, OXXXV. VOL. XV, 
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is himself said to carry on the fray, when 
the meaning must be that it is the yeavias 
who wate. f&vvdrrwv &e., because the gist of 
the whole passage is the opposition of young 
and old. Dr. Merry rightly points out the 
difficulty of describing the prosecutor as 
‘doing per se what he is really doing per 
alium.’ 

But neither is Merry’s own explanation 
at all satisfactory. He explains that ‘the 
young barrister’ (6 8 veavias) is only anxious 
to ‘advance himself personally ’ (€au7d 
Evvyopetv). This strains the use of the 
dative and does not give us a really good 
sense. What is there to show that this is 
the young man’s one desire? He is not 
represented as spoiling his case by display 
of cleverness. He does just what is effectual, 
that is, he bewilders and silences the old 
man opposed to him. What proof of self- 
seeking is there in this 2 

The only emendation that deserves con- 
sideration is one made by a modern Greek 
scholar and adopted by Van Leeuwen in his 
recent edition of the play as emendatio 
praestantissima. Kontos proposes 6 8é€ 
veavias éav Tw oTOVvddoas Evvnyop7. 

This is certainly ingenious, though the 
hypothetical édy is not very satisfactory to 
me ; but I think we may perhaps do better. 
With the insertion of one letter I would 
read 

6 6€ veavias éx’ ata ovdd &v a avias € UT@, OTOVdaTas EvvNyopeEV, 
KT.A., 

taking éx’ airé in the sense of ‘ matched 
against him,’ ‘told off to deal with him.’ 
So of the champions who are matched 
against others in the-Sepfem we read (447) 

3 _iN oF 99. E one > , , 3 awe avip 8’ éx’ aira, ket otopapyds ear’ ayav, 
aifwv réraxtar Ajwa 

and again (620) 

pus 8 én’ aire dota Aacbévous Biav Seana Nirah ae 
€xOpotevov tudwpov avrirdéopev. 

So in Thue. with rerdyOat, 2.70. 1. Aoyous 
Tpoodéepovor ... Tois aotparyyois... Tots émt 
ohicr reraypévors : 3. 13. 3. af dé (vijes) ed’ Hype 
Terdxarat, and in Theaet. 172 & the adversary 
in court dvayxnv éxov edécryxev. In these 
passages there is no doubt a verb added, but 
it does not seem necessary. We might 
possibly attach er’ aire to évynyopetv, if we 
cared to do so. For myself I would rather 
point it off as above with a comma. 

No one should take exception to airé on 
the ground that it has no one to refer to, as 
mpogecrayev is plural. It is common in 

AA 
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Greek to pass thus from plural to singular 
(we, they, a man, &e.) or from singular to 
plural; and Aristophanes in particular 
indulges in this confusion of numbers to a 
surprising extent, e.g. Thesm. 789 

> ts , CN ee oe) 2) 97 
ei Kakov éopev, Ti yas.et’ Hyas, elrep adnOds 

Kakov eopev, 
3 , int J > ies (> s Kamayopevere pnt e&ehOeiv pant 

aXdGvat ; 
exkvwacav 

Let any one study Clouds 988-9: Wasps 
552-558 and 564-568: Peace 639-641: 
Frogs 1071-1076: Eccles. 663-672, and he 
will not hesitate over atta. 

Av 717 KageAatvvew xp TO Aourov Kav Hvyy Tus 
Cnvovv y 

Hosier a hp RB i bet ar A 
TOV YepovTa TO yEpovTt, TOV Veoy O& TO VEew. 

It seems hopeless to try to make sense of 
kav dvyn tis. But Blaydes’ 6ddy (or Gdé) 
and Van Leeuwen’s cdadq are too far from 
dvynto be at all probable. The editors do 
not seem to notice the scholium on this 
passage: Kav éée\avvew ypy Kav duyy Lyp.odrr, 
imo yepovtos TovTo Tac xe TOV yepovta, There 
is no room in the verse for kav é&Aavveww— 
egeXavvew must be right from the parallel 
in Antiphanes—but the scholium may point 
to something like cay duyn tes Lypuot. 

To these remarks on the parabasis I will 
only add that the é& ot ye with which it starts 
(628) ought to be é& otre, one of Blaydes’ 
suggestions. ’Hé otre is a recognised expres- 
sion in verse (e.g. Hum. 25: Pers. 762), 
whereas e ov ye is probably unique nor do I 
see what ye would mean. 

But before leaving the Acharnians there 
are one or two other passages I would ask 
leave to say a few words about. One is the 
offer of Dicaeopolis in 318 

Kav ye py A€éw Sikata pyde TG 7AHOer SoKd, 
trep eriénvov PeAjow tiv Kepadiy exwv eye. 

Editors are pretty well agreed now that 
the last line cannot be right. The dactyl in 
tiv Kepadynv is inadmissible. We need not 
lay stress on the illogical expression of the 
offer (if I don’t convince the people, I will 
speak with my head on a block), for it is only 
an abbreviation, as Van Leeuwen says, and 
probably many readers never notice it. jv 
and ei are indeed often used in this way, on 
the chance that, but the clause containing 
them does not usually come first. But the 
awkwardness of Aéyew after pi) Adéw is con- 
siderable. All sorts of substitutes for cepadnv 
have been proposed (d€pyv, chayyv, Adpvyy’), 
or other alterations of the line suggested. 
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Porson strangely thought tov Ké@adov might 
be read. Keeping in view the two defects 
indicated and believing A¢yew to be 
wrong as well as xedadnv, I am inclined to 
put forward the somewhat bold suggestion 
that rHv kepadiy exwv A€éye is nothing more 
than a gloss or explanation which has taken 
the place of some more striking expression. 
The poet might for instance very well 
write 

imép exiEnvov GeAnow tov Tepl Woyis Spapeiv. 

He uses this expression in Wasps 375, 
Tomorw Oakey THY Kapdiav Kal Tov Tepl Wuyis 
dpdmov Spapeitv. Ladd some other passages 
which illustrate the expression, and which 
illustrate also in some cases the ellipse of 
Spopos or aydv: Il. 22. 161 wep Yryis Geov 
"Exropos immodduowo: Herod. 7. 57. 2 zepi 
éwvrov tpéexov: 8. 74. 1 epi tod wavros 7d 
dpopov Oéovres: 2b. 102. 4 zoddois ayOvas 
Spapéovrar rept ohéwv adtav: 9. 37. 3 tpexov 
mept tTHS Woxns: Hur. Phoen. 1330 dons & 
dyava tov rept Woyns, Kpéov, 75 rerpax6ar : 
Xen. Mem. 3. 12. 1 6 epi tis Wryijs zpos 
Tovs ToAeulovs ayov: R.L. 10, 2 Kvpiovs rod 
mept TS Wuxns ayavos: de Re Ey. 7. ll a 
horse tov avtodva (2.e. dpdyov or tpoxov) 
duatpoxalwv : Plat. Theaet. 172 4» epi Wuyjs 
6 dpomos: Polyb. 18. 35. 6 eav, rd 3% Xeyo- 
pevov, Tpexwor THY exxaTnv and so 1. 87. 3: 
Zenob. 4. 85 Nayds tov wept TOv KpeGv TpExeL : 
Plut. Mor. 1087 B ri wepi tov kpedv éerdée : 
Dion. Hal. /socr. 12 rov epi Woxns tpéxov7e 
kivdvvov év duxactais: Alciphr. 3. 72. 1 tov wept 
Woyis dyava irewewvav : Philostr. Vit. Apollon. 
dpapetoGai twa irép tas Wuxns aydva. CE. 
further the constant omission of dpdjos or 
ayov with such words as 6 d0Atxos, 6 é7Atrys, 
&e, e.g. Laws $33 AB 6 70 oradioy dprrAn- 
comevos . . . devTepos d€ 6 Tov diavAov Kal 
tpitos 6 Tov edimmuov Kat Oy Kal TéTapTos 6 Tov 
ddAryov: and in Aristophanes such elisions 
in other phrases as tyzav THY pakpav, dukacar 
pilav, vavpaxnoar pilav, erépwv €eyxeov, yewpyetv 
moAAnv- 

In 481 below Dicaeopolis exclaims & Ovp’ 
. dp’ otc daov tov ayav’ dywvet Taxa, 

pew irép Aaxedapoviwy avdpdv Néyew ; 

410 AIK. Hipuridn EYP. ri AXeAaxas; AIK. 
avafadnv zrotets, 

2% , er 2X \ 
egov KataBadnv ; ovK eros ywAovs 

Trovets. 
BEN , ‘ aS, > Je 3 OYA » arap ti Ta paki &k Tpaywolas Exes, 
2 97) 2 as ets 2 \ 
ecbnr ehewnv ; ovK eros TTwXOdS 

Tavets. 

The idea that dvaBadyv here and in 399 
means wpstairs ought to be dismissed once 
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for all. (1) The sense with the legs up is 
established beyond any reasonable doubt by 
the occurrence of dvaBadnv KabjoGa in Plut. 
Mor. 336 c uv. Wyttenbach: Dio Chrys. 
62. p. 323: Athen. 528 F (all apparently 
taken from Ctesias): by Pollux’ recognition 
of the phrases dvaBadnv xabjpevos (3. 90) and 
avaBadnv kabicew 6.175: and by the passage 
in Plutus 1123 where Hermes, now out of 

work, says vuvt d& rewdv avaBadnv avaravopa. 
The repeated junction with the idea of sitting 
really admits of no other interpretation, and 
the dvafadyv of Hermes emphasises the 
notion of inactivity. (2) On the other hand 
the sense upstairs is not established for any 
passage anywhere. It is true that a scholiast 
here says 76 avaBadnv avw Tovs 7odas Exwv ert 
bYynAov Torov Kabypevos: and so Suidas ava- 
Basyv- ef’ wWouvs advw trois modas exew kal 
koy.acOar. These explanations at first sight 
seem to jumble the two suggested meanings 
together, unless indeed we are to put a stop 
before the ézi tAod and the é¢’ tWous respec- 
tively ; but perhaps those phrases mean no 
more than the height, e.g. the couch, on which 
the feet rest. On Plut. 1123 the scholia say 
nothing of a tydds toros: they give the 
alternatives of legs up and feet crossed. No 
passage elsewhere has yet been cited in 
which the meaning upstairs seems needed, 
and it is probable that the scholiasts had no 
more to go on than we have. (3) Euripides 
is evidently brought out by the eccyclema, 
and there is not the slightest reason for 
thinking that this or anything like it could 
be worked except on the ordinary level. 
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An eccyclema on the first floor is a thing 
unheard of. (4) The point of ov érds ywAords 
motets, no wonder you bring in lame people, is 
not the danger of falling down from an 
upper story. Why should adults be unable 
to take care of themselves? It is the sug- 
gestion of inability to walk conveyed by the 
reclining or half-reclining attitude. If the 
poet does not put down his own legs (kata- 
Batvev 408 : xaraadnv 411: cf. Phaedo 61 c) 
and get up, no wonder his characters can’t 
use theirs. 

Line 412 presents considerable difficulty 
to my mind. The meaning of course must 
be that his wearing rags himself accounts 
for the raggedness of his heroes, just as 
his not using his legs accounted for their 
being lame. But then the point of this is 
spoiled if he is said to wear rags taken from 
tragedy. The rags of tragedy should come 
from his own, not his own from tragedy. 
We must not go behind his rags and start 
with (1) ragged heroes, whose tatters he 
then (2) takes and wears, and therefore (3) 
naturally produces new heroes in rags. The 
joke is lost, if the thing does not begin with 
him. To avoid this, I have sometimes 
thought of writing «is tpaywoiav for ék 
Tpaywoias, ek and eis being liable to confusion 
(EK, EIC), and taking it to mean ‘to write 

tragedy in,’ ‘for tragedy.’ But I am not 
very well satisfied with that. 

549 Should we write 

doKovs, TpoTwTpas, Kadous avoumeveny 4 
HERBERT RICHARDS. 

(To be continued.) 

NOTES ON THE TEXT OF THE PARIAN MARBLE.—IL 

At line 46 we recover the assistance of 
the Marble itself, and can to some extent 
control the restoration of the text by ves- 
tiges of letters or measurement of gaps. 
Unfortunately the upper part of the Oxford 
fragment, especially the right hand corner, 
has suffered very severely even since Selden’s 
time, and the centre of the lower part of the 
new Par.an fragment is entirely obliterated. 

It would be tedious to notice here all the 
small corrections to be made in the text by 
deciphering a few more letters already 
rightly supplied, or changing the divisions 
of lines. I confine these notes to more 
material alterations, except where it seems 

desirable to confirm or confute a doubtful 
restoration. 

If I am right in reverting to Selden and 
splitting up Boeckh’s Ep. 76 into three, the 
number of epochs on the Arundel Marble 
will become 80. I have denoted the epochs 
of the new Parian fragment by the letters 
of the alphabet (a, b, c,—i and j, v and w 
counted as one), and when these run short 
by the same letters doubled (aa, bb, cc). 

Il. 

Ep. 30. Lines 45-47. ’Ad’ ob P[ei]duv 6 
*Apyeios eOjpevole ta pJe[tpa, kat || crabuc] 

AA2 
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KaTETKEVATE, Ka VOpiTpa apyvpody ev Atyivnt 

éroinoer, K.T.r. 
Kareoxevace is certain, and I fancy I can 

make out -afpa. In any case orafua seems 

to be required by the verb. For the fact 

compare Strabo 358, quoting Ephorus. 

Boeckh was betrayed by Forster’s notes 

into reading d|veoxevace. He rejected orabua, 

which had been inserted by Prideaux and 

Chandler. 

Ep. 31. Lines 47-48. We must restore 

Dvpaxov[ occas, for the name is spelt with oo 

wherever it is preserved on the Marble. 

So too [Supaxovrcdv] must be read in Ep. 

53. 

Ep. 32. Line 48. "Hpéev is distinctly 

legible. Boeckh has 7jp[x]ev. 

Ep. 33. Lines 48-49. The substance of 

this epoch is lost, and there is not sufficient 

material for a restoration, although Baum- 

garten’s suggestion, that Archilochus was 

mentioned, is plausible. But the dating 

clause is preserved—éry HHHHAP III, dpxov- 

ros "AOivnot AYEIA. Now Pausanias (IV, 

15, 1) says according to the received text 

that in the 4th year of the 23rd Olympiad 

’AOnvators TAyoias 7pxev- And Palmerius, 

objecting to the genitive Avo‘a, suggested 

that TAyjola might be substituted. Boeckh 

was ready to swallow the genitive as a 

Parian form, but adopted the suggestion 

TAnoia, suspecting that Selden had mis- 

read the letters. But Selden’s reading is 

confirmed by vestiges of AYE still visible 

on the stone, and, even granting that 

Pausanias intended the same archon, we 

might argue that Pausanias is to be cor- 

rected by the Marble (as Lydiat hinted) 

rather than the Marble by Pausanias. 

Selden’s reading however appears to be 

incomplete. AYIA will not fill the space 

before the Ad’ ob which follows. There is 

room for about three letters more. I pro- 

pose therefore to read Avovd{dou], and get 

rid of the anomalous genitive. 

Ep, 34. Lines 49-50. "Ad? ov Tépravdpos 

5 Aepdéveos 6 Aéa Rios Tovs vopouvs TOY... - 

Ao OND 5 PAR. JOYZORIAN ARE 

Seal) «ea ON eae: xa Ti eumpoobe moval 

Kv pereatnoey, ér[n] K.Td. 

The end of line 49, from about vo in 

vopous, has been broken off since Selden’s 

copy was made, and I do not believe that 

Forster’s collator ever saw it. At the be- 

ginning of line 50 there is rather more 

room than Selden allowed, but nothing can 

now be read for certain before xa. Boeckh 

restores on the model of Palmerius rods 

yopous Tors KO Jal pwd |v [26:]8[agev], ods [«]at 

aidyr[hs cvv-\-yv|Anoe. But his restoration 

seems forced, and the relative clause parti- 

cularly inept. Perhaps rods vépous rov[s 

tov tla[Aalav [éravop6 otc ba avAn7|av_ || 

érédp noe might stand. AvdAyrov would be 

in antithesis to Terpander, the xifapwdds. 

Ep. 36. Lines 51-52. The double o in 

Yupaxovocais is plainly legible. There seems 

to be just enough room for [yeo]u0pwv, 

although it is a tight fit and the letters are 

gone. 

Ep. 38. Lines 53-54. Boeckh’s insertion 

of [év Acd-|-ots] is unnecessary. Line 54 

began with orepavirns. N is to be added to 

*AOnvyce. 

Ep. 39. Lines 54-56. Ag’ ob ev ’A6| jv las 

Kopo[dav  xo]p[os nip |e0n [orn|oar|r-||-ov 

mpalrov “Ikapiewv, cipovtos Sovoaptwvos, Kat 

BOdov éréOn mparov icxddu[v] dparxo[s] Kat 

oivov pe[t |p| nts, é77 K.T-A. 

Boeckh has [ory|odr[twv ai-||-rov] tov 

‘Ikapiéov. But in the first place Selden 

evidently took his SANI to be the end of 

line 54, for he put no dots after it, and the 

stone seems to confirm him.! Secondly the 

article before ‘Ixapéwv is contrary to the 

usual practice of the Marble.’ 

After OINOY Selden has. ...EP.... 

O=....., Which may be variously in- 

terpreted. Bentley (Phal. 209) restored 

olvov dudopeds from Plutarch, de cupid. 

divit. 8, and is followed by Boeckh, who 

takes Selden’s EP to represent EY, and O> 

to be the end of dpxovrjos. Perhaps EP may 

only be ET in ér, but I think I can read 

ME .P 

perpyrys, and Selden may have read the E 

and the P but missed the T between them. 

Ep. 41. Lines 56-57. "Ad ov Kpotoos 

[eé] ’Acias [<is] Aeddof[t]s A. - \ 

| érn HH BAAAAII, dpxovros 7AGivnoiN 

EY © Yoypov. 

The N at the end of ’A@yvjcw and the 

archon’s name, which had been correctly 

after oivov, which would give 

1 The right edge of the stone is a little less hope- 

lessly disintegrated than most of the right upper 

corner, and I fancy I can detect [AN in spite of 

Dr. Mill (Bentley, Phal. 207). 

2 And therefore I suspect its insertion before 

’A@nvatois in Ep. 19. 
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elicited from Selden’s TQYAHMOY,! are 
legible on the stone. 

Most editors have supplied a[zéoreiXev] in 
the lacuna, and Boeckh fancying that the 
line was shorter than its neighbours hazards 
the suggestion dréorekev Aicwzov pavrevoo- 
pevov. I think that what was foremost in 
the chronicler’s mind was rather the offer- 
ings of Croesus than his envoys. I should 
supply d[réreuwWe Ta dvabypara|. Compare 
Herod. I, 14 and 51. The shortness of the 
line is largely illusory, and due to Selden’s 
having written ,| to represent the whole 

word ’A@nvyot. 

Ep. 42. Lines 57-58. “Ad’ ot Kipos 6 
Hlepodv Bacireis Sapdes eAaBe xai Kpoicov 

YTIO HESDAA.... «7d, 
Boeckh following the lead of Palmerius 

reads to [IIv6ials opadlevta eLéypycev, rn 

HHP AAP II, apxovros ’AOHvyce. . . jv || de] 
kat ‘Immévaé «.7.X. But this supplement 
expands line 57 to the outrageous length of 
something like 150 letters. The simplest 
remedy would be to omit e{aypycer, for the 
chronicler uses the word é\afe of persons as 
well as places (ef. line 7 of the new 
fragment), or possibly izo|zp]jo[a]s [7]dd- 
[vecev would not be too far from the text. 

Ep. 43. SLvines 58-59, Boeckh’s restor- 
ation runs ’Adq’ ob @¢oms 6 romrys [epavy], 
mpOtos ds edidage [Sp]a[ua ev aloz[e, Kat é]7- 
€6y 6 [r]payos [GOXov], éry k.7.X. 

It is difficult to fit this version to the 
traces on the stone, but it is equally difficult 
to suggest another. One point however 
may be noted. Dr. Mill’s zpdros os (v. 
Bentley Phal. 240), whether right or 
wrong, is easily recognisable, and the TT 

is particularly distinct. But éfdvn would 
only fill half the space between zo.yrijs and 
mp@tos. Moreover the word seems to me 
to savour of the Heroic age and to be in- 
applicable to a poet so late as Thespis. 
There is a wide field for conjecture, but I 
fancy the vestiges give a slight preference 
to a word ending in -ro or perhaps -aro. 

Ep. 44. Line 59. The stone supports 
éBaciievoe against ¢Bacideve, and does not 
preclude reading P| for {II in the numeral. 

1 | believe that a similar misreading underlies the 
curious passage at the beginning of the forty-first 
chapter of the Aristotelian ’A@nvalwy moArtefa, where 
the writer, or his authority, is thinking of the 
archon Euthydemus who succeeded Pythodorus in 
the year 431, and we ought to read doxodvtos dé dixalws 
Tov Snmov (i.e. originally Ev@vdquov) AaBeiv Thy [erw- 
vupilay K.T.A. 

Lp. 45. Lines 59-61. ’Ad’ ob “Appddios 
kat [’Apioroye|izwv amekte|wvay || “Ina |pxov 

Tlewowctpdtov |... A... ON kal ’A@nvato 

kt. After TlLeowztparov Selden has 

pea alcholic ON. I give the letters as I 

should read them on the stone. The sup- 
plement ’A[@nvévy tvpavvjov, adopted by 
Boeckh from Prideaux, is much too long, 
Perhaps [rvp]a[vyJov might stand, but the 
traces rather favour [8a ]8[0x Jov. 

The name of the archon according to 
’AG. wrod. 19 was “Apraxtions, and the traces 

on the marble point to ’A@yjvyo.N 

A[P |P\|[axrédou]. 

Ep. 46. Line 61. Boeckh gives the date 
as érn EHHAAA ATIIII], dpxovros ’AOnvycw 

[’I]caydpov. I should read P| on the stone 
for IIIl, and AYZayopov is quite plain. If 

the chronicler intended Isagoras and the 
year 508 one would expect P (245). MI 
ought to mean the year 509, and we do not 
know the archon of that year, He may 
have been named Lysagoras, or the 
chronicler may have put Isagoras in 509, 
or the marks on the stone may be deceptive. 

Hp. 47. Lines 61-62. Selden has ’Ad’ 
ov NE UU ofS clesere lier 
EN A@yvnow, ery x.7.X., out of which Boeckh 
spins a yarn about an imaginary Nestor, or 
Neileus, son of Hippias, who may have been 
caught in a plot to bring back the tyrant 

and put to death. I should read ME rather 

than NE, and have little doubt that we have 

to restore Me{Aayv Jurzi| dys tern) pn || éviK- 

nojev ’AOyvnow. After MeXavrridyns I see 
M, which naturally suggests M[7Avos], and 
although it is not easy to fit into the space 
I think this suggestion is the most probable, 
and preferable to peAe for example. With 
‘Iv7ia disappears the last of Boeckh’s Parian 
forms. 

Ep. 48. Lines 62-64. Ad’ ot 7 eu 
Mapabdv. payn éeyevero “AOnvaiors mpds Tos 
Ilepoas “Ap[tadpevea rly Aapefov added pe|- 
dotv kat Aarily tov otpatnyov, nv évikwv 
"AOnvatot, érn x.7.X. 

The interval shown in Selden’s copy 
between II¢poas and “Ap[tadpévea] does not 
exist, so we cannot insert [kati]. On the 
other hand there is more room than Selden 
allows at the beginning of line 63. I have 
given the obvious restoration, but I fear it 
is 2 or 3 letters too long for the space, and 

suspect that we must either read cai A@}r[c]v 

J Dsoo yn 
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otparnyov, or allow that the chronicler has 
confused father and son and restore ddeA[¢- 
|-ov kat AGrijv. The Hv before évikwy is on 
the stone, as Boeckh rightly inferred from 

Forster’s notes. 

Ep. 49. Lines 64-65. Boeckh wrongly 
inserted Mepody after BaciAever, where there 
is no room for it and the E of éry is still 

legible. Selden notes that the numeral may 

be read as either HHA|AP or AM. The 
stone rather favours the latter, and we should 
expect 226, because the chronicle normally 
puts the archons before the year 399 one 
year above their orthodox dates. There 
seems to be no N at the end of ’A@yvqct. 

Ep. 50. Lines 65-66. Add 6 between 
Sryotxopos and zrourys, as Boeckh desired. 

Ep. 52. Lines 67-69. The last clause 
ought to run kal 7d wip epvy ev || Se]xeAcar 

mepi tiv Airvnv. Selden mistook the — in 

év for K, and left too much space at the 

beginning of line 69. There was therefore 
a natural tendency to look for éppvyxer, 
which Palmerius suggested, or épfvy as in 
the parallel passage of Thucydides (III. 116). 
I imagine that Forster’s collator approached 
the marble with the expectation of seeing PP, 

and that his eye fell upon EPMO (in @eppo- 

mvdais) exactly above EP YH two lines higher 
up, which in the present condition of the 
stone is at first sight most deceptively like 
EPPY. Hence the pencil note in Forster’s 

margin ‘EPPYHK,’ and the subsequent 

correction in ink ‘EPYHK recte.’ But 

Boeckh was misled into reading éppvn kGov || 
év SuxeAia. Chandler seems to have looked 
at the stone, for he suggests éepvy[oe, mis- 
taking E for =, and omits the K. The 

stone confirms Boeckh’s Airvnv for Airviav. 

Ep. 54. Lines 70-71. There is no N 
at the end of the first "A@jvyou.. One would 
rather restore 214 than 213 for the numeral 
(see note on Ep. 49), but it is a tight fit. 
So also Ep. 60, ete. 

Ep. 55. Lines 71-72. The == in 

Svpaxovccdy is plain. So too Ep. 62. 

Ep. 56. Line 72. ’Aundiwvos is clearly 
legible, not -ovos. 

Ep. 59. Lines 74-75. EL is clearly 

legible, not EN. 

Ep. 63. Lines 77-78. ?A@nvnor, not 
*AOnvnow. 
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Ep. 64. Lines 78-79. The stone clearly 
gives 92, not 91, for the age of Sophocles at 
the time of his death. 

As to the archon, KadAdov ro0 PPU. EPOY 

is plainly legible, but as zporépov is evidently 
repeated from Ep. 59 by one of those slips 
of which we have seen an example in Ep. 27, 
it does not necessarily follow that we must 
read Sevrépov here and not tpirov, although 
the former is perhaps the easier and more 
natural. 

Ep. 66. Lines 79-80. Surely [xarfAGov, 
rather than [ézavj\Oor, ot || wer ]a Kvpov ava- 
Bavres would be the natural word. The stone 
confirms the A before Kvpov. I cannot see 

O between Sexpdrys and ¢dirccodos, and 

there does not appear to be any room for it. 

Ep. 67. Lines 80-81. ’Ad’ ob ’Aplilor 
[ evixy-||-cev] "AOnvyncw, ery 
HAAAD, apxovtos ’AGjvnow ’ApiotoKpdrovs. 

Tread AP[IJET[O or AP[IJET[A, the 
last letter might be either. Chandler gives 

AP, Forster Al. Chandler restored ’A[orv- 
ddpas mporov edidagev], (cf. Diod. Sic. XIV. 
43), which Boeckh accepted with the quali- 
fication ‘valde incertum supplementum.’ 
There were many poets with names in Arist- 
living about the time, but I know no evi- 
dence to connect any one of them with a 
victory, probably a first victory, in the year 

Ep. 68. Lines 81-82. ’A¢’ ob II[oA]vidos 
SnrvpBpravos diOvpapBur evicnoey 'AOjvycu, 
éry K.T.A. 
YIAOS is certain and [ very probable. 

There can be no doubt that MoAvidos is right. 
The date is lost, but the limits 399 to 380 
cover the acme of Polyidus, and a reference 
to him would be in every way appropriate. 
I cannot see how Chandler arrived at =, or 

Forster’s collator at O, for TT. AvpBpravos 
had already been reached by Flach, but as 
applied to Polyidus it appears to give us a 
new fact. Baumgarten guessed Polyidus 
(or Timotheus), but met with little atten- 
tion. 

Lp. 71. Tine 83. ’Ad’ ov Acrvdayas 
"AOnvnow evixnoev, €rn HOPI,  apxovros 

"AOnvnow ’Aorteiov' Kkarexdn Oe Tore KA. 

Boeckh, like his predecessors, followed 
the cue suggested by Aristotle Meteor. I. 6 
and Diodorus XV. 50, and restored xatexay 
de tore kal Ta Tov oipavov 4 Tupivy Soxis]. The 
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suggestion was plausible, but, I believe, 
illusory. Karexdy, which is quite clear on 
the stone, is a very strange word to use of a 
comet, as Dopp felt when he attempted to 
resolve it into xat éxdéy. But 2 more natural 
restoration is ready to hand. A fourth 
century inscription of Delphi (Homolle in 
Bull. de Corr, hell. XX. p. 679, Dittenberger 
no. 93, who give further references) alludes 
to the destruction of the temple there in 
the words éz[et]||6 vads xaz[exa}-\|-v67. M. 
Homolle argues that there is only room for 
two letters after car, and therefore rejects 
xat[exa]v6y, which had been originally pro- 
posed by Schmidt, Pomtow, and Ditten- 
berger. But it is obvious from the photo- 
graph which he publishes that there is no 
physical impossibility in supplying the three 
letters—they would only be a little crowded. 
On the other hand the year of Asteius, 373, 
is the very year fixed upon by M. Homolle 
for the destruction of the temple, and when 
we put the Parian Marble, which records 
the burning down of something in the year 
373, beside the Delphic inscription, we can 
hardly refuse to interpret them in the light 
of one another, and read in the one case 
én[et] 6 vads xat[exa]vOy, and in the other 
katekan d€ TOTE Kali 6 év AeAdois vads]. 

This is not the place for a detailed dis- 
cussion of the archaeological and other 
evidence as to the destruction of the Delphic 
temple. A full and lucid account of the 
problem will be found in M. Homolle’s 
admirable paper, and I am aware of the 
objections which may be brought against 
my suggestion. But I hold that the burden 
of proof has now been shifted on to those 
who would deny that the temple was burnt 
down, and that evidence which might suflice 
to set aside statements of Macrobius or 
‘Epaphus’ will not be conclusive against the 
convergent testimony of the two inscriptions. 

Boeckh rejected ‘istud xat,’ but it is 
adequately supported by parallel cases in 
lines 13, 15, and 18 of the new fragment. 

Ep. 72. Lines 83-85. After Ppacikdetdov 

Forster’s notes add KAIOAA!'.. 

"AX eéavdpos «.7.A.). The traces on the stone 
favour the omission of the O, which Boeckh 

wished away. I do not feel confident that 
the collator really read all the letters. 

Ep. 73. Line 85. 
for ‘Ijepatos. 

A (kat 6 

The stone has “TepAvos 

Ep. 74. Lines 86-87. I should restore 
Tlepdckxas 6 “Apivrov in place of IlroAeuaios 6 
"AXuwpirys. Ptolemy was not the legitimate 
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sovereign, and there is no room for a notice 
of Perdiccas’ accession before Ep. 77 (76), 
which certainly referred to Philip. 

Ep. 75. Lines 87-88. ‘Ad’ ot Puxeis 76 
év AeAdois palyretov katéAaBov » 

HII, apxovros ’AOy]-\|-vyor Kyndicoddpov. 

After Ae\dois Forster’s notes have IPON, 
which is suspiciously like a conjecture, 
although Dopp seems to have persuaded 

himself that he could see the P on the 

squeeze. I should read MA on the stone, 

which gives palvretov. KaréAaBov, which 
Boeckh retained from Baumgarten, is prob- 
ably right, but not long enough to fill the 

whole space. KydicoA Pov is plainly 
legible. 

The restoration of the date raises a diffi- 
cult question. The year of Kephisodorus is 
according to the accepted list 366-5 B.c., or 
by the reckoning of the Marble éry HIl. 
But all historical authority puts the seizure 
of Delphi in or about the year of Agathocles, 
357-6. And the archon before Agathocles 
was, according to the received authorities, 
named Kephisodotus. lLydiat, Prideaux, 
Chandler, Clinton, and Boeckh therefore 
suppose that the name Kephisodorus was 
either an alternative reading in the lists for 
the archon of 358-7, or a mistake of the 
chronicler’s (or mason’s) for Kephisodotus, 
and restore the numeral 94. But this 
solution, however plausible at first sight, 
leads to serious difficulties. It is only made 
possible by the desperate expedient of 
throwing the whole of the next two anda 
half lines, from Ad’ ot Tyzdfeos down to 
apxovrTos "A Onvnow *AyaboxAd ovs, into one 

epoch, in defiance of the usages of the Marble 
and historical probability. Admitting, there- 
fore, that a confusion between the two 
archons lies at the root of the blunder, I 
prefer to think with Palmerius and Miiller 
that the chronicler has thrust back the 
seizure of Delphi to the year 366 simply to 
suit the name Kephisodorus. Boeckh could 
not believe that he could be guilty of an 
error of eight years or more, but Boeckh 
seems to me to have misconceived the method 
of the compiler, who is not (I take it) com- 
posing a chronological abstract of Greek 
history, political and literary, but having 
made a collection of historical facts, which 
he could by literary or monumental evidence 
connect with certain archons (or reigns), he 
arranges them in chronological sequence and 
calculates their dates from the list of archons. 
In other words the archon gives the evidence 
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for the numeral,’ not the numeral for the 

archon, This procedure would, I think, go 

far to explain the apparently arbitrary 

selection of the facts recorded. They are 

those facts about which the compiler hap- 

pened to have the required information at 

hand. 

Epp. 76, 77, 78. Lines 88-90. (76) Ad’ 

ob Tydbeos Buicas érn PAAAA éredcvtyoe, 

éx| dpxovtos ’A@nvyct ie CACO eso 

od @idurmos 6 Apivrov Ma|}-||-Keddvev BactA- 

ever, kal ’Aproéépéns érehevrncer, “QXos dé 6 

vios Blacwreva, ery A AAAAN, apXovTos 

"AOjvnot Kaddysjdous]. (78) [ Ag’ ob 

"AOvy-||-ow] evicnoev, ery PAAAAIII, ap, 

xovros ’AOnvnow "Ayaboxdc|ovs. 

All those who date Ep. 75 at 358 B.c. are 

obliged to combine these three epochs into 

one. Instead of the natural ér|7 Boeckh 

restores ér[ehevtycev 6€ Kal Tlepdtkxas «.7.A, & 

form of expression which never occurs on 

the Marble except after the date, where a 

supplement or postscript is tacked on at the 

end of an epoch. Secondly there are grave 

historical objections to setting the accession 

of Philip and of Ochus in the year of 

Agathocles, 357. Thirdly it is singular to 

find the accession of the kings sandwiched 

in between two literary notices ; for évikyaev 

probably refers to an agonistic not a military 

victory, not’ merely on a simple enumeration 

of the instances, but also because no very 

famous battle was fought in the year of 

Agathocles, and because, where the word 

éviknoev ends a clause in the chronicle, it 

always does refer to a literary or musical 

contest. Lastly the length of the combined 

epoch is suspicious, although not beyond all 

parallel. 
For {|| in the last numeral Forster’s notes 

give ||, which is certainly all that can now 

be read, but the two strokes are rather wide 

apart, and faint traces on the stone between 

them may indicate a lost third, and although 

it ig hard to account for the obliteration of 

this middle stroke while the others remain 

distinctly legible, yet its former existence 

seems sufficiently attested by Selden and 

Chandler and the orthodoxy of this part of 

the Marble in its dates for the archons. 

Iepody after BlacAever is unnecessary, cf. 

Ep. 49. 

Ep. 79. Lines 90-92. Nothing is left 

before the date except élyevero. I do not 

believe in Boeckh’s 6 zpos rovs Pwxels TOAEHOS. 

And the date is one year too late for the 
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birth of Alexander, which was first suggested 

by Prideaux. 
At the beginning of line 92 are some 

remnants of what was evidently a post- 

script after the archon’s name. Selden has 

SOOOE.y Al tO mon 
which is more like the spacing than 

Chandler’s version. Forster’s collator esti- 

mated 9 letters before OYTOY, J should 

read...=.......EYTOY. The letter 

before S looks like A or }, and the letters 

next after = suggest ATQ or AM rather 

than S[ODOS. 

Ep. 80. Lines 92-93. Nothing certain 

can now be made out after Ad’ ov. Selden 

has KA, Forster KAAAI Tee 

which suggests KdéAAurmos, or was perhaps 

suggested by it, for Lydiat and Prideaux 

had already made the conjecture. Line 93 

has now been broken away and totally lost. 

IIT. 

Epp. a and b. Lines 1-2. It is tempting 

to restore the traces in the first line to 

dpyovros ’AOnvynct Xatpdv |do[v, referring Ep. a 

to the battle of Chaeronea, and starting 

Ep.b inline 1. But it is not easy to adjust 

this restoration to the marks. 

Ep. k. Lines 9-10. 

yevonevov MEPI eal AAMIAN| "A @nvatous 

mpos ’Avtimarpov k.T.A. Na 

Between wept and Aapéay is an erasure 

which might contain either ¢wo broad letters, 

or three narrow ones such as |, P, or Vio 

The traces on the stone point to two broad 

letters, of which the first seems to have had 

an horizontal top stroke, and the second was 

certainly A or A or A, The two last letters 

of Aapéav are engraved over a second erasure, 

and the letter which originally stood in place 

of the A was a ‘square’ letter with two 

vertical strokes. I believe that the cutter 

originally wrote SAAAMINA, and then cor- 

rected it to AAMIAN by erasing the first 

two letters and changing the last two. 

Ep. s. Lines 20-21. The = in "AOHvnct 

and SJ in SyswvéSov are visible, and the space 

between them shows that we must read 

"AOnvynowN. 

Ep. t. Lines 21-22. The first letter after 

the gap appears to be certainly P, but I do 

Ard Tod ToAELoU TOU 

| 
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not feel sure that there is not room for an 

E between it and [é77]. 

Ep. v. Lines 22-24. '‘Odedas [elis 
[Jeol xndéva oTparevoas éreAcvTyoev, rather 

an petaBas avnipeOn, seems the natural 
restoration, unless Wilhelm has any reason 
to the contrary. Cf. Ep. m, line 12. 

I could not make out on the stone the 

letters [1 read by Wilhelm on a squeeze. 

Lp. y. Lines 25-26. One might feel 
tempted to restore $[v]Afat] m[pos tats deca 
mporereOnoay “AOjvycw exadvepor “Avrtydvou 
cat Anpyrtpijov, cf. Diod. xx. 46, Plut. 
Demetr. 10, but the stone refuses any other 
reading than OIAAP. Hither A might be 

A, but I doubt the point which Wilhelm 

marks before ™, where I take the scratch 
to be accidental. 

Near the middle of the lacuna, about 

under AZT in Mcodpacrov, I thought I 

could detect ON, and in the third place 

before OY something like =, 

Ep. x Line 27. ’Ad’ of Swordhdvys 6 
momtys [eyevero «7A. Assuming that 
éyevero is right, (ET EN is hard to distinguish 

from ETEAI, ered evryoer), we have here 

the birth of a younger Sosiphanes, having 
already had the death of an elder in Ep. q, 
lines 18-19, It is curious that nobody 
ever heard of two before the discovery of 
this part of the Marble. There was, to be 
sure, considerable uncertainty as to the 
date of Sosiphanes, for the notice of him in 
Suidas is evidently confused or corrupt, and 
his claim to a place in ‘the Pleiad’ is not a 
very strong one (v. Clinton Fast. Hell. III 
p- 502). Wilhelm suggests that a confusion 
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between the two poets may have contributed 
to muddle the accounts. But perhaps it is 
not impossible that there was after all only 
one Sosiphanes, that he died in the year 
313, and that he was wrongly reckoned 
among the Seven Stars. WSositheus has a 
better claim to a place in the Pleiad, and 
possibly the engraver may have here 
repeated Swoidavys from line 18, instead of 
writing Swoifeos, just as he repeated 
MevecOéws tpewcxaidexatov é€rovs in Ep. 27, 
and KaAXiov tod zporepov in Ep. 64. 

Epp. aa and bb. Lines 27-29. In line 
28 the vestiges before the gap might be 
Tea) ase ee PN Ba. = eine and sin 

the third place before the N after the gap 

there appears to be something like Q. 

These readings only confirm Wilhelm’s 
ingenious restoration. 

Ep. ce. Lines 29-30. 
ao|ryp edl[avy «.7-A. Wilhelm goes to 
Chinese records for confirmation of his 
convincing restoration. I see no reason 
why this should not be the star seen by 
Philochorus and mentioned in his ninth 
book, vide Dionys. Halic., Dinarch, 3, 
p. 637, where the two quotations need not 
refer to consecutive years. 

Ep. dd. Lines 30-31. In line 31 I 
should read the two strokes marked by 

Wilhelm under HP as N, and KAS- 
=AN . PO seems to be certain. 

Ep. ee. Lines 32-33. The number 35 in 
line 33 is certain, for there is an appreciable 
vacant space, which was never inscribed, 
between the [ and the edge of the stone. 

J. ArtHur R. Munro. 

"Ad? of || [kopsjens 

NiO TeES: 

Nore ON Sopu. FracM. 626.—With this fragment 
—the isolated line 

GAN’ a8 6 Oavaros Aoiabos iarpds vdcwy— 

may be compared the Welsh proverb nid iach ond a 
fo marw, or Death alone brings healing (word for 
word: not whole but who is dead). The sentiment 
embodied for Englishmen, once for all, in the great 
line 

After life’s fitful fever he sleeps well, 

is no doubt common to all languages because common 
to all peoples. But the Welsh parallel will probably 
be new to most readers of the Classical Review. With 
it may be coupled another striking proverb, in which 
the reference is to the impartiality of Death: ni 
edrych angeu pwy decaf ei dalcen, or Death cares not 

whose forehead is the fairest (lit. not looks Death who 
Sairest his forehead). 

A few Welsh and Greek proverbs are, 1 may 
perhaps be allowed to add, brought together for 
comparison on p. 38 of Chapters on the Aims and 
Practice of Teaching, edited by Professor F. Spencer ; 
and a popular collection of Welsh proverbs, with 
English verse renderings, is accessible in H. H. 
Vaughan’s British Reason in English Rhyme. A 
science (if science it could ever become) of Compara- 
tive Paroemiography, or International Folk-Wisdom, 
would possess great interest. But bold will be of 
mapoiuiaCouevoe Who venture to grapple with so vast 
and vague a theme. 

W. Ruys Roperts. 
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PLAUTINUM, PERSA 777-8. 

Qui sunt qui erunt quique fuerunt quique futwri sunt 
posthac, 

solus ego omnibus antideo facile, miserrimus homi- 
num ut vivam. 

Pro vocabulis gui erunt, quae utpote corrupta iam 
ab aliis (ef. Leo) notata sunt, nobis videtur scriben- 
dum esse miseri, ut locus se habeat : 

Qui sunt miseri quique fuerwnt quique futuri sunt 
posthac, 

solus ego omnibus antideo facile, miserrimus homi- 
num ut vivam. 

Vocabulum miseri desideratur in sententia: gut 
sunt quique fuerunt quique futwri swnt posthac, solus 
ego omnibus antideo facile,—deest aliquid, quod opus 
est memorari, dico miseri (qui swnt miseri...) vel 
miseria (solus ego omnibus antideo miseria) ; neque 
facile ex sequente superlativo (miserrimus homi- 
num ut vivam) positivum miseri vel substantivum 
miseria é& avaddyou intellegas. Loci, quos critici” 
Jaudare solent, aut praepositum superlativum habent : 
Catull. 49, 1: Disertissime Romuli nepotum, quot 
sunt, quotque fuere...quotque post aliiserunt in annis : 
Cic. Fam. xi, 21, 1: Deiisti Segulio male faciant, 
homini xeguwissimo omnium qui sunt, qui fuerunt, 
qui futuri sunt :—aut substantivum additum, quod 
ostendat, qua in re ille ceteros anteit : Cie. ad Quir. 

16: viromnium qui sunt, fuerunt, erunt, virtute, 
sapientia, gloria princeps (=omnes anteiens), Longe 

autem dissimilis loci Plautini est ille Xenophontis 
(Conv. 2, 10): xpn yuvatkl tay odody, olua de Kal 
Tay yeyevnuevor Kal Tav ecouevay XAAETWTATN; 
in hoc enim loco adiectivum xaAemwrarp est prae- 
dicatum in eadem sententia (xpi yuvatkl xaAemw- 
rdty...)» In Bacch. 1087 sg. non modo substanti- 
yum additum est, sed etiam positiva praeposita ; 

Quicumque ubi ubi sunt, qui fuerunt, quique futuri 
sunt posthac stwiti, stolidi, fatui, fungi, bardi, blenni, 

buccones, solus ego omnis longe antideo stwltitia et 

moribus tndoctis.+ 
THEOPHANES KAKRIDIS. 

Athenis. 
* * 

* 

ELIsIOoN IN THE DIAERESIS OF THE PENTAMETER 
oF CatuLLus.—The joining together of the two 
hemistichs of the pentameter was contrary to the 
nature of the verse, and, as is well known, was 

avoided by the Latin poets. But three exceptions 
have been cited (Lucil., cf. Mart. xi. 90, 4; Prop. 
j. 5, 82; iii. (iv), 22, 10, and Cat.). For Catullus 

the authorities vary, Christ (Metr.” p. 207) citing no 
passages, Gleditsch (Metr. d. Rom.* § 185) but 2, as 
also Luc. Mueller (Re Metr.? p. 362, p. 271), and 

Havet-Duvau (Metr. Gree et Lat. § 142) citing 3. 

Plessis (Metr. Grec et Lat. § 123), however, gives a 

more complete list, citing 11 examples, as follows: 

67, 44; 68, 10; 68>, 42 et 50; 73, 6; 77, 4 3 90, 
4; 97,2; 101, 4; 68>, 16; and 99, 12. 

To this list the following are to be added : 
(1) 71, 6: [lam adfligit odore, ipse perit podagra. 
(2) 75, 4: Nec desistere amare, omnia si faciat. 
(3) 91, 10: Culpast, in quacumque est aliquid 

sceleris. 
(4) 95, 2: Quam coeptast nonamqne edita post 

hiemem. 
Emory B. LEAsE. 

* * 
* 

1 The priority in this emendation is due to Schoell : 

but Dr. Kakridis’ defence of it will be welcome to 

readers of the C..—Ep. C.R. 

On Puarprus IV. vu. 17 sqq. 

Quid tibi uidetur? ‘Hoc quoque insulsum est’ ais 
falsoque dictum, longe quia uetustior 
Aegaea Minos classe perdomuit freta 
iustoque uindicauit exemplo timperium. 

To impiwm, my emendation of the corruption in 
y. 20, it has been justly objected that this ace. with 
uindicare in the sense of ‘punishing’ is without 
example.? The change of a single letter in it, how- 
ever, will set this right and at the same time bring it 
still nearer to the MSS. For imgiwm (imperium) 

we have only to read impium. Impium is a neuter 

substantive, the equivalent of impietatem and the 

opposite of piwm=pietas (Ovid A.A. 1, 200 ‘jusque 

piumque’). So iniustum Hor. S. 1, 8, 111 ‘metu 
iniusti,’ inkwmanum=inhumanitatem, Plautus, Rud. 

767. The use of impudens=évaidela in 620 is remark- 

able enough to quote: ‘statuiteiexemplum impudenti, 

date pudori praemium.’ I have given several exam- 
ples of this use of the neuter as an abstract, as it is 

often illustrated from passages where it does not 

occur ; e.g. in Hor. Carm. 3, 30, 12 ‘ex humili potens 4 

‘humili’ is masculine. 
The reference is to the unnatural conduct of Scylla 

to her father Nisus and her condign punishment by 

Minos. In the face of Propertius 3, 19, 21-28 and 

especially the last two lines ‘non tamen immerito 

Minos sedet arbiter Orci: uictor erat quamuis, 

aecus in hoste fuit’ the allusion cannot be regarded 

as farfetched. But if it were, this would make no 

difference, as Phaedrus is professedly quoting from 
an unreasonable critic. 

J. P. PosTGAate. 
* > 

* 

Exevsaron 1N Satvtanus. —In Salvianus de 

gubernatione Dei III § 54 we read: quis enim vel 

nobilium omnino vel divitum horrens crimina? 

quamvis in hoc fefellerim ; multi enim horrent, sed 

paucissimi evitant. in aliis quippe horrent, quod in 

se semper admittunt, mirum in modum etaccusatores 

eorundem criminum et excusatores. 
Throughout the whole passage the contrast is 

drawn between the severe judgement passed by the 

great on their neighbours’ failings and their blindness 

to their own misdeeds ; non videmus manticae quod 

in tergo est. They are accusatores eorundem criminum 

(in aliis), excusatores (in se); cf. Hor. Sat. I 3 

25-28. 
Halm retains excusatores in his text, but gives it 

no place in his index. Pauly (Vienna 1883) has 

unfortunately admitted into the text a manifest 

corruption (exsecutores) in deference to Hartel, to 

whom his edition is dedicated. His critical note is: 

“exsecutores Huartelius (propter seqg. quod occulte 

agant).’? In the text (line 16) Pauly reads agunt, not 

agant, but let that pass. Salvianus is as fond as is 

Augustine of alliteration (thus in book vii §§ 12 and 

70 divitiis and vitiis). Forcellini (s.v. excusator) 

cites from Augustine the same juxtaposition of ae- 

cusator and excusator ; compare Rom. 2 15 and the 

proverb, gut s’excuse, s’accuse. Salvianus himself 

contrasts the verbs: ad ecel. iv. § 46: quicumque 

sibi se excusat accusat Deo. The great Latin 

lexicon now in course of publication gives under 

accusator among contrasted words (opposita) depreca- 

tor, but not excusator. Under the latter word this 

passage of Salvianus may find, let us hope, a place 
side by side with that from Augustine. 

Joun E. B, Mayor. 

2 By Mr. A. E. Housman, C.R. 1900, p. 467. 

ee oe eee 
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“Torepa FOR before IN MopERN GREEK.—The fol- 
lowing, as illustrating the confusion of past and 
future time in language, should be of interest to 
grammarians. In Calymnos (the usage is doubtless 
not confined to this island) the adverb Sorepa, ‘after,’ 
is commonly used as equivalent to apxirepa, ‘ before.’ 
“Yorepa Td ’kave means ‘he did it before’ ; but it also 
may mean ‘he did it after.’ The schools will take a 
long time to suppress this usage. It seems obvious 
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that torepa, thus used of past time, means ‘after 
something that happened before, but before some- 
thing that happened after.’ So, although only an 
adverbial and not a verbal form, it might be desig- 
nated as a strong Plus quam Perfectum. It is none 
the less most confusing to strangers. 

W. R. Paton. 
CALYMNOs, 

Dec. 2, 1900. 

REVIEWS AND COMPTES RENDUS. 

NESTLE’S LURIPIDES. 

Euripides, der Dichter der Griechischen Auf- 
klérvung. Von WitHELM NeEstie. Stutt- 
gart. Kohlhammer, 1901. Pp. xi. 593. 
15 M. 

Tu1s book deserves a welcome, and will 
be found useful, as well as interesting, even 
by those who may dissent from the general 
views of the author. Of these, I hasten to 
say, | am not one; so faras I personally am 
concerned, I have nothing to do but to 
express my thanks to Dr. Nestle for the 
attention which he has given to my essays 
and my pleasure in the extent of our agree- 
ment. I should be hard indeed to satisfy, 
if I were not pleased with his remarks 
upon the Jon (p. 74) or the Iphigenia in 
Tauris (p. 113), or felt any disposition to 
enter into controversy at this moment upon 
those points in which he would modify or 
reject my suggestions. 

The purpose of his book is to present a 
systematic view of Huripides’ opinions and 
feelings. The division adopted is naturally 
not that of the poet’s works, but of subjects, 
Theology, Physics, Psychology and others, 
with subdivisions such as Zhe Family, The 
State. It will not be disputed that in the 
case of Euripides such an attempt is legiti- 
mate and promising; that his works, 
although their dramatic form generally 
precludes the direct statement of the 
writer’s mind, do, as a whole, suggest a 
conception of his personality ; and that it is 
desirable, so far as it may be possible, to des- 
cribe this conception exactly. Dr. Nestle’s 
treatment is full; there are nearly 400 
large pages in the main statement, besides 
copious notes and indices (not the least 
valuable part) ; but the arrangement is clear 
and the style agreeable, and though well 
adapted for reference, the book is a book to 
be read. The temptation, in such a task, is 

to carry system too far, and to press into 
service what is not strictly evidence. That 
Dr. Nestle avoids this danger I will not 
assert ; but those who may desire, for their 
own purposes, to rearrange or to abridge 
the material will at any rate find the 
ground prepared for them and the instru- 
ments ready to hand. 

For obvious reasons, the author proceeds 
most safely where the nature of the case 
allows him to follow the poet’s own division 
of matter, and to discuss, as a whole, an 
individual play. Special attention may be 
invited to the treatment of the Swpplices 
(p. 63), the Helena (p. 89), and the Bacchae 
(p. 75). Dr. Nestle is with those who 
think that this problematic drama is no 
‘palinode’, and rightly protests against the 
Procrustean simplicity of expediting this, 
or any, explanation of it by the process of 
arbitrary excisions. According to him, it 
is in the parts of Tiresias and Cadmus that 
we see most of the poet’s own attitude 
towards the Bacchic religion. His reasons, 
which have much weight, cannot fairly be 
abbreviated, but should be studied as he 
states them. 

The conclusions, at which Dr. Nestle 
arrives, the general view of Euripides’ 
opinions and manner of thinking, which he 
presents, appear to be just. But it is 
possible to feel doubts respecting a portion, 
and no small portion, of the evidence. In 
the phrase ‘ Euripides says’, with which these 
pages abound, there is an ambiguity which 
must be kept in mind. To gather the 
opinions of a dramatist from his plays is a 
delicate operation. A sentiment or pro- 
position expressed dramatically proves prima 
facie nothing about the views of the author, 
except indeed this, that he thought it such 
as by some person and in some circumstances 
might naturally be uttered. How far he 
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believed or approved it, may and often will 
be undiscoverable; it can be known, if at all, 
only by an investigation extending gener- 
ally to the whole play, and sometimes 
beyond. Dr. Nestle (p. 212) protests, with 
natural warmth, when Aristophanes tears 

from its context the famous 

Wy yAGoo Gpchpmoy’, H O€ Hpry avoporos 

and insinuates that Euripides has spoken in 
favour of promise-breaking and mental re- 
servation. The Hippolytus, since we happen 
to possess it, shows us that the insinuation 
is at best a pardonable joke. The doubt 
expressed by Hippolytus in the citation dues 
not even refer to mental reservation at all. 
The case is that of a promise of secrecy,’ 
obtained by treachery, and used to cover the 
revelation of an intended crime; and the ques- 
tion is, whether in such a case the promiser 
can properly hold or be held to consequences 
which, to the knowledge of the promisee, he 
did not intend or contemplate. What is 
remarkable is not that Hippolytus perceives 
this doubt (he would be ineredibly stupid if 
he did not), but that he instantly dismisses 
it, and actually sacrifices to his oath not 
merely his own life, but the dearest interests 
of others. He is a very fanatic of his word ; 
and if any objection were to be made upon 
moral grounds to Euripides’ picture of bim, 
it must be that, in the sympathy invited by 
his fate, we are led to overlook the extra- 
vagance of his fidelity. Should not then 
Aristophanes here be a warning? If we 
attempt to extract something about the 
opinions of Euripides from the equally 
celebrated fragment of the Aeolus 

ti 8 aicypov, Hv py Tots ye xpwpevors doKT 5 

and the jests and anecdotes attached to it 
(p. 46), how can we know that we are not 
going, or being led, as far astray as in the 
other case Aristophanes might have led us, 
if the Hippolytus had been lost? We can- 
not, it seems, be sure that we even under- 
stand exactly what was meant by the words ; 
much less can we guess whether the drama- 
tist approved or disapproved them, or 
implied no judgment at all. 

The principle of the matter cannot be 
better illustrated than by the small group 
of passages (pp. 142 foll.) in which Euripides 
refers, or seems to refer, to the doctrines 
and practices known as ‘Orphic’. In the 
Cyclops (646) the cowardly Satyrs excuse 
themselves from helping actively in the 
attack on Polyphemus, but sing at a safe 
distance ‘a charm of Orpheus’, which, they 
say ‘will make the fire-brand go in of itself’. 

Dr. Nestle infers that Euripides had little 
respect for such conjuring, and the inference, 

in view of the whole scene and the whole 
play, is perfectly fair. But when in the 
Hippolytus (952) Theseus, supposing his son 
to be a detected villain, refers indignantly 
and contemptuously to the fact that the son 
has practised and taught the Orphic asceti- 
cism of fasting, and warns those present to 
beware of such hypocrites, how does it 
appear that the practice itself is condemned, 
or, if it is, that the dramatist sided with 
Theseus and not with Hippolytus? Doubt- 
less, as Dr. Nestle says, the subsequent excul- 
pation of Hippolytus does not refute Theseus 
on this point. But where is the evidence 
on the other side? Surely the scene would 
be justified dramatically if, as a matter of 
fact, some virtuous people did favour the 
Orphic practices, and also some hypocrites, 
and if, in consequence, some other persons 
regarded the practices as at best equivocal. 
How then can we infer anything more? 
And if here, with the entire play to guide 
us, we may remain in doubt, still less can 
we build upon scraps from the Polyidus 
and Phrixus, showing that, somewhere in 
those plays, some personages showed know- 
ledge of the Orphic doctrine that ‘death 
is the true life’, and perhaps an inclination 
towards it. That Euripides knew or could 
imagine such persons, we hereby learn, but 
really this seems to be all. 

Nor is the fragmentary state of our 
tradition about Euripides the only imper- 

fection of it which must be kept in mind, 

if we are to go on solid ground ; some of it 

comes through such channels, and in so 

questionable a form, that we dare not use 

it. For example, we are told by Pollux, 

that Euripides so far neglected the dramatic 

character of the chorus that ‘in many plays’ 
he made them speak simply for himself, as 
in the parabasis of comedy, and in the 

Danae, by a resulting inadvertence, actually 

made a chorus of women masculine.! Pollux 

moderately calls this ‘not tragic. He 

might properly have called it unintelligible, 
impracticable, and absurd. If there had 

been, what is quite conceivable, such a thing 

as a parabasis in tragedy, that would not 

have justified or explained at all the habit 

ascribed to Euripides. If it is truly so 

ascribed, the fact is of profeund importance 
for the interpretation of his works, and 

above all, when we are looking in them for 

his opinions. It could not safely be limited 

to the chorus ; it would imply in Euripides 

1 Pollux 4, 111; see the fragments of the Danae 

in Dindorf or Nauck. 

ee 
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a tendency, almost a theory, which must be 
reckoned with everywhere. Anything in 
such an author might be spoken not in cha- 
racter but ‘as for the poet’; and indeed Dr. 
Nestle (p. 38), combining this allegation 
of Pollux with other observations, seems to 
infer something of the kind as a matter of 
principle, which, if justly founded, should and 
must affect our estimate throughout. But 
what about the fact! The reference to the 
Danae cannot be verified ; but we have the 
Hippolytus, which is presumably one of the 
‘many plays’ in view; for it exhibits the 
very same phenomenon (1102 foll.), a chorus 
which speaks sometimes as if masculine, 
though in its dramatic character it is 
feminine ; and the fantastic hypothesis of 
Pollux, that the masculine is the gender of 
the poet himself, has been current both in 
ancient and modern times. But there at 
least no such fiction is necessary, or ought 
to be entertained. The play has, as every 
one knows, both a male and a female chorus ; 

and the fact that the genders alternate 
between strophe and antistrophe invites, or 
rather imposes, the very simple explanation 

that the two choirs are here combined in 
responsion. The vagueness and carelessness 
of ancient play-books has left this distri- 
bution unmarked—and that is all.) Now 
how are we to know that Pollux, whose 
treatment of the topic is sufficient proof 
that he was not very well qualified to deal 
with it, did not make in the Danae, and in 
his other ‘ many plays’ (if there were many), 
the same false inference which others have 
made, and he plainly would have made, about 
the Hippolytus? His dictum here has as 
little authority as reason, and should be 
simply set aside. 

Still graver are the reasons for doubting 
the testimony of comedians, rhetoricians and 
scholiasts (p. 33), when they imply, or hint, 
or assert, that in Euripides’ Cretans the 
dramatist adopted, as part of his story, the 
pigis Llacipdys zpos tov tatpov. Nothing in 
Euripides, so far as we know him directly, 
lends support to this prodigious statement, 
which, if true, must deeply affect our 
estimate of him and of Athenian tragedy in 
general. And one thing is demonstrable, 
that the tradition of ancient scholarship, in 
the shape in which it descends to us, is not 
a sufficient warranty for such a statement. 
The play in question dealt with the story of 
Pasiphae no doubt. But there were in the 
fifth century B.c. various conflicting views 
about this story. There were those who 

1 See the Introduction to my edition of Aeschylus 
Agamemnon, pp. 1, li. 

repeated, with or without belief, the primi- 

tive legend. There were also those who 
said that the thing was a mere mistake, 
arising out of the fact that the name of a 
certain person happened to be TZuuwros. 
Which of these versions Euripides adopted 
in the (retans, only his play itself, the 
whole play, could assure us ; and further, to 
judge by other cases more or less parallel, 
the question, even if we had the play, could 
not (as none knows better than Dr. Nestle) 
be answered by using the text like a 
mythological dictionary. All probability 
favours the supposition that the version of 
Euripides was humanist; and as for the 
ancients who tell us the contrary, they say 
the same about an allusion to the same 
story in the Hippolytus, where nevertheless 
the legendary version is intolerable, and the 
humanist version not only admissible but 
imperative. It is enough to say that 
Phaedra, the Phaedra of the Hippolytus, 
draws a parallel between the story of her 
mother, Pasiphae, and her own.? Readers 

of the scholia to that play will easily 
suppose that the ancient critics did not 
come in sight of the question, any more 
than (for instance) they saw any defect in an 
‘argument’ of the play, which, among many 
words, bestows not one upon Hippolytus’ 
oath, though the plot is impossible and 
unintelligible without it. 

It must, however, be fully recognised that 
Dr. Nestle is not only right (as I think) in 
his general conclusions, but often instrue- 
tive and acute in treating a particular point 
of evidence. Thus he well points out in the 
Herakles (p. 106) how the fate, which 
descends upon the hero, is fitted, and appar- 
ently designed, to suggest doubts respecting 
the prudence of those who, immediately 
before, in the popular style, have been find- 
ing a ‘divine judgment’ in the fate which 
descends upon the villain. If the death of 
Lycus proves, as the chorus tells us, the 
truth of popular theology, what does the 
madness of Herakles prove? In raising 
this question Dr, Nestle is in the right ; but 
does it not suggest some modification of what 
is said on p. 62 respecting the attitude of 
the dramatist towards such popular opinions, 
as expressed in some parts of the Herakles 
and elsewhere? And how, with such an 

* Hipp. 337 : 
A. & TARmor, oiov, unTEp, ApdoOns Epov. 
TP. dy éxxe Tavpou, Texvoy, } Th prs Tdd€; 

That Euripides meant Tatpov (not tavpov, ef. 
Palaeph. Incredib. 20, Plutarch 7'’hesews 16) has been 
pointed out to me by Professor Murray, and, when 
pointed out, is plain enough. 
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example before us, can we safely determine 
in what relation to the opinions of the 
dramatist we should rank a detached 
passage from the Bellerophon (p. 130); or 
how can we presume (p. 167) that a certain 
chorus of the Hippolytus expresses feelings 
shared by the poet, since to the chorus of 
the Herakles he has assigned, as we have just 
seen, feelings which were not his own, and 
which he was rather disposed to blame? On 
certain subjects, for example on the nature of 
Chance (rvyy), the sphere of Chance in the 
world, and the relation of Chance to other 
things or powers, we find (and what else could 
we expect ?) among the various personages of 
Euripides opinions and sentiments, which, as 
Dr. Nestle seems to admit (pp. 56, 57), cannot’ 
be reconciled. Should we not then be cautious 
how we select a doctrine for Euripides out of 
the propositions, perhaps less unmanageable 
but certainly discrepant, which persons of 
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different ages, ranks, sexes, characters (and 
many unknown to us) were made by him to 
utter in different circumstances (and many 
unknown to us) upon such provocative 
themes as Rhetoric, Woman, Heredity, or 
the political value of the middle classes? 

But enough of reservations, especially 
since it is impossible here to represent the 
work adequately, or even to notice the most 
striking points. Such a point is the stress 
laid by Dr. Nestle on theconnexion of thought 
between Euripides and Heraclitus. This and 
much else we must leave to the reader. To 
sum up, it appears that the author, if he does 
not always use the available evidence with 
discrimination, at all events knows it 
thoroughly, presents it fairly, divines not 
unreasonably much which cannot perhaps be 
proved, and traces correctly the fundamental 
lines. 

A. W. VERRALL. 

LEBRETON ON CICERO. 

Etudes sux la Langue et la Grammaire de 
Cicéron. Par Jutes Lesretron, S.J., 
Docteur és lettres. Paris, Libraire 

Hachette et Cie. 8vo. Pp. xxvii, 472. 

Tus Etudes of Father Lebreton furnish a 
good example of patient and _ scientific 
method, and supply contributions of real 
value towards a better knowledge of the 
language of Cicero. The ground has been 
apparently so thoroughly worked that it 
would seem quite superfluous to give any 
more attention to it. As Dr. Lebreton 
himself says: scholars are ready to believe 
that nothing can be found of interest except 
in the syntax of the Africans or of archaic 
writers. None the less there are not a few 
statements in even our latest and best 
authorities on classical Latin prose, which 
really will not bear careful examination, and 
not a few gaps which might be filled up. 
Dr. Lebreton has made it his aim in a series 
of investigations, not covering the whole 
field of vocabulary and syntax, but dealing 
with the most interesting points open to 
doubt, to verify or disprove by the most elabo- 
rate statistics and an array of quotations 
the generally accepted rules. As natural 
with a French scholar, he has taken as his 

standard authority for the orthodox doctrine 
either Riemann’s Syntaxe Latine (as revised 
by Lejay) or Riemann-Goelzer’s Grammaire 

Comparée. But he has not neglected the 
yiews of any standard grammarian, with 
the rather surprising exception of Mr. Roby, 
and the Gildersleeve-Lodge manual. 

The value of such an elaborate collection 
of facts depends upon three points: its 
exhaustiveness, its critical care, and the 
soundness of the interpretation regulating 
the admission or exclusion of instances. To 
test the first would be a task requiring 
hardly less time and patience than were 
needed by the compiler; but Father Lebreton 
has utilised the best monographs in French, 
in German, and in English, and has often 
added to them from his own reading; so 
that they may be regarded as probably for 
his purpose exhaustive. 

As to the critical care, Dr. Lebreton 
takes pains in every case, as far as I have 
observed, to give the authority on which the 

disputed reading rests ; and he has used the 
best critical editions of the several works, as 
well as Miiller’s text for his basis. The 
work of English scholars like Dr. Reid, Dr. 
Tyrrell, Dr. Sandys and others is recognised ; 
but it is odd to find that Dr. Joseph Mayor’s 
storehouse of learning in his edition of the 
De Natura Deorum is ignored. Sorof, too, 
would have been of more use than Piderit 
for his object in the De Oratore. As to the 
interpretation, it is very noteworthy how 
many passages have been often cited as 
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examples of a rule, which when rightly 
translated are seen to have nothing to do 
with it—cases, e.g., where a hypothetical sub- 
junctive has been discovered, which is one due 
solely to reported speech. Father Lebreton 
has removed not afew of them ; it might be 
too much to say that he leaves none ; but at 
any rate they are very rare. One can 
usually follow his classification with com- 
plete confidence. 

To give any adequate conception of the 
range of the Htudes it would be necessary 
to transcribe the full Zuble Analytique des 
Matiéres which covers pp. 467-471. The 
matter is divided into seven chapters on 
Concords, the Substantive, the Pronoun, the 
Verb (its transitive force), the Verb 
(tenses), the Verb (moods) and the Prepo- 
sition and the Conjunction. 

In the first the two sections deal with the 
concord of a verb or an attribute referring 
to several subjects, and with the attraction 

of a relative or a demonstrative. In the 
former the investigation is based upon the 
extensive material collected by Anz ; but his 
conclusions are somewhat moditied, and new 
canons of usage laid down. Inthe second 
the object is to reinforce the conclusions 
reached by Riemann in the Mélanges Rénier 
from a comparatively small number of 
instances, and to show from a wider induc- 
tion that attraction is more common than 
the reverse, even in negative sentences. 
The rule to the contrary given by gram- 
marians before Riemann rests upon a single 
corrupt passage in Sest. Rosc. 37, 106. 
Yet Gildersleeve-Lodge, § 211, R. 5, still 
says, that ‘in negative sentences... there 
is no change,’ quoting an instance from 
Vergil. The chapter on abstract substan- 
tives contains full collections, and some 
interesting remarks, but hardly any novelties, 
though there are some sound interpretations 
of disputed passages. The next section 
shows how much too strict stylists have 
often been in refusing to Cicero the use of 
the name of a country or a town to denote 
its inhabitants; there are numerous ex- 
amples which it would be easy to multiply. 
The next deals with the collective singular, 
which is shown to be comparatively rare in 
Cicero, as compared with Caesar or Livy, 
but not by any means unexampled. Under 
the head of ‘expressions employed sub- 
stantively,’ Dr. Lebreton defends Dr. Sandys’ 
interpretation of Or. 1, 4, as against 
Riemann’s. Chapter III. begins with a 
discussion of the various ways of rendering 
‘that of’ ; which is followed by a section on 
the use of nostrwm and nostri, ete. : and by one 
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in which Father Lebreton disputes Riemann’s 
rule that when two relative clauses are con- 
nected by a copula, the second relative is 
most frequently replaced by a demonstrative. 
This is of course often the case in Cicero, 
though seemingly not in Caesar nor in 
Sallust ; but the retention of the relative is 
still more common, although it has not been 

noticed so much, just because it is normal. 
A long and very thorough discussion of the 
uses of the relative follows, which results in 
the sensible conclusion that texts must be 
interpreted by the general sense of the 
passage, not by rigorous rules. 

Under the head of the verb Dr. Lebreton 
deals first with transitive verbs used without 
an object, including in this category, like 
M. Bréal in his Semantics, verbs usually 

governing a genitive or a dative, and gives 
a pretty complete set of passages in which 
they occur. Another chapter treats of the 
employment of the tenses. The usage of the 
historical present is carefully analysed ; but 
in the only instance which he quotes for its 
employment in subordination to a subjunc- 
tive (in Verr. ii. 2, 20, 50) faciam is surely 
future indicative. Kiihner from whom the 
quotation is borrowed does not seem to mis- 
understand it. 

In treating on the use of the present, 
especially after sz, instead of the future, 
Dr. Lebreton seems to adduce a good deal of 
doubtful matter. He allows this usage 
when ‘the subordinate clause is equivalent 
to the principal’; but in many cases it 
appears to denote an action already com- 
menced, of which the result is still in the 
future ; so that each tense retains its natural 
force; quod si efficis, hortos habebo = ‘if 
you are carrying this out, I shall get the 
gardens.’ Dr. Lebreton would explain ‘ to 
do this means to get me the gardens.’ Still 
in view of the usage of the comedians it is 
impossible to deny altogether this anticipa- 
tory use of the present. On the imperative 
in -to, Dr. Lebreton goes with the general 
current of opinion since Riemann’s article, 
(cp. é.g., the later editions of Schmalz) and 
accepts a temporal force rather than one of 
mere emphasis. In the ‘futur antérieur’ 
he finds the indication of an aoristic rather 
than a perfect force, while recognising how 
they tend to pass into each other. 

On the consecution of tenses Dr. Lebreton 
attacks the ‘grievous inexactness’ of the 
rules laid down by Riemann, especially as 
to ‘absolute’ and ‘relative’ time, at con- 
siderable length, but our limits do not 
permit a discussion of his views, which 
would need to be examined in much detail. 
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Under the head of the ‘Mood of Prohi- 
bition’ Dr. Lebreton naturally discusses the 
conclusions of Professor Elmer, to which he 

does not consider that the articles contri- 
buted to the Classical Review by Sir W. 
Geddes, added anything of value; and sub- 
mits them to a severe criticism, following 
mostly the lines of Professor Bennett. He 
protests against the exclusion of the letters, 
as not representing the classical usage ; 
and insists on the prohibitive force of the 
perfect subjunctive with nec, nihil and ne- 
quidem, examining the examples of these 
constructions. With regard to ne with the 
present subjunctive Dr. Lebreton holds that 
Professor Elmer is as lax in admitting 
cases, aS he was severe in excluding them. 
previously. There is an interesting collec- 
tion of instances of the usage of quaeso, 
@ propos of the much-discussed Att. xiv., 
1, 2, ‘ Zu, quaeso, quicquid novi (multa autem 
exspecto) scribere ne pigrere’ ; in which Dr. 
Postgate’s view is duly noted, but not dis- 
cussed. The conclusion is that in Cicero 
there are forty-three instances of the perfect 
subjunctive in prohibitions, and not one 
decisive instance of the present. 

In dealing with the use of the moods in 
relative sentences, Dr. Lebreton adopts fully 
the negative results of Dittmar’s criticism of 
Professor W. G. Hale’s theories (cf. C.R., 
for December 1898); but considers him to 
have failed completely in substituting for it 
his rival theory of the ‘polemical’ force of 
the subjunctive. The exegesis of the passages 
quoted in this part of his book seems to me 
particularly good. On Pro Sest. 67, 140, he 
is quite clear in his support of Dr. Reid’s 
view as against Dr. Holden’s. 

In discussing the usage of cum ‘ equiva- 
lent,’ much use is made of the investigations 
of Lattmann, which, however, deal more 
with the tense than with the mood. He 
definitely rejects the theory of grammarians 
who like Madvig allow the use of the sub- 
junctive imperfect with an ‘equivalent’ cum. 
For cum-tum Dr. Lebreton accepts the refut- 
ation by Professor Hale of the rules laid 
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down by Hoffmann and widely current, but 
rejected now by Schmalz in his third edition. 
He acutely notices that if Riemann was 
right in supposing ewm in such eases to be 
co-ordinating rather than subordinating, the 
cum clause ought to go into the infinitive in 
reported speech, whereas it is always in the 
subjunctive. 

There is a good discussion of the subjunc- 
tive in conditional sentences; but it does 
not take us much farther than the view 
stated so clearly by Mr. Roby, that the 
mental attitude may be shifted between the 
clauses of a hypothesis. 

Several other points call for notice, such 
as the use of the infinitive with a relative, 
the omission of the subject of an infinitive, 
the use of the gerundive, the use of ab with 
passive verbs, and the attaching of -que, -ne, 
-ve to €& But enough has been said to show 
the nature and variety of the topics treated. 
It may just be remarked that in the Introduc- 
tion there is a caveat against an undue as- 
sumption of resemblances between Cicero’s 
epistolary style and the diction of the Latin 
comedians. Dr. Lebreton points out, what no 
one has better indicated than Dr. Tyrrell, 
who is here criticised, that Cicero has not 
one, but a dozen epistolary styles ; and that 
phrases natural in the letter to Lentulus, 
would be quite out of place in writing to 
Trebatius or Hirtius. Still it is clear that 
the Letters must not be left out of account 
in studying classical Latin prose. 

Whatever may be thought of particular 
conclusions, Dr. Lebreton’s studies show so 
much acuteness and diligence, and, so far as 
it has been possible to control them, so 
much accuracy, that all who have to do 
with the language of Cicero will do well to 
keep them within easy reach for frequent 
reference, facilitated as this is by very full 
indexes of subjects, of words, and of 
quotations. The last indeed almost amounts 
to a grammatical commentary on the whole 
works of Cicero. 

A. 8. WILEINs. 

THE NEW MAXIMIANUS. 

The Elegies of Maximianus. Edited by 
RicHarpd Wesster, Classical Fellow of 
Princeton University. Princeton Press. 

Der Elegiker Maximianus. 
F. Heece. Blaubeuren, 1895. 

Von Pror. Dr. 

1900. 
Studio sulle Elegie di Massimiano. 

DELLI. Savona, 1899. 

Turse three works on the Elegies of Maxi- 
mianus, all within the compass of eight 
years, and especially the first of them, open 

GIaR- 
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again, but hardly solve, the points in dispute 
about the life, personality and date of the 
poet, his creed, and the relation of the MSS. 
to each other. Dr. Heege’s programm is 
mainly occupied with the diction, syntax, 
and prosodial specialities of Maxim., and 
on these points is copious and erudite; it is 
perhaps somewhat excessive in demonstrating 
how closely the language of the Elegies is 
modelled on the classical period, though it 
is useful to be assured of this; and I may 
be allowed here once more to protest against 
the statistical record of the distribution of 
dactyls and spondees in the verses of the 
poet as not compensating the writer’s 
labour by any corresponding utility. 

The Savona professor’s dissertation is 
divided into the following sections: 1. 
Morphology, including peculiarities in the 
comparison of adjectives, pronouns, verbs, 
adverbs, prepositions, particles. 2. Syntax. 
This section is very well done, and forms an 
excellent introduction to the Elegies. 
3. Locution. 4. Metric; short, but dwelling 
on everything that can fairly be called 
salient. 5, Imitation. 6. A critical ap- 
pendix treating many of the more difficult 
passages. I have read this with great 
interest, and can recommend Giardelli’s 
lively and unpedantice style as likely to 
make the poems, themselves lively and 
natural, more read and studied. 

These works, excellent so far as they go, 
are, however, in importance, not comparable 
with the elaborate edition of R. Webster. 
The volume, which is most beautifully 
printed at the Princeton Press, contains 128 
octavo pages, of which the following is a 
short account. 1. Bibliography, giving a 
list of all the most recent dissertations, 
editions, or articles on Maxim. 2. Author- 
ship. 3. Manuscripts. 4. Text of the 
Elegies with a full app. crit. 5. Critical 
Appendix mentioning most of the emenda- 
tions which are of any importance. 6. Com- 
mentary. 7. Index. 

Webster, remarking on the increasing 
unreality of Roman Elegy as exhibited from 
Tibullus to Ovid, on the fact that the Elegies 
are little more than variations on the 
theme ‘old age,’ exhibiting in a formalistic 
way the phrases of the erotic and consolatory 
Elegy, and the tendency toa rhetorical cast in 
the motif and manner, denies that they are 
autobiographic, and finds them to be not 
personal or historical, but a dramatic series 
of tableaux, in which the supposed hero 
Maximianus is merely a dramatic personage, 
not an actual and living poet. It is true 
that the MSS. seem to favour the view that 
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Maximianus is the name of the poet himself : 
e.g. Bodl.? after the poems has the words 
explicit liber Maximiani. But it must be 
observed that the Eton MS., which is 
acknowledged to be the best, has xo heading 
or conclusion of the kind: that Bo! (Bod). 
38) ends with a mere Finit: while Reg. 15 
A 7 has this colophon. 

Talibus infecte deponis uerba senecte 
Seriptus ab! auricamo maximiane lupo 

in which the obviously corrupt auricamo 
may perhaps represent an original ewrimaco 
or eumachio, if we may make such an in- 
ference from the form it bears in a marginal 
note in the Antwerp edition of 1567 ewmacho, 
which with other marginalia was written by 
the younger P. Pithou, as he himself informs 
us: contuli cum MS. Puteanorum fratrum 

Lutetiae MDCXI KAL SEP Petrus Pithoeus.” 
Again, it would be easy and natural to 

transfer the name which originally attached 
to the hero of El. iv. 26 to the poet himself, 
to say nothing of a mediaeval Maximianus 
of cent. XII. who wrote on old age, but of 
whom little is known. 

As regards the date of the author, 
Webster, accepting the prevailing identifica- 
tion of Boetius in El. iii. with the philosopher 
of that name, and considering it improbable 
from the close resemblance to the Consolatio 
traceable in many passages, that the poems 
can be far removed from Boetius’ death in 
524 a.p., and on the other hand, pointing to 
the palpable imitations of Maxim. found in 
the Xth and XIth of the minor poems of 
Eugenius of Toledo, places them between 
524 and the death year of Eugenius 657, 
yet so that they lie much nearer to the 6th 
than to the 7th century. 

The arguments of Manitius in support of 
the poet being a Christian, Webster shows 
to be of an unsolid kind: we cannot argue 
from the uncertain attitude of the philoso- 
pher to the uncertain language of the poet. 
It is rather more probable that he was not 
a Christian. Heege, however, p. 6 note, 
calls attention to three passages which to 
me have a Christian ring. III. 83 Salue 
sancta, inquam, semperque intactu maneto 

Virginitas : per me plena pudoris eris : 1. 218 
Terram qua genita est et veditura, uidet: cf. 
Gen. iii. 19 donec reuertaris in terram, de 
qua sumptus es: V. 118 Unius ut faciat 
corporis esse duo: cf. Gen. Il. 32 et erunt 
duo in carne una. And at any rate it 

1 al, arrepto. 
* For this reference I am indebted to Prof. W. M. 

Lindsay. 
BB 
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cannot be said that the Elegies contain any- 

thing distinctly pagan. 

The account of the MSS. has, I believe, 

nothing very new. Webster does not accept 

the primacy of the Eton MS. to the extent 

of Petschenig, who has made it the one 

basis of his text, a conclusion which has led 

him to some extravagant results, and which, 

in the bare form exhibited in his edition, 

cannot but shock the susceptibilities of most 

ears. My own re-examination of the earliest 

Bodleian MS. (Bodl. 38) only confirms the 

high opinion of it which I stated in 1884, 

and I have thought it worth while to add 

to this notice a complete collation of it. 

Here some typical specimens of its readings 

may be mentioned. Bo!=Bodl. 38. Es 

the Eton MS. 

1, Welth tek 

Turpe senwm wultus nitidi uestesque decorae 

Quis sine iamque ipsum uiuere turpe senwm. 

E. has Turpes enim uultus—turpe sene. 

201 Multa licet nolis. E. has nobis 

(wrongly). 

205 nequiquam both Bo! and HE: most 

MSS. have the inferior spelling nequicquam. 

207 Plaudens Bo!: plaudent E. 

223 Hine est quod Bo!: Hic est quod E. 

253 Mollia filtra thoris Bo’. 

A most important reading. E, according 

to my collation (made in 1878) has silera 

or perhaps filera. 
Bihrens’ G=Leid. Gronov. 87 also has 

filtra. The ordinary reading is fulcra. But 

how can fulera be soft? The word implies 

solid wood or metal. There can be iittle 

doubt that fitra is the right word. Gotz 

Thesaur. Glossar. Emendatarum, p. 199, 

s.v. Centonem writes ‘‘Centones ex multis 

pellibus uestes confectae, II. p. xiv. filtra V. 

584, 5 Papias cf. feltram apud Ducangium, 

feltre apud Osb. p. 117, 144.’ From these 

glosses jfiltra would seem to mean the soft 

material of a mattress. It remains an 

interesting question whether this word, 

which has a prima facie look of a later 

period than cent. vi. or vii., already existed 

then as an acknowledged Latin word. It 

appears to me indubitably right in the 

passage of Maxim., attested as it is by two 

such early guarantors as E (XIth cent.) and 

Bo! (perhaps XIIth cent.), see Madan’s 

account of this MS. in his Summary Cata- 

logue III. no. 8849. 

266 Et sensus menbris his sepelire suis Bol. 

hie 
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Tt would be rash to say what is right 

here: but the variant sic found in some 

MSS. would seem to be wrong. Bis seems 

possible. 

272 

Lentaque per senium Caspia tigris erit Bol. 
aspera EK 

I am afraid to follow Petschenig and 

Webster in accepting aspera on the evidence 

of E. This non-elision of -wm at the end of 

the first half of a pentameter would be 

greatly against the careful rules of Maxim.’s 

metre ; and not only is caspia attested by 

the early evidence of Bol, but (if Webster’s 

App. crit. may be trusted) is the reading of 

all the other MSS. Of those I have exa- 

mined, I have found it also in the two 

Brit. Mus. codices, and in Bo’, where it 

assumes the form capsida. 

I shall perhaps be doing the greatest ser- 

vice I can to students of these Elegies by 

appending a complete collation of Bo! with 

the text of Webster. 

I. 59 moribus prouintia 61 mi corrected to 

mihi 65 uel ut ante petita 72 ponsus 

73 name 77 mihi om 80 Nec—nec 84 

honoris habet 85 machra 87 Si de- 

lectat 88 Nec cuiuslibet 90 propiis 

92 cyprus 93 cesaries 99 preciosius auro 

marg. VY aurum 100 Gemma est inditio 

111 Nune quia (large capital) inutilis 113 

conditio 117 hui altered to heu 118 Tar- 

tareas uiuum 119 minor atque caligant 

122 expertam 125 con corpore 126 ad- 

stupet 130 aut rabiis 131 speties 136 

Et placerant (p half smudged) uncae seabrida 

menbra manus 137 fronte (x half erased) 
c 

143 ludisse senes necredere 150 sceptum 

154 Iam duplices aepulae 157 iam om 

160 abstineas 163 munia 165 oras 168 

quic quid 169 materie 177 senum 175 

senum 179 cumuiuia 182 eris 183 Inmo 

186 apositis 196 ipsa 198 sapit esse 

putat 201 referret reuolués 205 nequi- 

quam 206 Nilque satis horret 208 ob- 

probriao 209 Hee 210 petet 212 speties 

913 humeris 215 ipsa om 216 dimidii 

221 requirunt om 223 inconbens 225 gressu 

927 genteris(?) 228, 9 om 233 expen- 

dere 236 dura om 238 attracti 240 me 

putet 248 Telux qua 253 filtra toris 254 

habet 261 HISVENIENS in capitals honerata 

266 menbris his sepelire 267 hieu 269 

longeuo 270 equus 272 Lentaque caspia 

973 consumet 277 figuram 279 qui posset 

281 sequntur 282 Nee quicquam 284 me 

uocitare 285 gressus iam om 292 ruunt- 

| 

| 
Fs 

| 

| 
| 
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If. 1 liquoris 6 inbellem 7,8 om 10 
Ut spretus uitio iudicer esse meo 11 Hee 
(H a large capital) 13 huie inquid hesi 
(Capital large and conspicuous) 15 uomitu 
etceu 17 Et (largish capital) affers quis- 
quam 25 Atque eguidem 27 preEsTaT 
ADHYVC spetiosa 28 sedspicit changed to 
despicit 35 Reliquias ueterum in niueis 34 
Sed siquid 38 Nullusad amplexus 39 solis 
meritis omnia possunt luctus 40 Quodt 
habuit 42 nota uiros 43 €rco prae- 
scientia 44 memoremur 45 fugiant 46 
repetant 47 diligit 48 quaerat 49 can- 
tet philomela 50 Sitque 52 Hospitia 
petas 63 NEcME addeo 64 En facio uersus 
et mea dicta cano 68 Et quo pertendi 70 
affectus 73 His After 74 follows ExpLicrr 
LIB. I INCIPIT LIB ScDs. 

II. 1 Nune instead of iuuentae only the 
Jirst { of a lost word remains. The leaves 
containing iii. 2-iv. 59 have been cut out of 
the MS. It recommences with iv. 60 Et 
quod non capiunt pectora bruta uolunt. 
vi.1 Missus (large capital) functus 4 blanda 
nefanda 7 amori rather than amore 10 
greco 13 afflictae amanti 19 Ila syrenum 
20 ulixis 21 quia cantus euincere molles 
23 se lege 24 plausibus 26 collore 28 
abstringens claudetret 29 Ad fractura 
30 exausto 31 abstringere 33 tua sunt 
me 36 uenie 42 semen 43 MvNERIS 47 
sed adfuit 48 Munia grandeuo 51 
inpfesta but £ over another letter, perhaps ¢ 
(Jincesta) triumphum 52 increpitans debita 
reddis ait 55 Erubui tunc et stupui 
uerecundia motus 57 Contractare 60 
focum 61 credelis 64 Hee 67 nonniiqua 
carpere 68 tristitiam 71 tvync 72 
Effusus 73 hieuque uitium crimenque 

76 Vendicor 79 ipse 80 quo 81 Protinus 
(large P) 81 argiuas 83 menbri 87 Mentvia 
88 delitiae 96 Adstans 99 Nampe 100 
nampe 103 funere 105 Haee 107 lang- 
orem menbri 109 m1La 110 cahos 112 
totum 115 geminans toto 116 duos 118 

x 

Hee 119 gemnia 120fallat 121 secretaque 
creta 122 fructiferumque caput 123 Vade 
124 Et tibi 125 quodest ultra 133 risitque 
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134 placet 137 usus 138 Nonne quod 
iuuenis est non amica malis 139 inpendunt 
143 Tu post 147 potentia uictrix 148 
sepes uoles 149 resumes 151 rediuiua 
152 Perit but » was a later addition 153 
Conticuit (a very large capital) sotiata, 

a 

but the ais in lighter ink and seems a later 
addition 154 obsequiis 

vi. 2 Namque et hoc 3 Sit 4 Con- 
tractata 5 loeti 7 Ac 8 Hie 9 uolubile 
11 corpore surgo FINIT 

Mr. Webster’s commentary is perfectly 
original and new. It exhibits a large and 
multifarious acquaintance not only with the 
writers ordinarily drawn upon for quotation 
or illustration, but, which is more to the 
purpose, with the later writers of the time 
which followed the adoption of Christianity 
as the state religion; Ausonius, Avianus, 
Prudentius, Orientius, Avitus, Boetius, 
Corippus, Dracontius, Ennodius, Fortunatus, 
Sedulius, and many others. The commentary 
is particularly rich in quotations from the 
Corpus of Latin Inscriptions, and will be 
very attractive to those who make this 
branch of literature their province. The 
Anthologia Latina has also been utilised 
not a little. In his judgments on the mean- 
ing of the many disputed passages in Maxi- 
mianus, Mr. Webster holds his own, and 
his opinion comes with all the authority of 
a learned and unbiassed scholar, who has ob- 
viously made a con amore study of the Elegies. 
I do not profess always to think he is right 
and am sometimes disposed to hold to the 
opinions I have expressed in the American 
Journal of Philology. But if he is com- 
pared with the only previous commentator 
known to me on the whole of the poems, 
Wernsdorf, he will be found to be far his 
superior in freshness of treatment, happiness 
of illustration, and, if one may judge by the 
great variety of works cited in the notes, 
width of reading. His style too is attrac- 
tive, recognisably American and German, 
rather than English, in freedom and bold- 
ness of tone. 5 

Rosiyson Extis. 

SWETE'S INTRODUCTION TO THE LXX. 

An Introduction to the Old Testument in 
Greek. By H. B. Swetz, D.D., Hon. 
Litt.D. (Dublin). With an Appendix 
containing the letter of Aristeas edited 
by H. Sr. J. Tuackeray, M.A. Pp. xi. 

592. Price 7s. 6d. Cambridge Univer- 
sity Press. 

Tuts well-filled volume affords an admirable 
illustration of the scientific method as 
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applied to the study of one department of 
ancient literature. There is scarcely a 
superfluous word in the book; and every- 
thing is rigorously directed to the end in 
view, viz.: that of presenting the student 
of O. T. Greek with a concise account of 
the language, literature, and history of the 
Septuagint version. Asa manual, it could 
hardly be bettered ; andit places within our 
reach all the information needful in the 
way of general introduction to the Greek 
versions. 

‘A first attempt,’ says Professor Swete in 
his preface, ‘is necessarily beset with 
uncertainties.’ One must, therefore, not 
expect finality in such an attempt; but 
students are to be congratulated on possés- 
sing in Dr.Swete’s manual, as clear and trust- 
worthy presentation of the most recent results 
of LXX criticism, as could well be imagined. 
The footnotes and references afford abundant 
proof (if such be needed) of Dr. Swete’s 
consummate care in overhauling, and render- 
ing conveniently accessible, ‘all the pub- 
lished works dealing with the various 
branches of learning which fall within the 
range of the subject.’ The literature is 
enormous; but hitherto students have not 
been able to focus the mass of varied 
information available on questions, critical, 

historical, and literary involved in any 
serious consideration of the Septuagint in 
particular, and of Hellenistic Greek in 
general. 

Dr. Swete divides his work into three main 
divisions: (1) The history of the Greek 
O. T. and of its transmission ; (2) The con- 
tents of the Alexandrian O,'I.; (3) Literary 
use, value, and textual criticism of the 
Greek O. T. The fifth chapter—to signalize 
one out of many—dealing, as it does, with 
the mss of the LXX, is particularly 
valuable ; all the chief mss are detailed, 
and the characteristics of each succinctly 
set before the reader. ‘This is a great gain ; 
but in a second edition of the book a few 
photographic specimens of the greater 
uncials and cursives might advantageously be 
given in the same fashion as has been done 
by Dr. E. B. Nestle in his recent ‘ Intro- 
duction to the Textual Criticism of the 
If tg 

1 One might suggest, too, that, ina second edition, 
Dr. Swete should devote some paragraphs to discussing 
the functions of conjectural emendation in arriving 
at a true settlement of the LXX text. 
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In part ii. chap. 4, Dr. Swete has pre- 
sented us with a useful collection of 
specimens of LXX Greek—all the more 
acceptable as no adequate treatment of the 
Greek idiom of the LXX exists at present. 
Some good hopes are held out by Dr. Swete 
that a Grammar of O, T. Greek will shortly 
be forthcoming ; such a work will be of 
far-reaching importance. 

Dr. Rutherford’s remarks on the value 
of studying the Greek of the N. T. from the 
right point of view (see the preface to his 
recent translation of the Momans) have 
equally pertinent reference to the Greek of 
the LXX; nor is it one of the least 
satisfactory signs of the present that atten- 
tion is being directed to the vast field, 
hitherto all but unexplored, of Hellenistic 
literature and idiom. 

Equipped with Dr. Swete’s manual edition 
of the LXX (already in a 2nd edition), 
Hatch and Redpath’s Oxford Concordance, 
and with the present thoroughly sound and 
scientifically arranged Introduction, the 
reader of the Septuagint may feel that he 
has, at least, no lack of trustworthy subsidia 
in his study of LXX Greek. And such 
study will be amply repaid in an increasing 
knowledge, not only of the conditions under 
which the first great Greek version of the 
Jewish Scriptures was produced, but also of 
the many interesting problems opened up 
by a fuller acquaintance with Greek modes 
of thought and expression as a whole. 

I have left myself scant space in which to 
call attention to Mr. St. J. Thackeray’s 
critical edition of the Letter of Avristeas. 
Wendland and Mendelssohn’s belated edition 
(which actually appeared just before Mr. 
Thackeray’s) will possess, no doubt, an 
independent value of its own; but English 
scholars will not be slow to acknowledge 
the care and scrupulous accuracy which Mr. 
Thackeray has expended in rendering the 
Letter generally accessible ; and his critical 
introduction (pp. 501-518) puts the reader 
in possession of the requisite material for 
understanding the condition of the text. 
The criticai apparatus, at the foot of the 
page, if not absolutely complete, is sufficient 
for every practical purpose. 

K. H. BLakenry. 
Marlow, Bucks. 
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GREGORIO’S GLOTTOLOGICAL STUDIES. 

Studi glottologict italiani. NDiretti da 
Giacomo de Grecorto. Vol IIA Turin, 
Loescher. 1901. 

THE publication of this volume gives us the 
opportunity of drawing the attention of 
English philological scholars to the excellent 
work that is being done at Palermo by Prof. 
de Gregorio and his pupils. He has founded 
there a school of linguistic science which 
bids fair to rival that of northern Italy. 
The contents of the second volume of its 
‘Studi’ which has just appeared are worthy 
of the type and paper lavished upon them. 
They are distinguished by sound learning 
and scientific research, and though prim- 
arily confined to the Indo-European field 
include Papers on languages belonging to 
other families of speech. 

The first article is an exhaustive examina- 
tion by E. La Terza of the radical vowel in 
the theme of the Greek perfect, the results 
of which throw light on the general subject 
of primitive Indo-European vocalism. Other 
articles are upon the modern dialects or 
languages of Italy and the adjacent islands ; 

1 The contents of the first volume were the follow- 
ing :—(1) G. de Gregorio, Contributi alla Etimologia 
e Lessicografia romanza con ispeciale considerazione 
ai vernacoli siciliani; (2) R. Sabbadini, Saggio di 
toponomastica dell’ isola dell’ Elba ; (3) M. La Via, 
Il yocalismo del dialetto gallo-italico di Nicosia in 
Sicilia ; (4) M. Niedermann, Recenzioni ; (5) G. de 
Gregorio, Sopra un problema di sintassi comparata 
dialettale. 

thus T. Zanardelli writes on Sardinian 
etymologies, M. La Via on the Gallo-italic 
dialect of Nicosia in Sicily, and the editor 
himself, Prof. de Gregorio, on various 
peculiarities of the Sicilian dialects. He 
also contributes an interesting article on 
words of Arabic origin in the dialect of the 
little island of Pantellaria, as well as an 
elaborate essay on the structure of the 
African language generally known as the 
Ewe. This he has studied from the lips of 
native speakers, the result being a mono- 
graph of the first importance to the students 
of African philology. He makes it clear 
that while Hwe is not a Bantu language, 
there nevertheless exist between it and the 
Bantu family certain similarities of struc- 
ture which indicate contact or relationship 
of some sort in the past. 
We must not forget to notice also a very 

interesting reference to the Basque which 
has been brought to light by R. Sabbadini. 
It is contained in a work, De Rebus 
Hispaniae, published by a Sicilian, Lucio 

Marineo, in 1535. Marineo passed the 
latter part of his life in Spain, and in his 
account of the Basques, gives us the earliest 
specimens of their vocabulary that have yet 
been discovered. It is noticeable that the 
forms of the words are practically the same 
as they are to-day, and among them is a list 
of the numerals. 

A. H. Sayce. 

CHROUST’S MONUMENTA PALAEOGRAPHICA. 

Monumenta Palaeographica: Denkmiiler der 
Schreibkunst des Mittelalters. Erste Ab- 
theilung: Schrifttafeln in Lateinischer und 
Deutscher Sprache. In Verbindung mit 
Fachgenossen herausgegeben von Dr, 
Anton Chroust, Professor der Geschichte 
an der Universitiit Wurzburg. Lieferun- 
gen I-IV. (Miinchen, Verlagsanstalt F. 
Bruckmann A.-G., 1900-1901). 

A NEw palaeographical publication, which 
promises to be of considerable importance, 
has been undertaken by Messrs. Bruckmann 
of Munich, under the editorship of Dr. 
Chroust, Professor of History in the Uni- 
versity of Wurzburg. The four parts, com- 
prising in all forty plates, which have already 

appeared, form half of the first of three 
volumes, which, according to the prospectus, 
will be devoted to reproductions of Latin 
and German writing ; while it is hoped in 
subsequent series to deal with Greek and 
Oriental palaeography. The form of pub- 
lication is avowedly copied from that of the 
now dormant Palaeographical Society, which 
may claim to have been the pioneer in this 
department of study. As in that Society’s 
volumes, the plates are accompanied by a 
transcript of the page reproduced and a 
brief description, embracing the history and 
palaeographical features of the manuscript 
from which it is taken. The plates are 
slightly larger than those of the Palaeo- 
graphical Society, measuring 22} x 154 
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inches, so that even MSS. of considerable 
size can be reproduced without reduction. 
On the other hand the price is decidedly 
higher, twenty marks being charged for 
each part of ten plates, whereas the Palaeo- 
graphical Society gave twenty plates for its 
annual guinea. 

The quality of the plates leaves little to 
be desired, so that subscribers may be 
satisfied that they will have a handsome 
volume, as well as one that will be per- 
manently valuable and instructive. Dr. 
Chroust’s descriptions of the plates are 
admirably complete and careful, the history 
of the several MSS. being quite sufficiently 
set forth, while their palaeographical charac- 
teristics are fully and minutely indicated: 
Any student who works steadily through 
these descriptions, with the plates before 
him, will have only himself to blame if he 
has not gained a sound working knowledge 
of mediaeval Latin palaeography, within 
the limits adopted (for the present, at any 
rate) by the editor. The only suggestion 
which it seems necessary to make for the 
improvement of the publication on its 
material side is that the date and title (not 
merely the reference number) of each manu- 
script should be given on the plate itself, 
instead of having to be searched for in the 
description. In the practical use of such a 
volume this would save much time and 
trouble. 

The range of the publication, as set forth 
in the prospectus, is as wide as possible, 
including all developments of Latin, and 
eventually of Greek and Oriental writing, 
both within and beyond the borders of 
Germany; but the parts actually issued 
show no traces of this broad field of view. 
The plates are drawn exclusively from manu- 
scripts at Munich, either in the Staats- 
bibliothek or the Reichsarchiv ; nearly all 
represent manuscripts written in Germany, 
and within a moderate distance from Munich, 
at Regensburg or Salzburg; and nearly a 
quarter of them are actually drawn from a 
single manuscript, a register of donations to 
the monastery of St. Emmeram, at Regens- 
burg. To the student who is accustomed to 
the wide range of the Palaeographical 
Society and of similar publications, this 
limitation may seem strange; but it is 
deliberate, and with a reasonable object. 
The editor’s intention is to illustrate the 
development of Latin minuscule script in 
one or two local schools from a single neigh- 
bourhood, s6 as to establish, if possible, the 
peculiarities of the local style; and since 
the manuscripts of Bavaria are readily ac- 
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cessible to him, it is natural that he should 
begin with them. Moreover, in devoting 
himself primarily to MSS. written in Ger- 
many, he is filling a gap in palaeographical 
knowledge. The more attractive MSS. of 
Italy and France have been reproduced and 
studied in considerable numbers, while the 

Palaeographical Society has naturally paid 
special attention to MSS. produced in 
England; but the German handwritings, 
which are artistically less attractive than 
those of their continental neighbours, have 
generally been left on one side. 

Until Dr. Chroust has published examples 
from other German localities, it is too early 
to say whether a definite type of hand can be 
associated with Regensburg, as it is with 
Tours or St. Albans. The donation-registers 
of St. Emmeram afford good material 
to start upon, since they provide dated 
examples of writing from the scriptorium 
of that monastery from 822 to 1231. The 
hands are not remarkable for grace or 
beauty ; indeed purely German MSS. rarely 
are so; but they form an instructive lesson 
in palaeographical evolution. The most 
beautiful of the MSS. reproduced in the 
four parts now under notice, though its 
connection with St. Emmeram’s dates back 
to more than 1000 years ago, was not 
written there and cannot be reckoned to the 
credit of any German school ; but, as Dr. 
Chroust acutely notices, it probably fur- 
nished a model for the scribes of the monas- 
tery. This is the famous Gospels of St. 
Emmeram, which forms one of the group of 
‘Golden Gospels’ produced in the north of 
France during the reigns of Charlemagne 
and his successors. Written, probably at 
Corbie, for Charles the Bald in 870, and 
preserved at first at St. Denis, it had pro- 
bably found its way to Regensburg before 
the end of the%century, and there, about a 
hundred years later, Abbot Ramvold pro- 
vided it with its superb golden binding. 
Its writing, like that of the Harley Golden 
Gospels in the British Museum and several 
other MSS. of the same group, is in splendid 
uncials of gold ; while its ornamentation is 
of that gorgeous style which the artists of 
north-eastern France developed on the lines 
of their Anglo-Celtic prototypes. Of this 
luxurious volume Dr. Chroust gives four 
representations, one showing a magnificent 
page of illumination, while the others 
illustrate different parts of the text. 

The only other highly decorated manu- 
script included in these four parts is the 
Gospels of Niedermiinster, written between 
1002 and 1025 either in the nunnery of that 

ew a theedes. on tee 
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name in Regensburg, or in the neighbouring 
monastery of St. Emmeram. The style of 
illumination is plainly modelled upon that 
of the French school above described, per- 
haps upon the St. Emmeram Gospel-book 
itself ; but it is somewhat degenerate, and 
will not bear comparison for beauty with the 
work of the contemporary Winchester 
school in England. The writing is a rather 
large and heavy Caroline minuscule, with 

a tendency to lean forward, which also 
appears in other German MSS. of the same 
period. 

The other plates are of purely palaeo- 
graphical interest. They are spread fairly 
evenly over the minuscule period, except 
that the latest stages are only scantily re- 
presented. Seven of the MSS. reproduced 
belong to the 9th century, three to the 10th, 
eleven to the 11th, six to the 12th, six to 
the 13th, four to the 14th, and two to the 
15th. Six of the plates represent charter 
hands, while one is a purely private hand, 
containing a draft letter written in the chan- 
cellery of Landshut in 1473; but the 
remainder consists of various kinds of book- 
hand, ranging from the year 818 to 1394. 
They do not, however, represent all the 
varieties of book-hand within that period. 

The handsome style which we find in Bibles 
and chronicles of the 12th century, and the 
minute and compressed style of the Parisian 
Bibles of the 15th century, are not exem- 
plified here. Rather we have the less formal 
writings of the monastic registers, with a 
few official documents from the courts of the 
Bavarian princes. Future parts will no 
doubt add more variety of style and place ; 
but, considering how far the general field of 
palaeography is covered by existing publi- 
cations, it is to be hoped that Dr. Chroust 
will, on the whole, adhere to the plan which 
he has so far followed, and will give us full 
materials for an adequate judgment on the 
development of writing in various parts of 
Germany. If, however, he wishes to go 
further afield, it may be worth while to sug- 
gest that the libraries of Russia have hardly 
been touched by the existing palaeographical 
repertories. 

I may perhaps be allowed to comment 
from time to time on the future issues of 
this publication. For the present it must 
suffice to call attention to Dr. Chroust’s 
enterprise, and to invite for it the consider- 
ation of librarians and students of mediaeval 
palaeography. 

F, G. Kenyon. 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

PLATO, HIPPARCHUS 230 A. 

Mr. H. Ricwarps poiuts out (Platonica 
iii, C.R. xv 301) that in the Hipparchus, 
230 A, ovre wav ye Touti jot avafov, a colon 
should be inserted after ovre tav ye. So W. 
H. Thompson, Journal of Philology v (1874) 
p- 220: ‘Ita edd. soloece. Distingnendum 
ott. mav ye touti pot dvaBov. Ad quae infra 

respondet Socrates dvatiGepat Toivev cot TovTO.” 
Thompson’s notes were, he says, ‘sent to 
Prof. Baiter of Ziirich, who is preparing a 
new edition of his Plato’: but I am not 
aware that Baiter’s new edition has ever 
appeared. 

H. J. 

ON EURIPIDES, HECUBA, Lr. 1214-15. 

eA 
"ANN jvix’ Heeis odKer’ oper ev paer 

~ 3s, , ? ” Up 7 

Karva 0 éonpny’ aotu ToEnlov vo 
éZ 0 
C€VOV KGATEKTGS. 

Mr. Marchant’s suggestion! that roXeucwy 
to should be taken with oixéer éopev év 
<pdev and not with xamvd 8 éonpny’ aorv is 

1 Cl, Rev. (1901), p. 295. 

surely neither necessary nor natural. I 
understand xarv@ 8 éonpnv’ dorv to mean 
just what Aeschylus otherwise expresses 
when he writes, Ag. 815, xarv@ & ddotca 

viv ér’ evonuos toAts. In other words, the 
point of the words may or may not be to 
indicate ‘how Polymestor knew that the 
Trojans were lost,’ but assuredly that in- 
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dication is not given directly by the words 
in question. The phrase xarv@ 8 éonpyy’ 
dorv is complete in itself and involves no 
‘singular ellipse.’ Cf. also the absolute use 
of 8yA0 in Soph. Antig. 471, dydot 76 yévvgp’ 
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dpov é& dpod zazpds | Tis waidos. The similar 
words, Aesch. Ag. 497 onpavel karvd zupds, 
seem to me to support this interpretation. 

‘ A. W. Marr. 

CHARLES LAMB ALSO 

In the twentieth volume (Berlin, Schwet- 
schke, 1901) of the Zheologischer Jahres- 
bericht, p. 178, is a curious proof that biblio- 
graphical industry may cast its net too wide. 
Under the heading ‘ Israelitische Religions~ 
geschichte’ I find: ‘Zamb, C., Essays of 

AMONG THE PROPHETS. 

Elia. 2nd series. N.Y. Scribner (London, 
Macmillan).’ I gladly bear witness to the 
general accuracy and astonishing diligence 

of the contributors to this serial, which 
stands at the head of its department. 

Joun E, B. Mayor. 

ARCHAEOLOGY. 

THE TITULI ASIAE MINORIS. 

THE appearance of the first volume of this 
splendid publication of the Vienna Academy 
marks a considerable advance in the series 
of Corpora of ancient inscriptions on which 
a whole army of epigraphists are engaged. 
It is edited by Prof. Ernst Kalinka, and 
contains the TZituli Lyciae lingua Lycia 

conscripti, with the addition of two stray 

examples, one of Carian, the other of 
Aramaic—the only inscriptions of their kind 
from this part of the peninsula, The 
Corpus is to contain all inscriptions, in 
whatever ancient language, with the ex- 
ception of the Monwmentum <Ancyranum 
and Diocletian’s Edict; since these docu- 
ments have already been well edited, and 
have no special local significance, they will 
not be included unless fresh circumstances 
make their revision necessary. We are 
to have the inscriptions of each site col- 
lected together, whatever their language 
—an arrangement which will considerably 
lighten the physical portion of the labours 
of historian and topographer. The first 
volume forms an exception to this rule, 
since the Greek inscriptions of Lycia are 
severed from the native ones, except in 
cases where the two languages figure on the 
same stone. The reason for making this 
exception is as excellent as it is obvious ; 
the main object of the student of Lycian 
inscriptions at present is a philological one, 

and what he requires more than anything 
else is a convenient collection of all known 
texts. The vast majority of Greek texts 
from these parts belong to a later date, and 
their inclusion would only hamper the 
‘Lyciologist.’ Indeed, the honorary decree 
of the demos of Telmessus (No. 5) cut on a 
tomb already provided centuries before 
with a suitable sepulchral inscription, might 

very well have been excluded. 
The recent publications of the Vienna 

Academy and the Austrian Archaeological 
Institute have taught us what to expect in 
the way of printing and illustration. In 
many of the epigraphic collections which we 
have to use, anything in the way of a 
facsimile comes like an oasis amid a desert 
of type. Here every inscription, where the 
original is not lost or inaccessible, is re- 
produced in facsimile, and there is a con- 
siderable use of blocks showing the con- 
struction of some of the more important 
inscribed monuments. A brief, but care- 
fully written introduction, full indices 
(arranged both by initials and by terminals), 
and a revision of Kiepert’s map by Dr. 
Rudolf Heberdey, make the equipment of 
the book admirably complete. 

The introduction contains, among other 
things, a good summary of what we know 
about the Lycian accidence—it does not fill 
two pages !—and an interesting paragraph 
on the ethnological relationship of the 
Lycians. The editor argues that nearly all 

NO ae 
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the sites which have produced Lycian in- 
scriptions are either near the sea-coast, or 
in the comparatively broad Xanthus-valley ; 
that the majority both of the names of 
these places and of the personal names 
occurring in the inscriptions are not of the 
forms characteristic of the indigenous 
Anatolian race; that the striking pecu- 
liarities of Lycian architecture are not 
found elsewhere in Asia Minor; that the 
same is true of the Mutterrecht characteristic 
of the Lycians. All which suggests that 
the Lycians are settlers who came by sea 
and mingled with the indigenous stock ; 
and the Lycian language may be similarly 
a mixture of the two tongues. The theory 
is very attractive, but there is some difl- 
culty in finding sufficient ground for a rigid 
distinction between Lycian and the language 
of the indigenous race, seeing how little we 
know of the former, and how very much 
less of the latter. Who shall say that 
isit . . . (Isinda), kadawati (Kadyanda), 
telebehi (Telmessus) are not _ properly 
Lycian names, but simply Lycian trans- 
literations of indigenous names? The 
common noun mifiti (ds) has also an 
indigenous sound about it. Yet, unless we 
mistake the argument, these are to be 
regarded as borrowed words. The argument 
from the position of Lycian sites is also 
attractive ; a glance at the map on p. 10 
shows how they are most thickly crowded 
round the good harbours. And although 
this habit of living near the sea is not 
necessarily confined to those who have in the 
first instance come over the sea, neverthe- 
less there is good reason to believe in the 
transmarine origin of the Lycians. Tra- 
dition connects them with Crete; in Crete 
also there is a trace of the Mutterrecht 
which existed in Lycia. It would be diffi- 
eult to find placenames in Crete which 
have a specially Lycian sound; but there 
are some, such as Tylisus, which suggest a 
connexion with the Anatolian stock. 
Further, if we look for architectural 
analogies to the Lycian style, we shall find 
something of the kind, however faint, in 
Mycenaean architecture. The architecture 
of the Lycians, with its extraordinarily 
faithful reproduction in stone of wood 
technique, shows how intensely conservative 
they were; probably therefore that Mutter- 
recht which they preserved was once more 
widely prevalent in Asia Minor; the do- 
minance of the worship of the Mother- 
Goddess has often been remarked in this 
connexion. It seems, therefore, that the 
isolation of the Lycians may not have gone 
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back so far as at first sight one would 
expect. It is still tempting to suppose 
that Lycian is a relic of the original 
Anatolian tongue, which may have been 
spoken in Crete as well as in Asia Minor 
(although, it is true, the Praesian ‘ Eteo- 
cretan’ inscription bears no apparent 
resemblance to Lycian). Many are the 
problems of which the solution waits on the 
decipherment of the Cretan clay tablets! 

The most important of all the Lycian 
inscriptions is admittedly the great Xanthian 
stele (no, 44). We know that it deals with 
the history of the last third of the fifth 
century B.c.; this is especially clear since 
Benndorf published his remarkable study in 
the Jahreshefte (iii. p. 98 f.) of the Austrian 
Institute. The names of many of the 
dynasts mentioned are also known from 
coins. As regards the dates ascribed to 
the issues of most of these rulers, there is 

no serious discrepancy between the views 
published in the Revue Numismatique (1886, 
1887) by the late J. P. Six. and those which 
I have adopted in the British Museum 
Catalogue of Coins (1897). All the dynasts 
but Kuprlli and Teththiweibi we agree in 
placing at the end of the fifth or the begin- 
ning of thefourth century. But while Six’s 
approximate dates for these two series are 
440-400 and 405-395 z.c., I have ventured 
to date them about 480-430 and 480-460 
B.c. respectively. In the case of Kuprll, 
however, I was able (Introd. p. xxxi.) to 
state that Six changed his view—a point 
which Prof. Kalinka seems to have missed. 
In the ten years following the publication 
of his article, a good deal of new material 
had been found, and in 1896 the distingu- 
ished Dutch numismatist held that the 
two series of coins—(for there are two, and 

not one)—reading Kuprlli were to be dated 
between 470 and 440 B.c. Now as to 
Teththiweibi. His staters, when Six 
wrote, were extremely rare ; and it must be 

remembered that many specimens of his 
coins have that smooth surface, due to the 
use of worn dies, which obscures the style 
of so many Lycian coins. Further, the 
staters of Sppiitaza, which closely resemble 
those of Teththiweibi, were unknown. Six’s 
materials for dating these coins were insuf- 
ficient. In publishing for the first time a 
stater of Sppfitaza, and a new one of his 
elder (?) contemporary (Vum. Chron. 1893 
p- 15 f.) Mr. Warwick Wroth called atten- 
tion to the difficulty of accepting so late a 
date as Six had proposed. No one who 
knows how willing Six was to appreciate 
new evidence will doubt that he would have 
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modified his date, had he had occasion to 
write on this subject. From this somewhat 
lengthy statement it follows that, by the 
numismatie evidence, the earlier Kuprlli 
and the Teththiweibi of the coins cannot 
be contemporary with the Xanthian stele. 
But does it follow that, as Prof. Kalinka 
says, si modo recte Hill hoe statuit, alius 

eiusdem nominis homo appellatur in titulo, 
alius in nummis? Until we can satisfac- 
torily translate the monument, it seems 
safer to suppose that the man of the inserip- 
tion is the dynast of the coins, and is 
mentioned in connexion with the historic 
past, some account of which the inscription 
appears to give. This alternative is perhaps 
confirmed by the absence of Teththiweibi’s 
contemporary Sppfitaza from the inscription ; 
had he been reigning at the time, a ruler 
whom his coins prove to have been so 
important would hardly have escaped notice ; 
but if he was dead, only some connexion 
with the past history of the Xanthian 
princes would have led to the mention of 
his name. 

This, however, is overmuch space to give 

to a small matter of criticism. Prof. 
Kalinka is heartily to be congratulated on 
the splendid beginning of a great work 
which it has been his good fortune to make. 
All Lycian students will be grateful to him, 
as much for the restraint he has exercised 
over himself, as for the care with which he 
has executed a task rendered peculiarly 
trying by the enigmatic nature of the 
language with which he has had to deal. 

G. F. Hii. 

Journal international @archéologie numismatique 
(Athens), Vol. iii., Parts 3 and 4, 1900. 

J. Rouvier. ‘Numismatique des villes de la 
Phénicie.’ Descriptive list of the coins of Aradus 
(continued) and Berytus.—E. Dutilh. ‘ Deux tétes 
ptolemaiques en marbre.’ The heads are attributed 
to Ptolemy IV. Philopator and his wife Arsinoe III. 
—Dutilh. ‘Un petit bronze inédit de Diospolis- 
Magna.’—Svoronos. Mep) tay eioitnplwy Tov apxalwr. 
Part iv. dealing with the leaden cvufoAa.—Mowat. 
“Bibliographie numismatique de l’ Egypte grecque et 
omaine.’ 
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Vol. iv., Part 1, 1901. 

Svoronos. ‘ Die Polykletische Tholos in Epidaurus.’ 
Proposes to identify the Tholos (Paus. ii. 27, 3) with 
the circular temple, containing a figure of Hygieia, 
found on Epidaurian coins of Antoninus Pius.—A. 
Baldwin. ‘A bronze coin of Bithynia.’-—Rouvier. 
‘Numismatiqne des villes de la Phénicie’ (con- 
tinued).—O. Rossbach. ‘ Rhoimetalkes Konig des 
Bosporos.’ Marble bust at Athens, identified, by 
comparison with the coins, as Rhoimetalkes.— 
Svoronos. ‘Finds of coins in Greece.’ Chiefly of 
Macedonia, Histiaea, and Rhodes. 

Numismatic Chronicle, Part iv. for 1900. 

W. Wroth. ‘Greek Coins acquired by the British 
Museum in 1900.’ Describes specimens selected from 
the 915 Greek coins acquired by the Museum in the 
course of last year; with two Plates.—J. Maurice. 
‘Classification chronologique des émissions moné- 
taires de l’atelier de Siscia pendant la période con- 
stantinienne.—G. F. Hill. ‘ Bibliographical notes 
on Greek numismatics.’ 

Revue Numismatique, Part i. 1901. 

Dieudonné. ‘Monnaies grecques récemment ac- 
quises par le cabinet des médailles..—Mowat. ‘ Le 
vase sacrificatoire des reines d’Egypte, symbole moné- 
taire.’ 

Part ii. 1901. 

Parazzoli. ‘Essai sur l’origine des monnaies des 
nomes d’Evypte.’ Dates (regnal years) occur on 
the nome-coins of the Emperors Domitian, Trajan, 
Hadrian, Ant. Pius and M. Aurelius Caesar. Mr. 
Poole (Cat. Alexandria) considered that these dates 
had no special significance, but Parazzoli points to 
the curious fact that dates on the coins of Trajan, 
Hadrian, and Antoninus occur at intervals of eighteen 
years. He thinks that the coins were struck when 
periodical remissions were made by the Emperors of 
debts due to the treasury. But this is no more than 
a conjecture. Parazzoli supports the usual view that 
the nome-coins were struck at Alexandria and not at 
the nomes themselves. There is another paper on 
the dates of the nome-ccins by G. Dattari in the 
Rivista italiana di num., Part ii., 1901. 

Revue belge de Numismatique, Part iii., 1901. 

J. N. Svoronos. ‘Les monnaies de Ptolémée II. 
qui portent dates,’ Svoronos claims to have made 
the important discovery that numerous coins of the 
Ptolemies are inscribed with dates which have been 
entirely overlooked by Poole and other numismatists 
who have attempted the classification of this difficult 
series. This discovery will be utilized by Svoronos 
in the arrangement of the corpus of Ptolemaic coins 
that he has now in preparation: meanwhile, he 
publishes a list of the dated coins of Ptolemy II., 
including a series on which dates had not previously 
been recognized.—M. C. Soutzo. ‘Examen critique 
d'une nouvelle théorie de la monnaie romaine.’ A 
criticism of the article ‘ Miinzwesen (Rom)’ by Dr. 
B. Pick in Conrad’s ‘Handworterbuch der Staats- 
wissenschaften.’ 

WARWICK WROTH. 
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SUMMARIES OF PERIODICALS 

Vol. 25, 3. July 1901. 

Location dw domaine sacré de Zeus Téménites 
(Amorgos), J. Delamarre. A commentary and emend- 
ation of the text of this inser. first published by 
Weil in 1876. It is especially interesting for inform- 
ation on Greek farming. Décowverte d'un fragment 
de manuscrit d’Horace, P. Sjobeck. Discovered at 
Lund and contains Hor. Od. iil. 4. 12-65. It appears 
to be of the tenth century, and the commentary of 
the eleventh. Les composés syntactiques et la loi de 
Porson dans le trimétre iambique des tragiques grecs, 
G. Dottin. Plaut. Aul. 3-8, J. Chauvin. Suggests 
for 5 patri <suo> avoque iam heres qui nunc hic 
habet and for 7 thesaurum auri <aulam> clam 
omnis in medio foco, and inserts a new line after 5. 
Terentius, Phormio, L. Havet. Various notes. 
Ovide, Met. ix. 557, R. Cahen. Keeps the reading 
of the archetype tantwm sit causa timendi where 
vulg. is tantwm absit c.t. and some edd. give tamen 
ut sitc.t. A propos d'une edition récente de Thucydide, 
D. Serruys. On Stuart Jones’ edition which is called 
rather ‘heureuse vulgarisation qu'un progres considér- 
able,’ but much merit in it is recognised. Coriections 
au texte de Grégoire de Nazianze, A. Misier. 

Revue de Philologie. 

Neue Jahrbucher fur das Klassische Alter- 
tum, ete. Vol. 7. Part 2, 1901. 

Die Analyse als Grundlage der hoheren Kritik 
(continued), A. Gereke. In this part the writer 
treats of transpositions, changes of words and changes 
of sense, and then points out the advances in philology 
since the time of the Alexandrians. Alkestisstudien 
(concluded), L. Bloch. The Alcestis belongs, together 
with the Peliades and the Medea, to the Jolcic-Thes- 
salian circle of legends. By making the figure of 
Heracles subordinate to that of Alcestis the poet en- 
deavoured to emphasize the more serious side of the 
material which had been hitherto treated as comic. 
This tragedy marks an important point in the history 
of the drama, having been produced, at a second 
tepresentation in 438 B.c., to take the place of the 
usual satyric play as the fourth piece of a tetralogy. 
J. Ilberg notices the German edition of Mau’s Pompeji 
in Leben und Kunst and the very useful book of P. 
Kabbadias, Td fepiy rod ’AokAnmod ev Emdavp. 

Part 3. 

Die inschriftliche Poesie der Réimer, J. Tolkiehn. 
With reference to Buecheler's edition of the Carmina 
Latina epigraphica. Most of them are naturally 
anonymous, being either of ritual contents or epitaphs, 
as well as inscriptions of honour and dedicatory, and 
finally the erotic street-poetry of Pompeji with 
numerous reminiscences of Vergil and Ovid. The 
inscriptions offer much that is of the vulgar speech 
and much that is arbitrary in metre. Die Analyse 
als Grundlage der hiheren Kritik (concluded), A. 
Gercke. Interpolations, shorter or longer, are often 
connected by brackets and when these are removed 
the origin of the whole becomes clear. This leads to 
‘the consideration of the fundamental unity required 
in literary productions which, though often disturbed 
in the course of the work, is again restored. The 
tights of the free-creating poet and the limits of 
criticism are weighed against one another. W. Ruge 
reviews Der Hannibalweg of W. Osiander and F, 
Vogel contributes a favourable notice of Holmes’ 
Caesar's Conquest of Gaul. 

Rheinisches Museum fur Philologie. Vol. 
46,2. 1901. 

Vermuthungen zur Jouxmenta-Inschrift, Rf. 
Thurneysen. Der Typhonmythus bei Pindar wid 
Aeschylus, A. y. Mess. P.V. 367-388 depends on 
Pindar Pyth. i. 15-28. For the narrative, which is 
lacking in Pindar, Hesiod is the source. In an 
appendix H. Usener shows a common source for both 
poets, viz. a Hesiodie poem which is quoted from 
Chrysippus by Galen in his work on the dogmas of 
Hippocrates and Plato. Zur lex Manciana (con- 
eluded), A. Schulten. BactAeds ’Avtioxos Pavia, L. 
Radermacher. This is the beginning of an edict 
quoted in Athen. 547 a. It was forged in the Jewish 
circles of Egypt in order to exhibit one of the Syrian 
Antiochi as a foe to learning. Bemerkungen zu 
griechischen Historikern,-C. Wachsmuth. 1. Herodot 
in Thurioi. It cannot be proved that H. ever 
returned from Thurioi. 2. Alexanders Ephemeriden 
und Ptolemaios. 3. Das Alexanderbuch des Kallis- 
thenes. The title of this was ’AAcédvSpou mpatess. 
Der Anfang von Tacitus Historien, O. Seeck. It is 
probable that T. has in his Histories continued 
Fabius Rusticus, not Cluvius Rufus. Zin Bundesur- 
kunde aus Argos, M. Frinkel. Published by Boeckh 
C.I.G. 1118. Die Antwerpener Handschrift des 
Sedulius, C. Caesar. Die Uceberlieferung iiber 
Aspasia von Phokaia,O. Neuhaus. The information 
upon the first part of her life goes back to Ktesias 
from whom Aelian derived it through Pamphila, 
Plutarch through Deinon, and Trogus-Justinus 
through Ephorus. Zu Herodianos Technikos meph 
Bovijpous Actews, P. Egenolff. Notula grammatica, 
G. Kroll. Worterweiterung, H. Usener. A frequent 
source of error, as propicius for propius, locutus for 
locus, etc. Bakchylides VIII. (IX.)36 Bl.°, O. Hense. 
Von zwei kleinen Leuten (Papyrusschnitzel), S. 
Sudhans. Berl. Urk. I.8No. 229 and a duplicate 
No. 230; Grenfell and Hunt, Greek papyri II. 84. 
Zu Ciceros Rosciana §11, G. Landgraf. Suggests 
non dimissum iri. Zu Cicero, H. Usener. On de 
rep. I. §§ 56, 69, II. § 4. Chrysippos von Knidos und 
Erasistratos, F. Susemihl. Schriftquellen wad ihre 
Folgen, C. Wachsmuth. Against A. Malinin’s view 
of the situation of the Agora at Athens. MWandel 
von 1 zuwitm Italischen, A. Zimmermann. 

Mnemosyne. Vol. 29, 3. 1901. 

Homerica (continued), J. van Leeuwen. On the 
house of Ulysses. De Regia observatiuncula, J. J. 
Hartman. On Dio Cassius 54, 27 compared with 
Plin. Ep..iv. 11. Ad Plutarchum, J. J. H. On 
Lyc. 27 and 6. Observationes criticae ad Lucianum 
(continued), S. A. Naber. Ad Tacitum, J. J. H. 
In Ann. vi. 4 conjectures posse se puerili modo 
monert. Ad titulos Acraephienses, H. van Gelder. 
On the inscriptions published by Perdrizet in the 
Bulletin de Correspondance hellénique. Ad Plut- 
archum, J.J. H. In Lyc. 14 suggests mévovs for 
téxovs. Deorwm coronae, 8S. A. Naber. On the 
Indian fable of the loves of Nalus and Damayantis 
compared with Heliod. Aethiop. p. 278 ed. Didot. 
Observationes criticae ad Dionysit Halicarnassens- 
is Antig. Romanas, 8S. A. Naber. 

Wochenschrift fur Klassische Philologie. 
1901. 

26 June. O. Puchstein, Die griechische Biihne 
(A. Korte), unfavourable. O. Giri, Due questione 
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Lucreziane (O. Weissenfels). M. Schanz, Geschichte 
der rémischen Litteratur. II. 2. Vom Tode des 
Augustus bis zur Regierung Hadrians. 2. A. (F. 
Harder), very favourable. 

3 July. P. Foueart, Les grands mystéres d’ Eleusis 
(H. Steuding). ‘Essentially increases our know- 
ledge.’ Ciceronis orationes, vol. vi. Pro Milone, pro 
Marcello, pro Ligario, pro rege Deiotaro, Philippicae 
i.—xiv. ree. A. C. Clark (W. Hirschfelder), ‘Shows 
knowledge and acumen.’ E. Mueller, De Posidonio 
Manilii auctore. 1. (Breiter), favourable. 

10 July. E. Wilisch, Beitrage zur Geschichte des 
allen Korinth (A. Hock). ‘Deserves our thanks.’ 
Corpus glossariorum latinorwm vi. 2, vii. 1. 
Thesaurus glossarum emendatarum, conf. G. Goetz, 
J. 2, Il. 1 (P. Wessner). H. Menge, Lateinische 
Synonymik, 4. Aufl. (C. Stegmann), favourable. 

17 July. O. z. E., Von Asdod nach Ninive im 
Jahre 711 v. Chr. (M.), unfavourable. O. Puchstein, 
Die griechische Biihne (A. Miiller), favourable. C. 
Morawski, Rhetorwm Romanorum ampullae (W. 
Gemoll). ‘Too bold in conclusions.’ A. Kunze, 
Beitrage zur lateinischen Grammatik. 1, Mea refert 
(C. Stegmann). 

24 July. O. Schrader, Reallexikon der indoger- 
manischen Altertwumskunde. 11. (O. Weise), favour- 
able. A. Malinin, Zwei Streitfragen der Topo- 
graphie von Athen (P. Weizsicker). ‘Does not 
produce conviction.’ E. Badstubner, Bettrage zur 
Erklirung und Kritik der philosophischen Schriften 
Senecas (W. Gemoll). ‘Deserves to reach a wide 
circle of readers.’ F, Stolz und H. Schmalz, 
Lateinische Grammatik, Mit einem Anhang iiber 
lateinische Lexikographie von F. Heerdegen. 3. 
Aufl. (Bartholomae), unfavourable. 

7 Aug. R. Preiser, Zum Torso von Belvedere 
(P. Weizsicker), very favourable. Sofocle, Antigone 
con note da Placido Cesareo (H. G.), favourable. 
Le Liriche di Orazvio, da V. Ussani. II. (O. Weis- 
senfels). ‘Quite up to date and shows a thorough 
knowledge of Latin.’ G. Némethy, <Adversaria 
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critica ad Taciti Agricolam, Annales, Historias (Th. 
Opitz), favourable on the whole. Giov. Ferrara, 
DL incendio di Koma e i primi eristiani. 
~14 Aug. Ed. Meyer, Geschichte des Altertums, 
iii. 1 (A. Hock), very favourable. G, Némethy.* 
Ad Verg. ecl. iv. 47 (H. W.). A. Cima, Appunti 
Oraxiani (W. H.). EE. Badstibner, Bettrdge zur Er- 
klérung und Kritik der philosophischen Schriften 
Senecas(O. Weissenfels), favourable. P. Weise, Bei- 
trage zur Geschichte des rimischen Weinbaues in Gal- 
lien und an der Mosel (W. Haag), favourable. 

28 Aug. E. Rohde, Kleine Schriften (P. Stengel), 
‘We are thankful for what is here given us.’ Aristo- 
phanis Nubes, ed. J. van Leeuwen (O. Kaehler), very 
favourable. W. Ahlberg, De procelewsimaticis tam- 
borum trochaeorumque antiquae scaenicae poesis 
Latinae (H. G.), very favourable. The elegies of 
Maximianus by R. Webster (M. Manitius), very 
favourable. A. v. Cohausen und L. Jacobi, Das 
Rémerkastell Saalburg, 5. A. von H. Jacobi (C. 
Koenen), favourable. 

4 Sept. P. Guirand, La main d@ oewvre indus- 
trielle dans Vancienne Gréce (F. Cauer), favourable. 
Xenophontis opera, rec. E. C. Marchant (W. Gemoll). 
Too conservative on the whole. G. Dittmann, De 
Hygino Arati interprete (H. Moeller), favourable. 
Tacitus, Agricola and Germania, by A. Gudeman 
(E. Wolff), favourable. F. Pradel, De prueposi- 
tionum in prisca latinitate vi atque wu (H. Ziemer). 
Good as far as it goes but only extending to coram in 
alphabetical order. 

11 Sept. Dionysius of Halicarnassus, The three 
literary letters, ed. by W. R. Roberts (G. Ammon). 
‘Has much forwarded the study of the writer.’ 
Ch. Johnson, The motion of the voice in the theory of 
ancient music (H. G.), favourable. Aetiz Sermo xvi, 
veroff. von Sk. Zervos (Fuchs), favourable. W. 
Ahlberg, De correptione iambica Plautina qumes- 
tiones (H. Draheim), favourable. Taciti Historiarum 
libri i-v, ed. G. Némethy (Ed. Wolff), unfavourable. 

LIST OF NEW BOOKS. 

Aeschylus. Schild. De responsione, quae in Aeschyli “ee D’Ooge (B. L.) De particularum copula- 

fabula Thebana inter 

orationes intercedere 

Nordhausen. 
Ampclius, Sorn (J.) 

‘Liber memorialis’ 

16 pp. Laibach. 
Antiphon. Kohm (G.) 

(Final part.) 8vo. 17 pp. Wien. 
Archilochos. Jurenka(H.) Archilochos von Paros. 

Aus den Fragmenten dargestellt. Svo. 15 pp. 
Aristoteles. Schonermarck (C.) Die tragischen 

Affekte bei Aristoteles I. 4to. 28 pp. Liegnitz. 
Beyschlag (F.) Die Anklage des Sokrates. Kritische 

Untersuchungen. S8vo. 58 pp. Neustadt. 
Bloch (Leo) Alkestis-Studien. (Aus ‘Neue Jahr- 

biicher fiir das klass. Altertum.’) S8vo. 52 pp., 
engravings, and 1 plate. Leipzig, Teubner. 2 M. 

Brinckmeier. Weinrich Schliemann und die Aus- 
grabungen auf Hissarlik. 4to. 32 pp. Burg. 

nuntii 

4to. 

binas 

creditur. 

regisque 
16 pp. 

Einige Bemerkungen zum 
des L. Ampelius. 8vo. 

Neue Antiphon-Studien. 

tivarum apud Caesarem et Pseudo-Caesarianos 

scriptores usu. 8vo. 63 pp. Bonn. 
Miilinen (H. F. von) Divico oder die von 

Caesar den Ostgalliern und Siidgermanen gegen- 
iiber vertretene Politik. Part III]. Svo. 44 pp. 

Bern. 90 Pf. 
Caesius Bassus. Ernst (F.) Der Lyriker und der 

Metriker Caesius Bassus. Svo. 88 pp. Miinchen. 
Cactani Lovatelli (E.) Attraverso il mondo antico. 

16mo, 350 pp. Roma. 6 lire. 
Capps (E.) Studies in Greek Agonistic Inscriptions. 

8vo. 25 pp. Chicago. 
Carter (J. B.) Selections from the Roman elegiac 

poets, with introduction and notes. 12mo. 

330 pp. New York. $1.40. 
Chatelain (Aem.) Uncialis scriptura codicum latin- 

orum novis exemplis illustrata, Folio. 60 fac- 
simile plates, viii. pp. letterpress. Explanatio 
tabularum. 8vo. viii, 104 pp. Paris. Welter. £2. 
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Church (J. E.) Beitrag zur Sprache der lateinischen 

Grabinsehriften. I. 8vo. 99 pp. Miinchen. 
Buchholz. 1 M. 60. 

A Cicero. Oratio Philippica secunda, with introduction 
and commentary by E. G. Sihler. 16mo. 
157 pp. New York. 80c. 

—— Epistulae. Vol. I. Epistulae ad familiares, 
ed. by L. C. Purser. Crown 8vo. Frowde. 6s. 

Epistulae selectae temporum ordine selectae, 
con note italiane da R. Carrozzari. 16mo. 144 
pp. Milano. 1 lira 50. 
— De officiis liber primus, with introduction and 

commentary by F. E. Rockwood. 16mo. 183 pp. 
New York. 90. 

Fifty letters, ed. for the use of schools by 
J. H. Dillard. 16mo, 13, 118 pp. Boston. 
Ginn. 45. 

— Sander (J.) Bemerkungen zu den Cicero- 

Briefen. 4to. 28 pp. Wittenberg. 
—— Sternkopf (W.) Zu Ciceros Briefen. 

und Matius. S8vo. 21 pp. Dortmund. 
— Wolff (J.) De clausulis Ciceronianis. 

34 pp. Breslau. 
Colluthos. Ludwich (A.) Besserungsvorschlige zu 

Kolluthos. Kritische Miscellen (XXI bis XXIV). 
4to. 20 pp. Kdonigsberg. 

Cornelius Nepos. Le vite degli excellenti capitani, 

commentate da Riccardo Cai. 8vo. viii, 125 pp. 
Pistoia. 1 lira 50 c. 

Del Mar (A.) Ancient Britain in the light of 
modern archaeological discoveries. Svo. 24, 206 
pp- New York. $2. 

Demosthenes. The first three Philippics (in Greek) 

with introduction and notes by M. J. Smead. 
12mo. 16, 220 pp. $1.05. 

Heerdegen (F.) Uber parenthetische Satze und 
Satzverbindungen in der Kranzrede des Demos- 
thenes. 8vo. 26 pp. Leipzig. 

Meindlhumer (Fr.) Die Symmorieneinrichtung 
zur Zeit des Demosthenes und seine Reform- 
vorschlage. S8vo. 35 pp. Horn. 

Dictionnaire des antiquités grecques et romaines, 
redigé par Ch. Daremberg et E. Saglio. Fase. 30. 
(Lib—Lnud). 4to. Double columns. Pp. 1205- 

1364, 183 engravings. Paris. Hachette. 5 fr. 
Dionis Cocceiani (Cassii) historiarnm romanarum 

quae supersunt, ed. U. Ph. Boissevin. Vol. III. 
Adiecta sunt specimina phototypica tria libri 
Vaticani N. 1288. 8vo. xviii, 800 pp. Berlin, 
Weidmann. 32 M. 

Dorpfeld (Wilh.) Das siidliche Stadtthor von 
Pergamon. (Aus ‘Abhandlungen der Preuss, 

Akademie der Wissenschaften.’) 4to. 20 pp., 
3 plates (1 coloured). Berlin, Reimer. 2 M. 50. 

- Bichner (M.) Warum lernen wir die alten Sprachen ? 

8vo. 103pp. Bielefeld, Velhagen and K. 1M. 
Ephorus. Dopp (E.) Die geographischen Studien 

des Ephorus. I. Die Geographie des Westens. 
8vo. 28 pp. Rostock. 

Euripides. Medea, ed. by J. Thompson and T. R. 
Mills, with introduction, notes and translation. 

8vo. 150 pp. (Univ. Tutor. Series.) Clive. 
4s. 6d. 

Cicero 

8yvo. 
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Euripides. Nestle (W.) Euripides der Dichter der 

griechischen Aufklarung. 8vo. xiii, 594 pp., 
portrait. Stuttgart. Kohlhammer. 15 M. 

Rappold (D.) Zum Euripidestext. Syo. 22 
pp. Wien. 

Ewans (A. J.) Mycenaean Tree and Pillar Cult and 
its Mediterranean relations, illustrated from recent 

Cretan finds. Imp. 8vo. 120 pp., 70 engravings 
and coloured plate. Macmillan. 6s. net. 

Galenus. Helmreich (G.) Galenus de optima cor- 
poris constitutione. Idem de bono habitu. 8vo. 
40 pp. Hof. 

Galzigna (G. A.) Fino a che punto i commedio- 
grafi del rinascimento abbiano imitato Plauto e 
Terenzo. II. 8vo. 40 pp. Capodistria. 

Girard (P. F.) Histoire de organisation judiciaire 
des Romains. Part I. : Les six premiers siécles de 
Rome. 8vo. xxx, 341 pp. Paris. Rousseau, 
15 fr. 

Gloeckner (Steph.) Quaestiones rhetoricae. Historiae 
artis rhetoricae qualis fuerit aevo imperatorio 
capita selecta. (Breslauer philologische Abhand- 
lungen Vol. VIII. Pt. 2.) 8vo. viii, 115 pp. 
Breslau. Mareus. 4 M. 80. 

Greek Inscriptions. Sammlung der griechischen 
Dialekt-Inschriften. Vol. IV. Divis. II. Part IT. : 

Meyer (H.) und K. Wendel, Wortregister zum 

2. bis 6. Heft des II. Bandes. 8yo. vi. pp. and 
pp- 167-831. Gottingen. Vandenhoeck and R. 
6 M. 60. 

Gusman (Pierre) Pompeii, with a preface by Max 
Collignon. 8vo. New York. Dodd Mead. 
$12.50. 

Hackel (A.) Der Gliicksumschwung im Hannibal- 
ischen Kriege. 8vo. 36 pp. Linz. 

Hall (H.R) Oldest civilisation of Greece : Studies 

of the Mycenaean Age. 8vo. 382 pp., plates. 
Nutt. 15s. net. 

Herzog (R.) Das Heiligtum des Apollo in Halasarna. 
8vo. 25 pp., map, plate. 

Hesiod. Kiinneth (Chrn.) Der pseudohesiodeische 
Heraklesschild, sprachlich-kritisch untersucht. 
I. 8vo. 41 pp. Erlangen. 1 M. 

Hirschfeld (O.) Die Rangtitel der rémischen 
Kaiserzeit. 8vo. 32 pp. Berlin. 

Hoch (J. C.) and O. F. H. Bert. 

Latin Book. 12mo. vii, 242 pp. New York. $1. 
Homer. Odyssee, erklart von J. U. Faesi. 9th 

Edition by A. Kaegi. Vol. I. (1-6). S8vo. xxx, 

198 pp. Berlin, Weidmann. 2 M. 10. 
Diihr, Homers Odyssee in niederdeutscher 

poetischer Uebertragung. Buch xxiv. 4to. 15 pp. 
Nordhausen. 

— Hoerenz (C.) De vetustiore versus heroici 

forma in Homeri carminibusinventa, 4to. 24 pp. 
Berlin. 

Ludwich (Art.) Textkritische Untersuchungen 

uber die mythologischen Scholien zu Homer's 

A new beginner’s 

Ilias. Il. 4to. 24 pp. Konigsberg. 50 Pf. 
Horatius, erklart von Ad. Kiessling. Vol. I. Oden 

und Epoden. 4th Edition; by R. Heinze. 8vo. 
vill. 466 pp. Berlin, Weidmann. 2 M. 10, 

—— Fritzsche (Th.) Horatiana. De iisdem versibus 
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et formis dicendi apud Horatium repetitis observa- 

tiones grammaticae, 8yvo. 17 pp. Giistrow. 

____ Skobielski (J.) Zu Horaz carm. II. 17, 21. 

8vo. 6 pp. Czernowitz. 

Hoschek (Th.) Das rémische Reich am Ende des 

zweiten Jahrhunderts nach Christus. 8vo. 17 pp. 

Pilsen. 

Huber (P.) Achaica. 8vo. 44 pp. Giinzburg. 

Hula (Ed.) Romische Altertiimer. 8vo. iv, 120 pp., 

map, engravings. Leipzig, Freytag. 2M. 

Hyginus. Werth (A.) De Hygini fabularum indole. 

8vo. 43 pp. M. Gladbach. 

Justinus Martyr. Lippelt (E.)  Quae fuerint 

Justini Martyris drouynuoveduara quaque ratione 

eum forma evangeliorum syro-latina cohaeserint. 

I. 8vo. 38 pp. Halle. 

Juvenal. Thiel (A.) Juvenalis graecissans sive de 

yocibus graecis apud Juvenalem. 8vo. x, 152 pp. 

Breslau. 4 M. 

Kalbfleisch (C.) Papyri Argentoratenses Graecae. 

4to. 12 pp., 4 plates. Rostock. 

Karlowa (O.) Romische Rechtsgeschichte. Vol. 

II. Privatrecht und Civilprozess. Scrafrecht und 

Strafprozess. Part III. 8ve. vi. pp. and pp. 

945-1416. Leipzig, Veit. 14 M. 50. 

Karst (Jul.) Geschichte des hellenischen Zeitalters. 

Vol. I. Die Grundlagen des Hellenismus. 8vo. 

x, 438 pp. Leipzig, Teubner. 12 M. 

Kotek (T.) Anklange an Ciceros * de natura deorum ’ 

8vo. 60 pp. bei Minucius Felix und Tertullian. 

Wien. 

Lebentopulos (A.) ‘H A’kal Bamodoyia bmép xpioti- 

avav lovativov Tov Mdprupos kal § Kata ‘EAAnvev 

Adyos ‘A@avaclov tod Meyddov.  8yo. 46 pp. 

Erlangen. 

Lommer (A.) Homeri Indos funebres quomodo recen- 

tiores epici Graeci et Latini imitati sint. 8vo. 

54 pp. Straubing. 

Longinus. Troger (G.) Der Sprachgebrauch in der 

pseudolonginianischen Schrift wep) tyous und deren 

Stellung zum Atticismus. II. 8vo. 58 pp. 

Burghausen. 

Maass (E.) Analectasacra et profana. 4to. 16 pp. 

Marburg. 

McCrindle (J. W.) Ancient India as described in 

classical Literature ; Collection of Greek and Latin 

Texts with translations and annotations. 8vo. 

248 pp. Constable. 7s. 6d. net. 

Mair (G.) Die Aisten und Neuren und die Hyper- 

boreer-Sage. 8vo. 53 pp. Pola. 

Malalas. Bouvier (H.) Ueber die Quellen der 

ersten vierzehn Biicher des Johannes Malalas. II. 

8vo. 67 pp. Augsburg. 

Martianus Capella. Dick (A.) Die Wortformen 

bei Martianus Capella. Als Nachtrag zu Georges 

Lexicon der lateinischen Wortformen. 4to. 33 pp. 

St. Gallen. 

Maybaum. Der 

26 pp. Doberan. 

Mead (G. R. S.) Apollonius of Tyana, Philosopher, 

Reformer of First Century a.p. A critical Study 

with an Introduction on Religious Associations 

and Brotherhoods of the Times and possible Influ- 

in Boeotien. 4to. Zeuskult 
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ence of Indian Thought on Greece. Royal 8vo. 
164 pp. Theosophical Publ. Co. 33. 6d. net. 

Meader (C. L.) The Latin pronouns, is, hie, iste, 
ipse: a semasiological study. 12mo. 288 pp. 

New York. Macmillan. . $1 40c. 
Medici Graeci. Fragmentensammlung der griechis- 

chen Aerzte, herausgegeben von M. Wellmann, 
Vol. I. Die Fragmente der sikelischen <Aerzte 
Akron, Philistion, und des Diokles von Karystos. 

8vo. viii, 524 pp. Berlin, Weidmann. 10 M. 
Mesk (J.) Satz und Vers im elegischen Distichon 

der Griechen. S8yo. 13 pp. Briinn. 
Meyer (Wilh.) Der Gelegenheitsdichter Venantius 

Fortunatus. (Aus ‘ Abhandlungen der Gesellschaft 

der Wissenschaften zu Gottingen.’ Vol. IV, No. 

VY.) 4to. 140 pp. Berlin, Weidmann. 9 M. 
Milliet (J. P.) La Dégénérescence bachique et la 

Nevrose religieuse dans l’antiquité. Svo. 260 pp. 
Paris. 3 fr. 50 c. 

Minos (J.) Ein neuentdecktes Geheimschriftsystem 
der Alten. Mit Proben aus Nikander, Catull, 

Properz, Ovid, Vergil, Horaz, Phaedrus, Val. 

Flaccus, Martial und anderen und mit einem 

Nachwort iiber Akrostichisches bei den klassischen 
Dichtern der Griechen und Romer. S8vo. 64 pp. 

Leipzig. 
Moeller (J.) Studia Maniliana. 8vo. 51 pp. 

Marburg. 
Monumenta Pompeiana (To be completed in abou t 

50 parts.) PartI. Folio. 3 Plates, two of which are 
coloured, 3 leaves of letterpress in Italian, French, 
German, and English. Naples. Each part 12 sh. 

Monumenti antichi pubblieati per cura della R. 
Accademia dei Lincei. Vol. IX. Part 3. (Cont. 

Patroni (G.) Caverna naturale von avanzi preis~ 
torici in provincia di Salerno. Brizio (E.) Il 
sepolcreto gallico di Montefortino presso Arcevia). 
folio. pp. 546-807, 12 plates. Milan, Hoepli. 

38 lire. 
the same. Vol. X. (Ghirardini (G.) La situia 

italica primitiva studiata specialmente in Este. 
Mariano (L.) Aufidena. Sogliano(A.) L’efebo in 

bronzo rinvenuto in Pompei.) folio, 654 pp., 26 
plates. Milan, Hoepli. 85 lire. 

the same. Vol XI. Fasc. 1 (Pinza (G.) Monu- 

menti primitivi della Sardegna.) folio. 
19 plates. Milan, Hoepli. 48 lire. 

Ovid. Volkmann (W.) Eine Anmerkung zur Technik 
des Ovid. 4to. 18 pp. Breslau. 

Pischinger (A.) Der Vogelgesang bei den griech- 
ischen Dichtern des klassischen Altertums. Ein 
Beitrag zur Wiirdigung des Naturgefiihls der 
antiken Poesie. 8vo. 108 pp. LEichstatt. 

Plato. Dialoghi, tradottida R. Bonghi. Vol. VIII. 
Il Sofista o dell’ Ente. Il Politico o del potere 
regio. I] Parmenide o delle idee. 16mo. 341 pp. 
Turin. Bocca. 4 lire. 

Kirchner (H.) Die verschiedenen Auffassungen 

284 pp., 

des platonischen Dialogs Kratylus. IV. Gang 
und Gliederung des Dialogs. 4to. 20 pp. Brieg 

—— Meiser (K.) Ueber Platons Euthyphron. 8vo. ° 

37 pp. Regensburg. 
— Schirlitz (K.) Der Beweis fiir die Identitat 
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der Tapferkeit und des Wissens in Platons Prota- 
goras. 4to. 26 pp. Stargard i. P. 

Stahlin (Fr.) Die Stellung der Poesie in der 

platonischen Philosophie. 8vo. iv, 68 pp. 
Miinchen. Beck. 2M. 

Piautus. Les Ménechmes, comédie, traduction en 

vers par P. Richard. 16mo. 79 pp. Paris. 
Delagrave. 

—— Roppenecker (H.) Zur plautinischen Metrik 
und Rhythmik. I. Teil. 8vo. 36 pp. Franken- 
thal. 
— Vahlen (J.) Accii poetae tragici iudicium de 

Plauti fabulis. 4to. 26 pp. Berlin. 
— Wollner(D.) Die auf das Kriegswesen beziig- 
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(Continued from p. 355.) 

KNIGHTS. 

Why do English editors go on giving us 
characters called Demosthenes, Nicias and 
Cleon? There are no such people in the 
play at all, and it would greatly vex Aris- 
tophanes to see his satire so spoiled. From 
an editor with Dr. Merry’s sense of humour 
the comic poet might have looked for better 
treatment, and now Messrs. Hall and 
Geldart in their new Bibliotheca Oxoniensis 
text have done the samething. The foreign 
editors are usually too skilful to make this 
mistake. Neither Kock, nor Von Velsen, 
nor Van Leeuwen falls into it, though 

Zacher does. Dr. Blaydes, too, in his monu- 
mental Aristophanes knows better. But 
the editions which in this country will be in 
every one’s hands continue what [ must take 
leave to call the absurd tradition. Cleon, 

Nicias, Demosthenes do not appear in the 
Knights. There are three slaves, two like those 
in the Peace without any distinctive names at 
all, the third named Paphlagon, which is as 
much a name as Syrus. They stand for the 
distinguished men in question, but the point 
of the whole thing is that it is a sort of 
humorous allegory or imaginative burlesque, 
and attaching the names of the real men to 
the three slaves dulls and blunts the humour 
in an unpardonable way. Paphlagon is not 
Cleon: he only holds towards his master 

NO. OXXXVT. VOL. XV. 

and his fellow slaves a relation burlesquing 
that of Cleon towards the people and the 
other prominent public men of Athens. We 
must not confound the caricature with the 
thing caricatured by putting the true names 
to the fancy picture. As well might Dryden 
in his great satire have written Shaftesbury 
and Shadwell for Achitophel and Og. 

15. [OIK. A] GAN’ cizeé Oapparv, cira Kayo cou 
dpacw. 

OIK. B. wos av ot por NAé€Eeras 
ame xp N€yerv; 

OIK. A. GAN’ ovdk &t prot 70 Opérre. Gs 
av ovv ore 

elmo’ av avtd dita KopwWevpt- 
TLKWS 5 

OIK. B. an pot ye, py prot, py Staokavd1- 
Klons. 

This is the order of the lines in all 
MSS. Recent editors, seeing that they are 
rather incoherent as they stand, have put 16 
before 15, and it is certainly the case that 

17 gains by following directly on 15. But 
what seems to me the true order of the 
five lines has not been suggested. Line 16, 
the quotation from Huripides, is the key to 
the difficulty. In 18 A asks how he can 
express himself in subtle Euripidean fashion, 
He then answers his own question by this 
quotation (16) mas dv «.7.A. and it is this 
quotation which provokes from B the excla- 

Co 
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mation of disgust, px) pot ye x.7.A., with the 
reference to the Huripidean manner in 

diackavductons. The lines will then run: 

[OIK. A] add’ cixé Oappdv, cira Kayo cot 
ppace. 

OIK. B. GAN od eu poe 7o Operre. ws av 
ovv ToTeE 

elroy.’ av adrTo OHTA KoppevpLTLKOs ; 
mos uv ov pot ekeras ape 

xpy A€yev 5 
OIK. A. pa} prot ye, py pot, py StacxavdiKioys. 

Tf this transposition be adopted, someslight 
change must be made elsewhere, if we are not 
to alter the speakers through the rest of the 
scene. We might give 11 and 12 to Band 
so proceed, or A¢ye ov in 13 might be giver 
to A, ot py ovv x.7.’. to B. For the trans- 
position compare perhaps 258-265, where it 
seems best to put 264-5 after 260. 

U 188 aAX’, dya6’, otd€ povotkny eriorapar 
TAHY ypapparwv, Kal TadTa pLevTOL KAKO 

KaK@s. 

Dr. Blaydes quotes the imitation in Pro- 
copius Bell. Pers. p. 10 c: od yap adXo oder és 
Ypapparictod moray ewabev Ore pr ypdppara, 
Kal TavTa Kaki. KaKa@s, ypawat. Has he noticed 
that Gibbon in a note to his fortieth chapter 
has quoted the historian’s description of 
John of Cappadocia, adding the comment 
“a forcible expression’? Apparently Gibbon 
did not remember that the words were a 
quotation from Aristophanes, and his editors, 
as far as I know, have not pointed it out. 

598 adda tTav TH yn pev aitdv ovK ayav 
Gaupaloper, 

ec voy > ‘ € ‘ 3 , > col 

ts 67’ €is Tas immaywyovs eiceT7Owy avoptKas. 

This very imperfect sentence should not 
have been Jeft so long uncorrected. Herwer- 
den, indeed, has proposed for ot« ayay to 
write ov tégov, but Attic prose and comedy 
do not use téc0s for tocotros or toios for 
rowvros. It is curious that the pe of 598 
has not suggested to any one the true cor- 
rection, ds<0’> 67’, for it points to it very 
clearly. Compare a few sentences of more 
or less similar form : 

Ach, 654 Kal THS VyooU bev eketvns 
ov dpovrilova’, add’ iva todtov Tov 

Toumtyy adeAwvrat. 

Wasps 482 adda viv pev ovdev adyeis, GAN’ 
orav K.7.X. 

Plato Lysis 204 D kai & pev Katadoyddny 
Sunyetrar dewa ovra od wavy te dewa éeotw, 

GAN’ éreday Ta Tojpata ypav emiyeipyon 
kutavr\eww. 
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Ar, Eth. 4. 7. 1127 b 12 ei & &vexa twos, 6 
pev ddEns 7) TysHs od lav Wexrds...6 de apyupiov 
. . doxnpovertepos, though not elliptic in con- 
struction, is worth citing for the od dav. 

1385 éye vv éri tovrors Tovrovi Tov dxadiay 
Kal Tals’ evopxnv domep oloeL TOVOE ToL, 

I ventured to say in vol. xi. p. 19 of *this 
Review that 6o7ep could not be used thus for 
doris or ds. I ought to have seen then what 
is very obvious on a little thought, that 
Aristophanes wrote 6s mepioice. So in 727 
of this play Elmsley corrected the unmetrical 
oidmep bBpilopar to ota mepwpiCowat, and in 
Lucian Lunuchus 7 the MSS. vary between 
elwep Hv and ei mepuyv. 

CLouDs. 

, >» cal , 

145 dvjper’ dpte Xapedpovra Swxparys 
, ay 9 Si lege a7 

WirdAav brdcous GAXAoLTO TOUS avTHs Todas” 
= . = a Seay in 

daxotoa yap Tov Xaipepavtos THY odpiv 
ALG oS ae , Spr 
éxi tiv Kepadyy THY Ywxpdrovs apyAaro. 

Allthe editors seem to give dAAoro. Both 
R and V however, with other MSS., are said 
to have dAouro, and that (or perhaps a\avro) 
must be right, The question is not a 
general one, how far fleas jumped. 148 
shows that it refers to the particular flea by 
which Chaerephon was bitten: daxoica yap 
x.7.A. i8 inconsistent with anything else. 
The question of Socrates therefore (if it was 
not rather Chaerephon’s, as Piccolomini 
thinks, reading Xaipepdv tov Ywxparyny) was, 
how far a flea had jumped. So apparently 
the scholiast took it, who wrote in his note 

érdcous (rddas) mydycese. 

1366 eyo yap AicyvAov vopilw mparov ev 
TOLNTALS 

Wodov mA€wv, akioratov, 
KpnpLvorroLoy ; 

oToppaka, 

There should be no doubt that these two 
verses are a question, indignantly uttered by 
Pheidippides. In a statement made by 
Strepsiades the second line could hardly pass 
as a stroke of humour, but there is no need 
to have recourse to transposing 1365 and 
1366 with Hermann, Kock and Thompson. 
To the precisely similar questions of indig- 
nant surprise quoted by Blaydes (Vesp. 1159: 
Av. 815) add the following: Vesp. 1188 eyo 
8& reHedpnKa Tw7ro7’ ; ovdapo0 (for so it should 
be written): Soph. 47. 1130 eye yap ay peEauyac 
Saydvev vopovs; Plat. Rep. 344 B eyo yap 
oiuat, &bn 6 @pacvpaxos, Tovti adddus Exew ; 
Euthyd. 297 B adeAdos ydp, Edy, eyed ete 
Hidvdywov; Every one of these passages 

except Vesp. 1188 has a ydp and every one 
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an emphatic éyé. Probably the obscure 
passage in Xen. Symp. 4. 45 is to be ex- 
plained in the same way. 

1415 KAdovor zaides, zatépa 8 od KAdew 
doxets ; 

Many have been the suggestions for 
adding on three syllables at the end to 
make this a tetrameter. I think the 
addition quite necessary, but I would not 
add anything like Cobet’s od xXpnvac or 
Herwerden’s zpooyjxew. Though some such 
word as xpivac seems logically necessary, 
the poet might venture to dispense with it 
under the circumstances; the parody is 
more perfect without it. Suggestions are 
rather idle, but I will contribute mine— 
tows d€ or icws ody, going with the next 
verse, pycets x.T.A. 

Wasps. 

967 & dapove, ehéer rods TadauTwpoupévovs. dp) AID) BOUL 

Mr. Starkie in his admirable edition 
(1897) reads aidod for the unmetrical édée. 
Perhaps I may put on record that I made 
the same suggestion to the Oxford Philo- 
logical Society at a meeting on November 2, 
1894. I should prefer to regard édée as a 
gloss on aidod and not as a corruption of it. 
With aidod the line reminds us to some 
extent of Vub. 1468 vai, val, xatadéoOyre 
matpdov Ata, in which the last three words 
are of course borrowed from tragedy. 
There is a certain mock solemnity about 
both. For this use of aidetcGar may be com- 
pared such passages as Od. 3. 96 pmdé ré pv 
aiddpevos perdtcoeo pnd’ édeatpwv: Eur. Med. 
326: Hec. 286: J.A. 1246: Antiphon 1. 
26 and 27. 

PEACE. 

24 For dozep write dcarep, not with 
Blaydes érurep. In Plat. Rep. 390 B I have 
suggested the alteration of és to dca, omit- 
ting a. 

83 pi por coBapds xdpe iar. 

goPapos is much more likely. Such words 
are much preferred, especially in verse, in 
their adjectival form. So Wub. 406, eperar 
aoBapos: Plut. 872, ds coBapés...cioedydvbev. 

139 rovrowr tots airotot ToDTov XopTacw. 
It is such a fixed thing in Greek that 6 

airds comes before, not after, odros (raira 
Tavta, not tatra raitd, &e.) that perhaps we 
ought to find some way of altering this 
verse. We may think of rodrév ye ois 
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avroior TovTos Yopracu, contrasting the 
beetle with Pegasus (135). [Dr. Postgate 
Suggests tovro.. Kotx dAXowwt, comparing 
Soph. 0.C. 908.] 

180 wéev Bporod je 
“HpdxAts, 

\ PD N s 
TOUTL TL EGTL TO KQ@KOV ; 

Write zo6ev Bporod pe mpooeBar’—; dva€, 
«.7.A. Dr. Merry sees that the sentence is 
thus imperfect, not elliptical. Perhaps 
other editors see it too. If so, why not 
write it accordingly ? 

mpooeBad’; dvaké 

306 ob yap of Srus dxemety ay SoKd pev 
THILEpov. 

If this is really the text of the MSS. 
(Messrs. Hall and Geldart do not notice it), 
Soxotwev rather than Blaydes’ doxotpev 
would seem tke alternative to the dono pou 
usually read. 

479 doo y’ abrav exovrar 0d EvDov. 
If this refers to the prisoners from 

Sphacteria, may not évexovtar TH EvAw be 
suggested? The loss of & after wv might 
lead to the corruption of 70 Sho. 

729 GN ib yxalpwr- nels O€ Téws Tdde Ta 
oKEVN Tapadovtes Aes ; = ne Tos axoAovOors dauev cule. 

Certainly ddev and zapaddvres cannot be 
right together. Cobet approved (V.L. 51) 
of Hamaker’s ride oKevy arodwvvres, in 
which an article would surely be wanted. 
oxevn is confirmed by 552, 886, 1318, and 
by ratra in 732, Dr. Blaydes reads rade ra 
oxevn xatadevres, though it ought rather to 
be karabeuevor (886). 

Since these are the first lines of a para- 
basis, the right word and the least possible 
change is zapaBdvtes. So immediately be- 
low in 735 airév éryver mpos TO Géarpov 
mapaBas ev tots dvarraicrots : Liq. 508 xpos 76 
Géarpov zapaBjvac: Thesm. 785 Heets Tolvuv 
meas avtas AéLwnev rapaBaca: Plato 
Comicus, frag. 92 oix av mapeBny cis NéEw 
todvd exév. [Dr. Postgate suggests ’razo- 
dvvres. cf. Ach, 627.| 

Brrps. 

79 zpoxiros opus obroat. 

I commented above on the mistake of 
calling Paphlagon Cleon. In its way it is 
equally a mistake and equally the spoiling 
of a joke, that this servant-bird (dpvis d00Xos 
70) should appear as a dramatis persona 
bearing the name of TpoxtAos, just as his 

coc 2 
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master does that of "Ezoy. If he really 
were a trochilus, cannot the editors see that 
there would be no joke in saying of him 
here, rpdxiAos dps otroci? In the lines 
which precede he has been describing how 
he runs (zpéyec) for this or that thing, and 
so Huelpides says, ‘why, he is a trochilus, 
this fellow.’ The one thing then certain 
about him is that he was not recognised by 
the spectators as belonging to that kind. 
He may have been any bird in the world, 
real or imaginary, except a trochilus. 

280 TIBI. ré 75 répas tourt wor’ eat; ov od 
+ ep ee > * 

povos ap’ 700 Exo, 
GANA XovTos érepos; EI. add’ ov- 

ars 5 
Tos pev €ote Pi\oKA€ous 

Sa SATA ee ; 
e& éroros, éyw dé TovTov wam7os, 

domep ei Neyous 
= 
Inmmovicos KadXlov Ka€é “Inovixouv 

KaAXias. 

The editors find great difficulty in ex- 
plaining é& @oros. Some say ‘son of 
Philocles’ hoopoe,’ others ‘son of Philocles, 
the hoopoe’s son.’ In the second ease ‘ the 
hoopoe’ would be the speaker: in the first 
the alternation of generations (283) would 

be lost, since son, father, and grandfather, 
would be ‘ hoopoe’ all three. 

Eis éxow might, I think, make fair sense. 

He is asked, ‘Is this another hoopoe?’ and 

answers, ‘Yes, he is one hoopoe, and I 

(whom you already know as hoopoe) am his 

grandfather. It is like Callias, ete.’ The 

confusion of EIC and EK is familiar (see 

above on Ach. 410). Cf. Cobet ad Dion. 
Hal. p. 182, who corrects é« d€ Tov 
Snpdpxwv ..dvicratat to els de TaV SnLapXwv. 

519 a’rof is obscure and awkward here. 

Perhaps ovrou or avrov. 

TCL Evypprrpevor 8 Erépwv Erepors yever’ ov- 

pavos @keavos TE. 

The unaugmented yever is absolutely un- 
paralleled in Aristophanes and must be 
regarded with the very greatest suspicion. 

yeyov is a correction which has found favour, 

though the tense is much against it. We 

might, however, compare Thue. 1. 50. 2 

vavrpaxta avrn—peyiorn 8) Tov mpd eavTis 

yeyevnrar: Plat. Apol. 28 © trav Hpdewy ooor 

év Tpola TETENEUTH}KACL : Lycurg. 70 pLovot a 

dpdotépwv mepryeyovacy: and yeyova = the 

aorist is quite common in late Greek. The 
use being at least suspicious and the perfect 

here being only conjectural, perhaps another 

conjecture may be admitted, namely, that 

(é)yéver’ was originally a gloss on some quite 

different word, e.g. pr’ or pver’ (pverar: 

. 

‘806 A) or #épay (Aleman 16. 4). 
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there is no objection to the elision of such 
an at in verbs). 

753 et per épviOwv tis tpov, & Oeatai, Bov- 
Aerau 

diarhéxew Lov Hdéws TO AouTov, ws HUGS 
e 
ir. 

No one that I know of has demurred to 
this, but the sense is surely most unsatis- 
factory. We want ‘If any one wishes for a 
pleasant life, let him join us birds,’ not ‘if 
any one wishes to lead a pleasant life with 
the birds, let him come to us.’ In the first 
place, there are not various communities 
of birds, between which the Athenian 

yearning for a pleasant time might make 
his choice. The chorus are the birds, all the 

birds that are, and there is no other set of 

birds elsewhere for any one to join. The 
chorus are not comparing themselves ad- 
vantageously with other feathered peoples. 
The things they say of themselves prove 

this, if proof were needed. Secondly, ‘if 

any one wishes to join the birds’ is not the 
thing to say. It is Aristophanes’ own fancy 

that there is a bird-community and that men 

might join it withadvantage. He must not 

put the ease of people having formed the 

wish to join it independently of him and 

before he made the pleasant, wise suggestion. 

He can only have said ‘if you want to enjoy 

yourselves, join the birds.’ This being so, 

I do not see how per’ épviOwv can be right. 

It also strikes one that this is the only 

passage in Greek in which diardéxew is 

used without an accusative. It occurs some 

half-dozen or more times, but always with 

some word like Biov (Herod. 5. 92: Laws 
70 Nowrov 

here is adverbial as usual—so L. and S. and 

the editors take it—and not the object of 

the verb: I doubt whether it is ever used 

except adverbially. We may say therefore 

that, while per dpvidwv is not wanted, we do 

want an object for the verb. 
Then we remember the line in the Wasps 

1071 & ris tpav, & Oeatai, rv env iddv 

diow, 

and think that the line in the Birds may 

very well have run in the same way down 

to Geatai; the missing words might come at 

the end. Finally we arrive at something 

like 
5 fore. 

el tis dv, © Oeatat, Bovrerar Tas nHEpas 
R ; oie AE 

SiaAéxew Cov ydews TO AouToV, ws MAS LTH. 

Of course no one would venture to say that 

this is exactly what Aristophanes wrote. I 
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only submit that it makes good sense and 
that the vulgate does not. 

Frogs. 

167 py 8790’, ixeretw o’, GAG picbucal twa 
Tov exdepopevwr, Ooris ext TOIT Epxerat. 

The last words are a great difficulty and 
have moved many scholars to think that the 
whole line should be omitted. To my mind 
that is not at all the way to deal with it. 
The fault is not in rodr, however, but in 
épxerat. Xanthias is proposing that instead 
of himself one of the dead men taken out 
to burial shall be hired to carry the luggage. 
‘Hire’ he says ‘a dead man, who (or any 
one who)—for this.’ What is the blank ? 
Something like will serve, will do, i.e. 
dpxéoe. It is not every corpse that is com- 
petent. They must have a stout stalwart 
corpse for their purpose. Cf. Plat. Rep. 369 
D, 7@s 7) woAts dpxéoer ext TooavTyy Tapa- 
oxeunv ; Theaet. 174 A rairov b€ apxet cKOmpa 
emt mavtas: Xen. Mem. 2. 6. 30 «i éEapxecer 
po. } attn exiotipn emt Tods ayabods k.T.X. : 
Oecon, 12. 4 doris peAXer apKécew...avT enov 
éryseAovpevos, Ti avTov Kal det GAXo erictacbat 
i amrep eyo ; Cyrop. 6. 2. 34 76 éd’ tepav 
apxeoov and 7b. 31 éxt wAciorov dpxet. For 
the future cf. e.g. 98 of this play, &di yormmov 
ootis pbeyEerar k.T.X. 

The change of a to « and x to x is not 
difficult. Thus on Lucian De Calumn. 2 
Cobet remarks (V.L. 286) libri confundunt 
Gpxetat et épxerar pervulgato errore, which he 
illustrates from the miswriting of dpxyopa 
with future participles in the place of 
épxowar, and he gives some examples of a 
ditferent kind in Mise. Crit. 141. See also 
the index Graecitatis in Bast. p. 1042 a. 
In [Xen.] #4. vopi{over 76 orhurixov apyxeuw 
is now corrected to dpxetv, and Hell. 3. 5. 
15 exovres vautixov ovx Exovtwy npxete to ovK 
éxovrwv. In 1099 of this play €pyxerar is by 
no means certainly right. 

301 t6 arep epxet. Sedpo deip’, & Sea7ora. 

It seems to have escaped notice that 7@’ 
a7ep €pxet is not addressed to Dionysus (nor 
‘spoken by him to Xanthias, as Van Leeuwen 
gives it) but to the imaginary goblin 
Empusa, with whom the slave is terrifying 
his master. This appears clearly from the 
parallel passage Lysist. 833. 

> ‘ 4 ‘ , ‘ fA 

& wotvia Kizpov cat Kufypwv kai Tapov 
pedéova’, 16" opbiy nvrep Epxer THY OOov. 
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369 rovros avd® Katis amavdd Kaidis TO 
Tpirov pa’ azavdo 

eLictacbat piatair xopois. 

TovTos avo® V and the text of Aulus 
Gellius: tovtows dwavdG R and most MSS. 
Two things are clear: (1) aiéé and dravdd 
cannot be combined in one and the same 
sense: (2) dravdd forbid is quite out of 
place. It is ludicrous to suppose that 
aravda ééictacba is a confused expression 
for davde (jy) Eurrodwy civa. I cannot see 
any plausibility in zpwvdd (ter) read by 
Blaydes and after him by Van Leeuwen. 
The true reading really stares one in the 
face : 

TOUTOLS AVOW KavOLs Exavda KavOLs TO TpiToV aN 
e7avoo. 

éravoe tell again does not happen to occur 
elsewhere, but that is quite immaterial. 
dvTavd® seems to occur only in Soph. £7. 
1478 : karavdd only in Ant. 86 ; cvvavdd only 
in Ag. 943 and once in Theophrastus, ézié 
and do are quite easily confused in com- 
pounds: thus in Thue. 5. 50. 1 dopocar 
must be corrected to éropdcar (Stahl). 

456 dco pewuypcd’ ev- 
oeBn Te Ounyoue 
Tpo7ov k.T.A. 

Perhaps 6cou ’wewujped’, had been initiated 
and then went on living (dujyoper). 

467 Gs tov Kiv’ Hav é&eAdoas Tov KepBepov 
amnéas dyxwv KaTrodpas ” xov AaBuv. 

He did not drive Cerberus out ; he dragyed 
him out. Should we change éfeAdcas to 
édkvoas ? 

553 Kal xpéa ye mpos tovtacw avdBpact’ 
€tkoowv 

dvnpi.wBorraia. 

So apparently the best MSS. with others ; 
some, however, av’ 7piwBodraia, and in this 
form Pollux quotes it 9. 64, if Bekker’s text 
may be trusted. Both seem impossible. 
‘ At half an obol apiece’ is either jywBoArata 
or av’ 7piwBodov. Van Leeuwen zav6’ for 
av. Did Aristophanes write «ikoow & 
HpwBor.aia with a comic exactitude as to 
the number ? cf. 49 

kal KaTedvoapev ye vads 
n , x , tee ~ A / 

TOV TOAELIWY 7) SwWdEK’ 7) TpEts Kal O€Ka. 

and 1129 rovrwy éxew Weyes TH; 
EY. zAciy 7) ddexa. 

814 foll. In the four stanzas here begin- 
ning, and too long to quote, I cannot doubt 
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that Dobree was right in thinking that 

822-825 should follow on 817. ¢pigas & 

abrokopov «.t.A. is strictly continuous with 

Sppata orpoBycera. It is most awkward 

for 818-821 to come between the two 

passages in which Aeschylus is described, 

and it much obscures the subject of ¢pigas 

«7A. But I think Dobree was wrong for 

once in putting 818-821 after 825. They 

should stand at the very end after 829. 

First come lines (814-817, 822-825) which 

depict Aeschylus bearing himself in the 

fray like a Titan or a mighty beast of the 

forest: then a stanza (826-829) setting 
forth the deft and subtle art of Euripides : 
finally one (818-821) which vives the con- 

flict and the contrast of the two. In 826 

read evOev 5é on the other side, not evOev dy. 

905 GAN ds téyuora xpi A€yew" ovTw 8) drws 

épetTov 
> a A io} 550, iu Pn » 

doteia Kal pyr eixovas p70’ ot Gv adXos 

elTOl. 

No edition that I have looked at explains 

cixévas properly. Thus Kock Der Chorftihrer 

verlangt dasz sie unverbliimt die Wahrheit 

sagen: Blaydes imagines, similitudines. 

Quibus indulgebat Aeschylus multo frequentius 

quam Euripides: Merry doreia implies 

‘smartness’ and ‘ neatness’; either of which 

would be lost by the use of metaphor (cixoves) 

or commonplace. But any one who remembers 

what Aristotle says with truth about meta- 

phors (Poetics 22. 1459 a 7), that a good 

use of them isa mark of fine natural parts 

(cipvia) and not a thing to be just taken from 

somebody else (zap dAAov AaPeiv) must be 

surprised to find metaphors put side by side 

with things of av dAdos eto. Moreover 

the scene that follows is full of metaphori- 

cal expressions, e.g. 941 foll. The truth is 

cikdves here are not metaphors, but com- 

parisons. The reference is to the rude 

humour of comparing a man to so and so, 

usually something ridiculous. This seems 

to have been a rather favourite, if un- 

mannerly, pleasantry at Athens. See for 

instance Wasps 1308 

Sed SN « ay? o¥ , 

elt airov as «td yKaoev Avototpatos, 
6m” > , > , ‘ ‘ 

éoixas, © mpecButa, veowAovTw Tpvyt (Ppvyt 

Kock) 
iol / > > > 4 > iZ ’ 

KAytapl 7 cis dxuppov azrodedpaxort. 
6 8) dvaxpayav avryKao abrov TapvoTt 
Ta Opia Tod TpiBavos aro_BAnKOTL 
Severo te 7a TKevapia SiaKkeKappevo. 

Av. 804-7: Xen. Symp. 6. 8 od pevror 
Sewds et...cixdlew...adr’ Gpws...cb avrov py 
cixate: Plat. Meno 80 A the famous com- 

parison of Socrates to a torpedo-fish, followed 
by 32. yeyvioxw obrep Evewd pe TKacas. 
MEN. rivos 8) ole; SQ. va ce avrekaow. 
eyo 5& TotTo otda wept TavTwv Tov KadOv ort 

xaipovow cikalopevor: and Plat. Symp. 2154 
the still more famous comparison of him to 
a silenus-image: Aristotle De Gen. An. 4. 3. 

769 b 18 86 woAAdkis 06 oxwmTovTEs eixaCovTL 

Tov pi) KaAdv évious TOs pev aiyt Pre@vTL Tip, 
rovs 8 oil kupitrov7:. What is meant in the 
Frogs therefore is that great men like 
Aeschylus and Euripides are not to indulge 

in these easy and often vulgar jokes at one 

another’s expense. They are to contend in 

a way more worthy of their genius. 

949 GAN’ éreyev H yuv7y TE por x@ SodAos ovddev 
IyTTOV 

xo Seardrns xi) TapHévos x7 ypais av. 

I can never read these lines without 
wondering whether y decrorns should not 
be rod deaxérov, or possibly 7 Seamdrns. 
‘The master’ has no business to come in 
third and ona level with the rest without 
even an tows or an é& ions to carry it off. 
Also ovéév Frrov might stand if there were 
no x@ Seo7érys there, but with those words 
surely it is very odd. 

964 ydoe Sé Trois TovTOV TE Kapors EKaTEpov 

pabnras. 

Perhaps these words should be datives, 

rois...pabnrais. Cf. Hecles. 

780 yioa 8 dro trav xEpav ye Tov ayad- 

pearwv. 
1180 i6c 8% A€y* ob yap povotiv adN’ axovo- 

Téa, a 7 , ee rT, A 
tov cov zpodcywv THs OpHoTyTOs TOY 

évOv. 

It had occurred to me whether aX’ 

dxovoréa does not conceal dAdAa yevoréa. I 

should, however, hardly have mentioned this, 

if I had not subsequently noticed the 
mysterious scholium yvavai zpo Tod axovaat. 
yova points to some other reading. 

1415 
we oy tov €repov AaPwv amet 

<7 AR SAA Soar ee ér6repov av Kpivys, iv’ EAOns py PaTHV. 

In 1163 Hirschig pointed out that eAgety 
is a mistake for 7xew. The point of the 
whole passage there is the distinction of the 
synonyms jxew and xarcevat, and this is lost 
if édGev is stupidly substituted for 7jxew 
(€XOetv pev cis yav Eo Srw perH TaTpas). 
Here in 1416 is it not equally clear that the 
same error has occurred? The sense should 
be ‘that you may not have come here for 
nothing,’ and this is f jKys wy matnv. The 
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only possible meanings of ty’ €\6ys are (1) 
‘that you may come,’ (2) ‘that you may go.’ 
The first would be unmeaning. As to the 
second, the sense of ‘go’ is comparatively 
uncommon, and indeed hardly possible 
where any ambiguity would ensue. Also 
parnv can only apply to the coming, not to 
the going: ‘that you may not go away for 
nothing ’ would be nonsense. 

It may be pointed out on the one hand 
that MSS. sometimes vary between the 
corresponding parts of #xw and Gov, e.g. 
Thue. 1. 18. 2 Abe and je: 8. 65. 1 FAOov 
and yxov: Xen. Hell. 1. 3, 11 the codices 
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7AGev, the papyrus fragment jxev: and on 
the other that in the scholia we find parts 
of yx glossed by the corresponding parts of 
7AGov, which fact suggests how the latter 
may here and elsewhere have driven out the 
former. See for instance the scholia to the 
Plutus 357. 828. 841. 1179. 1190. 1201 and 
to the Prometheus 284. 299. They take 
such straightforward forms as jes: 7\Oes 
(Plut. 357). Of course in Attic the two 
words are in most cases not really equivalent, 
but this the scholiasts did not know. 

Herpert Ricwarns. 

ON PLATO, REPUBLIC X 616 E. 

THE passage which I propose to discuss 
reads as follows :— 

oe 
Tov pev ovv mparov Te kal e€wrarw opovdvdov 

ca iN 

mAatitatov TOV TOD XElAous KUKAov €xELV, TOV OE 

TOD EKTOV OevTEepov, Tpirov dé TOV TOD 
TETAPTOV, Téeraptov de Tov TOD 6yd00X, 

F Aware At fay Ro i Nei 
mepurrov de Tov ToD EBddpor, Exrov Se TOV 
By an Reon a A 

Tov TEpTTOV, EBdopmov Se Tov TOD TPLTOD, 
Gydoov dé Tov TOD O EUT ép ov. 

The astronomical theory of which this 
sentence forms a part has been much 
discussed. The conclusions at which, after 
long study of the subject, I have arrived, 
and which I hope shortly to establish in my 
forthcoming edition of the Republic, are in 
general agreement with Boeckh and Zeller, 
as well as with the incidental remark—so 
far as it goes—dealing with this subject in 
Professor Burnet’s Harly Greek Philosophy, 
p- 203. Briefly stated, they are these. The 
qAakatn is the axis of the Universe, and 
passes through the middle of the Earth, 
which is a motionless body occupying the 
centre of the Universe. The tirolwpa is the 
Milky Way. Inside the whole are 7 concen- 
tric bowls, or as Plato calls them whorls, in 
the ‘lips’ or rims of which globes of fire are 
fixed, and these globes are the planets. The 
whorls are carried round from Hast to West 
every day together with the celestial sphere, 
but in order to account for the movements of 
the planets in their own orbits, Plato assigns 
to each of them also an independent motion 
on its own account from West to Hast. The 
order of the different circles is as follows, 
proceeding, as Plato does, from the outer- 
most to the innermost :— 

. The Fixed Stars. 
. Saturn. 

. Jupiter. 
. Mars. 
. Mercury. 

Venus. 

The Sun. 
The Moon. DATS? Or fe G9 LO 

So much for the general outline of the 
theory, which is as clearly conceived and 
lucid as Plato’s theories always are. The 
particular difficulty with which this article 
deals concerns the breadth of the rims of the 
different whorls. What does Plato intend 
us to understand by the different breadths ? 
On this question there is no agreement of 
opinion among those who have investigated 
the subject. Zeller, so far as I have noticed, 

does not touch upon the question, and I 
have not found anything satisfactory in 
Boeckh. It is difficult, or rather impossible, 
to understand how ‘ the breadth of the rings 
may be intended to signify the supposed 
distances of the orbits from each other’ 
(Jowett and Campbell), or ‘the surfaces 
traversed by the different Sirens,’ (Donald- 
son in the Zransactions of the Cambridge 
Philosophical Society X 305-316), or ‘inter- 
lecta inter aequatores et tropicos arcticos 
planetarum spatia’ (Schleiermacher, quoted 
by Schneider. Cf. Schleiermacher’s trans- 
lation of the Republic 622 f.). Stallbaum 
says that Plato’s meaning is here involved 
in ‘Cimmerian darkness,’ and evenSchneider, 
who rarely evades a difficulty, complains 
that ‘it is easier to say what the words can- 
not, than what they do, mean.’ The simple 
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and natural explanation is that the breadth 
of the rims represents the size of the 
different planets. Each rim must of neces- 
sity be broad enough to contain the planet 
which resides in it, and no reason can be 
conceived why it should be any broader. 
That this is Plato’s meaning will be seen if 
we look a little farther on. In the next 
sentence Plato writes: kal tov pev Tov 
peyiorov (the circle of the Fixed Stars) 
mrotktAov, Tov dé Tov EBddpov (the circle of the 
Sun) Aaprporator, Tov dé Tod dydoov (the circle 
of the Moon) 7d ypapa aro Tod EBdopov Exew 
mpooAdprovros, Tov d€ ToD devrépov (the circle 
of Saturn) cat réyzrov (the circle of Mercury) 
raparAjoia a\Ajdows, EavGorepa exetvwv, TpiTOV 

dé (the circle of Jupiter) AevKdrarov xpOpa 
2yew, téraprov de (the circle of Mars) tzepu- 
Opov, Sevrepov dé AevKdTyTL Tov exrov (the circle 
of Venus). Now what is roy in tov 6é 
Tod €Bdduov etc.? A glance at the previous 
sentence (quoted at the beginning of this 
article) shews that it is tov rod €Bddpov 
(cdovdvAov) xetAovs-KvKAov 1.e. the-circle-of- 
the-rim of the seventh whorl. Similarly with 
the others. Now if the circle of the rim of 
the seventh whorl is brightest, if that of the 
eighth derives its colour from the seventh 
and so on, it follows, that since it is the Sun 
which is the brightest, the Joon which 
derives its light from the Sun, and so on—it 
follows, I say, that the ‘ circles of the rim,’ in 

the case of the seven inner circles, are for 

all practical purposes identical with the 
planets fixed in the several circles. Hence 
the breadth of the rim must in each case 
denote the diameter of the planet and 
nothing else. 

This view was held by Theo Smyrnaeus 
(ed. Hiller p. 143. 14), and also, as we shall 
presently see, by other critics in antiquity, 
and is mentioned, though with disfavour, 
by some editors of the Republic. The 
only modern writer, so far as I know, 
who has insisted that this and nothing else 
is the meaning of Plato, is Schaubach in 
his Griechische Astronomie pp. 403-406, but 
Schaubach has unfortunately fallen into 
some serious errors in his explanation of the 
Greek. ‘To me this interpretation appears 
to be necessitated by Plato's language, and 
we are therefore bound, I think, to accept 
it, to whatever conclusions it may lead as 
to the actual size, according to Plato, of the 
planetary bodies. 

These couclusions are sufficiently start- 
ling, for according to the received text, we 
are invited by Plato to believe that the 
planets should be arranged as follows in the 
descending order of their size: Venus, 

. 
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Mars, Moon, Sun, Mercury, Jupiter, Saturn. 
There is no evidence as to the views of the 
ancients on the size of the other planets, at 
all events so early as Plato’s time, but we 
know that some of them were sensible 
enough to consider the Sun much larger than 
the moon (see Diels Dow. Gr. pp. 348, 355 
and Hultsch in Pauly-Wissowa art. 
Astronomie pp. 1844 ff.), and it is very diffi- 
cult to believe that anyone—even a man of 
science—could ever have imagined Venus 
to be bigger than the Sun! 

Till the present year, it seemed to me 
likely that the matter would have to rest at 
this stage: for although Schaubach had 
suggested the possibility of corruption, the 
MSS shew no variants of any consequence, 
and in the absence of external corroboration, 
it would have been rash to interfere with 
the text. But the complete publication 
by Kroll in 1901 of the hitherto unprinted 
part of Proclus’ commentary on the Le- 
public throws a new light upon the difficulty, 
and enables us to solve it, as [ think, by 

means of emendation. 
Proclus (l.c. ii. 218 1 ff.) informs us that 

there were two readings of this passage, the 
one devtépa kal vewrépa, Kpatovoa de év Tots 

KekwArAtopéevots avTtypadors, the 
other zporépa Kat dpxa.orepa. ‘The second 
and newer reading’ is that which appears 
in our MSS (see Proclus lc. 219 ff.); the 
‘earlier and older’ he thus describes. kat 
a) bev mpotépa Kal apxatorepa (sc. ypadi) THs 
Néfews) Tots peyeOcatv aKkohovbet 
TOV kal? ohatipav 
daotépwr, THs pev peilova Teptexovons peilov 

‘ U iy A X\ > / m” To Baboc éyovoa, THS d€ EAdaoova ehaccov. 
otov f 

éExkaoTHvV 

‘ > , / 4 > € 

tov eLwtatw oovdvdov, 6s eat 6 
THs Gidavods, TEplexov TorodTov TAHGos GoTpwv 
KaTeoTappevovy Kata wav avtod 70 Bdfos, av 
éxacrov aodetxvucww 6 Adyos peiLova TS yS— 

na lol y 

pera. ToOTov 8’ oby Tov amhavy KvKov 7AaTUTA- 
» , . ; ners , = 

tov ovra dua Te Ta peyeOyn Kal Ta tANON TOV 
dotpwv ovde ert pias emipavetas OvTwv—T OV 

Pelee A , A rs 
tov yAtaKkovd odovdvrov Tov oor 
€Bdopoyv dvra to wAdTEL Siahéepe, éererdy 

. « ¥ cal e , , ’ 

Kal 6 HAwos Tov awomevwv datverar petlov. 
» . = Ph pert 
éreita <TOV>TOV TEAHNVLAKODV (kai yap 

= ; 
atrn mpos alcOyow tov wevte peiLov—), Kal 
> \ , \ a aN a 5 7 ( ta éxi rourp Tov THS AdpodiTys (HelCuv 
yap Kal atrn tv Nouv pawerat), Kal ext ToUTH 
Tov Tod 'Apetxod (kal yap tov “Aped 
hacw ev Tois mepryetors dvta peilova Tod Aros 

1 The scribe in Vat. © omitted the word éxrov (not 
éxrov, as appears bya printer’s error in Schneider) in 
tov d& Tov Exrov SevTepov, probably, as Schneider 
remarks, because he (or his adviser) could not force 
himself to believe that Plato seriously thought Venus 
the largest of the pianets. 
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dpacGar), kal eri to'rw TOV TOD Atiov 
a dhovdvAov kai fs TOv TOU Kpovion, 
kal tehevtatov civat Tov Tod Eppaixod - Kat 
amA@s kata 7a peyéOn Tv dotépwy Kal TOV 
odovdvdov éxew 70 mAdTos (l.c. 218. 2-28). 
That is to say, according to the ‘ earlier and 
older reading,’ the circles, in respect of 
breadth of rim, were as follows, if we 
arrange them as before in descending order ; 
Fixed Stars, Sun, Moon, Venus, Mars, 
Jupiter, Saturn. 

Cowpared with the former order, this is 
reason itself, whatever the man of science 

may say, and as it gets the relative sizes of 
the Sun and Moon right, it is in harmony 
with the opinions of most of the ancients 
before the time of Plato, so far as we know 
them. It would be a gratuitous insult to 
the memory of Proclus to suppose that the 
‘earlier and older’ reading is an invention 
of Proclus’ own, or a conjecture of some other 
equally unauthorised commentator, and his 
explanation of that reading is so full and 
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clear that it is easy to restore the zporépa 
kal apxatorépa ypady in the text of Plato.” 

The reading of which Proclus speaks must 
have been rov pev otv mpaTov TE Kal eCwratw 

odovevAov wAatUtatov Tov ToD xetAous KUKAoV 
éxew, Tov 6€ Tov EBdopov devtepov, TplTov 
dé Tov Tov 6yO0o0v, Téraprov b€ TOY TOU 
EKTOV, TEUTTOV O€ TOV TOD TET APT OV, EKTOV 
de Tov Tpitov, EBdopov de Tov TOD 
devTt €por, dydoov dé Tov TOU TEPTTOV. 

The bearing of this passage of Proclus on 
the question as to when and how our text 
of Plato was constituted, is a subject which 
I hope to discuss on a future occasion. 

J. ADAM, 

TOU 

2 On p. 414 of Proclus|.c. Kroll also suggests ‘Ob 
uns Proklos mit der Lesart a den ecliten Platotext 
aufbewahrt hat? In 6 ist irgend welche ratio nicht 
zu erkennen und Proklos’ Herumredereien zeigen, 
dass niemand mit dieser Reihenfolge etwas anzu- 
fangen vermocht hat.’ Kroll does not attempt to 
restore the text of Plato, but could, of course, have 
done so, had he wished. 

tov avépa ‘MANHOOD, AND THE SHAVING OF THE BEARD. 

Polyb. iv. 4. 5 jv dé Tis Kat’ éxeivous Tovs 
Kaipovs avOpwros aoupys ev TH Meoonvy, tov 
eénpp-evwv Tov avopa Kara TavTa TpoToV, Ovoua 
BaBvpras, who closely resembled Dorimachus 
in appearance. dovpys is ‘filthy’ or ‘dis- 
gusting’ and means the same as doeAyjs: 
but eénppevoy is nothing ; it cannot be what 
Stephanus (s.v. dovpés) imagined, ‘of such 
as had surpassed humanity,’ ‘significatur, 
insigni eum fuisse improbitate sive audacia, 
ita ut omnes homines ea superaret’: nor 
can it be what Casaubon and Ernesti 
thought, ‘of those who had exalted Dori- 
machus.’ Schweighaeuser (Index p. 222) 
came near the truth in rendering it ‘qui 
virilitatem prorsus omnibus modis exuerat,’ 
adding ‘sed fortasse é&ypyuevov legendum.’ 
eénpnuevov is the reading of two MSS., 
which Buttner-Wobst (p. xxiv in Teub- 
ners edition) holds to be merely a conjec- 
ture : but it has also the authority of Cobet. 
I was curious to see what he would adduce 
in favour of it; and was not surprised to 
find that he had nothing: all he says is 
‘pro ééyppevwy nulla dubitatio est quin eéypy- 
pevov sit emendandum.’ But there is no 
support for such a phrase, and Hultsch and 
Biittner-Wobst were right in declining to 
admit it. The true reading is a little off 
the beaten track, but will not presently 

be questioned: it is ray efypyvnpévwy tov 
dvépa ‘such as have denied their manhood.’ 
This was a philosophical phrase (unknown 
to the Dictionaries) used by later moralists 
of dvdpoyvvor or Kivaidor : 

Clem. Alex. Paed. ili. 3 p. 264. 11 6 yap 
tro Tas abyas TOV avopa dpvovpevos 
TpooyAos eote viKTwp eeyxopevos yur. 

ib. p. 264. 37 watdes, dpveiadai! rHv 
dvaocv dedidaypevor, Tpooro.ovvTat yuvatkas. 

Euseb. de vita Const. ii. 55 p. 217 
Heinichen cyoAn tis Hv avtn KaKkoepyias Tact 
ako\doros ToAAW Te pactwvy diepOopdcr TO 
cpa: yuvides your TLves, avOpes ovK avdpes, TO 
cenvov THS hU¥TEwWs AdTapvynoapevoltl, 
Ondela voorw tiv daipova t\eodvTo. 

Firmicus de errore profan. relig. 4 dic 

mihi, hoccine est quod in viro feminam quae- 

runt, cui aliter servire sacerdotum suorum 

chorus non potest nisi effeminent vultum, 
cutem poliant, et virilem sexum ornatu mulie- 
bri dedecorent....exornant muliebriter nu- 
tritos crines, et delicatis amictt vestibus vix 
caput lassa cervice sustentant. deinde, cum 
sic se alienos a viris fecerint,...quod hoc 

monstrum est, quodque prodigium? negant 
se viros esse,et sunt; mulieres se 

Not in the Thesawrus. 
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volunt credi, sed aliud qualiseumque qualitas 
corporis confitetur. 

A,P. xi, 272 eis Kwaitdovs : 
pel > ; 1 
avepas HpvyacavTo 

youvaiKkes 

\ 2 are 
KOL OUK €YEVOVTO 

Tertull. de virgin. velandis 12 facilius illa 
mulier negabitur quam ista viryo ecredetur. 
15 iam se etiam mulierem negat quae vir- 
ginem celat. 

The verb then I think we may consider 
settled, and may turn to this use of roy 
dvépa. with the article. It sounds like a 
Latinism, for in Latin the use of the sub- 
stantive was familiar; e.g. Ov. Met. viii. 
463 pugnant materque sororque. Xii. 30 
renque patrem vicit. xiii, 187. Seneca Medea 
927 tra decessit loco, materque totuw coniuge 
expulsa redit. Thyest. 937 veterem ex animo 
mitte Thyesten. Stat. Theb. xi. 659, 668. 
Claudian Rapt. Pros. iii. 104 quod si non 
omnem pepulisti pectore matrem. De Bell. 
Hildon. 397 naturamque simul fratremque 
hominemque cruentus exuit. De III Cons. 
Honor. 157 indue mente patrem (your 
father). Sil. Ital. vii. 495. Tac. Ann. xiv. 
52 eaueret magistrum (his master), xvi. 28 
nist proditorem palam et hostem induisset. 
Val. Max. v. 8. 1 exwit patrem ut consulem 
ageret. Most of these are taken from Hein- 
sius and Burmann (II p. 435) on Ov. Met. 
vi. 629. It is from Latin that it came into 
modern language, ‘assumes the God,’ ‘the 
father softens, but the governor is firm.’ 
They used virwm in the same way: Catull. 
63. 6 (Ellis) relicta sensit sibi membra 
sine viro. Arnob. v. 39 sihi Attis virum 
abstulit. 13 quid admiserat gallus ut 
se viro privaret? Lucan x. 133 ferro 
mollita iuventus atque exsecta virum. Post- 
gate (Silua Maniliana p. 47 note) cites Prop. 
4, 3. 59 exstimulare (et simulare codd.) virum 
pretium facit, Manilius 5. 151 atque odisse 
virum sterilisque optare lacertos. But in 
Greek,—which could use the adjective with 
the article, as rd SovAov,—it is far less freely 
used. This of Polybius is the earliest I 
find, unless the philosopher Pyrrho actually 
used the phrase put into his mouth by Diog. 
Laert. ix. 66, kuvéds wor’ émevexOevtos Siaco- 
BnOévra. cireiv pos Tov aitiacdpevov, as yaderov 
ein bAooXEpGs exddvat! Tov avOpwrov, hominem 
exuere. Elsewhere I have not met with it 
before the following: Dion. Hal. 4.2. xi. 5 
ovxére petpidtovres, GANG Tov Tapkvviov eKeivov 
évdudpevor. Lucian ii. 730 Gall. 19 drodvod- 
pevos d& Tov WvOaydpav tivas pernupidow per’ 
avtév; Paul. ad Rom. vi. 6 6 madaws ypav 
avOpwros avectavpwobyn. xiii. 14 évdioacde 

tov Kuptov ‘Incoty Xpiorov on which Wetstein 
(to whom I owe several of my exauiples) 
quotes Chrysostom H. 24 et in Ephes. 7. 
13 ovrw kal ext didtwv A€yomer, 6 detva Tov 
detva evedicato, tHv woANi ayarny heyovtes 
Kat Tv adidAemrov cuvovotav. ad G'alat. iii. 
27 Xpicrov evedicacbe. ad Ephes. iv. 22 
aroféobau! tov raaov avOpwroy 24 evdvcacbar 
Tov Kawov avOpwrov. ad Coloss. iii. 9, 10 
amexOvodmevor! tov madawv avOpwrov Kat 
evovedpevor Tov veov. Huseb. Vit. Const. 
prooem. | p. 9 Heinichen vuvi 8 dAov adrov 
évovedpevor! (tov Kaicapa) ‘assumed.’ Liban. 
Epist. 956 Pippivos pibas tov otpatusrny evedu! 
tov codiotnv. SoLunderstand Rufin. A. P. v. 
73: 6 aod, doK@, tTHv Oedv evdedvKas! v1. (as 

I had conjectured) for ékdédvcas: ‘you, 
Rhodocleia, 1 imagine, have put on the 
goddess’: not as Bothe takes it, ‘deam 
exspoliasti.’ Choricius Boissonade p. 190 
améGou! cov mpecBevtnv Kal TO civVOUV... 
amedicw! tov d7Atrnv. Humath. i. 7 arofov! 
tov mperBevtyv, amdfov Tov kypuxa. Another 
verb was émideckvvcba, to display: Mare. 
Anton. i. 7 tov évepyntixov avopa eridetkvucbau!: 
and the opposite of denying or concealing 
your manhood was to show it, detfar: in 
Lucian ii. 382 an effeminate young man, on 

being taunted by Demonax with padaxia, 
retorts airtika oo. pada tov avdpa detéw.1 
Clem. Al. p- 263. 22 6 de (Man) T™ponKkato yap 

70 Aetov, euewev Te dvip Kal Tov avopa derxvvet.! 
Julian Micordéyov p. 38 (Paris 1585) dope 
yup avdros TiVv aittay, domep ot Tpayot TO yEvELoV 
éxwv, Eov, oipat, Actov aiTd Tovety Kal Yrov, 

érotov ot KaAol Tov Taldwy Exovow aracal TE 
ai yuvatkes, ais pioer mporerTe TO epdopuov. 
tuets 5€ (people of Antioch) kcal ev 7 ype 
Grodvres Tovs buGv aitav vieas Kal Tas Gvya- 
Tépas b70 Tod Gpordrou | Kal irws arAoveTarou 
tpomov Netov éxiped@s epydlecbe, tov avdpa 
dmopatvovres kat mapadevivtes! 61a Tov 
petwrov Kal ody Garep Hysets ex TOY yvaFuv. 

The phrase in these last passages derives 
from a philosophical idea. The Puritan 
school of morality—Pythagorizers, Lacon- 
izers, Cynics, Stoics, Christian Fathers and 
their followers —held it a denial of manhood 
to shave the hair upon the face’; so that 

1 $d AaBporarov in this edition, but rightly trans- 
lated ‘ pro ista vestra delicatissima vita.’ In case 
they have not been made, the following corrections 
are worth notiug: p. 91 ob mavrws (as suggested, or 
mdvu) cis Ta Oeatpa y’ emronuevar for mavres and 
memoinuwevor: p. 140 Amdy adromTnpa Bporeiwy, ws 6 
eds (4) 2pm for &AVKTnpa (the translation has * famem 
vexatricem mortalium ’). 

2 Pythagoreans, later at any rate (Ath. 163 e, f), 
wore the rest of their hair long too: Stoics cut it 
close (Jahn, Persius p. 155, Orelli-Mewes on Hor. 
Ep. i. 18. 7). kovhtns commonly implied kivardos, 
which is the point of Caracalla’s contemptuous 
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the zéywv became with the tp/Bwv the badge 
and symbol of their life. Here is an anec- 
dote from Plutarch’s life of Phocion, ec. 10: 

jv dé tis’ ApxiBiadys erixadovpevos Aakwvirrys, 
moyova Te Kabeysevos treppun peyer Kai 
tpiBwva hopav ae kat cxvOpwralwy: todrov ev 
Bovky OopvBovmevos 6 Puwxiwy érexadeiro TA 
Aoyw paptov dua Kal Bonfov. ws dé avacras 
e€xelvos & mpos xapw Hv Tots “AOnvaiois ovve- 

“y, ey Seely ain , os 
BovAever, aapevos avtod tav yeveiwv 6 
? “AN ? > (ist) > > > , ’ 
ApxiBiadn’ etre ‘ti ovv ovK arekeipw; 

Chrysippus (quoted by Ath. 565a) says rd 
fvpecOar tov taéywva Kat’ “ANeéavdpov rponkrat 
(zapyxta: Kaibel ‘introduced ’), rv rporépwv 
ov Xpwnevwv adtG... And then he mentions 
two sayings of Diogenes: Atoyévns 8é iddv 
TWa OUTWS EXOVTA TO yevELoV EpyoeE ‘jy TL ExXELS 
éykaXctvy TH Pv¥oet OTL avdpa ce 
éroinoe Kal ov yuvaika;’ €Tepov dé twa emt 
izmov idov mapamAnciws éxovra Kal pepupio- 
pevov Kal tovtos aKoovfws  7udierpevov, 
mporepov pev epnoe Lyrety Ti eotwv 6 im@oropvos, 
viv 8 evpynxeva. Tertull. de spectuculis 33 
placebit et ille qui vultus suos novacula mutat % 
infidelis erga faciem suam...non amat 
falsum auctor veritatis: adultertum est apud 
illum omne quod fingitur. proinde vocem, 
seaus, aetates mentientem.... non probabit 
qui omnem hypocrisin damnat. The Stoics 
found shaving to be in conflict with two of 
their main principles ; it was contrary to 
nature, and it was not manly. ‘Their 
position is most clearly stated by Musonius 
mept koupas (Stob. Flor. vi. 62).... rov 8é 
Toyova Kat ovpPorov yeyovevar TOD appevos, 
&orep adextpvovt Noor Kat Néovte xalrynv. dOev 
THS peV KOUNS aatpereov elvar TO evoxAodv, TOD 
Se rwywvos ovdev. ovdE yap éevoxActy airov obdev 
€ws dv tyvavyn TO oOpa... Then he quotes 
Zeno with approval as saying rovrov évexa 
KapTéov OU Kal KOMNTEOV, TOU KaTa hvaw, iva j.1) 
Bapovperds Tis 070 THs Kopns pnd evoxAovpLevos 
7 Tpos pajdepiay evepyetay : and continues 
6Oev kat Kaptéov povns evexa THS dpaipérews TOU 
TepiTTov, Kal ovXl KOTPMOV Xap”, OTeEp 
olovras Sety Evtor, TA pev yevera Neawvopevor Kul 
pyovjrevor Tovs ayevetous, 7) vy Ala tTods aptt 
yeveidoKovtas’ THv O€ Kebadrny ovx dp0lWs 
Kepopevol, Siadopws b€ TA Tpoow THY dricw. 
Kal yap Tow doK@y elvat Koopos Ontos oN 
axooptav exe, Kal duaéper ovdev Tod Kahhw- 

Be NT ; Se x 
Tio pod TOD TOY yuvatK@v. €xelvai Te yap.... 
Ol TE KElpopevolt OUTwWS KaTadnAol eiow Ov emt- 
Ovpiav tov daiverbar kaXot ols Pov- 
Novrat GpeoKetv.... as av evorToL 
elev yuvacéé Te Kal Taoly bp’ dv erawvetobar 

observation on Philiscus with his effeminate mien 
and voice, Tov wev tvdpa delkvucw 7% Kdun, Tov de 
phropa 7 dwvh (Philostr. Vit. Soph. ii. 80 p. 262 
Dubner). 
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dcovrat. On d€ Twes Kal adTa TO BapivecOar 
Tus Tplyas KelpovTat Kat Neaivovor Ta yevela, 
capOs ovTol ye Kateayores Ud THS TpYpys Kat 
EKVEVEUPLOPEVOL TavTaTacW, Ol ye aVvexXoVTaL 
avépoyvvol Kal yuvarkaders Spaobat ovTes, orEp 
cde hevyew e& dravtos, <i Oy TO dvTL GVOpES 
qoav: toi yap oy Kal eioiy at tpixes avOparos 
Bapos;.... It has been recognised that 
Clement of Alexandria derived largely from 
Musonius,! and the whole of Paed. iii. 3 
mpos Tovs kah\AwmiLopevous Tov avdpav is little 
more than a rhetorical amplification of this 
theme. I have already made three extracts 
from that chapter, and have an object in 
making yet two more: p. 263. 14 rodro oy 
Tov avdpos TO avVOnpa, dv ov Katadatverar 6 
ayjp. 263. 28 7d ov THs avdpwdovs pPicews 
cipBorov, To Adowov, Tapavomeiy Gvdciov- TO 
d& KadAdTigpa THs Aecavoews—Heppaivopar yap 
iro tod Aoyou—e«i pv ent Tods ayvdpas, 

OnAvdptiou: «i de ext Tas yuvaikas, jrorxov. CF. 
Synes. Laud. Calv. p. 58-9 (ed. Turneb.) 
Now let us look at a fragment of Alexis 
(264) quoted by Athenaeus 565 b, the same 
passage as before: 

<iv> mitroxormovpevoy Tu” 7 Evpovpevov 
dpas, TOUTOV Exel TL Oarepov- (sic) 
7 Yap, eparevety emuvoev }0U paiverat. 
kal TAVTA TO THywVE Spav evavTia,” 

7 wAovotaKoy TOUTH <i> TpoomimTer KAKOV" 
Tl yap al tTpixes AvTovaw Has, Tpos Oedr, 
dv as avip Exacros judy patverar, 
€i py Tl TavTaLs avTiTpattech brovoEts ; 

that is ‘unless you suppose that designs are 
entertained against them and the manhood 
which they symbolize.’ Remark the re- 
semblances in phrase between this and the 
passages of Musonius and Clement, and if 
there should remain a doubt that the speaker 
here is using the language of philosophy, it 
should be removed by the word zdovo.akov. 
It is not, of course, ordinary Attic ; it has 
the air of a technical word, and so it is; 
when we meet it next it is in the vocabulary 
of Stoicism : Mare. Anton. i. 3 76 Autov Kara 
tiv Stavtav Kat Woppw THs TAOVOLAKHS Ouaywy7s. 
Gataker’s note upon the word is right : ‘est 
enim a zAovotos, non a wAodros, ettormatum. 
diaywynv autem mAovoraxyy Mareus dixit 
quod dpapua 7Aovotaxov Plutarchus de avaritia 
[ Mor. 528 B) pompam illam epularum sump- 

1 Wendland Quaestiones Musonianae (noticed by 
Prof. Mayor in Class. Rev. | p. 74). 

2 Cf. Dio. Chrys. II p. 29 R. 8rav avhp tis dv Kal 
Toy xXapaxtTihpa éxwy Toy avdtod Kal Thy pwvhy thy 
éavtov kal th onueia TIS Picews uh Suvduevos 
dveAciv . . , mavTa BovAntat moety Kal pndev oy 
mépuxe, which last seven words may very well be 
verse, 
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tuosam ac magnificam quae apud ditiores 
exhiberi solet. At Alexis apud Athenaeum 
lib. 13 wXovoiaxoy Kxaxov etiam mollitiem 
dixit.’ It means ‘a vice arising from a life 
of sybaritic luxury,’ as in Musonius also 
tpudy is the other motive suggested for the 
practice. What the first is we have been 
very plainly told; to make themselves 
appear attractive in the eyes of women, or 
of others (cf. Lucian’s ironical advice to the 
aspiring orator, iii. 24): and therefore for 
the absurd otparevew of the MSS I have 
substituted éparevew ‘to play the épards’ 
(pars d& yovaéiv Tyrtaeus 10. 29), as 
natural a verb as trarevew is from vraros. 
The Attic prose form of the adjective was 
épactos, éxepactos (see e.g. Lucian i. 206-7); 
but épacrevew had been already coined as 
early as Aeschylus P.V. 922 in the active 
sense ‘to be a lover,’ from épacrys. The 
Epic éparifew also had the active sense, 
and when Photius records the word, ’Epac- 
tpiav kat "Epari¢ew (Schleusner for epwrilew) 
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Aé€yovowr, it is in the active sense I suppose 
we are to understand it. 

There are many passages in Greek and 
Latin literature which cannot be appreciated 
without familiarity with the current lan- 
guage of philosophy!; Kock here calls 
tAovo.aKoy ‘manifesto corruptum,’ 

Three more examples will complete the 
list I have at present: ‘Lucian’ ii. 425 
petaBas 6 ard tod maidds cis Tov avopa. 
Euseb. Vit. Const. i. 19 p. 35 Heinichen 737 
8 apt ek matdds (as corrected) ert Tov veaviar 
diaBas. Synesius in Reiske’s Dio Chrys. I. 
p- 13 dartis pirdcodos dv eis Tov coduioTiy 

eAxerau. W. Heapiam. 

1 For instance in Aesch. Cho. 956 I see some 
editors content to acquiesce in kpateitar Td Oeiov, 
Surely a strange kind of ovpavodxos apxa, and a 
strange form of Ze Dewm! But it would also be a 
contradiction in terms. From Xenophanes down- 
wards the very condition which defined and limited 
To Oetov was Td kpateiy :—would they not rather 
express their triumphant exultation by exclaiming 
Kparet mws Td Oeioy ael ? 

THE DIVISION OF SYLLABLES IN GREEK. 

Amonest the questions of Greek ortho- 
graphy which were considered when the 
Oxford Clussical Texts were prepared for the 
press was that of the right division of words 
at the end of the line. It was found, on 
examining the editions in current use, that 

the rules which govern this practice were 
not always strictly observed ; and a memor- 
andum was therefore issued to editors, 
press-readers and printers, in which certain 
principles were laid down for their guidance. 
It does not appear, however, that an accurate 
knowledge of these principles is general 
amongst scholars, and erroneous statements 
are not infrequently to be met with, even in 
the pages of the Classical Review. On p. 
31 of the present volume Mr. J. H. Moulton 
gives as examples of irregular divisions 
drawn from papyri dzoxaOeo-rapéevov, which 
is legitimate, and dpa-ypds, which is correct. 
Even the discussion of the subject in Kiihner- 
Blass, Griechische Grammatik I. § 91 is not 
free from incidental error. The statement 
that a combination of three consonants is 
not found in Greek unless the first be o or 
the last p (based on Choeroboscus) finds an 
exception in dvtAos and its derivatives, to 
say nothing of the proper names ’AAkpatwr, 
’AXkpyvn. I have therefore thought it worth 
while to restate as briefly as possible the 

laws to be observed in this matter and the 
principles underlying them. 

The general principle that the division of 
words at the end of the line should coincide 
with the close of a spoken syllable needs no 
discussion or justification. As will be seen, 
it only obtained gradual recognition amongst 
the Greeks themselves; but when once 
established, it remained unquestioned. Now 
‘syllabification,’ which, as writers on 
Phonetics have pointed out, is due to the 
breaking-up of the sentence, regarded as a 
continuous flow of sound, by interruptions 
in exspiration, is a matter of pronuncia- 
tion ; in the case of Greek, therefore, it can 
only be determined by inference. This 
practically means that we must accept the 
orthographical rules laid down by the Greeks 
themselves as reflecting actual pronuncia- 
tion, for the evidence to be derived from 
other sources—which will be mentioned 
later on—is extremely slight. 

What then were the rules laid down by 
the Greeks.on the question of syllable- 
division? The answer to this question may 
be drawn either from an examination of the 
most carefully written documents (literary 
papyri of early date) and of inscriptions, 
or from the study of Greek grammatical 
tradition. It will be convenient to treat 

es 
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these two sources of information separately, 
and we may legitimately describe the one as 
‘ancient practice,’ and the other as ‘ ancient 
theory’; for although the rules actually 
observed spring from the application of a 
theory communicated by education, yet the 
nature of such instruction was without doubt 
essentially practicil, whereas the gram- 
marians, as will shortly be seen, treat of sylla- 
ble-division as part of a wider subject and 
are concerned rather with its rationale than 
with its practical application. 

I. Ancient practice.—Our earliest witnesses 
are the inscriptions, although the beginnings 
of strict division are but little anterior to the 
Ptolemaic papyri. The custom of inscribing 
documen's in the style known as oro.xyndov 
prevailed in Attica until the close of the 
fourth century, and, since it involved the 
disposition of letters in vertical columns 
and consequently the assignment of a uniform 
number of letters to each line of the inscrip- 
tion, excluded all possibility of phonetic 
division. In the Attic in-criptions not thus 
disposed (e.g. C.I.A. II 52 ¢ (369/8 B.c.]. 
C.1.A. IE 55 [362 .c.], C.I.A. IL 114 [3842/1 
B.c.], C.1.A.1V 2, 179°, ll. 66-80 [325 B.c.], 
irregularities oceur with varying degrees of 
frequency. In other parts of Greece, how- 
ever, inscriptions of the fourth century are 
found which display the strict observance 
of rules. A good example is furnished by 
the Elean decree set up in Olympia cire. 
390 B.c. recording honours conferred on 
Democratesof Tenedos (Di tenberger-Purgold 
39.) But this isan exceptional case. With 
the period of the Diadochi, however, a 
change begins, The rescript of Alexander 
inscribed at Chios (Revue de Philologie, 18938, 
p- 188) is accurately divided ; and although 
instances of laxity are to be found in the 
letter of Antigonus to Teos (Hicks, Greek 
Historical Inscriptions 149) aud the decree of 
Cassander (Dittenberger 127), the stone 
copies of the rescripts of the Diadochi are 
generally accurate in their divisions, while 
the stone-cutters of the kings of Pergamon 
were trained from the first to observe the 
rules of orthography (Schweizer, Grammatik 
der peryamenischen Inschriften p. 131 f.). 
The same is true of the Delphic Amphictyony 
and the city of Delphi, while in Athens, 
as the oro.yndov style was abandoned, it 
was gradually, though not immediately, 
replaced by the rule of syllable-division. 
We find, it is true, a number of third century 
inscriptions in which no attention is paid 
to syllabic division (eg. C.I.A. IL 317 
[282 B.c.] and C.[.A. Il 331 [eire. 272 B.c.]) ; 
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but a gradual progress may be traced in 
this respect. This is especially noticeable 
in the case of the ephebic inscriptions 
(C.I.A. IL 478 sqq.).2 

With the third century B.c., to which the 
triumph of the strict observance in inscrip- 
tions thus belongs, begins the series of papyri. 
From the Ptolemaic period onwards, these 
documents present but few deviations from 
the rules of orthography. This is especially 
true of the literary papyri ; the non-literary 
documents (except some of the more import- 
ant official documents such as the Ptolemaic 
Revenue Papyrus) do not, as might be 
expected, conform so precisely to the ortho- 
graphical standard, although the rarity of 
mistikes proves that Greek education was 
very thorough in this respect, while their 
absence even from documents whose ortho- 
graphy is generally incorrect shews that the 
rules closely reflected actual pronunciation 
and were therefore followed by instinct.” 

What then are the rules which Greek 
scribes and lapidaries are found to observe ? 
They may be stated briefly as follows :— 

General rule: Hach vowel (or diphthong) 
ends a syllable. 

Exceptions :— 

(1) The first of two doubled consonants 
belougs to the preceding syllable. 

This covers the case of the groups x-x, 1-9, 
7-8 which are in reality doubled consonants (ep. 

the spelling BAXXE Kretschmer Vasenin- * 

schriften, p. 174). 

(2) The first of two or more consonants, 
if a liquid or nasal, belongs to the preceding 
syllable. 

Thus we divide wav-tes, av-Spav, 0¢A-KTpov. 
There is, however, one exception to this rule; 
wy are not divided. Cp. yu-nvac[iapxias], 
C.I.A. I] 481, 31/2, yu-uvaciov, Inschriften von 
Peryamon, 458, 4/5, ACuvas, Oxyrhynchus 
Papyri II 221, ete. 

1 References to these will be found in Meisterhans 
Grammatik der attischen Inschriften3, p. 7 f. Some 
inscriptions not there included amongst the examples 
of ‘strict’ division might be added, as the exceptions 
are found in editorial supplements (U.I.A. IL 465 
and 468); while C.I.A. If 471 and 481 (which 
Meisterhans includes) shew gay/epot and mponp/éor 
respectively. 

2 Exaggerated statements have been made on this 
subject. Mr. Kenyon (Palaeography of Greek Papyri 
p. 31 n) rightly condemns Wattenbach’s dictum that 
the division of words in Egyptian papyri is ‘ ganz 
regellos’ ; but his own statement as to the accuracy 
even of non-literary papyri is far too sweeping. See 
the letters of (emellus (No. 112) and Harpocration 
(No. 127) in Faywm Towns and their Papyri for 
examples of irregular division. 
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(8) o, when followed by one or more 
consonants, is often attached to the preced- 
ing vowel. 

Practice is very variable in this matter. The 
Attic and Pergamene inscriptions, with but few 
exceptions, divide o from the following con- 
sonant or consonants (Meisterhans, op. cit. p. 8°%, 
Schweizer, op. cit. p. 132). In many, if not 
most of the best literary papyri, on the other 
hand, such as those of Bacchylides and 
Thucydides (Oxyrhynchus Papyri I 16), the 
division is made before o. The papyrus con- 
taining the “Emrdgios of Hyperides, however, 
divides after o (Blass, Hyperides* Praef. p. 
xvii.). It isnot, however, true to say as Blass 
does in Miiller’s Handbuch I? p. 310 that the 
practice of the same scribe is always consistent. 
Both in inscriptions and papyri inconsistencies 
are found in the same document. 

(4) In the case of compounds, the logical 
division is sometimes carried through at the 
expense of phonetic rule. 

This seems to he regular in the case of é« (éé), 
eis and mpds when followed by a consonant. 
When a vowel follows we do indeed find such 
divisions as éé-dte: Dittenberger 353, 35/6, 
et-eiAero in the Bacchylides papyrus (V 74/5) }, 
and eia-ayyeAia more than once in the Hyperides 
MS. already referred to: but this is not the pre- 
vailing practice. ev and ovy are also at times 
written separately from the following vowel (év- 
epyounevoy Dittenberger 353, 108/9). Rarely we 
find a preposition whose final vowel is elided in 
composition forming a syllable. Examples are 
map-[dvros] in the Thucydides papyrus from 
Oxyrhynchus and rap-exévtwv in Cauer, Delectus 
181, 22/3—a long inscription recording a treaty 
between Rhodes and Hierapytna, correctly 
divided but for two examples of ‘Iepamut-viwy 
(ors). The Pergamene inscriptions furnish three 
instances. 

[Norr.—It must be emphasised that in 
ancient Greek writing the syllable often 
oversteps the limits of the word. This is 
the case under two sets of conditions. 
(1) Atonie prepositions, such as ék and éy, 
or particles such as ov« (ody) are joined with 
the following word for the purpose of sylla- 
bification, é« tovrou, ot-x jKio7a and so forth 

being the normal divisions. (2) Elision binds 
the word whose final vowel is lost to that 
which follows, so that we have xa-r’ éo0, 
$-6" ixero (Bacchyl. xv. 15/6) and so on. } 

Il. Ancient theory.—Our knowledge of 
the rules laid down by the great gram- 
marians of antiquity depends (apart from 
casual references) on the fragmentary 
remains of Herodian’s treatise on ortho- 
graphy preserved by late compilers and 
excerptors. These will be found in Lentz’s 
Herodian I1 393 ff and 401 ff. Unfortu- 

1 On the other hand we find é-tévres Fayum 
Towns and their Papyri xii 19/20. 
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nately Lentz’s arrangement obscures the 
fact that all the statements derived from 
Herodian were to be found in the first part 
of his work zepi ép6oypadias, which bore the 
heading zepl cuwvraéews tov KO ororxelwv. 
Furthermore, Lentz failed to make use of 
the tract published by Gottling under the 
name of ‘Theodosius.’ This epitome, poor 
as it Is, is not without a certain value; 
some of its lacunae may be supplied by the 
rather fuller excerpts of Joannes Charax, on 
which Egenolff Die orthographischen Stiicke 
der byzantinischen Litteratwr should be 
consulted. Reitzenstein (Geschichte der 
griechischen LEtymologika p. 301 ff) has 
recently published (from a palimpsest at 
Leipzig) some scanty remains of the com- 
mencement of MHerodian’s treatise. The 
most important fact which we learn from 
them is that Herodian’s work was based 
immediately upon that of Tryphon: this is 
the inference drawn, no doubt rightly, by 
Reitzenstein from the fact that a list of 
authorities on orthography reaches its 
climax in the words aizds re 6 Tpvdur.2 

Of orthographical treatises other than 
that of Herodian we know practically 
nothing. His great rival, Apollonius 
Dyscolus, likewise wrote zepi dpGoypadias, 
but we can recover nothing of his doctrines 
apart from cne or two arguments from 
orthographical analogy drawn by Apollonius 
himself in the Syntax. Possibly the arrange- 
ment of the subject under the three heads 
of rocorys, Torys, pepiopos, to which Sextus 
Empiricus * refers, may be his, since the 
order (and nomenclature) of Herodian differs 
slightly—ovvraéis, rourns, roadrySs. 

It lies outside the scope of this article to 
examine in detail the fragments of the 
treatises to which we have referred. The 
rules which are there laid down are those 
which we find in actual observance, and 
their statement is not remarkably logical. 
It will suffice to say a few words as to the 
method of treatment which the grammarians 
adopt. 

The division of syllables falls under the 
more general head of ovvragéts (more fully 
avvTagis Tov Kd oroLxeiwy), with which, 
however, it is not coextensive. Svvragis 
denotes the order or combination of letters, 
and it was under this head that the gram- 
marians discussed what combinations of 
consonants were permissible, whether inztial, 
medial or final. In the second of these 
three cases they were brought face to face 

? Tryphon’s definition of orthography is also 
quoted (Reitzenstein, op. cit. p. 303). 

3 Adv. math. p. 638 Bk. 
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with the question of syllable-division ; for 
when the consonants were distributed 
between two syllables, combinations were 
possible which would be illegitimate at the 
beginning of a word. 

The rules laid down for such division 
weie cumbrous and unsystematic. The 
following are the most important.1 

1. Every consonant standing between 
two vowels in one word (or in two words 
connected by elision) belongs to the second 
vowel. 

2. Every syllable ending in a consonant 
is followed by a syllable beginning with 
a consonant. 

3. Every syllable beginning with a vowel 
is preceded by a syllable ending in a vowel. 

4. Groups of consonants which are found 
initially are not divided medially. 

5. Other combinations, not permissible 
initially, are also undivided medially. 

[Herodian (An. Ox. IV 332, 10) gives Ou, Oy, 
7), XH EH TY, Has examples. Some of these 
are of course found initially in dialectic forms. 
See also Ioannes Charax ap. Egenolff, op. cit. 
p- 13. Apollonius Dyscolus (Synt. p. 7 Bk.) 
distinguishes cvAAaBat mpotaxtixal (Herodian 
used the term dpxtixat) trotaxrical, Anktixal. 
Under the first head fall aspirated vowels, under 
the second syllables containing the consonants 
YH, KH, XM, under the third those terminated by 
As, ps, ¥s]. 

6. Doubled consonants are always divided. 

7. Liquids and nasals preceding (a) mutes 
(b) other liquids and nasals (except in the 
case of yy, which falls under rule 4) belong to 
the previous syllable. 

8. Two mutes whether tenues (kr 77), 
mediae (88 6) or aspirates (x@ $8) are not 
divided. 

9. No syllable ends in an aspirate. 
[This rule is framed to meet the cases of 76, 

*X, ™P Which should rather fall under the head 
of doubled consonants, and of such words as 
€-xOpéds]. 

10. A legitimate conjunction of conson- 
ants becomes illegitimate if their order is 
reversed. 

[Thus e.g. @v are found év ovAaAqwer (€-@vos), 
but v6 are not (&v-@0s). This rule is also 
mentioned by Apollonius Dyscolus (Synt. p- 
58, 2 Bk.)] 

11. The ordinary rules of division apply 
also in the case of compounds. 

' Consonants which are not separated in syllable- 
division are said to be év cvAAhWer; those which are 
so separated are év diaordoe:. 
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[Such is the doctrine attributed to Herodian 
by Priscian (II 2, p. 89 K.); but his words? 
make it clear that the point was a subject of 
controversy. ] 

Besides general rules such as the above, 
we find statements which apply to particular 
letters. The most important case is that of 
o. Herodian (see Lentz II 393, 16 ff., 
391, 4 and add Ioannes Charax ap. Egenolff 
op. cit. p. 13) ruled that o should always be 
ev ovAdj»We with the following consonant, 
and the same is implied by Hephaestion 
(p.7); but, as we have seen, the practice 
of inscriptions and papyri fluctuates, and 
Sextus Empiricus (adv. math. p. 638 Bk.) 
mentions that the division of such a word 
as “Apiotiwv was a moot point amongst gram- 
marians.® 

Exceptions to this treatment of o were 
recognised in the case of compounds formed 
with cis, zpos and dus when followed by a 
consonant ; when a vowel followed, however, 
the division took place before o.* 

Examples of particular laws are 

(a) Every syllable ending in o (subject 
to the exceptions just mentioned) is followed 
by a syllable beginning with o. 

(6) pis never preceded by a consonant 
év duactacet unless that consonant be p. 

(c) Every syllable ending in pu is followed 
by a syllable beginning with one of the letters 

mB Ow p. 
From these and the like premises dedue- 

tions were drawn as to the legitimacy of 
phonetic formations. Thus  Herodian 
argued ® that the perfect of véuw should by 
analogy be vevayxa (cf. épfapxa); but this 
was impossible, since jx was an illegitimate 
conjunction. For (1) gx could not co-exist év 
ovdAAnwWet, Since the conjunction would be a 
reversal of the legitimate Kp (d-«}) [v. rule 
10]. (2) @R could not co-exist ev diactdce, 

? Herodianus de orthographia ostendit rationa- 
bilius esse sonoriusque quantum ad ipsam vocis 
prolationem in compositis quoque  simplicium 
regulam in ordinandis syllabarum litteris servare. 

* It is difficult to see what doubt could have 
arisen in the other instance given in this passage 
(G-Bpiuos or 6B-pimos, where the first division is the 
correct one). It seems possible that as the y in such 
a word as @0éyua became nasalised and gave rise to 
the spelling @0@éyyyua, recommended by Herodian (II 
408 L), so Bin d8piwos may have been similarly 
affected (cp. the spelling ou8pimuos), and it may have 
been held by some that it should be treated as a 
nasal. 
4So too, though é« before consonants was éy 

diagrdoes, €& formed no exception to the usual rule. 
Papyri shew divergences in this case, as was shewn 
above. 

5 Lentz IJ. 398, 17 ff. 
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for a syllable ending in » must be followed 

by one beginning with 7B yp [above, (c)]. 

It would be tedious to pursue this subject 

further. Enough has been said to shew how 

cumbrous were the rules by which the gram- 

marians obscured the simple phenomena of 

syllable-division, as well as how the subject 

was by them treated in a wider connexion. 

‘A word must be added, however, as to the 

doctrine of the ‘rhythmicians’ with regard 

to quantity in its bearing upon this ques- 

tion. ‘Metric’ deals with conventional 

quantity and recognises two degrees only ; 

but the professors of ‘rhythmic,’ who re- 

garded the phenomena of rhythm and metre 

from a somewhat less narrow point of view, 

had something to say as to 

quantity, or the absolute time-value of 

syllables. They did not indeed anticipate 

modern writers on Phonetics in postulating 

an ascending scale of vowel-quantities such 

as has been found, for example, in English. 

But they refer to the time-value of consonants 

in the syllable. Thus Choe: oboseus? attri- 

butes to the pudpcxol the doctrine that the 

time-value of a consonant is half a xpdvos 

aporos (the ‘time-unit,’ equivalent to the 

short syllable of ‘ metric’), and Dionysius 

of Halicarnassus? constructs an ascending 

scale of ‘short’ syllables, illustrated by the 

words 6-S0s, ‘Pd-d0s, tpd-ros and atpo-dos, 

and gives omAjv as an example of the longest 

of ‘long’ syllables. But it is important to 

note that in these speculations no account 

is taken of the conventions by which 

metrical quantity is determined. For the 

consonants which produce length ‘by posi- 

tion’ are those which follow the vowel ; 

whereas the puOmuxoé assign a time-value to 

those which precede it. And further, the 

/vOp.xot in their division of syllables presup- 

pose the current rules of orthography. Thus 

Marius Victorinus (Aphthonius)* takes the 

final syllable of @ép-cav-dpos as an example 

of short vowel + 3 consonants ; whereas, 

metrically speaking, the quantity of the 

second syllable is determined by the conson- 

ants belonging by rule to the last. 

We have now considered the theory and 

practice of the Greeks themselves in the 

matter of syllable-division: it remains to 

enquire whether the rules which they ob- 

served in writing accurately reflected the 

1V. Sweet, Handbook of Phonetics, p. 59. The 

Romance languages do not possess anything like so 

rich a gamut of quantity as those of the Teutonic 

family, and ancient Greek was probably like them in 

this respect. 
2 In Heph. p. 84 Stud. 
3 De comp. verb. c. 15. 
+ p, 39, 6 fl. K. 

natural 

pronunciation in use. From the nature of 

the case it is extremely difficult to obtain any 

evidence on this subject ; a brief notice of 

two or three points must sufiice. 

(1) Misspellings due to * haplography,’ or 

the omission of one of two identical 

syllables, may throw light on the division 

of words. Thus the spelling dvewrduny for 

dvevewodpmy points to the pronunciation ave 

ye-w-od-pny and thus justifies Heroilian’s rule 

as to prepositions elided in composition 

(Schweizer, Grammatik der pergamenischen 

Inschriften p. 131). 

(2) In certain cases we find a consonant 

doubled between two vowels, from which 

we may infer that the Greeks wavered in 

pronouncing the consonant in question 

between two syllables. Now in by far the 

greater number of these cases the consonant 

is either a liquid, nasal or o, explosives 

being rarely doubled. G. Meyer (Grie- 

chische Grammatik § 289) quotes Xatppoveta 

inxuppos and vavAdXor, W. Schulze (K.Z. 

xxxiii 397 and Géttingische gelehrte Anzeigen 

1896, p. 250) avy av, ravvnpatiuv, iccayo- 

yiv, oooaitos.  Kretschmer (Griechische 

Tuseninschriften p. 50) shews that doubling 

of » is common at Gortyn and (p. 174) 

collects examples of an analogous pheno- 

enon, viz. the very common doubling of o 

before a consonant (NE$$TOP &c.) in vase- 

inscriptions. Schweizer (op. cit. p. 132) 

states that the doubling of o is the most 

frequent case, that of nasals lessso; but this 

seems hardly borne out by the facts. 

However, we may fairly argue from the fact 

that such doubling is extremely rare in the 

case of explosives that syllables ending in 

such were practically unknown in Greek. 

(3) A more difficult question, which cannot 

here be discussed adequately, is raised by 

the conventions of metric in the matter of 

‘Jength by position ’ and ‘common ’ quantity. 

Sievers (Phonetik* § 658) cuts the knot 

by the following statement: ‘ Syllables 

long by position are those which end 

in a consonant. The statement of the 

ancients that more than one must follow the 

vowel is due to the fact that consonants only 

end a syllable in such cases.’ ‘Common’ 

quantity has been explained on the same 

lines as due to variation in syllable-division, 

as for eximple (Soph. O. C. 442). 

of rod wi-tpos TO Tar-pt Svvapevor TO Spar. 

Now Sievers’ doctrine accords well with the 

fact that ‘liquid or nasal + mute, liquid or 

nasal’ makes position ; for in such cases the 

a ee te 

* nel" ees 

=aceett tele® 
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first syllable ends in a consonant. And the 
sole exception—shortening before pv as in 
Spvwdet Aesch. Ag. 990—would be due to the 
fact that py, as an initial combination, be- 
longed to the succeeding syllable. But we 
should expect, if the true ground of the con- 
vention were to be sought here, to find that 
such groups as x7, $9 and the like permitted 
the shortening of a previous vowel, while 
the fluctuating treatment of o in syllable- 
division would naturally be reflected in the 
‘common’ quantity of a vowel followed by 
o + cons. 

It may be asked in conclusion what modi- 
fications or adaptations of the ancient rules 
should be adopted in modern printing. 

401 

Three would seem to be required :— 

(1) The syllable should be confined within 
the limits of the word; &x rov‘rov, Ka-7’ €400 

and the like are unsuited to modern typo- 
graphy. 

(2) A consistent rule should be observed 
in the case of o + cons. 

(3) Similar consistency is desirable in the 
case of compounds. Perhaps the occasional 
occurrence of ‘logical’ division (zap-dvres) 
in ancient texts may be held to justify its 
adoption (as against za-povres «.7.\.) by 
modern printers. 

H. Sruart-Jones. 

toxewy ‘A PARENT’ AND 

toxewv (or texewv) is an old Ionic form to 
be restored in two epigrams of the Anthology, 
each of which uses it in reference to an old 
Tonian : 

Meleager A.P. vii. 79: cio “HpaxAecrov rov 
"Edéotov, tov coder, Tov ayéAacTov. 

HPAKA. ‘Qvépo7’, “HpdxA error eyo coda 

podvon aveupety 
apt’ ta 0 eo matpav Kpécoova 

Kat codino- 
GE yap Kal ToKewvac, iw E€ve, dvo- 

dpovac avopac, 

trAdKrevv. =ENOC appa Opaa- 
pevoioe Xapic. 

pa TpNXVG. 
HP. éwet taxa Kal ov Tu 

HP. ovx am’ eed; =EN. 

TEvoH 

TpnxuTepov zatpac. SEN. yaipe. 

HP. ot 0’ e& ’Edéoov. 

Heraclitus: J, sir, Heraclitus, claim to have 
been alone} in discovering wisdom: and sur- 
passing even wisdom was my behaviour to- 
wards my people. Ay sir! for I assailed 
even my own parents, evil-minded folks, with 
contumelious abuse. ‘Traveller: A brilliant 
return to those who brought you up/ Hera- 
clitus: Away jfrom me! Traveller: Wo 
harshness! Heraclitus: Because you shall 
presently hear something harsher than my 
people did. Traveller: Farewell. Heraclitus : 
And you get out ef Ephesus / 

The MS. readings are avevpov in v. 1 and 

1 The Greek admits the sense ‘J was the only 
discoverer of wisdom,’ and this would be in character 
with the tradition about Heraclitus (Diog. Laert. ix. 
1). But probably the meaning is rather ‘Z made my 
discoveries unaided, single-handed,’ for he was 
definitely credited with this pretension: Diog. L. 
ix. 5, Suid. s.v. “HpaKAectos. 

NO. CXXXVI. VOL. XY. 

THE KINDRED FORMS. 

in v. 3 AGE yap Kal ToKéwv aoiwe Eéve, the first 
hand having written rexéwv doctor 

Leonidas 4.P. vii. 408 eio ‘Inrévaxta tov 
Tov tay.Bwov romtyy: jv 8 obros “Edéctos. 

"Atpeua tov tvpBov mapapetBere, py Tov ev 
Urve 

miKpov eyeipynte oPHK avaravopevov" 
apt. yap Imrdvaktos 6 kat toxéwve Baas 

apte Kexotnrar Gupos ev Hovxty. 

‘ For the temper of Hipponax, that snarled 
even at his parents, has only just been lulled 
to sleep in peace’. 

Here the Ist hand of the Palatine wrote 
6 kat ToKéwy cia leaving the verse unfinished ; 
the reviser completes it with Bai€as. 
Planudes’ copy has 6 xat toxéwy é0 Baiéas, 
the €o having been altered from ca in another 
ink. 

Before proceeding to examine the form 
toxewv, let me point out the steps that led 
to finding it. As usual, the plan was to 
eliminate improbabilities. In the first epi- 
gram @pefapevoiot of course means ‘those 
who brought you up’, as Kaibel Zp. 121 
Apois Spyotoctvyct Kexacpevn, olor robewy 
Opefapevors, tiBov rovde Oavoic’ €Xaxov : and 
Heraclitus is required to say ‘I snarled ai 
my parents’, otherwise there would be no 
relevance in the comment made on his re- 
mark. xat in both epigrams implies a degree 
to which the subject carried his moroseness. 
In the second the clue lies in Batéas: the 
regular construction of Baifew and $)\akreiv 
‘to bark at’ adlatrare is an accusative of 
the object: Batfew (which appears to be 
rather the Ionic word) Heraclitus in Plut. 
Mor. 787 ¢ ‘wives yap Kal Bavlovow bv dv pi) 
ywookwo.’ Kal’ “HpaxXerov. Aesch. Pers. 13 
veov 0 dvdpa Baile. ddaxretv Ar. Vesp. 1402, 

DD 
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Tsoer. p. 8 c, Theocr. vi. 29, Polyb. xvi. 24. 
6, Lucian i. 548, 605, ii. 924, Heraclid. Pont. 
(Bekk. An. 178. 27), Philostr. Vit. Soph. i. 
19. 2, Ael. V.A. xi. 5, Diog. Laert. vi. 2. 60, 

thaov Hom. 7 5. Plutarch has tdakreiv tpos 
twa in Cimon 18 (bis) and Arat. 8: xara 
twos would be Greek, though | have not 
found it except in Phot. B2b/. 109. 1 rods 
Aabpaiovs pipetra Tov Kvvov Ka’ yudv tAak- 
Tov: and xafvAakrely twos was in use with 
later writers. Planudes’ 6 kat toxéwy €o0 
Bavéas is merely a conjecture, and a bad 
one, for it is not grammar, nor more con- 

ceivable as Greek than Adyew Gedy for ‘to 
speak against the Gods’. 6 kai toxéwy xara- 
Bavéas, so far as grammar goes, would be 
correct, though I cannot see why it should 
have so baffled a transcriber. But there is 
another objection to it, which has been 
urged by Meineke: Baifew occurs often 
enough in verse, but it is always a tri- 
syllable, never Bavlew, Badtgac: and the 
adjective in Aesch. Persae is duaBaiixros, not 

MeveAas MevéAaos 
axGeroa AXHELS 

xXaiTheLs 
TEATELS 

Bpauners 
Ophicca 

xpniva 
AniGoua 

XaiT ders 

Opaoce. 
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dvaBav«tos. The presumption is that we 
have 6 kai J _ J Bavéas, the blank to be 
filled with an accusative toxéwve or ToKewva, 
and that is confirmed when we see how 
simple it is to read roxéwvas in the other 
place. The loud call id Eéve suits the rising 
tone of defiance there, and is used to hail a 
passer-by in Kaibel Zp. 241 ot diocot cvvopar- 
por, iw ve, Tad’ evi TUuBw aavotor TeKewr 
keiweOa kovpioiwv. It always looked as though 
the same solution would account for both 
these epigrams. 

The word may very well have been used 
by one of these antique Ephesians, for it is 
old Ionic. The class it belongs to is a small 
one, and in that class the dialects make 
many variations, all of which are exhibited 
by évvdwv = Kowwvos. -dwy may be taken as 
the central form, which on one side contracts 
into Dorie -av or into -7v which is one sort 
of Ionic; on the other hand becomes in 

Tonic -ywv or -€ov and in Attic -av. You see 
the tendency in other cases : 

Mevé\ews 
NXEEVTA Archilochus 
XaTEET oT" Simon. Amorg. 
TEACEVTA Tyrtaeus 
Bpwpeets ? Archilochus 
@peioca \ Herodas, 
xpelCw (Hipponactean) 
AclCouat 

The chances are that from a list we shall learn something further : 

*Auvday "Auvddev *Auvdéwy 
> y 
Apvéaoviba: 

*AAKUaY *AAKUdwy *AAKLE@Y *AAkualov 
"AAKMav {dat -AAKMEwvldar *AAKMatwvis or -ovls 

*AAKLIYN -AAK Uda . 
Sednvn SedAava 

Tlooidav Tlocetdawy Nocidéwv Tloweida@v or -dy 
; , ; 

Tlatav Tlainwv Tlatwy 

"lav "Idwy *Tyev “lav 
‘Tavn *Iwvls 

Tita Tiray Tire 
Titnvis Titavls 
Tirnvn Tidwyds 
venuins vedv 
VEnVIS veavis 

Aukay Auidwy 
Tupdar Tupewy Tupav 

1 } ji ; D ; 
tuvny Evvav évvawv tuynayv fuvewy évyvwv 

Kowavew Kowa 
Kowwyves 

Omdwy Oméwy 
Opyewy dpyeiwy opyiwy 
Opyeavn 
anareay 
Aupewy 

Top0dv Topbawy mopbewy 
Bockéwy 
TOKEwY 

Znv Zav 
ie. 
iBuay 

MeyloT hy meyloray 
KevO7v 

; 
mev0yy 

éoony 
1 Aesch. Theb. 899 déuwv mar’ axGeooa Tes <mpoTouTa>. 
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It appears from this comparison that the 
proper Ionic accent is paroxytone. dzaredy, 
Avpewv, Topbedv indeed are oxytone, and ex- 
pressly mentioned as such by the gram- 
marians on the subject of accentuation!; 
but these three are the only examples of the 
form (except proper names) they quote at 
all—doubtless because these alone survived 
as Attic. Dr. Postgate makes a suggestion 
which I readily accept: ‘It seems possible 
that the accentuation of Avmedy etc. is an 
Attic innovation; caused, it may be, by 
confusion with the collectives.’ These were 
invariably oxytone; and in their case too 
the old Ionic termination seems to have 
been -ewy, as in ruAewy, eryapedv, dvOepedy, 
m™pnyopewv, Kevewv, while -év was the true 
Attic. Later ‘Attic’ writers, however, 
often used the termination -edy, a use repre- 
hended by Phrynichus: see Lobeck p. 166, 
to whose list add xwvwzedv. In the case of 
mpav ‘a promontory ’ we find the forms zpur, 
TPOVES, TPWOVES, TPEWV, TPEOVOS, TPNWV, TPHavos, 
apnoow: and besides avdpav and dvdpedv 
there is a lengthened form dvdpewy used by 
Leon. Tar. A.P. ix. 322. 7 racrdda rs rowwiode 
kal dvdpetdva Kal atdav Koopettw. Probably it 
was the call of metre that dictated this ex- 
tension and also that of dpyewy ‘a performer 
of ritual’ or ‘a sacrificial priest’ to épyeusv 
or 6pyiwv: in Hom. h. Apoll. Pyth. 211 we 
have ovatwas avOpurrous dpylovas cicaydyouro : 
in a fragment of Antimachus (év6a) KaBdp- 
vous OKev ayaxhéas épytwvas”: and in Her- 
mesianax (Ath. 597d) Hermann is evidently 
right in reading "Avtidrny, 7 te coAdiw 
pootnow "EXevotvos mapa zélav etacpov 
Kpudiwy eepdpet Noyiwv, 'Pdprov épyedve vopw 
dtarrourvvouce Anyntpa for Opywvavenor. 
From Phot. s.v. épyedves we learn that it 
was used by Aeschylus—in the Mugoé, it 
may be noted—zorayod Katxov yaipe mparos 
opyewv, edxats 6& culos Seardtas Tawwviats, 
and that it also figured in the doves of 
Solon : from Harpocration that there was a 
speech of Isaeus zpos tots épyeGvas and ap- 
parently that Theophrastus used it in his 
will (though it does not occur in it as given 
by Diog. Laert.). Doubtless also Lysias :— 
we are told, indeed, that he used Opyewv asa 
genitive plural: Harpocr. ’Opyéwv : dyti rod 
spyeovuv Avoias ev TH epi Tod Ocordurov 
cAnpov: Suid. p. 1150 Bernhardy ’Opyéav 
(sie): dvti tod dpyedvwv - Avotias: but the 

1 Lentz Herodian I p. 19, II p. 724. For forms 
in -dv, -qv see I 12 sqq., 11 717 sqq., Lobeck Paral. 
189 sqq. 

* Phot. s.v. dpyedves p. 24 Naber, who says 

‘Codex dyaxAéas dpylovas’: whence Suid. ILI 
p- 1150 has &BaxAéas dpyeavas. 
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grammarian who originated this is generally 
held to have been deceived by a defective 
text (Zhes., Schmidt on Hesych. ’Opyéwv : 
iepGv 7) tepéwv). Though there does not 
appear anything @ priori against dpyevs, there 
is no record of it elsewhere, and certainly no 
one was less likely than Lysias to employ 
an unfamiliar form. Athenaeus, Harpo- 
cration and Photius use the adjective dpyew- 
vixds. Asan Attic word, therefore, dpyedv 
may be permitted to be oxytone ; but when 
we find in Hesych. Booxéwv*: 6 zpodeis, 
Liddell and Scott have no warrant for saying 
‘Bocxedv (not Bocxéwv),’ nor the editors 
generally for altering ada évvéwva in Alexand. 
Aetol. v. 15 (Parthen. 14. 3). 

Hesych. gives tirpvar: Baowides. <Aioyi- 
Nos Ppvéiv>i) “Extopos Avtpos, and (rujvy by 
an error for) turqyvn: 4 Baoiducoa. I think 
if you compare ’AAkuay and ’AAKkpnvy it will 
be seen that Tirjvn is merely a feminine of 
Tirjy or Tiray. He also gives rizaé: &ryos 
. 7) duvacrys . of 8 Bacie’s: which is formed 
like véag, wAovraé and the like. In both 
these words the iota must be long; so that 
it was an unfortunate proposal of Hermann’s 
(Opuse. v 162) to read in Aesch. Cho. 398 
7a xGoviwy tirnva : I do not supposethat even 
XPoviwy rirfvac could have been said any 
more than ,Ooviwy Tiraves.—Tizé, which was 
used by Lycophr. 941 and Callimachus 
(Tzetzes ad loc. cit.) for Augpa or jus 
(Schmidt on Hesych. iv p- 161), is of course 
a feminine izoxopiorixov of Tidy as the Sun. 
Tuwvds is explained as meaning 4 jpépa by 
Et. Mag. 758. 28 and Tzetz. on Lycophr. 18, 
and the Schol. on Hom. Al makes the 
Same connexion as my comparative list had 
led me to infer: "Has 8 &k Nexeov zap’ 
ayavod TiGwvoio] +> Gov rodTo vopurréov GtL 
“ did Tod HALov ypepa yéyove’. ‘TAwvoio’ dé 
aoe Eheye ‘Tizwvoio. — Turav yap 6 ’A7oAXov, 

Ore dro Anrods: rodrov Sé Kat jALov vevopixaper. 
Whatever be the original meaning of the 
root (which I should look for in Ivanian), I 
believe Tirav to be related to Tidwvds as 
koway tO Kowwvos. 

If you wanted to form a verb from sucha 
substantive as Avywewy, what would you make 
the termination? There was a choice of 
four: if you meant simply ‘to be a Aypedy’, 
you would make it -€w, as xowavéw, Kowwwvew, 
teAwvew: if you meant rather ‘to play the 
Avpewy’, ‘to act as such’, you could choose 
between -evw, -evouat (the middle was gener- 
ally used), -tZw, -(Copai or -aivw: often you 
find several of these terminations formed 
from the same substantive or adjective. But 

3 Not in the Thesaurus. Add to the Dictionaries 
iduav Lentz Herorian. I p. 13, 32. 

DD 2 
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far the commonest was -eveoOar, and Avjew- 
veverGar! was used by Polyb. v. 5. 8 otrou 
pev ovv Avpewvevopevor TadTa Kal ToLadTa ovVE- 
Bovrevov. It may seem strange, but not to 
those who know something of the freedom 
with which these verbs were coined. This 
to the Thesaurus is merely ‘the reading of 
several MSS. for Avuavopevor’—who finding 
Avpawvopevor would write Avpewvevdjevor }— 
while Liddell and Scott make it worse by 
adding de suo‘=Xvpaivoyan.’ It is no more 
equivalent to Avpatvopar than yaprevtiopar to 
xapifoyar: Avpatvopar is transitive, while 
Avpewvevouat and yaptevtiComavare intransitive 
and formed from Avyedy and yaprets: and 
that is just the point which critics often, 
and the Dictionaries with them, fail to re-, 
cognize. ‘There will be room presently for 
another list. 

In Meleager’s epigram Stadtmueller ought 
to have accepted my correction dvevpetv. 
Jacobs, I find, had already proposed édevpety, 
but there: was no reason for objecting to 

17The Tonic (mpo)Aecxnvedecba:  (Heraclit., 
Hippocr., Hdt.), implies a genitive Aeoxnvos, though 
not necessarily a nominative Aerx7}v. 
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avevpetv : in fact it was in illustrating the 
phrase dvevpioxew coda (Eur. fr. 267, Trag. 
Jr. adesp. 488, 509) that ;I made the cor- 
rection originally. dvevpov cannot stand ; 
we must in any case have had éya 6 coda 
poodvos avevpwv, and gayi cannot of course 
mean ‘I speak.’ The phrase as restored is 
of a common type, as when Parrhasios (Ath. 
543c) asserts of himself ef xal dmora 
kdvovot, A€yw Tade- papi yap non TExXVNS 
etpyolar Téppara tTiade cad xEtpos Up’ HceT- 
€pys. avuTépBAntos O& rérnyev otpos. 

Whengivingalist before, of words like gula 
(C.F. xiv. p. 112), I ought to have corrected 
Hesychius pila: Bia. 7} tod t6fov Taos. It 
should be pila Biot: 4 tod togov Taos, as 
on the next page frotav Bokav: tiv Tav 
togwv tTaow, like roéov pda in the Persae. If 
he had given any other explanation, it would 
not have been Bia but 6dAxy. For dporov : 
Tov OAKOv Tov “Exropos, 7 10 davrtioTabpov. 
AioyiNos Ppvéi it will be evident from Hom. 
X 351 and the schol. (Nauck p. 84) that 
we should read dp v7 ov or éputov. 

‘W. HEapLam. 

ELUCIDATIONS 

Tit 

Horace Epope xv 1—10. 

Nox erat et caelo fulgebat luna sereno 
inter minora sidera, 

cum tu magnorum numen laesura deorum 
in uerba iurabas mea, 

artius atque hedera procera adstringitur 
ilex 5 

lentis adhaerens bracchiis, 
dum pecori lupus et nautis infestus Orion 

turbaret hibernum mare 
intonsosque agitaret Apollinis aura ca- 

pillos, 
fore hunec amorem mutuum. 10 

Since it is nonsense to say‘ dum lupus 
turbaret mare,’ the construction of ‘dum 
pecori lupus’ is commonly explained by the 
note ‘ scilicet infestus esset.’ Such explana- 
tions are easier written with the hand than 
entertained in the head. For a wolf to cause 
storms at sea is doubtless difficult ; but not 
more difficult than for the same adjective to 
serve as attribute to one noun and as predi- 
cate, with esset understood, to another. 
‘Prauissime’ says Madvig ‘primum ad 
infestus auditur esset, deinde idem adiectiuum 

OF LATIN POETS. 

sine esseé cum Orione coniungitur, subiecto 
alio uerbo, quod nullo modo fieri potest.’ 

Bentley was too busy corrupting the 
tenses of the verbs to examine the construc- 
tion of the sentence; and the only editors, 
so far as I know, who have seriously con- 
sidered it are Peerlkamp, Lehrs, and Lucian - 
Mueller. Peerlkamp, ever in chase of the 
spurious, ejected verses 8 and 9, the latter 
of which he did not understand : this leaves 
‘dum pecori lupus et nautis infestus Orion, 
| fore hunec amorem mutuum,’ an omission 

of esset without parallel in Horace, as Lucian 
Mueller has observed. Mueller himself 
writes ‘man kénnte das Ueberlieferte noth- 
diirftig vertheidigen, wenn man hinter Orion 
interpungirte und zu u. 7 esset ergiinzte. 
Dann stiinde twrbaret intransitiv, wie Aen. 
vi 800 et septemgemini turbant trepida ostia 
Nili, Luer. ii 126 corpora quae in solis radiis 
turbare uidentur und sonst...... Allein die 
Auslassung von esset wire sehr hart und 
ohne Beispiel bei Hor., auch wird man nur 
ungern u. 8 vom Orion, der zu Anfang des 
November untergeht (i 28 21), trennen.’ 
Therefore he prefers the proposal of Lehrs, 
to assume the loss of two verses between 
lupus and et nautis, ‘in der noch ein oder 
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zwei Beispiele von stets unverdnderten 
Dingen erwiihnt waren.’ 

What we have here is a brachylogy of 
that sort to which they have attached the 
name of zeugma. Aeschylus supp. 1006 sq. 
writes pay tadopev Gv ToAds TOV Os | TOAs OE 
movtos civex’ 7) p 0 On dopt, Euripides Lon 1064 
sq. 7) Onxrov [Eipos 7 Aamov eEawWer 
Bpoxov adi dSepyv, Pindar Pyth. iv 185 sq. 
ovtTe Epyov ovr émos extparedov xKeivowww 
eiztwyv, Virgil georg. i 92 sq. ‘ne tenues 
pluwiae rapidiue potentia solis | acrior aut 
Boreae penetrabile frigus adurat,’ Cicero ad 
Att. x 4 4 ‘fortunam, gua illi forentissima, 
nos duriore conflictati uidemur’; and the 
meaning of Horace’s words is the following : 
‘dum lupus pecori infestus (ferveret owilia, 
or what you will,) et Orion nautis infestus 

turbaret hibernum mare.’ 
I think the examples quoted above are 

enough to establish this interpretation ; but 
I will further cite the following imstances, 
because they are even more licentious, be- 
cause one of the boldest is Horace’s, and 

because the others are either neglected or 
misunderstood. They differ from epod. xv 
7 and resemble Cic. ad Att. x 4 4 in that 
the notion omitted is rather opposite than 
parallel to the notion expressed. 

The first ocewrs in a context very like our 
own: Sen. Here. Oet. 335-8. 

ante ab occasu dies 
nascetur, Indos ante glacialis polus 
Scythasue tepida Phoebus inficiet rota, 
quam me relictam Thessalae aspiciant nurus. 

That is ‘Indos glacialis polus (refrigerabit 
or the like) Scythasue Phoebus tepida rota 
infieiet.’ It will not do to supply wficiet, 
since inficere unqualified does not mean 
to bleach and does mean to tan. Horace says 
‘albus ora pallor inficit,’ but that is no de- 

fence of ‘polus Indos inficiet’ for ‘ inficiet 
pallore.’ 

Ovid her. xix 171-4. 

uel pudor hic utinam, qui nos clam cogit 
amare, 

uel timidus famae cedere uellet amor. 
nune male res iunctae, calor et reuerentia, 

pugnant : 

quid sequar in dubio est: haee decet, ille 
iuuat. 

Prof. Purser translates ‘would that this 
shame which now compels us toa, secret love, 
or our too fearful love could bring itself to 
surrender and be known (lit. surrender to 
publicity),’ words which seem neither to co- 
here with the context nor to make sense in 
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themselves nor to be reconcilable with the 
Latin: how can jfamae cedere mean ‘sur- 
render to publicity’? how can utinam pudor 
famae cedere uellet mean anything at all? 
and when Hero wishes ‘that her shame could 
bring itself to be known’ has her language 
any thought behind it? The sense required 
is ‘would that love would vanquish shame 
or shame would vanquish love ; instead of 
which they now wage an equal conflict, and 
T know not which to obey’ : no other mean- 
ing will be tolerable, and if the words do not 
contain it they must be altered till they do. 
Bentley therefore proposed ‘uel pudor hic 
utinam, qui nos clam cogit, amori, | uel’ 
ete. ; but ‘clam cogit’ alone has no fit sense. 
The construction of the text is ‘ utinam uel 
hie pudor, qui nos clam amare cogit, (wmort 
cedere uellet), uel amor famae (7.e. pudori).’ 
fama means good reputation, honest name, 
as in amor, iii 14 36 ‘ si dubitas famae par- 
cere, parce mihi,’ and stands for the same 
thing as pudor in 171 and reuerentia in 178 : 
calor in 173 is identical with amor in 172. 

Hor. serm. 1 2 11-13. 

seu pila uelox 
molliter austerum studio fallente laborem, 

seu te discus agit, pete cedentem aera disco. 

That is, as Lambinus explained, ‘seu pila te 
agit, (Jude pila), seu discus, pete aera disco’. 
Similar, but much easier, is epist. i 3 23-5 
‘seu linguam causis acuis, seu ciuica iura | 
respondere paras, seu condis amabile car- 
men, | prima feres hederae uictricis praemia’, 
where ‘feres hederae praemia’ is the apodosis 
only to the third of the three protases, for 
ivy is not the meed of causidici and iuris- 
consulta. 

Lucan vii 320-5. 
sed, dum tela micant, non uos pietatis imago 
ulla nec aduersa conspecti fronte parentes 
commoueant: uoltus gladio turbate ueren- 

dos. 
siue quis infesto cognata in pectora ferro 
ibit, seu nullum uiolabit uolnere pignus, 
ignoti iugulum tamquam scelus imputet 

hostis. 

That is ‘siue quis in cognatum ibit, (scelus 
imputet), sive in non cognatum, huius caedem 
imputet tamquam scelus’ : dmputo as in Suet. 
Ner. 36 ‘coniurati... dixere causam, cum 

quidam ultro crimen faterentur, nonnulli 
etiam dmputarent (‘claimed credit for it’), 
tamquam aliter illi non possent nisi morte 
succurrere dedecorato flagitiis omnibus’. 
Caesar is urging his soldiers to spare no 
enemy who faces them: ‘if you strike a 
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kinsman, count the crime a distinguished ser- 

vice ; if one who is no kinsman, count the 

deed a service no less distinguished than if 

it were a crime like the other.’ Parricide 

committed on-Caesar’s behalf will naturally 
constitute a claim on Caesar’s gratitude, and 
he further promises to regard the killing of 
any Pompeian as no less meritorious than 

parricide. 
It is not likely that such things could 

happen in formal prose; and I do not defend 

the MSS, for instance, at Liu. xxx 4 5 

‘proinde, seu ipsi staret iam sententia, 

<promeret>, seu consulendus Hasdrubal 

et Carthaginienses essent, consuleret’, or 

Cic. pro Sex. Rosc. 22 ‘cum eodem tempore 
et ea, quae praeterita sunt, <sanet> et ea, 

quae uidentur instare, praeparet’. 
Now listen to the fashionable commen- 

tator Kiessling, for whom the multitude 

have deserted their old favourite Orelli. 

infestus se. foret gehort amd kowwod auch zu lupus, 

aber die urspriinglich als Attribut gewollte Bestim- 

mung gui turbat hibernum mare ist um des Parallel- 

ismus mit dem folgenden agitarct awra willen zum 

Pridikat geworden, und hat dadurch ein leises 

Anakoluth bewirkt. 

This fabulous narrative is a specimen of the 

‘sympathetic exegesis’ which is supposed to 

have arisen in the last twenty years of the 
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19th century; though in point of fact it 
flourished high at the century’s beginning 

in Cicero’s philosophical works, amidst great 

though temporary applause, under the 

auspices of Goerenz. The engine was in- 
vented to protect corrupt passages from 

correction: let a text be impeached as bad 

grammar or nonsense, and the commentator 

instantly overflows with fictitious details of 

the disorder which he alleges to have existed 

in the author’s mind: they may seem in- 

credible, they may lack all confirmation, 

but he is a sympathetic interpreter and you 

disbelieve him at your peril. This practice 
of concocting fictions at a moment’s notice, 

instead of stopping and thinking, or trying 
.to think, is naturally attended with a cer- 
tain amount of moral and intellectual 
damage; and often when the sympathetic 

interpreter arrives at a passage which is not 

corrupt, but only difficult, and which really 

wants interpreting, the event proves that 

his bad habit has crippled his powers of 

interpretation. Instead of probing the 
difficulty to find its solution, he resorts to 
the easier and more familiar expedient of 

smothering it under a cascade of figments : 

and the office of interpreter devolves upon 

the unsympathetic. 
A. E. Housman. 

VINDICIAE PROPERTIANAE.—I1. 

(Continued from p. 44.) 

I pass to places where my readings have 
been criticised through their having been 
wholly or partially misconceived. 

I begin with a re-punctuation : 

ilexsxaiei eed» 

uni cuique dedit uitium natura: creato 
mi fortuna aliquid semper amare dedit. 

I understand this passage, and have 
always understood it, in the same sense as 
my critic, as meaning that every man is born 
with some frailty, and that the congenital 
frailty of Propertius is to be always in love. 
Accordingly Iam concerned with nothing but 
the observation|that ‘ otherwise [viz. unless I 
adopt an interpretation which is clearly incor- 
rect] the change is aimless.’ Strictly speak- 
ing there is no change; for the vulgate 
punctuation of Propertius has no warrant 
in tradition, and we are free in all respects 
to punctuate as the sense requires. Nor is 

it aimless. That fortuna and natura may 
in this connexion have the same sense of 
‘destiny’ is well known and may be proved 
from authors nearer to Propertius than 
Seneca ; e.g. Lucretius 5, 77 ‘expediam qua 
uiflectat natwra gubernans’ and nota page off 
‘quod procul a nobis flectat fortwna guber- 
nans’ (107). But when we have the choice, 
it seems better to allow creato to go with 
fortuna whose sense it helps to determine 
than with natura, which certainly stands in 
no need of its support (Luer. ib. 871 ‘at quis 
nil horum ¢ribuit natura’). The pause after 
the last trochee is quite Propertian. Turning 
over the pages of this second book my eye 
lights on viii. 15 ‘uisus? an usque,’ Xxvili 
9 * Venus ipsa ? peraeque.’ 

The second re-punctuation which is re- 
garded as detrimental is that of IIL xi. 34, 
to which I refer here because of the im- 
portant principle which its consideration 
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involves. For the same reason I quote the 
criticism in full, with the note from the 
praefatio (to the separate edition of Proper- 
tius) to which it refers. 

© At putide tres—una inter se opponuntur ’>— 
immo, si uis, putidissime modo poetae cum Graeci 
tum Romani totiens in hune modum numeris 
luserint, modo Propertius ipse ita dixerit ‘una 
decem uicit missa sagitta rates.’ ”’—Praef. p. vi. 

“*The second change of stops to which I referred is 
at III xi. 34 sqq. where Dr. Postgate punctuates 
thus; ‘totiens nostro Memphi cruenta malo, | tres 
ubi Pompeio detraxit harena triumphos | una ; 
Philippeo’ cet. What then is the normal number 
of shores required to rob a man of three triumphs ? 
and how many places would you have expected 
Pompey to die in? Dr. Postgate in praef. p. vi. 
cites IV vi. 68 ‘una decem uicit missa sagitta rates’ 
to justify the antithesis of tres and waa. There is 
nothing absurd in the antithesis of éves and wna. 
The numerals do indeed create the antithesis, but 
its absurdity resides not in them but in the sub- 
stantives, which are the names of things between 
which no antithesis is conceivable. And even if you 
removed the antithesis by removing éres, wna 
harena would still remain intrinsically absurd, be- 
cause a man cannot be assassinated on two shores 
nor be ‘ robbed of his triumphs’ piecemeal.” 

Now there is a strong family resemblance 
between this criticism and those of the im- 
mortal Lord Dundreary (a creation of the 
late Mr. Sothern not yet, I hope, forgotten) 
upon certain of our English proverbs. 
‘ Birds of a feather | Flock together. Absurd, 
*pon my word. Flock together ; of course they 
do. It would be a dashed silly bird that 
would go and flock in a corner by itself !’ 
The same treatment may be applied to any 
kind of literature with interesting results, 
as for example to the following : 

Now, of my threescore years and ten, 
Twenty will not come again.1 

No more will the ‘fifty’ for that matter. 
Or to the following : 

Buoyed on the heaven-heard whisper 
Of dancing leaflets whirled 

From al/ the woods that autumn 
Bereaves in all the world.2 

Why not ‘From all woods in the world’ 
or ‘ From the woods in all the world’ ? 8s 
Tavrov july eizev 6 codds _~_ Or, to come 
back to Propertius (IIT xv. 39 sq.) 

tibi gloria Dirce 
ducitur, in multis mortem habitura Jocis. 

Why not ask ‘and how many places 
would you have expected Dirce to die in 2’ 
I confess that in all these cases my own 

A Shropshire Lad (II). 
’ The same (XLII). 

The italics are mine, 
The italics are mine. 
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sympathies would be with the poet rather 
than the critic. 

The criticism appears to consist of two 
parts, of which the first is that ‘ the substan- 
tives are the names of two things between 
which no antithesis is conceivable.’ Then I 
suppose that the statement ‘ reportauit tres 
triumphos ex una harena’ of a general who 
gained triumphs by conquering three times 
on the same shore, would involve an in- 
conceivable antithesis. The second count is 
that thestatement attributed to Propertius is 
‘intrinsically absurd.’ To this it will be, I 
imagine, answer enough to show, firstly, that, 
if by ‘intrinsical’ we understand literal 
absurdity, intrinsically absurd expressions 
abound in language and literature ; secondly, 
that, if we regard the meaning intended, 
this, whatever else it may be, is by no 

means absurd; and thirdly, that the 
‘absurdity,’ such as it is, may be explained 
if it cannot be justified. With the first point 
I have already dealt in part. I will, how- 
ever, add some words translated from an 
excellent little book,’ published since 
the criticism was penned, and which have a 
special relevance to the passage before us. 
‘It is nat only quite natural psychologically 
that a man in passionate excitement should 
use strong words, even when they run counter 
to his object ; but it is also psychologically 
quite true and established by experience 
that the stronger his language the stronger 
is the effect upon his hearers, who consider 
far less what is said than with what force 
and to what end it is said.’ Now this poem 
of Propertius, which deals with the saving 
of Rome from Cleopatra, is pitched through- 
out in a high key of excitement ; and more 
than one expression in it might be blamed 
as literally ‘absurd.’ Let verse 44 [ausa] 
‘baridos et contis rostra Liburna sequi’ serve 
as an example. Cleopatra we know from 
Horace ‘ dementis ruinas funus et imperio 
parabat.’ But no one has ever supposed her 
so ‘demented ’ as to have pursued Liburnian 
gallies with Nile barges. Secondly, the 
thought is not absurd, unless cavil make it so. 
‘One day,’ says the poet, ‘stripped Pompey 
of all his glories:’ the glories of Pompey 
being symbolized by the three triumphs 
which to Roman eyes were the most striking 
feature of his career (cf. Cicero de diuin. 2. 
§ 22, Velleius 2. 53. 3, Lucan 8. 814, 
Petronius 123 v. 240 and elsewhere) and the 
day of his death symbolized by the shore on 
which was left his headless corse: ‘ iacet 
ingens litore truncus.’ And it is Proper- 

3 F. Polle Wie denkt das Volk weber die Sprache? 
2nd ed., 1898 p. 26. 
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tian ; II. xi. 3 sq. ommia, ‘crede mihi, tecum 
wno munera lecto | auferet extremi funeris 
atra dies’ upon which it might be asked 
‘what was the normal number of biers 
required to carry all the charms of Cynthia?’ 
Lastly, itis not difficult to assign the reason 
why it would not have occurred to Proper- 
tius that the phrase is ‘intrinsically absurd.’ 
For some reason or other numbers and their 
relations have long had a strange fascina- 
tion for the human mind. In the case of 
the ancients this fancy often issued in anti- 
theses which seem somewhat inept or inane 
to us, because we have lost the feeling 
which informed them. This I called in my 
praefatio ‘playing with numbers’ and illus- 
trated by the trifling opposition of wna to _ 
decem in the poem upon Actium. But more 
noticeable instances can be produced. I will 
cite one. Of the elegies of Propertius’ 
predecessor Cornelius Gallus, one pentameter 
alone survives. It describes how the 
Hypanis of Scythia separates Europe from 
Asia; ‘uno tellures diuidit amne duas.’ 
Now unless we are prepared to maintain 
that it requires more than one diameter to 
divide a circle into two, or)/more than one 
diagonal to bisect a parallelogram, we must 
admit that, from our point of view, the anti- 
thesis im ‘one river dividing ¢wo continents’ 
is destitute of significance. 

NM eixeroveegs 

non flebo in cineres arcem sedisse paternos 
Cadmi nec semper proelia clade pari. 

Here for paternos [ read repentes which is 
characterised as ‘a useless epithet and a form 
not known to exist.’ Whether ‘ repenti ful- 
minis ictu’ in Lucretius (5. 400) is a sufli- 
cient warrant for the acc. plur. is a question 
I would leave to the reader ;! but my citation 
should have saved the adjective from the 
reproach of ‘uselessness.’ I undefstand the 
passage, as I understood it in my Select 
Elegies of Propertius, to allude to the de- 
struction of the royal palace at the birth of 
Dionysus and the death of Semele. I there 
compared Stat. Theb. 3. 183 sgq. ‘ueteris 
cum regia Cadmi | fulmineum in cinerem 
monitis Iunonis iniquis | consedit’ (cf. ib. 
10. 902 sgq. quoted in the same place). So 
far then from my epithet being useless, it is 

1 The same reader will doubtless be able to deter- 
mine whether it is a satisfactory interpretation of 
the text to say it refers to the sack of Thebes by the 
epigoni and that the falling fortress is supposed to 
hlend its ashes with those of its former defenders, 
as soon as he has succeeded in unravelling the relation- 
ship between the cineres and the other assumed actors 
in the scene, 
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absolutely necessary to fix the allusion. It 
is their ‘suddenness’ which distinguishes the 
ashes caused by the lightning-stroke from 
the ashes of the burning town. 

The extent of the influence of Lucretius 
upon Propertius is an interesting subject 
upon which I could wish I had the space to 
enlarge. Ihave come to think it greater 
than I did formerly. My emendation of 
TV i. 57 (which Mr. Housman has com- 
mended) owes a good deal of its probability 
for me to the parallel of Lucr. 1. 47. In 
this very poem (III ix) verse 7 and possibly 
verse 5 (‘quod nequeas’) seem to me unlike 
Propertius in expression and reminiscent of 
Lueretian phraseology 6. 959 sq. ‘non omiia 
... rebus sint omnibus apta, 5. 543-5, 5. 
836 ‘quod potuit nequit ut nequeat quod 
non tulit ante.’ Mr. Nairn in this journal 
(1899 p. 393) has recently defended Jacob’s 
conjecture at III vii. 46 ‘in terra nil ubi 

flare potest,’ by what he rightly calls a remark- 

able parallel from Lucretius 6. 138 sgq. 

The chief objection which I felt to this con- 

jecture, that the use of the infinitive is 

strange to Propertius, obviously’ loses much 

of its force if Propertius is imitating Lucre- 
tius with whom such infinitives are very 
common. 

I proceed to another passage where the 
question of literary borrowing or reminiscence 
is involved : 

III. xvii. 1 sq. 

nunc, o Bacche, tuis humiles aduoluimur 

aris : 
da mihi placatus uela secunda pater. 

The MSS. have here pacato which it is pro- 
posed to take as ‘tranquillized.” I have no 
objection to this if it can be got out of the 
Latin. But no parallel is forthcoming (for 
Til. xiii. 25 can hardly count). Pacata 
mente Lucr. and the like I know: but they 
are not near enough. If pacato could be 
the abl. of pacatwm, the text might stand. 
I do not expect however any one to main- 
tain this. There is additional awkward- 
ness in having pacatus in agreement with 
mihi: it more properly refers to the stilled 
sea (pax maris, Lucan) and winds (Luer. 5. 
1230 ‘uentorum paces animasque secundas’). 
It is urged however that to remove the idea 
of tranquillizing from the second line will 
be ‘positively harmful.’ How this can be 
maintained I cannot see. Propertius first 
addresses the god of wine in all humility 
and desires his favour (verses 1, 2): in the 
next three lines he explains how Bacchus 
might help him, and in vy. 6 he prefers his 
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special request ‘tu uitium ex animo dilue, 
Bacche, meo.’ Why should it be said that 
v. 2 must anticipate v. 6 4 
My conjecture placatus, the palaeographi- 

eal facility of which is not contested, was 
based upon the belief that Ovid in Fasti 
3, 789 sq. and its vicinity, as in countless 
other places, had Propertius in his mind. 
The subject of both passages is the same,— 
namely Bacchus, though the main topic is 
not. The particular exploits of the god 
which Propertius says he will sing of on 
some future occasion and which Ovid says 
he can not sing of now, are more or less 
the same. Bacchus’ wonderful birth, his 
Indian conquests, his destruction of Pen- 
theus, of Lycurgus, his transformation of 
the pirates into porpoises are referred to by 
both poets in their most characteristic styles. 
The couplet which I cited from Ovid is the 
following ‘ mite caput, pater, hue placataque 
cornua uertas | et des ingenio uela secunda 
meo.’ It contains three verbal coincidences 
with the couplet and poem which we are 
considering: pater—uela secunda—cornua 
Prop. v. 19 ‘per te et tua cornua uiuam.’ 
The similarity seemed to me too great to be 
the work of accident, and I considered it in 
accordance with critical method to emend 
the pacato of Propertius’ manuscripts by 
the aid of the placata of Ovid’s text. But 
it is objected that if the passage shows that 
Propertius wrote placatus, ‘it also shows 
that he wrote mitis.’ And in the same way 
it shows that he wrote caput and que and 
vertas and et and des and in fact that he 
was the author of Ovid, Fast. 3. 715 
onward. 

I pass on to another couplet in the same 
poem : 

1b. 17 sq. 

dum modo purpureo . . mihi dolia musto 
et noua pressantis inquinet uua pedes. 

For the missing word the MSS. have 
either nwmen (N, DV) or what appears to 
be an abbreviation of numine (F, correctly 
reported by Baehrens) or nwmeré (L partly 
in erasure): the editors with rare unanimity 
import into the text the old conjecture 
spument. Now in accordance with a 

-eanon of critical method which was laid 
down in the first of these papers, no emend- 
ation of a text can be accepted unless there 
is evidence that the confusions or corrup- 
tions which it postulates are elsewhere 
attested for the history of that text; and 
since in the case of spwment there is no such 
evidence forthcoming, that emendation must 
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pass for what it is, a licentious alteration. 
The palaeographical considerations adduced 
in my monograph ‘On Certain Manuscripts 
of Propertius’ p. 41 were of suflicient 
force to convince the late Professor Palmer 
who had previously printed spwment in 
his text. Palmer’s own suggestion, never 
published, I believe, was manent, very near 
to the letters but failing to give the 
sense required. In the monograph referred 
to I wrote, too generously, of spument 
that it gave an ‘excellent sense.’ It 
does not. Propertius promises to honour 
Bacchus by cultivating his cherished trees, 
provided (the stipulation is humorous) a 
satisfactory vintage makes it worth his 
while. This spwment does not express. All 
must ‘foams’ in the vat, whether a gallon 
oratun. Hence when a Latin writer uses 
spumare of a vintage such as Propertius here 
desires, he adds words that make his meaning 
clear; Virg. G. 2.6 ‘ spwmat plen?s uindemia 
labris,’ Columella de re rustica 10. 431 sq. 
‘ferueat ut lacus et multo completa Falerno— 
exundent pingui spumantia dolia musto,’ 
to which we may also add Manilius 3. 662 sq. 
Hence Ovid says Trist. 3. 10. 71 sg. ‘non 
hic pampinea dulcis latet uua sub umbra | 
nec cumulant altos feruida musta lacus’ and 
the author of the Aetna 271 ‘horrea uti 
satura et twmeant ut dolea musto.’ To give 
this sense I conjectured cumulem which 
appeared best to satisfy the indications of 
the MSS.: but the first person stands in 
need of some apology and perhaps we 
should read cumulet, the subject being the 
‘grapes’ of the next line. It is however 
possible that we should restore twmeant 
from the Aetna whose author seems to have 
been acquainted with Propertius.t 

ITI xiii. 39 sq. 
corniger atque dei uacuam pastoris in aulam 

dux aries saturas ipse reduxit oues. 

Very likely I was hasty in assuming that 
Apollo tended the flocks of Admetus as well 
as his herds, and in cbjecting to the position 
of corniger and the position of atgue. But 
I would claim that my correction was at 
the least an attempt to give some coherence 
to the passage, whose connexion with its 
context I will now proceed to indicate. 
Propertius is singing of a happy golden age 
when the relations of gods and mortals were 
more intimate than at present, and more suo 
he gives his subject an erotic turn. He 

1 Since the above was printed, I find tumeant in 
Prof. J. S. Phillimore’s just published text of 
Propertius and the reference to the Aetna in his note. 
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speaks first of goddesses ‘nec fuerat nudas 
poena uidere deas’ thinking perhaps of the 
shepherds Anchises and Paris: and then 
he turns to gods. In those days they loved 
mortals and shepherded flocks and in the 
absorption of their passion forgot when 
the night drew in and it was time to drive 
their charges home. Compare the oblivion 
of his proper task which Love induces in 
the Cyclops Theoer, Id. 11. 12 wodAake rat 
Oies mote T@ALov avtat drHvOov | yAwpas 
ex Pordvas, 6 d¢ Tav Dadareiav deidwy | adtel én’ 
awovos KateTaKeTo hukiocacas. It is to some 
such legend as that of Apollo and Admetus 
that Propertius must here allude. 

IV x. 43 sq. 

illi uirgatis iaculantis ab agmine bracis 
torquis ab incisa decidit unca gula. 

For the first time an interpretation of 
the text has been given which is consistent 
with Latinity. For whether we like it or 
not, we must admit Mr. Housman’s con- 
struction of ii as a sort of dat. of the agent 
with decidit to be linguistically possible. 
Unfortunately this is not enough ; and to say 
that there is a difficulty in wirgatis—bracis, 
a not so very extraordinary instance of the 
Propertian ablative, while allowing none in 
ab agmine is to strain off the gnat and gulp 
down the camel. This phrase must mean 
that ‘he hurls’ or ‘poises his javelin’ or 
whatever else iaculuntis may mean, from the 
ranks, just as in Virg. Aen. 9. 375 ‘con- 
clamat ab agmine Volscens.’ Now this 
xaulish chieftain was not in the ranks: for 
the combat was a povoyaxia and took place 
in front of the armies. It appears necessary 
to print again the passage of Plutarch 
Marcellus 7, which describes the scene: év 
TovTw 6€ KaTiwv 6 TOv Tadatov Bactreds Kat 
TEKLNPAJLEVOS a0 TOV TLPLBOAWY ApxovTa TOUTOY 
cival, TOAY TPO THY GAXAwv e€€eNacas 
Tov imtov, apa tH wry mpoKAyTLKOV 
évadadalwv kat TO OOpv Kpadatvor kKT.A. 
In order then that ab agmine may attain 
the sense desired, a Verb of motion is re- 
quired, such as we have in Oy. Fast. 4. 313 
‘haec ubi castarum processit ab agmine 
matrum’ and this my éaculans it supplies. 
I do not deny that ab may mean ‘ (being) 
away from,’ but that it can mean it here. 

Certain of my emendations were defended 
at the time of making in a paper read 
before the Cambridge Philological Society. 
The paper has never been published; and 
so I repeat as much of it as is relevant here, 
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shortening where possible and omitting re- 
ferences to derelict conjectures. 

LT ii. 9-14. 

aspice quos submittat humus[ formosa |colores, 
ut ueniant hederae sponte sua melius, 

surgat et in solis formosius arbutus antris, 
et sciat indociles currere lympha. uias. 

litora natiuis [persuadent] picta lapillis 
et uolucres nulla dulcius arte canunt. 

The text of these lines, addressed to 
Cynthia who is too fond of adorning her 
person, is ‘Nature cannot be improved 
upon.’ The theme is capable of two slightly 
different expressions. The perfection may 
be absolute or comparative. Nature’s work 

“is consummate; or it is better than the work 
of Art. ‘ How beantiful is the flower-strewn 
ground—the running stream.’ Again, ‘ The 
ivy grows better wild—so does the arbutus. 
Wild birds sing sweeter than tame.’ The 
sense of line 15 might then be either 
the sea shore of nature is very beautiful, or 
it is more beautiful than that of Art. We 
shall reckon it in favour of the first view 
that the arrangement of the passage suggests 
it. Absence of the comparative in 9, its 
presence in 10 and then in 11, its absence 
in 12 and then in 13, and its presence again 
in 14 gives the chiastic order so dear to the 
Roman writer.1 A stronger argument is the 
dismal failure of the attempts to introduce 
the second view by giving picta its literal 
meaning, ‘in pictures,’ the first and worst 
of which was Kindschner’s ‘restinguunt.’ 
These all separate picta from (tora in order 
to obtain an accusative, ‘natural pebble- 
strewn shores are superior to painted ones’ 
—in itself enough to condemn them. But 
this is not all, The thought so introduced 
is irrelevant. Propertius is speaking not 
of imitations but of improvements of nature. 
He does not mean that Cynthia’s face should 
not be painted in the studio, but in the 
dressing room. Once more pictu appears to 
be fixed to the metaphorical sense by the 
parallels of Ovid (Amores 2. 11. 13. sq.) 
“nec medius tenuis conchas pictosque lapillos 
pontus habet : bibuli litoris illa mora est,’ 
and Lucretius (2. 374 sqq.) ‘concharumque 
genus parili ratione uidemus | pingere tel- 
luris gremium qua mollibus undis | litoris 
incurui bidbulam pauit aequor harenam.’ 

It is clear then that with the majority of 
Propertian critics we should construe picta 
with nutiwis lapillis and seek in persuadent 

1A noteworthy example is Luecr. 6, 601 sgq. 
Compare my remarks in the Journal of Philology, 
vol. 24, p. 146 note. 
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some verb meaning ‘are brilliant’ or the like. 
The two best conjectures hitherto proposed 
are Hertzberg’s praelucent and Baehrens’ 
praefulgent, which would both be best 
understood to mean ‘shine on their edge’ or 
marge. It was the palaeographical impro- 
bability of these conjectures which led me 
to propose resplendent ; resplendent was con- 
fused with respondent: cf. Manilius 5. 720, 
Dirae 40. And persuadent is simply ‘re- 
spondent with two constant confusions (e=«, 
n=uw) and the letters transposed. 

Hertzberg urges the appropriateness of 
prae-; we may with equal justice press the 
claims of ve-. Compare Aen. 12. 741 ‘fulua 
resplendent fragmina harena’ and the ‘re- 
lucentis calculos’ of the Clitumnus Plin. 
Ep. 8. 8. 2. 

Tyan’ 

non est illa uagis similis conlata puellis, 
molliter irasci non sciet illa tibi. 

quod si forte tuis non est contraria uotis 
at tibi curarum milia quanta dabit ! 

For ‘collata’ O N has ‘conlata’ which 
in any case is nearer to the truth. But 
this participle is justly suspected. We 
want to be told under what circumstances 
Cynthia is unlike women of the town, not 
that she is unlike them if compared. The 
sense required is that of IT. 34. 9 ‘ Lynceu, 
tune meam potuisti perfide curam | tangere ? 
nonne tuae tum cecidere manus ?’ Ana it is 
given by the slight change ‘contacta,’ a 
sense of the word for which compare Ov. 
Trist. 2. 252 ‘ecquid ab hae omnes rigide 
summouimus Arte, | quas stola contingi 
uittaque sumpta uetat?’ It is to be 
observed that ‘collata’ has occurred 26 lines 
before, in the same part of the verse. 

I. xii. 9 sq. 

inuidiae fuimus? num me deus obruit, an 
quae 

lecta Prometheis diuidit herba iugis ? 

The palaeographical superiority of my 
diuidis (the MS. variants are diwidit and 
diuitis) is admitted. In point of sense 
it has no less the advantage. For with 
the second person herba advances a step 
towards personification, and thus forms 
a better antithesis to the personal deus. 
Not only so; but the harshness of the use of 
the verb in the sense of ‘ causes division’ 
is mitigated to a certain extent. The 
apostrophe of the inanimate is a pheno- 
menon far from rare in Latin poetry. Some- 
times it is appropriate, sometimes, at least 
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from our point of view, it is not. Here, I 
think, it is as appropriate as in IIT. vii. 26 
‘Paetum sponte tua uilis harena tegas’ 
where the third person would have fitted 
the metre just as well. 

In the confessedly corrupt passage IT. 
xxxiy. 13-16. 

tu mihi uel ferro pectus uel perde ueneno : 
a domina tantum te modo tolle modo. 

te socium uitae, te corporis esse licebit 
te dominum admitto rebus, amice, meis. 

I transposed the similar substantives in 13 
and 15 reading corpus, pectoris. It is said 
that pecius is better in the first line. I must 
demur. If e770 had stood alone, this might 
be allowed, but weneno follows, with which 
pectus agrees less well. The proper anti- 
thesis in this connexion to my mistress is 
myself, and it is well known to Latin 
scholars that corpus often does duty as a 
stronger se. J need not labour this point. 
The appropriateness of ‘socium pectoris’ is 
not challenged. So I will just note as more 
or less close parallels for the idea Ovid Tr. 
4. 4. 72, Manilius 2. 630, Stat. Theb. 2. 
364, 

On Mr, Housman’s own proposal to in- 
terchange sociwm and dominum in the second 
couplet, I need at present only say this, that 
I cannot accept it on the ground that it 
would bring sociwm too near to the sociwm 
that I believe must be read in 17, my note 
upon which I will now transcribe. 

ID BeeahA A cep 

lecto te solum, lecto te deprecor uno ; 
riualem possum non ego ferre Touem. 

The only comment on 17 that I know is 
Paley’s ‘ You are the only man I would re- 
fuse, and the only thing I would refuse you 
ismy Cynthia.’ The English translator ap- 
parently takes sol/wm as an adverb and wisely 
omits it ‘from my mistress, my mistress only 
I beg you to keep away.’ This translation 
reveals another phenomenon, deprecor con- 
structed with the ablative. It is not won- 
derful that Heinsius proposed de /ecto, though 
that toois unexampled. The sense is clear 
from 18 ‘I cannot bear the rivalry of Jove:’ 
the word is coupled with riualis by Catullus 
579 ‘viuales sociei puellularum’ if we accept 
the most natural interpretation. Such 
rival-partners, says Propertius, in Cynthia’s 
favours, he and Lynceus can never be. ‘te 
socium’ for ‘ tuam societatem’ resembles in 
its fate ‘ego nupta’ for ‘meae nuptiae’ IV. 4. 
59 which had disappeared from the text of 
Propertius till Baehrens restored it after 
Luetjohann. ‘The same sense and use, with 
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no pronoun inserted, occurs in Seneca Ag. 
696 ‘aerumnae meae | sociwm recusant.’ 
The change is of the slightest ; socius is fre- 
quently written sotivs in our MSS. and ¢, 7 
and / are continually being confused. Lecto 
is dative as in the passages of Ennius cited 
by Gellius VII. (VI.) 16. 9, 10 ‘quibus 
seruitutem mea miseria deprecor’ ‘ego 
meae cum uitae parcam, letum inimico de- 
precer.’ In the present case the failure to ob- 
serve this construction has protected a Pro- 
pertian form of the dative ‘uno’ from the 
assaults of conjecture. [I append the note in 
Rothstein’s commentary ‘17 Deprecari wird 
in dieser Bedeutung mit einem abstrakten 
Objekt verbunden ; am Stelle von te deprecor 
kann man sich etwa twam societatem deprecor 
denken, aber gerade durch die Vermeidung 
des Abstraktums gewinnt der Ausdruck an 
Kraft.’ This is an excellent note upon te 
socium ; but, alas, the text has te solu. | 

On two places which could not be treated 
shortly, viz. II. xxxii. 33-40 and III. xix. 
19 sg., I have already said all I need else- 
where, in the American Journal of Philology 
vol. 17 pp. 30-44 and 7b. vol. 18 pp. 74 sq. 
‘On the alleged confusion of Nymph names 
with especial reference to Propertius I. 21 
and IT 52. 40.’ 

I have sometimes been asked the meaning 
of my correction in IV. i. 33. 

quippe suburbanae 
Bouillae 

et, qui nune nulli, maxima turba Gabi. 

parua nimis urbe 

My nimis is of course to be taken with 
suburbanae. Bouillae was too close to the 
city when the city was young. Propertius 
extracts a point from an adjective which 
seems to have been a sort of standing epi- 
thet of Bouillae. The ‘dangerous proxi- 
mity’ here meant may be _ illustrated 
from Aristophanes Nubes 214 sqq. Srp. adn’ 
9 Aaxedainwv wot ’orw; Ma. dmov 
avrnt. 

oTW ; 
Srp. aseyyis Huav. rovr0 viv povti- 

kere, | ravitny dd’ juav drayayely roppw mavv. 
Compare also the expression in Virgil’s 
celebrated ‘Mantua uae miserae nimium 
uicina Cremonae’ Kel. 9. 28. 

I consider in conclusion a place which I 
left only half-emended in my text, but have 
since corrected 1 

IV. ii. 35 sqq. 

est mea et aurigae species cum uerbere, et 
elus 

traicit alterno qui leue pondus equo, 

* See Classical Review for 1897 p. 405. 

suppetat hoe: pisces calamo praedabor et 
ibo 

mundus demissis institor in tunicis, 

The MSS. have ‘est etiam aurigae species 
uertumnus et, and the vulgate has a full 
stop after equo. 

The signs of corruption in this passage 
are very obvious as soon as it is closely 
scanned. In the first place we have the 
extraordinary statement that Vertumnus is 
‘a form of an awriga and also of a desultor? 
If Vertwmnus is regarded as the proper name, 
the statement is meaningless: if it be 
a common name, the assertion that certain 
kinds of auwrigae and desultores were named 
wertumni stands in sad need of corroboration. 
In either case it is wholly irrelevant to the 
context as will presently appear. But there 
is yet another difficulty, Everyone must 
have felt the clumsiness of the vulgate text 
of 37, ‘suppetat hoc pisces calamo prae- 
dabor.’ The last three words express the 
meaning briefly but perfectly ; and what 
purpose do ‘suppetat hoe’ serve? We may 
get rid of the difficulty in the form hoc by 
accepting Heinsius’ fic ; but then we have 
to explain why Propertius, meaning ‘sup- 
petat calamus, hoe pisces praedabor’ or 
‘suppetat hic calamus, pisces pr.’, should 
have chosen to write what he has: and the 
superfluity still remains. 

Now the text of Vertumnus’ address to 
the poet is given in 21 ‘opportuna mea est 
cunctis natura figuris’ and it is developed 
beyond possibility of mistake in the follow- 
ing distichs. ‘In the Cou uestis’ he says ‘I 
shall appear as a light 0’ love, in the toga as 
aman, as a haymaker with a sickle in my 
hana: I once wore armour, and was a fine 
military figure, with a basket on my head 
a manifest harvester.’ And so on (25-384). 
Not only does the context that precedes our 
four lines speak so clearly, but what follows 
is equally plain: ‘ with a stag’ I shall play 
shepherd, and with a flower basket I shall be 
taken for a rose-seller,’ and, to go back to the 
last of our couplets, ‘with a vod Ishall be a 
Jisherman and in a loose tunic a spruce com- 
mis voyageur.’ It is clear then that the sense 
of our passage must be this. ‘ With the owt- 
ward sign of a driver I shall be an auriga 
and with the outward sign of a circus rider 
a desultor.’ These outward signs are not on 
the surface of the traditional text at present, 
but they are not far below it. To take the 
desultor first, ‘ suppetat hoc’ will supply his 
characteristic emblem without the changeof a 
letter: we have only to make the not very 
audacious assumption that hoc is used 
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SetxriKGs ‘this object.’ The object referred 
to I think must be the pil/eus or felt cap 
which Hyginus Fab. 80 assigns to the 
desultor and with which he is invariably 
represented in works of art. Some may 
dislike the pause after the second arsis of 
the hexameter. But Propertius uses it else- 
where in the fourth book of his elegies, viii. 
69, x. 41. I’pass on to the charioteer. His sign 
may be extracted from the unintelligible 
vertumnus ; the driver must be accompanied 
with his whip, cum uerbere ; werber as in Ovid 
Met. 14. 821 ‘conscendit equos Gradiuus et 
ictu | uerberis inerepuit.’ It is easy to see 
how this corruption arose: in the letters ewm 
uer<ber>e t was written for ¢ and the last 
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of the two similar syllables omitted. The 
resulting twm uer suggested, in this context 
inevitably, the metrical stop-gap uertumnus. 
To Mr. Housman belongs the credit of hav- 
ing first suspected the vapid ‘ est etiam.’ 
His suggested remedy was mentiar. But 
my correction ‘est mea et’ does not change 
a single letter except the commonly con- 
fused e and i, and it has the advantage of 
not making species a plural. The distich 
means then: ‘My appearance is also that 
of the charioteer when I have whip in hand 
and of a circus rider if I am supplied with 
this.’ 

J. P. PostGate. 

THE NEW ‘CODEX OPTIMUS’ OF MARTIAL 

THE twelfth-century MS. (L), recently 
acquired by the Royal Library, Berlin (lat. 
fol. 612) from Lucca, is older by a consider- 
able interval than the other MSS. which 
exhibit the better text of Martial, a text 
that can be traced to the recension or edi- 
tion published by Torquatus Gennadius in 
401 a.p. It is therefore worth while to 
examine the peculiar features of this ‘ codex 
optimus’ with sufficient minuteness to dis- 
cover what light it can throw on the arche- 
type of this family, technically known as 
the B* family, of our MSS. of Martial (see 
p- 309 of this year’s volume of the Classical 
Review). 

Were it not that the other representatives 
of the B* family (P, Q, /, F) are, all of 
them, Renaissance copies, L would hardly 

be entitled to so much consideration. For 
it is nothing but an ordinary twelfth-cen- 
tury MS., neither better nor worse than the 
average codex of its time, by no means free 
from careless errors and written on a poor 
quality of vellum. The transcription has 
been divided in equal portions between 
three scribes :— 

(1) foll. i-xix, containing Books I to V, 
xe1o.0b iff 

_ (2) foll. xx—xxxvii, containing V xxxix. 
8-IX Ixix title-heading, 

(3) foll. xxxviii-end,! containing IX lxix. 
l-end. ; 

These three transcribers worked simul- 

1 The MS., as we have it, ends at XIV clvii. 1, 
the last leaf (fol. lvii) having been lost. 

taneously, as we see from the awkward gaps 
(of a whole column and more) between the 
portions allotted to them; and, as is so 
often the case, the first of the three shews 
superiority both in penmanship and intelli- 
gence. 

The contrast between his work and that 
of his immediate successor is very marked. 
The second transcriber produces a bad im- 
pression at the outset by the slovenly writing 
of his first page and the omission (until V liii) 
of the title-headings of the epigrams. He 
has an irritating habit of misreading the 
word he has to copy and transcribing it 
wrongly, only to correct it the next moment. 
For example, in V lv. at v. 2 quare] plane 
corr. quare; v. 4 ore | ove corr. ore ; and 

when he leaves uncorrected absurd errors 
like ad lateres for adlatres (V 1x, 1), ridere 

barba for redive Narbo, we have no hesitation 
in writing him down with Dogberry. One 
of his deviations however is so curious 4s 
to make us wonder whether there was not a 
marginal variant in the original. At VI 
xliii. 7 sqq. : 

Quondam laudatas quocumque libebat ad 
undas 

Currere nee longas pertimuisse vias, 
Nune urbis vicina iuvant facilesque recessus, 

Kt satis est, pigro-si licet esse mihi, 

our Dogberry has written in the third line 
regressus but has immediately substituted 
for it secessus, which is the reading not only 
of the B* family, but also of the inferior 
C“ family and of the Anthology MSS. (the 
A“ family). Less interesting is his pectore, 
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which he corrects to nomine, at VII xii. 7. 
We are reminded of the famous variant in 
Juvenal VIII 239 by his gentes,! corr. montes, 
at VIII xxxvi. 5. Butas a rule his miswrit- 
ings and rewritings are tedious and provok- 
ing to the last degree. It is a thousand 
pities that the first seribe did not undertake 
the transcription of the whole volume. For 
the first scribe’s portion is a meritorious 
reproduction of an original which was itself, 
in this earlier portion at least, very correct. 
One might almost print word for word and 
letter for letter as the first transcriber has 
written and be no further from the ‘ipsa 
verba’ of Martial than any standard text, 
say Gilbert’s (in the small Teubner edition) 
of to-day. Take the first fifteen epigrams 
asa sample. Here are the divergences of L 
from Gilbert’s text : 

Ad Catonem 2 vulgi] volgi ; iii. 11 lascive| 
lascivie ; iv. 8 vita proba] vita proba est ; 
v. 1 naumachiam] naumachias ; vi. 2 inlae- 
sum] illaesum ; viii. 1 Thraseae consumma- 
tique] Thraseae consumatique; 2 salvus] 
salvos ante corr. ; 3 enses] ensis ante corr. ; 
ix. 1 Cotta] Cocta; x. 3 nil] nichil; 4. in 
illa petitur] in illa appetitur; xi. 1 quina] 
bina; 3 portantes] portantis; xii. 1 Her- 
culeas gelidi] Herculei gelidas ; 3 dilectaque] 
delectaque ; 5 umbras] auras; 7 conlapsa] 
collapsa; 9 querellas] quaerelas; 10 par 
tam magnae| parta magnae; xiii. 3 feci] 
fee (i.e. fecit); 4 quod tu] tu quod. 

Tt will be seen that about as many are 
improvements as deteriorations of Gilbert’s 
text ; and the only reason why these good 
readings have not already been printed is 
the wholly inadequate knowledge of the 
Gennadian text that prevailed at the time 
of Gilbert’s edition. Consider, fora moment, 

the last reading cited, tw quod. The line it 
comes from is the closing line of the epi- 
gram on Arria and Paetus (I xiii) : 

Casta suo gladium cum traderet Arria 
Paeto, 

Quem de visceribus strinxerat ipsa suis, 
“Si qua fides, vulnus quod feci non dolet ” 

inquit, 
“Sed quod tu facies, hoc mihi, Paete, 

dolet.” 

Surely the B* variant ¢w quod is an excel- 
lent one, but neither in Gilbert’s nor in 
Friedlaender’s edition is there any mention 
of it. 

1 The word gentes appears in contracted form here 
and at VIII xi. 3, gns (second transcriber) and XII 
vi. 5 gts (third), each with suprascript stroke to in- 
dicate the contraction. 

Our MS., as we shall see later, seems to 
have been copied from an original in Lom- 
bard script, the script prevalent in Italy 
from about the eighth century onwards (it 
persisted longer in the South than the 
North); and the monastery from whose 
library it passed some years ago (see ‘ Studi 
Italiani’ VIII, 124) is the Monastery of 8. 
Maria Curtis Orlandigorum at Lucca, It 
is in all probability the codex described in 
the ‘Iter Italicum’ of Zacharias (1762), 
vol. I, p. 26 as ‘antiquissimus ac forte unde- 
cimo saeculo conscriptus Martialis codex.’ 

It bears corrections from more than one 
hand. We can distinguish : 

(1) corrections by the scribe himself at 
- the moment of transcription (L*) ; 

(2) corrections by a contemporary, pre- 
sumably the ‘corrector’ (L?). They seem 
to be taken from the original from which our 
MS. was transcribed ; 

(3) corrections by a later pre-Renaissance 
hand or hands (L*), taken from a text of the 
C* family ; 

(4) still later corrections, partly mere con- 
jectures, but mainly from the ‘Itala’ or 
Renaissance text. They are by more hands 
than one, but may conveniently be grouped 
under the common symbol Lt. A specimen is 
IT xliii. 1 Candide, xowa ¢irwv, haec sunt 

tua, Candide, xowa, the Renaissance re-cast- 

ing of the line, which L! reproduced faith- 
fully from its Gennadian original as : 

cows didAwv haec sunt, haee sunt tua, Candide, 
(-da MS.) xowd. 

The Renaissance version is an Italian 
scholar’s attempt to fill up the gap in the 
defective line offered by inferior MSS., viz, 
xowa iAwv haec sunt tua, Candide, xowa 
(with haplography of the repeated haec sunt). 

Only L! and L? are of importance for the 
Gennadian text. L° has supplied omissions 
here and there, e.g. II xx. 2, (wanting in the 
B4 archetype) IV Ixix. 2 (separated by an 
accident in the B* archetype from IV Ixix. 
1), as well as some of the epigram-headings 
left out by the second transcriber, (e.g. V 
xliii.); but has drawn from some MS. of the 

inferior C’ family. This L* gives IV Ixix. 
2 (on fol. Tv.) the C* reading bona, whereas 
the line, where it actually was transcribed 
from the original into our MS. (on fol. 16 v) 
shews the B* reading bene. The title-heading 
supplied by L? for V xliii. is the C* heading 
‘De Thaide et Leucania,’ while the B* head- 
ing (found in PQ) is ‘De Leucania sine 
dentibus.’ It seems to be Lé which has 
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added on fol. 1. r, epigrams i-ii. of Book I. 
(which begins on fol. 1 y.), so that the 
presence of these two epigrams in L is no 
proof of their having belonged to the Gen- 
nadian text, 

Lt gives a good deal of trouble in the 
opening pages ; for this hand has re-traced 
the writing where it was faded and often 
makes it impossible to determine the reading 
of Lt. The third word of the prefatory 
Epistle of Book I appears as secuturwm, a 
Renaissance reading, but luckily the traces 
of secutwm (suprascript, by L! or L?) are not 
wholly effaced. Erasure has obliterated all 
trace of the original reading (probably 
causidici set for causidicis et) in XJ. xxx. 1, 
where Lt has (causidici)s os. It is in many, 
I might almost say, in most cases impossible 
to be sure whether the tail-stroke which 
turns e into ae does not come from Lt. 
The Greek words in I xxvii. 7 are added by 
Li, the seribe having left a blank space. 

The above may serve as a rough descrip- 
tion of the characteristic features of our 
MS., which is written in two columns to 
the page, each column of 48, (47, 49) lines, 
on vellum that has (and had previous to the 
transcription) a good many holes and rough 
patches. The script is the ordinary conti- 
nental minuscule, abounding in contractions, 
each of the three transcribers shewing 
independence in this respect,! and is, espe- 
cially towards the close of the volume, rather 
more crowded than is consistent with 
calligraphy. 

Before we proceed to examine whether 
and to what extent we can glean any hints 
regarding the nature of the B* archetype, 
we must first enquire into the precise 
relationship of Land the other members of 
the B* family. F, being a ‘mixed’ text, is 
as much a member of the C* family; it 
comes from an original which had a O* text 
corrected from a B* text (see Friedlaender’s 
Preface, p. 96). Q is definitely a B“ codex, 
but its original had numerous additions and 
corrections from some Renaissance source. 
It contains the Spectacula, for example, and 
other epigrams (eg. the spurious ‘ Rure 
morans, etc.,) and lines which were not 
included in the B* archetype ; and this pro- 
cess of contamination has been further carried 
out by the work of two correctors Q?and Q3, so 
‘that a MS. copied from Q would be as remote 
from the Gennadian recension as, let us say, 

1 For example, et is expressed by the first tran- 
scriber by a sign like our Arabic numeral 7; while 
the second uses that ligature that is still preserved in 
our symbol &e, The third transcriber writes prare 
for praesture. 
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that other .British Museum codex (Havl. 
12004), which contains the Gennadian ‘ sub- 
scription’ here and there: Ego Torquatus 
Gennadius emendavi, but only a small pro- 
portion of the true Gennadian readings. 
At a still further remove than Q stands /, 
copied from a ‘corrected’ original. P is a 
far truer representative of the family, 
although Q may not by any means be 
despised. For example, the title headings 
and Gennadian ‘subscriptions’ in P, through 
the fault of the ‘rubricator’ either of P or 
of the original from which P was copied, 
cease with Book V.2 Q continues them to 
the end of the volume and so has preserved 
the interesting entry at the beginning ® of 
the Xenia (Book XIII iv.), which tells us 
that Gennadius published his edition in the 
consulship of Vincentius and Fravitta, 401 
A.D., ‘in foro divi Augusti. Q therefore is 
no copy of P. L, like Q, has these epigram- 
titles and ‘subscriptions’ (the latter, of 
course, only at the end and beginning of 
each book) throughout. The title-headings, 
with the exception of those in the Xenia 
and A pophoreta (Books XITI-XTV),° betray 
illiterate authorship by such freaks as DE 
SVPERBIA CHRESTESII (the heading of VII lv. 
which begins: Nulli munera, Chreste, si 
remittis), AD BISSENAM (LV lxxvi. Milia 
misisti mihi sex bis sena petenti. The C* 
family have the same title), but are not 
without interest to students of late Latin.® 
But Q is no copy of L, nor is P either ; for 
L, especially in the second transcriber’s 
portion, has many omissions and blunders 
from which P and Q are exempt. Thus L 

2 
2 Inf the ‘subscriptions’ cease with Book VII. 
3 XIII i-iii. were ‘extra ordinem paginarum’ (ef. 

IX. init.), so that the real beginning of Book XIII, 
the ‘ Xenia,’ is at epigram iv. 

4 L has preserved for us the fuller form of this 
clause, viz. ‘in forum (leg. foro) divi Augusti Martis.’ 
The forwm Augusti was styled the forwm Martis from 
the fourth century, according to Jordan, ‘Topo- 
graphy,’ pp. 213, 472; and at the time of this pub- 
lication the old and the new name were used in con- 
junction. In the prefatory Epistle of Book IX the 
opening was written as part of the ‘subscription’ 
and is wholly omitted by P, while Q has curtailed it. 
L has it in full: Ave, mi Torani, frater karissime. 

5 T cannot understand why Friedlaender should 
discredit ()’s title-headings in these two books. They 
are a3 Gennadian as the ‘subscriptions.’ Now that 
Prof. Maleyn in his recently published work on 
Martial (in Russian unfortunately) has shewn that all 
or most of the supposed discrepancies between P and 
Gruter’s Palatinus are non-existent, the ‘ consensus’ 
of P and Pal. goes for nothing. 

6 A late Latin use of circa, which has received 
some attention from scholars lately (see Archiv 
f. lat. Lexicographie, viii, 179 ; ix, 559) is found in 
the heading of VIII xi.: De nimio amore Romae 
cirea Caesarem, 
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omits VII xcii. 5-8 (through homoeoteleu- 
ton), XILf xiv. 6-8 (through homoeoarchon), 
XII ly. 11 and 13 and X xxxv. 11 (both 
through homoeoteleuton). Its omission of 
TX ci. 5 seems to have been due to the tran- 
seriber’s difficulty in deciphering his original, 
for a blank space is left for the line. 

All these lines are found in P and Q. So 
are single words omitted by I, such as 
gaudet 1X xliii. 12, Brutus XI v. 9. And 
mistakes like these of the second and third 
transcribers of L: renomina for renovas qua 
nomina VII xxxii. 1; fuit for furis VI 
lxxxiv. 2; regnat for res negat 1X xxxvi. 8 ; 
vegetabit for negabit IX lvii. 12 ; sineat for 
si videat IX Ixv. 143 super (sr) for frater 
(fr) XL x. 2 (cf. callifrate for Callistrate 1X 
xev. 5) ; stant (stat) for frater (frat) IX liv. 
6, are not reproduced in P and Q. L there- 
fore cannot be the archetype of these two 
MSS. 

This is a fortunate circumstance ; for the 
errors of an archetype are often irretriev- 
able. The B* archetype omitted the penul- 
timate word of XII xxix. 1, and since this 
epigram is not found in MSS. of the other 
two families, we have no means of discover- 
ing the missing word. Editors generally 
supply Pontice as a stop-gap : 

Hermogenes tantus mapparum, Pontice, fur 
est. 

At X xlvii. 1 the B* archetype substituted 
iucundiorem for beatiorem, through the in- 
advertence of some scribe who was thinking 
of the neighbouring word! inwcwndissime : 

Vitam quae faciunt caeundiorem, 
Jucundissime Martialis, haec sunt ; 

Here C* and A“ come to the rescue with 
beatiorem; but so far as regards the B* text, 
we are left without a clue to the right 

word. 
We may then regard P, Q, and L as in- 

dependent witnesses to the text of their 
common B* archetype, although there is a 
strong probability that P and @ belong to 
one and the same branch of the family. To 
L, as the oldest of the three,2 we must look 

1 This is a well-known error in MSS. and is usually, 
though not always, occasioned by the similarity of 
the two neighbouring words. An instance in L is 
victorem for videret in VIII ii. 2: Victorem modo 
cum victorem Histri. Both P and Q have videret. 

2 L has preserved IX x., an epigram omitted by 
PQ, also (like f) malaudit for male audit in II lvi. 1, 
a strange form which PQ (very pardonably) omit. 
The Ca archetype had the same form, which must 
not be too hastily discarded. It indicates that the 
two words had coalesced into a ‘word group,’ like 
mal(e)factwm. 
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for suggestions regarding the archetype’s 
nature and composition, but in all our 
inferences we must remember that we do 
not know by how many stages the three 
MSS. were removed from their common 
source. 

L abounds in confusions of @ and oc, eg. 
Il xl. 7 locwart for lavari; VIIL xxxiii. 2 ha 
for hoc; IX xlviii. 4 doctis for datis; X 
Ixviii, 12 iocis for Zais ; and in still more of 
t and a, e.g. X Ixviii. 4 tricina for Aricina 
(so XII xxxii. 10 tricinwm for Aricinum) ; 
VIII xviii, 7 wétrio for Vario (so VILL lix. 6 
uaroque for utroque ; IX lii, 4 naraque for 
utraque) ; IX ii, 4 awum for tuum (so VIII 
xxx. 1 tworwm for avorum) ; X xiii. 10 cotaa 
for Cotta (in X xlix. 4 and lxiv. 6 Cotta has 
become coacta). The*Apes “Apes of IX xi. 
15, written in Roman character, has become 
tres ares ; in XII xxxii. 17 aura is disguised 
as twra ; in IX ci, 17 contudit as cum audit ; 
in X xxxv. 14 antro as amaro. Rarer is the 
confusion of mi and tw, e.g. XI lii. 5 Jaomica 
for lactuca ; X xxx. 1 fortue for Formiae. In 
XIV ec. 1 Catulli was at first written Camilli. 
These confusions, shared by all three scribes, 
point unmistakeably to a Lombard minuscule 
original. The frequent confusion of 7 and J, 
eg. balas for Baias throughout XI lxxx. ; 
vale for Baiae VI xlii, 7; lu for in XI xxi, 

11, although not exclusively suggesting this 
origin is not inconsistent with it. And 
since the different transcribers shew different 
degrees of susceptibility to confuse these 
letters, we may conclude that it is the 1m- 
mediate original of L which was written in 
this script. 

The same confusions are found in the 
other MSS. derived from the B* archetype. 
Thus in IV Ixiii, 1: 

Dum petit a Baulis mater Caerellia Baias 

instead of « Baulis we find ab oculis in PFL 
(Q has a@ baiulis). So III lviii, 35 f has 
sassinocte for Sassinate ; V xxviii, 2 ocule for 
Aule. At I xcii 8 Q (like L') has noctes for 

3 The minuscule form of 7 which is scarcely dis- 
tinguishable from minuscule 7 is the ‘long’ or ‘ tall’ 
form, used by careful scribes only (or mainly) in two 
circumstances, (1) for consonantal 7 (j), e.g. aio, (2) 
for initial 7, especially before x. From the first has 
come our letter j ; from the second, if I am not mis- 
taken, the early Ivish expression of the preposition 
in, a preposition which happens to have the same 
form in Latin, Irish, English, German and other 
languages. For this preposition Irish scribes often 
write zi ; and linguists have laboured at an explana- 
tion of the initial %. I believe the sign to be as 
conventional as our old-fashioned ‘ye’ for ‘the.’ 
This was never pronounced with y, but merely 
written with a sign that resembled the y-sign. No 
more was the Irish preposition ever pronounced 
with h. 
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nates. In III lviii, 29, in the description of 
the townslaves at the country-house : 

Exercet hilares facilis hortus urbanos, 

we find hormis for hortus in PQF, although 

L has hortus.1 So IX xxxviii, 7 PQ have 
armis for artus. In I ciii, 11: 

In ius, o fallax atque infitiator, eamus, 

the B* MSS. begin the line with /nluso or 
Illuso. In XI xxi. 7 the first three letters 
of pthisico have in f,as in L, become pah ; in 
XI Ixi, 5 fhas mamila for mawult. 

All this suggests that the common arche- 
type of LPQE/ was a MS. written in Lom- 
bard minuscules, in other words that the 
Gennadian text has been transmitted to us 
through an Italian channel. The confusion 
of ti with gin L, e.g. segua eos for Setina 
meos (-tiaeos) IX xxii, 3; piosti for piosque 
(q.) IX iii, 11, suggests the Lombard liga- 

z 

ture of 2 ; and the substitution of s (¢.e. sibz) 
for sunt [IX xxiv, 3 suggests the Lombard 
(but not exclusively Lombard) practice of 
making the contraction sign vertical instead 
of horizontal. The confusion of en and et 
by the third transcriber (e.g. XI xxi, 4 venus 
for vetus ; 9 ueneres for veteres; XII in, 7 
pene for pete; XII viii, 9 genae for Getae) 
admits of more than one explanation. 

Whether it was this Lombard minuscule 
archetype or some earlier archetype in which 
the transpositions that characterize the B* 
manuscripts first occurred, we have no means 
of judging. Nor may we venture, without 
further evidence, to identify it with the codex 
vetustissimus Langobardis litteris of which 
Politian speaks. Politian in a letter to a 
friend on the subject of the proper spelling 
of the word culcita directs him to the ‘ vetus- 
tissima exemplaria’ of Suetonius (in Tiberio) 

1 The mysterious item in the Geneva Papyrus 
published by M. Nicole ad hormos confodiendos, a 
military task, suggested to me the possibility of a 
Latin loanword from the Greek, hormus, with the 
sense of ‘trench, chain of trenches.’ But now that L 
provides hortus, we are absolved from the necessity 
of explaining ‘obscurum per obscurius.’ A slight 
variation in the form of early minuscule a makes the 
letter look like co. In X xii. 9 is the cognoscendus 
of LPQF a mere scribe’s error for agnoscendus, or is it 
the actual reading preferred by Gennadius? This 
epigram is not included in the A4 Anthology, but 
the CA archetype had adnoscendus. In XIIL Ixv. 2 
the variants lautorwn condere and lautorum mandere 
may have come not from divergent ancient recensions 
but from the mere blunder of a mediaeval scribe. 

2 In the BA family we find this order: I. Epist., 
ad Cat., (om. i.-ii.), iii.—xiv.; xlvili. 2-ciii. 2; 
xv.-xli. 3 (om. xli. 4—xlviii. 1); IV xxiv. 2-Ixix. 
De eiciily Slave oxxiy.. dosh DV xix) 2) ete.) An 
account of the causes of this arrangement I hope to 
give on another occasion. 
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»minuscules. 
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and Martial (in Apophoretis), telling him 
that the spelling which they attest is culetta. 
The ‘codex optimus’ of Suetonius, he says, 
is to be found in the Vatican (it is now lost), 
that of Martial in the Medicean Library. 
The latter MS. (described? as above) he 
appeals to on another occasion (Miscellan. 
XXIII) for the reading mulo (the B* reading) 
in VI Ixxvii, 7. 

That the title-headings of the epigrams 
in the original of L were at least occasion- 
ally in minuscules and not in capitals, we 
may infer partly from the occasional use of 
minuscules in L, when the transcriber failed 

to notice that it was a title-heading and not 
a line of Martial that he was copying,* 
partly from confusions like the third trans- 
ceriber’s Locys for /aus in the headings of IX 
lxxxiii, X xxviii, xxx, or AprerA for abigit 
in the heading of XI xvi. The numerous 
marginal directions to the ‘rubricator’ in L 
(by the first transcriber) have, no doubt, 
helped to keep the division and arrangement 
of the epigrams more correct than it is in 
other MSS. of this family, And the useful 
habit of indicating by ‘catch-words’ the 
proper sequence of the quaternions, e.g. 5 

Necaret (sic) officio (IV Ixxviii. 6), at the 
bottom of fol. 16 v., prevents any wrong 

3 Neither of the two MSS. of the B4 family now in 
the Medicean Library, F and f, suit the description. In 
a copy of the Paris quarto edition of 1680, at present 
in the Leyden Library (760 D 5), but formerly in the 
possession of P. Burmann, there are marginal col- 
lations, copied by Burmann ‘ex J. Goyesi codice (7.e. 
printed edition with written marginalia) qui eum a 
Beverlando acceperat.’ The manuscript, known as/, a 
paper codex of the fifteenth century, is the ‘ Floren- 
tinus,’ whose readings are recorded by Burmann (e.g. 
LT iii .1 ‘Zatebras, sed in marg. al. tabernas’). Like 
F it has culeitra in both passages of the Apophoreta 
(viz. XIV exix. 2 and clxii. 1). On the fly-leaf of 
Burmann’s volume there is an entry regarding the 
Florence MS. twice mentioned by Politian: ‘Codex. 
Florentinus. Politian. VII Epist. ult. De hoe et 
aliis vid. Miscell. cap. 29’ ; but this entry does not 
give the shadow of a proof that Beverland identified 
Politian’s MS. with 7. In the margin at I xix. 2 
he characterizes the latter as ‘vet. cod. chartaceus 
Biblioth. Medicaeae,’ a description which exactly 
suits f. 

4 The third transcriber is especially prone to this 
error. The title-heading of XI xlvi. ‘Ad meuium 
qui non,’ etc., he has so copied as to make the heading 
look exactly like a line of poetry and to give the two 
epigrams xly. and xlvi. the appearance of one long 
epigram. One can see the reason of the numerous 
cases of ‘conflation’ of neighbouring epigrams in 
our MSS. of Martial. The first scribe has written 
the first half of the long heading of V xxxix. in 

But in this he was faithfully copying 
the archetype, for PQ/ have precisely the same. If 
we compare such mistakes with the mistake (men- 
tioned below) made by L in IV xliii. 11, the in- 
ference is natural, that the title-headings in the 
archetype were regularly in minuscules, distinguished. 
from the text by colouring. 
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arrangement of a loose quaternion, suchas 
that which has produced in the B* archetype 
the transposition of IV xxiv, 2-lxix, 1 (see 
above). 

Most mediaeval MSS. have their margins 
dotted with symbols like chr(esimon), nota, 
d(octe), ete., and it is possible that the 
excerpts in Anthologies (e.g. the A“ family 
of MSS. of Martial) have been determined 
by these marginal signs in an archetype. 
Symbols like these are frequent in L, but 
there are others, which may possibly be of 
more importance. Thus at IT xlii. the word 
hic is found in the margin and, some lines 

below, at xlvi. 3 the letter d. Now in cases 
of omission, the ‘ corrector’ of a mediaeval 
MS. would usually enter the omitted, 
passage in the top or bottom margin, with 
the signs f or hic (hoc) and d or deest, the 
one sign being set at the gap in the text, 
the other at the beginning of the marginal 
entry. In Q there is a displacement here, 
for epigram xlv. comes between xlii. and 
xlili. ; and it is conceivable that the scribe 
of L (it is the careful ‘first transcriber ’ 
who is on duty) has copied these marginal 
signs from his original. The hic at the 
top of fol. 17 r., close to the end of the 
passage of Book IV that has been trans- 
posed in B* may also be significant. 

A surer clue to a feature of the original 
is the following. Space was often saved in 
MSS. by writing the ‘overflow’ words or 
syllables of a line in the blank space at 
the end of a short neighbouring line. In 
early MSS. the addition is separated from 
the alien words beside it by means of an 
S-shaped bracket. The last word of IV 
xliii. ended in the B* archetype with the 
syllables -giwm (so Q), for which we find in 
P -gisum. A glance at L seems to give 
us the explanation. The scribe of L writes 
after gi the three letters svm, in rubricated 
capitals exactly like the title-heading (of 
epigram xliv.) that occupies the next line. 
The inference is obvious, that in the arche- 
type the ‘ overflow’ syllable -wm had found 
a place at the end of the title on the next 
line and was separated from the title by 
this S-shaped bracket ; so that the impos- 
sible spelling -giswm was not the actual 
spelling of the B* archetype.- Similarly our 
MS. explains the curious title SERTYs, in- 
stead of Tvs, at XIII iv., the first of the 
Xenia (see above). For in L the Gennadian 
‘subscription’ already mentioned and this 
title are not put in separate lines. The 
title and the ‘subscriptio,’ both in rabri- 
cated capitals, look like one and the same 
entry. Instead of the syllable srr- we find 
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an oblique S with a cross-bar, which was 
really, I take it, the S-shaped bracket 
separating the title tus from the ‘subscrip- 
tion,’ but which was interpreted by scribes 
as the contraction for ser. They would 
adopt this interpretation the more readily, 
since the first word of the epigram is serus. 

In IX lxviii. 10 PQ offer grave instead of 
grave est. We do not require the help of 
any other MS. to explain to us what has 
happened here. Clearly the archetype had 
the ordinary contraction for est, viz. e, but 
the scribe had omitted or written witha dry 
pen, the contraction stroke above. This grave 
e would naturally be copied as grave. The 
scribe of L (the third transcriber) has copied 
this grave e exactly as he found it.! Since 
unusual forms of contractions, that most 
fruitful source of error in MSS., are often 
copied without alteration from the original,” 
it will be well to turn our attention to the 
contractions found in L. 

One interesting form is guire (with the 
contraction stroke omitted) for Quirine in 
X lviii. 10; for it throws light on the 
Gennadian ‘subscription’ at the beginning 
of Book II: Ego Torquatus Gennadius 
emendavi feliciter Quirine floreas. The last 
two words (omitted in f) are in P gui floreas 
and in Q gui rejlorui, but L has quire floreas, 
with contraction stroke above quire. Gen- 
nadius dedicated Book II of his edition to 
Quirinus, as he dedicated Book IV to Con- 
stantinus. At the beginning of Book IV 
the ‘subscription’ is: Emendavi ego Tor- 
quatus Gennadius Constantine feliciter 
floreas (so L and Harl. 12004; flores P, 
florens Q; ego T. G. em. feliciter constantine 
feliciter floreas /). 

The mistakes in B* manuscripts at I xevi. 
1 quod for que; XII Ixxii. 4 sunt for sed ; 
XIV iii. 2 nomine for nobile, are all easily 
explained by unusual contractions in the 
archetype, and in each case we find a con- 
traction in L. That may, however, be a 
mere coincidence. So in LV xxxviii. 1 where 
mist has become ubi in Q/F we find in L what 
must have stood in the archetype, the con- 
tracted form of nisi, viz. » (which some 
seribe mistook for w) with suprascript 7. 
But at IV liv. 2 where prima has become 

1 Another case where L gives us the exact repro- 
duction of what was in the archetype is, I think, VI 
iii. 6 where nebit is the true reading. P has nébit, 
Q has mbit, f has nubit. In L we find nudit with 
the second limb of w cancelled by a dot above and 
below. I fancy the archetype had nubit with an 
obscure correction of the word to nebit. 

2 Beside the usual contraction of omnes, viz. 02s, 
we find occasionally in L 6s. Does this come from 
the original of L? 
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patria in PQ, the word in L has the con- 
tracted form p'ma, while in the archetype 
(or original of PQ) it must have had the 
form pria. Contractions by ‘suspension,’ 
where a contraction stroke replaces the last 
syllable or syllables of a word, are common 
in early minuscule MSS., and have played 
havoc with terminations of verbs and the 
like. They are frequent in L but seem 
always to have definite functions. Thus 
praestab with contraction cross-stroke 
through 6 definitely means praestabis in L 
and not (as it might in an early minuscule 
MS.) also praestabit ; fee with stroke above c 
in L means fecit only, not also feci, although 
amau% means amavi. It may be a mere co- 
incidence that L has this coutraction of 
praestabis in IIT xlvi. 11, where Q has prae- 
stabit, and this contraction of fectt in I xiii. 
3, Where the A* and C* manuscripts shew 
Jfeci and the B* manuscripts fecit. A con- 
traction by ‘suspension ’ that is quite of the 
old type and has doubtless been copied from 
the original (and possibly by the scribe of 
that original from a still earlier one) is stom 
(with stroke above m) in XII Epist. 18 for 
stomachum. 

The ligature ec, which from its liability to 
confusion with the e¢- and ex- ligatures was 
discarded at an early period from minuscule 
script, has left clear traces of itself at IX 

xxvil. 9 where L has sexulo for seculo, and 
at V xxiv. 1 seaw for seculi (written, I fancy, 
secli with ‘ barred’ /). 

Turning from this somewhat disappointing 
part of the field, let us see what can be 
gleaned in the matter of the spelling of the 
Archetype. From a mere average twelfth- 
century MS. like L we must not expect any- 
thing like a faithful reproduction of the 
Archetype’s, still less of Gennadius’ ortho- 
graphy, but since the other Gennadian MSS. 
are Renaissance copies, the value of Lis great 
by comparison. For it is Renaissance MSS. 
that have a bad reputation for foisting 
antique spellings, like guom, volt, voltus, 
salvos (Nom.), on their transcriptions. 
Twelfth-century MSS. are exempt from this 
fault but not wholly from a worse fault of 
Renaissance scribes, the ‘ doctoring’ of lines 
to suit metrical or grammatical require- 
ments.! The first transcriber, though he 
has many late spellings like nichil, and does 
not persist in the reproduction of -vos, -vom 

(e.g. I viii. 2 salvos, corr. salvus), gives 

1 For instances, see Marx ad Herenn. prolegg. p. 
37. An example in L is II Ixvi. 6, where the arche- 
type had Yangat et sanwm (for isanwm probably). 
L reads Ht sanum tangat, Q Tangat et insanwm. P 
does not alter. 
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us great assistance in restoring the 
older spelling and shews that Gilbert is 
wrong in ruling out forms like volé, 
voltus. The second transcriber effaces 
these vo- forms as much as_ possible. 
After his appearance on the scene we are 
treated for a time to cz for ti, Marcius, 

Marcialis, tociens, cenciens, and so on; and 

ae is ruthlessly written e. We see the 
danger of pinning our faith to the spelling 
of a single MS., or even an archetype, when 
the character of the spelling within the MS. 
itself is changed with the advent of a new 
seribe. The line (V xxxix. 8) with which 
the second transcriber opens his task on 
fol. 20 r. i., begins with the word Croeso. 
He writes Creso. But it so happens that 
the first transcriber had begun this line 
before laying down his pen, so that on fol. 
19 v. we find the same word, copied from 
the same archetype, but spelt differently, 
Croeso. The third transcriber, who found 
more difficulty than the others with Lombard 
t, has on more than one occasion written 
volat for volt. No clearer proof is required 
that volt and not vult was the spelling (I do 
not say the invariable spelling) in his 
original. The Ace. Pl. -is is often preserved 
in L, where other MSS. shew -es. 

But the chief value of L lies in its con- 
tributions to the text. It supersedes Q in 
supplying a check upon P. As an example 
we may take Martial’s account of the 
medical specialists of the day (X lvi. 3 sqq.) : 

Eximit aut reficit dentem Cascellius aegrum, 
Infestos oculis uris, Hygine, pilos ; 

Non secat et tollit stillantem Fannius uvam, 
Tristia saxorum stigmata delet Eros ; 

Enterocelarum fertur Podalirius Hermes : 
Qui sanet ruptos dic mihi, Galle, quis est ! 

The fourth line of this quotation has for its 
second word Saxénwm in the C* family, but 
in P servorwm; and this reading of P has 
been adopted by editors in the belief that it 
was the actual reading of the Gennadian 
recension. @ has saxorum, but Q is a 
weaker authority than P. Now however 
that L confirms Q, the reading of P must be 
discarded as a mere scribe’s aberration, as 
valueless as its petis at X Ixxxvii. 20, 
where LQ (with the A* text) read credis. 

And it vindicates again and again the 
Gennadian text from errors which the 
consensus’ of P and Q attributed to it: 
e.g. Xie. 3 radat LZ: rodat POF; X v. 3 
erret Z: esset PY; X v. 4 raucos Z: ramos 
PQ; X v. 15 inquieti Z: in equiti PQ; 
VIL xvii. 5 nido licet inseras Z: modo licet 
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PQ; X xvi. 1 Gai Ls Galle PQ. We have 
now a fairly certain text of the Gennadian 
recension.! 

1 The discovery of L and Prof. Maleyn’s recently 
published account of the readings of P make a con- 
tinuation of my articles on ‘A Supplement to the 
App. Crit. of Martial’ unnecessary. I take this 
opportunity of expressing my thanks to Prof. Fried- 
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If some good fortune would bring to light 
a new codex of the A“ family, our manu 
script evidence for Martial would be satis- 
factorily complete. 

W. M. Linpsay. 

laender, Father Ehrle, and Prof. Alfred Monaci for 
their kind assistance in the compilation of this Sup- 
plement. 

METHOD IN STUDY OF THE MODES. 

THE early study of modal usage was sadly 
hampered by preconceived ideas, It was 
taken for granted that each set of mode 
forms had a separate distinct province, and 
the aim of the investigator was to discover 
some ‘fundamental meaning’ for each mode 
that would explain every concrete case of 
that mode. Even to-day there appear, here 
and there, traces of the old logical theories 
that the subjunctive is the mode of possi- 
bility, the indicative of reality, etc. That 
such distinctions will not shold is perhaps 
nowhere more clearly evident than in the 
conditional sentence ; the very fact that an 
indicative stands in a s7-clause precludes its 
affirming anything with certainty about 
reality, excepting, of course, in those cases 
where si is used as the synonym of wubi or 
the like in general conditions. 

In giving up the idea of finding some 
such fundamental meaning shining through 
each case of a given mode, Delbriick ! took 
a step in the right direction. He hoped, by 
a study of the mode-suffixes and the earliest 
meanings found attached to these, to find 
out what was the earliest meaning conveyed 
by each mode, and to derive from these 
earliest meanings such uses as are found in 
literature. If there were material at hand 
to make the study of the mode-suffixes and 
their original meanings more than mere 
guess-work, this method might yield trust- 
worthy results.2 Later thought has tended 
to be conservative. Starting with the 
known modal usages it has tried to reach 
back a step, by inference, into preliterary 
darkness. The theory that seems to best 
explain the known facts is that, in the 
period before literature began, mode (and 

1 Der Gebrauch des Conjunctivs und Optativs im 
Sanskrit und Griechischen. 

* Cf. A. Bergaigne, De coniwnetivi et optativi in 
Indoewropacis linguis conformatione et vi antiquis- 
sima, Paris. 1877. 

tense) forms were used rather indiscrimin- 
ately—that they were of shifting applica- 
tion, rather than of fixed and determined 
value according to the old theories. This 
view is supported by two lines of argument; 
first, the development from vague to definite 
in the use of mode forms within the literary 
period : (e.g., the use of subjunctive forms 
by Homer and Plautus as contrasted with 
later usage) ; second, the different way in 
which the I.E. languages have applied the 
same or cognate forms to the expression of 
modal thought : e.g., e70 and sim are sub- 
junctive and optative respectively, if judged 
by the standard of cognate languages. 
Further, e-forms of the future indicative in 
Latin (as reges, reget) are thought to be of 
the same formation as subjunctives such as 
ames, amet. These facts are very hard to 
explain if it be assumed that the early use 
of mode and tense forms was clear-cut, but 
very easy if it be assumed that such usage 
was indiscriminate and shifting.® 

The acceptance of this latter view brings 
with it a certain emancipation of thought. 
The idea of a fundamental meaning for each 
mode is given up, and, in its place, we as- 
sume that the meanings actually found in 
literature have become attached to the mode 
forms by a process of gradual differentiation 
or specialization. The old theories, however, 
still live on, to a certain extent, in the per- 

sistent feeling that difference of mode is the 
sign of difference of meaning, ¢.e. that each 
mode has a province of its own not to be 
encroached on by any other. This feeling is 
doubtless fostered by a wholly natural liking 
for clear-cut distinctions, and also by the 
recognition of the great value of a formal 
classification as the point of departure for a 
syntactical investigation. A division ac- 
cording to mode and tense, and even person 

3 Of. Paul, Principien, §§ 410 and 433. Brugmann, 
Comparative Grammar, Vol. iv. p. 459. 
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and number,! is very helpful, but it does not 
tell the whole story. For there are certain 
other elements of the speech-form, which, 
though often given scant attention, are so 
important that they sometimes make the 
choice of mode a secondary matter—the 
speaker’s thought is readily conveyed 
whether one mode or another is used. Hence 
it is necessary to clear thinking that we give 
up any feeling that a division according to 
mode, tense, etc., is the key to every situa- 
tion, and that functional differences must 
underlie every such variation of form. If 
this be not done, there is constant danger of 
trying to force distinctions where there are 
none, 

A practical beginning looking toward a 
recognition of these added formal elements 
has been made in the observation that cer- 
tain verbs,” by virtue of their root meaning, 
stand in the indicative in situations that call 
for the subjunctive of other verbs. Verb- 
meaning then is one of the factors that 
renders a division according to mode an in- 
adequate index of function. Other factors, 
recognised generally as abstractions merely, 
may be reduced to concrete form by an 
examination of such a phrase as guid ago? 

Ter. Phor. 447: Quid ago? dic, Hegio. 
Ter. Hee. 715 : Quid ergo agam, Phidippe ? 

quid das consili? 
In the second case here cited both agam 

and a defining clause (quid das consili) in- 
struct the hearer that he is being appealed 
to for advice, but the context shows that 
quid ago’ without the defining clause is just 
as readily understood. How does the hearer 
know that the literal meaning ‘ What am I 
doing ?’ is not intended? That this sense is 
not an impossible one is shown by the frigid 
joke in Plaut. Most. 368: cf. Ter. Heaut. 
343: cuit. Quid ago nunc? ciin. Tune? 
quod boni. At the same time, the very fact 
that taking quid ago’ in these passages in 
its literal sense makes a pun, is conclusive 
proof that the speaker intended, and the 
hearer understood it, in the deliberative 
sense. 

Most important for the definition of the 
meaning was, doubtless, the tone and manner 

of the speaker: these elements made clear 
to the hearer that the words were an appeal 
for advice. Second may be mentioned the 
general situation — ithe speaker’s obvious 
difficulty and need of advice. Third, 
specialization of phrases to certain uses ; quid 
ago% was probably little used in other than 

1k. P. Morris, ‘Subjunctive in Independent Sen- 
tences in Plautus,’ 4.J.P. Vol. xviii. 

E.y., posse, licet. 
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a deliberative sense.2 Ter. Phor. 736-7 : 
Quid ago’? | . . . Adeo, maneo, dum haec quae 
loquitur magis cognosco? Ter. And. 639 : 
Sed quid ayam’? adeamne ad eum et cum eo 
iniuriam hance expostulem 4 

The first pair of sentences treated were 
taken from dialogue, and illustrate one 
phase of the deliberative question — the 
asking of advice. This pair are spoken in 
soliloquy, and illustrate the other phase of 
such questions — the expression of the 
speaker’s perplexity. It must be quite 
obvious that the mode of the verb in neither 
pair is the prime element in making the 
speaker’s thought clear—the indicative is 
quite as ‘deliberative’ as the subjunctive 
when spoken in a certain tone and manner 
Formal elements such as these must then 
be added to verb-meaning as factors which 
tend to make a division based strictly on 
mode an inadequate index of function. 

These considerations may be expressed 
thus in a general principle: other aspects of 
the speechform than the mode of the verb may 
be the essential features that convey to the 
hearer those ideas which it is generally felt to 
be the province of mode to express, e.g., 
deliberation. Two corollaries depend upon 
this principle. (1) It is not always possible 
to find a functional difference to correspond 
to a division according to mode. (2) It 
does not necessarily mean that a rule is a 
poor one if it be not clear-cut. In certain 
cases the facts may not warrant a statement 

stronger than that one mode is used largely 
or prevailingly in the expression of a certain 
class of ideas. 

The conditional sentence is another field 
in which the elements of tone and manner 
play a larger part than seems generally 
supposed. If the two future conditions ‘If 
I go’ and ‘If I should go’ be compared in 
the abstract, one would naturally say that 
the latter is the form of less probability. 
But, as a matter of fact, ‘If I go’ can be 
rendered in such a fashion as to inspire ten 
times the doubt about fulfilment that a 
mere formal ‘ If I should go’ woulddo. The 
provinces of these two forms overlap, and 
we are justified in saying no more than 
that the form ‘If I go’ tends to be used in 
eases of greater probability of fulfilment. 
If this be true of Hnglish, why try to force 

3 The question quid agis ? is another that illustrates 
the working of these same elements. No one mis- 
takes the literal gwid agis? (as seen in Cie. in Cat. 
I. 11. 27) for the quid agis? of greeting, though 
Plautus continually puns on the double meaning. It 
is interesting to note further, that in Cicero’s Orations 
quid ago% is allowed once (p. Quinct. 16. 53); quid 
agam ? occurs three or four times. 
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unyielding distinctions on Greek and Latin, 
insisting that each concrete case of the use 
of a mode exemplify the rule laid down? 
Such a procedure seems quite misleading 
when applied to the use of the indicative, sub- 
junctive and optative in future conditions. 
Again, on this same principle, if-clauses 
and sz-clauses encroach upon the province 
of the concessive clause ; the concessive tone 
in which the words are spoken may render 
unnecessary the more explicit ‘even if’ or 
‘etsi.’ Pronouncing the following sentences 
will make clear the difference in tone that 
exists between the pure and the concessive 
if-clauses. ‘If I had ten thousand books, 
I would give some away’; ‘If I had ten 
thousand books, I would not give one away.’ 
On the written page we may have to wait ” 
until the apodosis is reached before we can’ 
interpret the if-clause with certainty, but 
in the spoken language the tone of the 
speaker settles the question at once, and 
also prepares the hearer for the kind of 
apodosis that is to follow. 
A still further instance of tone and 

manner as defining elements is furnished by 
the language of Plautus. He is still using 
the present subjunctive largely for the 
present unreal conditional sentence, thus 
making this mode and tense a common 
speech-form for it and the ideal, Despite 
the ambiguity of the verbal form used, one 
person has no difficulty in making his 
thoughts clear to another.t Just as in 
English the tone of apology of ‘If I had 
any, I would gladly give it’ would clearly 
distinguish it from ‘If I should get any, I 
should be glad to give it,’ even though we 
expressed the two by the use of the same 

1 See Class. Rev. xv. p. 52. 
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speech-form, as Plautus did for the most 
part.” 

The factors of tone and manner are 
largely lost on the written page. Some- 
times a hint is given by the order of words, 
and, again, the reply of a hearer may make 
clear just the cast of thought conveyed to 
him. In a careful literary style influenced 
by the need of communicating in writing, 
naturally those elements * which may appear 
on the written page are utilized to a greater 
degree than is necessary in the spoken lan- 
guage of every-day life ; in this latter style 
the ‘irregularities’ are doubtless to be ex- 
plained largely by the presence of the (to 
us) more intangible, but not less real 
elements of the speech-form. However, I 
believe that these elements affect profoundly 
even the most careful written style ; for we 
write largely as we think and speak. Cicero's 
orations seem to afford a striking illustra- 
tion of this. It will be found that about 
one-seventh of the s7-clauses there found in 
unreal conditional sentences are concessive.* 
Tt is possible that this large proportion is 
due to the fact that, in the preparation of 
his speeches, Cicero wrote unconsciously in 
the style he would use in speaking. In the 
delivery, as shown above, the tone used in 
speaking, rendered a specific introductory 
particle unnecessary. 

H. C. Nourttine. 
University of California. 

° Greenough makes still another application of 
this principle in an article on ‘The Contrary to Fact 
Construction,’ Harv. Studies, Vol. vii. 

3 f.g., careful discrimination in the use of the 
modes. 

4 AJ.P. xxi., p. 270. 

REVIEWS. 

DIELS’S HERAKLELITOS. 

Herakleitos von Ephesos, griechisch und 
deutsch. Von Hermann Diets. Pp. xii, 
56. Berlin, 1901. 2 M. 40. 

Aut students of Greek philosophy will 
welcome an edition of Herakleitos from the 
hands of Professor Diels, even though they 
are warned that it is not in any way meant 
to supersede Professor Bywater’s exemplary 

edition (Hinl. p. x.). It is certainly true 
that the few additions that have been made 
to the fragments are of no great intrinsic 
value, nor has much been done since By- 
water for the settlement of the text. A 
master like Diels can hardly, however, 
handle any document without clearing up 
some of its difficulties, and there are many 
brilliant things hidden away in the modest 
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footnotes. Noteworthy is the reading of fr. 
10 (=59 Bywater) Suvayies oda kai ody oa 
x.7.A. ‘Couplets are: whole and not whole 
etc.’ This is based on a recension of the 
manuscript testimony (see Berl. Sitz. 1901, 
188), and will very likely be adopted; but 
one misses the Homeric optative cvvdweas. 
Diels gives up the attempt to arrange the 
fragments, and places them in the alpha- 
betical order of the authors who quote them. 
This plan has some advantages from the 
critical point of view ; but it hardly does 
justice to the statement quoted by Diogenes 
Laertius (ix. 5) that there were three Adyor, 
one zepi tod zavTos, one political and one 
theological. This is Stoic formalism, of 
course, but there must have been something 
in the book to justify it. Further, it seems 
to have been quite the regular thing to 
start with cosmology, to go on to man, and 
to end up with man’s relation to God or the 
world. Empedokles certainly did so. 

The most valuable parts of Diels’s work 
are, beyond question, the introduction and 
the translation. He rightly refuses to 
believe that the system of Herakleitos was 
obscure. On the contrary, Herakleitos is 
‘dark’ only in form, while Parmenides 
never made his system thoroughly clear 
even to himself. For that very reason 
Herakleitos had no successors, but only 
imitators, while the philosophy of Elea 
developed in every direction. As to the 
form of Herakleitos, his hierophantic tone 
is common to him with all the great men 
that grew up during that period of storm and 
stress, a period which can be compared only to 
the Reformation and the French Revolution. 
With all their differences of origin and 
temper of mind, Pindar, Aeschylus, and 
Herakleitos are attuned to the same hieratic 
note. On the other hand, the subjectivity 
of Herakleitos enlivens this hieratic stiff- 
ness. ‘ Never did prophet swing the lash in 
so refreshingly individual a manner as the 
black-galled Basileus of LEphesos.’ ‘He 
opens the series of lonely men that have set 
down their proud thoughts of contempt for 
the world in the only suitable form, the 
Aphorism.’ ‘‘ Thus spake Herakleitos” 
was probably the beginning of his work, and 
“also sprach Zarathustra” is the latest 

-shoot put forth by the genre.’ So Diels has 
translated the Ephesian into the style of 
Nietzsche, and that with great skill. Take, 
for instance, the following :— 

‘Denn alles, was da kreucht, wird mit Gottes 
Geisel zur Weide getrieben.’ (fr. 11=55 Byw.). 

‘Die Zeit ist ein Knabe, der spielt, hin und her 
die Bretsteine setzt: Knaben-regiment!’ (fr. 52= 
79 Byw.). 
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‘Die Sibylle, die mit rasendem Munde Ungelachtes 
und Ungeschminktes und Ungesalbtes redet, reicht 
mit ihrer Stimme durch tausend Jahre. Denn der 
Gott treibt sie.’ (fr. 92=12 Byw.). 

Diels says ‘ Uebersetzen ist Spiel oder, 
wenn man will, Spielerei.’ This is true, no 
doubt, but such translation as he gives us is 

the highest kind of interpretation. There 
are, however, two points of interpretation 
on which I feel bound to maintain my own 
view until the arguments put forward in my 
Early Greek Philosophy have been shown to 
be inconclusive. I do not say that I am 
right, and that Zeller, Diels and Gomperz 
are wrong; but I cannot see my way to 
give in at present. Hitherto the reasons I 
adduced have been ignored ; they have not 
been met. 

The first point is the interpretation of the 
word Aoyos. In 1892 I ventured to say 
that Aéyos never meant ‘ Reason’ (Vernwnft) 
in Greek philosophy strictly so-called, and I 
am still waiting for an unambiguous example 
of such a use. Diels certainly does not 
translate the Herakleitean Adyos by Vernunft, 
but he says things which imply the common 
interpretation. He speaks, for instance, of 
‘the omnipresence of the guiding “ Word” 
(Logos),’ which is ‘at once the law of 
Nature and of Man’ (p. vi.). This can only 
be justified from fr. 92, 93 Byw. With 
regard to fr. 92, it is clear that, even if 
Herakleitos did say tod Adyou dé édvros Evvod, 
he must, on Diels’s own showing, have meant 
exactly the same by Adyos as he did in fr. 2 
Tov Ndyov Todd eovros det, for Sextus quotes 
fr. 92 after fr. 2 with the words 6d‘ya 
mpordedOav exipeper, and for that reason 
Diels makes these two fragments his first 
and second. But I suppose that no one now 
doubts Zeller’s interpretation of Adyos in 
fr. 2 (cf. E.G. Ph. § 52, n. 13). Fr. 93, on 
which Diels’s statement seems to be more 
expressly based, comes from Marcus 
Aurelius iv. 46 peuvnoOar 8€...671 @ paliora 
SuqvecOs Spirtotar Aoyw TO Ta Ca dtotKovvTe 
rovTw diadepovrar. But, when we turn to 
his text, we find that Diels himself does not 
ascribe 7@ 7a GAa drotxodvte to Herakleitos, 

and surely Bywater is right in giving \oyw 
to Marcus as well. In any case, there is 
not a scrap of evidence to justify us in as- 
eribing to the Ephesian any ‘Logos-doctrine,’ 
in the Jewish or Christian sense, or even 
anything that can be historically connected 
with it. Diels says (p. x.) ‘Den Proteus 
Aéyos in irgend einer andern Sprache zu 
fassen ist ja ganz vergebliches Miihen.’ 
This seems a little too strong. So far as I 
can see, Herakleitos uses the word Adyos in 
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two senses only, neither of which is at all re- 
motefrom its meaning in everyday Greek. In 
the first place it is his own theory. It is 
not merely his ‘discourse,’ however, or 
‘what he has to say’; for ‘everything 
comes to pass according to it’ and it is 
‘common to all.’ It is ‘ the word that came 
to Herakleitos of Hphesos,’ and may fairly 
be written with a capital letter, ‘ the Word.’ 
This is an idiom of the prophetic style, and 
Diels’s translation ‘das Wort’ is quite 
adequate. On the other hand, I cannot 
accept his rendering of fr. 50 (=23 Byw.) 
Oddacoa diaxéerar Kal perpeerar eis Tov adrov 
Aoyov, k.7.A. ‘Hs zerfliesst das Meer und erhiilt 
sein Mass nach demselben Wort u.s.w.’ Surely 
no Greek would understand perpetaOar cis rov 
avrov Aeyov in any other than the quanti- 
tative sense, which I have tried to bring 
out in my translation ‘is measured by the 
same tale’ (E.G. Ph. p. 135). There are no 
other uses of Adyos in Herakleitos, and the 
English renderings ‘ Word’ and ‘tale’ seem 
quite adequate to these, 

The other point is the old question of the 
éxtupwots. On this Diels says: ‘Die Welt- 
verbrennung als Ende dieser Weltperiode, 
die ein grosses Weltjahr von 10,800 Jahren 
abschliesst, steht fiir H. jetzt fest.’ This is 
said in a note on fr. 66 (26 Byw.), to which 
Gomperz also alludes as ‘decisive’ (‘ Greek 
Thinkers,’ p. 536, Eng. trans.). The words 
(quoted by Hippolytos) are ravra yap 7d zip 
eredOov kpwet kal katadywerat, and [ admit 

that my scepticism as to the words xpwet Kai 
was unjustified. The aorist participle ex- 
presses time coincident with that of the 
leading futures ; the éfodos is the xpiots and 
kataAnyis, and these in turn are judicial 
metaphors. The translation, then, should 
run: ‘Fire coming on all things will judge 
and convict them.’ But this no more 
proves a world-conflagration than ‘ All 
trespassers will be prosecuted’ implies that 
trespassers will all be committed to prison 
on the same day. The best commentary is 
the solitary fragment of Anaximander 
(E. Gr. Ph. §§ 12, 13). 

It cannot be said too often that there 
never was anything about an éxrvpwors in 
the book of Herakleitos. I still hold that 
Plato, Soph. 242d, 6 saq. is quite incon- 
sistent with any such idea, as even Zeller 
has to admit (cf. E. Gr. Ph. §$ 55, 62). 
Marcus Aurelius was a diligent student of 
Herakleitos, and his Stoic teachers would 
tell him that Herakleitos believed in the 
exripwots. But he did not find it there ; 
for he says (x. 7) cite kata wepiodov éxzupov- 
pevov tre adlotots dporBais davaveovpevov. 
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Kleombrotos in Plutarch (de def. or. 415 f.) 
SAYS 6pO tiv Stwikiyy éexripwow...7a “Apa- 
kAeirov...emwvenonevny (EK. Gr. Ph. p, 166). 
These passages could not have been written 
if Herakleitos had ever definitely counten- 
anced the theory of a periodical conflagration. 
Diels, like Zeller, admits that the doctrine in 
question is a ‘scheinbare Inconsequenz,’ and 
certainly the greatest thinkers have been in- 
consistent at times. But, before we charge one 
of them with an inconsistency, we ought to 
have proof that he actually maintained the 
view we allow to be inconsistent. The 
negative evidence of men who could not 
find the éxripwors in Herakleitos far out- 
weighs that of all the Stoic handbooks 
which ascribe it to him. 

In my chapter on Herakleitos, I referred 
to certain fragments which seemed to me to 
contradict the conflagration theory. In 
fr. 20 (Bywater) the xocpos, we are told, jv 
det kal éotw Kal éotar wip detLwov, dmTopevov 
fétpa Kal arooBevvipevov peérpa. I do not 
quite understand Diels’s translation of this, 
‘sein Erglimmen und sein Verléschen sind 
ihre Masse.’ He seems to take pérpa as 
nominative, but I still think it is internal 
accusative, and that the translation should 
be ‘with measures of it kindling and with 
measures of it going out,’ and that the 
‘measures’ are to be interpreted in the 
light of perpeerar eis Tov atrov Aoyov (fr. 23). 
When one ‘measure’ of fire is kindled an 
equivalent ‘measure’ goes out. This is the 
avrapouBy (fr. 22), the aidior dporBat that 
Marcus Aurelius found when he looked for 
the éxmvpwors and could not discover it, and 
the pérpa mean just what they meant to 
Diogenes of Apollonia (fr. 4. E. Gr. Ph. 
§ 156). Nor will the equivalence of these 
perpa ever be violated; for 7Avos ovx imep- 
Byoerar pétpa: ci S€ pH, "Epuwies pw Atkys 
érixovpo. eceupyoovow (fr. 29). I can only 
read these words as a denial of the possi- 
bility of any exrvpwos, and this view is 
confirmed by the mention of dccy. For, in 
early Greek philosophy, the meaning of din 
is just the observance of an equal balance 
between different forms of being, ‘ opposites,’ 
‘elements,’ or whatever they are (cf. E. Gr. 
Ph. pp. 51, 73, 147). 

I may, perhaps, have dwelt too much on 
these two points; but I think they are 
really important, and they have never been 
properly discussed. [I cannot agree with 
Diels’s views upon them ; but I believe that 
the literary criticism of his Introduction 
will profoundly modify our whole attitude 
towards the fragments we still possess. 

Joun Burner. 
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GRENFELL AND HUNT'S AWHERST PAPYRI, Il. 

Amherst Papyri (Greek). Part II. 1901. 
By B. P. Grenrett and A. 8. Hunt. 
£2 10s. net. 

Tue second volume of this sumptuous pub- 
lication contains several interesting classical 
fragments. I offer some suggestions on 
No. XIII. ‘fragment of a lost comedy, with 
marginal scholia.’ The editors are doubtless 
right on the strength of col. I. v. 2 é 
imrias in making Aristophanes the author 
(Pollux vii. 138 vey 0 e& barias pabnpa 
KodupBytav “Apistodavyns «ize kal I1\arwr), 
and the probability is increased by the 
marginal note cis Mayvyra. We all know 
Aristophanes’ fondness for repeating himself 
at short distance, and as there is nothing 
about Magnes in the Acharnians, Clouds or 
Wasps, the Dattaleis or Babylon seem likely 
plays to have contained the allusion. Nei 
e€ imtias may be another of the tricks 
ascribed to Magnes (zacas 6’ ipiv duvas tels 
kat Waddov Kal trepvyilwy | kal Avdilwv Kat 
Unvilev Kat Barropevos Batpaxetors Knights 
522, 3, epithets interpreted by the ancients 
of the titles of as many plays, and no less 
hazardously by the moderns of an early 
quasi-Aesopie genre of comedy) to hold his 
audience. The line before this is explained 
by the scholiast as a parody on a ‘vulgar 
expression’ éxzpacwv 7 py ‘pmpacos, the 
meaning of which is not clear, seeing that 
éumimpackev rarely occurs. The text may 
presumably be restored éxBadév o 7 pa) 
*"pBodrtG, and if the reference to Magnes 
extend to this line we are reminded of 
2&eBynOn mpecBitys dv Knights 425. In the 

T wt 

scholion for - read o sc. 6m, and for apo 
perhaps azo Kaipod. 

The allusion to Magnes can hardly be 
carried farther than the second line, for the 
remainder appears to be a dialogue between 
two persons who are engaging in a suit or 
struggle: we have the forensic expressions 
éxxad|oivta ce 16, paptupas 17, ypada[y col. 
IL. 1, ékxaAG 2. The Daitaleis contained one 

(or more) contests, and frag. 211 Kock tov 
*EpexGea prow kal tov Atyéa xaXeu 1s similarly 
‘worded. If the repartee of vv. 3-20 is 
between father and son, one may conjecture 
that Byzantium in 12 is used as in the 
Wasps 236 to denote the father’s age, the 
tosolovrovt xpovov of 10 replied to in 11 
xpovos; 14 may be zporel pos 7p& ey of the 
father: or if we take account of the scholion 
pad| (2 padds, paddy, cf. schol. Plut. 266) 6 

padax| pods pe éyd. V.15 the editors sug- 
gest €]AA[yv]/ov ; with this the scholion zat 
(? Qe mapa may refer to the unknown 
source of the exclamation é\Xavie Zed Knights 
1253. Col. II. if the practice of papyri is 
the same as that of later MSS., the editors 
are certainly right in saying that the line 
erotopiet Too| which is added on the upper 
margin and preceded by an antisigma, is 
intended to be read after v. 4. The sense 
also shows this: the father calls out his 
first witness, whom in view of frag. 211 one 
would wish to make a heroic personage, but 
yo{ does not seem to yield such a name. A 
few supplements may be conjectured: col. 
I. 1 exBada|y o’, 2 veiv] e€, 6 eb oto6’ lor, 12 if 
the scholion 76 réAos tiv da{ avy is a gloss, 
70 7éXos must have stood in v. 12, 16 exxadA] 
ovvra oe, 17 exxadetoba | peaptupas, 18 ayw |vret, 

20 me |reio bau, col. Il. 3 pl adware TOV E“Ov 

ditwv, 4 ce or o must be worked into this 
line, to be governed by émuctomet (for the 
word, ef. Anights 845). 

No. XVI. contains different documents on 
its recto (s. II. 4.p.) and verso (s. IT. or IIT. 
A.D.). That on the verso turns out to be 
Apoll. Rhod. i, 775-795, and this author’s 
documentary tradition is taken back nine 
centuries. There are a few variants, none 
of which have left traces elsewhere. I may 
mention two which are glossematic, 777 
aifepos for xépos, 786 Ovpals for wvidas (a 
common substitution in Homeric MSS.), 
and one of more importance, 791 zpo}ro\oto 
for mpd 7éAnos. 

The writing on the recto is plainly epic, 
and I venture to identify it with Anti- 
machus. V.18 exorefac| appears to cor- 
respond to fr. 21 (Kinkel) zAjoce 3’ ap’ 
erurtpayas Séeractpov, Where éerirtpawas was 
corrected into émorefaca by Biomfield. 
The active aorist of émorepew is not quoted 
from elsewhere by the Lexica. With this 
clue we easily connect v. 15 os toKeerou 7 
with fr. 56 rwpyriv adoxowcr Kal ois Texeeoow 
€Jevro; Toxeeaot in the papyrus must be 
texeerot, but on the other hand é6evro (or 
rather tievro) is confirmed as against = : : A 
éxacro., of another quotation. Triptolemus 
in vy. 19 suggests Demeter and therefore 
one may restore éevaor|ven v. 12, since Anti- 
machus uses the epithet fr. 63 Ayjuntpds tov 
’EXevowins iepi) ow. Other possibilities are 
v. 19 dete ar, TpirtoAcu.|o el. h. Dem. 474, 

v. 20 Cwots ape|vynvors ; in v. 3 yAvov z{ must 
be read so that a vowel follows 7Atov. 

The small fragment XI. is enigmatical, 
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but apparently poetical, although the verses 
as the editors say are divided between the 
lines. Some of the wording seems in- 
telligible: v. 4 sq. mapfe|vixar x[eparaow 
v]dwp xadz[iow co |Beoay ax[pnv? v. 7 diro- 
vas Oe[parawys ? 

A characteristic of this volume is the 
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abundance of commentaries it contains: we 
are given Aristarchus’ tropvyya on Hero- 
dotus I., and short scholia on the Iliad, the 
Odyssey and Callimachus. There are also 
pieces of orators and tragedians and a bi- 
lingual Babrius. 

T. W. ALLEN. 

HEMPHILL’S TRANSLATION OF PERSIUS. 

The Satires of Persius. 
Introduction and some Notes by the 
Rev. Samuet Hempuitt, D.D., Litt.D., 
formerly Professor of Biblical Greek in the 
University of Dublin; Rector of Birr, 
and Canon of Killaloe. Dublin: Hodges, 
Figgis, & Co., Ltd. ; London: George Bell 
& Sons. 1901. Pp. xxiii, 47. 2s. 6d. 

Dr. Hempuit is a warm admirer of Persius, 
and his Introduction breathes a generous 
enthusiasm for an author whom he thinks 
less obscure than is generally supposed. 
He thinks he has been made doubly difficult 
by being published as an appendix to 
Juvenal. But the butterfly student whom 
he describes as having no time for Persius 
after he has worked at Juvenal would surely 
have given up Roman satire in despair, had 
he begun with the more difficult author. 
At all events this particular drawback to 
his study is not likely to exist in modern 
editions. I do not think we can say, with 
Casaubon (whose words Dr. Hemphill en- 
dorses), that Persius never forgets his theme, 
in the face of such passages as vi. 37-40 
and v. 132 sqq. (where the theme is that the 
ease loving man is nevertheless a slave to 
Avarice, but at 137 P. flies off ata tangent, 
to shew the difficulty of being at once a 
business man and god-fearing). 

The translation is smooth, and generally 
clear and accurate. The author is perhaps too 
sanguine as regards having printed Sat. 1 ‘in 
a manner which ought to cause no difficulty ’ : 
the paragraphing on p. 8 (i. 83-91) clearly 
implies dialogue, where (except perhaps 

Translated with an | bellum hoc 87) all belongs to Persius. A 
list of departures from Buecheler’s (1893) 
text is given (p.43), but this is not complete, 
as at iii. 15 Dr. Hemphill translates quod, 
not sed, which that ed. has. A few passages 
in the translation might be slightly im- 
proved: thus in v. 15 ore modico corres- 
ponds to stloppo, &e., and ‘chaste style’ 
misses this. In vi. 51 non adeo cannot mean 
‘not so fast,-—even to those who imagine 
adeo an adverb here. At i. 5 sgq., the 
old rendering is given, which makes P. first 
say ‘you mustn’t come forward and correct 
Rome’s taste,’ and immediately after do this 
very thing! The meaning is_ either, 
‘wouldn’t you go up and correct her?’ or 
‘you wouldn’t join her, but would correct 
her.’ 1 

The Notes shew that Dr. Hemphill has 
studied the recent literature on his author. 
I would refer particularly to i. 133, ii. 10, 
iv. 28, vi. 51 as examples. But surely 
Palmer’s reading of i. 8 (nam Romae— 
“st!”—quis non, &e.) does not deserve the 
approval here given it. The est of the MSS. 
is certainly explained by it, but who can 
suppose that P. made his interlocutor inter- 
rupt when as yet only the words ‘for at 
Rome’ had fallen from his lips—and this 
after quietly putting up with P.’ s contemp- 
tuous allusion to the ‘old women of Troy’ 
and ‘ muddle-headed Rome.’ 

Wa ter C, SuMMERs. 

1 | prefer the first rendering: Dr. Postgate some 
time since suggested the other, in which of course 
que has the force it so often has in Lucan. 
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BLASS'S GOSPEL OF ST. MATTHEW. 

Evangelium secundum Matthaeum cum variae 
lectionis delectu edidit FripEricus Buass. 
Teubner, 1901. 3 M. 50. 

Ir is difficult to say what kind of welcome 
ought to be given to Dr. Blass’s text of St. 
Matthew. ‘That it should have appeared at 
all is evidence of the interest now taken in 
Germany in the textual study of the New 
Testament, an interest which has been 
largely stimulated by Dr. Blass’s own writ- 
ings. It would be moreover impossible for 
Dr. Blass to produce a book that was not 
full of interest and instruction for those 
who have themselves worked at the subject. 
But the text he has constructed seems to 
the present writer eminently wilful. It is 
quite exciting to read; one can never pre- 
dict what readings will be put in the place 
of honour. 

Dr. Blass brings forward no new theory 
of the history of the text. ‘Maximum id 
est,’ he says in his Preface (p. iv.), ‘quod in 
singulis quaestionibus non tam testes quam 
res ipsae spectandae sunt. Incorruptum 
testem nullum habemus, et vehementer 
vereor ne citra auctoris attoypadoy nullus 
inveniri possit, neque genere corruptelae 
inter se singuli testes differunt, sed numero 
tantum peccatorum.’ This, if true, is a cry 
of despair. I remember once seeing a letter 
in which Dr. Hort wrote concerning one of 
Vischendorf’s many editions He still thinks 
he may read exactly as he pleases, and this 
judgement fits only too well upon Dr. Blass’s 
St. Matthew. 

Of the authorities more particularly to be 
followed in editing the text Dr. Blass lays 
special stress on the Sinai Palimpsest and, 
curiously enough, on St. Chrysostom. He 
is not afraid to follow either of these singly 
against all other testimony. Thus for 
instance, to cite a reading which he himself 
brings forward in the very first page of his 
Preface, he reads in Matt. xix 15 éropevOn 
with the Sinai Palimpsest against éxopevOq 
éxeifev of all other authorities. Dr. Blass 
thinks éxeifey superfluous ‘quasi possit 
aliquis aliunde proficisci quam illine ubi sit’ 
(p. iv.). That is true, but may not the same 
consideration have appealed to the translator 
of the Old Syriac version? The use of a 
superfluous excifev after verbs of ‘going’ is 
characteristic both of Matthew and Mark, 
and subsequent editors and translators may 
very well have felt inclined here and there 

to leave it out ; St. Luke in particular seems 
to have shared the views of Dr. Blass, as a 
reference to the Concordance will shew. 

Even less defensible is Dr. Blass’s emend- 
ation of dvdotacis in Matt. xxii 23 ff. He 
observes very truly that the word dvicrac@at 
and its kindred are generally avoided in 
Matthew, éyepOjvar being used instead. 
When therefore Dr. Blass saw that the 
Sinai Palimpsest had gypsy FI in Matt. 
xxii 23 ff he concluded that this repre- 
sented another Greek reading, and his text 
accordingly has Néyovtes july civar Cony tov 
vexpav, instead of Néyovtes pa) civar dvacracw. 

But sym FT does not mean Cw7 vexpov. 
It is one of the regular Syriac equivalents 
for dvdotacts [vexpov], and is so used in the 

Peshitta text of 1 Cor. xv 12 ff., to name 
one instance out of many. Zw vexpov 

would be in Syriac wry pq (Layyay mibe), 
not sw MM (Layyad mee), which always 
means ‘ the coming to life of the dead. 4 

But Dr. Blass is not always rash: indeed 
he often surprises one by his adherence to 
the ordinary Greek text in places where it 
might have been thought that he would be 
tempted to leave the beaten track. Thus 
he makes no change in Matt. i 16, he keeps 
6 xp@ros in Matt xxi 31, and he refuses to 
add xat tis vépdys at the end of Matt. xxv 
1.2. On otber occasions he adopts good 
readings chiefly supported by ‘ Western’ 
authorities, e.g. tod d€ xpiorod Matt. 1 18 
(=lat.vt syr.vt); dr yytxey instead of 
peravocite: nyyucev yap Matt. iv 17 (=k syr. 
vt Justin) ; he omits Matt. xxi 44 (=p 33 
lat.vt syr.siz Orig.), and vopixds Matt. xxii 
36 (=1 e syr.si). 

One of the most characteristic specimens 
of Dr. Blass’s editing is to be found in 
Matt. x 23. Students of the text are 
aware that there is a various reading in this 
passage. The so-called ‘Western’ texts 
read, with minor variations, druv dé didxkwouw 
ipas ev 7H TOAEL TavTy, pevyete eis THY GAAyV 

1 sg) FT is also found in the Peshitta text 
of Matt. xxii 23, though Dr. Blass does not quote 

it. The reading of Sin ver. 28 is NOW MI 
(with no equivalent for oy, sic): here Dr. Blass, 

misled by the reading S{PVWW3 given in the 
printed edition, emends the Gospel text into ev 7@ 
TéXEL OV. 

2 In the earlier part of this verse Dr. Blass con- 
jectures €AaBov...ekeAGeiv instead of AaSoveat...e&nA- 
Gov, starting from the singular reading of the minus- 
cule 700, which has €AaBov...Kad e&jA@ov. 
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[eav d& €v TH GAAy dudkwow ipas hevyere eis 
tiv ahAnv], but the bracketed words are 
omitted by most Greek MSS. and do not 
appear in the ‘Textus Receptus.’ On turn- 
ing to see which reading Dr. Blass had 
adopted we find 6ray dé didkwow tas, hevyere 
éx woAews cis toAw. These words are not 
found in any MS. of the Gospels; they are 
Dr. Blass’s retranslation of Tertullian’s 
Cum coeperint persequi uos fugite de ciuitate 
in ciuitatem (De Fuga 6). If Tertullian 
really meant this for an exact quotation, 
which is after all doubtful, I suspect that it 

was taken not direct from Scripture, but 
from the mouth of those who in times of 
persecution found that this was the only 
sentence of the Gospel that they could keep 
in their minds (De Corona 1). Dr. Blass’s 
emended text gives the required sense of 
Matt. x 25 in a much neater literary form 
than what we have been accustomed to read, 
but few people will consider it to be a 
successful restoration of the original text of 
S. Matthew. It might indeed have satisfied 
the Emperor Anastasius, who according to 
a well-known passage of Victor’s Chronicon 
thought the Holy Gospels ought to be 
emended as being the work of illiterate 
evangelists. 

In Matt. xvii 27 St. Peter is commanded 
to go to the sea and cast his net and take 
the first fish that came up; ‘and,’ it says, 

‘when thou hast opened his mouth. thou 
shalt find a shekel (etpyoes orartipa).’ 
Dr. Blass will have none of this, but because 
St. Chrysostom in telling the story omits 
avotEas TO oTOpa avtod, he omits these words 
from his text and changes etpyoes otarypa 
into etipyoe otatypa, 7.e. the fish will fetch a 
shekel when sold. Dr. Blass claims St. 
Chrysostom as a supporter here also, though 
St. Chrysostom reads ctipyoes ev atta 
oratnpa and then goes on to discourse upon 
the wonder of the miracle, which (he says) 
shews Christ’s power over the sea as much 
as when He made Peter walk on the waves. 
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< Moreover he uses such phrases as 6 Tov 
popov teAdv ixOis and dyayeiv tov Kopi€ovra. 
Tov otatnpa, and remarks how miraculous it 
was that this particular fish should be caught 
first. I fear St. Chrysostom gives but a 
weak support to Dr. Blass’s rationalising 
emendation. It is quite conceivable that 
the original tradition, now lost, may have 
represented the Temple tribute to have been 
defrayed by the sale of St. Peter’s fish, but 
to import this version of the stery into the 
canonical Gospel according to St. Matthew 
is to play with the evidence. 

It is a pity to have to pass so unfavourable 
a verdict upon a work on which Dr. Blass has 
evidently spent much labour and ingenuity. 
-But if is a work which illustrates only too 
well the danger of literary eclecticism in the 
textual criticism of the New Testament. 
In Dr. Hort’s words, ‘investigation of the 

history and character of documentary an- 
cestries would indeed be out of place for 
the text of the New Testament if the 
documentary evidence were so hopelessly 
chaotic that no difference of authority could 
carry much weight as between readings all 
having some clearly ancient attestation.... 
The summary decisions inspired by an un- 
hesitating instinct as to what an author 
must needs have written, or dictated by 
the supposed authority of “ canons of critic- 
ism” as to what transcribers must needs 
have introduced, are in reality in a large 
proportion of cases attempts to dispense 
with the solution of problems that depend 
on genealogical data’ (Hort, Introd. § 373). 
If Dr. Blass has failed to satisfy, smaller 
men cannot hope to succeed. 

F. C. Burxrrr. 

1 A somewhat similar instance is Matt. iv 24, 
where Dr. Blass changes 6Anv thy Suplay into 6Anv 
thy ovvoptay on the authority of T, a third-rate 
uncial of the ninth century. Surely the source of 
our first Gospel here spoke of 7yze and Sidon as well 
as of Galilee and Judaea (Mk. iii 7, 8; Lk. vi 17). 
In connexion with this reading it may be noted that 
Dr. Blass brackets Xavavaia in Matt. xv 21). 
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CORRESPONDENCE. 

EURIPIDES, HECUBA, Lu. 1214-5. 

"ANN Fix’ jets obKer’ eopev ev dae 
(xamv@ 8 éonpny’ aorv) To\eutov bro 
Evov Karéxtas. 

Mr. A. W. Mair has missed the point of 
my (or rather Paley’s) statement that line 
1215, when printed between commas as a 
separate sentence, involves ‘a singular 
ellipse.’ I suppose that no reader of this 
Review needs to be told that carve 8 
eonpnv’ aorv ‘is complete in itself,’ or, in 
other words, that oypaivw is used absolutely. 
I did not think it necessary to point out 
anything so obvious; nor need Mr. Mair 

even go to dyA@ to find a parallel passage, 
for this very use of -onpatvw occurs in 
Thucydides’ account of the Plague, as is 
notorious. The ‘singular ellipse’ is the 
ellipse of a participle to give woAeutwv id a 
proper construction (vide Paley’s note), and 
to that point, which is the gist of the whole 
matter, Mr. A. W. Mair should address 
himself before he can defend the old reading 
by citing Agamemnon 815. Of course 
Euripides’ lines are a reminiscence of 
Aeschylus (vide Paley again), but that has 
nothing to do with my point. 

E. C. MarcHant. 

REPORTS. 

PROCEEDINGS OF THE OXFORD PHILOLOGICAL SOCIETY.—EASTER AND TRINITY 
TERMS 1901. 

On May 10th Mr. Warpr Fow er read a paper on 
‘The fourth Eclogue of Virgil,’ in which it was main- 
tained : (1) (in criticism of recent views, e.g. of Prof. 
W.-M. Ramsay and M. Salomon Reinach) that if the 
last four lines of the poem be duly taken into account, 
the parvus puer of the poem was a real child 
actually born, and not an abstraction or poetical 
conception of a new age: (2) that the last four lines 
have been unduly neglected in the general interpre- 
tation of the poem, which isa prophetic carmen sung 
during the actual process of birth; the birth and 
prophecy are both completed at the end of line 59, 
and in the remaining four lines the prophetess 
addresses the new-born infant in the language of an 
Italian nurse : (3) that the dews and dea of the last 
line are the di coniugales, Hereules and Juno. This 
conclusion was suggested by a passage in the Danielian 
Servius (Thilo and Hagen, vol. III. p. 53, note), in 
which it is said that there was a custom in noble 
families at Rome of placing a mensa to Hercules and 
a leetus to Juno in the atrium on the birth of a child. 
For the concurrence of Hercules and Juno, see 
Roscher’s Lexicon s. v. Juno 581 foll., or Fowler’s 
Roman Festivals, p. 142 foll. The reader also 
expressed an opinion (though considering the question 
of no importance) that the puer was the expected 
child of Octavianus and Seribonia. 

At the same meeting Mr. Grunpy read a paper 
on ‘ The Attitude of the Delphic Oracle to the War 
of 480 B.c.’: the contents will appear in his forth- 
coming work on the Great Persian War. 

On May 24th Mr. Prickarp read a paper on 
‘The month and day of the taking of Troy, with 
special reference to Aesch. Agam. 826.’ ‘There is a 
general agreement among authorities, differing as to 
the year, that Troy was taken in the early summer 

(a day in Thargelion, probably the 23rd or 24th). 
See Arundel Marble Epoch 25, historians quoted by 
Plutarch (Life of Camillus) and by Eusebius Praep. 
Hwan. X, 12, Dionysius Halicarn. See also Aeneid 
III. 8. The only authority for an autumn date is 
Tzetzes, who appears to contradict himself (Post- 
homerica 700-766). 

But nearly all commentators on Aeschylus explain 
aupl WAeiddwv dvow of the autumn (morning) set- 
ting of the Pleiads, a date about November 2. They 
refer back to Stanley, who, in his edition of 1664, 
has no note on Agam. 826, and on line 40 shows 
that Troy was taken in the spring, but in a MS. note 
on 826 printed by Butler, shows reasons for an 
autumnal date, mainly drawn from Joseph Scaliger 
‘De emendatione temporum.’ Some, as Klausen, add 
that Aeschylus chose an autumnal date as better 
suiting the details of the storm, others that he 
followed an old epic. 

Is it impossible that he referred to the spring 
(evening) setting of the Pleiads. which in Greece, 
3,000 years ago, occurred about April 9 2 

(1) Conventionally, the ‘setting of the Pleiads’ 
meant the autumn date (see passages in Hippocrates, 
Aristotle, Theophrastus, Polybius, Arrian). But 
this was purely conventional. Hesiod (JV. D. 384) 
makes it clear by the sequence of phenomena, 
which setting he means ; Virgil G. 1, 221 expressly 
adds ‘eoae’ ; if the setting have any value in the 
narrative of Aeschylus, and is not a dead note of 
time, the setting which is most suitable may be 
understood. 

(2) A scholiast on Aratus 261 (p. 392 Maass) after 
referring to the autumn setting, adds: ris 5€ éo7e- 
plov dicews od« euvqabn, dia Td cuuBaivery aithy repr 
Thy eapwhy ionueplay Kal undev étalperoy mepiéxew 
onuecov. But the spring setting was noted, for forty 
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days were reckoned from it to the spring rising 
(Hesiod WV. D, 385): see too Columella XI. 2, 34. 

(3) Such a date as April 9 would be too early to 
agree with the historians. But the taking of Troy, 
z.e. ul the events recorded in Aen. II., must have 
been matter of time : the mere sack would have taken 
a week or a fortnight (see remarks by Napoleon I). 
The horse may have been ordered to be in readiness 
for his leap by ‘the setting of the Pleiads’: yet the 
assault and sack not completed for several weeks. 
Something must be allowed for the stilted antithetical 
style of Agamemnon’s speech. ‘The horse leapt 
(crouched for his leap ?) wp, as the Pleiads sank down’ 
(cf. line 819). 

The alternative is to suppose that Aeschylus, with- 
out any other indication of doing so, followed a tra- 
dition which made the Greeks leave Troy at a 
time of year when storms were naturally to be 
expected, and the sea was closed. (Hesiod W.D., 
618, Theoer. 13, 25, Dem. p. 1214.) 

Wecklein (ed. Leipzig, 1888) understands Aes- 
chylus to have referred to the day in early March on 
which the play was acted, when the Pleiads would 
have risen at 10 or1l p.m. Astothis see Dr. Verrall’s 
Appendix P. : 

Choeph : 276-290. 
Leprosy is here threatened as one of the conse- 

quence’ of disobedience to the order of Apollo. Com- 
mentators refer to Exodus 13, 3 for the disease and 
the seclusion from society. Compare also Herodotus 
I, 138 bs Gy 5 TOY Gorey A€mpny 7) AcdKNY xn, es 
mwdAW ovTOS ov KaTEepXETal, OVdE TUMployeTat TOIsHAAOLTL 
Tleponor- pact S€ uv és Toy HALoy auaprdvra TL, TavTA 
éxev.—This foreign notion may have suggested to 
Aeschylus leprosy as a penalty appointed by the 
bright god for an offence against the light, the neglect 
of a duty enjoined by him.—In line 279 Weil’s de:Aay 
for 6€ vay suits this well. The god who expounded 
modes of expiation also declared the penalties to fall 
on cowards, sinners against the light.—SeAdy in 
capitals has nearly the same strokes as 6 vay and 
preserves the circumflex accent. 

Choeph : 712-4. 

Most editors change de to re unwarrantably. ¢ 5& 
distinguishes between Orestes and his companions’ 
Conington.—But this will be clearer if we assume 
that a line has fallen out after 713, so that the pas- 
sage ran (with a doggerel line inserted, for illus- 
tration) :— 

ay airby eis avdpavas edtévous Sbuwy, 
oma Odmous Se Tovade Kal Evveumdpous 
< cis mavboKetoy méume wer pioy mpdow > 
Kaker KupovyTwy Sduacw Ta mpdopopa. 
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The assumption is reasonable, as all three lines are 
omitted in M, (and in G), and crowded into the mar- 
gin of M. 

That Orestes had attendants, besides Pylades, is 
probable from Soph. #/. 1123, Eur. El. 821, see 
also Ar. Birds 650-7. ~In this play he appears to be 
admitted alone into the palace (866-7), though he is 
joined by Pylades at the supreme moment (899). 

At the same meeting Mr. A. W. Pickarp-Cam- 
RIDGE read some botanical notes on Virgil’s Helogwes 
and Gcorgics, and a note upon the agricultural opera- 
tions of the 1st Georgie. He discussed the meanings 
of ligustrum, vacciniwm and hibiscus, and suggested 
some slight changes of punctuation and interpreta- 
tion in Georgic I, with a view to making clear the 
sequence of operations which were in the poet’s mind 
when he wrote. 

On June 7th, Prof. Cook Witson read a paper on 
‘émaywym in Aristotle,’ of which the following are 
the main points : 

(i) émaye meant to lead a person to see or admit 
something, and had for its grammatical object the 
person persuaded and not a logical conclusion. The 
logical idiom in the case of emdyew and cognate words 
arose from the phrases proper to the debate between 
two persons one of whom is éraywy and the other is 
érayduevos,—a distinctive parallel to that between 
épwrav and épwraépuevos. This accounts for the pas- 
ive (é€rax@jva, etc.) and even the expression éma-yewv 
7d KaddAov corresponds to épwray Td adAou, the direct 
object of the verb in both cases being the person de- 
bated with, and the full phrase with the personal 
object supplied is actually found in Alexander Comm. 
in Top. 518. 8 6V ay 6 épwrav émayorto Toy amo- 
Kpwouevoy THY KaAdAOU TPdTAGLY aUTS TIOEVaL. 

(ii) The idea of leading a person up to something, 
included beside inductive argumentation, othermean- 
ings rare in Aristotle, of which there are traces in 
other writers, and these seem to explain some difficult 
passages in Aristotle, viz. (1) the alluring of a person 
to a fallacy, Topics 1116 32. (Passages from Aulus 
Gellius, quoting from Cicero’s time, and from Diogenes 
Laertius were cited) : (2) the introducing of a person 
to a new experience (or a new subject), a sense of 
érayew (and seemingly the only sense) found in 
Aristoxenus, which occurs also in Plato; and probably 
explains Arist. Post. An. 7la 21 and Prior. An. 
67a 23. 

The paper, which was too long to be read in full, 
contained a discussion of all the passages in Aristotle, 
which the writer could find, in which édyew or 
any cognate word occurs. 

Lewis R. FARNELL. 
Hon. Sec. 

ARCHAEOLOGY. 
THE DATE OF THE DESTRUCTION 

OF THE PROPYLAEA. 

M. Couticnon in discussing a Relation 
which he publishes in the Comptes Rendus 
de Académie des Inscriptions, lV. Série, 25, 
1897, says, on page 69: ‘On a vu que la 
date de la relation se place entre les années 
1674 et 1685. Elle serait fixée & coup sir 
si nous connaissions avec certitude l’année ot 

les Propylées sautérent. Cet événement, dit 
Yauteur anonyme, eut lieu ‘“faict 35 ans.” 
Spon et Wheler qui écerivent en 1676, le 
place “vingt ans plus tdt” c’est-d-dire en 
1656. * * * * * * Spon commet-il une 
erreur de date? Est-ce Anonyme [the 
author of the Relation] qui est mal ren- 
seigné? Il est difficile de se prononcer.’ 
M. Collignon does not mention the other 
evidence bearing upon this point and it may 
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perhaps be of some interest to call attention 
to it. 

Spon’s account (Voyage, II. pp. 140 f., 
Lyons edition of 1678) is to the effect that 
twenty years before the time he was writing, 
that is in 1656, there was powder in the 
Propylaea, and that the Aga, Isouf, was 
planning to knock down with cannon a little 
church, St. Demetrius, situated at the foot 

of the Museum hill, there being a Turkish 
feast at the time. A flash of lightning, 
however, on the previous night spoiled this 
plan by exploding the powder in the Pro- 
pylaea and destroying the building together 
with the Aga and all of his family, one 
daughter alone excepted. 

In the Relazione of de la Rue (published 
in the Archdologische Zeitung for 1878) the 
date 1645 is given for the explosion, and 
the story told is essentially the same that 
Spon gives. There are, however, a few 
variations of detail. The Greeks, de la Rue 
says, were celebrating the feast of St. 
Demetrius, and the Aga proposed to explode 
some bombs on them in the Church. The 
first one did little harm, so it was planned 
to arrange a battery of three pieces and to 
destroy the church entirely. But the 
thunder-bolt interfered. The name of the 
ehurch is given as: “Ayos Aiirpios Aovp- 
mapdidpns = Santo Demetrio il Bombardiere. 
(See A. Mommsen, Athenae Christianae, p. 
52.) 

The earlier date for the destruction of 
the building is supported also by the diary 
of a Hanoverian officer (published in the 
Zeitschrift fiir bildende Kunst, 1887, pp. 
368 ff.). This officer writes during the 
Venetian siege (1687) and says that the 
explosion took place about forty years 
before. 
We have therefore three sources, the 

Relation published by Collignon, de la Rue’s 
Relazione and the Hanoverian ofticer’s diary, 
which give an earlier date than Spon does 
for this catastrophe. It is quite likely 
therefore that the latter has made a slight 
error. 

J. R. WHEELER. 
CoLuMBIA UNIVERSITY, 

New York. 

AETHER AND SO- 
PHOCLES, AJAX 1192 f. 

SOULS IN THE 

Aj. 1192 odede zporepov aibépa divar péyav 7} 
Tov ToNvKowwov “Atdav 

Kelvos avyp, Os ortvyepov edecev 

o7ov 
“BAAaot kowov “Apn. 

43] 

This passage is usually explained by a 
reference to Zrach. 953 : 

277i) fk On 9 
ei?’ avewocood Ts 

s Nac € aA 4 yevor’ Exoupos éaTiHT1s atpa, 
4 >> ‘4 > , 

YTS Lh aTroiKioevev EK TOTWY Kk.T.A. 

and to a passage in the Philoctetes (1092 f.), in 
which, however, the text is probably corrupt. 
The latter passages reproduce a familiar 
thought in Homer, as, for instance, when 
Penelope wishes to be snatched up by a 
storm wind—like the daughters of Pandaros 
—and dropped by the outlet of the river 
Okeanos.1 Here the thought is that the 
person himself is snatched away as by a 
whirlwind and left to die. 

In the passage from the Ajax there is no 
reference to any storm wind, and the second 
member of the expression rather suggests 
that the aether is thought of as an abode 
of souls, corresponding to Hades. In a 
series of passages in Euripides the aether 
is regarded as an abode of souls, or of both 
gods and souls.? The same thought comes out 
in the inscription over the dead who fell at 
Potidaia B.c. 429.2 To us the thought that 
souls go to heaven to be with the gods, while 
the body is buried, is familiar enough; and in 

the Platonic theology it finds an appropriate 
place. But for earlier Greek belief death 
and the souls of the dead belong to a world 
which is the very antithesis of the world of 
the gods. The theological idea of Euripides 
(souls akin to the gods) and the correspond- 
ing philosophical idea (the soul of the same 
nature as the gods) are entirely out of line, 
first, with the theology which we learn from 
Homer, and, secondly, with the religious 
practice of Greek shrines. 

Some light may be thrown on the passage 
in Sophokles by considering the two 
methods of burial prevalent in Greece. 
Burial in the earth, evidently the older 
method, gave rise to the Greek belief in an 
abode of souls beneath the earth, a realm of 
Hades. But in Homer the bodies of the 
dead are cremated, and although the soul 
still ‘goes to Hades’ it no longer has any 
local association with one spot in the earth. 
A people which regularly burned its dead 
would never think of placing the abode of 
souls beneath the earth. As the body of the 
dead man was consumed in the flames, the 
dead man himself would be thought of as 

1v6sf. Cf Z345f., a 241 f, = 371. 
* Eur. Hel. 1219; Frag. 971; cis a@dvarov aidép’ 

eumecay Hel. 1016; aidyp exer viv Hdn k.7-A. Suppl. 
1140 

8 C.I.A. 1. 442 aidiip meu Wuxas bredétaro, cé[uara 
5& xOwv] | ravde... 
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going up in the smoke, and the abode of the 
dead would be in the heavens— perhaps 
among the stars as some tribes of North 
American Indians believe. 

It is a suggestion of this thought which 
I find in this passage in Sophokles. The 
chorus are not saying literally ‘ Would that 
the man who began war had been buried 
or burned,’ but they pray ‘ Would that he 
had died, and that his soul had gone to the 
abode of souls, be that above or below.’ 
The conception of Hades was so firmly 
rooted in Greek myth and poetry, that the 
idea of an abode of souls in the heavens 
finds little or no expression before the 
passage we are considering. The import- 
ance of this passage, then, is that it does 
suggest a popular belief in an abode of souls - 
such as would naturally arise in connection 
with cremation. When once the dead were 
thought to ‘ plunge into the high heavens,’ 
we only need a little logic of rather a primi- 
tive character to say that they go to the 
abode of the gods, Other considerations 
combine with this to suggest that there is 
a likeness of nature between the human 
spirit and the divine spirit, and we reach 
the doctrine which finds expression in 
Epicharmos, Euripides, and Plato. That 
there were other more important factors at 
work in this process beside the popular 
belief suggested by Sophokles, no one could 
deny. My only contention is that the 
popular belief in an abode of souls in the 
heavens helped to pave the way for the final 
form of Greek belief as to the future life. 

ARTHUR FAIRBANKS. 
Towa STATE UNIVERSITY. 

ENGELMANN’S ARCHAEOLOGICAL 
STUDIES ON THE TRAGEDIANS. 

Archdologische Studien zu den Tragikern, von 
RicHarp ENGELMANN, mit 28 Abbildungen. 
Berlin, 1900. 6 Mark. 

Tr main part of these studies consists of 
an investigation of the relation of extant 
representations of certain Greek myths upon 
vases or other works of art to the plays of 
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Sophocles and Euripides that dealt with the 
same subjects—the “EXevys dratryots, Lao- 
coon, Sxvpior, and Tyro of the former, and 
the Alemene, Andromeda, Meleager, and 
Stheneboea of the latter. Some of the scenes 
on the vases are evidently derived from 
dramatic representations; in other cases 
they only illustrate the form of the myth 
current at Athens in the fifth century. The — 
author’s interpretations are probable, and 
the inferences he derives from them reason- 
able ; so that his work will rank as a serious 
contribution to the recovery of the plot of 
the lost tragedies. 

In another matter, on which he touches 
incidentally, his suggestions are more open 
to dispute. He thinks that the columns 
which form the background of some scenes, 
and which are sometimes made use of, e.g. to 
bind Andromeda to, are reminiscences of the 
columns of the proscenium, and that when 
posts or trees oceur in a similar position, 
they may have been, at the performance of 
the play, fixed in the sockets provided for 
the temporary wooden proscenium. It would 
follow that the place of the actors was before 
the proscenium, as Professor Dérpfeld main- 
tains, not above it; and those who accept 
Professor Dérpfeld’s theory will doubtless 
welcome Dr. Engelmann’s suggestions on 
this matter. They do not, however, really 
supply any cogentarguments. Columns, as 
a background, are common on vases of all 
periods, to indicate the presence of a house 
or temple ; and, even if a stage setting is in 
the mind of the painter, columns occur as 
part of the scenaas weil as in the proscenium. 
Tt will hardly occur to anyone accustomed 
to the conventions of vase-painting t 
suggest that the size of the columns repre- 
sented, in relation to the figures, implies that 
the painter intended to indicate dwarf 
columns, such as those of the proscenium. 
And, as to the binding of Andromeda to 
columns, we find Prometheus and Odysseus 

bound to columns instead of to a rock or 
to the mast of a ship on black figured vases, 
where no influence of dramatic representa- 
tions is possible. 

E. A. GARDNER. 
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To the twelfth volume of the Harvard 
Studies in Classical Philology a special in- 
terest attaches. Its contents consist of 
contributions, twenty-five in all, from 

‘former pupils or present colleagues of 
William Watson Goodwin, Eliot Professor 
of Greek Literature Emeritus, in commemor- 
ation of the happy completion of fifty years 
since he received his first degree in Arts 
from Harvard College, and of forty-one 
years since he became Eliot Professor.’ The 
volume, which runs to 352 pages and has 
several illustrations, is fitly introduced by a 
congratulatory epistle in Greek and the 
following graceful epigram : 

a , Pic 9 ae ‘\ > / , / 

Xaipe, wdtep ey’ apiore Kal edpevews Tade SéLaue 
KapTov col depopev cov aro Putahiav. 

SEN INE ee ir ile toe , 
qpeets yap we pidnv veapot xept xeipa AaBovtes 

‘EdAddos evav6 yatay adixopeba. 

Among the contributors are a number of 
the best known classical scholars of America, 
including two of the associate editors of this 
Journal, Prof. J. H. Wright and Prof. W. G. 
Hale. The majority of the papers deal, as 
is natural, with Greek subjects, but some 
seven with Latin ones. Their contents 
appeal to very various interests—critical, 
grammatical, literary and archaeological. 
Professor Goodwin’s many admirers upon 
both sides of the Atlantic will be glad that 
a personal tribute to their friend is a gather- 
ing of so much learning and scholarship. 

We are glad to welcome the beginning of 
the St. Andrew's University Publications. 

NO, CXXXVII. VOL. XV. 

The first number is by Professor Lindsay 
and on Vonius Marcellus, a subject which he 
has made his own. In it the contents of 
the De Compendiosa Doctrina are dissected, 
and the method of its composition, a purely 
mechanical one, revealed. Prof. Lindsay 

thinks that the order which the com- 
piler followed in quoting from the texts of 
republican authors should be followed for 
the future in citing their fragments—a pro- 
cedure which would at once give us a fixed 
order in place of the present haphazard 
arrangements, 

Most of our readers will have noticed 
with curiosity and concern the strife which 
has been raging in Athens on the question 
of the translation of the Greek Scriptures 
into the modern vernacular. With the 
pcelitical and religious factors of the dispute 
we have here of course nothing to do: but 
on the linguistic and literary side, it may 
be observed, the outbreak is significant. 

Modern Greece is being rudely awakened to 
the fact that for ner too, as for the rest of 
the world, Ancient Greek is a dead language. 
We may well sympathise with her in her 
distraction and in her gallant efforts to 
keep up the connexion with a glorious past. 
But none the less does history warn us 
that the only wholesome influence which the 
past can exercise upon the present is 
through thought and not through speech : 
and the sooner Romaic, which is a language 
with great potentialities, comes to its rights, 
the better will it be for literature and 
scholarship in modern Greece. 

FF 
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GRAMMATICAL NOTES FROM THE PAPYRI. 

(Continued from p. 38.) 

To secure greater completeness, I have 
included notes from two old collections of 
papyri, the Turin Papyri (abbrev. TP), ed. 
Peyron (1826), and the Leyden Papyri (LP), 
ed. Leemans (vol. i. 1843, vol. ii. 1885). 
The Berlin Papyri (BU) are brought in as 
far as no. 901 (vol. iii. part 7, July 1901) ; 
and the non-literary texts from the new 
Ambherst :Papyri, part ii (AP) have been 
used in the proof stage of this article. 
Further illustrations are secured from vol. 
iii. of the Znscriptiones Maris Aegaei (IMA, 
as before) ; and from Letronne Recueil des 
inser. grecques et latines de  Lgypte (1842) 
(Letr.) Deissmann is now quoted by the 
pages of the English edition, Bible Studies 
(Clark, 1901). Other abbreviations are as 
in the first part of this paper. 

ADDENDA TO THE ACCIDENCE (Pp. of the 
February C.2.) 

P. 316. Further exx. of elided vowels 
written asin Latin may be found in IMA 
iii. 10, 47, 48, 202, 211, 212. 

32a. In LP 6 (2/ B.c.) ocuverayne supplies 
a yet earlier ex. of the irrational c adscript. 
There is a fine consecutive specimen in BU 
883 : dxra, ovAqe daxTVAW TpwTwL. 

ib. Late exx. of 6 édv in LP a (3/4), AP 
83 (do.), 146 (4/5). In LP » (also 3/4) 6 av, 
etc. frequent. Note AP 85 (1/) éeav d€ 7 
aAXa éav araitnGGpev. 

326. av=éav in AP 43 (2/ Bc.) av..py 
aro0au. 

ib. On aspiration in ros, idtos, etc., 

see now Thumb, Die gr. Sprache im Zeitalter 
des Hellenismus (1901) p. 64 (henceforth 
cited as ‘ Thumb’) ; also Meisterhans * 87. 

33a. xa’ éros add TP 13 (2/B.c.). ed’ 
érn IMA iii. 331 (2/8.c.). Add to this list 
peOoropivns Hud. (2/ B.c.) ter, adpéotadrka 
IMA iii. 91 (2/ B.c.), evveaxatdexéerys tb. 1064, 
ef tons ib. 1232, edropxodvr. AP 68 (1/) OP 
240 (1/), (and é¢’ aidv’aidvos LP w (2/3), 
ep efovoia AP 83 (3/4): the last two are 
presumably mere freaks. So is éf’ dvw evi 
BU 882, where év/ doubtless casts its shadow 
before. 

ib, et pyv also AP 68 (1/). 
ib. Many more exx. of oieis, etc. from 

documents dated B.c. might be given, but it 
is hardly worth while. 

ib. To the exx. of a for av add aroyevynrov 

LP w (2/3), ’Ayovorwy AP 140 (4/). Cf. also 
éyapic7t for evy. BU 843 (1/2). See 
Meisterhans ® 154. 

336. Thumb p. 71 quotes Baépaxos, xibov 
and xv@pa as Ionic forms in the Kowy. To 
my exx. add x6a[va OP 298 (1/), c@évvov BU 
843 (1/2), xv@pa AP 125 (1/). 

ib. Two additional exx. of the spelling 
Aeyedv in Letr. 340 (2/) and 379. BU 899 
(4/2) has Neytdvws (gen. sg.). 

ib. Parallel with rapetov (the coalescing of 
-two i- sounds) are iyeia AP 133 (2/—also 
byetas) IMA iii. 324 (2/), 1084 (2/1 B.c.), 
1085, 1086, LP w (2/3); also wei (p. 36a), 
for which add LP w (2/3). Cf. diacety for 
-ceiew in LP g (1/ B.c.). Topretoy still in 
AP 53 (2/ B.c.). 

P. 34a. Other exx. of Ay. from 2/8B.c in 
TP 1 and 4; but in 3 we already have 
Ajnpwouat. In AP 35 (do.) rapddAnpww, but 
avTiAnwews. 

ib. -apyos and dpyns. Add for -os vopap- 
xos Letr. {300 (but TP 1 (2/ Bc.) and AP 
92 (2/) added for vozdpyys), ppovpapxos LP g 
(1/ B.c.), yupvactapyos AP 130 (1), ete., etpy- 
vapxos IMA iii. 526. For -ys, ’Aowdpxns 
IMA iii. 525, 526 (2/2), tmmdpyns TP 2 
(2/B.c.), OnBapyns Letr. 26 (2/ B.c.), “Apa- 
Bapxns Letr. 380, odaipepxns Letr. 311, 
peraAAdpxn (sic—a gen. wanted) Letr, 415 
(1/), eipwapxn (sic) BU 899 (4/2). In AP 
139 (4/) kdépapxor and -as. 

ib. “Aypirma gen. AP 75 (2/). 
ib. The gen. -viys comes also in AP 104 

(2/), 141 (4/), BU 888 (2/) and IMA iii. 
326 (2/). o7e(pns appears in Letr. 16 and 
340 (2/), 415 (1/), and 479; apovpys AP 68 
(1/), 88 (2/). On the other hand we have an 
ex. of -vias in IMA iii. 325 (2/). The 
Egyptian name Tdéyvofa makes gen. in -as, 
BU 883 (2/): ef. Avddas and Map6as in NT. 
In AP 97 (2/) we find iepecys. 

346. Other late exx. of @e¢ in LP v (3/4) 
bis and w (2/3). 

ib. From xods the dative yoi oceurs in 
IMA iii, 248 (2/B.c.). The analogy of Bots 
worked early on this word: see Meyer * 
419. 

ib. In stating that I had not met with 
vocatives such as xvpt, I ought to have added 
that Hatzidakis /.c. does give an ex. of xvpu, 
together with several proper names. The 
fact remains that there are scores of papyrus 
exx. for xvpuc. I can now quote ’AAvr, 
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which Letr. gives (under no, 221): he prints 
it (News col advmi, but the parallels demand 
a propername.! I cannot feel satisfied with 
this ‘simple’ explanation of H. : the rarity 
of the voc. in -v is a real difficulty, and the 
Latin analogy would only hinder the de- 
duction of a nom, -is, except in the case of 

“nouns in -dpis. Brugmann harks back to 
Greek proper names like "AXecéis, Zevéts. 
Neither scholar gives any help for the neuter 
-w. We have in any case to assume a very 
wide extension from a small beginning. 
Among sundry additional exx. of this form 
note the name Srpovety (-iv for -‘ov) Letr. 
90, from 1/8.c. ; also kipus AP 102 (2/). 

ib. For ace. pl. in -es add récoapes LP v 
(1/8.c.)and zavres LP u (2/B.c.) besides many 
later exx. See Thumb 230, who agrees with 
Kretschmer in making this start from the 
N.W. Greek, presumably through the 
medium of the ‘ Achaean-Dorian Kow7y.’ 

ib. Add for ace. sing. in -av yupvaciap- 
xncavrav IMA iii. 104 (Roman), pnrépay id. 
897—also BU 843 (1/2) and 874 (Byz.).— 
avopav 1b. 900, Swrppav ib. 905 (very late), 
yovaicay 7b. 909. Cf. “EppoxAnvy OP 300 
1/). 
35a. Gen, pl. in -€wy were perhaps helped 

to extend by the analogy of BacwWéwv and 
moAewv. Thus PBdraBéwv TP 13 (2/B.c.), 
avOéwv LP w (2/3) quater. From mjxus we 
have in 2/8B.c. zyxewy LP m and ryyév (as 
Jo 21%) TP 1 bis, LP w: see W. Schmidt 
Josephi eloc. 498. We must put with these 
other open forms éorewv IMA iii. 221 
(iambics, Doric), and the exceedingly com- 
mon xpucew, etc., which sometimes alternate 
with the contracted forms in the same con- 
text, as IMA iii. 1073 (1/ B.c.) and LP « 
(3/4). (Oaréwy appears thrice in N.T. with- 
out variant, doréa once, but daroiv.) We 
may fairly assume that the appearance of 
these open forms is due to Ionic influence on 
the Kowy: since here Ionic agreed with 
many other non-Attic dialects, Thumb’s 
third rule (p. 242) would make the preva- 
lence of uncontracted forms natural. 

ib. From dpéap comes dpyrds Letr. 12 
(2/): see Brugmann Gr. Gr.* 61. 

ib. In LP w (2/3) yxpuojy 7) dpyupjv. 
ib. Add for jyucus the dat. jutro IMA 

iii, 168 (1/8.c.). In jpuoctas BU 860 (3/) c 
_is presumably for e. In AP 59 (2/ 8.c.) 
jpiovy does duty for a feminine, or perhaps 
for the neuter quasi-noun that is always 
found when » + } arowrae appear. 

1 See the whole inser. in Reinesins Synt. p. 243, 
or Osann Syll. p. 425. They are followed by the 
Thesaurus s.v. The parallels for the constr. of 7Aews 
are discussed below. 
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ib. The indeclinable rArjpys seems to appear 
as early as 2/ B.c.in LP c¢ papoedretov (sic !) 
mAypys. Jannaris adds BU 8 (3/) and 270 
(2/). I cannot find rAypys in 8, and in 270 it 
is not conclusive, as it stands by itself at 
the end of the papyrus, added by another 
hand. It occurs in AP 150 (6/) eis tiv 
cvwvapecacay jpiv ty.v TANpys. 

356. To comparatives add pedavwrepov LP 
x (3/4). 

ib. déka dvo in AP 47 (2/ B.c.), LP o (1/ 
B.c.) guater. In BU 881 (2/) one hand 
has deédexa and another dexadvo bis. On 
this type see Thumb 81 f.: he denies its 
Doric origin. In BU 887 (2/) note e€ kai 
dexarys, AP 43 (2/ Bc.) tpeurxardexarne bis. 

ib. An ex. of dvetv as late as BU 256 (2/). 
See Schmidt Josephi eloc. § 40. 

ib. To Dieterich’s citations (p. 190) add 
BU 899 (4/ 2) Tap éxov. 

ib. Augment and Reduplication. 7Bovropnv 
IMA iii. 91 (2/Be.); danvddxnoas LP p 
(1/ B.C.) ; arexateota6y Letr. 525 (2/). In- 
correct treatment of verbs derived from com- 
pounded nouns: zpoeordryce IMA ii. 331 
(2/B.c.), éveexAnpatoypadyxevaa LP a (B.c.). 
Dropped augment (redupl.): dépoddynoar 
AP 66 (2/), ofeAay AP 110 (1/), ab., avuko- 
ddounoe Letr. 49 (2/) and diotxovoyjby LP w 
(2/3), peOeppnvevorar ib. and pebepynverpéeva 
LP v. (3/4—ef. Le 2477 diepujvevoer), dvo- 
paca 2b. dveyepOy LP uw (2/ B.c.—cf Jo 618 
dueyetpero), erawjobar IMA ui. 247. Cf rapw- 
paxeva. LP w (2/3). In OP 2387 (2/) eupevy- 
kevat is probably a slip. 

36a. AP 93 (2/) has xaratdypatos from 
KaTeay)LO. 

ib. To the irreg. aorists add ectpapevov 
IMA iii. 119 (Roman), ete., and exouicov 
OP 300 (1/). Irreg. o in the perf. pass. 
in zézpactat BU 887 (2/), éumérpnora (as 
Hdt.) BU 890 (2/), and pebeppyvevorar 
(supr.). Additional exx. of yevajeros need 
not be recorded. 

ib. Two more exx. of 3 pl. pf. -av from 2/ 
B.C.—kexuplevsay TP 1 and eiAndav LP bd. 

ib. Miscellanea. éxireXécovta LP 6 (2/ B.C.) 
as in NT etc., and sometimes even in 
Attic. In LP a (3/4) droyee, eriyee, rapayee, 
with &vyeov and ékyeov, imper. Jb. the late 
verb févvurat (formed on analogy eoBeoa: 
oBevy = eleoa: Cévvupt). 

366. Note BU 892 (3/) édvve. 
ib. AP 86 (1/) and 92 (2/) have pera- 

wr bodr. 
ib. BU 890 (2/) has fut. tregouefa to 

match treyw. 

37a. For Baorag. add AP 77 (2/). 
ib. For the perf. dyefoya add LP 6 (2/ 

B.c.). The curious form diayewxa occurs in 
F F 2 
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Letr. 84 (1/8.c.). The former is identical 
with the Boeotian : the latter can hardly be 
a genuine old ex. of Attic quantity-meta- 
thesis—if only because ayyjoxa is apparently 
not old,—and is perhaps due to the analogy 
of avewya. 

ib. From évakeifw we have in OP 294 
(1/) the curious perf. évjAera (intrans.). In 
BU 890 (2/) éuapexa, with the correct form 
by another hand. 

ib. For weiv add LP w (2/3). 
ib. For tivvw add BU 896 (2/). 
aay, M2 118) (2/ B.C.) shows éojpavey but 

émuonpnvat. Un-Attic forms with a are 
found in pudvaytes TP 35 (2/ B.0.), tpooxabapys 
LP a (3/4). 

ib. For éorixa add xafeotaxévar TP 1 and 
avveoraxotos LP b (both 2/ B.c.). 

37). Additional -w forms are kaftoravo- 
péevors IMA iii. 168 (1/ B.c.)—the inser. has 
Dorie traces—dides LP v (3/4). For 8.807 
note Brugmann’s citation from Herodas 
(Gr. Gr.3 62). In LP v (3/4) tv’ dzodois 
occurs. 6:d07 indie. in AP 132 (2/). 

ib. amoddvac may be paralleled by zapa- 
ordvat in LP w (2/ B.c.), both by analogy of 
present. For -8éva. add BU 884 (2/3) dis, 
AP 77 (2/). 

38a For civé add LP w (2/3) jrwcay, x 
(3/4) aro. Additional exx. for €orw and 
cpp. need not be given. The passages I have 
cited for jv=j. have some bearing on 
Deissmann’s assertion (p. 201 n. 4) that kav 
déov Fv BU 300 and éav de py evpy BU 48 
are cases of édy ec. indic.: of course the 
context must decide in each case, but it is 
at least not a matter of ‘changing jy into 
ju, for the two are proved equivalents in 
carelessly-written documents. The context 
in 48 seems to me in favour of évy : in 300 
the writer has thrown a number of aorists 
among the futures, which might possibly 
be held to justify our correcting the futures 
and keeping jv. But Wilcken’s corrections 
seem more satisfactory. A probable addi- 
tion to my exx. may be seen in AP 65 (2/) 
iva pay. . Cxor.. GAN’ e&v pou. A lacuna 
after @yor makes the constr. open to doubt. 

II.—Synrax. 

It should be remarked in advance that 
these notes aim at completeness even less 
than those upon the Accidence. In reading 
the papyri, and those Common Greek in- 
scriptions with which I have had time to 
supplement them, what has caught my eye 
has been mainly that which in some way 
illustrates NT Greek, whether it deviates 
from classical usage or not. 

THE CLASSICAL REVIEW. 

A.— Nouns. 

Numper. The history of the Dual in 
Common Greek is of course like that of 
snakes in Iceland. The growth of the use 
of a plural verb with a neuter plural 
subject may be illustrated from the papyri. 
Thus xar7x6noav 7a yeypappeva BU 592 (2/); 
Srws Ta TaLdla...dvactpapoow AP 131 (2/); 
Ta radia pov drodnmoto. BU 801 (2/); e 
dv mapeéKewTo Ouxatopatrov TP 1 (2/B.c.)—the 
same phrase is repeated shortly after with 
mapéxetro. On the other hand in the second 
vol. of OP the editors note oikiay kat aidjv 
& fv 274 (1/), (6a) Gvyopaxoivra evdidwow 
(1/—a scholiast), zpoBara & veunoerat (1/). 

Cases.—NoMINATIVE :— Under this head- 
“ing one or two rather miscellaneous matters 
may be set down. The omission of the 
subject in a standing formula perhaps 
justifies inserting here a phrase which illus- 
trates Mt 1622 (Gen 437, 2 Sam 207°—ef. 
1 Chr 1119). Letr. 221 (4/) ‘News apiv 
TlAdrwy Kat évradéa shows the subject, which 
obviously could not have been omitted ; but 
L. (ii. p. 286) quotes another inscr. fAews 
cot ’AXivu! ‘(Sarapis) help thee, Alypius,’ 
and in 557 (on the facade of a temple) 
tXews coi, “Eppetas vidos “Eppoyévous, kat 
“HpdkAeios adeXdos. The step from this to 
the deprecatory use in the Biblical pass- 
ages is like that in our vernacular ‘ Lord ’a’ 
mercy !’ 

In BU 843 (1/2) yovdokew (!) ce OeAw dre 
xapis tots Oeois txapyy eis "ANeEavdpeav && 
neepes (= -ats) ‘thanks to the gods I 
arrived.’ In Rom 6!" ydpis 76 Ged Ore 7jT«, 
but the parenthetic phrase of the papyrus 
resembles the parataxis in 1 Co 141%. But 
I must not anticipate the Verb section. 

AccusaATIVE :—Cognate, not very common. 
BU 146 (2/3) ody 6dtynv Cypelav prow ECnptw- 
cdpnv. Letr. 70, 79, 92 (1/ B.c.) mpookvvety 
Thy Gedy. . 7d Tpockivyua twos. Double acc., 
of different kinds, IMA iii. 1238 (Xtian) 
evopkilo tas tov Gde epertara avyehov pup Ths 
more ToApy . . BU 242 (2/) pe eretoato UBpw 
tiv dverdrnv. Note that zpooxuveiy takes 
ace, constantly in Ptolemaic inser.—cf. also 
LP wv (3/4) bv was Geds mpookuvel Kal was 
Saipwv picoe—never dative, as often in 
NT. Extension of Time. TP 1 (2/ b.c.) ob8evos 
GmhOs euromoapéevov Ta Tooatta ern. A 
50 (do.) réxovs didpaxpous THs pvas TOV pve 
éxactov. BU 180 (2/) (ianperetv) tocotrov 
ris otpateias xpdvov. BM 286 (1/) Bovddpeba 
pucbdicacOa rap’ ipov povov 7d evertos OySoov 

1 Ste leg.—See above, in the Addenda to p. 348, 
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é€ros: contr. BM 438 (2/) B.u. pds povov 7d 
k7.A., also 314 (2/), 350 (3/); Bip. eis ern 
tpia BM 168 (2/), 335 (2/). To wapdv ‘at 
present’ occurs in BU 22 (2/). The acc. of 
direct object is found with xopapyo AP 
33 (2/ B.c.), evdvouac OP 285 (1/), duvype BU 
543 (1/ B.c.), 244 (3/), ete., zpooxvra and 
d¢picow (above), and yyorevw OP 1 (2/3—the 
‘Logia’). In this last (éiv wy vnorevdonrae 
(= -e) tov koopoy) the high authority of 
Drs. Lock and Sanday (Zwo Lectures, pp. 
19, 25) supports the emendation rod xécpov, 
the phrase in this form occurring in Clem. 
Alex. That the ablative gen. is natural 
here cannut be denied ; but the grammatical 
nearness to Mt 5°, of rewavres kat diupavres 
THY Sikavoosvyv, is so strong that I hesitate 
to accept the change. 

GENITIVE :—(a) Genitive Proper. 

With Verbs:—BU 113 (2/) ETLTVXOVTES dio 

TAS “Pwpatwv modertias Kal évyapiav: note 
the curious change of case.  dvti\apBdvopar 
takes gen. in BU 168 (2/) bis, LP e (2/ 8.c.); 
emyeAopar saepius; auehkO AP 135 (2/) ; 
aroxaopar AP 68 (1/) ; é&eragw AP 79 (2/) ; 
xen@o in BU 37 (1/). év@vpodua, which 
takes acc. in Mt 17°94 has gen. BM 42 
(2/ B.c.) oe d& und’ evrebvpqabar (sie Tey., 
Tod mapayevéobar. dpovti~w has gen. Letr. 
12 (2/), but in 25 (2/ B.c., the Rosetta) 
dp. trép tov avyKxovrwy. Parallel is the 
phrase pve(av rovetcGar, BM 42 (2/ B.c.): 
so Rom 1°. It seems probable (so G. and 
H.) that weiapyo takes gen. (like words 
of hearing, unless it is abl. on analogy 
of #rtac6ac twos, Brugm. Gr. Gr.’ 396) 
in OP 265 (1/) 60a det rebapyeiy yapernv 
yuvaika avdpos. In Ac 57°32 2721 x, takes 
dat., as in classical Greek.  xidvvetw 
has gen. (rod py éxev) Letr. 26 (2/ B.c.). 
Like the gen. of possession with ciyé (Ac 
27°8 ob ciui) is Letr. 25 (2/ B.c.) rév Gedy dv 
ieparevovor, unless this is merely attraction. 
So OP 246 (1/) koopytevoavti tis 7OX<ws. 
Price, as BU 248 (2/) recov miumpackera, etc. 
Place, vorov, ios, ete., passim; but BU 
393 (2/) rH amd vorov Aavpa. Time, also very 
common: érovs ‘within such-and-such a 
year, passim. BU 37 (1/) otdas zs adrod 
éxdorns wpas xpyluor. BU 246 (2/3) vuxrds 
Kal ypepas evtvyxavw TO OeG strep par. 
Thing on account of which (essentially like 
that after words of accusing) IMA iti. 910 
@. tiv €avtod yvvaika...otopyns Kat Kadoxa- 
yabias js eoxev is eue adypouoer: cf. eracveiv 
twa twos, WM 254. 

With Nouns :—This hardly needs _ illus- 
tration. There is a marked objective gen, in 
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LP 6 (2/ B.c.) ds 8800) cou... véxny Kpdros THs 
Oikoupevns Tao7S. 

(b) Ablative Genitive. OP 237 (2/) ade 
NéoOar tas Ovyarepas dv wav. Also tovrwv 
ageXe LP s (2/ B.c.). In LP 6 (2/ B.c.) e’s 
TO pnbev tov dvayxatwy Aas bortepetv, and 
again eis ro pybev yas tov Sedvtwv eyhureiv. 
Here pe is best taken as an internal 
accusative (like 60a with zeapyev in OP 
265 above), and the gen. depends on the 
verb. An interesting ex. of the abl. of 
comparison is cod mpdtos cium LP w (2/3), 
like Jo 1% (cf. what is said on zpdrepos 
below. ) 

(c) Genitive Absolute (classed apart with 
Brugmann Gi. Gr. 523.) The wide exten- 
sion of this construction is a feature of the 
Kowy. It is often used (as in NT) where 
another case of the participle would fit into 
the construction of the sentence: e.g. OP 
237 (2/) yn eveyxavros thy UBpw 7H... eEovola 
Kexpyjoar, Where evéyxavra would be correct. 
BU 884 (2/3) SaBivov eyo xaréoyov ds éuod 
KataBatvovros. AP 30 (2/ B.c.) duotws Kat 
KovdvAov (se. mpookdyfevtos) zpocenapriper 
(for KovdvAos). Long narratives are some- 
times carried on with a succession of geni- 
tives absolute. The gen. abs. without sub- 
ject expressed is very common: e.g. AP 65 
(2/) etrovrwy py exerv. 

Dative :—(a) Dative Proper. With é- 
tuyxavw BU 168 (2/) ete.—pookaprepo OP 
82 (3/) ete.—xopilo BU 248 (2/)—érurpérw 
OP 237 (2/) (followed by an apparently 
superfluous ézt before the object zpévorav) — 
tpoapepopat BU 747 (2/)—eveadetv rut dovov 
AP 66 (2); ev. twi oddev AP 103 (1/), ete.— 
evxepeiv AP 136 (3/). With adjectives 
OP 82 (3/) évoyos «tyy TO dpxw (recurrent 
formula), OP 234 (2/3) Atkov dpoBw ‘ of 
the size of a pea.’ For the person for whom 
Letr. 19 (2/) evdédmevos pow téxvois; LP b 
(2/ B.c.) dvvyocopecba tiv Netoupyiay TH Sapd- 
meu emitedev; Letr. 25 (2/ B.c.—Rosetta) 

at 0» modAGv ayafdv apynyol rac «iow. 
The use of ood in BU 865 (2/) axoovbals TH 

id|éa oor émuotoAy makes one think of the 
proethnic ro, oo. and For as genitives 
(Brugmann Gr. Gr 248, 393): cf. KrAd0¢ 
po, OP 223 (Homer), xrXtré por OP 214 
(Epic). But we should need a number of 
exx. to be justified in accepting a genuine 
survival in the Kowy: the present ex. may 
well be a’ mere dapsus calami. (That the 
analogy of these old forms did to some 
extent stretch the-functions of the dative 
seems probable: see the exx. in Kiihner- 
Gerth § 424 anm. 1 ¢.) 
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(6) Locative Dative. The old pure loca- 
tive of place still survives in Letr. 220 (4/) 
Tov aywrtdatwv “EXevoive puotypiov. To the 
Greek of that time it was no doubt as much 
an ‘adverb’ as zadibev. In doyorypiv 
katak\ucbeis AP 80 (3/) the dative needs év. 
The dat. with éupévw really belongs here, as 
Ac 14% Gal 3! and OP 237 (2/) éup. tots 
evyeypappevors: the use ev tur (Ac 28°" lit. and 
Heb 8° metaph.) shows its locative character. 
In BU 98 (3/) otk euewev tH yevoméevyn peoutia 
we must choose between treating pévw like 
éupevw and recognising a pure dative, ‘stand 
fast to’: cf. WM 263 and notel. The 
locative of time (that is date, or point of 
time) appears in BU 1 (3/) yeveoious, yapors, 
BU 149 (2/5) yeve@dvous. ; 
yevecios : note how in the parallel Mt 14° 
the slight variation yeveotors yevoj.evots, 
natalibus factis, takes us into the realm of 
the Instrumental.) OP 262 (1/) éredevryoer 
Ta. éveotore ere. BU 388 (2/3) raBedAar 
dv0 éXevbepdcews Tod avTod dvopatos dSaopots 
xpovots. 

(c) Instrumental Dative. The line separ- 
ating this from the locative is often very 
hard to draw. Only the context can tell 
between point of time and extension of time 
in some phrases. Thus the standing formula 
BU 892 (3/), OP 122, 123 (3/4) éppacbal ce 
evxopat ToAAots xpovors is given as ‘I pray 
for your lasting health’: in another context 
woAAois xpovors might be ‘at many times.’ 
In Le 82? RV text has ‘ oftentimes’ (loc.) 
for this phrase, the margin ‘of a long time’ 
(instr.). This latter meaning for the for- 
mula is encouraged also by Letr. 220 (4/) 
ioTopyoas Tas avptyyas ToAXots VoTEpov xXpO- 
vos peta tov Oeiov IIAcrwva ‘a long time 
after.’ It is instrumental undeniably in 
the sing., Le 8% ypovw ixava. So AP 77 
(2/) tad IL. rerpacret on.... xpdvor.... 
emit NpovvTos. Cf. 7® xpovw ore. See 
Delbriick Grundriss § 109. Brugmann 
remarks on the nearness of instr. and 
ace. in some of these uses. In BU 843 
(1/2) ixdynv «is "Arcéavdpeay ef tuépes 
(=-ais) it is probably best to recognise 
the instr.—for which the ace. might have 
been substituted had the sentence begun 
with an imperfect, ‘I was sailing to 
A. throughout six days.’ On the other 
hand the comparison of év tpiciv 7€épats 
‘within three days’ makes the loc. quite 
possible. The instr. of reference is another 

doubtful category. BU 388 (2/) apie revte 
ovoas. BU 887 (2/) yéver Bpvyiav: cf. yever 
Ac 436 etc, and note the parallel ace. 
dvopa, yevos, apiOuov. In later Greek the 

(CE. Me 6”! rots, 
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dative greatly predominates here: see WM 
288 f. Add TP 1 (2/ B.c.)rpoBeByxoras ndn 
TOLS €TECLY. 

The idea of accompaniment, variously 
applied, lies beneath the following exx. 
BU 69 (2/) as kal droddécw co Td evyiora 
dobncopnevw durin ‘with your next wages’ : 
we may probably compare Rev 8+ tas 
mpocevxais ‘with the prayers’ (RV text, 
Milligan and Holtzmann)—RV marg. would 
make it dative proper (WM 270 and note ; 
Bousset ‘zu Gunsten der Gebete’). 

The two last quoted papyrus passages, for 
the first of which we have a parallel phrase 
with év (Le 17 2°), while for the other we 
have practically supplied civ, illustrate the 
extent to which the three elements of the 
syncretic dative run into one another when 
the preposition is not there to define the 
relation intended. May we not suggest 
that the extended use of év, hitherto claimed 
as a Hebraism, was essentially the result of 
this defining process, in the very few pas- 
sages of original Greek where an ‘instru- 
mental év’ is suspected? Cf. Deissmann 
118 ff. Speakers of Greek were certainly 
beginning to feel that they could not trust 
the dative out alone, and we can understand 

the occasional employment of nursemaid év 
in places where she would have been better 
left at home, or replaced by ovv. 

The other side of ‘ with,’ the instrument 
idea, underlies the following various exx. 
BM 44 (2/ B.c.) rau Gv wAcovaxis Kexuvduvev- 
Kos. BU 45 (3/) 79 Bia adrod éerpOev aira. 
BU 300 (2/) droxatacryot wor TH EavTod riot. 
OP 112 (3/4) djAwoov 7) tAotw e&€pxer 7) ve : 
ef. Jo 218. BU 249 (2/) rolw péerpur erep- 
Was. AP 43 (2/ B.C.) aoddtw.. péTpwr 
ducatwr. So 46 al. LP 6b (2/ B.c.) ddXos 8e 
TO pnbev exew wAyv tod Ir. OP 271 (1/) 
éfevhutnoOar adtiv trd Tov IL. tats Tov apy. 
Siaxoctats (sc. dpaxpats) kat tots toxors. The 
instrumental is of course still used with 
XpOpae. 

B.—Adjectives and Pronouns. 

Compartson.—The use of the Comparative 
as a mere parenthesis not affecting the con- 
struction, found in Mt 26°38 etc., may be 
illustrated from OP 274 (1/) cexAnpwrat trAELw 
myxXEts evvea TéeTaptov dydoov. See Schwab 
Die gr. Comparation ii. 84 tf. The compara- 
tive translated by ‘too’ is seen in the com- 
mon formula da 70 Bpadvrepa adrov ypadew 
(as in BU 69, 2/), and in BU 140 (2/) 76 
abotnpoTepov bd TOV TPO €.00 a’ToKpaTopwv 
artabev. The use of axpuBeorepov, ‘more ac- 
curately than before,’ will serve as a type of 
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the comparative without expressed objects 
BU 388 (2/) 7&e “A. cat eLeracOnoerar rept 
tovtov dxpeBecrepov. So Ac 1878 231920 
9422 2422, 

The decline of the Superlative is seen in 
the papyri just as in the Common Greek 
literature, for which see Blass NT Gr. 33, 
141 f. (L quote this with some reservations. ) 
The immense majority of superlative forms 
are elative: in this use the formation sur- 
vives without diminution in Byzantine days. 
Putting these aside, I may cite a selection 
of exx. from which we may judge how far 
the superlative has gone towards complete 
fusion with the comparative. From 2/8.c. : 
Letr. 25 (Rosetta) 6 xupudtaros Geos TOd Lepod. 
EP 12 od dzd tod Bedtiorov, ‘of the less re- 
putable class’ (G. and H.). AP 40 ras 
Kparioras (dpovpas).- THs XEtplarns- IMA i. 
155 tau ék 70d vopov peylorent. ib. ili, 322 rorov 
TOV erLTadELoTaToV kal emupavectatov. From 

2/ BU 136 zpeoBuzaroy viov. ib. 326 ov exw 
eyyora Tis duspvyos. ib. T47 tOv yap mpay- 
paTOV 70 peyorov é€oTw Kal ynousrepov. 

BU 889 (2/) &k rod wAcorov KATATETTWKOS. 
From 2/3 or 3/ BU 168 éritporwv peyote. 
FP 90 tiv ext tod Katpod eoo(pevnv) zALornv 
tei(unv) ‘the highest price current.’ As 
late as 8/ a real superlative appears BM 77 
GO puKpod eldovs ews eAaxiorov. In LP & 
(3/4) Dioseorides (1/) is quoted dpiory 7 
Aiyurria. Finally in LP w (2/3) évdogo 
(= -e) evdofordtwy, Saipwv dapmovov, ardKyre 
adkyotarov, aye ayiwv positive and super- 
lative are mixed up. One or two comparatives 
must be added. BU 332 (2/3) 6 pou ravrwv 
éotly dvaykaiorepov can hardly prove any- 
thing either way, but Blass (NT Gr. 141 n. 
3) seems to regard tWAcdtepos mavTwy as 
material. In Eud., however, (2/ B.c.) there 
are two notable passages. xa6’ dv 6 7ALos 
depopevos Tv pev Hycpav Bpaxutepay Toret THV 
O& viKta paxpotepay: if, as Blass thinks, the 
astronomer himself, two centuries earlier, 
wrote the superlative, which the sense re- 
quires, the corruption in the papyrus is the 
more striking. So again éy rau peiCover Tov 
qAtov éyAcive. But in another place év 
peiCove is contrasted with év tHe peyioryt, 
which the scribe could hardly alter. The 
number of these exx. is not great, and no 
satisfactory discussion could be attempted 

1 Since this ex. is important and also decidedly 
obscure, I complete the sentence : roAAjjs Te mpocdpias 
deomevwy (‘l. mpocedpeias Seduevov’ ed.) [ai a|marr7- 
[celts Tay OpirAomevwy TE Kuptacg Adyp. ‘For the 
most important and serious of these affairs, and need- 
ing much attention, is the calling in of sums due to 
the imperial treasury.’ The first six letters of yvnawwr. 
are marked as doubtful. 
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without bringing in the literature written 
in the Kowy. It seems fair to conclude that 
(1) the superlative, apart from its elative 
use, was dying, though not dead, in the 
popular speech; (2) the comparative had 
only sporadically begun to be used in its 
place.2 In discussing exx. alleged in the 
NT or other Common Greek books, we taust 
therefore allow the survival of the literary 
use to have quite as much weight as a vulgar 
use which can hardly have spread very far 
as yet, to judge from the paucity of evidence 
in the papyri. 

‘Duatiry.’—Closely allied to this subject 
is what Blass calls the weakening of the 
idea of duality in later Greek (Actu Apost. 
pp. 15 £). Some correct uses of dual words 
may be first noted, though of course not by 
any means all of them do much to establish 
a survival of the old rules: the use of 
éxdtepos for ‘each of three’ did not prevent 
its being used for ‘each of two.’ BU 184 
(1/) € éxarépas, THS HEV . - TASS oF uel (2/ B.C.) 
Gv ExaTEpos petro. CPR 22 (2/) eranene v 
two; but also 76 dAAo juucv. CPR 5 (2/) 

avTovs Kal éxdrepov avtav each of ‘die beide 
Verkiuter ’ (Wessely). BU 168 (2/3) ra 
ig! exarépov pepous [Acxbev|ra. AP 151 (7/) 
éxarépas @nBaidos. GH 27 (end of 2/ B.c.) 
é& évos Kal dworepou aitav (two): note here 
trois dSuaiv apparently for dudorepos. (In 
GH 29 the same two individuals, together 
with two other brothers, are referred to 
under the same formula with ézorépov.) AP 
50 (2/ B.c.) ézorepov. BU 98 (3/) ovdé 
érorepov abtav éroinaev ( = ovdeTepov)—st vera 
lectio.—TP 11 (2/ B.c.) e& adAns yaperys . . 
moyoavres erepa texva. ‘a second family.’ 7b. 
Svo puds pev.. erépas d€.. AP 88 (2/) &v 
duct Koirais.. Gv pds pey. . erépas Oe... 
BU 194 (2/) dv0, peas pev. . tHv € érepay. 
BU 5 (2/) érepov civar dpdvopoy ‘another 
Arius of the same name. AP 65 (2/) 
dixavov Tov €repov (one of two brothers) azo- 
AvOjvar éiy GdXos av7’ aitod Katactaly. CPR 
223 (2/) péxpe érépas droypadns ‘until the 
next census (lit. another).—BU 168 (2/3) 
edeyoev pre TH mpoTépa cov emioynuia évrvyxetv 
cou ‘at your former visit’ (prior to that at 
which the petition is presented). As to 
mpotepos see (against Blass) Ramsay Pau/ 
the Traveller 27 £: the argument there has 
a rather slender basis. The word was not 
at all common in the vernacular (though 
the adverb is freely used in some Ptolemaic 
pte TP 1 (2/ B.c.) Sov «iva Tpo- 
tepov. .. RL 32 and 43 (3/ B.c.) zporepov 7) 

2 See Schwab, Comparation, ii. 172-177, for some 
classical anticipations of these confusions. 
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ce. inf.). AP 66 (2/) zpdrepov in the context 
may be ‘at the former hearing,’ but the 
correctness of mporepov may be quite acci- 
dental (=‘once before’). AP 67 (3/) has 
Ta TeAevTala Tos TpoTepors puryvvvat. AP 133 
(2/) ext rd mporépw ‘at the former rent.’ 
In the indexes to G, GH, OP and FP it 
only occurs once—FP 34 (2/) kara thy tOv 
Tpotepwv éTov ovvyfeav ‘former years’ : 
mporepov occurs seven times in FP, but not 
in the other volumes, G. and H. quote 
BM 300 dzoyp. tots potépos Kabapds, 
‘returned on previous occasions as un- 
encumbered.’ 

Incorrect uses follow. CPR 223 (early 
2/) éxarépa of three (the first hand in this 
document uses éxadorn). OP 256 (1/) and 
BM 333 (2/) the same. 
B.C.) éxatepos of four. OP 276 (1/) Exarepos 
éves of three—note the curious pluralising. 
In Eud. (2/ B.c.) Blass notes ‘ confusionem 
vocabulorum éxacros et éxarepos,’ putting it 
beside that of compar. and superl. (see above): 
the sun spends so long ey éxatépwr trav 
fw.d(wv.—For dAXos and érepos note GH 23a 
THS pev pias..... 7s 8 aAdys.. BU 456 
(4/) dvo, tov pev eva..xal tov addov... 
TP 8 (2/ B.c.) vidv dvo, évos pev.. dAdov.. « 
TP 1 (2/ Bc.) pel’ Erepwv orpatwrdv. LPd 
(2/ B.C.) irép dv dv rpotdewpeba Erepwv. BU 
86 (2/) érépors tapacvyxwpovvTwv (a formula 
allowing liberty to alienate). (Whosoever 
is disposed is welcome to justify érepos by 
subtlety in these last three exx.)—On BM 
336 (2/) Kenyon observes (ii. p. 221), 
‘ auddotepor=aavtes in late Byzantine Greek 
—see Bury C.R. xi. 393—and it is possible 
that colloquially the use existed earlier.’ 
The text here has the names of five men, 
followed by dudorepor tepets. Of course only 
the last two may have been priests, but 
Kenyon suspects, for what seem good 
reasons, that they all were. If this were 
proved, it would be a tempting solution for 
Ac 191°; but Bury’s paper above referred 
to makes this use of auddrepor dubious even 
for much later Greek. 

*Tévos. Deissmann (p. 123 f) seems rather 
too sweeping in his decision in favour of an 
‘exhausted idios’ as presumable, even where 

the context does not absolutely require it, 
in post-classical Greek. There are at any 
rate plenty of passages in the papyri where 
idtos seems to have its old force. So late as 
5/ and 6/ we have CPR 30 idiav kat vopiunv 
yovatka, G 59 eis idlay Hdv Kal davayKatay 
xpecav. Note also the technical 
Aoyos (Letr. 264, AP 69 
and H. note) = the 

idtos 
(1/) see G. 

Emperor’s ‘ Privy 

GH. 23a (end of 2/ - 
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Purse.’ Deissmann’s exx. are from the 
LXX and other literary sources, with a 
reference to Meisterhans (8255); nor does 
Dieterich give any from the papyri, except 
a single (6/) example which proves nothing. 
I have not been able to find a single clear 
case of the ‘exhausted id:os’ in the papyri. 
Perhaps the best way of proving that the 
word was still very widely used in its old 
sense will be to present its occurrences in a 
large selection of papyri, such as the first 
two volumes of the BU give us. 

(1) In formulae. ois idtors daravypace 
or dvadwpacr (or rots idéors alone) BU 
282 (2/), 316 (4/), 542 (2/), (CPR 5— 
2/—etc.). 4 idia (yj7—generally in oppo- 
sition to d\Aortpia or ev BU 15 (3/), 
159 (3/), 164 (2/3), 255 (6/), 419 (3/— 
cis T. (fav Kwunv).—In correspondence BU 
37 (1/) M. Srorontt 7d idtw wAciora xatpew 
(cf. FP 110 etc.).—pépos tdiov or p. matpixoy 
i. BU 185 (2/), 241 (2/ rod é. p.), 493 (2/), 
498 (2/), 499 (2/, warpixov tdcov alone), 504 
(2/), 509 (2/).—troypaduv idia yerpi BU 304 
(Arab.), 371 (2b.): cf. 538 (2/) rod d& adAov 
idia ypappara (as opposed to signatures made 
for illiterates).—ot tdi. (relations ete.—cf. 
John 1") BU 341 (2/) d:acwbynodpevor rpos 
zovs i, and probably 665 (1/—there is a 
gap).—ra tdi BU 86 (2/), 183 (1/—same 
formula), 168 (2/3, bis), 180 (2/3), 372 (2/)— 
70 iduov BU 94 (3/), 101 (2/), 282 (2/), 538 
(2/—there may be a noun to follow), 542 
(2/), 586, 614 (3/), 616 (2/3), 661 (2/), 666 
(2/).—tStos Adyos BU 16 (2/), 250 (2/), 599 
(2/).—eis idtav pov (jpdv) xpetav BU 363 
(Byz.), 365 (7/): so AP 148 (5/) és i. pov 
kal dvaykaiav xpiav. This is the use quoted 
by Dieterich 196 (ri i. pou xp.): it is late, 
and after all it means ‘ for my own use.’—eé& 
idfov pov mépov BU 403 (Byz.), 366 (Arab.). 

(2) Miscellaneous. BU 248 (2/) wat 7a 
épya TOV duréAwr idtwv yvyoiws yeverOur ava- 
Noyovvrws ’AzroANwvior (note position of 
idtwv). ib. domep idtwv Tékvwv (a gap in the 
context). 361 (2/) éereetvar diay oppayida. 
BU 34 (an account) Todds idia: so 493 (2/) 
THs Appwviov idwov and 499 (2/) aibpiov Kat 
aivAjs tdvov. BU 371 (Arab.) éxovons tiv 
idtav wiatewv: 388 (2/3) av te tparry, TH idia 
mote mpatte. BU 424 (2/3) adda ravtore 
Ta TOV yovewy yAvyvTepa eotwy, ci py ev dia 
éuod aia cat cada. BU 604 (2/) .. Juv 
idfows dvows Kat TpL ... . BU 669 (Byz.) idia 
avdevtia opyavov eornoev. It may be added 
that we have the adverb idéws once, BU 614 
(3/) mapudv jot idiws. 

The cogency of these examples lies in the 
fact that if the index is to be trusted these 
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are all the occurrences of idios (apart from 
seraps and conjectural supplements) in two 
volumes containing nearly 700 papyri. Is 
there one example here in which the natural 
rendering is not ‘own’? Even the Byzan- 
tine use tds pov ete. does not show a 
marked weakening. I do not mean to 
suggest that this negative evidence disposes 
of the positive mentioned by Deissmann 
l.c.1; but it prevents our asserting that the 
exhausted idcos was normal, "The only 
examples of the latter which I can add come 
from IMA iii, inscriptions from Thera, 
Pholegandros and Melos. In a large 
number of sepulchral inscriptions we find 
the formula 6 deiva roy (idiov or éavtod or 
neither) warépa (etc.) adypiréev (-cwev etc.). 
For idvos in this formula I count 21 exam- 
ples, for éavrod ete. 10, and for tov rarépa 

(ete.) alone 16. Typical exx. are 894 Aip. 
Tuxaowos Tov watépa Kal EArifovoa tov tdtov 
avpBiov Trxdo.ov adnpersav—926 tov td.ov 
Opexrov, but 927 ray éavtod bpexrav—1l062 
tav é€avtov Ouyatépa....tav ddeApav—1084 
'E. trav atrovd yuvaika Kat ’O. (son of E.) tay 
patepa ©. The earliest dated inser. (1084) of 
this type is given by von Giirtringen as 2/1 
B.C. : we have idos in 1059, which is 1/ B.c. 
These exx. are of a kind to illustrate Mt 
25!4 Ac 24°4 and the of idiot dvdpes which is 
so common in the NT—not that all these 
are undeniably ‘exhausted ids’! This 
perhaps unnecessary emphasis on a man’s 
property in his near relations is after all 
very natural, and it was only when 6 id.os 
had been used as a mere formula for some 
time that its force began to suffer. To 
judge from the papyri, the first stage in the 
weakening was the extensive use of éavtod 
(e.g. the standing formula pera kupiov tod 
éavtjs avdpos) where classical Greek would 
have been content with the article alone. 
In ordinary conversation (which the papyri 
fairly represent) the usage apparently 
stopped there, but the more laboured style 
of inscriptions and of literary composition 
may well have occasionally favoured more 
emphatic phraseology in places where em- 
phasis was not really required. 

In Eudoxus there is a passage where rij 
idfac is followed by ry attq in the same 
sense, ‘ut cogitare possis de neograeco usu 
6 tos = 6 avtos’ (Blass). 

“Eavtov.—Exx. are found of éavrod used 
for first and second persons. (1) Sing? (1st) 

1 See also Meisterhans®235; Dieterich, Unter- 
suchungen, 195 f.; Schmidt, De Fl. Jos. elocut. 369; 
WM. 191 f.; Jannaris, H.G. §§ 1416 f. Krumbacher 
in Miinchener Sitzungsber. 1898, ii. 229, promises a 
full discussion by his pupil G. Schnupp. 

44] 

BU 86 (2/) owxwpa pera Tv €avTou Tehevtiy 
ToIs yeyovsow atte ek TS Ouvuv youons avTov 

yovaikos. (2nd) OP 205 (1/) pay oxdvrAXe (!) 
éarny. (2) Plur, (1st) rt 6, (7), (2/ B.c.) 
iva yewopeba Tpos TOUS Kad! éavtovs. AP 65 
(1/) ta dvvnfdpe cai tH éavtdv yewpyta 
TporKapTEpeElv. (2nd) G 30 (2/ B.C.) éz- 
perAomevor b€ Kal éavtov WW’ byaivyte. GH 
36 (1/ Bc.) ra Sada yapiloiw# Eéav7ov 
émeXomevor wv’ dvyaivnte. OP 115 (2/) 
qapnyopetre ovv <éavtovs. See Kiihner- 
Gerth p. 572, Hatzidakis 189. In the 
plural Moulton-Geden’s Concordance gives 
nearly 70 exx. from the NT; but there 
is not one genuine ex. of the singular, 
for in 1 Co 102° éavrod = ‘one’s own,’ and 
in Jo 18% it is a manifestly inferior read- 
ing. The papyrus specimens above are 
sufficient to show how much earlier and 
better is the warrant for the plural. For 
éavtav = ddAyjAwv may be quoted GH 25 and 
TP 8 ter (both 2/ B.c.), OP 260 (1/), CPR 
11 bis (2/). There are a dozen exx. in 
NT—The simple tas is substituted for tuas 
avtovs (or perhaps rather ceavryv) in OP 
293 (1/) éxucxorod bd tuas Kal wavtas Tous ev 
oikw: so AP 131 (2/) @s exovrwy (sc. iar) 
€k ToUTOU cis Has OaTavycaL. 

Airés redundant.—OP 299 (1/) Adurove 
puobyperty édwxa aitd . . (dpayyas) 7: this 
will illustrate NT exx. in WM 184. 

_ReLAtIves.—Attraction isa very manifest 
vernacular idiom in the xowy as in Attic: 
witness such uneducated documents as G 38 
(2/1 B.c.) érurrev 7 cixev paBdur BU 38 (2/3) 
davar ois eypawés por. Exceptions may be 
seen in BU 77 (2/) rév xedadaiwy & ddirer, 
ib. 156 dpovp[av| as euicobwoer. A very 
common attraction is that of the recurring 
formula BU 177 (1/) dpoupdv déxa dvo 7) 6cwr 
2. > Ss) airy 
€aV WOLV OVTWV. 

Two exx. may be given from 3/ B.c. for 
és interrogative in indirect question. PE 
30 va Enare év ois el. RL 29 ppacovres [16 
ze] aitov dvopa Kal ev qe Kwpye oikovow Kal 
eS tyov|ra. If the supplement is 
right, the collocation of 7 and rocov makes 
the last ex. very clear. Cf. Soph. Ant. 542, 
Oed. T. 1068. The converse, tis for doris,” 
appears in BU 822 (3/) etpov yeopyov, tis 
avta €A\kvon, GdAa Ta omeppara tis d.d00 
(subj.) ; so BM 239 (4/) Tivos eay xpiav EXNS- 
AP 41 (2/ B.c.) 7 ris Gv Tu ToLodTO yivyTaL—st 
vera lect. None of Blass’s NT exx. (p. 
175 f.) can be regarded as even probable. 
The rarity of both these irregularities shows 

2 See WM 211, n. 1. 
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that practically both 6s and ris retain their 
classical sense undisturbed. 

lds = any (in negative clauses).—One of 
the most admitted Hebraisms of the NT is 
that of which Mt 24” oix av éodOn aca 
odpé is a specimen (WM 214). It may be 
questioned, however, whether the ‘Hebraism’ 
here does not consist in a very slight ex- 
tension of a vernacular usage under the 

encouragement of a similar idiom in Hebrew. 
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In the papyri we have a recurrent formula 
dvev OY xwpls maons imephecews : BU 190 
(1/) and OP 278 (1/) with avev, OP 267 (1/) 
and 269 (1/), with xwpis, are early exx. In 
BU 267 (2/) al. there is the variant dvev twés 
dpdirBytycews. (Cf. also TP 1 (2/B.c) 
pndewias Kparnoews pnde Kuptetas Twos eyyatou 
meptywopevns atta.) In LP w (2/3) ovx 
avriTagerai jo. wav mvedua: but these dazo- 
kpuda borrow from every tongue. 

James Hope Movutrton. 

ON A GREEK ADVERB OF PLACE. 

THERE is a general agreement among 
scholars that ei#v, used as a preposition 
with the genitive, means straight to or 
straight towards some place, thing, or person. 
In this paper my object is to maintain that, 
though no doubt that was its original sense, 
it had lost it in the Attic Greek with which 
we are familiar. I think I can show that 
there are various passages in which it is 
very difficult to interpret it so, and that 
there is not a single one in which that sense 
is at all necessary. 

After satisfying myself that it did not 
mean straight to, 1 was inclined for some 
time to think that it meant right to, all the 
way to, as far as, differing from péypr in that 
pexpe is not further than, emphasising the 
limit, while «i@% would be not short of, 
emphasising the distance. But after further 
examination it seems to me probable that 
it means no more than eis and ézi, to and 
towards, that is, that the original meaning 
of straight to was weakened by use into a 
mere fo. 

In the Jliad and Odyssey the corres- 
ponding word is ifvs: for « there fills the 
place of ev and the Attic rule is unknown, 
by which the form in v applies to space 
and the form in vs to time. It is used 
frequently as an adverb, with no case follow- 
ing it, ids Batvew, ibds hepew, iOds payeoacbat, 
ifds pepads, ids dpoveew, and in all such 
uses the sense of straight, straightforward is 
clear. Once, and once only, we have 
perhaps idv for ius: Y 99 rod y’ i6d Bedos 
méret, where tod depends on féAos and if 
may be either really adverbial or an 
adjective used semi-adverbially as adjectives 
often are (7xw tayvs). We also find i@us 
used freely with a genitive; a 119 By 8 
ids zpobvpo.o, p 325 BH 3d ibds preyaporo, KE 
849 airap 6 BH fp’ Bis Aropndeos, ete. In 

such passages it is natural to suppose that 
idvs retains the notion of straightness, nor 
am Lat all concerned now to deny it, though 
it would probably be difficult to show that 
that sense is ever really needed. 

In the Hymn to Hermes 342 ci6i IvAovd’ 
€Adwy and 359 eis IvAov eifis eAGv7a pro- 
bably bear the same sense, and in the one 
Hesiodean passage where the word occurs 
(Shield 97 iis Exew Oodv apya) it clearly 
means keep right on, straightforward. There 
is however no genitive in these passages. 

IT see then no reason against supposing 
that in epic Greek ifvs (edd) with a genitive 
retained, at any rate sometimes, what no 
one would deny to have been its original 
meaning. In Herodotus the case is differ- 
ent. The following are all the passages 
known to me, but we have no complete 
concordance to Herodotus and there may be 
others. 

1. 207. 7 ravt6 yap avribyjcw exeive, ore 
ViKHTas TOS avTLoVpEevous elas if) THs apx7s 
THs Topuptos. 4. 120. 2 (éBovdevovro) 
TovTous pev Oi) UTayeW, WV etl TodTO TpamnTaL 
6 Ilepoys, 16) Tavaidos rotapov...bropevyov- 
TAS. ib. 4 imayew oeas i6d tdv ywopéwy 
TOV areTapevuv THY oeTépyy cUppayinV. 
4,136. 2 ediwkoy trois Hepoas ifv tod “Iozpov. 
5. 64. 2 of d€ repryevomevor arra\\dooorto és 
etyov idis exit Oeacadins (Wesseling if) ext 
@., Herwerden ifi ©.). 

So in 2, 119. 3, where the MSS. of 
Herodotus give ézt ArBins, those of 
[Plutarch] De Malign. Herod. 857 B give 
iOd ext AiBins and Herwerden suggests id 
AtBns. 

6. 95. 2 The Persians, starting from 
Tonia for Greece, ot zapa tiv iretpov «ixov 
tas veas iO tod te EAAnomovrov kal Tis 
O@pyikyns, GAN ex Sapov Sppwpevor rapa te 
*Ikapiov kat dua vyowy tov mAdov éxovedyTo. 
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7.179 6 dé vavtiKds ZépEew otparos...rapéBade 
vynvol tot apiota TAEcovanoL dexa ib SxudGov. 
8. 38. 2 of d& repreovtes (90 Bowtdv edevyov. 
Cf. 77. 21. 540-542. 9. 69. 2 of pe... 
étparovro Ou THs trwpens Kal TOY Ko\wvay 
tiv pepoveay avw i6d Tod ipod THs Anpunrtpos. 

Of these passages 6. 95. 2 deserves par- 
ticular notice. Greece was the goal of the 
voyage. Herodotus might therefore very 
well have said that the Persians sailed 
straight for Greece (i60 ris “EXAddos, accord- 
ing to the ordinary view of i) instead of 
going all the way round the coast by Thrace. 
Could he say that they did not go straight 
to the Hellespont and Thrace—which were 
really out of their direct route—but sailed 
through the islands? Must not i@v here be 
simply to or all the way to? 

On the other hand in 4. 136. 2. the point 
is made that, as the natives knew the way 
and the Persians did not, the former got to 
the bridge first. There might therefore be 
some point here in straight. 

The other passages as far as I can see are 
consistent with either meaning. There 
seems no necessity to give ifv the distincter 
meaning in any of them, and in 4. 120. 2 it 
is not much in place, but in one or two, e.g. 

1 207. 7, it may be thought to lend rather 
more colour and force. Perhaps therefore 
we may say that, though it need not surprise 
us if Herodotus’ Ionic retained the old epic 
signification in i6v more than Attic did in 
<i6v, yet the fact is by no means certain and 
in 6. 95. 2 such a sense does not seem 
possible. 

I will now put together the Attic 
passages, keeping to the end the two from 
tragedy, about both of which there may be 
a little doubt.— 

A,—ARISTOPHANES. 

1. £q. 254 

dorep Eixparns ehevyev evOd trav KupyBiov. 

2, Nub. 161 
TV VOI 

Bia Badilew ei6d toipporvyiov. 

3. Pax 68 

mOs av ror adikoiunv dv €bO) Tod Atos ; 

4, 2b. 77 

Orws reTyTE pm cvOd Tod Awds AaPuv. 

5. ab. 819 

ds xaderov ebciv jv ap’ etOd tov Ocdv. 

6. ib. 301 

dedpo ras Xéper TpoPipus evOd THs cwryplas. 
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7. Av. 1421 

pov dO) Heddyvyns rérec Oar Siavoet ; 

8. Heel. 835 

erelyecO’ evOd THs oTparnylOos. 

9. Fragm. 161 (Kock: Meineke 2. 1012) 
<2 Evans a iy 
noav evbd TOU Atovuctov. 

10. Fragm. 656 (M. 2. 1193) 

A. rot knxos; B. et0b Suredtas. 

Even if we knew what 1 referred to, it 
would probably not help us much as to ev@v. 
But 3, 4, and particularly 5 are very signifi- 
cant. There is no reason whatever why 
Trygaeus should lay stress on going straight 
to Zeus and the gods. The difficulty (5) 
was not in going there straight, as if it was 
much easier to manage by a roundabout 
flight, but in getting there at all. In these 
places, therefore, <if¥ has no such meaning. 
Nor has it in 7, where the question is, do 
you want to go there? not, do you want to 
go there straight? which would be im- 
material. The other passages do not need 
the notion of straightness, though it would 
fit one or two of them (6, 8) well enough. 

B.—Comic FRAGMENTS. 

1. Phereer. 110 (M. 2. 306) 

evGvs Auketov. 

(So both M. and K. for ev@v.) 

2. Eupolis 47 (M. 2. 441) 

oKeAn 8é kal KwAjves EVOL Toipddov. 

(Conjectural and uncertain.) 

3. Eupolis 183 (M. 2. 502) 

GAN edd Todews cir Oioar yap je det K.7.d. 

4. Eupolis 304 (M. 2. 550) 

meptjAOov cis TA TKOpOOG Kal TA Kpoupva 
kat Tov AiBavwrov KevOd TOY dpwpyatov. 

5. Epicrates 10 (M. 3. 372) 

evOd Tod Kapxynoiov 
aveXke Tv ypaiv. 

The perambulation in 4 of the market- 
stalls shows conclusively that ev here is 
only a synonym for «is. ‘Went about to 
A B C and straight to D’ would be non- 
sense. Whatever the exact meaning of 5, 
there seems no nautical point in the ypais 
going straight to the masthead. 1 is in 
Photius Lex. where the MSS. give civ; 
but, as he mentions that the werd was 
made by Eratosthenes a ground of suspicion 
against the play (MeraAAjs) and couples it 
with the ei@vs of Eur. Hipp. 1197 (see 
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below), it would appear that he must really 
have found and given ci@is Avxefov. It is 
noticeable that he explains it simply as 
meaning «is Avxeor. 

C.—TuucypipEs. 

8. 88. Alcibiades «63 tis BaoyArSos Kat 
Kavvov avw tov mAotv ézotetro. 8. 96. 3 
padiora & avrods kat dv eyyutdrov eopvBe, ei 
ot ToAEuLOL TOAPHTovaL veviKnKOTES EdOdS OHO 
ext Tov Hetpard epypov ovra veav wAew (Classen 
after Lobeck et6v; and Stahl is certainly 
wrong in thinking «dv could not be followed 
by a genitive of the person ; cf. the above- 
quoted 77. 5. 849: Herod. 8. 38.2; Ar. Pax 
68 &e.: and Plato Lysis 203 B below). 

Sailing straight for Phaselis and Caunus 
would be like sailing from London straight 
for Leith and Neweastle ; i.e. the order is 
strange in any case, but particularly strange 
if stress be laid on the directness of the 
voyage. Cf. the order in Eur. Hipp. 1197 
below. 

In 96 it hardly seems satisfactory to 
govern ofév by tov Iepaa as Stahl would 
do. If evs odédv be read, ‘straight for 
them’ would certainly make excellent 
sense, but there is no need for ev@¥ to be so 

emphatic: it need not be more than ézt 
opav or os opas. Evfis however goes per- 
fectly well with vevixyxdres, and there may 
be some other fault in the words, e.g. oddv 
for odiow. (The genitive may be due to a 
mistake about the meaning of ¢i@v(s).) In 
Ar. Hq. 311, doris jay tas ’AOnvas éxKexs- 
dyxas Body, which Stahl might have cited 
as parallel, the dative jiv naturally suggests 
itself, especially as we have yuov in the 
line before. 

D.—XenNopuon } 

1. Hell. 1. 2. 11 ewdeov 8 AéoBov wai 
‘EdXAnorovrov. (The new papyrus fragment 
has «dv: all the codices ézi.) 2. 40s Waa: 
11. dv7x6n €t0d Tvbelov. 3. Cyr. 5. 2. 37. 

aye npas d6d THv ert BaBvAdvos (Covet cid 
BafvAGvos). 

3 is different from any phrase fourd else- 
where and perhaps not right. In any case 

1 In Hell. 1. 4. 8 avixOn cbOds em) Sduou: Cyr. 
2. 4. 24 mopedooua. . evOs mpbs Ta Baclrea: ib. 
7. 2. 1 edOis emt Sdpdewy Epevye and 2 edOds em 
Sapders iyye; Ages. 1. 29 edOds em) rv Sapdiiavdy rém0v 
éxapnoe: there is no reason for taking ed@vs of place 
and not of time. I do not believe it is ever so used 
in Attic. In Thuc. 6. 96. 1: 7. 22. 3: 8. 90. 4 
ev@vs is no more really local than the English 
‘immediately above,’ ‘immediately in front.’ In 
Thue. 4. 118. 4 the sense is less clear. 
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it is not ev6% witha genitive. riv eb¥ with 
or without eri may be thought of as 
possible. 

E.—P.atTo. 

1, Lysis 203 A eropeuipny é& ’Axadnwecas 
ctf) Avxeiov thy eEw relxous in’ aitd 7d TELXOS 
and again a few lines below é& ’Axadnecas, 
qv 8 yd, Topevopar edO) Avxeiov. Actpo dy, 
7 © Os, evOY ypav. 2. Gorg. 525 4 Rhada- 
manthus dismisses a soul ev6i ris dpoupas, 
ot péANer eXOodoa dvathivar rau mpoonjKovra 
7a. 3. Theag. 129 a hvixa arobavovpevos 
new dO rod Saoviov (dnuoolov Baiter, 
Schanz). 4. Theag. 2b. D oixerat...oTpatev- 
copevos vd “Edécov Kat lwvias. 

In 2 and 4 there is no reason why civ 
should be more than ézi. The three 
examples that come together in 1 are de- 
cidedly against its meaning any more. It 
is unlikely that any stress should be laid on 
Socrates making straight for the Lyceum, 
and ¢i#) yuav points to the same sense, 
though it might be a jesting repetition of 
straight. The corruption of the text in 3 
deprives it of any evidentiary value, but, if 
e069 Tod dynwociov (or Sdypiov) is right (‘to 
the executioner’), the notion of straightness 
would certainly be out of place. It is 
strange that Ruhnken (Timaeus Eid 
Avxe(ov) could accept the old fancy that eid 
Tod dayoviov meant ‘in spite of the divine 
voice,’ a sense impossible for «’@¥ and con- 
sistent only with a misunderstanding of 
arofavovjevos new. Yet Liddell and Scott 
follow him, 

F'.— ARISTOTLE. 

No example of ei@v is given in Bonitz’ 
Index, but see Fragm. 253. 2, where the 
exact words may not be Aristotle’s. Aelian 
quotes him as saying that zetopevos épwo.ds 
THs Oararrns bY Vdwp e& otpavod paynoerbar 
aivitrerat. I do not know any other example 
of «tv following its case, and it ought to be 
regarded with suspicion. 

As far as I know, e’6¥ is not found once 
in any orator, and the only other Attic 
passages which I have to adduce are 

G'.—SoPHOcLeEs. 
0.7. 1242 

ter’ evOd mpos TH vupdiKae 
NeExn. 

H.—Eor. Hipp. 1197 
nae , eiropecOa SeoroTn 

Ne ariel : fas 686 Tiv evOds “Apyous KamiBauptias ddov. 

7 

In the Hippolytus edi@ds is certified by 
Photius, who says expressly xal Edpuridys otk 
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6pOds tiv edOds x.7.’., but, whatever his 
MSS. gave, no doubt Euripides really wrote 
what Hartung restored to him, ryv «t6t 7 

“Apyous kamidaupias 6dov, where te occupies 
the position most usual for it when a 
preposition governs two words. Observe 
that, as in Thue. 8. 88, the more distant 
point, Argos, is mentioned first, and that, 
whether we read edu or evOvs, there is no 

reason why the road’s running sé¢raight for 
these places should be mentioned. 

In the Oedipus cid, if right, as it probably 
is, (Nauck eds cis), can only mean straight. 
We may notice (1) that this is not a case of 
«v6 with a genitive: (2) that in poetry it 
is more natural for the old use to survive: 
(3) that possibly, as the passages in Xeno- 
phon also faintly suggest, there may have 
been a use of et6¥ with a preposition (€v6d 
mpos, «v6 éxt) different in meaning from 
evOv when itself serving as a preposition. 

The upshot of this examination seems to 
be that, if we take the instances in Attic 
Greek, (25 in all), of <d6¥ with a genitive, 
there is not one in which the meaning of 
straight to or straight towards is in any way 
required, whereas there are a considerable 
number in which that meaning is in various 
degrees unsuitable. It does not seem to me 
impossible that it was occasionally used 
with something of its old sense, and I would 
not deny that some of the passages above 
collected may be cases in point. All I am 
concerned to maintain is that in Attic prose 
as a rule «tv with a genitive had no such 
strong meaning, but was only another 
synonym along with cis, ws, éwi, and zpos. 
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In the lyric, elegiac, and iambic poets I 
have not been able to find it any more than 
in the Attic orators, but I should not like 
to say that it does not occur. The only 
example of «v6¥ in Theocritus is 26. 15 
patvero pev @ atta, patvovto 8 ap’ «vd Kal 
adda. The poetical diction of Theocritus is 
notoriously not very correct, and he 
obviously uses it in the sense of ev6vs, forth- 
with, as do Callimachus Hymn. Apoll. 103 
and the writers of the Anacreontea. My 
observation of the word in later prose 
writers,’ though as far as it goes it bears out 
my contention, has not been extensive and 

careful enough for use here, except in the 
case of Lucian, the most Attic of them all. 
In him I have noticed «d@v with a genitive 
in the following passages: Wigrinus 2: 
Dial. D. 20. 3 and 15: Dial. Mort. 27.1: 
Menipp. 6: Herm. 23 and 46: Herod. 1: 
Icarom. 11: Bis Acc. 8 and 12: Rhet. Praec. 
10: Peregr. 35: Fugit. 24: and I should 
say that none of them in any degree requires 
the notion of straightness, though naturally 
it would in several of them e.g. Herm. 46, 
not be unsuitable. It stands to reason that 
motion to a place very often is, and very 
often might be expressly called, motion 
straight to a place, but in such cases we do 
not therefore always call it so. 

H. Ricwarps. 

1 Axiochus (date uncertain) 364 B eddKer ovy por 
apeuevp THs evOY 5d00 amaytay autos. evOU here 
must be straight, but it is not'a preposition. Perhaps 
<kar> ev0v. 

ON SOME DERIVATIVES OF 7 éAos. 

Tue object of the present paper is to ex- 
hibit a number of passages where réAc(c)os, 
tedéets (reAjets), TeAEwS, TeAK(L)Ow, TeAcHOpos, 
mavredys, HpiteAjs, Should (I think) be con- 
nected with réAos= ‘authority,’ and not, as 
is commonly done, with réAos= ‘accom- 
plishment’ or ‘ rite.’ ! 

1 How rtéAos, which appears primarily to have 
meant ‘completion’ or ‘accomplishment,’ came to 
acquire the signification ‘ authority,’ it is not easy to 
say. Perhaps I may be permitted to hazard the 
suggestion that the meaning ‘authority’ arose from 
the referring of disputes among the people to the 
king or head-man, in whose hands would be said to 
lie the ‘ conclusion’ or decision of the matter. Fron 
this the extension to the wider sense ‘authority’ 
would be natural, if not inevitable ; and to describe 
the king himself or his representatives as 7d TéAos, 

7téXe(t)os. The transitive sense ‘accom- 
plishing,’ which is frequently assigned to 
this word, is highly improbable and always 

‘the authorities,’ would be a further easy step to 
which there are many parallels. The transference 
would be similar to that by which we use the title 
‘Great Seal’ to denote the seal’s custodian. TéAos 
would thus describe the king from the point of view 
of his judicial functions, as apx7 describes him from 
the side of those in which he takes the initiative, as 
in administration and military command. The use 
of the word to mean ‘ tax’ may have arisen from its 
employment to denote the court-fee demanded for 
the delivery of a judicial decision ; but in fact any 
dues demanded by those év réAc: might naturally be 
so-called, without a primary reference to court-fees. 
The history of the Engl. word ‘fine? (=penalty) 
affords a curiously close parallel. 
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unnecessary. The same is to be said of the 
meaning ‘fixed’ (of decrees). 

Zeds térews (Aisch. Hum. 28 rédAcov 
tiworov Aia: Pind. O. 13. 115 Zed Tere, 
aide didou kat Téxav Teprvav yAvKeiav: P. 1. 
67 Zed rédev’, aiel S& roravtTav “Apeva Tap’ 

bop | aicav dorois Kat Bactedow dtaxpivew 
érupov déyov dvOpmérwv) is not ‘Zeus the 
Accomplisher,’ an absurd title, but ‘Zeus 
the King’; ep. Aisch. Supp. 524 dva€ avax- 
Tov, paxdpwv | pakdptare, kal Tehewy TeAcLO- 
tatov xpdros (‘of all Powers Power Su- 
preme’), oABie Zed. Ag. 973 & Zed rédee, 
Tas euas edyas TéAc is a trap for the unwary ; 
the poet is merely playing on the syllable 
reA-, more suo. So in Aisch. fr. 329”Hpa 

tedeta, Znvos etvata Sdpap the meaning is 

‘Hera the Queen.’ This title of Hera has 

been connected with her patronage of mar- 

riage, as though derived from it; though 

how that office could give rise to the title 

has not been explained. The presidency 

over marriage of ‘Hera, Queen of Heaven 

and Wife of Zeus,’ needs no explanation ; 

the office could not have been assigned to 

any other goddess. The passage Ar. Thesm. 

973 ff. "Hpay te tiv teAclav | peApwpev doTep 

cixds, | ) maou ToIs xopotow eprai- | Cer Te Kab 

kj | Sas yapou pudarret, though commonly 

quoted in this connexion, proves nothing as 

to the meaning of reAcia, nor does the 

scholium ad loc. give any assistance. It 

is, "Hpa redcla kat Zeds TéAcvos érysdvTo év 

Tois yapous ds TpuTavers OvTes TOY YapLwv- TeAos 

de & ydpos. 616 Kat mporeAeia 1) Ovaota 1) mpo TOV 

ydpov yeyvopévn. This seems to mean that, 

because marriage was a téAos, therefore its 

patrons were called rédetot, ‘gods of the 

rite’ (par excellence * !). But the notion is 

absurd: Zeus and Hera were patrons of 

many other rely. The schol. seems to have 

been explaining what he did not understand. 

The title Zeds réActos has certainly no con- 

nexion with marriage, so far as we may 

judge from the passages in which it occurs. 

On the other hand reA«éa, as applied to Hera, 

probably meant what TéXeos meant when 

used of Zeus. 
That Hera’s title reAe/a was in the popular 

mind associated with réAos, ‘rite,’ I would 

not deny. It would have been remarkable 

had it been otherwise ; marriage was a réXos, 

and the goddess was its patron. No doubt 

there were also many who, whether they 

knew or not that “Hpa reAeca meant ‘ Hera 

the Queen,’ would by a similar association 

of ideas give to reAeca in this connexion the 

meaning ‘full-grown,’ since every bride was 

rereia in that sense. But that all this is 

compatible with the title’s having originally 
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meant something altogether different, few 
scholars would deny. 

It has been pointed out to me that, ac- 
cording to Pausanias, 8. 22. 2, Hera was 
worshipped at Stymphalos as wats, reAcia, 
and y7pa. The passage is to the effect that 
Temenos, son of Pelasgos, dwelt in old Stym- 
phalos, that he reared Hera, built three 
sanctuaries in her honour, and bestowed on 
her three surnames: while she was still a 
virgin he called her Girl (rapOévm pev ere 
ovon Iad/); when she married Zeus he 
called her reAcéa, and when for some reason 
she had quarrelled with Zeus and returned 
to Stymphalos, he gave her the name of 
Widow. This passage does not, I think, 
affect my contention. redefa here clearly 
means ‘ Wife’ (for which meaning of the 
word see below), and the title was no doubt 
given, as were waits and xypa, in order to 
bring the goddess into special sympathetic 
connexion with one class of her female wor- 
shippers. It was an accident, though a 
happy one, which enabled the inventor of 
the titles to select one denoting ‘wife’ 
which was already consecrated in another 
sense. Under the circumstances its adoption 
was practically inevitable. 

Pind. V. 10. 17 “HpakAgos* ob Kar’ "Odvp- 
mov | dAoxos “HBa rapa parépe redei- | a Bal- 
vow éor Here any reference to Hera’s 
patronage of marriage is irrelevant ; the 
meaning required is ‘her mother, the Queen 
of Heaven.’ The poet’s purpose is to exalt 
Hebe’s position in Olympos. 

Any god, as being possessed of office and 
authority, could be called réevos. Ag. 1432 
pa ti TéAcov THs ens matdos Aixny, | “Arnv 
*Eputv 6’, ‘that hath power to punish.” Hum. 
382 cdpjyavor O€ Kal TéAcor, of the Furies. 
Theokr. 25. 22 ’AzodAwvos...teAetoTaroLo 
Geoio. Aisch. Zheb. 166 i6 zavapxeis Geol, | 
id téAecor TéAeal te yas | THOde ye Tupyo- 
vdaxes, ‘ whose office it is to guard.’ 

Ag. 972 dv8pos reXelov OGp’ emratpwdpwpevor, 
‘the master of the house,’ ‘the husband 

bearing authority.’ (See under ravted7s 
below.) The idea that this expression refers 
to marriage regarded as a ‘ perfect condition 
of life’ (L. and §.) would have caused a 
Greek both surprise and amusement. The 
Prayer Book does not eall marriage more 
than ‘an honourable estate.’ 

Tl, 24, 315 airixa 8 aierov axe Tedewtatov 
merenvov, ‘most authoritative’ as a giver of 
omens. 

Aisch. Supp. 739 éret redeia Wijpos “Ap- 
yetwv, téxva, | Odpoet, paxodvrae mept oebev, 

add’ old’ éys, ‘is authoritative.’ So Soph. 

Ant. 632 tedelav Widov, ‘my (Kreon’s) 
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Thesm. 329 
AOnvav | edyeveis 

sovereign decree. Cp. Ar. 
tehéews 0 | exxAnoidoawey 
yevaixes, ‘with authority.’ 

A curse ora vision may be ‘possessed of 
authority. Aisch. Zheb. 832 6 pédauwa cai 
teeta | yeveos Oidirov 7 dpa. Ib. 766 réAear 
yap mwadapatrwv dpal| Bapetar xataddayai. 
In these two passages the meaning is ‘ pos- 
sessed of power to do their work.’ Jb. 695 
matpos TeAe’ apa | Enpots axAaveros op.pacw 
mpoorlaver | Néyovaa Képdos mpdtepov batépov 
popov, ‘uttering words of authority,—(to 
wit) that there is a gain better than death 
deferred.” Her. 1. 121 dys od eden, ‘a 
vision without authority.’ Anyone who 
examines this passage will see that rede 
cannot here mean ‘accomplished.’ Astyages 
believes the vision to have been already 
accomplished, so far as it ever will be, in the 
boys’ game of ‘kings.’ His point is that 
the vision had no serious meaning. In Rep. 
443 B réAcov dpa Hiv TO evimviov amroreTeec- 
zat the meaning ‘accomplished’ would pro- 
duce an impossible tautology; Plato puns 
on the syllable teA-. 

teNéers, TeAXHets—Hom. Hymn. 
Mere. 544 dovy kal arepiyecou tednevTwv 
olwvov, ‘authoritative’ for augury. Tyrt. 
2. 2 pavretas te Oeod Kal teheevt’ erea. Hes. 
Theog. 242 ’Qxeavoto, teAnevtos wotapoto. Is 
not the meaning of the puzzling epithet here 
‘ King of Rivers’! 
teheodopos (always parox.). Hom. 

Hymn. 22. 1 Ziva Oedv tov apicrov detoopar 
de pey.rtov, | evpvora, Kpetovra Teer dpov. 
Aisch. P. V. 511 Motpa...reXeogopos. Cho. 
663 éeAOérw Tis dwpatwv teAeadhopos | yuvy 
torapxos. Soph. At. 1390 pripewv 7’ ’Epwis 
Kal teAeahopos Ain (ep. Ag. 1432 wa rHv TeAeLov 
THs euAs Tatdos Aiknv, supra cit.). Ag. 996 
TeAeoPopots divats kvkKAOvmeVvov Keap : the mean- 
ing seems to be ‘speaking with authority.’ 
Ib. 1000 ecvyouar 8 e& euas | erridos Wibn 
mecelv | €s TO pu) TeAcoopor, * prove void of 
authority.’ 

7€Xe(t) 6 w.—Her. 3. 86 (of the neighing 
of Dareios’ horse) érvyevomeva dé tadta TO 
Aapeiw érehewoe pw (gave him rédos, ‘made 
him king’) domep ek cvvOérov rev yryvopeva. 
Id, 1. 120 (of Cyrus playing at ‘kings’) 6 
6€ mavra doa rep oft alybe Aoyw PBactdr&«s 
ereMewoe Tooas, ‘exercised authority.’ 
mavt eX ns.—Aisch, Theb. 118 & Zed, rarép 

mavrehes, ‘supreme. Supp. 601 dypov 
dédoxrat tavreAn Wypiocpata, ‘authoritative’ 
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(cp. 2b. 739 redeia Widos, supra cit.). Soph. 
Ant. 1163 zavredn povapyiav, ‘sovereignty 
supreme, 0.7.930 zavredys dapap, ‘ wedded 
wife,’ possessing all réXos in her sphere, no 
mere wadd\aky (cp. dvdpdos redeiov). The 
schol. refers the epithet here to the birth 
of children, todro yap réAeov ev yap (cp. 
928 yuviy O& pyrnp de Tov Keivov TéKVwr). 
But what reason is there for supposing that 
the Greeks regarded a wife as ‘incomplete ° 
until children were born? Others refer 
mavrehys to the rédyn of marriage. What is 
then the actual meaning of the word here ? 
It might, perhaps, mean ‘upon and for 
whom all (marriage) rites have been per- 
formed’; but while such a sense is unsup- 
ported and in itself improbable, an epithet 
emphasising the ceremonial of marriage 1s 
out of place. This view has been supposed 
to be supported by Hera’s title reXefa: but, 
as I have said, it has still to be shown that 
that title had any reference to marriage. 
The passages quoted above point to the 
interpretation which I have already sug- 
gested. 

Ant. 1016 Bwpot yap ipiv éoyapas Te TavTe- 
Nets | tANpers tx’ oiwvdv te Kal Kvvdv Bopas 
x.t.A. Here the meaning ‘one and all,’ 
even if possible, involves a remarkable and 
really weak exaggeration ; an epithet em- 
phasising the sanctity of the altars would 
be far more suitable. Musgrave felt this 
when, almost hitting the truth, he inter- 

preted the word by sanctissimae. I suggest 
that here again the meaning is ‘with full 
authority ’ to give omens,—‘ heaven’s inter- 
mediaries.’ 
évteAys is established 

‘holding authority’ : see Lex. 
qe eTEeAHS.—ll. 2. 700 rod bE Kat aude 

Spupys aAoxos BvAaky eAdAeurto | Kal dop,0s 
yputedns, ‘and his house without its master,’ 

lit. ‘with half its (normal) government.’ 
Lucian, Dial. Mort. 19, writes ri dyxes, & 
Tpwrectdae, tHv “HAevnvy rpoomecwv ;— Ore 
bia ravrnv, © Alaxe, améfavoy huiteAn pev TOV 
Sdpov Karadurav, xnpav O€ THY VEedyapLov yuvalKa. 
He simply transcribes Homer’s words, but 
the reversal of the order of the clauses. 
seems to suggest that he took xiteAn to 
mean ‘ half-finished,—a view which we may 
safely reject as absurd. The notion that 
the meaning is ‘ without an heir’ is equally 
baseless and improbable. 

M. A. Bayrrevp. 

in the sense 
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ON TWO PLACES IN SOPHOCLES’ ANVTIGONE. 

r > ~ A Nm” ” ? 

XO. ovKodv KNewy Kal Eraivov Exour 
a TANN Ba a fi 
és TOO’ amrepxet KeDOOS VEeKVwV, 

= i B , 
ote bOwaow rAnyetoa vorots 
»” é , > U i> 9 

ovte Evpewy erlyeipa Aaxodta’, 
> ? > , n / NA 
adN’ avrovojos Coca povn 81) 

BERD AA fi 
Ovntov Any cataByoer. 

a’rdévojsos in 821 is taken by all edd. as 
equivalent to ‘of your own free will,’ surely 
a very doubtful meaning. The word means 
‘independent,’ aud its proper reference is to 
a present discretion, not to one exercised in 

the past. Now, the punishment threatened 
by the edict, it will be remembered, was 

death by stoning; but at 760 Kreon, in a 
fit of reckless fury, was within an ace of 
causing Antigone to be put to death by the 
sword. At 772 the Chorus might naturally 
have assumed that it was now Kreon’s 
intention to inflict the latter death,—the 
more merciful one ; and if so, it would have 

been better for them to hold their tongue. 
Instead of this, they ask anxiously what the 
King’s actual purpose is, popw d€ rofm Kat 
ade Bovrcte xravetv ; Why do they ask this? 
Do they fear Kreon may still carry out the 
terms of his edict, or do they view the 
prospect of Antigone’s death by the sword 
with no less alarm? Again, Kreon, who is 

now calmer, states his change of purpose (he 
will immure her alive) without explanation, 
and the Chorus hear it without remark ; 
immuring alive is apparently the proper 
punishment to select. We shall hardly be 
wrong if we connect Kreon’s final decision 
with the well-known law prevailing among 
primitive peoples by which the shedding of 
tribal, and especially of royal blood was 
strictly forbidden. The offence entailed the 
gravest pollution, as appears (to take one 
instance from Greek tragedy) from the 
plague sent upon Thebes in consequence of 
the murder of Laios by Oedipus, who him- 
self, it is to be noted, was not put to death. 
It was no doubt for this reason that 
unfaithful Vestals were buried alive. As 
Dr. J. G. Frazer has shown in a most 
interesting and able article (Journ. Phil., 
vol. xiv. 1885), the original keepers of the 
perpetual fire were the king’s daughters, and 
the Vestals, their successors, enjoyed royal 
privileges and were treated as royal persons. 
If the suggestion made above is correct (and 
Dr. Frazer tells me he thinks it highly 
probable both with regard to Antigone and 
the Vestals), the object of placing food in 

the vault (fopBis torodrov ws ayos povov 
mpobels, 775) and the meaning of adrdvopos 
become clear ; actual killing is avoided, and 
the victim is at liberty (abrovoyos: ep. 887 
eire xpy Oaveiv, | elt’ ev roatTy Coca top Bevew 
atéyn) to commit suicide, as Antigone in fact 
does. Indeed, we may well suppose that 
this was the common catastrophe of these 
ghastly tragedies ; it was no doubt the one 
hoped for by those who inflicted the 
punishment. In any case, what had 
actually happened to the victim, no one 
could afterwards say. avrovoyos means, 
‘then, ‘mistress of thyself.’ The word is so 
strange in its present setting (it occurs 
nowhere else in a non-political sense), and 
yet so apt, that one is almost constrained 
to believe it found a similar place in older 
versions of the story when its special fitness 
was well understood. 

921 ff. 
molav wapeceAPovoa Oaypovey dikny 5 

f 
Tl xXpy pre THY OVaTHVOV és Beovs ETL 

; Ses Yes Sie es na oele ieay , 
Brera ; tiv’ aidav Evupdywr ; eel ye 07 

ie 
Ty evoeBeav edoeBodo exTyTapnv. 

Those who condemn (and rightly, in my 
humble judgment) the fantastic passage 
904-920 do not appear to have perceived 
that several lines must almost certainly 
have perished with the insertion of the 
interpolation. They stood, I should suggest, 
between 921 and 922. Prima facie it is 
unlikely that the interpolation could have 
been made without excision, but stronger 
reasons emerge when the text is examined. 
(1) When the interpolation is removed 
Antigone’s speech comes to a peculiarly 
hurried termination. (2) V. 921, which has 
the ring of a genuine line and may well 
have followed 903, looks like the intro- 
duction of a fresh topic,—the one whose 
conclusion appears at 922. (3) The question 
ti xpy k.t.X., introduced by no connecting 
d\\a reads like the natural rhetorical 
repetition of some thought previously 
expressed in other words; but if it is 
supposed, to follow immediately on 921, it 
comes in with intolerable abruptness. (4) 
tiv’ abdav Evupdxov; (923) can only mean 
‘which of my allies ought I to speak to?’ 
Yet it must be made to mean ‘whom of all 
conceivable allies ought I to invoke?’ Such 
a use of the gen. is, however, unexampled 

and unlikely, and atéav does not mean to 
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‘summon’ or ‘invoke.’ With the simple 
acc. of the person it means ‘speak to’ ; 
with an inf. added, ‘to bid.’ Two reff. are 
indeed given by L. and S. for the meaning 
‘invoke,’ but in each case an inf. is added 
and the meaning is ‘ bid.’ Moreover, there 
is no question here of other helpers than 
the gods. It seems to me probable that 
the original words were ti 6) atéddv Sup- 
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paxew ; ‘why bid them help me?’ These 
words, plainly implying that she had asked 
the gods to help her, would naturally be 
altered when that appeal was excised. The 
connexion with what follows now becomes 
clear : ‘ What use to appeal to the gods when 
they have allowed me to be called impious 
for a deed done in their service ?’ 

M. A. BayFrexp. 

APHRODITE PANDEMOS AND THE H/PPOLYTUS OF EURIPIDES, 

Evuriprpes, in the prologue to the Hippoly- 
tus, connects the story of his hero and of 
Phaedra with the erection of a certain statue 
of Aphrodite at Athens, and with the title 
or titles which this statue commonly bore. 
The statue was evidently the Aphrodite ézi 
‘Irrolvitw, a title known to us from other 
evidence. It has generally been supposed, 
and in my opinion rightly, to be identical 
with the Aphrodite Pandemos, so that 
Ilavénmos and ext ‘Imrodvtw would be alter- 
native names, or parts of a single name. 
Such, for example, is the view adopted by 
Miss Harrison in the Mythology and Monu- 
ments of Ancient Athens. Recently how- 
ever a distinction has been attempted, and 
it has been maintained that the sanctuary 
and cult of the Aphrodite Pandemos, pro- 

perly and officially so called, were different 
from the sanctuary and cult of the Aphrodite 
emit ‘Immodvtw. Materials for considering 
this question are given by Dr. Frazer in his 
commentary on Pausanias (1. 22. 1-3). 
I do not propose to discuss it here, and will 
assume, for the present purpose, no more 
than this, that between the Aphrodite ézi 
‘Inrohvtw and the title Pandemos there was 
for some reason a close association. This 
much at least the passage of Pausanias 
(which, in my opinion, presumes the identity) 
must be held to presume and prove ; nor 
indeed am I aware that it has been disputed. 
What I propose to show is, that the story 
told by Euripides is based upon this associa- 
tion; that he assumes his Aphrodite ézi 
‘Irrohitw to be at least an Aphrodite Pan- 
demos, representing the goddess in that 
aspect, and commonly connected with that 
appellation ; and that in this connexion of 
thought is to be found the solution of a 
certain ditliculty which the story presents. 

Hippolytus, says Aphrodite, is destined 
NO. CXXXVII. VOL. XY, 

to expiate his defiance of her, and the way 
is prepared : 

eAGovra yap viv IlitOéws ror’ éx douwv 
oepvav és ow Kat TéAN pLvaTyplwy 
Ilavdiovos ynv tatpos evyevijs Oaj.ap 
ae BS ; ; 
idotoa Paidpa Kapdiav Katelyeto 
» mil in , €pwre dew Tots emois Bovlevpact. 

Bi cee ety a Oa a j 
kat mp pev eAfety tHvde yav Tpoknviav, 

4 ? oa , , 

mérpav tap’ avrnv IladAddos, Katouov 
ys THade, vaov Kimpidos éyxabicaro, 
pers ee >» AiG , >» 
€pacx epwr’ exdnuov’ Inmodvtw 8 exe 

‘ ‘ > me en a f , 

70 Nourov avopalev idpicbat Gear. 
érel 6€ Onoeds Kexporiay Acizer xOova, 

i , 9 gn 
placa devywv aipatos IadX\avridar, 
kal TyVvde ody Sapapte vavaeToA€ xOova, 
eviavolav exdnuov aiveras puyiv, 
evtaida 61 orévovea KaxremAnypevn 
KEVTpoLs Epwros 7 TaAaww’ amoAAvTaL 
oy (Vv. 24 foll.) 

Phaedra gave her Aphrodite a name, dévopale 
Oeav. But what name? Not éi ‘Inrodvrw. 
It cannot be meant that she published, by 
her own act and declaration, the very passion 
which she desired to conquer, suppress, and 
conceal, Not Pandemos ; for that title, how- 
ever it be interpreted, has in this applica- 
tion no meaning and cannot be found in the 
words. Such is the difficulty. 

It has been proposed to get rid of it by so 
changing the text that the title meant (which 
is assumed to be ézi ‘ImzoAv7w) shall not be 
bestowed by Phaedra, but by some one else. 
Such is the principle of Jortin’s emendation, 

< ; 
Irro\itw 8 exe 

‘ ‘ > s e fol , 

70 ourov dvopdcovew idpicbar Geav. 

‘men hereafter shall name the statue 
the Aphrodite ézi “Imrodvtw. And on 
the same lines, though with more discre- 

Ga@ 
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tion and better taste, proceeds that of 
Meineke, dvopafov, ‘1, Aphrodite, gave the 
name.’ But not even this will pass. At 
the time when Aphrodite speaks, at the 
dramatic time of the prologue, the name 

éxt ‘Imro\vrw has manifestly not yet been 
attached to the statue; the goddess may 
intend that it shall be attached ; but this is 
not expressed by dvouafov. Moreover the 
matter in hand is the feeling and purpose 
of Phaedra, when the dedication was made ; 
if the name in question was not then given 
by her, this is no place to mention it ; both 
évondcovcw and dvouafov convert the sen- 
tence into a mere parenthesis, offensive in 
such a story and at such a point. In fact 
this road leads nowhere; the conferring of 
the name él ‘ImroAvrw, as a name, cannot, ” 
from the nature of the case, be that which 
the poet has here directly in view. If any 
way is to be found, we must start afresh. 

The difficulty arises, as I think, from the 
fact that Euripides, repeating a legend 
which, whatever it was, must have been 
familiar to his audience, has told it, as a 
poet in such circumstances would, allusively ; 
so that a certain point in it, though 
necessary and central, is not so much stated 
as implied. The legend did actually explain 
how the statue came by the description ézi 
‘TIntoliro, and how the goddess came by the 

title Pandemos; it derived both the de- 
seription and the title from a name conferred 
on the statue by Phaedra in dedicating it. 
But this name was neither éml ‘Immo\vr@ nor 
Pandemos. The name which Phaedra gave, 
but which, with only too much reason, was 
afterwards changed to another, was Aphrodite 
Endemos or ‘Love at Home’. When Hippo- 
lytus had returned from Athens to Troezen, 
Phaedra, finding that her heart had gone 
after him, and virtuously desiring to be 
rid of the passion with which Aphrodite 
had afflicted her, endeavoured to propitiate, 
and perhaps to control, the goddess by a 
symbolic offering and ceremony, signifying 
that she ealled back her errant affection, 
and bade it thenceforward abide and dwell 
in its own place. Because ‘she was in love 
with one not of her home’ (épdca epwra ék- 
dypov), ‘she set up iz her home’ (éy-Ka6icaro) 
a shrine and figure of the representative 
goddess, ‘and gave the figurea name(Hndemos) 
importing and intending that henceforth for 
ever the goddess was there fixed’ or ‘there 
established’ (év-c8ptocGar). This name in itself, 
Love at Home, sounded of nothing but 
innocence and happiness. That she gave it 
ert ‘Imrovtw ‘in reference to Hippolytus ’, 
and in the hope to cure herself of an épws 
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éxOnuwos already kindled in her heart, was 
her own secret. Thus it was that 

, ’ toa S , , 

metpav rap avdtiv Waddddos, karouiov 
Aa R eis , 

ys THOGE, vaov Kumpisos éyxabicaro, 
earn >” >” ty r4 Ld €pda’ €pwr’ exdnjov: ‘Inmodvrw 8 ere 

X ‘ > , 2 > n y 4 

TO Aourov avopal evidpdobat Gedy. 

The change, if such it is to be called, of 
dvopalev idpdcbar to avopal’ evidpdcbar is 
preferable, though perhaps not necessary. 
However Aphrodite was not to be so 
appeased or so confined, as soon appeared 
when, in the course of fate, Theseus himself 

removed to Troezen, and Pkaedra was com- 
pelled to share the city and home of Hippoly- 
tus, so that her ‘ Love at Home’ in Athens 
became an idle figure, and its title a miser- 
able irony—a connexion of thought which 
Euripides, with skilful touch, indicates by 
contriving, naturally and as if casually, to 
repeat and echo the significant word 
exdn[os : 

A la ‘ , a , 

kal THvde ody Sdpapte vavoroAet xOova 
éviavolav exdymov aivéras huyyy. 

At Troezen the plan of Aphrodite went 
victoriously forward and her victims perished 
as the tragedy sets forth. Now when all 
this came to be known, men drew from it 
the lesson which Aphrodite meant to teach, 
that She is not of this place or of that place, 
not by any title or any figure to be fixed 
here or there, in Athens or in Troezen ; She 
is of all peoples, of all places and everywhere 
at home, and Her power is everywhere under 
heaven (vv. 1-6), 

SO ols ~ ate fatty 
mohAy pev ev Bporoiar KovK avevupos 
Oca KeKAnpat Kipts otpavod 7 écw* 
oe , , >? A 

ooot Te Llovrov Teppovev 7 ’AtAavTiKOv 
vatovow «iow dds dpavres 7ALov, 

Al 

Tos pev cePovras Tama mperBevw Kparn, 
/ 7 o a 2 € cal UG opidrryu 8 door ppovotow eis as peya. 

And that Her name might remind men of 
this, and warn them to bear themselves 
humbly towards Her, they called Her 
thenceforward Pandemos ; and of the statue, 
which Phaedra had dedicated in the hope to 
confine the goddess, and had so ineffectually 
named Hndemos as pedNovons dH THs Oeas 
évdnueiv, they said that it was the Aphrodite 
éri Immohvrw, the image of One who was not 
Endemos but Pandemos. 

Such was the Athenian legend in the fifth 
century B.c., and not an ill one. It has at 
all events more religion in it, and not less 
morality, than the philosophic allegory made 
famous by Plato, and more interest than 
the curiously frigid piece of fictitious history 
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attached to Pandemos in Pausanias : to wit, 
that Theseus established the name and calt, 
in conjunction with that of Peztho, to 
commemorate his success in wooing and 
persuading all the townships (djuor) of Attica 
to unite in one common city. A marriage 
of united parishes indeed! When paganism 
was vivid, men had a notion of Aphrodite 
which certainly was not that. 

It may not be superfluous to add, since 
the Euripidean version, equally with those 
of Plato, Pausanias and Harpocration,! in 
explaining the name Pandemos puts a strain 
upon the word, that none of these stories, 

1 Connecting Pandems locally with the agora. 
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nor whatsoever others the ancients may 
have related, are relevant to the question, 
what, if anything, that title, or the descrip- 
tion éri ‘Irro\vro, really meant or properly 
was. It would be unsafe even to assume 
that the very dialect, in which these appel- 
lations were first formed, was what we know 
as Greek, still more unsafe to assume, that 
their origin was such as the Greeks or 
we should consider appropriate, or are able 
to divine. They were merely names. Of 
their beginning the Athenians, it is safe to 
suppose, knew nothing, and we are not 
likely to know, 

A. W. VERRALL. 

ON THE FRAGMENTS OF THE MINOR TRAGEDIANS. 

(Naucs’s NuMERATION.) 

Achaeus. fr. 4, 4: 
¥ oy Dy V2 , x oe ~ A 
adnv & éxaiov orépva Kal TrodGv KUTOS 
xplovev. 

Read wv 0@v kvtos (‘ the chest’). 

Fr. adesp. 497 : 

Gatis Aéyee TKakav Ppovav ovyh orever 

Read 
° , PED n apes 
dots Neyer Kak’, Gvadpovar oryy oreve. 

Fr. adesp. 112: 
= ED de ste , 
& dvotuxeiv pis Kal Kaxds Tempayevar, 
” > sf x ‘ ‘ , 

avOpwros éyévov Kai To dvotuxes Biov 

éxeidev eAafes, dbev aracw npEaro, 
tpedew OT aifip évdidovs Ovnrots zvoas. 

With this punctuation the only error lies in 
évd.dovs, for which read évedidov. 

Fr. adesp. 473: 

Geod GeXovros Twera Tavra ylyverat. 

Probably peora. 

Chaerem. fr. 13: 

Kopaow Tapav coat’ evavOy poda 
elxov, TUOnVn’ €apos exmperéatatov. 

I suggest dpatopar. 
T. G. Tucker. 

THE ‘DELIBERATIVE’ ZJNDICATIVE. 

In his paper upon ‘ Method in Study of 
the Modes’! Mr. H.C. Nutting posits as 
‘a general principle’ of this investigation 
that other aspects of the speech-form than the 
mode of the verb may be the essential features 
that convey to the hearer those ideas which it 
is generally felt to be the province of mode to 
express, ¢.g., deliberation,” taking as his text 
the mood in quid ago? ‘what am I to do?’ 
I have more than once pointed out the mis- 
chief which is caused by the use of the 
term ‘ Deliberative’ for the mood in such 
sentences: and here is another example. 
There is ‘deliberation’ indeed in the sen- 

1 Classical Review, Nov., pp. 420 sqq. 
2 The italics are Mr. Nutting’s. 

tence ; but none in the mood. The deliber- 
ation is in the question. One might as well 
say that there is an ‘interrogative indica- 
tive’ and cite as an example guis est? 
The truth is that guid ago ? asks a question 
about a contemplated future action (that 
should be or may be taken by the speaker) ; 
and it is this which the mood expresses or 
as Mr. Nutting thinks, fails to express. 
The confusion, whether of thought or 
expression, does not however matter so 
much here, as it is at least doubtful whether 
the mood in these sentences is really indi- 
cative at all. I have long suspected it of 
being subjunctive. No doubt the Roman 
of Classical times would not have regarded 

GG 2 
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it as such ; but that proves nothing for an 
earlier epoch. 

The earliest example of the idiom, ore 
presumably far older than Plautus, is the set 
sacrificial formula agone? or agon? uttered 
by theattendant before striking the victim, to 
which the set reply was hoc age: Varro L. L. 
6, 12, Seneca Rhet. contr. 2. 11. 19 ; compare 
Ov. Fasti 1. 319 sgg. ‘nominis (Agonalium) 
esse potest succinctus causa minister, | hostia 
caelitibus quo feriente cadit, | qui calido 
strictos tincturus sanguine cultros | semper 
agatne rogat, nec nisi iussus agit,’ where it 
may be noticed that Ovid changing the 
person changes (apparently) the mood. No 
one hesitates to see in e7'0 a subjunctive, and 
our ago agrees with it completely in form 
and sense ; and were ago found in a similar - 
Greek sentence no one would doubt its mood 
in spite of its ambiguous form. This idiom 
is not likely to have been a strained use of 
the present for the future, as it is strongly 
rooted in the colloquial language ; Cic. Att. 
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7. 17. 2, 13. 40. 2, Petr. Sat. 13, Juv. 3. 296, 4. 
130; and in fact we may doubt whether it 
occurs in any context where there is not a 
flavour of every day speech. The punning 
which Mr. Nutting cites from Plautus (Most. 
368) and Terence (Haut. 343) shows that the 
tomans consciously distinguished it from 
ordinary uses of the indicative and further 
that they regarded it as somewhat anomalous. 
If the ‘indicatives’ ago? and its like are 
really turncoat subjunctives, we might 
expect to find some elsewhere; and it 
appears at least possible that in certain of the 
‘loose’ uses of the ‘present indicative’ for 
the future, as after anteqguam or priusquam 
and st (‘perficietur bellum si wrgemus 
obsessos’) the real source of the looseness 
is the original value of the mood, some of 
the instances being genuine survivals and 
others, it may be, mistaken imitations of a 
type no longer understood. 

J. P. Posreare. 

THE DICTION OF THE ROMAN MATRONS.—PLIN. #PIST. I. 16. 6. 

WSILE reading Pliny’s letters recently, I 
was struck by certain points of resemblance 
between i. 16. 6 ‘legit (Pompeius Saturninus) 
mihi nuper epistulas ; uxoris esse dicebat : 
Plautum vel Terentium metro solutum legi 
eredidi,’ and Cie. de Orat. iii. 12. 45 ‘equidem 
cum audio socrum meam Laeliam—facilius 
enim mulieres incorruptam antiquitatem 
conservant, quod multorum expertes ea 

tenent semper, quae prima didicerunt—sed 
eam sic audio, ut Plautum mihiaut Naevium 
videar audire: sono ipso vocis ita recto et 
simplici est, ut nihil ostentationis aut 
imitationis adferre videatur’ (the words are 
those of Crassus). 

I was surprised that it had vot occurred 
to me before to place the two passages side 
by side, and still more so to find that no 
one of the editions of Pliny to which I 
have access quotes or refers to the words of 
Cicero. 

If we may form a judgment of the 
manner of Naevius from his ‘ Description of 
a Coquette’ in the Tarentilla, preserved by 
Isid. Orig. i. 25, Cicero’s juxtaposition of 
Plautus and Naevius shows a truer stilistic 
feeling than Pliny’s loose and uncritical 
Plautum vel Terentium. It would be 
interesting to know which of the two 
dramatists the lady’s letters really resembled; 

but there seem to be no data on which to 
base an inference. 

It is important also to know whether the 
epistles to which Pliny refers were the 
ordinary letters of correspondence or mere 
literary exercises. The preceding context 
certainly suggests the latter, as does Pliny’s 
doubt as to the authorship of the letters, 
expressed in the following sentence: ‘quae 
sive uxoris sunt, ut adfirmat, sive ipsius, ut 
negat,’ etc. Such a doubt could scarcely have 
existed in the case of ordinary correspond- 
ence. 

I am inclined to interpret Pliny’s 
‘Plautum vel Terentium metro solutum 
legi credidi’ as meaning that the letters 
made on him the same general impression 
that the conversation of his mother-in-law 
did on Crassus. As there is nothing what- 
ever to suggest that Pliny had the words of 
Cicero in mind, while his doubt as to the 
authorship of the letters, and his Plautwm 
vel Terentium, point the other way, we 

should then have independent testimony to 
the archaic flavour of the diction of the 
Roman matrons, and an indication that the 
characteristic was noticeable in Pliny’s day, 
as well as in Cicero’s. Even though the 
letters were doubtless literary exercises, it 
is natural to assume that the lady’s style 
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was coloured to some extent by that of her 
ordinary conversation; cf. the words 
of Crassus, ‘ea tenent semper, quae 
prima didicerunt.’ It is certainly note- 
worthy that she suggested to Pliny writers 
who antedated by about a century at least 
the models whom her husband followed ; 
and it is difficult to understand in what 
respect other than in archaic diction letters 
written as literary exercises could suggest 
Plautus or Terence. If we assume that the 
letters were those of correspondence, the 
probability of the hypothesis becomes even 
greater. 

It is possible that the archaic style of the 
letters was consciously assumed ; for that the 
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archaistic movement, which reached its 

height in the time of the Antonines, had 
already begun in some quarters, is shown 
by the well-known passage of Seneca, Hpist. 
114. 13 ‘multi ex alieno saeculo petunt 
verba: duodecim tabulas  loquuntur. 
Gracchus illis et Crassus et Curio nimis 
culti et recentes sunt; ad Appium usque et 
ad Coruncanium redeunt.’ Since, however, 
there is no indication of such a tendency in 
Saturninus, who, Pliny says, ‘ uxorem, quam 
virginem accepit, tam doctam politamque 
reddiderit,’ this hypothesis may, I think, 

safely be rejected, in favour of the other 
and more attractive one. 

J. C. Roure. 

MILTON AND DEMETRIUS DE ELOCUTIONE. 

In the earlier part of his Apology for 
Smectymnuus Milton writes: ‘There, while 
they acted and overacted, among other 
young scholars, I was a spectator; they 
thought themselves gallant men, and I 
thought them fools; they made sport, and I 
laughed ; they mispronounced, and I mis- 
liked ; and to make up the atticism, they 
were out, and I hissed.’ 
Milton is here clearly echoing the famous 

passage in the Crown: eiereee ypdpparta, 
eyo 6 édoitwv. érédes, eyo 8 erehovpay. 
eypappareves, eyo 0 HKKAnotalov. etpiTaywv- 
fares, éyw 0 eGewporv. e&émimtes, yw 0) eavpit- 
tov (Demosth. de Cor. 265). But the 
reference to ‘the atticism’ suggests the 
scholastic point of view; and it is probable 
that he had read the words not only in their 
original context, but in the section (250) of 
Demerrivs oN StyLe, in which they are 
quoted (though not with approbation) as a 
well-known example of antithesis. 

However this may be, it is certain that 
Milton was acquainted with the De Elocu- 
tione. Towards the end of his Vractate of 
Education he says: ‘And now lastly will be 
the time to read with them those organic 
arts which enable men to discourse and 
write perspicuously, elegantly, and according 
to the fitted style of lofty, mean, or lowly. 
Logic, therefore, so much as is useful, is to 
be referred to this due place with all her 
well-couched head and topics, until it be 
time to open her contracted palm into a 
graceful and ornate rhetoric, taught out of 
the rule of Plato, Aristotle, Phalereus, 
Cicero, Hermogenes, Longinus.’ 

This passage of the Zvactate is interesting 

to the classical scholar for more than one 
reason. In the first place, it is clear that 
the order in which the names are arranged 
is designed to be chronological, and therefore 
clear that Milton follows the traditional view 
with regard to the authorship both of the zepi 
twous and of the rept épynveias. In assigning 
the latter work to Demetrius Phalereus he 
had behind him the high authority of Petrus 
Victorius, whose edition he no doubt used. 
Vettori, it is worth noting, had as decided 
a belief in the educational value of the 
treatise as that expressed by Milton a cen- 
tury later. In his Address to the Reader 
he says: Possum etiam hoc vere de illo (libr 0, 
se. Tepi éppnvetas) praedicare, me neminem 
eorum invenisse, cum quibus ipsum diligenter 
legi (legi autem cum multis, et vis quidem 
magno ingenio ac iudicio praeditis hominibus) 
qui non ipsum statim amaverint ac magno- 
pere admirati sint. 

Another noteworthy feature in Milton’s 
list (if it is meant to be exhaustive) is the 
absence of the names of Dionysius and 
Quintilian, both of them manly and system- 
atic rhetoricians, building with sober judg- 
ment on the foundations laid by a long line 
of teachers and writers. On the other hand, 
the inclusion of Plato shows a true percep- 
tion, still far from common, of the great 
services rendered to Rhetoric by the philo- 
sopher who passed for its most determined 
foe. 

In his reference to the virtues and 
varieties of style, Milton has in mind the 
predominant doctrine of the Graeco-Roman 
rhetorical schools.  Perspicuwity was ac- 
counted a primary, elegance an accessory 
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virtue ; the latter is the result of the various 
devices by which style is heightened or 
embellished (xaAAwzicpos). The sense of 
Jitness or propriety (70 mpérov) was, according 
to Dionysius, ‘the most sovereign of all 
literary virtues’; and it had a fine field 
for exercise in the choice of appropriate 
styles, whether lofty (yapaxrijp iydds), lowly 
(iaxves), Or mean (péc0s). 

Milton thus adopts, in common with 
Dionysius and most of the Graeco-Roman 
theorists, the threefold division of style into 
grand, middle, and plain. The De Elocutione, 
in this matter, stands somewhat apart from 
other works of its class. It recognises four 
types of style: the stately (yapaxtyp peyaho- 
mperys), the polished (yAadvupos), the plain 
(tcxvos), and the forcible (devés). From 
this circumstance it might, but precariously, 
be argued that the treatise is to be assigned 
to a date between the period of the up- 
holders of three styles (eg. Cicero, Diony- 
sius, Quintilian), and that of Hermogenes, 
who substitutes for the three types the 
doctrine of seven qualities (idéar) of style. 

THE CLASSICAL REVIEW. 

It was mentioned above that the author 
of the De Elocutione takes exception to the 
example of antithesis which he quotes from 
Demosthenes. His censure is reserved not 
for what modern taste would consider the 
bad feeling exhibited in the passage, but for 
that excessive artificiality of expression 
which causes it to ring false. As he well 
says from this point of view, ‘the elaborate 
balance of clauses produces the impression 
of false artifice; of trifling rather than of 
honest indignation’ (kakotexvodvT. yap €o.Ke 
dua THY avtarodocw, paddov dé railovTe ovK 
ayavaxrowvrt, § 250). His criticism recalls 
Plato’s contention that, after all, sincerity is 
an essential principle of style. It is un- 
doubtedly interesting, because it is rare, to 
find an ancient critic thus taking Demos- 

thenes to task when he lapses for a moment 
from his high plane of eloquence. But 
whether such independence of judgment can 
give, as it has sometimes been thought to 
do, a detinite clue to the date of the treatise 
is not so obvious. 

W. Rays Ropers. 

REVIEWS. 

SPIEGELBERG’S EGYPTIAN AND GREEK PROPER NAMES. 

Aegyptische und griechische Higennamen aus 
Mumienetiketten der roemischen Kaiserzeit, 
gesammelt und erlaeutert von WILHELM 
Sprecetperc. Leipzig, J. C. Hinrichs’sche 
Buchhandlung, 1901. viii, 72 and 58 pp., 
33 pls. Price M. 24. 

EqypriaN mummies during the Roman period 
from the second to the fourth centuries were 
often ticketed with wooden labels indicating 
the names and parentage of the deceased. 
The inscriptions are commonly bilingual, 
the names being given in Greek and demotic ; 
they may be given in Greek alone, but 
rarely in demotic only. A great number of 
such labels have reached museums from the 
neighbourhood of Ekhmim in Upper Egypt. 
Prof. Spiegelberg has copied 250 labels from 
one single collection, besides many smaller 
accumulations, and in the present work he 
discusses these along with all examples pre- 
viously published. Facsimiles of 117 ex- 
amples are given in the plates. The separate 
Greek names or variant forms of names reach 

the respectable total of 463. Of thesea large 
proportion are purely Greek, e.g. A7oAAwrvos, 
Apteus, ete. The bulk, however, are Grae- 
cised Egyptian names and very few are left in 
their pure Egyptian forms. Latin names— 
Davos, Iloorojzos—are very scarce, as might 
be expected. In the demotic examples the 
name is most frequently set in a formula of 
prayer or good wishes for the deceased, and 
these formulae Spiegelberg discusses very 
fully. The names on the bilingual tickets 
are of interest as affording general cor- 
roboration of the reading of demotie to 
those who, not having studied it, may still 
doubt the trustworthiness of the decipher- 
ment, and as supplying new light on certain 
difficult groups. To the student of Egyptian 
philology, the Greek transcriptions are of 
great value as indicating with what vocaliza- 
tion words were pronounced in the Roman 
period including many which are obsolete 
in Coptic; but for these transcriptions the 
vocalization of such words would be entirely 
unknown, since the native writing represents 
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only the skeleton of a word without the 
vowels. To the Egyptologist, therefore, the 
work is of high value ; to the Greek papyro- 
logist also it will afford valuable insight 
into the formation of the Egyptian names 
which abound in the objects of his study. 
These names are often of significance in 
connexion with local cults or the worship of 
deities universally popular in Egypt in late 
times, and for that reason alone repay 
careful attention. Titles and geographical 
names are also found on the labels. The 
book is furnished with elaborate indices— 
of the names themselves, of later Coptic 
names discussed in connexion with them, 
ete. 

It is much to be hoped that the study of 
Graeco-Egyptian and demotic proper names 
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will be continued by Prof. Spiegelberg or 
others, since very important results to 
Egyptology are likely to be attained through 
it. In the present work, so far as the 
rather slippery subject of demotice is con- 
cerned, there are few readings the correct- 
ness of which can be disputed, and it is only 
in two or three cases that one may see how 
better readings or explanations might have 
been substituted. In the interpretations of 
Egyptian names concealed under Greek 
forms there is much that is both ingenious 
and correct, but much of necessity remains 
to be done where there is no demotie version 
to be guided by, the Greek renderings of 
both consonants and yowels being often 
somewhat indefinite. 

F. Lu. GrirFitu. 

TYRRELL AND PURSER’S CORRESPONDENCE OF CICERO. 

The Correspondence of M. Tullius Cicero. 
Edited by Rospert YELVERTON TYRRELL, 
Litt.D., and Lours CLaubE Purser, Litt.D. 
Vol. VII. Index. Pp. 167. Dublin 
University Press Series. 1901. 7s. 6d. 

Mrssrs. TYRRELL AND PursER have com- 
pleted their edition of Cicero’s Correspondence 
by issuing an Jndex to the preceding six 
volumes. They have not attempted to form 
a complete Onomasticon to the text, since 
to do so would be merely to repeat work 
already done by Orelli and others, but refer 
mainly to the Introductions and to the notes. 
By the exclusion of superfluous matter the 
Index, which consists of 167 pages only, is 
rendered compact and attractive, while the 
editors justly claim that they have omitted 
little which is of importance. The volume 
contains a Latin Index, a Greek Index, and 
two arrangements of the Letters, the first of 
which is similar to those found in the 
previous volumes, while the second gives a 
conspectus of the Letters ad Familiares, 
arranged according to the Correspondents, 

which will be found extremely useful, as 
there is no such list in Mendelssohn’s edition. 
The Latin Index is closely packed with 
information upon points of history, gram- 
mar and style; some of the headings in 
particular e.g. ‘ellipse,’ ‘epistolary style,’ 

INDEX. 

‘proverbs,’ ‘the subjunctive,’ testify to a 
vast amount of conscientious industry. It 
is enlivened by many of those happy 
renderings which are familiar to the reader 
of the previous volumes, and the Greek 
Index which follows coruscates with gems. 
Many contributions have been made towards 
the criticism and exegesis of these Letters, 
during the period which has elapsed since 
the publication of the first volume, and on 

several points the editors have changed 
or modified the view originally taken. . In 
such cases the Index will be found fully up- 
to-date. A notable example is Fam. viii. 1. 
5. where embaeneticam facere appears in the 
Index as the true reading, with a reference 
to Mr. Walters’ communication in the 
Classical Review 1897 p. 367, in place of 
the conjecture iam rewnrixyy facere (Klotz) 
printed in the text. Similarly the note on 
Nanneianis (Att. 1. 16. 5.) is supplemented 
by a reference to the conjecture of Turnebus, 
Naevianis, and under the heading ‘ Plural,’ 
reference is made to Prof. Conway’s disser- 
tation upon the use of the singular nos in 
Cicero’s Letters. In the Greek Index 
Gurlitt’s clever conjecture ¢adAG Luciliano 
(Att. xvi. 11.1.) appears, though it was not 
mentioned by the editors under the text. 

ALBERT C, CLARK. 
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CONWAY’S ZIVY, BOOK II. 

Livy, Book II. With Introduction and Notes, 
by R. 8S. Conway, Litt. D. Cambridge Uni- 
versity Press. 1901. Pp. xxiv.,208. 2s. 6d. 

Tats edition is a really valuable aid to the 
study of the great Roman Historian, both 

as to his matter and his language. Prof. 
Conway possesses the first qualific.tion 
for a successful interpreter—enthusiasm 
for his author. After passing through a 
phase of some depreciation, Livy, like the 
writer who is in some respects his English 
parallel, Macaulay, is again in the ascen- 
dant. We read with gratitude such appre- 
ciations of Livy as the following: ‘In the 
depth and truth of his human sympathies, 
his feeling for and with the men and 
women whose onter life he records, no 

Roman writer but Vergil can well be 
compared with him... After nineteen cen- 
turies one still hears in his pages a living 
human voice.’ Full justice is done to 
Livy as an ‘artist in words,’ and to his 
‘wealth of noble diction.’ It may be per- 
missible to note, by the way, as to the charge 
of provincialism or Patavinitas brought by 
Asinius Pollio against Livy’s style, that 
Quintilian, in both of the places where he 
refers to it (i. v. 56 and viii. i. 3), regards 

the criticism as indicating not so much 
defects in Livy, as super-sensitiveness in 
Asinius Pollio. As to Livy’s treatment of 
the old traditions ‘it may be said,’ says Prof. 
Conway, ‘that it is to Livy, more than any 
other Latin writer, that we owe our con- 

ception of the Roman national character.’ 
Naturally ; for Livy is the great prose 
exponent of the phase of the world’s his- 
tory when Rome under Augustus became 
conscious of herself. The noble traditions 
of the past were not vanished beyond reeall, 
but they needed recalling in order that they 
might become potent. 

The treatment of historicai points, both 
in the Introduction and the Notes, is concise, 
lucid and enlightened. On some points, 
particularly as to the origin of the plebs and 
their early inclusion in the Comitia Curiata 
(pp. xiv. and 138) the views of Schwegler are 
preferred to those of Mommsen. Very good 
are the remarks (Introd. $§ 6 and 7) on the 
institution of the tribunate, We are remin- 
ded how the tribunate was the abiding record 
of the ‘rift within the lute,’ and how, long 
after the original rift had healed, there 
originated from this what was, from a con- 

stitutional point of view, the main cause of 
the break-up of the republic. 

The notes, both historical and philological, 
are enriched with many valuable suggestions 
by Prof. J. S. Reid. In afew cases slight 
ambiguities remain ; e.g. p. 82 line 16 ‘for 
Jacerem, fecissem’ should rather be ‘for 

Jacerem or fecissem,’ lest the reader should 
think that fecissem is to be substituted for 
facerem, whereas facturus fui is to be sub- 
stituted for either. On p. 88 line 24 for 
‘ the latter is always used in the participial 
construction opus est hoc facto,’ read rather 
‘in the participial construction, ete. the latter 
is always used’; and on p.’ 129 line 19 
for ‘It is a variation of a common type’ 
read ‘The variation is one of a common type.’ 
But this is somewhat microscopic criticism. 

Where renderings are given in the Notes 
they are generally excellent. But in the 
description of C, Mucius’ heroism (ch. 12. 13) 
exception may be taken to the rendering, ‘as 
though his consciousness were completely 
severed from the physical sensation’ for 
‘velut alienato ab sensu animo.’ You can 
hardly distinguish’ between ‘ consciousness’ 
and ‘physieal sensation’; the contrast is 
between the physical pain and the high soul 
that is able to ignore or contemn it ; and 
‘soul’ or ‘spirit’ would better translate 
animo. On ch. 30. 5 it is rightly pointed 
out that ‘ Zarguinius Superbus’ is not 
properly rendered ‘Tarquin the Proud.’ 
But ‘cruel’ is hardly the best translation ; 
‘haughty’ or ‘overbearing,’ the word sug- 
gested in the good etymological note on 
superbus, covers more of the associations of 
the word. In the note on w/tas (ch. 17. 6), 
comitatus, at ch. 16. 4, might have been 

added to the list of deponent participles in 
passive sense. On ch. 58. 7. it might be 
pointed out that the use of the Subjunctive 
in General Past Conditions (‘ si...vellet’ ‘if 
ever he wished’ ) is little removed from the 
use of cam with the same mood in General 
Temporal Sentences (ch. 27. 8 ete.) and a re- 
ference might be given to Roby §§ 1525, 1716. 
There is no doubt that this subjunctive use 
grew commoner in, and after, the Augustan 
writers. But Prof. Reid points out that 
there are examples of it in Cicero, and the 
same is true of Caesar; see B.G. I. 25. 3, 
B.C. II. 41. 6, ILI. 47.7, 110. 4. The print- 
ing is extremely careful and accurate. At the 
bottom of p. 109 ‘46. 6’ should be ‘ 46. 3.’ 
I think the characteristic use of the pluper- 
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fect there illustrated may be due to a wish 
to concentrate the interest of a story on a 
particular moment in it, which is selected for 

painting a mental picture. Then what has 
to be assumed as antecedent to the picture 
is expressed by the pluperfect. On the 
unusual sequence in c. 33. 9 wt, nisi foedus 

...monumento esset, memoria cessisset, We read : 

‘the more usual construction would be cess- 
urum fuerit. A similar retention of the 
independent Mood and Tense in 4. 58. 3 ewm 
succurri st maturatum esset, potuisset.’ But 

this is not quite parallel, for two reasons— 
or perhaps for one reason, which we may 
view in two aspects. (1) Posse in itself 
expresses potentiality and so stands in the 
same position as the future ptep. (ec. 1. 3.), 
or the ptep. in -dus (c. 38. 5), used with the 
indicative: (2) a construction analogous to 
cessurum fuerit 1s with posse impossible. 
But though wé...cessisset goes a step further 

TYRRELL’S 

Anthology of Latin Poetry, by Ropert 
YELVERTON TyRRELL, Litt.D., Fellow and 
Public Orator, Trinity College, Dublin; 

Hon. Litt.D. Cantab. ; D.C.L.,Oxon.; LL.D. 
Edin. London: Macmillan & Co., Ltd. ; 
New York: the Macmillan Company. 
1901. Pp. ix., 310. Price 6s. 

Turs little book forms a companion volume 
to the author’s Latin Poetry. Its interest 
is twofold. In the first place it gives us a 
selection of Latin poetry which does not 
confine itself to the gems, but aims at illus- 
trating at once the merits and defects of 
that literature. An Anthology on this 
principle, from the hand of Dr. Tyrrell, will, 
I think, be generally welcomed. But, 
apart from this, a number of fragments and 
extracts from authors seldom read by the 
average Classical student, and in many cases 
only accessible to him at the cost of much 
trouble, are here collected and briefly anno- 
tated for him. 

The pre-Augustan writers occupy a little 
more than 84 pp., of which Plautus, Terence, 

Lucretius and Catullus occupy 50. The 
other writers of this period have been 
treated very unjustly by Fate, which has 
often left us much of the poor ones and 
little of the good. Dr. Tyrrell’s selections 
bear silent testimony to this, and Cicero 
occupies a larger space than Lucilius and 
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than wt...potuisset, we may in the former 
regard cessisset as representing the indicative 
of allied fact, cesserat. There are many 
most illuminating notes where the resources 
of etymology are brought to bear on the 
meaning of Latin words, as on vindicta (5. 
10), propitius (10. 4), temere (20. 3), instawro 
(36. 1) ete. Space does not allow of an ade- 
quate examination of Appendix II, which 
deals with the ‘alternation of Secondary 
and Primary Tenses of the Subjunctive in 
passages in the Oratio Obliqua.’ It must 
suffice to say that Prof. Conway appears to 
have shown conclusively that Livy’s use 
has method in it, and is not arbitrary or due 
to mere love of ‘concinnity.’ As to the 
text, Prof. Conway steers a judicious course 
on the rather numerous doubtful points. 
There are two maps, one of West Central 
Italy, another of Early Rome. 

EK. Seymer Tompson. 

LATIN ANTHOLOGY. 

nearly as much as Hnnius. Some of the 
selections are quite brief: Furius Antias is 
represented by 6 monostichs. 

Of the Augustans (85 pp. in all), Vergil, 
Horace and Ovid have each about 18 pp.. 
Propertius 9, Tibullus 6. Of the later 
Augustans Manilius gets nearly 7 pp., 
Grattius, Pedo and Severus are represented, 
and extracts are given from the Culex, Copa 
and Moretum. Familiar specimens repre- 
sent Maecenas and Marsus. 

Of the silver poets, Statius, Martial and 

Juvenal each have 10 or 12 pp., Seneca’s 
plays 8: the others get from 3 to 5 apiece. 
The Lydia and Aetna, and Calpurnius- 
Nemesianus are also represented. Late 
Latin occupies the last 18 pp. The Perui- 
gilium is given in full, Ausonius and 
Claudian receive each about half-a-dozen 
pages, Prudentius half this amount. A 

brief specimen of Numatianus is given, and 
a few lines of Boethius end the book. 

The notes occupy 50 pp. Dr. Tyrrell 
gives practically none on authors ‘uni 
versally read and copiously edited and 
commented on.’ I cannot help thinking 
that most students’ would have preferred 
notes on the whole of the Lucan extracts 
to the complete translation of one of them, 
reprinted from Zvranslations, Cambridge, 
1878. Such notes, written on the scale so 
well observed in the rest of the book, would 
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not have occupied much more room than 
the page now occupied by the Translation, 
the insertion of which, excellent as it is, 
seems rather inconsistent with the plan of 
the book. The notes are brief, almost 
always to the point, and, I need hardly add, 
interesting. Dr. Tyrrell’s disclaimer (in 
the Preface) of any attempt to convey 
‘higher instruction’ must be discounted by 
the excellent notes on eg. 14. 7; 35.2; 240 
and 246. In critical matters due cognisance 
is taken of the readings of the new Corpus. 

i conclude with a few points that have 
occurred to me in reading over the Notes. 

37. 10 propter cunam capulum etec., might 
have been illustrated by Manilius’ nascentes 
morimur (and Seneca and Silius). 38. 
23 sqq. are almost an exact versification by 
Cicero of his own words iii. Cat. § 19. 56 
[Casina] 824 malo suo, ‘ to his cost’ should be 
‘to her cost.’ Pardalisca tells the pretended 
bride to be sure to cheat her husband: the 
latter says she had better not or she will 
suffer. 181. 58 (Ovid’s elegy on Tibullus) 
me tenuit moriens etc., said by Nemesis, is 
of course a reference to Tib. 1. 1. 60°(given 
on p. 127). 193. The Seneca to whom we 
owe this fragment of Pedo is the elder 
Seneca. 207 [Sen. Med.] 618 ‘ Ancaeus 
is called indoctus, not having been instructed, 
as Tiphys was, by Artemis.’ Artemis is, I 
presume, a slip for Athena. But indocto 
here is simply used as a relative term: 
Ancaeus passed as skilful enough when not 
compared with Tiphys. 230 [Calpurn. vii.] 
54. The editor suggests fortis, but torta 
is in the previous line. 232 [Sil. i.] 126. 
The translation implies Heinsius’ conj. 
stagnantes, flagrantes stands in the text. 
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134. The othey points of the prophecy are 
explained by Dr. Tyrrell, but no explana- 
tion is given here, where I think it is most 
needed. The tempest which the prophet 
foresees is that which was called forth by 
Hannibal’s attempt to take Rome by storm 
(12. 605 sqq.). 237 [V.F. ii.] 270 respicit is 
surely ‘look back to see that’: ep. vi. 661. 
241(V.F. viii.) 23 ferit in notes, premit in text. 
242 [Stat. silu. ii. 7] 57 sqq. are curiously 
misunderstood.  oster Orpheus of course 
means ‘my son Orpheus,’ not Nero, in 
Calliope’s mouth. At |. 77 a word of 
caution is necessary to show that V.F. is 
not the poet referred to (as e.g. Kohlmann 
thought). 243 [silu. iv. 5] 52 ensisque vagina 
quiescit, stringere ni iubeant amici surely 
means that ‘Septimius will not use his 
eloquence against anyone, except to defend 
a friend who seeks his belp.’ Dr. Tyrrell 
explains ‘his friends are warned that the 
sword will no longer remain in the scabbard 
if he is given reason to draw it.’ The word 
‘warned’ here surely implies that 8S. is 
threatening his friends, an idea quite out of 
place here. In 253 [Stat. Ach. ii.] 180 
acclinem is explained, ‘ leaning against the 
wall.’ But Statius says plainly enough 
acclinem hastae, leaning against the spear. 
In 293 [Peruigilium] 9 gemmis floribus is 
rendered ‘flower jewels’ and ll, 14, 18 are 
adduced as proofs of its being one of the 
writer’s mannerisms ‘thus to couple sub- 
stantives. But virgines papillae (14), 
virgines rosae (18) present no difficulty to 
those who have already met charta anus, 
virgo charta, ete. Flos gemma is a very 
much stranger expression. 

Watter C. SuMMERS. 

WUNDT ON THE EVOLUTION OF SPEECH. 

Vilkerpsychologie. Eine Untersuchung der 
Entwicklungsgesetze von Sprache,Mythus, 
und Sitte von WitHeLM Wunpr. Erster 
Band. Die Sprache. Leipzig, 1900. 
[Erster Theil pp. xvili.+627. Zweiter 
Theil, pp. x.+644.] 29 M. 

Grundfragen der Sprachforschung mit Riick- 
sicht auf W. Wundt’s Sprachpsychologie 
erdrtert von B. DrELpricKk. Strassburg, 
1901. [pp. viii.+180.] 4 M. 

THE comparative study of language has for 
a full generation made the effort to keep 
itself in touch, with sound principles of 

psychology. The romanticism of the early 
nineteenth century, in accordance with the 
tone of which languages were said to be 
born, grow, and decay, to be related as 
parent and child, and to be in health or 
disease, has, in principle, passed out of use. 
The ‘teleological’ principles of the ‘old 
school,’ which indeed recognised language as 
a function of human society, but postulated 
such conscious or semi-conscious activities 
as ‘the effort for ease,’ ‘the effort to main- 
tain important distinctions,’ have also been 
abandoned. It has become an accepted 
principle that the essential laws of speech 
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are the same at all times, and that the 
changes of the past must therefore be ex- 
plained by comparison with phenomena 
which we can observe at the present day, 
and by laws such as determine our own 
habits in the use of language. The two 
older views have thus come to be regarded 
as extremes almost equally opposed to the 
truth. Language is neither an organism 
living its own life independent of men, nor 
is it the creation of human ingenuity and 
persistent purpose. Its history is bound up 
with the unconscious workings of human 
faculties, partly within the individual, and 
still more in the continuous play of social 
intercourse. These human faculties are in 
themselves the field of the ‘science of 
Psychology ; and, in connexion with social 
development, of a branch of that science 
which Professor Wundt calls ‘ Volker- 
psychologie.’ For this word we have 
perhaps no nearer equivalent than ‘ An- 
thropology,’ which is too wide a term: 
‘Social Psychology’ may serve as a trans- 
lation for the moment. 

In the generation during which com- 
parative philologists have thus sought to 
base their studies on psychology, the latter 
science has shifted its ground. The con- 
ception of the human soul, as an entity 
distinct from the body (and perhaps from 
the ‘spirit’ also) has ceased to be postulated : 
in its place ‘ psychical activities’ as distinct 
from but always associated with ‘ physical 
activities’ of the man, have become the 
subject of study: and the ‘psychical 
activities’ are increasingly studied in the 
light shed by these associated ‘physical 
activities,’ or, in common language, by ex- 
perimental research. Of this new school of 
‘experimental psychology’ Professor Wundt 
is perhaps the most eminent representative : 
at any rate the undertaking of which the 
first part lies before us is surely the greatest 
enterprise to which it has put its hand, 
namely the tracing of the laws of psychology 
in the evolution of language, religion, and 
custom. To us as students of language it 
presents itself as a systematic testing of our 
first principles by a superior authority: we 
are prepared to find that old-fashioned 
methods which we have inherited from 
psychologists of a past generation must be 
abandoned, and that inadequate formulae 
produced by our inexpert hands must be 
redrafted. In return we entertain the hope 
that here and there at least a practical 
problem that we have failed to solve will 
be illuminated by the new methods and 
more precise diagnoses presented to us. 

459: 

The short book by Professor Delbriick, 
the title of which stands second of the two 
at the head of this article, is practically a 
review of Professor Wundt’s book from this 
standpoint, written in a style remarkably 
free from technical difficulties, and repre- 
senting generally the attitude of the expert 
student of language to the criticism of the 
psychologist. Delbriick’s intimate associa- 
tion with-Brugmann in the Comparative 
Grammar which has summed up the whole 
results of modern philological science, and 
his special familiarity with those problems 
of Syntax which remain as landmarks of 
past stages in the higher developments of 
human thought, are excellent qualifications 
for his task. Upon all questions which are 
distinctly psychological he is prepared to 
submit without question to recognised au- 
thority: but that this submission is in no 
sense a mark of indifference appears from 
the interesting sketch he gives of the de- 
velopment of modern psychology, and his 
explanations as to the adaptation of its 
terminology to the observed phenomena of 
language. On the other hand he is prepared 
to maintain the authority of his own science 
in its proper field. In matters of detail it 
is unimportant whether or not the psycholo- 
gist is correct : he may be put right in his 
Sanskrit paradigm bhara-mi, bhara-si, bhara-té 
(Volkerps. ii. pp. 132, 620) and allowed still 
to err in his Latin fer-o, fer-is, fer-it (ib. p. 
132).1 But in dealing with large questions 
such as (for example) Grimm’s law or 
Sentence Accent, a precise acquaintance 
with the facts is essential: and a really 
precise acquaintance is only to be won by a 
life-time devoted to historical investigation 
(Grundfragen, p.175). And, indeed, the idea 
of acomplete harmonisation of Psychology 
and Comparative Language, which would 

place them in something of the relation 
which exists between (say) Pure and Applied 
Mathematics, is a dream by which practical 

men on both sides should not be deceived. 
Between the fundamental principles of 
human nature and the ancient history of 
the Indo-European languages lies the un- 
fathomable abyss of the mi//ennia of human 
existence on the globe. The two depart- 
ments of human knowledge come into 
contact at several points, but in the main 

each must go its own way and use its own 
methods. 

With this caution we may proceed with 

1 It is Professor Brugmann who is actually re- 
sponsible in both cases ; see the note to Volkerps. ii. 
615. But the attitude is Delbriick’s own (Grund- 
fragen, p. 1v.). 
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interest and expectation to study the material 
which Professor Wundt has collected as the 
result of modern investigation and experi- 
ment, and to watch the method by which it 
is analyzed by him. He is first engaged in 
analyzing human nature as we may suppose 
it existing before the use of speech. Its 
primary psychical activities appear to be the 
emotions, which can be analyzed or resolved 
in three directions connecting opposite 
extremes, viz. pleasure and pain, excitement 
and depression, strain and _ relaxation. 
With these are invariably associated 
physical activities, such as changes in the 
heart, the blood-vessels, and the lungs. If 
the emotions are violent, they are usually 
manifested also in contortions of the body 
as a whole, which may include such actions 
as produce the sensation of sound. 

In this stage, then, violent emotion is 
unconsciously expressed in violent gesture : 
and, in the reverse direction, violent gesture 

produces the corresponding emotion, not 
only in the individual, but in his neighbour 
who watches him. The neighbour in conse- 
quence repeats, and appears to imitate the 
gesture: and the process is repeated till in 
the course of social development the gesture 
comes to be recognised as regularly associated 
with the emotion, and therefore an evidence 
of it. As soon as it is consciously used for 
this purpose it becomes part of gesture- 
language. 

For example, a child in low spirits cries. 
On another occasion it sees its mother cry : 
this depresses its spirits, and it eries too. 
After repeating both experiences many 
times, it becomes conscious of tears as a 
sign of low spirits. Next day, being in 
rather low spirits, it cries purposely in order 
to indicate its low spirits to its mother. 
The tears are no longer gesture, but gesture- 
language. 

In rising from instinctive gesture to 
gesturelanguage both the psychical and 
physical factors undergo change. The 
emotions sink into the background, and the 
phenomena of perception, apperception, 
memory, purpose, and volition come into 
play. It evidently occurs to Professor 
Delbriick, and probably will to most other 
readers, that such phenomena as purpose 
and volition are not treated with sufficient 
fulness in Professor Wundt’s picture. I 
take it that it is a fundamental position 
with the new psychology not to resort to 
these activities in explanation except in the 
last extremity: how far this position 
accords with the facts of social life seems 
too large a problem to be discussed here. 

THE CLASSICAL REVIEW. 

On the physical side we notice that gesture- 
language tends to concentrate itself in the 
movements of the facial muscles (called 
mimic gestures), which chiefly indicate the 
feelings, and the play of the hands and arms 
(called pantomimic gestures) which indicates 
objects and actions. This space-restriction 
we could easily explain upon the assumption 
of a ‘ purpose’ to confine the gestures to a 
neighbour’s field of view: how otherwise it 
can be explained is to be seen in the pages 
of Darwin, Herbert Spencer, and now of 
Wundt : but the last-named seems to me far 
more successful in criticising his predeces- 
sors than in establishing his own view. 

Although gesture-language is common to 
man and the brutes, it seems to call into 

play every faculty that is employed in 
speech, which is but a very high!y special- 
ised form of gesture. The whole psychology 
of speech may therefore be studied, and best 
studied, by the observation of gesture- 
language. Professor Wundt gives a rich 
collection of material from the latest 
authorities, dealing in turn with the lan- 
guage of the deaf and dumb, the North 
American Indians, the Neapolitans, and the 
Cistercians; and illustrations from picture- 
writing are also given. All this matter is 
in itself of the greatest interest. As 
evidence of the early stages through which 
speech has passed it is however open to the 
criticism that all existing gesture-language 
is or may have been largely modified by 
speech itself. This objection does not seem 
to hold good as against those features which 
are common to all gesture-languages, as for 
instance, pointing with the finger to denote 
an object: and there is some ground for the 
claim that here we have the essential 
features of a universal language. We may 
notice that the animal world is soon left 
behind by its failure to acquire the gesture 
of pointing—much less can the brutes make 
use of the ‘pantomimic’ gestures of imita- 
ting an object in outline or an action in its 
general effect. On the other hand, gesture- 
language makes little progress towards the 
complexity of powers possessed by oral 
speech. A gesture represents rather a 
complete sentence than a word ; the parts of 
speech can only be roughly indicated, and 
the more highly developed forms of reason- 
ing cannot be in any way expressed. 

Instinctive gesture includes certain 
sounds, such as the cries that are associated 

with hunger and rage : and gesture-language 
develops these further, most elaborately in 
the song of birds, in which the fierce ery of 
the male fighting for his partner is gradually 
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transmuted into the modulated notes by 
which he seeks to entice her from her 
hiding place. In gesture-language also 
sounds have their place: the contraction of 
the lips represented by ‘mum’ is a panto- 
mimic suggestion of silence, and the imita- 
tion of a bird’s note may similarly suggest 
the bird itself. Wundt lays particular 
stress on the first of these expedients, the 
unconscious imitation of an object by the 
vocal organs themselves: it requires no 
element of ‘purpose. From these various 
elements it is a tempting task to construct 
the elements of a primitive universal speech. 
For this purpose all the languages of the 
globe, except the Celtic, are placed under 
contribution. But it must be admitted that 
the result is not convincing. It is satisfac- 
tory to the Englishman to learn that in his 
use of ‘pa’ and ‘ma’ he is giving expression 
to the universal instinct: but after all the 
complete divergence of even child- language 
in every separate race is a far more striking 
fact than its occasional coincidences. What 
we lack in this discussion is some hint of 
the evolutionary forces which have led man- 
kind to diseard so largely (though of course 
the exceptions are important) the catholic 
system of gesture-language in favour of the 
particularist systems of speech. Is it 
possible that concealment has always been 
as important a part of social development 
as self-revelation? We can at any rate 
constantly observe a tendency to create 
fresh linguistic forms which convey mean- 
ing only to members of a limited circle, even 
where distinctive terms are already in 
general use. 

Gesture-language has in its way a syntax, 
and at any rate gestures are to some extent 
capable of classification. We are thus led 
to hope for some kind of psychological 
explanation of such grammatical categories 
as the Parts of Speech, the Cases of Nouns, 
or the Voices of Verbs. Yet we look in 
vain for any systematic treatment of this 
subject in Wundt’s book. That gestures 
express directly the Sentence, and only 
secondarily the Word is a highly important 
principle which we may accept without 
hesitation as an ultimate truth in all 
language. But if we ask by what process 
the Sentence or complete mental picture has 
become resolved into parts corresponding to 
Noun and Verb, or the Noun again into 
Subject and Object, Indirect Object and 
Possessor, we meet with little more than 
the stale repetition of those grammatico- 
logical definitions which have never ex- 
plained anything, although by constant 
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iteration they have come to serve as opiates 
to the spirit of enquiry. Only in the dis- 
cussion of gender do we get some real light. 
The languages of natural peoples shew us 
endless distinctions of dignity, as between 
living and dead, human and animal, male 
and female. Gesture-language is also rich 
in expressions of honour and contempt, 
haughtiness and subservience. Such dis- 
tinctions as those between the master and 
his slave, the purposeful fingers and the 
inert clay, we can conceive to have been 
practically familiar to man in his first 
experiments at constructive thought. They 
suggest a basis not only for the parallek 
distinctions between animate and inanimate 
(masculine and neuter), male and female 
(masculine and feminine), but also for the 
distinction in another category between 
conqueror and conquered (nominative and 
accusative). Thus Wundt himself would, I 
imagine, accept the sentence ‘man killed 
bear’ as a typical use of the cases: whilst 
the sentence ‘manna fed Israelites’ only 
has the same form through a series of 
changes in which the original force of the 
cases has been lost. But these points are 
not followed up, although in such matters 
linguists would gladly sit at the feet of a 
philosopher. Instead we have some 
elaborate discussions on the less essential 
developments of the cases in the Indo- 
European and other languages, from which, 
as Professor Delbriick rightly remarks, 
nothing of fundamental importance emerges. 

In dealing with the development of the 
system of sounds Professor Wundt goes 
over the ground that is most familiar to 
comparative philologists. He first brushes 
aside the supposed principle of ‘the invari- 
ability of phonetic laws.’ Such a principle 
is impossible : no one can mean that there 
are laws which are observed in each in- 
dividual case, no matter what may be the 
counteracting forces. Yet that, as Professor 
Delbriick points out, is exactly what ob- 
servation sometimes shews: thus a final m 
becomes in Greek m without exception. On 
the other hand the principle formerly called 
‘false analogy,’ and now generally termed 
‘analogy’ only, is not only welcomed by 
Wundt, but accepted by him as typical of 
almost all sound-change. Here alone, he 
points out with emphasis, have we law with 
reason behind it, here we have evolution 

that can be explained. Unhappily the a 
priort theories of Wundt correspond very 
little with observed fact. The great 
generalisation known as Grimm’s law is a 
natural test of the adequacy of Wundt’s 
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postulates. He discusses it at some length, 
and endeavours to shew that it may be the 
necessary result of the growing rapidity of 
enunciation amongst civilised peoples. We 
need feel no surprise that, in Delbriick’s 
opinion, he would have done better to leave 
the subject alone. It has never been sug- 
gested that Grimm’s law represents a univer- 
sal tendency of speech: yet only on this 
supposition could we look for a purely 
psychological explanation. What could 
come of the discussion but that the 
psychologist should blunder in his facts, 
and even so fail to suggest any explan- 
ation that linguists have not long ago 
tried and found wanting? On the other 
hand the working of psychological principles 
such as ‘analogy’ or, as the psychologist 
terms it, ‘association’ can be fitly and in- 
terestingly illustrated in the history of 
changes of a simple kind and within the 
range of one man’s lifetime and observation. 
Still it can hardly be said that the working 
of any such principle has yet been shewn 
to possess that degree of uniformity with 
which in common speech we associate the 
name ‘ law.’ 

The concluding chapter of Wundt’s work 
deals with the evolution of meanings, or as 
it is now called, Semantic. This science is 

yet only in its beginnings: but several 
prominent philologists have endeavoured to 
draw out its general plan and secure its 
foundations : and it may be well to remem- 
ber that G. Curtius laid stress on this side 
of the subject many years ago, in particular 
laying down the sound principle that all 
words have originally a meaning correspond- 
ing to some particular and concrete pheno- 
menon. ‘The title of the last important 
work on this subject (La Vie des Mots, par 
M. Bréal) has a slightly romantic tone 
which perhaps indicates the difference 
between the points of view of the French 
and the German professors. _ Professor 
Wundt lays it down as a fundamental 
postulate that the evolution of meanings 
is subject to a strict principle of law, 
dependent upon the necessary conditions of 
the development of the human mind. But 
as these conditions are often too complicated 
to be fully traced, we cannot expect to find 
a complete account of the changes that 
actually occur. Changes are regular, if 
they are such as occur simultaneously in a 
considerable number of individuals : sporadic 
(singular) if their origin can be traced to 
one or two. In regular change purpose 
should never be postulated ; the unconscious 
associations which are always at work 
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between our ideas and the words that 
correspond to them being sufficient to 
explain all the facts. The most important, 
and on the whole, the most primitive class 
of words is that which denotes objects : yet 
objects are frequently named from some 
attribute or activity which characterises 
them permanently or temporarily. In such 
cases the origin of the name soon ceases to 
be remembered; it is identified with the 
object itself, and if some other feature of 
the object come in turn into prominence in 
the mental conception, the name may come 
first to include, and finally to be used ex- 
clusively for, objects which do not possess 
the feature from which the name was 
originally drawn. Associative processes of 
this kind are of many kinds, and Wundt 
proposes a classification which in its general 
features wins Delbriick’s approval. Prob- 
ably the most interesting class of associa- 
tions to most readers is that which is bound 
up with the changing conditions of human 
society in successive ages, a class so impor- 
tant that it has suggested to some an 
‘historic method’ for the treatment of 
Semantics as a whole: as for instance 
the word ‘bride’ first meant ‘ daughter-in- 
law,’ then ‘young wife,’ and now describes 
only the status of a day, owing to the 
gradual break-up of the patriarchal system. 
Professor Wundt does not look upon such 
changes as a fundamental feature of 
language, but rather as themselves requiring 
psychological investigation. But whatever 
point of view we may adopt, there can be 
no doubt that there is in these directions a 
rich field still open for the scientific investi- 
gator. With regard to singular change, 
this seems more doubtful. The naming of 
newly discovered parts of the globe by 
their first visitants is only typical of the 
thousands of new names assigned every 
year by scientific men and inventors to 
describe newly discovered elements or 
machines. Doubtless the mnamers are 
subject, like other men, to psychological 
conditions, and some more or less adequate 
explanation of the name chosen may often 
be found: yet only a determinist can admit 
that the process is strictly one of natural 
law. 

It is hardly too much to say that a book 
such as Wundt has written is almost an edu- 
cation in itself to persons trained in linguistic 
studies: it enriches their memory with a 
large collection of facts culled from a dozen 
cognate sciences, and stimulates their 
reasoning power by the example of bold and 
skilful methods of thinking that are prob- 
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ably new to them. But there appears to me 
to be a corresponding danger, in the tempta- 
tion to select those facts: which suit a pre- 
conceived theory, and to reject others which 
are inconsistent with it as ‘impossible’ : and 
in an unwillingness to recognise in the 
records of history those phenomena which 
we classify, however imperfectly, under the 
rubrics of free-will and individuality. 
Delbriick does well in exhorting us to be 
always at work, observing and detining facts, 
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arranging and rearranging them: and to be 
satisfied if now and then we can explain 
them. This is indeed the position of the 
new psychology itself, as compared with its 
predecessor. For the friendly contact into 
which the two sciences have been brought 
they owe a great debt to the enterprise of 
Professor Wundt, and we may hope that 
each will reap increasing profit by a fuller 
study of the methods of the other. 

E. V. ARNOLD. 

ABBOTT'S SONGS OF MODERN GREECE. 

Songs of Modern Greece, with introductions, 
translations, and notes. By G. F. Angorr, 

B.A. Cambridge: University Press. 
1900. 5s. net. 

Tuts dainty little book meets the need, long 
felt by classical scholars, of a selection that 
will enable them to see what the Modern 
Greek Ballads are like, without the necessity 
of much preliminary study of the modern 
language. Fauriel’s excellent ‘Chants Popu- 
laires de la Gréce Moderne,’ is too large and 
too expensive to serve this purpose, and 
moreover is not always to be obtained ; 
Passow’s}‘ Tpayovdia “Pwpaika’ does not offer 
sufficient help to those who approach Modern 
Greek through Ancient. A selection from 
either of these works, with translations and 
notes, would have served the purpose; but 
Mr. Abbott has done better. He has, as he 
states, avoided including any poems previously 
published in Western Europe ; the sources 
from which his collection is derived are 
partly various local Greek publications, and 
in two or three instances, oral tradition. 
In the latter case, additional interest is 
given by Mr. Abbott’s picturesque descrip- 
tion of the blind minstrel at Salonica from 
whose dictation they were taken down. His 

suggestion, that the alternation of instru- 

mental prelude or interlude and vocal chant 
or recitation may throw light on the 
methods of the ancient rhapsodes and on the 
expression goppilwy aveBadAero kadov aetdety, 
is certainly worth considering. 

Mr. Abbott’s introductions are interest- 
ing ; if, as especially in that to the Romantic 
poetry, he perhaps underestimates Western 
influence, and sometimes seeks too far for 
ancient analogies to modern Greece, the 
fault may readily be pardoned. ‘he trans- 
lations are literal and accurate, and the 
notes, for the most part, are just what is 
wanted to help a classical scholar to recog- 
nise familiar words in their modern disguise. 
Sometimes a step is omitted, e.g., ’mpyaivw 

=trdyw) is hardly intelligible without the 
explanation that the new present is formed 
by a mistaken analogy from ’zijya (imjya). 
And the association of the notions swift and 
slow with early and late is too general and 
obvious to need the fanciful explanation from 
the rapidity of the Greek dawn or the slow 
advent of darkness. However, such details 
do little to mar the attractiveness and 
usefulness of the volume. 

E. A. GARDNER. 

y 

KUMANUDES’S HISTORICAL VOCABULARY OF LITERARY MODERN 
GREEK, 

Swaywy Néewy Acgewy id tév Aoylwv mAa- 
obecav ard THs dhbcews pexpt TOV Kab’ Has 
xpovuv t7o Srepavov “AG.  Kovpavovdy 
*AdpiavoroXtrov. ‘Ev ’A@yjvais, 1900. Svo. 
pp.’ +1166. 15s. 

Peruars few scholars outside Greece know 

that the author of the above work—who died 
recently at Athens—had been for over half 
the century just elapsed Professor of 
Humanity in the National University of 
Greece, and that well-nigh every educated 
Greek, beginning with his Majesty the 
King of the Hellenes, has been a pupil of 
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the eminent master. But apart from his 
national services as a revered teacher, 
Stephanos Kumanudes deserves our thanks 
for his many learned publications on classical 
Greek, notably for his archaeological collec- 
tions known as “EAAnvixal “Extypadat 
(Athens 1860), and ’Artixjs "Exvypadat eém- 
tipBior (ib. 1871), then for his Svvaywy7 
Aéfewv aOnoavpictwy (ib. 1883), which last 
forms a valuable supplement to our Greek 
lexica. 

The present and last work of the learned 
professor is a welcome and in many respects 
worthy sequel to the well-known Greek 
Lewicon of the Roman and Byzantine periods 
compiled by that other Greek erudite 
EiayyeAwos “Arocro\téns whom we know as 
E. A. Sophocles. Just as Apostolides has 
collected and interpreted the vocabulary 
peculiar to post-classic and especially post- 
Christian writers, so now Kumanudes has 

presented his countrymen and such other 
classical students, as are interested in the 

unbroken history of the Greek language, 
with a copious vocabulary of some 60,000 
words (according to the preface) coined by 
Greek scribes since the fall of Constanti- 
nople to the Turks in 1453, and more par- 
ticularly within the last 150 years. But 
while Apostolides has excerpted a definite 
though vast number of texts with a view 
to supplement the stock of the ancient 
lexicon, Kumanudes began his gleanings 

without definite object in view by noting 
down certain neologisms as mere curiosities. 
Again while Apostolides was able to work 
out systematically his material and issue 
it through the press first in the shape of A 
Glossary (1860), then, in a modified and 
more complete form, as a Lexicon (1870), 
Kumanudes, already an old man, was asked 
to revise his material for publication at the 
eleventh hour. This undoubtedly accounts 
for the incompleteness of the book, the 
very frequent absence of all definition or 
interpretation, the want of precise reference 
to the sources, and above all for the 
absence of a good introduction or pre- 
face setting forth the author’s views and 
principles. Death having overtaken him 
after a few sheets had been set in print, 
the further revision and superintendence of 
the work was entrusted to his elder son, but 
a like fate having soon overtaken that son 
also, the painful duty devolved upon the 

1 As such curiosities I may cite for the sake of 
English readers the yuuvoxvamides Se@ro and 
dvoyAauKdpOarmos Bpettavia (as exovca Tas vo 
’Axadnuclas thy THs ’Okwvias Kat thy ths Kavta- 
Bpvylas). 
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younger brother, P. S. Kumanudes, who had 
not prepared himself for the task. How- 
ever, fairness bids us own that, considering 
the circumstances, this dutiful son has ac- 
quitted himself very creditably. 

As indicated by the title, the present 
Svvaywy?) does not take account, except 
rarely, of the copious stock of the common 
language traditionally spoken by the Greek 
people. The author limits himself to words 
of specifically literary coinage, eliminating 
mostly also such ancient terms as are now 
used in a quite different sense (e.g. cvvavAia 
‘a concert,’ éfaywyevs ‘exporter,’ Bapvtovos, 
‘barytone,’ dvovo.os ‘insipid’). Now as he 
began his gleaning in a casual rather than 
systematic way from stray books and 
journals with no definite purpose, it is 
obvious that the vocabulary now offered 
cannot claim to approach completeness, espe- 
cially in a country like modern Greece where 
the endless regiment of penmen often seem 
to consider their own historic and linguistic 
traditions as a sort of tyranny. It is true 
that, when the prospects of having the 
material published approached realization, 
he laid under large contribution many pre- 
existing glossaries and dictionaries (the 
Aeéuxoy “EXAnvo-itaduxov of Tepidns of 1878 
should not have been overlooked), but then 
we are merely referred to these glossaries 
and so remain in the dark as to the original 
authorship of all the words borrowed from 
these sources. 

Even so, however, the reader will miss 
hundreds of new terms (e.g. dpxovrooytov, 
é£ayopa, eEoukovopéw, Bavavad7Aovtos, Bavavoo- 
tudos, TAcoTypiagpa, KAaTLKOS, XaproKoris, 
€Aaddevdpov, evdtadepopat, epropopecitiKos, 
dxtatwpés, ete.) and furthermore all phrases 
and proverbial expressions connected with 
these neologisms (eg., mémwv mafos mépuKev 
dvev akpatov oivov, —pafdos ev ywvia, dpa 
Bpéxe,—i ev Evi edd0Kysos Kal ev mavTl, 
etc. ). 

It is also to be regretted that of the 
60,000 words incorporated in the book, a 
very large number, if not the majority, of 
them are left without any interpretation 
whatever, a point causing some perplexity 
through every page, but especially in the 
very frequent case of technical terms. In 
numerous instances again the source is 
either altogether omitted, e 9: in dvaowarrw, 
aan leoe avremevxomat, dytiKararri}o pos, 

dtacravpwrikor, Sud puts, duatpyTnp, pakooro- 

AoTos, OKOTEVTLKN, TeAcomaupos, TaLdoKopetov, 

depordmos (read depoxdros) etc. ; or imper- 
fectly indicated, as in dvacvvGeots, dvacvi- 
oy}, avOorexvnpa, ervypappatioTys, TKoTO- 
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orotxetov, etc. This is a very serious draw- 
back, inasmuch as we cannot locate or 
verify the term in question by being merely 
referred to a certain writer without indica- 
tion of the work, volume and page. But 
even in cases where the reference is more or 
less definite, it should be distinctly noted 
that the earliest authority quoted is not 
necessarily also the original coiner of the 
term. It simply means that Kumanudes 
met the word in question first in the 
particular author or journal named first in 
the list of references. And as he does me 
the credit of including me among his 
authorities, | may observe by the way, that 
the now popular terms zodyAarov (velocipede, 
bicycle) with zodnAatéw, rodnAacia, ete. then 
moto7wAciov (Trinkhalle), vuxrwdia (serenade, 
nocturne), are erroneously fathered on other 

writers, my humble self being responsible 
for their coinage. 

All the above blemishes, however, are 
easily counterbalanced by the manifold 
merits of this remarkable and very impor- 
tant book, The long experience and great 
industry of the author, his extreme 
conscientiousness and honesty, coupled with 
rare modesty, command our respectful 
attention and implicit faith in every 
statement he makes. Very much instruc- 
tion, frequently accompanied by merriment, 
can be also derived from his numerous 
observations, scattered almost through every 

page of the book, concerning the origin and 
history of a neologism, or the boldness of 
the various schools now striving to enforce 
their principles about the future language 
of the Greek nation. Alike Vulgarists (i.e. 
Vilaras’ three modern pupils, or epigoni: 
Psycharis, Pallis, Eftaliotis), who preach for 
the creation of a new language on the 
pattern of illiterate speech, limited and poor 
as it is, without having regard to the ances- 
tral and traditional language ; Purists (now 
reduced to a small number of pedantic 
teachers), who strive after ancient grammar 
and vocabulary with neologisms moulded 
thereon ; and (linguistic) Revolutionists or 
Anarchists (chiefly licentious journalists and 
young penmen, more versed in French and 
German than in their own tongue), 
whose warery is: Down with all grammar 
and dictionary !—all these ambitious extre- 
mists and many other eccentric reformers 
in matters of education and even politics, 
often elicit from our author terse, spicy and 
humorous remarks as their name comes 
under discussion (good instances may be 
seen 8. vv. dvOpwrofddacca, yuiopbwrys, 
duatpiw, vuéiLdrupos, — deppatomotia, Bovdev- 
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TUKLG LOS, LeAeropixov (with Note), eOvoBact 
teoa, avaroreheopaTiKoTNs)- 

To sum up, the copious stock of neologisms 
contained in the present glossary is highly 
interesting and instructive as illustrating 
the spirit, thought, life, and education of 
the Greek nation in our time. As was to 
be expected, of the copious stock embodied 
in the book, very many terms are of foreign 
coinage, as xKadedocKoriov, éyxvkNoraLdeia, 
peradvorkyn, SnuwoKxparns, Oeiaryns, mepijdvov, 
veoAoyta, PUOTLKLT LOS, peyadomavia, CELT MLKOS, 

TyrAEpuvov, povoypadia, cootadicpos, cudiXis, 

coda, topri\dy (from French torpille), 
tpaivoy (train), etc.; others, no less nu- 
merous, have been pedantically or need- 
lessly coined and so never met with 
popular acceptance ; while another numerous 
class originated in mere caprice or an- 
archie eccentricity (often against both 
grammar and common sense), and so were 
doomed never to be heard again. On the 
other hand, the remaining bulk—I should 
think upwards of 20,000 words—are now 
common stock, and so, considered by them- 
selves or rather along with the large 
number of neologisms still unregistered, 
tell a very instructive lesson. They show 
that the literary vocabulary has so per- 
meated national life, thought, and speech 
that no living Greek, however ignorant 
and uneducated or however anti-purist, 
can attempt to talk or write without 
yielding to the sway of the literary 
language. As a matter of fact the literary 
stock added to the thousands of ancient 
words directly surviving in the mouth of 
the nation (as yara, oupavos, TOLXOS KamrVvOs, 
Kop, TéTpa., KuroOS, KoBv0s, oToma, aia, 

Opos, dacs, vavTys, Tyn, hos, KAalw, yedo, 

xdoKw, wevd, dupO, Epxopat, etc. etc.)—not 
to speak of the grammar which is essen- 
tially ancient—these elements constitute the 
backbone of the language and as such ought 
to meet with due consideration on the part 
of fastidious penmen in Greece and self- 
constituted critics abroad.t 

1 A good illustration of the influence of literary 
Greek upon the uneducated people is afforded by 
the following letter written on the 18 Nov. 1897 
from Syra by ®:Aimmotons, an incendiary who had 
just managed to escape from the prison at Athens, 
and go over to that island, whence he writes to the 
editor of the ’AxpémoA:s newspaper to absolve the 
gaolers from all blame. The misspellings, chiefly 
itacisms, are retained here for the sake of curiosity. 
“Ev Spo, th 6 108plov 1897 Kvpre AnevOnyta 
’AxpoméAews Sé wapakdAw mwoAh va Snuoonevots THY 
émioToAly gov dia ve waOn 7 Kqvavla Ti 7 ppovpy (for 
of ppoupol) rév pudakdy (rev -Ka@v) dév mréouw throte 
Sidte extedouy (for é&ereAovy) vrepeciay (imnp-) THY 
orvyuy trou amrédpaca. Td mas Epiya Oa cas ypayo 

H H 
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I close by recommending the book to 
students of language in general, and par- 
ticularly to neogrecists who wish to form an 
approximate idea as to (1) what part of the 
stock of modern Greek has been preserved 
in the vernacular tongue from ancient times 
(which can be easily seen by opening an 

eis GAAnY emaroAly. MapakadG rév Kipiov bpovpapxov 
vad NY Tiywpnon THY ppoupay Sidte elve GDHa. ~QXos 
nmerepos (du-) M. biAurrovons.” 
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ancient lexicon); (2) what part has been 
coined or revived by modern scribes, which 
is fairly exhibited in the present volume ; 
and (3) what part is of national creation 
since ancient times and so, added to the 
part preserved from antiquity, characterizes 
genuine or popular modern Greek. 

A. N. JANNARIS. 
The University, St. Andrews, N. B. 

CORRESPONDENCHE. 

‘ASSOCIATED REMINISCENCES.’ 

In illustration of Mr. Cook’s thesis I can 
mention an amusing instance in modern 
Latin verse. In 1862 the Camden prize 
was won at Cambridge by the late lamented 
F. W. H. Myers, on the subject ‘ Alexander 
ad Hyphasin.’ In the concluding lines he 
saw fit to compare Alexander to Ganymede, 
and with Virgil, then as always, BouBdv ev 
avTd Kal Tovdv pr) Ovvacbat GAAwY aKovew, the 
name Ganymedes suggested ‘Ht genus in- 
visum et rapti Ganymedis honores,’ which at 
once reappeared as ‘ Qualis ab Ida | Pertulit 
invisum Ganymedes raptus honorem. But 
conscious of his own catachrestical trans- 
fer of inviswm from genus to honorem, the 
poet added a note with the lame defence 
‘ Junoni scilicet’! 

In Theocritus 1. 5, while not denying 
the reminiscence of Sappho, I believe there 
is a truly amusing reminiscence of a far 
more familiar passage, viz. Homer, J/iad 
453 as 8 ore xelpappor totapot Kat’ dpeode 
peovres. Without going so far—as our 
present Hellenic brethren would—as to say 
that ye(wappos and yiuapos were pronounced 

exactly the same—I believe that the resem- 
blance is near enough to warrant apa 
apocdoxiav, like ‘There shall pour down to 
you’ [not the flood but] ‘the flock.’ It is 
the same sort of pun asif we should say, 
‘there shall come sailing in to you a sheep.’ 

I may mention here, in connection with 
the word y/apos, a singular misprint which 
has been copied, as far as I know, in every 
edition of Childe Harold from the earliest to 
the latest. In Childe Harold ii. 51, 3 in a 
description of the mountains of Albania 
(Hpiros) we find the strange line ; 

‘ Chimaera’s Alps extend from left to right. 

Read Chimari’s; so in stanza 72, we have 

twice 

‘Chimariot, Illyrian, and dark Suliote’ 
‘Shall the sons of Chimari, who never 

forgive.’ 

Byron’s hand was a hard one for the 
printers. 

Witiram Evererr. 

A CORRECTION. 

On p. 392 of the Classical Review for 
November I said that Proclus’ commentary 
on the myth of the Aepublic had been 
published for the first time by Kroll in 1901. 
In point of fact this part of Proclus’ com- 
mentary was already published in 1888 by 
Pitra (Analecta Sacra et Classica, Paris and 
Rome vol. v. pp. 1-146). The particular 

passage which I quoted is on p. 68, and 
Pitra makes the interesting conjecture 
kekolacpevors for KexwAropevors. 1 am in- 
debted to Professor J. Cook Wilson for 
drawing my attention to this error on my 
part. 

J. Apa. 
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VER SEON. 

ODE FROM SHELLEY’S HZZLAS, ‘WORLDS ON WORLDS ARE ROLLING 
EVER,’ TRANSLATED INTO DACTYLO-EPITRITES. 

Worlds on worlds are rolling ever 

From creation to decay, 

Like the bubbles on a river 

Sparkling, bursting, borne away. 

But they are still immortal 

Who, through birth’s orient portal 

And death’s dark chasm hurrying to and fro, 

Clothe their unceasing flight 

In the brief dust and light 

yathered around their chariots as they go ; 

New shapes they still may weave, 

New gods, new laws receive ; 

Bright or dim are they as the robes they 

last 

On Death’s bare ribs had cast. 

A power from the unknown God 

A Promethean conqueror came ; 

Like a triumphal path he trod 

The thorns of death and shame. 

A mortal shape to him 

Was like the vapour dim 

Which the orient planet animates with light ; 

Hell, Sin, and Slavery came, 

Like bloodhounds mild and tame, 

Nor preyed, until their Lord had taken flight. 

The moon of Mahomet 

Arose, and it shall set : 

While blazoned as on heaven’s immortal 

noon, 

The cross leads generations on. 

Swift as the radiant shapes of sleep 
From one whose dreams are Paradise 

Fly, when the fond wretch wakes to weep, 

And day peers forth with her blank 

eyes ; 

So fleet, so faint, so fair, 

The Powers of earth and air 

_ Fled from the folding star of Bethlehem : 

Apollo, Pan, and Love, 

And even Olympian Jove 

Grew weak, for killing Truth had glared on 

them ; 

Our hills and seas and streams 

Dispeopled of their dreams, 
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Their waters turned to blood, their dew to 

tears, 

Wailed for the golden years. 
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Hy 88760 aia pev ev wovtw: mpd 8 époas v 68760 ain p yp po 8° &p 
EAAddes 

nw 5) col , 

Kpavat péov daKkpva, Kal XpuTE@v OTEVOY 
dpe’ épnmbevr’ dvelpwv. 

METRICAL SCHEME. 

Di denotes full dactylie colon. 

Di Di £. 
. Ep (resolved) Ep D. 
. Dl Ep E. 

10. Di Di £. 
11. Ep Ep Ep E. 
12. p Ep Ep. 
13. Di Ep E. 
14. pE Ep LE. 
15. Ep (resolved) Ep. 

DD» 
Ep ;; 

1. Dp D. 
2. 1 Ep Dl. 
3. Ep Ep (the second resolved). 
4. Ep Ep (the first resolved). 
5. Ep Di LE. 
6. Di Ep. 
ile 
8 
9 

the same catalectic. 
full epitrite. 
the same catalectic. 

(The letter yor 7 added in the next line means that 
the catalectic syllable is made up there.) 

GitBert Murray. 

ARCHAEOLOGY. 

DITTENBERGER’S GREEK 
TIONS. 

INSCRIP- 

lterum 
3 vol- 

Sylloge Inscriptionum Graecarum. 
edidit GutieLmus DrrreNBERGER. 
umes (1898, 1900, 1901). 46 M. 

FirreeN years after the publication of the 
first edition appeared Volume I. of the second 
edition of Dittenberger’s well-known SyJloge. 
The first edition contained pp. vill. and 
806, of which 141 were devoted to Indices ; 
the second edition has swollen to pp. x. and 
644, vi. and 826, with Volume III. con- 
taining Indices alone, pp. 462. While it is 
clear that a very large addition of new 
matter, partly necessitated by recent dis- 
coveries, has been incorporated in the new 
edition, yet this has not been effected with- 
out considerable omissions of inscriptions 
which appeared in the earlier issue. The 
excision extends to almost all the documents 
relating to the Attalidae, the Seleucidae 
and the Ptolemies. By way of compensation 
the editor promises a supplementary volume 
of Inscriptiones Graecae Orientis selectae. 

So also the specimens of the Tribute 
Lists given under nos. 15-21 of the first 
edition have been omitted on the ground 
that, in order to be of any use, the series 

must be much more extensive than the 
dimensions of a Sylloge would allow. Still 
in so far as such a Sylloge may be supposed 
to be representative of inscriptional types, 
the omission may be deemed to be unfor- 
tunate. 

The arrangement adopted in the new 
edition remains the same as in the old. 
Subordinated to a somewhat loose grouping 
of subject-matter, and without even this 
limitation in Volume I, the sequence is 
entirely chronological. The effect is some- 
times a little distracting ; a record of pro- 
perty-sales at Halicarnassus is followed by a 
dedicatory inscription from the Acropolis at 
Athens ; a statement of expenses incurred 
in repairs of masonry in Attica is followed 
by an honorary decree of Erythrae, and so 
forth. An appendix contains results of 
the most recent discoveries. A striking 
feature of the new edition is the remark- 
ably careful and complete Index covering 
462 pages, or roughly one-third of the 
whole work. Grateful as we are for the 
experiment in this case, it is doubtful how 
far we can reasonably expect that it should 
be repeated in the case of other similar 
handbooks, adding largely as it does to the 
bulk and cost. The classification of the 
Index follows in the main the pattern set 
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in the Corpus Inscriptionum Graecarum and 
its successors. It begins, e.g., with Vomina 
virorum et mulierum, later comes a section 
Res sacrae, and lastly, occupying 200 pages 
of the 462, Votabilia varia. Being appealed 
to by friendly critics of the first edition to 
make the Index from end to end alpha- 
betical, Dittenberger, as he tells us in his 

preface, decided to adhere to his original 
plan, though admitting that it was not 
without certain disadvantages. And it 
must be confessed that time is frequently 
lost in hunting for a word through several 
sections of the Index; for instance, first 
under some sub-section of Res publica, then 
under ftes sacrae and as a last resource 
under WNotabilia varia. The Index volume 
ends with a Comparatio numerorum, by 
which it may be seen whether an inscrip- 
tion appearing in any of the recognised 
collections and periodicals has been included 
in the Syiloge. Dittenberger is at pains 
in the preface to disclaim any imitation of 
the similarly useful device adopted by Prof. 
Michel in his Recueil, which was published 
a short time before the Sy/loge. It is now 
so necessary a part of every work of the 
kind that no such disclaimer was needed. 
As a matter of fact neither Dittenberger 
nor Michel was the first to adopt the device 
in question. 

The first edition contained 470 inscrip- 
tions, the second has nearly double that 
number. Of the added matter not the 
least attractive is that contained in the 
Appendix titulorum his proximis annis eru- 
torum. Most of these indeed were already 
known to scholars who had kept pace with 
the current periodical literature, but some 
not previously published from Magnesia ad 
Maeandrum are inserted, thanks to the 
courtesy of Dr. O. Kern, who gave Ditten- 
berger access to his proof-sheets. The 
arrangement of the inscriptions in the two 
volumes is substantially the same as in the 
first edition, except that there is a greater 
number of subordinate sectional headings. 
The long section, Res sacrae, for instance, 
is divided into 1. Templa et delubra, arae, 

simulacra, supellee sacra; 2. Sacerdotia 
aliaque officia ad rem divinam spectantia ; 3. 
Sacrificia, pompae, mysteria aliaeque caere- 
moniae; 4. Certamina gymnica, equestria, 
musica, scaenica ; 5. Collegia et sodalitates 
sacrorum causa institutae ; 6. Vota et dedi- 

cationes ; 7. Oracula; 8. Dirae et impre- 
cationes. It would have added greatly to 
the convenience of readers if the titles of 
these sub-sections had been indicated briefly 
in running headings on each page. 
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Tt is only natural that in the commen- 
taries subjoined to the inscriptional texts 
the lapse of fifteen years since the appear- 
ance of the first edition should have 
necessitated many corrections and many 
additions. The bibliography and references 
to current literature prefixed to the texts 
have notably increased in bulk, but it is not 
always easy to see where Dittenberger has 
drawn the line ; for example, in the case of 
certain inscriptions in which reference is 
given to the corresponding text in Michel’s 
Recueil, some of the works or periodicals 
cited by Michel are ignored by Dittenberger. 
The question indeed of deciding between 
fulness and limit is an increasingly difficult 
one for writers of similar manuals. An 
equally troublesome task is that of determin- 
ing how far an editor is bound or expected 
to repeat for the purpose of refuting 
the obviously obsolete interpretations of 
former scholars. Dittenberger’s notes 
might in many cases have been materially 
shortened or altered if he had been less 
scrupulous in this matter. Thus in the 
note to no, 463, 104 sq., on the words at xa 
aroorav7, ‘cum magistratum deposuerint,’ 
Vischer’s explanation, written forty-six years 
ago, of the construction of these and the 
following words, might well have been 
omitted, and, instead, the formula of older 
Cretan inscriptions (7 « droora, Law of 
Gortyn I. 53) might have been adduced in 
illustration. 

The selection includes a_ considerable 
number of inscriptions in dialects other than 
the Attic and in the ‘ Kow7.’ Those which 
are remarkable mainly for their dialect- 
colouring are naturally absent, but, less 

naturally, we miss even in this second 
edition some of profound interest both as 
storehouses of dialectic forms and as 
sources of information for ancient law and 
custom, such as the Gortyn Code and the 
Tabulae Heraclienses. On the other hand 
we have, with a copious commentary, the 
famous Labyadae-inscription of Delphi, one 
of the many texts which help to determine 
the reading in imperfect copies of inscrip- 
tions previously discovered ; thus it is now 
clear that in Roehl’s I. G. A. 319 (the 
archaic Delphian rock-inscription) we must 
read oot Aadvadav, but AaBvadav, and that 
this name is not that of a warpia (gens), but 
of a dparpia. 

There is hardly a page on which we might 
not find material for criticism and comment, 
but we lay down the work astounded more 
than ever at the immense extent of Ditten- 
berger’s scholarship, and the complete 
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mastery of his material which he displays. 
Truly he is a prince among epigraphists. 

E. 8. Roserts. 

PUCHSTEIN’S GREEK STAGE. 

Die Griechische Biihne. ine architek- 
tonische Untersuchung. Von Orro PucH- 
stein. Berlin, 1901. Pp. 144. 43 
Illustrations. Price 8 Mk. 

Tuts book is a very interesting and valuable 
contribution to our knowledge of the Greek 
stage. The author is a well-known archaeo- 
logist, who has made a special study of Greek 
architecture. The subject which he discusses 
is the structure of the proskenion and the 
stage-buildings in the ancient Greek theatre. 
In dealing with this theme he confines him- 
self almost exclusively to archaeological 
evidence. He dismisses from view, as out- 
side his own province, the testimony afforded 
by the ancient dramas. He takes no notice 
of the allusions in ancient writers, with the 

exception of Vitruvius, the architect. 
What he sets himself to do is to carefully 
examine the existing remains of the old 
theatres, and to see what conclusions can 
be drawn from them, and how far these 

conclusions tally with the statements in 
Vitruvius. His verdict is decisive and 
unhesitating. The evidence of the stone 
monuments is, in his opinion, fatal to Dorp- 
feld’s theory, and entirely confirms the 
ordinary view as found in Vitruvius. He 
considers that the architectural structure 
of these monuments can only be explained 
on the supposition that there was a tall 
stage for the actors. This opinion has a 
special value, coming from such a source. 
It is true that many scholars have already 
pointed out that the archaeological evidence, 
so far from favouring Dorpfeld, was really 
against him. But the views of scholars on 
such points are apt to be received with some 
suspicion. Here however we have an archaeo- 
logical expert vigorously enforcing the 
same conclusion; and it is possible that his 
arguments will convince many of those who 
are still suspending their judgment. 

The book is not merely polemical. In 
fact the polemical part only comes in 
incidentally. The primary object of the 
author is to investigate the structure of the 
ancient skene. He divides his book into 
two portions, the first part dealing with the 
proskenion, the second and larger part with 
the stage-buildings as a whole. All avyail- 
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able evidence is carefully collected and 
examined. The author has some advantage 
over previous writers, owing to the accession 
of fresh materials. He has been able to 
consult the full accounts, recently published, 
of the theatres at Priene, New Pleuron, 
Mantinea, and Ephesus. He has also person- 
ally studied several Graeco-Roman theatres 
of South Italy and Sicily, such as Pompeii, 
Tyndaris, and Segesta. With these advan- 
tages, and by his skilful and ingenious use 
of the old evidence, he has succeeded in 
throwing a fresh light upon many important 
questions. 

As regards the proskenion, the most 
interesting of the new points brought out 
by the author is the process of development 

“traceable in the character of the supporting 
wall. Originally the Greek proskenia were 
made of wood. Later on they were made 
partly of wood and partly of stone. The 
stage itself remained a wooden one; but 
in the wall in front the wooden supports 
were replaced by stone columns, resting on 
a stone foundation, and topped by a stone 
entablature, the spaces between the columns . 
being filled in by boards or ‘pinakes,’ 
Herr Puchstein shows that these columns 
underwent a gradual transformation, so as 
to adapt them better to the purpose for 
which they were required. At first, as at 
Athens and Sicyon, they consisted simply 
of entire columns. Later on, the columns 
were provided with rims running down the 
centre of each side, to hold the pinakes, as 
at Megalopolis and Eretria. Later still, the 
place of the columns was taken by half- 
columns resting against pillars, as more 
convenient for holding the pinakes. These 
pillars were at first without grooves or 
projections for the pinakes (Epidaurus) ; 
bnt in the later examples they are always 
provided with grooves (Priene, New Pleuron, 
Delos, &e.). This view of the development 
of the proskenia if correct, as seems probable, 
gives us a very valuable criterion for 
determining the date of the various theatres. 
For example, the proskenia at Priene and 
New Pleuron, in which the latest type of 
half-column is used, are known to belong to 
the third century s.c. Hence it would 
follow that the proskenia at Athens, Hretria, 
Epidaurus, and other places, where older 

types are employed, should be assigned to 
an earlier date than has been done hitherto, 
and should be put not later than the fourth 
century. Of course, a criterion of this kind 
must be used with caution. It occasionally 
happens in architecture that old forms 
survive side by side with newer develop- 
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ments ; and there is always the possibility 
of a recurrence in later times to an earlier 
and disused type. Still Herr Puchstein’s 
scheme will no doubt be of great assistance 
in determining the date of any given 
proskenion. 

Another point on which the author makes 
some interesting suggestions is the decora- 
tion of the pinakes. Dérpfeld supposes they 
were painted in scenic style, so as to form 
the background. But, as Herr Puchstein 
points out, there is not a particle of evidence 
for such a view. A back-scene interrupted 
by a series of columns would be most 
peculiar. Also, the accounts of the theatre 
at Delos during the third century B.c. 
appear to demonstrate that the pinakes were 
not used for this purpose. We there find 
that the joiner who made a single pinax 
received 50 drachmas, while the painter who 
painted two only received 3 drachmas | obol. 
The smallness of the sum in the latter case 
seems a clear proof that the painting was 
not of the artistic kind we should expect 
in a back-scene, but a very simple affair, 
suitable to the supporting wall of the stage. 
As to the appearance of the pinakes, the 
author has obtained a new piece of evidence 
from the theatre at Priene. Here the old 
proskenion front was retained by the 
Romans when they altered the theatre, but 
the pinakes were removed, and the spaces 

between the columns walled up. In one 
space a considerable part of the wall has 
been preserved, and it is found to have been 
painted in imitation of a  folding-door. 
Herr Puchstein thinks, very plausibly, that 
this style of decoration was copied from 
the old proskenia. Similar instances of 
vacant spaces made to imitate doors are 
common on Lycian grave monuments and 
Pompeian wall-paintings. Again, in the 
Graeco-Roman theatre of Termessos, the 
front of the stage is a mere wall, according 
to the later fashion, with five doors. The 
spaces between the doors are built in imi- 
tation of wood-work, so as to give the 
appearance of being decorated with large 
panels. The author thinks that this too 
may be a reminiscence of another type of 
pinax, representing a large oblong panel 
instead of a door. All these suggestions 
seem highly probable. At any rate there 
can be little doubt that the decoration of 
the pinakes was of some conventional kind 
similar to that just described. 

The most important and novel part of the 
book is that which deals with the stage- 
buildings as a whole. These are divided by 
the author into three types. The basis of 
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the classification is the diversity in the 
structure of the side-entrances on tothe stage. 
Every theatre had the usual entrances from 
the back-scene, intended for the occupants 
of the dwelling before which the action was 
taking place. But, besides this, entrances 
had to be provided for persons coming from 
the neighbourhood, or from a distance. 
This, he thinks, was managed in three ways. 
The oldest way was to enclose the stage 
between projecting side-wings, with doors 
from which the characters made their 
entrance. This type, which he calls the 
‘Western’ type, is found in the earliest 
stage-buildings at Athens and Hretria, in 
New Pleuron, and in the theatres of Sicily. 
It was the one adopted by the Romans, and 
has been imitated from them in the theatres 
of modern times. But the Greeks of a 
later date apparently preferred a more 
realistic mode of entrance on the part of 
persons coming from a distance—one which 
would make their gradual approach to the 
scene of action more conspicuous. Hence 
the invention of the ‘ Ramp’ type of theatre. 
In this type the stage is not enclosed with 
side-wings, but merely terminated at each 
end by a wall with a door in it. Outside 
there is a ramp, or sloping pathway, leading 
up from the parodos to the door, and visible 
to the spectators. Up this ramp the actor 
would make his way, and pass through the 
door on to the stage. Thus he would be 
seen by the audience some time before he 
reached the scene of action. This type, 
which dates from the end of the fourth 
century, soon became the prevalent one in 
Greece proper. The best known example is 
the splendid theatre of Epidaurus. It is 
also found at Oropus and Sicyon, and in the 
later stage-buildings of Eretria. Other 
examples, such as Megalopolis, Mantinea, 
and the later Athenian stage, are more 

doubtful. A third variety, the ‘ Eastern,’ 
is met with chiefly in Asia Minor, but also 
at Delos. Here, too, there are no side- 
wings. The stage is rather longer than 
the skene, and is continued for some 
distance down each side of it. The ends of 
the stage are terminated by a wall con- 
taining no door. The idea seems to have 
been that the persons supposed to come 
from a distance should make their way 
down one of the passages on each side of 
the skene, and so come round the corner on 
to the stage. The best examples of this 
type are the theatres of Priene and Assos. 
Delos belongs to the same variety, but has 
this peculiar feature, that the stage is con- 
tinued, in the form of a colonnade, not only 
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down the sides of the skene, but also round 
the back, so as to completely enclose it. 
At Termessos the same principle is applied 
rather differently. Here the stage is of the 
same length as the skene, and is terminated 
by walls without doors. There cannot, 

therefore, have been either side-wings, or 
ramps, or side-passages. The place of the 
latter is taken by two extra doors in the 
back-scene, on each side of the three central 
ones, and separated off from them by pro- 
jecting walls. The same appears to have 
been the case at Ephesus. 

Such is the author’s scheme. There is 
much to be said in its favour. It is the 
only rational way of accounting for the 
ramp-like approaches to the stage in such 
theatres as Epidaurus. It gives us for the 
first time a satisfactory explanation of 
theatres like those of Priene and Delos, 
where the stage extends round the corners 
of the skene ; and of theatres like Termessos, 
where there are five doors in the back-scene, 
and no means of approach from the sides of 
the stage. In these and similar cases it 
used to be supposed that temporary wooden 
side-wings were erected specially for the 
dramatic performances. But this has always 
seemed to me to be most improbable. It is 
far more likely that permanent provision 
should have been made for the needs of the 
actors. By the light of Herr Puchstein’s 
explanations we see how this may have 
been done. It will be interesting to hear what 
the architectural critics have to say upon 
the subject. Very possibly objection may be 
taken to some of the details of the scheme. 
In several theatres the remains are almost 
too fragmentary to justify any certain conclu- 
sions ; as for instance in the case of the sup- 
posed ramps in the second Athenian stage- 
building. But on the whole I am inclined to 
think that the new classification will be 
accepted as a satisfactory explanation of 
diversities of structure in the skene which 
have not hitherto been sufficiently considered. 

In discussing the stage-buildings of the 
Athenian theatre the author, while recog- 
nising Dérpfeld’s great services in the 
investigation of that theatre, ventures to 
differ from him on some points of chronology. 
It has already been pointed out by several 
writers that Dérpfeld’s reconstruction of 
the oldest stage-building, the ‘ Lycurgean,’ 
as he calls it, is open to grave doubt. The 
author brings forward new and _ very 
forcible arguments in support of these doubts. 
He comes to the conclusion that what 
Dorpfeld calls the Hellenistic proskenion, 
and assigns to the second century B.C., was 
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really erected by Lycurgus towards the end 
of the fourth. He justifies his view on 
this ground, among others, that the columns 
are of the oldest type, according to the 
scheme already mentioned in the beginning 
of this article. He supposes that the 
‘Lycurgean’ stage-building, with its deep 
side-wings, was erected sometime before 
Lycurgus, towards the end of the fifth or 
the beginning of the fourth century. This 
date is certainly more probable on a priori 
grounds than that given by Dorpfeld. 
According to Déorpfeld’s chronology the 
earliest stage-buildings at Athens were 
apparently later than those at Eretria and 
other Greek cities. But it is hard to believe 
that the city in which the drama was first 
developed should not have been the first 
also to provide itself with a permanent 
stage. Herr Puchstein also doubts whether 
the whole of the existing auditorium was 
built in the time of Lycurgus, and cites 
evidence to show that there were already 
stone seat-steps as early as the fifth century 
B.c. If his views about the auditorium and 
the stage are correct, they will enhance the 
interest of the theatre, as showing that 
parts of it were contemporary with Aristo- 
phanes, and possibly with Sophocles and 
Euripides. The question, however, is one 
which depends mainly upon architectural 
technicalities, and it would be premature 
to express a decided opinion about it till it 
has been further discussed by the experts. 
Déorpfeld’s criticisms will be awaited with 
much curiosity. 

The original stage-building at Athens is 
of the ‘Western’ type, as already pointed 
out, and contzins deep side-wings. Between 
the wings there are no traces of any erection. 
But Herr Puchstein shows conclusively that 
the only possible purpose of the wings was 
to enclose a stage. The analogy of later 
theatres of the same type, such as those of 
Tyndaris and Segesta, where traces of the 
stage still remain, render any other con- 
clusion indefensible. The disappearance of 
all traces of the stage is to be accounted 
for by the fact that it was made mostly, if 
not entirely, of wood. The height of this 
old stage at Athens may be determined 
approximately by a comparison with the 
contemporary stage-buildings at LEretria, 
where there is evidence to show that the 
stage must have been not less than nine or 
ten feet above the level of the ground-floor. 
Hence if Herr Puchstein’s chronology is 
reliable, it would lead to the conclusion 
that as early as the end of the fifth century 
the stage at Athens, as far as height is 
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concerned, approximated to the Vitruvian 
type. Hitherto it has been supposed that 
there was no evidence for a stage of this 
height previous to the latter part of the 
fourth century. But even if we assume a 
high stage as early as the end of the fifth, 
there is nothing in this to prevent us 
supposing that in times still more remote 
the stage was a comparatively low one, such 
as would be suitable for the plays of 
Aeschylus, and the older plays of Aristo- 
phanes. Nor is the existence of a high 
stage about 400 B.c. inconsistent with the 
presence of a chorus. Some recent critics 
appear to imagine that as long as there was 
any chorus at all, the actors must have 
stood on nearly the same level with it. 
But this is not so. The whole question 
depends on the intimacy of the connexion 
between actors and chorus. As long as 
they freely commingled together, it seems 
that the stage must have been moderately 
low. But when the chorus ceased to take 
any active part in the play, the raising of 
the stage would be a matter of indifference. 
Now it was precisely towards the end of the 
fifth century that the chorus began to lose 
its old significance, and to assume the 
functions of mere interlude-singers. Hence 
there would be nothing surprising if it 
should be shown that at this date stages 
began to be erected as high as the rules of 
Vitruvius demand. 

I have mentioned the points of chief im- 
portance in Herr}Puchstein’s book. But it 
is full of suggestive remarks on matters of 
detail. His discussion of the stage-buildings 
at Megalopolis is especially interesting, 
though it cannot be said that he has cleared 
up all difficulties in connexion with this 
mysterious theatre. But he shows very 
clearly the impracticability of Dérpfeld’s 
theory as to the scaena ductilis. He points 
out the absurdity of supposing that a huge 
painted board, more than 100 feet in length, 
and more than 25 feet in height, was pulled 
out in front of the Thersilion to serve as a 
back-scene. He reminds us that the scaena 
ductilis was not a contrivance of this kind, 
but was a small affair, a variety for the 
scuena versilis, or periaktos ; and that it was 
drawn apart, to disclose a new scene behind, 
and was not drawn across the stage. More 
over the construction of the ancient theatres, 
even those with side-wings, shows that there 
was no room and no opportunity for the 
hauling to and fro of huge boards such as 
Dorpfeld imagines. There are many other 
criticisms and discussions in the book which 
deserve to be mentioned; but enough has 
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been said to show its value, which is en- 
hanced by excellent plans and illustrations. 
The book is not an easy one to read, and 

will hardly appeal to the general reader. 
The treatment is technical and minute, and 

the style is rather heavy. But it deserves 
to be studied with care by all those who are 
specially interested in the structure of the 
ancient Greek theatre. 

A, E. Hatcu,. 

FURTWANGLER’S AIGINETICA. 

Aigineticu. Vorliufiger Bericht iiber die Ausgra- 
bungen auf Aegina. Sitzungsberichte der 
philos.-philol.-hist. Cl. d. k. bay. Aka- 
demie d. Wissenschaften. A. Furt- 
wingler. Miinchen, 1901. Heft III. 

THE twilight of the Pelasgian Gods grows 
clearer day by day and by the irony of fate 
never so clear as now, when, with Pindar, we 

turn our eyes to the ‘ Dorian isle of Aegina.’ 
Among the ‘events’ of the past season of 
excavations Prof. Furtwiingler’s discoveries 
in Aegina stand out preeminent. Every one 
in England not less than in Germany has 
rejoiced over the prompt harvest that re- 
warded the enterprise—a harvest which 
includes not only Mycenaean deposits, valu- 
able architectural fragments, but also the 
series of exquisite archaic heads that lay 
hidden so near the surface of the soil and 
which now far from their fellows in Munich 
await full discussion and determination in 
the little local museum. Meanwhile the 
mythological outcome of the excavations 
claims attention and first and foremost the 
dedication of the temple. 

The Greek peasant with wise reserve 
refused to dogmatize; he refrained even 
from his wonted ascription ‘ Hagios Elias’ 
and called the ruins ‘ stas kolonnas.’ Cock- 
erell when he brought away the pediment 
sculptures dedicated the temple to ‘ Pan- 
Hellenian Zeus.’ He and others were misled 
by what Prof. Furtwiingler with pardonable 
emphasis calls ‘jener beriichtigte Stein mit 
der gefiilschten Weihinschrift.’ Later, when 
this dedication was seen to be impossible, 

Zeus was dethroned and his daughter 
Athene reigned in his stead. Did not 
Athene stand dominant over the combatants 
in either pediment? had not Herodotus 
(IIT. 59), spoken of ‘the sanctuary of Athene 
in Aegina’ (76 ipov tis “AOnvains ev Aiyiy), 
had not two boundary stones come to light 
not far from the temple, each bearing the 
inscription, dpos tepevovs “AOnvaias? Neither 
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ipdv nor rézevos, be it observed, necessitates a 
vaos but the new theory found favour, some- 
how became orthodox and was speedily trans- 
muted by current handbooks into a fact, an 
instance, if any were needed, of the deplor- 
able fusion between certainty and possibility 
that still obtains in the history of Greek 
sculpture. When a writer appears who has 
strength of mind to set down for the use of 
students the actual facts of his subject, his 
book will be precious and—small. 

Thanks to Prof. Furtwiingler’s excavations 
the ‘fact’ of the dedication to Athene goes 
back to its proper limbo of possibility, per- 
haps not even to rest there. In an inscrip- 
tion brought to light by the assistant 
excavator Dr. Thiersch (Berliner Phil. 
Wochenschrift Aug. 3 1901, p. 1002) we get 
one ‘fact’ beyond dispute. In the 6th 
century B.C. an altar, a house (oikos) and an 
ivory statue? (quaintly called 6 édédas) 
were made, not for Athene, but for a goddess 
who is to most of us a somewhat shadowy 
queen, Aphaia. There remains, we suppose, 
the bare possibility that Athene, when the 
new temple was built, wrested it away from 
her ancient predecessor,'but this in the face 
of Pindar’s hymn to Aphaia is wildly im- 
probable. There remains also another 
possibility, that Herodotus may have written 
Athene by mistake for Aphaia, Aphaia as 
will immediately be seen was near akin to 
Dictynna ;—the defeated Samians had built a 
temple of Dictynna in Crete, the prows of 
their vessels would be specially acceptable 
to her Aeginetan double. 

The goddess Aphaia who now, thanks to 
the inscription, stands out in sudden actu- 
ality was known of course before. Pau- 
sanias (ii. 30. 3) tells us that in Aegina, on 
the way to the mountain of Pan-Hellenian 
Zeus, is a sanctuary of Aphaia, and about 
her Pindar wrote a hymn for the Aegine- 
tans. On the day when the hymn was sung 
the goddess must have been real enough, 
and Prof. Furtwiingler conjectures that that 
day may have been the day of the dedi- 
cation of the ‘oixos.’ It is from Pausanias 
that we learn that Aphaia is but the 
Aeginetan name of the Cretan Dictynna, 
maiden goddess, spirit of the fishing-net. 
We are back in a very primitive stratum, 
among a fisher-folk who ‘sacrifice unto 
their net and burn incense unto their drag 
because by them their portion is full and 
their meat plenteous.’ In a word, Aphaia is 
one of the multitude of local maiden god- 
desses, Kore, Dictynna, Britomartis, Kallisto, 
Kyrene, whose figures, as Dr. Studniczka 
has shown, ‘ Kyrene’ p. 146 ff., paled, and 
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faded before the coming of the Olympian 
Artemis. The crude etymological guess that 
she was called Aphaia because she faded 
away (ddavis éyévero) contains accidentally 
an historical truth. Pausanias realised this 
fusion and confusion of the local maidens 
with Artemis. He saw at Sparta (iii. 14. 
2) a sanctuary of ‘Aeginean Artemis’ and 
also of Artemis Issora, and adds ‘they name 
her also Limnaia (‘ Lady of the Lake’) but 
in reality she is not Artemis but Britomartis 
of Crete. J have told the tale about her in 
describing Aegina.’ Prof. Furtwaingler says 
that this Aeginean Artemis ‘ hat mit dieser 
(i.e. Aphaia) nichts zu thun’ ; he will pardon 
us if we suggest we might rightly have 
claimed their substantial identity. The 
“Aeginean’ Artemis is only Artemis as 
supplanting the local Kore. Greek my- 
thology is full of the echoes of such conflicts 
and supercessions. Kyrene and Aphaia are 
not alone, a greater than these, Aphrodite 
herself, contended with Artemis and was 
worsted. In the ‘ Hippolytus’ Euripides 
is consciously concerned with a human 
tragedy, but he borrowed his plot from 
immemorial tradition, and his human actors 

move perforce against the background of 
an ancient deopmaxia. 

It is not only Aphaia, the maiden goddess 
of the fisher-folk, who emerges into new 
actuality. An ancient mother and daughter 
pair also borrow from the excavations a fresh 
vitality. Every one is familiar with the 
strange old figures, Damia and Auxesia, 
prototypes as it were of Demeter and Kore. 
Herodotus (v. 82-87) tells us of their 
kneeling olive-wood images, which the rash 
Athenians tried to take from Aegina with 
ropes, and of the storm and madness they 
sent in vengeance. At the end of the 
quaint aetiological tale we learn that in 
eternal penance for their crime the women 
of Athens who had pierced to death with 
their wepévac the man who brought tidings 
of their husbands’ disaster had to change 
their dress to one that needed no pins, and 
the women of Aegina ‘had to dedicate pins 
especially in the sanctuary of the offended 
goddesses.’ Prof. Ridgeway (Harly Age of 
Greece, p. 572) has shown that these mur- 

derous skewers (zepdvat) were the refuge of 
the destitute who had no safety pins 
(fibulae), and now, to confirm the story, Dr. 
Thiersch, joint excavator with Prof. Furt- 
wingler, has brought to light an inscription 
dealing with the treasury of Damia and 
Auxesia at Oia in Aegina, the very spot 
where, as Herodotus tells us, these images 

were set up. By a delightful coincidence 
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in this inventory occur a number of zepovar 
vouching for the truth of Herodotus. Next 
year Prof. Furtwiingler will seek out this 
sanctuary at Oia, and we may hope to hear 
more of the ancient mother and daughter, 
perhaps even something of the strange 
‘derisive dances’ whereby they were 
© pacified.’ 

JANE E, Harrison. 

HUTCHINSON’S AEACUS. 

Aeacus, a Judge of the Under-world. By W. 
M. L. Hutchinson. Macmillan and Bowes, 
1901. 2s. net. 

THE new material from Aegina came just 
too late to be utilised by the writer of 
the monograph on Aeacus. She, too, is 
ecncerned to illuminate the twilight of 
Pelasgian gods and heroes and, as _ her 
enterprise is independent of these recent 
excavations, it is the more interesting as 
an indication of the trend of archaeological 
enquiry at the moment. 

The Essay is, we understand, a preprint 
of a portion of a forthcoming monograph on 
Aegina ; the argument is, however, suffici- 
ently complete to allow of its separate 
criticism. As indicated by the title, the 
Essay falls into two parts, a discussion of 
the question who and what Aeacus was, and 
of a further issue that arises out of this 
question, why and how did he become a 
judge of the Hellenic underworld. 

It is obvious throughout that the whole 
discussion is based on the teaching of Prof. 
Ridgeway,—that, but for this, the question 
‘who was Aeacus’ would probably never have 
arisen in the writer’s mind. Prof. Ridge- 
way’s book was not published till after the 
Essay appeared, but of his unpublished 
views Prof. Ridgeway has always been 
generous to students, and of her debt to his 
teaching Miss Hutchinson makes full and 
frank acknowledgement. With such in- 
debtedness we have no quarrel. It is 
surely a professorial function to inspire as 
well as to prosecute research. Moreover, in 
the case before us, the disciple is no wise 
disposed jurare in verba magistri. Starting 
from the borrowed thesis that the civilisa- 
tion of Greece presents two ethnological 
strata, Pelasgian and Achaean, she asks to 
which stratum Aeacus belongs. Aeacus, 
ancestor of the Aeacidae, of the typical 
Homeric heroes, Achilles, Ajax, Peleus and 
Telamon is surely, if anyone, an Achaean. 
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The author, rejecting this safe and canonical 
conclusion, wrests the ancestor of the 
Achaeans from the Achaean stronghold and 
hands him over to the Pelasgians. We 
think she succeeds in substantiating her 
apparent paradox. 

The current or orthodox view from C. O. 
Muller (Aeginetica Berl. 1817, p. 18) down 
to Pauly-Wissova (s.v. Aiakos) is that 
Aeacus, eponymous hero of his clan, came 
from the north, primarily from Dodona, next 
from ‘Thessaly, bringing with him the 
worship of the Hellenic Zeus. This view is 
adopted by Prof. Bury in his interesting 
paper (Hermathena, vol, xi. p. 128) on ‘The 
identity of Ajax.’ He says, ‘ Although in 
historical times there seems to be no record 
of the cult of Aeacus elsewhere than in 
Aegina, we know that he was a Thessalian 
god or hero, and we know that he was in 
Thessaly before he was in Aegina.’ Against 
these weighty authorities Miss Hutchinson 
is prepared to maintain that Aeacus was of 
the primitive Pelasgian stock indigenous 
in Aegina, that he was found there by the 
Hellenes when they came south bringing 
Zeus with them and by them affiliated to 
their tribal god. This she substantiates by 
the examination of (a) the pedigree and 
descendants of Aeacus, (0) his local cult. 

Aeacus, legend says, was the son of 
Aegina wooed by Zeus in the shape of an 
eagle. Here we have obviously a myth 
based on the general principle to which 
Prof. Ridgeway has often called attention, 
that conquest by an immigrant race and 
subsequent settlement of the conquerors is 
expressed mythologically and even historic- 
ally by a statement that the conqueror 
marries a daughter of the land. Aegina is 
a local nymph, in like fashion the immigrant 
Pelops comes and marries the local princess 
Hippodameia. Here Miss Hutchinson 
makes the interesting suggestion that 
Aegina, like Salamis, Eleusis, and many 
another ‘local nymph’ are not merely 
abstractions intended for genealogical pur- 
poses but actual local divinities from which 
like ‘dear mother Ida’ come local ances- 
tresses ultimately merged in the more 
general notion of Tappjrwp 17. This view, as 
she says, lends colour to the derivation of 
Aiakos from Aia and its interpretation as 
meaning then a Son of Earth. 

As son of the local Earth-goddess, as local 
hero and ancestor, Aeacus is progenitor not 
only of Ajax, Peleus and Telamon, but of 
a race more akin to earth or rather sea ; he 
begat ‘the might-lord,’ Phocus, the sea-man, 
and the mother of Phocus was Psamathe, 
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the sand-maiden who herself, Thetis-like, 
had Protean powers and baffled her lover by 
taking on the form of a seal. Here is a 
peculiar stratum indeed, though in the lapse 
of years and before the glory of the Achaean 
its outlines grow misty, though even in the 
days of Pausanias Phocus had a grave and 
on it a large rough stone. 

The strongest argument, however, for the 
local autochthonous character of Aeacus is 
his /ocal cult. Wherever we find a grave, a 
precinct, and a local worship, we may fairly 
suspect an indigenous hero. Such is pre- 
eminently the case with Aeacus. We may 
think of him as shadowy and merely epony- 
mous, effaced by his illustrious son, but at 
Aegina, down to the days of Pausanias, the 
Acakeian grave and sanctuary of Aeacus 
still stood conspicuous. Within the pre- 
cinct stood a low altar and it was told as a 
secret, an open one probably by the time 
of Pausanias, that this was the hero’s 

‘grave. These secret sepulchres became 
secret, because potent only as long as intact, 
and were not unknown elsewhere. Such were 
the graves of Oedipus, of Sisyphus, of 
Theban Direce. From this grave Aeacus 
issued ‘mighty to save’ at Saiamis. More 
significant still, Aeacus as a prince had 
power with the god and prevailed. When a 
grievous drought oppressed the Peloponnese 
the Delphian priestess (p. 9) told the en- 
quirers to propitiate Zeus and if their 
prayers were to be answered Aeacus himself 
must be their intercessor; and Aeacus by 
sacrifice and prayers to Pan-Hellenian Zeus 
procured rain for Greece. Zeus is supreme, 

but here, as in many another case, a mediator 
is required, and that mediator is the local 
hero. Probably, as Prof. Ridgeway has 
pointed out, the sky-god, Zeus Ouranios, 

supplanted the primitive Kronos, god of 
mountain tops, sender of rain, worshipped 
under the name Lycaeus on Mount Lycaon 
with secret sacrifices, worshipped too as a 
weather-god on Parnes, Pelion and many 
another peak. With this Pelasgian Kronos 
Aeacus, if he is a Pelasgian, would be in 
close and natural relations, the substitution 
of an immigrant sky-god of analogous 
functions was no hard matter, the relation 
with the local hero as intercessor would 
remain unchanged. 

In the upper world Aeacus had ruled as 
local indigenous hero, and it is by this 
natural indefeasible right that he reigns as 
judge in the under-world. Miss Hutchinson 
rightly points to the analogous case of 
Triptolemos, also a local hero, also an under- 
world judge. In primitive matriarchal days 
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the real ruler of the Shades is a Queen 
Goddess, Earth herself. He who would 
find ‘easy access’ must 

Make leap up for joy the beauteous head 
Of Proserpine, 

But because the goddess is nameless, un- 
approachable, everywhere a local intercessor 
is needed: at Eleusis it is Triptolemos, at 
Aegina, Aeacus. Then, as the local goddesses 
are resumed in Gaia and Demeter, the local 
intercessors take Pan-Hellenic form in Pluto, 
such is the making of a goddess and a god. 

This we think is what the writer means 
though it is nowhere simply and expressly 
stated. The argument is somewhat impaired 
in-its exposition at this point by an incursion 
based on Dieterich and Dering on the 
eschatology of Pluto, a subject the writer 
justly feels to be too big for the limits of 
her enquiry. This portion will no doubt 
be either expanded or exstruded in the final 
treatise. Miss Hutchinson writes, and we 
trust may continue to write, with a freshness 
and picturesqueness of phrase too rare in 
archaeological monographs. 

JaneE E, Harrison. 

MONTHLY RECORD. 

| ITALY. 

Atri (Picenum).—An interesting find of votive 
terracottas has been made here, all deposited in cir- 
cular trenches which formed the favissae of a temple 
of Roman date. The temple itself was of brick with 
terracotta decorations, and was destroyed at the 
time of the barbarian invasion. The ex voto objects 
consisted mainly of wreathed female heads, from 
statuettes in imitation of Tanagra types; they also 
include a human foot in a calceus, a vagina or 
uterus, and two fragments of Roman mural reliefs of 
which replicas are in the British Museum. One 
represents Satyrs treading out grapes, the other a 
combat of Gryphons and Arimaspi.* 

Mentana (Sabini).—In some Roman tombs recently 
excavated were cinerary urns containing four leaden 
plates with devotiones or imprecations. Three of 
them are very fragmentary, but the fourth is almost 
complete and enumerates in detail the various parts 
of the bodies of the victims. A similar one has 
been published in C. 7. Z. x. 8249.1 

Rome.—In Reg. xii. two fine marble heads have 
recently been found, one of which, of colossal size, 
represents Asklepios wearing a twisted fillet. It is 
apparently a copy of a well-known fifth-century 
type, earlier than any other known copy, with slight 
archaisms. The type of face resembles the head 
from Melos in the British Museum and that of a 
statue in Florence (Amelung, Fiihrer, p. 68, no. 95). 
The other represents the head of a youth, and is also 
a copy of a Greek original. The archetype probably 
belongs to the first half of the fourth century B.c., 

1 Notizie degli Scavi, March 1901. 
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and the style of the head is that of the fine Attic 
stelae of that period; the treatment of the hair 
recalls the Eubouleus head at Athens, and the head 
probably belongs to the school of Praxiteles. With 
these was found the hand of a man holding a child’s 
left foot, perhaps from a group like that in Naples, 
supposed to represent Athamas and Learchos (dm. 
Mitth. x. (1895), p. 242). 
Pompeti.—A small but interesting house was dis- 

covered in February last, with an atriwm of the 
type known as Tuscanicwm, the roof of which has 
since been restored in wood. The impluviwm is very 
well preserved, and on one side of it is a marble 
table with four feet in the form of lions’ claws. The 
decoration of the atrium is of the third style, with 
panels in which are animals. In one of the adjoin- 
ing chambers is the painting of the death of 
Neoptolemos already described (C. &. Feb. 1901, 
p- 93); on the opposite side is a much-worn paint- 
ing apparently representing Ares and Aphrodite sur- 
rounded by Erotes. In the next chamber to this are 
two pictures on black panels, one representing the 
toilet of Aphrodite, the other Theseus receiving the 
clue from Ariadne. The ¢ablinwm is very magnifi- 
cent, decorated in the third style. In the centre 
of each wall is a large panel, one representing 
Aphrodite and Ares with Eros and other figures, the 
other Dionysos and Ariadne in a chariot with 
attendant throng. The rest of the walls are 
decorated with architectural designs and candelabra 
to which are attached small panels with land- 
scapes : river-scenes with houses along the banks, a 
domed temple with other buildings, &c. In an 
adjoining chamber are paintings of Narcissus and 
Erotes ; in another, of Dionysos and a Seilenos, and 
Thisbe falling on the body of Pyramus; and ina 
third, Europa and the bull, Poseidon, and a figure 
opening a chest (perhaps from the story of Danae). 
The peristyle is on one side of the house, and has 
only one row of columns; in it are paintings of 
wild animals and hunting scenes. 

In April, adjoining this house, was found a 
pistrinum or baker’s shop, with a collection of 
buildings adjoining, part forming a dwelling. The 
buildings include three stables at the entrance, a 
place for storing bread, and three millstones for 
grinding. A long wing at right angles includes a 
kitchen with paintings on one wall indicating the 
larariwm. There are three rows of figures: on the 
upper, a genius familiaris sacrificing over a tripod, 
two Lares, a flute-player, and a camillus, on the left 
a boar as victim; below, a large serpent; on the 
lowest row, kitchen utensils and food: an eel ona 
spit, gridiron, boar’s head, tripod, &c.# 

GREECE. 

Aegina.—After an interval the excavations were 
resumed on the site of the temple in June by Drs. 
Thiersch and Fiechter. Continuing the exploration 
of the lower layers of the eastern terrace they found 
some new painted fragments of Dorie architecture 
from the older buildings, and below, yet older 
remains. The space between the terrace and the 
edge of the rock was full of votive objects, including 
numerous Mycenaean goddess-idols, with or without 
children in their arms, also later figures, and many 
of animals and birds. In bronze there were a fine 
statuette of a cock, fibulae, pins, and other 
implements, and fragments of ‘ Argive’ bronze 
reliefs, one with Theseus and the Minotaur; in 
marble, an early archaic draped torso of a goddess 

* Notizie degli Scavi, Feb. 1901. 
3 Ibid, April 1901. 

(cf. Olympia, iv. p. 23, no. 75) ; in terracotta, part 
of a large archaic statuette. The pottery was mostly 
geometric or ‘proto-Corinthian,’ with some local 
wares, and also inscribed fragments of Naucratite 
ware. But by far the most important find was that 
of an archaic inscription, definitely fixing the 
dedication of the temple to the goddess Aphaia, 

as had already been suspected. Itruns: ROITA: 

IARBOS:SONT OS: TAPAIAI:BOIOOS | 

. . KBB: OBOMOS: XOARGAS:MFOTR- 

MOR@R | ...... PDIPOIR@KR, KaAleotra 
iapéos édyvtos Tapala 6 oikos [eroa:|hOn* SBwuds XwAEpas 
moteranen [Td Tetxos mlepife}roiny. The use of 6 
éAepas as equivalent to 7d Edavoy Td eAepaytivoy is 
interesting ; ofxosnodoubt refers to the sacred chamber 
of the goddess. Another inscription relates to the 
building of the sixth century to which the painted 
fragments belong; it had probably been fixed in a 
frame of wood or tiles. It seems likely that Pindar’s 
ode to Aphaia (Paus. ii. 30, 3) may have been com- 
posed at the rebuilding of the temple. Other build- 
ings which have been explored are a hall used for 
sacrificial banquets and a large reservoir. 

Not from the excavations but from a casual find is 
an inscription now in the Museum, forming part of 
an inventory of the shrine of Damia and Auxesia in 
Oia (Hdt. v. 83). Among the votive offerings a 
number of zepévac are mentioned, recalling the 
decree of the Aeginetans that women should offer up 
mepdvas udAtora in this shrine, after the Athenians 
had abolished the fashion of wearing them (id. v. 
88).? 

ORETE, 

Knossos.—Mr. Arthur Evans in his report for 
1900-01 states that the palace has turned out even 
more extensive than was expected. Ten more 
magazines have been opened, and the eastern paved 
area proved to be a great central court, to the east of 
which the principal state chambers are gradually 
appearing. In the centre of the eastern quarter the 
walls suddenly descended, ‘and a triple flight of stone 
steps came to light leading down to a columnar 
uéyapov, with double tier of colonnades round it, and 
another similar hall and porticoes adjoining. Among 
the detached finds must be mentioned the lid of an 
alabastron with the name and divine titles of Khyan, 
a rare Hyksos king ; a magnificent ‘draught-board ’ 
of ivory, partly plated with gold, and of crystal 
plaques backed by silver and blue enamel (kéavos) ; 
more linear scripts, one of twenty-four lines ; clay 
seals with cult-scenes, giving new varieties of 
Mycenaean feminine costume ; and parts of human 
figures in painted stucco-relief, perhaps the effigies of 
Mycenaean kings and princes.° 

At Kato Zakro in May and June Mr. Hogarth 
found remains of a Mycenaean colony, with Cyclo- 
pean walls forming the basements of detached 
houses, and a Adkkos or deep pit containing 
Kamarais pottery and lamps, probably offerings ; 
also several hundred clay seal-impressions, The 
British school excavated at Praesos at the same 
time, but found nothing Mycenaean. Among later 
remains were an inscription of seventeen lines in 
non-Hellenic language, geometrical vases, terracottas 
dating from the sixth to the fourth century, bronze 
votive models of armour, and part of an archaic 
statue of a youthful god. At Gournia two American 

4 Berl. Phil. Woch. 3 Aug.; see also J. H. S. 
xxi. p. 346. 
* © Journ. Hell. Stud. xxi. p. 334 ff. 
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ladies have explored a Mycenaean town containing 
many late Mycenaean vases and bronze implements.° 

Phaestos.—Dr. Halbherr and his Italian fellow- 
workers have laid bare the whole palace of the 
Mycenaean rulers. To the south-east is a large open 
courtyard with corridors along which are w/@o in 
cellars; in one corridor is a square pillar (for 
purposes of worship 2). On the west, is a smaller 
court, and an arrangement of steps, apparently to 
allow spectators to see processions or dramatic 
exhibitions in the triangular court below; in short, 
the earliest known theatre! In the middle of the 
building is a large hall or péyapoy with pillared 
porch, and on the north-east of this, the women’s 
apartments. Among smaller finds are early My- 
cenaean and Kamarais vases, a table of offerings, 
clay weights, and an ivory object with relief of four 
men with animals’ heads.°® 

ASIA MINOR. 

Miletus.—¥From Dr. Wiegand’s report of his ex- 
cavations we learn that a theatre-shaped building 
found in 1899 has proved to be the BovAeuvthpioy, as 
in its courtyard was found the marble base of a 
bronze figure with inscription stating that the - 
BovAeuThpioy was erected here about 200 B.c. The 
inscription isa decree of honour for Lichas, one of 
the generals in the Coalition War against Philip of 
Macedon. Other inscriptions all date from the first 
century of the Roman empire. The building had 
Ionic half-pillars with Doric capitals. Further 
discoveries have been made in regard to the Milesian 
water-supply and the course of the Hellenistic walls, 
in which have been found archaic sculptures, shown 
by an inscription to have come from the temple of 
Artemis, i.e. the principal one of the city, her 
cultus-image appearing frequently on its coins. In 
the course of tracing out the streets several build- 
ings with Roman mosaic pavements came to light ; 
one particularly fine pavement has busts of the nine 
Muses with their names inscribed.’ 

H. B. WALTERS. 

6 Berl. Phil. Woch. 12 Oct. 
7 Ibid, 26 Oct. 
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Revue numismatique, Part 3, 1901. . 
Tacchella, ‘La magistrature de Caecilius Mater- 

nus en Moesie.” The name of this jyeuey occurs for 
the first time on a coin of Commodus struck at Mar- 
cianopolis. Tacchella reproduces a limestone relief 
found near the site of this place, which is interesting 
as representing the Apollo Lycius seen on coins of 
Marcianopolis (one hand resting on head; serpent 
beside him): ep. Lucian, Anuch. 7.—A. de la Fuye. 
‘Une monnaie du tyran Domitianus.’ In November 
1900 a find was made at Cléons, canton Vertou 
(Loire-Inférieure), of a jar containing 1,300 small 
bronze Roman coins (Gordian III. to Aurelian). The 
coins included a unique specimen, reading according 
to the description supplied to Col. de La Fuye, mvp. 
C* DOMITIANVS P* F* AVG obv. Radiate head of Empe- 
ror, 7ev. Concordia Militum. La Fuye suggests that 
this hitherto unknown emperor was Domitianus the 
lieutenant of Aureolus, who in A.p. 262 (time of 
Gallienns) defeated the two Macriani on the frontiers 
of Illyria. He is of course distinct from the Do- 
mitius Domitianus who struck coins in Egypt and 
was contemporary with Diocletian. It is to be re- 
gretted that the coin is not reproduced by photogra- 
phy: one may venture to ask whether the obverse 
legend is absolutely clear and whether it is certain 
that it is not a coin of Aurelian reading IMP’ c° 
DOM* AVRELIANVS.—Babelon. ‘ La silique romaine, 
le sou et le denier de la loi des Franes saliens.’ 

Rivista italiana di Numismatica. Part 3, 1901. 

G. Dattari. ‘Appunti di numismatica Alessan- 
drina.’ J. Maurice. ‘L'atelier monétaire d’Aquilée 
pendant la période Constantinienne.’ A catalogue 
of the coins of the mint of Aquileia arranged chro- 
nologically.—F. Gnecchi (p. 249 ff.) writes on the 
‘Restored’ coins of the Roman Emperors, and points 
out some weak points in the recent theory of Mowat, 
viz. that these coins were struck not for general cir- 
culation but to supply gaps in a (supposed) collection 
of Roman coin-dies preserved in the Temple of 
Juno Moneta on the Capitoline. 

In the Revue belge de numismatique, part 4, 1901, 
Svoronos continues his important papers on the 
chronological arrangement of the coins of the 
Ptolemies. 

WARWICK WROTH. 

SUMMARIES 

Neue Jahrbiicher fir das Klassische Alter- 
tum, ete. Vol. 7,4. 1901. 

Die griechische Sprache im Zeitalter des Hellenis- 
mus, 2. Schwyzer. Refers to Thumb’s book on this 
subject. The kowh, i.c. the Greek of ordinary life 
between 300 B.c. and 500 a.p. can only be under- 
stood by taking account of modern Greek and the 
dialects—old and new. The foundation of the cow? 
was the mixture of the spoken Attic with Ionian 
elements which resulted from the Ionic-Attie naval 
confederation. The N.T. Greek is not a peculiar 
form adapted to a religious subject-matter but rather 
the fully-developed language of Hellenism. Foreign 
influence in it is slight and even the so-called Hebra- 
isms mostly belong to the xow7 as such. Vergils 
Aneis im Lichte ihrer Zeit, E. Norden. The romantic 
tendency cherished for political reasons by Julius 
Caesar was encouraged by Augustus in his political 

OF PERIODICALS. 

and religious measures and is prominent in the 
literature of the time—especially in Vergil. The 
reader would recognize in Aeneas a type of his great 
descendant. In his references to the Julian house V. 
does not lay so much stress on its genealogical con- 
nection with Aeneas as on its religious significance. 
The pontificate of Iulus is renewed in that of 
Augustus. W. Liebenam’s Stddteverwaltung im 
rémischen Kaiserreiche is favourably reviewed by 
O. E. Schmidt. 

Part 5. 1901. 

Vergils Aneis im Lichte ihrer Zeit, E. Norden. Con- 
cluded. Vergil originally intended to write an his- 
torical poem on the Julian house culminating in the 
great deeds of Augustus. This plan was given up 
on political, not aesthetic grounds, for when the era 
of peace succeeded to the conquest of his foes Augus- 
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tus could only be celebrated as a new founder of 
Rome, the history of his own family being thus 
combined with that of the nation. The reader will 
perceive therefore that V. was not at liberty to give 
full play to his own poetical fancy, but had to deal 
with facts and legends as best he could. The result 
is that in the work we find many difficulties and 
inconsistencies. 

Mnemosyne. Vol. 29, 4. 1901. 
De Crantoris fragmentis moralibus, K. Kuiper. 

Ancient writings sometimes perish owing to later 
imitations. Thus perhaps Crantor’s awreus libellus 
mep) 7évOous would have survived if Cicero had never 
written a Consolatio, and perhaps the latter would 
have survived if it had not been for its imitators, 
Seneca, St. Jerome and others. The writer concludes 
that the arguments of those who maintain that in 
the Consolatio the fragments of Crantor were pre- 
served even oftener than when the name is given are 
of little weight, and that not even passages said to 
be quoted abrodActet are free from suspicion. Ad 
Plutarchum, J. J. H. In Thes. et Rom. comp. 6 
conjectures edvoulas for edvolas. De compositione 
Poenuli, H. T. Karsten. The Poenulus is a con- 
flation of two plays, one anonymous and one called 
Carchedonius, and the prologue has traces of both. 
Ad Plutarchum, J. J. H. In Them. 3 writes 
mdAwora 8° *Apioreldny for uddiora 5é ’Ap., and in 
Public. 14 (sic, really 15) inserts répa before rod Kadov. 
De Aetolorum institutis publicis, J. Breen. The 
writer gives an historical account of the Aetolians 
and holds that their league grew and became strong 
from the custom of granting to the communities 
under their sway the same rights as they enjoyed 
themselves without interfering with existing institu- 
tions. Paralipomena Lysiaca, H. J. Polak. Notes 
(to be continued) on the recent editions of Herwerden 
and Thalheim. Ad Aristophanis Aves, J. van 
Leeuwen. Various notes on the text. 

Wochenschrift fiir Klassische Philologie. 

1901. 

18 Sept. Beitrage zur alten Geschichte, herausg. 
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von C. F. Lehmann. 1, 1 (A. Hock). This new 
periodical must be cordially welcomed. G. Schneider 
Schiilerkommentar zu Platons Apologie (H. Dra- 
heim), favourable. 

25 Sept. M. Hoffmann, August Bickh (W. Rib- 
beck). Interesting to all philologists. Euripides, 
The Andromache, by F. Hyslop (E. Bruhn). ‘ Very 
useful for beginners.’ Tacitus, Die Germania, erkl. 
von G. v. Kobilinski(U. Zernial), favourable. Th. 
Gsell Fels, Rom und die Campagna. 5. A. (H. 
Belling), favourable. 

2 Oct. Herondae mimiambi, tert. ed. O. Crusius. 
Ed. min. (Fr. Spiro), favourable. Antilegomena, 
Die Reste der ausser-kanonischen Evangelien, herausg. 
und iibersetzt von E. Preuschen (Soltau), favourable. 
O. Riemann et H. Goelzer, Grammaire Comparée du 
Gree et du Latin. Phonétique (H. Ziemer), very 
favourable. J. J. Schlicher, The origin of rhyth- 
mical verse in late Latin (H. Draheim). ‘Shews 
diligence and good judgment.’ 

9 Oct. Florilegium Graecum coll. a Philologis 
Afranis. xi-xv (F. H.), favourable. C. Hoerenz, 
De vetustiore versus heroici forma in Homert carm- 
inibus inventa (H. Draheim). ‘A scholar with keen 
observation and understanding for metre.’ T. Rice 
Holmes, Caesar’s Conquest of Gaul (Ed. Wolff). 
‘Useful and attractive not only to scholars and 
people of cultivation, but also of value to spe- 
cialists.’ Rémische Elegiker. Kine Auswahl aus 
Catull, Tibull, Properz und Ovid, von K. P. Schulze. 
4, A. (R. Helm), favourable. E. Hula, Rémische 
Altertiimer (G. vy. Kobilinski), unfavourable on the 
whole. 

16 Oct. (©. Robert, Studien zur Ilias. Mit 
Beitriigen von F. Bechtel (Hoerenz). I. Th. Birt, 
Der Hiat bei Plautus und die lateinische Aspiration 
bis zum 10. Jahrhundert (M. Niemeyer), very favour- 
able. Der roémische Limes in Osterreich. 1. (M. 
Ihm), favourable. G. Korting, Lateinisch-romanis- 
ches Worterbuch. 2. A. (K. Ziemer). ‘The second 
edition of this useful book is much increased in 
size.’ 

LIST OF NEW BOOKS. 

Aeschylus. The House of Atreus, being the Agamem- 
non, Libation-Bearers, and Furies, translated into 
English verse. (Second edition). 16mo. xxvi, 
186 pp. London, Macmillan. 1901. 2s. 6d. net. 

Antoninus, Movcus Awrelius. In English by G. H. 
Rendall. 16mo  xlii. 167 pp. London. Mace- 
millan (Golden Treasury Series). 1901. 2s. 6d. net. 

Aristophanes. The {Knights. Edited by R. A. 
Neil. Demy 8vo. xiv, 229 pp. Cambridge, 
University Press. 1901. 10s. 

Beloch (J.) Zur Geschichte des pyrrischen Kvrieges. 
Die Schlacht bei Kés. 8vo. 13 pp. Leipzig, 
Dietrich. 1901. Mk.—70, 

Botting (C. G.) Easy Greek Exercises. 
viii, 102 pp. London, Methuen. 1901. 

Cannizaro (M. E.) I) eranio di Plinio. 4to. 36 pp. 
Privately printed (London at the Ballantyne 
Press). 

Cicero. Pro Archia. Edited for the use of schools, 
with Introduction, Notes, and Vocabulary by G. 
H. Nall. 16mo, xxii. 92 pp. London. Mac- 
millan. 1901. 1s. 6d. 

Cr. 8vo. 

Cicero. Briefe. I.: (aus den Jahren 67-60) Mit 
Rinleitung und Erklarungen von O. E. Schmidt. 
Svo. 64, 48 pp. Leipzig. Teubner. 1901. 
Mk. 1. 

de Senectute. Edited with Introduction and 
Notes by A. S. Warman. 16mo. 115. iv, pp. 
London. Bell. 1901. 1s. 6d. 

Curtius (G.) Griechische Schulgrammatik bearb. v. 
W. von Hartel. 23. Aufl. v. R. Meister. 8vo. 
viii. 266 pp. Leipzig. Freytag. 1902. Mk. 
3.20. 

Demosthenes. Brewer (H.) Die Unterscheidung 
der Klagen nach attischem Recht und die Echtheit 
der Gesetze in §§ 47 und 113 der Demosth. Midiana. 
(Zxtr. Wiener Studien). 8vo. 111 pp. Vienna, 
Gerold. 1901. Mk. 2.50 

Diodorus Siculus. Bining (F. W. v.) Das Bericht 
des D. ueber die Pyramiden. Roy. 8vo. 40 pp. 
Berlin. A. Duncker. 1901. Mk. 2. 

Duemmlers (Ferd.) Kleine Schriften. I. Zur 
Griechischen Philosophie. II. Philolog. Beitraege. 
III. Archaeolog. Aufsaetze. 8 vols, 8Vvo. xxiv. 
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355. vili, 580. viii. 374 pp. Portrait and plates. 
Leipzig. Hirzel. 1901. Mk. 38. 

Euripides. Medea, edited, with Introduction and 
Notes by T. Nicklin. 16mo. y. 156. xxxviii. pp. 
Frontispiece and illustrations. London. Bell. 
1901. 2s. 

—— Hecuba, edited, with Introduction and Notes 
by A. W. Upeott. 16mo. x. 139. xlii. pp. 
London. Bell. 1901. 2s. 
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I.—GENERAL INDEX.’ 

A. 

Abbott (F. F.), on local cults in Britain and Spain, 

Abbott (G. P.), on a Greek inscription from Dedea- 
gatch, 84 f. 

Abbott’s (G. F.), Songs of Modern Greece, noticed, 
463a, b 

Adam (J.), emendation of Euripides fr. 222 (ed. 
Dindorf), 197a, b (see also 2550 (n.)) 

note on Plato Rep. (616 E), 391 ff. 
a correction on, 466a, b 

notice of Tucker’s Proem to the Ideal Common- 
wealth of Plato, 317 f. 

on the origin of the word ‘ Arts’ in ‘ Bachelor 
of Arts,’ &c., 220 f. 

Adversaria Biblica (Nicklin), 203 f. 
Adversaria Critica in Sophoclem, Blaydes’, noticed, 

182a 
Aeacus, a Judge of the Under-world, Hutchinson’s, 

noticed, 475 f. 
Aegina, excavations at the temple in, 331 f., 477a, 

b (see also 473 ff.) 
sculptured heads at, 2876 

Aeschylus and Pindar, 379 
associated reminiscences of Hesiod in, 343a 

Aetolian league, the, 479a 
Agar (T. L.), Homerica, 145 ff. 
agone ? (agon?), 452a, b 
Aiginetica, Furtwingler’s, noticed, 473 ff. 
alce(s))(achlis, 214a, b 

ancient accounts of the, 7d. 
Newton (Prof.) on the, 2140 

alien stems attached to the commonest elements of 
language, 278a, b 

reason for it, 279a, b 
Alimentus (L. Cincius), 962 
Allen (Samuel), on zap’ icroplay or rapioropla 

(Martial Lib. Spect. xxi. 8), 231 f. (see also 154 f.) 

Allen (T. W.). notes and an apology, 97 f. 
notice of Grenfell-Hunt’s Amherst Papyri II., 

425 f. 
on the eccentric editions of Homer and Arist- 

archus, 241 ff. 
on the Euripidean Catalogue of Ships, 346 ff. 
on the nature of the ancient Homeric vulgate, 

ff. 4 ff. 

Alphabet, Latin, some moot questions on the, 217 ff. 
C, G, K and Z, 217 f. 
the Claudian Z, 218 ff. 

American Philological Association, Papers in the 
Transactions and Proceedings of the, 10 

Amherst Papyri:11., Grenfell-Hunt’s, noticed, 425 f. 
ancient Homeric vulgate, nature of the, 4 ff. 
&%vdpa (rdv) ‘manhood’ and the shaving of the beard, 

393 ff. 
Anglo-Saxon Classical scholarship and the Classical 

Review, 2 ff. 
Animal-worship, 3276, 328a 
Anth. Pal, (v. 18, 3 sq. ; v. 197, 5), notes on, 221a, b 
Anthology of Latin Poetry, Tyrrell’s, noticed, 457 f. 
Antoninus and Faustina, temple of, 139a 
agedetv, the word, 29 ff. 
Aphaia, the goddess, 474, b, 477a, b 
Aphrodite Pandemos and the Hippolytus of Euri- 

pides, 449 ff. 
Apollo Smintheus, rats, mice, and plague, 194a, b, 

284 f., 319 f. 
Apollonius Rhodius, estimate of, 615 

orthography of, 620 
Seaton’s text of [‘Scriptorum Classicorum 

Bibliotheca Oxoniensis’], noticed, 61 f. (see 
also 183a, b) 

Appian, estimate of, 168 
sources of, 1674, 168a 
White’s transl. of, noticed, 167 f. 

Appius Claudius and the letter Z, 218 ff. 
Apuleius, notes and suggestions on, 48 ff. 

1} The Index is by W. F. R. Suituero, M.A., formerly Foundation Scholar of Christ’s College, Cambridge. 
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‘Ara Pacis’ of Augustus, the, 190), 191la 
Arabic chronicle of 'Tabari, legend in the, 2850 } 
Arabus, 2610 
Arch of Tiberius, fonndation of the, 329 f. 
ARCHAEOLOGY, 84 ff., 131 ff., 185 ff., 232 ff., 285 ff, 

322 ff., 376 ff., 430 ff., 468 ff. 
Archiologische Studien zu den Tragikern, Engel- 

mann’s, noticed, 432a, b 
Archer-Hind (R. D.), notice of Forman’s Selections 
Srom Plato, 230a, b 

Aristarchus and the eccentric editions of Homer, 
241 ff. 

readings of, 243 f. 
system of, 2446, 245a 
what was his ‘ edition’ ?, 245 f. 

Aristeas’ Letter, Thackeray’s critical ed. of, 372d 
Aristophanica (H. Richards), 352 ff., 385 ff. 
Aristophanes, associated reminiscences of Euripides 

in, 344a, b 
names in the dramatis personae of, 385a, 6, 

3876, 388a 
Aristotle Hthics v.-vii., genuineness of, 59 

a ‘dialectical’ treatise, 59a 
Burnet’s ed. of, noticed, 58 ff. 
division of ‘particular justice’ in, 60b, 6la 
Eudemian Ethics vii., Jackson on some passages 

in, noticed, 319a, b 
Poetics (1451a 22 sqq.), note on, 148 f. 

(1455a 34), note on, 54a 
some critical notes on, 183a, b 

Armenian wars (A.D. 51-63), chronology of the, 159 ff. 
204 ff., 266 ff. 

Arnold (E. V.), notice of recent Vedic literature, 
70 ff. 

notice of Wundt’s On the Evolution of Speech, 
458 ff. 

‘Arts’ in ‘Bachelor of Arts,’ &c., 
word, 220 f. 

Ashby (Thomas jun.), on recent excavations in 
Rome, 85 ff., 136 tf, 328 ff. 

on the necessity for the British School at Rome, 
289b 

associated reminiscences, 338 ff. (see also 466a, b) 
association, methods of, 338@ (and n.) 
astronomical questions in Geminus, 121 ff. 
Atharvaveda, arrangement of hymus in the, 74a 

Bloomfield’s, noticed, 74 ff. 
Hymns of the, &e., noticed, 73 f. 

date of the, 73a, 746, 75a, 766 
Athens, excavation of cemeteries at, 946, 287) 

fifth-fourth century tombs at, 94a, b 
find of Roman vases at, 287a, b 

Atri (Picenum), discoveries at, 4766 
Atrium Vestae, excavation of the, 1395 
Atlic Inscriptions, Grammar of, Meisterhans’, noticed, 

169 ff. 

attraction through apposition, 28 f. 
Audouin’s De la Déelinaison dans les Langues indo- 

ewropéennes et particulierement en Sanscrit, Gree, 
Latin et viewx Slave, noticed, 227 f. 

Augusteum, excavation of the, 329a, b 
Augustine (St.), style of, 65a, b 

Thirteen Homilies on St. John xiv., Stewart’s ed. 
of, noticed, 64 f. 

origin of the 

B. 

‘Bachelor of Arts,’ &c., origin of the word ‘ Arts’ 
in, 220 f. 

Basilica Aemilia, excavation of the, 136 f. 
Basilica Julia, excavation of the, 186a, b (see also 

192a) 

THE CLASSICAL REVIEW. 

Bayfield (M, A.), note on oval, 251 f. 
note on Sophocles Ant. (795 sqq.), 248a, b 
notice of Nairn’s ed, of Homer Od. xi., 229a, 5 
on some derivatives of téAos, 445 ff. 
on two places in Sophocles Ant., 448 f. 
Sophoclea, 345 f. 

Bentley and Horace, 179, 180a 
and Lucan, 78 f. 

Bernoulli’s Griechische Ikonographie mit Ausschluss 
Alexanders wnd der Diadochen, noticed, 285 ff. 

BiBuiocRAPuy, 143 f., 238 f., 333 4f., 380 ff., 479 f. 
bipennis)(scutuia, 47a, b 
Birmingham University, scheme of the Classics 

course at, 337a, b 
Blakeney (E. H.), notice of Swete’s Jntroduction 

to the Old Testament in Greek, 871 t. 
Blakeney’s Hwripides Alcestis, noticed, 229 b 
Blass’ Hvungeliwm secundum Matthaeum cum variae 

lectionis delectu, noticed, 427 f. 
Blaydes’ Adversaria Critica in Sophoclem, noticed, 

182 a 
Bloomfield’s The Atharvaveda, noticed, 74 ff. 

transl. of the Hymns of the Atharvaveda together 
with extracts from the ritual books and the 
commentaries, noticed, 73 f. 

Bosco Reale, discovery of villa at, 93 6 
Bréal’s Semantics : Studies in the Science of Meaning, 

noticed, 127 f. (see also 462a, b) 
Brier Noricss, 182 f., 229 ff., 280 f. 
Britain and Spain, local cults in, 92 f. 
British School at Rome, appeal of the Executive 

Committee, 289a, b 
Browning, associated reminiscences of Tennyson in, 

339 f. 
Buck (Carl Darling), on the quantity of vowels 

before gn, 311 ff. 
Burkitt (F.C.), notice of Biass’ Gospel of St. 

Matthew, 427 f. , 
Burnet (John), notice of Diels’ Werakleitos, 422 ff. 
Burnet’s The Ethics of Aristotle, noticed, 58 ff. 
Burrows (Ronald M.), on the English prospectus 

of the Thesaurus Linguac Latinae, 183a, b (see also 
1a) 

Bury (R. G.), notes on Anth. Pal. (v. 18, 3sq.; v. 
197, 5), 221a, b 

Butler (H. M.), Latin Elegiacs on Queen Victoria, 
$1 

Butler's (S.) The Odyssey, rendered into English Prose 
for the use of those who cannot read the original, 
noticed, 221 f. 

Byron’s Childe Harold (ii. 51, 3), misprint in, 466 } 

(oh 

C, G, K and Z, the Latin letters, 217 f. 
Caesar Bell. Civ. iii., Peskett’s ed. of, noticed, 

123 ff. 
Bell. Gaill., Du Pontet’s text of [‘Scriptorum 

Classicorum Bibliotheca Oxoniensis’], noticed, 
174 ff. 

doubtful constructions in, 126a, 6 
MSS. of, 174 ff. 
order of words in, 1756 
proper names in, 177a 

Calpurnius Siculus, some suggestions on, 213 f. 
Cambridge MS. of Nonius, book iv., 235a 
campania=regio campestris, 238b 
‘Canons of Textual Criticism’ (Dr. 

Oxford, 1605, 4to.), 184a 
Carhayes (Cornwall), coin-find at, 2346 
Cartault’s Etude sur les Satires d’Horace, noticed, 

62 f. 
Carthage, discovery of the Odeum at, 94), 95a 

T. James’, 
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Catalogue of Ships, the Euripidean, 346 ff. 
Kabédpa and cuupéeAdrov in Hermae Pastor, 256 f. 
Catullus and Furius Bibaculus, 215 ff. 

codex V and Traversarius, 116 f. 
elision in the diaeresis of his pentameter, 

3620 
Ceglie (Apulia), tomb with Apulian vases at, 3315 
Chantilly MS. of Cicero Rhetorica, 66a, b 
Chaucer’s ‘sely’ and the Homeric fepés, 1930 
Chiusi, Etruscan tombs at, 936 
chronology of the wars in Armenia (A.D. 51-63), 

159 ff., 204 ff., 266 ff. 
Chroust’s Monwmenta Palaeographica: Denkmialer 

der Schreibkunst des Mittelalters, noticed, 373 ff. 
Cicero De Oratore i., Cima’s 2nd ed. of, noticed, 

230 f. 
Epp. ad Att., fresh material for the criticism of, 

184a 
Lebreton on, noticed, 366 ff. 
Letters, Tyrrell-Purser’s, vol. vii. 

noticed, 455a, b 
Rhetorica, Old French transl. 

66a, b 
Cima’s M. Tullio Cicerone: I tre libri De Oratore 

(2nd ed.), noticed, 230 f. 
circa in late Latin, 4150 (n.) 
Clark (A. C.), notice of Tyrrell-Purser’s The Cor- 

respondence of M. Tullius Cicero, vol. vii. 
(Index), 455a, b 

on fresh material for the criticism of Cicero Epp. 
ad Att. [a Paper read before the Oxford 
Philological Society], 184a 

on the discoveries of Poggio—a correction, 
165 f. (see also 118 f.) 

Classical art, recent works on, noticed, 185 ff. 
scholarship (1887-1900), summary of, 2 ff. 

Classical Review and Anglo-Saxon Classical scholar- 
ship, the, 7d. 

indebtedness of in the past, la 
staff, change in the, 337@ 

Classics in education, letters on, 282 ff., 320 ff, 
(see also 289 f.) 

Clement (Willard K.), on prohibitives in Terence, 
157 ff. 

Cléons (canton Vertou), coin-find at, 4786 
Cloaca Maxima and other cloacae at Rome, 137 f. 
Cocchia’s P. Ovidi Nasonis Tristium libri quinque, 

noticed, 63 f. 
eodex Metellianus of Cicero, 3370 

its identity with Lambinus’ 
bricii,’ 2d. 

optimus of Martial, 413 ff. (see also 309 ff.) 
Poggianus of Statius Silcae, 1666, 2266 
Tornaesianus of Nonius Marcellus, 156 f. 
V of Catullus and Traversarius, 116 f. 

coin of Domitianus, 4784 
of the gens Lollia, 874, 88a 
of the time of Pyrrhus at Tarentum, 3310 

coin-finds at Carhayes (Cornwall), 2346 
at Cléons (canton Vertou), 4786 
at Pietrabbondante (Bovianum Vetus), 33la, b 
at Pompeii, 1914, 33la 
at Sakha (1897), 954 
at Termine Imerese, 94a 

coins inscribed BASIA, 234) 
of Cabyle and Mesembria, 95a, 6 
of the Egyptian nomes, 3780 
of the Ptolemies, 7b. 

Comitium, excavation of the, 85 ff. 
Comments and Communiqués, 1, 289 f., 337, 438 
Communiqué on Strzygowski’s Orient oder Rom, 

232 ff. 
condecibilis, 238b 
‘continuous narrative’ style in art, 90 f., 233a 

(Index), 

of, noticed, 

‘codex Fa- 

483, 

Conway (R.S.), notice of Giles’ Manual of Com- 
parative Philology, 279 f. 

notice of Walker’s Sequence of Tenses in Latin, 
66 ff. 

Conway’s Livy, book ii., noticed, 456 f. 
Cook (Arthur Bernard), on associated reminis- 

cences, 338 ff. (see also 466a, b) 
on oak and rock, 322 ff. 

Cornell Studies in Classical Philology (nos. xi. and 
xil.), noticed, 173 f. 

Cornford (F. M.), notice of Butler’s transl. of the 
Odyssey, 221 f. 

CORRESPONDENCE, 77 ff., 128 ff., 183, 231 f., 281 ff., 
319 ff., 375 f., 429, 466 

Courbaud’s Le Bas-Relief romain a représentations 
historiques, noticed, 190 f. 

Crantor’s wep) mévOous, 479a 
Cree (A. T. C.), on SuivGeds, pestilence and mice, 

284 f. (see also 194a, 6, 319 f.) 
Cretan script, the newly-discovered, 183a 

‘tree and pillar cult,’ 325a 
Crum (W. E.), Commeniqué on Strzygowski’s 

Orient oder Rom, 232 ff. 
Cust’s transl. of Bréal’s Semantics, noticed, 127 f. 
Cypria and Euripides’ Catalogue of Ships, the, 347) 

D. 

Damia and Auxesia (Hut. v. 82 sqq.), 4740 
Darstellung des Menschen in der dlteren griechischen 

Kunst, Mann's trans]. of Lange’s, noticed, 185 ff. 
date of Demetrius zrep) Epunvelas, 255b, 454a 

of Greek theatres, 4706 
of Hermae Pastor, 256a 
of Maximianus, 3690 
of the Atharvaveda, 73a, 74b, 75a, 766 
of the destruction of the Propylaea, 430 f, 
of the eccentric edd. of Homer, 242a, 6 
of the taking of Troy, 429 f. 
of Xenophon De Vectigalibus, 2816 

Hellenica i., ii., 2000 
Davies (Gilbert), notice of Klotz’ ed. of Statius 

Silvae, 226 f. 
De Graecorum diis non referentibus speciem humanam, 

de Visser's, noticed, 326 ff. 
de Gregorio’s Studi glottologici italiani, noticed, 

3734, b 
De la Déclinaison dans les Langues indo-curopéennes 

et particuliérement en Sanscrit, Grec, Latin et 
vieux Slave, Audouin’s, noticed, 227 f. 

de Visser’s De Graccorum diis non referentibus speciem 
humanam, noticed, 326 ff. 

Dedeagatch, Greek iffscription from, 84 f. 
Delbriick’s Grundfragen der Sprachforschung mit 

Riicksicht auf W. Wundt’s Sprachpsychvlogie, 
noticed, 458 ff. 

Delian Amphictyony, the, 38 ff. 
five members its normal strength, 39d 

‘deliberative ’ indicative, the, 451 f. 
Delish’s ed. of Jean d’Antioche’s transl. of Cicero 

Rhetorica, noticed, 66a, b 
Demetrius zep) épunveias and Milton, 453 f. 

probable date of, 255, 454a 
reasons for the title, 2540 
renderings of the title in Latin, 2546, 255a 

Demosthenes Jn Meidiam, King’s ed. of, noticed, 
222 f. 

denarius of the Edict of Diocletian, value of the, 
234b 

Der Elegiker Maximianus, Heege’s, noticed, 368 ff. 
Der Hannibalweg, Osiander’s, noticed, 274 ff. 
derivatives of réAos, 445 ff. 
diction of the Roman matrons, the, 452 f. 
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Die griechische Biihne, Puchstein’s, noticed, 470 ff. 
Die Naturwiedergabe in der dlteren griechischen 

Kunst, Loewy’s, noticed, 185 ff. 
Diels’ Herakleitos von Ephesos, griechisch und deutsch, 

noticed, 422 ff. 
Diodorus and Xenophon De Vectigalibus (v. 9), 

Pintschovius’ dissertation on, noticed, 281a, b 
sources of, 2810 

tecrene of Poggio—a correction, 165 f. (see also 
118 f.) 

dispicere)(despicere, 226a, b 
Dittenberger’s Sylloge Inscriptionwm Graecarwm (2nd 

ed.), noticed, 468 ff. 
division of syllables in Greek, the, 396 ff.— 

(a) ancient practice, 397 f. 
(b) ancient theory, 398 f. 
(c) modification of ancient rules in modern 

printing, 4010 
do, compounds of, 364a, b 
Du Pontet’s C. Luli Caesaris Commentariorum pars 

prior qua continentur Libri VIL. de Bello Gallico 
cum A. Hirti, Supplemento, noticed, 174 ff. 

E. 

pone editions of Homer and Aristarchus, the, 
241 ff. 

their designations, readings and date, 241 f. 
exmipwots, question of the, 424a, b 
EDITORIAL AND GENERAL, 1, 289 f., 337, 433 
Lgyptian and Greek Proper Names, Spiegelberg’s, 

noticed, 454 f. 
e. and ov, genuine and spurious, 170 
Elegies of Maximianus, Webster’s, noticed, 368 ff. 
elision in the diaeresis of the pentameter of Catullus, 

362a 
Ellershaw (H.), notice of Blakeney’s ed. of Euri- 

pides Alcestis, 229 
notice e Harry’s ed. of Euripides Hippolytus, 

280 f. 
Ellis (Robinson), notes and suggestions on Apuleius 

[a Paper read before the Oxford Philological 
Society], 48 ff. 

on the Epistola Sapphus, 258 ff. 
on the new Maximianus, 368 ff. 

Elmer's theory and prohibitive tenses in Early Latin, 
157 ff. 

elucidations of Latin poets III., 404 ff. 
emendation of Euripides fr. 222 (ed. Dindorf), 

197a, b (see also 255d (n.)) 
principles of, 405 

Emmeram (St.) at Regensburg, Latin minuscule 
script in the monastery of, 374 f. 

Engelmann’s Archdologische Studien zuden Tragikern, 
noticed, 432a, b 

Evgland (E. B.), notice of Wecklein’s edd. of 
Euripides Supplices and Heraclidae, 54 ff. 

English prospectus of the Thesaurus Linguae Latinae, 
the, la, 183a, b 

enigma in Vergil Eel. (iii. 104), the, 258a, b 
enim, ‘vis affirmandi’ of, 236) 
éraywyn in Aristotle, 4305 
Epistola Sapphus, critical notes on, 258 ff. 

MSS. of, id. 
Eretria, discoveries at, 94b, 2876 
errors due to similarity of words in context, 26a, 0, 

296a, b, 298a, 416a (and n.) 
of memory in the Telemachy, two, 291 ff. 

Ethics of Aristotle, Burnet’s, noticed, 58 ff. 
Etude sur les Satires ad’ Horace, Cartault’s, noticed, 

62 f. 

Etudes sur la Langue et la Grammaire de Cicéron, 
Lebreton’s, noticed, 366 ff. 
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Euripiden (W. Headlam), 15 ff., 98 ff. 
Euripides Alcestis, Blakeney’s ed. of, noticed, 2295 

Bloch’s criticisms on, 332a, 379a 
and the story of Pasiphae, 365a, b 
associated reminiscences of Aeschylus in, 348 f. 

of Hesiod in, 341la, 6 
Catalogue of Ships in, 346 ff. 

general variations from Homer, 346 f. 
variations in the leaders, 3480 

suggested explanation of, 349 f. 
der Dichter der griechischen Aufklérwng, 

Nestle’s, noticed, 363 ff. 
fr. 222 (ed, Dindorf), emendation of, 197a, 6 

(see also 255d (n.)) 
Sragments, notes on, 350 ff. 
Hec. (1214 sq.), note on, 295a, b (see also 375 f., 

429a, b) 
Hippolytus and Aphrodite Pandemos, 448 ff. 
Hippolytus, Harry’s ed. of, noticed, 280 f. 
his own opinions and those he dramatizes, 363 f. 
MSS. of (L and P), 55a, 57 f. 

- Pollux’ dictum of the Chorus in, 3644, 365a 
portraits of, 2860 
putative ‘ Orphic’ allusions in, 3642, b 
Supplices and Heraclidae, Wecklein’s edd. of, 

noticed, 54 ff. 
the younger (?) and the Catalogue of Ships, 

349 f. 
Evangelium secundum Matthaewm cum variae lectionis 

delectu, Blass’, noticed, 427 f. 
Evans (A. J.), on the newly-discovered Cretan script 

[a Paper read before the Oxford Philological 
Society], 183a 

Everett (William), on associated reminiscences, 
466a, b (see also 338 ff.) 

Evolution of Speech, Wundt’s, noticed, 458 ff. 
excavations in Aegina, 331 f., 477a, 6 (see also 

473 ff.) 
in Athens, 94a, b, 287a, b 
in Bosco Reale, 936 
in Eretria, 946, 2876 
in Gournia (Crete), 477, 478a 
in Kato Zakro (Crete), 4770 
in Knossos, 70. 
in Kos, 946 
in Mentana (Sabini), 4766 
in Miletus, 478a 
in Pergamon, 945 
in Phaestos (Crete), 478a 
in Praesos (Crete), 4776 
in Rome, 85 ff., 936, 94a, 136 ff., 1910, 192a, 

287a, 328 ff., 33la, 476), 4774 
in Thera, 2876 
in Tunis, 95a 
in Vetulonia, 3306 

excusator in Salvianus, 3620 

F, 

Fabia’s Onomasticum Taciteum, noticed, 182 f. 
Fairbanks (Arthur), on souls in the aether and 

Sophocles Ajax, 1192 sqg., 431 f. 
Fairbanks’ A Study of the Greck Paean [‘ Cornell 

Studies in Classical Philology’], noticed, 173 f. 
Farnell (L. R.), on the ethnographic problems of 

the Poseidon cults in Greece [A Paper read before 
the Oxford Philological Society], 185a, 6 ; 

Ferguson (W.S.), on the Delian Amphictyony, 
38 ff. 

Jido (confido) with lat. orabl,, 2274 
filtra, 370a 
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Fiske’s Notes on the Worship of the Roman Emperors 
in Spain [‘ Harvard Studies in Classical Philo- 
logy ’], noticed, 92 f. 

Florentine MS. of Silius Italicus, the second, 117 ff. 
flos gemma, 4586 
Fons and Lacus Juturnae, 139 ff. (see also 93), 94a, 

191d, 331a) 
Forma Urbis, the marble, 330a, 6 
Forman’s Selections from Plato, noticed, 230 a, b 
Forschungen zur alten Geschichte, Meyer’s;(vol. ii.), 

noticed, 223 ff. 
Forum, excavation of the, 85 a, b, 328 6, 329a 
Fowler (W. Warde), on Vergil Zc/. iv. [a Paper read 

before the Oxford Philological Society], 429a 
frog of Horace (Sat. I. v. 14), the, 117, 8, 

166a, b 
‘frontal law’ in sculpture, the, 1864, 187a 
Furius Bibaculus and Catullus, 215 ff. 

did he write [Vergil] Cutalepta x. [vili.] 2, 
217a, b 

parodies of in Horace, 3080 
was he the Furius of Catullus ?, 216a, } 

Furtwingler’s Aiginetica: Vorliutiger Bericht tiber 
die Ausgrabungen auf Aegina, noticed, 473 ff. 

G. 

G. H. S., letters on Classics in education, 282 ff., 
320 ff. (see also 289 f.) 

Gardner (E.A.), notice of Abbott’s 
Modern Greece, 463a, b 

notice of Engelmann’s Archdologische Studien zu 
den Tragikern, 432a, b 

Gardner (Percy), notice 
Iconography, 285 ff. 

notice of Strong’s transl. of Wickhofi’s Roman 
Art, 89 ff. (see also 96a, 1900, 191a) 

Gaye (R. K.), note on Plato Phaedo (99 D sqq.), 
249a, b 

Gela, discoveries in the Heroon of Antiphemos at, 
192a 

Gelasius, Latinity of, 2376, 238a 
Gemunus, astronomical questions in, 121 ff. 

Elementa Astronomica, Manitius’ text of, noticed, 
120 ff. 

Manitius’ theory abont, 1Zia 
Gennadius text of Martial, a, 309 ff., 413 ff. 
gesture-language, 458 f. 
Giardelli’s Studio suile Elegie di Massimiano, noticed, 

268 ff. 
Gibson (Dr. J. C.) and 1 Sam. v. vi., 284a 
Giles (P.), notice of Audouin’s Declension in the 

Indo-European Langwages, 227 f. 
notice of Osthoff’s Swppletivwesen der indogere 

manische Sprachen, 278 f. 
Giles’ A Manual of Comparative Philology (ed. 2), 

noticed, 279 f. 
Gloth-Kellogg’s Index in Xenophontis Memorabilia 

[‘ Cornell Studies in Classical Philology ’], noticed, 
173a, b 

gn, quantity of vowels before, 311 ff. 
statistics for and against vowel-lengthening 

before, 312), 313a 
Godley (A.D.), Homerica quaedam, 193 ff. 
Goodwin (W. W.), tribute to, 433a 
Gournia (Crete), excavations in, 447), 478a 
Gow (J.), notice of Cartault’s Etude sur les Satires 

@ Horace, 62 f. 
on Horace’s frog (Sat. I. v. 14), 117a, b (see also 

166a, b) 
on latrans (Phaedr. v. 10, 7), 77 f. 

Graeco-Egyptian and demotic proper names, 454 f. 

Songs of 

of Bernoulli's Greek 
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grammatical notes from the Papyri, 31 ff., 434 f_— 
(a) accidence, 31 ff., 434 ft. 
(6) inflexion, 34 ff. 
(c) syntax, 436 ff. 

Grammatik der attischen Inschriften, Meisterhans’, 
noticed, 169 ff. 

Granger (F.), letters to on Classics in education, 
281 ff., 320 ff. (see also 289 f.) 

Greek adverb of place, a, 442 ff. 
and Welsh proverbs, 361a, 6 
compounds, 17a, 18) 
division of syllables (Stuart Jones), 396 ff. 
historical vocabulary (modern) (Kumanudes), 

463 ff. 
iconography (Bernoulli), 285 ff. 
infra-human gods (de Visser), 326 ff. 
inscription from Dedeagatch, 84 f. 
inscriptions (Dittenberger), 468 ff. 
papyri, grammatical notes from the (Moulton), 

31 ff., 434 ff. 
proskenion, the, 470 f. 
Scriptures, transl. of into the vernacular, 433) 
sculpture (Loewy and Lange), 185 ff. 
stage (Puchstein), 470 ff. 
stage-buildings, 471 ff. 

at Athens, 472 f. 
at Megalopolis, 473a 

vases (‘Thiersch), 189 f. 
*Vokalismus,’ 170 ff. 
words for ‘style’ (Rhys Roberts), 252 ff. 

Grenfell-Hunt’s Amherst Papyri IL., 
425 f. 

Griffith (F. L1.), notice of Spiegelberg’s Hyyptian 
and Greek Proper Names, 454 f. 

Grose (T. H.), critical notes on Aristotle [A Paper 
read before the Oxford Philological Society], 
183a, b 

Grundfragen der Spraehforschung, &¢c,, Delbriick’s, 
noticed, 458 ff. 

noticed, 

H. 

Hadley (W. S.), note on Horace Zp. (I. vil. 
52 sq.), 2216 

Haigh (A. E.), notice of Puchstein’s Die griechische 
Biihne, 470 ff. 

Hall (F. W.), notice of Blaydes’ Adversaria Critica 
im Sophoclem, 182a 

Hannibal’s route over the Alps, 274 ff. 
Harkness (Prof.), on ‘the Scepticism and Fatalism 

of the Common People of Rome as illustrated by 
the Sepulchral Inscriptions,’ 1b 

Harrison (E.), notice of the Hoeuflt prize exercises, 
231a, b 

Harrison (Jane E.), notice of Furtwingler’s 
Aiginetica, 473 ff. (see also 477, b) 

notice of Hutchinson’s Aeacus, a Judge of the 
Under-world, 475 f. 

Harry’s Euripides Hippolytus, noticed, 280 f. 
‘Harvard Studies in Classical Philology,’ vol. xii., 

4330 
Haverfield (F.), notice of Fabia’s Onomasticum 

Taciteum, 182 f. 
Headlam (Walter), Hwripidea, 15 {f., 98 ff. 

Greek Elegiac rendering from Sir Philip Sidney, 
2326 

Greek Elegiacs on Queen Victoria, 81 
on toxéwy ‘a parent’ and the kindred forms, 

401 ff. 
on Tov &vdpa ‘manhood’ and the shaving of the 

beard, 398 ff. 
Heege’s Der Hlegiker Maximianus, noticed, 368 ff. 
Heidel (W. A.), on Catullusand Furius Bibaculus, 

215 ff. 
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Heitland (W. E.), on Prof. Housman, Bentley, 
Lucan, 78 ff. (see also 129 ff. and Cl. Rev. xiv. 
468) 

Heliodorus, associated reminiscences of Theocritus 
in, 342a, b 

Hellas, opening scene of Shelley's rendered into 
Greek verse, 82 ff. 

Hemphill’s The Satires of Persius, noticed, 426a, 6 
Hempl (Prof.), on ‘the Origin of the Latin letters G 

and Z,’ 1b 
views of stated and criticized, 217 ff. 

Henderson (Bernard W.), on the chronology of 
the wars in Armenia (A.D. 51-63), 159 ff., 204 ff., 
266 ff. :-— 

(a) A.D. 51-54 (Tac. Ann. xii. 
xiii. 5, 6), 160 ff. 

(b) A.D. 54-60 (Tac. Ann. xiii. 7-9, 34-42 ; 
xiv. 23-26), 204 ff. 

(c) A.D. 61-63 (Lac. Ann. xv. 1-17, 24-31), 
266 ff. 

44-51; 

(d) general summary of dates, 273 f. 
on the site of Tigranocerta [a Paper read before 

the Oxford Philological Society], 183), 184a 
Heracles’ club, terms for, 105 b, 106a 
Herakleitos von Ephesos, griechisch und deutsch, 

Diels’, noticed, 422 ff. 
Hermae Pastor and Cebetis Tabula, 256a, 257b 

xadédpa and ovpeArAroy in, 256 f. 
probable date of, 256a 

Hermathena and the new Oxford classics, 1a, } 
Hermunduri and Marcomanni, the, 332a 
Hill (G. F.), on the Vitwli Asiae Minoris, 376 ff. 
Hillebrandt’s Vedische Opfer und Zauber, noticed, 

76f. 
Hirtzel’s P. Vergili Maronis Opera, noticed, 225 f. 
Historical Vocabulary of Literary Modern Greek, 

Kumanudes’, noticed, 463 ff. 
History of Sanskrit Literature, Macdonell’s, noticed, 

70 ff. 
history of the unreal condition in Latin, 51 ff. 
Hodoeporicon of Ambrosius Traversarius, 

1l6a, b 
Hoeufft prize exercises, 231a, b 
Holkham Hall, discovery of the codex Metellianus 

at, 3376 
Holmes (T. Rice), notice of Du Pontet's text of 

Caesar Bell. Gall., 174 ft. 
Homer, echo-lines in, 322) 

Odyssey ii. (251), note on, 291 ff. 
ancient emendation of, 294a 

iv. (514), note on, 293a, b 
(519 sq.), note on, 294 b 

viii. (352 sq.) and the lengthening of 
short vowels before xp, 145 ff. 

xi., Nairn’s ed. of, noticed, 229a, b 
Butler’s transl. of, noticed, 221 f. 

Homeric eccentric editions and Aristarchus, 241 ff. 
vulgate, nature of the ancient, 4 ff. 

Homerica (Agar), 1465 ff. 
(Godley), 193 ff. 

Horace, allusiveness in, 308 f. 
Ep. I. (vii. 52 sq.), note on, 2210 
irony of, 1780 
metrical violations in, 1800 
Od. I. (ix. 1; ii. 14), notes on, 128 f. 

IV. (ii. 45 sqq.), note on, 54d 
Odes and Epodes, Mueller’s ed. of, noticed, 178 ff. 
over-editing of, 178a, 6, 181 f. 
Sat. 1. (v. 14), the frog of, 117a, b, 166a, b 
Satires, Cartault on, noticed, 62 f. 

notes on the first book, 302 ff. 
Housman (A. E.), elucidations of Latin poets III., 

404 ff. 
on the new fragment of Juvenal, 263 ff. 

the, 
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Housman (A. E.)—continwed. 
on two epigrams of Martial, 154 f. 
Pharsalia nostra, 129 ff. (see also 78 ff. and CZ, 

Rev. xiv. 468) 
Housman (Prof.), Bentley, Lucan, 78 ff. (see also 

129 ff. and Cl. Rev. xiv. 468) 
Hughes (T. McKenny), on Marathon, 131 ff. (see 

also 191la, b) 
Hunt-Grenfell’s Amherst Papyri I1., noticed, 425 f. 
Hutchinson’s Acacus, a Judge of the Under-world, 

noticed, 475 f. 
Hymns of the Atharvaveda, &c., Bloomfield’s transl. 

of, noticed, 73 f. 
hypophora in Isaeus, 108 f. 

I, J. 

Jackson (H.), note on Plato Hipparch, (230 A), 
375a, 6 (see also 3010) 

Jackson’s On some Passages in the Seventh Book of the 
Eudemian Ethies, noticed, 319a, 6 

Jannaris (A. N.) notice of Kumanudes’ Historical 
Vocabulary of Literary Modern Greek, 463 ff. 

notice of Schwyzer-Meisterhans’ Grammatik der 
attischen Inschriften, 169 ff. 

iepds as an Homeric epithet, 193 f. 
Gilli = illic, 2616 
illius in Horace, 309a, 0 
‘illusionism’ in art, 90a, 91a, b, 2338a 
Imola, Roman pavements at, 1910 
In Memoriam Victoriae Reginae Imperatricis, 81 
in praesentia, 1264 
‘indeclinable or absolute use’ of ipse and allied con- 

structions, the so-called, 314 ff. 
Indo-European languages, declension in the, 227 f. 
inmunis (Hor. Od. \II. xxiii. 17), 179a 
inscription at Aegina, dedicatory, 477 

at Dedeagatch, Greek, 84 f. 
at Modena, 93a, 6 
at Naples, 1910 
at Padula (Salerno), 3310 
at Pompeii, 930 

intentio (rdvos), 80a, b, 130 f. 
Introduction to the Old Testament in Greek, Swete’s, 

noticed, 371 f. 
Jones (H. Stuart), notice of Cornell Studies in 

Classical Philology (nos. xi. and xii.), 173 f. 
on the division of syllables in Greek, 396 ff. 

ipse and allied constructions, ‘indeclinable or ab- 
solute use’ of, 314 ff. 

irrational tribrachs, instances of, 2480 
Isaeus an imitator of Lysias, 109) 

hypophora in, 108 f. 
Juvenal, new fragment of, 263 ff. (see also Cl. Rev. 

xiii., 201 ff., 206 ff., 266 ff., 401a, 0) 
probable position of the lines, 265a 

K. 

Kakridis (Theophanes), note on Plautus (Pers. 
(777 sq.), 3620 

Kato Zakro (Crete), excavations in, 4776 
xe and &v, Monro’s view of, 229a 
Kellogg-Gloth’s Index in Xenophontis” Memorabilia 

[‘Cornell Studies in Classical Philology’), noticed, 
173a, b 

Kenyon (F. G.), notice of Chroust’s Monwmenta 
Palaeographica, 373 ff. 

Keratea (Attica), tomb-hydria at, 940 
King’s Demosthenes’ Speech against Meidias, noticed, 

222 f. 
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Kirke White, associated reminiscences of Gray and 
Milton in, 338 f. 

Klotz’ P. Papini Stati Silvae, noticed, 226 f. 
Knight (William), on a lost Wordsworth fragment, 

82a, b 
Knossos, the palace at, 4770 
«own (the Homeric), characteristics of, 6 f. 

established by Pisistratus (?), 7 f. (see also 
242c, b) 

readings of, 4 f. 
Konich (!conium), sculptured sarcophagus at, 1925 
Konstanza, wall-paintings in a tomb at, 287@ 
Kos, excavations in, 940 
Kumanudes’ Suvayeyh Néwy Actcwy id tev Aoylwy 

TAacbccay amd Tis GAdoews weXpt TOV Kal” NMas 
Xpevwy, noticed, 463 ff. 

tribute to, 463 f. 
Kythera, discovery of Greek statues at, 192a, b 

L. 

Lamb (Charles) also among the prophets, 376a, } 
Lang (A.), on Apollo Smintheus, rats, mice and 

plague, 319 f. (see also 194a, 6, 284 f.) 
Lange’s Darstellung des Menschen in der dilteren 
+ griechischen Kunst, noticed, 1865 ff. 
language and psychology, 458 ff. 
late classie and early Christian art, 232 ff. 
Latin alphabet (Postgate), 217 ff. 

sequence of tenses (Walker), 66 ff. 
unreal condition (Nutting), 51 ff. 

latrans (Vhaedr. vy. 10, 7), 77 f. 
Le Bas-Relief romain a Représentations historiques, 

Courbaud’s, noticed, 190 f. 
Le pine JSéminin de Lysippe, Reinach’s, noticed, 

187 ff. 
Lease (Emory B.), on elision in the diaeresis of the 

pentameter of Catullus, 3620 
Lebreton’s Eiudes sur la Langue et la Grammaire de 

Cicéron, noticed, 366 ff. 
Leokritos in Homer Od. ii., 294a 
leprosy as a punishment for disobedience, 430a 
letters on Classies in education, 282 ff., {320 ff. (see 

also 289 f.) ; 
Lindsay (W.M.), a supplement tothe apparatus 

eriticus of Martial, 44 ff., 309 ff. (see also Cl. Rev. 
xiv. 353 ff.) 

on Nonius Marcellus [‘St. Audrews University 
Publications ’], 4330 

on the codex J'ornaesianus of Nonius Marcellus, 
156 f. 

on the new ‘codex optimus’ of Martial, 413 ff. 
(see also 309 ff.) 

Livy, book ii., Conway’s ed. of, noticed, 456 f. 
* Patavinitas’ of, 456a 
tribute to, 7b. 

local cults in Britain and Spain, 92 f. 
Loewy’s Die Natwrwiedcergabe in der alteren griechi- 

schen Kunst, noticed, 185 ff. 
Longfellow quoted, 325b 
Toreintt associated reminiscences” of Theocritus in, 

342 f. 
lost Wordsworthian fragment, a, 82a, b 
Lycians and the Anatolian stock, the, 377a, b 
Lysippus and his school, characteristics of, 189a 

M. 

Maass (Dr.) and the MS. Burney 86, 985 
Macdonell (Prof.), on the Reciprocal Relations of 
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Greece and India in Speculation and Culture [a 
Paper read before the Oxford Philological Society], 
184a, 6 

Macdonell’s History of Sanskrit Literature, noticed, 

70 ff. 
Madan (F.), on Dr. T. James’ ‘Canons of Textual 

Criticism,’ Oxford, 1605, 4to. [a Paper read before 
the Oxford Philological Society], 184@ 

Mair (A. W.), note on Euripides Hec. (1214 sq.), 
375 f. (see also 295a, b, 429a, b) 

Manitius’ Peutvov Eicaywy) cis Ta batvdueva, noticed, 
120 ff. 

Mann’s transl. of Lange’s Darstellung des Menschen 
in der alteren griechischen Kunst, noticed, 185 ff. 

Manual of Comparative Philology, Giles’, noticed, 
279 f. 

manus Gallica in MSS., 1660 
Marathon and Vrana, 131 ff., 191a, 
Marchant (EB. C.). note on Euripides Hec, (1214 

sq.), 295a, 6 (see also 875 f., 429a, b) 
Marcomanni and Hermunduri, the, 332a 
Marett (R. R.), notice of de Visser’s On Greek 

infra-humai gods, 326 ff. 
Margoliouth (D. S.), 

(1455a, 34), 54a 
Maria Antiqua (St.), excavations at the church of, 

141 f., 329«, b 
Marindin (G. E.), notice of Osiander’s Der Hanni- 

balweg, 274 ff. 
Martial Lib. Spect. (xxi. 8), map’ iaroptay or mapic- 

topta in, 154 f., 231 f. 
on two epigrams of, 154 f. 
the apparatus criticus of, 44 ff., 309 ff. 
the new ‘codex optimus’ of, 413 ff. (see also 

309 ff.) 
copied from a Lombard original, 4148, 

41l7a 
orthography of, 419a, 6 

Martianus Capella and the Claudian Z, 218), 219 
and the seven so-called liberal ‘ Arts,’ 220a 

Matthew (St.), Blass’ ed. of, noticed, 427 f. 
‘Western’ readings of, 427) 

Maximianus, the new, 368 ff. 
date of, 3695 
MSS. of, 370 f. 
name of, 369a, 6 
religion of, 3690 

Mayor (John E. B.), note on excusator in Salvia- 
nus, 3620 

on Charles Lamb also among the prophets, 
376a, b 

Meisterhans’ Grammatik der attischen lnschriften, 
Schwyzer’s ed. of, noticed, 169 ff. 

Mentana (Sabini), excavations in, 4760 
Merrill (Elmer Truesdell), notes on Horace Od. 
(Texel ear, 14) 5 128 ot, 

on ‘Traversarius and codex V of Catullus, 
116 f. 

Merry (Dr.), on Homer Od. (ii. 245), 292a (n.) 
on Od. (iv. 514), 2936 

method in study of the modes, 420 ff. 
Meyer's Forschungen zur alten Geschichte (vol. ii. )» 

noticed, 223 ff. 
Miletus, excavations in, 478a 
Milton and Demetrius De Elocutione, 453 f. 
Minor Tragedians, notes on the fragments of the, 

451a, b 
Modena, sepulchral cippus at, 98a, b 
modern Greek and ancient accentuation, 191a 

and the cow, 478a 
transl. of the Scriptures, 433 

modes, methodical study of the, 420 ff. 
Molhuysen on the errors of Homeric scribes, 291a@ 
Monthly Record, 93 ff., 191 f., 287, 330 ff., 476 ff. 

note on Aristotle Poet. 
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Monumenta Palaeoyraphica, 
373 ff. 

Moore’s Oriental Cults in Britain [‘ Harvard Studies 
in Classical Philology’], noticed 925 

Moulton (James Hope), srammatical notes from 
the papyri, 31 ff., 434 ff 

on ZuivGeds, pestilence and mice, 284a (see also 
194a, b, 284 f., 319 f.) 

MS. of Cicero Rhetorica, the Chantilly, 66a, 
of Horace (Od. III. iv. 12-65), 379a 
of Martial, 309 ff., 413 ff. 
of Silius Italicus, the second Florentine, 117 ff. 

MSS. of Caesar, 174 ff. 
of Epistola Sapphus, 258 ff. 
of Euripides (Land P), 55a, 57 f. 
of Maximianus, 370 f. 
of Nonius Marcellus, 156 f. 
of Pindar (B and D), 197, b 
of Propertius, 41 ff. 
of Silius Italicus, 117 ff. (see also 165 f.) 
of Vergil, 225 f. 

Mueller’s Q. Horatius Flaccus, Oden und Epoden, 
noticed, 178 ff. 

Mulvany (C. M.), on two errors of memory in the 
Telemachy, 291 ff. 

Munro (J. Arthur R.), notes on the text of the 
Parian Marble, 149 ff., 355 ff. 

Murray (Gilbert), Greek rendering of the opening 
scene of Shelley’s Hellas, 82 ff. 

of ‘ Worlds on worlds are rolling ever’ (Shelley’s 
Hellas), 467 f. 

Chroust’s, noticed, 

N. 

Nairn (J. A.), notes on Pindar Nemcan Odes, 195 ff. 
notes on Pindar Olympian Odes, 10 ff. 
notes on Pindar Pythian Odes, 246 ff. 

Nairn’s Odyssey, book xi., noticed, 229 a, b 
Naples, inscribed marble block at, 191 3 
Naundorf in Hochwald (near Trier), remains of 

Roman temple at, 287 a 
Naylor (H. Darnley), on the so-called ‘ indeclin- 

able or absolute use’ of dpse and allied construc- 
tions, 314 ff. 

ne prohibitive in Cicero, sequence after, 157 ff. 
in Terence, sequence after, 368 a 

Nestle’s Huripides, der Dichter der griechischen 
Aufklarung, noticed, 363 ff. 

new ‘codex optimus’ of Martial, the, 413 ff. (see also 
309 ff.) 

fragment of Juvenal, the, 263 ff. 
Maximianus, the, 368 ff. 
Oxford Greek and Latin texts, the, 1a, b, 61 f., 

174 ff., 225 f. 
Nicklin (T.), ddversaria Biblica, 203 f. 
nominative as vocative, 298 b 
Nonius Marcellus, codex Tornaesianus of, 156 f. 

MSS. of, ib. 
Nonnus, associated reminiscences of Theocritus in, 

344 f. 

‘normalized ’ spelling of inscriptions, 170 
NorEs, 54, 221, 361 ff. 
Notes on the Worship of the Roman Emperors in Spain, 

Fiske’s, noticed, 92 f. 
notes and an apology, 97 f. 

and suggestions on Apuleius, 48 ff. 
from the papyri, grammatical, 31 ff. 
on Aristophanes, 352 ff., 385 ff. 
on Epistola Sapphus, 248 ff. 
on Euripides, 15 ff., 98 ff. 
on Horace Satires, book i., 302 ff. 
on Pindar Nemean Odes, 195 tt. 
on Pindar Olympian Odes, 10 ff. 
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notes—continued. 
on Pindar Pythian Odes, 246 ff. 
on Plato Apol. (17 B, 20 B), 27 f. 
on Plutarch Quaestiones Convivales, 252 f. 
on ee moot questions of the Latin alphabet, 

217 ff. 
on the fragments of Euripides, 350 ff. 

of the Minor Tragedians, 451 a, b 
on the text of the Parian Marbles, 149 ff., 355 ff. 
on Xenophon Hellenica, 197 ff. 

og sur la Rhétorique de Cicéron, Delish’s, noticed, 
6a, b 

Nutting (H.C.), on method in study of the modes, 
420 ff. (see also 451 f.) 

on the history of the unreal condition in Latin, 
51 ff. 

Q. 

oak and rock (ep. Homer J/. xxii. 126 sqq.), 322 ff. 
obdere fores, 304a, b (and n.) 
Old French transl. of Cicero Lthetorica, noticed, 66a, b 
Onomasticum Tacitewm, Fabia’s, noticed, 182 f. 
orbis, 79a, b 
Orient oder Rom, Strzygowski’s, 

232 ff. 
Oriental Cults in Britain, Moore’s, noticed, 92 
origin ps the word.‘ Arts’ in ‘ Bachelor of Arts,’ &e., 

220 f. 
OricINAL ContrisurTions, 4 ff., 97 ff., 145 ff., 

193 ff., 241 ff., 291 ff., 338 ff., 385 ff., 434 ff. 
‘ Orphic’ allusions in Euripides, supposed, 364a, b 
Osiander’s Der Hannibalweg, noticed, 274 ff. 
Osthoff's Vom Suppletivwesen des indogermanischen 

Sprachen, noticed, 278 f. 
Ovid Tristia, Cocchia’s ed. of, noticed, 63 f. 
Owen (S.G.), notice of Cocchia’s ed. of Ovid 

Tristia, 63 f. 
notice of Hirtzel’s text of Vergil, 225 f. 

Oxford Greek and Latin texts, the new, la, 6:— 
Apollonius !Rhodius (Seaton), noticed, 61 f. 
Caesar Bell. Gall. (Du Pontet), noticed, 

174 ff. 
Vergil (Hirtzel), noticed, 225 f. 

Philological Society, proceedings of, 183 ff, 
429 f. 

communiqué on, 

IE. 

Padula (Salerno), inscribed stone at, 3315 
Page (T. E.), notice of Mueller’s Q. Horatius Flaccus, 

Oden und Epoden, 178 ff. 
map ioroplay or mapiaropla (Martial Lib. Spect. xxi. 

8,) 154 f., 231 f. 

Parazzoli on the nome-coins of Egypt, 378) 
Parian Marble, notes on the text of the, 149 ff, 

355 ff. 
notification of evochs of the new, 3550 

Paris congress of numismatists, papers contributed 
to the, 142a, b 

Paton (W. R.), note on forepa (=‘before’) in 
modern Greek, 363a, 

notes on Plutarch Quaestiones Convivales, 250 f. 
Peile (John), notice of Seaton’s text of Apollonius 

Rhodius, 61 f. (see also 1832, 6) 
Pergamon, excavations at, 940 
Persius, associated reminiscences of Horace in, 341 

Hemphill’s transl. of, noticed, 426a, b 
Perugia, discovery of Etruscan tomb at, 3305, 331la 
Peskett’s Caesar's Civil War, book iii., noticed, 

123 ff. 
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Statius :— 
Ach. i. (950), 2386 
Stlv. I. i. (37), 227a ; iv. (49), 2b. : (63), 227a, 

6; IL. vi. (48, 50), 2276; III. ii. (*30, 52), 
ib. ; IV. iii. (59), 2. 

Strabo xii. (*8, 38), 54a, b 

fe 

Tacitus :— 
Agr. (10, 3), 46 ff. 
Ann. vi. (* 4), 3796 

Theocritus :— 
Idyll. xxvii. (41sqq.), 3260 

Thucydides i. (18, 2), 391la; iv. (26), 306; v. 
(*50, 1), 8895; viii. (65, 1), 391a 

Tibullus ii. (5, 59), 213a 

Loi AY 

Valerius Flaccus :— 
Argonautica ii. (*236), 3044 

Vergil :— 
Aen. i. (224), 226a; ii. (56), ib. ; vii. (543), 2266 ; 
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Vergil—continued. 
viii. (559), tb.; ix. (634), 226a; xi. (671), 
2265; (708), 2260 

Eel. iii. (104), 258a, 6; iv. (62), 226a; vii. 
(25), ab. ; viii. (11, 87), 2b. ; ix. (9, 30), 2d. ; 
x. (23), ib. 

Georg. i. (260), ib. ; ii. (187, 247), ib.: (330), 
2260 ; ili. (194), 226a : (305), 226d 

X. 
Xenophon :— 

Anab. vii. (3, 18), 3000 
Cyneg. (*12, 7), 2996 
Hellen. i. (1, 2), 1985: (2, 8), 2000: (3, 11), 

391a: (4, 6, 16, 17), 2005: (5, 13: 6, 21), 
198) : (*6, 32), 2002, 201a: (6, 35), 201a: 
(7, 17), 201a, 6: (7, 24, 29, 82), 2010; ii. (3, 
14, 47, 48: 4, 14, 38), 2010; iii. (2, 1), 2010, 
202a : (2, 28: 3, 2, 8, 10: 4, 23, 27), 202c; 
iv. (1, 6, "24, 36, 37: 8,18: 4, 6: 8, 5,38), 
ib. 3 v. (1, 81), 202a, b: (2, 4, 39: 4, 30), 
2026; vi. (1, 15, 17: 2, 32), ib.: (4, 28), 
202), 203: (4, 24: 5, 23, 42), 2030; vii. 
(*1, 2), 2b. : (*1, 88), 208, b: (4, 11), 2630 

Symp. (4, 45) 387a 



I1.—GREEK INDEX. 

A 

ayaiouat (Suid.), 180 
ayatov (Hesych.), 2b. 
ayaords, 199) 
aye (‘evict’), 2b. 
&deiuwov (Hesych.), 98a 
&AAos (‘next’), 199a 
augi (Pind.), 10d, 1la 
appl MAeiddwy Stow (Aesch. Ag.), 4296, 4300 
auodstepo=navres (Byzantine Greek), 440« 
éy and 87 confounded, 300a, 301a, 3020 
avexew (‘continue’), 1994 
avievar (‘admit’), 200 
avotyew (Xen.), 198) (and n.) 
amayyerta, 2530 
amedoynbn (Xen. ), 198) 
amd)(repi, 3260 
apyadéos (Hom.), 2920 
apveioOa Tov Bvdpa, 393), 3940 
apotov (Hesych.), 404b 
avdav, compounds of, 389) 
avdévrns (auctor), 55b 
apederv, 29 f. 
-dwy and dialectical variations, nouns in, 402 

Bai ew, 401 f. 
Bpdutos, 23a 

4. 

decvivar Tov &vdpa, 394) 
diaipetos, 60a 
diamA€xew (absol.), 388) 
duévat (‘ disband’), 200a 
dopBody (7d diopOwrikdy), GO) 
diwxery (‘ follow’), 199a 

€yyovos (€xyovos), 318a 
éx and eis confounded, 355), 388a 
exdova. toy kvOpwrov (hominem exuere) et sim., 

394a, b 
éxovoiw cuvadAaypata, 60), 6la 
exmipwots, 4240, b 
eAGerv)(HKew, 390! 
ev (c. dat. of accompaniment), 4580 

évievat (‘shoot’), 200a 
érdyew, eraywyi (Aristotle), 4300 
éparedew, 24a (and n.), 395d, 3960 
épyarns, compounds of, 17a 
€pixOdvios, 185 
Epuaia, 3270, b 
Epunveta, 253 fi. 
e000 (105) c. gen., 442 If. 
exewv)(Aeyev, 297) 
-ewy, accentuation of nouns in, 4030, b 

Z. 

Ce (=8e), 220a, b 
Cikacov=dikaoy, 2200 

v 

nuiteAns, 4470 

I. 

iepos (Hom.), 193 f. 
i@vs (Hom.), 442, b 
immopdpBia, 1000, 6 

K. 

Kabedpa, 256 t. 
Kabevar puyadas, 1990 
Kawa mpayyata, ib. 
xaAeiv (‘ prosecute ’), cb. 
kata xpeos, 1456, 1460 
xe (tv), 229a 
Kountns =Kivatdos, 394) (n.) 
Kparns (Suid.), 50@ 
xptve (* vote for’), 199a 
xuptos (N.T.), 203a, b 

AaBpeverba:, 194 f. 
AaBpus (Cretan), 194) 
AapBavew (Aristotle), 59a, & 
A€kis, 252a, b 
Adyos (Aristotle), 596 

(Herakleitos), 4230, 42 
Avpewvevedbar, 4040 
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M. =. 

met oAlyov TovTwy, 199a Suivbevs, 1940, b 
uixpds (utkds), 1725 oguml AAwoy 256 f. 

N T. 

TeAewos, 445 ff. 
vn Ala (ua Ala), 108 f. TeAE(t)ovv, 4470 

TEAEaHpédpos, il. 
TeAnets (TeA€eLs), 2). 

oO. réAos (‘authority’), 445, 6 (u.) 
TéetTuns (Hesych.), 99a 

oaptev (daptorus), 324 ff. téxvat (Plato), 220a, b 
oi ev olk (‘those at home’), 199a -rns (Lat. -tor), nouns in, 60 
bre radra Hv, 199b titaé (Hesych.), 4030 
ovdev uaddov, 111h, 1120 tirjvat (Hesych.), ib. 
ovBels (unBets) but obdeuta (undeuia), 1726 Titd, Titav, TiOwvds, ib. 
obv, 200! To THs TOAEwS Suvardv, 1990 
obtws and bvrws confounded, 3526 Tokewy (texéwv), 401 f. 
OpetrAeTat, peAAETat, &e., opeAreav, 147 f. tovos (intentio), 80a, b, 130 f. 

as 

Il. 

jmockapadicnos, 2500 
maveveiv, 1036 (n.) bAakteiv (adlatrare), 401b, 402a 
mavreAns, 4474, b torepa (mod. Greek), 363a, 
mapaderkviivar popous, 199u 
mapaiterv =adereiv, 8b 
Tapavoua auyyeypapevat, 1990 ®. 
maptoTropla, 231), 2320 
aapwpov (Hesych. ), 103a pamevos (Xen.), 198 
mas (‘any’), 442a, b poval)(povos, 251a 
mept wuxns Spduos (aywv), 354 pacts, 2530 
tAovotakds, 395), 396a 
movnpas (ev) peperbar, 1990 
(mpo)Acoxnveverbai, 404a (n.) x. 
TupipAeyes or mepipaAeyes (7), 251a 

Xpeos)(Xpecos, 145 f. 

P. a. 

60a (Hesych.), 4046 (see also Cl. Rev. xiv. 1126 (n.))  épa=ra wpaia, 1990 
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INDEX. 

Peterson’s (Dr.) discovery of the codex Metellianus 
of Cicero, 3375 

Phaedrus (iv. 7, 17 sqq.), note on, 362) 
(vy. 10, 7), note on 77 f. 

Phaestos (Crete), the Mycenaean palace at, 478a 
Pharsalia nostra, 129 ff. (see also 78 ff. and Cl. Rev. 

xiv. 468) 
govai, note on, 251 f. 
Pietrabbondante (Bovianum Vetus), coin-find at, 

331a, 3 
pinakes, decoration of in Greek theatres, 471a 
Pindar, associated reminiscences of Simonides (or 
wice versa) in, 345a, b 

Nemean Odes, notes on, 195 ff. 
Olympian Odes, notes on, 10 ff. 
Pythian Odes, notes on, 246 ff. 

Pintschovius’ Xenophon de Vectigalibus (v. 9) und die 
CUeberlieferung vom Anfang des phokischen Krieges 
bei Diodor, noticed, 281a, b 

Pisistratus and the Homeric kon, 7f., 242a, b 
Plato, Alcib. I1., indications of date from diction, 

301a (and n.) 
Apol. (17 B, 20 B), notes on, 27 f. 
Hipparch. (230 A), note on, 375 a, b (see also 

3014) 
orthography of, 317) 
Phaedo (99 D sqq.), note on, 249a, 4 
Phaedr. (274 D), note on, 27a, b 
Rep. (411 B), note on, 221la 

(616 E), note on, 391 ff. 
Proem to, Tucker’s, noticed, 317 f. 

Selections from, Forman’s, noticed, 230a, b 
Platonica (H. Richards), 25 ff., 110 ff., 295 ff. 
Plautus Pers. (777 sq.), note on, 362a 

Poenulus, composition of, 479a 
Plutarch Quaestiones Convivales, notes on, 250 f. 
Poggio and Silius Italicus, 118 f. (see also 165 f.) 

the discoveries of, 165 f. 
Pollux’ dictum on the Euripidean Chorus, 3640, 365a 
Pompeii, discoveries at, 930, 191b, 287a, 38la, 

4770 
Poseidon cults in Greece, ethnographic problems of 

the, 185a, b 
derivation of the name, 185a 

Postgate (J. P.), Greek elegiacs on Queen Victoria, 
81 

note on Phaedrus (iv. 7, 17 sgq.), 3620 
note on Plato Phaedr. (274 D), 27a, b 
notes on some moot questions of the Latin 

alphabet, 217 ff. 
notes on the first book of Horace Satires, 302 ff. 
notes on the Classical Review and Anglo-Saxon 

Classical scholarship, 2 ff. 
on the ‘ deliberative’ indicative, 451 f. (see also 

420 ff.) 
some suggestions on Calpurnius Siculus, 213 ff. 
Vindiciae Propertianae, 40 ff., 406 ff. 

Praesos (Crete), excavations in, 4775 
Prickard (A. O.), on the precise date of the taking of 

Troy (see esp. Aesch. dg. 826) and on Cho. 276- 
290, 712 sqq. [Papers read before the Oxford 
Philological Society], 429 f. 

Prinz-Wecklein’s Euripidis Fabulae (vol. ii. partes 2, 
4), noticed, 54 ff. 

Priscian’s dictum on the quantity of vowels before 
gn, 3125 

Proclus’ commentary and Plato Rep. (616 E), 392 f. 
Proem to the Ideal Commonwealth of Plato, Tucker's, 

noticed, 317 f. 
prohibitives in Terence, 157 ff. :— 

cave with perf. subj., 1575; with pres. subj. 
158) 

ne with perf. subj., 157; with pres. subj., 158a 
vide with pres, subj. 158) 

489 

Propertian MSS., confusion of a and ¢ in, 41a 
of a and 7 in, ib. 
of cand ein, 43a 
of f and Zin, 41a 
of o and 7 in, 42a 
of x and sin, 41) 

other confusions in, 43a 
wrong division of words in, 41 

Propertiana (Postgate), 40 ff., 406 ff. 
Propertius and Lucretius, 4080 

and Ovid, 409a 
re-punctuation of, 406 ff. 

Propylaea, date of the destruction of the, 430 f. 
proventare, 238b 
Puchstein’s Die griechische Biihne, noticed, 470 ff. 

views on Dorpfeld’s theories, 470a, 472a, b 
Purser-Tyrrell’s The Correspondence of M. Tullius 

Cicero vol. vii. (Index), noticed, 455a, b 

Q. 

quadrivium, the mediaeval, 220a, b 
quantity of vowels before gn, 311 ff. 
(quid ago ?)(quid agam,?), 421 a, b, 451 . 

R. 

‘ramp’ type of theatre, the, 471 
Ramsay (W. M.), note on Strabo xii. 3, 38 (p. 560), 

54a, b (see also Cl. Rew. xiv. 442 f.) 
recent excavations in Rome, 85 ff., 136 ff., 328 ff. 

(see also 930, 94a, 191), 192a, 287a, 331la, 476), 
477a) 

Vedic literature, noticed, 70 ff. 
works on classical art, noticed, 185 ff. 

reciprocal relations of Greece and India in speculation 
and culture, 184a, 

reges, reget)(ames, amet, 420b 
Regia, excavation of the, 139a 
Reid (J. S.), on intentio (rovos), 80a, b (see also 

130 f.) 
Reinach’s Le Type féminin de Lysippe [‘ Revue 

Archéologique’], noticed, 187 ff. 
Reports, 183 ff., 429 f. 
‘restoration’ coins of Titus, Domitian, &c., 1426, 

478) 
Reviews, 54 ff., 120 ff., 167 ff., 221 ff, 274 ff., 

317 ff., 363 ff., 422 ff., 454 ff. 
rhapsodists, reliance on memory of the, 291la, 
rhythm in the Attic orators, 960 
pu@uKot and syllable-division, the, 400@ 
Richards (Franklin T.), notice of King’s ed. of 

Demosthenes Jn Meidiam, 222 f. 
Richards (Herbert), Aris/ophanica, 352 ff., 385 ff. 

notes on Xenophon Hellenica, 197 ff. 
notice of Burnet’s Hthics of Aristotle, 58 ff. 
notice of Jackson’s On some Passages in the 

Seventh Book of the Hudemian Ethics, 319a, b 
on a Greek adverb of place, 442 ff. 
Platonica, 25 ff., 110 ff., 295 ff. 

Rigveda, age of the, 72d 
metres of the, 71a 
nature-worship in the, 71a, 6 

Roberts (E. S.), notice of Dittenberger’s Sylloge 
Inscriptionum Graecarwm (2nd ed.), 468 ff. 

Roberts (W. Rhys), note on Plato Rep. (411 B), 
221a 

note on Sophocles f7. (626), 361a, b 
on Milton and Demetrius De Elocutione, 453 f. 
on the Greek words for ‘style’ (with special re- 

ference to Demetrius 7p! épunvelas), 252 ff. 
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Rolfe (John C.), on the diction of the Roman 
matrons (Pliny Epp, i. 16, 6), 452 f. 

Rome, excavations in, 85 ff., 934, 94a, 136 ff., 1910, 
192a, 287a, 328 ff., 331la, 476, 477a 

Roman art contrasted with Greek art, 89), 90a, 96a, 
1906 

matrons, diction of the, 452 f. 
Roman Art, Wickhoft’s, Strong’s transl. of, noticed, 

89 ff. (see also 1904, 191a) 
Roman History of Appian of Alexandria, White’s 

transl. of the, noticed, 167 f. 
Rostra, excavation of the, 87 ff. 
Rouse (W.H.D.), on Marathon and Vrana, 191a, b 

(see also 131 ff.) 

s. 

saepe (Tac. Ann. xiii. 6), 161a, 162 ff. 
Sakha coin-find of 1897, 95) 
Salvianus’ use of excwsalor, 3626 
Saracenic incursion of the Alps, the, 277a, b 
Satires of Persius, Hemphill’s, noticed, 426a, b 
Sayce (A. H.), notice of de Gregorio’s Studi glotto- 

logict italiani, 373a, b 
schema Pindaricum, 126, 13a 
Schwyzer’s version of Meisterhans’ Grammatik der 

attischen Inschriften, noticed, 169 ff. 
-sco, verbs in, 128) 
scutula)(bipennis, 47a, b 
Seaton (R. C.), on the word apecdety, 29 ff. 

supplementary note to review of his text of 
Apollonius Rhodius (61 f.), 183a, 6 

Seaton’s Apollonii Rhodii Argonautica, noticed, 61 f. 
(see also 183a, b) 

second Florentine MS. of Silius Italicus, the, 117 ff. 
Selections from Plato, Forman’s, noticed, 230a, b 
‘sely’ and the Homeric iepds, 193) 
Semantics, Bréal’s, Cust’s transl. of, noticed, 127 f. 
Sennacherib’s army, story of and the epithet Smin- 

theus, 194a, 284a, b 
Septuagint, Introduction to the, Swete’s, noticed, 

371 ft. 
sequence after ne prohibitive in Cicero, 386a; in 

Terence, 157 ff. 
canons of, 68a 

Sequence of Tenses in Latin, Walker’s, noticed, 68 ff. 
Seymour (T. D.), notes on Plato Apol. (17 B, 20 B), 

27 f. 
on attraction through apposition (//. x. 325, Od. 

i. 51, Aesch. Sept. 3), 28 f. 
on hypophora in Isaeus, 108 f. 
on Isaeus as an imitator of Lysias, 109d 

Shakespeare quoted, 219% (n.) 
shaving of the beard and tov &ydpa ‘manhood,’ 

393 ff. 
Shedd’s (E. Cutler) ‘ Word Lists for Livy, books i., 

xXxi., xxil.’, 1b 
Shelley’s Hellas (scene 1), Greek version of, 82 ff. 

(‘Worlds on worlds are rolling ever’), Greek 
version of, 467 f. 

Shuckburgh (E. S.), notice of White’s transl. of 
Appian, 167 f. 

on Horace’s frog (Sat. I. v. 14), 166a, b (see also 
117a, b) 

Sidney (Sir Philip), Greek Elegiac rendering from, 
232%a, b 

Silius Italicus, the second Florentine MS. of, 117 ff. 
silva Bacensis, 142a 
Spweds, pestilence and mice, 284 f., 319 f. (see also 

194a, b) 
Songs of Modern Greece, Abbott's, noticed, 463a, d 
Sophoclea (Bayfield), 345 tf. 
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- Sophocles Ajaa (1192 sq.) and souls in the aether, 
4 ft 

Ant. (795 sqq.), note on, 248a, b 
(817 sqq., 921 sqq.), notes on, 448 f. 

Jr. (626), note on, 361a, b 
portraits of, 286a, b 

Sophocles’ (E. A.) Greek Lexicon of the Roman and 
Byzantine Periods, 464a 

Sosit fratres Bibliopolae, &e.—the Hoeufft prize 
competition, noticed, 231la, b 

souls in the aether and Sophocles Ajax (1192 sq.), 
431 f. 

Spain and Britain, local cults in, 92 f. 
Sphacra Procli, the so-called, 120 
Spiegelberg’s Aegyptische wnd griechische Eigennamen 

aus Mumienetiketten der vroemischen Kaiserzett, 
noticed, 454 f. 

‘St. Andrews University Publications,’ 433a, b 
Statius Silvae, Klotz’ ed. of, noticed, 226 f. (see also 

166d) 
Stewart’s Thirteen Homilies of St. Augustine on St. 

- John, xiv., noticed, 64 f. 
Stock (St. George), notice of Peskett’s ed. of Caesar 

Bell. Civ. iii., 123 ff. 
Strabo xii. 3, 38 (p. 560), note on, 54a, b 
Strena Helbigiana, noticed, 1896 
Strong (Eugénie), notice of some recent works in 

classical art, 185 ff. :— 
(a) Greek sculpture, 185 ff. 
(b) Greek vases, 189 f. 
(c) Roman art, 190 f. 

Strong’s transl. of Wickhoff’s Roman Art, noticed, 
89 ff. 

Strzygowski’s Orient oder Rom, communiqué on, 
232 ff. 

views of Wickhoff’s theories, 233a 
Studi glottologici italiani, de Gregorio’s, noticed, 

3738a, b 
Studio sulle Elegie di Massimiano, Giardelli’s, noticed, 

368 ff. 
‘style,’ Greek words for, 252 ff. 

subdivisions of, 454a, b 
SUMMARIES OF PERIODICALS, 95 f., 142, 235 ff.. 

287 f., 332, 379f., 478 f. 
American Journal of Philology, 96b, 287 
Archiv. fiir lateinische Lexikographie 

Grammatik, 337 f. 
Congrés international de Numismatique, 142 
Hermathena, 960 
Journal international 

matique, 378 
Journal of Philology, 142a 
Mnemosyne, 236, 3796, 479a 
Neue Jahrbiicher fiir das klassische Altertum, 

96, 142, 236a, 332, 379a, 478 f. 

Numismatic Chronicle, 234), 378) 
Numismatische Zeitschrift [Vieuna], 235 
Revue belge de Numismatique, 378) 
Revue de Philologie, 96a, 235a, 287 f., 379a 
Revue numismatique, 95, 234 f., 3782 
Rheinisches Museum fiir Philologie, 235 f., 3796 
Wochenschrift fiir klassische Philologie, 95 f., 

236 f., 288, 332b, 3879 f., 479 
Zeitschrift fiir Numismatik [Berlin], 956 

Summers (Walter C.), notice of Hemphill’s transl. 
of Persius, 426a, b 

notice of Tyrrell’s Anthology of Latin Poetry, 
457 f. 

on the second Florentine MS. of Silius Italicus, 
117 ff. 

cuppédAcov and Kaédpa in Hermae Pastor, 256 f. 
superlative, decline of the, 439a, b 
supplement to the apparatus criticus of Martial, 

44 ff., 309 ff. (see also Cl. Rev. xiv. 353 ff.) 

und 

d’Archéologie numis- 
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Susemihl (Franz), tribute to, 3195 
Svoronos on the coins of the Ptolemies, 378) 
Swete’s An Introduction to the Old Testament in 

Greek (with an appendix containing the Letter of 
Aristeas edited by H. St. J. Thackeray), noticed, 
371 f. 

syllable-division in Greek, 396 ff. 
Sylloge Inscriptionum Graecarum, Dittenberger’s 

(2nd ed), noticed, 468 ff. 
Syracuse, sanctuary of Artemis at, 192a 

AN 

Tacitus Agr. (10, 3), note on, 46 ff. 
loose use of words in, 164a 

tantum and tamen, confusion between, 155a 
Tarentum, gold stater of the time of Pyrrhus at, 

3316 
Taylor (C.), on xadcdpa and cuupeAdwov in Hermae 

Pastor, 256 f. 
zéxvat (Plato) and the academical ‘ Arts,’ 220 f. 
Telemachy, two errors of memory in the, 291 ff. 
téAos, derivatives of, 445 ff 
temples of Lower Italy and Sicily, 96 
Tennyson, associated reminiscences of Wordsworth 

in, 340a, b 
Terence, prohibitives in, 157 ff. 
Termine Imerese, coin-find at, 94a 
Thackeray’s critical ed. of the Letter of Aristeas, 

noticed, 372d 
Theocritus, associated reminiscences of Aleman in, 

3446: of Homer in, 466a,0; of Sappho in, 
341 f. 

Thera, excavations in, 287) 
Thesaurus Linguae Latinae, English prospectus of 

the, la, 183a, 6 
Thiersch’s ‘ Tyrrhenische’ Amphoren’: eine Studie 

zur Geschichte der altattischen Malerei, noticed, 
189 f. 

Thirteen Homilies of St. Augustine on St. John xiv., 
Stewart's, noticed, 64 f. 

Tholos of Pausanias (ii. 27, 3), the, 3780 
Thomas (F. W.), note on Horace Od. (IV. ii. 45 

sqq.), 546 
Thompson (E. Seymer), notice of Conway’s ed. of 

Livy, book ii., 456 f. 
Thucydides, associated reminiscences of Pindar in, 

343a, 6 
book viii., accuracy of, 224b, 225a 
some criticisms on, 235a 

Thybris not Propertian, 435 
Tigranocerta, site of, 183b, 184a 
Tituli Asiae Minoris, the, 376 ff. 
Todi, discoveries?at, 191) 
toxewy ‘a parent’ and the kindred forms, 401 ff. 
totus orbis, 79a 
Traversarius and codex V of Catullus, 116 f. 
were (T. G.), note on Tacitus Agr. (10, 3), 

46 ff. 

notes on the fragments of Euripides, 350 ff. 
on the fragments of the Minor Tragedians, 

451a, b 
Tucker's The Proem to the Ideal Commonwealth of 

Plato, noticed, 317 f. 
Tunis, excavations in, 95a 
tutarchus, 238a 
Tyrrell’s Anthology of Latin Poetry, noticed, 189 f. 
Tyrrell-Purser’s The Correspondence of M. Tullius 

Cicero vol. vii. (Index), noticed, 455a, b 
: De: Amphoren, Thiersch’s, noticed, 
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U, V. 

vase-paintings and Greek tragedy, 432«. b 
Vedas, language of the, 75a, 6 

metres of the, 75b, 76a 
practice of widow-burning in the, 71), 72a 
problem of translating the, 71a 
ritual of the, 76 f. 

Vedic recent literature, noticed, 70 ff. 
Vedische Opfer und Zauber, Hillebrandt’s, noticed, 

76 f. 
Venus Cloacina, shrine of, 1380 
Verrall (A. W.), notice of Nestle’s Luripides, der 

Dichter der griechischen Aufklérung, 363 ff. 
on Aphrodite Pandemos and the Hippolytus of 

Euripides, 449 ff. 
VERSIONS, 82 ff., 232, 467 f. 
Vetulonia, excavations in, 3300 
Vindiciae Propertianae (Postgate), 40 ff., 406 ff. 
Virgil, Aeneid, plan of the, 478 f. 

Ecl. (iii. 104), the enigma in, 258a, b 
cl. iv. and a newly-beginning saeeulum, 2356 

(see also 429a) 
Hirtzel’s text of [‘Scriptorum Classicorum 

Bibliotheca Oxoniensis’], noticed, 225 f. 
MSS. of, 7d. 

unreal condition in Latin, history of the, 51 ff. 
Volkerpsychologie, Wundt's, noticed, 458 ff. 
Vom Suppletivwesen der indogermanischen Sprachen, 

Osthott’s, noticed, 378 f. 
Vrana—is it the site of Marathon ?, 135 f., 191a, b 
wreeoli)(matellae, 2636 (n.) 
torepa=before in modern Greek, 3630, b 

W. 

Walker (E. M.), notice of Meyer's Forschungen zur 
alten Geschichte (vol. ii.), 223 ff. 

notice of Pintschovius’ Xenophon de Vectigalibus 
(v. 9) and Diodorus, 218a, b 

Walker’s (A. T.) The Sequence of Tenses in Latin: a 
Study based on Ceasar’s Gallic War, noticed, 66 ff. 

Walters (H, B.), Monthly Record, 93 ff., 191 f., 
287, 330 ff., 476 ff. 

wars in Armenia (A.D. 51-63), chronology of the, 
159 ff., 204 ff., 266 ff. 

Watson (E. W.), notice of Stewart’s Homilies of 
St. Augustine, 64 f. 

Webb (E. J.), notice of Manitius’ text of Geminus, 
120 ff. 

Webster's The Elegies of Maximianus, noticed, 368 ff. 
Wecklein’s edd. of Euripides Supplices and Hera- 

clidae, noticed, 54 ff. 
Welsh proverbs illustrative of Greek, 361a, 
Wheeler (J. R.), on the date of the destruction of 

the Propylaea, 430 f. 
White’s transl. of The Roman History of Appian of 

Alexandria, noticed, 167 f. 
why did Appius Claudius abominate Z, 218 ff. 
Wickhoft’s Roman Art: some of its Principles and 

their Application to early Christian Painting, 
Strong’s transl. of, noticed, 89 ff. 

Wilkins (A. S.), notice of an Old French transl. of 
Cicero Rhetorica, 66a, b 

notice of Cima’s 2nd ed. of Cicero De Oratore i., 
230 f. 

notice of Cust’s transl. of Bréal’s Semantics, 127 f. 
notice of Lebreton’s Etudes sur la Langue et la 

Grammaire de Cicéron, 366 ff. 
Wilson (J. Cook), note on Aristotle Poet. (1451a 

22 sqq-), 148 f. 
on éeraywyn in Aristotle, 4305 

women, status of in Greek poetry, 332a 
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Wordsworth fragment, a lost, 82a, b 
Wright (Arthur), on the engima in Vergil Zl. 

(ili. 104), 258a, 6 
Wroth (Warwick), summaries of numismatic 

periodicals, 95, 142, 234 f., 378, 478) 
Wundt’s Volkerpsychologie: eine Untersuchung der 

Entwicklungsgesetze von Sprache, Mythus und 
Sitte, noticed, 458 ff. 

X. 

Xanthian stele, the, 3776, 378a 
Xenophon Apologia, genuineness of, 960 

De Vectigalibus vy. 9 and Diodorus, 281a, b 
probable date of, 281 

THE CLASSICAL REVIEW. 

Xenophon—continued. 
Hellenica i., ii., diction of, 198 ff. 

neut. pl. with pl. verb in, 199@ 
peculiar use of impf. ind. in, 199a, 200a 
probable date of, 200 
supposed divisions of, 197 f. 
notes on, 197 ff. 

Memorabilia, Gloth-Kellogg’s Index to, noticed, 
1734, 6 

Z. 

Z, history of in the ancient alphabets, 217 ff. 
zeugma, 405a 



Il.—INDEX LOCORUM. 

Note.—References to the Orators are given by number of speech and section, to 
Aristotle by the paging of the Berlin edition, to Cicero by section, to Plato by Stephanus’ 
paging, to Plautus and Terence by the continuous numeration where such exists. 

A. 
Achaeus :— 

fr. (*4, 4), 451a 
adespota of Minor Tragedians ap. Nauck (*112), 

45la, b; (*473), 451b; (*497), 451a 
Aelian :— 

Epist. (*11), 1016 
Aeschylus :— 

Ag. (136), 19a ; (*146), 16a, b; (*881 sqq.), 
104d, 105a; (552), 18a; (642), 226, 23a; 
(*649), lla (n.), 19a ; (1658), 103a (n.) 

Cho. (276-290), 430a; (*279), 7ib.; (398), 
403b ; (712 sqq.), 430a, 6; (809 sgq.), 100a 
(n.) ; (*956), 3965 (n.) 

Eum. (363), 22b (n.); (499), 176 
Pers. (*1019), 185 
Theb. (3), 29a, b 
Sr. (206), 18a 

Alexis (*116=Ath. 237 B), 98, 99a; 
565 B), 28b, 24a (and n.), 3956, 396a 

Amherst Papyri (part ii.) :— 
Pap. ee ), 4256, 426a ; (xiii.), 425a, b; (xvi.), 

4250 

Anth. Pal. v. (*13, 3 sq.), 221a, b: (*78, 6), 3940: 
(*197, 5), 2210; vii. (*79), 401 f., 404a, 6: (*408), 
401 f. 

Apollonius Rhodius :-— 
Argonautica i. (*8), 62a: 

(98), 29 f. : (*1260), 
iv. (1015), ib. 

Appian iii. (9), 168d 
Apuleius :— 

Apol. ed. 
AXEXV,.|: 

(*264= Ath. 

(110), 805, 31a; ii. 
Bla, b; iii. (936), 62d ; 

van der Vliet 1900 (*xxxi. jin. : 
*xxxvili.: xli.), 48a; (*xliv. : 

xXlix.: “*lix.): *]x, : 20 ixis)n 48015) (Oixiv.:: 
*Ixvii. *Ixviii. : Ixxxii, fin. : *lxxxv.), 49a; 
(*xevi.), 49a, 6; (xevii.), 496 

Florid. ed, van der Vliet 1900 (ix. p. 156: xiii. 
p. 163), 7.; (*xiv. p. 163: *xv. p. 164), 
50a: (*xv. p. 166), 50a, b; (*xv. p. 167: 
*xvi. p. 170), 500; (*p. 
(*p. 175), 51a; (*xix. p. 185), 51a, b 

172), 506, 51a; 

Aristophanes :-— 
Ach. (318), 354a, b; (410), 354 f. ; 

355d ; (628), 354a; (*646), 352d, 
352b, 353a; (656), 3530; 
(717), 354a 

Ar, (79), 3876, 388a ; (*280, 519, 701), 388a; 
(753), 388 ; (1070), 252a 

(412, 549), 
b; (*655), 

(*683), 353 f. ; 

Eq. (15), 3855, 3862; (188, *598), 386a; 
(727, *1385), 3860 

Pax (*24, 83), 387a; (*139), 387a, 6; (180, 
*306, 479, *729), 3870 

Nub. (*145, 1366), 3862 ; (1415), 387¢ 
Ran. (*167, 301), 389a; (*369, 456, 467, 553), 

389) ; (814 sqq.), 389, 390a ; (905), 390a, b; 
(949, 964, *1163, 1180), 3906; (*1415), 
390 f. 

Vesp. (269), 2996; (*967), 387a 
Aristotle :— 

"AG, moa. (xli. init.), 357 aoe) 
Eth. Eudem. vii. (3, 7: pelos mois) LOM oh). 

319a 
Eth. Nic. (1096a 6: 1098a 11: 10995 18: 

1106a@ 26), 60a; (1132a 4 sqqg.), 6la, 6b; 
(1138 6), 600 

Poet. (1451a 22 sqq. coll. 145la@ 16), 148 f.; 
(1455a 34), 540 

Athenaeus :— 
Deipnosophistae (*604 F), 24a (n.) 

B. 
Bacchylides :— 

Ode xii. (97), 100a ; xviii. (29), 1055 (n.) 

C.I.L. i. (1453), 1555 
Caesar :-— 

Bell. Civ. iii. (3, 2), 124a: (6, 
124b: (17,3), 125a: (19, 
1246, 125a: (67, 5), 1240 

Bell. Gall. i. (*16, 5), 1770: 

2), 124a@d : (8, 4), 
2), 1246: (19, 6), 

(40, 5: 53, 6), 
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Caesar—continued. 
176a; ii. (4, 7: 34), 2b.; iti. (19, 2 Bae 3 
(21, 1), 176d ; iv. (20, 4), 7b.; v. (1, 2: 8, 6: 
ails Els be Ph 7), 1760 : (49, naiien. 
(49, 5), 1760 ; vii. (LY, 2), 1766: (#1455): 21, 
3), 1776: (24, 1), 177a: (35, 1), 176a, b: 
(*85, 4), 1776: (45, 7), 1766, 803a: (75,1: 
78, 2), 1766: (84, 1), 1776 

Calpurnius Siculus :— 
Eel. i. (*73 sqq.), 218 a; ii. (81, *51 sqq.) tb.: 

(54, 97), 214a@; iv. (112), 2b.; v. (15), 2130: 
(41), 213a@ ; vi. (29), 2180; vii. (26), 2b.: (57 
sqq.), 218 f. 

Catullus Ixiv. (*178), 236 } ; Ixviii. (158), 42a 
Chaeremon :— 

fr. (13), 451b 
Chrysippus ap. Ath. (565A), 395a 
Cicero :— 

De Dom. (*52, *76), 96a 
De Orat. i. (*187, *215, 219), 231a: (251 coll. 

De Nat. Deor. iii. 57), 230b: (254), 2300, 
231a ; iii, (12, 45 coll. Pliny Epp. i. 16, 6),- 
452 f. 

Epp. ad Att. i. (16, 5), 4555; xiv. (*10, 2), 
236a ; xv. (*26, 4), 966; xvi. (*11, 1), 455d 

Epp. ad Fam. viii. (*1, 5) 7b. 
Pro Arch. (11, 29), 53a, b (n.) 
Pro Sex. Rose, (*11), 3796; 

106), 3670 
(22), 406a; (37, 

DE 
Demetrius :— 

mepl epunvelas (§ 51 coll. Plat. Rep. 411 B), 
221a 

Demosthenes :— 
In Meid. (182, 197), 223a 

Dionysius Halicarnasseus vy. 
(*p. 182, Cobet on), 388a 

(*356), 103d (n.) ; 

E 

Epistola Sapphus (1, 7, 8, 12, 15, 32), 260; (32 sqq. 
coll. Ibis 130 sqq.), 260a, b; (*53, 54), 260b ; (57), 
260b, 261a; (69 sq.), 261a ; (76), 261a, B; (79, 
125, *132, 134, 189, 145, 153), 2616 ; (156), 2610, 
262a ; (*159, 164, *169), 262a; (191 sqg., 193 sqq., 
*207 sq.), 262b ; (213), 263 a, b 

[see also pp. 258 ff. ] 
Euripides :— 

Ale. (218 sqq.=232 sqq.), 15b; (*228 sqq.= 
242 sqq.), 15 f.; (262=270), 166; (*821, 501, 
1118), 2296 ; (*1129), 160, 17a 

Andr, (187=143 : 279=288), 17a; 
(466=471), 17 f.; (1016), 170 

Bacch, (233), 23a b ;(326, 330, 395), 236 ; (427), 
24a; (446), 23, 24a; (*623, *996), 24a; 
(997 sq.), 24a, 6b; (*1145), 24 f. 

Cycl. (63), 22a; (75), 23a; (145, *239), 575; 
(366 sqq.), 22a; (*434), 22d 

El. (194), 105b; (433 sqq.), 99b, 1000; (449, 
581), 100a ; (622), 100a, b; (*640, 708=721), 
1105; (732), 17h; (813 ‘sqq., 980), 1008; 
(997), 100d, 1014 ; (*1109, 1145), 10la; 
(1206), 2510 ; (1220), 101 « 

Hee. (1 sq.), 22b, 23a ; (1057), 23a; (1214 sq.), 
295a, b, 375 f., 429a, b 

Hel. (124), 20b, 21a; (862, 367, 871), 21a; 
(379), 176; (380, 1218), 21a; (1354 sqq.), 
Qla, b; (1485 sqg.=1502 sg., *1536, 1590), 
21b ; (1667), 21b, 22a 

Her. (5, 37, 72, 182, 140, 180 sqg., 198, *211, 
223, 300, *324, 338, *416, 426, 487 sq., 458), 
56b; (498, 558, 594, 677), 57a; (704), 58d; 

(463), 176 ; 
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Euripides—continucd. 
(706, 735, 745 sq., *755, *763), 57a ; (*766), 
1030, 1040 ; (778, 789), 58b ; (813, 845), 57a ; 
(858), 58b; (884, 886), 57a; ("892 sqq. =901), 
104a@; (911 coll. Suppl. 60), 57a; (*932), 
57a, b; (959), 57b; (969), 104a; (*1005, 
1038), 575 

Herc. Fur. (399), 176; (*685 sqq.=671 sqq.), 
104a ; (777), 104, a, b; (*781 sqq. =798 sqq.), 
1046, 105a ; (856, 1045), 24a ; (*1138), 105a; 
(1214), 1050 

Hippol. (104), 103a; (337), 83655 (n.) ; (550=559), 
108a, 6; (*552 = 561, 1120 = 1129), 1080 ; 
(1197), 4440, 4450 

Ton (*1065 sqq.), 102a, b 
Iph. A. (*228), 98a; (272), 176; (328), 98d, 

(334 sq), 98b, 99a ; (351, 534), 99a ; (578), 
99a, b; (1061, 1305, 1330), 956 

Med. (1238), 106 f. 
Or. (178, 450, 785, 816), 101d; (*896), 

102a; (1236), 10la 
Phoen. (168*, 176), 102a; (275), 2956; 

817, *1525 sqq.) 1020 
Rhes. (200, 543), 1020; (549, *823=853), 103a 
Suppl. (82, 38, 60 coll. Her. 911, 63, 90 sq., 

221), 55a; (*228), 57b; (*240 sqq.), 19a, 
55b ; (249, 250, 306), 555; (*877=381), 19a, 
55b: (413, 442, 550), 553 (573, 599), 58a ; 
(604 sqq. =614 sqq.), 190, b; (*608, 688, 701, 
708, 745 sqq.), 56a; (754), 576; (*787 sq., 
*790), 56a; (872), 58a; (*885, *931), 66a; 
(*946), 195; (*974 sqq.), 19, 20a; (*993 sqq. 
=1015 sqq.), 20a; (1020, 1033, 1112), 56a ; 
(1116), 58a; (1200), 56a 

Troad. (513=515), 18a; (*597), 18a, b; (605), 
17b; (*1090 een 18), 19a ; (1280, 1285. 
1296, 1305=1322), 19a 

Sr. (154, 170), 3516; (*222); 197a, 6, 2556 ; 
(248, 2 sq.), 3516; (*262), 350a; (*271), 
351b ; (282, 16), 107a; (304), 107f.; (331), 
1066, 107a ; (487), 3510 ; (*456), 350a; (528), 
3510 ; (*583), 350a, b; (*555), 3506; (572), 
3516; (578, 3 sqq.), 3510, 3520; (611, 643), 
352a; (*674, *730), 3500; (*739), 351a; 
(778), 108a; (*818), 35la; (*815), 3520; 
(*833), 351a; (953), 200, 21a ; (*1027, *1035, 
1042), 351a: (*1046), 352b; (1048), 108a ; 
(*1059, 4 sqqg.), 351a ; (1063), 108d 

1010, 

'(489, 

H. 
Heraclitus :— 

jr. (10 Diels=59 Bywater), 423a; (20 By- 
water), 424) ; (30 Diels=23 Bywater), 424a 

Herodotus iv. (158), 258a, b; vi. (95, 2), 4420, 
448a ; ix. (76), 252a 

Homer :— 
Hymn to Apollo (439), 146 
Hymn to Demeter (*398), 97a 
Hymn to Hermes (54 sqq.), 

146a@ ; (832), 1460 
IViad i. (37, 451), 2b. ; ii. (557 sq.), 8 f., 349a = 

(730-828), 347a, 349a; v. (500 schol. on), 
98a, b; x. (825), 286; xi. (*686), 146a, b; 
xv. (10 schol. on), 986; xvi. (170 Townley 
schol. on), 97 f. ; xxii. (126 sqq.), 322 ff. 

Odyssey i. (13), 147a: (51), 29a: (409), 1460 ; 
ii, (45), 146a: (245), 2920 (n.): (*251), 
291 ff., 2940 ; iv. (*514), 293a, b: (519 sq.), 
294b: (796), 29la; viii. (*353), 145 f.: 
(*355), 1475; xi. (*479), 145, 146a; xiii. 
(120), 1476: (*225, 263), 147a; xiv. (21), 
293a: (885), 147a, b: (485), 291la; xvi. 
(*185), 1470: (471 scholl. on), 327a, 6 ; xvii. 

326a (n.); (138), 
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Homer— continued. 
(121), 146); xix. (162 sqg.), 3246, 325a; xx. 
(378), 147a : 

Horace :— 
Ep. J. vii. (52 sq.), 2210 
Epod. iii. (20), 180a; xv. (1-10), 404 ff. 
Od. I. ii. (14), 129a, b: (39), 18la; ix. (1), 

128 f. ; xii. (37 sqq.), 180a; xiii. (2), 2b.; xx. 
(5) 7.; xxiii. (5), 18la ; xxiv. (6), 180a, b; 
xxv. (*20), 18la; xxxi. (5), 1805; xxxiii. 
(1 coll. II. iv. 1), 179@; xxxvi. (2), ib. ; II. 
v. (12), 1806; vi. (18), 2b. ; xi. (15), ib. ; 
xiii. (1), 2b.; xiv. (6), 2b.; xv. (8), 2b. ; 
Xviii. (14), 178a, 6: (30 coll. Tac. Ann. i. 8), 
1786 ; III. iii. (18, 46), 181a@ ; iv. (38), 178a: 
(46), 18la ; v. (8, 17), 2b. ; vi. (22), 2b. ; ix. 
(20), 7. ; xiv. (14), ib. ; xxiii. (17 sqq.), 
179a; IV. ii. (45 sqq.), 546; vii. (*21), 
236a, 6 

Sat. I. 1. (*108 sq.), 63b, 302 f. ; iii. (*9 sqq.), 
303 f.: (59 sq.), 304a, b: (*88 sqq.), 3046, 
305a ; iv. (8 sqq.), 635: (19 sgq.), 305a: 
(32), 3055 ; v. (14), 117a, b, 166a, b: (73 sq.), 
3050; vi. (*14), 63b: (30 sqq.), 305d, 306a: 
(*110 sqg.), 306a; viii., 306 f.: (*7), 306d 
(n.): (34 sqqg.), 307a: (41), 307a, b; ix. (43 
3qq.), 307 f. ; x. (57), 309a, b: (*66), 630; 
II. ii. (11 sgg.), 4055: (76), 3055: x. (36 
sqq.), 3086 

I, J. 

Isaeus (v. 10 coll. Lys. xii. 20), 109d 
ulian Misoréywv [Paris 1583] (p. 38), 394; (*p. 
91, *p. 140), 3940 (n.) 

Juvenal vi. (614 sqq.), 265 f. 
Bodleian fragments. 4 (2), 263: (6), 263a, b: 

(*9-12), 263 f. : (18, 21), 2640; B, 263a 

L. 

Livy iv. (44, 10), 314 f. ; xxx. (4, 5), 406a 
Lucan :— 

Pharsalia i. (*463), 79a, 129 f.: (*464 sq.), 
79a, b: (*481), 78b, 79a, 1315: (*531 Reid 
on), 80a, 5, 130 f. ; iii. (276), 79a, 6, 130a,b; 
vii. (320 sqq.), 405) ; viii. (831), 79d 

Lucian :— 
De Calumn. (2 Cobet on), 389a 
Eun. (7), 3866 

Lucretius vi. (1195), 2195 (n.) 
Lysias (xii. 20 col7. Isaeus v. 10), 1090 

Manilius ii. (2), 42a 
Martial :-— 

Epigr. i. (18, 4), 414a; x. (56, 3 sqq.), 4195 
Lib. Spect. xxi. (*8), 154 f., 231 f.; xxi. (B), 

155a, b 
[see also pp. 44 ff, 309 ff., 413 ff.] 

Maximianus :— 
Hleg. i. (177 sq., 201, 205, 207, 223, 253), 370a: 

(266), 370a, b: (272), 3700 
[see also pp. 370 f.] 

N. 

New Testament Writers :— 
St. Matthew iv. (24), 4286 (n.) ; x. (23), 4278, 

428a; xvii. (27), 428a, b; xix. (15), 427a; 
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New Testament Writers—continued. 
Xxi. (3), 203a, 6; xxii. (23 sgq.), 427b (and 
nn.) ; xxiv. (22), 4420; xxv. (1), 4275 (n.) 

St. Mark i. (27), 2366; ii. (10), ib. ; vii. (19), 
2b. ; xi. (3), 2084, b; xii. (31), 204a; xiv. 
(63), 2036; xv. (34), 70. 

St. Luke v. (17), ib.; ix. (51), 2b.; xvi. (8), 2030 ; 
xix. (31, 34), 203a, b 

St. John xii. (32), 203b 
Romans xiii. (8 sqq.), 203 f. 
1 Corinthians xii. (21), 2036 

Nonius Marcellus (232, 30: 234, 7) 157a; (234, 9, 
13), 1576; (266, 17), 1565; (280, 27), 156a, b, 
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